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C H A P T E R

 1 
 Progression of ACT

Robert D. Zettle and Kelly G. Wilson

Abstract
Acceptance and commitment therapy (ACT) in the context of  its historical and 
progressive development unfolded within three phases over the past 40 years. Events 
and influences in an initial phase that culminated in the development of  comprehensive 
distancing as a precursor to ACT in the early 1980s preceded philosophical, theoretical, 
and conceptual refinements that took place during the next phase of  ACT’s progression. 
These advancements, including the further explication of  functional contextualism, 
rule governance, and relational responding, contributed to the emergence of  ACT as a 
coherent transdiagnostic intervention by the turn of  this century. Ever increasing outcome 
and process research within the last two decades during ACT’s third and most recent 
stage of  progression have been instrumental in solidifying its current empirical status and 
expanding globalization.

Key Words: history, comprehensive distancing, ACT, functional contextualism,  
rule governance, relational frame theory

Progression of ACT
As reflected by its title, this article provides an overview of the current status of acceptance 
and commitment therapy (ACT; S. C. Hayes, Strosahl, & Wilson, 2012) situated within an 
historical account of the events that have led up to it. In short, we seek to show where ACT is 
at the moment and the paths that it took to arrive there. We particularly offer an update of the 
progression of ACT that has occurred since the initial publications concerning its development 
10– 15 years ago (Cullen, 2008; Zettle, 2005) and a more recent historical overview (Hooper 
& Larsson, 2015, Ch. 3).

ACT is often presented most simply as the application of a psychological flexibility 
model of human functioning comprising six interrelated processes: (1) acceptance, 
(2) defusion, (3) flexible present moment awareness, (4) self- as- context, (5) chosen values, and 
(6) committed action (S. C. Hayes et al., 2012). For our purposes here, we prefer to define 
ACT as (1) a psychological approach to the alleviation of human suffering and the promotion 
of human well- being, (2) based on functional contextualism, and (3) informed by relational 
frame theory (RFT; S. C. Hayes, Barnes-Holmes, & Roche, 2001) as an associated account of 
human language and cognition. We will accordingly refer to the progression over time in what 
might be regarded as technical/ methodological, philosophical, and theoretical dimensions or 
strands within ACT, and how all three became integrated and interwoven with each other in 
forging its identity and determining its current status. As will be seen, ACT as we know it 
today, developed from a psychological approach known as comprehensive distancing (Zettle, 
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2005) that was philosophically based on radical behaviorism (Skinner, 1974) and informed 
theoretically by Skinner’s (1969) conceptualization of rule- governed behavior.

Disclaimers
Before embarking on our journey, we would like to offer two disclaimers that are applicable 
to any historical account such as ours. First, key events within such narratives are in hindsight 
often presented in a more linear and coherent fashion (see Table 1.1) than how they actually 

Table 1.1 Timeline of Key Events in the Progression of ACT

Date Event

1982 Rule- governed behavior is extended as a behavior- analytic conceptual model for 
cognitive- behavioral interventions (Zettle & Hayes, 1982).

First laboratory analogue study of comprehensive distancing’s impact on pain tolerance 
is conducted and presented (S. C. Hayes, Korn, Zettle, Rosenfarb, & Cooper, 1982).

1984 Results of first randomized clinical trial of comprehensive distancing compared to 
cognitive therapy for depression are presented (Zettle & Hayes, 1984).

“Making Sense of Spirituality” paper is published describing deictic framing and process 
of establishing transcendent perspective taking (S. C. Hayes, 1984).

1985 Introductory presentation of RFT (S. C. Hayes & Brownstein, 1985).

Observer exercise added to the comprehensive distancing protocol.

1986 Parameters of contextualism as a broader world view within which radical behaviorism 
may be subsumed are presented (S. C. Hayes & Brownstein, 1986).

1987 First chapter- length presentation of comprehensive distancing (S. C. Hayes, 1987).

1989 Rule governance is fully reconceptualized within RFT (S. C. Hayes, 1989: S. C. Hayes 
& Hayes, 1989).

1991 First uses of “acceptance and commitment therapy” (Wilson, Khorakiwala, & Hayes, 
1991) and ACT (Wilson & Taylor, 1991) in paper presentation titles.

1993 Functional contextualism is proposed as the philosophical foundation for ACT  
(S. C. Hayes, 1993).

First use of acceptance and commitment therapy in a publication title (S. C. Hayes & 
Wilson, 1993).

1999 First book- length presentation of ACT published (S. C. Hayes, Strosahl, & Wilson, 1999).

2001 First- book length presentation of RFT published (S. C. Hayes et al., 2001).

2003 ACT and RFT list serves are started.

First World Conference on ACT, RFT, & The New Behavioral Psychology is held in 
Linkoping, Sweden.

2005 Association for Contextual Behavioral Science is established.

Get Out of Your Mind and into Your Life published (S. C. Hayes, 2005).

2008 First meta- analysis of ACT published (Öst, 2008).

2011 Development of the Acceptance and Action Questionnaire- II (AAQ- II; Bond et al., 2011).

2012 The Journal of Contextual Behavioral Science is established.

Second edition of Acceptance and Commitment Therapy published (S. C. Hayes et al., 2012).
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unfolded in real time. Accordingly, the development of ACT might be more appropriately 
viewed as the culmination of a reticulated process that more closely resembles solving a 
challenging crossword puzzle (S. C. Hayes, Zettle, Barnes-Holmes, & Biglan, 2016) than 
proving a geometric theorem. In particular, the delineation of functional contextualism did 
not precede the formulation of RFT, which in turn, then resulted in the creation of ACT 
(S. C. Hayes et al., 2016). Separate as well as coordinated progress in each of the three 
dimensions or strands that define ACT contributed to its overall development. Some of these 
advancements were more obvious and had rather immediate impacts, while others were more 
subtle with delayed influences.

Second, the history we offer is uniquely our own; indeed, it is difficult to see how it could 
be otherwise. The contributions and vision of single individuals are often critical in the devel-
opment of many therapeutic approaches that end up being “branded” [e.g., Freud (1916) in 
the case of psychoanalysis and Beck (1976) for cognitive therapy], and ACT is no exception. 
Accordingly, suffice it to say that we would not be writing this article had it not been for our 
particular relationships with Steve Hayes that began at different junctures during the progres-
sion of ACT. Recently, he has reflected on some of his more personal experiences that were 
instrumental in its origination (S. C. Hayes, 2019).

Our Histories
The relationship between Robert D. Zettle (RDZ) and Steve goes back to the fall of 1976 
when both arrived at the University of North Carolina at Greensboro (UNC- G). RDZ was 
beginning his first year in the clinical psychology program there, and Steve, who at the time 
had not yet defended his dissertation, had just been hired as a new assistant professor and 
assigned as RDZ’s faculty advisor. It quickly became obvious that the two shared an interest 
from a behavior analytic perspective in better understanding the impact of human language 
and verbal behavior on clinical phenomena. It was an influence that Steve acknowledges had 
been ignited in him at least three years earlier by Willard Day (S. C. Hayes, 2001). RDZ 
became Steve’s first doctoral student and for his dissertation completed what is retrospectively 
commonly regarded as the first randomized clinical trial of what later came to be recognized 
as ACT (Zettle, 1984). Both left UNC- G not long after its completion to accept academic 
appointments, RDZ at Wichita State University and Steve at the University of Nevada, Reno 
(UNR), where his relationship with Kelly G. Wilson (KGW) began.

KGW entered the graduate program in clinical psychology at UNR in the fall of 1989, 
at which point the Reno lab was well established. Steve had brought several graduate stu-
dents with him from UNC- G and had attracted several others since his arrival at UNR in 
1986. It was a highly productive time on multiple fronts. KGW’s interests mapped well onto 
the breadth of lab interests at the time. He participated in qualitative clinical research on 
proto- ACT inspired by Willard Day’s (1969) “behavioral phenomenology,” engaged in basic 
human operant research on RFT (Wilson & Hayes, 1996), participated in seminars and con-
ferences aimed at fleshing out functional contextualism, published theoretical work on ACT 
and RFT (S. C. Hayes & Wilson, 1993, 1994), and co- wrote and administered two National 
Institutes of Drug Abuse (NIDA) funded grants, ultimately co- authoring the first book- length 
ACT manual just prior to departing for an academic post at the University of Mississippi (S. 
C. Hayes et al., 1999).

We hope that the account that follows will be sufficiently consistent and coherent to be 
seen as plausible, while acknowledging that others who have been witnesses to and/ or possible 
contributors to the development of ACT have their own and possibly somewhat different 
stories to tell. We thus make no claims that our narrative is “true” in the sense of elemental 
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realism, although we have endeavored to appropriately document events and elements within 
it whenever possible. Rather, we will defer to readers to determine where between fiction and 
“history,” as that term is most commonly used, our account falls. Regardless of where it might 
be placed, it may in our view be deemed as “true” to the extent that it is useful, as suggested 
by Skinner (1980, p. 308) in his comparison of historical and fictional narratives: “In most of 
the uses we make of history, fiction will serve as well. We demand consistency and plausibility 
in lieu of truth and thus preserve what really matters, a bit of vicarious experience.” Like the 
King advised in Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland, we will “begin at the beginning and go on till 
[we] come to the end: then stop” (Carroll, 1865).

The Beginning: 1976– 1986
In order to present the historical context in which ACT emerged, our story begins just as the 
first wave of behavior therapy, which had been dominated by interventions based on operant 
and respondent conditioning principles, was about to be replaced by a second wave featuring 
cognitive- behavioral approaches (S. C. Hayes, 2004).

Rush et al. (1977) Paper
A key event in this transition, particularly given developments that had preceded it, was the 
Rush, Beck, Kovacs, and Hollon (1977) randomized clinical trial, which favorably compared 
cognitive therapy (Beck, Rush, Shaw, & Emery, 1979) to imipramine. This study was partic-
ularly noteworthy as it was the first one to report that a psychological approach was superior 
to medication in treating a psychiatric disorder. By the time of its publication, the need to 
more effectively address the role of human language and cognition in the initiation, main-
tenance, and treatment of abnormal behavior had become increasingly apparent to many 
first- wave behavior therapists, especially those serving adult outpatients. At a theoretical/ 
conceptual level, however, more visible accounts of verbal- cognitive processes that had been 
offered by disgruntled behavior therapists (e.g., Mahoney, 1974) were much more mecha-
nistic and mentalistic than behavior analytic in their orientation. At a technical level, related 
ways of weakening the dysfunctional impact of language and cognition within what by now 
had come to be regarded as “cognitive- behavior modification” (Meichenbaum, 1977) were 
largely limited to thought- stopping (e.g., Rimm, 1973) and coping self- statements as part of 
self- instructional training (Meichenbaum, 1972).

In our view, the Rush et al. (1977) paper transformed how behavior therapy was con-
ceptualized and practiced at the time for at least three reasons. One, any psychotherapeu-
tic approach shown to be more efficacious than pharmacotherapy, especially in treating 
depression as the most common presenting adult outpatient complaint, understandably 
received the attention of behavior therapists given their commitment to evidence- based 
practice. Second, apart from distinctions drawn by Beck (1970) between cognitive and 
behavior therapy, his treatment package included enough behavioral techniques, such as 
activity scheduling (Beck et al., 1979, Chapter 7), with which behavior therapists were 
already familiar, for it to be received as not too different or foreign. However, third and 
perhaps most importantly, what cognitive therapy offered that was new, namely cognitive 
restructuring, was a more sophisticated and apparently more efficacious means, relative to 
thought stopping and self- instructional training, of altering the cognitive control of negative 
thinking. Not surprisingly, cognitive restructuring as a treatment technique was soon added 
to existing behavior therapy protocols, thereby giving rise to cognitive- behavior therapy 
(CBT), even though its relative impact and ostensible mechanisms of action were later called 
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into question based on component and process analyses of cognitive therapy (Jacobson 
et al., 1996; Zettle & Hayes, 1986, 1987).

Behavior Analysis and CBT
With the advent of this second wave of cognitive- behavioral approaches, any presence and 
influence that behavior analysis had in the development and practice of operant- based 
interventions within the first wave were diluted even further. It should be noted that Ferster 
(1967, 1972) had offered a behavior- analytic perspective on verbal psychotherapy that has 
since been cited as contributing to the development of functional analytic psychotherapy 
(R. J. Kohlenberg & Tsai, 1991). However, this work, did not readily point to any innova-
tive changes to behavioral therapeutic practice at the time and by the mid-  to late 1970s 
had clearly been overshadowed by a number of the developments already discussed. As a 
result, turning to the writings of Skinner (1957, 1969) appeared to be the most fruitful 
approach to take by those wishing to mount a radical behavioral counter- response to the 
conceptual challenges and practical changes presented by the “cognitive revolution” taking 
place within behavior therapy.

Even though Skinner considered Verbal Behavior (1957) his most important work 
(Salzinger, 1990), it became apparent that this work was of limited utility due to its focus on 
the behavior of speakers while relatively neglecting that of listeners. In short, Skinner’s con-
ceptual analyses of speaking, for example, might help explain why a depressed client’s thinking 
exemplifies Beck’s (1967, 1987) negative cognitive triad, but not why or how such thinking 
then influences the emotional reactions and overt behavior of that same client as a listener. 
Even more importantly, such a limited account had no substantive clinical value in guiding 
effective ways to weaken such pernicious cognitive control.

By comparison, Skinner’s (1969) formulation of rule- governed behavior, especially when 
modified and expanded, initially proved to be more useful in several respects in suggest-
ing a radical behavioral framework in which to conceptualize cognitive therapy and related 
approaches (Zettle & Hayes, 1982). For one, it shifted more focus to the behavior of listeners, 
including instances in which rule- followers and rule- givers share the same skin. A problematic 
issue, however, quickly became apparent and was not completely resolved until later when it 
was extensively addressed by RFT (see Barnes- Holmes et al., 2001, as well as Article 4 this 
volume). This problem concerned Skinner’s (1966, 1969) topographical definition of rules 
as “contingency- specifying stimuli.” When this issue was at least temporarily addressed by 
recasting rules as verbal discriminative stimuli, rule- governed behavior more broadly could be 
meaningfully reconceptualized as comprising three different functional units (pliance, track-
ing, and augmenting) under the control of two distinct sets of contingencies, one naturalistic 
and the other arbitrary and socially mediated.

An expansive conceptual framework that pointed to multiple controlling variables for 
rule- following, and to a lesser degree for rule formulation, had some rather important practical 
and theoretical implications. For one, it suggested that coping self- statements may function as 
plys, or rules whose following is mediated by a verbal- social community, and thus have lim-
ited efficacy unless delivered and followed in a public context. This finding had already been 
reported (Zettle & Hayes, 1979) and subsequently replicated by other related studies (e.g., S. 
C. Hayes & Wolf, 1984; Rosenfarb & Hayes, 1984).
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Comprehensive Distancing
More importantly for the development of ACT, examining cognitive therapy through the 
lens of rule governance also suggested a new therapeutic approach. This approach, referred 
to as comprehensive distancing (CD), was further influenced by the personal struggles of S. 
C. Hayes (2019) with panic attacks at the time. This forerunner of ACT sought to expand 
the process of distancing from cognitions as the “first critical step” within cognitive therapy 
(Hollon & Beck, 1979, p. 189) in which clients are encouraged to respond to their depress-
ing thoughts as mere psychological events rather than as immutable facts prior to restructur-
ing them. Many readers will recognize the similarities to emphases on acceptance, defusion, 
and even mindfulness within ACT, and to what is more often referred to as “decentering” 
(Bernstein et al., 2015; Safran & Segal, 1996) within mindfulness- based cognitive therapy 
(Segal, Williams, & Teasdale, 2002).

Formulating rules, thinking, reason- giving (Zettle & Hayes, 1986), and similar verbal 
activities from a behavior- analytic perspective cannot function as causes for other actions inso-
far as they cannot be directly manipulated (S. C. Hayes & Brownstein, 1986). Nonetheless, 
they may participate in controlling relationships with other behavior when sufficiently sup-
ported by verbal- social contingencies. For example, a range of destructive and dysfunctional 
actions may be socially acceptable when justified by a narrative of plausible reasons (S. 
C. Hayes, 1987). This analysis further suggested the viability of creating a special verbal- social 
community within the context of therapy in which deleterious cognitive control could be 
systematically weakened, for example, through acceptance and defusion, without resorting 
necessarily to change in cognitive content.

Initial empirical support for CD was provided by a laboratory experiment increasing 
cold pressor- induced pain tolerance (S. C. Hayes et al., 1982) that was published 17 years 
later (S. C. Hayes, Bissett, et al., 1999), a randomized clinical trial comparing it favorably to 
cognitive therapy for depression (Zettle & Hayes, 1984), and a series of unsystematic case 
studies (S. C. Hayes, 1987). While CD included many of the treatment components and 
techniques that are commonly part of the contemporary practice of ACT, there were also 
at least two noteworthy omissions. Behavioral homework was included in CD, but because 
it was not linked to values, it ostensibly functioned more like mood- enhancing behavioral 
activation (e.g., Martell, Addis, & Jacobson, 2001) than valued action. In short, relatively 
speaking, CD was more of an acceptance and willingness therapy than an acceptance and 
commitment to valued action therapy.

Also missing from CD was the Observer exercise (S. C. Hayes et al., 2012, pp. 233– 237) 
that is often used to complement the Chessboard metaphor (which was included) in fostering 
self- as- context within ACT. This exercise was not added until at least two years later at the sug-
gestion of a graduate student in the Hayes lab (S. C. Hayes, personal communication, March 
28, 2005), not coincidentally around the same time of the “Making Sense of Spirituality” 
paper (S. C. Hayes, 1984). This publication is understandably included in a collection of 
Hayes’s (2015) canonical papers and merits special mention as beginning the link that would 
later be solidified between RFT and ACT. It makes no explicit mention of deictic framing, but 
it elucidates the processes from which the “behavior of seeing seeing from a perspective” (S. 
C. Hayes, 1984, p. 103) results in a transcending sense of self.

An even bigger boost in retrospect to the relationship being fostered between CD and 
RFT occurred near the end of what might be regarded as ACT’s decade- long, initial devel-
opmental stage with the unveiling of RFT by S. C. Hayes and Brownstein (1985). Sidman’s 
(1971) report of untrained equivalence classes that emerged between printed words and pic-
tures, as well as between spoken and printed words, in teaching reading to a teen with a severe 
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intellectual disability, was recognized as a prototype for how a more expansive repertoire of 
arbitrary applicable relational responding could be acquired as operant behavior. The S. C. 
Hayes and Brownstein paper also positioned RFT to ultimately subsume rule governance by 
reconceptualizing rules as verbal stimuli that serve a discriminative function because of their 
“participation in relational frames established by the verbal community for the purpose of 
producing such effects” (1985, p. 19).

The End of the Beginning
In summary, by 1986, CD as a precursor to ACT had been developed as (1) a psycholog-
ical approach to the alleviation of human suffering, (2) based on radical behaviorism and 
(3) informed by a theoretical model of rule governance. At this juncture, Hayes would relocate 
to UNR to focus more during the next decade and a half on delineating functional contextual-
ism as a broader philosophical foundation for ACT and RFT as a related conceptual frame-
work in further informing its development. Unfortunately, on a sad and more personal note, 
especially for RDZ, these advancements would occur without any further contributions from 
Aaron Brownstein who suddenly passed away far too early in the spring of 1986 (Shull, 1986). 
Aaron was an astute experimental behavior analyst, but one just as, if not even more interested, 
in understanding complex human behavior, including clinical phenomena (e.g., Greenspoon 
& Brownstein, 1967a, 1967b), as he was with the actions of rats and pigeons in Skinner boxes. 
Although the present article cites only two references in which Aaron was Steve’s co- author, 
with one of them (Hayes & Brownstein, 1986) published posthumously, both were founda-
tional to the development of functional contextualism (Hayes & Brownstein, 1986) and RFT 
(Hayes & Brownstein, 1985), and thus, albeit less directly, major influences in the progression 
of ACT as well. If there is an “unsung hero” in our story, he’s Aaron Brownstein.

Laying the Groundwork: 1986– 2000
Grasping the progression of ACT during this period would be difficult without some under-
standing of the extraordinary social network in which the development occurred. Hayes came 
to Reno in 1986 in a leadership position as the Director of Training of the Clinical PhD pro-
gram, later transitioning to Department Chair. Under his leadership, the behavioral presence 
in the department grew with the addition of Bill and Victoria Follette to the faculty in 1989, 
the founding of the Behavior Analysis Program by Linda Hayes in 1990, and the subsequent 
hiring of behavior analysis faculty (L. J. Hayes et al., 2016). The department embodied an 
extraordinary unity of purpose in the development of behavior analysis theoretically, philo-
sophically, and in various applications. Although there was considerable interest in ACT and 
CD proto- ACT, which certainly drew the attention of incoming clinical students, that work 
was very much a product of the behavioral thinking aimed at broadening and deepening the 
behavioral tradition.

Steve and Linda Hayes were running a lab in tandem when KGW arrived, and the lab 
meetings became as much a debate society as they were a place to organize the business of a 
research lab. Assorted elements of the behavioral tradition were poured together there. Willard 
Day, who had been a faculty member at UNR— had died in the spring of 1989, but his 
entirely unique view of a behavior theory and philosophy was very much alive (Day, 1969). As 
referenced earlier, Day had inspired Hayes to examine the behavior analysis of language deeply, 
but he was also a serious student of the philosophy of science. Indeed, he had taken a sabbati-
cal year to travel to Oxford and read philosophy during the period in which Gilbert Ryle was 
Waynflete Professor of Metaphysics.
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Hayes’s move to Reno was not random. He joined the faculty there while Willard was still 
alive and active, recognizing it as an historically appropriate place for developing a broad and 
rich behavioral tradition. The examination of contextualism and a deeper look at pragmatism 
were natural activities in that environment. That seriousness in the study of behavior theory 
and philosophy was ever present in a series of seminars, one of which, co- taught by Steve 
and Linda Hayes, focused solely on Steven Pepper’s (1942) work. The seminar contained five 
students, Steve and Linda, as well as Jim Owen, a radical behaviorist faculty member from the 
UNR Speech and Language Department. It was not so much a university course as it was an 
ongoing debate as we examined psychology through the lens of Pepper’s work. There was no 
unanimity of view. Table pounding, shouted arguments, and sometimes preposterous thought 
experiments were common. Linda Hayes launched a series of small seminars throughout the 
1990s with a distinctive Kantorian flavor on behavioral philosophy and verbal behavior. These 
conversations were not confined to the lab and classroom. Rather, they spilled over into the 
hallways, at lunch, evenings at the Hayes’s residence, as well as through social gatherings at 
various homes of students and faculty organized under a series of names, including “Food and 
Philosophy” and “Beer and Behaviorism,” that involved readings and discussions of wildly 
varying topics relevant to psychology and philosophy.

It was in this context that the groundwork for ACT clinical innovation developed. The 
broader fleshing out of clinical behavior analysis occurred in a context centered in basic behavior 
analysis as well as in other perspectives on the use of behavioral thinking to applied problems. 
Notably, both Bill and Victoria Follette brought with them considerable exposure to the work 
of Bob Kohlenberg and a functional- analytic psychotherapy perspective (R. J. Kohlenberg & 
Tsai, 1991). And of course, Barbara Kohlenberg was among the graduate students who had 
come to Reno from UNC- G with Steve.

The Debut of ACT
By the early 1990s, the philosophical and theoretical systems in which CD had been situated 
had been supplanted; radical behaviorism had been superseded by functional contextualism; and 
a Skinnerian model of rule governance had been replaced with RFT. The stage was accordingly 
set to transform CD into ACT. Comprehensive distancing was always something of a troubling 
name. Insiders knew that the “distancing” in CD was not initiated to “get away from” troubling 
thoughts or to get enough separation to see them more objectively and rationally. Instead, its 
purpose was to create sufficient psychological space within which clients could make contact more 
broadly with difficult emotional content. Such expanded contact might include recognition of 
content patterning, contexts that provoked such content, connection of difficult content within 
personal history, and critically, the functional role such content played in organizing behavior.

A name that requires an explanation is by its nature troublesome. The acronym ACT 
emerged in the Hayes lab at Reno when a several week- long brainstorming session produced a 
variety of acronyms, including CAT (contextual analytic therapy) and RAP (radical acceptance 
psychotherapy). Our best recollection is that the acronym came first, perhaps as a scramble of 
CAT. ACT had the right flavor as a therapy that was all about getting into action. The acronym 
lent itself to the spirit of the work, but also as short- hand for the treatment: Accept, Choose, 
and Take action. ACT also had the advantage that it could be spoken as a word consistent with 
the treatment— act, not A- C- T. And ultimately as a therapy name, acceptance and commit-
ment therapy was intuitively understandable and consistent with the developing work.

Who actually came up with the ACT acronym and name is lost to KGW, who was 
there, as well as to Steve Hayes, who was consulted. As best as we can document in official 
conference programs, the first reference to acceptance and commitment therapy appeared in 
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the title of a paper presented at the Association for Behavior Analysis (ABA) conference in 
May 1991 (Wilson et al., 1991). This would place the date of the name change to the fall of 
1990, as this was the deadline for the ABA conference paper proposals. A few papers appeared 
in the vitas at the November 1990 Association for the Advancement of Behavior Therapy 
Conference; however, those were certainly title changes that happened at or right before 
their presentations. It took another three years for the name “acceptance and commitment 
therapy” to first appear in the title of a publication (S. C. Hayes & Wilson, 1994) rather than 
conference presentations.

Apart from a mere alteration in name, some strategic and technical changes were made to 
CD that resulted in ACT as we know it today. Probably the most prominent of these changes 
was the addition of values to the protocols and the explicit linking of committed action to 
values. Hayes’s personal struggle with panic was his entry point to ACT. KGW came to the 
work while he was recovering from severe substance dependence; acceptance was important, 
but purpose and meaning as described by Victor Frankl (1965) were central. Behavior thera-
pists are always interested in selecting the most potent available reinforcers. Understanding 
them for verbally competent individuals necessarily required a behavioral examination of ver-
bally constructed values and interventions suited to that analysis. At the end of the 1990 aca-
demic year, KGW proposed a comprehensive examination on a behavioral analysis of Frankl’s 
noogenic neuroses and constructed the first values protocols for a NIDA treatment develop-
ment grant in 1993. Values first appeared in published form in two articles appearing in The 
Behavior Analyst (S. C. Hayes & Wilson, 1993; 1994).

Theoretical Developments
Following the publication of an entire book dedicated to Aaron Brownstein and rule- governed 
behavior (S. C. Hayes, 1989), the reconceptualization that had begun with the Hayes and 
Brownstein (1985) paper and expanded by Hayes (1987) moved even further away from a 
traditional Skinnerian perspective to one that was more clearly based within RFT. Especially 
noteworthy in this volume was a chapter written by Hayes and Hayes (1989) whose stated 
purpose was “to apply a relational perspective to the issue of rule- governance. Behavior con-
trolled by verbal stimuli is a different kind of behavior because it involves different psycho-
logical processes” (p. 177). In this endeavor, several basic elements of RFT were referenced 
that predated the expanded coverage they would later receive within the S. C. Hayes et al. 
(2001) text; aka “the purple book.” In particular, mutual entailment, combinatorial entail-
ment, transfer of stimulus functions, and contextual control over relational responding (i.e., 
Crel and Cfunc) were all explicated in accounting for “the verbal action of the listener as a basis 
for rule- governance” (p. 153).

This emergent thinking in rule governance and RFT was a hot topic within the lab at 
Reno and spawned a variety of basic experimental laboratory research, including an experi-
mental analysis of the development of relational responding in infants (Lipkens, 1992). There 
were also studies examining relational responding in complex human behavior, including 
network structure (e.g., B. S. Kohlenberg, 1994; Wilson & Hayes, 1996), transformation 
of motivational functions (Ju, 2000), and propagation and durability of networks among 
pathology- relevant stimuli (Wilson, 1998). These studies represented a quite organic follow- 
up from the dissertations that had been completed in Hayes’s lab at UNC- G on language 
development, stimulus equivalence, and rule- governed behavior, including those by Devaney 
(1985), Rosenfarb (1986), Wulfert (1987), and, importantly, the publication of David Steele’s 
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dissertation, which was arguably the first clearly relational frame theory- oriented experimental 
analysis, (though it was not called RFT at the time; Steele & Hayes, 1991).

Philosophical Developments
Expanding beyond a strict Skinnerian conceptualization of rule- governed behavior quite 
understandably led to a closer critical examination of radical behaviorism itself as the philo-
sophical framework within which it was embedded. The building out of a behavioral com-
munity at Reno provided a fertile environment for launching a theoretical and philosophical 
discussion with similarly interested individuals from around the world, resulting in a series 
of books and conferences, including Dialogues on Verbal Behavior (L. J. Hayes & Chase, 
1991), Understanding Verbal Relations (S. C. Hayes & Hayes, 1992), Varieties of Scientific 
Contextualism (S. C. Hayes, Hayes, Reese, & Sarbin, 1993), Behavior Analysis of Language 
and Cognition (L. J. Hayes, Hayes, Ono, & Sato, 1994), and Investigations in Behavioral 
Epistemology (L. J. Hayes & Ghezzi, 1997). In an edited volume focused on elucidating sci-
entific contextualism (S. C. Hayes et al., 1993), Hayes argued that contextualism as one of 
Pepper’s (1942) four world views could be meaningfully divided into descriptive and func-
tional variants. While Skinner’s (1974) radical behaviorism clearly can be regarded as contex-
tualistic, Hayes regarded it as dogmatic in that it reflected the purposes of science to predict 
and control behavior rather than Skinner’s own selection of that particular goal. Functional 
contextualism in which goals are explicitly linked to the clearly articulated preanalytic values of 
predicting and influencing behavior was instead recommended as a philosophical foundation 
for psychological interventions, thus allowing for a functional contextualism with goals other 
than prediction and influence.

Clinical Developments
During the 1990s, mainstream CBT was highly focused on treatment outcome studies. CBT 
treatment protocols were devised for psychiatric diagnoses, with outcomes studied in random-
ized clinical trials (RCTs) funded by the National Institutes of Health (NIH). The workgroup 
at Reno had taken a very different turn, as reflected in the intensive work on theory, philoso-
phy, and basic empirical work discussed previously. Although grant- funded RCTs were not the 
focus, three NIH studies were funded during this time period that were all developmental and 
exploratory in nature. The first study was a protocol development grant from NIDA funded in 
1993 examining the application of ACT to poly- substance abuse, in which the first values pro-
tocols were formalized. That grant was followed by a subsequent RCT extending that protocol 
development, funded in 1997. Both of these grants were directed by KGW. Finally, a study 
involving the treatment of nicotine dependent participants was funded in 2000, spearheaded 
by Elizabeth Gifford, that explored an integration of ACT and functional- analytic psycho-
therapy principles. Finally, Steve Hayes served as a consultant to a training project at a large 
Seattle- based health maintenance organization. The result was an innovative field effectiveness 
study in which the treatment was not studied per se, but rather the focus was the exposure of 
a cohort of therapists to ACT training over an intensive year of training and supervision. The 
study importantly involved a diverse mental health population being seen in primary care and 
a community mental health clinic with neither fixed diagnoses nor protocol length (Strosahl, 
Hayes, Bergan, & Romano, 1998).

In addition to these grant- funded efforts, small, unfunded dissertation studies examined 
a broad array of presenting concerns in a variety of clinical settings. Bach (2000) tested a brief 
protocol with patients presenting with psychotic symptoms at a regional psychiatric hospital. 
Geiser (1992) treated chronic pain patients at a Reno pain clinic. This period also produced a 
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series of analogue studies examining components thought to be central to ACT, such as accep-
tance, thought suppression, and metaphor (Afari, 1996; McCurry, 1991; Pistorello, 1998; 
Walser, 1998). Khorakiwala’s (1991) dissertation used a variant of Willard Day’s behavioral 
phenomenology in a qualitative analysis of processes of change in proto- ACT.

From the start, the development of ACT was an iterative and reticulated process. ACT 
development was never merely a therapy development project. Rather ACT began and con-
tinues to be a component of a much broader effort. The focus was on careful theory and 
philosophy, enriched by experimental analyses, and qualitative research on therapy processes, 
stretching from the lab to the clinic and back again. All this was with an eye toward laying a 
foundation for a broadly applicable theory of human suffering, struggle, and its remediation. 
This work did not go unnoticed. During the 1990s, Dermot Barnes- Holmes, soon joined by 
Yvonne Barnes- Holmes, launched what would become the most productive human operant 
lab in the world, beginning in Cork, Ireland. Frank Bond applied ACT principles to work-
place environments and published the first organizational behavior management application 
of ACT, giving rise to a stream of related research (Bond & Bunce, 2000). Carmen Luciano 
produced an active lab in Almeria, Spain, with research stretching from basic research to clini-
cal applications. All of these interactions, stretching from basic theory and philosophy, from 
the lab to the clinic, culminated in the publication of the first book- length description of ACT 
(S. C. Hayes et al., 1999) and set the foundation for a global treatment development effort.

Making a Mark on the World: 2000– Present
By this juncture in our story, the first book- length presentation of ACT had been published 
(S. C. Hayes et al., 1999) and a comparable one covering RFT (S. C. Hayes et al., 2001) was 
about to appear, leading to the international dissemination of ACT and a rather rapid pro-
liferation in several types of research related to it. In retrospect, such sudden growth and vis-
ibility, as will be seen, perhaps quite understandably eventually led to considerable pushback 
by ACT’s critics and skeptics.

The Globalization of ACT
The Association for Contextual Behavioral Science (ACBS) was established in 2005 as the 
primary organizational home for researchers as well as practitioners of ACT and RFT. Very 
quickly, however, it also attracted an increasingly broader array of contextually minded 
clinicians and scientists. ACBS currently has over 9000 members (n.d.- h) representing a 
diverse range of interests within contextual behavioral science; including evolution sci-
ence, comparative psychology, climate change, the use of psychedelics, and psychodynamic 
psychotherapy.

ACBS provides access to a wide array of materials and resources about ACT, including 
notices of training opportunities, as well as postings of publications and assessment instru-
ments, in addition to treatment manuals and protocols. Even prior to the formal founding of 
ACBS, a concerted effort had already been underway to disseminate ACT beyond its origina-
tion in the United States. Although ACBS was not incorporated until 2005, it was born in 
tragedy. Steve Hayes was preparing to fly to Sweden to do a workshop for Psykolog Partners, 
a Swedish company that provided a variety of mental health services. The day Dr. Hayes 
was to fly, he got a call canceling his flight. In fact, every flight in the United States was can-
celed that day— Tuesday, September 11, 2001. Undaunted, Psykolog Partners went beyond 
rescheduling the workshop and organized the first proto- ACBS conference, held in Linköping, 
Sweden, in August 2003. Since 2006, when ACBS assumed responsibility for organizing world 
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conferences, over half of them by design have been held outside the United States— in the 
United Kingdom, the Netherlands, Italy, Australia, Germany, Spain, Canada, and Ireland— in 
an effort to make ACT research and practice more accessible to the rest of the world (n.d.- g). 
While U.S. residents still constitute the largest membership subgroup within ACBS (17%), 
as of this writing, another 92 nations, or roughly 47% of the world’s countries, from every 
continent save Antarctica, are now represented.

ACBS has worked hard at inclusion. Membership dues are values- based. The member 
gets to choose their dues, with individuals from wealthier countries being encouraged to pay 
higher dues. The ACBS website is wiki, allowing all members to access and share treatment 
and educational materials. ACBS has resisted certification of therapists. It does recognize ACT 
trainers through a peer review process, but this is not a profit- making effort.

Evidence of the strategy’s success in establishing an international community is provided 
by the current composition of 40 affiliated ACBS chapters worldwide (n.d.- f ). The major-
ity of them (i.e., 26, or 65%) are outside the United States and have been variously orga-
nized nationally (e.g., Argentina and Finland), regionally (e.g., Australia and New Zealand), 
and, in some instances, by linguistic communities (e.g., Dutch speakers in Belgium and the 
Netherlands and French speakers in Belgium and France). ACT has grown by resisting exclu-
sivity, instead promoting an organization of contextual therapies. Many of these chapters have 
already hosted successful conferences of their own or have plans to do so, thus further increas-
ing ACT’s local and regional presence and influence. ACT’s international visibility has also 
been increased, albeit to perhaps not the same degree, by the creation of organizational affili-
ates of ACBS (n.d.- e), as, for example, in Africa, India, the United Arab Emirates, and Western 
Balkans; where chapters have not yet been firmly established. ACT’s increased globalization 
and worldwide reach is reflected not only by the diversity of the ACBS membership list, but 
over the past 5 years by 11 related intervention projects that have been conducted in countries 
that appear on lists of low-  to middle- income countries (ACBS, n.d.- c). One of the most 
recent examples of this outreach was the implementation and evaluation of an ACT- based, 
self- help intervention for South Sudanese refugees (Tol et al., 2020).
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Research Progression of ACT
The increasing number of projects conducted in impoverished regions of the world has been 
part of a broader exponential growth of ACT- related research within several domains occur-
ring over the last two decades. (see Figure 1.1)

OutcOme research
For ease of discussion, we will provide separate overviews of research that has evaluated the 
efficacy and effectiveness of ACT during this most recent stage of its progression.

efficacy research
As seen in the accompanying figure, the number of publications from 1985 to 2000 (i.e., four) 
that compared the efficacy of ACT to other interventions and/ or various control conditions 
increased by nearly 300% during the next 5 years. The growth has increased exponentially over 
the last two decades to where there are as of this writing over 900 efficacy studies that have 
either been published or are “in press.” Although measures of symptomatic relief have been the 
primary outcome variables in such investigations, researchers increasingly have also examined 
improvements in quality of life (S. C. Hayes, Luoma, Bond, Mausda, & Lillis, 2006) and, even 
more recently, increases in flourishing as additional dependent measures in evaluating ACT’s 
impact (Bohlmeijer, Lamers, & Fledderus, 2015).

By 2010, enough randomized trials of ACT had been accumulated that systematic reviews 
and meta- analyses of its efficacy began appearing. Most of these initial evaluations, unlike later 
and more recent ones (ACBS, n.d.- k), focused on ACT more broadly rather than on its treat-
ment of specific presenting problems (e.g., Veehof, Oskam, Schreurs, & Bohlmeijer, [2011] 
for chronic pain, Bluett, Homan, Morrison, Levin, & Twohig, [2014] for anxiety disorders 
and OCD, and Howell and Passmore [2019] for depression). Two meta- analyses that received 
more attention and reaction within the ACT community than most were critical ones by Öst 
(2008, 2014). In his first publication, Öst (2008) concluded that ACT trials did not merit 
recognition as an empirically supported treatment, despite significant and moderate effect 
sizes, because of a relative lack of methodological rigor compared to traditional CBT studies. 
In response to a subsequent rejoinder to his criticisms (Gaudiano, 2009), Öst (2009) conceded 
that ACT research was not funded at levels comparable to CBT trials, but maintained that 
the American Psychological Association’s recognition of ACT as having “moderately strong” 
empirical support for treatment of depression was unjustified.

A second and updated meta- analysis by Öst (2014) 6 years later was even more critical of 
ACT. In this work, Öst concluded that there had been no methodological improvements in 
outcome research over that period of time. Moreover, he noted a deterioration in overall effect 
size, resulting in no basis for regarding ACT as a “well- established” treatment for any disorder. 
A robust response from a team of ACT researchers (Atkins et al., 2017) that catalogued a 
plethora of factual and interpretational errors that likely biased Öst’s conclusions was followed 
by an equally spirited rebuttal (Öst, 2017) that to date has effectively ended the back- and- 
forth sparring.

Perhaps both motivated by and despite Öst’s criticisms, ACT researchers have become 
increasingly successful in obtaining external funding (ACBS, n.d.- i). Moreover, efficacy 
research on ACT has progressed to the point that the Society of Clinical Psychology (SCP) 
has recognized the therapy as an evidence- based treatment approach for multiple psychiatric 
disorders. More specifically, SCP (Division 12 of the American Psychological Association) 
has affirmed ACT’s transdiagnostic status by concluding that it enjoys strong empirical sup-
port in the treatment of chronic pain (n.d.- a), and modest support in addressing depression 
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(n.d.- b), mixed anxiety (n.d.- c), obsessive- compulsive disorder (n.d.- d), and psychotic symp-
toms (n.d.- e).

effectiveness research
One of the more noteworthy evaluations of ACT’s effectiveness within the last decade resulted 
from its inclusion in a national dissemination and training initiative for treatment of depres-
sion implemented by the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs (VA; Walser, Karlin, Trockel, 
Mazina, & Taylor, 2013). What has been referred to as the “roll- out” has now trained hun-
dreds of VA therapists in ACT, who in turn, have implemented it with thousands of their vet-
eran clients. Indirect comparisons to controlled trials of ACT for depression (Zettle, 2015) as 
well as to traditional CBT within the same VA program (Karlin et al., 2012) in both reducing 
depressive symptoms and in enhancing quality of life have been favorable.

More recent research suggests that the effectiveness of ACT may be reasonably robust 
when offered outside the United States in a group format for both inpatients and outpatients 
with varying clinical presentations. Similar to the results of the VA roll- out, a German clinical 
trial found that ACT and CBT were equally effective in treating inpatient depression (Samaan 
et al., 2020), while an Australian study documented the effectiveness of ACT with a transdi-
agnostic outpatient sample (Pinto et al., 2017).

PrOcess Of change research
Beginning with the earliest outcome studies (Zettle & Hayes, 1986; Zettle & Rains, 1989), 
ACT researchers have been committed to not only investigating its therapeutic impact, but 
variables that may mediate such change (ACBS, n.d.- d). The most recent systematic review 
of ACT mediational studies specifically focused on those published from 2006 to 2015 in 
updating an earlier review by S. C. Hayes et al. (2006). Stockton et al. (2019) found general 
support for ACT’s purported mechanisms of change but also noted some methodological 
limitations. They reported that not all six processes posited to contribute to psychological 
flexibility (S. C. Hayes et al., 2006) were examined to the same degree. Since the introduction 
(S. C. Hayes et al., 2004) and subsequent revision of the Acceptance Action Questionnaire 
(Bond et al., 2011) and translation into several different languages (ACBS, n.d.- a), accep-
tance has been the specific process that has received the most attention as a possible mediator 
of therapeutic change. However, with the recent development of psychometrically sound 
measures for self- as- context (Yu, McCracken, & Norton, 2016; Zettle et al., 2018), future 
mediational research now has the means available to evaluate the full range of processes 
within the model on which ACT is based.

LabOratOry- based cOmPOnent research
Investigations of ACT’s possible mechanisms of action have also progressed through 
laboratory- based component studies. This strategy is a long- standing one within ACT- related 
research, going back almost 40 years (S. C. Hayes et al., 1982), in which analogues of treat-
ment components linked to specific processes within the psychological flexibility model are 
experimentally manipulated as independent variables. For example, participants have been 
instructed to “just notice” and “make room” for distressing thoughts related to shock- induced 
pain while continuing a valued task in investigating processes of acceptance and commit-
ted action (Gutiérrez, Luciano, Rodríguez, & Fink, 2004). As with the other ACT research 
domains reviewed, a sufficient number of such analogue studies have been completed over 
time to conduct meta- analyses of them. The most recent one of which we are aware found 
broad- based support for the psychological flexibility model, with larger effect sizes noted for 
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component conditions that were more experientially based (e.g., use of metaphors and exer-
cises) than those presented by a rationale alone (Levin, Hildebrandt, Lillis, & Hayes, 2012).

Breadth of ACT Applications
The common depiction of ACT as a transdiagnostic approach (e.g., Dindo, Van Liew, & Arch, 
2017; Muto & Mitamura, 2011) both reflects and obscures the wide array of presenting prob-
lems and concerns to which it has increasingly been applied over the last two decades. Such a 
description appropriately underscores that ACT practitioners and proponents over the course 
of its development typically have often opted for breadth over depth of coverage in applying it 
to mental health conditions. This progression, for example, can be contrasted with that of cog-
nitive therapy that focused almost exclusively on establishing itself as a treatment of depression 
before being extended to other disorders (e.g., Clark & Beck, 2010). While ACT for anxiety 
and related concerns have received the most attention (ACBS; n.d.- k), it has, as noted earlier, 
also demonstrated its efficacy in treatment of chronic pain, depression, obsessive- compulsive 
disorder, and psychotic symptoms to be recognized by SCP as an evidence- based intervention 
for these clinical presentations as well. Other behavioral health concerns addressed by ACT, 
though less intensively, have included substance abuse, eating disorders, marital discord, bor-
derline personality disorder, and trichotillomania (ACBS, n.d.- k).

While ACT can thus be reasonably regarded as an efficacious transdiagnostic approach for 
mental health concerns, doing so fails to recognize its expanded applications to medical condi-
tions and other areas of human suffering and functioning. ACT, for example, has shown ben-
efits in assisting those dealing with an array of medical and neurological concerns including 
stroke, asthma, HIV, tinnitus, fibromyalgia, diabetes, smoking, cancer, and multiple sclerosis 
(ACBS, n.d.- k). Going all the way back to the third published comparative outcome study of 
ACT (Bond & Bunce, 2000), it has also addressed human concerns, such as worksite stress 
management, which have presented themselves in more everyday contexts apart from mental 
health centers and medical clinics. What has increasingly been referred to as acceptance and 
commitment training (Moran, 2015), for instance, has been extended to job- site performance 
and safety, parenting, and skill coaching, among other areas (ACBS, n.d.- k).

Insofar as ACT rests on a broad- based model of human functioning that highlights the 
role of psychological flexibility, its breadth of application is not arbitrarily constrained. A fur-
ther reflection of this diversity is that the majority of the current 39 special interest groups 
(SIGs) within ACBS (n.d.- j) are concerned with some aspect or dimension of ACT. Some of 
the SIGs focus on particular presenting problems (e.g., ACT and Autism, Applying ACT to 
Addictions, and Pain SIG), several are organized around specific populations (e.g., ACT for 
Military, ACT for the Christian Client, and Aging in Context) or practice settings (e.g., ACT 
in Education, College/ University Student Mental Health, ACT in Primary Care), while still 
others are composed of those with shared professional or personal identities (e.g., ACT and 
Judaism, Occupational Therapy and ACT, and Social Work SIG).

Variety of Implementation Formats
Beginning with the publication of the first ACT- based, transdiagnostic self- help book (S. 
C. Hayes & Smith, 2005), over the past decade and a half there has been a progressive increase 
in developing creative ways to make the treatment approach more accessible and one that goes 
beyond the traditional face- to- face, client- therapist format. These alternative delivery systems 
have included the use of computer- based protocols, smartphones, apps, and other forms of 
telehealth in addition to bibliotherapy (ACBS, n.d.- b). This trend is likely to accelerate fur-
ther, given the current global pandemic and its aftermath. A recent meta- analysis of self- help 
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as a format for delivering ACT documented small effect sizes for depression and anxiety that 
were enhanced when supplemented with clinician guidance (French, Golijani-Moghaddam, 
& Schröder, 2017). This overall evaluation parallels the conclusions of an even more recent 
systematic review and meta- analysis of internet- based ACT (Thompson, Destree, Albertella, 
& Fontenelle, 2021).

Forging a Mature Identity
A final sequence of events that occurred within the relatively recent history of ACT war-
rants inclusion in our narrative because of its impact in forming ACT’s mature self- identity. 
If there was a single trigger for this process, it was the argument that ACT exemplified an 
increasingly emergent third wave of CBT embracing the use of mindfulness and acceptance 
strategies that also differed from the previous generation of more traditional CBT approaches 
on both philosophical and technical grounds (S. C. Hayes, 2004). As noted, the philosophi-
cal foundation of ACT, in particular, is functional contextualism rather than some variant 
of mechanism (Pepper, 1942) that appears to at least implicitly underlie most traditional 
forms of CBT, such as Beckian cognitive therapy (S. C. Hayes, 2004). Additionally, ACT 
and other third- wave approaches favor secondary change techniques to alter the function 
or relationship that clients have with their problematic private events (e.g., defusion and 
mindfulness practices) over seeking to modify their form or content (e.g., disputation and 
cognitive restructuring).

The assertion that a new wave of CBT was occurring was greeted with rather passionate 
and sometimes heated pushback from threatened proponents representing the second genera-
tion of more traditional CBT (Hoffmann & Asmundson, 2008). From our perspective, this 
was a concerted effort to keep the young ACT whippersnapper in its place. What followed 
was a rather predictable sequence in which ACT was summarily dismissed as nothing new or 
different, and most certainly, nothing that was possibly better (cf. S. C. Hayes, 2008). One 
argument that ACT was little more than old wine in new bottles asserted that it was not 
that substantially different from both traditional CBT (Arch & Craske, 2008; Hofmann & 
Asmundson, 2008) and Morita therapy (1998; Hofmann, 2008; Leahy, 2008).

The larger acrimonious debate about the identity of ACT and its status within the CBT 
family, however, did serve as an impetus for more comparative research. This research ulti-
mately helped empirically resolve the debate in ACT’s favor and thereby help establish its 
“street cred.” While outcome research typically found the efficacy of ACT to be compa-
rable to traditional CBT (e.g., Arch et al., 2012; Craske et al., 2014; Forman, Herbert, 
Moitra, Yeomans, & Geller, 2007), thus supporting the criticism that ACT was not better, 
related mediational research also was generally consistent in suggesting that at least some of 
its mechanisms of action were uniquely different (Forman et al., 2012; Niles et al., 2014). 
Perhaps the most telling reflection of the rapprochement that eventually emerged from this 
maturational stage in ACT’s development is that two of the primary “combatants” during 
this process are now collaborating in advocating a process- based approach to CBT writ large 
that incorporates both shared and unique clinical competencies integral to both ACT and 
more traditional CBT (S. C. Hayes & Hofmann, 2018).

Summary and Concluding Remarks
While we have concluded our narrative, it is hardly the termination of ACT’s ongoing story, 
which will continue to be told by others into the future (see Article 32 this volume, for exam-
ple). As reflected by Skinner’s (1980) comparison of historical and fictional accounts, we hope 
we have preserved “what really matters” about the progression of ACT. As we see it, that 
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would be an understanding of the historical and current contextual variables instrumental 
in development of the therapy. A reticulated process interweaving the threads of technical/ 
methodological, philosophical, and theoretical/ conceptual advancements informed by basic 
and applied research findings began with humble efforts to view verbal psychotherapy through 
a behavior- analytic lens. Over 40 years later, it has culminated in a therapeutic approach and a 
related model of human functioning that has currently demonstrated an international impact 
in alleviating human suffering and promoting well- being. This is an ongoing endeavor, how-
ever, with much more work to be undertaken and further progress to be made. In our view, 
ACT has already shown considerable promise in meeting the challenge of the human condi-
tion (S. C. Hayes, Barnes-Holmes, & Wilson, 2014). We trust it will continue to do so as long, 
as it does not forget where it came from while keeping an eye on the prize.
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 Implementing ACT as Contextual 
Behavioral Science

Emily K. Sandoz and Caleb Fogle

Abstract
Acceptance and commitment therapy (ACT) has been explicitly grounded in particular 
philosophical and theoretical perspectives since its development. At a macro level, 
these foundations not only contextualize current iterations of  ACT (i.e., explaining why 
ACT is the way that it is), but also guide adaptations and continued refinement of  ACT 
(i.e., to shape how ACT is continually evolving). However, there are also important 
implications for moment- to- moment implementation of  ACT. This article provides a 
brief  review of  early foundations with explicit implications for ACT implementation, 
including both contextualism and its relationship with other world views, and behavior 
analysis as grounded in both radical behaviorism and interbehavioral psychology. Modern 
contextual behavioral science (CBS) is described in detail as behavior analysis with 
functional contextual underpinnings. Also described are the philosophical assumptions 
that characterize this perspective, along with the implications of  these assumptions for 
ACT therapists. This article seeks to support ACT therapists in implementing ACT with 
intention and effectiveness.

Key Words: contextualism, radical behaviorism, interbehaviorism, contextual behavioral 
science, philosophy, behavior analysis, monism, epistemology, analytic goal, truth criterion

Since its earliest iteration, acceptance and commitment therapy (ACT; Hayes, Strosahl, & 
Wilson, 1999; 2012) has clearly set out its philosophical and theoretical roots. Notably, 
this has distinguished ACT in two ways— both in how these roots themselves diverge from 
dominant positions in psychological treatment and in the fact that they are so frequently and 
explicitly delineated. ACT’s roots have been described in terms of the philosophical world 
view referred to as contextualism (specifically, functional contextualism) and the theoretical 
orientation of behavior analysis. Together, these distinguish the scientific paradigm that guides 
the research, practice, and professional activity related to ACT— contextual behavioral science. 
Most simply defined, contextual behavioral science (CBS; Hayes, Barnes- Holmes, & Wilson, 
2012) is behavior analysis with explicit functional contextual philosophical underpinnings.

In this way, using ACT as a treatment package involves, in part, viewing both extant 
empirical findings and direct observations in the therapy room through the lenses of functional 
contextualism and behavior analysis. This approach not only clarifies observations and findings 
that are explicitly consistent with ACT and its underlying model of psychopathology (i.e., that 
support the psychological flexibility model), but also allows the ACT practitioner to make 
sense of and integrate observations and findings that are not obviously consistent from an 
ACT perspective. Together, the philosophical and theoretical foundations inherent in a CBS 
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perspective provide an explicit approach for organizing both general information gleaned from 
the ever- growing and changing scientific record and specific data gathered in the context of 
clinical assessment. This article reviews the philosophical and theoretical foundations of ACT, 
discusses how they integrate to comprise CBS, and offers implications for the ACT therapist 
along the way.

Philosophical Foundations of CBS and ACT
Like many scientific disciplines, the behavioral sciences continually undergo transitions and 
divisions relating to philosophies of science (Mason, Sripada, & Stich, 2010). Disciplines and 
subdisciplines are differentiated by their answers to philosophical questions. For example, in 
psychology, subdisciplines are differentiated by how they respond to questions such as “Are 
mental capacities innate?” (e.g., nativism), “How do humans make decisions?” (e.g., rationality), 
and “How is psychological functioning organized within individuals?” (e.g., modularity). 
These philosophical underpinnings affect the culture of psychology, and indeed behavioral 
science as a whole, by influencing the conduct of research at every level, the interpretation and 
dissemination of findings, and the refinement of theories. They also, as in applied psychology, 
impact the broader dissemination and implementation of said findings and theories.

One way of organizing and conceptualizing philosophical perspectives that has been 
influential in the emergence of CBS is Stephen Pepper’s (1942) work categorizing world 
hypotheses, which are world views or conceptual systems. From Pepper’s perspective, world 
views are observed, preanalytic commonalities that are obvious in human beings’ necessarily 
biased attempts, both scientific and otherwise, to understand, explain, and investigate the 
world. By clarifying and simplifying these proposed epistemological systems according to 
their root metaphors and units of analysis, Pepper suggests we can understand and avoid the 
failures of communication that come from having unexpressed but conflicting philosophical 
assumptions. For Pepper, each of the four relatively adequate world views adopt one of four 
root metaphors, used to exemplify the workings of the world through a commonsense concept. 
In addition, each root metaphor extends into one of three truth criteria, which are standards 
for determining what theories about the world are understood as true. The four world 
hypotheses Pepper identifies are mechanism, formism, organicism, and contextualism. Each 
of these world views has implications for research and practice within behavioral science, and, 
in particular, for behavior therapy.

Mechanism
The first world hypothesis that Pepper (1942) outlines is mechanism. The root metaphor 
adopted by mechanism is the machine. From this perspective, the world is viewed as containing 
parts parallel to gears, pullies, and screws, which relate to one another in specific ways with 
particular force. A behavior scientist who embraces the mechanistic world hypothesis may 
attempt to explain a phenomenon (e.g., emotions) by explaining mechanisms (i.e., components 
acting in relation to other components) that seem to underlie its existence. Terms are applied 
to these components, and theories describe how they relate. For example, a researcher who 
embraces this world hypothesis may explain the lack of emotional awareness exhibited by 
a child diagnosed with autism as a result of inactive mirror neurons (see Dapretto et al., 
2006). These theories and terms are evaluated in terms of how they match observations of 
particular components and relations between them (e.g., neurons firing in certain patterns, 
skin conductance change, subjective reporting of cognitive contents, or parenting style). In 
this way, the truth criterion within mechanisms is correspondence. From this perspective, a 
statement about the world is true to the extent that it accurately describes, or corresponds 
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with, the actual world and its components. This view of truth is dominant within science, and 
indeed, psychology research and practice typically assume a mechanistic view.

In the context of behavior therapy, applying a mechanistic perspective might involve 
identifying thoughts, feelings, and overt behaviors, interacting in a particular way, that cor-
respond with components of a psychological disorder. It might involve identifying patterns in 
which these components or relationships among them change to facilitate remission in a way 
that corresponds with a theory of psychological wellness. In the therapy process, the therapist 
emphasizing mechanism might aim to implement actions that correspond to the technologies 
purported by the theory to influence those patterns.

Formism
The second world hypothesis that Pepper (1942) outlines is formism. The root metaphor 
adopted by formism is similarity. From this perspective, the world is viewed as a collection 
of distinct items— parts that vary in fundamental characteristics so that they are essentially 
distinct from other parts, and such that they can be assigned to categories based on the degree 
of similarity and difference. A behavior scientist who embraces the formist world hypothesis 
may attempt to group phenomena by identifying an observed feature or collection of features 
that vary, grouping variations according to how alike they are, then naming those features that 
covary with a particular term (e.g., syndromal classification of psychological disorders). In 
this way, similar to mechanism, the truth criterion within formism is correspondence. That is, 
from a formist perspective, a classification or categorization is true to the extent that it accu-
rately corresponds to how actual distinct parts in the world are alike and different.

In the context of behavior therapy, applying a formist perspective might involve group-
ing the observed patterns of thoughts, feelings, and overt behaviors according to how they 
correspond with diagnostic categories, personality variables, and other labeled categories. In 
this way, the therapist would attempt to ultimately account for as many aspects of the client’s 
behavior and reported experience as possible by describing them in scientific terms. It might 
also involve considerations of variability between the client’s behavior and established socio-
cultural or developmental norms as a way of determining what is pathological. In the process, 
the therapist emphasizing formism might aim to implement actions that allow for the discov-
ery and categorization of new aspects of the client’s behavior or experience.

Organicism
The third world hypothesis that Pepper (1942) outlines is organicism. The root metaphor 
adopted by organicism is the growing, developing organism. From this perspective, the world 
is viewed as a dynamic, integrated whole that changes in a constant and orderly way over time. 
A behavior scientist who embraces the organicist world hypothesis may attempt to understand 
a phenomenon by observing the system in which it participates, including how it evolves over 
time and in tandem with other, related phenomena (e.g., stage theories of human develop-
ment). The truth criterion within organicism is coherence. That is, from an organicist perspec-
tive, a fact about a phenomenon is true to the extent that it coheres with the description of the 
system of which it is purportedly a member, and a description of a system is true to the extent 
that it coheres with descriptions of the facts.

In the context of behavior therapy, applying an organicist perspective might involve view-
ing observed thoughts, feelings, and overt behaviors as interrelated aspects of a constantly 
evolving repertoire. That whole repertoire might be viewed as inseparable from the dynamic 
system in which it is evolving, ranging from the immediately observable therapeutic rela-
tionship to more abstract sociocultural systems. In addition, both the client’s behavior and 
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experiences and the numerous systems in which they participate are viewed as immediate 
iterations of events with inseparable histories and futures. In process, the therapist emphasiz-
ing organicism might aim to implement actions that allow for an increasingly complex under-
standing of the client, in terms of the systems in which they participate.

Contextualism
The fourth and final view that Pepper (1942) outlines is contextualism. The root metaphor 
within contextualism is the act- in- context. From this perspective, the world is viewed as an 
integrated whole where any naming of particular events involves abstracting from the whole. 
In this way, no act or event can be understood except in relation to the context in which it 
occurs. A behavior scientist who embraces the contextualist world hypothesis may attempt to 
understand a phenomenon by observing it in the many specific contexts in which it occurs 
(and perhaps, the contexts in which it does not). Instead of an event being described in terms 
of its absolute unique features, it is described in terms of its relationships to the rest of the 
whole from which it is abstracted. Of course, this effort could never be completed, as this 
perspective views the whole as primary, meaning the context for an event would include all 
events outside of that which is being described. Thus, the truth criterion within contextualism 
is effective action. That is, from a contextualist perspective, the contextual account is sufficient 
when the description of the act- in- context allows the analyst to further work toward previously 
defined goals for the analysis. In some cases, the contextualist may even adopt other world 
hypotheses temporarily if they foster an account that more readily meets their goals. In other 
words, the pragmatism of the contextual worldview extends even to its foundations, allow-
ing for incorporation of other root metaphors and truth criteria where they allow for a more 
actionable technical account.

In the context of behavior therapy, applying a contextualist perspective might involve 
observing thoughts, feelings, and overt behaviors in terms of their relationships with the con-
texts in which they occur. The most direct approach to this would involve assessing and inter-
vening on the client’s behavior primarily in terms of the observed therapeutic context. In the 
process, the therapist emphasizing contextualism might aim to create the context in therapy 
for evoking difficult thoughts, feelings, and overt behaviors and adding to that context to teach 
new, more effective behavioral patterns consistent with therapeutic goals.

Practical Integration of World Hypotheses
Part of Pepper’s (1942) explicit intention with this description of world hypotheses was to 
account for the difficulty some scientific traditions have with communicating and integrat-
ing findings across different epistemological systems. Truth, however, is rarely determined 
by a single criterion, especially in the applied sector. For contextual behavior therapists, for 
example, the effective application of a particular theoretical orientation likely requires that the 
theory is coherent. Further, the assessment of whether or not action is effective likely involves 
some evaluation of the extent to which the observed outcomes correspond to an idea of what 
effective means. Even though effective action might be the primary truth criterion that con-
textual behavior therapists adopt, both coherence and correspondence are involved to some 
extent. This is particularly workable for the contextual behavior therapist, who is easily able to 
integrate other perspectives if the efforts they foster are better suited to therapeutic goals (i.e., 
if they foster effective action), and allow for the ultimate aim of integrating new observations 
into the contextual account. This consideration may be important, as many therapists describe 
an eclectic theoretical orientation (e.g., Cook, Biyanova, Elhai, Schnurr, & Coyne 2010), 
which involves incorporating into their practice interventions based on scientific findings from 
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a variety of world views. Contextualism offers a way to do so that promotes the pragmatic use 
of philosophy and theory without requiring theoretical eclecticism— and in a way that neces-
sarily involves sensitivity to what is working (cf. Safran & Messer, 1997).

Implications of Contextualist Philosophical Foundations in ACT
Contextualism is foundational to the practice of ACT. The ACT therapist working from strong 
functional contextual philosophical underpinnings is empowered to:

1. directly observe behavior as it unfolds in the therapeutic context,
2. analyze observed behavior in terms of its relationship with contexts introduced in 

assessment,
3. select as therapeutic goals behaviors that are likely to be more effective in such 

contexts,
4. select interventions based on this analysis of behavior in context,
5. analyze the functional impact of these interventions on behavior in a moment- to- 

moment way, and
6. alter interventions iteratively as necessary to improve their impact on behavior.

In other words, the ACT therapist aims to build sensitivity, creativity, and generativity 
into every aspect of the therapeutic interaction by playing the function game— that is, listening 
and watching the relationships among the contexts they create with each behavior they engage 
in and the responses of the client. For example, the therapist may observe that when they ask 
the client about intimacy with other people, the client disengages from conversation (e.g., 
breaks eye contact, lowers their vocal tone). The ACT therapist may ask the client to notice 
their discomfort, or even ask them to describe the different thoughts and feelings they are 
experiencing in the moment. And to the extent that the client struggles to do so, the therapist 
might identify these behaviors (i.e., noticing and expressing thoughts and feelings) in the con-
text of this topic (i.e., intimacy) as treatment targets, building interventions that support the 
client engaging in these behaviors in this context.

Of course, the contextual therapist may also find themselves comparing what they observe 
to clinically relevant terms or theories (i.e., playing the correspondence game, e.g., by consider-
ing a particular DSM- 5 diagnosis) or checking the soundness of the clinical conceptualization 
(i.e., playing the coherence game, e.g., by recalling previous reports of experiences of inconsis-
tency in caregiving in the home). Indeed, they may shift their emphasis to correspondence or 
coherence with intention, judging this to be temporarily more workable to support the thera-
peutic goals. In short, the ACT therapist working from strong functional contextual philo-
sophical underpinnings notices when they shift away from the function game and shifts back. 
Effectiveness with this process is further supported by fluency with ACT’s theoretical founda-
tions in behavior analysis, including both radical behaviorism and interbehavioral psychology.

Theoretical Foundations of CBS and ACT
Pepper’s (1942) description of world hypotheses has likely been most impactful to the prac-
tice of behavior therapy in the extent to which it was used in attempts to characterize the 
philosophical foundations of behavior analysis when precursors to ACT were just being devel-
oped. This extended conversation began with a review of Pepper’s primary text on the topic 
published in a behavior- analytic journal (Hayes, Hayes, & Reese, 1988), which purported 
contextualism to be the epistemological core of behavior analysis and served to clarify both 
philosophical and theoretical underpinnings of ACT.
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In some ways, this characterization seems obvious. Behavior analysis distinguishes itself 
from dominant perspectives in psychology by committing to a natural science of behavior (see 
Morris, 1984). That is, behavior analysis seeks to understand individual behavior in terms of 
natural, physical processes rather than in terms of other behaviors. For example, a behavior 
analyst might note a number of different behaviors that emerge together across the varying lev-
els of analysis. Physiological arousal, intrusive thoughts of past threats, and aggressive behav-
ior, for instance, all tend to co- occur. However, the behavior analyst would not propose that 
physiological arousal or thoughts of past threats cause aggressive behavior. Instead, they would 
pursue causes for behavior that are outside of the behavioral stream (see Wilson, 2001 on theo-
retical constructs). In this way, behavior analysis necessarily relies in large part on contextual 
events to explain, and intervene to change, behavior. Contextual analysis is central to both 
radical behaviorism and interbehavioral psychology; these two theoretical approaches within 
behavior analysis have made considerable contributions to the development of CBS and ACT.

Radical Behaviorism
Modern behavior analysis relies heavily on Skinnerian radical behaviorism (see Skinner, 1974), 
which holds that behavior is understood in terms of its relationships with antecedent (i.e., the 
occasion in which the behavior occurs) and consequential contexts (i.e., the consequences 
that reinforce the behavior). From the radical behavioral perspective, behaviors vary in their 
sensitivity to consequential contexts. Respondent behaviors are those that are insensitive to con-
sequential contexts, that is, behaviors that are primarily under antecedent control (e.g., a dog 
appears tense with ears pulled back when fireworks are set off in the neighborhood or a cli-
ent experiences an increase in heart rate upon hearing their name announced in the waiting 
room). Operant behaviors, on the other hand, are sensitive to both aspects of contextual con-
trol, antecedent and consequential. For example, a dog might sit by the door when their owner 
gets the leash as this has resulted in quick access to their walk outside, or a client might disclose 
an increase in heart rate when the therapist asks how they are, as acknowledging arousal has 
resulted in expressions of support. The functional relationships among contexts and behaviors 
are referred to as contingencies. In this way, the basic unit of analysis in radical behaviorism 
is the three- term contingency— the antecedent context, the behavior, and the reinforcing con-
text. Further, both respondent and operant contingencies can be sensitive to additional layers 
of contextual control, or fourth terms (e.g., establishing or motivating operations; Michael, 
1982; setting events; Wahler & Fox, 1981), in that they function differently under different 
conditions. In this way, any event in behavior analysis is understood functionally rather than 
in terms of its form. Behaviors are understood and defined functionally— that is, they are 
understood in terms of the context in which they occur. Likewise, contexts are understood 
functionally— that is, they are understood in terms of the behaviors they evoke. Even relations 
among behaviors or between contexts and behaviors are understood in terms of the contexts 
in which they occur.

For example, the behavior analyst observing physiological arousal, intrusive thoughts of 
past threats, and aggressive behavior might determine that these behaviors most likely take 
place in situations in which they are being evaluated (antecedent). They also might note that 
the aggressive behaviors tend to result in escape from the conversation (consequence), par-
ticularly when the conversation is personal rather than professional (antecedent operation). 
In this way, the behavior analyst has determined the functional relationship between the con-
text and this class of behaviors. Intervention might involve changing the context to reduce 
the likelihood of any one of these behaviors (e.g., using more constructive feedback that is 
not explicitly evaluative or intentionally persisting in the conversation even when aggressive 
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behavior begins). It also might involve changing the context to alter the relationships among 
the behaviors. Specifically, the behavior analyst might create the antecedent context that evokes 
the response class then add to that context to train new skills (e.g., intentionally creating an 
evaluative context, watching for elicitation of physiological arousal and intrusive thoughts, 
and prompting asking clarifying questions or repeating their understanding of the feedback 
received). To the extent that the situation still evokes arousal and intrusive thoughts, but does 
not occasion aggressive behavior, the learning has involved the changing of relations among 
behaviors, not merely the likelihood of the whole class.

Finally, radical behaviorism is also explicitly pragmatic in terms of the evaluation of analy-
ses via their function. For example, Skinner (1984) suggested that psychological definitions be 
analyzed, from a behavioral perspective, as behavior in context, such that an operational defi-
nition for a psychological term can be understood as simply the conditions under which that 
term is used. In this way, psychological terms from any nonbehavioral scientific tradition can 
be operationalized and conceptualized behaviorally by examining the context in which those 
terms are used. For example, a behavioral conceptualization of mindfulness would involve 
consideration of the conditions under which the term mindfulness is used.

Interbehavioral Psychology
Another well- developed behavior- analytic theoretical approach that contributed to the 
development of CBS and ACT was Kantorian interbehavioral psychology (see Kantor, 1958). 
Grounded in a robust philosophical system called interbehaviorism, the basic unit of analysis 
in interbehavioral psychology is interbehavior, also known as the interbehavioral field or the 
psychological event. Any one psychological event is defined as an integrated field, which is com-
posed of bidirectional, functional, dynamic interactions among (1) response functions (i.e., 
behavior) and (2) stimulus functions (i.e., context), along with (3) the settings in which those 
interactions occur, (4) the sensory medium of contact allowing for those interactions, and 
(5) the historical context present in the current iteration of the evolving interaction. Just as 
with field theories in other scientific traditions, all aspects of the interbehavioral field are not 
only functionally defined in terms of their relationships with one another, but are also said to 
comprise an ever- evolving, unitary whole. Reconsidering the examples above, we find that the 
client’s heart rate is participating in a psychological event that includes bidirectional interac-
tions among their heart rate, their name being called, their perception of such in this particular 
therapist’s office from this particular assistant on this particular day, and all previous itera-
tions of functionally similar interactions. The client disclosing the increase in their heart rate 
is participating in a psychological event that includes bidirectional interactions among their 
heart rate and disclosure thereof, the therapist’s asking how they are, listening, and express-
ing their support, their perceiving these particular behaviors from this particular therapist on 
this particular day, and all previous iterations of functionally similar interactions. In this way, 
interbehavioral psychology encourages an analysis of complex instances of behavior (or inter-
behavior) as they occur in everyday settings and as can be described with a common language.

Sandoz (2020) has presented three examples of where an interbehavioral perspective, in 
particular, might have clinical implications in CBS interventions. First, the functional rela-
tionship obtaining1 between the therapist’s behavior (setting context for the client’s behavior) 
and the client’s behavior (setting context for the therapist’s behavior) can be approached as 
the primary unit of analysis of the therapy process. In this approach, instead of each aspect 
of the contingency being analyzed separately, the therapeutic relationship, conceptualized as 
the co- creative and evolving interaction between therapist and client, is what is observed and 
intervened upon in therapy. Second, thoughts and feelings can be included as part of a class 
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of coordinated responses unfolding in a dynamic stream, and their subtlety (i.e., the difficulty 
involved in their observation) is a function of the therapeutic relationship. In this approach, 
the therapist is freed from the burden of accounting for “private” contexts or behaviors “within” 
the client and instead focuses on strategically developing the relationship to support increasing 
familiarity and facility with their understanding of both the client’s behavior and their impact 
on such. Third, the learning history can be approached as an aspect of the present, evident in 
the functional relations obtaining between the client’s coordinated responses and the therapy 
context. In this approach, the therapist creates the conditions in therapy that are functionally 
similar to those in the client’s life, observing the client’s history in the emerging patterns,, and 
then adds to those conditions to expand upon those functions.

Implications of Behavior- Analytic Theoretical Foundations in ACT
Behavior analysis is foundational to the practice of ACT, much as contextual analysis is cen-
tral to the ideals governing applications of behavior analysis. For example, applied behavior 
analysis (ABA) is often described in terms of seven dimensions that differentiate it from other 
intervention efforts in psychology (Baer, Wolf, & Risley, 1968): applied, behavioral, analytic, 
technological, conceptually systematic, effective, and generalizable. In this way, applied behav-
ior analysis is itself functionally defined and evaluated. Interventions are not behavior analytic 
because of the specific terms used, theories employed by the therapist, or the format or setting 
of the intervention. Exactly what a behavior- analytic intervention involves and exactly how 
the specific impact is evaluated depend on a number of features of the context including the 
client’s repertoire, the sociocultural context, and the intervention format.

For example, applications of behavior analysis that are language- based (e.g., “talk ther-
apy”) in their characterization of and intervention on problem behavior are referred to as clini-
cal behavior analysis (CBA; Kohlenberg, Tsai, & Dougher, 1993; see Dougher, 2000). CBA 
tends to employ techniques that appear quite different from applications of behavior analysis 
interventions in other settings. CBA- oriented therapists, however, would equally aspire to the 
same seven dimensions.

In this way, the ACT therapist working from strong CBA underpinnings is empowered to 
evaluate and develop their work functionally according to the extent to which it is:

1. applied in that they target phenomena of social significance for the client;
2. behavioral in that they aim to measure, as precisely as possible, the client’s behaviors 

of interest;
3. analytic in that they aim to demonstrate that any favorable behavior change is attrib-

utable to the intervention;
4. technological in that they describe intervention methods in precise functional terms 

(i.e., specifying contingent relationships among the client’s behavior, the therapist’s 
behavior, and other aspects of the intervention);

5. conceptually systematic in that they derive their interventions from basic principles;
6. effective in that they objectively demonstrate a practically and/ or clinically significant 

effect for the client; and
7. generalizable in that they directly target broad behavior change over time and across 

contexts.

In other words, the ACT therapist aims to choose target behaviors (or interbehaviors) in terms 
of the extent to which they matter to the client and will be specifically effective in their lives. 
The ACT therapist aims to include regular measurement of those behaviors (or interbehaviors) 
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with as much precision as possible without losing nuance. The ACT therapist aims to investi-
gate the acute and specific impact of their intervention. They approach empirically supported 
treatment as involving not only the implementation of treatments demonstrated to work in 
the scientific literature, but also the tracking of processes and outcomes for particular clients, 
at certain times, in terms of specific targeted behaviors. The ACT therapist aims to describe 
observed behaviors (or interbehaviors) as completely as possible in terms of the direct rela-
tionships with the therapeutic context. The ACT therapist aims to develop and alter their 
interventions based on direct observations and consistent with basic principles. And finally, 
the ACT therapist aims to demonstrate a general impact of their interventions across a range 
of important domains of functioning.

Functional Contextualism: Defining Contextual Behavioral Science
Despite the seemingly obvious contextualistic orientation of both theoretical approaches 
like radical behaviorism and interbehavioral psychology (e.g., see Morris, 1984), as well as 
of applications of behavior analysis, responses to the characterization of contextualism as 
the “philosophical core” of behavior analysis (Hayes et al., 1988) have varied widely. Some 
behavior analysts have exhibited enthusiasm for the contextual foundations of behavior 
analysis being made explicit (e.g., Morris, 1988; 1993). Others rejected this characteriza-
tion, describing more sophisticated forms of mechanism they believed characterized those 
adopted by behavior analysis (e.g., Delprato, 1993; Shull & Lawrence, 1993). Still oth-
ers suggested behavior analysis adopts a contextualistic epistemology (i.e., contextualist 
assumptions about how we know what is), but a mechanistic ontology (i.e., mechanistic 
assumptions about what is; Reese, 1993). Finally, some analysts responded by proposing a 
brand of behavior analysis in which the contextualistic epistemology might be extended to 
a contextualistic ontology, where the untestable, fundamental assumption about reality is 
that it is indistinguishable from the behavioral event itself, including both contextual and 
behavioral factors (e.g., Barnes & Roche, 1994). With this, it became apparent to some 
that behavior analysis was not monolithic in its world view and that explication of a behav-
ior analysis with explicit contextual philosophical underpinnings might be needed (e.g., see 
Hayes, Hayes, Reese, & Sarbin, 1993).

As behavior analysis contended with its philosophical roots, functional contextualism 
was named as a distinct philosophical position within the contextualist world view in behav-
ior analysis and contextual behavioral science established as behavior analysis with functional 
contextual underpinnings. Functional contextualism was first described primarily in terms of 
its distinction from descriptive contextualism (Hayes, 1993). In short, it was proposed that 
contextualism varies along the extent to which the pragmatic truth criterion of effective action 
is emphasized over and above the root metaphor of the act- in- context and the emphasis of 
the unitary whole as primary. Interbehavioral psychology was offered as exemplary of descrip-
tive contextualism, emphasizing the root metaphor of the act- in- context and the emphasis 
of the unitary whole as primary to such an extent that analyses did not have practical utility. 
However, this characterization has been revealed as problematic in two ways (see Hayes & 
Fryling, 2019). First, descriptive contextualism does not adequately represent the philosophi-
cal underpinnings of interbehavioral psychology. Interbehavioral psychology is based in inter-
behaviorism, a fully developed philosophy of science that is consistent with Pepper’s (1942) 
contextual world view but is considerably more precise in its positions and expansive in its 
implications. Second, Pepper (1942) offered his world views not as complete philosophies of 
science, but as categorizations of the patterns he saw among various approaches to observation 
and sense- making (both scientific and otherwise).
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In time, however, functional contextualism was further specified in terms of its philosophi-
cal assumptions, including its units of analysis, epistemology, ontology, and truth criterion (e.g., 
see Hayes, Barnes-Holmes, et al., 2012). This created the necessary foundation for not just the 
initial development of ACT, but also its ongoing refinement. For example, the specification of 
functional contextualism also provided the foundation for the development of relational frame 
theory (Hayes, Barnes- Holmes, & Roche, 2001), a behavior- analytic theory of language and 
cognition that has been employed both to explain ACT and to support its evolution (e.g., see 
Harte & Barnes- Holmes, this volume). In addition, the specification of functional contextual-
ism and contextual behavioral science offered further implications for the practice of ACT.

Implications of the Act- in- Context as the Unit of Analysis in ACT
Functional contextualism focuses on analysis of the behavior of organisms, interacting with 
the immediate situation, as an iteration of the history of all their relevant context– behavior 
interactions. In this way, functional contextualism adopts the root metaphor of contextual-
ism, the act- in- context, as its primary unit of analysis. In this way, as with the psychological 
event in Interbehavioral Psychology, behavior and context are approached as unitary aspects 
of the same phenomena, defined in terms of their evolving relationship to one another and 
thus, unable to be fully separated without losing definition. Instead, behavior, context, and the 
acute functional relationship among them are distinguished from one another (and from other 
aspects of the environment or the behavioral stream) only for the practical purposes of exami-
nation consistent with analytic goals. For example, the client’s disclosure of their heart pound-
ing (behavior) is not wholly differentiable from the therapist’s asking how they are (antecedent 
context) or expressing support (consequential context). Further, none of these are wholly dif-
ferentiable from aspects of the physical environment in which the conversation takes place or 
from the many other behaviors that make up the client’s stream of behavior. The contextual 
therapist will make these distinctions, however artificial, because of the way it positions them, 
as a manipulable part of the immediate context, to intervene to influence the client’s behavior.

This perspective empowers the ACT therapist working from strong functional contextual 
underpinnings to recognize their role as a primary part of the situational context for each 
behavior they observe in session and thus to:

1. act in ways that sample contexts that are functionally similar to those in the client’s 
life so that they can sample and directly observe functionally defined behaviors of 
importance determined by the client’s learning history;

2. act in ways that add to the context, contributing to their functionally relevant learn-
ing history to expand the client’s repertoire in said contexts;

3. analyze their own behavior in the specific therapeutic context co- created with the cli-
ent in terms of the context set by the client’s behavior and their learning history with 
such contexts, setting goals for therapist development specific to the client;

4. center the therapeutic relationship in the intervention and evaluate their impact on 
its effectiveness (cf. Sandoz, 2020).

Functional contextualism extends its understanding of the act- in- context beyond the 
individual behavior of the whole organism, allowing units of analysis to vary with the level of 
the analysis. For example, some phenomena of interest (e.g., familial conflict, academic reten-
tion, systemic oppression) may be best described and measured behaviorally at the group level. 
From a functional contextual perspective, group- level behavior can be analyzed with the dyad, 
family, organization, or community serving as the behaving organism, and in terms of the 
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relevant immediate and historical contexts in which this group- level activity unfolds. On the 
other hand, some phenomena of interest (e.g., dopaminergic activity) may be best described 
and measured behaviorally in terms of suborganismic processes. From a functional contextual 
perspective, specific physiological, genetic, and epigenetic processes can be analyzed as behav-
iors of the suborganismic system, in terms of the immediate and historical contexts in which 
they unfold. By retaining the act- in- context as a flexible unit of analysis applicable at multiple 
levels, functional contextualism avoids both reductionism and expansionism, allowing for any 
level of analysis as necessary to achieve analytic goals.

This perspective empowers the ACT therapist working from strong functional contextual 
underpinnings to:

5. scale their interventions to individual therapy, couples therapy, family therapy, group 
therapy, and milieu therapy formats;

6. scale their observations of individual behavior to particular aspects of the activity 
being observed in the dynamic and complex behavioral stream (e.g., watching micro-
expressions or listening for vocal tremor);

7. create interventions that are sensitive to information about behavior at levels of 
analysis outside of their expertise and/ or immediate observational field (e.g., incor-
porating data on neurological functioning or cultural contingencies in the design of 
intervention and selection of targets for observation);

Implications of a Monist Account of Behavior in ACT
Functional contextualism’s flexibility with level of analysis also implies (and to some extent, 
requires) a monistic account of behavior where the behavioral stream is assumed to be unitary 
and inclusive of any and all activities of the organism. This behavior is contrasted with a dual-
ist account, where analyses of behavior include events that are not only not observed but are 
in- kind unobservable (e.g., the Unconscious; see Wilson, 2001). Instead, from a functional 
contextual perspective, the behavioral stream includes behaviors whose observation is limited 
by privacy or subtlety (e.g., thoughts, feelings, physical sensations). These are not treated as 
different kinds of events than those behaviors that are easily publicly observed. The monism 
of functional contextualism can also be thought to include the unitary conceptualization of 
the act- in- context, where behavior, context, and their respective functions are approached 
as inseparable and distinguished only for purposes of analysis. In this way, an analysis that 
includes only relationships among behavior (e.g., this thought accompanies this feeling, both 
of which accompany this behavior) is incomplete until context is incorporated. Finally, func-
tional contextualism’s monism considers the specification of behavior, context, and function a 
complete analysis in its own right.

If the analysis specifies behavior (or behaviors and the relations among them), context, 
and function, the analysis is actionable without the appeal to hypothetical constructs that col-
lapse patterns of context and behavior into personal characteristics (e.g., self- esteem, morality, 
intelligence). For example, the functional contextualist analyzing a student’s academic per-
formance might note patterns in certain social contexts that suggest intelligence, but these 
would be approached as behaviors to be analyzed rather than explanations of the performance 
observed. In this way, the complete analysis would include the aspects of context that account 
for the academic performance, the “intelligent” social behavior, and the relationship among 
them. Such analyses would then be evaluable in terms of the actions derived from the analy-
sis and their effects. In this way, the adequately complete functional contextual analysis has 
immediate and direct implications for both contextual change and the outcome expected.
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This perspective empowers the ACT therapist working from strong functional contextual 
underpinnings to:

8. develop a working understanding of whole, complex functional classes of co- 
occurring responses that are probable in the client’s repertoire and are characterized 
by particular behaviors that make for adequate observation;

9. shift attention among co- occurring behaviors that comprise the functional response 
class to those that are observable in the moment, that vary with functional shifts in 
context, and that serve the goals of the assessment or intervention;

10. contextualize co- occurring behaviors and the relationships among them by analyzing 
them in terms of their immediately observable and manipulable contexts;

11. translate relevant theories that rely on unobservable and/ or hypothetical constructs 
into descriptions of context– behavior relationships that are either actionable or 
dismissable.

In other words, in session, ACT therapists watch for patterns in what kinds of behaviors tend 
to co- occur in session with respect to particular contextual shifts that comprise the interven-
tion (e.g., questions or instructions). For example, the therapist might observe rapid eye blink-
ing, looking up and away, tension in the voice, and descriptions of obstacles, all of which tend 
to come together in session when the therapist asks about future plans or intentions. ACT 
therapists selectively attend to those behaviors that are observable, that vary with functional 
shifts in context, and that are relevant to the goals of the intervention. The therapist might find 
the vocal tension and description of obstacles as the formal aspects of the response class that 
they most easily discriminate in session. ACT therapists also discern what contextual changes 
accompany shifts in the behavioral stream among response classes, thus increasingly under-
standing them functionally with every interaction. The therapist might note that they can reli-
ably evoke vocal tension and descriptions of obstacles by asking about the future— a necessary 
aspect of the relationship that will allow for the therapist to build out the client’s repertoire 
in such contexts. Lastly, ACT therapists notice hypothetical constructs that emerge as part of 
their experience of the client (e.g., insecure attachment, ego strength, confirmation bias), and 
translate them into actionable accounts. The therapist might note that the label “imposter 
syndrome” seems to fit their observations of the client’s behavior (rapid eye blinking, looking 
up and away, tension in the voice, and descriptions of obstacles) in the contexts that evoke 
thoughts of the future. They might then translate this to mean that self- deprecation, a sense of 
not belonging, and fear of failure may be part of this response class, and probe such the next 
time any members of the response class are exhibited (e.g., “How do you react to yourself in 
this vision of everything falling apart in the future?”).

Implications of a Strong Epistemology and Disinterest 
in Ontology in ACT
Robust philosophies of science typically go beyond identifying the focus of their analyses 
to include explication of epistemological assumptions about what is known and ontological 
assumptions about what is. Functional contextualism, however, approaches knowing in the 
same way as it approaches any behavior— as an act- in- context. Expanding upon Skinner’s 
(1984) radical behaviorist approach on the operational definition of psychological terms, func-
tional contextualism proposes that all scientific behavior is understood in terms of its context. 
Even as the scientist or therapist notes a behavioral phenomenon they intend to observe, they 
are abstracting this phenomenon from the unitary whole; this abstraction occurs in a specific 
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immediate context and with respect to their history with such contexts. Further, this specific 
abstraction has consequences that may be more or less consistent with preestablished ana-
lytic goals. The same goes for developing an assessment method, a clinical conceptualization 
or research hypothesis, analytic or interpretive strategy, or interpretive conclusions. What is 
known is inseparable from the activity of knowing, which is understood in terms of its rela-
tionships with context and evaluated in terms of its effectiveness.

Whether in functional contextualism or in behavior analysis before it, this epistemological 
stance has resulted in what has been termed a “disinterest” in ontology (Hayes, Barnes-Holmes, 
et al., 2012, p. 4). In short, the pursuit of terms and theories that correspond with categories 
in a real universe seems to conflict with the approach of that pursuit as an act- in- context, the 
products and functional consequences of which are unique to the pursuer’s history. Instead, 
pragmatic truth about what works is an enthusiastic and encompassing focus, and strict ontol-
ogy is abandoned. In this way, what is known is not assumed to have implications as to what is, 
since knowing is, at least in part, unique to the knower’s learning history interacting with the 
immediate contexts in which the knowing and all the behaviors involved in that knowing take 
place. The functional contextual therapist, like the functional contextual scientist, accepts their 
observations and experiences of their client, however systematic, in this same way: as a product 
of their own history and the immediate context provided by the client’s behavior.

This perspective empowers the ACT therapist, who is working from strong functional 
contextual underpinnings to:

12. set aside attempts to assess, conceptualize, and treat in ways that are consistent with 
an objective ontological reality;

13. acknowledge the role that their own repertoire and learning history have in shaping 
that which they observe;

14. establish specific goals for their work as therapist at multiple levels (e.g., broadly, or 
by program, client, session, or moment);

15. develop and evaluate their behavior with regards to assessment, conceptualization, 
and treatment in terms of its effectiveness with respect to established goals across 
multiple levels.

Functional Contextualism’s Truth Criterion: Implications of the Analytic 
Goal in ACT
Functional contextualism also goes one step further than Pepper’s (1942) contextualism as a 
common epistemological stance in clarifying a specific analytic goal. In doing so, functional 
contextualism offers a more complete philosophy of science by providing a criterion by which 
the process and content of any analysis can be evaluated. The first article of the first issue of the 
Journal of Contextual Behavioral Science (Hayes et al., 2012, p. 4) clearly defines the purpose 
of this philosophical view: “The goal of functional contextualism is to predict- and- influence, 
with precision, scope, and depth, whole organisms interacting in and with a context consid-
ered historically and situationally.”

Apart from the primary unit of analysis, what most distinguishes this goal from that of 
much of the rest of behavioral science is the emphasis on “prediction- and- influence” as a uni-
fied aim. Here, prediction refers to the understanding of relationships among behaviors and 
contexts such that descriptions of those relationships can be verified, while influence refers to 
contextual control as the standard for verification. Prediction goals would be satisfied simply 
through noting that behaviors and/ or contexts co- occur. In contrast, influence goals would 
require that (1) contexts are included in the analysis, (2) the contexts noted are manipulable, 
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and (3) manipulation of said contexts results in changes in the behaviors and/ or relationships 
among them.

Whereas most behavioral sciences value influential applications of an analysis as potential 
outcomes of understanding, functional contextualism holds them as the standard by which 
understanding is evaluated. In this way, the complete analysis of act- in- context necessarily 
includes behavior(s) (including relationships among behaviors) as the dependent variable(s) 
and some aspect of context as the independent variable. For example, the description of a 
relationship among particular thoughts, feelings, and behaviors might be quite nuanced but 
would be a wholly incomplete analysis from a functional contextual perspective because it 
offers nothing actionable outside of the behavioral stream (i.e., how to influence these par-
ticular thoughts, feelings, and behaviors or their relationships to each other, which requires a 
change in the context in which the behavior occurs). For example, an attachment researcher 
might note that children who struggle to calm themselves when their parent departs and who 
reject their parent upon their return are likely to report dissatisfaction with relationships in 
adulthood. This does not speak, however, to the historical or immediate contexts that contrib-
uted to the emotional upset, the rejection, or the relationship satisfaction, nor to what shifts 
in context might change these behaviors or the relations among them.

Functional contextualism’s broad analytic goal further specifies that prediction- and- 
influence should be accomplished with precision, scope, and depth. Precision generally refers 
to the number of alternative terms and theories that might be applied to explain an event. 
Thus, specifically with regards to prediction- and- influence, precision refers to the extent to 
which the analysis fosters effective action with respect to a specific instance. Scope generally 
refers to the range of events that particular terms and theories might be able to explain. Thus, 
specifically with regards to prediction- and- influence, scope refers to the breadth with which an 
analysis can be applied to foster effective action in a range of instances. Lastly, depth generally 
refers to the extent to which the terms and theories applied cohere with those accepted at other 
levels of analysis. Thus, specifically with regards to prediction- and- influence, depth refers to the 
extent to which the analysis fosters effective action across multiple levels of investigation and 
intervention.

This perspective empowers the ACT therapist working from strong functional contextual 
underpinnings to:

16. set aside as irrelevant characterizations about their clients, themselves, or the thera-
peutic relationship that predict but have no implications for action;

17. develop their therapy repertoires in terms of precision or the generation of specifically- 
effective aspects of intervention;

18. develop their therapy repertoires in terms of scope or the generation of broadly effec-
tive aspects of intervention;

19. scale the development of the precision of their therapy repertoires across varying 
levels of analysis (e.g., by moment, session, client, population, or format);

20. scale the development of the scope of their therapy repertoires across varying levels of 
analysis (e.g., across moments, clients, populations, or formats).

Functional Contextualism’s Truth Criterion: Implications of Specifying 
Impact in ACT
CBS provides a further criterion for evaluating the effectiveness of contextual behavioral analy-
ses across a range of contexts in terms of the kind of influence valued in the discipline. In fact, 
clarifying the impact valued by a scientific community may be particularly important to avoid 
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moral relativism, or even Machiavellianism (see Ruiz & Roche, 2007). The Association for 
Contextual Behavioral Science (Association for Contextual Behavioral Science, n.d.) offers 
vision, mission, and values statements, each of which could be applied to the pragmatic evalu-
ation of the impact of any contextual behavioral analysis. With this, ACBS takes the first steps 
to create the social context needed to support adherence to philosophical and theoretical foun-
dations in pursuit of a specific impact in the world. First, the vision of ACBS is “the alleviation 
of human suffering and the advancement of human well- being through research and practice 
grounded in contextual behavioral science” (ACBS, n.d.). As such, its members commit to 
evaluating the effectiveness of their work in terms not only of their specific analytic goals, but 
also the extent to which it contributes to alleviating suffering and advancing well- being.
Second, the mission of ACBS members is to

• support a dynamic interaction between basic and applied research;
• disseminate contextual behavioral science;
• continue to develop principles, theories, and practical applications grounded in empir-

ical knowledge and guided by the best available scientific evidence;
• support all members who wish to participate in this work (ACBS, n.d.).

Third, ACBS declares a shared value of the community to be working “in a collegial, open, 
generous, self- critical, non- discriminatory, and mutually supportive way” (ACBS, n.d.). In 
other words, CBS specifies overarching impacts that characterize effective action or preferred 
influence. For example, CBS researchers and theoreticians might emphasize research studies 
with (1) clear practical implications over purely intellectual pursuits, (2) applicability to those 
most in need, and (3) easy disseminability. Further, all ACBS members, regardless of their pro-
fession, might allocate time and other resources to creating the context for other professionals 
to thrive. The organization’s leadership creates contexts that support such efforts in many ways 
beyond simply establishing the vision, mission, and values. For example, the ACBS website 
includes a number of well- used repositories for research and practice protocols and other mate-
rials, an archive of past conference presentations, and a link for free access to the organization’s 
flagship journal. In this way, at both the molar level of the organization and the molecular 
level of the individual contextual behavioral scientist, the ideal contextual behavioral analyses 
will be those that contribute both to the immediate goals of the analyst and to the above aims. 
Moreover, each activity of the contextual behavioral scientist or group of scientists can ulti-
mately be practically evaluated in terms of such.

This perspective empowers the ACT therapist working from strong functional contextual 
underpinnings to:

21. develop their therapy repertoire specifically and professional behavior broadly in 
ways that typify and foster the vision, mission, and values of CBS;

22. create contexts that support other individuals behaving in ways that typify and foster 
the vision, mission, and values of CBS;

23. create contexts that support the ACBS and its subgroups behaving in ways that typify 
and foster the vision, mission, and values of CBS.

In this way, the ACT therapist is encouraged to apply the philosophical and theoretical under-
pinnings that characterize CBS beyond their specific therapy work to their broader professional 
repertoire. The emphasis on effective action, the selection of act- in- context as the primary unit 
of analysis, the dedication to a monistic conceptual account, the adoption of a functional 
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epistemological and a- ontological stance, and commitment to prediction- and- influence all 
work to guide professional practices in such a way as to foster an end to human suffering 
and promote human well- being. For example, CBS practitioners, trainers, and administrators 
might build agency policies, procedures, and services that not only promote the interest of 
their direct stakeholders, but also allow for broader contributions to their local communities.

Conclusion
Both the development and dissemination of ACT have long been characterized by the specifi-
cation of philosophical and theoretical underpinnings (Hayes, 2004). Today, these underpin-
nings define contextual behavioral science as the discipline of which ACT is a part. These CBS 
foundations have specific implications, not only for understanding ACT as an intervention 
approach, but also for defining and guiding effective implementation of ACT in each clinical 
(or other professional) situation a therapist faces.

Note
 1. The phrase “functional relationship obtaining” uses “obtain” in its intransitive form, meaning to be in existence, in 

effect, or customary (obtaining, n.d.). This usage is typical when emphasizing functional relationships as common 
co- occurrences without implying additional assumptions about causation.
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 3 
 Primer on Basic Behavioral Principles

Thomas J. Waltz and Claudia Drossel

Abstract
Behavioral principles guided the initial development of  acceptance and commitment 
therapy (ACT) and serve as the foundation for its flexible implementation. This article 
provides a broad introduction to the contextual approach to operant behavior, including 
behavioral principles, behavioral economics, and rule- governed behavior. Key applications 
of  these relations include taking a constructional approach to building meaningful 
patterns of  behavior that are supported by naturalistic contingencies outside of  the 
therapeutic relationship, evaluating function- based hypotheses by monitoring response to 
treatment and other key variables, and occasionally systematically evaluating treatment 
outcomes using single- subject research designs. Examples used throughout the article 
help connect these foundational concepts to ACT practice. Behavioral principles support 
clinicians in taking a scientist- practitioner approach to ACT implementation and can 
support competent innovation while maintaining fidelity to the underlying functional 
contextual model.

Key Words: acceptance and commitment therapy, behavioral economics, behavioral 
principles, constructive approach, functional analysis, operant, rule- governed behavior, 
scientist- practitioner, verbal behavior

The difference between a scientist and a technician is that the technician 
knows how to do what he [sic] has been taught to do while the scientist 
knows how to evaluate new information in order to devise and refine new 

techniques.

(Ullmann, 1961, p. 120)

Behavioral Principles and the Scientist- Practitioner
Guidelines for doctoral- level training in cognitive- behavioral therapy distinguish the skill 
sets of scientist- practitioners from those of technicians (Klepac et al., 2012). These guidelines 
emphasize that trainees’ understanding of behavioral principles is necessary to flexibly apply 
and individually tailor cognitive and behavioral therapies to the needs of diverse clients. 
A scientist- practitioner stance is achievable at multiple levels of training— at the master’s 
level and across health professions— as long as behavioral principles are the foundations of 
providers’ conceptualizations. Conversely, neither a doctoral education nor a specialization 
in clinical psychology guarantee the flexible problem solving of scientist- practitioners. With 
respect to cognitive- behavioral therapies, not all doctoral programs in clinical psychology offer 
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sufficient training in behavioral principles to support the flexible application of acceptance 
and commitment therapy (ACT). From a dissemination perspective, insufficient training in 
behavioral principles represents a challenge for training whose goal is to prepare a wide variety 
of professionals to implement ACT flexibly and functionally. So far, a systematic approach to 
provide this training across the clinical professions has remained elusive.

To increase the accessibility of ACT to a diversely trained professional audience, the 
ACT community settled on using dissemination heuristics, often called middle- level terms, to 
guide novices without training in behavioral principles to adhere to the spirit of the treatment 
approach. Middle- level terms (acceptance, defusion, contact with the present moment, self- 
as- context, values, and committed action) are summarized under three response styles (open, 
centered, and engaged) and aim to serve as rules with heuristic value for practice (Hayes, 
Strosahl, & Wilson, 2012). These terms seek to facilitate the functional implementation of 
ACT independent from one’s understanding of behavioral principles (Waltz & Hayes, 2010). 
While dissemination heuristics such as the hexaflex model (Hayes & Strosahl, 2004) or the 
matrix (Polk & Schoendorff, 2014) and the enumeration of techniques (e.g., Stoddard & 
Afari, 2014) can facilitate ACT implementation, they reflect a “just good enough” approach to 
introducing the ACT model to trainees and guiding implementation. Indeed, using middle- 
level terms as dissemination heuristics can be conceptualized as landmarks on the road to 
implementing ACT. Travelers who rely on landmarks, however, tend to get lost when situations 
change unexpectedly, as when clients do not behave as they ought per the manual, or when 
unanticipated external barriers show up (e.g., the client encounters resource- based barriers). 
Maneuvering under difficult conditions requires knowing more about one’s whereabouts than 
certain landmarks. To navigate difficult conditions, it helps to know the general layout of the 
land and to access multiple wayfinding tools. Behavioral principles provide both the layout— 
in terms of theory— and the wayfinding tools— in terms of procedures. Understanding 
behavioral principles is thus particularly useful when a situation seems incalcitrant, indicative 
of unique, difficult, or complex circumstances that require problem solving within the scientific 
framework that underlies ACT. This article provides an introduction to behavioral principles 
from the contextual science perspective.

Most behavioral health professionals have at least some exposure to behavioral principles, 
but the depth and scope of that exposure as well as its alignment with a contextual science 
perspective can vary substantially. Indeed, most often behavior principles are introduced from 
a perspective that is inconsistent with contextual science. This inconsistency reflects the history 
of behaviorisms as a heterogeneous group of scientific approaches to behavior, emotion, and 
cognition (hereinafter summarized as “behavior”). “Instrumental” approaches to behavior 
spoke of stimuli, behavior, and consequences, but the philosophical assumptions they brought 
to their analytic units varied substantially (for a review, see Malone, 1990). To understand ACT, 
it is important to distinguish its unit of analysis (the act in context) from other behaviorisms 
that posit mediational mechanisms. Directly emerging from methodological behaviorisms, 
most of psychology takes a stimulus- mediator- response- consequence (S- M- R- C) approach to 
conceptualizing behavior. Life events occur, these events interact with some mediating internal 
processes (physiology, affect, and/ or cognition),1 and behaviors that result are measured and 
analyzed as evidence of these mediating processes. These processes are often conceptualized as 
participating in a linear mechanistic chain.

In contrast, ACT defines its subject matter as the act- in- context. This definition reflects its 
behavior- analytic roots, conceptualizing the unit of analysis as involving a dynamic interplay 
among antecedent, behavior, and consequence relations (A→[B⇆C]). In certain circumstances 
(antecedent context), some patterns of behavior are more (or less) likely to occur. Moreover, the 
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outcomes of these behavior patterns (consequence context) alter the frequency of those behavior 
patterns over time. While some temporality is present within an A- B- C analytic sequence, 
behavior is conceptualized within its context (i.e., coactive and reciprocal) rather than as a 
unidirectional element in a causal chain. This operant contingency as an analytic unit has 
profound implications when conceptualizing human behavior.

Even within the behavior- analytic community, heterogeneous philosophical assumptions 
may be brought to bear to explain behavioral principles (Hayes, 1978; Lee, 1987). As noted 
above when discussing the S- M- R- C model (e.g., Kanfer & Phillips, 1970), principles often 
are understood from a traditional methodological, linear, mechanistic chain approach that 
works well in some basic science contexts but can lack the contextual richness required to 
translate such principles to socially important patterns of behavior (Wilson, Bordieri, Flynn, 
Lucas, & Slater, 2011). A functional contextual approach to behavioral principles is more 
complicated, but it has fundamental implications for translating these principles into practice.

The Operant Contingency
The operant contingency is the behavior- analytic unit of analysis, defined by A- B- C relation-
ships whose function emerges over time (Skinner, 1935). To fully understand these relation-
ships, we first need to address the concepts of functional relation and class.

Functional Relations
Studying with Crozier (1892– 1955), an associate professor in the Department of Physiology 
at Harvard University (Hoagland & Mitchell, 1956), Skinner learned to focus his work on 
parametric analyses of behavior under changing conditions and to use novel experimental 
designs to capture the behavior patterns of organisms over time (i.e., asking “what happens 
when  . . .  ”; see also Sidman, 1960). When changing one variable reliably across systematic 
multiple observations leads to change in another variable, that interrelationship is measured 
and characterized as a functional relation. Through use of this approach, scientifically and 
practically meaningful patterns emerge from behavior– context relations that do not require 
any additional theorizing using mediational, hypothetical constructs.

Skinner’s application of functional relations did away with hypothesizing mediating 
forces or agents as necessary for an analysis of behavior. A thorough parametric description 
of behavior– context relationships or patterns over time became the novel unit of analysis 
(Skinner, 1935). Measures of behavior- patterns- in- context rely on likelihood or frequency. 
Context and behavior are defined in relation to each other. Thus, an event is defined as a con-
sequence of behavior if it changes the likelihood or frequency of that behavior over time, given 
that the event probabilistically depends on the occurrence of the behavior. Notice that this 
consequent event becomes more likely given the occurrence of behavior, but the consequence 
does not have to occur every time the behavior occurs.

Speaking in terms of functional relations instead of causes is countercultural. Our every-
day ways of speaking overlap rather neatly with the S- M- R- C approach, that is, internal and 
stable attributions summarized by the mediating construct “M.” We speak of “triggers” of M 
and invoke certain push– pull mechanisms for predictors of action, rather than uncertain likeli-
hoods or frequencies distributed in time. In traditional methodological accounts, a stimulus 
exerts a causal force on one or more mediating processes (physiology, affect, cognition), which 
in turn exert a causal “triggering” force on behavior. Mechanistic metaphors (e.g., trigger-
ing events, overload, processing) impart a familiarity to S- M- R- C locutions used in everyday 
discourse. The mechanistic causal sequence implicit in the S- M- R- C approach gives speakers 
the sense of an explanation, as listeners can identify some hypothesized stable element that 
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preceded the response in the casual chain. Functional relations are less satisfying: they lack the 
proximal stimulus, and uncertainty is inherent in a probabilistic account. The assumptions 
of a mechanistic approach suggest reasons or explanations for behavior that conflict with the 
contextual account of “act- in- context.” Functional relations underlie ACT. They point to the 
circumstance that many of our stated reasons are not “causes” from a scientific perspective; 
that room for change persists even when a person says they are “triggered” or “cannot help” 
engaging in specific behaviors.

For example, take the statement “Bob succumbed to his cravings for alcohol after being 
laid off from work.” Descriptively, Bob’s drinking alcohol increased in both quantity and fre-
quency after he was laid off from work. Here, changes in the frequency or quantity of Bob’s 
alcohol consumption are attributed to “cravings,” a mediational attribution. Within the S- 
M- R- C model, the situation is the unemployment (S), craving is the marker for a presumed 
neurobiological process (M), and drinking is the response (R), with many consequences in 
both the short and long term. In the mediational model as well as within lay communication, 
“craving” is the presumed proximal cause of drinking.

The contextual account points to the functional relationship between the situation con-
ceptualized broadly (e.g., failures to find work, financial strain, interpersonal conflict) and 
alcohol consumption. It skips “cravings” as a cause of behavior and guides the client to notice 
the relationship between aspects of the situation and drinking. “Cravings” are acknowledged 
as reasons that clients may give for their drinking, but not as causes of drinking. When pay-
ing attention to the relationship between aspects of the situation and drinking, clients may 
notice that they drink without craving alcohol— that they habitually pour drinks or stop by 
the liquor store. Alternatively, to understand under what conditions Bob speaks of “cravings,” 
he may start monitoring the contexts in which descriptions of cravings are most likely to be 
invoked. Again, to understand what is at issue when we speak of cravings, the operant account 
focuses on characterizing Bob’s drinking or his report thereof as a function of contextual fac-
tors. Reasons such as cravings are more behavior to be accounted for within a contextual 
account, rather than a causal link in a mechanistic chain preceding drinking. Similarly, if Bob 
started taking a psychotropic medication (e.g., disulfiram) to curb substance use, the medica-
tion would become part of the context in which Bob’s drinking occurs, and changes in drink-
ing could be tracked in relation to this contextual change.

Importantly, descriptive functional relations characterize contextual variables that can be 
intervened upon and changed in some way. Clients and therapists collaboratively observe the 
relationship between variations in those variables and the behavior of interest. Thus, decreased 
availability of meaningful aspects of life independent of drinking (e.g., markers of social rela-
tionships such as status; hobbies or activities that are dependent upon a steady and generous 
income) may increase the relative likelihood that Bob will drink alcohol. Regardless of whether 
reports of alcohol cravings reflect a desire- for- pleasure narrative (e.g., I enjoy the buzz) or an 
escape- from- pain narrative (e.g., I can forget about my problems while drinking), a contextual 
account of Bob’s report of cravings informs but does not replace a longitudinal contextual 
analysis of actual alcohol consumption and relevant aspects of the context. The distinction 
between functional relations and our more everyday ways of talking about causation will be 
revisited throughout the article.

behaviOr– behaviOr reLatiOns
The preceding discussion of alcohol cravings illustrates a key distinction between socially 
normative explanations for behavior on the one hand and explanations based on an operant 
analysis on the other. Unlike S- M- R- C explanations that give thoughts and feelings status as 
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causal mediators within a mechanistic chain, an operant analysis conceptualizes these events as 
activities. Thoughts are not conceptualized as “things”; rather, speaking is viewed as behavior- 
in- context. Whether this behavior is public (i.e., talking aloud) or private (talking silently to 
oneself ), saying or thinking are understood as behaviors in context. Similarly, emotions are 
not things, and our affective responses are analyzed in a way that does not differ from other 
behaviors. Whether behavior occurs in the context of high physiological arousal (e.g., rage) or 
not (e.g., disappointment), affective experiences and our descriptions thereof are behaviors to 
be understood in their context.

Behavior– behavior relations are problematic in an operant account not because they do 
not occur (they most certainly do), but because from a pragmatic philosophical perspective 
(see Sandoz & Fogle, this volume) variables given a causal status in operant relations need to 
be manipulable by contextual interventions (Hayes & Brownstein, 1986). Thus, when self- talk 
(e.g., I cannot stand this craving; I deserve a drink, given everything I’ve been through) and 
drinking alcohol co- occur, an operant analysis works to identify the manipulable contextual 
variables that ultimately influence both of these behaviors. In this respect an operant analysis is 
countercultural. Socially and in everyday parlance, thoughts and feelings are treated as default 
causes of behavior. In a behavior- analytic account, they lose the default causal status. When 
explaining everyday social relationships, treating thoughts and feelings as causes for behavior 
has heuristic value. Say- do- correspondence training and emotional expressive norms as part 
of our sociocultural conditioning allow us to use what people say to predict their behavior. If 
somebody tells us they are angry, we have a general sense of how they may behave in that situ-
ation. This predictive utility serves as the basis for treating thoughts and emotions colloquially 
as causes, without further analysis of what gave rise to them.

An operant technical analysis focuses on manipulable context– behavior relationships. 
This technical account takes on the added responsibility to influence and not just predict 
behavior patterns. A functional contextualist framework goes beyond behavior– behavior rela-
tions and identifies the contextual variables of which private events and public behavior pat-
terns are a function. Furthermore, an operant analysis is concerned with patterns of behavior 
rather than instances (more on this below). Observations across time are necessary to observe 
the reliable relationship between variations in contextual variables and the behavior of interest. 
Again, to reiterate, meaningful aspects of life may have decreased as Bob’s drinking increased; 
his relationships deteriorated, and he lost his job. This decrease makes drinking more likely. 
Concurrently, Bob reports that he “craves” or “wants” alcohol, communicating his preference 
of this outcome relative to other currently available alternatives in his postemployment social 
environment.

Classes of Behavior
The concept of class is fundamental to understanding operant contingencies. It is an exten-
sion of using functional relations to define contextual stimuli and behavior. As noted earlier, 
the unit of analysis is the act (or behavior) in context. Behavior is any activity that is dem-
onstrated to have a functional relationship with contextual events (Skinner, 1935). Since 
behaviors vary from occurrence to occurrence, classes of behavior are defined by similar func-
tional relationships with a type of consequence over time. Repeated observations are necessary to 
detect these behavior– consequence patterns. In therapy, for example, a client may engage in 
many different behaviors that function similarly. A client may avoid a topic or escape from 
the conversation by changing topics, stalling, or not answering questions, fidgeting, blowing 
their nose, or a host of other behaviors. Topographically very different, functionally these 
behaviors fall in the same class if, over time, they lead to the same outcome: The therapist 
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gets distracted and discontinues their attempts to address a topic. The therapist’s behavior, 
in turn, increases the probability that this class of behavior with its variations will persist in 
session or even increase in likelihood. Thus, the consequences change the likelihood of classes 
of behavior over time, as these behavior– consequence patterns repeat. Reliable behavior– 
consequence patterns are called contingencies to reflect the dynamic dependency between 
classes of behavior and consequences that goes beyond correlation, as they mutually affect 
each other. Functional context– behavior relations are inherently transactional within the A- 
B- C operant model (see also Linehan, 1993). Skinner’s great innovation was to define behav-
ior in terms of functional contingencies, directing scientist- practitioners to recognize that 
behaviors that look very different can be functionally similar via their shared consequences 
and that they are thus modifiable.

Curiosity is key to the contextual approach. Contingent behavior– consequence rela-
tionships emerge from activities and exploration over time, from “acting.” They assume an 
active person. When thinking of children, we note that even a relatively simple activity, 
such as opening a bottle and then taking a drink, does not spontaneously emerge as a func-
tional unit. A history of drinking from containers and opening containers will influence 
the acquisition of the skills involved in opening a bottle and taking a drink. Mechanically, 
one may twist or pry off the top of a bottle in a variety of ways, resulting in access to the 
beverage. While the range of topographies of these responses involves some creativity as 
a collective or class, they might be similar in the application of mechanical force to open 
the bottle, which in turn correlates with access to the beverage. However, asking someone 
else to open the bottle is also in the same class as these other behaviors if the request is 
followed by an open bottle and access to the beverage. The same functional relation spans 
requesting or manually opening the bottle via one consequence: access to the beverage is 
contingent upon the response. Uttering a sentence and using mechanical force fall into a 
single response class, defined by shared consequences that join these otherwise conceptu-
ally disparate behaviors as part of the same functional response class. In this sense, verbal 
behavior does not have default explanatory status and is treated analytically in the same 
way as any other behavior.

Operant accounts are careful not only with assigning verbal utterances default explana-
tory status, but also with speaking of internal motivators. Note that the above description 
made no mention of opening a bottle “in order to” get a drink. From an operant perspective, 
the bottle- opening class of behaviors all result in access to the beverage— this is a descriptive 
functional relation involving a class of behavior and a class of consequence (thus far emphasiz-
ing the B- C relations, of the A- B- C operant contingency). Language referring to intention, 
purpose, drive, or motivation— suggesting some type of inside- out causal chain or force— 
invokes mediating S- M- R- C- related explanatory conventions that might be useful in everyday 
interactions but unnecessarily distracts from focusing on contextual and modifiable factors if 
we were to troubleshoot a child’s bottle- opening repertoire.

Response classes involve dynamic patterns of behavior– environment relationships rather 
than instances of behavior. Behavior– consequence functional relations can only be detected 
over time. When we are able to analyze a particular instance of behavior, especially for the first 
time, the behavior– environment relationships observed involve the uncertain and provisional 
application of behavioral principles as hypotheses. The analysis is provisional because func-
tional relations can only be observed through analysis of patterns of behavior– environment 
relationships over time. As a result, much humility is brought to the analysis of instances. This 
stands in contrast to the assertive assumptions commonly made with the S- M- R- C model 
where the roles of stimuli and responses might be understood a priori.
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Behavior within functional relations can occur at any temporal scale. Theoretically, at 
the molecular side of the spectrum, we can use neurophysiological equipment to observe 
the behavior of single neurons and their functional relationship with electrical stimulation 
of other neurons (Ishikawa, Matsumoto, Sakaguchi, Matsuki, & Ikegaya, 2014), unfolding 
across milliseconds. However, within therapist– client interactions the behavior of individual 
neurons is of little interest. Practically, physiological events and processes participate in 
functional relations to the extent they can participate in changeable relations with client 
behavior (see the field of behavioral pharmacology for examples, Winger & Woods, 2013). 
Similarly, appeals to unmodifiable brain structures for explanatory purposes point to a dif-
ferent level of analysis and are not useful in a practical operant account. The social impact of 
neurophysiological explanations among laypeople is distinct from their value in an operant 
analysis. If therapists do not directly measure impact on brain structures via the interven-
tions they use, then the appeal to the neurophysiology is superfluous. Functional relations 
in an operant account reflect this type of pragmatism. In other words, the ACT therapist’s 
specialty is behavior change in social contexts.

An analysis of behavior can involve observation of relatively discrete responses (e.g., flip-
ping switches, waving hands, uttering single words) as well as collections of activities. To illus-
trate, a trip to the grocery store consists of several discrete behavior– environment relationships 
that influence elements of my travel (e.g., accelerating, braking, steering) and more macro rela-
tionships that influence that travel (e.g., prioritizing the expediency or quality of the scenery 
along the way). At another level, the response class of getting groceries may involve travel to 
one store rather than another because of the differential availability of preferred items, the ease 
of locating items in one store relative to another, or the opportunity to socialize with familiar 
staff while shopping. The number of actions that could potentially be enumerated in a larger 
pattern of behavior has no bearing on whether these actions constitute a potential response 
class. It is the functional relationship between the targeted activity pattern at a particular scale 
and its context that determines whether it is useful to speak of a behavior pattern as a mean-
ingful unit.

Contingencies operating on behavior at different scales are also observed in language 
learning. When learning a language, some behavior– consequence contingencies focus on 
elementary elements: phonemes, morphemes, vocabulary, and letter and number identifica-
tion. Additional behavior– consequence contingencies involve phrases, sentences, or topics. 
When responding at one level encounters problems (e.g., mispronouncing words), then the 
verbal community will return to a focus on behavior– consequence contingencies for elemen-
tary skills, such as the articulation of phonemes. Giving a speech, reciting a poem, telling a 
story, persuading, and negotiating involve even broader behavior– consequence contingencies 
regarding their impact on an audience (Hargie, 2017; Skinner, 1992).

The actual unit of analysis chosen for a particular situation is a practical matter. As cli-
nicians, we often begin with a presenting problem (e.g., difficulties with interpersonal rela-
tionships), collect observations across multiple methods (e.g., intake interview, self- report or 
performance assessments, proxy reports), and generate a hypothesis about the response class in 
question (e.g., a response style that communicates indifference toward the listener). It is only 
when we change elements of a hypothesized behavior– consequence contingency that we can 
determine whether the unit of behavior selected for analysis is useful.

Finally, the focus on descriptive functional relations does not mean that all behavior– 
environment relationships must be publicly observable. For analytic purposes, private verbal 
behavior (i.e., verbal behavior that is inaccessible to others, such as thinking) is not different in 
kind from public behavior. It enters an operant account when a functional relationship takes 
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place between private verbal behavior and other contextual events. The same holds for private 
stimuli such as physiological sensations: if a functional relationship between behavior and the 
private event is observed (e.g., headache pain, measured by disruption of ongoing behavior), 
an operant analysis of the act- in- context is possible.

Stimulus Classes
Just as response classes are defined in terms of their shared relationship with classes of con-
sequences, classes of stimuli are defined in terms of their shared relationship with classes of 
behavior. As such, a stimulus is any event that has a functional relationship with behavior. 
A stimulus is not a thing that stands alone as a fundamental unit of the universe, detectable and 
independent from the behavior of an observer. Classes of stimuli are defined by their functional 
relation with behavior. This is a radical departure from relying on operational definitions to 
specify the “true” or “formal” physical features of stimuli that are conceptualized as being in 
the same category or class. Traditionally, operational definitions specify descriptive classes from 
measurable dimensions of stimuli, as defined by physics (e.g., color, size, shape). These descrip-
tive classes reflect an observer’s a priori assumptions about stimuli that ought to share a similar 
behavioral function because physics has defined their properties as similar. Skinner, in contrast, 
rejected this a priori assumption. He viewed operational definitions as a convention of the  
scientific community that reveals more about its verbal norms than about a “true” state of the 
world (Skinner, 1945). In an operant account, a stimulus class must demonstrate a shared func-
tional relationship with classes of behavior over time. If a stimulus so conceived fails to set the 
occasion for a client’s response (e.g., the child does not say “apple” in the presence of an apple 
but continues to say “ball”), then the “problem” lies within the contingencies that have been 
arranged over time: The contingencies failed to produce the intended functional stimulus class 
and more problem solving is necessary. Thus follows the assumption of a contextual approach 
that therapy can fail clients, but clients cannot fail in therapy. Again, curiosity is key, and bar-
riers to progress are signs that more data are needed and that a reanalysis of functional classes 
may be indicated.

Classes of stimuli apply to consequences. Functional classes are defined by the impact of 
behavior; that is, they focus on the B- C relations of the A- B- C operant unit. A widely used 
illustration of the impact of behavior over time and the definition of a functional class involve 
the activities of children and their impact (for example, the ways caregivers provide access 
to social interactions contingent on these activities— child engagement followed by caregiver 
attention, B- C). In everyday parlance, we assume that child activities that are followed by care-
giver attention that we deem “friendly” or “positive” will occur more reliably or increase in the 
future. We also assume that child activities followed by negative (“unfriendly”) attention from 
caregivers will occur less reliably or decrease in the future. Here, caregiver attention deemed 
“positive” forms one class of consequences defined by their function (increase child behavior), 
while caregiver attention deemed “negative” forms a separate class of consequences, each having 
opposite effects on the future likelihood of the respective child response classes they are con-
tingent upon. While this heuristic or topographical categorization of “positive” and “negative” 
may work some of the time, caregivers who seek professional consultation for child behavior 
problems often discover that these categorizations do not hold. They detect different relations 
via observation of acts- in- context. When the child “acts out,” the caregiver provides attention 
presumed to be negative and corrective in order to reduce behavior viewed as problematic, yet 
the child’s behavior persists or even increases over time. Here the functional relation between 
the child’s behavior and the caregiver’s “negative” attention has the functional relationship that 
is typically attributed when attention is deemed “positive.” This example illustrates that it is 
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useful to drop assumed “positive” and “negative” modifiers from our descriptions when they 
refer to heuristics of “friendly” or “unfriendly,” “pleasant” or “unpleasant,” and note that there 
is a functional relationship between the child’s behavior and caregiver attention regardless of 
the type (or topography) of that attention. Caregiver activities that make up the consequences 
of a B- C functional relation can vary widely across many socially important dimensions (e.g., 
valence, intensity, warmth, developmental fit), and the common impact of activities on the 
child’s behavior (for example, increasing or maintaining its occurrence) establishes them as a 
class of consequential events.

The Operant Contingency as the Fundamental Unit of Analysis
The preceding sections clarified how behavior classes and stimulus classes are defined in 
terms of functional relations. This is a significant departure from the conventional S- M- 
R- C explanatory framework that relies on causal chains, defines stimuli and responses in 
terms of their topographical features, and explains behavior in terms of mediating events. 
Yet, one more step is required in the operant account to make it fully contextual. Returning 
to earlier examples, we see that the B- C relations of opening a bottle and consuming a 
beverage, and child social engagement and caregiver attention do not occur in a vacuum. 
For an operant account to be complete, context needs to be brought into the analysis. 
Antecedent contexts are the situations in which B- C functional relations are more likely 
to be observed.

Revisiting the example of opening a bottle and drinking a beverage, we find that this 
B- C functional relation is more likely to occur in some antecedent contexts than in others. 
Histories, such as having ingested salt or exercised vigorously, or current circumstances, such as 
speaking loudly in a public forum or the physical presence of a bottled beverage, are examples 
of contextual variables that can influence the likelihood of opening a water bottle and drink-
ing. Having done so in past situations increases the likelihood that such behavior will occur 
in similar circumstances in the future. The relationship between antecedents, behaviors, and 
potential consequence events completes the A- B- C operant unit.

As mentioned earlier, most of us find it challenging to focus on an operant contingency 
as a fundamental unit of analysis for client behavior. Because of our verbal histories, we may 
slip into a conventional account of client behavior that reflects everyday ways of understanding 
that are more consistent with the S- M- R- C account. The stance of uncertainty and curiosity 
to detect behavior- in- context patterns over time takes work. It is more effortful to characterize 
context and patterns of functional relations than it is to characterize instances. It requires more 
humility to observe context– behavior relationships over time and keep an open mind than to 
pronounce the function of stimuli or behavior based on a priori assumptions that permeate 
our culture. Utilizing the operant contingency as a unit of analysis is an act of intellectual 
discipline, and facility using this unit requires ongoing social interactions with a community 
of peers who share this analytic framework.

Antecedent Relations
The antecedent context for operant contingencies can be categorized along two broad dimen-
sions: (1) motivating operations affect whether behavior– consequence contingencies are effec-
tive, and (2) discriminative stimuli are the conditions under which behavior– consequence 
contingencies are more or less likely. In addition to these two concepts, it is useful to con-
trast the antecedent with the consequence context, thereby highlighting how the environment 
changes when the consequence contingency is in effect.
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mOtivating OPeratiOns
An operant analysis relies on motivating operations to provide a contextual account for the 
effectiveness of consequences. In an operant analysis, an event that functions as a “conse-
quence” is not imbued with special a priori properties. Consequences gain their influence on 
behavior through environmental operations. They are established. Motivating or establishing 
operations are modifiable variables that are related to the effectiveness of stimuli, objects, or 
events as consequences (see also the previous example of salt ingestion increasing the likeli-
hood of drinking liquids). When motivating operations are considered and modified, conse-
quences become effective to increase (or decrease) the likelihood of the behavior they follow. 
For example, social isolation or deprivation during a pandemic lockdown tends to increase the 
effectiveness of in- person social contingencies. A person might go to great lengths to increase 
the frequency of social behaviors over time. Conversely, professional schedules filled with 
meetings and high- demand social interactions may decrease the effectiveness of social contin-
gencies in maintaining social behavior. As with all operant constructs, motivating operations 
are defined relationally— by their actual impact. A wide variety of events can serve as motivat-
ing operations. In summary, motivating operations establish that an event following behavior 
will have a rate- altering effect on that behavior.

The procedures for establishing a particular motivating operation can involve excep-
tionally complicated learning histories. Consider advertising that models if– then (behavior– 
consequence) relationships. A drug maker markets a new drug for depression, Proloxil2 (a 
fictitious product). Advertisements include sympathetic images of people who are initially 
presented as sad and socially isolated, struggling with daily life. Proloxil is introduced as a 
drug that “fixes the chemical imbalances3 responsible for depression.” The scene shifts, and 
the people who struggled are now smiling, greeted with open arms, and dancing with others. 
The advertisement is a contextual variable that establishes a relationship between obtaining 
and taking Proloxil and a wide range of socially relevant outcomes. It thereby may increase the 
effectiveness of the feedback loop between a consequence (e.g., social connectedness, belong-
ing) and a class of behavior (e.g., drug- taking). As such, suggested response class activities (e.g., 
“ask a physician if Proloxil is right for you”) become more likely.

ACT utilizes values clarification exercises as motivating operations. Explicitly stating long- 
term values that summarize or bundle a range of discrete meaningful outcomes, particularly in 
a social context (see Hayes et al., 1985 on social standard setting), increases the effectiveness of 
those outcomes to increase or maintain behavior. For example, stating one’s values related to 
equity and social justice in session may increase the effectiveness of the feedback loop between 
a range of topographically dissimilar advocacy activities (i.e., values congruent behavior) and 
their consequences. Importantly, evaluating one’s own behavior as being consistent with a val-
ues statement can serve as an important consequence that occurs concurrently with the other 
consequences accompanying the relevant behavior. Thus, motivating operations may work at 
different levels of analysis; in the case of values, they direct clients from the “instance” to “big 
picture” patterns.

Traditional conceptualizations of behavior, such as the S- M- R- C explanatory model, typi-
cally refer to organismic motivational states (M in the chain). Saying that someone is driven 
or motivated to fight for social justice appears explanatory. Drive and motivation as mediating 
constructs provide proximal reasons for why someone wrote a letter to an elected official, but 
these constructs do not tell us how to intervene— how to promote behaviors related to social 
justice with therapists and clients. We practically predict and influence behavior- in- context 
patterns through establishing operations, such as the wide range of in-  and out- of- session 
activities that fall under values clarification. In this sense ACT is pragmatic and focuses on 
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workability: What is effective for enhancing the consequential value of meaningful events? 
How do we help clients focus on larger patterns over time to inoculate them against life’s 
everyday failures?

discriminative stimuLus
Some behavior– consequence contingencies are more likely in some circumstances than in 
others. We use the term discriminative stimulus to describe the larger context in which the 
behavior– consequence relationship is operative. Again, the role of a discriminative stimulus 
in increasing the likelihood of behavior is not due to any inherent properties of the stimu-
lus but arises from the correlation between the presence of that stimulus and the differential 
effectiveness of the behavior– consequence contingency over time. The relevant learning his-
tory involves both positive exemplars (i.e., when the discriminative stimulus is present, the 
behavior– consequence relationship is more likely to be operative) and negative exemplars (i.e., 
when the discriminative stimulus is absent the behavior– consequence relationship is less likely 
to be operative).

Discrimination training characterizes the process that establishes a particular contextual 
stimulus or class of stimuli as predictive of specific behavior– consequence relationships. Social 
interactions are replete with examples of discrimination training. As speakers, we are more 
likely to be heard and understood when listeners are oriented to us (indicated, for example, 
by regular eye contact, leaning in of the upper body, body language and facial expressions that 
dynamically vary with the content of what the speaker says) than when listeners are distracted 
(e.g., looking at their phone, not varying body language, persistent flat or incongruent facial 
expressions). Communication skills training focuses on teaching clients to be heard by attend-
ing to listener cues for interest and engagement and by developing skills that increase the 
likelihood that listeners will engage.

Discrimination training typically involves the use of multiple exemplars because a predic-
tive context involves a class of stimuli (e.g., stimuli reflecting social interest) rather than a dis-
crete stimulus (e.g., red versus green traffic lights). For example, Azrin and Hayes (1984) trained 
college students to identify whether social engagement was mutual. The training was gendered 
in that men learned to attend to women’s cues. Men watched multiple one- minute video exam-
ples that showed women’s reactions within a conversation. The audio was muted so that the 
training could focus on the nonverbal aspects of the women’s conversational behaviors. Men 
then rated women’s interest on a 1 (strongly disinterested) to 7 (strongly interested) scale. First, 
the men received feedback on the accuracy of ratings rendered for 24 training videos. They then 
rated 20 additional videos, used for pre-  and posttest assessments. Rating accuracy improved by 
50%. Here, not easily described, complex, and varied nonverbal aspects of women’s engagement 
in conversations were the discriminative stimuli (A) correlating with ratings (B) and feedback 
for their accuracy (C). There is a rich literature on how to conduct multiple exemplar training 
(Holth, 2017; Layng, 2019), and how to increase the likelihood that discrimination training in 
therapy sessions generalizes to everyday settings (Swan, Carper, & Kendall, 2015).

Events can also obtain their functional status as discriminative stimuli as part of larger, 
complex operant relationships and training histories (see Harte & Barnes- Holmes, this vol-
ume). In these circumstances, discriminative stimuli emerge when they have participated in 
indirect training histories of differential consequences for behavior according to experimenter- 
specified relations among stimulus classes (class x goes with class y, class x is larger than class 
y, opposite of, etc.). Notably, the function of emergent stimuli in an operant contingency is 
the same: they positively or negatively correlate with the availability of consequences. Yet, the 
history of operant relations involved in their obtaining that function is more complex.
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Consequence Relations
Consequence relations are defined along two dimensions. The functional dimension indicates 
whether the consequence is followed by increases or decreases in the future rate of the behav-
ior pattern the consequence was contingent upon (defined as reinforcement and punishment, 
respectively). The procedural dimension specifies whether the consequence is best characterized 
as something being added to (i.e., positive) or removed from the situation (i.e., negative).

reinfOrcement
A reinforcement contingency refers to behavior– consequence patterns that involve increases in 
the relevant response class under similar circumstances over time. A reinforcer is not a “reward” 
or some pleasant property imbued to a stimulus. In other words, vernacular judgments of 
“pleasant” or “unpleasant,” “friendly” or “unfriendly,” do not identify the rate- altering impact 
of consequences on behavior. A reinforcer is the class of events that serves as a consequence 
in a reinforcement contingency, and as such, reinforcers are defined by their participation in 
functional relations.

Positive reinforcement involves the response- contingent presentation of an object or 
event, resulting in an increased frequency of that response class. The relevant object or event 
is called a positive reinforcer by virtue of its observed role in this functional relation. For 
example, a middle- aged client may present to session and describe a history of verbal abuse 
during early childhood. During the session, the therapist offers simple and complex reflections 
of the client’s narratives. If the client continues to talk about early childhood, then the thera-
pist’s reflections are likely serving as positive reinforcers for talking about early life experiences.

Negative reinforcement involves the response- contingent prevention, postponement, or 
removal of an object or event, resulting in an increased frequency of that response class. The 
relevant object or event is called a negative reinforcer by virtue of its observed role in this 
functional relation. Negative reinforcement is further distinguished by whether the event or 
object is currently present or is imminent. In escape contingencies, the response is made in the 
presence of the event. In avoidance contingencies, the response is made in the absence of the 
event and prevents or postpones its presentation.

An example of a potential escape contingency in therapy is the introduction of a between- 
session assignment. If the client redirects the conversation, comments upon feeling anxious, 
and the therapist responds with a mindfulness exercise, then escape from task may maintain 
the client’s behavior. Similar situations in the future will reveal if this client’s emotional disclo-
sures function to remove demands (here, a between- session assignment). If the client reliably 
makes emotional disclosures when people (including the therapist) request the client interact 
with their agenda (e.g., between- session exercises, conversational topics concerning others), 
withdrawal of the demand is likely functioning as a negative reinforcer.

A second example of an avoidance contingency involves preventing the presentation of 
an event. Imagine a client presents with dissatisfaction in relationships. The client reports not 
getting their needs met and going out of their way to make sure that the relationship goes 
smoothly. At the beginning of each session, the client asks the therapist, “What do we have 
planned for today?” Demonstrating care and forethought, the therapist then describes the 
planned activities for the day based on the treatment plan and asks the client for input on 
the activities. The client agrees to the activities and the larger plan, and the session proceeds. 
Note that the therapist has not explicitly asked for the needs or concerns that the client wants 
to bring to the session agenda. Only by asking the client directly could the therapist notice 
the client’s clinically significant difficulties in stating wants, needs, or concerns in relation-
ships. By prompting the therapist’s discussion of the agenda and acquiescing to it, the client 
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has prevented “being put on the spot” and requesting attention to their needs or concerns. 
Potential patterns that lead to dissatisfaction in relationships are continued in the therapy 
context.

Punishment
A punishment contingency involves behavior– consequence patterns that involve decreases in 
the relevant response class under similar circumstances over time. Similar to reinforcers, pun-
ishers are not things or properties imbued to a stimulus. A punisher is a class of events that 
serves as a consequence in a rate- decreasing contingency, and as such punishers are defined 
by their participation in functional relations. Notably, to consider a decrease in the rate of 
behavior, something must be maintaining or increasing it. Thus, concurrent reinforcement 
contingency always maintains the relevant response class that is selected for a decrease.

Positive punishment involves the response- contingent presentation of an object or event, 
resulting in the decreased frequency of that response over time. The relevant object or event 
is called a positive punisher or a penalty by virtue of its role in this functional relation. Many 
exercises in ACT aim to reduce problematic behavior patterns (e.g., firmly believing one’s 
thoughts). Therapist responses such as “Thank your mind for that thought” can function as 
positive punishers, decreasing the rate of similar verbal statements by the client over time. 
ACT-  related psychoeducation clarifies the context for the therapist’s application of punish-
ment contingencies with the client. In this example, the therapist first explains that believing 
one’s thoughts (such as “I am too depressed to do this”) may lead to efforts to change these 
thoughts, and clients observe whether this change agenda is effective. With client consent, 
pointing out occasions in session when the client’s thoughts function as barriers to effective 
action becomes part of the therapeutic mill. If a therapist has not provided a transparent ratio-
nale and collaborated with the client to illustrate the futility of the change agenda, responses 
such as “Thank your mind for that thought” may punish (i.e., decrease) the client’s initiation of 
interactions with the therapist more generally. A top- down social hierarchical stance may also 
inadvertently emerge, lacking the collaborative, explorative, humble, and curious approach 
to thought– behavior relationships. Psychoeducation and the treatment rationale establish the 
therapeutic interaction as a discriminative stimulus (A) where client thought– action– fusion 
statements (B) will be challenged (C).

Negative punishment involves the response- contingent removal of an object or event, 
resulting in the decreased frequency of that response over time. The object or event that is 
removed might serve as a positive reinforcer in other circumstances. For this reason, the pro-
cedure can also be conceptualized as either a penalty or time- out from reinforcement (if the 
removal is temporary). Let us return to between- session assignments, this time as an example 
of a negative punishment contingency. If the client is actively engaged throughout the session, 
discussing relevant life events or participating in exercises, the client’s engagement reinforces 
the therapist’s behavior frequently and richly. If, at the end of the session and with the intro-
duction of between- session assignments, the client decreases their engagement (e.g., checking 
their watch, becoming visibly restless, resorting to a passive response style), a reliable and 
conditional withdrawal of engagement may function as time- out from reinforcement for the 
therapist’s behavior. If, over time, the therapist stops introducing between- session assignments, 
we can speak of the client’s social withdrawal as a negative punisher.

extinctiOn
Extinction involves the breaking of arranged behavior– consequence contingencies. When 
an extinction procedure is in place, behavior that was previously part of a reinforcement 
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contingency will decrease over time, and behavior that was previously part of a punishment 
contingency will increase over time. Two procedures can be used to produce these rate- 
increasing or decreasing effects that are dependent on the baseline status quo. The negative 
procedure is most common and involves the omission of the consequence: Whenever the 
behavior occurs, the consequence (i.e., reinforcer or punisher) no longer follows.

The positive procedure involves presenting the consequence independent of the behavior 
of interest (noncontingent reinforcement; NCR). To facilitate implementation of noncontin-
gent reinforcement and to make sure that clients are not deprived of reinforcers (e.g., thera-
pist attention), novel behaviors are often chosen for intervention, which then produces the 
reinforcement that maintained the behavior deemed problematic. For example, through dif-
ferential reinforcement of alternative behavior procedures (DRA) reinforcers never follow the 
target behavior (i.e., the behavior extinguishes) but rather follow specified alternative behav-
iors (replacement behaviors that now produce the consequence). In situations where specific 
alternative behaviors are difficult to pinpoint, a differential reinforcement of other behavior 
procedure (DRO) can be arranged: Now the consequence will be presented after any generally 
socially valid behavior that is different in kind from the original behavior.

While extinction procedures break behavior– consequence contingencies, the effects of 
reinforcement and punishment contingencies are not erased. If an extinction procedure is 
discontinued, and reinforcers or punishers again follow the target behavior, patterns that used 
to be maintained or decreased by these contingencies will return more quickly. In other words, 
histories of behavior- consequent relationships matter and influence the speed of acquisition 
and reacquisition.

Extinction and Positive Reinforcement 
When a positive reinforcement contingency is discontinued (i.e., the negative procedure), it 
is common to see temporary increases in the frequency, intensity, or duration of the relevant 
behavior, as well as increased variability within the relevant response class. This phenomenon is 
called an extinction burst. When changes in physical or social environments result in discontinu-
ations or breaks in contingent relationships between response class members and consequences, 
members of the response class that do not produce the usual impact occur less frequently over 
time, while those that continue to produce consequences become more likely. Responding with 
greater frequency, intensity, duration, or variability helps identify what response– consequence 
relationships are retained; this is how response classes are shaped by changing circumstances 
(e.g., some digital platforms may require swiping left to advance a page, as if turning a page in 
a book, while others may require swiping from the bottom of the screen upward to advance the 
page). If, however, an entire response class no longer participates in a positive reinforcement 
contingency, the general pattern of behavior will occur less frequently over time (e.g., dialing a 
rotary phone, which required rotating a wheel from a numbered start position to a fixed stop 
position).

When a positive reinforcement contingency is broken via the positive procedure, the 
consequence becomes available regardless of whether the response class occurs. The former 
consequence or outcome of behavior now occurs at other times, including prior to the behav-
ior. As noted already, this procedure is useful for eliminating access to a consequence with 
high social impact via behavior that is not workable in the long run, or when extinction 
bursts may be dangerous (e.g., behavior escalates when consequences are withdrawn alto-
gether). Extinction bursts are less likely when the formerly contingent consequences con-
tinue to be offered noncontingently, which are not in relation to any behavior that could be 
deemed problematic.
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The transition of individuals to rehabilitative wards after complex, acute, and life- 
threatening medical illnesses provides an example for these types of extinction: Typically, 
the vital signs of patients on acute medical wards are monitored not only by machines 
but also by regular staff attention at timed intervals. As patients’ health improves, they 
transition from an acute medical floor to a rehabilitative setting. This transition involves 
an abrupt change in environments, including the cessation of monitoring. Alone in their 
silent rooms for the first time, these patients’ listening to the reassuring steady hum and  
beep of machines and interacting with nursing staff at high frequency throughout the day 
are being extinguished. In this situation, some patients will use the call button for reassur-
ance and, if responses are not immediate, the intensity and frequency of their checking will 
escalate. This situation can be considered extinction with an extinction burst. Programmed 
attention and reassurance from staff offered noncontingently (i.e., checking on the patient 
initially, without the patient’s use of the call button) can prevent patient worry and behav-
ioral escalation.

Extinction and Negative Reinforcement
Extinction of escape contingencies involves the presence of the negative reinforcer despite rel-
evant escape responding (i.e., safety behaviors stop working). A similar dynamic is at play for 
behavior that has a history of delaying or preventing the onset of a negative reinforcer.

Consider the following example in which a person’s behavior occurs within the context 
of a negative reinforcement contingency. Ferster’s (1973) model of depression suggested that 
reactions to profound loss, for example, of a spouse or a child, or of meaningful employment, 
typically solicit social supports, but that with time these supports shift toward “fixing” the irre-
vocable loss. For example, the person may hear that it is time to “get on with life,” or “get over” 
the loss, or be goaded to “start anew.” According to Ferster, social withdrawal results, avoiding 
well- intentioned yet coercive encouragement, with concurrent emergence of self- blame for not 
fulfilling social expectations. Such avoidance patterns are difficult to break, as consequences 
from the loss grow and narrow the person’s alternatives as well as social feedback loops, until all 
of life is occupied with an agenda to change what one thinks or feels— and social relationships 
become even more improbable. Acceptance and willingness exercises in ACT are designed to 
break these cycles of withdrawal. They provide the skills to reenter social settings and encoun-
ter negative reinforcers without having to escape from them when doing so interferes with 
meaningful activities. Repeated exposure to escape contingencies is necessary for the relevant 
escape responding to decrease.

Acceptance and willingness exercises can be used to support engagement in meaningful 
activities even when negative reinforcers may be imminent. For both escape and avoidance 
extinction, interventions are similar to the differential reinforcement of alternative behavior 
(DRA) contingency arrangements, arranging support for tracking the positive reinforcement 
contingencies pertaining to overarching values while learning to ignore the immediate nega-
tive reinforcement contingencies.

Negatively reinforced behaviors raise another problem: Highly effective safety behaviors, 
when effective, prevent the negative reinforcer from occurring (i.e., the status quo is main-
tained). For this reason, it is difficult to detect whether negative reinforcement contingen-
cies are still operative. In practice, preventing safety behaviors from occurring— also termed 
“response prevention”— provides opportunities to sample current contingencies when settings 
are safe. Decoupling thoughts from actions (i.e., “I have thought to check the lock” and not 
doing it as part of response prevention) assumes that the client’s social and physical environ-
ments are safe and repetitive problem solving is not needed.
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Extinction and Punishment
When punishment contingencies are discontinued, the effects of the related reinforcement 
contingencies that originally maintained the behavior might reemerge. As such, behavior 
typically increases in line with the reinforcement contingency. Therefore, ACT and other con-
textual therapies take a constructional approach to interventions. Programming to support 
clinically beneficial behavior patterns beyond the treatment setting will be described further in 
a later section of this article.

Key Dimensions of Consequence Relations
The immediacy, magnitude, and other dimensions of a consequence event impact its relative 
effectiveness.

immediacy
The acquisition and development of response classes occur more quickly when consequences 
are more immediate. All other things being equal, organisms will prefer immediate conse-
quences to delayed consequences.

magnitude
Consequences that are greater in magnitude or intensity have a larger impact on the frequency 
of behavior than those of lesser magnitude. All other things being equal, organisms will prefer 
larger magnitude reinforcing consequences to smaller consequences. Larger magnitude pun-
ishment consequences decrease behavior more quickly than smaller magnitude consequences. 
Ethical use of punishment procedures specifies use of the minimum magnitude necessary to 
produce a therapeutic effect. Programmed ACT interactions involving punishment are typi-
cally verbal and of relatively low magnitude, yet sufficiently surprising to clients to disrupt 
social expectations (e.g., “So we can put that thought on another shovel you use to try to dig 
out of the hole”). Notably, decreasing the frequency of specific thoughts is not a therapeutic 
goal. In contrast, traditional cognitive therapy utilizes a wide range of punishment procedures, 
such as reframing, labeling specific content as irrational or dysfunctional, or thought stopping.

cOnjunctive
Variability is the spice of life when it comes to consequences. Consequences whose immediacy 
and magnitude hinge on the quality or intensity of the behavior they follow have a much 
larger effect on behavior than consequences that do not systematically vary based on the qual-
ity or intensity of the contingent response. Operant contingencies with this type of dimen-
sional feedback within the functional relation are exceptionally powerful. Earlier, we alluded 
to the dynamic variation in listener responses. The behavior of skilled public speakers varies 
contingent on their audience’s responses, such that performances become shared experiences. 
Similarly, the sounds produced by a skilled musician go beyond the mechanical playing of the 
notes. Variation in the intensity and other qualitative features of the playing are responsible for 
the differential impact that skilled performance has on listeners.

scheduLes
Consequences are probabilistic in nature; they do not follow every response. We will review 
a few of the schedule arrangements below. While a comprehensive overview of behavior- 
consequent relations is beyond the scope of this article, note that the patterning of behavior– 
consequence relationships over time matters more in practice than do individual instances of 
behavior– consequence events.
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When every instance of the behavior class is followed by a consequence event, reinforce-
ment is said to be continuous. Continuous reinforcement is useful when a new behavior– 
consequence contingency is being established. For example, a client may have difficulties 
identifying specific, measurable, attainable, relevant, and timebound goals related to val-
ues (e.g., social justice). If descriptions occur only at the level of categorical abstractions  
related to the values (e.g., food security, affordable housing, living wages), values state-
ments may not serve as antecedents to relevant action. Thus, the therapist may model and 
then differentially reinforce descriptions of concrete actions, as these are more likely to 
help the client track reinforcement contingencies outside of session (see the tracking sec-
tion below).

In an intermittent reinforcement schedule, a consequence event follows the class of 
behavior intermittently. Intermittency can be based on number of responses (e.g., the number 
of requests made before a social partner acquiesces to a request, a variable ratio schedule) or 
on time (e.g., the work schedule at a place of employment is updated the third Friday of the 
month for the following month, and schedule requests can only be considered if submitted 
by that deadline, a fixed interval schedule). The more variable and lean an intermittent rein-
forcement schedule is, the more persistent the related patterns of behavior will be during an 
extinction procedure.

In rate- based reinforcement schedules, consequence events follow the class of behavior 
when the behavior is above, below, or within a particular criterion range for the behavior 
pattern. For example, individuals diagnosed with depression may speak at a slower than 
normal rate, often with long pauses. This depressed rate of speech can have a negative 
impact on social relationships. Social skills training can include explicit feedback on speech 
rate and pausing both in terms of descriptive praise (e.g., the therapist says I find it much 
easier to pay attention to what you have to say when you talk at that rate) and direct social 
response (e.g., the therapist systematically varies attentive body posture, eye contact, reflec-
tive listening with speech rate).

The DRA contingency introduced in the extinction section places target behaviors 
on extinction while reinforcing alternative behaviors. Many exercises in ACT involve 
this kind of arrangement (e.g., reinforcing the use of “and,” extinguishing “but”). ACT 
draws attention to multiple contingencies (and, and, and  . . . ), converging and diverg-
ing. Examples are diverging contingencies on verbal behavior and other behavior (saying 
one thing and doing another); contingencies on values- related behaviors; and immediate 
contingencies on the same behaviors (values- consistent action in the short run). Similar to 
Linehan’s dialectical approach (1993), noticing multiple, and sometimes even contradic-
tory approach– avoidance, contingencies is part and parcel of the functional flexibility goals 
of the ACT model.

Behavioral Economics and Other Dynamic Relations
The key principles described earlier in this article have been investigated as models of decision 
making when multiple contingencies are operative. Much of our everyday behavior can be 
characterized as a never- ending succession of choices among diverse courses of action, each 
with different immediate and longer- term consequences, with certain or less certain conse-
quences, and requiring differential effort. Within a behavioral economic framework, choice 
is not viewed as a spontaneous agentic act but as historically situated action that occurs rela-
tive to other behavior– consequence contingencies. These concepts maintain a focus on func-
tional relationships for behavior patterns that are commonly attributed to personal or moral 
strengths or weaknesses.
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Discounting
Consequences have their greatest impact on behavior when they are immediate and certain 
and require a mundane level of effort to access them. When a consequence is offered now or 
later, the immediate option is likely to be chosen. When a consequence is offered for sure or 
with some probability, the more certain option is likely to be chosen. Similarly, when a con-
sequence can be obtained with moderate versus exceptional effort, the less effortful option is 
likely to be chosen. Delay, risk, and effort are aspects of concurrent reinforcement schedules 
that can change their relative impact (“discounting”).

Most of life’s interesting choices involve trade- offs among delay, risk, and effort. Do 
I open a bag of chips now, or do I prepare a healthy meal? When I feel hurt by a perceived 
slight, do I respond with anger (i.e., relatively certain interpersonal impact) or with vulner-
ability and conciliation (i.e., relatively less certain interpersonal impact)? Discounting research 
has quantified how increasing levels of delay, risk/ uncertainty, and effort change the value of 
outcomes. This section will illustrate discounting by focusing on delay.

In choice paradigms, organisms choose between a large but delayed food delivery and 
a smaller but immediate food delivery across repeated choice trials that determine the value 
of reinforcers. Human operant research asks, “Would you rather receive $50 now or $100 
one month from now?” If the answer is $100, the price of the immediate options titrates up, 
and the question is repeated until preference shifts from the delayed choice to the immediate 
choice (point of indifference). This point serves as an estimate of the immediate value of the 
outcome at a specific delay (one month). Then the choice assessment procedure is repeated 
across multiple delays (e.g., 1 day, 1 week, 6 months) and obtains indifference points for each 
delay. The obtained data are fit to quantitative models to allow prediction of choice patterns 
indicating self- control. Here, impulsive behavior has lost its traditional connotations of irra-
tionality, carelessness, or thoughtlessness. Discounting is a relationship not unlike gravity or 
the circumstance that water flows downhill. Immediate consequences tend to impact behavior 
more than delayed outcomes, even if the immediate outcomes are relatively smaller. Self- 
control, in contrast, reflects a pattern of choosing larger delayed outcomes over smaller, more 
immediate outcomes.

Discounting models have been applied to individual participants as well as group- averaged 
data, as, for example, when comparing the curves of smokers with those of nonsmokers 
(Mitchell, 1999). While early research focused on delayed discounting of monetary outcomes, 
later research has looked at the discounting of substances of abuse (Coffey, Gudleski, Saladin, 
& Brady, 2003), food (Rasmussen, Lawyer, & Reilly, 2010), health (Chapman, 1996), social 
relationships (Belisle, Paliliunas, Vangsness, Dixon, & Stanley, 2020), and more. In general, 
discounting serves as a robust model for the functional relationship observed between a rela-
tive inconvenience (e.g., delay, risk/ uncertainty, effort) and the effectiveness of associated out-
comes in choice paradigms (Waltz & Follette, 2009).

Discounting research facilitates the understanding of ACT as an intervention: values work 
takes advantage of the circumstance that larger, bundled outcomes are a more likely choice—  
that is, they are discounted less steeply than comparatively smaller outcomes; and interventions 
can be used to minimize the impact of the inconveniences (e.g., delay, risk/ uncertainty, effort), 
resulting in less discounting of larger outcomes. As noted earlier, many outcomes— delayed 
(e.g., graduation), probabilistic (e.g., health), and effortful (e.g., fitness)— tend to be highly 
preferred, yet discounted, when immediate, certain, and less effortful behavioral alternatives 
become available (e.g., engaging in social activities rather than studying; having French fries 
rather than salad as a side; or snoozing the alarm rather than getting up to work out). Social 
expectations are such that behavior “ought” to track remote or uncertain consequences, but in 
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the absence of a robust, direct impact on behavior, such rules have limited credibility. Values 
clarification procedures facilitate rule stating and social standard setting. Additionally, these 
procedures identify potential bundles of reinforcers that are hypothesized to support behavior 
patterns consistent with a meaningful life. As such, values clarification exercises and the use of 
values to cluster behavior– outcome monitoring within multiple exemplar training can have 
an effect similar to that of increasing the value of the outcome in discounting models (for an 
example of values clarification and acceptance- based strategies, see Morrison, Madden, Odum, 
Friedel, & Twohig, 2014). Discrimination training for noticing actions that are consistent 
with values will increase the likelihood that individuals will be able to track these contingen-
cies outside of the support of a therapeutic relationship. Consistent with a general behavior- 
analytic approach, it is important to establish patterns rather than instances of events when 
increasing the frequency of contacting positive reinforcement contingencies.

Committed action procedures further help clients identify situations where they might 
encounter delayed, probabilistic, and effortful consequences; monitor the relationship between 
their behavior patterns and these outcomes over time; and troubleshoot when necessary. For 
example, an individual whose social relationships have primarily involved shared substance 
use may have difficulties with social relationships that do not involve substance use. In addi-
tion to normalizing the discomfort and awkwardness that arises in novel social contexts, using 
acceptance as a distress tolerance technique, the client may rediscover old skills for meaning-
fully participating in substance- free social relationships. Successful life experiences of this sort 
are expected to decrease the discounting of substance- free social relationships. See Rung and 
colleagues (2018; 2019) for recent reviews on the types of interventions that have been dem-
onstrated to influence discounting.

Matching Law
Choices come with the drawback that committing to one path of action may make another 
path unavailable, at least temporarily. We must prioritize how we allocate our time. In this 
sense, the occurrence of behavior patterns is influenced not only by the consequences this 
pattern encounters, but also practically by the consequences following all other behavior pat-
terns. The matching law quantifies the relationship between two or more behavior patterns 
and their consequences. It states that the frequency of a behavior pattern, or the amount of 
time we spend engaging in that behavior pattern relative to other response options, is propor-
tional to the frequency of reinforcement we encounter for that behavior pattern relative to all 
sources of reinforcement encountered. The matching law draws our attention to the fact that 
actually obtained reinforcement matters, not our conceptions of what ought to be reinforcing. 
Furthermore, the emphasis on relative rates of reinforcement directs scientist- practitioners to 
investigate the context in which the behavior of interest is occurring.

If the goal is to address deficits and increase behavior patterns, the matching law points to 
two contextual options. The first and most common approach is to increase the rate of rein-
forcement encountered for that behavior pattern (ACT, for example, uses committed action 
homework to bring clients into contact with reinforcement for values- congruent behavior pat-
terns). The second contextual approach is to decrease access to reinforcement that is unrelated 
to or competes with behaviors targeted in ACT. Consider acceptance- based coping. For some 
clients, acceptance will involve a relatively new or infrequently used set of strategies, with more 
delayed consequences than escape or avoidance- based coping. Initially, acceptance- based cop-
ing may occur at a relatively low rate, reflecting the infrequent reinforcement this behavior has 
encountered, particularly relative to the reinforcement encountered for escape or avoidance- 
based coping. Creative hopelessness exercises in ACT are useful for highlighting past escape 
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or avoidance- based coping responses and tagging them as futile. This type of discrimination 
training regarding the long- term effectiveness of these responses can decrease the use of these 
options by decreasing the relevant reinforcement they encounter (therapists investigate for 
each option; how did that work?). In short, decreasing access to problematic coping increases 
the relative reinforcement efficacy of consequences related to effective coping. The matching 
law also provides the experimental rationale for differential reinforcement. If the goal is to 
decrease a pattern of behavior without introducing a punishment contingency, then therapists 
can block access to reinforcement for that behavior pattern (extinction). Client in- session 
avoidance of difficult topics represents an opportunity for the therapist to block access to 
negative reinforcement (i.e., the therapist stays on topic). Best practices then also involve the 
therapist prompting and reinforcing client approximations to engage with the difficult topic, 
effectively increasing access to reinforcement for alternative behaviors.

The second and more contextual approach for decreasing a targeted behavior pattern is 
to increase access to extraneous reinforcement (i.e., enrich the availability of social reinforc-
ers that are unrelated to the targeted behavior pattern). The entire ACT approach pivots on 
stepping away from symptom reduction and instead enriching available options in the cli-
ent’s life (values- oriented behavior). This constructional approach accords part and parcel with 
the matching law. In addition, ACT targets thought– action fusion, and many ACT exercises 
provide reinforcement for responding to the nonliteral aspects of language (e.g., semantic 
satiation exercise) and for noticing and describing thoughts without otherwise acting on them 
(e.g., mindfulness exercises).

Momentum
Factors that predict the conditions under which behavior will be more likely to persist when 
challenging circumstances arise (e.g., extinction, increased effort requirements) have been 
investigated in the behavioral momentum literature. This research area, considered a meta-
phorical extension of physics which defines momentum as mass times velocity, focuses on 
response rate and the total rate of reinforcement in a situation.

Response patterns that have a relatively high response rate are more likely to persist under 
challenging circumstances. Behavior patterns that have been acquired recently are more prone 
to disruption and occur at lower rates. Interventions that improve behavioral fluency (i.e., fast 
and accurate/ situationally appropriate responding; Binder, 1996) are excellent tools for improv-
ing the likelihood that therapeutically relevant behavior patterns will occur both in and out of 
session. One of the defusion skills used in ACT, borrowed from mindfulness traditions, involves 
noticing private events (e.g., thoughts, including judgments and evaluations, memories, sensa-
tions, affect) and remaining at that point of perspective (i.e., just noticing) without taking action. 
The objective of this skill in ACT is to sensitize clients to the influence of private experiences by 
noticing and pausing. Practice needs to involve both elements, not just one or the other. Having 
attention shift away from the exercise or private events is essential for the skill to be repeated. This 
notice and pause skill interrupts automatic or impulsive behavior patterns aimed at managing 
private events. As noted in the discounting section above, delays often decrease the reinforcing 
effectiveness of outcomes. When pausing occurs, all possible outcomes become delayed, and 
under these altered circumstances, larger magnitude reinforcers (think of values) have a relatively 
higher competitive edge. In therapy, if observation is trained only briefly in a single experiential 
exercise and the rest of the session focuses on psychoeducation related to the importance of this 
skill, then the probability that the client will utilize this skill outside of the exercise or session 
is likely to be low. If, however, several opportunities to practice the skill in session occur and 
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homework with engagement follows, then this notice and pause pattern will become increasingly 
fluent and become more likely to occur in challenging or clinically relevant situations.

The second determinant of behavioral momentum is the total rate of reinforcement in 
a situation. This has implications for how to implement reinforcement for new behaviors 
trained in therapy. Since reinforcement rate is often tied to response rate, fledgling behavior 
patterns that occur at a low rate are likely to encounter reinforcement in similar fashion. 
Supplementing the learning context with both task- specific reinforcers (e.g., descriptive praise) 
and social reinforcers for general engagement and putting forth effort all raise the total rate of 
reinforcement encountered in the situation. Since momentum is context- specific, it is impor-
tant to train in ways that support generalization by increasing the similarity of the treatment 
context with the target context(s) and using supports as part of homework to facilitate gener-
alization (see Swan et al., 2015).

The final insight gleaned from the behavioral momentum literature is that momentum is 
context- dependent. The importance for context- relevant training to support generalization has 
already been discussed. Contextual interventions can also decrease momentum by identifying 
situations in which behavior is ineffective. ACT activities that focus on assessing the work-
ability of rules are a good example of this sort. Rules are very effective tools, and as such, rule- 
following as a behavior pattern has a lot of momentum. The introduction of workability as a 
metric helps clients identify situations in which rules are useful. Identifying situations where 
specific rules are experienced as not useful (i.e., suboptimal for encountering reinforcement) 
separates this context from those where the specific rules may be useful and from the usefulness 
of rule- governed behavior more generally.

The overall implications of the behavioral momentum research for ACT practitioners are 
that clients will benefit from treatment that focuses on the actual rehearsal of ACT- targeted 
skills to the point of fluency and through rich reinforcement. Reinforcement from the thera-
pist’s general encouragement for engagement and effort contributes to momentum as well as 
the reinforcers encountered directly from skills use. Programming for generalization is essen-
tial to ensure reinforcement and is encountered in a variety of contexts, particularly those 
similar to the contexts in which the client is likely to benefit from using the skills the most.

Basic Units of Analysis in Language
An operant account of language maintains its focus on functional relations and does not 
require any new principles that are discontinuous from those discussed in this article. An 
operant analysis of language focuses on how speakers and listeners dynamically interact with 
one another in mutually reinforcing ways (Skinner, 1992). This article concentrates on the 
basic units of analysis in language from an operant account. A later article in this handbook 
will focus on relational frame theory (RFT), which relies on the same principles to build the 
broader, nested operant relations that constitute RFT’s analytic units (see Harte & Barnes- 
Holmes, this volume).

Language is fundamentally social, and words are tools of social influence. This section 
will briefly review three categories of verbal operants that focus on the behavior of the speaker 
and two types of rule- following that illustrate clinically relevant listener repertoires. While a 
comprehensive analysis of verbal behavior includes analyses of written and gestural forms of 
communication, this article will center on the spoken word for brevity.

Mands
Mands are statements that influence the behavior of listeners in ways that matter to the 
speaker. In this sense, they are tools for getting others to take some specific action. The label 
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mand is derived from the words command and demand, but not all mands are commanding 
in construction or tone. Polite requests (e.g., please pass the salt) and questions (e.g., do you 
have the time?) are also mands. The consequences following the speaker’s statement, observed 
across multiple occurrences, determines whether the statement in this context likely represents 
a mand. For example, imagine a family that watches the game show Jeopardy at 7:30 p.m. If 
someone in the family cries out, “it’s 7:30,” and subsequently another family member turns on 
the television, and this is observed on more than one occasion, then the utterance, “it’s 7:30,” 
likely functions as a mand for switching on the TV and gathering. Effective mands— regardless 
of their form— instruct listeners as to what to do and communicate that the listener’s action 
matters to the speaker. When the listener takes meaningful action in relation to the speaker’s 
utterance (e.g., switches on the TV), that consequence reinforces the speaker’s mand. When 
the listener does not take action, then the speaker is less likely to make similar mands in the 
context of that listener in the future (i.e., manding extinguishes).

Motivating operations are part of the antecedent context for manding. For example, a cli-
ent who is socially isolated may ask the therapist to engage in social interaction outside of the 
therapeutic context. As discussed earlier in the section Matching Law, rather than targeting the 
mand for reduction, addressing the motivating operation (social isolation) by collaborating to 
enrich the client’s social context may be an appropriate response to the client’s mand.

Manding often is of clinical interest because influencing the behavior of listeners in ways that 
matter to the speaker requires both reciprocity and skill (e.g., a focus of functional- analytic psy-
chotherapy and also covered in interpersonal effectiveness skills of dialectical behavior therapy). In 
terms of reciprocity, shifting the unit of analysis to the behavior of the listener, the speaker’s mand 
statement serves as an antecedent to the listener’s effective response. The consequence for the lis-
tener’s effective response is typically some expression of appreciation by the speaker (e.g., “thank 
you”). Social relationships that are maintained over time present many opportunities for speakers 
and listeners to alternate roles. Such alternations impact the quality of relationships.

Skillful manding includes both contextual sensitivity of the timing of the utterance (i.e., 
is this a situation where the listener is likely to respond favorably?) and the quality and clar-
ity of the statement (i.e., does the listener clearly understand what specific actions are being 
requested?). Poorly timed or articulated mands might be aversive and negatively impact the 
likelihood of reciprocity in relationships. Individuals who have difficulty clearly communicat-
ing their needs in relationships may leave listeners feeling ineffective or unable to behave in 
ways that are meaningful to the speaker.

Tacts
Tacts are statements that direct the listener to attend to features of the environment. More 
specifically, speakers attend to events in the world, and tacting orients listeners to these events. 
Other than listening, no other action is necessary. The label “ tact” derives from contact and 
indicates that tacting helps listeners to contact specific features of the world with regard to 
the speaker or the speaker’s history. The consequences of tacting involve some shared form of 
understanding (i.e., the listener understands the speaker’s behavior in context), or appreciation 
from listeners who are now able to behave effectively with regard to contingencies they have 
not encountered. The reinforcers for tacting include all ways in which people communicate 
shared understanding and appreciation. Antecedents are the discriminative events that set the 
occasion for tacting; they feature most prominently in analyses of tacting.

The types of stimulus relations and events that function as discriminative stimuli for tact-
ing are broad. Bounded or tangible objects— living organisms, persons, things, events— are 
most easily recognized as discriminative stimuli, but not all discriminative stimuli are concrete. 
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Tacting of color, size, shape, or velocity brings the listener into contact with abstract dimen-
sions of events, also categorized as a discriminative stimulus. Listeners also have histories that 
involve behaving with respect to “red” (e.g., stopping at a red light), and thus an identical his-
tory of reinforcement for uttering the word “red” to characterize the color of a specific object 
is not required. A functional similarity is necessary. Tacting is a class of behavior that brings the 
listener into contact with abstractions. Words such as poetry, music, disrespect, anxiety, stress, 
and grief occasion listener behavior with respect to complex verbal relations. Again, it is not 
necessary for the speaker and listener to have identical histories of reinforcement for uttering 
or writing the word “poetry” (e.g., having read the same poem), for the word “poetry” to occa-
sion relevant behavior on the part of the listener. Similarly, it is not necessary for the speaker 
and listener to have identical histories uttering or hearing “anxiety,” for the word “anxiety” to 
bring the listener into contact with relevant relations. In all cases, the relevant relations are not 
internal to the speaker, but being moved by poetry or imagining anxiety, they are functions of 
extended antecedent– behavior– consequence relations.

Skinner (1945, 1992) elaborated on how children acquire self- descriptions, such as 
“I have a tummy ache.” To train tacting private events, parents— as members of the verbal 
community as large— rely on collateral information that is publicly observable (e.g., pale-
ness, vomiting, holding one’s midsection). An operant account of language emphasizes 
that neither the speaker who speaks of an event within the skin nor the listener may be 
guided by physiological stimuli. The latter may participate in the functional relation, but 
they may not. Practically, tacts help the listener come in contact with the broader condi-
tions of the speaker’s behavior that allow the listener to better predict what aspects of the 
current context may differentially impact the speaker (e.g., need for a restroom nearby in 
case of gastrointestinal difficulties; escape from loud noise or bright lights in the case of a 
headache). A similar abstract contact with operant contingencies occurs when speakers tact 
emotions. When a speaker says, “I am fearful,” the listener contacts the present circum-
stances as correlating with negative outcomes. Tacts of emotions may orient the listener in 
a general way to the speaker’s circumstances, placing the listener is in a better position to 
predict the speaker’s behavior.

The accuracy of a speaker’s tact is most apparent to the listener when both the speaker and 
the listener can directly observe the part of the world that serves as the discriminative stimulus 
for the speaker’s tacting. Speakers can also tact events that are not directly observable to the lis-
tener. When a speaker reports on a historical event (e.g., a past social interaction), the speaker 
verbally re- creates features of the event that allow the listener to interact with the speaker in 
relation to that reported event. In any clinical work, tacting is a particularly important client 
repertoire, as clients are expected to tact recent and remote life events, and the therapist works 
with the client’s descriptions of these behavior– environment relationships to set the agenda 
for therapy. When relevant events are not directly accessible to the listener, other contingencies 
must be expected to influence the content of the tact. Thus, any narrative of remote events 
can be expected to reflect multiple contingencies, including social desirability, embellishment, 
or understatement. As part of the therapeutic process, clients who have clinically significant 
difficulties tacting improve their skills, so that the discriminative stimuli that are influencing 
the behavior of the client (i.e., the speaker) can influence the behavior of the listener (i.e., 
therapist) more effectively. In session and between sessions, such skills training involves dis-
crimination training, consisting of self- monitoring, observing behavior– environment relations 
and describing them.
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Rule- Governed Behavior
While a functional analysis often distinguishes the listener’s from the speaker’s repertoire, 
people are both listeners and speakers. They also participate in multiple verbal communi-
ties, including idiosyncratic manding and tacting repertoires (e.g., professional versus personal 
lives; specific hobbies; childhood friends). Skinner (1992) spoke of multiple verbal selves, 
listener– speaker repertoires shaped by the different verbal communities, that then engage 
within one person. He later introduced rule- governed behavior to distinguish a broad cat-
egory for behavior guided by verbal stimuli (e.g., instructions, rules, advice, admonitions) 
from behavior shaped by encountering the actual situation (Skinner, 1974). He pointed out 
that rule- governed behavior (e.g., pushing down piano keys by following instructions) could 
not be as skillful and artful as behavior shaped by features of the actual situation (e.g., the 
resulting sound). Skinner also noted that acquisition of complex repertoires often relied on 
rule- following until nuances of real- life consequences (here, tempo, discernible melodies) 
took over.

At the content level, rules are characterized as conditional “if  . . .  then” statements, 
specifying relations among events. They tell people about response options and their conse-
quences. Rules are ubiquitous in daily life, and so are the practical and social consequences 
of rules that have become part of routines. Once contingency- shaped, they are on autopi-
lot: performing wakeup routines, dressing, commuting, preparing meals, using electronic or 
digital technologies, participating in formal and informal relationships, managing finances, 
engaging in self- care, and so on. These repertoires have considerable momentum and, as 
behavior patterns that encounter high rates of reinforcement, they are relatively persistent 
under challenging circumstances. Rule- governed behavior is thus part and parcel of human 
strengths.

When rules are accurate, they help people behave more effectively more quickly. Of clini-
cal interest, however, are situations in which adults implement rules that are ineffective or 
inaccurate, or have become obsolete. What does it take for the person to notice that the rule 
does not hold? Research has demonstrated that when initial instructions lead to success (such 
as a high score on a game), adults commonly are slow or fail to adjust their behavior when the 
rules of the game change, and the instruction no longer describes the prevailing contingen-
cies. This suggests that in many cases, rule- following is disproportionally influenced by one’s 
reinforcement history. To generate more flexible repertoires, a history of reinforcement of rule- 
following (socially desirable, yet sometimes leading to blind or uncritical adherence to strate-
gies) might be amended by a reinforcement for effective tracking of contingencies (holding 
instructions lightly and testing them by sampling whether the conditions still hold).

Pliance
In the context of ACT, rule- governed behavior that is maintained by social reinforcement, 
with the behavior relatively insensitive to contingencies and not shaped by them, is called 
pliance. Adults have long histories of approval for adhering to rules and of sanctions for fail-
ing to adhere to rules. Rules maintain order and provide efficient means for societies to act 
collaboratively. Under ideal conditions, following rules produces good outcomes for the indi-
vidual as well as groups and helps them to accomplish a wider arrange of actions effectively 
and collectively.

Because rules can be considered bridges to contacting outcomes (think of learning to play 
piano or acquiring other complex repertoires), many rules characterize if– then relationships 
related to relatively long- term outcomes. Values are the stuff of rules. On the other hand, 
rule- following is more strongly impacted by immediate social contingencies. As noted earlier, 
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immediacy is a key dimension of consequent relations, and the strong social reinforcement 
history contributes to the likelihood that repertoires will persist when a rule may no longer be 
effective. While building flexibility, ACT also takes advantage of this circumstance by shaping 
rule- governed behavior related to values and banking that it will persist even when obstacles 
are encountered practically.

While rule- governed behavior can thus be advantageous, ACT builds flexibility by dis-
rupting ineffective pliance repertoires, for example, through defusion exercises, so that cli-
ents can view their own verbal if– then conditional statements as curious artifacts rather than 
demands for action. As noted in the behavioral momentum section, discrimination train-
ing involving noticing when specific verbal statements are useful and when they are not can 
decrease the influence problematic or outdated rules have on current functioning, while build-
ing novel and effective rules related to long- term outcomes.

cOunterPLiance
Counterpliance is defined as ignoring or behaving contrary to a rule statement. Notably, the 
listener’s behavior is just as influenced by the rule, but the relation is “opposite” or “not” rather 
than “in accordance with.” The listener’s counterpliant response denies the speaker access to 
any consequences that commonly would reinforce the speaker’s utterance. From the listener’s 
perspective, the speaker’s failure to follow through or enforce compliance may negatively rein-
force counterpliance (e.g., by removing or reducing a threat posed by the speaker’s behavior). 
When rule statements imply infringements on personal autonomy, responses that are likely to 
remove or reduce the likelihood of a speaker imposing such infringements will serve as nega-
tive reinforcers. These types of negative reinforcers can occur when the speaker and listener 
have very different reinforcers maintaining their behavior, when there is an asymmetry of 
interests, or when the social environment is coercive.

Ideally, rules enhance social relationships, with sufficient positive reinforcement- based 
reciprocity for counterpliant responses to infrequently occur. Clinically, problematic levels of 
counterpliance may occur if clients have histories of being coerced, abused, or exploited. The 
more frequently counterpliance encounters reinforcement, the greater the momentum and 
the likelihood that the repertoire is extended to functionally similar social relationships. The 
demands inherent in the therapist– client relationship may have sufficient similarities for the 
relationship dynamics to occasion client counterpliance, particularly when treatment- related 
rules are introduced. As momentum tends to be context- specific, therapists might emphasize 
their role as an ally and coach who supports the client in their goals, as opposed to the therapist 
with an agenda distinct from the client’s. Motivational interviewing skills and values work can 
be effective tools for establishing the therapeutic relationship as one of positive collaboration. 
Similarly, the ACT therapeutic stance encourages clients to evaluate therapeutic instructions 
in relation to their own experience (i.e., experience separate from rules). This redirects the 
client from tracking interpersonal contingencies related to compliance and toward tracking 
other antecedent– behavior– consequence relationships that are likely to persist beyond the 
therapy room.

Tracking
As noted earlier, Skinner (1974) differentiated rule- governed and contingency- shaped 
behavior. Using the example of piano playing, instructions may ensure initial engagement, 
and then contingencies hone the skill. Tracking describes this shift to contingency- shaping. 
Rule- following behavior that is maintained by the rule’s effectiveness in contacting the 
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contingency described in the rule is called tracking. It can be useful to think of tracking 
as a skill that benefits from pliance (i.e., behavior consistent with a rule) but also involves 
tracking the dynamic interaction between behavior and the environment characterized in 
the rule. In this sense, the rule facilitates the listener’s contact with relevant contingencies 
and the consequences that are directly encountered in that process are what maintain that 
behavior over time.

A good example of the pliance- tracking distinction can be observed when driving to 
an unfamiliar location using a navigation assistance program. Here, rules are given step- by- 
step, and the driver may reach their destination entirely by complying with the rules given 
by the navigation program. While pliance will get one to the destination, tracking would 
involve the driver attending to the landmarks along the route of travel (e.g., street order, 
buildings, other natural landmarks); when repeating the trip at a later time, they would be 
able to use those landmarks to guide their travel instead of requesting instructions from 
the navigation system.

Highly precise rules are useful when deviation from the rule may be dangerous or 
when the rule specifies contingencies that are very narrow in their applicability, as in highly 
technical applications. However, rules that are overly precise for their application (i.e., a 
much more variable range of behavior can be used to effectively contact the contingencies 
specified within the rule) can fail to bring listeners into contact with the range of contex-
tual stimuli that will support the behavior pattern characterized in the rule. In this sense, 
overly specified rules can restrict the range of behavioral variability a listener exhibits when 
complying with the rule. As such, they may fail to dynamically respond to the needs of a 
particular situation.

Alternatively, imprecise or vague rules are less prescriptive and can increase the likelihood 
that the listener attends to the dynamic interactions between context and behavior specified in 
the rule. The listener’s learning history will determine whether imprecise rules facilitate track-
ing or whether they serve as high- risk opportunities for failing to comply with the rule. In this 
sense, privilege begets more privilege. Listeners who have rich learning histories relevant to the 
range of antecedent context variables that can be tracked and who have breadth and variability 
in the relevant skills are more likely to vary their behaviors in dynamic ways that facilitate 
tracking a fuller range of scenarios in which they can effectively guide behavior. Conversely, 
listeners with relatively impoverished histories with respect to elements of the rule, or who 
have excessive punishment histories for failing to strictly comply with rules will be at greater 
risk for failing to track the contingencies specified by the rule.

Research has found that imprecise rules are better at facilitating contextually sensitive 
rule- following than precise rules. This serves as one of the underlying rationales for how val-
ues statements are used in ACT. Values statements are typically broad in scope. As rules, they 
generally focus on a domain of experience (e.g., work, family, community) and consequence 
categories that can only be contacted as part of a process or at a significant delay (e.g., contrib-
uting to a sense of purpose to fellow employees and value to customers, bringing safety and 
security to family, and helping all members of the community thrive).

When values statements serve as imprecise rule statements, a wide range of activities can 
occur that may be consistent with the value. While specific goals and actions subordinate to 
the value may be met with variable success, these efforts, being consistent with the value state-
ment, can be sufficient to reinforce values- relevant action. Therapists are an important source 
of support for tracking this consistency and serve as a verbal community that elevates the value 
of such consistency as a reinforcer (i.e., motivating operation). Consistency as a verbal rela-
tion (see Harte & Barnes- Holmes, this volume) can be a useful and relatively immediate (and 
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ongoing) source of reinforcement for valued behavior patterns for which other reinforcers are 
more delayed and probabilistic.

Self- Rules
As already noted, listening to what you say is an inevitable part of speaking. Just as speak-
ers receive feedback on what they say from listeners (i.e., how what was said impacted the 
listener), speakers can respond to what they say as their own listener and adjust their behavior 
accordingly. For adults, this form of self- editing is a routine skill. Here a public didactic pro-
cess establishes the skills and context for a self- didactic process.

A similar process occurs with regard to rule statements, with an individual serving both 
speaker and listener roles.

Augmentals
Augmentals are rule- related statements that alter the consequential effectiveness of events 
specified in contingencies. In this sense, these statements function as motivating operations. 
As noted in the motivating operations section above, values and values clarification exercises in 
ACT often serve this function in enhancing the types of events perceived to be consistent with 
values. As such, they may have increased reinforcing effectiveness for values- relevant behavior 
patterns.

Effective behavior change reinforces the therapist’s work with clients. Committed action 
is much easier to achieve when motivating operations establish powerful reinforcers, when 
those reinforcers are available in the client’s environment, and when the client has the relevant 
skills to access those reinforcers. Therapists identify augmental statements that can help their 
clients better identify and encounter meaningful reinforcers for committed action. It is impor-
tant, however, for the therapist to ensure that they are taking a contextual approach to the 
client’s life space, understand the multiple nested contingencies that may influence behavior, 
and address those needs as well. Attempts at leveraging behavior change exclusively through 
augmentals while ignoring skills deficits, resource deficits, and competing consequences fails 
to take advantage of the contextual account of behavior.

Key Applications of Basic Principles
The Constructional Approach to Behavior Change
Given peoples’ histories and current circumstances, they are behaving exactly as they ought to 
behave. This is a fundamental assumption of the functional contextual perspective. Clinically 
relevant behaviors that are part of presenting problems are products of reinforcement contin-
gencies and are maintained by reinforcement contingencies. These behaviors also come with 
costs. Amplifying the costs of these behaviors in therapy does nothing to alter the reinforce-
ment contingencies that maintain the behavior. For this reason, a contextual approach to 
behavior change is constructional: the therapist works with the client to build increasingly 
effective behavior patterns that are in line with the client’s goals and values, and these behav-
ior patterns are ultimately supported by the positive reinforcement contingencies the client 
encounters in daily life.

The constructional approach comprises four core elements: identification of the target 
repertoires of interest (i.e., those needed to support treatment goals); identification of cur-
rent skills, particularly those that are assets for treatment goals; identification of interme-
diate skill steps to transition from current skills to the target skills needed; and systems of 
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support to aid in the acquisition of these skills as well as their maintenance outside of therapy 
(Goldiamond, 1974).

To identify what repertoires are needed for a client to consider therapy successful, we need 
to know how the client’s life would differ at the end of treatment. In ACT, this process typi-
cally involves an exploration of values and goals subordinate to those values. If a client’s values 
include being a warm and supportive partner, what skills do they need to have to flexibly 
enact this value in ways that the partner notices as supportive? The skills necessary for being 
supportive will differ for every dyad. Some types of support involve instrumental skills that 
need to be refined and maintained by their own reinforcement contingencies (e.g., managing 
finances, meal preparation). Other forms of support involve direct interpersonal interaction 
and tailored interpersonal skills training to help clients track the interpersonal support activi-
ties that positively impact their partner and the relationship (as opposed to rule following). 
To meet therapy goals, a transparent and collaborative approach is taken to characterize the 
repertoires involved.

Similarly, a transparent and collaborative assessment of the client’s current repertoire in 
relation to therapy goals is taken. Focusing on strengths, what skills do the clients already 
demonstrate that are in line with their goals? In many areas of life, the problem is not that 
clients have profound skills deficits. Clients may have the relevant skills in their repertoire, but 
they have not encountered sufficient reinforcement to attain momentum under less- than- ideal 
circumstances. Similarly, the skills may be present but may still be awkward, and the client 
correctly identifies a lack of fluency and facility to adjust their skills effectively to the demands 
of new situations. “Knowing” how to do something is not the same as doing it, and doing 
something is not synonymous with behavior encountering positive reinforcement contingen-
cies. When considering current strengths, it is important to focus on what the person does 
that directly encounters relevant reinforcement and thus is being supported by the client’s 
environment.

In addition to current repertoire strengths, we also look at weaknesses: behaviors that have 
the potential to interfere with the target repertoire. In ACT, this typically involves addressing 
social settings in which thoughts and emotions are treated as barriers to effective action or 
as reasons for acting in ways that manage short- term concerns at the expense of longer- term 
values.

The third element of the constructional approach involves mapping out how the clinical 
work will incrementally support the client’s current repertoire in moving toward the target 
repertoire. The developmental and experiential nature of this iterative process should be made 
clear to the client. For example, taking targeted time to practice observing private and public 
events builds a component skill set; later, observing and taking values- congruent action occur 
together.

The fourth element of the constructional approach involves an analysis of current and 
maintaining supports for the behaviors of interest. Well- meaning social supports generally 
treat thoughts and affect as reasons and causes, and accommodate behavior patterns that are 
contrary to the client’s long- term best interests. Thus, it is important that social supports be 
aligned with client goals so that relevant behavior is supported. Clients may follow a rule (e.g., 
show care for my family by providing financial security) but not track its actual effects on oth-
ers (i.e., do family members feel cared for in ways that matter to them?). Thus, it is important 
that values- congruent actions are monitored so that self- evaluation of their function over time 
can be an effective source of support.

One of the practice pitfalls in ACT is talking about doing ACT instead of doing ACT 
(Brock, Batten, Walser, & Robb, 2015). Exercises and homework in ACT help build skills and 
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create opportunities for these skills to directly contact the reinforcement contingencies that 
are likely to maintain them outside of the therapeutic context. Additional reinforcement from 
the therapist for treatment- relevant engagement also can help support these new behavior 
patterns.

In the end, clinically meaningful behavior change can occur and persist only when it 
comes into regular contact with reinforcement that is available in the environment beyond the 
treatment setting. A thorough analysis of systems of support needed for target behaviors to 
be maintained should be conducted, and treatment planning should reflect the client’s needs 
given the types of support available and the types of new support that may need to be built.

Functional Analysis
Functional analysis is “[t] he identification of important, controllable, causal functional rela-
tionships applicable to a specified set of target behaviors for an individual client” (Haynes & 
O’Brian, 1990, p. 654). The first step in facilitating it involves an assessment of the client’s con-
cerns, their related skills, and the context in which the client is operating. This information is 
then organized into an analysis of both the current and goal- related behavior patterns in terms 
of behavioral principles. This formulation is used to devise a function- based intervention, the 
intervention is implemented, and outcomes are monitored. If improvements are not observed, 
additional assessment is conducted to further inform or revise the function- based interven-
tion. The updated treatment plan is then implemented, and outcomes are monitored. This 
process is repeated until client outcomes are achieved (Follette, Naugle, & Linnerooth, 2000). 
Functional analysis is considered a core framework for implementing cognitive- behavioral 
therapy (Drossel, Rummel, & Fisher, 2009; Klepac et al., 2012).

descriPtive functiOnaL anaLysis
A descriptive functional analysis is a conceptual analysis of the elements of the operant rela-
tions that constitute clinically relevant behavior patterns. A descriptive functional analysis is 
in this sense a working hypothesis, typically informed by client self- report, records review, and 
the therapist’s observation of client behavior during sessions.

How the therapist organizes the information for a function- based case formulation can 
vary depending on the focus, for example, specific concerns versus multiple concurrent con-
textual variables. Figure 3.1 depicts a focused approach involving a descriptive analysis of a 
combat veteran presenting to treatment because their hypervigilant behavior patterns have 
had a negative impact on their ability to maintain employment. Here we can depict how 
the individual’s history of military training and deployment resulted in vigilant monitoring 
of threats, with important and practical consequences for the client and members of their 
military unit. The antecedent side of the contingency diagram highlights the role of history 
and the potential role of rules and unfamiliar environments in increasing the likelihood of 
hypervigilance. The consequence side of the diagram highlights that momentary decreases 
in the perception of threat may negatively reinforce hypervigilant behaviors. The variables in 
this diagram point to interventions focused on flexible versus rigid rule- following and tolerat-
ing uncertainty. As a descriptive functional analysis, these relationships represent hypotheses, 
and the client’s response to interventions based on these functional hypotheses serves as the 
basis for confidence in the analysis. If a positive response to intervention does not occur, the 
therapist uses direct observations of client behavior in the room as well as self- monitoring 
homework to update their functional hypotheses and the treatment plan. This process occurs 
iteratively until the client’s treatment goals are met.
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Many factors contribute to a clinical presentation. Functional- analytic clinical case dia-
grams are tools for capturing the hypothesized relationships among multiple causal variables 
that are likely contributing to one or more clinical concerns (Haynes, O’Brian, & Kaholokula, 
2011). These diagrams distinguish between changeable (circle) and relatively less changeable 
(diamond) causal variables. Behavioral concerns and their effects are depicted in rectangles. 
Interrelationships among the elements are depicted with one-  or two- way arrows, and the 
thickness of the variable borders and arrows can be used to identify the perceived relative 
importance and strength of the relationships, respectively. Figure 3.2 depicts a functional- 
analytic clinical case diagram for the same veteran depicted in Figure 3.1. As with Figure 
3.1, military history and vigilance- related rules are considered. In addition, other contextual 
variables are also considered that are hypothesized to have important causal relationships with 
hypervigilant behavior patterns. The veteran began using stimulants (e.g., coffee, expresso 
powder, caffeinated energy drinks) in the military during deployment and has continued to 
consume high levels of caffeine (e.g., two pots of coffee and a half dozen energy drinks daily). 
They do not sleep well and tend to doze off 30 to 90 minutes at a time rather than obtain a 
continuous bout of sleep overnight. After unrestful sleep, they address failures of sustained 
concentration by consuming more caffeine. Employment situations have been difficult because 
the client perceives their novel work environment as unpredictable, based on civilian employ-
ees not seeming to “take their jobs seriously.” Workplace rules and expectations are treated with 
the same rigidity and diligence that characterized rules and job duties in the military.

Figure 3.2 serves as a succinct reminder of the complexity of the causal relations within 
the case formulation for this veteran. The diagram is a useful tool for the clinician and any 

Military 
history

Sleep 
patterns

Hypervigilance

Stimulant 
consumption

Job:
performance

demands;
less

predictable
environment

Rules

Figure 3.2. Functional- analytic clinical case diagram example 
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peers providing case consultation, and clients often find these diagrams useful for discuss-
ing treatment planning and sequencing. While this represents a more macro view of func-
tional case formulation, any specific elements of the diagram can be broken down into a more 
focused contingency analysis like Figure 3.1.

exPerimentaL functiOnaL anaLysis
An experimental functional analysis begins with a descriptive functional analysis and uses 
behavior monitoring and the systematic introduction of intervention components to deter-
mine whether elements of the functional analysis indeed have the functions that were hypoth-
esized. These formal evaluations of functions can occur in session (e.g., change in the rigid 
application of rules secondary to creative hopelessness focused exercises) or via client self- 
monitoring between sessions (e.g., caffeine consumption, instances of rigid rule- following and 
their context).

Experimental functional analysis has traditionally been conducted in clinical situations 
that could not identify clear antecedents or consequences for a clinically relevant behavior pat-
tern. In these cases, specific antecedents or consequences are systematically introduced, while 
the relevant behavior patterns are being monitored to evaluate the specificity of the functional 
relationships involved. When these variables are interpersonal and can be replicated in the 
relationship between the client and therapist, a real- time experimental functional analysis can 
occur (e.g., the therapist systematically varies their social attentiveness, interrupts the client, 
or uses dismissive nonverbals while listening). Other variables may operate at a different time 
scale. Evaluating the antecedent effects of stimulants for the veteran in the previous example 
will take time, given the necessity of a caffeine taper to prevent adverse effects from acute with-
drawal. During that time, the client could self- monitor their hypervigilance. During sessions, 
both the client and therapist could monitor behavioral indices of hypervigilance.

While a formal and systematic experimental functional analysis is less common in outpa-
tient mental health settings (i.e., descriptive functional analyses alone often facilitate effective 
treatment planning), the approach can be invaluable when the therapist and client have diffi-
culty determining whether specific antecedents or consequences have a functional relationship 
with clinically relevant behavior patterns and treatment fails to make progress. To obtain a 
better range of variables that may need to be explored in an experimental functional analysis, 
improved observation of the clinically relevant behavior patterns typically needs to occur. This 
may involve direct observation by the therapist in the relevant settings, obtaining proxy reports 
from other individuals in the client’s life, enhanced self- monitoring (Korotitsch & Nelson- 
Gray, 1999), and structured analyses of chains of events that occur in the client’s life related to 
the clinically relevant behavior patterns (Rizvi & Ritschel, 2014).

measurement- based care
Formal confirmation of how behavior– context relations specifically function is not always 
necessary in routine care. Nevertheless, it is common for clinicians working from a functional- 
analytic framework to engage in measurement- based care by collecting data throughout treat-
ment. Such a measurement may involve tracking problems, quality of life or functioning, 
mechanisms of change, and the quality of the working relationship between the therapist and 
client (Scott & Lewis, 2015). Measurement- based care is a valuable tool for obtaining converg-
ing evidence on whether client behaviors and their response to the interventions used grossly 
reflect the relationships described in the functional analyses informing the treatment plan.

An additional level of measurement- based care involves careful monitoring of the effects 
of interventions with single- case research designs (Hayes et al., 2019; Kazdin, 2021). Briefly, 
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measurement is used to evaluate the effects of the systematic introduction of intervention 
components in ways that are compatible with routine care. Simple AB designs (A =  baseline; 
B =  treatment) are the most common in routine clinical care. Most interventions have multiple 
components or modules whose effects can be evaluated in a sequential fashion (i.e., multiple- 
baseline designs or additive treatment designs). There are several examples in the literature of 
single- case research designs using ACT with a variety of clinical presentations (e.g., Gould, 
Tarbox, & Coyne, 2018; Ruiz, Luciano, Flórez, Suárez-Falcón, & Cardona-Betancourt, 2020; 
Thompson, Twohig, & Luoma, 2021; Villatte et al., 2016).

Conclusion
Behavioral principles guided the initial development of ACT and serve as the foundation 
for its flexible implementation. To appreciate this foundation, a functional contextual under-
standing of the operant contingency as the fundamental unit of analysis was introduced, and 
key terms within this approach were characterized in terms of functional relations. In contrast 
with S- M- R- C analyses where the key elements are defined a priori and involve a linear causal 
sequence, operant A- B- C analyses involve relationally defined variables and dynamic feed-
back processes that can only be observed over time. Whether analysis of a clinical scenario 
involves a single behavior, two or more behaviors under systems of constraint, or the social 
contingencies involved in the use of language, operant functional relations can be used to 
characterize, predict, and influence clinically relevant behavior patterns. Key applications of 
these relations include taking a constructional approach to building meaningful patterns of 
behavior that are supported by naturalistic contingencies outside of the therapeutic relation-
ship, evaluating function- based hypotheses by monitoring response to treatment and other key 
variables, and occasionally systematically evaluating treatment outcomes using single- subject 
research designs. Behavioral principles and the foundational tools for their application sup-
port clinicians in taking a scientist- practitioner approach to ACT implementation and can 
support competent innovation while maintaining fidelity to the underlying functional con-
textual model.

Notes
 1. These internal processes are often termed organismic, or internal to the organism. Organism has often been used as 

a biological placeholder for both accumulated life experience and biological states. This terminology is used in the 
stimulus- organism- response- consequence model (S- O- R- C; Kanfer & Phillips, 1970).

 2. A parody of a fictitious drug by this name and direct to consumer marketing practices used by the pharmaceutical 
industry to promote Zoloft® was made by person(s) affiliated with the now obsolete website astonishedhead.com. 
A repository of direct- to- consumer marketing videos and this parody can be found at https:// www.antid epre ssan 
tmar ket.com/ market ing.

 3. This discredited claim, which initially was widely promoted by the pharmaceutical industry and has now been 
debunked, still persists in cultural explanations for mental health presentations.
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 A Primer on Relational Frame Theory

Colin Harte and Dermot Barnes- Holmes

Abstract
Both relational frame theory (RFT) and acceptance and commitment therapy (ACT) 
are based on the assumption that the evolution of  human language (conceptualized as 
derived relational responding) creates the potential for a form of  psychological suffering 
unique to the human species. Furthermore, it has often been argued that RFT provides 
the basic science foundation for ACT. Rather than dwell on these features of  RFT, this 
article focuses on providing an up- to- date summary of  the theory itself. Specifically, an 
historical and contemporary overview of  RFT is presented, along with the details of  
recent ongoing efforts to advance the theory as a general behavior- analytic account of  
human language and cognition. In doing so, we provide a modern vision of  how RFT may 
continue to connect with ACT in the years to come.

Key Words: relational frame theory, acceptance and commitment therapy, arbitrarily 
applicable relational responding, Hyper- Dimensional Multi- Level, relating, orienting, and 
evoking- motivating

Historically, relational frame theory (RFT; Hayes, Barnes- Holmes, et al., 2001) has been seen 
as providing the basic science foundation for acceptance and commitment therapy (ACT) by 
offering a detailed and empirically supported account of human language and cognition. The 
basic idea behind both RFT and ACT is that the evolution of human language, conceptualized 
as derived relational responding, has created the potential for a type of psychological suffering 
that is largely unique to humans. The purpose of this article is not to focus on how RFT 
accounts for human psychological suffering, but rather to provide an up- to- date summary 
of the theory itself. The general aim, therefore, is to help the reader contextualize and better 
understand any references made to RFT in other, more clinically focused articles of this 
volume.

Writings on RFT are numerous and widespread, with several hundred published 
empirical studies. The theory is over 30 years old, and its concepts appear to have stood the 
test of time, debate, and experimental scrutiny (e.g., see Hughes & Barnes- Holmes, 2016a, 
2016b for recent reviews; see also Kissi et al., 2017). As a result, one may argue that RFT 
offers a relatively adequate, functional- analytic (behavioral) account of human language and 
cognition, while of course remaining very much a work in progress. In this text, we first cover 
the historical background of RFT within behavior analysis and its emergence as a behavioral 
theory of human language and cognition. We will then provide a detailed overview of the core 
concepts of RFT, in the context of what appear to be important recent developments in the 
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theory, both empirically and conceptually. We also reflect briefly on how these recent advances 
may connect to clinically relevant issues within the ACT literature. We thus aim to present an 
overview of RFT and recent ongoing efforts to advance the theory, as an account of human 
language and cognition (Barnes- Holmes et al., 2016, 2017, 2018, 2020, 2021; Harte, Barnes- 
Holmes, Barnes- Holmes, & Kissi, 2020; Harte & Barnes- Holmes, 2021). Incorporating these 
recent advances and developments in RFT into this article provides readers with a modern 
vision of how RFT may continue to connect with ACT over the coming years.

Historical Background to the Emergence of RFT in Behavior Analysis
During the earlier part of the mid- 20th century, behaviorism may have been seen as quite 
dominant, and indeed there is some substance to this view. Behaviorism, however, is a very 
broad term. One form of the concept, radical behaviorism— the form most closely associated 
with B. F. Skinner (1904– 1990)— could be seen as surviving to this day, although paradoxically 
it is perhaps most closely associated with the demise of behavioral psychology. Specifically, it 
was Noam Chomsky’s review (1959) of Skinner’s book Verbal Behaviour (1957) that is often 
seen as marking the failure of behavior analysis to provide an adequate account of human 
language. While there may be some truth to this historical narrative, it fails to recognize the 
fact that Skinnerian behaviorism has indeed survived and continues to work on many features 
of human language and cognition.

Skinner (1957) made the first serious attempt within the school of radical behaviorism 
to develop an account of human language. Although Chomsky’s review raised at least some 
legitimate concerns about Skinner’s work, what is less well known is that almost 10 years 
later, Skinner proposed another concept that was directly relevant to the study of human 
language and cognition. Specifically, he suggested that human problem solving drew heavily 
on a type of behavior he referred to as rule- governed behavior or instructional control (1966). 
In doing so, Skinner recognized that verbally skilled humans frequently solved problems, not 
through direct contact with reinforcement contingencies that shaped appropriate behavior 
through trial and error, but through the selection of verbal statements about the world and 
how to interact with it. Thus, for example, a child could learn to avoid eating a toxic berry by 
following a rule provided by a caregiver rather than by having to eat the berry and experience 
sickness and risk even death. Skinner thus introduced the idea that a complete understanding 
of human psychology would require dealing with the extent to which human language created 
a type of learning pathway not shared with nonhuman animals.

Indeed, it was only 5 years later that another major figure in behavior analysis, Murray 
Sidman, reported an effect that highlighted another way in which human learning may differ 
dramatically from that of other animals (1971). At the time, Sidman was attempting to develop 
procedures for teaching basic reading skills to an individual with severe learning disabilities. 
Specifically, Sidman and colleagues taught the individual to match 20 spoken words to 20 
pictures and to 20 printed words over more than 15 hours across 4 weeks. At the end of this 
time, and to the researchers’ surprise, the individual spontaneously matched the 20 printed 
words to the pictures and vice versa in the absence of direct reinforcement for doing so. That 
is, reinforcing a subset of relational (reading) responses produced a number of emergent or 
unreinforced matching behaviors. Interestingly, these untaught or emergent matching or 
relating responses were discovered by Sidman and colleagues in the context of attempting to 
teach basic reading skills, and thus were clearly relevant to human language. Subsequently, the 
phenomenon that Sidman had revealed came to be known generally as the study of stimulus 
equivalence relations (see Sidman, 1994, for a book- length review of the early history of this 
research program).
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The concept of the equivalence relation was refined over the following years, but it was 
not until the 1980s that a more rigorous and formalized account was presented (Sidman & 
Tailby, 1982; Sidman, 1986). Specifically, it was argued that the phenomenon comprised three 
formal properties, all shown in the absence of direct reinforcement: reflexivity, symmetry, and 
transitivity. Reflexivity required that each stimulus be conditionally related to itself (e.g., if 
A then A). In more concrete terms, given a picture of a dog, this picture will be chosen from 
an array containing a picture of the dog and other options (e.g., pictures of a cat and an apple). 
Symmetry required that the relation between stimuli be reversible (e.g., if A =  B, then B =  A). 
Or in more concrete terms, for example, if a child is presented with the written word “dog” 
and is taught to choose a picture of a dog, then the child should also readily choose the written 
word “dog” in the presence of the picture of the “dog.”

Finally, transitivity required that a relation between two stimuli (e.g., A =  B), combined 
with a relation between one of those stimuli and a novel stimulus (e.g., A =  C), so that the 
relations B =  C and C =  B readily emerged. To again apply this example, imagine that, as in 
the earlier illustration, a child was presented with a picture of a dog and was taught to pick 
the written word “dog” as well as the written word “woof.” Subsequently, the child may spon-
taneously match the written word “dog” with the word “woof” and the word “woof” with 
the written word “dog.” When such a pattern of responses emerged, the participating stim-
uli were said to form an equivalence class or relation. Crucially, these emergent, untrained 
responses were demonstrated with relative ease in humans but were largely absent (or at best 
extremely weak) in nonhumans (e.g., Sidman et al., 1982; Dugdale & Lowe, 2000; see also 
Zentall et al., 2014, and related commentaries in Dougher et al., 2014, indicating that we 
still lack clear evidence that stimulus equivalence, as defined by Sidman, has been observed 
in nonhuman species).

The phenomenon of stimulus equivalence thus raised two key but related issues. First, 
it was difficult to explain the phenomenon in terms of direct reinforcement contingencies 
because previously unreinforced matching responses “emerged” during testing or probe tri-
als. Second, there was an apparent link between stimulus equivalence and human language 
(because it was discovered when teaching basic reading skills, and nonhumans had failed 
to demonstrate clear evidence of equivalence responding). In attempting to reconcile these 
two issues, Sidman et al. (1982) suggested that equivalence may be a basic stimulus function 
unique to humans and thus provided an explanation for human language (or at least symbolic 
relations) itself. In contrast, other researchers suggested that human language, and in particular 
naming, provided the basis for stimulus equivalence (Horne & Lowe, 1996).

A third alternative explanation for the emergent properties of equivalence relations 
was proposed within an account that came to be known as relational frame theory (RFT). 
Specifically, Hayes (1991) argued that the relating behavior observed in emergent equiva-
lence responding could be considered a class of generalized operant behavior (i.e., equivalence 
responding was essentially learned during early language acquisition, and thus equivalence 
and symbolic relations were functionally synonymous). Furthermore, Hayes argued that a 
wide variety of these classes of generalized operants were possible, and he referred to these 
as relational frames. In effect, during the course of early language learning, human children 
were taught to respond in accordance with relational frames, such as opposite, difference, and 
comparison (e.g., bigger versus smaller than), and thus a wide variety of derived relational 
responses should be possible. We will now turn to a description of the core concepts of RFT 
and its extension beyond stimulus equivalence as a basis for the complexities of human lan-
guage and cognition.
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RFT: Core Concepts and Technical Explanation
Just as Sidman had proposed that distinct properties were involved in the equivalence relation, 
RFT posits that three basic properties are involved in the relational frame: mutual entailment, 
combinatorial entailment, and the transformation of stimulus functions. Unlike the properties 
involved in stimulus equivalence, however, the properties involved in the relational frame 
are inherently more generic because they need to reflect the numerous different generalized 
patterns of derived stimulus relating that are possible from an RFT perspective (i.e., not just 
frames of coordination/ equivalence but also those of opposition, comparison, difference, hier-
archy, etc.). For example, the frame of opposition differs from coordination in that two oppo-
site relations yield a derived relation of coordination, not opposite (e.g., “chilly” and “cold” are 
both opposite to hot, but they coordinate with each other). The frame of comparison includes 
many examples, but in the abstract may be represented using “more” and “less” signs (e.g., if 
A > B and B > C, then A > C and C < A). Comparison is also one of those frames that may 
yield “unspecified” relations when presented in abstract form. For example, if A > B and A > 
C, then the relation between B and C remains unspecified; B and C could be more or less 
than each other or indeed the same. Note, however, that according to RFT, correctly deriving 
that the relation between B and C remains unspecified is a “correct” derived response in this 
instance.

Other relational frames, such as hierarchy, are perhaps best considered to be complex rela-
tional networks rather than basic or simple frames. As such, a hierarchical network may involve 
containment, coordination, and difference. For example, the term fruit contains all fruits, but 
dividing fruits into “citrus” and “noncitrus” involves establishing one frame of coordination 
among all citrus fruits and a separate frame of coordination among all noncitrus fruits, and a 
frame of difference between the two categories. If you then divide the two categories (citrus and 
noncitrus) into hard-  versus soft- skinned fruits, the resulting “frame” of hierarchy seems more 
like a network than a “basic” or simple frame composed of just three relata. That is, the super-
ordinate category “fruit” is at the top of the hierarchy, with citrus and noncitrus at the next 
level down, and then below that level are the four categories citrus (hard-  and soft- skinned) 
and noncitrus (hard-  and soft- skinned).

The most basic or simplest relational network (or frame) is defined as a generalized 
(i.e., arbitrarily applicable) pattern of relational responding possessing the properties of 
mutual entailment, combinatorial entailment, and the transformation of stimulus func-
tions. Mutual entailment is the most basic form of derived relational responding and marks 
the beginning of symbolic language development (Lipkens et al., 1993). It requires that the 
relation between two stimuli are related, bidrectionally, in a very specific way. For example, 
if A is more than B, then this relation mutually entails that B is less than A. In more con-
crete terms, if a child is taught that a car costs more than a bike, then the child may derive 
the idea (i.e., without further information, instruction, prompting or reinforcement) that 
a bike costs less than a car.

The second property, combinatorial entailment, refers to the novel relations that emerge 
among and between stimuli when three or more stimuli are related. For example, if A is the 
opposite to B (mutually entailing that B is the opposite to A) and B is the opposite to C 
(mutually entailing that C is the opposite to B), then the derived relations A is the same as C 
and C is the same as A may emerge. In more concrete terms, imagine a child is taught that 
“wrong” is the opposite of “right” and that “right” is the opposite of “mícheart” (Irish for 
wrong). Again, in the absence of further instruction or prompting or the like, the child may 
derive the notion that “mícheart” has the same meaning as (coordinated with) “wrong.” As 
already noted, the terms mutual and combinatorial (entailment), rather than symmetry and 
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transitivity, respectively, are used within RFT because the former (mutual and combinatorial 
entailment) are not bound or limited to derived relations in which the individual elements 
simply become substitutable or equivalent to each other.

The third and final core property of a relational frame (or basic network) is the transfor-
mation of stimulus functions; that is, the change in the functions of one stimulus participating 
in a frame, which results in spontaneous changes in the functions of other stimuli in the frame. 
Critically, these transformations of function occur in the absence of direct reinforcement, 
instruction, or prompting. This defining property of a relational frame thus highlights that 
symbolic relations in human language are involved in stimuli gaining, losing, or changing (i.e., 
transforming) their psychological properties. The distinction between relational entailment 
and the transformation of functions is critically important in RFT because it distinguishes 
between the act of relating stimuli in an “abstract sense” from the impact of that relating 
on the functions of those stimuli. Although not considered a core property within stimulus 
equivalence, a transfer of functions is recognized in stimulus equivalence research. The classic 
demonstration involves establishing an equivalence class composed of three or more stimuli 
(e.g., A =  B =  C =  D), establishing a specific function for at least one of the stimuli (e.g., pair-
ing A with an unpleasant taste or smell), and then observing that the other stimuli within the 
class also acquire that function in the absence of direct training (B and C and D acquire at least 
some of the unpleasant taste or smell functions).

The term transformation of function (rather than transfer) is employed within RFT 
because the functions of stimuli participating in relations other than equivalence/ coordi-
nation do not transfer from one stimulus to another. Rather, the functions of the other 
stimuli in the frame are changed or transformed in accordance with the entailment proper-
ties. That is, the same function does not necessarily emerge among all participating stimuli 
within the frame; the nature of the transformation of stimulus functions depends on the 
specific relations involved (e.g., Dymond & Barnes, 1995). Imagine, for example, a situa-
tion in which a child has been bitten by a relatively small dog. The child later learns that a 
neighbor has just bought a very large dog. Based on the transformation of fear functions, in 
accordance with the frame of comparison (in this case, smaller/ larger), it is possible that the 
neighbor’s larger dog will evoke even greater fear and avoidance than the smaller dog that 
actually bit the child in the first place (see Dougher et al., 2007, for relevant experimental 
evidence).

In making a distinction between entailment and transformation of functions, RFT 
stipulates that these properties are under separate classes of contextual control. Specifically, 
entailment is determined by Crel contextual cues (i.e., controlling the type of relation), and 
the transformation of function is determined by Cfunc contextual cues (i.e., controlling the 
specific behavioral functions produced during the act of relating). Specifying these types of 
contextual control is essential in determining how entailment and transformation effects com-
bine in any given instance of what RFT refers to as arbitrarily applicable relational responding 
(AARR). For example, if a friend told you that their new pet dog was called “Bongo,” then the 
word “called” could function as a Crel for coordination (between the word “Bongo” and your 
friend’s new pet dog). If your friend then says, “Bongo is really friendly,” then the phrase “really 
friendly” may function as a Cfunc for actualizing some of the functions of a “friendly” dog (tail 
wagging, bouncy, safe, etc.). Of course, “tail wagging” and other phrases may also be entailed 
with the events to which they refer. However, in this example, we are highlighting their Cfunc 
properties to illustrate how RFT uses the defining properties of a frame (both Crel and Cfunc 
contextual control) to describe how verbal stimuli produce their effects in the natural environ-
ment of the wider verbal community.
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We have just provided a description of the core properties of relational framing, which is 
seen as providing a behavioral unit of analysis for studying human language and cognition. On 
balance, RFT is not a “nativist” theory of language, in the sense that AARR is deemed to be 
learned behavior. That is, RFT aims to provide an explanation for establishing different classes 
of relational operants, or AARR, and their combination into increasingly complex networks of 
relations. For illustrative purposes, consider one of the most basic classes of AARR, naming. 
Young children may learn to point or look at a specific object upon hearing the name for that 
object, and they may also learn to produce the spoken name for the object. Across multiple 
exemplars of coordinating multiple objects and their names across many contexts, the operant 
class of coordination is established to the point that direct learning is no longer required in the 
presence of novel objects. That is, derived relating (coordination in this naming example) is 
established in the child’s behavioral repertoire. For example, if the child is subsequently shown 
a novel object and is told its name, the child may subsequently name the object without having 
to be trained to do so. That is, once the generalized relational response of coordinating objects 
and their names is established, simply hearing the name for a novel object may “spontane-
ously” generate the appropriate naming response. Crucially, when this pattern of relational 
responding has been established, the generalized relational response may then be applied to 
any stimuli, given appropriate contextual cues (e.g., “this is a”). We will return to the impor-
tant issue of learning histories involved in AARR in a later section.

According to an updated version of RFT, the ability to learn to AARR emerges from the 
evolution of highly cooperative behaviors within the human species (Hayes & Sanford, 2014). 
This updated version of RFT still maintains that AARR, for any given individual, involves 
years of increasingly complex interactions with the wider verbal community within which 
the individual resides. However, a more detailed treatment of the phylogenic and ontogenic 
origins of AARR is now emerging in the RFT literature (e.g., Hayes et al., 2017); we will 
incorporate these developments into this article.

RFT: The Role of Human Cooperation in the Evolution of AARR
As a behavioral account of human language and cognition, RFT traditionally focused on the 
learning experiences that occur within the lifetime of the individual. This focus is understand-
able because the theory has been driven by a pragmatic concern with predicting and influenc-
ing human language and cognition itself in clinical, educational, and wider social settings. 
On balance, it has always been recognized that the ability to acquire the relational operants 
identified by RFT, with relative ease, is likely to have emerged from a particular evolutionary 
history, but until recently work in this area has been limited (e.g., Hayes & Sanford, 2014; 
Wilson et al., 2014).

Wilson (2007) summarized human evolution as the “three C’s”: cognition, culture, and 
cooperation. While all three concepts were considered in early renditions of RFT, it appears 
that cooperation was somewhat underplayed, if not largely ignored. According to the first 
book- length treatment of RFT, Hayes, Barnes- Holmes, et al. (2001) suggested that mutual 
entailment (the bidirectional relational responding that may occur between two stimuli) in a 
listener could enhance or support avoidance of predators, even if entailment was not yet pres-
ent as part of a vocal or speaking repertoire. In addition, it was argued that this small difference 
could generate a group of listeners who could then reinforce mutually entailed responses in 
a speaking/ vocal repertoire. Upon reflection, this account relies heavily on the evolution of 
mutual entailment as an adaptation of cognition in listening responses and then spreads to 
speaking or vocal responses, thereby leading to increased social cooperation throughout the 
wider group or culture. In contrast to this account, Hayes and Sanford (2014) argued that 
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it is more evolutionarily viable to assume that human cooperation was the primary driver in 
the evolution of mutual entailing, rather than the other way around. Indeed, as Hayes and 
Sanford point out, a wealth of empirical data support the argument that human cooperation 
was established by multilevel selection of cooperation itself because it provided advantages for 
human group competition, which occurred alongside the cultural suppression of individual 
selfishness.

From an RFT perspective, a critical feature of human cooperation involves pointing and 
grunting, for example, which provided humans with highly important behavioral skills, such 
as social referencing and joint attention. These skills, it is argued, increased the likelihood that 
more advanced forms of cooperation, involving the emission of specific vocal sounds, would 
be selected or reinforced, as is the case with young children. For example, if a young child 
orients to a caregiver and then toward a toy while emitting a vocal sound (e.g., “eh”) and tries 
to reach for the toy, the caregiver may reinforce this cooperative act by giving the toy to the 
child. As Hayes and Sanford (2014) state: “The entire exchange will build cooperation, per-
spective taking, and joint attention as patterns that are maintained within the group because 
it is a functionally useful communication exchange. If we unpack this highly likely sequence it 
means that in the context of high levels of cooperation, and adequate skills in joint attention, 
social referencing, and perspective taking, any characteristic vocalization in the presence of a 
desired object would likely lead to reinforced instances of symmetry or mutual entailment” 
(p. 122).

According to an updated version of RFT, which focuses on cooperation as a key driver 
of derived relational responding itself (AARR), the critical behavioral history does not begin 
with speaking or even simply listening (in a manner that involves “understanding” what was 
said in a symbolic sense). Rather, it begins with mutually entailed orienting (Barnes- Holmes & 
Sivaraman, 2020), which we will argue is a key precursor for establishing AARR. A potential 
“marker” for this type of orienting, which appears to be unique to the human species, is bidi-
rectional orienting, characterized by a child orienting (e.g., looking at) back and forth between 
a caregiver and an object or stimulus toward which the caregiver is oriented.1 Mutually entailed 
orienting should therefore be seen as a type of transgenerational behavior (i.e., a class of behav-
ior that stretches across ontogeny and phylogeny) and is selected by reinforcement contingen-
cies operating within the lifetime of the individual. In this sense, an updated version of RFT 
seeks increased scope in terms of linking directly with a modern evolutionary science (e.g., 
Wilson et al., 2014), which argues that evolution operates at multiple levels (e.g., genetic, 
cellular, symbolic, and cultural). As noted above, therefore, the critical behavioral history for 
AARR does not begin with listening and speaking (with understanding). Rather, it starts with 
one of the most basic of human cooperative acts, that is, mutually entailed orienting. This act 
provides the infant with an opportunity to continue interacting with the caregiver as a dyad, 
which likely serves as a reinforcer for continuing to engage in such acts of cooperation (i.e., 
gradually creating a dynamical feedback loop between cooperation and AARR).

The critical importance of mutually entailed orienting cannot be underestimated because 
it allows caregivers to establish appetitive and aversive evoking functions for stimuli in the 
child’s environment. Once a caregiver and an infant are engaging in mutually entailed orient-
ing, the caregiver can then orient the child toward a particular stimulus and encourage the 
child to approach “safe” and avoid “dangerous” stimuli. Mutually entailed orienting may thus 
also involve establishing specific orienting and evoking functions for particular stimuli. For 
example, if a caregiver shouts loudly when the child approaches a dangerous stimulus (e.g., an 
insect with a powerful venom), that stimulus will likely acquire strong orienting and (aversive) 
evoking properties for the child. Furthermore, when an infant engages in mutually entailed 
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orienting, even items that the caregiver is simply oriented toward, without issuing any sort of 
warning signal, may acquire relatively positive evoking (approach) functions for the infant. 
Thus, mutually entailed orienting is more accurately labeled mutually entailed orienting and 
evoking. As a listening repertoire develops, mutually entailing and evoking functions for par-
ticular stimuli become related, in an arbitrarily applicable manner, to specific sounds (i.e., 
words). Gradually, therefore, a new response unit involving relating, orienting, and evoking is 
established for the child. In an updated version of RFT, we refer to this response unit as the 
ROE (pronounced “row,” which is an acronym for relating, orienting, and evoking); we will 
return to this conceptual unit of analysis later. At this point, however, it is important to under-
stand that the term mutually entailed (orienting and evoking) serves to highlight that such 
cooperative acts occur in parallel with establishing a basic listener repertoire (e.g., a caregiver 
rarely engages a child in orienting and evoking without also emitting language- appropriate 
sounds, such as “Look, it’s teddy,” when orienting the child toward a toy teddy- bear).

We should emphasize that mutually entailed orienting/ evoking are not simply new 
terms for mutual eye gaze, joint attention, and social referencing. The latter concepts have 
no “technical weight” within RFT itself, and thus by introducing these new concepts (mutu-
ally entailed orienting/ evoking), an updated version of RFT seeks to establish explanatory 
depth. As already noted, the new concepts link the behavioral account of human language and 
cognition more directly to the evolution science argument that human cooperation drove, at 
least initially, the evolution of human language and cognition itself. In addition, the concepts 
of mutual eye gaze, joint attention, and social referencing are relatively topographical (e.g., 
all three behaviors involve mutual eye contact between two individuals). The term mutually 
entailed orienting/ evoking aims to establish a functional- analytic- abstractive quality to the con-
ceptual analysis of the behavioral topographies usually associated with the terms joint attention 
and social referencing (and perspective- taking more generally).

To appreciate the point being made here, imagine a dog owner trained his dog to fetch 
an object and bring it to him by pointing at it, or even by simply gazing at it and shouting 
“fetch.” One might argue that this interaction was clearly cooperative and involved at least 
some element of joint attention (and perhaps even social referencing) because the dog and its 
owner both needed to attend to the same object for the dog to fetch it. In addition, a number 
of studies have shown that some dogs can follow human pointing to locations where food 
was hidden (e.g., Hare et al., 1998). According to an updated version of RFT, however, these 
interactions would not be defined as mutually entailed orienting for the dog, unless it was 
functioning as part of an ontogenic and phylogenic history for AARR for that animal. Or to 
put it another way, if the cooperative interaction is part of an evolutionary history that leads 
to the establishment of AARR (and ROEing) for the dog, then the dog could be considered as 
engaging in mutually entailed orienting; if there is little or no evidence of AARR in the dog’s 
behavioral repertoire in the past (as a species) or in the future as an individual organism, then 
the term mutually entailed orienting/ evoking should not be applied to the dog’s behavior in this 
example of joint attention (or social referencing).

In emphasizing the importance of cooperation as a driver of AARR and introducing the 
concept of mutually entailed orienting, the potential origins of contextual control over the 
transformation of functions becomes apparent. When an infant engages in mutually entailed 
orienting, even items that are simply oriented toward by the caregiver, without issuing any sort 
of danger- warning signal, may become more valuable than other items in the environment 
and acquire relatively positive evoking (approach) functions for the infant. It is important to 
note that during the acts of cooperation involved in mutually entailed orienting/ evoking, the 
caregiver does not necessarily become appetitive or aversive as a consequence of their reactions 
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to the pleasurable and dangerous items in the environment. This may be the case at first— for 
example, if a child pulls away from or aggresses toward a caregiver when they shout at the 
child as a warning not to approach a dangerous object. However, an infant quickly learns 
to respond to the objects as being appetitive or aversive, and not to the caregiver. In effect, 
mutually entailed orienting and evoking between the caregiver and numerous stimuli serves 
to establish the caregiver as a stimulus that transforms the functions of novel stimuli and 
events in the environment while maintaining generally appetitive functions for the caregiver. 
In effect, a caregiver’s actions or behaviors may transform the functions of a novel stimulus, 
but the caregiver appears to function as a context for limiting the transformation of functions 
to that stimulus.

This control (or limiting) over the transformation of functions could be seen as the basis 
for Cfunc control in RFT generally. This type of contextual control is seen in RFT as critical 
in selecting the specific functions that are transformed in any act of relating. For example, 
when an older child learns to relate the written word “chocolate” to actual chocolate they rarely 
attempt to eat the written word. Thus, it can be seen that the early cooperative acts involved 
in mutually entailed orienting and evoking in a sense provide the basis for the more sophisti-
cated types of contextual control that are required as derived relational responding involving 
arbitrary stimuli is established in the child’s listening and speaking repertoires.

As mutually entailed listening and speaking are established through ongoing interactions 
between the child and its caregivers, extended cooperation further facilitates the adaptation 
of the species by allowing for more complex adaptations of the functional units, such as com-
binatorial entailment. This increasing complexity in derived relational responding involves 
the use of symbols and the ability to problem- solve in the natural and social environment. 
According to this updated version of RFT, therefore, cooperation facilitates more useful forms 
of cognition rather than cognition producing more useful forms of cooperation, although it 
is important to appreciate that the relationship is likely nonlinear and dynamical (i.e., coop-
eration generates increasingly advanced cognition, which in turn feeds back into generating 
increasingly complex forms of cooperation).

The Relational Development of Increasingly Complex Patterns of AARR
Once the generic response unit of AARR (i.e., the ROE) is established, it allows for the evolu-
tion of increasingly complex relational responding inside the ROE, such as relational network-
ing, the relating of relations (e.g., analogy and metaphor), and the relating of entire relational 
networks to other relational networks (e.g., extracting common themes from different narra-
tives). An updated version of RFT has proposed a new multilevel framework for conceptual-
izing this increasing complexity in relational responding in terms of five levels of relational 
development: (1) mutually entailing, (2) combinatorial entailing, (3) relational networking, 
(4) relating relations, and (5) relating relational networks.

Before considering this framework in greater detail, it is important to consider the generic 
RFT explanation for establishing different classes of relational operants or AARR, known 
as relational frames, and their combination into increasingly complex networks of relations. 
Imagine, for example, that the wider verbal community directly reinforces a young child for 
pointing to or looking at a household pet such as a rabbit upon hearing the word “rabbit” and/ 
or the rabbit’s name (e.g., Roger). The child is also directly reinforced for producing other 
appropriate naming responses such as saying “rabbit” or “Roger” when this pet is observed, 
or in response to appropriate contextual cues such as “what is the rabbit’s name?” or “what is 
this?” Across multiple exemplars of coordinating multiple other stimuli with their names in 
multiple other contexts, the operant class of coordination comes to be established, such that 
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direct reinforcement is no longer required in the presence of novel stimuli. That is, derived 
coordination is established in the child’s behavioral repertoire. For example, if the child is sub-
sequently shown a picture of a kangaroo alongside the written word “kangaroo” and is told its 
name, upon being presented with a relevant picture or the word, the child may then say “That’s 
a kangaroo!” in the absence of prompting or direct reinforcement. That is, once the general-
ized relational response of coordinating pictorial stimuli, spoken stimuli, and written words 
is established, directly reinforcing a subset of the relating behaviors “spontaneously” generates 
the complete set. Crucially, when this pattern of relational responding has been established, 
the generalized relational response may then be applied to any stimuli given appropriate con-
textual cues (e.g., “is”).

In the same way that derived coordination responding was established above in the pres-
ence of appropriate contextual cues (Crel; e.g., “is a” to specify the relationship between a 
rabbit and “Roger”), other cues such as “smaller than” or “faster than” would be established 
across multiple exemplars to specify other patterns of relational frames. Across time, this gen-
eralized derived relational responding becomes arbitrarily applicable. The relating is not based 
solely on the physical or formal relations between and among the stimuli, but on additional 
contextual cues that determine the appropriate relational responses (again, in the absence of 
direct reinforcement).

For example, someone can abstractly say and understand that “a pig is bigger than a 
centipede” (which of course it is), despite the word “pig” being physically smaller and audibly 
shorter. Thus, the relationship between the two stimuli becomes arbitrarily applicable and is 
no longer determined by length or other physical characteristics. Subsequently, following a 
sufficient number of relevant exemplars to establish appropriate patterns of relational frames, 
you could be told that “A is bigger than B” and thus respond that “B must be smaller than A” 
without any knowledge of what A and B actually are.

Early research in RFT demonstrated a number of distinct patterns of AARR or relational 
frames. These patterns included: coordination (or sameness; e.g., Carr et al., 2000; Dunne 
et al., 2014; Luciano et al., 2007), distinction (or difference; e.g., Dunne et al., 2014; Roche 
& Barnes, 1997; Steele & Hayes, 1991), opposition (e.g., Barnes- Holmes et al., 2004; Dunne 
et al., 2014), comparison (e.g., Barnes- Holmes et al., 2004; Berens & Hayes, 2007; Dunne 
et al., 2014), temporality (e.g., O’Hora et al., 2004, 2005), hierarchy (e.g., Foody et al., 2013; 
Gil et al., 2012; Griffee & Dougher, 2002; Slattery & Stewart, 2014), and deictics (or perspec-
tive taking; e.g., Barnes- Holmes, 2001; McHugh et al., 2004, 2007). In addition, some early 
studies demonstrated the transformation of functions (as described previously) in accordance 
with specific relational frames (e.g., Dougher et al., 2007; Dymond & Barnes, 1995; Roche 
& Barnes, 1997). Furthermore, research demonstrated that relational framing could be shown 
with numerous experimental preparations, thus indicating that the phenomenon was not tied 
specifically to any particular experimental procedure. Finally, and indeed critically, empirical 
evidence emerged to support the argument that exposure to multiple exemplars appeared to 
be essential in establishing specific frames (e.g., Barnes- Holmes et al., 2004; Lipkens et al., 
1993; Luciano et al., 2007). Thus, the argument that relational framing could be thought of 
as a generalized relational operant (i.e., established by appropriate multiple exemplars) gained 
considerable traction (see Barnes- Holmes & Barnes- Holmes, 2000; Healy et al., 2000).

cOmPLex reLatiOnaL netwOrking
According to RFT, the combination of relational frames into increasingly complex relational 
networks helps to explain scaling up to complex levels of human language and cognition, such 
as rule following and analogical reasoning. For RFT, a rule or instruction can be thought of as 
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a network of relational frames, typically involving temporal and coordination relations accom-
panied by appropriate contextual cues that transform specific behavioral functions within the 
network (Barnes- Holmes et al., 2001). Take, for example, the instruction “If the alarm clock 
rings, then get out of bed.” This simple rule involves frames of coordination between the words 
“alarm clock,” “rings,” and “get out of bed” and the physical alarm clock, the sound it makes 
when it rings, and the action of getting out of bed. The words “if ” and “then” function here as 
contextual cues for establishing a temporal relation between the sound and the act of getting 
up (i.e., sound before getting up). Insofar as one actually gets up when the alarm clock rings, 
the functions of the sound itself have, in principle, been transformed by the network such 
that it now controls this specific behavior in this context. This conceptual analysis of rules as 
complex relational networks has also been successfully modeled in the lab (e.g., O’Hora et al., 
2004, 2014). Excessive reliance on rules at the expense of contact with direct environmental 
contingencies has been at the core of the ACT explanation for human psychological suffer-
ing since the conception of the approach (Hayes et al., 1999). And while little experimental 
work has explored the complexities involved in excessive rule- following as derived relational 
networks, recent research has successfully begun to do so (see Harte, Barnes- Holmes, Barnes- 
Holmes, & Kissi, 2020). We will return to this discussion in a later section.

reLating reLatiOns and reLating reLatiOnaL netwOrks
In scaling up in complexity again, RFT may readily explain other advanced levels of human 
language and cognition, such as metaphorical and analogical reasoning (Barnes et al., 1997). 
For example, consider the simple analogy “a hammer is to a mallet as a comb is to a brush.” 
In this case, hammer and mallet are coordinated, as are comb and brush (via the cue “is 
to”). Furthermore, a coordination relation connects both of these coordination relations via 
the cue “as” (see Stewart & Barnes- Holmes, 2004, for a review of empirical work in this 
area). The example involves the relating of relations because the four relata (comb, brush, 
mallet, and hammer) do not “collapse” into a single relational network but involve relat-
ing one relation to another. In this sense, relating relations appears to involve responding 
relationally to one’s own relational responding— that is, coordinating the hammer– mallet 
relational response with the comb– brush relational response. Critically, this level of relational 
responding likely involves deictic relational responding (see the next paragraph). At an even 
more advanced level of AARR, RFT proposes relating complex relational networks to other 
complex relational networks (Hayes, Gifford, et al., 2001). Empirical research in this area 
is somewhat limited (Ruiz & Luciano, 2011), but highly advanced verbal abilities such as 
complex problem solving and comparisons of extended narratives would likely involve this 
level of relating.

PersPective- taking and deictic reLatiOns
A considerable body of conceptual and empirical research has been conducted on deictic rela-
tional responding in RFT, which is seen to be critical for the emergence of a verbal self, and 
perspective- taking. In an updated version of RFT, mutually entailed orienting would be seen 
as providing a critically important historical context for the gradual emergence of a verbal 
self. Specifically, it involves cooperation between two separate individuals— the infant and the 
caregiver— while the caregiver utters sounds (words) that later come to participate in arbitrary 
relations with the infant (e.g., the child’s name), the caregiver (e.g., “Daddy”), and the stimu-
lus they are orienting themselves toward (e.g., “teddy”). For example, a father might pick up a 
toy teddy, orient the child toward the teddy (i.e., hold the teddy in front of the child), and ask, 
“Would you like daddy to give you the teddy?” Initially, of course, the words in the question 
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have no symbolic functions for the infant, but this example of mutually entailed orienting is 
a critical part of the history that serves to establish those symbolic functions across thousands 
of such cooperative episodes in the child’s first months and years of life. As the words in these 
types of questions gradually acquire their appropriate symbolic functions, and the ROE as a 
generic response unit becomes established, deictic relating (see below) may then emerge.

For RFT, three core relations are involved in deictic relating (Barnes- Holmes, 2001): the 
interpersonal relation, I– You; the spatial relation, Here– There; and the temporal relation, 
Now– Then. These three types of relations combine into the basic or simplest deictic rela-
tional frame, which involves locating oneself in time and space relative to another individual. 
The core idea is that as children learn to respond in accordance with these deictic relations, 
they are essentially learning to relate the self to others in the context of particular times 
and spaces. For example, imagine a very young child being asked, “What did you have for 
breakfast at home this morning?” while they are eating lunch in a restaurant later that day 
with their family. If the child responds simply by referring to what, for example, their sister 
is currently eating, they may be corrected and told, “No, that’s what your sister is now eat-
ing here. What did you eat earlier at home for breakfast?” Ongoing refinement of the three 
deictic relations in this way thus allows the child to respond appropriately to questions about 
their own behavior in relation to that of others, as it occurs in specific times and places (e.g., 
McHugh et al., 2004).

Deictic relational responding is viewed as being relatively advanced because it involves 
learning to respond to one’s own relational responding. As noted previously, this level of rela-
tional responding is likely involved in relating relations, and certainly in relating entire rela-
tional networks to other relational networks. In simple terms, a child would find it difficult to 
relate two separate relational responses if they could not “locate” those relational responses in a 
specific time and space. Indeed, this basic argument was recently elaborated by Kavanagh et al. 
(2020) in their presentation of an RFT interpretation of the classic false belief perspective- 
taking task. We will return to this issue later.

A Hyperdimensional Multilevel Framework for Conceptualizing the 
Dynamics of AARR
Recall that an updated version of RFT proposes five key levels of behavioral development. 
In addition, the updated version of the theory emphasizes the dynamic nature of the relating 
activity that may occur along four dimensions, namely, coherence, complexity, derivation, and 
flexibility. Each level of the framework intersects with these four dimensions, thus yielding 20 
units of analysis (see Figure 4.1; the reader should note that the figure also illustrates how the 
ROE fits into the framework).

Coherence refers to the extent to which a pattern of derived relational responding coheres 
or is consistent with previously established patterns of such responding. For instance, if an 
individual is told that a dog is smaller than a bear and is then told that a bear is larger than a 
dog, the second statement would likely be deemed coherent with the first. In this case, coher-
ence would be high because the overall pattern (A < B =  B > A) coheres with the manner in 
which such verbal relations have been established by the wider verbal community (e.g., there 
are few instances in which an English- speaking listener would reinforce, or not correct, the 
statement, “If A is bigger than B, then B is bigger than A”).

Complexity refers to the level of detail or density of a particular pattern of derived rela-
tional responding. For example, a mutually entailed relation of coordination may be seen as 
less complex than a mutually entailed relation of comparison because the former involves only 
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one type of relation (e.g., if A is the same as B, then B is the same as A), whereas the latter 
involves two types (if A is larger than B, then B is smaller than A).

Derivation refers to the extent to which a particular pattern of derived relational respond-
ing has been “practiced” or emitted in the past. Each time a relation is derived, its derivation 
reduces because it acquires its own history that extends beyond the derivation that is made 
from the “baseline” relation. Imagine, for example, that an individual learns that bears are 
larger than dogs and thus derives that dogs are smaller than bears. The first time that the “a 
dog is smaller than a bear” relation is derived, it is derived “directly” from the “a bear is larger 
than a dog” baseline relation. However, as the individual subsequently continues to relate dogs 
as smaller than bears, that relational response gradually acquires its own history, rendering 
it less and less derived from the original baseline relation (irrespective of whether or not it is 
reinforced directly).

Flexibility refers to the extent to which a given instance of derived relational responding 
may be modified by current contextual variables. As a simple example, imagine a young child 
who is asked to respond with the wrong answer to the question, “Which is bigger, a bear or a 
dog?” The quicker the child responds with “dog,” the more flexible the relational responding 
(see O’Toole & Barnes- Holmes, 2009). Of course, flexibility is always context- dependent, 
and thus if the child had been told previously not to give a wrong answer when asked to do 
so, it would be difficult to use the production of a correct or wrong answer as an indication 
of flexibility.

The levels of relational development and the dimensions along which they may vary were 
recently formalized within a Hyper- Dimensional Multi- Level (HDML; Barnes- Holmes et al., 
2020) framework for conceptualizing and analyzing the dynamics involved in AARR (see 
Figure 4.1). As mentioned earlier, an updated version of RFT proposes that most, if not all, 
human psychological events involve the ROE. As an illustrative example, a mutually entailed 
relation (e.g., “hornets are dangerous”) may be conceptualized as varying in coherence, 
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Figure 4.1. A visual representation of the Hyper- Dimensional, Multi- Level (HDML) framework 

Note. 20 intersections between the five levels and four dimensions of arbitrarily applicable relational responding, 
combined with orienting and evoking functions, and motivating variables. Note that motivating is represented 
by a broken line because its impact is inferred based on changes in orienting and evoking functions. Overall, this 
figure aims to capture the dynamic nature of AARR (i.e., relating, orienting, evoking, and motivating; the ROE- 
M). Reprinted by permission from Springer Nature: Finn, M., Barnes- Holmes, D., & McEnteggart, C. (2018). Exploring 
the single- trial- type- dominance- effect on the IRAP: Developing a differential arbitrarily applicable relational responding effects 
(DAARRE) model. The Psychological Record, 68(1), 11– 25. https:// doi.org/ 10.1007/ s40 732- 017- 0262- z
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complexity, derivation, and flexibility. In general terms, the relation between hornets and dan-
ger may be relatively high in coherence if the statement coheres with similar assertions (e.g., 
“a small number of hornet stings can kill”); relatively low in complexity if understanding the 
statement involves a limited number of other relational responses (e.g., the words “hornet” and 
“dangerous” are directly related to actual hornets and danger); relatively low in derivation (e.g., 
if similar statements have been heard many times in the past); and low in flexibility (e.g., if it 
is difficult to modify or “challenge” the perceived truth of the statement). Critically, this rela-
tional activity is seen to interact in a nonlinear and dynamical manner with the orienting and 
evoking functions of stimulating events for humans as they navigate their environments. For 
example, the statement (“hornets are dangerous”) may increase orienting and (aversive) evok-
ing functions for hornets if the statement is uttered just before entering an area where they are 
commonly found. This updated RFT framework for conceptualizing the dynamical interplay 
among relating, orienting, and evoking (i.e., ROEing) has been defined as hyperdimensional 
and multilevel (i.e., the HDML framework; Barnes- Holmes et al., 2020).2

A graphical representation of the HDML is presented in Figure 4.1. Each cell of the 
grid, which shows the intersection between the five levels and four dimensions, contains 
an inverted “T” with a third dashed line representing motivating variables. This symbol 
represents the orienting and evoking functions that may occur within each of the 20 
functional- analytic abstractive units of relating. Conceptually, orienting is seen as lying 
on a continuum, on the vertical axis, from complete absence ( 0) to strongest orienting 
response possible (1). Evoking is seen as lying on a continuum, on the horizontal axis, from 
the strongest aversive response possible (– 1) to the strongest appetitive response possible 
(+ 1), with 0 representing the absence of either an aversive or appetitive reaction. Again, it 
is important to emphasize the inseparable, interactive, and nonlinear nature of the relat-
ing, orienting, and evoking (ROEing) that the HDML aims to capture. Returning to the 
“hornets are dangerous” example above, let us imagine that you are shown some pictures of 
hornets and told that they are quite dangerous just before you enter a forest where they are 
commonly found (a relational event). As a result, orienting toward (or noticing) any insect 
that resembles a hornet and reacting aversively toward it may be more likely as you make 
your way through the forest. In contrast, imagine that you are provided with no warning 
about hornets before you enter the forest. You may be less likely to orient aversively toward 
a hornet, should you come across one, but you may still engage in some level of relating, 
such as emitting the simple self- generated rule (i.e., relational network), “That looks quite 
nasty, I’ll keep my distance.” In essence, the concept of the ROE is designed to capture the 
constant, dynamical, and nonlinear nature of the core unit of responding that characterizes 
human psychological events.

The current version of the HDML, as noted, includes an inverted “T” with a dashed 
line representing motivating variables. Strictly speaking, motivating variables are not generic 
response functions (similar to orienting and evoking), but rather constitute a ubiquitous prop-
erty of all psychological events that impact upon the ROE itself. Hence, motivating is repre-
sented with the broken line, which is scaled from 0 to 1, indicating the putative strength of a 
variable(s) that impacts upon orienting and/ or evoking functions in some specific manner. In 
this sense, the influence of motivating variables is always inferred through changes in measures 
of orienting and/ or evoking functions. We have chosen to include motivating variables in this 
manner in light of a recent study (Gomes et al., 2020) that reported the impact of three differ-
ent motivating conditions upon a measure that appears to be sensitive to orienting and evok-
ing functions. The critical point is that the concept of the ROE remains largely unchanged. 
Nevertheless, the inclusion of a motivating variable indicates that motivating variables are 
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always at play in codetermining the relative values of the orienting and evoking functions 
within each of the 20 units of analysis contained within the HDML framework. In recogniz-
ing the importance of motivating variables, the ROE acronym has been modified to ROE- M 
(pronounced “roam”).

From an updated RFT perspective, the set of relational abilities and associated orienting 
and evoking functions contained within the ROE- M evolved into complex forms of commu-
nication and problem solving in only a few thousand years. Indeed, the ability to engage in 
ROE- Ming appears to be a defining characteristic of the human species and allows us to pre-
dict and influence our environment in increasingly sophisticated and powerful ways. From this 
perspective, once ROE- Ming evolves, the natural environment becomes thick and rich with 
stimuli that are symbolic, rather than direct- acting, as they appear to be for nonhuman species. 
For example, symbolic stimuli can be used to form new meanings and to construct new reali-
ties detached from direct experience (e.g., fiction, poetry, metaphor). As such, the transmission 
of behaviors from one individual to another and from one generation to the next is increased 
dramatically. This ultimately leads to greater variation in behavior and the potential for acquir-
ing new behaviors that increase survival at multiple levels— individuals, groups, and species.

Updating RFT: Some Recent Empirical Advances
At this point, it seems important to consider some of the more recent empirical research 
that connects directly with the conceptual developments we have considered. To this end, we 
will briefly present research that focuses on (1) orienting functions, (2) evoking functions, 
(3) motivating variables, (4) relational networks (as rules), and (5) relating relational networks 
(in perspective- taking).

Orienting functiOns
The potential importance of recognizing the role of orienting functions in dealing with the 
dynamics of AARR first became apparent in Finn et al. (2018), a study using a procedure that 
had been developed to measure the relative strength or probability of AARR. This procedure, 
known as the implicit relational assessment procedure (IRAP), is a computer- based program 
that requires participants to respond quickly and accurately to specific stimuli deemed to 
be either consistent or inconsistent with participants’ preexperimentally established learning 
histories. On each trial, participants are required to choose one of two response options (e.g., 
True or False), indicating the relation between the label (presented at the top of the screen) and 
target (presented in the center of the screen) stimulus. On some blocks of trials, participants 
are required to respond in a manner coherent with their preexperimental learning histories, 
while on other blocks they are required to respond in a manner incoherent with these histo-
ries. The general assumption that underpinned early IRAP research was that, all things being 
equal, relational responding should be quicker and more accurate across blocks of trials that 
require relational responding that is coherent with a participant’s learning history than across 
blocks that require responding that does not cohere with that history. For example, an IRAP 
might present the word “flowers” or “insects” as label stimuli at the top of the screen, positive 
or negative adjectives as target stimuli in the center of the screen, and the response options 
True and False on the bottom left-  and right- hand side of the screen. During some blocks of 
trials, participants would be required to respond in a history- consistent manner (i.e., choos-
ing “True” on Flowers- Positive and Insects- Negative trials and “False” on Flowers- Negative and 
Insects- Positive trials), while on other blocks of trials the opposite response pattern would be 
required (e.g., responding “False” on a Flowers- Positive trial).
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The typical IRAP may be conceptualized as comprising four separate types of trials involv-
ing a 2 x 2 crossover of the label and target stimuli. Following on from the pleasant- flowers 
example above, the trial types could be summarized as Flowers- Pleasant, Flowers- Unpleasant, 
Insects- Pleasant, and Insects- Unpleasant. The primary datum from the IRAP is response latency, 
measured in milliseconds, and is defined as the time that elapses from the onset of stimulus 
presentation on each trial to the emission of a correct response. As we have explained, the basic 
assumption was that participants would produce response biases in which the size of the IRAP 
effects (the difference score between latencies/ accuracies on history- coherent versus history- 
incoherent trials) indicates the probability of responding in the natural environment. Thus, for 
example, one would expect an individual who “loved” flowers and “hated” insects to produce 
relatively large IRAP effects in the predicted direction.

Since the IRAP’s development, many studies have demonstrated its utility in measuring 
response biases in a range of areas and domains such as age (e.g., Cullen et al., 2009), gender 
(e.g., Cartwright et al., 2017), race (e.g., Barnes- Holmes et al., 2010), religion (e.g., Hughes 
et al., 2017), and forensics (e.g., Dawson et al., 2009). The measure has also been used to pre-
dict racial group membership (Power et al., 2017) and parental smoking status (Cagney et al., 
2017) over and above that of standard self- report measures. Finally, a meta- analysis of clinically 
related IRAP studies reported a relatively high level of predictive validity (Vahey et al., 2015).

A core assumption of early IRAP research was that responding would be faster and more 
accurate when the procedure required response patterns that were coherent with preexisting 
patterns of AARR than when it required patterns that were incoherent. Theoretically then, we 
could therefore assume that the IRAP effects for all four trial types should be roughly equal 
and in the same direction. However, this simple assumption did not always turn out to be the 
case (e.g., Finn et al., 2016; O’Shea et al., 2016). For instance, Finn et al. (2018) employed 
what they called a “shapes and colors” IRAP, and although all of the effects were generally in 
the predicted direction, the effect for the color– color trial type was significantly larger than that 
for the other three trial types (color– shape, shape– color, and shape– shape; see Figure 4.2). The 
smaller effect sizes for the color– shape and shape– color trial types could be explained by the fact 
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Figure 4.2 General pattern of trial- type effects produced by the Shapes- and- Colours IRAP 

Note. In the Finn et al. (2018) study, participants were divided into two experimental groups based on experience 
with the IRAP (but this is not represented in the current figure). Reprinted by permission from Springer Nature: Barnes- 
Holmes, D., Barnes- Holmes, Y. & McEnteggart, C. (2020). Updating RFT (More Field than Frame) and Its Implications for 
Process- based Therapy. The Psychological Record, 70, 605– 624. https:// doi.org/ 10.1007/ s40 732- 019- 00372- 3
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that responding during history- coherent blocks of trials required choosing False rather than 
True. More specifically, if there was an inherent response bias toward confirming rather than 
disconfirming relations, then reduced effect sizes would be expected when False was the correct 
response option (i.e., for an incoherent relation, such color– shape). This explanation could not 
be used, however, to account for a larger effect for the color– color relative to the shape– shape trial 
type because they both involved responding “True” during history- coherent blocks. In grap-
pling with an explanation for why this latter trial type difference emerged, the authors of the 
study (Keuleers et al., 2010) argued that the color words employed within the IRAP occurred 
with higher frequency in natural language relative to the shape words. As such, it was pos-
sible that the color words produced a stronger orienting response than their shape counterparts 
because the concept of color, and color words in general, were simply more salient than shapes 
for the average participant (because color words are used far more often in everyday discourse).

In developing a formal explanation for the differential trial- type effects, Finn et al. (2018) 
proposed the differential arbitrarily applicable relational responding effects (DAARRE) model 
(pronounced “dare”). According to this model, the differential trial- type effects may be explained 
by the extent to which the Cfunc and Crel properties of the stimuli contained within an IRAP 
cohere with specific properties of the response options across blocks of trials. Recall that, for 
RFT, each instance of relating occurs under two types of contextual control. One kind specifies 
the particular type of relation defining the relational response (Crel), and the other specifies the 
particular behavioral functions that are transformed in accordance with the response (Cfunc). 
The reader should also note that response options such as “True” and “False” are referred to as 
relational coherence indicators (RCIs) because they are often used to indicate the coherence or 
incoherence between the label and target stimuli that are presented within an IRAP (see Maloney 
& Barnes- Holmes, 2016, for a detailed treatment of RCIs). A visual representation of the basic 
DAARRE model, as it applies to the Shapes- and- Colours IRAP, is presented in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3 A DAARRE model analysis of the Shapes- and- Colours IRAP 

Note. The “+ ” and “– ” refer to the relative positivity of the transformation of function property (Cfunc) for each 
label and target stimulus, the entailment property between them (Crel), and the relational coherence indicator 
(RCI). Reprinted by permission from Springer Nature: Barnes- Holmes, D., Barnes- Holmes, Y. & McEnteggart, C. (2020). 
Updating RFT (More Field than Frame) and Its Implications for Process- based Therapy. The Psychological Record, 70, 605– 624. 
https:// doi.org/ 10.1007/ s40 732- 019- 00372- 3
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Three key sources of behavioral influence are highlighted: (1) the relation between the 
label and target stimuli (Crels); (2) the orienting functions of the label and target stimuli 
(Cfuncs); and (3) the coherence functions of the two RCIs (e.g., “True” and “False”). As 
mentioned above, the two critical trial types here were color– color and shape– shape. As can be 
readily observed, the Cfunc property for colors is labeled positive and the Cfunc property for 
shapes is labeled negative. This is in line with the suggestion that, based on differential fre-
quencies in natural language, color- related stimuli likely possess stronger orienting functions 
relative to shape- related stimuli (the negative labeling for shapes should not be taken to specify 
a negative orienting function but simply an orienting function that is relatively weaker than 
that of colors). Relations between the label and target stimuli are labeled with plus or minus 
signs to indicate the extent to which they do or do not cohere, based on the participants’ 
relevant history. Thus, the color– color relation is labeled with a plus sign (i.e., coherence), 
whereas the color– shape relation is labeled with a minus sign (i.e., incoherence). Finally, the 
two response options are similarly labeled to indicate their functions as either coherence or 
incoherence indicators. In the current example, “True” (+ ) would typically be used in natural 
language to indicate coherence and “False” (– ) to indicate incoherence.

To appreciate the DAARRE model explanation for the differential trial- type effects, con-
sider first the color– color trial type and note that all the Crel and Cfunc properties are labeled 
with plus signs. Additionally, the RCI that is deemed correct on history- coherent trials is 
also labeled with a plus sign; this is the only trial type that involves four plus signs. During 
history- coherent trials, therefore, this trial type may be considered maximally coherent.3 By 
contrast, during incoherent trials, there is no coherence between the properties of the Crel, 
Cfuncs (all plus signs), and the required RCI (minus sign). According to the DAARRE model, 
this clear contrast in levels of coherence across blocks of trials results in a relatively large IRAP 
effect. Now consider the shape– shape trial type. During history- coherent trials, participants 
are required to choose the same RCI as is required for the color– color trial type, but here the 
property of the RCI (plus sign) does not cohere with the Cfunc properties of the label and 
target stimuli (both minus signs). During history- incoherent trials, however, the RCI coheres 
with the Cfunc properties but not with the Crel property (plus sign). Thus, the differences in 
coherence between history- coherent and history- incoherent trials across these two trial types 
are not equal (i.e., the difference is greater for the color– color trial type). Finally, as becomes 
apparent from inspecting Figure 4.3 for the remaining two trial types (color– shape and shape– 
color), the differences in coherence across history- coherent and history- incoherent blocks are 
reduced relative to the color– color trial type (two plus signs relative to four), thus again explain-
ing, at least in part, the dominance of the color– color trial type over the other three. Subsequent 
studies have provided additional experimental support for this DAARRE model explanation 
in terms of orienting functions (see Experiment 3, Finn et al., 2018; Finn et al., 2019; Pinto 
et al., 2020).

evOking functiOns
The capacity for functions to transform across stimuli and evoke appetitive or aversive responses 
has long been recognized within RFT and behavior analysis more generally, particularly with 
regard to explaining the ubiquity of human psychological distress (e.g., Dougher et al., 2007; 
Luciano et al., 2013, 2014). However, fully appreciating the potential importance of the role 
of evoking functions in explaining the dynamics of AARR became particularly apparent in 
research reported by Leech and colleagues (2016, 2017). In both of these studies, partici-
pants responded on IRAPs that involved “cute” puppies or kittens versus aggressive- looking 
spiders as label stimuli, while target stimuli involved approach (e.g., “I can pick it up”) versus 
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avoidance (“I need to get away”) descriptors. Response options were once again “True” and 
“False” RCIs.

The results of both studies were generally in accordance with what one might expect (i.e., 
positive response biases on the two pet trial types and a negative bias on one of the spider 
trial types). However, the response pattern on the Spider- Approach trial type was in the oppo-
site direction to a commonsense prediction. Specifically, assuming that participants would 
not readily approach spiders in the natural environment, one would likely anticipate a nega-
tive response bias on the Spider- Approach trial type; counterintuitively, however, participants 
tended to press “True” more quickly than “False.” On balance, this response bias did correlate 
significantly with participant performances on a behavioral task, which involved approaching 
a live spider. That is, the stronger the tendency to respond “True” more quickly than “False” 
(for Spider- Approach), the more likely participants were to approach an actual live spider. Thus, 
although the direction of the response pattern on this trial type may appear to be somewhat 
counterintuitive, it predicted actual behavior. How might we explain this outcome?

Conceptually, it is possible that two separate Cfunc properties (i.e., orienting and evok-
ing) were involved in determining participants’ responses. To appreciate this suggestion, 
consider the stimuli involved within the IRAP. First, the pictures of spiders could be seen 
as potentially dangerous or threatening stimuli and thus may likely possess strong orienting 
and aversive evoking functions, relative to the pet pictures. In contrast, the cute and cuddly- 
looking pet stimuli would likely possess relatively strong appetitive evoking functions (but per-
haps relatively weaker orienting functions due to their lack of threat or danger). Additionally, 
the approach and avoidance descriptors may not possess orienting functions that differ dra-
matically from each other, but the evoking functions they possessed would differ (i.e., avoid-
ance =  aversive, approach =  appetitive).

According to a DAARRE model interpretation, therefore, the orienting functions of spi-
ders dominated over the evoking functions for participants relatively low in self- reported spi-
der fear (i.e., because spiders were not particularly aversive or appetitive for these participants). 
In contrast, for participants who were relatively high in self- reported spider fear, the (aversive) 
evoking functions may have dominated over the orienting functions (because spiders were seen 
as highly threatening). If this was indeed the case, choosing “True” more quickly than “False” 
would be highly coherent for low- fear participants, but less so for the high- fear participants. 
(Participants were from a normative sample, and thus the relative differences in levels of spi-
der fear would not be particularly extreme.) To fully appreciate this argument, consider the 
DAARRE interpretation of the Spider- Approach trial type illustrated in Figure 4.4.

This figure indicates that the Crel between spiders and approach is negative (i.e., most 
people would not report readily approaching spiders). Therefore, a correct response on history- 
coherent trial types would be “False.” However, within the wider context of the IRAP, a rela-
tively strong spider orienting function is likely established for the low spider fear participants, 
while a relatively strong aversive evoking function is likely established for the high spider fear 
participants. Thus, for the low- fear participants, the dominating Cfunc property for spiders 
(orienting) is positive, as is the Cfunc property for the approach descriptor (evoking), both 
of which cohere with the positive (“True”) RCI. For the high- fear individuals, however, the 
dominating evoking Cfunc for spiders is negative but positive for the approach target stimu-
lus. Thus, one of the Cfunc properties coheres with the positive “True” RCI, while the other 
coheres with the negative “False” RCI. If the foregoing (albeit post- hoc) interpretation is cor-
rect, it would explain why performance on this trial type appears to predict actual approach 
toward a live spider, although the overall direction of the effect is in a counterintuitive direc-
tion (i.e., the latter effect is explained by the fact that the sample was normative).
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assessing the cfunc PrOPerties Of the LabeL stimuLi within an iraP
The preceding material on the DAARRE model draws heavily on the assumption that the 
Cfunc properties of the label and target stimuli play an important role in determining the 
types of effects observed with the IRAP. At the time of writing, however, direct experimental 
evidence for the impact of Cfunc properties for label and/ or target stimuli was absent. That 
is, no published research had attempted to determine the impact of the Cfunc properties 
of, for example, the label stimuli independent of the target stimuli. However, very recent 
unpublished research has indicated that it is possible to examine the differential impact of 
the label stimuli (independently of the targets) using a modified IRAP combined with mea-
sures of neural activity (electroencephalograms [EEG]; Leech, 2020). Specifically, the research 
involved developing what is called a sequential IRAP in which the label stimulus on each trial 
is presented before the target stimulus. EEG signals are then recorded from the presentation 
of the label stimuli (i.e., before the target is presented). In Experiment 7 reported by Leech, 
pictures of pets and spiders were presented to participants. Critically, the difference in the 
EEG signals between pictures of pets and spiders interacted with laterality (i.e., whether the 
signal was recorded from the left or right side of the cortex) and whether the IRAP block 
required a history- coherent or history- incoherent response. This three- way interaction effect 
was observed within 300 ms of the label stimulus being presented on each trial (i.e., before 
the target stimulus was presented). In other words, it was possible to identify the impact of 
a Cfunc property for the label stimuli within an IRAP independently of the target stimuli. 
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Figure 4.4 DAARRE model analysis of the Spider- Approach trial type for low and high spider fear participants 

Note. The figure illustrates the Cfuncs that most likely dominate for individuals who are low (orienting; left- 
hand side) versus high (evoking; right- hand side) spider fear. The “+ / – ” symbol indicates the assumption that the 
orienting functions of the “approach” relative to the “avoidance” adjectives would not differ dramatically within this 
particular IRAP, but the evoking functions for “approach” would be positive relative to “avoidance.” 
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Admittedly, this research is very new and will need to be replicated, but it does suggest that 
IRAP effects involve complex clusters of “interactants” that will require systematic analyses 
to better understand its functional- analytic properties and how it might be used to further 
explore human language and cognition within a behavior- analytic framework.

the imPact Of mOtivating variabLes On iraP PerfOrmances
As noted previously, the ROE acronym has been modified (the ROE- M) to highlight the 
ubiquity of motivating variables influencing orienting and evoking functions. Indeed, the 
important role of motivating variables has long been recognized in behavior analysis gener-
ally (e.g., Skinner, 1953, 1957; Michael, 1993, 2007), as well as in RFT with the concept of 
augmenting. On balance, augmenting is more specific to rule- governed behavior per se and 
could be considered a so- called middle- level term (see Harte & Barnes- Holmes, 2021, for an 
extended discussion). In any case, the impact of three different motivating conditions on an 
IRAP performance was recently reported in a study that used drops of pepper sauce to increase 
the size of appetitive functions for water- related stimuli presented within an IRAP (Gomes 
et al., 2020). Specifically, when two drops of pepper sauce were ingested by participants, the 
size of the IRAP effect for the “water- positive” trial type increased dramatically relative to that 
for a group of participants who did not ingest any pepper drops or ingested only a single drop 
of pepper. In effect, the evoking (appetitive) functions of the water stimuli appeared to increase 
when a motivating variable for access to water was manipulated. It therefore seems wise to 
assume that such motivating variables are part of the behavioral field of interactants that are 
always involved in determining the properties of any given instance of ROEing (hence ROE is 
more appropriately labeled ROE- M).

reLevance tO act and middLe- LeveL cOncePts
At this point, the DAARRE model interpretation of at least some IRAP effects could be 
seen as becoming so abstract that its connection to clinical psychology and human psycho-
logical suffering has been completely lost. On balance, we would argue that the effects and 
conceptual analyses we have considered here could be directly relevant to one or more of 
the well- known ACT- based middle- level terms (Barnes- Holmes et al., 2021). Let us con-
sider the concept of defusion, for example. Perhaps the relative dominance of Cfunc over 
Crel properties, as measured within the IRAP, could provide a bottom- up approach to this 
middle- level concept. To appreciate this analysis, consider the pattern of trial- type effects 
illustrated in Figure 4.5 (left- hand side). As argued previously, the DAARRE model inter-
pretation of this effect indicates that the Cfunc properties of the label, target, and RCIs 
strongly influence IRAP performance. Perhaps these differential trial- type effects could be 
seen as evidence for “fusion” with the Cfunc properties of the stimuli because they produce 
differential trial- type effects (i.e., the orienting and evoking functions of the stimuli partly 
determine the response patterns). In contrast, consider the right- hand side of Figure 4.5. 
In this case, all four IRAP trial- type effects are more or less even; critically, no trial type 
particularly dominates over the other. In this case, therefore, the Cfunc properties of the 
stimuli could be seen as having relatively limited impact on the IRAP performance. Or more 
informally, the Cfunc properties fail to create high levels of “fusion” because the participant 
is simply relating the stimuli (responding to their Crel properties) without being unduly 
influenced by their Cfunc properties. In principle, therefore, these two patterns of respond-
ing on the IRAP might provide a relatively precise experimental analysis of the distinction 
between fusion and defusion. Of course, this conceptual analysis is purely speculative and 
will require systematic experimental analysis.
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reLatiOnaL netwOrks (as ruLes)
The importance of rule- governed behavior as a distinct feature of human language and cogni-
tion has long been acknowledged within RFT and behavior analysis more generally. In the 
1970s and 1980s, a plethora of experimental research emerged exploring this concept and the 
extent to which rule governance led to insensitivity to direct contingencies of reinforcement 
(e.g., Lowe et al., 1983; Shimoff et al., 1986). Excessive rule- following has also been at the 
heart of ACT’s conceptual understanding of human psychological suffering. The basic argu-
ment is that the human propensity to engage in rule- governed behavior undermines sensitivity 
to direct contingencies of reinforcement, and excessive rule- following in this regard is thus a 
critical feature in human psychological suffering (see Baruch et al., 2007; McAuliffe et al., 
2014, for examples of experimental research exploring this suggestion in clinical samples; for 
a more recent review, see Kissi et al., 2020).

Within RFT, the conceptual analysis of rules as derived relational networks gained 
empirical support from two studies that successfully modeled rules as derived relational 
networks in the experimental lab (O’Hora et al., 2004, 2014). However, while the link 
between rule- following and AARR was clearly evident, other experimental research inte-
grating these concepts was somewhat lacking until relatively recently (see Harte, Barnes- 
Holmes, Barnes- Holmes, & Kissi, 2020, for an extended discussion). Specifically, a series 
of studies have been published reporting on the impact of derived relations, varying across 
multiple dimensions within the HDML framework, on persistent rule- following (see also 
Monestes et al., 2017).

In an initial study, Harte et al. (2017) provided some participants with a direct rule, 
which did not involve responding in accordance with a derived relation generated within the 
experiment. That is, they were simply instructed to choose the least like comparison stimulus 
in a matching- to- sample (MTS) task (see below). In contrast, other participants were pre-
sented with the same instruction, but the phrase “least like” was replaced with a nonsense word 
that participated in a derived equivalence relation with that phrase. Or more informally, par-
ticipants were required to treat the nonsense word as equivalent to the phrase “least like.” The 
researchers sought to address the following critical question: Would there be any difference in 
persistent rule- following between these two groups of participants? For example, would par-
ticipants who had been provided with a “direct” rule (one that did not require any derivation 
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Figure 4.5 Hypothetical data illustrating the interpretation of differential trial- type effects on the IRAP 

Note. On the left- hand panel, the Cfunc properties of the stimuli dominate over Crel properties, potentially modeling 
“fusion.” On the right- hand panel, the Crel properties of the stimuli dominate over the Cfunc properties, potentially 
modeling “defusion.” 
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within the experiment) show higher levels of persistent rule- following than participants who 
were required to (partly) derive the meaning of the rule.

As noted, persistent rule- following was assessed by presenting participants with a MTS 
task. Each trial on the task involved presenting a sample shape at the top of the screen and 
three comparison shapes at the bottom of the screen, each varying in terms of their similarity 
to the sample shape (i.e., one shape was clearly the most like the sample shape; one shape was 
quite like the sample shape but with more variations; and one shape was completely different 
from the sample shape, with few or no overlapping similarities). The instruction or rule that 
participants received for responding on this task was initially consistent with feedback contin-
gencies for responding on the task (i.e., the rule asked the participant to choose the least like 
comparison, and points were awarded to participants whenever they chose this comparison). 
After a certain number of MTS trials, however, the feedback contingencies were reversed, and 
now points were awarded for choosing the most similar comparison. The researchers took a 
number of measures of the extent to which participants persisted with following the rule or 
instruction, even though doing so ceased to produce points on the MTS task. In general, 
the results showed that participants who had been provided with a direct rule persisted for 
longer than those who were provided with a rule that required deriving a relation within the 
experiment— but only when they had at least 100 opportunities (Experiment 2) to follow the 
rule before the contingencies reversed.

In a subsequent study, Harte et al. (2018) explored the impact of level of derivation 
on rule persistence using a similar contingency switching MTS task (i.e., task contingencies 
initially supported the derived rule but later reversed). In this study, all rules provided to par-
ticipants required a novel derivation within the experiment (i.e., there was no direct rule as 
in the previous study). In one condition, participants had many opportunities to make this 
novel derivation (low derivation), while in a second condition participants had relatively few 
opportunities (high derivation). This study also explored the impact of mutual and combina-
torial entailment. That is, in one experiment, participants were required to derive that “least 
like” was equivalent to a nonsense word (i.e., A =  B) many or few times, while in a second 
experiment, participants were required to derive that “least like” was equivalent to a nonsense 
word through a middle node (i.e., A =  B =  C), also many or few times. This relation was then 
inserted into the rule for responding on the contingency switching MTS task. In broad terms, 
the results indicated that lower- level derivation produced greater persistence in rule- following 
at both mutually and combinatorially entailed levels. That is, the more opportunities partici-
pants had to derive the rule, the more they persisted with rule- following when the MTS task 
contingencies no longer cohered with the rule.

In another two studies, researchers explored the impact of manipulating the coherence 
of the derived rule (Harte, Barnes- Holmes, Barnes- Holmes, McEnteggart, et al., 2020; Harte 
et al., 2021). The participants in these studies were again provided with rules that required 
a novel derivation within the experiment, but the coherence of these rules was manipulated 
through the provision or nonprovision of performance feedback for deriving the relations 
between the nonsense word and the key phrase “least like.” Level of derivation was also manip-
ulated but across studies. That is, within each experiment, all participants had the same num-
ber of opportunities to derive the relation, but across experiments they had relatively more or 
less opportunities (e.g., five blocks of training trials in one experiment versus only one block 
of training trials in another experiment). In other words, within each experiment, feedback 
was manipulated and level of derivation remained constant, but across each experiment, level 
of derivation varied. Results showed that feedback for deriving significantly impacted rule 
persistence within the experiments in which derivation was high (i.e., fewer opportunities to 
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derive), but not when derivation was relatively low (i.e., more opportunities to derive). That 
is, it seemed that the less derived the rule became, the less impact feedback for deriving had 
on participants’ MTS rule following. However, when the rule was relatively high in derivation, 
feedback significantly impacted MTS rule persistence.

The foregoing experimental analyses of rule persistence highlight what appear to be rela-
tively subtle and complex effects. Specifically, the research has involved exploring the impact of 
coherence and derivation, for both mutually and combinatorially entailed relations (contained 
within a rule or network), on persistent rule- following. The findings indicate that persistent 
rule- following may be influenced by variables identified within the HDML framework. Thus 
there is a clear need to continue to explore the impact of these types of variables if persistent 
or excessive rule- following is to be better understood. Indeed, this work will be particularly 
important in advancing our understanding of how excessive or inflexible rule following plays 
a key role in human psychological suffering, as has been long argued in the ACT literature. 
For example, in providing a better understanding of the variables involved in persistent rule- 
following, in laboratory studies, it should be possible to develop increasingly sophisticated 
assessment and treatment models of human psychological suffering in which excessive rule- 
following is implicated (see Harte et al., 2017).

reLating reLatiOnaL netwOrks (in PersPective- taking)
As noted earlier, the ability to perspective- take (i.e., through the deictic relations of I– You, 
Here– There and Now– Then) has been implicated in the development of the verbal self. 
Specifically, these relations are thought to be critical in developing the ability to locate oneself 
in time and space relative to others. While a considerable body of research on perspective- 
taking as deictic relational responding exists within RFT (e.g., Barnes- Holmes, 2001; McHugh 
et al., 2004, 2007), more complex conceptual analyses of this concept have only recently been 
offered. For example, Kavanagh et al. (2020) recently presented a conceptual analysis of a 
classic false belief perspective- taking task, wrought directly from the HDML. Although no 
experimental evidence is yet available to support this interpretation, it is presented here as an 
example of potential future RFT analyses. Hopefully, the apparent precision and specificity 
that the HDML may offer will be fully appreciated, particularly when one is attempting to 
articulate the relationship between experimental RFT analyses and high level, clinically rel-
evant concepts such as perspective- taking.

A large body of research has emerged over the years, particularly within mainstream psy-
chology, that has focused on different types of perspective- taking, emphasizing in particular 
children with a diagnosis of autism spectrum disorder (ASD; e.g., Boucher, 2012) and adults 
with specific disorders such as schizophrenia and borderline personality disorder (BPD; e.g., 
Németh et al., 2018). In broad terms, groups with these diagnostic labels tend to perform 
poorly on perspective- taking tasks such as false belief tasks relative to typical controls, but 
the literature indicates that performances vary widely depending on the nature of the tasks 
employed.

False belief refers to assumptions made about another person’s false beliefs and/ or another 
person’s assumptions about beliefs held by a third party (Boucher, 2012). Perspective- taking 
tasks (e.g., the Sally- Anne test; the Deceptive Container task; the Unexpected Transfer task) 
aimed at assessing another person’s false beliefs typically involve presenting a child, for exam-
ple, with a scenario in which they are asked a question about a known false belief that differs 
from the child’s own belief (e.g., that there is a glove in a box despite the child’s belief that there 
is actually a scarf in the box). The second type of false belief, that involving another person’s 
assumptions about beliefs, is typically assessed through presenting the child with a scenario 
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involving a “change in location” element to determine whether they understand that someone 
can hold a false belief about someone else’s belief. For example, this exercise can involve first 
telling the child that two people are given something to share (e.g., a chocolate bar) and that 
both then leave the item in a specific location (e.g., a cupboard). The child is then told that 
shortly afterward, one of the two people moved the item (e.g., to a rucksack). The child is 
next asked where the other person thinks the item is, the correct answer being in the original 
location (i.e., the cupboard). This second type of false belief is the focus of the conceptual 
functional analysis presented by Kavanagh et al. (2020), to which we now turn.

Kavanagh et al. (2020) first suggested that in order to respond successfully on a false 
belief task, which likely involves responding at the highest level of relational development 
(relating relational networks), a number of critical relational precursors would already need 
to be firmly established within the individual’s behavioral repertoire. First, a number of basic 
relational frames (i.e., coordination, distinction, and temporality) would be required to be in 
place, therefore involving the first two levels of relational development as specified within the 
HDML framework (mutual entailment and relational framing). These basic patterns of rela-
tional responding would also need to be high in coherence (i.e., consistent with many other 
past and current instances of responding in accordance with these patterns), relatively high 
in complexity (i.e., subject to multiple sources of contextual control), low in derivation (i.e., 
have relatively extended histories), and low in flexibility (i.e., should persist in the absence of 
supporting contextual variables, such as reinforcement, and in contexts that could undermine 
such responding, such as “mild” punishment).

Second, Kavanagh et al. maintained that the three core deictic relations (I– You; Here– 
There; Now– Then) would also need to be firmly established within the individual’s repertoire. 
They suggested that while these frames would naturally be located at the second level of rela-
tional development, if well established, they would likely also participate within larger rela-
tional networks. Responding in accordance with these relations would therefore additionally 
include this third level of relational development. Furthermore, as is the case for the frames of 
coordination, distinction, and temporality, the deictic frames would similarly need to be high 
in coherence and complexity, and low in levels of derivation and flexibility. Responding in 
accordance with these relations at these dimensional levels would likely be crucial in enabling 
the individual to “locate” relevant relational responses in a specific time and space.

Finally, Kavanagh et al. suggested that frames of causality (i.e., If– Then) would also be 
required, again at the first three levels of relational development with the same dimensional 
requirements specified above for the other relevant precursor frames. These If– Then frames 
would likely participate in complex relational networks with the deictic frames so that the 
individual could successfully derive such things as “if you and I both see something occur, then 
you and I both know that something has occurred.” This type of derived relational responding 
would likely be essential, given the causal and temporal nature of the false belief task.

Assuming the relevant precursors are sufficiently established in the individual’s history, 
Kavanagh and colleagues (2020) stated that the ability to understand and successfully engage 
with the false belief task likely involves both (1) relating relations and (2) relating entire rela-
tional networks to other entire relational networks. A graphical representation of the suggested 
relational responding involved in correctly identifying the unexpected location aspect of the 
classic false belief task is presented in Figure 4.6. The reader is first invited to examine the left- 
hand side of the figure. This indicates that, at Time 1, both the self and the other observe a hat 
being placed into a box. Based on this observation and the relational precursors just detailed, 
the self can conclude that both self and other know that the box contains a hat. The right- hand 
side of Figure 4.6 indicates that, at Time 2, the self observes the hat being replaced with a glove 
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when the other is not present to see this happen. Once again, based on this observation and the 
relational precursors described earlier, the self can conclude that only they know that there is 
now a glove, not a hat, in the box. The double- headed arrow linking both Times 1 and 2 indi-
cates that correct responding requires that the self relate the two networks as distinct in terms 
of what each knows after Time 2. Crucially, if the self simply reported that the other does not 
know what is in the box after Time 2, that would indicate responding at the level of relating 
relations. If, however, the self reported that the other thinks that the box contains a hat, that 
would require the relating of relations at Time 2 to the relating of relations at Time 1. In other 
words, the self must understand that what the other thinks at Time 2 is still what they knew 
at Time 1. This would involve relating relational networks by relating relations to relating 
relations at a second point in time (a combination of the final two levels within the HDML).

The foregoing conceptual analysis, while speculative, reveals how complex even a rela-
tively simple task like the false belief task appears to be and why young children often fail to 
complete the task successfully. The individual differences in levels of coherence, complexity, 
derivation, and flexibility among the relational precursors could also help to explain, at least 
in part, why the literature contains such wide variation in the ages at which false belief tasks 
can be solved correctly, and why performances vary widely depending on the variation of 
the task that is presented (see Kavanagh et al., 2020 for a recent review). Again, despite the 
speculative nature of this analysis in the absence of experimental testing, we present it here so 
that the reader can appreciate the potential precision offered by the HDML, as an example 
of cutting- edge RFT- based analyses of complex behaviors. The critical point, of course, is 
that such analyses might help applied researchers and practitioners alike to tackle deficits in 
perspective- taking when they are identified in specific clinical populations.

Concluding Comments
RFT, as a functional- analytic account of human language and cognition, has not simply stood 
still in the 20 years since publication of the seminal volume (Hayes, Barnes- Holmes et al., 
2001). For example, recent advances have helped researchers to ask increasingly sophisticated 
questions, such as what is involved in a simple perspective- taking task, relationally speaking; 
what potential precursors are necessary for this type of relating; how can patterns of IRAP 
effects be used to interpret concepts such as fusion and defusion; what variables are important 
in excessive rule governance, and how are these variables relevant to human psychological 
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suffering? Of course, the work outlined here has only begun to scratch the surface, and thus 
the recent conceptual and empirical work presented here should be seen as an ongoing 
work- in- progress.

In presenting these recent developments in RFT, we acknowledge the relatively rapid 
emergence of new RFT terms and concepts, including the DAARRE model, the HDML 
framework, the concept of mutually entailed orienting/ evoking, and also the concept of the 
ROE- M. One could question the need for these new terms or concepts, or at least such a 
rapid pace of development. On balance, it is important to emphasize that these develop-
ments emerged directly from experimental research, and not solely from abstract theorizing. 
In time, alternative terms and concepts that allow for greater precision, scope, and depth may 
emerge, but that is exactly what we mean when we argue that RFT, and particularly the more 
recent empirical and conceptual developments, should be seen as a work in progress. Indeed, 
adopting this view seems as important now as ever in promoting RFT as a modern behavior- 
analytic account of human language and cognition, and in endeavoring to create “a science 
more adequate to the challenges of the human condition” (Hayes et al., 2012, p. 2).

Notes
 1. Mutually entailed orienting obviously involves orienting responses, but these responses occur as part of a uniquely 

human cooperative act between two or more individuals. Orienting per se remains a relatively basic response to 
any event that functions as a stimulus (or roughly speaking is simply noticed). Indeed, strictly speaking, a stimulus 
cannot be defined as a stimulus without some orienting property. Thus, a young infant may show a startle response 
(and start to cry) if it hears a loud “unexpected” bang, but this may occur when the child is alone and thus is 
not engaging in what we are labeling mutually entailed orienting (because it is not part of a cooperative act). An 
important caveat, however, is that later we will refer to orienting as one of the core properties of a new generic unit 
of analysis that is emerging in an updated RFT. As such, orienting within this unit does not necessarily involve 
mutually entailed orienting, but the establishment of orienting “inside” the unit necessarily involved a history of 
mutually entailed orienting.

 2. As discussed in note 1, the orienting property of the ROE does not necessarily involve mutually entailed orienting. 
Nevertheless, the ROE itself necessarily involved a history of mutually entailed orienting, and thus the orienting 
property of the ROE is necessarily determined, in a strictly functional- analytic sense, by a history of mutually 
entailed orienting.

 3. The term coherent is being used here in a manner that is consistent with the general definition provided earlier 
(i.e., “the extent to which a pattern of derived relational responding [involving both Crel and Cfunc properties] 
coheres or is consistent with previously established patterns of such responding”). The term does not, therefore, 
apply simply to Crel properties (i.e., A =  B coheres with B =  A), but also applies to the Cfunc properties (including 
RCIs). In the context of the Shapes- and- Colours IRAP, the color– color trial type is considered maximally coher-
ent because all of the critical responses during a history- coherent block involve relatively strong “confirmatory” 
responses. We are assuming here that most, if not all, participants would be subject to a general confirmation 
bias effect (e.g., Nickerson, 1998). For RFT such a bias is based on a history that involves a higher frequency of 
“confirming responses” for stimuli and events that are functionally similar (rather than functionally dissimilar). In 
principle, it would be possible to manipulate coherence within the current IRAP. Imagine, for example, if partici-
pants were exposed to a Shapes- and- Colours IRAP that presented the shape– shape trial type far more frequently, 
across numerous sessions, than the other three trial types. Given such a history, the pattern of Crel and Cfunc 
properties occurring for this trial type would likely increase in coherence (thus overriding the standard confirma-
tion bias effect) because there would be greater functional overlap between the response pattern on this trial type 
and the dominant pattern observed during previous sessions for that IRAP. This all- embracing functional defini-
tion of coherence is required when the ROE- M is defined as the generic unit of analysis involving Crel and Cfunc 
properties (as codetermined by motivational variables).
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Abstract
Private events can have a dominant function in human behavior, especially with regard 
to the experience of  self  and selfing behavior. This article presents the building of  selfing 
behavior throughout the early interactions of  responding to others’ behaviors and 
discusses the impact of  learning to relate (i.e., learning human language). Special focus 
is on the significant impact of  deictic and hierarchical framing in building self- contents, 
overaching abstract motivations, the abstraction of  I, and the subsequent derivation 
of  more self- contents. Also covered are the patterns of  responding in coordination 
with one’s own behavior (psychological inflexibility) and responding hierarchically 
(psychological flexibility); and hierarchical responding as the final common pathway for 
the many faces of  therapeutic processes towards building psychological flexibility. Finally, 
the experimental evidence that has been signaling this path for years is summarized.

Key Words: self, selfing behaviors, private events, suffering, deictic framing,  
hierarchical framing

Introduction
On the night of November 27, 1994, the cruise ferry MS Estonia sank in the Baltic Sea on its 
way from Tallinn to Stockholm. There were 989 people on board; 852 people of whom died 
in the disaster. The rescue efforts were dramatic, given the rough weather. The wind was 15– 20 
meters per second, and the temperature in the water was around 10 degrees Celsius. The ship 
sank quickly and 137 survivors were rescued from rafts or directly from the cold water.

When survivors of the disaster describe their life experiences after the traumatic event, 
their testimonies confirm what we have learned from people who have had other life- 
threatening and extremely aversive experiences. Survivors report a variety of effects following 
a trauma, some of which seem more directly related to the events they have experienced. 
Memories of what happened and new situations of danger tend to trigger these memories 
and similar emotional responses. For instance, one person who survived the disaster of MS 
Estonia described a turbulent air flight and how she was brought back to the experience of 
that night on the Baltic Sea. Other experiences can seem a bit more surprising; for example, 
several years after the disaster, one person suddenly became very upset and anxious watching a 
dancing performance. Only after a while did she realize that the way the dancers moved their 
hands reminded her of the ways people had waved that night several years back, sitting in rafts 
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on the stormy sea. In these examples, the connection between the traumatic event and later 
happenings is pretty straightforward.

People continuously report one more thing after traumatic life events: they have to face 
their own, most commonly aversive reactions. A threat comes from within, so to speak. This 
is also true of specific memories or other more complex reactions. For example, it might be 
the experience of life lacking meaning. One relatively common testimony is a disabling sense 
of guilt that is not connected to a particular behavior during the catastrophic event but to 
the very fact that the person survived. In contrast, some people report an increased sense of 
meaning that they can use to redirect their life, even in the presence of painful memories.

Behavior Analysis and Private Responses
The starting point of the previous examples is an extreme, aversive event. In many ways, 
however, the aversive event only highlights what is true more generally; human beings interact 
not only with the outward environment but also with their own responses, including those that 
are only detectable by the person emitting them (e.g., emotions, sensations, and thoughts). 
Furthermore, this interaction occurs in the context of the particular history of interactions with 
the world. There is an environment “within the skin,” to employ a term used by Skinner. This 
is central to the human experience; it has long been generally acknowledged within behavior 
analysis as the self. Skinner (1953) focused on this subject in several chapters of his book, 
Science and Human Behavior. He analyzed these phenomena, and how we tend to interact 
with them, under the heading of terms such as self- control, self- knowledge, self- awareness, or 
simply just self. His classical term for responses of this kind, which are only detectable for the 
person emitting them, is private events. Skinner’s main argument in his analysis is that these 
phenomena should be understood as other behaviors and not as occurring in some other 
mental sphere that is traditionally called “the psyche.” Skinner’s approach to these topics was 
somewhat interpretative, however, and the influence of this behavior was part of an unknown 
path, even though prominent members of the behavior- analytic community have long argued 
for their relevance (Day, 1971; Ferster, 1972).

The Position of Clinical Behavior Analysis
Even though the theoretical position taken by modern models of therapy such as acceptance 
and commitment therapy (ACT), behavioral activation, functional- analytic psychotherapy, 
and dialectical behavior therapy (DBT) is firmly rooted in the behavior- analytic tradition, 
they share with psychotherapy the general assumption of the importance of private events for 
understanding and helping clients with psychological problems. The reason for this is in part 
practical and, in a way, the result of common sense. It is hard to imagine a dialogue with a 
person surviving a disaster like the one described at the start of this article and claiming that 
whatever the person remembers, feels, or thinks about the events is not relevant for therapy. 
The same is true for a more circumscribed problem, such as a specific phobic reaction (e.g., 
encountering a spider). Claiming that it is all about the spider and that what the person feels, 
thinks, or senses in the interaction with the spider is irrelevant is a hard position to take. The 
same goes for an everyday situation of meeting someone in the street and then recognizing the 
person as an old friend. The possible claim that the behavior we label “recognizing” is irrelevant 
for analyzing the subsequent behavior seems to miss something essential. Still, the behavior of 
recognizing could well be private in the Skinnerian sense— not detectable to anyone except for 
the person behaving that way.

At this point in our argument, it is essential to note that, although we claim that private 
events might have an important function for further behavior, we should not give these private 
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behaviors a causal role in a mechanistic sense. Our claim rather is that they can have a function, 
even an important one, in a sequence of behavior. Consequently, private events often should 
be targeted, one way or another, in an effort to help the person to change in a personally 
desired direction. In taking this position, we start at the point where Skinner stopped because 
he lacked the scientific data now available to continue his analysis. The importance of private 
events for a behavior analysis of human behavior is not only to affirm the potentially relevant 
role of these events. It is to understand the context under which they are developed as well as 
what functions these kinds of events can have. Furthermore, it is yet another task to show how 
we can help people direct their lives the way they want to by using our analysis.

Analyzing the Function of Private Events with the Help of RFT
Basic, experimental science regarding human language and cognition has advanced since 
Skinner attempted to analyze these phenomena. One specific line of research that has retained 
the connection with the Skinnerian tradition of science is relational frame theory (RFT; Hayes, 
Barnes- Holmes, & Roche, 2001). The key element of the findings presented in RFT is that 
the basic unit of human language is a specific repertoire of relating that humans learn in 
early childhood. This acquired ability then has enormous effects on human behavior overall. 
Language- able humans will interact with the environment according to how they have learned 
to relate one phenomenon to another in very complex ways. Alternatively, in a more specific 
behavior- analytic terminology, stimuli can acquire function in a way that is different from 
what has been demonstrated for nonhuman animals due to the learned ability to relate in 
this particular way. The broad findings of RFT are covered in Hayes and colleagues (2001). 
At the same time, a few specific lines, findings, and conclusions from this research need to be 
discussed to perform a clinical analysis— first, a general conclusion.

Once a human has learned the particular type of relating that is at the core of language, in 
RFT termed relational framing or arbitrarily applicable relational responding, all human inter-
action with the environment is affected by this ability. Events of all kinds acquire particular 
meaning to humans; potentially everything a human encounters is symbolic due to the ability 
to frame relationally. However, the specific meaning is contextually controlled by the person’s 
history and the present circumstances.

The characteristics of relational framing are not restricted to events in the physical envi-
ronment. The same holds for events that are aspects of human behavior, or what the tradition 
of behavior analysis terms private events. Feelings, memories, thoughts, and bodily sensations 
are developed and acquire complex functions due to relational framing; thus, they influence 
behavior in critical ways. We can now go beyond the position where the reason for assuming 
the importance of private events for human functioning is common sense; it is also empirical. 
RFT provides us with the tools we need to analyze how private events develop and acquire 
such complex functions, how different ways of interacting with private responses develop and 
lead to behavioral traps, and how we can help clients to overcome such traps and redirect their 
lives. Making such an analysis requires that we go somewhat into depth with regard to how we 
learn to interact with our own responding and what type of behavior this is. Skinner referred 
to this phenomenological area as “the self.” Because the self is not an object but a specific type 
of complex human behavior, we will use the term selfing.

The Behavior of Selfing
Selfing behavior is at the core of the human condition: it is a sophisticated, learned behavior 
that makes human beings conscious of themselves as acting organisms. We learn to respond 
to our own behavior, and thus we learn to make choices and be conscious of that behavior 
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and all that follows. This type of responding might be effective or ineffective to our living, 
with ineffective responding being the source of psychological problems. Being so central, one 
of the most relevant lines of research from a behavior- analytic point of view is to identify the 
conditions under which we learn selfing behavior (e.g., emotions, thoughts, memories), as well 
as how this behavior becomes a source of functional control for subsequent behavior. Stated 
another way, thoughts and connected emotions influence subsequent responding. Again, this 
does not mean that one behavior is a formal cause for another behavior. However, private 
events acquire a functional role owing to a particular person’s learning history. That is, the his-
tory in the present circumstances brings the function for the actual responding and the respec-
tive consequences. These events are then the whole behavioral universe at any given moment.

In this section, first, we will point to early behaviors that contribute to building the reper-
toire of selfing, especially the early conditions establishing that one behavior acquires functions 
for another. Second, we will discuss the impact of learning to relate and the transformation of 
antecedents and consequences. Third, we will point to how deictic and hierarchical responding 
account for the sophisticated selfing repertoire. Finally, we will emphasize how two functional 
classes of responding to one’s own behavior are developed: one flexible and effective repertoire 
and the other inflexible and ineffective.

Early Building of Self- behaviors
As we know, human beings respond to the functions of present circumstances. The functions 
are generated from the phylogenetic background and the ontogenetic learning history of inter-
actions with the physical and social systems. This is the whole. Consequently, the background 
of the selfing behaviors is the history with the verbal community. As Skinner (1974) pointed 
out, this means that others’ behavior functions either as consequences or antecedents of the 
individual’s response. This interplay between your own behavior and the behavior of others is 
central for learning the repertoire of being conscious of yourself as a unique human being and 
being in charge of your own actions. On this basis, the contingencies provided by the verbal 
community are also the context for learning private behavior. Even behavior that is not directly 
accessible to others is built on interactions with others (Skinner, 1945). So, the reaction of 
others to your responding becomes the main context for learning essential behaviors that char-
acterize human beings, such as knowing who you are, what you want, where you are, what you 
are doing, why you are doing something, or even more, the you who realizes who is thinking, 
who is doing, who is giving reasons or noticing what happens because of some reason, and so 
on (Hayes, 1984). How does all this happen?

Early Interactions of Responding to Others’ Behavior
The history of an individual begins within the inevitable interactions with others as the core 
context for development. The explicit contingencies under which we learn to respond to ques-
tions and instructions given by others are the key context for developing the motivations that 
will be central in our behavior. That is, at the same time the babies learn to name objects and 
events according to the behavior of others, they also learn to follow instructions under specific 
consequences, resulting in learning either to enjoy or to avoid those consequences. All of this 
is according to the cultural contingencies in the environment. For instance, the consequences 
might select responding based on the mediation of others or might select responding based 
on the natural consequences of the behavior. These two types of consequences are critical in 
forming the operants as classes of behavior that, later on, will be the basis on which to build 
our way of being in the world.
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In this process, the children are asked for formulations about who, what, and why they 
do what they do, did, or will do; and they respond in the context of others prompting and 
reinforcing answers. Of course, the others behave according to the coherence given as a mirror 
of their own history. The opportunity to respond and the reinforcing consequences the oth-
ers provide establish the repertoire needed for the child to develop the sophisticated selfing 
behavior. Then, the building of the different selfing behaviors is directly connected with the 
conditions provided by the others, either for following instructions and for deriving rules, and 
subsequently will control specific actions. These early contingencies of the multiple exemplar 
training (MET) will build functional classes that will become established under the meaning, 
interests, and values as higher- order or hierarchical motivational functions controlling the 
individual’s own behavior.

More precisely, early on, the child is taught to follow instructions under the control 
of the consequences mediated by others (e.g., “Good that you are doing what I ask you to 
do. I am very glad and I will permit you to play outside.”). When the MET of these behav-
iors is in place in a dominant way, then the children are taught to attend more to others’ 
behaviors as the main source of motivation (whether positive or negative reinforcement) 
than to other consequences (e.g., the direct effect of their behavior beyond their parents’s 
attention). However, it might happen that the children are taught to pay attention to what 
happens in the environment as a function of their behavior, that is, to look for the changes 
occurring because of their behavior (e.g., “Look, because you are wearing your coat, you are 
warm in this cold and windy day.”). When MET of these behaviors is in place in a domi-
nant way, the child’s behavior becomes motivated for those natural consequences without 
the mediation of others’ behavior, again, this being effective or ineffective depending on 
the context.

So, MET might result in (1) a pattern of responding, as a generalized operant selected 
under the consequences based on the mediation of others’ behavior. This responding can be 
based on positive or negative reinforcement as receiving attention per se or receiving atten-
tion to achieve subsequent positive consequences or to escape/ avoid from some aversive func-
tions. MET might also result in (2) a pattern of responding, as a generalized operant selected 
under the natural consequences of responding, that is, according to how the physical and 
social world works, based on either positive or negative reinforcement. Moreover, the MET of 
these behaviors might form functional classes under the control of continuous or intermittent 
consequences. Even more, for a particular person, the contingencies in the MET might have 
established only one pattern of any of these two functional classes. In contrast, for another 
person, the contingencies in the MET might have developed functional classes appropriately 
contextualized to the survival contingencies in both the natural and the social worlds. An 
example of the latter case is to learn to respond under the control of the others’ behavior in 
particular circumstances and under the control of the natural consequences of his behavior in 
other circumstances. However, this is not the only story. All that means that it is the individual 
that matters and, consequently, that the important thing to do is to check for the specific 
personal conditions.

While the child is learning to follow simple instructions and these functional classes are 
being built, the child is also learning to frame relationally under specific functions. Learning to 
frame relationally is a before– after point in the child’s development. It is crossing the Rubicon, 
a crossing that will dress the previously learned functional classes with the coherent function 
attached to learning the behavior of arbitrarily applicable relational responding, a subject we 
now explore.
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Learning to Relate and Derive Relations and Functions
According to RFT, relational framing underlies human language and cognition. Relational 
framing means relating two or more events based on arbitrarily established contextual cues 
(Hayes et al., 2001; Törneke, 2010) such as coordination (“is,” “same as,” “goes with,” etc.), 
opposition (“opposite to,” “is the contrary of”), distinction (“different from”), comparison 
(“more than,” “less than”), spatial (“below,” “above,” “inside,” “outside,” etc.), hierarchy 
(“belongs to,” “includes,” “part of”), temporal (“before,” “after”), causal (“if– then”) and deic-
tic (I– You, Here– There, Now– Then). All types of relational framing are generalized operant 
behaviors that are typically learned early in life through METs provided by the verbal com-
munity. Importantly, learning to relate this way permits deriving new relations without direct 
training, and the functions of one stimulus transform the functions of the stimuli related 
to it according to the specific type of relations. This core characteristic of relational framing 
accounts for the generativity of human behavior. Examples of the properties and types of rela-
tional framings are outlined in the following paragraphs (Hayes et al., 2001).

The various patterns of relational framing differ in relational complexity, so that some 
seem to develop before others do. For instance, after developing more complex repertoires of 
relational framing, Susan, our example child, shows more sophisticated behavior. For example, 
when learning to derive relations according to comparison, opposition, and deictic framing, 
she can understand her father saying, “Sweden is a cold country, but Spain is the opposite” 
by concluding that Spain is a hot country. Further, because of the learned opposite relation 
between being right and wrong, and being right as being intelligent and loved by others, when 
making a mistake, she begins to derive “Susan is silly and is not going to be loved.” This deriva-
tion makes her feel sad and prompts the urge to respond correctly. Even more, she begins to 
count the number of times that she and her schoolmates Violet and Joe responded correctly 
to the math teacher’s questions and derives, “I am smarter than Joe, but Violet is smarter than 
me, so Violet is the smartest one.” According to this derivation, Susan feels confident and 
wants to compete against Joe in doing math but avoids competing against Violet.

RFT defines two forms of contextual control over relational framing. The first form is 
called relational context (Crel) and specifies the type of relation established among the stim-
uli. The Crels usually are some of the arbitrary relational cues presented above, such as “is,” 
“same as,” “is the opposite to,” “more than,” “less than,” and “contains.” The second form 
of contextual control is called functional context (Cfunc) and specifies what functions will be 
transformed in a given moment. Following the latter example, Violet, Joe, and Susan were 
related in a comparison regarding math skills. However, Susan has also learned that Joe is a 
very good soccer player, but Violet has no soccer skills. Thus, Susan has derived an opposite 
relation between Joe and Violet regarding soccer skills. However, when Susan’s teacher asks 
her, “What teammate do you choose for your maths team?” the word “maths” works as the 
Cfunc to select Violet because she wants to win the competition. Alternatively, when asked to 
choose a teammate for a soccer competition, the word “soccer” works as the Cfunc to select 
Joe. Given these interactions, Susan is learning to derive with flexibility in relation to Violet, 
Joe, and herself.

Individuals differ in their opportunities for derived relational framing (Hayes et al., 2001; 
Luciano et al., 2009). In other words, a person might become more fluent deriving in a partic-
ular framing than others, with more or less contextual control as in Susan’s above- mentioned 
examples. Each personal history is different, which implies that what might be a complex deri-
vation for a person might be an easy one for another. Taking this consideration into account, 
we note that derived relational responding qualifies for a number of formal dimensions with 
different levels that have to be considered with caution because, in a functional- analytic 
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perspective, individual history is what matters (Barnes- Holmes, Barnes- Holmes, Luciano, 
& McEnteggart, 2017). For instance, relational responding might show different levels of 
(1) derivation (e.g., only the first time a derived response is produced qualifies as a fully derived 
response because this derived response contacts to the contingencies connected to the history 
of derived responding. Moreover, when the derived response is further repeated, it strengthens 
the network to which they belong). At the same time, opportunities to derive form the flu-
ency in relational responding (e.g., more in deictic I– You than in deictic I– Then– before or 
more in I– Then– before than I– Here– Now), (2) complexity (e.g., given A>B =  C, deriving 
A is more than C is considered a more complex relational response than deriving A is the same 
as C given A =  B =  C; deriving relations among relations, as in analogies, is considered more 
complex than deriving relations in one network or group of stimuli relations); (3) flexibility 
(e.g., contrary to the example of Susan with Joe and Violet, it is when a network has not been 
sufficiently contextualized. Then, responding will not be sensitive to contextual changes, and 
the person showing such a network will not be easily adapted to the changes in contingencies, 
for instance).

Besides these formal dimensions (that might be used for filtering each particular history), 
derived relational responding shows a characteristic that is the very essence of this human 
ability: coherence. For Barnes- Holmes, Hayes, Dymond, and O’Hora (2002), “coherence or 
sense- making appears to function as powerful reinforcer for relational activity” (p. 70); for 
Hayes, Stroshal, and Wilson (2012) and Luciano (2017), coherence becomes the reinforcing 
context that envelops any instance of relational responding. Accordingly, coherence becomes 
a motivational context built across the opportunities to derive (Luciano et al., 2009), and it 
becomes the strength of derived relational responding. Thus, derived relational responding 
only occurs in the context of coherence, that is, according to the particular history of relational 
framing.

Consequently, all that verbal organisms do show the coherence of their relational his-
tory. Having said that, a person might show an incoherent response from our perspective, 
but it is coherent according to the individual’s history. Even when the present circum-
stances let a person— Susan in our example— derive that “what is happening to me is 
not what it should be,” or “I have been struggling and things are getting worse, I can not 
understand why, this is incoherent for me,” none of these responses are incoherent with her 
over all relational responding. Quite the contrary, even when Susan says that something 
is incoherent, this is derived, or repeated, according to her particular coherent history of 
framing. That is, her history of relating permits her to frame what it should be occurring to 
her now as different— or opposite— to what is actually occurring to her. And because the 
former network is strength over the latter, according to her relational history, the former 
dominates and Susan derived thoughts and feelings as “it can not be that way and I am 
very disappointed.”

In other words, the strength/ domination of our relational history is the coherence of our 
relational history. It is the same thing as when we respond to what is inconsistent with our 
own coherent history by trying to uphold the very coherence. For instance, trying to convey 
the others or ourselves that “we are right and the others do not understand anything” as a 
way to recover the consistency and reducing the discomfort associated with contacting the 
inconsistency between what happens and the ideas/ rules, as relating behavior, established in 
the own history. Thus, the coherence of derived relational responding is present in all the 
selfing behavior, as it is in any other relational responding. This is why coherence becomes 
a hierarchical function over any other characteristic or functions of relational responding 
(Luciano, 2017).
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Deictic and Hierarchical as the Core Framings in Selfing Behavior
Deictic and hierarchical framing is at the core of most complex human behaviors. Both types 
of behaviors are essential for organizing coherent behavior overall, and they are needed for 
responding to others and the relation between different aspects of one’s behavior. As a whole, 
flexible deictic and hierarchical relational framing likely facilitates problem- solving and inter-
personal skills.

Deictic framing is learning to behave from different perspectives. Briefly stated, when 
the deictic framing repertoire is in place, the child can frame agent (I versus other), time (now 
versus then), and space (here versus there) from the unique I– here– now perspective. The social 
contingencies facilitating the distinction I– you are established early, and more complex con-
tingencies are needed to establish I– now, I– before, I– after, I– here, I– there, and the respective 
combinations while learning to do it without losing the perspective of I– here– now (Barnes- 
Holmes, Hayes, & Dymond, 2001; Luciano, Valdivia, Cabello, & Hernández, 2009; Luciano, 
Gil-Luciano, Barbero, & Molina-Cobos, 2020).

Hierarchical framing is trained across many examples with different arrays of functional 
combinations so that different stimuli might be hierarchically organized— for instance, when 
the child is taught to respond to different stimuli (e.g., different cats, dogs, elephants, eagles) as 
belonging to a higher- order class based on sharing common functions (e.g., animals because of 
specific living functions). Hierarchical framing is perhaps the most sophisticated and flexible 
of the relational frames we can learn because of the flexibility to organize stimuli at different 
levels under different contextual functions. Social questions and contingencies are needed to 
establish the myriad flexible organizations of stimuli. Numerous kinds of hierarchical net-
works might be established, and they are essential to acquire flexibility in many different ways. 
As an illustration, imagine the many ways you can organize animals, minerals, stars, human 
beings, food, races, as well as organizations such as religions, political parties, countries, busi-
ness, science, and even the taxonomic system of mental disorders, or the organization of a 
person’s behaviors as types of personalities.

These latter examples are of special interest here. First, we will see how all framings par-
take in developing private events as thoughts/ ideas/ actions about ME and OTHERS. Next, 
we will see how the abstraction of ME functions as a continuity or common experience across 
multiple behaviors of the same individual. Following, we will describe the functional hierar-
chical organization of these behaviors. Finally, we will present two ways of responding (two 
functional classes) to these behaviors: (1) responding in coordination with the function of 
one’s own behavior in a way that opposes other functions, resulting in limiting consequences 
to your life; and (2) responding hierarchically to one’s own behavior, thereby integrating any 
other function of that behavior under the domination of another function, resulting in an 
adaptation to life.

deictic and hierarchicaL resPOnding fOr deriving seLf- cOntents and estabLishing 
reLatiOnaL functiOnaL OPerants
As is true of other stimuli functions, human beings respond to ongoing private events accord-
ing to their personal history and then contact the consequences of such responding. However, 
private events are not isolated phenomena, they are inevitably related to other private events 
in the person’s history. Consequently, given always a particular history, in any present circum-
stance, an ongoing private event and its relations to other events, the response to its functions, 
and the consequences contacted are a single unit of behavior. Through MET, instances of such 
units become related based on their functional properties, and they form relational functional 
classes around the experience named I/ ME, with deictic and hierarchical framing at the core.
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Let’s present several scenarios of possible early interactions with a small child, Mario, and 
the people around him. This example is in some ways extreme, but it is given to illustrate how 
relational framing can build overarching functional classes of behavior. The same principles of 
learning are assumed to be present in less extreme experiences.

Watch Mario as he cuts his hand with a blue knife. His mother cures the wound and 
blames him for what happened. She scolds him because he did not pay attention, and she 
compares his behavior to his father’s, who died some time ago in a car accident. After this 
incident, Mario starts to avoid knives and other physically similar objects (e.g., scissors). He 
refuses to pick up such things and will not even open the kitchen drawer where spoons, forks, 
and knives are kept. His mother also insists that he should wait for her to help him do certain 
things and instructs him to be as careful as his intelligent brother. After hearing his mother’s 
description of the event (“It’s because you did not take care, you did that dangerous thing and 
you got hurt”), Mario derives contents such as: “There are many dangerous things,” “I am hurt 
because I do not pay attention,” “I have to avoid dangerous things and also my mother being 
mad at me.” Then, this network is related to another network with opposite functions (i.e., 
“things that do not hurt”). For instance, Mario begins to approach objects with physical or 
arbitrary opposite functions in his history, such as feathers, and things with red color because 
he has learned that red is opposite to blue. Soon after, he refuses to use a mechanic escalator for 
the first time and is uncomfortable when any blue object is in his way. He also insists on cross-
ing the street to avoid a hardware store. In all cases, “he is afraid to be hurt.” His teacher and 
family, especially his mother, do not understand these behaviors. His mother says, “I’m tired of 
your inattentive and stupid actions,” while his teacher tells Mario and the family that perhaps 
he has a brain problem. The point is that Mario has derived punishing functions based on 
very arbitrary relations. For instance, he was told that hardware stores have all kinds of metal 
things, and he knows that knives are made of metal. He also has read the written signal “Pay 
attention: Danger!” close to the mechanic escalators, and these words were related in Mario’s 
history in coordination with being hurt. Finally, the deictic I– other repertoire permits Mario 
to derive more content about himself and the world around him, such as “I am different from 
the others,” “My brain is different,” “My mother does not want me close to her,” or “I do not 
want to use escalators and prefer elevators.”

At this point, Mario’s fear of being hurt has been expanded based on stimulus general-
ization and symbolic generalization through relations of coordination, opposition, causality, 
deictic, and hierarchical framing. The result is a network of words, emotions, and actions 
coordinated under the function of avoidance (i.e., the fear of being hurt, the fear of dangerous 
things related to many actions named as “doing stupid things,” and related to not taking care, 
disturbing others, and causing his mother to be mad at him). All of his “stupid reactions” have 
been related to “problems in the brain.” At the same time, an additional network is formed, 
with thoughts, emotions, and actions based on opposite functions to danger and being hurt. 
In Mario’s words, “being secure, escaping danger” is paramount. Further, more interactions 
can extend these relational functional operants by deriving more thoughts and actions that will 
acquire controlling functions. For instance, when his uncle says he needs to pay attention to 
learn biking, this becomes an aversive action. Therefore, he refuses to learn biking because he 
derives the idea that biking is as dangerous as entering hardware stores and mechanic escala-
tors. Given the derived aversive and avoidance function of biking, Mario stays home and con-
tacts the consequences of not being hurt, which is the opportunity to derive more self- content 
with aversive and avoidance functions (e.g., relating staying at home with the stable feeling 
of being secure and perhaps pleasing his mother). This is because his mother sometimes takes 
care of him even though, at other times, she rejects him without providing clear signals for 
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Mario to predict her reactions. This leaves him without cues to what would be better for him 
to do to impact the whole components of the networks. As we will explain later, deriving these 
thoughts and emotions and responding in coordination with the avoidance function they 
bring are coherent for Mario.

The story continues as Mario becomes more fluent in deictic framing and, thus, can 
elaborate new self- content by comparing himself to others (deictic I– other) and himself in dif-
ferent times/ places (I– now, I– then; I– here, I– there) in conjunction with hierarchical framing 
where some elements belong to him and others belong to someone else. For instance, Mario, 
like his uncle, becomes a fan of the Barcelona soccer team (both are Barcelona fans, thus 
members in something that integrates them). Because this team is opposite to Real Madrid, 
Mario jumps with joy when Barcelona beats Real Madrid while shouting “We are winning,” 
as he derives that his uncle and all the fans of Barcelona will be jumping. At the same time, he 
derives that his brother, who supports Real Madrid, will be angry.

Moreover, when watching a film in the school, Mario hears that “not taking any risk is a 
sign of cowardice” and that “cowardly people do not have fun.” So, Mario derives that “he will 
not have fun,” which makes him sad. Moreover, while watching other children having fun, 
Mario derives that they are brave, but he is different and alone. He wants to play with other 
children, but in one of the few attempts to play soccer, the coach puts him aside for not doing 
well, and he then escapes running away and crying. He derives that he is a coward and has no 
friends. So, he stays home alone to avoid being hurt. In addition, Mario’s mother frequently 
asks Mario to be out of sight to avoid being mad at him; she tells him to behave like others, 
especially like his brother. So, Mario derives that he is silly instead of as intelligent as the others 
are and that he is a problem to his mother. This increases his feeling of being different and of 
being incapable of behaving like others.

Because of his fluency in temporal deictic and causality framing, Mario worries about the 
consequences of not having friends and being alone. Also, he thinks about being brave, being 
more like others, and behaving like others. So, Mario derives more self- content with aversive 
functions and is controlled by their avoidant functions that preclude contact with positive 
reinforcing functions. As Mario frequently engages in avoidance reactions, he is learning to 
repeat the previous derived content, increasing the strength of the coherence and making it 
(his self- contents) more rigid or inflexible.

Fortunately, in the middle of these interactions, Mario has had the opportunity to con-
tact contingencies of positive reinforcement, mostly linked to activities with his uncle. For 
instance, he enjoys playing soccer, moving around in the field, tracking animals (especially 
birds), and playing and creating stories about animals. He also enjoys building different things 
with lego pieces. He often talks about enjoying these things and says that it is especially true 
in his uncle’s company because he makes sure that nothing hurts him.

In conclusion, all these scenarios have been the occasions for Mario’s framing in coordina-
tion, distinction, causality, comparison, opposition, conditionality, deictic, and hierarchical to 
derive thoughts and feelings (i.e. more derived contents that are attached to the already derived 
and now repeated), and to respond in coordination with the functions coming along with the 
derived behavior. Thus, as a consequence of Mario’s daily interactions in the context of his 
relational history, two networks are on their way. More precisely, two relational functional oper-
ants are being built. On the one hand, there is the operant that dominates the scene: a relational 
functional operant involving many different stimuli, situations with thoughts and emotions 
showing up and actions, all connected to the function of avoidance (e.g., avoiding being hurt 
and bothering others and, consequently, approaching opposite functions as the reverse of this 
network). On the other hand, there is a weak relational functional operant that is being built 
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based on all behaviors, mostly under positive reinforcement (e.g., the things he enjoys and that 
he is beginning to be identified with). However, the latter is not built only under appetitive 
functions of these actions but is also attached to avoiding social and physical risks when in 
the presence of his uncle. That is, the avoidance network, as a relational functional operant, is 
dominating Mario’s daily interactions and is building a trap that is blocking other sources of 
functional control.

The behavioral units forming these relational functional classes are built of multiple rela-
tional framings with conditional and, mostly, deictic and hierarchical responding at the core; 
that is, all relational behavior should be in place. Importantly, here hierarchical framing is 
involved in more sophisticated behaviors, like the formation of abstract sources of motivations 
along with the functional establishment of ME and the functional organization of the con-
tents connected to I. And yet, one more application of hierarchical framing sets the scene for 
responding effectively in the presence of whatever private behavior is fleeting in the moment of 
any circumstance. Let’s explore these hierarchical applications, which would help Mario from 
being trapped in his own behavior.

hierarchicaL framing in the estabLishment Of Overarching mOtivatiOn
Technically speaking, hierarchical functional classes are built from the bottom up, based on 
common functions from specific actions. The actions at the bottom are arbitrarily connected 
to a more general and abstract function (going upward), which could also be connected to an 
even more abstract function. The most abstract function will control the whole network, since 
this characteristic defines the hierarchical function. That is, the hierarchical function will be 
the context for integrating elements with different functions, with all of them acquiring the 
top hierarchical function while keeping the differential functions. In this way, the individual 
history of interactions selecting the overarching/ hierarchical functions will dominate respond-
ing even in the presence of other functions. On the one hand, when this is applied to one’s 
behavior, the overarching/ hierarchical function (e.g., an avoidance function) will control the 
functions of the different behaviors (e.g., thoughts, emotions, and actions) integrated into the 
hierarchical network (i.e., it should transform the functional properties of all these elements). 
On the other hand, the hierarchical functions should set the stage for additional derivations 
of more elements (e.g., more behavior) under their control. Let’s illustrate this with the case 
of Mario.

Mario’s interactions, primarily those with his uncle, have been opportunities for learn-
ing behaviors under positive reinforcement that ultimately will become hierarchical networks 
of private and public behaviors. Let’s unpack how this could happen. Mario enjoys playing 
soccer as well as moving around in the field to learn about animals, especially birds. He also 
enjoys building bridges, villages, and castles with lego pieces, playing with the lego characters, 
and inventing stories with numbers. Even though these started as independent activities, they 
will eventually be connected and their functions will extend and be amplified beyond the 
early contingencies maintaining them. For instance, in the interactions with his uncle, a sci-
ence teacher, Mario has learned to observe the characteristics of birds and other animals. He 
has also been told that he is becoming an explorer because he asks many questions as to how 
things work. While Mario plays with lego pieces and makes bridges, villages, and castles, his 
uncle tells him that he is very good at building and inventing things. His uncle also tells him 
that being an explorer and inventing things to resolve problems is what engineers do. This 
dialogue leads Mario to derive that he is like an engineer because he enjoys knowing about 
animals and building bridges and castles. Thus, “being like an engineer” becomes a hierarchical 
or overarching function that will control the functions of other behaviors (e.g., playing with 
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lego pieces and observing birds) and will be the context for deriving more elements under its 
control. For instance, when Mario is told that engineers use math and the English language to 
resolve problems, his interest in math and English classes increases.

Let’s now see an example of how the hierarchical function of “being like an engineer” 
can also be the context for deriving aversive functions. Imagine that Mario’s mother does not 
understand his interest in being an engineer. Instead, she lets him know that engineers are 
intelligent and brave and do not say or do stupid things, as he does. Exacerbating the situation 
for Mario is his teacher’s description of him as becoming “more impulsive” than before in math 
and English classes. The teacher tells Mario and his mother that he does this to claim attention 
and that he gets angry and runs away when making mistakes. At the end of the day, Mario 
feels sad because he will not be an engineer, and thinks he is a coward and cannot do many 
things. Unfortunately, these interactions actualize previous derived emotions and thoughts, 
which become the context for deriving more private events with aversive and avoidance func-
tions. The main point is that these newly derived thoughts and emotions become the context 
for reducing Mario’s interest in the activities he used to enjoy because the appetitive network 
is becoming connected to the avoidance network.

In summary, the hierarchical organization of valuing and establishing relational high- 
order or hierarchical reinforcers transforms the function of the many different actions 
integrated in the hierarchical network. This is an RFT conceptualization of values that is 
clinically very useful (e.g., Dahl, Lundgren, Plumb, & Stewart, 2009; Luciano, Valdivia- 
Salas, & Ruiz, 2012). The experimental analysis of the hierarchical transformation of 
functions is still on its way, though. It has been partly documented (e.g., bottom- up trans-
formations of functions; Gil, Luciano, Ruiz, & Valdivia- Salas, 2012, 2014), although 
the complete picture (bottom- up and top- down) is still in its first steps (Callejón, 2020; 
Villarroel, Luciano, & Ruiz-Sánchez, 2021). Despite the need for further basic manipula-
tions to demonstrate the hierarchical formation of values, a good number of studies in the 
last 15 years have shown the conditions under which the domination of a certain function 
over another is established. We will come back to these studies in the last section of this 
article. For now, let’s look at some more implications of hierarchical framing that establish 
additional and more sophisticated self- behavior.

abstractiOn Of i/ me and the subsequent derivatiOn Of mOre seLf- cOntents
Whatever behavior a person is exhibiting, there is a constant experience of ME, the one doing 
whatever is done. However, differentiating I as the context that is the doer as different from the 
thing done results from an arbitrary— socially mediated— learning process. As stated earlier, 
this is not an automatic process; rather, it depends on specific interactions with others, where 
deictic and hierarchical framing is learned.

From the very beginning of our interactions with others, the words I or ME are incorpo-
rated in hundreds of behaviors, all with their respective contingencies. However, these experi-
ences are not sufficient conditions for discriminating or abstracting I from the behaviors done. 
The others’ behavior, in particular ways, is needed to establish the arbitrary differentiation 
of the agent and the actions done (perhaps we should remember that we learn the so- called 
parts as arbitrary divisions because of convenience). That is, the child learns to abstract the 
differentiation. For instance, from Ieatbanana, Ieatapple, Idrinkwater, Idrinkmilk, Idrinkwater, 
Iwantplay, Iwantsleep to Ieat banana, Idrink apple, Iwant play, and lastly, to I eat, I want, 
I drink, and so on. This abstraction process leads to deriving the experience of I as the only 
context across all situations. Of course, all this occurs in the context of equivalent examples 
regarding the OTHER or YOU (Hayes, 1984; Kohlenberg & Tsai, 1991).
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In other words, we are discriminating between the thing eaten and eating, or the thing 
being drunk and drinking and many others, as well as differentiating between the agent and 
the actions done; that is, the abstraction of I/ ME through eating, drinking, feeling, seeing, 
and hearing are all the result of a learning process. This learning requires specific contextual 
cues provided by others. Questions such as what are you doing, who is doing it, who is doing 
that now, and there and then, etcetera, with clear and consistent contingencies are needed so 
that the child’s responses become established in a consistent I across multiple opportunities. 
The context of the deictic I, in contrast to YOU, with the different combinations of I– YOU 
and Here– There and Now– Then are essential interactions to establish the hierarchical context 
of an I separated from actions in time and place. The deictic I establishes the conditions for 
the hierarchical abstraction of I/ ME as a “locus” through many different responses in dif-
ferent times and places (see Barnes- Holmes et al., 2001; Hayes, 1984; Kohlenberg & Tsai, 
1991; Luciano, Valdivia- Salas, Cabello et al., 2009; Skinner, 1945, 1953). Importantly, as 
Kohlenberg and Tsai (1991) suggested, when this discrimination process is lacking, the I that 
emerges is unstable and does not differentiate one’s behavior and experience from those of the 
others.

Deictic framing across many exemplars generates the context for a hierarchical I as a basic 
experience. That is, responding to the question “who is doing X?”, with “I am.” “It is ME who 
is doing X.” And when doing Z, it is ME who is doing Z. When feeling A, it is ME who is 
feeling, who is choosing, and so on. That way, ME/ I is abstracted as a common function in all 
these instances. As a child becomes more fluent in multiple deictic framing, using the word 
“I” (or any other stimulus that should be used for the same purpose) leads to the derivation 
of myriad I- behaviors that were not connected previously but now become so. Accordingly, 
a hierarchical network is formed with functions coming from all the behaviors, including 
the initially derived behaviors. For instance, Mario’s interactions with the questions of others 
establish the conditions for him to derive that “it is me who is not playing,” “who has been 
beaten,” “who is feeling alone,” “who is bothering my mom,” and so on. The derived relational 
behavior coming from these single deictic behaviors conjoint into a higher categorization, 
ME/ I, summarizing the aversive and avoidance functions of single behaviors, as a deep feeling 
of being different, rejected, and alone.

Moreover, the different examples for avoiding being hurt to avoid risks, as well as discrim-
inating the successful common avoidance effects across the different behaviors, is the context 
for deriving the functions of being a “safe person,” as a higher- order category of “not taking 
risks,” and with the emotional functions coming from all the avoidance behaviors. Importantly, 
having learned that “people who do not take risks are losers,” Mario derives a more abstract 
thought and emotion of “me, a loser” that guides the derivation of additional self- behavior and 
extends the avoidance network, which strengthens its coherence. For instance, Mario rejects a 
school trip because he is told that it is necessary to be careful and pay attention to the teachers 
during the trip. Then, he derives that “the trip might be dangerous and to be a safe person you 
should not take a risk!” thereby increasing the strength of the coherence of his avoidance pat-
tern. Moreover, because the only alternative conditions given to Mario are those that maintain 
the avoidance pattern, “the qualification as a safe person” is extended throughout the coming 
years. For instance, he might be invited to a party in his adolescent years, but he refuses to go 
in order to avoid the risk. Even later on, he might refuse a job because he feels he cannot do 
things by himself and needs help and support from others. Given these conditions and Mario’s 
fluency in relational responding in deictic, causality and comparison, he will derive more 
general thoughts with the corresponding function. For instance, “I will never be normal as the 
others,” “Nobody wants to be with me, I need to be out of view,” and so on. To the extent that 
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relational responding is reinforced, the person will develop greater fluency in deriving relations 
according to causality and comparison based on deictic framing. For instance, when Mario 
realizes that things are inconsistent with what he thought should be (i.e., when confronting 
problems), his primer reaction is to derive reasons based on his fluency in framing stimuli in 
causality and comparison based on deictic framings I– Other and I– Here, I– There. This way, 
Mario asks and responds to himself why things happened and compares himself at different 
times with others. Consequently, many thoughts are derived as reactions to the problems, thus 
becoming components of the functional relational operant as additional multiple exemplars. 
Needless to say, the relational avoidance operant is augmented with every single unit, and it 
strengthens according to the coherence established in Mario’s life.

At the very end, Mario feels deeply different from others, a loser, unable to do many 
things, and living in an automatic way. Because he typically responds according to the avoid-
ance functions of private events, Mario has multiplied that type of reaction to his world inside 
when contacting the world outside. Furthermore, he is encountering many limitations in his 
life and is deriving more fears and more suffering. In his middle twenties, Mario says that he 
feels like “a mouse escaping to the holes” most of the time. Generally speaking, he is deriving 
a metaphor as relating to networks. On the one side is the network with the causal relation 
established in Mario’s experience with mice (e.g., “the mouse running away to the hole and 
escaping from the cat”). On the other side is his network of “running away from others’ view 
and keep hidden to avoid being hurt and rejected.” Given such a context, he derives more rela-
tions with the respective aversive functions as “he sees his life as a desert with nobody loving 
him, unable to do many things and not recognizing frequently who he is.” In such a context, 
additional thoughts are derived as “no solution, nothing to be done, not being really alive, and 
not standing things being that way forever.”

Importantly, the self- contents become frequently organized in hierarchical networks. 
The different groups of networks at the bottom gather into more abstract categories, with 
higher aversive or appetive functions (depending of the personal history) that finally derive 
at yet another more abstract level, all under the rubric of ME. That is, some private events 
might be concrete (e.g., “I failed the exam,” “I have not gone to the party.” “I cannot reach 
their attention”), with the specific function they bring according to a particular learning 
history, and become established at the bottom level of the hierarchy. Other verbal formu-
lations are more abstract and connect the more concrete ones according to the particular 
person’s history, which lastly is connected to the continuous experience of ME (e.g., “I do 
not do anything right,” “I am a disaster.” Moreover, they can go further up with increasing 
abstraction, and the higher up in the hierarchy, the more dominant/ inclusive the func-
tion is, again, according to the person’s history (e.g., “Nobody loves me,” “I feel alone 
and empty”). Importantly, the functions integrated at all levels become connected to the 
continuous experience of ME with further derived responding (e.g., “What kind of person 
am I?”, “I hate myself ”).

Recent research (Gil- Luciano, Calderón-Hurtado, Tovar, Sebastián-Sánchez, & Ruiz, 
2019) has shown the frequent hierarchical organization of negative thoughts in most partici-
pants. They reported a higher aversive value in those thoughts that they have established at the 
top of the hierarchy compared to those at other levels. Beyond the clinical observations, this 
is congruent with the scarce available data on the hierarchical transformation of function. As 
indicated in the previous paragraph, research has shown the transformation of functions from 
the bottom to the top level of hierarchical networks (Gil et al., 2012, 2014). Furthermore, if 
a new function is given to the stimulus at the top of the hierarchy, it will be expanded to all 
the network members (top- down) (Callejón, 2020, and Villarroel et al., 2021). This means 
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that when thoughts about oneself established during life, each with its specific functions, are 
organized in a hierarchical network, those at the top affect the meaning of all the hierarchy 
members.

Now, we will describe yet another application of hierarchical framing, perhaps the most 
complex one. As indicated in other sections of this article, we always respond to the stimulus 
functions in the present and we do so in the context of our personal history. Accordingly, 
when thoughts and emotions are derived, we may learn to choose the direction of our response 
and what specific response to do, but we cannot choose not to respond. The last portion of the 
second part of the article describes two patterns of responding to your behavior, with opposed 
functional focus, and, accordingly, different effects for the person and the whole community 
of individuals that establish what is meaningful in the respective culture.

twO tyPes Of resPOnding tO One’s Own behaviOr as twO reLatiOnaL functiOnaL OPerants
As described previously, human beings are constantly visited by emotions and thoughts that 
emerge in particular moments because of their personal history. These behaviors are brought 
with motivational and discriminative functions. The first and easiest way is to respond accord-
ing to these functions, which generates reinforcing consequences accordingly that sooner or 
later will be transformed into suffering. This behavioral pattern is known as psychological 
inflexibility and is the relational operant dominating Mario’s repertoire. The other, more com-
plex way of responding to one’s own behavior, named psychological flexibility, is characterized 
by responding to your own behavior under the control of meaningful personal motivations 
that should be established as a hierarchical function integrating any other present functions. 
Consequently, at least two functions need to be present, one that will become dominant (e.g., 
something to become meaningful for the person) over the other (e.g., fear, doubts). When 
responding to one function over other different functions, this function becomes an overarch-
ing function connected to I. This is the core of the repertoire of framing one’s own behavior 
hierarchically. As stated previously, this has to be specifically learned.

Psychological Inflexibility as a Pattern of Responding in Coordination 
with One’s Own Behavior
The pattern of psychological inflexibility is defined as a relational operant established by 
multiple exemplars of responding in coordination with the function of one’s own behavior 
(Törneke, Luciano, Barnes‐Holmes, & Bond, 2016). The most frequent function controlling 
this operant is responding to the avoidance functions that private events bring, as established 
in opposition to doing things in a meaningful direction. Although exemplars of this type of 
responding typically pay off in a short time in the context of avoidance, it does not consider 
what matters in each moment. Thus, this operant does not work in the long term because the 
result of the whole package of MET prevents contact with personally relevant contingencies. 
Consequently, when this operant dominates the person’s repertory (e.g., it is the unique or 
most frequent operant), suffering and limitations will dominate life.

Let’s think of Mario’s history, where some appetitive functions that matter to him have 
been contextualized in opposition to specific private events. Consequently, when signals of 
fear, hurt, or disapproval surface, the avoidance function will dominate the scene. Then Mario 
will display different actions established in his inflexible operant along with his life (e.g., cry-
ing, running away, staying alone, complaining, and thinking about how to get away from all 
this). These actions are frequently effective in the context of avoidance but not in the context 
of the functions that, at the very end, matter to him. Accordingly, he is trapped, responding 
in coordination with avoidance functions based on the instructional control of rules inviting 
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him to fight against certain emotions and thoughts. In other words, Mario displays a pattern of 
responding in which avoidance functions dominate in a never- ending cycle of avoidance that 
prevents contact with the contingencies that seem significant for Mario.

According to the conceptual and empirical research conducted, let’s summarize the rela-
tional characteristics of this inflexible generalized functional class as an ineffective relational 
functional operant.

First, as is true of all functional classes, relational functional classes are operants, estab-
lished at the individual level and through multiple exemplar training (MET). Consequently, the 
repertoire of responding in coordination with one’s own behavior is established in different 
ways across different persons, but all of them have that specific function.

Second, as an operant, topographical variability in the MET components for each person 
is key to building this repertoire. However, all behaviors are established in the context of a 
common function: responding in coordination to the avoidance function of private events. 
Then, the MET along the personal history shows variability in its components.

a. Variability in the physical circumstance or stimuli that bring different functions as vari-
ability in private experiences: the thoughts, feelings, and emotions are related in par-
ticular ways because of the specific history of relating (e.g., the rules established in 
the person’s life).

b. Variability in the different ways of reacting to the functions of such private events: differ-
ent reactions that are under a common function, say avoidance, based on the rules 
established in the person’s life. For instance, avoidance behavior such as thinking over 
and over, consuming drugs, alcohol, crying, complaining, doing physical exercise, 
oversleeping, and so on. In turn, the consequences linked to the avoidance reactions 
are mostly negative reinforcement (the discomfort, fear, and pain are somehow allevi-
ated) and all under the coherent reinforcing function of relational responding.

c. Variability of exemplars controlled by the common function of avoidance. There is typi-
cally a way of reacting to problematic private events. This is engaging in a cycle of 
“thinking and thinking” that does not solve the problems but occasions a moti-
vational context for additional avoidance actions. This way of thinking, frequently 
known as rumination or repetitive negative thinking (Ehring & Watkins, 2008), is 
a pervasive, primer way of reaction that occurs according to the coherence of the 
relational history (Ruiz, Riaño- Hernández, Suárez- Falcón, & Luciano, 2016). In 
addition, the resulting thoughts and emotions of this relational activity show vari-
ability that depends on the particular fluency in relational framing when problematic 
private events are present. For instance, it might be given reasons as a function of 
comparing oneself in other times and places or with other persons, or it might be 
based on asking for/ answers on causality and so on.

d. Variability in motivation, that is, in the quality and the meaning of acting. These 
motivative functions, which are frequently implicit or not well discriminated by the 
client, are not contacted because actions under its control are blocked by the domi-
nation of avoidance control based on relating aversive private events as opposed to 
valued actions. Consequently, the avoidance operant imprisons the person in his own 
behavior.

Third, as coherence is the hierarchical function that characterizes the history of relational 
responding, all the components of the operant, including the consequences of responding, are 
contextualized in the relational history that is brought to bear in any situation. This is why 
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responding under the control of avoidance function makes sense even when it generates suf-
fering in the context of higher- order or meaningful motivations (that are seen as opposed to 
the functions controlling avoidance). Once again, the reinforcing function of the coherence of 
relational history makes sense, perpetuating the pattern of responding.

Fourth, as an operant, this pattern of inflexibility is defined functionally and has been 
found to be transversal throughout most of the formally distinguished syndromes in main-
stream psychopathology. Furthermore, it has been found transversal in many other areas where 
the human condition generates some level of suffering or discomfort in pursuing life. Note 
that the research evidence regarding these behavioral patterns is extensive in many respects (the 
reader will find some examples in the final part of this article).

Psychological Flexibility as a Pattern of Responding Hierarchically to One’s Own Behavior
In the relational definition provided in Törneke et al. (2016), this pattern is seen as a func-
tional class of responding characterized by framing one’s own behavior in hierarchy with the 
deictic I. Put briefly, psychological flexibility is a relational functional operant of framing one’s 
own behavior hierarchically.

What is needed to establish such a repertoire, at whatever age, is a MET of specific 
responding for learning to not respond directly to the functions showing up, being appeti-
tive or aversive, and being aware of noticing them and responding in the inclusive context of 
another function— typically, a meaningful, higher- order, or abstract function based on positive 
reinforcement. Learning such an operant involves a complex process of becoming conscious of 
ME (deictic I), that is, of who is noticing the functions fleeting as well as of learning to make 
choices and responding under the control of that function that we would want to control our 
behavior. This way, when MET of this type of responding is in place, one function acquires a 
dominating hierarchical function over other functions. This is the case of Maria, who is hav-
ing similar interactions with her family as Mario does in early childhood. However, she was 
moved to live with another family, who fortunately provided her with a motivational context 
based on positive reinforcement. In this new context, Maria learned to be willing to contact 
her avoidance rules and still acted according to those other functions. That way, Maria was 
able to build a consistent and transversal ME through effective ways of interacting with her 
private world. Rarely do we learn to fly with the winds of pain— of whatever form— without 
a systematic learning process that has promoted responding focused on a meaningful function 
and integrating— instead of escaping from— the pain in the way of acting under meaningful 
function.

Even Mario could have been quite a different person if he had been exposed to another 
history of interactions with others, a learning history that could have established an inclusive 
relational pattern of responding to his own behavior, as in the case of Maria. All in all, Mario is 
in a position to learn an effective relational operant, provided he is given the contextual condi-
tions for learning a relational operant that will allow him to experience the contingencies avail-
able when choosing consciously to respond under the functions that might be developed as 
personal meaning. Said another way, if Mario is given conditions for effective interaction with 
his own behavior, then a hierarchical network— integrating different functions and actions 
under one dominating— will be established. That is, he can learn an effective repertoire con-
sisting of integrating whatever functions show up, according to the networks established in his 
history, while having space to respond under the influence of the function most meaningful to 
him. That way, Mario will learn the flexibility repertoire, perhaps the most complex aspect of 
the legacy of our ancestors via the culture in which we are raised.
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Before going there, let’s note the characteristics of psychological flexibility as seen from 
the perspective of a relational operant as hierarchically responding to one’s own behavior. 
Many key characteristics of the context, indicated previously regarding Maria’s history, could 
remain the same except that the relational and functional contexts controlling the MET are 
radically different and, consequently, a different repertoire is established.

This repertoire is built through a deictic/ hierarchical MET that connects the diversity of 
thoughts and emotions, and the functions they bring, to a diversity of actions all under the 
control of an inclusive function of other present functions to allow better adjustment to the 
personal meaning.

First, the type of deictic/ hierarchical MET is defined by hierarchically responding to pri-
vate events, of course, in the context of the deictic I. Each exemplar is a chosen act under the 
function connected to the hierarchical ME, noticing the act of inclusion/ integration of the 
thoughts and emotions that come in the way. This means that each chosen act is done in the 
deictic I– Here and my thoughts/ emotions in the deictic I– There, generating a space between 
these events and what really matters to me.

Second, variability in the MET is key to building this operant as any other one. It will be 
variability in the content or type of private events contextually depending on the present and 
historical contexts; variability in the personal meaning, although finally all connected to the 
experience of ME; variability in the actions chosen; and, consequently, variability in the formal 
consequences that finally will be transformed according to the personal meaning as the higher 
or hierarchical common function across multiple exemplars.

Third, as previously indicated, coherence is the reinforcing function for responding 
according to the relational history that is brought to bear in any situation and is transformed 
accordingly— in this case, in the common context of the actions chosen under the hierarchical 
function.

Fourth, the relational operant of responding hierarchically to one’s own behavior is a 
behavioral pattern identified in many areas as an effective repertoire of psychological flex-
ibility: from clinical to sport, business, and policy, from adults to adolescents and children. 
That is, it is transversal and seems to be the most effective way to interact with our condition 
as verbal humans.

When that type of MET has not been provided to a sufficient degree in the personal his-
tory, as in Mario’s interactions, there is still a way to go: a repertoire needs to be learned. This 
is the process of therapy, a process of building a repertoire of flexibility in the context of the 
pervasive coherence where the dominant functions controlling the client’s behavior are ruin-
ing the client’s life. In basic terms, it is necessary to build a relational operant of responding 
hierarchically to one’s own behaviors on the grounds of the pervasive relational operant of 
responding in coordination.

Clinical Strategies As MET to Build a Pattern of Hierarchical Responding 
to One’s Own Behavior
Törneke et al. (2016) described three core strategies that are needed to build the pattern of 
psychological flexibility as responding to the ongoing private events in hierarchy with the 
deictic I: (1) Helping clients experientially contact their history of inflexible patterns; (2) help-
ing clients build the ability to frame their private events in hierarchy with the deictic “I”; 
and (3) helping clients clarify and amplify hierarchical positive motivations and choosing 
actions linked to them. The three strategies constitute a whole package, and, consequently, 
all their movements are multiple exemplars that will help the client display the hierarchical 
response to their behavior. The following paragraphs focus, first, on the functional analysis as 
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the basic strategy and, second, on different aspects of the whole process that conjoint to the 
final common pathway of hierarchical responding. Thus, this is a more technically precise way 
of describing what was described as three strategies in our earlier publications (Törneke et al., 
2016; Törneke, 2017).

Functional Analysis as the Basic Strategy
Functional analysis is not a specific recipe but rather a functional perspective applied in dif-
ferent ways and for different aims. It can be applied to clinical work, basic or applied experi-
ments, teaching, and many other types of action. From the very beginning, the ABC unit has 
been successful in altering or building operants: (A) the historical and present antecedents 
(motivational and discriminative functions in a particular moment), (B) the response to such 
functions, and (C) the consequences (as positive or negative contingencies of reinforcement). 
This functional unit of analysis is sufficiently flexible that it can also be used when the ABC 
is applied to the typical relational behavior of verbal human organisms. A threefold focus is 
needed to clarify these characteristics.

First, any present behavior results from a personal history and is exemplified mostly as an 
operant established, then, through a history of MET. When conducting a functional analysis, 
we look for the operant by examining the motivational and discriminative functions of ante-
cedents, the different responses under such functions, and the common consequences that 
follow across different but functionally equivalent situations.

Second, when a verbal repertoire is in place, the functional analysis becomes a relational 
functional analysis (Luciano et al., 2020; Törneke, 2021). That is, the ABC now involves func-
tions that have been established through relational responding, but functions nevertheless. So, 
we analyze relational motivational and discriminative functions of stimuli, the behavior that 
occurs under such functions, and its consequences, aware that these consequential functions 
are also established by relational responding. All this occurs in coherence with a particular rela-
tional history. Therefore, each examined behavioral unit (flexible or inflexible) will exemplify 
the client’s typical thoughts, instructions, and emotions, their motivational and discriminative 
functions, the multiple behaviors that follow, and the consequences in both the short and 
long term.

Third, when performing a functional analysis as part of therapy, the goal is to generate the 
conditions for the clients to discriminate and experience their way of interacting (B) with their 
private events as the functional echoes of their relational personal history (A), and the overall 
effects of this responding (C). Alternatively, we can say that the goal is to help the clients 
become aware of their historical and present baggage and, given that, be confronted with “and 
then what?” In other words, the therapist helps the client to become aware of the historical 
and present sources of behavioral control in a way that opens the door to behavioral change.

One important point to stress is that fostering a flexible repertoire is not just talking 
about behavior but generating the conditions for the relevant functions of private events to be 
present, helping the client to notice them, and choosing the best response in such conditions.

Analyzing Interactions in the Moment
The function of the therapist’s behavior is not in the therapist’s behavior per se, but instead 
in the meaning (functions) for the client according to the client’s relational history. Thus, the 
flexible relational functional class will be promoted through multiple exemplars, which must 
be understood in that context. This point connects directly to the earlier formulation of clini-
cal behavior analysis (Dougher & Hayes, 2000; Ferster, 1974, Kohlenberg & Tsai, 1991). The 
critical point for the therapist is to be aware of the effects their own behavior produces in the 
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interaction and rely on that analysis rather than on rigid rules about what might be the result 
of any action from their side. That is, the meaning (functions) of something is not in the physi-
cal properties of the stimulus, in the content of a particular sentence or a particular posture, 
but in the client’s history. All this occurs, from the beginning to the end, through the functions 
that the client’s behavior generates in the therapist’s behavior and vice versa. So, the therapist 
needs to look for many different ways to adapt their behavior to the client’s repertoire, thereby 
supporting the client’s learning process in moving from responding in coordination to their 
own responding to responding hierarchically in the same context.

For instance, even as the therapist might start the first therapy session by asking the client 
for permission to question them about sensitive issues in their life and encouraging them to 
stop the therapist whenever they want to, the therapist should pay particular attention to the 
client’s response to this basic therapist behavior. The therapist’s intention, of course, is to estab-
lish a shared therapist– client context as a starting point for communication. The critical point 
here is that even such basic phrases, and other signals that the therapist might show, have to 
be functionally analyzed in the context of the client’s responding. Accordingly, the therapist’s 
continuous task is to explore how the client’s behavior changes during the session.

All strategies the therapist uses to support the clients in their change process are played 
out in the interaction between the client’s and the therapist’s relational behaviors. This means 
that all types of relational responding will occur, as they probably are engaged in any kind of 
verbal interaction. To accomplish the MET needed to increase psychological flexibility, we will 
emphasize hierarchical responding as the most versatile and central repertoire to train. In the 
following section, we will thus describe the work centered around this training and also pres-
ent different aspects of the process based on Torneke et al. (2016) and Luciano et al. (2020).

Helping Clients to Experience Their Problematic Strategy and Moving Towards 
the Alternative
The therapist’s behavior focuses on generating a context of interaction that will increase the 
probability that the client will become aware of their inflexible behavioral pattern and how 
it relates to their current problematic experiences and ultimately to what is meaningful to 
them. In each process of discriminating one’s own behavior, its problematic consequences on 
one hand and what is meaningful to oneself on the other, hierarchical framing of your own 
behavior is key. Consequently, the therapist tries to have the interaction move between the 
components of the inflexible repertoire to meaningful motivation (and vice versa) and con-
stantly focus on the training of hierarchical framing of one’s own responding. The different 
clinical interactions used to accomplish this objective can be summarized simply as: “What is 
the problem, what has been done to resolve it,” and “what are the effects regarding who you 
want to be and to accomplish?” Questions and answers, exercises, and metaphors co- created 
with the client are used in this training.

As we continue to describe some clinical strategies the therapist can use, we want to 
caution the reader that the following is not presented as a list of items to be strictly followed. 
Rather, we intend it as only a guide to support the therapist in their efforts to make the interac-
tion a learning experience for the client, so that new, flexible behavior emerges.

1. Helping the clients to (a) differentiate the private events, including their rules, as motiva-
tional and discriminative antecedents under which they respond in coordination, so that they 
start to (b) differentiate hierarchically the one who is noticing and responding.

Many types of interactions exemplify this strategy. For instance, the therapist reacts to our 
client (Paul’s) different behaviors as follow:
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“You say that when you are with people, as you are now, here, with me, you feel anx-
ious . . . . How do you notice it, where in your body do you feel your anxiety . . .  ? Are there 
other situations when you notice the visit of this feeling of anxiety?

“What thoughts come to you right now, feeling that anxiety in your chest?” Alternatively, 
“You say that you have the thought of being a disaster. What other thoughts are coming with 
disaster? What is your body feeling when these thoughts visit you?”

“There are many ways of feeling anxiety. In your case, can you tell where you notice the 
feeling of anxiety? Can you put your hand at the place in your body where you feel the anxi-
ety? How is that? What kind of anxiety is it? Let’s imagine that anxiety has a form and a color. 
What might it be? Let’s think that you can touch it and you feel its temperature, how is that? 
Can you leave the anxiety in your chest for a while and put your attention somewhere else in 
your body? For example, can you move your attention to your right leg? Now you can move 
your attention back to your chest and notice you are back there . . . . Can you, once again, 
move your attention to any part of your body of your own choice? Do you notice that you 
can move your attention? (the client says yes). Let’s notice that experience and stay with it for 
a moment . . . . Now, go back to notice the anxiety in your chest . . . . Notice that you are 
noticing what you are doing . . .  Can you bring a picture of you when you are at home with 
that feeling in the chest? Any other picture of you when you are at work? Can you bring some 
more pictures of you when you were an adolescent in a moment at school? Whatever picture is 
OK . . . . Can you move your attention from one picture to the other? What about imagining 
yourself as a lighthouse that moves attention to different things occurring to you?”

If our client, Paul, has followed this interaction and there are signs that he is discriminat-
ing himself as the observer of his own responding, the therapist might continue with asking 
the client to imagine or draw out this experience on a piece of paper and share, pointing to 
different perceptions noticed, that he is the one who is moving and is noticing the lighthouse 
shifting the direction of the light.

“Although there are differences between us as humans, we all react to what we feel and 
think . . . . In your case, how do you react when your anxiety, sadness, loneliness, and worries 
about the future talk to you? You say that you do not want to feel that way, that you don’t want 
to have the thoughts you have . . . . You say that you react in different ways to stop thinking 
and feeling these ways . . . . When you feel  . . .  you do  . . . to avoid feeling worse . . . . When 
you feel  . . .  you do  . . . And who is noticing it all? Who is noticing the feelings, the thoughts, 
what you do, who is noticing? (The client answers: “It is me, I guess . . . . ”). Yes, so you are 
more than all the things you can notice with yourself in that sense. You are also the one notic-
ing them; might you also realize being the noticer?”

2. Helping the client to potentiate the hierarchical experience of I/ ME as the transversal 
functional context of my behavior.

Sooner or later, the therapist should help the client derive the hierarchical experience of 
ME as the permanent and hierarchical context of their own behavior. This is not only tact-
ing the ME but also ensuring a common experience throughout all different behaviors, “of 
what I felt, what I am feeling now, and might be feeling if, of what I have done, am doing, 
and might do, of what I am thinking about the future, about the past, about my family, my 
country . . . . Over all this, I am experiencing or noticing the context of Me noticing and Me 
reacting to this unique experience.

“Let’s put it this way, on a side, it is you feeling anxiety, and then you also are feeling sad-
ness, it is also you feeling alone, and you feeling rejected . . . . It is you thinking that your mom 
is  . . .  and it is you seeing the past  . . .  and you seeing what it would be like if you were not 
feeling alone or rejected  . . . it is you in all these situations. On another side, it is you as the 
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observer of one aspect, you moving the attention to some other, then to one more, as if being 
a lighthouse moving the light from one place to another. Even more, there is an other orbit 
besides observing your thoughts and emotions. It is the orbit of you reacting to any of them, 
in one case, you did  . . .  in another, you did  . . .  now you are with me talking about this . . . . 
What do you see here? What do you notice?”

The therapist moves to help the client, Paul, derive the hierarchical I across many of his 
own behaviors to foster the hierarchical organization of his behaviors as different elements of 
his problematic strategy or repertoire, the one of responding in coordination. The therapist is 
using many different cues to that aim. In all cases, the therapist tries to train the experience of 
I– Here and behavior as ֪I– There, and finally hierarchical framing in different domains.

3. Helping the client to give a common, hierarchical name to different private events.
One more example of hierarchical responding has the aim of helping the client to derive a 

common name for the multiple private events that have, through the personal history, acquired 
problematic functions. Putting the different events together is useful to support the discrimi-
native process. Even if not all events have the same weight, they belong together as they share 
a common function, typically avoidance. For example, our client, Paul, might spontaneously 
name his thoughts and emotions as “alarms in the mind,” or as “devils and angels in my head,” 
or someone might describe his urges as “waves and storms in the sea.” The therapist should be 
observant of these kinds of expressions, and when they seem to be helpful, should catch and 
use them. The therapist might also be the one introducing a metaphor. When Paul talks about 
worrying thoughts disturbing his sleep, for example, the therapist can say: “Yes, thoughts can 
be like irritating flies that keep you awake at night. You try to fight them, but they seem to be 
coming back and coming back.” Let’s say the client reacts to this description by saying: “Yes, 
there is a whole bunch of them, one worse than the other.” Then the therapist can go on and 
co- develop the metaphor by, for example, asking the client to specify a couple of the worst 
“flies,” perhaps giving them each particular names.

4. Helping the client to identify the different ways of responding connected to the same 
hierarchical function.

The same strategy of giving a common, perhaps metaphorical, name is used to help dis-
criminate the different behaviors sharing the same function. This strategy can be applied to 
both inflexible and flexible classes of behavior. One important class that can be labeled this 
way is, of course, the different forms of experiential avoidance. For instance, the therapist 
might say, “When you have all these flies trouble you and block other things you want to do, 
what is your reaction? What do you do?” In this process, the therapist tries to help the client 
understand that different types of behavior are going in the same direction and have the same 
function. Perhaps all these different behaviors can be gathered together under the heading of 
“trying to strike the flies.” In that way, the therapist can also help the client derive the relation-
ships between the “flies” and the rules they carry with them, leading the client into problem-
atic circles of avoidance, the effort of “trying to strike the flies.”

It is particularly important to help the client, Paul, notice the quick, almost automatic, 
way he interacts with what turns up for him. These are the “self- evident,” assumed “necessities 
of action” that constitute the motivational and discriminative functions the client tends to 
frame in coordination rather than hierarchically. These quick responses can be overt behavior, 
but they are also often ways of thinking and further elaborating about the problem experi-
enced. The relational functional class of responding in coordination is frequently dominated 
by particular ways of thinking and thinking about the thoughts and discomfort that worry 
the client. When this is the case, the therapist should help the client derive the rule instruct-
ing these reactions. For instance, the therapist can help Paul identify the relation between the 
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never- ending cascade of thoughts and emotions as, finally, the consequences of his efforts as 
indicated in the next point.

This way, the client will have the opportunity to notice that many different things they 
do are ways to escape or avoid aversive thoughts and emotions and that they all constitute the 
same strategy, providing the same problematic consequences.

5. Helping the client discriminate the causal relation between private events, responding 
under their control, and the short-  and long- term effects.

The therapist can ask the client questions, helping them to discriminate the whole prob-
lematic pattern of certain private events, their functions, and the short-  and long- term conse-
quences of following such instructions or rules. This process can be described as the temporal 
relations of the sequence of events that should be discriminated as explicit causal relations. 
The therapist should assist the client in deriving cause– effect relationships across time between 
what they are looking for and the consequences they are pursuing, regarding the maintenance 
and expansion of the unwanted thoughts and emotions, as well as the persons they would like 
to be. First, these interactions aim for the client to contact the aversive functions provoked 
by responding in coordination as well as by projecting these aversive functions into the future 
according to the client’s experience. Second, deriving the aversive functions will hopefully 
serve as motivation to contact higher reinforcing functions connected to them, that is, things 
that are of utmost importance to them in the long run. Of course, the process might go in 
the opposite direction, as when the interactions are first helping the clients to derive seeing 
themselves behaving in hierarchy with what is meaningful for them and, from such a context, 
seeing the aversive function of responding in coordination.

The therapist might point to the causal chain of events that the client, Paul, first described 
as separate events. The therapist can do so by saying, for example, “Let’s look at this as if watch-
ing a film of you. You say that you are visited by anxiety and emptiness and then you have to 
do something to get rid of them. You say that you cannot pursue your life when those feelings 
and thoughts are visiting you. Is that correct? Moreover, I realize, being here with you, that 
these experiences are very uncomfortable. Furthermore, when these feelings and thoughts are 
present, then you do different things to stop them, the alarm, the flies (or whatever term is 
helpful).” If the client then seems to agree with the formulation (and it is very important for 
the therapist to evaluate whether that is so), the therapist can continue: “If you were not visited 
by these thoughts and feeling, would you be doing all these things?” Assuming that the client 
answers that they would not, then the causal relation is discriminated.

Once again, it might be useful to help the client formulate a metaphorical name for the 
I who is responding. It might be the driver, the captain of the boat, the boss, or something else. 
In addition to strengthening the experience of being capable of choosing what to do, it can 
help to connect to what is ultimately important to the client. For instance, what type of driver 
do you want to be: one who leaves the bus under the control to the flies or the alarms posed 
by the passengers, or the one who is in charge of the direction of the bus?

Once again, all types of relational behavior are present in this type of clinical dialogue, but 
hierarchical responding is “the final common pathway” in establishing clinical change.

6. Helping the client to integrate the most aversive private events into the hierarchi-
cal ME.

As indicated in the second part of this article, the networks established in the client’s life 
are functionally coherent. They are built by deriving self- content and repeating them as well as 
the rest in the respective network. Any of the self- contents might have a relational discrimina-
tive function for more derived content. Helping the client to experience these networks, as the 
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echoes of their personal history, seems to be a beneficial step in the process of integrating all 
and reacting to them.

For instance, when Paul is experiencing a very problematic thought, the therapist might 
help him give it a name (e.g., saying, “this seems to be a big one, doesn’t it?”). Then, the thera-
pist might invite the client to look for other thoughts that might be behind or around, even 
with most aversive functions. That is, on a side, the client is helped to give a name (perhaps 
the big thoughts for the most aversive ones, and the little ones for another with less aversive 
functions). On another side, the client is helped to take a distance from all of them, especially 
the big ones, and integrate them into themselves while moving forward. Typically, experi-
encing the emotional functions of the most fearful emotions and thoughts might be hard 
for the client because they are connected in some way to what is meaningful for the client. 
Consequently, this might be a key motivational context for helping the client to notice and 
integrate them and overcome the blocking effect.

7. The history in the present. Connecting private events hierarchically to the client’s history.
Helping the client, Paul, identify causal relations between the most problematic and pain-

ful private events (thoughts and emotions) that he is experiencing now and episodes in his 
history seems to be an effective step in establishing a well- functioning hierarchical experience 
of self. This process is especially needed when the echoes of history prevent focusing on what 
matters. In such circumstances, the therapist should invite the client to go over them looking 
for moments, mainly those early in life, when these thoughts emerged. This will help the client 
integrate all the emotions involved and move forward.

The process of supporting the client in this work is in many ways similar to what has been 
described previously in this article. It typically adds dialogues and perhaps exercises where dif-
ferent key memories from the client’s life are explored, and relational cues are provided for our 
client, Paul, to see himself from the perspective he had at the time of the event described. That 
perspective is then coordinated with the one experienced in the here and now by questions 
such as “Right here and now, can you notice that little child at that time? And can you notice 
that the one who was there and then is also YOU, being here with me?” This can be elaborated 
in many different ways, for example, by asking Paul to switch perspective, at one moment 
responding from the perspective of himself within the described event and in the next from 
the present situation. Moreover, as this is done, relational cues are provided for integrating the 
different perspectives as “ME.”

Sometimes exposing a client to specific moments like these will cause very strong emo-
tional responding. Therefore, the therapist should follow the client carefully, asking permission 
to continue or to stop. In the latter case, the therapist might later ask the client to go back 
and be willing to learn the repertoire of being the observer of the echoes of such episodes, and 
moving forward under meaningful functions, that is, as instances of hierarchical responding.

8. Helping the clients to experience the impact of the long- term and accumulative conse-
quences of responding in coordination with their own behavior.

Under a previous heading (5), we discussed helping the client contact short- term and to 
some extent long- term consequences of their present, problematic behavior. We now want to 
place some extra focus on long- term consequences. As previously indicated, this is not merely 
discriminating a chain of events but deriving the causality between what the client is doing 
and the consequences in the long term. This matter should be examined in the context of what 
might be ultimately meaningful to the person.

The task is to help the client contact multiple examples of short- term consequences and 
ask the person to compare those consequences with the long- run effects. This question can be 
asked in the context of the life you want to live. Are you more or less tired now than you were 
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at the onset of the problems? Do you experience yourself as stronger or weaker? In what way 
does the present strategy affect those disturbing thoughts and feelings? Compared to some 
time back?

The therapist might say: “Imagine yourself in a couple of years, continuing to do what 
you are doing now? What if you continue to fight the flies! What will your life look like? What 
about your dreams, your emotional situation, the sense in your body?”

This work will hopefully open the client to look in new directions. “What would it be like 
to be the captain of your own boat? In that case, where would you be heading? What kind of 
action performed now can take you in that direction?” If the client follows in the interaction, 
the therapist can ask: “How do you feel when looking at this? How does it sound to you?” 
Hopefully, the client will respond with curiosity, experiencing this possibility as something 
different. There might still be barriers, the uncertainty of what such possible actions imply. 
However, a possible way forward is present.

9. Helping to co- create a metaphor for the whole intervention model.
Using a metaphor that contains all the components we have discussed, ranging from 

responding in coordination with your own behavior to the alternative of responding hierarchi-
cally, has been found to be clinically and experimentally useful (Peña Vargas et al., submitted; 
Ruiz et al., 2016; Törneke, 2017). Metaphors can help the clients see the whole picture of their 
behaviors and open the horizon for a new way to act. For instance, some clients might say that 
their head is full of alarms or flies, or others might describe their life as an empty desert or, as 
our client Paul describes his situation, as running like a hamster in a wheel for years. The thera-
pist might respond to these remarks by trying to co- create an overarching metaphor to help 
a client derive the components of both the problematic pattern and a possible new avenue. 
For instance, in responding to the description of Paul as being like a hamster, the therapist 
might make the following observations: “It seems that you do not like this sense of being like 
a hamster in a wheel. I see hamsters enjoying the wheel, but what about your experience of 
feeling as if being a hamster?”

In a dialogue based on the client’s experience, all aspects of Paul’s situation can be viewed 
through the lens of this metaphor. What occurs inside Paul that makes him jump into the 
wheel (examining private events and their functions as antecedents)? In what specific ways 
does he actually run, and how is he behaving inside the wheel (what actions are taken)? In 
addition, what is he obtaining when running in the wheel (asking for short- time consequences 
linked to the rules followed)? What things are important to the client, outside of the experi-
ence of being a hamster (asking for possible meaningful life patterns)? Or in the same direc-
tion: “If you could choose not to be a hamster, what type of animal would you like to be?” If 
Paul, for example, would respond that he would like to be a dolphin, being able to swim and 
jump in many different directions, then that metaphor can be used to explore the quality of 
the actions coordinated to being as a dolphin. If Paul should respond that “being a dolphin is 
being free,” then the therapist should explore the possible alternative strategy and the possible 
consequences of acting with freedom.

10. Helping the client to potentiate the ability to frame private events in hierarchy.
We have emphasized the central repertoire of hierarchical framing of your own respond-

ing through this section of clinical intervention. Let us now add some directions to promote 
this behavior when the client does not show fluency in doing it. Like learning other abilities, 
MET to establish this behavior should include variability in the content but keep common 
relations. According to Luciano et al. (2011) and Luciano, Ruiz, Gil- Luciano, and Molina- 
Cobos (2021), hierarchical framing of your own behavior is connected to training deictic 
framing.
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To help the client derive the deictic relation I– Here and their private events as I– There, 
MET might proceed from stimuli with neutral functions (e.g., the thoughts just emerging 
when looking at the glass, the lamp, or the window) to those stimuli with appetitive and 
mostly aversive/ avoidance functions (e.g., the anxiety or the problematic thoughts). Several 
deictic and hierarchical relational cues should be used to encourage the response of obser-
vance and integration of thoughts or memories (e.g., “contemplating the thought as if you 
were contemplating a painting” or “writing it down on a post- it on the wall or writing on a 
balloon, if written in lower or uppercase letters”). In the case of emotions, the client might be 
helped to physicalize them, for instance, as if they were objects in some part of the body, and 
asking about what kind of object, what color if having a color, what size, what temperature 
and so on. In all cases, the aim is to promote a kind of distance and integration of private 
events as transitory events that one can observe without jumping into them and thereby 
ending up away from what matters. The training would encourage experimenting with the 
fact that one can observe one thought/ emotion here, another one there, and so on. In this 
process, the therapist directs Paul’s attention to the behavioral options connected to what 
might be meaningful for him, which would constitute a hierarchical response to overarching 
consequences for him.

One additional point in this process is to help the client, Paul, experience the very act of 
choosing behavior, the awareness of being the person who is doing the chosen act and connect-
ing this experience to other acts and goals. That is, this process helps Paul derive the experience 
of himself hierarchically as “the I” who makes choices, who acts, who realizes that the quality 
of his acts is the central step in amplifying the relational operant of hierarchical framing of 
your own behavior. The final derivation promoted in the clarification and amplification of 
meaningful functions should be realizing that any private event is one aspect of oneself and 
that one is much more than any such single feeling and thought. What should be promoted 
is the experience of being a permanent transversal context of observation, having the ability 
to give space for whatever turns up on the private scene, as well as the experience of making 
choices as to what direction to take from there.

11. Helping to clarify and amplify the hierarchical function of meaningful directions.
In clinical situations, private events typically block the experience of appetitive motivation. 

Therefore, establishing such motivation as hierarchical and helping the client to act under such 
overarching functions is a critical aim. A key way for the therapist to increase the probability 
for this to happen is to help the client frame different actions and behavioral goals hierarchi-
cally, so that all of them become connected to what is experienced as ultimately important and 
meaningful.

This work involves interventions from the bottom of the hierarchy and upward and inter-
actions moving from the top and downward (Luciano et al., 2021). As an illustration, imagine 
a client who has suddenly lost his wife soon after being retired from his work as a teacher. He 
summarizes his present situation as “the end of his life” and isolates himself from most activi-
ties outside his home. At the same time, as the therapist validates the client’s loss, she might 
proceed by asking questions such as: “In your life together with your wife, what would you 
say were the most important things for you? What carried the deepest meaning, those feelings 
that were present when you were doing things together?” The same type of questions could 
be asked about his experience as a teacher. Through these questions, the therapist is looking 
for an overarching motivational function. Once something is made explicit, it can be used to 
move “downward” in the hierarchy, connecting it to specific acts and possible consequences 
in the present situation. So, for example, the therapist might continue: “So, this creativity 
and intimacy that you described from your earlier working situation when you were teaching 
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your worst students, and you saw their faces when after a long way they achieved something, 
perhaps is there something that could be done now and that has something of the same feel-
ing? Not so strong, perhaps, but still . . . .?” Alternatively, an exercise might be set up, bringing 
the client back to a typical appetitive situation from his experience as a teacher to see if he can 
contact some of this in imagery. Then, the therapist might ask: “If you could take that feeling, 
that sense of creativity and intimacy with your students and move it to some area of your life 
now, where do you want to bring it?” Also, the wife can be brought into the imagery, making 
her give him advice on how to live the kind of life they valued together.

A possible way for the therapist to move from the bottom of the hierarchy and upward 
would be to start in small events in the client’s present life that seem to carry some meaning 
to the client. Perhaps the therapist notices something in some specific episode the client men-
tions. So, noticing something in the here and now, the therapist might focus on it saying: “I 
notice that this [something just mentioned] makes you look a bit interested” or: “There is a 
certain light in your eyes,” or: “Something happens to you when you tell me about the phone 
call from your grandson. He seems to be important to you . . . . ” All of these would be 
examples of moving from “the bottom up.”

At the same time, as this work with building hierarchical functions of meaningful direc-
tions continues, the therapist needs to keep an eye on barriers that turn up in this very process. 
This is natural, as imagining alternative ways of acting to an extent is an analog of actually 
acting that way. Furthermore, that is a very difficult thing for the client to do in his situation. 
When this occurs, the therapist should make it explicit in the interaction and use it to go back 
to the other strategies already covered.

Finally, but not least, we point out the relevance of enveloping the clinical interactions 
hierarchically in a context of validation and comprehension.

Here we have pointed out some relevant aspects of the process that establish hierarchical 
responding through MET. We have emphasized that functional analysis is a continuous activ-
ity that permeates the therapeutic process, and we have described how it can be conducted 
with a focus on hierarchical responding, even when different aspects of the operant are worked 
with. This operant is defined by the hierarchical function of personal meanings that, in the 
end, envelop any single action. We have tried to make the basic relational processes somehow 
transparent, allowing the identification of the relational process involved in building a reper-
toire of flexibility in the context of the particular coherence defining the inflexibility reper-
toire, the repertoire dominating the scene when the therapy begins.

Empirical Evidence
This section presents relevant empirical evidence for the core aspects presented in this 
article.

Evidence of the Transformation of Eliciting and Avoidance Functions
A number of studies have demonstrated the transformation of eliciting and avoidance func-
tions. Dougher, Augustson, Markham, Greenway, and Wulfert (1994) showed the transfer of 
respondent eliciting and extinction functions through equivalence relations, whereas Augustson 
and Dougher (1997) demonstrated the transfer of avoidance- evoking functions. These studies 
have been replicated and extended throughout the last two decades (e.g., Dougher, Hamilton, 
Fink, & Harrington, 2007; Dymond, Schlund, Roche, & Whelan, 2014; Luciano et al., 2014; 
Rodríguez- Valverde, Luciano, & Barnes- Holmes, 2009; Ruiz- Sánchez, Luciano, & Rodriguez, 
submitted).
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Evidence of the Transformation of Functions through Hierarchical Relations
Gil et al. (2012, 2014) demonstrated the bottom- up transformation of functions through 
hierarchical networks that included relations of coordination and distinction. In addition, 
recent research has shown that class- inclusion responses can be trained through a nonarbitrary 
MET in autistic individuals (Zagrabska‐Swiatkowska, Mulhern, Ming, Stewart, & McElwee, 
2020). Finally, two very recent studies have systematically demonstrated contextual control 
in hierarchical responding at two levels (Callejón, 2020; Villarroel et al., 2021). These studies 
demonstrate first the top- down and bottom- up transformation of functions and, second, the 
domination of functions at the top over the other functions. These data are extraordinarily 
relevant as analogies of the formation of the selfing behaviors and the domination of some 
functions over others.

Evidence of the Hierarchical Organization of Self- contents
Some preliminary studies have shown that self- contents tend to be organized in hierarchical 
networks. For instance, Gil- Luciano and colleagues (2019) recruited 100 undergraduates who 
underwent several assessment phases, including a diagnostic interview, emotional symptoms 
and repetitive negative thinking (RNT), and a list of self- contents that usually serve as triggers 
for RNT. Participants selected the self- contents they usually experienced and rated how much 
they engaged in RNT. Subsequently, they were provided with three diagrams showing how 
these self- contents could be organized: Coordination, Comparison, and Hierarchy. Eighty 
percent of participants organized their self- contents in hierarchical networks.

Evidence of the Effects of Responding in Coordination to Behavioral Functions
Wide- ranging evidence exists that responding to eliminate painful private experiences (i.e., 
experiential avoidance) leads to increased suffering and prevents actions connected to hier-
archical appetitive functions (i.e., values; Boulanger, Hayes, & Pistorello, 2010). In the 
experimental arena, Hayes et al. (1999) used the cold pressor task to compare the effect 
of a 90- minute acceptance protocol versus a control protocol. Participants who received 
the acceptance protocol kept the arm immersed in ice water significantly longer than par-
ticipants receiving the protocol promoting discomfort control. Using electric shocks as 
aversive stimulation, Gutiérrez, Luciano, Rodríguez, and Fink (2004) compared the effect 
of 20- min acceptance- based versus control- based protocols, both in the context of a per-
sonal value. Participants who received the acceptance- based protocol showed significantly 
greater pain tolerance and lower pain believability (i.e., assessment of maximal discomfort 
while participants continued on task) than participants in the control condition. This study 
was replicated and extended in further studies (e.g., McMullen et al., 2008; Páez- Blarrina 
et al., 2008).

Evidence of Repetitive Negative Thinking as a Predominant Response in Coordination 
with Behavioral Functions
Robust experimental evidence has demonstrated that worry and rumination usually prolong 
and extend aversive functions (e.g., see reviews in Ehring & Watkins, 2008; Newman & Llera, 
2011), and lead to other forms of experiential avoidance such as alcohol consumption, binge 
eating, self- injury, and suicidal behavior. Experimental analogs of such problematic respond-
ing has been done in Gil- Luciano et al. (submitted) in the context of more and less problem-
atic thoughts.
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Evidence of Hierarchically Framing of Ongoing Behavior as a Central Relational Process
In a preliminary study with at- risk adolescents, Luciano et al. (2011) analyzed the differential 
effect of two defusion protocols. The first protocol involved MET in framing ongoing private 
events through deictic framings (I– Here, My private events– There). The second protocol also 
added hierarchical framings and interactions to promote motivational functions to the verbal 
discrimination of private events (i.e., appetitive augmental functions). The results showed that 
the second protocol had a greater effect on reducing the frequency of problematic behaviors 
and psychological inflexibility at the 4- month follow- up. Some experimental analogs have 
replicated the results of the previous study with different dependent variables: experimen-
tally induced emotional distress (Foody, Barnes- Holmes, Barnes- Holmes, & Luciano, 2013), 
tolerance on the cold pressor task and in the viewing of aversive films (Gil- Luciano, Ruiz, 
Valdivia- Salas, & Suárez- Falcón, 2017), and the performance in cognitive demanding tasks 
(López- López & Luciano, 2017). In conclusion, these studies suggest that including explicit 
hierarchical framings between the individual and their private events and providing the hierar-
chical context of regulatory functions to this discrimination enhance the efficacy of the MET 
in contrast to incorporating only deictic framing. To include only deictic framing is typical in 
many defusion exercises, whereas adding hierarchical framing is typical of a consistent inter-
vention to promote the self- as- context linked to valued functions.

Two more complex and unpublished studies have produced advances over the previous 
research. Gil- Luciano, Tovar, Calderón- Hurtado, Sebastián, and Ruiz (submitted) tested the 
differential effect of two defusion protocols; one protocol consisted of MET in deictic fram-
ing, and the other consisted of MET in deictic and hierarchical framing plus motivational 
functions. These protocols were directed either to the hierarchical aversive self- content or to 
an aversive self- content in a low level of the hierarchy of self- contents. The results showed that 
the most complete protocol was more effective than the remaining combinations and a control 
condition in reducing the detrimental effects of a rumination– induction procedure. Finally, 
López- López (2016) tested the efficacy of four defusion protocols in improving performance 
on a cognitive demanding task (Protocol I: MET in deictic framing, Protocol II: MET in 
deictic +  hierarchical framing, Protocol III: deictic +  hierarchical framing +  motivational func-
tions, Protocol: deictic +  hierarchical framing +  motivational functions +  hierarchically fram-
ing the chosen behavior). The results indicated that all the experimental protocols obtained a 
greater reduction in reported discomfort than the control condition. However, it was Protocol 
IV that obtained the greatest reduction in distress, and only Protocols III and IV significantly 
improved performance in the cognitive demanding task.

Evidence of Contacting Hierarchical Appetitive Functions as a Central Relational 
Process in ACT
Multiple experimental analogs have shown the effect of introducing a valued context in the 
protocols, either as the sole intervention strategy or as a multicomponent protocol (e.g., 
Gutiérrez et al., 2004; Hebert, Flynn, Wilson, & Kellum, 2021; Páez- Blarrina et al., 2008). 
Additionally, Luciano et al. (2010) found that aversive stimulation was rated as less intense 
when the discomfort was framed in a hierarchy advancing toward a valued direction (i.e., feel-
ing discomfort and focusing on the task) than when it was framed in opposition.

Finally, only a few studies have analyzed the effect of protocols in the context of the trans-
formation of functions as an experimental analog of the avoidance operant. For example, in 
Luciano et al. (2014), participants showed the acquisition of respondent eliciting and avoid-
ance functions and their transference through equivalence classes. Afterward, the effect of a 
motivational protocol that established a conditional relation between approaching previously 
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avoided stimuli and a general value was compared to a defusion protocol that included person-
ally meaningful examples of approaching fear and a defusion exercise, including both deictic 
and hierarchical framings. The latter protocol eliminated the experimentally induced avoid-
ance responding in all participants, even in the presence of respondent activation, whereas the 
former condition was effective in only 30% of participants. Lastly, Ruiz- Sánchez, Luciano, 
and Rodríguez- Valverde (submitted) measured the derived rules during the whole process and 
analyzed the effect of an if– then motivational protocol as keeping in the task and receiving a 
specific consequence, versus a hierarchical motivation protocol in which approaching previ-
ously avoided stimuli and receiving shock/ noises were contextualized under personal meaning 
as a positive hierarchical reinforcer. The latter protocol was radically more effective than the 
former in all cases. Thus, this study shows that motivation based on positive hierarchical rein-
forcers produces almost complete suppression of avoidance behavior in contrast to reduced 
levels of suppression with only the if– then motivational protocol.

Evidence of the Components of Metaphors that Increase Their Therapeutic Effect
Some experimental analogs have been conducted regarding the relational processes involved in 
metaphors in the clinical setting. Sierra, Ruiz, Flórez, Riaño- Hernández, and Luciano (2016) 
found that participants who received metaphors, including common physical properties with 
the participants’ pain, showed a higher increase in pain tolerance on a cold pressor task than 
participants who received the same metaphors but without common physical properties. 
These data were replicated by Criollo, Díaz- Muelle, Ruiz, and García- Martín (2018). All these 
results were in line with more basic studies conducted by Ruiz and Luciano (2015) regarding 
the effect of common physical properties in analogy aptness and derivation.

Peña- Vargas et al. (submitted) analyzed the effect on pain tolerance of metaphors that 
included hierarchical relations between the participants and their pain and/ or amplified the 
long- term consequences of flexible and inflexible behavior. The results showed that the meta-
phor that included both components was significantly more effective. Lastly, Ramírez, Ruiz, 
Peña- Vargas, and Bernal (2021) analyzed the differential effects of presenting the metaphor 
by asking the individual to imagine being the protagonist of the story versus presenting the 
metaphor in the third person (Self vs. Other) and/ or prompting the relational elaboration of 
the rules derived from the metaphor (Elaboration vs. No Elaboration). The results showed 
that including the components Self and Elaboration together significantly increased the par-
ticipants’ pain tolerance.

Efficacy of Brief Interventions Inspired by defining Psychological Flexibility as Hierarchically 
Framing of Ongoing Behavior
Some of the studies that have analyzed the effect of brief ACT protocols explicitly define many 
of the relational processes of psychological flexibility (Törneke et al., 2016). Ruiz et al. (2016) 
tested the efficacy of a one- session, repetitive- negative- thinking focused ACT protocol in a 
multiple- baseline design across 11 participants suffering from mild to moderate emotional 
disturbance. The results showed significant reductions in worry and rumination, emotional 
symptoms, experiential avoidance, cognitive fusion, and increased valued living in most par-
ticipants. Ruiz et al. (2018) found very large effect sizes in bthe previous dependent variables 
when applying two sessions of a similar protocol to participants with moderate emotional 
disorders. These initial promising findings were followed by a randomized controlled trial 
comparing a previous two- session protocol against a waitlist control condition in participants 
with primary diagnoses of depression and/ or generalized anxiety disorder. Again, a similar 
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protocol produced large effect sizes and a high proportion of clinically significant changes 
(Ruiz et al., 2020).

Conclusion
This article invited the reader to travel across different sites concerning the development of 
human suffering and its treatment from a functional- analytic orientation. In this travel, we 
have used a boat under the title of hierarchical responding, a boat that has been used for several 
purposes.

To summarize, we have used hierarchical responding as the final common path to under-
stand the many relevant aspects of selfing behaviors. Additionally, we have used hierarchical 
responding as the final common path to identify the many faces of the therapeutic process 
toward building a repertoire that will allow the clients to live a meaningful life. We are aware 
of the interpretative conceptualization involved in some parts of this article. At the same time, 
experimental evidence has been signaling this path for years. Still, a lot of extraordinary and 
creative work is still needed to open the many closed doors— including doors that we do not 
even know about. Perhaps the evolution of language has allowed us to learn such a highly flex-
ible relational responding that we are now allowed to integrate the efforts of those who have 
preceded us, as well as to assimilate the many questions that we will leave behind. Perhaps this 
is why we often describe hierarchical responding as being at the top of our language abilities.
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Abstract
In comparison to a more traditional diagnostic- based assessment, the contextual 
behavioral science (CBS) approach focuses more broadly on the function of  behaviors 
within a given context. A CBS assessment explores patterns of  experiential avoidance and 
cognitive fusion, while the corresponding intervention encourages psychological flexibility 
and values- based action. Through recurrent assessment and case conceptualization, 
clinicians can assess and identify which ACT processes to target in treatment in order to 
shape psychological flexibility. Included in this article are a review of  formal measurement 
and case formulation tools that support the assessment and treatment planning process, 
and a discussion of  newer approaches to assessment, including application of  clinical 
relational frame theory and evolutionary approaches.

Key Words: assessment, case conceptualization, treatment planning, acceptance and 
commitment therapy, contextual behavioral science, measurement, case formulation, 
functional analysis

The ACT Approach to Psychopathology
A Contextual Behavioral Model of Psychopathology
A contextual behavior science (CBS) approach to assessment seeks to understand behavior in 
context. That is, the role of the clinician is to evaluate how individuals get “stuck,” explaining 
why they engage in behavior that leads to suffering, despite a strong desire to change. The 
culprit here is psychological inflexibility, which describes persistent avoidance of unwanted 
thoughts, feelings, or physical sensations that preclude their ability to engage in pursuits 
that matter to them. Stated another way, CBS assessment involves developing a functional 
understanding of the client’s problems that will ultimately empower them to choose to engage 
in their own lives in a vital and meaningful way. CBS assessment can be considered process- 
based in that it employs idiographic functional analysis guided by empirically derived models 
such as acceptance and commitment therapy (ACT) and other third- wave cognitive behavior 
therapies that integrate a coherent set of change processes.

Because a CBS assessment approach is pragmatic, two core tenets are that (1) all behavior 
makes sense and (2) we cannot understand a behavior out of its context. The term context can 
be understood to mean the individual’s external environment, as well as the “mental wallpaper” 
composed of their thoughts and feelings, as these extend over time and their learning history. 
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In other words, an individual’s context comprises the dynamic and potent constellation of 
derived relations that makes up their world.

If we do not understand why someone is behaving in a certain way, we simply do not 
have enough information. The job of the clinician, then, is to answer these questions: in what 
way does this individual’s behavior work for them? What does it gain for them? What aversive 
experience does it remove? Clinicians gather information over time that illustrates, in essence, 
how a client’s actions benefit them, and they consider this information in terms of the client’s 
psychological flexibility. At the heart of this assessment approach is the understanding that the 
private events that trigger or consequence behavior arise from derived relational responding.

If behavior assessment viewed in this way seems a tall order, it is not: very simply put, a 
CBS approach is interested in understanding what behaviors a given individual is interested in 
changing, and the antecedents and consequences that regulate that behavior in a given context. 
It is interested in what matters to an individual; in what sorts of behaviors get in the way of 
pursuing that with vigor; and in what sorts of private events trigger those avoidance behaviors 
that divert that pursuit.

Traditional Diagnostic Approaches vs. Process- Based Assessment
CBS approaches arose, in part, in response to the wildly proliferating number of syndrome- 
based approaches. For clinicians in the field, application of such a variety of diagnosis- 
specific manuals, especially when comorbidity across disorder categories is the norm, proved 
unwieldy and unrealistic. It therefore made sense to move toward a more practical, flexible, 
and principles- based approach. Thus, CBS brings together a group of empirically derived 
theoretically coherent change processes that are functionally related to psychological well- 
being (Hayes, 2020). It is a flexible, bottom- up, principles- based approach that has resulted in 
a streamlined transdiagnostic way to look at assessment, case conceptualization, and treatment.

Given these characteristics, a CBS approach to assessing and intervening in behavior 
uses a somewhat broader lens than more traditional approaches to psychopathology. Rather 
than a narrow descriptive focus on categorization, diagnostic status, or symptom reduction, 
a CBS approach is interested in functional relationships between behavior and context. In 
general, CBS clinicians view psychopathology as rigid engagement in avoidance behavior in 
the presence of unwanted private events. Assessment, then, explores how and why individuals 
become “stuck” in these patterns of avoidance behavior, even when those patterns supersede 
engagement in valued action and lead to more suffering. Successful CBS interventions support 
individuals, as well as small and large groups, even cultures, to embody and enact their deepest 
values, consistently and flexibly, regardless of the presence or absence of adversity.

More traditional assessment approaches focus on a description of the individual’s 
symptoms, with an interest in their reduction, within a diagnostic framework. The goal is 
to classify the client’s problem, and get a sense of the intensity and severity of the problems. 
A CBS approach, in contrast, is tightly adherent to a behavior- analytic framework and is by 
nature transdiagnostic because it conceptualizes psychopathology in terms of psychological 
inflexibility across problem domains. Traditional approaches tend to be nomothetic— 
describing an individual’s symptoms relative to similar peers— and thus do not tend to 
give a fine- grained idiographic, functional understanding of client behavior. Finally, more 
traditional approaches, though descriptive, do not necessarily answer the classic question of 
how to influence this individual, in this situation, given their learning history and therapeutic 
goals. Contextual behavioral assessment strives to meet clients where they are and to provide a 
clear- eyed, efficient way to shape greater psychological flexibility in ways that are meaningful 
to the client.
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Treatment Targets/ Goals of Contextual Behavioral Treatment
Two core processes are thought to underlie psychopathology across syndromes and are treat-
ment targets: problematic experiential avoidance and cognitive fusion. Experiential avoidance, 
or unwillingness to experience private events, leads to rigid avoidance, insensitivity to context, 
and paradoxical intensification of those experiences. Cognitive fusion, the ability to expe-
rience thoughts as literal truths and conferred upon us by virtue of our languaging brain, 
can contribute to this avoidance. Said simply, our minds cannot always tell the difference 
between a thought tiger and an actual tiger; thus, we avoid thoughts about tigers with the 
same vigor as we might an actual tiger. CBS treatment seeks to increase psychological flex-
ibility by changing one’s relationship to unwanted private events. This is accomplished by 
addressing six processes: (1) present moment awareness/ disconnection; (2) increasing accep-
tance and willingness to experience/ avoidance; (3) defusion/ fusion (transformation of func-
tion of cognitions— changing from “have to’s” to choices); (4) self- as- context— acting from 
the present moment rather than having behavior organized by imagined futures or lingering 
memories of the past; (5) valuing (cultivating connection with things that truly matter) mean-
ingful action whether or not in the presence of unwanted private events; and (6) committed 
action. Symptom reduction, for example, lessens anxiety or depression and often happens 
as a side effect; it is not an end goal in and of itself. Core here is reducing unnecessary and 
unworkable avoidance while increasing flexible, effective behavior. As flexible, values- driven 
behavior increases and individuals become more willing to experience painful private events as 
part of life, symptoms often naturally decrease. For example, as someone with OCD engages 
in previously avoided activities, they simultaneously reduce engagement in compulsions and 
compulsive avoidance, ultimately leading to a reduction in both obsessions and compulsions. 
Thus, CBS constitutes a whole- life approach.

This article will describe in detail CBS assessment as a process- based functional analysis 
of a client’s behaviors within their context that is tightly linked to intervention planning. This 
analysis will be presented with an eye toward clinical and practical use. We will discuss case 
conceptualization to guide clinicians in how to assess and select ACT processes to use with a 
client to shape psychological flexibility. We will also describe a functional- analytic approach to 
assessment, inclusive of private events, consider that information in the context of ACT pro-
cesses, and focus on an iterative case conceptualization and treatment planning that deepens 
over time and includes new information garnered during the process of treatment. We will 
emphasize individual therapy, although the underlying principles described can also be applied 
to other settings such as within groups, schools, or corporations. Finally, we will discuss newer 
approaches to assessment; specifically, application of clinical relational frame theory and evo-
lutionary approaches.

Practical Issues in Process- Based Assessment
In ACT, the Hexaflex model suggests that the presence of the core processes at the level of the 
intervention, including assessment, promotes an effective therapeutic relationship. As such, 
the assessment process can be used as an initial intervention, wherein a clinician can start to 
provide psychoeducation and facilitate the change process. In this way, clinicians should be 
mindful of using ACT- consistent language throughout the assessment process and facilitate 
change by reframing a client’s words in ACT- consistent ways from the beginning. For example, 
if a client reports “I can’t do it,” a clinician can reframe their statement by reflecting back, 
“You’re having the thought that you can’t do it, your mind is bossy isn’t it?” By utilizing these 
skills and language, the clinician models ACT- consistent language that can initiate behavior 
change processes right from the initial assessment stage.
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Assessing a client’s history, presenting problems, goals, and behaviors as they relate to the 
core processes of psychological inflexibility and flexibility begins in the initial interview. This 
serves as a means of gathering information about what the client struggles with and in what 
contexts. Thus, it is important to understand the client’s perspective on and conceptualiza-
tion of the problem, and also to remain observant of antecedents and consequences of their 
behavior. Clinicians should gather information about the onset of the problem; contextual 
factors relating to that onset, and the way the problem impacts functioning and level of dis-
tress in major life domains— family, work, academics, and friendships. This information will 
guide the clinician’s understanding of how client behaviors serve a function within a specific 
context, and have specific meanings, for each unique client. The data garnered from assess-
ment, then, are used to evoke, reinforce, and shape client behaviors throughout treatment in 
order to increase psychological flexibility. Thus, it is critical to listen for the “story” the client 
has about the problem, as well as efforts to address the problem, and how they have worked 
or not worked, respectively

In the first order of business, the CBS assessment process gathers information about the 
client’s “story” of their problem, with close attention to functional relationships. This data 
gathering involves not only listening to what the client says, but also careful observation. 
Patterns of avoidance often find their way into the therapy room in clients’ verbal and non-
verbal behavior. Clinicians should watch for subtle cues, such as shifts in tone or posture, 
variations in tone or rate of speech, or physical movements that may reflect a client’s attitude 
toward difficult thoughts and feelings.

At the same time, clinicians should also be mindful of a perhaps equally important par-
allel process— and observe their own reactions to what the client says and does. Clinicians 
should attend to their own responses to the client; emotional, cognitive, and physiological data 
are useful as exemplars of how others perceive the client and of the effects of client behavior 
on others outside the session.

The clinician’s awareness of and connection with their responses to the client often pro-
vide important information. For example, what does it mean if the clinician’s attention begins 
to drift away as the client tells a story? Or what might it mean if the clinician is utterly moved 
by a client, even if the client speaks dispassionately about their experiences? Noticing these 
signals can provide clues about whether the client is connected to their experience or is simply 
storytelling, for example.

The clinician’s persistent awareness and curiosity about such data are critical to process- 
based assessment, for they signal points at which clinicians might ask questions or gently direct 
the client’s attention to their own experiences. It also supports the generation of hypotheses 
about client approach and avoidance behaviors in session that may be useful in illustrating 
patterns that extend elsewhere in the client’s life. In essence, this approach constitutes what 
might be considered a “practice- based research” method. Finally, CBS has its greatest impact 
when clients are “in the room” and are in open, nonevaluative contact with their own emo-
tions; and when they can develop a perspective on their own behavior, including the process 
of their thinking. Shaping these skills is to help clients become good observers of their own 
behavior. Thus, assessment nearly always involves intervention as well— gently bringing the 
client’s attention to how the behavior works.

Often there is a disconnect between a client’s “story” of the problem and the actual prob-
lem. Clients will create a narrative to describe their stuckness, and in this way, clinicians may 
be able to determine how the client’s behavior “makes sense” to them. For example, a client 
might report that they cannot do well in school due to their diagnosis of attention deficit 
hyperactivity disorder (ADHD). There’s an implicit assumption in this client’s story: academic 
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success is contingent on not having ADHD. This may suggest patterns of the client letting 
themselves off the hook if they are bored or understimulated, or if the ability to focus requires 
extra effort. Reframed in a psychological flexibility view, a clinician might conceptualize this 
scenario as the client being unwilling to experience boredom or frustration over the task at 
hand and engaging in a stream of other, more stimulating behaviors that allow a brief respite 
from this situation. Clinicians might consider this as a hypothesis and will look for similar 
patterns in the therapy room and other places in the client’s life.

During this process, clinicians should be looking for patterns of rigidity and insensitiv-
ity to context. In our previous example, the belief “I cannot succeed in school because I have 
ADHD” may function as a “self- rule” that organizes the client’s behavior in unhelpful ways. 
To buy into the notion that one “cannot” do something “unless” certain conditions are met is 
rigid and inflexible and is almost certainly unworkable for that client. When behavior becomes 
rule- governed, it is less sensitive to natural contingencies. When an individual’s behavior com-
plies with a rule, that is called pliance: a form of behavior that is under the control of socially 
mediated reinforcement for coordination with antecedent verbal stimuli (Zettle & Hayes, 
1982). That is, behavior consistent with the rule is reinforced by virtue of being consistent 
with that rule: If I am anxious about giving a speech and expect that speech to go badly, I scan 
the environment for evidence of that poor performance. I might not notice positive comments 
or audience interest at all. Thus, clinicians might explore how and when the client’s behavior is 
coordinated by that rule (i.e., consistent with their story) and assess for sensitivity to context. 
If their behavior fits the story, then it may be less “influenceable” by actual rather than verbally 
mediated contingencies (i.e., by their own self- talk).

A core intervention around client avoidance behavior that often begins during the assess-
ment process is known as creative hopelessness. This intervention involves gathering infor-
mation from the client about what they have done to fix the “problem” as they see it, the 
persistence of those efforts, and their results. This is done with gentle Socratic questioning and 
a nonevaluative stance. However, the clinician can guide client awareness to the workability of 
their behaviors— for example, whether certain behaviors result in avoidance of discomfort in 
the short term but are unhelpful or perhaps counterproductive in the long term. As such, this 
tool can help bring extended verbal consequences linked to what a person cares most about 
in life and how these actively influence behavioral responses in situations where avoidance is 
likely. In this way, clients begin to develop a more nuanced and distanced perspective on their 
behaviors and to understand that their function may not match their ideas or beliefs about 
how those behaviors work. For example, consider a client with obsessive- compulsive disorder 
who engages in cognitive rituals to neutralize the thought that they might harm a family 
member illustrated here:

THERAPIST: So, when you have the thought that harm might come to your partner, what 
do you do then?

CLIENT: I have to replace a bad thought with a good thought— so if there’s an image 
of something terrible happening  . . .  I need to replace it with a positive thought that 
feels right.

THERAPIST: Tell me a little bit more about that. What is that like?
CLIENT: I need to focus on a thought that is something good, like that I associate with 

feeling a particular way, and I have to make sure that it’s right— it has to feel right. If 
I have the wrong kind of thought, or it isn’t right, then it’s really scary, and I know it 
won’t work.

THERAPIST: What do you mean “work”?
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CLIENT: Oh, right. I mean I can’t be sure that the bad thought won’t happen. I mean, 
I know logically this doesn’t make sense, but  . . . 

THERAPIST: That sounds really hard. Exhausting.
CLIENT: It is. Sometimes it takes hours to get it right. And I really can’t do anything else 

until I get it right. And lately it’s gotten harder and harder.
THERAPIST: How does that work in your life?
CLIENT: There have been days I’ve been late to work, or even called in sick. Sometimes 

I don’t get out of bed at all.
THERAPIST: Does this impact your relationship with your partner?
CLIENT: She gets frustrated with me. But I can’t really tell her what’s going on. I mean, 

she knows I have OCD. But I couldn’t possibly tell her what goes through my head.
THERAPIST: What is that like, experiencing those thoughts and images, and feeling like 

you have to keep them a secret?
CLIENT: (long pause) I wonder what kind of person thinks this stuff . . . . I mean, what 

does it mean that I think this way  . . .  and then I try to tell myself it’s just OCD, but 
of course the doubt is there. And then I feel guilty because I’m struggling with how to 
be in a relationship if I might be a sociopath . . . .

THERAPIST: What do you do when that thought shows up, that you might be a sociopath?
CLIENT: I get terrified. And I go down a rabbit hole where I need to rehearse what I did 

that day, and check to see what I was feeling  . . .  like, what if I was rude and didn’t feel 
remorseful or sad, or what if I actually meant to do something cruel, or unkind  . . .  so 
I need to check that  . . . 

THERAPIST: Let’s just slow down a bit, and take a breath  . . .  that’s it. Just breathe, nice 
and deep, for a moment . . . there’s a lot here  . . . 

CLIENT: Yeah.
THERAPIST: What is it like telling me about all of this?
CLIENT: [pause] I guess I want you to tell me that I’m not a sociopath, that it’s just OCD. 

And I want to find a way to get rid of these images.
THERAPIST: [pause] I’d like you to just slow down again, and see if you can get curious 

about that feeling of urgency, of wanting an answer  . . .  and breathe.
CLIENT: [breathing] Ok.
THERAPIST: As I’m listening to you describe what you do to avoid those images  . . .  how 

much time of your day is taken up by this?
CLIENT: Oh, hours, some days. It’s easier if I’m busy, like when I’m at work. But down-

time is terrible. So is nighttime, and it’s really hard to fall asleep. Because I’m just work-
ing on making sure I don’t have those thoughts.

THERAPIST: Wow. So my next question is, given all the effort, all the time you are spend-
ing on this, how well does it work? I mean, how successful are you at keeping those 
thoughts at bay?

CLIENT: Well, if I can get it right, it works.
THERAPIST: Let’s slow down one more time. Just take a moment to notice all the time 

you are spending trying to manage or avoid these images  . . .  notice how long you’ve 
been working at this  . . .  and let’s unpack that idea of keeping this at bay. Does all of 
this work do what you need it to do?

CLIENT: Well, I guess not  . . .  I’m still experiencing those images. I have good days and 
bad days. The relief is getting more and more fleeting. Sometimes it doesn’t work at all. 
But that’s why I’m here. To learn a better way to get rid of these images.
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THERAPIST: So let me make sure I understand. All the effort you put in to avoid having 
bad, or the wrong thoughts  . . .  sounds like it feels really compelling and necessary in 
the moment  . . .  but basically, doesn’t work the way it feels like it should? And you 
chose to come here to get help.

CLIENT: Yeah. So doesn’t work so well, I guess.
THERAPIST: Ok. Right. So now that you are noticing that, what shows up for you?
CLIENT: [pause] I guess I feel pretty hopeless.
THERAPIST: Just see if you can breathe into that feeling for a moment  . . .  and just 

notice it  . . .  I can absolutely understand why you would feel that way  . . .  sometimes 
it’s important to notice what isn’t working before you can move forward. What if there 
might be some answers for you in this feeling of hopelessness?

CLIENT: This is a pretty dark place to be.
THERAPIST: Yes. And what if there’s some really important information for you inside 

this space? Would you be willing to hang out here with me for a bit, to see what we 
might learn?

CLIENT: I’ll try, I guess.

The client engages in many different avoidance behaviors beyond rituals. They report 
numerous cognitive rituals, including replacing a “bad” thought with a “good” thought, scan-
ning for whether thoughts feel “right,” mental rehearsal. There are also overt rituals such as 
seeking reassurance from the therapist. In addition, the client avoids going to work so as not 
to disrupt their mental rituals; they keep their thoughts secret from their partner, and they try 
to keep busy to avoid having these thoughts and images in the first place. Importantly, they 
are even approaching therapy (which should involve exposure and response prevention) as a 
control strategy. Because all these behaviors appear to have a similar purpose, namely, to avoid 
unpleasant private experiences, they can be conceptualized as a functional class. Consideration 
of client problems in this way, with close attention to functional relationships and including 
private events, suggests clear points of intervention, which we discuss in the next section.

Process- Based Assessment of Psychological Flexibility
From an ACT perspective, psychological flexibility is defined as “the ability to contact the 
present moment more fully as a conscious human being, and to change or persist in behavior 
when doing so serves valued ends” (Hayes et al., 2006, p. 7). Understanding the six core pro-
cesses of inflexibility as they pertain to each specific client’s presentation will help highlight the 
primary targets of intervention. In the ACT Hexaflex model, psychological flexibility consists 
of six core processes: present moment awareness, acceptance, cognitive defusion, self- as- context, 
values, and committed action. These skills increase the ability to consciously contact the present 
moment flexibly in various situations and adapt behavior to align with what one values (Hayes 
& Strosahl, 2004), thus allowing people to learn from what life has to teach them (i.e., con-
tingencies). In contrast, psychological inflexibility consists of inflexible attention, experiential 
avoidance, cognitive fusion, self- as- content, lack of contact with or clarity about values, and inac-
tion impulsivity and avoidant persistence. It is important to assess where clients may experience 
weakness or skills deficits in these areas, as these deficits suggest specific domains to target in 
treatment. This assessment is done by listening to what the client says and, of course, observing 
what the client does in session. Below are some descriptions of what clinicians might watch 
for to determine areas of vulnerability and behaviors that will help support psychological 
flexibility.
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Present MoMent AwAreness
The ability to stay in the present moment, connected with whatever thoughts, feelings, and 
physical sensations may arise, and to remain aware that one is in the present moment is foun-
dational to all other skills implicit in psychological flexibility. This skill involves paying pur-
poseful attention, at will, to one’s experience in the moment. It also involves at least two 
discriminations: noticing when one drifts away or is pulled from the present moment into 
the future or the past, and noticing when one gets entangled with their thoughts and thus is 
unmoored from their sensory experience. The first of these discriminations can be considered 
“time travel,” or at least, that is a simple and evocative way to describe it. The latter is critical to 
full engagement in trial- and- error learning: getting “hooked” by one’s thoughts is emblematic 
of behavior under verbal control of a rule, which of course contributes to insensitivity to one’s 
environment, and constrains an individual’s ability to learn from actual contingencies in lieu 
of the mind’s story of what is happening. From a behavior- analytic perspective, it’s important 
to consider antecedents to these shifts into time traveling and to undermine them.

Client behaviors that suggest deficits in the ability or practice of staying in the present 
moment may include talking about their experience in a disconnected way, quickly moving 
from subject to subject, storytelling or problem solving, with little emphasis on what they 
are feeling, rigid description of concerns about the future or ruminations about the past, 
difficulty slowing down, an impoverished description of inner experience, a feeling of rush-
ing through things or attachment to find an answer, and lack of curiosity about the present 
moment. Clinicians can also rely on their own internal barometers for observational data. For 
example, if clinicians feel disconnected from their clients, or unmoved by stories that seem 
well rehearsed, these tend to be clues that clients are having trouble staying put in the pres-
ent moment. Often, clients are not aware of when they are in the present moment and when 
they are not— and that suggests a weakness in discrimination. One way to give clients some 
perspective on this particular deficit is to ask this question as an assessment tool: If you thought 
about 100 percent of your time during a given day, what percent of time would you say that you are 
here, noticing what’s happening right now only, rather than your mind thinking about the future, or 
mulling over the past? When asked this question, most clients offer a relatively small percentage 
of time spent in the “here and now.” This query is another example of assessment serving as 
an intervention: it is a prompt that evokes the desired behavior— slowing down, paying atten-
tion on purpose, with curiosity, about one’ experience, and practicing discriminating between 
being in the present moment, or time traveling.

AccePtAnce
Acceptance involves the willingness to remain in contact with one’s private events, including 
thoughts, feelings, and sensations. It also involves treating emotions as purveyors of useful 
information and as welcoming and entertaining them all, which Rumi described in his poem, 
“The Guest House.” Nonacceptance involves attempts to avoid or mitigate these experiences 
in some way; it is emblematic of experiential avoidance and is present across disorder catego-
ries in some form or another. Most of us have been socialized to treat our negative emotions 
as though they are toxic. We are inured to the idea that they must be avoided, that we must 
ensure that they are not too intense, and that they do not last too long. It also involves an 
underlying assumption that too many, or too intense, emotions will break us. This language 
is embedded in most Western approaches to psychological well- being— at least those that are 
focused on emotion control or emotion management. Emotion regulation fits within a CBS 
approach when construed as the ability to engage in effective, flexible behavior in the pres-
ence of and remaining in contact with intense emotion (rather than functioning to reduce 
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or avoid intense emotion). And this, in a sense, describes what clinicians might look for in 
session to reflect acceptance of private events. From a relational frame theory (RFT) perspec-
tive, clinicians might explore whether certain private experiences are in a frame of opposition 
with allowing, acceptance, or willingness. If this is the case, curiosity about these experiences 
is shaped such that transformation of function occurs: difficult private events evoke listening, 
opening, exploration, and acknowledgment.

Client behaviors that might reflect nonacceptance might include an impoverished emo-
tional lexicon: when individuals spend a long time trying to avoid or numb the experience of 
negative emotions and thoughts, they may well also experience general suppression of aware-
ness of positive emotions. The breadth and flexibility in their description of their emotional 
experience is narrow. For example, a depressed individual stuck in trying to avoid depression 
may describe only sadness, degrees of sadness, or low mood. On the one hand, these may be 
the dominant notes in session. On the other hand, clients may avoid expressing emotions 
at all— verbally, or by remaining guarded, or careful, in facial expressions. Paradoxically, an 
overfocus on unwanted private experiences often reflects a client’s engagement in avoiding 
those experiences. One assessment tool that may also serve as a useful intervention is for the 
clinician to observe subtle shifts in client expression, pauses, changes in tone or rate of speech, 
sudden diversions to a different subject, the interjection of humor, or a lapse into quiet. Any of 
these reactions might hint that a client has had a painful thought or emotion. Clinicians might 
simply ask them to slow down at those moments and pose the following questions: What just 
happened there? What did you notice? Can you make some room for that, breathe into it, and let me 
know? Again, these questions evoke the desired behavior from one’s client: turning their pur-
poseful attention, in an expansive, curious, even welcoming way, to their private experience.

cognitive Defusion
Detached awareness of the process of one’s thinking, such that one can observe what sorts 
of thoughts or thinking may be helpful and what sorts are not, is a core feature of psycho-
logical flexibility. Cognitive fusion, though critical to our survival as humans, and essential to 
our everyday existence, can entangle us into treating our thoughts as enemies. They are not; 
however, when clients become hooked into efforts to suppress or avoid particular thoughts, 
paradoxically those same thoughts come to dominate their experience. One way to think of 
this involves pliance, meaning seeking coherence in one’s experience by coordinating one’s 
behavior with a self- rule. For example, a client with social anxiety about initiating conversa-
tion with others might engage in conversations with others and be hypervigilant for clues that 
others were negatively evaluating them. Their attention might be captured by this cue, at the 
expense of others— such as their conversation partners enjoying the chat, or demonstrating 
curiosity and asking them to say more, or expressing kindness. Fusion, then, reflects when an 
individual’s behavior is under the control of a verbal rule and precludes their ability to track, or 
to observe the actual consequences of their behavior, in the world. From an RFT perspective, 
if an individual is fused, thoughts are in a frame of coordination with literal truth. Defusion, 
then, would be to derive a hierarchical relationship in which the client is more than their 
thoughts, for example.

This example provides some guidance on what clinicians might listen for or observe in ses-
sion to detect weaknesses in observing their thoughts in a detached, accepting way. Clinicians 
can also look for client avoidance behavior in session, namely, talking about thoughts or other 
private events as “too hard,” or “intolerable,” changing the subject when the session strays 
into how clients may be feeling, even very verbal descriptions of their thoughts in session. In 
general, it may be the case that the more clients seek to make sense of, or explain, or justify, or 
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describe their thoughts in what they may perceive as socially acceptable ways, the more reflec-
tive this may be of fusion and its fellow traveler, experiential avoidance. There is also a certain 
“stuckness” that suggests fusion— namely, explaining why they cannot move forward in their 
lives unless unwanted thoughts or emotions are removed or reduced. As clinicians assess this, it 
is helpful to shape how clients interact with their thoughts by using language such as “You are 
having the thought that  . . . ” rather than “You are thinking;” or “Your mind is telling you  . . .  
” rather than “You believe . . . . ” Again, these verbal prompts evoke a defused perspective on 
one’s thoughts and support the client’s ability to discriminate between thinking and becoming 
aware of one’s process of thinking.

self- As- context/ PersPective- tAking
Taking perspective on the self is at the heart of the ACT component self- as- context and 
involves two things: first, getting in contact with one’s observing self as distinct from one’s 
experiences; and second, cultivating the ability to notice the self as a context for one’s experi-
ences rather than buying into the story of who one is. Human language affords us the opportu-
nity to extrapolate information and create stories about ourselves and others throughout time. 
As this overextension of language becomes steady over time, it may become unhelpful when 
conceptualized stories about oneself or others create stability in behavior with little flexibility. 
We can notice the process of observing oneself— for example, with mindful awareness of one’s 
experiences in the present moment; and we can observe when stories about ourselves crop up 
based on our learning history— in much the same way we develop detached observation of 
thoughts.

From an RFT perspective, this perspective- taking capacity is developmental, shaped by 
social interactions over time, reinforcing relations like I– You, Here– There, and Now– Then. 
Skill in self- as- context, then, can be conceptualized as skill in taking perspective on one’s expe-
rience such that it supports psychological flexibility. For example, a client who is experiencing 
self- doubt arising from a failed attempt at something important might get fused with the idea 
“I am a failure.” A client with strong self- as- context skills might instead notice that thought 
arise, and take perspective on a moment of failure as just one experience, in a history of suc-
cesses, failures, and everything in between. Additionally, that client might have the sense of 
observing their experience from a stable, safe vantage point from which to observe thoughts 
and experiences as they arise.

In order to assess self- as- context skills, clinicians can watch for attachment to calcified sto-
ries of who they are— their “conceptualized” selves. There may be an absence of self- awareness 
that while there is an unchanging, observing piece of ourselves, our moods, emotions, and 
ways of thinking change constantly as our context shifts and changes. Sometimes clients with 
weak perspective- taking skills have difficulty integrating novel or inconsistent information 
about themselves. Rather, they may get stuck in assimilating new information about them-
selves as confirmatory evidence of a conceptualized self. For example, consider an individual 
with agoraphobia who thinks of themselves as unable to tolerate a panic attack. When engag-
ing in exposure and experiencing signs of panic, they might opt out, fused with the notion that 
those feelings are simply evidence that “it’s just too hard.” In contrast, a client who has skill in 
this area might be able to step back and notice those thoughts and feelings as they arise and 
remain on course in the exposure exercise. Similarly, clients can get fused with avoiding any 
evidence of a conceptualized self that they find unacceptable. For example, if an adolescent 
client is stuck on the idea that they are “a loser,” they may avoid any risk that brings them in 
contact with that experience of who they are. This might involve opting out of social opportu-
nities or perhaps excessive engagement in risk taking that might prove this idea of themselves 
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untrue. Clinicians should listen for inflexibility in self- description, the ability to integrate new 
or discriminant information, and awareness of how moods, ways of thinking, and abilities and 
preferences change over time.

vAluing
Valuing involves awareness of and taking action toward those things we find meaningful and 
vital. Values are chosen qualities of being, meaning, and action in life that are evidenced in 
ongoing behavioral patterns. As such, values are considered the main motivator in the ACT 
treatment model (Barrett et al., 2019), which strives for individuals to flexibly engage in val-
ued actions in order to live a meaningful life. The process of identifying and acting in conjunc-
tion with one’s values is theoretically considered to be a core therapeutic mechanism of change 
within ACT (Hayes, 2004; Verplanken & Holland, 2002).

Values are freely chosen by an individual; they are not goals, but rather aspirations that 
can organize our behavior in helpful ways. From an RFT viewpoint, values are motivative 
augmentals, meaning that they are verbally constructed reinforcers that change the value of 
our behavior. Consider an individual who is experiencing depression and values being a good 
father. Even though taking any action might feel effortful and hopeless, he may be more will-
ing to, for example, spend some time playing with his children daily because that is consistent 
with his notion of “being a good father.” Moreover, the client’s experience of play with his 
children will feel more reinforcing if he is connected to this value in the moment. From an 
RFT perspective, if this father’s behavior is coordinated with his value, it will take on reinforc-
ing psychological properties of that value.

In assessing valuing, clinicians should weigh two factors. First, they should assess whether 
an individual is aware of what they value and whether or not they may be able to articulate that 
value. If they encounter difficulty in this area, clients may feel confusion about what they care 
about, or perhaps may avoid thinking about it altogether. Clients can hold values in multiple 
domains and can have many different things that they value. Although values are individually 
chosen, personal preferences, individuals exist within a broader social and cultural context, 
and thus values are also inherently culturally- based. In order to facilitate a richer, more mean-
ingful understanding of what matters to the client, clinicians must consider and appreciate this 
cultural impact on clients’ values and on their ability to articulate these values.

A number of ACT tools are available to assist in assessing this impact, including the values 
card sort (Miller et al., 2001), values cards (Hayes & Ciarroch, 2015), and others. In terms of 
in- session behavior, clinicians should look for strong emotion, whether positive or negative, 
for that is frequently a signal for something the client cares about deeply. Earlier in this article, 
we mentioned the creative hopelessness exercise as a way to assess the function of client behav-
ior. The flip side of this assessment tool is to get a sense of what the client has lost to their rigid 
attachment to avoidance of painful private events. In this sense of loss, clients may also find 
their values. Thus, clinicians should slow down and explore that sadness, or absence, with the 
client as a way of helping them to articulate what they most care about.

Once clients are able to connect with and articulate what they value, clinicians should 
assess how closely their behavior aligns with their values, as they have described. For example, 
if the father in the previous example values “being a good father” and consistently chooses to 
isolate and avoid interacting with his child in lieu of avoiding his own sense of discomfort 
or of being overwhelmed, that does not reflect valuing with integrity. Clinicians should be 
attentive to the function of client behavior: if clients engage in behavior in the service of 
avoiding painful private events, it is often at the expense of valuing. Similarly, if clients engage 
in behavior that “looks like” valuing (e.g., playing with one’s child while feeling depressed) 
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topographically, but the function of that behavior is to “get her to leave me alone for a while 
afterward,” then that behavior is less about valuing and more about experiential avoidance. It 
is essential for clinicians to remain vigilant for how client behaviors function throughout the 
assessment process but especially in terms of valuing.

coMMitteD Action
Engaging in committed action is perhaps best described as making a promise to oneself to 
take an action, regardless of the presence of painful private experiences. This is essential to 
psychological flexibility in action. It is not just willingness to experience whatever challenging 
emotions and thoughts arise in the present moment— but it involves taking actions that may 
evoke these on purpose, if those actions are in the service of one’s values. Committed actions 
get clients out of the therapy room chair and into their lives, one committed act at a time.

When assessing for the ability to engage in committed action, clinicians should note 
whether their clients have lost contact with their aspirations in life. This loss may result in 
inaction, impulsivity, and avoidant persistence that limit engagement in habitual values- based 
action. Clinicians should also note clients “talking the talk” without “walking the walk,” and 
should listen for reasons explaining why this might be so. In terms of in- session and between- 
session behaviors, clinicians should assess whether clients who have stated their “commitment” 
to take a particular action outside of session have done so. With regard to an RFT lens, clini-
cians might assess what sorts of private events appear to be in opposition to engagement in 
committed action and to scaffold new derived relations in which committed action is coordi-
nated with valuing, as well as those previously avoided experiences.

This ACT component is best assessed behaviorally, over time, with clinicians noting con-
sistent engagement in committed action, and in the absence of this engagement, note what 
may have gotten in the way. It may also be able to assess how clients engage in committed 
action: is this action freely chosen, or do they bully or coerce themselves into acting, using 
self- deprecating talk? Truly committed action occurs with the intention of following one’s val-
ues, rather than as a means to avoid or escape feeling like a failure, or as not good enough, or 
perhaps even to please one’s clinician. This is another area where it may be especially important 
for clinicians to attend to the function of behavior.

Formal Measurement in Process- Based Assessment
A variety of assessment measures used in ACT provide clinicians with the ability to assess the 
core processes of psychological inflexibility and flexibility in a structured fashion. Importantly, 
these measures can be used to track progress over time and to gain insight into the client’s 
view of improvements throughout treatment. The following section presents some examples 
of formal measurement tools used in process- based assessment to determine areas of client 
weakness or strength.

Present MoMent AwAreness
The central focus in assessment of present moment awareness is gaining an understanding 
of the client’s ability to flexibly and purposefully contact events in the present moment in a 
voluntary and focused way. There are various measures of present moment awareness, primar-
ily measured as facets of mindfulness such as in the Five Facet Mindfulness Questionnaire 
(FFMQ; Baer et al., 2006), which has demonstrated its reliability and validity across clini-
cal, community, and student samples. In youth, present moment awareness can be assessed 
using assessment tools such as the Child Acceptance and Mindfulness Measure (CAMM; 
Greco, Baer, & Smith, 2011), which has been validated in multiple independent samples. It 
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is important to understand that the definition of mindfulness or present moment awareness 
may differ across measures, though in ACT, we aim to understand one’s ability to attend to the 
current context regardless of aversive internal experiences.

AccePtAnce
Formal measures of acceptance and experiential avoidance are commonly used to inform case 
formulation and identify targets for treatment in ACT. In assessing acceptance processes, the 
main goal is to gain an understanding about the client’s ability to embrace each experience in 
the moment, whether or not it is distressing and aversive. The most widely known measure 
is the Acceptance and Action Questionnaire (AAQ; Hayes et al., 2004) which has a strength 
in feasibility and predictability in predicting various forms of psychopathology. There are also 
various measures for youth, including the Avoidance and Fusion Questionnaire for Youth 
(Greco et al., 2008). However, it is important to note that across various measures of accep-
tance and experiential avoidance in the literature, there is a lack of consensus on the definition 
of acceptance.

Defusion
In assessing cognitive defusion processes, the main goal is to gain insight into examples of 
fused thought content and the impact of that content across various life domains. When assess-
ing defusion processes, the goal is to understand the client’s relationship with their thoughts 
rather than the content of the thoughts. It can be useful to inquire about the believability of 
a thought above and beyond its occurrence; thus, the majority of formal cognitive measures 
can be adapted to focus on one’s relationship with a thought rather than the specific content 
of the thought. In addition, in recent years, measures that specifically aim to understand cog-
nitive defusion have been developed, including the Cognitive Fusion Questionnaire (CFQ; 
Gillanders et al., 2014), which has been translated into several languages and been applied 
to specific conditions (e.g., CFQ- chronic illness; Trindade et al., 2018). The Avoidance and 
Fusion Questionnaire for Youth (Greco et al., 2008) represents the only validated measure of 
defusion in youth.

self- As- context/ PersPective- tAking
Gaining insight into a client’s ability to take perspective by observing the self as separate 
from their experiences and as a context for living experiences, rather than maintaining a rigid 
story of who one is throughout all contexts, is critical to assessing self- as- context in ACT. 
Throughout evaluation of this core process, clinicians aim to identify conceptualizations of 
oneself that are rigid, evaluative, and evocative and often dominate over all other forms of 
self- experience. Currently, few formal measures of self- as- context exist, but the Self as Context 
Scale (SACS; Zettle et al., 2018) and the Questionnaire on Self- Transcendence (QUEST; 
Fishbein et al., 2020) are two recently developed brief self- report inventories that may help 
guide clinical evaluation of self- as- context and perspective- taking ability in clients. Overall, 
the goal is to gain an understanding of the client’s ability to see the “me/ here/ now” as different 
from the “me/ there/ then” perspective. The former perspective can also be elicited through less 
formal techniques such as role play, probing for what the client supposes others feel, applying 
metaphors and stories, among others.

vAluing
A central purpose of ACT is to help guide clients to act in ways consistent with what they 
care most about in life. Learning about the life one hopes to live is central to orienting and 
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contextualizing treatment in ACT. There are various formal measures of values, such as 
the Valued Living Questionnaire (VLQ; Wilson et al., 2010), the Bull’s Eye Values Survey 
(Lundgren et al., 2008), and the Valuing Questionnaire (VQ; Smout et al., 2014). Many 
of these formal tools can be used with youth, though values card sorts and worksheets (e.g., 
DNA- V My Valued Journey; Hayes & Ciarrochi, 2015) are often engaging ways to discuss 
and assess values with youth.

coMMitteD Action
In order to help clients build a life they love, ACT clinicians aim to guide clients toward com-
mitting to building ongoing patterns of values- consistent actions through consciously build-
ing larger patterns of values consistency. Within the ACT model, clients must have a sense 
of openness and centeredness, along with a clear sense of values in order to build a consistent 
behavioral repertoire of values- based actions. Therefore, in evaluating one’s ability to build a 
life of vitality via committed action, an understanding of the client’s ability to be open and 
centered, as well as their clarity of values, is the central goal of assessment in this domain. 
Formal measures of committed action are lacking, though some have recently been developed, 
such as the Engaged Living Scale (ELS; Trompetter et al., 2013), which assesses committed 
action state and trait characteristics and demonstrates good internal consistency and construct 
validity. Given the lack of formal measures, this domain can most simply be evaluated by not-
ing consistent client engagement in values- based activities over time.

overAll PsychologicAl flexibility
The immediate purpose of ACT is to increase psychological flexibility, which is conceptually 
composed of the six core processes in the Hexaflex model and commonly assessed by self- report 
questionnaires such as the Acceptance and Action Questionnaire— II (AAQ- II; Bond et al., 
2011), the Comprehensive Assessment of ACT Processes (CompACT; Francis et al., 2016), 
and the Multidimensional Psychological Flexibility Inventory (MPFI; Rolffs et al., 2016). The 
MPFI was validated on over 3000 participants across three studies and demonstrates good 
convergent and divergent validity, with an independently replicated factor structure.

Capturing the dimensionality of the Hexaflex model is an important feature of assessment 
measures in ACT. However, some debate has arisen over the utility of some of the widely used 
measures, such as the AAQ- II because its unidimensional model fails to capture the complex-
ity of psychological flexibility and its underlying core processes. As a widely used measure, 
the construct validity of the AAQ- II has been scrutinized, as it may be an overall measure 
of psychological distress rather than inflexibility and experiential avoidance (Wolgast, 2014). 
In addition, the AAQ- II items differ in sensitivity to individual differences, indicating that 
changes on certain items may be more or less clinically meaningful, the total score depends 
more on certain items than others, and patient populations tend to respond more extremely 
than predicted, indicating a potential inflation or deflation of scores (Ong et al., 2019). These 
issues highlight common issues across measures in ACT. Assessment tools that provide a global 
understanding of psychological flexibility but neglect to capture the core processes in a multi-
dimensional approach may lack clinical utility, as an understanding of how behaviors function 
within each core process is critical for case formulation and treatment planning.

Measures that capture quality of life and client functioning while capturing some mul-
tidimensionality of the Hexaflex model have high clinical utility in ACT. As an example, the 
VQ is a widely used tool that measures several valued domains of living via a two- factor model 
assessing progress in and obstruction to valued living (Smout et al., 2014). In attempts to 
capture each core process, some novel and promising multidimensional measures have been 
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developed, including the CompACT, which encompasses three dimensions, openness to expe-
rience, behavioral awareness, and valued action (Francis et al., 2016), and the MPFI, which 
includes six dimensions from 12 subscales that map directly onto the six core processes in the 
Hexaflex model (Rolffs et al., 2016). In a recent study, Rogge and colleagues (2019) revealed 
more clinically meaningful patterns with measures that capture multiple dimensions of flex-
ibility and inflexibility when compared to unidimensional measures. Further, they suggest that 
MPFI provides the most conceptually comprehensive scale to capture the dimensions of the 
Hexaflex model (Rogge et al., 2019). Although process- based measures in ACT are clinically 
useful in directly assessing the core processes, symptom- focused measures can provide addi-
tional information that may prove useful for case formulation.

Despite the push away from symptom- focused measures and treatment manuals aimed 
at alleviating psychological diagnoses in processed- based models, symptom- focused semistruc-
tured diagnostic instruments (e.g., Anxiety and related Disorders Interview Schedule for the 
DSM- 5 (ADIS- 5); Brown & Barlow, 2014) are supported in the ACT model. Symptom- 
focused tools can provide a fuller picture by highlighting information about a client’s degree 
of challenges and functioning, as well as capture behaviors that a client may not otherwise 
think to mention that may be useful for conceptualization. For example, a comprehensive 
assessment may capture binge eating in a client who presents for trauma- related treatment, 
which the client may not mention because it was not the immediate reason for presenting to 
treatment, or it may have become such a typical part of their experience that they neglected 
to mention it. In this way, semistructured symptom- focused assessments can subsequently 
inform ways clients engage in experiential avoidance or other core processes. Finally, compre-
hensive symptom- focused measures may provide a common language or way of describing 
behaviors that clients may be more used to thinking about. As an example, it may be easier 
for clients to report that they feel sad and have difficulty sleeping rather than reporting the 
processes underlying the symptoms, such as challenges with present moment awareness (an 
underlying process of depressive symptoms).

Case Conceptualization: Key Approaches
Throughout the assessment, case formulation, and treatment processes in ACT, it is crucial for 
clinicians to ask themselves, “what function is this client’s current behavior serving?” and con-
tinuously observe the client at several levels. Luoma and colleagues (2017) suggest that as an 
ACT clinician, one must actively practice tracking multiple levels of client communication in 
order to inform a comprehensive case formulation. The first level consists of the client’s overt 
content, which simply involves taking the client’s words at face value. Second, all behaviors 
observed within a session should be considered as a sample of the client’s social behavior and 
can help provide insight into the client’s everyday behaviors. A third observation considers 
behavior in terms of the therapeutic relationship, as what the client says and does could be 
relevant to the therapeutic relationship itself. Finally, at a fourth level of observation, a clini-
cian should analyze themes in functional behaviors. Functional thinking across these levels 
throughout the assessment and treatment process will inform a case conceptualization that 
guides clinical answers to what interventions are useful for targeting which processes for what 
reasons in each specific client’s case.

In ACT, understanding contextual information is a crucial component of case formula-
tion that leads to a workable treatment plan for each unique client. As a result, it is important 
to consider several factors, such as the factors that may limit motivation to change or specific 
environmental barriers that may hinder treatment. Various contextual factors may decrease 
a client’s motivation to change, such as thoughts about what may happen if challenging 
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experiences were confronted, or lack of understanding regarding why change is important. 
Motivational barriers like these can be addressed in ACT by experiencing the costs of avoidant 
behaviors and increasing contact with values. It also is important to consider unique environ-
mental barriers such as reinforcement for behaviors that cause psychological suffering (e.g., 
perfectionistic behavior, anorexic behavior) and lack of social support, which may influence a 
client’s decision to move toward committed action. Regardless of the presence or absence of 
barriers mentioned, it is important to consider unique factors on the financial, social, familial, 
and cultural level that may act as barriers for change in each individual case.

Tools for Case Formulation
Clinicians can choose to formulate a client’s case, with the ACT Hexaflex focusing on mind-
fulness and acceptance processes and commitment and behavior change processes, the three 
response styles of open/ closed, aware/ mindless, and engaged/ disengaged, and use tools such as 
the ACT Matrix or DNA- V model, or they can take a more complex approach based in clini-
cal RFT. Though the current literature seems to provide the most consistent support for the 
three- pillar model of psychological flexibility and inflexibility (Scott et al., 2016; Vowles et al., 
2014), there are generally limited and inconclusive findings regarding which form best serves 
a thorough and effective case formulation (Christodoulou et al., 2019). Regardless of what 
clinicians choose, the message should be clear: the goal is to take a nonlinear, flexible stance 
to case conceptualization, emphasizing the function and workability of client behaviors in the 
service of what is important to them, within their context.

the MAtrix
Various clinical tools exist that facilitate case formulation from an ACT perspective. One com-
mon and simplified tool, the ACT Matrix, facilitates conceptualization regarding the function 
and workability of a client’s behavior with a collaborative stance (Polk & Schoendorff, 2014). 
The Matrix is a tool that reorganizes the six core processes of flexibility and prompts clinicians 
and clients alike to notice two differences: the differences between five senses experiencing and 
mental experiencing (e.g., thoughts, emotions), and the difference between moving toward 
values and moving away from internal sensations (e.g., anxiety). By focusing on four simple 
quadrants, the matrix provides a functional understanding of behavior, including what is dif-
ficult (i.e., psychological suffering) and important (i.e., values) for a client and what the client 
does to escape (i.e., experiential avoidance) or move toward what is important (i.e., committed 
action), while noticing the differences (i.e., present moment awareness) across different expe-
riences (i.e., self- as- context). Within the Matrix, a clinician helps guide the client to clarify 
when behaviors are workable in the context of what they want most in life. Thus, the Matrix is 
a simple, yet powerful, tool that can be used to collaboratively formulate a case with a client, 
which leads to flexible and collaborative treatment planning organized by the client’s priorities 
in treatment.

Act ADvisor
Understanding client experience within the six core processes is a beneficial approach to ACT 
case conceptualization, as this insight can guide a treatment plan that targets client weaknesses 
and builds upon strengths to foster psychological flexibility by facilitating behavior change 
and subsequent adaptive functioning. The ACT ADVISOR (developed by David Chantry) 
is a client assessment tool that requires the clinician and/ or the client to rate each of the six 
core processes ranging from 0 to 10. In this model, individual ratings for the core processes, 
outlined using the acronym ACT ADVISOR (Acceptance; Commitment & Taking action; 
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Attention to present; Defusion; Values Identification; Self as Observer; and Resulting psycho-
logical flexibility) can be summed to provide an overall cognitive flexibility score ranging from 
0 to 60. A strength of the ACT ADVISOR tool is in its ability to reevaluate psychological 
flexibility through a rapid assessment of a client’s perspective on their progress in therapy and 
clinically reevaluate flexibility using a quantifiable measure of change over time. The following 
case example illustrates the use of the ACT ADVISOR in ACT Case formulation and treat-
ment planning.

cAse exAMPle of Act ADvisor: eileen
Eileen is a 35- year- old married white cisgender woman, who presented to outpatient therapy 
for help with managing feelings of inadequacy and chronic worry primarily related to raising 
her 10- year- old daughter. She was observed to avoid eye contact with the clinician by looking 
down at her hands, which were constantly fidgeting throughout the evaluation. She spoke rap-
idly with slightly pressured speech, telling drawn- out stories about her daughter’s challenging 
behavioral outbursts. The content of her speech was heavily focused on evaluations of herself as 
an inadequate and bad mother. For example, when describing a scenario in which her daugh-
ter threw a toy across the room because Eileen refused to let her sign up for social media, she 
described how she “just doesn’t know what to do anymore” and repeatedly discussed how she is 
“incapable of being a good mom” to her daughter. Eileen described patterns of setting bound-
aries with her daughter and then going back on her word when her daughter put up a fight. 
She expressed feelings of inadequacy and her chronic worry related to how she was negatively 
impacting her daughter’s adaptive development.

Eileen indicated that it was difficult for her to accept when her daughter was unhappy 
with her parenting decisions, to the point that she often gave in to her daughter’s behavior. 
In addition, when her husband sets boundaries that caused their daughter to be unhappy, 
Eileen often would quickly jump in and negate the boundaries set by her husband. Afterward, 
these scenarios would leave her feeling inadequate as a mother and trigger worry about how 
she was “messing up” her daughter’s future and her marriage. She described these categories 
of inadequacy and adequacy as having absolute properties, and she demonstrated little abil-
ity to attend to other factors that contributed to her parenting repertoire and her daughter’s 
behavioral outcomes.

Eileen cares deeply about her family and about being a “good parent” who is there for her 
daughter and is a caring and supportive wife to her husband of 12 years. Her tone, posture, 
and affect slightly changed when she described her loved ones and what she hoped for in her 
family. She resisted acknowledging that her constant worry impacted her ability to connect 
with her family as she wished and to be the loving mother and partner she hoped to be. She 
struggled to identify ways in which she may have been successful in maintaining boundaries 
set with her daughter in the past.

The clinician completed the ACT Advisor ratings seen in the lower- right portion of 
Figure 6.1 (the ACT ADVISOR image and ratings). Eileen demonstrated various weaknesses, 
primarily related to cognitive fusion. Her fused content includes rigid, black- and- white evalu-
ations of what she is like as a mother. When her daughter is unhappy, she actively attempts to 
avoid distressing thoughts and feelings about being a “bad parent” by giving her daughter what 
she wants. However, Eileen has a clear understanding of what she values most in life: being a 
loving and caring mother and partner. Her clear sense of values can be used to help her work 
on defusing from her current conceptions and increase her ability to accept challenging scenar-
ios when they arise, in an effort to act in ways consistent with her values. ACT defusion strate-
gies target the absolute nature of her fused thought content about adequacy as a mother and 
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supportive partner. She would likely also benefit from present moment awareness strategies to 
help her choose values- based actions when she finds herself in distressing scenarios with her 
daughter. Importantly, the ACT ADVISOR can be used to reevaluate Eileen’s abilities in each 
of the domains throughout the progress of treatment and adjust treatment goals as needed.
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Figure 6.1. The use of the ACT ADVISOR to help track the psychological strengths and weaknesses of 
Eileen. Copyright by David Chantry. https:// contex tual scie nce.org/ files/ ACTAD VISO R_ 0.pdf
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DnA- v
The DNA- V (Discoverer, Noticer, Advisor, Values) model is a useful tool in ACT case con-
ceptualization which aims to increase flexibility and vitality in the lives of youth (Hayes & 
Ciarrochi, 2015). The DNA- V targets three classes of behavior: the Advisor, the Noticer, 
and the Discoverer. The Advisor highlights the use of language and relating to make sense of 
our worlds, without necessarily directly coming in contact with certain experiences. It is our 
“mind,” the thinking part of our experience whose purpose is to detect threats and help us 
avoid them. The Noticer is a process that allows us to mindfully connect with our internal 
and external worlds via our five- senses experience, without evaluation or judgement. The 
Discoverer represents exploring and testing novel experiences in the world. Psychologically 
flexible use of this model entails shifting from one perspective to the others as best serves 
an individual. Importantly, Values are at the center of the model, and the Advisor, Noticer, 
and Discoverer provide means to engage in valued action and promote thriving and vital-
ity. Importantly, the DNA- V model considers contextual factors that influence how we 
see ourselves (i.e., self- view) and others (i.e., social view) and takes a contextual approach 
in which the environment and DNA behavior reciprocally influence each other (Hayes & 
Ciarrochi, 2015).

Treatment Planning
Once treatment goals and objectives are identified through the lens of the core processes, 
identifying a plan of action can feel like a daunting task. ACT focuses on increasing flexibility, 
which is reflected in the treatment plan and administration of interventions. Although a clini-
cian can flexibly move through the Hexaflex in treatment, ACT protocols follow two common 
structures: focus on what is getting in the client’s way for change or focus on what values the 
client wants to move toward (Harris, 2019). When focusing on what is getting in the client’s 
way, a clinician typically aims to increase contact with the present moment, cognitive defu-
sion, acceptance, and awareness of self- as- context. This model is useful for clients who struggle 
to move toward valued ends. In contrast, focusing on which valued direction a client wants to 
move in is often a useful starting point for clients who lack values clarity. In this path, clini-
cians can help clarify values and set goals, create a plan of action, work on solving any prob-
lems that arise, and increase skills in order to work on exposure to private events. Importantly, 
however, all these processes are interconnected; therefore, it is expected that a clinician will 
address components regardless of the starting point in treatment.

Regardless of the treatment plan, values should be a central focus, as they are the basis 
of the therapeutic process that promotes positive change in client behaviors. As such, values 
are often seen as useful bookends to treatment. Initially, values can help give meaning to 
treatment, and therefore serve as a motivator. Toward the end of treatment, revisiting values 
once a client has increased clarity and is in more frequent contact with their values can help 
maintain gains.

Identifying where to start should be used as a loose guide in directing a clinician toward 
intervention selection. However, because ACT focuses on the workability of behaviors within 
each client’s life, it is essential that a clinician maintain flexibility throughout the treatment 
rather than trying to rigidly adhere to a specific protocol. In efforts to tailor treatment to a 
client, understanding the learning history and current life context of each client is a useful tool 
to help guide the use of particular methods in ACT that may be used to target functional pro-
cesses and ultimately increase psychological flexibility. Importantly, functional analysis helps 
select intervention on the purpose of client behavior rather than the form. Thus, focusing 
on the history that gave rise to a behavior, why it occurs in a particular context, and what 
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maintains it, rather than getting wrapped up in the content of the behavior, is an essential skill 
for selecting interventions in ACT.

It is often useful to have a process goal in mind for planning each session. However, it is 
also important to flexibly attend and respond to when any of the core processes arise in session. 
Thus, it is important to continuously and fluidly move between treatment targets rather than 
“checking off the boxes” for targets. ACT clinicians should not have separate sessions focus-
ing on one core process per session. Instead, it is more beneficial to flexibly revisit processes 
in multiple sessions and often address several processes within one session. This is reflected in 
ACT interventions, as many experiential exercises target multiple processes of the Hexaflex 
model. As an example, the passengers on the bus exercise (Hayes et al., 1999) addresses defu-
sion (naming thoughts, creating passengers), acceptance (allowing each to be on the bus), 
values (identifying a valued direction), committed action (driving in a valued direction), self- 
as- context (passengers come and go, and throughout it all the client is still the bus driver), and 
mindfulness (awareness of the bus, passengers, values, and ability to flexibly shift attention). 
As such, a key component of treatment planning and implementation in ACT is in moving 
flexibly around the Hexaflex as a clinician to improve client flexibility.

Instead of looking for symptom reduction, search for increases in approach behavior in 
valued directions— mindful, meaningful risk, resilience and willingness to experience discom-
fort, to fail, to discover, and to engage in trial and error learning. Look for improved quality 
of life, whether or not a client is experiencing unwanted private events; increased engagement 
in valued action; or ability to self- direct. A transdiagnostic example includes engagement in 
valued activities (behavioral activation).

Conclusions and New Directions
Our field has historically taken a syndrome- based approach to assessment and treatment in 
which our task has been to identify symptoms, fit them within a diagnostic category, and 
choose a corresponding treatment protocol developed to target that diagnosis. This system has 
led to a proliferation of overlapping treatment manuals and an emphasis on symptom reduc-
tion over quality- of- life outcomes.

More recently, the field has shifted toward a transdiagnostic, process- based approach to 
assessment and treatment in order to identify the underlying treatment processes common 
across protocols and target these processes at an individual level. Rather than asking ourselves, 
“What treatment, by whom, is most effective for this individual with that specific problem, 
under which set of circumstances, and how does it come about?” (Paul, 1969, p. 44), the 
question is now, “What core biopsychosocial processes should be targeted with this client 
given this goal in this situation, and how can they most efficiently and effectively be changed?” 
(Hofmann & Hayes, 2019, p. 38).

In order to systematically identify these change processes and create an individualized 
treatment consisting of “intervention kernels” (Embry & Biglan, 2008), while maintain-
ing scientific rigor and the ability to generalize idiographic data to the nomothetic level, an 
overarching structure needs to be in place. One recently proposed model suggests that an 
evolutionary- based conceptualization is well suited to capture the level of complexity associ-
ated with intraindividual processes while establishing a clear conceptual structure (Hayes 
et al., 2020). Evolutionary constructs such as variation, selection, and retention, within a 
given context, can be applied to any psychological process. These processes can be divided 
into several dimensions at the individual level (e.g., affective, cognitive, attentional, self, 
motivational, covert behavioral) nested within the physiological and social/ cultural levels. For 
example, if a client presents to treatment and reports experiencing low mood and decreased 
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interest and engagement in activities, one possible response would be to diagnose the client 
with major depressive disorder and deliver one of the associated treatment packages. Using 
the evolutionary framework, one could instead frame this problem as one with affective varia-
tion and motivational selection, and in response target the affective variation with pleasant 
events scheduling and the motivational selection with values work. This method allows for 
a process- based approach that can individualize treatment while maintaining a theoretical 
framework.

With regard to new assessment tools, thus far, the majority of publications have used 
nonbehavioral measures, especially self- report measures, as their primary assessment tool 
(Newsome et al., 2018). Self- report measures are quick, easy to administer, and affordable, 
and as such they are commonly employed in both research and clinical settings. More recently, 
however, there has been a call for more objective measures of behavior and a broader range 
of methods and approaches (Newsome et al., 2018). Behavioral measurement represents an 
important, yet thus far underutilized, tool for assessing behavioral change in an approach 
whose primary focus is behavior and the context in which it occurs.

Rather than just tracking subjective experience through self- report, studies are increas-
ingly incorporating both subjective and objective outcome measures to track behavioral 
change in novel ways (Vilardaga & Vilardaga, 2019). For example, directly assessing a 
number of values- driven behaviors, duration of exposures completed, or time spent engag-
ing in the target behavior (e.g., exercise, doctor’s visits, mindfulness) provides an objective 
measurement of activity change that complements subjective experience. Utilizing ecologi-
cal momentary assessment allows researchers to track target behaviors as they occur, while 
harnessing technology allows tracking of behaviors that might not otherwise be possible to 
obtain (e.g., time spent outside of the home, heart rate). Capitalizing on advances in technol-
ogy and measurement in this manner allows for more accurate, reliable assessment that better 
captures the spirit of ACT.

Newer statistical and methodological approaches have enabled us to better capture the 
level of detail needed to systematically analyze data at the individual level, and technologi-
cal advances have facilitated greater integration of contextual data into our conceptualiza-
tion. Ecological momentary assessment (EMA) allows for frequent, real- time data collection 
within a natural setting, thus capturing moment- to- moment processes and better accounting 
for the impact of context. By using smartphones to record EMA data, we are able to capture 
objective information in the context in which it occurs (e.g., using electronically activated 
recorders to log time spent outside of the home, Metcalf & Dimidjian, 2020, or providing 
smartphone- based assessment prompts at set intervals). Ecological momentary interventions 
(EMI) use technology to provide tailored interventions in real time (e.g., providing in- the- 
moment skills coaching tailored to the context; Levin et al., 2019). Wearable devices can track 
physiological data, such as heart rate, in naturalistic settings. In addition, smartphone apps 
are increasingly being used to deliver treatment (e.g., Bricker et al., 2014) or as an adjunct to 
treatment (e.g., Levin et al., 2017), in order to expand our reach. Technology can also sup-
port traditional face- to- face sessions. For example, rather than using self- report measures to 
capture session- by- session information, it is now possible to more readily transcribe and code 
in- session behaviors, thus yielding richer information on the therapeutic process.

As advances in technological, statistical, and methodological approaches continue to 
develop, we will be increasingly able to cultivate a more nuanced understanding of the dynamic 
role of context for the individual within therapy. As a science that emphasizes behavior and 
context, ACT is well suited to lead the development of these novel assessment approaches. 
Institutional and community- level changes are needed to better support the implementation 
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of behavioral assessment through training, resource sharing, and priority changes (Vilardaga & 
Vilardaga, 2019). In the future, ACT assessment will not just focus on subjective experience, 
but will be able to directly assess behavioral change within the context in which it occurs, thus 
expanding research and clinical work outside of the laboratory and therapy office to real- world 
settings.
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 Psychological Flexibility

Clarissa W. Ong and Elizabeth H. Eustis

Abstract
Psychological flexibility is the ability to nonjudgmentally observe and be open to inner 
experiences in the present moment, while engaging in behaviors consistent with freely 
chosen values. A construct related to psychological flexibility is psychological inflexibility, 
which describes rigid responding to inner experiences, resulting in impulsivity or 
avoidance that interferes with meaningful action. Psychological inflexibility is posited as 
the key source of  suffering in the acceptance and commitment therapy (ACT) model, 
and the central aim of  ACT is to improve psychological flexibility. However, targeting 
psychological flexibility is complicated for several reasons: (1) it is difficult to measure 
with standardized instruments, (2) clinicians need to discern the idiographic function 
of  behaviors to assess psychological flexibility, (3) clinicians themselves need to be able 
to practice and model psychological flexibility, and (4) cross- cultural research on the 
measurement of  psychological flexibility is lacking. This article discusses these challenges 
and provides suggestions for future directions.

Key Words: psychological flexibility, psychological inflexibility, acceptance and commitment 
therapy, measurement, values

The acceptance and commitment therapy (ACT) psychological flexibility model consists of 
six subprocesses (described in detail elsewhere in this volume): acceptance, defusion, flexible 
attention to the present moment, self- as- context, values, and committed action (Hayes, 
Strosahl, et al., 2011). Psychological flexibility may also be represented by three processes 
in ACT and other contextual cognitive- behavioral therapies: (1) being open (acceptance, 
defusion); (2) being aware (present moment awareness, self- as- context); and (3) being active 
(values, committed action; Hayes, Villatte, et al., 2011).

General Concepts
Psychological Flexibility
Psychological flexibility is “the ability to contact the present moment more fully as a 
conscious human being, and to change or persist in behavior when doing so serves valued 
ends” (Hayes et al., 2006, p. 7). The overarching skill of psychological flexibility represents 
various combinations of the six subprocesses of change in ACT covered in earlier articles, such 
that being psychologically flexible generally entails accepting and defusing from difficult inner 
experiences as they show up in the present moment, recognizing that the self is the context for 
these inner experiences, in order to pursue personal values by committing to actions consistent 
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with those values. Examples are being willing to experience anxiety (acceptance) as a collection 
of sensations, including chest tightness and muscle tension (defusion), and noticing these 
sensations as they occur (present moment awareness) in a space perceived as the self (self- as- 
context), while choosing to speak up in class (committed action) as a means to learning (value).

Psychological flexibility is couched in the premise that people have the innate ability 
to choose how to respond in the presence of difficult thoughts and feelings, even if they 
cannot control the thoughts and feelings themselves. In other words, in the framework 
of psychological flexibility, thoughts and feelings do not cause behaviors. Thus, a person 
practicing psychological flexibility can ride a roller- coaster when they feel fear, start homework 
when they feel unmotivated, and resist drinking when they feel the urge to drink. As opposed 
to only responding in prescribed ways to stimuli, psychological flexibility affords people the 
ability to respond in a variety of— usually more adaptive— ways to the same familiar stimuli.

Psychological Inflexibility
A construct closely related to psychological flexibility is psychological inflexibility. This refers to 
rigidly responding to internal experiences in ways that interfere with valued behaviors (Hayes, 
Strosahl, et al., 2011). In terms of the subprocesses, psychological inflexibility is characterized 
by avoidance of and fusion with difficult inner experiences that are perceived as comprising the 
content of the self, while being disconnected from the present moment and personal values, leading 
to acting impulsively or failing to take action toward values. Being psychologically inflexible may 
manifest as expending significant effort attempting to avoid anxiety (experiential avoidance), 
which is perceived as “bad” and “scary” (cognitive fusion) and a central part of who the person 
is (self- as- content), by worrying about possible future worst- case scenarios (fixation on the 
future) and choosing to self- isolate (inaction) despite caring about building relationships with 
loved ones (disconnection from values).

From an ACT perspective, one of the main sources of psychopathology is verbal abilities 
(i.e., language and cognition) gone awry, which happens when behavior is regulated by 
rigid verbal processes or rules rather than environmental contingencies (i.e., rule- governed 
behavior). Accordingly, verbal abilities can lead to context- insensitive responding (e.g., 
avoiding social situations even when they provide positive reinforcement), impeding a person’s 
ability to act on their values in a given situation. Another source of psychological inflexibility 
is aversive control or being primarily motivated to avoid or escape aversive stimuli. Under 
aversive control, people are highly motivated to engage in experiential avoidance, limiting 
their response options in the presence of unpleasant thoughts and feelings.

For people who are psychologically inflexible, thoughts and feelings very much control 
behaviors and can have a ruinous effect on well- being. An example of psychological inflexibility 
in depression is following the rule that self- isolating when one is feeling down helps to alleviate 
suffering, even when direct experience belies the rule. Thus, psychological inflexibility leads 
to repeatedly responding in the same unhelpful ways (e.g., lashing out at people when feeling 
angry) despite those behaviors having deleterious consequences for the person. While all 
humans experience pain, psychological inflexibility is considered the root of unnecessary 
suffering because it produces responses to pain that only serve to amplify it.

Researchers have found that psychological flexibility and psychological inflexibility are 
related, yet distinct, processes rather than polar opposites of a single dimension (Rolffs et al., 
2016), such that a person with low psychological inflexibility may not necessarily have high 
psychological flexibility. The literature in psychology provides other examples of related, yet 
distinct, processes that are not polar opposites, including psychopathology and flourishing, 
and negative and positive affect. For example, the absence of psychopathology does not mean 
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an individual is flourishing, just as the absence of negative affect does not mean an individual 
is experiencing positive affect.

Acceptance and Commitment Therapy
The ultimate goal in ACT is to increase psychological flexibility, so this construct is central 
to its theoretical model. Because the target issue in the psychological flexibility model is rigid 
responding to stimuli as opposed to the stimuli themselves, the focus in ACT is not to change 
the content of the internal or verbal experience, but to alter the function of it by changing the 
way individuals relate to or interact with these experiences. This is accomplished by helping 
individuals develop a more open and flexible relationship with these verbal processes. For 
example, cognitive defusion can involve the skill of noticing thoughts and feelings while acting 
in ways that may seem contradictory to those thoughts and feelings like approaching anxiety 
or taking on a challenge when your mind says, “You can’t do it.” To practice psychological 
flexibility, one must be able and willing to notice verbal processes without automatically react-
ing to them and to base their behavioral decisions on what is personally important in a given 
situation.

Measuring Psychological (In)flexibility
Given that the main goal in ACT is to increase psychological flexibility, it is critical that mea-
sures of this construct are psychometrically sound. If psychological flexibility determines the 
efficacy of ACT and is poorly measured, we cannot determine if ACT works in the way it is 
hypothesized to work.

Self- Report Assessment
Psychological (in)flexibility is typically measured using self- report questionnaires.

AccePtAnce AnD Action QuestionnAire— ii (AAQ- ii; bonD et Al, 2011)
The most common measure of psychological inflexibility is the AAQ- II, a seven- item global 
self- report measure. Higher scores indicate higher levels of psychological inflexibility. The 
internal consistency and test– retest reliability of the AAQ- II is stronger than its original ver-
sion (Hayes et al., 2004), which was historically developed to measure experiential avoid-
ance. Preliminary research indicates that the AAQ- II has adequate internal consistency and 
validity (Bond et al., 2011; Fledderus et al., 2012). However, there are significant concerns 
with the discriminant validity of the AAQ- II (Tyndall et al., 2019): studies indicate that it 
may be a stronger measure of general negative affect or neuroticism (e.g., Rochefort et al., 
2018; Wolgast, 2014) than inflexible responding to negative affect or distress. This limitation 
raises concerns that the AAQ- II does not capture the construct of psychological inflexibility. 
Furthermore, differential item functioning within the scale and response patterns across vari-
ous samples have been reported (Ong, Pierce, et al., 2019), which means people with different 
profiles (e.g., clinical vs. nonclinical) may interpret and respond to items differently, rendering 
scores between sufficiently different populations incomparable.

In addition to the global AAQ- II, several context- specific versions of the AAQ focus on 
specific clinical presentations or populations, including acquired brain injury, adolescents, 
auditory hallucinations, body image, cancer, caregiving, chronic illness, chronic pain, diabe-
tes, disordered eating, epilepsy, food craving, hearing loss, hoarding, infertility, irritable bowel 
syndrome, obsessions and compulsions, parenting, smoking, social anxiety, stigma, substance 
abuse, tinnitus, trichotillomania, university students, weight, and work (Galhardo et al., 2020; 
Krafft et al., 2019; Levin et al., 2019; Livheim et al., 2016; Ong, Lee, et al., 2019; Ong, 
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Whicker, et al., 2019). Context- specific versions of the AAQ appear to be more strongly asso-
ciated with relevant outcomes for that population compared with the global AAQ- II (e.g., 
Houghton et al., 2014; Sandoz et al., 2013). Thus, researchers and clinicians should use 
context- specific versions of the AAQ if they are available. At the same time, although the 
majority of these AAQ variants have been found to have satisfactory preliminary psychomet-
rics, additional research is needed. See Ong, Lee, et al. (2019) for a review of context- specific 
AAQ variants and other context- specific measures of psychological flexibility.

In addition to the AAQ- II, more recent self- report measures of psychological flexibility 
have been developed. These newer measures are all multidimensional.

coMPrehensive AssessMent of AccePtAnce AnD coMMitMent therAPy Processes  
(coMPAct; frAncis et Al, 2016)
The CompACT is a 23- item self- report measure that includes three subscales: openness to 
experience, behavioral awareness, and valued action; these subscales capture the six subpro-
cesses of psychological flexibility. Given that one limitation of existing measures is their focus 
on only one or several processes at once, the authors aimed to develop a general measure of psy-
chological flexibility that fully assessed this multidimensional construct. The CompACT was 
developed by selecting items from existing measures of psychological flexibility. Preliminary 
results indicate that the CompACT has excellent internal consistency and stronger discrimi-
nant validity than certain other measures of psychological flexibility (Francis et al., 2016; Ong 
et al., 2020).

MultiDiMensionAl PsychologicAl flexibility inDex (MPfi; rolffs et Al, 2016)
The MPFI is a 60- item self- report measure that aims to assess all 12 dimensions of the ACT 
psychological flexibility/ inflexibility or “hexaflex” model comprehensively and efficiently. To 
date, it is the only measure that assesses both psychological flexibility and inflexibility. Given 
that psychological flexibility and inflexibility appear to be related, yet distinct, constructs, it 
may be advantageous to measure both of these constructs and their processes within one mea-
sure. This measure yields a composite score for flexibility and inflexibility, as well as scores for 
each of the 12 processes. Preliminary results indicate that it has excellent internal consistency.

oPen AnD engAgeD stAte QuestionnAire (oesQ; benoy et Al, 2019)
The OESQ is a four- item self- report measure that focuses on state- level behavior over the pre-
ceding seven days. Its development was informed by recommendations in the literature that 
measures of psychological flexibility should assess behaviors and use an approach that is con-
textually and temporally sensitive (Kashdan & Rottenberg, 2010; Wolgast, 2014). Preliminary 
results indicate that the OESQ has good internal consistency and stronger discriminatory 
validity from neuroticism than some other measures of psychological flexibility.

everyDAy PsychologicAl inflexibility checklist (ePic; thoMPson et Al, 2019)
The EPIC is a seven- item self- report measure that consists of two factors: avoidance and 
behavioral rigidity. This scale was developed to examine psychological inflexibility broadly 
and, therefore, does not focus on psychopathology or use related language (i.e., no items refer-
ence pain, fear, or worry). While the majority of research on ACT and psychological flexibility 
has been in the context of mental and physical health symptoms and disorders, the model is 
applicable to human behavior broadly, and the EPIC provides a way to assess psychological 
inflexibility more generally. The authors suggest that it could be used in relation to important 
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social concerns and injustices in society, including inequity, poverty, and climate change. 
Preliminary results indicate that the EPIC has acceptable internal consistency. More research 
is needed to explore the relationship between the EPIC and measures of prosocial behavior.

PersonAlizeD PsychologicAl flexibility inDex (PPfi; kAshDAn et Al, 2020)
The PPFI is a 15- item self- report measure on which individuals select one specific goal in their 
lives and answer questions based on that goal. Accordingly, it is more idiographic than previ-
ously discussed measures, and it is the only measure that links willingness to experience distress 
to the pursuit of a personally meaningful goal identified by the respondent. This is crucial 
because the ability to practice flexibility in the pursuit of personally meaningful actions is cen-
tral to ACT. Preliminary results indicate that the PPFI has adequate/ good internal consistency 
and stronger discriminant validity with unpleasant emotions compared to other measures of 
psychological flexibility.

Clinician- Administered Assessment
Clinicians can use several tools to assess psychological flexibility and track movement in flex-
ibility over time, including the ACT ADVISOR, hexagon case formulation tools, and the 
Psy- Flex Planning Tool (Hayes, Strosahl, et al., 2011). Although these measures have not been 
published and psychometric data are unavailable, they may be useful to clinicians for assessing 
and tracking psychological flexibility and complement other assessments of psychological flex-
ibility (Hayes, Strosahl, et al., 2011).

The ACT ADVISOR allows clinicians to rate client behavior on a scale from 1 to 10 on 
six scales that map on to the six subprocesses of psychological flexibility. The ACT ADVISOR 
is organized in the hexagonal diagram corresponding to the six subprocesses, providing a visual 
representation of level of psychological flexibility. There are multiple versions of the hexagon 
case formulation tools. These tools also include the six subprocesses of psychological flexibility 
arranged in a hexagon. They allow clinicians to rate clients from 0 to 10 on each process to 
identify and provide a visual representation of relative strengths and weaknesses. The Psy- Flex 
Planning Tool provides a succinct and visual summary of the six subprocesses of psychologi-
cal flexibility for case formulation. In this tool, the psychological flexibility model is broken 
down into three components, each comprising two subprocesses: open (acceptance, defusion), 
centered (present moment, self- as- context), and engaged (values, committed action).

Psychological Flexibility in Therapy
A simplified definition of being psychologically flexible is varying responses to the same stimu-
lus. Conceptualizing psychological flexibility in this way can make it easier to model and detect 
instances of psychological flexibility in therapy sessions. For instance, therapists can intention-
ally demonstrate different responses (e.g., noticing and sitting with, refocusing attention from) 
to a specific stimulus (e.g., anxiety, frustration) to model psychological flexibility. For clients, 
psychological flexibility is indicated by an expanded behavioral repertoire in the presence of 
previously life- constraining stimuli. For example, a client with obsessive- compulsive disorder 
(OCD) who used to eat snacks only with a napkin but who now eats them with their hands 
after washing them, after using hand sanitizer, or even without washing them, is showing 
more psychological flexibility because they are selecting from a wider range of behaviors when 
responding to the same stimulus of contamination fear and in the same situation of eating 
snacks. This functional framework illuminates the more nuanced aspects of psychological flex-
ibility in practice, which are verbal content (language), the values criterion, homework, and 
idiographic assessment.
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Example of ACT- Consistent Language
ACT therapists need to be mindful of how they use language to be fully consistent with the 
ACT model. Much of our language implies that there are good and bad inner experiences, 
which we can and should control. In particular, the problem- solving response is likely well 
entrenched in clients’ (and therapists’) repertoires. As such, therapists need to watch out for 
statements that reinforce these ideas, including those that:

1. label inner experiences as good or bad (e.g., “It’s good that you’re feeling less anxious”),
2. define the self in relation to thoughts and feelings (e.g., “I am anxious”),
3. imply we have control over thoughts and feelings (e.g., “Try not to think about that”),
4. imply that thoughts and feelings have power over behavior (e.g., “Only share if you 

feel comfortable sharing”),
5. encourage attempts to control thoughts and feelings (e.g., “See if you can make anxi-

ety go down”), and
6. respond to the content of thoughts and feelings (e.g., trying to dispute the accuracy of 

thoughts).

Rather, therapists can demonstrate a stance that is more consistent with ACT by speaking 
in ways that actively promote flexible responding. This may include:

1. focusing on describing— rather than evaluating— thoughts and feelings (e.g., “It seems 
like your anxiety has decreased”),

2. relating thoughts and feelings as distinct from the self (e.g., “I am experiencing 
anxiety”),

3. commenting on the automaticity of thoughts and feelings (e.g., “How interesting that 
another one of those thoughts just showed up”),

4. framing choices in terms of willingness not comfort (e.g., “Share if you are willing to 
share”),

5. acknowledging the difficulty of regulating thoughts and feelings especially in the long 
term (e.g., “If you could get rid of your worries, wouldn’t you have done that by 
now?”), and

6. responding to the function or effect of thoughts and feelings rather than their form 
(e.g., decreasing avoidance of anxiety over decreasing anxiety).

Therapists can also model psychological flexibility by responding to clients’ experiences 
differently from how clients have responded historically. For example, if a client habitually 
argues with their thoughts, therapists can comment on client statements as “thoughts that 
show up” rather than get entangled with their content. Similarly, if a client often avoids feeling 
anxiety by changing the subject, therapists may choose to stay on topic and allow the anxiety 
to be present to show that a different way of responding is possible.

Example of Values Criterion
From an ACT perspective, values are used to shape clients’ behavioral repertoires in that flex-
ibility is useful only to the extent that it moves clients closer to self- determined values. In other 
words, variability is not useful in and of itself. Therefore, ACT therapists generally remind 
clients to select responses based on a values criterion: “Did responding in X way in Y situation 
move me closer to the life I want?” Flexible responding and a values criterion give clients the 
basic tools they need to test out different responses, learn from direct contingencies, and select 
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behaviors that work based on context. The values criterion is important because it forms the 
basis for selection and retention of new behaviors. Without values to anchor these decisions, 
ACT may more closely resemble someone trying on clothes in a store without knowing what 
they want— the number of clothing items one tries on does not matter if they do not know 
what they are looking for.

Conversely, rigidity is not “bad” in and of itself; it is only “bad” when it prevents clients 
from pursuing the things that matter to them. There is undoubtedly a time and place when 
avoidance— either experiential or behavioral— serves personal values, and clients need to be 
able to discriminate those situations and select the appropriate response from their newly 
expanded behavioral repertoire. For example, it may be adaptive to be open to feelings of 
frustration when playing with our children but distract (a form of avoidance) from frustra-
tion when they are about people with whom we barely interact. Alternatively, while it may 
sometimes be adaptive to respond flexibly to frustration stemming from persistent microag-
gressions, it can similarly be adaptive to avoid situations that invariably expose us to those 
microaggressions in the first place to the extent that doing so is within our control— perhaps 
with reference to the value of self- preservation. Accepting and avoiding with reference to val-
ues is exactly consistent with the psychological flexibility model and, in fact, exemplifies it. 
After all, always choosing to be open to discomfort is a different type of rigidity.

Example of Homework
When assigning homework between sessions, therapists can choose to build on the skills prac-
ticed in session by explicitly framing homework in those terms. Because values are the metric 
against which flexibility is measured, it may be helpful to consistently ground homework in 
values. Thus, a complete homework assignment will likely include (1) a specific measurable 
action, (2) the value(s) with which it is consistent, and (3) the skill(s) targeted by the action. For 
example, for a client working on building relationships in the presence of social anxiety, their 
homework could be to (1) text at least a sentence to two people, (2) align with their value of 
connection, and (3) focus on making room for discomfort when it shows up during the exercise.

Research on Psychological (In)flexibility
Much evidence supports the centrality of psychological flexibility for meaningful living. It has 
been associated with positive indices such as job satisfaction, mental well- being, and treat-
ment outcomes (Hayes et al., 2006; Kashdan & Rottenberg, 2010) and has been found to 
be a protective factor for physical and mental health outcomes in the presence of stress in the 
general population (Gloster et al., 2017). In contrast, psychological inflexibility is associated 
with a range of current and lifetime clinical presentations (e.g., anxiety disorders, depressive 
disorders) above and beyond psychological distress (Levin et al., 2014).

Also consistent with the psychological flexibility model is the fact that ACT- based inter-
ventions have been found to specifically shift psychological flexibility (Levin et al., 2012). 
Moreover, subprocesses have demonstrated the additive effects on outcomes, such that target-
ing combinations of subprocesses appears to have a larger effect than targeting subprocesses in 
isolation (Branstetter- Rost et al., 2009). At the same time, cognitive- behavioral therapy (CBT) 
has been found to improve psychological flexibility (Arch et al., 2012); hence, ACT may not 
uniquely impact psychological flexibility. In fact, by definition, any intervention that increases 
the range of responding to familiar stimuli (which includes most psychological therapies) nec-
essarily targets psychological flexibility.

Evidence largely supports psychological flexibility as a mediator of outcomes in ACT, 
indicating that ACT affects outcomes by successfully targeting its hypothesized change process 
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(Stockton et al., 2019). This finding is especially consistent for mental health outcomes such as 
general psychological distress, but less so for physical health, patient functioning, and quality 
of life (Stockton et al., 2019).

The status of psychological flexibility as a moderator of treatment outcomes is unclear 
(e.g., Craske et al., 2014; Wolitzky- Taylor et al., 2012). For example, in one study on social 
anxiety disorder, participants in the CBT condition who reported lower psychological flex-
ibility at baseline (AAQ- I) reported greater symptom improvement at 12- month follow- up, 
whereas this was not the case in the ACT condition (Craske et al., 2014). In another study 
with a mixed anxiety disorders sample, participants in the CBT condition with lower psy-
chological flexibility at baseline (AAQ- I willingness subscale) did better at 12- month follow- 
up, while participants in the ACT condition with moderate baseline psychological flexibility 
did better at follow- up (Wolitzky- Taylor et al., 2012). Another study on clinical perfection-
ism found that lower baseline psychological inflexibility (AAQ- II) was associated with more 
improvement in quality of life, while higher baseline inflexibility was associated with more 
improvement in symptoms and distress (Ong, Barney, et al., 2019). Given inconsistent find-
ings, it is unclear how baseline psychological flexibility influences treatment response. Rather, 
it is more likely that (1) moderation effects vary across outcomes and populations and (2) mea-
surement methods influence results (most of these studies used different versions of the AAQ).

Challenges and Future Directions
The irony of defining psychological flexibility is that it is most readily understood as an amal-
gamation of six subprocesses or skills, when distinguishing among the subprocesses is only 
theoretically plausible. In actuality, the subprocesses necessarily entail each other to be fully 
realized. For example, it is nearly impossible to willingly experience intense sadness if one 
believes the sadness “must be avoided at all costs” (fusion) or to know what one’s true values 
are if they are rigidly attached to concepts about who they are (self- as- content). Thus, part of 
the challenge of practicing psychological flexibility is that it requires learning multiple closely 
related skills adequately. Therefore, therapists may struggle with teaching psychological flex-
ibility if clients are particularly stuck on a subprocess because that hinders learning of other 
subprocesses. For the most part, a significant level of clinical skill and ACT dexterity is needed 
to navigate these difficulties and to move clients along the journey of actualizing their val-
ues through practicing flexibility. Still, some evidence suggests that certain components may 
be selectively emphasized, depending on treatment goals. For example, focusing on values 
and committed action has been found to have greater effects on quality of life and valued 
action, whereas focusing on acceptance and defusion more positively impacts symptom sever-
ity (Villatte et al., 2016).

The complexity of psychological flexibility makes it a challenging construct to measure. 
For nomothetic measurement, there are five areas of consideration. First, as discussed previ-
ously, psychological flexibility refers to a multifaceted, contextually bound pattern of behaviors 
most accurately defined with reference to a person’s history of responding. In other words, 
psychological flexibility looks different across people (topographically diverse) even if its func-
tion remains consistent (different responses to same stimuli with reference to values). The chal-
lenge then is to functionally assess levels of psychological flexibility with easily administered 
tools— typically self- report measures— that need to look the same for every respondent for the 
purpose of psychometric evaluation.

In theory, accurate measurement of psychological flexibility through self- report would 
require that the respondent first be able to identify their current patterns of responding, assess 
the amount of variability in those patterns vis- à- vis specific stimuli and previous responding, 
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and evaluate how well those patterns align with their personal values. The unfeasibility of this 
task logically leads researchers and clinicians to devise methods to indirectly measure these 
concepts by simplifying questions as in the seven- item AAQ- II or by asking many questions as 
in the 60- item MPFI. The balance between risking poor validity due to brevity and burdening 
respondents with long surveys is difficult to navigate and forces a dichotomous choice between 
inaccurate assessment and ease of administration when it comes to assessing a construct as 
contextually bound as psychological flexibility.

Bridging the gap between these considerations requires innovative thinking and rigorous 
measure development. One method researchers have used is ecological momentary assessment 
or data collection in real time (e.g., responding to prompts from a phone app at random 
intervals during the day). For example, a study found that momentary psychological flexibility 
was associated with stress and well- being measured during the same narrow timeframe and 
that the relationship between momentary psychological flexibility and momentary well- being 
strengthened over the course of an ACT intervention (Grégoire et al., 2020). Findings like 
these that carry greater precision provide stronger support for the hypothesis that psychologi-
cal flexibility is intimately associated with well- being. Nonetheless, further validation is needed 
to ascertain the advantages and disadvantages of this and other newer means of assessment.

Second, psychological flexibility can be measured as a state or “trait” (longer- term behav-
ioral patterns), and researchers need to clarify which level of analysis they are interested in 
because this choice necessitates different forms of assessment. A state- level assessment is 
context- specific; it refers to how a person responds in a given circumstance. It is in this area 
that ecological momentary assessment is typically applied. There might also be variability in 
how flexibly one responds across contexts. For example, a person struggling with addiction 
might be able to display new responses in the presence of alcohol at home but not at a bar. In 
contrast, a trait- level assessment requires averaging of responses and conflation across settings 
to determine a person’s overall psychological flexibility. These data also have different uses. 
A clinician might be more interested in state- level data to refine their case conceptualization 
and treatment planning, whereas a public health researcher might be more concerned about 
how generally being more psychologically flexible is associated with relevant outcomes.

Third, psychological flexibility must be clearly differentiated from distress, which is natu-
rally correlated with, but theoretically distinct from, responses to distress. After all, the crux 
of psychological flexibility is that people can change their responses upon exposure to the 
same stimulus, necessarily weakening the relationship between distress and responses to it. 
Psychological flexibility with all its nuances is understandably a difficult construct to mea-
sure with just seven questions. Thus, it may not be surprising that the AAQ- II is susceptible 
to discriminant validity issues despite its other solid psychometric properties (Tyndall et al., 
2019). This limitation is particularly salient given that the majority of ACT research has relied 
on the AAQ- II. Furthermore, measures of psychological flexibility generally seem to presume 
that responders understand there is a separation between inner experiences and behaviors— 
that thoughts and feelings do not cause behavior— and survey questions are phrased as such. 
However, this assumption may be untenable, creating a gap between how questions are 
intended to be answered and how they are actually answered, further obfuscating the meaning 
of survey responses.

Fourth, there is an ongoing discussion in the field as to whether measures of psychologi-
cal flexibility effectively assess all six subprocesses within the psychological flexibility model, 
as some have been found to correlate more strongly with specific subprocesses versus others 
(Benoy et al., 2019; Francis et al., 2016). For example, the OESQ was found to be highly 
negatively correlated with cognitive fusion at posttreatment, but more moderately correlated 
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with mindfulness in samples that included individuals who either met criteria for panic dis-
order and agoraphobia or were experiencing burnout. Researchers have posited that the items 
on the AAQ- II appear to be more focused on experiential avoidance/ acceptance and cognitive 
fusion/ defusion compared to the other subprocesses, and that there are fewer measures that 
assess other subprocesses, such as self- as- context (Francis et al., 2016). For example, the AAQ- 
II was found to have the greatest correlation with the CompACT subscale of openness to 
experience, compared to the other two subscales (behavioral awareness, and valued action) in 
a nonclinical sample (Francis et al., 2016). Additional research is needed in more populations 
(e.g., various clinical populations, nonclinical populations) to examine whether or not these 
results are replicated and to investigate these questions in other measures of psychological flex-
ibility. Another area for future research is the relative importance of measuring each specific 
subprocess versus examining how measures may relate to the three broader processes that have 
been described recently as another way to capture the subprocesses of flexibility: being open 
(acceptance, defusion), aware (present moment awareness, self- as- context), and active (values, 
committed action; Hayes, Strosahl, et al., 2011).

Fifth, cultural considerations demand attention to the measurement invariance of psy-
chological flexibility measures. The theory behind psychological flexibility hypothesizes that 
it is universal across humans and not specific to certain cultures. Accordingly, we need to be 
able to accurately measure this construct across cultures and languages without inadvertently 
privileging a dominant culture. Furthermore, many of the samples used in research on psycho-
logical flexibility to date have been predominately white, and psychometric data from these 
measures in samples with greater diversity with regard to race and other aspects of identity are 
needed (Flynn et al., 2016). Collecting data from various populations is critical to ensure that 
all experiences are represented in research and, specifically, to examine if there are important 
differences in how the construct of psychological flexibility is interpreted or experienced and 
if existing results generalize to more racially diverse samples. For example, at least one study to 
date has found that the AAQ- II was a significantly stronger predictor of symptom outcomes 
for participants who identified racially as white than those who identified as Asian or Latinx 
(Borgogna et al., 2020). Preliminary evidence suggests that the AAQ- II functions adequately 
as a cross- cultural assessment, though culturally informed adaptations would improve its psy-
chometric quality (Borgogna et al., 2020). Similar tests are needed for other measures of psy-
chological flexibility.

Finally, even if the previously mentioned nomothetic measurement concerns are 
addressed, as alluded to earlier, psychological flexibility is principally an idiographic construct 
because it is inextricable from context, which includes a person’s biology, developmental his-
tory, current environment, interpersonal network, and societal mores. While nomothetic mea-
surement helps with aggregate inferences, idiographic measurement is needed to understand 
how to improve and leverage psychological flexibility for the individual. This knowledge is 
particularly crucial for identifying precise links between treatment methods and psychological 
flexibility and supports the development of more targeted and, thereby, efficient interventions. 
Moreover, idiographic assessment is rooted in the premise that individual variability must be 
accounted for rather than controlled for in our clinical analyses, which is the cornerstone of 
personalized medicine. Hence, to conduct idiographic assessment and accurately track the 
function of clients’ behaviors, therapists need to have an adequate grasp of how their clients 
perceive and interact with their environments; how psychological inflexibility shows up for 
one client may be different from how it manifests in another. As part of this understanding, 
therapists need to have a sense of what clients find aversive versus rewarding and how the 
valence of stimuli changes across contexts. Clearly, idiographic assessment requires greater 
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effort than administering a self- report measure— which is why it provides the necessary data 
for refining treatment based on each client’s unique presentation.

Another potential fruitful future direction is deeper investigation of the relationship between 
ACT and psychological flexibility. Why do CBT methods also shift psychological flexibility, and 
what are the implications of that for ACT as a therapeutic intervention? If other treatments move 
psychological flexibility, what is the exact procedure that is producing this change? Answers to 
these questions would clarify how to move psychological flexibility and facilitate refinement of 
ACT methods so that they can more precisely target psychological flexibility. Furthermore, the 
specific methods used in ACT to increase psychological flexibility need to be evidence- based for 
ACT to stand as an empirically grounded treatment. For instance, evidence must support use of 
acceptance specifically, not just general sustained exposure to a feared stimulus.

The practice of ACT might need to be revised as clinical researchers find methods to 
improve psychological flexibility more effectively than currently available techniques or find 
ways to effectively apply ACT to a wider range of presentations. As ACT currently stands, it 
is more helpful for certain conditions, such as chronic pain and anxiety, than others, such as 
posttraumatic stress disorder and borderline personality disorder. Reliable answers to these 
research questions are predicated on accurate measurement of psychological flexibility, which 
goes back to the assessment concerns outlined at the start of this section. Without trustworthy 
assessment, robust interpretations cannot be made from data, no matter how copious.

Conclusion
There is strong evidence that psychological flexibility has positive effects on well- being and 
functioning and that psychological inflexibility leads to maladaptive consequences. In addi-
tion, much research supports the effectiveness of ACT at targeting psychological flexibility and 
achieving positive treatment outcomes through improving psychological flexibility. Despite its 
conscientiously elaborated theoretical model, psychological flexibility faces challenges in clini-
cal and scientific domains, primarily owing to its inherently idiographic, functional nature. 
Clinically, replicable and easily disseminated techniques to improve psychological flexibility 
effectively and efficiently need to be better identified. With respect to research, accurately 
measuring psychological flexibility is difficult, although newer measures appear to be improve-
ments over older ones.

The tenets of clinical science beseech researchers and clinicians to use reliable and valid 
forms of assessment. This is in some ways a Sisyphean task as human variability and the 
complexity of psychological flexibility will likely continue to elude accurate measurement. 
At the same time, more effort needs to be made to account for its various facets: con-
text sensitivity, idiosyncratic nature, relation to values, and cross- cultural expressions. With 
improved assessment and creative study designs, researchers will be better positioned to 
conduct granular analyses of this process of change, and clinicians will be better equipped 
to personalize their treatments. These developments are critical for ACT to grow as an 
empirically supported therapy and as a behavioral technology that has the express function 
of enhancing valued living.
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Rhonda M. Merwin, Ashley A. Moskovich, Angela Pisoni, Sara Freeman, and Carly Onnink

Abstract
Acceptance refers to the active and aware embrace of  unwanted private events. It is the 
cornerstone of  acceptance and commitment therapy (ACT) interventions and is evoked 
whenever experiential avoidance interferes with valued living. This chapter provides a 
conceptual overview of  acceptance, including the conditions that give rise to experiential 
avoidance and strategies to disrupt these ineffective behaviors and create a context for 
change. Included is a discussion of  the use of  functional assessment to identify targets for 
acceptance, and clinical interventions to evoke and reinforce acceptance or willingness in 
the presence of  unwanted events and with progressively more challenging content. Also 
reviewed are current strategies to measure acceptance, which have relied heavily on self- 
report, but also include frequency counts, session coding, and longitudinal high- density 
measurement, such as in ecological momentary assessment. The article ends with a brief  
review of  the empirical evidence for acceptance as a process of  change in lab- based and 
outcome studies, as well as directions for future research.

Key Words: acceptance, experiential avoidance, process of  change, creative hopelessness, 
shaping, functional assessment, willingness, clinically relevant behavior

Defining Acceptance
Acceptance refers to willingness to experience private events (thoughts, feelings, body 
sensations, urges, memories, etc.) without unnecessary attempts to change their form or 
frequency, or stated another way, acceptance is the open and aware embrace of private events 
occasioned by our history (Hayes et al., 2012). It is employed whenever experiential avoidance 
(EA) interferes with behaving flexibly, effectively, or consistently with deeply held personal 
values. While EA often involves attempts to avoid or control private events that are judged 
as negative or undesirable, it may also involve attempts to maintain pleasant experiences (or 
avoid experiencing their absence). Acceptance is applied to internal experiences rather than 
external circumstances, although individuals may benefit from accepting their emotional 
reactions to a situation in which they find themselves, or their inability to control a situation 
or another person’s behavior.

Acceptance is distinguished from resignation, “giving up” or “giving in,” and learned 
helplessness, which are more passive responses. This distinction is captured in the active 
language used to evoke acceptance, in which individuals are encouraged to open up to, 
make space for, or welcome unwanted thoughts/ feelings. Acceptance is also distinguished 
from wanting or liking an experience and from emotional overattachment (i.e., fusing with 
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emotion). Finally, it is distinguished from distress tolerance, which tends to be a less open 
and less flexible response, focused on the short- term goal of preventing impulsive actions that 
remove immediate pain but cause long- term harm. While acceptance is not the same as distress 
tolerance, distress tolerance may occur during the process of shaping acceptance. That is, an 
individual may first relinquish immediate and severe attempts to remove emotional pain (e.g., 
self- induced vomiting in an eating disorder case) by engaging in alternative behaviors that 
block the behavior (e.g., staying with people for 30 minutes after a meal). Later, the individual 
may allow discomfort with greater willingness and even actively approach situations with the 
potential for emotional pain if these situations are personally meaningful (e.g., eating out with 
friends as an act of social engagement). In this case, the aversive function of unwanted private 
events is changed, as openness to these experiences is coordinated with deeply held personal 
values. It is important to note, however, that actively approaching situations with the potential 
for emotional discomfort is not the same as engaging in behaviors that intentionally aim to 
intensify a painful emotional experience, which is often maladaptive and driven by avoidance 
and control.

In more basic analytic terms, acceptance is defined as “making contact with the automatic or 
direct stimulus functions of events, without acting to reduce or manipulate those functions, and 
without acting on the basis of their derived or verbal functions” (Hayes, 1994, pp. 30– 31). This 
highlights the relevance of relational framing in the rejection of private events and the intersection 
between acceptance and defusion. That is, acceptance involves experiencing events directly, for 
what they are, rather than in relation to other events. For example, acceptance of the thought “I 
am worthless” would involve the open and aware embrace of this experience as a thought, that is, 
an internal experience cued in a particular context, stripped of its literal functions.

Acceptance involves secondary rather than primary change (i.e., a change in how an 
individual relates to their private events, rather than a change in the frequency or intensity 
of the events themselves). However, it is often associated with decreases in emotional distress, 
which is detectable by conventional symptom measures (e.g., Symptom Checklist- 90 (SCL- 
90); Derogatis & Unger, 2010). Acceptance ultimately decreases emotional distress in several 
ways. First, when individuals relinquish attempts to suppress or avoid unwanted internal 
experiences, this decreases distress by circumventing paradoxical increases in these experiences 
that occur with intentional suppression (Wegner, 1994). It also decreases associated feelings 
of helplessness, guilt, or shame that may be experienced with repeated unsuccessful attempts 
to control private events. Second, with greater acceptance, individuals may experience fewer 
negative consequences associated with avoidant responses (e.g., lost relationships or relationship 
opportunities). Finally, as individuals begin to approach rather than avoid uncomfortable 
feelings, behavioral variability increases and provides opportunities for individuals to have 
new experiences that are rewarding or enhance life vitality.

Studies of ACT with psychosis provide a clear example of the difference between primary 
and secondary change. In these studies, participants do not report significant change in the 
intensity or frequency of hallucinations or delusions (the unwanted private events). However, 
they do report increased capacity to accept the presence of these experiences and take needed 
medications, resulting in lower rates of rehospitalization and decreased distress (e.g., Bach 
et al., 2012). Another example is chronic pain. Studies have found that ACT greatly improves 
functioning in chronic pain patients but has minimal impact on the frequency or intensity of 
pain itself (Feliu- Soler et al., 2018).
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The Target of Acceptance Interventions: Experiential Avoidance
Acceptance is evoked whenever experiential avoidance (EA) interferes with behaving flexibly 
or effectively, given the demands of the situation, or consistently with deeply held personal 
values. EA is defined functionally and refers to a class of behavior aimed at changing the form 
or frequency of unwanted private events when doing so causes psychological harm (Hayes 
et al., 1996, 2006). EA is maintained by its more immediate benefits (e.g., alleviation of 
emotional discomfort) but has other unintended negative consequences in the short or long 
term, such as removing the individual from situations that are meaningful or could enhance 
life vitality or joy.

EA is associated with greater negative affect, stress, pain, and poor job performance 
(Hayes et al., 2006). EA has repeatedly been found to mediate the relationship between risk 
factors (e.g., trauma) and negative psychological outcomes (PTSD) (e.g., Orcutt et al., 2020). 
Moreover, ecological momentary assessment studies have found that higher levels of EA in 
daily life are associated with poorer outcomes (Merwin et al., 2015; Levin et al., 2018). EA 
is also a key feature of “syndromes” in the traditional diagnostic nomenclature. For example, 
social phobia is characterized by avoidance of anxiety- provoking social situations; panic dis-
order by avoidance of arousal or situations that generate arousal; and depression by with-
drawal from daily life, which is experienced as intolerable. Considerable research also suggests 
that impulsive behaviors, such as self- harm, are often motivated by the desire to avoid or 
escape immediate emotional distress (Brereton & McGlinchey, 2020), and aberrant eating 
(e.g., restriction, binge eating) functions to manage feelings (e.g., Schaefer et al., 2020). And 
the list goes on. Even primarily cognitive activities, such as worry, may be understood as 
avoidance of negative emotions (Borkovec et al., 2004). There is also evidence that the pres-
ence of particular thoughts and feelings is insufficient to produce “syndromes,” which may be 
determined by maladaptive responses to unwanted private events. For example, individuals 
in the general population report experiencing thoughts similar to those of individuals with 
obsessive- compulsive disorder (OCD; García- Soriano et al., 2011). However, OCD may be 
discriminated by attempts to avoid or escape these experiences (which may, in turn, paradoxi-
cally increase their intensity or frequency). Thus, while determining the function of behavior 
requires idiographic analyses, there are clearly data linking EA to problems in living across 
individuals and situations.

The fact that EA is defined functionally, rather than being based on the formal proper-
ties or topography of behavior, may simplify complex clinical presentations. For example, 
individuals with anorexia nervosa often also present with social phobia, generalized anxiety, 
or OCD (Jagielska & Kacperska, 2017). From a functional perspective, these diagnoses may 
be collectively conceptualized as a class of behaviors that function to reduce distress associated 
with social rejection or “doing something wrong” (i.e., making a mistake). Thus, while it may 
be necessary to prioritize one of these issues clinically (e.g., addressing restrictive eating first 
to restore basic cognitive- emotional faculties), it is not necessary to treat these as separate and 
distinct problems, sequentially or with different targeted treatment manuals. Instead, diverse 
behaviors such as restrictive eating, avoiding social situations, worry, or time- consuming ritu-
als may be addressed as a functional class of experientially avoidant behavior.

A focus on function, rather than form, means that any action may function as EA, includ-
ing behaviors that appear adaptive or desirable in form (e.g., compromising). However, the 
reverse is also true: actions that have the topography of avoidance and escape may not be 
EA. For example, while in one situation, removing oneself from a conflictual interpersonal 
exchange may be avoidance of discomfort associated with conflict; in another, removing one-
self might be the more emotionally difficult, yet effective and value- guided response.
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Determining whether actions are functionally EA requires that they are situated in the 
historical and situational context in which they occur, or by asking: How is this behavior func-
tioning for this individual at this time and in this situation? EA is also indicated by the qualities 
of the action. EA behaviors, or behaviors that are maintained by immediate relief from emo-
tional discomfort, rather than their ultimate effectiveness or consistency with personal values, 
are rigid or situationally insensitive; often signaled by use of absolutes (e.g., words such as 
“should,” “must” or “have to”).

Not all EA is problematic or interferes with life values. This may be particularly true if 
stressors are brief and infrequent. For example, many individuals seek distraction from the dis-
comfort associated with a dental procedure or close their eyes during a gruesome movie scene. 
Such behaviors do not interfere with one’s life functioning or valued living (e.g., experiencing a 
dental procedure or seeing a gruesome movie image is not typically meaningful or important) 
and thus would not be the target for intervention.

Theoretical Underpinnings of Experiential Avoidance (EA): The 
Human Condition
Avoidance and control are key to human survival. Problems arise in the overapplication of 
this response, or when this response is not under appropriate contextual control, that is, use 
of avoidance and control in situations where it is ultimately ineffective or even detrimental. 
This includes, for example, trying to avoid or control internal experiences (such as thoughts, 
feelings, and body sensations) that are simply the result of being a conscious human being, that 
is, an organism that reacts to its environment and has a history.

The conditions that give rise to and maintain EA are multileveled. Individuals’ unique 
experiences of reinforcement have a central role (e.g., experience of relief following an avoid-
ant response), as well as reinforcement from the individual’s progressively larger communi-
ties or ecosystems. For example, different groups, subgroups, and cultures may have different 
emotional display rules (e.g., whether or not crying is viewed as “acceptable”). However, 
EA is also a natural outgrowth of the human capacity for language in which internal events 
(e.g., thoughts, images) “stand in” for actual events, and we derive relations among events 
in ways that increase suffering or generate emotional pain. More specifically, according to 
relational frame theory (Barnes-Holmes, Y., Hayes, S. C., Barnes-Holmes, D., & Roche, B., 
2001), the basic behavioral process underlying language is arbitrarily applicable derived 
relational responding, or the ability to arbitrarily derive relationships among events and 
have the psychological functions of those events transformed in accordance with those 
relations. This has significant implications for behavior. Just considering tacting, in which 
there is a derived equivalence relation between a word (name or label) and the event it 
represents (e.g., the word “lemon” is equivalent to the oblong yellow fruit). In the appro-
priate context, there is no distinction between the words and the events to which they cor-
respond. Rather, we experience them psychologically as the same thing (e.g., just thinking 
about a lemon can make our mouth pucker even though a lemon is not physically present). 
Thus, we can experience pain when we are thinking about painful events (e.g., remember-
ing a loss or trauma), and pain that is not directly available in the current environment may 
be made present through language and relating. We derive not only equivalence relations, 
but also more/ less (comparative/ evaluative) and if/ then (consequent) relations. As a result 
of our capacity to respond to one event in terms of another, even a very positive experience 
may become painful. For example, the individual may judge the experience as not as good 
as the last time, fear a time when this experience is gone, feel less deserving of the experi-
ence than other people, and the list goes on. In this way, humans can experience pain even 
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when the external conditions would seem to support happiness and contentment. Under 
these circumstances, controlling thoughts and feelings themselves may be highly, if only 
temporarily, reinforced by the mitigation of immediate pain.

The Paradox of Intentional Control
Studies indicate that purposeful suppression of meaningful thoughts in high- valence contexts 
results in paradoxical increases in unwanted experiences (Wegner, 1994). Learning also works 
by addition, not subtraction. Studies show spontaneous recovery of conditioned responses 
(Quirk, 2002) and resurgence of derived relations after extinction (Doughty et al., 2011). Thus, 
while avoidance/ suppression may alleviate immediate discomfort, the effect is usually tempo-
rary. Nothing is really eliminated, and thoughts and feelings that we have not experienced for a 
long time may reemerge given the relevant contextual cues. This experience may only exacerbate 
the problem, as the inability to permanently eliminate unwanted content is perceived as a per-
sonal failure and compels more desperate attempts to do something we “should” be able to do 
(but according to basic cognitive and behavioral science is ultimately impossible).

Acceptance work often starts with elucidating this unworkability and contacting the costs 
of experiential control (i.e., how EA has diminished the quality of life or interfered with other 
things that matter to the individual). This work continues with interventions that shape a 
greater capacity to allow a broad range of internal experience when doing so is aligned with 
deeply held, personal values.

Clinical Application— Methods
Acceptance consists of three components of work, which may be employed sequentially, but 
not necessarily so, and are often revisited:

• Identifying functional relationships (i.e., internal experiences that are unwanted and 
associated with avoidance/ control)

• Disrupting the context of avoidance and control (i.e., interventions that allow the 
individual to contact a fuller range of their experience, including the ways in which 
avoidance or control is not working)

• Shaping an alternative response (i.e., acceptance or willingness in the service of deeply 
held, personal values)

Identifying Functional Relationships (Targets for Acceptance)
Clinical Interview
Through careful interviewing of the client’s situation, the therapist identifies internal experi-
ences that are unwanted and the breadth and depth of the avoidant repertoire, that is, the 
behaviors that the individual has engaged in so as to avoid or control internal experience. 
Interviewing may be facilitated by creating a historical timeline of the events that precipitated 
the problem behavior or that correspond with periods of remittance or exacerbation. This 
facilitates a more detailed exploration of setting events, or events that occasion the behavior, 
and how experience changed as a result.

T: [probes antecedents] It sounds like this started after you moved to a new school. What was 
that like for you? I wonder if you can tell me more about the thoughts and feelings that you 
were experiencing?

T: [probes behavioral response] And then what did you do?
T: [probes consequences] What was your experience after that?
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T: [probes functionally equivalent behaviors] What else has helped you feel that way?

Diagnosis. Diagnosis is antithetical to ACT’s nonpathogenic frame; however, it may be 
useful in identifying avoidance patterns (avoided events and avoidant repertoires). Diagnosis 
can help identify the internal experiences that are difficult for the individual, and the things 
that they have done to manage these experiences. For example, individuals who meet the 
criteria for panic disorder are often attempting to escape or avoid somatic correlates or con-
stituents of fear (e.g., rapid heartbeat, sweating, sense of “doom”); individuals with generalized 
anxiety disorder may avoid uncertainty; and individuals with a depression diagnosis are likely 
to struggle with negative thoughts/ feelings about the self, others, and the world (e.g., feelings 
of failure, low self- worth, hopelessness, and dread). Similarly, for individuals with alcohol 
abuse, drinking alcohol is likely the primary avoidance strategy, while for individuals with 
anorexia nervosa, the strategy is restricting food intake and so forth. Traditional diagnostic self- 
report measures, such as the SCL- 90 (Derogatis & Unger, 2010) or Brief Symptom Inventory 
(BSI; Derogatis & Savitz, 1999), might be similarly useful in generating hypotheses regarding 
avoided events and avoidant repertoires.

Self- Monitoring and Chain Analyses
Self- monitoring diaries or worksheets and chain analyses conducted in session can also help 
identify functional relationships between internal experiences and behavior and enhance cli-
ent self- awareness of avoidant patterns. These tools are particularly useful when clients present 
with greater awareness of one aspect of experience relative to another. For example, individuals 
might easily identify the internal experiences that are difficult for them (e.g., they may be aware 
that they feel anxious and do not want to feel this way), but they might not be able to identify 
behaviors that they engage in to avoid or control this experience, particularly if these behaviors 
are subtle or are justified in some other way (e.g., the client may manage anxiety by “preferring” 
to stay home or declining opportunities at work). Alternatively, individuals may easily report 
avoidant behaviors (e.g., alcohol abuse), but have limited awareness of the internal antecedents 
to the behaviors or the consequences that maintain them (e.g., decreased anxiety).

Self- monitoring diaries and chain analyses typically begin with the known element of 
the three- term contingency (Antecedent, Behavior, or Consequence). Detailed analysis of the 
sequence of events identifies other elements (e.g., “What were you feeling right before you 
decided to drink last night? How did you feel after you drank?”). For many clients, this exer-
cise is a practice in acceptance or willingness, as it requires contact with internal experiences 
preceding problem behaviors and awareness of the problem behaviors themselves, which may 
increase guilt or shame.

In- Session Behavior
Observation of in- session behavior can also help identify avoided events and avoidant reper-
toires. This includes, for example, observing when the individual who struggles with alcohol 
fantasizes about a drink or when the individual with anxiety worries or experiences a panic 
attack. It might also include other behaviors that are part of the functional class, as determined 
by idiographic analyses. These behaviors include, for example, an individual abruptly chang-
ing the topic, assuming a closed body posture or smiling inappropriately (while describing 
something painful). With permission, therapists can help clients notice these behaviors in 
session when they occur (e.g., “It seems like something happened there  . . .  you were talking 
freely about your emotions  . . .  and now you have shifted to problem- solving  . . .  do you 
notice that?) and explore emotional antecedents (e.g., “What were you thinking or feeling 
right before that happened?”). This line of inquiry can be approached as hypothesis testing 
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(i.e., generating hypotheses about the factors that may be influencing the client’s behavior). 
This activity also serves other purposes in treatment. Most important, it increases client self- 
awareness and provides an opportunity to shape acceptance in the moment.

Disrupting the Context of Avoidance and Control (“Creative 
Hopelessness”)
Experiential avoidance has limited benefits. At its worst, it can have devastating consequences, 
as active attempts to avoid or control unwanted internal experiences lead to actions that are 
inconsistent with personal values or cause significant harm. Individuals can find themselves 
working to feel better, while putting other aspects of life on hold or moving away from things 
that are important to them in an effort to minimize painful thoughts and feelings. Creative 
hopelessness interventions disrupt the context of experiential control, setting the stage for 
acceptance. These interventions put individuals in contact with a fuller range of experience, 
such that they are not only experiencing the immediate, short- term benefits of EA, but are 
also contacting the ways in which control does not work and what it costs them with regard to 
personal values. This segment of work is referred to as creative hopelessness because it culminates 
to a perspective of hopelessness “that control can work” and prepares clients for a creative solu-
tion to pain (i.e., acceptance or willingness).

The therapist assumes a stance of compassionate curiosity as they help the client make 
experiential contact with the consequences of avoidance. For example, clients may experience 
that the relief provided by EA behaviors is short- lived and that emotional pain has increased 
rather than decreased over time. Clients may begin to notice that trying to avoid or control 
internal experience is exhausting or that avoidant behaviors detract from other things that 
matter to them or are even diametrically opposed to their personal values. For example, an 
individual struggling with social anxiety may initially feel better when they decline a social 
invitation; however, they may also observe that they later experience guilt or shame for avoid-
ing the event and notice that avoidance directly interferes with values of friendship or inti-
macy. They might also notice that they are spending inordinate amounts of time planning 
how to avoid or escape social events, diminishing their quality of life, and that they are more, 
not less, anxious about the next social opportunity. Thus, while their behavior “works” in the 
short term or for limited goals (such as immediate relief from anxiety), it is simultaneously 
“unworkable” for a life well lived. Acceptance (or willingness) is then offered as an alternative 
to avoidance and control.

Creative hopelessness interventions can be delivered in varying degrees of depth and 
intensity, and for some clients already poised for change, they may not be necessary at all. 
Others clients may need to revisit creative hopelessness interventions throughout treatment, as 
avoidance or control reemerges in the face of new or more intense emotional pain.

Creative hopelessness interventions are varied and include metaphors and experiential 
exercises, as well as simple prompts that facilitate noticing consequences. Metaphors and expe-
riential exercises help clients experience the automaticity of internal events (e.g., “Mary had 
a little _ _ _ _ _ ”; Luoma et al., 2007) and how they defy intentional control (e.g., Chocolate 
cake exercise; Hayes, Strosahl, et al., 1999, Polygraph; Hayes et al., 2012), or how avoidance 
is effortful and diverts attention away from things that are personally important or meaningful 
(e.g., Joe the bum; Hayes, Strosahl, et al., 1999). Simple prompts invite clients to notice what 
else is happening when they engage in avoidant behavior (e.g., “When you were drinking, 
what were your kids doing?”) or over time (e.g., “It sounds like when you drink excessively, 
you aren’t able to be present and engaged with your family in the way that you would like to 
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be  . . .  and that over time, you have also noticed that they have started to trust you less. Am 
I getting that right?”).

Experiential exercises and metaphors are also used to introduce the concept of accep-
tance. These interventions highlight that while our natural instinct is to resist discomfort, it 
often causes more suffering (e.g., Chinese handcuffs; Hayes, Strosahl, et al., 1999, Quicksand; 
Hayes, 2005). The solution, while counterintuitive, is to end the struggle with internal experi-
ence and instead invest energy in things that matter to us. Experiential exercises are also used 
to help clients discriminate avoidance and control from the action or choice of acceptance or 
willingness (e.g., ACT in a nutshell [clipboard exercise]; Harris, 2019, tug- of- war with a mon-
ster; Hayes et al., 2012). Table 8.1 outlines examples of creative hopelessness interventions and 
their therapeutic function.

Shaping Acceptance (or Willingness)
Acceptance interventions create a context of openness in which any and all thoughts and 
feelings are permitted. Practically, the therapist evokes a new response in the presence of 
an unwanted internal experience, reinforces successive approximations to a more open and 
receiving posture, and repeats this process. Over time, the clinical focus moves to generalizing 

Table 8.1. Interventions Referenced in Creative Hopelessness Section

Function

Mary had a little _ _ _ _ _ _  
(Luoma et al., 2007)

Experience the automaticity of thoughts or thought content.

Chocolate cake exercise 
(Hayes, Strosahl, et al., 1999)

Experience that private events (e.g., thoughts) defy intentional 
control. Experience that intentional control may paradoxically 
increase the intensity or frequency of unwanted private events 
(e.g., thoughts).

Polygraph (Hayes et al., 
2012)

Illustrate that private events (e.g., feelings) defy intentional control. 
Illustrates that intentional control may paradoxically increase the 
intensity or frequency of unwanted private events (e.g., feelings).

Chinese handcuffs (Hayes, 
Strosahl, et al., 1999)

Experience that while our instinct is to resist, resistance is ineffective 
or even counterproductive (tightens the grip).

Experience a counterintuitive solution (pushing in).

Quicksand (Hayes, 2005) Illustrate that while the instinct is to struggle, struggling is ineffective 
or even counterproductive (sinks you deeper)

Experience a counterintuitive solution (spreading out; full contact).

Joe the bum (Hayes, 
Strosahl, et al., 1999)

Illustrate that one cannot be fully present and engaged in life if they 
must resist/ avoid or control some experience.

Suggests the possibility of allowing thoughts and feelings to be 
present as “guests in your home” while you live your life.

Act in a nutshell (clipboard 
exercise) (Harris, 2019)

Discriminate avoidance/ control from acceptance/ willingness.
Experience that resistance is effortful.
Experience the alternative response (allowing).

Tug- of- war with a monster 
(Hayes et al., 2012)

Discriminate avoidance/ control from acceptance/ willingness.
Experience that resistance is effortful.
Illustrate the alternative response (letting go).
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acceptance to a variety of experiences or situations in the individual’s life. The individual learns 
to discriminate when avoidance is and is not working, and when their personal values would 
be better served by acceptance or willingness. The ultimate aim is not to eliminate avoidance, 
but rather to bring it under contextual control, such that the client has a broad and flexible 
repertoire of behavior in the presence of unwanted thoughts/ feelings.

Importantly, acceptance work requires the client’s permission or informed consent. 
Similar to exposure treatment, approaching difficult or feared events should be freely chosen 
and never coerced. Client willingness to practice acceptance is facilitated by values or by both 
the client and the therapist being clear about how acceptance serves the client and their life. 
Acceptance interventions can be titrated to not exceed the client’s capacity or willingness.

Behaviors that increasingly approximate acceptance can be reinforced either verbally 
or nonverbally. Reinforcement may include direct or indirect praise or increased warmth or 
engagement (e.g., leaning forward in one’s chair). It might also include amplifying the positive 
consequences of the client practicing acceptance in their daily life to increase tracking (e.g., “It 
sounds like being willing to have anxiety allowed you to attend your best friend’s graduation. 
What was that like for you?”).

Acceptance interventions can vary widely (defined by their function, not their form) and 
may include any strategy that involves actively allowing internal experience as it is, or “without 
constriction, and without distorting, without judgment, without evaluating, without trying 
to keep it, and without trying to get rid of it” (Linehan, 1994, p. 80). This includes simply 
slowing down to notice or describe an internal experience (e.g., the presence of an uncom-
fortable thought/ feeling) or label an emotion. It also includes experiential exercises such as 
making physical space for an internal experience (e.g., softening rather than tensing the body 
in the areas where the emotion is felt most strongly; allowing expression of an emotion on 
the face) or assuming a receiving posture (e.g., unclenching the fists, flipping the palms over 
as if to receive a gift), making an invitation (“Welcome feeling, it is OK for you to be here”), 
and metaphors that cue an existing behavioral repertoire of acceptance. Metaphors work by 
capitalizing on derived relational responding and the transfer of stimulus functions by situat-
ing an unwanted internal experience in a frame of coordination with people, places, or things 
that the individual has experience inviting (e.g., guests in home) or holding gently with kind-
ness, compassion (e.g., baby), or appreciation (e.g., sunset, flowers blooming). Metaphors that 
match the clinical situation or the client’s interests or experiences may have the potential for 
the greatest impact. Acceptance can also include any number of other unspecified interven-
tions that facilitate the client interacting with an unwanted stimulus in new ways (anything 
other than avoidance or control). This may include interventions often used for defusion, such 
as singing an unwanted thought or describing a thought or feeling as an object.

Finally, because the therapist is similarly vulnerable to traps of avoidance and control, 
modeling openness is a powerful intervention tool. The therapist can model acceptance or 
willingness in interactions with the client with process- level comments about the experience 
in therapy (“I notice at this moment, I feel the urge to join you in trying to make that feel-
ing go away  . . .  and I also know that you can have that feeling, that it is OK for that to be 
here  . . .  and that feeling and the ability to have it, might even be useful to you and allow you 
move in the direction of what is most important to you . . . .”), or less explicit communica-
tions about the acceptability of particular thoughts/ feelings or emotional expressions (e.g., not 
describing emotions in evaluative terms or not responding to the absence of difficult feelings 
as “progress”).

Table 8.2 provides some examples of acceptance interventions with clinical dialogue.
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(continued)

Table 8.2. Interventions Referenced in Shaping Acceptance Section

Examples of Interventions to Shape Progressively Greater 
Acceptance— Willingness

Interventions that Acknowledge or Allow Awareness of an Experience

Slow and notice The therapist invites the client to slow down and notice the thoughts 
and feelings that might be present.

Clinical context: The client is narrating or story- telling in a disconnected 
manner.

Therapist: “If it’s OK with you, I’d like to invite you to slow down and 
notice your own experience . . . what is showing up for you right 
now  . . .  [thoughts, feelings, body sensations, urges, memories]”

Label The therapist invites the client to label their emotion.
Clinical context: The client is experiencing an emotion; however, they 

have not named the emotion.
Therapist: “I wonder what you are feeling right now? If you could name it?”

Describe The therapist invites the client to describe their internal experience.
Clinical context: The client has named an emotion.
Therapist: “I wonder if you can describe this feeling . . .  where you feel 

that in your body . . .  your chest, stomach . . . and the qualities o  . . .  
it  . . .  [is heavy or light, a pit or  . . .  ]

Interventions that Explicitly Evoke an Open Response

Make an invitation The therapist encourages the client to invite a feeling to be present.
Clinical context: The client is experiencing sadness but is resisting the 

experience in their verbal and nonverbal behavior.
Therapist: “What would it be like to open up to sadness  . . .  invite it 

in? Could you, in this moment extend an invitation to sadness, like a 
gentle “welcome, it is OK for you to be here . . . , ” Maybe put a hand 
to your chest where you feel it, let it know that it doesn’t have to go 
anywhere  . . . you can hold it, receive it”

Make physical space The therapist encourages the client to make physical space for a feeling.
Clinical context: The client is experience anxiety in session, which in other 

situations, has prevented them from engaging in activities that they value.
Therapist: “If you are willing  . . .  I would invite you to make space for 

anxiety, and that feeling in your stomach  . . .  maybe take a few slow, 
deep breaths . . . . See if you can send your breath to your belly, breathe 
air around that feeling, make some space for it  . . . ”

A receiving posture The therapist encourages the client to assume a receiving posture when 
a feeling is present.

Clinical context: The client is resisting feelings that are present but could 
inform decision making.

Therapist: “It seems this is what is here now [feeling X]. I wonder if you 
would be willing to try something? To see what it is like to simply 
receive it? Like a gift? The gift of the present moment. Maybe there is 
something in there  . . .  of value to you? Like  . . . that it might tell you 
something about what you care about, or what is important to you? If 
you are willing, rather than clinching fists, can you flip your palms over, 
allow your hands to be open and receiving?
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Table 8.2. Continued

Examples of Interventions to Shape Progressively Greater 
Acceptance— Willingness

Allow expression The therapist invites the client to allow a fuller expression of an 
emotion they are experiencing.

Clinical context: Client’s facial affect is incongruent to content. They are 
reporting a sad event but smiling.

Therapist: “I can hear how painful that is for you. I also notice that it 
almost looks like you’re smiling while you’re talking about how sad you 
feel— can you feel that? I’d invite you to see if you can allow your face 
to soften and let your smile melt away  . . .  see if you can let your facial 
expression match what you’re feeling inside.”

Interventions that Use Metaphor to Cue Acceptance/ Openness

Guests Feelings (or other unwanted internal experiences) are put in a frame of 
coordination with guests in one’s home to cue a welcoming response. 
This intervention also includes hierarchical relating (a self that is 
“bigger than” any particular thoughts/ feeling).

Clinical context: The client has just expressed a painful or difficult 
feeling.

Therapist: “I wonder what it would be like to have this feeling like a 
guest in your home that has come to visit. Just what is here now. 
Some guests are difficult  . . .  they smell bad or put their feet up on 
the table or stay too long  . . .  but you know how to welcome a guest 
in your home.”

Baby Feelings (or other unwanted internal experiences) are put in a frame 
of coordination with a baby to cue a gentle, kind, compassionate 
response.

Clinical context: The client has just expressed a painful or difficult 
feeling.

Therapist: “I wonder if you can hold that feeling as you would a baby  . . .  
cradle it  . . .  in kindness or with love.”

Sunset Feelings (or other unwanted internal experiences) are put in a frame of 
coordination with a sunset to cue appreciation.

Clinical context: The client has just expressed a complex and difficult 
emotion.

Therapist: “It is like a sunset, there are places of deep blue, pink and 
orange . . .  like can you look with me . . . . Without it needing to be 
different in some way. What if your feeling was a sunset  . . .  to notice 
and appreciate  . . .  instead of a problem to be solved?

Other Unspecified Interventions

Interventions that 
facilitate interacting 
with unwanted 
thoughts/ feelings in a 
new way

The therapist invites the client to interact and stay with an unwanted 
thought/ feeling.

Clinical context: The client has named that they are experiencing grief 
and has withdrawn.

Therapist: “I hear you that you’re noticing grief or loss right now  . . .  
I wonder if we could just stay with this feeling for a little longer? Rather 
than shut down, I wonder if you could speak  . . .  give it voice . . . . ”
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Table 8.2. Continued

Skills Practice and Generalization
Skill generalization (generalizing skills from the therapy room to the natural environment) is a 
challenge in any therapy. Acceptance skill acquisition and generalization may be facilitated by 
homework. For example, clients may practice discriminating primary pain from the secondary 
suffering that one experiences when they judge, evaluate, or struggle with their thoughts/ 
feelings. Clients might also monitor the consequences of EA (or the alternative, acceptance/ 
willingness), or practice specific exercises from the session with unwanted thoughts and 
feelings in daily life. They may also practice committed actions that, while meaningful, elicit 
unwanted thoughts/ feelings. Mobile devices offer tools to easily practice and track acceptance 
in the home environment.

Acceptance and Other Psychological Flexibility Processes
ACT processes do not operate in isolation, and acceptance is facilitated by defusion, a tran-
scendent sense of self and personal values. When individuals are able to experience thoughts as 
mental activity (rather than the literal events that they represent), they are more willing to have 
these experiences. Further, they are able to experience themselves as “more than” or “bigger 
than” any experience they might have, this decreases investment in the presence or absence of 
particular thoughts or feelings. Finally, when personal values are made salient, individuals may 
be more willing to experience discomfort because it is in service of other things that matter to 
them (i.e., it allows them to live with greater vitality or in line with their personal values). If the 
client is not progressing in acceptance work, it may suggest the need for greater engagement 
of these or other core processes.

Acceptance and Exposure and Response Prevention
Acceptance interventions may even formally look like exposure and response prevention 
(ExRP), which involves the individual coming into contact with aversive stimuli while inten-
tionally inhibiting avoidance or escape responses. However, unlike traditional exposure, the 
goal of acceptance interventions is not decreased elicitation or arousal per se but rather a broad 
and flexible repertoire in the presence of an unwanted internal experiences. A deemphasis on 
the importance of habituation in exposure is consistent with emerging research on fear toler-
ance and inhibitory learning as the mechanism of change (Craske et al., 2014). Acceptance 

Examples of Interventions to Shape Progressively Greater 
Acceptance— Willingness

Interventions that Use Modeling

Modeling openness The therapist models an open and receiving posture with respect to 
their own thoughts/ feelings.

Clinical context: The therapeutic encounter continues to dead end 
without progress.

Therapist: “I notice that I’m actually feeling stuck right now  . . .  and my 
mind is screaming “Do something!”  . . .  and this is what I have done 
before . . .  I have gotten busy. Too busy!— as if it wasn’t OK to have 
this experience. And I don’t know that it has served us, or you and your 
values. I am going to commit to you to stop doing that, and instead 
make space for this feeling . . . .
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interventions may decouple the typical relationship between aversive internal experiences and 
overt actions, creating conditions for a broader array of behavioral responses, better matched 
to the demands of the situation and personal values (Levin et al., 2015). Unlike more tradi-
tional exposure paradigms, clients may be explicitly encouraged to interact with unwanted 
stimuli in as many diverse ways as possible, and flexibility may be tracked as the outcome of 
interest (rather than decreased distress).

Measuring Acceptance
Acceptance can be measured in a variety of ways, but multimodal assessment is preferred. 
Changes in acceptance can be tracked in session or across sessions. Strategies include moni-
toring clinically relevant behavior (e.g., frequency counts, coding systems), ecologically valid 
high- density longitudinal assessment, and more traditional self- report measures. Assessment 
may also include passive measurement of behavior using sensors and mobile devices.

Frequency Counts
The most straightforward and concrete indicator of increased acceptance may be a decrease 
in the client’s avoidant behavior, although this may also be conceptualized as the clinical 
outcome. When avoidant behaviors are discrete, they may be operationalized and counted. 
For example, among individuals with eating and weight concerns, “body checking” may be 
identified as a target avoidant behavior and defined as pinching fat on the body, feeling the 
collarbone or hipbones, or measuring the wrist or thighs. It might also include topographi-
cally dissimilar behavior that serves a similar function, such as over- apologizing or reassurance 
seeking. Frequency of target behaviors may be tracked in session or between sessions using 
paper- and- pencil or electronic devices (e.g., smartphones). Between- session tracking may be 
particularly useful for behaviors that would not occur in session due to lack of opportunity. 
Examples in the area of eating disorders include restricting a meal (not eating at a designated 
meal time), self- inducing vomiting, or binge eating. It may also be possible to track alterna-
tive, approach behavior. Examples might include eating an adequate lunch or sharing feelings 
or opinions with an identified person or group. Frequencies can be graphed to reveal change 
over time (see Figure 8.1.)
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Figure 8.1. Frequency counts of target (avoidant) behavior by session. 
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Ratings— Coding Systems
Acceptance may also be indexed by session ratings or coding systems. There are many examples 
of ratings of coding systems for monitoring therapist fidelity to an intervention (e.g., O’Neill 
et al., 2019). However, similar strategies might also be used to rate client behavior and processes 
of change. Acceptance may be tracked with multiple dimensional items with anchors (see 
Table 8.3). Ratings are made by observing client verbal and nonverbal behaviors in session. 
Consistency in ratings may be enhanced with client examples from idiographic analyses for 
scale anchors.

Acceptance can also be tracked in session with a simple Likert scale (e.g., 0 =  low accep-
tance, 10 =  high acceptance). Low acceptance may be indicated by denying emotion, clench-
ing the jaw or holding back tears, or the opposite response: an inability to modulate or contain 
emotion. Low acceptance might also be indicated by a wide array of other behaviors that 
are rigid or situationally insensitive (as determined by the functional assessment), such as 
an inability to stay on a topic or excessively changing topics; a poverty of content or exces-
sive content and detail; limited variability and intonation in speech or excessive intonation; 
constricted body posture (e.g., stiff, upright posture with arms and legs crossed, fixed averted 
gaze) or excessive movement (e.g., flailing, fidgeting); shutting down (no longer responding to 
prompts), among numerous other examples. High acceptance may be indicated by the ability 
to stay with emotional content and flexibly shift focus in accordance with the demands of the 
situation. It might also be indicated by interacting with unwanted thoughts and feelings in a 
variety of ways, access to a full range of emotions expressed without judgment, an open body 
posture, and good eye contact, among numerous other examples. Although it is possible to 
identify nomothetic indicators of acceptance, an idiographic approach is preferred (tracking 
the individual’s unique expressions).

Behavioral Approach Tasks (BATs)
Behavioral approach tasks (BATs) may also be used to assess acceptance or willingness to come 
into contact with a specific target that elicits unwanted thoughts and feelings (Castagna et al., 
2017). BATS are frequently used in exposure paradigms. In traditional paradigms, subjec-
tive units of distress (SUDS) are tracked as a marker of change. In an ACT frame, decreased 
distress might be a correlate but is less central, and the primary marker is increased ability to 
behave flexibly in the presence of an emotionally evocative stimulus.

Ecological Momentary Assessment
High- density longitudinal data collected in the natural environment is increasingly possible 
with mobile devices and other technology (e.g., sensors) and may capture processes of change, 
such as increased acceptance. Ecological momentary assessment (EMA) samples an individual’s 
behavior and/ or self- reported internal experience in near real time using random interval 

Table 8.3. Example of session rating scale

Frequently judges or rejects 
their emotions

- 3 - 2 - 1 0 1 2 3 Is receptive to their emotions; validates their 
feelings, treats them with respect

Actively suppresses feelings - 3 - 2 - 1 0 1 2 3 Allows feelings to be present and expresses 
them effectively

Avoids discussion that may 
generate strong feelings

- 3 - 2 - 1 0 1 2 3 Approaches discussions that have emotional 
valance
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prompts or event- based recording (person- initiated report) and may have greater ecological 
validity than lab- based measures. EMA data collection might include repeated administration 
of an acceptance measure (such as the Acceptance and Action Questionnaire— II (AAQ- II; 
Bond et al., 2011) or single items. For example, individuals may be asked “Since the last 
prompt, how much did you try to distract or try to make negative thoughts and feelings 
go away?” (Levin et al., 2018, p. 160). Individuals may also be asked content- specific EA/ 
acceptance items in an EMA format, such as asking individuals with diabetes to rate their 
current “urge to avoid thinking about diabetes” (Merwin et al., 2015) or asking individuals 
with anxiety to rate the degree to which they tried to hide their anxiety, gave up things that 
mattered to them in order to control anxious thoughts and feelings, etc. (Kashdan et al., 2014).

Passive data collection might also be used to assess acceptance. It might include, for exam-
ple, a daily step count for an individual avoiding exercise, or time spent on one’s mobile phone 
for an individual who distracts with games or scrolling online.

Self- Report Measures
Self- report measures administered relatively infrequently is the most common strategy for 
assessment. Several self- report measures capture acceptance (or its inverse, EA), or the broader 
construct of psychological flexibility. There are also other multidimensional scales of emotion 
regulation, mindfulness, or other related constructs that include acceptance subscales. Table 8.4 
summarizes self- report measures that capture acceptance and their primary advantages.

The Acceptance and Action Questionnaire (AAQ; Hayes et al., 2004; Bond et al., 2011) 
is the most commonly used measure in ACT. Originally described as a measure of EA (Hayes 
et al., 2004), the AAQ- II has since been conceptualized more broadly as a measure of psycho-
logical flexibility (Bond et al., 2011). However, the authors caution that this shift may be due 
to the emphasis placed on psychological flexibility during the maturation of the ACT model, 
rather than a reflection of the changes made to the original AAQ.

The first AAQ (Hayes et al., 2004) received criticisms of poor internal consistency and 
construct validity (Bond et al., 2011). Consequently, the AAQ- II revised the scale length and 
item wording and is reported to have acceptable to excellent internal consistency (Cronbach’s 
alpha ranging from 0.78 to 0.93) and improved construct validity (McAndrews et al., 2019).

The AAQ- II has been adapted for the concerns of specific populations, including body 
image, obsessions and compulsions, and chronic illness. There are currently 28 or more con-
tent variants. Content variants of the AAQ appear to have greater sensitivity to change in 
clinical outcome studies, likely due to their face validity. Although content variants generally 
outperform the general AAQ (Ong et al., 2019), more research is needed to validate their 
psychometric properties.

State of the Evidence
Evidence from Lab- based Studies
Lab- based studies have been used to examine the effects of acceptance instructions on task 
persistence and distress during activities that involve manipulation of aversive states (such 
as anxiety, pain, negative affect, and intrusive thoughts). Pain (induced via the cold pressor 
task, loud noises, electrical stimulation, and other methods) and food and tobacco cravings 
are among the clinical areas that have been most well studied, likely due to the ease of mea-
surement. Other studies have used methods such as carbon- dioxide- enriched air and public 
speaking tasks to elicit panic and anxiety, the Paced Auditory Serial Addition Task (PASAT) 
and mirror tracing to elicit frustration, targeted writing prompts to induce intrusive thoughts 
or body dissatisfaction, or emotional films and music to elicit sadness.
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In this body of research, multiple ACT processes are engaged, rather than acceptance 
in isolation, which can be experimentally difficult and potentially not “real world.” Results 
or experimental comparisons between these “acceptance strategies” and other more change- 
focused emotion regulation strategies like reappraisal and distraction have varied findings 
regarding their short- term effects. Many studies have focused on self- report frequency and 
intensity of internal experience (e.g., craving reduction) as the primary outcome, while 
others have examined behavioral outcomes and/ or measures of the relationship to internal 
experiences.

In a meta- analysis, small to medium between- group effect sizes were found to favor ACT 
strategies with respect to pain tolerance, but no significant differences were observed between 
acceptance and other emotion regulation strategies with respect to pain intensity and negative 
affect (Kohl et al., 2012). Relatedly, several studies have found acceptance- based rationales to 
be superior to control- based rationales in decreasing believability of pain as a barrier to con-
tinuing the task (Hayes, Bissett, et al., 1999; Paez- Blarrina et al., 2008). In their review of the 
literature on smoking, Serfaty et al. (2018) reported that ACT- based strategies were associated 
with decreases in acute craving and negative affect when compared to inactive controls, but 
not cognitive control- based strategies.

In their meta- analysis of lab- based component studies, Levin et al. (2012) coded for psy-
chological flexibility targeted outcomes, such as overt behavior and believability of thoughts, 
and “other outcomes” that are not theoretically specified (such as positive emotions, psycho-
logical arousal, attitudes, and motivation). They also examined the application of each ACT 
process separately. When all outcomes were included, they observed a small effect size for 
acceptance compared to inactive conditions (g =  .32, 95% CI =  – .03, .68). When only out-
comes targeted by the psychological flexibility model were considered, a significant large effect 
size was observed favoring acceptance (g =  .81, 95% CI =  .45, 1.18). Larger effect sizes were 
also found for those interventions that included metaphors and experiential methods than for 
those that provided a rationale alone.

Other studies that discriminate the components of mindfulness have examined the impact 
of acceptance or willingness as a component process. Wang et al. (2019) reported significant 
increases in pain tolerance and pain endurance during a cold pressor task for participants 
trained in acceptance of pain or in a combination of acceptance and attention, but not for 
those who received only training in attention to pain. In the context of food craving, studies 
have found that the brief application of defusion or disidentification is associated with greater 
reductions in the intensity of craving and the consumption of craved food than the application 
of acceptance (Lacaille et al., 2014; Jenkins & Tapper, 2013).

Evidence from Ecological Momentary Assessment Studies
Studies that have used EMA methods to examine the impact of momentary acceptance have 
found that acceptance is associated with greater positive affect, lower negative affect, and 
greater engagement in value- guided behavior (Hershenberg et al., 2017; Levin et al., 2018; 
Vilardaga et al., 2013).

Evidence from Randomized Controlled Trials
In randomized controlled trials (RCTs) comparing ACT to waitlist or active control conditions, 
the preponderance of the evidence indicates that ACT increases psychological acceptance and 
improves outcomes of interest for a variety of clinical problems, including chronic pain (Feliu- 
Soler et al., 2018), eating and weight concerns (e.g., Fogelkvist et al., 2020), anxiety disorders 
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(Bluett et al., 2014), and depression (Bai et al., 2020). A handful of studies have shown that 
baseline levels of acceptance moderate treatment effects (e.g., Levin et al., 2017).

A subset of RCTs have explicitly tested acceptance as a process of change and found 
that increases in acceptance (or decreases in EA) mediate treatment response. For example, 
increased acceptance has been shown to mediate improvements in depressive symptoms in 
veterans (Walser et al., 2015), individuals with comorbid alcohol use disorder (Petersen & 
Zettle, 2009), individuals experiencing depression following psychosis (Gumley et al., 2017), 
and weight loss in adults with obesity (e.g., Butryn et al., 2017). Acceptance has been found 
to mediate effects in in- person as well as web- based ACT interventions (e.g., Bricker et al., 
2013). The number of studies that did not find mediation, however, is unknown. A few studies 
have examined mechanisms of change in ACT relative to CBT and have found that accep-
tance mediates effects specifically in ACT, suggesting unique processes of change (e.g., Forman 
et al., 2012).

Component— Dismantling Studies
A few recent studies have compared the efficacy of various components of the ACT model. 
Specifically, they compare the effect of openness (acceptance and defusion) to engagement 
(values and committed action) processes in online ACT interventions. Thus far, they indicate 
that the engaged components, as well as both components together, correspond with greater 
improvements in psychological functioning than the openness components alone (e.g., Levin 
et al, 2020). This finding appears to underscore the importance of contextualizing acceptance 
in the service of one’s values. It might also suggest that acceptance and defusion are more dif-
ficult to deliver effectively online and that accordingly more research is needed.

Other Evidence
As previously noted, there is evidence of a correspondence between acceptance (or EA) and 
clinical endpoints in cross- sectional studies, case series, open trials, and nonrandomized 
controlled trials, among other study designs. There are also non- ACT studies showing that 
approach- based coping is prospectively associated with better functioning or outcomes, or 
mediates the relationship between a risk factor (e.g., trauma) and clinical outcome (e.g., onset 
of PTSD) (e.g., Orcutt et al., 2020).

Limitations in the Evidence Base and Future Directions for Research
Although there is considerable evidence for the efficacy of ACT relative to waitlist or nonactive 
control conditions with moderate to large effect sizes (Gloster et al., 2020), there continues to 
be significant limitations in the assessment of acceptance as a process of change. More stud-
ies need to assess acceptance at a higher rate of frequency and with greater scientific rigor. 
The assessment of acceptance also needs to be timed to capture dynamic change and predict 
outcomes.

Most notably, there is overreliance on self- report measures of acceptance, which might be 
attributed to the fact that acceptance is difficult to capture behaviorally while also discrimi-
nating from distress tolerance or related constructs (using the PASAT or other existing tasks). 
Thus, there is a need for innovations in behavioral measures. Brief measures that can be easily 
administered in the individual’s natural environment, as well as strategies to assess change in 
acceptance in therapeutic encounters, also need to be further developed. Innovations might 
also include identifying biobehavioral markers of acceptance that can be captured with sensors 
or mobile devices.
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 Cognitive Defusion

Francisco J. Ruiz, Bárbara Gil- Luciano, and Miguel A. Segura- Vargas

Abstract
This article reviews the conceptualization and empirical evidence of  the midlevel 
process called cognitive defusion. First, it presents examples of  cognitive fusion and 
cognitive defusion definitions that are offered in acceptance and commitment therapy 
(ACT) manuals; discusses their relationships with other ACT midlevel processes; 
and offers a relational frame theory (RFT) conceptualization of  these processes. 
Second, it describes the type of  cognitive defusion exercises and discusses the basic 
processes involved in them. Third, it reviews the measurement of  cognitive (de)fusion 
in the form of  self- report instruments, behavioral measures, and assessment in the 
clinical session. Fourth, it reviews the research on cognitive (de)fusion separated in 
laboratory research, survey research, and the analysis of  processes of  change in clinical 
trials. Lastly, it discusses some challenges and future directions in conceptualizing and 
researching cognitive (de)fusion.

Key Words: cognitive defusion, acceptance and commitment therapy, relational frame 
theory, contextual behavioral science, self- as- context, psychological flexibility

Midlevel functional terms are higher- level functional abstractions that serve as shortcuts for 
applying basic principles to complex applied settings (Vilardaga, Hayes, Levin, & Muto, 
2009). Acceptance and commitment therapy (ACT; Hayes, Strosahl, & Wilson, 1999; Wilson 
& Luciano, 2002) is usually presented in midlevel terms, with cognitive fusion and cognitive 
defusion being some of the most original and older concepts. This article provides a conceptual 
overview of them and the accompanying research. First, we define these constructs as usually 
presented in ACT, present the interrelationship with other midlevel ACT processes, and 
provide a relational frame theory (RFT) conceptualization. Second, we describe examples of 
clinical work with cognitive defusion and analyze some of the key processes involved. Third, we 
describe the instruments developed for measuring cognitive (de)fusion. Fourth, we review the 
empirical evidence regarding the efficacy of cognitive defusion exercises, component studies, 
survey research, and its role as a process of change in clinical interventions. Lastly, we suggest 
challenges and future research directions.

A Conceptual Overview of Cognitive Defusion
This section reviews the definitions of cognitive fusion and defusion; explores the 
interrelationship between these processes and the other processes of the inhexaflex and hexaflex; 
and provides an RFT conceptualization of these processes.
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Definitions of Cognitive Fusion and Cognitive Defusion
In order to best understand cognitive defusion, it is necessary to explain the associated 
pathological process, cognitive fusion. Table 9.1 presents definitions of cognitive fusion as 
found in popular ACT writings.

According to the definitions presented previously, cognitive fusion has a metaphoric 
origin. In these terms, cognitive fusion involves the tendency of humans to get caught up in 
the content of their thinking as if this process and the world were one (e.g., Luoma, Hayes, & 
Walser, 2007). As such, individuals may respond to their thoughts as if they were literal truths, 
which is also known as “buying into” their thoughts (e.g., Bennett & Oliver, 2019; Dahl, 
Stewart, Martell, & Kaplan, 2014). In more technical terms, cognitive fusion involves the 
dominance of verbal functions over other direct and indirect psychological functions (Hayes 
& Strosahl, 2005; Wilson, 2009). Thus, cognitive fusion refers to behaving under the control 
of the ongoing transformation of functions without contacting alternative sources of stimulus 
control.

Cognitive fusion is a midlevel term, and as such, it has proven to have a high clinical 
utility but it also has the common problems that midlevel terms posit. For instance, cognitive 
fusion is simultaneously used to refer to an outcome, a process, and a general tendency (e.g., 
McEnteggart, Barnes- Holmes, Hussey, & Barnes- Holmes, 2015). Looking at the definitions 

Table 9.1. Definitions of cognitive fusion in some ACT books

Definitions of  cognitive fusion

Hayes and Strosahl (2005): “Human tendency to interact with events on the basis of their verbally 
ascribed functions rather than their direct functions, while being oblivious to the ongoing relational 
framing that establishes these functions. The event and one’s thinking about it become so fused as 
to be inseparable and that creates the impression that verbal construal is not present at all” (p. 25). 
“Speaking technically, fusion is the dominance of particular verbal functions over other directly and 
indirectly available psychological functions” (p. 39).

Hayes, Strosahl, and Wilson (2012): “In a technical sense, cognitive fusion is a process by which 
verbal events exert strong stimulus control over responding, to the exclusion of other contextual 
variables. Phrased differently, fusion is a kind of verbal dominance in behavioral regulation” (p. 69).

Dahl et al. (2014): “In RFT terms, fusion could be understood to involve a transformation of 
functions such that people respond in accordance with the literal meaning of their relational framing 
(i.e., they ‘buy into’ their thoughts)” (p. 80).

Luoma et al. (2007): “In general terms, cognitive fusion refers to the tendency of human beings 
to get caught up in the content of what they are thinking so that it dominates over other useful 
sources of behavioral regulation . . . . The word fuse comes from a word that means ‘to pour.’ 
Metaphorically, it is as if the content of cognition and the world about which we are thinking are 
poured together until they are one, in much the same way that lemons, water, and sugar can together 
become lemonade” (p. 13).

Bennett and Oliver (2019): “The term fusion is a technical name for the process by which we 
respond to our thoughts as if they were literal truths. As with any ACT process, it is contextually 
dependent, which is to say that responding literally is not necessary problematic, but only so when it 
restricts or prevents actions towards values.” (p. 74).

Wilson (2009): “Fusion is the process whereby certain verbal functions of events exert strong 
stimulus control over responding to the exclusion of other directly and indirectly available 
psychological functions” (pp. 54– 55).
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presented previously, we find that the term is generally used as an outcome behavior. In this 
regard, cognitive fusion could also be called fused behavior. It is also of note that it is common 
to eliminate the term cognitive and only use the word “fusion.”

Table 9.2 presents some definitions of cognitive defusion commonly presented in ACT. In 
summary, “defusion” is an invented word that refers to undoing fusion. Metaphorically, cogni-
tive defusion involves creating a space between the individual and their private events (e.g., 
Bennett & Oliver, 2019) or pulling the “person” apart from the “mind” (Hayes et al., 2012). 
This process allows the individual to contact and consider alternative behaviors, especially 
those linked to personal values and objectives.

In more technical terms, cognitive defusion involves being consciously aware of private 
events as ongoing relational processes to reduce their immediate verbal functions and contact 
other sources of stimulus control (Hayes et al., 2012; Luoma et al., 2007). Stated differently, 
cognitive defusion refers to seeing thought as thoughts, feelings as feelings, memories as mem-
ories, and physical sensations as physical sensations (Hayes & Strosahl, 2005). When perceiv-
ing these private events as they are, their immediate verbal functions are reduced. This process 
facilitates engaging in verbal activity that allows contacting values and the actions available in 
this context that advance toward values.

Table 9.2. Definitions of cognitive defusion in some ACT books

Definitions of  cognitive defusion

Luoma et al. (2007): “Defusion is an invented word meaning to undo fusion, or ‘de- fusion,’ and 
refers to the process of creating nonliteral contexts in which language can be seen as an active, 
ongoing, relational process that is historical in nature and present in the current moment” (p. 18).

Hayes and Strosahl (2005): “Cognitive defusion works by changing the contexts that support 
detrimental functions that occur through relational learning so that the process of relating dominates 
over the results of that process . . . . As defusion skills are established, literal language itself is brought 
under better contextual control. Clinically, we want to teach clients to see thoughts as thoughts, 
feelings as feelings, memories as memories, and physical sensations as physical sensations. None of 
these private events are inherently toxic to human welfare when experienced for what they are” (p. 8).

Hayes, Strosahl, and Wilson (2012): “In their more elaborated forms featured in ACT, defusion 
involves learning to be consciously aware of one’s thinking as it occurs” (p. 23). “In order to bring 
fusion under contextual control, ACT teaches clients how to separate ongoing cognitive process 
from its cognitive products. Metaphorically, this is tantamount to pulling the ‘human’ (the listener) 
apart from the ‘mind’ (the speaker)” (p. 24). “Defusion does not eliminate verbal meaning— it just 
reduces its automatic effect on behavior such that other sources of behavioral regulation can better 
participate in the moment” (p. 245).

Bennett and Oliver (2019): “When we are able to defuse, thoughts may still be true but they may 
also not be. We can relate to them less literally. They no longer require immediate attention and are 
less threatening. As space is created between ourselves and our thinking, there is the opportunity to 
consider other guides to behavior” (p. 75).

Dahl et al. (2014): “At its core, this is a process in which people come to experience thoughts as 
simply thoughts— as fleeting events that they need not directly respond to, challenge, or control.” 
(p. 82).

Wilson (2009): “Defusion means making contact with verbal products as what they are, not as what 
they say they are” (p. 51).
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The term cognitive defusion also demonstrates tremendous clinical utility. However, simi-
lar concerns regarding the limitations of midlevel terms apply. In this regard, the term is 
simultaneously referred to as a procedure, a process, and an outcome (Assaz, Roche, Kanter, & 
Oshiro, 2018). According to the definitions presented previously, it seems that cognitive defu-
sion is most frequently used to refer to an outcome: a type of behavior that is not controlled 
by the immediate verbal functions of private events (i.e., defused behavior). As with cognitive 
fusion, the term cognitive is frequently omitted in favor of the word defusion.

Relationships with Other ACT Midlevel Processes
Cognitive fusion plays a central role in the psychological inflexibility model of psychopa-
thology and behavioral ineffectiveness (Hayes & Strosahl, 2005). Cognitive fusion is also 
associated with the other midlevel processes. Briefly, fused behavior hinders present moment 
awareness and focuses individuals’ behavior on unproductive verbalizations about them-
selves. Additionally, it usually leads to engagement in experiential avoidance strategies when 
experiencing private events with aversive functions. These detrimental effects of cognitive 
fusion make it difficult to contact values in the present moment and behave toward val-
ued ends.

Cognitive defusion plays an essential role in the psychological flexibility model of mental 
health and behavioral effectiveness. Defusing from the immediate functions of private events 
might allow the individual to accept them, contact with self- as- context and values, and ori-
ent behavior toward the committed actions available in the present moment. Thus, develop-
ing defusion skills is often a crucial part of ACT. These skills are required to accept aversive 
private events and make the function of values symbolically present. The work on defusion 
is especially relevant in ACT when the client frequently experiences aversive private events. 
Metaphorically, developing defusion skills is a first step for the individual to stop acting under 
the control of aversive verbal functions and behave more wisely.

An RFT Conceptualization of Cognitive (De)fusion
This section provides a brief RFT analysis of the phenomena described by the midlevel terms 
cognitive fusion and cognitive defusion. According to Törneke et al. (2016), the core of psycho-
pathology relies on how individuals respond to the functions of their behavior, which critically 
includes private events such as thoughts, memories, and emotions. Two types of functions are 
especially relevant in this context. First, private events have emotional functions that vary in 
the aversive- appetitive continuum. Second, private events usually have discriminative func-
tions (e.g., approaching vs. avoidance functions). Emotional and discriminative functions are 
usually originated by derived relations and transformation of functions (see Harte & Barnes- 
Holmes, this volume, and Luciano, Törneke, & Ruiz, this volume).

Törneke et al. (2016) suggested that, from a functional point of view, there are two fun-
damental types of reaction to private events: (1) responding in coordination with their emo-
tional and discriminative functions, and (2) framing them hierarchically with the deictic I 
and responding according to additional relational activity that specifies appetitive augmental 
functions.

The first type of reaction is more straightforward and will be the dominant one if a fluid 
and flexible repertoire of framing private events in hierarchy with the deictic I has not been 
developed. Responding in coordination implies behaving under the control of the immediate 
functions of private events. Importantly, when the private event has an aversive function, the 
individual will likely respond according to the discriminative functions of avoidance/ escape. 
The specific form of the avoidance/ escaping behavior displayed will depend on multiple 
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factors, such as learning history, the availability of specific responses, and their potential behav-
ioral cost.

Given our extreme fluency in derived relational responding, engaging in further rela-
tional responding about the coherence of the private event’s content (e.g., worry/ rumination) 
tends to become a predominant experiential avoidance strategy (Ruiz, Luciano, Flórez, Suárez- 
Falcón, & Cardona- Betancourt, 2020; Ruiz, Riaño- Hernández, Suárez- Falcón, & Luciano, 
2016). This type of relational responding has especially counterproductive effects when car-
ried out repeatedly. First, it usually generates the paradoxical effect of extending the negative 
affect because it focuses on aversive emotional content, which usually leads to other avoidance 
behaviors. Second, it increases the complexity of the relational networks involved in the think-
ing process and reduces their derivation and flexibility level (Ruiz, Luciano, et al., 2020). 
These counterproductive effects contribute significantly to repetition of the avoidance cycle 
and generate an inflexible behavior pattern that is negatively reinforced and hinders behaving 
under the control of abstract positive reinforcers.

The second way of reacting to one’s behavior is more complex because it consists of fram-
ing it hierarchically with the deictic I. This implies deriving that ongoing private events are 
momentary experiences that occur in the context of a self that contains them and from where 
they can be experienced as a product of the learning history. Framing private events in hier-
archy leads to reduced discriminative functions and the possibility of engaging in further 
relational responding that specifies appetitive augmental functions and behavior according 
to them. This way of responding is more flexible and makes it possible to develop a behavior 
pattern that is under the control of abstract positive reinforcers.

The pattern of behavior in which the individual responds in coordination with the dis-
criminative functions of private events resembles the concept of psychological inflexibility in 
ACT. In contrast, the pattern of behavior consisting of framing private events in hierarchy 
with the deictic I and responding under the control of appetitive augmentals resembles the 
concept of psychological flexibility.

This RFT account does not map exactly onto the ACT midlevel processes (Törneke 
et al., 2016). However, the similarity between cognitive fusion and responding in coordina-
tion with private events’ discriminative functions is straightforward. Also, there seems to be a 
high degree of similarity between cognitive defusion and hierarchically framing private events 
with the deictic I. In our view, the advantage of this RFT conceptualization is that it facilitates 
refining psychological interventions because the basic psychological processes are specified. 
The section dedicated to reviewing component studies on cognitive defusion will mention a 
series of studies prompted by this RFT conceptualization.

Clinical Examples of Cognitive Defusion and Processes of Change
Cognitive Defusion Exercises
Following Blackledge (2015), defusion exercises can be categorized into five types: (1) lan-
guage conventions, (2) metaphors, (3) exercises that change language parameters, (4) exercises 
that promote distancing from private events, and (5) exercises that aim to undermine verbal 
rules and narratives. The therapist should establish an adequate context before introducing 
some defusion exercises because they might seem rather odd to clients and make them feel 
invalidated (e.g., Blackledge, 2015; Hayes et al., 2012; Wilson & Luciano, 2002).

Language conventions. Expressions highlighting the nature of private events are usually 
introduced in ACT. A typical example of these conventions is subtly identifying thoughts as 
thoughts or as products of the “mind.” For instance, when clients make problematic verbal-
izations (e.g., “The breakup was only my fault.”), the ACT therapist often uses expressions 
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like “So, right now you are having the thought that it was your fault” or “Look what your 
mind is telling you. What a beautiful thought!” Another option that will create some distance 
between the clients and their private events is to talk with them in the third person (e.g., 
“What did Mark feel when he was at work?”; “It seems family relationships are very important 
for Beatriz”). The effect of these language conventions might not be very great, but intro-
ducing them during the therapy will prepare the client for more intensive work in defusion 
(Blackledge, 2015). Specifically, these language conventions establish frames of distinction and 
hierarchy between the clients and their private events.

Metaphors. The extensive use of metaphors is a hallmark of ACT. The metaphors can be 
used to promote defusion by objectifying private events as something different or included 
in the person (i.e., establishing a hierarchical relation between the client and their private 
events). A typical example is the “passengers on the bus” metaphor (Hayes et al., 1999). In this 
metaphor, distressing private events are presented as passengers on a bus the client is driving 
in a valued direction. Some of the passengers are annoying and verbalize the client’s aversive 
private events. The client has no control over what they say but can choose between driving 
the bus toward the valued direction or paying attention, fighting, or obeying them. The “pas-
sengers on the bus” metaphor has the advantage of targeting virtually all ACT processes at the 
same time: acceptance (the willingness of the bus driver to stay in contact with the passengers 
because this serves to advance in the valued direction), defusion (objectifying the challeng-
ing private events as the passengers), self- as- context (the bus contains all passengers), present 
moment awareness (the bus driver’s valued action is to focus on driving), values (the bus driver 
can choose their overall direction in life), and committed action (the bus driver can choose 
their immediate route to advance toward the overall life direction).

Changing language parameters. These exercises manipulate elements of the context that 
provide psychological functions to thoughts. These exercises aim to highlight the arbitrary 
nature of thoughts and present them as innocuous experiences (Blackledge, 2007; e.g., a 
thought can be seen as just a thought: a group of words ordered in a specific way that are pro-
nounced with a specific tone, rate, and manner). Changing the contextual features associated 
with the functions of thoughts can alter their meaning and lead the client to experience them 
from a different perspective.

The most typical example of this type of exercise is the classic word- repetition exercise 
(Titchener, 1910). This exercise consists of continuously repeating a word for about half a 
minute or more. This provokes a profound change in the initial functions of the thought 
that are substituted by its perceptual, nonarbitrary functions. The exercise procedure usually 
involves presenting a brief rationale that highlights the arbitrary nature of thoughts. The cli-
ent is invited to imagine a glass of milk and experience the functions of milk (e.g., it is white, 
creamy). Afterward, the client and the therapist quickly repeat the word “milk” until the func-
tions of the word change momentarily. The same procedure is then applied to a distressing 
thought summarized in one word in order for the clients to realize the arbitrary nature of 
thoughts and to show that they can be experienced as transitory experiences in the context of 
a transcendet self.

Distancing exercises. These exercises locate private events at a spatial distance from oneself. 
The clients are then asked just to observe private events without judgment or without reacting 
to them, with the aim being to see thoughts as just thoughts, emotions as just emotions, and 
so on. A very typical exercise is the “leaves on a stream” exercise. There are different versions of 
this exercise in ACT texts. We will present a version of the exercise enriched with explicit hier-
archical cues and questions to derive appetitive augmentals or regulatory functions (Luciano 
et al., 2011).
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The exercise begins by inviting the clients to discriminate among ongoing private events 
or to recall some of the events experienced in difficult situations. They are asked to fully con-
centrate on one of these events, notice who was having them, and imagine them on a leaf in 
a tree that falls into a river. The clients are asked to notice that their event is now THERE 
while they are HERE observing it. The therapist asks the clients to suspend judgment (e.g., 
“Allow yourself not to judge the thought; just contemplate it much as you would contemplate 
a painting or a landscape”) and focus on some nonarbitrary characteristics of the event (e.g., 
“See how many words the thought has and choose a color for the ink”). Subsequently, the 
therapist asks the clients to discriminate that the event is just a transitory experience they are 
having, its immediate discriminative functions and that they can choose just to observe this 
process (e.g., “Who is having this thought? What is it compelling you to do? Note that right 
now you are choosing just to observe it, that you have the capacity of choosing what to do”). 
Afterward, the therapist asks questions regarding the available ways of responding to the event 
(e.g., “What would happen right now if you let the thought be in charge? What would happen 
if you let this and other similar thoughts be in charge for another three months? Alternatively, 
what could you do that would imply that you are in charge? What would happen if you do 
that? What would happen if you respond to this and similar thoughts this way during the next 
three months?”). Lastly, the therapist invites the client to choose and discriminate that action 
(e.g., “What do you choose to do here and now? Note that you are the person who is choosing 
what to do, that you have the capacity to choose wisely the direction you want to take in your 
life. What would you achieve? How do you feel now, when noticing what you could achieve?).

Undermining verbal rules and narratives. Private events are often considered as causes of 
subsequent behavior. For instance, clients usually show fusion with reasons for behaving in a 
particular way without realizing that reasons are not causes; they are only verbalizations that 
arbitrarily became causes in the person’s learning history. A typical defusion exercise used in 
this regard consists of asking the clients to think about not performing a particular action 
(e.g., “I will not take the pen on the table”) and giving reasons for not doing so (e.g., “It is 
contaminated,” “I will get stained with the ink”), while at the same time asking them to per-
form it. Then, the clients are asked to think and give reasons for performing the same action 
(e.g., “I will take the pen on the table,” “I need it to write down something important”) while 
also being asked not to perform it. The exercise aims to highlight the arbitrary connection 
between thoughts/ reasons and actions. They also highlight the notion that clients can observe 
thoughts/ reasons and choosing to behave according to other sources of stimulus control.

Processes Involved in Cognitive Defusion Exercises
Identifying the basic processes underlying the effect of defusion exercises is a complicated 
task, and research on this topic is still scarce (see the section “Variables Involved in the Effect 
of Defusion Exercises” later in this article). Blackledge (2007) suggested that defusion exer-
cises seem to work by disrupting the context of literality. This effect is produced when the 
contextual conditions that provide meaning to thoughts via transformation of functions are 
displaced. A typical exercise would be the word- repetition exercise that alters the context in 
which aversive functions occur by focusing the client’s attention on the thought’s perceptual 
functions (e.g., the funny sound of the word).

Assaz et al. (2018) suggested that Blackledge’s account neglected some learning processes. 
Central to their proposal is the idea that different learning processes can lead to similar out-
comes: “Our main argument is that the reduction of transformation of function through ver-
bal relations is an outcome that can be obtained through different basic behavioral processes” 
(p. 411). The authors provided analysis for different types of defusion exercises.
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Regarding the exercises that focus on changing language parameters, Assaz et al. (2018) 
suggest that these exercises are mainly exposure procedures because the clients repeatedly con-
tact private events without other associated stimulus until its verbally conditioned eliciting 
functions are reduced. Accordingly, the processes of change in this type of exercise could be the 
same as those involved in exposure: respondent extinction, counterconditioning, and inhibi-
tory learning.

Defusion exercises that disrupt the link between thoughts and actions (e.g., see the exer-
cise explained above about taking or not taking a pen when introducing the defusion exercises 
that aim to undermine verbal rules and narratives”) would work through differential reinforce-
ment. The rationale is that the alternative behaviors to the rigid responses caused by cognitive 
fusion will be reinforced somehow. This differential reinforcement implies that the thought 
becomes a discriminative stimulus for other responses.

Assaz et al. (2018) also suggest that some defusion exercises work because they show 
that thinking is not a coherent narrative depicting reality. Lastly, they suggest that distancing 
exercises such as the “leaves on a stream” work by locating thoughts at a spatial distance from 
oneself, which would result in a decrease in their functions.

Despite the merits of both proposals, we found at least one relevant omission and two areas 
where we disagree. The accounts omit the idea that teaching the clients to observe ongoing pri-
vate events in a way that opens the door to other sources of stimulus control (i.e., framing pri-
vate events in hierarchy with the deictic I; see the earlier section “An RFT Conceptualization 
of Cognitive (De)fusion”) is a primary process involved in defusion exercises.

With this omission in mind, the first limitation is that the authors focus their attention 
on how defusion exercises may disrupt the transformation of functions. This seems to be true 
when one is practicing some defusion exercises in the therapy room (e.g., word- repetition exer-
cise), but not when one is behaving outside. In everyday interactions, the extensive learning 
history in the context of literality will likely prevail over the brief defusion exercises practiced 
in the therapy room. Thus, “negative” thoughts will more likely elicit aversive functions auto-
matically, and the client will have to respond to these functions in some way. It seems more 
likely that defusion exercises such as the word- repetition or distancing exercises teach clients to 
observe thoughts as transitory and arbitrary events. In this way, the thoughts used in the defu-
sion practice (and others symbolically related to them) will probably acquire discriminative 
functions for framing them in hierarchy with the deictic I. This suggestion is in line with the 
following statement by Hayes et al. (2012): “Defusion does not eliminate verbal meaning— it 
just reduces its automatic effect on behavior such that other sources of behavioral regulation 
can better participate in the moment” (p. 245).

The second limitation is that we find that both conceptualizations fail to explore the 
temporal nature of the changes produced by defusion exercises. We will explain this point by 
commenting on some of Assaz et al.’s suggestions. These authors propose that the exercises 
that change language parameters (e.g., the word- repetition exercise) are exposure exercises 
that could work through respondent extinction, counterconditioning, or learning inhibition. 
Due to the procedure, it seems logical to think this way. However, it seems unlikely that 
these processes play a significant role in behavior change at the beginning of the therapy. 
Exposure techniques usually produce changes in behavior after several sessions. Following the 
idea presented in the previous paragraph, it seems more likely (and also more coherent with 
our clinical experience) that these exercises provide discriminative functions to frame these 
thoughts in hierarchy with the deictic I. The generation of these discriminative functions 
seems to be considerably faster than, for example, the respondent extinction that exposure 
techniques might provoke. Importantly, once the individual begins to frame aversive thoughts 
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in hierarchy with the deictic I, instead of responding in coordination with their discriminative 
avoidance functions, respondent extinction will play a role in decreasing the emotional func-
tions of the thoughts. In other words, it seems more likely that respondent extinction occurs 
after some practice in framing private events in hierarchy with the deictic I.

A similar rationale can be applied to the other processes suggested by Assaz et al. (2018). 
For instance, it is unlikely that defusion exercises will produce sufficient differential reinforce-
ment of alternative responses (DRA) to overcome the clients’ previous practice with avoidance 
responses. It seems more probable that DRA will occur after the client’s practice in distancing 
from the predominant functions of private events. More importantly, when DRA is repeated 
due to framing private events in hierarchy, their predominant discriminative avoidance func-
tions can be changed for other discriminative functions associated with the DRA process.

Our suggestion about the processes involved in defusion exercises highlights the role of 
hierarchically framing behavior with the deictic I. This analysis is derived from the RFT con-
ceptualization presented previously that has produced some empirical analyses that will be pre-
sented later in this article. Further experimental analyses are needed to test if framing behavior 
in hierarchy is the predominant process of change of cognitive defusion exercises.

Measurement of Cognitive Defusion
Self- Report Instruments
Many self- report measures of cognitive defusion have been developed in the last decade. 
We will focus on those that were developed following the ACT conceptualization of these 
processes. Note, however, that other instruments have been developed for measuring related 
constructs such as decentering (Experiences Questionnaire- Decentering Scale— EQ- D; 
Fresco et al., 2007). Table 9.3 presents a summary of the cognitive (de)fusion instruments 
developed to date.

cognitive fusion QuestionnAire (cfQ; gillAnDers et Al, 2014)
The CFQ is the most widely used instrument to measure cognitive fusion as a trait and 
across contexts. It consists of seven items that are responded to on a 7- point Likert- type scale 
(7 =  always; 1 =  never true), with higher scores indicating a higher degree of cognitive fusion. The 
original validation study was conducted with a total sample of 1,800 participants (Gillanders 
et al., 2014). The CFQ demonstrated excellent internal consistency with Cronbach’s alpha 
scores above.88 across samples, good test– retest reliability, a one- factor structure, discriminant 
validity, construct validity, and sensitivity to treatment effects.

The CFQ has been translated into several languages, including Spanish, French, German, 
Korean, Catalan, and Italian. These different versions of the questionnaire have shown similar 
psychometric properties to the original (i.e., excellent internal consistency and a one- factor 
structure) and overall convergent and concurrent validity (China, Hansen, Gillanders, & 
Benninghoven, 2018; Dionne et al., 2016; Kim & Cho, 2015; Oppo et al., 2019; Ruiz, 
Suárez- Falcón, Riaño- Hernández, & Gillanders, 2017; Solé et al., 2015).

A state version of the CFQ has also been developed (SCFQ; Bolderston, Gillanders, 
Turner, Taylor, & Coleman, 2019). The SCFQ items are very similar to the CFQ items, but 
they were rewritten to address fusion in the present moment. Additionally, the SCFQ instruc-
tions ask respondents to indicate how true each statement is for them at this moment. The 
SCFQ showed excellent internal consistency, a one- factor structure, stability over time, and 
sensitivity to short- term treatment effects. Accordingly, the SCFQ is especially well suited to 
be administered in laboratory- based studies implementing cognitive fusion inductions or ana-
lyzing the effect of brief defusion exercises or more general interventions.
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The CFQ has also been adapted to specific contexts or disorders, including body image 
(Cognitive Fusion Questionnaire— Body Image, CFQ- BI; Ferreira et al. Pinto‐Gouveia, 
2015), chronic illness (Cognitive Fusion Questionnaire— Chronic Illness, CFQ- CI; Trindade, 
Barbosa, Ferreira, & Pinto- Gouveia, 2020; Trindade, Ferreira et al., 2018a), and food craving 
(Cognitive Fusion Questionnaire— Food Craving, CFQ- FC; Duarte et al. 2016). The valida-
tion studies have found similar psychometric properties to the original CFQ.

believAbility of Anxious feelings AnD thoughts QuestionnAire (bAft; herzberg et Al., 2012)
The BAFT is a 16- item questionnaire that measures cognitive fusion with anxious thoughts 
and feelings through a 7- point Likert- type scale (7 =  completely believable; 1 =  not at all believ-
able). The initial validation study was conducted with a total sample of 935 participants, 
including undergraduates and highly anxious individuals (Herzberg et al., 2012). The BAFT 
showed excellent internal consistency (Cronbach’s alpha of .90 to .91 across samples), a hier-
archical factor structure with three lower- order factors and one hierarchical factor, convergent 
validity, and sensitivity to treatment effects. The BAFT has been translated into Spanish (Ruiz, 
Odriozola- González, & Suárez- Falcón, 2014) and Farsi (Mohammadipour & Ardehaee, 
2016), showing similar psychometric properties to the original version.

Drexel Defusion scAle (DDs; forMAn et Al., 2012b)
The DDS is a 10- item self- report measure that evaluates the degree to which an individual 
defuses from unpleasant internal experiences through a 6- point Likert- type scale (0 =  not at 
all; 5 =  very much). The DDS defines defusion in its introduction to facilitate the participant’s 
understanding of the concept. The initial validation study was conducted with a sample of 
379 individuals, including undergraduates and clinical participants. The DDS showed good 
internal consistency (Cronbach’s alpha from.80 to.83), a one- factor structure, and convergent 
and discriminant validity.

MultiDiMensionAl PsychologicAl flexibility inventory (MPfi; rolffs, rogge, & wilson, 2016)
The MPFI is a 60- item self- report measure that evaluates psychological flexibility and inflex-
ibility through a 6- point Likert- type scale (5 =  always; 0 =  never). The MPFI was designed to 
assess the six processes involved in psychological flexibility (i.e., acceptance, contact with the 
present moment, self as context, cognitive defusion, committed action, and values) and the six 
processes contained in psychological inflexibility (i.e., experiential avoidance, lack of contact 
with the present moment, self as content, fusion, inaction, and lack of contact with values). 
The validation study of the MPFI conducted with a total sample of 3,040 participants showed 
the expected factor structure with two higher- order factors that contained the six processes of 
psychological flexibility and inflexibility, respectively (Rolffs et al., 2016; Seidler, Stone, Clark, 
Koran, & Drake, 2020). The cognitive fusion and cognitive defusion subscales of the MPFI 
showed excellent internal consistency and convergent validity. The MPFI has been translated 
into Mandarin, simplified Mandarin, and Japanese (Lin, Rogge, & Swanson, 2020).

AvoiDAnce AnD fusion QuestionnAire— youth (AfQ- y; greco et Al., 2008)
The AFQ- Y is a self- report measure of psychological inflexibility in children and adolescents. 
It consists of 17 items that are responded to on a 5- point Likert- type scale (4 =  very true; 
0 =  not at all true). In the initial validation study, Greco et al. (2008) recruited a total sample 
of 1,369 children and adolescents. The AFQ- Y showed good internal consistency, a one- factor 
model, convergent, and construct validity. A short, 8- item version of the AFQ was also created 
(i.e., AFQ- 8). Subsequent studies have found divergences regarding the factor structure of 
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the AFQ, with some studies finding two factors: experiential avoidance and cognitive fusion 
(Livheim et al., 2016; Renshaw, 2018; Valdivia- Salas, Martín- Albo, Zaldivar, Lombas, & 
Jiménez, 2017). However, other studies have found that the one- factor model is adequate 
(Salazar et al., 2019; Schweiger et al., 2017; Simon & Verboon, 2016). Conversely, the AFQ- 8 
has consistently been shown to be a unidimensional measure across studies.

The AFQ- Y has been translated into several languages, including Spanish, Italian, Dutch, 
and Persian (García- Rubio et al., 2020; Salazar et al., 2019; Schweiger et al., 2017; Simon 
& Verboon, 2016; Valdivia- Salas et al., 2017). These adaptations have shown psychometric 
properties similar to the original version of the AFQ- Y.

Behavioral Measures
To our knowledge, no behavioral measures of cognitive (de)fusion have been developed. 
However, if we conceptualize cognitive fusion as responding in coordination to the transformed 
or actualized stimulus functions, inhibitory control tests could be seen as cognitive (de)fusion 
measures. This type of test asks participants to inhibit predominant behaviors and respond 
under the control of alternative stimulus functions. One of the most widely used inhibitory 
control tests is the Stroop Color and Word Test (SCWT; Stroop, 1935), in which participants 
are asked to name the ink color of words disregarding their meaning. For a proficient reader, 
reading is the predominant behavior response in the presence of words independently of their 
ink color. To obtain good performance in the SCWT, the participant has to inhibit the behav-
ior of reading and only focus on the ink color’s perceptual functions. In the traditional SCWT, 
the words that generate interference in the participant’s performance are color names, which 
can be considered neutral stimuli. There are, however, a variety of Emotional Stroop Tasks 
(EST) that include stimuli with relevant functions (Williams, Mathews, & MacLeod, 1996). 
These versions of the Stroop Test might be used to measure cognitive fusion with words related 
to the client’s problem (e.g., words related to anxiety, depression, fear).

The relationship between inhibitory control and cognitive (de)fusion has been addressed 
in only a few studies. For instance, Thomas and Bardeen (2020) found that inhibitory control 
moderated the relationship between cognitive fusion and anxiety. In another study, Pilecki 
and McKay (2012) found that participants in the defusion condition reacted slightly faster to 
the SCWT after being exposed to a negative emotion induction. Further research is needed to 
explore the suitability of inhibitory control tests as potential behavioral measures of cognitive 
(de)fusion.

Assessing Cognitive Defusion in the Clinical Session
To the best of our knowledge, there are no instruments that measure cognitive (de)fusion 
in clinical sessions. However, some verbal and nonverbal clues could indicate the degree of 
cognitive fusion that clients experience. For instance, Hayes et al. (2012) suggested that the 
most common examples are making repetitive statements, frequent comparisons, and con-
stant evaluations that surpass objective descriptions. On some occasions, the client can also 
seem troubled, confused, or even exhibit signs of having “internal” arguments to decide what 
to do. The client may also attempt to justify their behavior and motivations. Lastly, cogni-
tive fusion is also exemplified when the client perseveres in their beliefs without considering 
other perspectives. Blackledge (2015) suggests the following examples as potential cognitive 
fusion indicators: describing disturbing thoughts as absolute truths without considering other 
perspectives, an accelerated speech rate, and nonverbal behavior that matches the emotion 
and intensity of the client. It is also necessary to mention a couple of aspects that should 
be considered when assessing cognitive fusion in the clinical session. First, cognitive fusion 
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varies among clients, and while a client might recognize some thoughts as just thoughts, they 
could be entangled with other thoughts. Second, cognitive fusion can also occur with positive 
thoughts, which can be as problematic as fusion with negative thoughts.

Hayes et al. (2012) mention that signs of progress include identifying when the thought 
process starts, categorizing thoughts as thoughts, and using a more descriptive discourse with 
fewer evaluations and comparisons. Blackledge (2015) mentioned additional examples, such 
as a relatively slower speech rate, using metaphors to describe internal experiences, utilizing 
less negative or positive emotional content in speech, separating oneself from one’s thoughts, 
and acknowledging that thoughts are not equal to absolute truths.

Research on Cognitive Defusion
Component and Laboratory Research
We have identified approximately 40 experimental studies analyzing a wide array of cogni-
tive defusion exercises. Because in some cases it is not easy to differentiate defusion from 
self- as- context exercises, we have judiciously included studies in this section. The depen-
dent variables used across studies can be categorized in believability and emotional distress 
of private events and behavioral measures reflecting psychological flexibility. This section 
will differentiate studies that compared the relative efficacy of cognitive defusion interven-
tions versus other strategies and studies that analyzed the variables involved in the effect of 
defusion exercises.

lAborAtory reseArch coMPAring cognitive Defusion versus other strAtegies
Cognitive defusion has been shown to be more effective than inactive control and placebo con-
ditions in increasing pain tolerance (Carrasquillo & Zettle, 2014), distress (Hinton & Gaynor, 
2010) and decreasing thought believability (Prudenzi et al., 2019). Cognitive defusion condi-
tions are also considered to be more efficacious than experiential avoidance (Hooper, Dack, 
Karekla, Niyazi, & McHugh, 2018), thought control (Gutiérrez, Luciano, Rodríguez, & Fink, 
2004; Masuda, Hayes, Sackett, & Twohig, 2004; McMullen et al., 2008), thought suppres-
sion (Hooper, Sandoz, Ashton, Clarke, & McHugh, 2012), distraction (Hooper & McHugh, 
2013; Mandavia et al., 2015; Masuda et al., 2004; Masuda, Feinstein, Wendell, & Sheehan, 
2010; Masuda, Twohig, et al., 2010; Ritzert, Forsyth, Berghoff, Barnes- Holmes, & Nicholson, 
2015), self- affirmations (Brandrick, Hooper, Roche, Kanter, & Tyndall, 2020), and general 
motivational protocols (Luciano et al., 2014). Schumacher, Kemps, and Tiggemann (2017, 
2018) found that cognitive defusion was more efficacious than guided imagery in resisting 
food cravings in a general sample of women, but was equivalent in clinical samples of food 
cravers.

We have identified eight studies that compared the efficacy of cognitive defusion versus 
cognitive restructuring. The results showed equivalent efficacy in five of these studies (Barrera, 
Szafranski, Ratcliff, Garnaat, & Norton 2016; Beadman et al., 2015; Deacon, Fawzy, Lickel, 
& Wolitzky- Taylor, 2011; Donati et al., 2019; Yovel, Mor, & Shakarov, 2014). However, 
three studies showed that cognitive defusion was more efficacious than cognitive restructur-
ing (Karekla et al., 2020; Larsson, Hooper, Osborne, Bennett, & McHugh, 2016; Moffitt, 
Brinkworth, Noakes, & Mohr, 2012). Two of these three studies tested the efficacy of the 
interventions in food cravings (Karekla et al., 2020; Moffitt et al., 2012). In conclusion, cog-
nitive defusion interventions seem to be at least as efficacious as cognitive restructuring, and 
there is some evidence that they might be more effective in some contexts, such as resisting 
food cravings.
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vAriAbles involveD in the effect of Defusion exercises
Component studies have been conducted with two types of cognitive defusion exercises: del-
iteralization and distancing. The studies analyzing deliteralization exercises have used the clas-
sic word- repetition technique (WRT; Titchener, 1910). Masuda et al. (2009) found that the 
reduction of emotional discomfort and thought believability was higher when a self- relevant 
negative thought was rapidly repeated during 20– 30 seconds compared to smaller periods. 
Tyndall, Papworth, Roche, and Bennett (2017) compared three rates of the repetition of a 
negative thought: 0.5, 1, and 2 seconds. The rates of 0.5 and 1 seconds were more effective 
than the 2- second rate in reducing thought believability and emotional discomfort.

Following the RFT conceptualization presented, Luciano et al. (2011) differentiated the 
type of relational framings involved in distancing exercises for the first time. In a preliminary 
study with at- risk adolescents, the authors analyzed the differential effect of two defusion 
protocols: Defusion I and Defusion II. Defusion I involved framing ongoing behavior only 
through deictic framings (I– Here, Behavior– There). This perspective allows observing the 
ongoing private events with distance and without judging them. Defusion II added hierarchi-
cal framings and questions to promote regulatory functions to the verbal discrimination of 
private events. Hierarchical framings were added with the aim of deriving an explicit relation 
of inclusion between the individual and their private events. These interactions promoted 
the experience of the self as a consistent locus for all private events (e.g., “I am more than all 
my thoughts,” “This thought is only a transitory experience I am having,” etc.). The promo-
tion of regulatory functions involved questions to explicitly derive appetitive augmentals that 
allow contacting with values and the actions in coordination with them at that moment. In 
other words, these interactions were directed to facilitate making a choice according to the 
individual’s values. The results showed that Defusion II had a greater effect on reducing the 
frequency of problematic behaviors and psychological inflexibility at the 4- month follow- up.

The results of the previous study have been replicated in four experimental analogs. 
(1) Foody, Barnes- Holmes, Barnes- Holmes, and Luciano (2013) found that Defusion II 
(called “hierarchical self as context”) was more efficacious in reducing experimentally induced 
emotional distress than Defusion I. Similarly, (2) Foody, Barnes- Holmes, Barnes- Holmes, 
Rai, and Luciano (2015) found that protocols that included framing ongoing private events 
through hierarchical relations were more efficacious than those that only introduced deictic 
relations. (3) Gil- Luciano, Ruiz, Valdivia- Salas, and Suárez- Falcón (2017) showed that the 
Defusion II protocol was more effective in promoting tolerance of discomfort induced by 
the cold- pressor task and aversive films than the Defusion I protocol and a control condition. 
These changes were produced in the absence of reductions in the discomfort experienced by 
the participants. Lastly, (4) López- López and Luciano (2017) replicated the previous findings 
in a cognitive demanding task that provoked discomfort— the Paced Auditory Serial Addition 
Task– Computerized (PASAT- C; Lejuez, Kahler, & Brown, 2003). Participants in the Defusion 
II protocol showed greater performance improvements than participants in Defusion I and 
the control condition. There was no difference between participants in Defusion I and the 
control condition. As in the previous study, the advantage of Defusion II was produced in the 
absence of significant reductions in discomfort compared to the other experimental condi-
tions. These findings mean that Defusion II protocols affected the performance on behavioral 
tasks by modifying the discriminative functions of aversive private events, but not the emo-
tional functions.

In conclusion, research is advancing in identifying some of the components of cognitive 
defusion exercises that maximize their effect. In the WRT, the empirical evidence indicates that 
it is important to repeat the negative thought for at least 20– 30 seconds and a repetition rate 
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of 0.5– 1 seconds. The empirical evidence also shows that including explicit hierarchical fram-
ings between the individual and their private events, and providing regulatory functions to 
this discrimination, enhance the efficacy of typical distancing exercises, such as the “leaves on 
the stream” (Hayes et al., 1999). Although further research is needed to identify the relational 
processes involved in the efficacy of defusion exercises, the existing empirical evidence has the 
potential to improve the efficacy of these exercises and, consequently, ACT interventions.

Survey Research
Multiple studies have been conducted during the last decade showing the pernicious role of 
cognitive fusion. For instance, cognitive fusion has shown strong positive associations with 
depression and anxiety (Bardeen & Fergus, 2016; O’Loughlin, Bennett, & O’Hayer, 2020; 
Pinto- Gouveia, Dinis, Gregório, & Pinto, 2020; Sood & Newman- Taylor, 2020), posttrau-
matic stress disorder (Bardeen & Fergus, 2016; Basharpoor, Mowlaie, & Sarafrazi, 2020; 
Cox, Motl, Bakker, & Lunt, 2018; Russell, Bardeen, Clayson, Dolan, & Fergus, 2020), pain 
(Angarita- Osorio et al., 2020; Carvalho, Trindade, Gillanders, Pinto‐Gouveia, & Castilho, 
2019; Özkan, Zale, Ring, & Vranceanu, 2017), harmful body image beliefs (Melo, Oliveira, 
& Ferreira, 2019; Trindade & Ferreira, 2015; Trindade, Ferreira, et al., 2018a; Zucchelli, 
White, & Williamson, 2020), and eating disorders (Duarte & Pinto- Gouveia, 2017; Scardera, 
Sacco, Di Sante, & Booij, 2020).

Cognitive fusion has also been negatively correlated with values (Berghoff, Ritzert, & 
Forsyth, 2018) and life satisfaction (Flynn, Hernandez, Hebert, James, & Kusick, 2018; Ruiz 
et al., 2019). Fewer studies have been conducted analyzing the association of cognitive defu-
sion with mental health and quality of life. However, as expected, cognitive defusion has 
shown negative correlations with emotional symptoms and positive correlations with values 
and quality of life (Forman et al., 2012b; Rolffs et al., 2016).

Some longitudinal studies have been conducted analyzing the role of cognitive fusion in 
exacerbating psychological and health symptoms. For instance, Carvalho et al. (2019) con-
ducted a study with 86 women experiencing chronic pain to analyze if cognitive fusion pre-
dicted depressive symptomatology over 12 months. The results showed that cognitive fusion 
predicted depressive symptomatology at baseline and its changes during the 12 months of 
study. Cookson, Luzon, Newland, and Kingston (2020) conducted a longitudinal study over 
six weeks with a sample of 97 nonclinical participants to analyze whether experiential avoid-
ance and cognitive fusion mediated the effect of worry, rumination, and stressful life events on 
emotional symptoms. The results showed that cognitive fusion independently mediated the 
association between the predictors and outcomes.

Ruiz and Odriozola- González (2017) found that cognitive fusion longitudinally medi-
ated the relationship between negative metacognitive beliefs and anxiety and stress symptoms 
in a nonclinical sample of 106 participants over a lapse of 9 months. Lastly, Trindade, Ferreira, 
et al. (2018b) conducted a study with 116 patients with inflammatory bowel disease over 
18 months. Cognitive fusion presented a negative correlation with psychological and physical 
health symptoms and influenced changes in these symptoms during the course of the study.

Process of Change in Clinical Interventions
Parallel to the development of cognitive (de)fusion measures, an increasing number of clini-
cal trials have analyzed whether cognitive defusion worked as a process of change in ACT 
interventions; preliminary responses to this question support the role of cognitive defusion as 
an important process of change in ACT. For instance, cognitive defusion has acted as a media-
tor in participants with anxiety disorders (Arch, Wolitzky- Taylor, Eifert, & Craske, 2012), 
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social anxiety (Krafft, Twohig, & Levin, 2020), residual depression symptoms (Østergaard, 
Lundgren, Zettle, Landrø, & Haaland, 2020), undergraduates with anxiety and depres-
sion (Forman et al., 2012a), distressed and nondistressed college students (Levin, Krafft, & 
Twohig, 2020; Morin, Grégoire, & Lachance, 2020), stressed parents of children with autism 
(Blackledge & Hayes, 2006; Fung, Lake, Steel, Bryce, & Lunsky, 2018), and tinnitus- related 
stress (Hesser, Westin, Hayes, & Andersson, 2009). It has also been shown to promote mental 
health in undergraduate students (Viskovich & Pakenham, 2020). Interestingly, some evi-
dence also supports the role of cognitive defusion as a process of change in other therapies, 
including cognitive- behavioral therapy (Arch et al., 2012).

Challenges and Future Research Directions
Although cognitive defusion research has undeniably advanced, significant challenges remain 
and there are areas in which further work is needed.

Challenges and Future Directions for Research
We have identified five main limitations in the current research on cognitive defusion. First, 
behavioral measures of cognitive (de)fusion have not been developed. Developing this type of 
measure seems important to complement self- report measures and establish bridges with other 
literature (e.g., executive functioning). In this sense, we have suggested that inhibitory control 
tests such as the classical Stroop test and some of its variations might be analyzed as potential 
cognitive fusion measures. Second, although the advance in the measurement of cognitive 
(de)fusion through self- report is relevant, few attempts to develop measures appropriate for 
ecological momentary assessment (EMA) studies have been conducted. EMA studies have 
become increasingly popular, notably in the last years. They seem to be a promising tool to 
analyze the efficacy and processes of change of psychological interventions at the individual 
level due to the intensive measurement they involve.

Third, more component studies of the verbal processes involved in defusion exercises are 
needed. These studies are advancing in identifying some of these processes, but further refine-
ments are needed. For instance, the studies analyzing distancing exercises have compared the 
effect of deictic framing (called Defusion I) versus deictic framing +  hierarchical framing +  
cues to provide regulatory functions (called Defusion II). However, no published studies have 
analyzed, for example, the effect of separating hierarchical framing interactions from cues 
to provide regulatory functions (but see the unpublished doctoral thesis by López, 2016). 
Other combinations of these three components also deserve to be investigated, and additional 
components can be identified (e.g., hierarchically framing the displayed valued behavior after 
defusing from aversive private events; see López, 2016). Lastly, we recommend analyzing the 
effect of the verbal processes involved in defusion in behavioral measures resembling psycho-
logical flexibility because they are more similar to the aim of the defusion exercises in clinical 
interventions than measures of distress or believability.

Fourth, defusion exercises can be applied to all types of private events, such as thoughts, 
emotions, and memories. However, there is apparently no published empirical evidence 
regarding the potential differential effect of directing defusion exercises to different types of 
private events. Is it more efficacious to use defusion with aversive and personally relevant pri-
vate events than neutral private events? The most closely related research in this regard is the 
study conducted by Gil- Luciano, Tovar, Calderón- Hurtado, Sebastián, and Ruiz (submitted) 
with triggers for repetitive negative thinking (RNT). Gil- Luciano, Calderón- Hurtado, Tovar, 
Sebastián, and Ruiz (2019) found that triggers for RNT (i.e., worry, rumination) are usually 
organized in hierarchical networks, with a hierarchical trigger symbolically containing other 
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more concrete triggers. Gil- Luciano et al. (submitted) tested the differential effect of Defusion 
I and Defusion II interventions either directed to the hierarchical trigger or a trigger in a 
lower- level of the hierarchy. The results showed that the Defusion II protocol directed to the 
hierarchical trigger was more effective than the remaining combinations and a control condi-
tion in reducing the detrimental effects of a rumination- induction procedure. These results 
are consistent with the proposal made in RNT- focused ACT protocols for identifying the 
hierarchy of triggers for RNT and directing the clinical intervention to the hierarchical trig-
ger (e.g., Ruiz, Luciano, et al., 2020; Ruiz et al., 2016; Ruiz, Peña- Vargas et al., 2020). The 
study by Gil- Luciano et al. (submitted) opens an interesting research line that deserves further 
empirical analysis.

Lastly, more studies analyzing the role of cognitive defusion as a process of change in 
ACT and other psychological therapies are needed. The empirical evidence to date supports 
the mediator role of cognitive defusion in the treatment effect of ACT. However, the number 
of studies is still small, and the mediation analyses have been conducted at a nomothetic level. 
Further studies might use EMA methodology to analyze the mediator role of cognitive defu-
sion at the individual level.

Challenges and Future Directions for Clinical Work
Some relevant challenges for the clinical work in cognitive defusion deserve attention, three 
of which are as follows. First, a wide range of tools are available to promote cognitive defu-
sion. However, it has not been established what type of exercises might be more effective or 
in which order they should be introduced. Are distancing exercises more effective than meta-
phors or deliteralization exercises? Is it better to begin the intervention in cognitive defusion 
with experiential exercises than with metaphors to avoid intellectualizing this process?

Second, some cognitive defusion exercises might be too abstract to be used with younger 
clients. Few studies have specified the appropriate exercises for different developmental levels. 
In this sense, the RFT conceptualization of psychological flexibility might help to specify the 
minimum verbal repertoire needed to use cognitive defusion exercises (e.g., Luciano, Valdivia- 
Salas, Cabello, & Hernández, 2009; Ruiz & Perete, 2015). In the case of the child or ado-
lescent who does not have this minimum verbal repertoire, the relational framings involved 
might be first trained (Fryling, Rehfeldt, Tarbox, & Hayes, 2020).

Lastly, the research found in component studies of cognitive defusion should be trans-
ferred to the practitioner’s work in order to improve the efficacy of ACT. Accordingly, ACT 
manuals and protocols should introduce these findings to enhance the connection between 
basic and applied research.

Conclusions
Cognitive defusion is one of the most studied ACT midlevel processes. The review conducted 
in this article indicates that (1) there is a growing number of self- report measures of cognitive 
(de)fusion, with the CFQ being the most analyzed; (2) cognitive defusion protocols have been 
shown to be more effective than most of the strategies with which they have been compared; 
(3) component studies have advanced in identifying some of the variables involved in the effi-
cacy of deliteralization and distancing exercises; (4) multiple cross- sectional and longitudinal 
studies have shown the pernicious role of cognitive fusion and the adaptive role of cognitive 
defusion; and (5) reductions of cognitive fusion have been shown to mediate the effect of ACT 
and other forms of psychological interventions in clinical trials. Additional research is needed 
in areas such as measurement, component studies, mediation analyses, and practitioners’ abil-
ity to adopt the findings from experimental evidence that might foster the effect of ACT.
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 Present Moment Awareness

Matthew S. Herbert and Niloofar Afari

Abstract
Present moment awareness (PMA) is one of  six interrelated processes that facilitate 
psychological flexibility within acceptance and commitment therapy (ACT). The process 
of  PMA (1) brings deliberate attention to inner experiences such as thoughts, emotions, 
and physical sensations in the service of  building psychological flexibility, and (2) increases 
the opportunity to come in contact with valued outer experiences. Thus, PMA can be 
considered a foundational process upon which other ACT processes rest, making it 
difficult to clearly distinguish PMA from the other ACT processes and study the unique 
impact of  PMA in ACT interventions. This challenge is further complicated by inadequate 
measurement tools for PMA or mindfulness. The growing literature on the potential 
neurophysiological mechanisms of  mindfulness in general suggests that this is a worthy 
area of  study within ACT. Future studies should examine the potential benefits of  formal 
mindfulness meditation practice in the context of  ACT and capitalize on ecological 
momentary assessment and other technology to measure and support PMA and other 
ACT processes in real- world and real- time settings.

Key Words: mindfulness, meditation, private experience, ecological momentary assessment, 
acceptance and commitment therapy, present moment awareness, psychological flexibility

“Look past your thoughts, so you may drink the pure nectar of   
This Moment.”

— Rumi

Humans possess the seemingly unique ability to be aware of their own responding in real time. 
Given that any clinical problem a client may face naturally unfolds in real time, strengthening 
present moment awareness (PMA) is key to promoting the alternative strategies being offered 
in acceptance and commitment therapy (ACT). However, the ultimate goal of intervention in 
ACT is psychological flexibility— the ability to stay open and fully present in the moment and 
to act guided by personal values. Thus, promoting awareness should serve a functional purpose 
and be reinforced based on evidence of workability.

Within ACT, PMA is defined as the focused, voluntary, and flexible orientation to present 
moment experiences (Hayes, Strosahl, & Wilson, 2012). In order to embrace what the present 
moment affords, some control over what and how experiences are attended to is needed. Being 
flexible is key because the present moment is constantly changing. What was once salient 
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becomes trivial and vice versa. Sometimes, focusing attention on a particular task or stimulus 
will best serve goals; other times, broadening attention will be most effective. Another feature 
of PMA is being nonjudgmental. This trait should not be confused with approval and does not 
mean one should not have judgments or opinions. To clarify, consider that there is always an 
“is- ness” to any present moment experience. PMA is an acknowledgment of what is, akin to a 
landscape artist who paints what is there, without additions or modifications.

Contrasting the present moment with its opposite makes sense only from the perspective 
of language and cognition. The body has only existed, and will only exist, in the now. It was the 
evolution of human cognition that opened up the unique experience of maintaining representation 
of stimuli in their absence, and within that, the potential to reflect on past experience or conjure 
up a conceptualized future. So, does PMA mean you are not supposed to engage in past or future 
thought? Of course not. Reflecting and planning are extremely important, both within and 
outside of ACT. However, the assumption in ACT is that living a meaningful life entails a great 
deal of fully being here, not in the verbal past or future. This is the foundation of ACT.

The process of PMA in ACT, as well as in several other third- wave therapies, has its roots 
in ancient Eastern contemplative practices that are broadly known as mindfulness in the West. 
In this article, we will briefly review the history of mindfulness and differentiate PMA in 
ACT from the use of mindfulness practices in other third wave therapies. We will then take 
a deep dive to explicate how PMA relates to thoughts, emotions, and physical sensations, as 
well as to the other ACT processes. We also overview the limited clinical research on PMA 
as a process in ACT trials and provide a brief analysis of PMA from a relational frame theory 
(RFT) perspective. We next examine some of the research on neurophysiological correlates of 
mindfulness. Finally, we make broad clinical research recommendations that could facilitate 
both the understanding and the application of PMA within ACT. Our goal is to highlight 
some key conceptual and empirical underpinnings of PMA in order to provide insights into 
potential future directions to improve the health and well- being of clients.

Mindfulness Overview
The word “mindfulness” comes from the Pali word sati, which is typically translated as 
“memory,” though there is much debate about the meaning of memory in this context as 
well as the translation itself (Dryden & Still, 2006). Mindfulness has roots in Buddhism 
but is also present in some form in many other cultures and traditions. Within Buddhism, 
mindfulness is one component of the eightfold path (more specifically “right mindfulness”), 
which is a framework to facilitate liberation from suffering (Bodhi, 2010). The eightfold path 
consists of three different types of training: wisdom (right view, right intention), ethics (right 
action, right speed, right livelihood), and meditation (right effort, right mindfulness, right 
concentration). Importantly, mindfulness was never separated or given additional weight 
relative to the other components of the eightfold path. Thus, just as PMA exists as one of 
six treatment processes that collectively facilitate psychological flexibility within ACT, within 
Buddhist traditions mindfulness operates akin to a treatment process that works synergistically 
with other practices within the tradition. This is not to say that ACT was derived from or is an 
extension of Buddhism (Hayes, 2002), but rather to draw a parallel that within Buddhism and 
ACT, mindfulness is not the outcome but rather one of several interrelated processes.

Mindfulness in Third Wave Therapies
Mindfulness gained acceptance as a clinical intervention with Jon Kabat- Zinn’s stress reduction 
program, which would later become mindfulness- based stress reduction (MBSR; Kabat- Zinn, 
1982). Kabat- Zinn was influenced by Buddhist meditation under the Vipassana and Zen 
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traditions (Chiesa & Malinowski, 2011) and was compelled to bring formal mindfulness 
meditation practice to the hospital setting. For obvious reasons, the religious connotations 
were kept to a minimum (Kabat- Zinn, 1982).

Notable therapies that are often labeled as mindfulness- based interventions include ACT, 
dialectical behavior therapy (DBT), MBSR, and mindfulness- based cognitive therapy (MBCT). 
These four approaches define and practice mindfulness in both similar and different ways. The 
conceptualization of mindfulness within ACT encompasses four core processes: PMA, defu-
sion, acceptance, and self- as- context. Mindfulness is defined as “the defused, accepting, open 
contact with the present moment and the private events it contains as a conscious human being 
experientially distinct from the content being noticed” (Fletcher & Hayes, 2005, p. 322). The 
DBT definition of mindfulness is “the intentional process of observing, describing, and par-
ticipating in reality nonjudgmentally, in the moment, and with effectiveness” (Hayes, Follette, 
& Linehan, 2004, p. 37). Perhaps the most commonly used definition and the one adopted 
by MBCT as well, is the one associated with MBSR: “paying attention in a particular way: on 
purpose, in the present moment, and nonjudgmentally” (Kabat- Zinn, 1994, p. 4).

Although several other definitions of mindfulness can be compared and contrasted, con-
sensus will likely never be reached on either the definition of mindfulness or what it actually is. 
For example, mindfulness is often discussed as a state, an ongoing process, a technique, and/ or 
an outcome. For the purposes of this article, a formal definition is not critical, as ACT specifies 
“mindfulness” as a collection of processes within the psychological flexibility model, and there-
fore mindfulness, however one chooses to define it, is evaluated with regard to workability.

Mindfulness in ACT and MBSR
ACT and MBSR conceptualize mindfulness in similar ways, and both share features of being 
transdiagnostic, widely studied interventions. These therapies highlight the wandering nature 
of the mind and teach clients to repeatedly return attention to present moment experiences 
without judgment. Acceptance is another commonality they share. In MBSR, acceptance is 
one of the core attitudinal factors taught to develop a formal mindfulness meditation practice 
and to cultivate mindfulness in daily activities (Kabat- Zinn, 2009). Further, MBSR emphasizes 
a willingness to fully experience the wealth of information of the present moment, whether 
negative, neutral, or positive, as well as the impermanence of all experiences (Kabat- Zinn, 
2009). Similarly, ACT encourages the acceptance of private experiences as they are in the pres-
ent moment, no matter the content, which promotes awareness and increases willingness to 
experience what exists. Defusion is an ACT- specific term, and therefore is not directly referred 
to in the MBSR approach. However, a similar concept is targeted. For example, through 
formal mindfulness meditation practice, Kabat- Zinn notes that one of the most profound 
learning experiences is the realization that one is not their thoughts (Kabat- Zinn, 2009). In 
ACT, defusion metaphors and experiential exercises are aimed to reduce the believability of 
thoughts, to see thoughts as thoughts, and to notice when one has entered a world of language 
and lost contact with the five- sense experience (Hayes et al., 2012). Finally, a transcendent 
sense of self is similarly emphasized in MBSR and ACT. With continued mindfulness practice, 
Kabat- Zinn refers to identifying with a transcendent experience of wholeness that is beyond 
one’s problems, similar to self- as- context (Kabat- Zinn, 2009).

Formal and Informal Mindfulness Practice
From the standpoint of PMA, a key distinction between the treatment methods of ACT and 
other mindfulness- based interventions, including MBSR, lies in the centrality of formal mind-
fulness meditation practice. MBSR and MBCT rely heavily on formal practice as a primary 
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treatment method. Participants are asked to practice for 45 minutes daily during a typical 
8- week course, though shorter periods of practice have also been used with comparable out-
comes (Reibel, Greeson, Brainard, & Rosenzweig, 2001). The primary meditation practices 
taught are sitting meditation, body scan, and Hatha yoga (Kabat- Zinn, 2009). Briefly, sitting 
meditation involves focusing on the sensations of breathing. When the mind wanders from 
the breath, the content is briefly noted, and then attention returns to the breath. Over time, 
practitioners are encouraged to let go of the focus on the breath and enter “choiceless aware-
ness,” described as being “completely open and receptive to whatever comes into the field of 
awareness, letting it all come and go” (Kabat- Zinn, 2009, p. 71).

Thus, formal mindfulness meditation entails being observant to all internal and external 
stimuli that arise during practice (e.g., thoughts, emotions, sounds, smells, sensations), unlike 
purely concentration- based meditations, where the nature of distraction is irrelevant (Baer, 
2003). During the body scan, participants sweep through different body parts. Similar to 
sitting meditation, when attention wonders away from the body, the content may be briefly 
noted before returning attention to the body. The Hatha yoga practice includes several gentle 
to moderately difficult yoga poses.

ACT recognizes the benefits of formal mindfulness meditation practice and may encour-
age it. Therefore, many ACT protocols include contemplative practice such as the practices 
described previously. However, formal mindfulness meditation practice is not a primary treat-
ment method in ACT (Hayes et al., 2012). Generally speaking, informal mindfulness practices 
are more heavily emphasized. DBT has taken a similar approach. DBT’s developers initially 
incorporated formal practice into the approach, but after observing considerable distress and 
nonadherence among participants, chose to emphasize more accessible and understandable 
informal mindfulness skills (Welch, Rizvi, & Dimidjian, 2006).

Because of the way ACT conceptualizes mindfulness, any method that targets PMA, 
defusion, acceptance, or self- as- context can be said to be an informal mindfulness practice. 
For example, clients are often repeatedly asked to check in and observe what thoughts, 
emotions, and body sensations are showing up in the present moment. They may be asked 
to notice five- sense experiences and to describe how these differ from mentally constructed 
stimuli. Practices such as mindful eating, mindful walking, and mindful listening are often 
encouraged. Clients are asked to bring openness and curiosity into their daily activities, such 
as driving, brushing teeth, and doing dishes. More clinically relevant informal mindfulness 
practices are also utilized, for example, when clients are asked to bring the same openness 
and curiosity when experiencing cravings, entering into a social event, and having thoughts 
of suicide. Ultimately, the degree of formal and informal mindfulness practice within an 
ACT intervention will vary by therapist preference and client willingness. However, the 
utility of formal mindfulness meditation within ACT is an empirical question that has yet 
to be answered.

A Closer Look at Present Moment Awareness
In its simplest form, PMA means awareness of now. Broadly speaking, human awareness is 
a poorly understood phenomenon that is defined by either itself or other related terms such 
as consciousness, subjectivity, and selfhood (Farthing, 1992). At minimum, a certain level of 
arousal is required for awareness; an unconscious human, though alive, is most assuredly not 
aware. There is much debate, dating back at least to the nineteenth century, as to whether 
awareness and attention are distinct or inseparable processes (Wundt, 1874). Nonetheless, the 
development of awareness and attention processes is believed to be important for the benefits 
of mindfulness practice (Mikulas, 2011). Within ACT, the process of PMA brings flexible, yet 
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deliberate, attention to one’s experiences, whether outside or within the skin, as they happen 
(Wilson & DuFrene, 2009).

Inner and Outer Experiences
Inner experiences, also referred to as private experiences such as thoughts, emotions, and body 
sensations (Hayes et al., 2012), are often considered the root of problems in therapy. At times, 
the motivation for therapy lies in these problematic private experiences, or rather in the desire 
to control private experiences. Clients wish to no longer experience guilt, to rid themselves 
of anxious thoughts, to delete certain memories, or to be free of emotional or physical pain. 
ACT provides a useful framework for dealing with private experiences because the goal is not 
to get rid of them, but rather to manage private experiences better so that they do not control 
behavior.

Often paradoxical to client expectation, ACT advocates that these experiences be noticed 
without trying to change them, and there are good reasons to do so. Repeated experiences with 
problematic private experiences often lead to habitual avoidance responses. The individual 
with chronic pain forgoes activities because they “know” what will happen. This is what the 
mind does: it makes predictions based on past occurrences. Because it is impossible to remove 
learning histories, ACT argues that getting rid of such future projections is also impossible. 
Additionally, trying to control private experiences inherently consumes attention and further 
entangles the client with language processes. It is next to impossible to be fully present dur-
ing meaningful activities when engaged in a private tug- of- war. Allowing problematic private 
experiences to be there will free up limited attentional resources.

In contrast to inner experiences which are often seen as problematic, events happen-
ing outside the skin are where most values live, such as spending quality time with friends 
and family, helping others, appreciating nature, enjoying a book or movie, working toward 
important goals, participating in meaningful tasks, and savoring leisure activities. While these 
outer experiences may consist of a certain degree of thinking, they mostly involve doing. One 
key importance of PMA methods applied in clinical practice is to promote awareness of outer 
experiences for the purpose of workability. The goal is not for clients to perseverate on main-
taining awareness of inner or outer experiences of “I’m noticing this” and “now I’m notic-
ing that,” or to learn that living in the moment entails no conscious thought. Rather, PMA 
increases the opportunity to come in contact with these valued outer experiences.

Awareness and Thoughts
Thoughts are difficult to define, but for simplicity’s sake they can be considered mental experi-
ences that are not tied to here- and- now physical experiences. The ability to remember, evaluate, 
plan, organize, reason, compare, and fantasize is quite an impressive feat of human cognition 
and is no doubt responsible for the advancement of the species, as well as its suffering (Hayes 
et al., 2012). Also impressive is the ability, known as metacognition, to be aware of these cog-
nitive processes as they are occurring (Flavell, 1979). Thoughts can often be significant barriers 
to psychological flexibility, for example, when linked to rule- governed behavior. Thus, PMA 
applied to thinking and its products deserves careful clinical consideration.

Bringing awareness to the process of thinking may be disruptive to the stream of thoughts, 
for example, when attempting to solve a math problem. However, that same level of disruption 
has clinical utility because PMA can create the necessary space to step back from thoughts. 
Consider rumination, a hallmark trait of many clinical conditions, including depression, anxi-
ety, eating disorders, binge drinking, and self- harm (Nolen- Hoeksema, Wisco, & Lyubomirsky, 
2008). Rumination is defined as “the mode of responding to distress that involves repetitively 
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and passively focusing on symptoms of distress and on the possible causes and consequences 
of these symptoms” (Nolen- Hoeksema et al., 2008, p. 401). When ruminating, clients are 
not present. They are in a verbally constructed past or future attempting to understand or fix 
a problem, despite evidence that problems seldom get understood or fixed in this way. PMA 
helps clients notice this experience. This is the prerequisite first step: to be aware of what is 
going on. This space then provides the foundation for the other ACT processes to guide the 
client toward workable action.

This is not to say that PMA “fixes” thinking problems. We simply do not have tight 
control over what thoughts show up in the next moment. This is why a major focus of ACT 
is not getting rid of thinking, but rather changing one’s relationship with thinking. Humans 
will always be interacting with thoughts throughout their lifespan. Therefore, one can only 
manage thoughts. With awareness, one can notice the act of thinking, choose how to respond 
to thoughts and other private experiences, and make choices based on values as opposed to 
impulse or habit.

Awareness and Emotions
It is natural to avoid stimuli that elicit negative emotions such as fear, anxiety, and shame and 
to seek out stimuli that generate positive emotions. Because aversive emotions will often pres-
ent barriers to committed action, willingness to experience unwanted emotions in the service 
of values is a central feature of ACT. In this context, PMA becomes important in several 
ways. First, because emotions strongly influence approach and avoidance behaviors, they are 
so inherently tied to action that clients will often believe their actions are automatic. Anger 
is a fitting example, as states of intense anger can influence impulsive behavior with minimal 
awareness. However, with increased PMA, one can better observe antecedents of unworkable 
actions fueled by emotions. Second, emotional awareness can help identify choice- points to 
engage with values and not fall into the habit of avoidance. Unpleasant emotions often show 
up where values lie. For example, a father may avoid having a close relationship with his adult 
son because of the guilt he feels from being an absent parent. While the client may associate 
this guilt with the past (less of a concern in ACT), its presence is connected to a value (e.g., 
parenting) in the present; namely, that guilt is experienced because the value is important now. 
Third, PMA helps provide an experiential understanding of the ebb and flow of emotions. 
Emotions are temporally bound and do not last forever (Koole, 2009). This in itself can be 
very helpful for managing unpleasant emotions.

Awareness and Interoception
Interoception is a complex set of processes that can be broadly defined as the perception of 
internal bodily signals (Khalsa et al., 2018). Within the verbal human, this naturally entails 
the appraisal or meaning of internal bodily signals. Examples of interoceptive stimuli include 
heart rate, respiration, thermoregulation, muscle tension, hunger, fatigue, and pain. There is 
great interest in the overlap of interoception and emotion, cognition, decision making, and 
self- regulation, with some arguing that interoception is the foundation for conscious aware-
ness itself (Craig, 2010).

Interoception is important within ACT for several reasons. First, many clinical conditions 
are associated with interoception dysfunction, including depression, anxiety, chronic pain, 
panic disorder, and substance use disorders (Khalsa et al., 2018). Second, orienting clients to 
attend to internal bodily states is often used in and out of session to promote PMA, as well as 
defusion, acceptance, and self- as- context. For example, if a client becomes highly distressed 
in session, the therapist may ask them where the emotion is currently being felt in the body 
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or to notice the sensation of the breath, taking the client out of verbal- dominated experience. 
Third, the source of avoidance may be related to interoceptive avoidance, such as drinking to 
avoid withdrawal or staying at home to avoid experiencing elevated heart rate and chest pain. 
Thus, helping clients increase their willingness to experience unpleasant interoceptive stimuli 
may be key to promoting psychological flexibility.

It is important, however, to consider that individuals vary in interoceptive awareness and 
events that trigger heightened attention toward interoceptive signals. Although the literature is 
mixed, interoceptive awareness is often positively associated with anxiety (Domschke, Stevens, 
Pfleiderer, & Gerlach, 2010; Mallorquí- Bagué, Bulbena, Pailhez, Garfinkel, & Critchley, 
2016) and negatively associated with depression (Khalsa & Lapidus, 2016; Pollatos, Traut- 
Mattausch, & Schandry, 2009). Thus, it is important to emphasize that within ACT, or ther-
apy in general, the goal would not be to blindly increase interoception, but rather to consider 
the spectrum of interoceptive awareness during case conceptualization. For those lower on the 
spectrum, increasing awareness through various mindfulness strategies may be helpful. For 
those higher on the spectrum, decreasing awareness is often not possible. Once you are aware 
of something, making oneself unaware often does not work. In these instances, promoting 
defusion and acceptance may be helpful.

Awareness and Compassion
PMA entails an orientation of curiosity, kindness, openness, and acceptance toward each 
aspect of present moment experiences. This observing and nonjudgmental acknowledgment 
of what is, practiced over time, can engender a compassionate stance toward oneself and oth-
ers (Neff & Dahm, 2015). Among evidence- based compassion training programs, including 
compassion cultivation training (Jazaieri et al., 2013), compassion- based cognitive therapy 
(Ash, Harrison, Pinto, DiClemente, & Negi, 2021), compassion- focused therapy (Gilbert, 
2014), and mindful self- compassion (Neff & Germer, 2013), PMA lays the foundation for 
subsequent compassion practices and exercises. In order to address suffering, either in oneself 
or in others, it must first be noticed. Thus, PMA plays an important role in increasing com-
passion. While the goal of ACT is not cultivating compassion per se, at least one study has 
demonstrated that ACT can be successfully modified to focus on self- compassion (Yadavaia, 
Hayes, & Vilardaga, 2014).

Integration of Present Moment Awareness with Other ACT Processes
Most forms of psychotherapy attempt to promote awareness of experiences that were pre-
viously outside of awareness. Within ACT, this is similarly true, but with an emphasis on 
private experiences occurring in the present moment. Asking clients to specify what thoughts 
they are experiencing, where emotions are felt, and what bodily sensations are present is 
important for both client and therapist. For the client, labeling private experiences serves sev-
eral useful functions. First, it promotes PMA. In order for the client to specify their internal 
world, they must first contact their internal world in the present. It also fuels other processes, 
particularly defusion and self- as- context. If one can notice these internal experiences, one 
cannot be the same thing as these internal experiences; through this noticing, one can recog-
nize that they are the experiencer and not what is experienced. Perhaps most important, the 
practice of labeling private experiences, and the benefits of doing so, are intended to general-
ize beyond therapy. It is outside of therapy where the client lives their life and where valued 
actions are more readily available. For the therapist, it removes guess work as to what the 
client is experiencing and provides the kind of information needed for a functional analysis. 
A client telling the therapist, “I was just thinking about how upset my partner would be with 
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me,” provides rich historical and situational context and sheds light on the client’s values. 
Thus, in a sense, all of the other ACT processes arise from PMA. If the present moment is all 
there is, how could this not be the case?

Defusion
Many instances of experiential avoidance are intertwined with the tendency to believe the 
literal content of thoughts; thus, cognitive defusion is one of the key processes of the ACT 
approach (Hayes et al., 2012). Being able to notice thoughts as thoughts (i.e., products of 
thinking), helps diminish the literality of these events. It allows for greater choice to act in 
ways that may violate the content of thoughts. Many PMA practices also enable the practice 
of defusion. Consider mindfully following the sensation of breathing. When ongoing thinking 
is noticed, it is released and attention is returned to the breath.

Acceptance
The behavior of acceptance, that is, allowing the presence of all positive and negative inner 
and outer experiences, is an alternative to experiential avoidance. PMA can help clients 
stay in contact with unpleasant internal experiences, and therefore it can clearly facilitate 
acceptance. However, because of the often long, complex histories associated with avoid-
ance, the open and aware stance of acceptance can be overwhelming to some. When this is 
the case, the attention training embedded in PMA practices can offer different strategies. 
For example, many anxiety- related conditions are associated with a narrowing of attention, 
such as fixating on one body sensation or cognition. Intentionally noticing different ele-
ments of the internal experience (for example, through a grounding exercise to focus on the 
feeling in one’s feet, or the external experience such as focusing on the sounds of a ticking 
clock or chirping birds in the environment) can loosen up attentional rigidity and allow for 
additional choices.

Self- as- Context
From an ACT perspective, the conscious experience of a self occurs through relational fram-
ing, specifically the I- here- now perspective (Torneke, 2010). I- here- now is the foundation 
not only for self- as- context, but also for the sense of self that is most central to PMA, self- as- 
process. This sense of self refers to the ongoing, observable aspects of ourselves occurring in 
the moment. However, unlike self- as- context, which refers to an unchangeable aspect of the 
self, self- as- process is always in flux. In essence, PMA infers change. You will only ever know 
I- here- now, but what you get when you contact I- here- now is different from any other I- here- 
now experience. In this way, it can be helpful to view PMA as a kind of constant update to the 
now. You will always return to the same perspective, but what you find will always be different. 
Sometime it will be slightly different, other times dramatically different.

Values
Core values are principles that guide action. In effect, values are the internalized and intrinsic 
motivations underlying effective action instead of responding to the short- term contingencies 
of the immediate context. Often, the learning histories and processes that have led to experi-
ential avoidance make it difficult for one to recognize, acknowledge, or articulate the personal 
values that give their life meaning. Indeed, some clients are quite adamant that they either do 
not have personal values. Bringing focused attention, curiosity, and awareness through PMA 
can bring one’s values into sharper focus; once identified, PMA can help one choose actions in 
accordance with these values.
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Committed Action
Committed action is the purposeful behavior that moves one closer to values- consistent goals. 
PMA is important for choosing how to act, whether that be replacing a values- inconsistent 
behavior, like excessive drinking, or initiating a values- consistent behavior, like showing affec-
tion. Increasing awareness and attention in the present moment to behavior and its function 
for the client can activate the orientation and behavior change toward valued direction (Bailey, 
Ciarrochi, & Harris, 2014). PMA allows one to notice opportunities for behavioral choice; 
without PMA, one can fall back into habit.

Relational Frame Theory and Present Moment Awareness
The ACT approach is rooted in the principles of RFT, a modern behavioral theory of human 
language and cognition (Hayes et al., 2012). Based on behavior analytic principles, RFT pro-
poses that the foundation of human language and cognition is relational responding and the 
emergence of derived stimulus relations (e.g., coordination) among stimuli established in the 
absence of direct training, and the alterations of stimulus function based on derived relations 
(Torneke, 2010). These features are believed to underlie the vastness of human cognition and 
the ability to reason and solve complex problems. A core assumption of ACT is that, while this 
ability has greatly served the species, language processes dominate over direct contingencies, 
such that responding often continues even when there is evidence of unworkability.

What makes matters particularly challenging for clients is that relational networks around 
psychological problems often have an extensive history. ACT purposely embraces the use of 
metaphors and exercises to circumvent these relational networks and increase the opportunity 
to stay in contact with and learn from direct contingencies. Further, exercises such as asking a 
client to establish a relationship between seemingly unrelated stimuli (e.g., “How are an eraser 
and an airplane similar?”) allows an experiential understanding of derived stimulus relations 
and can help alter one’s relationship with the process of thinking. Developing a healthy skepti-
cism of thinking paves the way for defusion, which, in turn, paves the way for greater contact 
with the present moment.

A quote popularly attributed to B. F. Skinner, that “the major difference between rats and 
humans is that rats learn from experience,” captures the essence of effective behavior entails. In 
order to learn from experience, one must remain in the present moment. Strengthening PMA 
skills can be helpful for not only bringing awareness to when unhelpful language processes 
are activated, but also leverage to stay in contact with the direct contingencies of behaving in 
the immediate internal and external environment. In effect, PMA can help humans be more 
like rats— better connected to the present moment and not so heavily influenced by inner 
experiences.

Assessment and Application of Present Moment Awareness 
in ACT Trials
It is difficult to clearly distinguish PMA from the other ACT processes. Defusing from thoughts, 
allowing unpleasant experiences to be without struggle, connecting with a transcendent sense 
of self, and committing to values- based actions all overlap with PMA. While this highlights 
the importance of PMA within ACT, it also makes studying the importance of PMA nearly 
impossible in controlled research settings. Indeed, recent dismantling trials have forgone any 
attempt to isolate PMA, focusing instead on examining the role of defusion, acceptance, com-
mitted action, and values (Levin, Krafft, & Twohig, 2020; Vilatte et al., 2016).

An additional challenge is the measurement of PMA. While one can choose from many 
measures of mindfulness, there is no “gold standard,” and often these measures contain 
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elements of acceptance, defusion, and/ or self- as- context. Among available measures, the 
Mindful Attention and Awareness Scale (MAAS) appears to best approximate PMA. As the 
name suggests, this scale was developed to exclusively capture present moment attention and 
awareness and intentionally excluded attitudinal components, such as acceptance (Brown & 
Ryan, 2003). Like most mindfulness measures, however, the MAAS has been criticized on 
multiple fronts, including construct and convergent validity (Grossman, 2011). This presents 
significant limitations to the understanding of PMA within ACT. Until a reliable and valid 
measure can be isolated, if it can be, investigators will need to use a mindfulness measure of 
their choosing as a proxy for PMA. To aid in this decision, a list of common mindfulness mea-
sures and their characteristics is provided in Table 10.1.

Many ACT trials demonstrate significant improvements in various measures of mindful-
ness, yet there has been less convincing evidence that these improvements are an important 
mediator of treatment outcomes. Two pilot studies showed preliminary evidence of mindful-
ness as a mediator of treatment outcomes (Forman, Butryn, Hoffman, & Herbert, 2009; 
White et al., 2011). In a larger study (n =  168) that assessed individuals who completed an 
ACT- based interdisciplinary treatment for chronic pain, improvements in mindfulness as mea-
sured by the MAAS were associated with improvement in physical and psychosocial disability 
and pain- related anxiety; however, these associations became nonsignificant after accounting 
for other psychological flexibility processes (McCraken & Gutiérrez- Martínez, 2011). In an 
ACT- based intervention for social anxiety disorder, mindfulness and acceptance- based group 
therapy (MAGT), mindfulness was identified as a mechanism of change in reductions of social 
anxiety (Kocovski, Fleming, Hawley, Ho, & Antony, 2015). Interestingly, mindfulness was 
also a mechanism of change in the CBT comparison condition. Given the inherent limitations 
in measuring PMA and the existing scant literature, more research is needed to better examine 
the direct and indirect role of PMA in improving functional outcomes within ACT.

Research on Neurophysiological Correlates of Mindfulness
Because PMA is an element of mindfulness, we provide a brief overview of the physiological 
correlates of mindfulness more generally. Changes in the activity and structure of the anterior 
cingulate cortex, a region associated with attention, are most consistently linked to mindful-
ness practice (Chiesa & Serretti, 2010; Tang, Hölzel, & Posner, 2015). Reliable change is also 
observed in the default mode networks, which are implicated in self- referential processing, as 
well as the insula and fronto- limbic networks, which are linked to self- awareness and emotion 
regulation processes, respectively (Tang et al., 2015). These findings fit well with theoretical 
and empirical accounts of the benefits of mindfulness practice in improving attention, body 
awareness, emotional regulation, and the perspective of self (Hölzel et al., 2011). Several stud-
ies demonstrate that these physiological correlates are associated with positive clinical out-
comes, including reductions in depression and anxiety and improvements in resilience and 
alexithymia (Young et al., 2018).

There also is growing evidence that mindfulness practice has an impact on the immune 
and stress- regulatory systems. Meta- analyses in this area have linked mindfulness practice to 
reduced cortisol, blood pressure, heart rate, triglycerides and tumor- necrosis factor- alpha, 
decreased activity of inflammatory markers such as nuclear factor Kappa B and levels of C- 
reactive protein, and increased activity of the cell- mediated immune response (e.g., CD4 +  T) 
and telomerase, which is protective against cellular aging mechanisms (Black & Slavich, 2016; 
Pascoe, Thompson, Jenkins, & Ski, 2017). The relationship between mindfulness and cardio-
vascular and autonomic system functioning also has received research interest. One popular 
assessment method is heart rate variability (HRV). HRV reflects the degree of parasympathetic 
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and sympathetic influence on heart rate, with higher levels indicating greater parasympathetic 
and less sympathetic activation. A 2018 systematic review and meta- analysis that included 17 
studies of mind– body exercise programs like Tai Chi and yoga found small- to- moderate effects 
on HRV (Zou et al., 2018), while a 2019 systematic review and meta- analysis that included 
only four studies of mindfulness meditation- based programs found mixed and inconclusive 
effects (Radmark, Sidorchuk, Osika, & Niemi, 2019). Thus, more research is needed to exam-
ine the link between mindfulness practices and autonomic system functioning.

The growing body of literature on the potential neurophysiological mechanisms of mind-
fulness in general suggests the value of conducting related research within ACT. However, 
nearly all studies of ACT and its processes have remained focused on psychological outcomes 
such as behavioral, cognitive, and emotional functioning. Studies to examine the neurophysi-
ological predictors of response or changes related to ACT processes, including PMA, would be 
useful in corroborating the clinical findings and validating change processes at multiple levels 
of understanding, including sociocultural, behavioral, psychological, neurobiological, physi-
ological, and genetic levels (Hayes, Hoffmann, & Ciarrochi, 2020). Additionally, this multi-
level approach to assessing predictors and outcomes of treatment can explicate both behavioral 
and biological targets for intervention, inform treatment choices, and help refine more precise 
interventions. Given that human behavior results from the interaction of psychological, bio-
logical, physiological, and sociocultural systems, it is ultimately this type of work where basic 
and behavioral research inform each other that has the greatest likelihood to determine what 
treatment works for whom under what conditions to reduce human suffering.

Clinical Research Directions
More work remains to be done to better understand and capitalize on the role of PMA in the 
context of ACT. In this section, we focus on three broad, overlapping research areas that may 
serve to advance the impact of PMA and other processes in ACT interventions.

Integration of Formal Mindfulness Practice within ACT
Surprisingly, very few ACT trials report on the degree of formal mindfulness meditation prac-
tice adherence, or assess the relationship between time spent in formal practice and treatment 
outcomes. Outside of ACT, meditation adherence is generally associated with positive out-
comes. For example, a 2017 meta- analysis that included 1427 participants across 43 studies 
of MBSR or MBCT found a small but significant association between formal mindfulness 
meditation practice adherence and intervention outcome (Parsons, Crane, Parsons, Fjorback, 
& Kuyken, 2017). Nonetheless, there is much to learn about mindfulness meditation, how it 
should be practiced, and how it should be monitored. Given that therapy occurs, at best, dur-
ing weekly one- hour sessions, mindfulness meditation practice outside the therapy session has 
great potential to assist the therapeutic process.

From the standpoint that formal mindfulness practice bolsters PMA and improves out-
comes, it only seems logical that every client should undertake mindfulness meditation prac-
tice. However, it is not that simple. It is possible that formal mindfulness meditation practice 
could have a negative impact on the ultimate goal of psychological flexibility. For example, 
formal practice could itself be used as a form of experiential avoidance. Imagine a client that 
uses formal mindfulness practice solely to relax and distract from day- to- day living, the kind 
of living that ACT seeks to directly impact. Thus, it is important not to lose focus on the goal 
of formal mediation in ACT to increase psychological flexibility and ultimately functioning, 
and not to become an expert meditator.
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Despite these potential pitfalls, examining the integration of formal mindfulness medi-
tation practice within ACT may be fruitful as there is some empirical evidence that formal 
practice targets other mindfulness and acceptance processes of the psychological flexibility 
model. This includes not only PMA, but also acceptance (e.g., as measured by the Acceptance 
and Action Questionnaire- II; Arlt Mutch, Evans, & Wyka, 2020) and cognitive defusion (e.g., 
as measured by the Experiences Questionnaire; Hoge et al., 2015), as well as qualitative data 
supporting the development of an “observing self ” during MBSR (Kerr, Josyula, & Littenberg, 
2011). For those who practice mindfulness meditation, this is likely self- evident.

We also postulate that formal mindfulness meditation practice can increase trait mind-
fulness, or the predisposition to be mindful in daily life (Kiken, Garland, Bluth, Palsson, & 
Gaylord, 2015), which in turn, may maximize the reinforcing potential of meaningful life 
activities (i.e., committed action in the service of values- driven goals). Taken together, we pro-
pose a conceptual model in which formal mindfulness meditation practice directly and indi-
rectly (via increased trait mindfulness) targets all psychological flexibility processes (depicted 
in Figure 10.1) to ultimately increase optimal functioning. The intention of these linkages is 
not to claim that practicing mindfulness meditation is practicing ACT, or vice versa, but rather 
to provide a testable rationale for mindfulness practice in the context of ACT. One of our own 
clinical trials is currently examining the impact of integrated formal mindfulness practice with 
ACT for chronic pain. We encourage other research to explicate the relationships with and 
value of formal mindfulness practice in ACT.

Real- World and Real- Time Measurement of Mindfulness
A 2015 meta- analysis of mindfulness- based programs found that 37 of 72 trials (51 percent) 
failed to demonstrate significant improvement in mindfulness (Visted, Vøllestad, Nielsen, & 
Nielsen, 2015). Given the challenges of measuring mindfulness as previously discussed, this 
finding must be reviewed with caution. One solution to move the field forward is to consider 
the method of measurement. Like other standard paper– pencil assessments, most mindfulness 
measures inquire about past behavior, typically over the previous week, which inherently suf-
fers from recall bias. This is problematic for any construct measured in this way, but perhaps 
even more problematic for a construct like mindfulness.

Psychological Flexibility

Functional Improvement

Change ProcessesAcceptance Processes

Present Moment
Awareness

Acceptance Cognitive
Defusion

Self-as-
Context

Increased Trait MindfulnessFormal Mindfulness Meditation Practice

Committed
Action

Values

Figure 10.1. Conceptual model of benefits of integrating formal mindfulness meditation practice with ACT 
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Ecological momentary assessment (EMA) is one solution to improve the precision of 
measurement. EMA, also referred to as experience sampling, refers to the repeated sampling 
of behavior in real- world (ecological), real- time (momentary) settings. The benefits of these 
designs are a reduction in recall bias and an in- depth assessment of contextual variables that 
precede, co- occur, and follow a behavior of interest between and within individuals (Shiffman, 
Stone, & Hufford, 2008). A recent systematic review (Enkema, McClain, Bird, Halvorson, 
& Larimer, 2020) identified only eight studies that examined momentary mindfulness, sug-
gesting the need for expanded research in this area. To provide one example of the nuances 
that EMA can provide, Gotink and colleagues (2016) found that momentary mindfulness 
predicted increased positive and decreased negative affect at the next assessment when analyzed 
within days. Interestingly, when examined across days, positive and negative affect the day 
before predicted decreased and increased momentary mindfulness at the next day, respectively. 
Further, two studies included in the review reported nonsignificant relationships between ret-
rospective mindfulness and momentary mindfulness, providing additional concern over the 
standard paper– pencil assessment of mindfulness. By integrating EMA into future research, 
investigators will have additional tools to examine the utility of PMA and mindfulness within 
ACT trials.

EMA methods also can be used to improve the measurement of mindfulness practice. 
Most studies rely on weekly logs to measure practice, whereas some do not measure practice 
at all. The increasing popularity of mindfulness apps has enabled a more objective and prefer-
able method of measuring practice by extrapolating time spent on the app. However, even 
this method has limitations. For instance, individuals may listen to the app while engaging in 
other activities or they may prefer to practice without the app. A multimodal approach may 
help improve the measurement of practice. For example, daily EMA prompts inquiring about 
the duration and characteristics of practice could be obtained along with objective app use to 
corroborate reports.

Just- in- Time Interventions
Just- in- time adaptive interventions are intended to offer clients tailored interventions in real- 
world, real- time settings. Similar to the benefits of using EMA for capturing data, just- in- time 
interventions hold promise to circumvent many of the challenges within the current model of 
weekly or less frequent therapy sessions. Clients live busy and complex lives, and it is nearly 
impossible to predict what type of future skill will best serve the client in future contexts. The 
just- in- time designs use mobile and sensing technologies to determine when and what type 
of intervention is needed. Within ACT, Levin, Navarro, Cruz, and Haeger (2019) demon-
strated the utility of tailoring acceptance and defusion skills in a nonclinical sample based on 
responses to a check- in assessment on a mobile app. Although tailoring PMA and values skills 
was no more effective than randomly assigning these skills, additional research is needed to 
better understand when and how promoting just- in- time PMA exercises can influence psy-
chological flexibility.

A wide- array of passive data can be collected to trigger just- in- time adaptive interven-
tions. These include data that can be captured on smartphones (e.g., GPS), wearable tech-
nology (e.g., heart rate, physical activity), and household items (e.g., sensors on refrigerator 
doors). These interventions are constantly evolving with technology, and much remains to be 
learned. With the ability to capture more and more data and provide intervention based on 
present moment context, it is critical that appropriate health behavior change theories help 
steer the approach (Nahum- Shani et al., 2018). The psychological flexibility model provides 
useful guidance, yet ACT trials are still in the early stages of integrating EMA and just- in- time 
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interventions. With well- thought- out designs, there is great potential to improve the under-
standing and application of PMA, as well as other processes, within ACT.

Conclusion
PMA is of critical importance to ACT and is the foundational process upon which other 
processes rest. Within our ability to be present and aware is our ability to stay open to inner 
and outer experiences while choosing to act on what matters. PMA is also the cornerstone of 
mindfulness- based interventions in which formal mindfulness meditation enhances awareness 
and improves clinical outcomes. The growing literature on the neurophysiological correlates of 
mindfulness also suggests multiple changes linked with the practice of mindfulness. However, 
much remains to be learned about the particular role of PMA in ACT and its potential direct 
and indirect effects on behavior change.

Undoubtedly, much debate will continue about what PMA exactly is, how to measure it, 
and how it should be practiced. From a research perspective, future studies should examine 
the potential benefits of formal mindfulness meditation practice in the context of ACT and 
capitalize on technology to measure and support PMA and other ACT processes in real- world 
and real- time settings. A multilevel approach that integrates basic (RFT and neurophysiologi-
cal) and applied research can further elucidate change processes and help refine mindfulness 
strategies and ACT interventions to better address clients’ needs. From a clinical standpoint, 
PMA allows us to see beyond the thoughts and emotions that bind us to our past or imag-
ined future and to commit to behave in ways that are congruent with our deeply held values. 
That is as true for therapists as it is for clients— in fact, for all us. What may matter most is 
our own willingness to be fully present with our experiences and relationships, to be aware of 
our own reactions, judgments, and insights that show up, and to respond with openness and 
compassion.
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 Self- as- Context

Louise McHugh and Alison Stapleton

Abstract
The ability to understand ourselves and take others’ perspectives is fundamental to the 
development of  our sense of  self. This article explores self- as- context, an acceptance and 
commitment therapy process that fosters a healthy sense of  self  and flexible perspective- 
taking. The discussion begins with a conceptual overview of  self- as- context, highlighting its 
relevance to psychological well- being and its relation to both relational frame theory and 
traditional behavior- analytic principles. Also provided here are clinical descriptions of  the 
process of  change involved in developing a self- as- context repertoire and the means of  
assessing self- as- context, as well as a synthesis of  the research that has been done on self- 
as- context to date. Finally, future directions for research and practice with this process of  
change are described.

Key Words: self- as- context, perspective- taking, relational frame theory, selfing, self, 
psychological flexibility, acceptance and commitment therapy

“I’m a waste of  space. I am not even worth my own time and effort. I 
don’t do anything that matters and when I do try to do things I mess 
them up anyway. I don’t actually matter to anyone in my life. I am just 

a burden who causes others to suffer. I cannot stand myself. The world 
would be a much better place if  I was not in it.”

—Adapted from an ACT realplay in a training context.

Our view of our self and who we are has a huge impact on the life we live. As practitioners 
and/ or researchers interested in human behavior, we cannot ignore issues to do with the self, 
as every person has a sense of self. From an acceptance and commitment therapy (ACT) 
perspective, how we view and relate to our self is often limited and fails to capture much of 
who we are. Often, we view our self as being a collection of labels, evaluations, descriptions, 
and experiences. However, these are not stable parts of our self, and inflexibility with our 
view in this regard is highly problematic. For an example, see the excerpt from a therapy 
session presented at the beginning of this article. Rather than viewing ourselves as literally 
this content, stepping back and viewing our self as the container or observer promotes better 
long- term outcomes. Self- as- context is one of the six core processes of ACT and refers to this 
container view. Specifically, self- as- context is the perspective from which our self content and 
moment- to- moment ongoing experiences of self are observed.
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In this article we provide a conceptual overview of self- as- context, focusing on how it 
applies to improving psychological problems and its relation to relational frame theory (RFT) 
and traditional behavior- analytic principles. In addition, we describe the means to measure 
self- as- context, clinical descriptions of the process of change involved in developing a self- as- 
context repertoire, and research on self- as- context to date. Finally, we explore future directions 
for research and practice with this process of change.

Developing a Self- ing Repertoire
A sense of self originates in learning to discriminate one’s own and others’ behavior. Children learn 
to relate to their own behavior as different from that of others by learning three key “deictic” or 
“perspective” relations: I versus YOU; HERE versus THERE; and NOW versus THEN. They 
learn to respond appropriately to questions such as “What are YOU doing HERE?, What am 
I doing NOW?, What was I doing THEN?” and so on. They also learn that whenever they are 
asked about their own behavior, they always answer from the point of view of I, HERE, and NOW. 
They learn that this perspective is consistent and different from that of others. For example, if 
you ask one author about their behavior, they will always answer from the position of I, HERE, 
and NOW in response to your question asked by YOU, THERE (where you are), and THEN 
(when you asked— a few seconds ago). “I” is always from this perspective here, not from someone 
else’s perspective there. A sense of self is therefore abstracted through learning to talk about one’s 
perspective in relation to other perspectives. As we relationally frame more and more of our own 
behavior (e.g., “I feel scared”) and compare it with that of others (“I am more scared than you”), we 
begin to have a concept of self (“I am an anxious person”). As the child grows into an adult, these 
repertoires of framing one’s behavior in relation to that of others becomes increasingly fluent. As 
a sense of self develops, so too does the ability to understand that others have desires, beliefs, and 
wishes. From the contextual behavioral science (CBS) perspective, relational framing underpins the 
development of empathy, a sophisticated sense of self, and transcendence (McHugh et al., 2019).

From the CBS point of view, there are three functionally different self- repertoires: (1) self- 
as- content; (2) self- as- process; and (3) self- as- context (Hayes, 1995; see Table 11.1). Before 
describing these three self- repertoires, it is important to note a terminological issue. In contrast 
to mainstream traditional approaches, CBS defines the self as an action (i.e., responding to 

Table 11.1 A summary of the self- repertoires in accordance with contextual behavioral science

Self- Repertoire Definition Example Therapeutic Question 
Prompts

Self- as- content Stories, evaluations, 
and descriptions 
about “I”

“I am boring” “I am not 
enough” “I am a failure”

“List things about yourself? 
How do you describe 
yourself? What descriptions 
of yourself limit you?”

Self- as- process Ongoing knowing 
self/  current 
experience

“I am currently having 
the thought that I am ‘not 
enough’ and feeling anxiety.”

“What were you feeling 
then? And what are you 
feeling now?”

Self- as- context Flexible 
perspective- taking

“I notice that my thoughts 
and feelings are part of me 
but I am more than these 
parts. I am the witness of 
all my experiences across 
my life.”

“Who is noticing? Notice 
you are having the thought 
that you are not good 
enough. Who is having 
that thought??
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one’s own responding) and not as an entity. Hence, it is arguably more appropriate within 
our approach to use the term self- ing (i.e., as a verb) rather than the self (i.e., as a noun) for 
the phenomenon in which we are interested. Sometimes it seems more appropriate, and less 
confusing, to refer to the self as a “product” of the action of self- ing, rather than to refer to the 
action itself, and thus at times in this article the term self is used as well.

Self- as- Content
Self- as- content consists of all the labels, evaluations, and descriptions that people construct about 
themselves and their histories over time (e.g., “I am bad at writing book chapters, I am only pretty 
with make- up, I am shy in public”). As soon as verbal humans become self- aware, they begin 
to interpret, explain, evaluate, predict, and rationalize their behaviors. They strive to organize 
their descriptions and evaluations of personal histories and tendencies into a consistent presenta-
tion of a “self” that generally persists across time and situations. For example, someone might 
describe themselves as a kind person based on a noticed behavior pattern over time whereby they 
frequently give compassionate advice, time, or assistance to other people. This description which 
they might use to portray themselves to others is coherent in that it groups together function-
ally similar instances of behavior consistent with the concept of kindness as they have learned it.

Self- as- content includes every verbally known aspect of life that integrates self- knowledge 
of one´s current and historical feelings, sensations, preferences, abilities, thoughts, interac-
tions, learning, and the like— in fact, all of one’s conscious experiences. It is also multilayered 
because contingencies support different depths of self- knowledge in different contexts. For 
example, a person might explain a given instance of behavior to their boss in a different way 
than they would explain it to their therapist. Also, the way they might present themselves or 
even think of themselves might be very different with different people (e.g., friends, family, 
work colleagues) based on differences in their history with different individuals.

Self- evaluations are always made here and now about current (HERE and NOW) and 
noncurrent (THERE and THEN) behaviors. However, people rarely attend to the process of 
interpreting and evaluating as it happens in the present moment— in other words, to the fact 
that this process is itself an act of relational framing. Difficulties can occur when the products 
of relational framing (e.g., thoughts, judgments, comparisons, beliefs) are responded to as 
objectively true and as inherent aspects of the real world. When such responding (e.g., believ-
ing thoughts such as “I am worthless”) results in dysfunctional or maladaptive behavioral 
outcomes (e.g., experiential avoidance), this is referred to in ACT as cognitive fusion (see Ruiz, 
Gil- Luciano, & Segura- Vargas, this volume, for more discussion of cognitive fusion).

One particularly important aspect of self- as- content is the issue of coherence that is built 
into language and how it impacts the sense of self. Language is useful because it allows people 
to predict and influence the behavior of others as well as to alter their environment in certain 
ways (e.g., problem solving). However, in order for it to work in this way, there must be a 
certain level of coherence between the formulations themselves as well as between what people 
say and what they actually do. Society trains children to be coherent and consistent in their 
use of language from the moment they first begin to speak. For example, imagine a young 
boy sees a dog for the first time and says that he is scared of the dog. As he gets more curious, 
he approaches the dog and says he loves it. An adult might laugh at the child's incoherent 
responding, unintentionally punishing the child for flexibility in favor of coherence. People 
are directly trained to provide consistent responses. So, any changes in preferences or opinions 
are often met with aversive stimuli (e.g., people laughing at us).

Coherence becomes associated with social reinforcement (e.g., we get praise for work-
ing things out, for being right), while lack of coherence becomes associated with social 
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punishment (e.g., we get directly punished or perhaps are even ridiculed). Cognitive fusion 
and coherence can be problematic when self- evaluations (e.g., “I’m selfish”) come to appear 
as historically rooted and unchangeable (e.g., “I’ve learned to be selfish because I’ve never had 
anyone else have my back”). People’s stories may become rigid and ossified and no longer mere 
descriptions of past behavior, and rather also become guides of future behavior in directions 
that maintain the story’s coherence (e.g., “Because I’m selfish, people often end up not liking 
me, even in intimate relationships. On the other hand, what can I do? You can’t teach an old 
dog new tricks! So maybe it’s best that I continue to look out for myself as much as possible 
because, ultimately, I’m not going to get on with people anyway”). This may result in the 
person ignoring or discounting contradictory evidence (e.g., “Yes, I was kind and generous in 
that specific case, but it suited me to act that way at that time”), selectively attending to and 
amplifying confirmatory evidence (e.g., “As a result of thinking only of myself, I’ve let people 
down time and time again”), and acting in ways that are consistent with their story about who 
they are and how they came to be that way.

Conceptualized self- stories can lay a trap in that they can appear to explain the causes of a 
person’s past behavior. A person might say things like: “I failed that exam because I’m stupid” 
or “I didn’t get out of bed today because I’m depressed.” This kind of reasoning, though com-
mon, can create a self- amplifying feedback loop where one seems to lose the ability to change 
what one does because what a person does is who they are and who they are is what they have 
done in their past. This implies that the only way to change the future is to change the past, 
which is impossible. Thus, this line of thinking can effectively lock a person into a verbal cage 
of their own making. Coherence- based fusion with a conceptualized self may thereby maintain 
dysfunctional patterns of behavior.

Self- as- Process
Humans are behaving organisms that live and change with time. As humans interact with 
their environment, they respond both overtly and covertly in response to their ongoing expe-
riences. Self- as- process is the ongoing verbal discrimination of the psychological events that 
are experienced as they occur. Statements that reflect the self as a process of knowing typically 
begin with phrases such as “I feel  . . . , I think  . . . , I wonder  . . . .” The self- as- process feeds 
the self- as- content (e.g., in order to know that “I am a depressed person,” I must first know 
that I frequently feel sad and have low energy across many contexts) and is also necessary to 
contact a sense of the transcendent self or self- as- context because a self- monitoring repertoire 
is required to observe the observer.

Self- as- process is extremely useful in behavioral regulation for the socio- verbal commu-
nity as well as for the individual. With regard to the socio- verbal community, it allows other 
members of the verbal community to predict a person’s behavior without knowledge of that 
person’s learning history. For example, if an individual says that they feel anger toward another, 
then this may allow other people to predict how they might act toward that person in par-
ticular contexts. Self- as- process is also a critical guide for the individuals themselves. In order 
to respond effectively to one’s own responding, one must first be aware of the response and 
its impact. For example, understanding and responding to thoughts and feelings about other 
people’s behaviors in a fluid and flexible manner are critical in the context of establishing and 
maintaining personal relationships.

Self- rules would also be much less effective without self- as- process. Verbal humans pro-
duce vast numbers of self- directed rules that guide their behavior. Some are simple and trivial 
(e.g., “I should take a left turn at the shop”), while others are complex and profound (e.g., “I 
must do something meaningful with my life”). However, the effect of self- rules is undoubtedly 
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significant. Self- rules are relevant with respect to both self- as- content as well as self- as- process. 
In regard to self- as- content, for example, a person may prescribe a rule for themselves based 
on their self- concept (e.g., “I won’t bother applying to university because I’m not intelligent 
enough to get accepted”). Nevertheless, self- rules produced on the basis of self- as- process 
are particularly important because they can guide behavior in an ongoing way in potentially 
important life situations. Such rules might include the appropriate way to act with regard 
to particular feelings in particular contexts (e.g., feelings of anxiety that might arise in an 
important situation such as a job interview) and might be relatively useful (e.g., “anticipate 
and accept such feelings as they arise while continuing to perform as needed”) or potentially 
disadvantageous (e.g., “avoid such feelings at all costs, including if possible by avoiding situa-
tions where they typically arise”).

Threats to development of a self- as- process include inadequate training by the verbal 
community, such as when awareness and expression of emotions, thoughts, and sensations 
are punished, ignored, denied, or contradicted. This is frequently observed in the case of 
child neglect or abuse. A neglected child may not learn to accurately describe sets of emo-
tions and sensations they experience as “hunger” or “boredom” or “fatigue” if there is no 
one to ask questions and teach to label these experiences in a way that allows them and 
others to respond to these experiences effectively. Similarly, a child who experiences pain 
and fear at the hands of a parent and is met with the response “Mommy/  Daddy loves you 
and would never do anything to hurt you” may not learn to accurately predict or describe 
their psychological experience.

An individual can also have weak self- knowledge as the result of experiential avoidance, 
particularly if they try to avoid or escape difficult internal experiences (i.e., thoughts, feelings, 
and physical sensations). Self- knowledge of aversive events is itself aversive, which means that 
humans cannot successfully avoid or escape pain in the long term. Because they cannot escape 
their own psychological experience, instead they often attempt to avoid the awareness of the 
experience (e.g., “I don’t know how I’m feeling. I feel nothing at all.”). Chronic experiential 
avoidance of this nature results in difficulties in observing and describing thoughts, emotions, 
and sensations, which are characteristic of such psychological disorders as depression, post-
traumatic stress disorder, and borderline personality disorder, and have obvious implications 
for the self.

Other difficulties linked to deficits in the self- as- process repertoire include an inability 
to persist in or change focus (e.g., attention disorders, obsessive self- focus leading to phobic 
anxiety), the dominance of a conceptualized past and future whereby the present moment is 
lost to worry and rumination (e.g., anxiety and depression), and the dominance of judgments 
and their relevance to self (e.g., narcissism, depression, anxiety, personality disorders).

Self- as- Context
Self- as- context is the stable perspective from which all self- relevant processes can be seen, 
including problematic self- labeling as well as helpful self- based values (i.e., life directions that 
are meaningful to the individual). Self- as- context is used to help clients disentangle themselves 
from their descriptions and evaluations. Self- as- context involves the clients seeing themselves 
as the thinkers, not their thoughts, and to be the feelers, not their feelings. Self- as- context is 
the invariant in all perspective discriminations (i.e., HERE and NOW). It can be thought of 
as a transcendence of psychological content that allows acceptance of that content. In the CBS 
literature, Hayes (2011, as cited in Moran et al., 2018, p. 57) defines self- as- context as:

the coming together and flexible social extension of a cluster of deictic relations (especially I/ here/ 
now) that enable observation and description from a perspective or point of view. Self- as- context 
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enables or facilitates many different experiences, including theory of mind, empathy, compassion, 
self- compassion, acceptance, defusion, and a transcendent sense of self.

Self- as- context is a complex process, requiring deictic, distinction, hierarchy, and tempo-
ral frames. Essentially, self- as- context requires I– here– now noticing that “I am distinct from 
my internal experiences,” that “I am the container of these experiences,” and that, “unlike these 
internal experiences, the part of me that notices them is stable, continuous, and unchanging 
over time.” Simply put, self- as- context involves noticing the perspective of I, HERE, and 
NOW where one is looking from rather than just being the thoughts, feelings, or sensations 
that one is currently experiencing. In that sense, self- as- context involves flexible perspective- 
taking. Flexible perspective- taking underpins many psychological processes such as empathy 
(e.g., “I here now notice your pain”), compassion (e.g., “I here now notice your pain and 
respond with kindness”), and defusion (“I here now am having the thought that I am not 
good enough”).

As self- as- context is an abstraction from the content of verbal responding, it is “content- 
less” and thus constant, stable, and unchanging from the time it first emerged (i.e., you will 
always be the observer observing from I, HERE, and NOW). Self- as- context is a product 
of verbal responding that applies to everything that a person has ever done, it incorporates 
both the nonverbal self (as a behavioral stream resulting from direct psychological processes) 
as well as the verbal self (as both object and process of knowledge gained through language) 
and has thus been described as providing the experiential link between nonverbal and verbal 
self- knowledge.

Self- as- context in the narrow sense has sometimes been referred to as the transcendent 
self because it is difficult to describe or contact verbally despite being a product of language. It 
cannot be experienced as an object because experiencing it would necessitate adopting a per-
spective on it that was not one’s own perspective, which is impossible! Hence, it is not thing- 
like and thus can be described as limitless, unchanging, and ever present. For these reasons, it 
is often linked with spiritual and religious concepts and experiences. The appearance of these 
connotations of the self- as- context in the CBS literature has sometimes led people to think of 
this concept as relatively ethereal and perhaps out of the range of normal experience. This is 
true to the extent that even though these phenomena are an apotheosis of the process of deictic 
framing, they do not define the process. Furthermore, understanding the self- as- context as a 
core feature of deictic framing that facilitates a sense of self is important for an individual, even 
if they rarely or never experience phenomena such as those just mentioned. At the same time, 
they are potentially important and powerful experiences that should be developed and pro-
moted. For example, increasing levels of deliberate reflexive engagement with one’s behavior 
(i.e., self- as- process) may strengthen the self- as- context repertoire and make core experiences 
(such as those aforementioned) more likely.

Self- as- context, especially in the narrower “pure perspective” sense, has important impli-
cations for how humans experience and regulate psychological pain because this sense of self 
is not threatened by aversive content in the way that the conceptualized or knowing selves can 
be. It allows a person to confront deep emotional pain and facilitates willingness, compassion, 
and intimacy. Self- as- context assists with defusion, particularly from the conceptualized self, 
and also fosters acceptance. Self- as- context is powerful clinically, enabling clients to view their 
experiences from a safe place while also providing a sense of stability amidst the constant cha-
otic changing of the other selves.

A weak self- as- context repertoire results in a variety of social and psychological problems, 
including an unstable identity or sense of self (as seen, for example, in borderline personality 
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and dissociative disorders), fear of annihilation in the face of aversive private experiences, dif-
ficulties with intimacy or connecting with others, social anhedonia, stigma or objectification 
of others, and a lack of empathy or self- compassion.

How to Facilitate Self- as- Context
A suite of metaphors and exercises are available to train self- as- context in the ACT literature. 
Two key tools widely used to illustrate self- as- context to clients in applied settings are the 
Classroom Metaphor (Stoddard & Afari, 2014) and the Observer Exercise.

The Classroom Metaphor
Imagine a classroom full of students. Some of them are “problem” students who talk back 
to the teacher, stick gum under the desks, and send text messages when the teacher isn’t 
looking. Some are “good” students who pay attention, get good grades, and suck up to 
the teacher. Some are “average” students who sit at their desks and go relatively unno-
ticed. Then there’s the teacher at the front of the room who evaluates all the students, 
telling the problem students to pipe down, pay attention, and be good, and praising 
the good students and putting gold stars on their papers . . . . So perhaps you aren’t the 
students or the teacher— the thoughts, feelings, or evaluations— but the classroom— the 
vessel that simply contains those experiences.

(Stoddard & Afari, 2014, p. 120)

Stoddard and Afari’s (2014) Classroom Metaphor was designed to illustrate that clients 
are more than their internal experiences. The rowdy, unruly students represent the client’s 
negative thoughts, feelings, and physical sensations (internal experiences), while the good and 
average students represent their positive and neutral internal experiences, respectively. The 
teacher at the head of the classroom represents how the client evaluates and engages with their 
internal experiences. When people are operating from a self- as- content framework, they are 
like the teacher evaluating students; trying to tell the rowdy students to pipe down and award-
ing the good students gold stars. However, in doing this, people often fail to notice that they 
are more than the students or the evaluations, that there is another part to this metaphor; the 
classroom. While the classroom is in close contact with the students, it is also distinct from 
them. It is the container holding them, expansive and stable across time.

The Classroom Metaphor is a useful clinical tool to facilitate a perspective shift from 
self- as- content to self- as- context. It can be easily adapted (e.g., team, coach, field of play; cli-
ent, therapist, therapy room), allowing clinicians to ground the metaphor in a context that is 
relevant to their particular client, enhancing saliency.

The Observer Exercise
The Observer Exercise (Hayes et al., 1999b) was designed to begin to establish a sense of self 
that exists in the present and to provide a context for cognitive defusion. In this exercise, the 
client’s attention is directed to different domains with which people can become overidenti-
fied. It creates a psychological state in which there is a sense of transcendence and continuity; 
a stance that is self- aware of the content but not defined by it. The Observer Exercise helps the 
client become aware that they are present in this space at this moment and that they are the 
one noticing. The typical format of the exercise involves inviting the client to bring a number 
of past memories from their lives (e.g., three) to their awareness. As each memory is brought 
to mind, explicit cues such as “Who notices this?” are introduced to illustrate the observer 
perspective. Before exploring the memories with the client, the therapist grounds the client in 
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the present by guiding them to direct their attention inward. This can involve instructions on 
how to sit and to close the eyes or find a spot to focus their gaze and to direct their attention on 
the five senses or bodily experiences such as the breath, sitting in a chair, feeling their feet on 
the floor or their arms on the armrest or on their lap. Once the client is grounded, a number 
of memories can be explored. An example of how to guide the client to notice the observer 
perspective for a past memory is as follows:

I want you to remember something that happened last summer. Raise your finger when you have an 
image in your mind. Good. Now just look around that image. Remember all the things that were 
happening then. Remember the sights  . . .  the sounds  . . .  your feelings  . . .  and as you do that, 
see if you can notice that you were there, then noticing what you were noticing. See if you can catch 
the person behind your eyes who saw, and heard, and felt. You were there then and you are here 
now. I’m not asking you to believe this. I’m not making a logical point. I am just asking you to note 
the experience of being aware and check and see if it isn’t so that in some deep sense the you that 
is here now was there then. The person aware of what you are aware of is here now and was there 
then. See if you can notice the essential continuity— in some deep sense, at the level of experience, 
not of belief, you have been you your whole life.
(Adapted from Hayes et al., 1999b, p. 193)

Other metaphors such as the Chessboard (Hayes et al., 1999b), the Sky and the 
Weather (Harris, 2019), and the Stage Show (Harris, 2019) are also useful clinical tools. 
Each of these metaphors features stimuli that can be used to illustrate appetitive/  aversive 
internal experiences (i.e., chess pieces; clouds; actors and props) and expansive stable 
containers representing the self- as- context perspective (i.e., the chessboard; the sky; the 
stage/theater).

When using metaphors to enhance self- as- context, it is important to ensure that clients 
are not attempting to use self- as- context as a means to avoid unwanted internal experiences. 
For example, when exploring The Stage Show Metaphor, a client who expresses a desire to 
wait in the lobby for the duration of parts of the show that represent negatively evaluated 
internal experiences may be attempting to engage in experiential avoidance. It is important to 
emphasize that self- as- context is our noticing self that allows us to contact unwanted internal 
experiences in a nonthreatening way, and not divorce them entirely.

The previous exercises are extremely useful clinical tools. However, it is important to stress 
that practitioners must know which processes they are trying to target when promoting self- 
as- context or broad flexible perspective taking repertoires. The section that follows presents 
the key repertoires that a practitioner needs to focus on to promote flexible self- ing (Villatte 
et al., 2015). Put simply, any exercises that promote an ongoing reflective process of aware-
ness, perspective- taking, self as the container of experiences, and the interactive nature of self 
as action are exercises that will facilitate self- as- context. One key issue is that a balance must 
be found between stability in the self and variability in the behavioral repertoire. That is, vari-
ability and stability often seem to be opposing processes. The sections that follow will illustrate 
how to promote both in tandem. Specifically, to develop flexible self- ing, the practitioner 
needs to focus specifically on how they can target: (1) I as Various; (2) I as Perspective; (3) I as 
Container; and (4) I as Flexible. Each of these will be presented in more detail.

I as Various
In order to find variability in the process of awareness, the practitioner can stabilize the cli-
ent’s perspective so that they can see the fluctuation of experiences across time. This involves 
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stopping and noticing. It can be achieved through a number of ways such as: long- term medi-
tative practice; repeatedly directing the client’s attention to the present while helping them to 
notice the changes in experiences (e.g., “How do you feel now? And now? And now?”); or get-
ting the client to notice changes in perspective (e.g., recall different situations and moments of 
their life). Techniques that illustrate variability in the process of awareness will focus on either 
variability in the client’s experiences or variability in the client’s views over time.

noticing the vAriAbility of exPeriences
When clients indicate in therapy that they are constantly having one particular feeling or 
thought that seems to subsume all other experiences (e.g., “I am disliked by everyone”), help-
ing them stop and find the variability in the process of awareness is useful. Regular mindful-
ness practice can help clients to notice the variability of their experiences. In applied contexts, 
the practitioner can also point to how experiences vary in session. For example, if a client 
states that they are constantly having a certain feeling (e.g., anxiety) or thought (e.g., “I am 
stupid”), the practitioner can ask the client, “Is that feeling showing up here now?” As the ses-
sion progresses, the therapist can again ask the client, “And what are you feeling now?” Over 
time, checking in with the client about their current feelings or thoughts will help the client 
see that their experiences vary even within the timeframe of their sessions.

noticing MultiPle views
In addition to demonstrating that experiences vary, the therapist can also help the client by 
varying views. Clients overlook variability when fused. In order to do this, the therapist can get 
the client to remember different situations and moments of their life when things were experi-
enced differently. For example, if a client mentions a certain view they hold about themselves, 
such as “I am unstable,” the therapist can help the client look at different times when they 
may hold other views about themselves: “Is this always the case? Is there ever a time when you 
don’t see yourself as unstable?” By exploring different views of themselves (“How did you see 
yourself before you were diagnosed? How did you view yourself when you were promoted at 
work?”), the therapist helps the client see that the one view that seems to override all others is 
just one view and that the view they hold of themselves varies.

I as Perspective
In the last section, we stressed the importance of noticing variability of experience to 
broaden the client’s sense of self. However, the practitioner’s attempt to highlight the vari-
ability of experience can also disrupt the client’s sense of self. After all, if the client is not just 
their experiences, then what is stable across time? Finding stability in a sense of perspective 
involves noticing the common perspective across experiences (e.g., notice who is noticing 
thoughts, sensations, and feelings across a variety of experiences) and noticing the common 
perspective across points of view (e.g., notice who is noticing the experiences of you today, 
yesterday, in a year’s time). In order to start to notice the fluctuations in experience across 
time, the practitioner needs to help the client to notice that there is something stable across 
time about them too. There is someone who has noticed all their experiences. What is stable 
is not their experiences (these vary) but rather the perspective from which these experiences 
are contacted. In order to help clients to gain this sense of stability while noticing variability, 
it is important to identify this sense of perspective, which is sometimes referred to as the 
“observer” perspective. The therapist can help the client to develop this observer perspective 
by helping them notice perspective- taking across experiences and perspective- taking across 
points of view.
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noticing PersPective- tAking Across exPeriences
Experiences are different across times (e.g., today, last year), places, and perspectives, but the 
noticer is the same. The practitioner can help the client notice who is observing their experi-
ences of today, yesterday, or a year’s time. In order to do this, the therapist can get the client to 
notice different views they have held about themselves across different activities. For example, 
if a client says “I am a loser,” the practitioner can point out that this is a view they hold by 
saying, for example, “You are thinking of yourself as a loser right now.” Next, they can look to 
other times in the client’s life by asking, “How did you think about yourself when you were 
a student at university,? Or when you won the marathon?” This approach helps by pointing 
to the fact that across all views the client holds about themselves (i.e., how they conceptualize 
themselves), there is a stable part that has noticed all these views (e.g., “What is the part of you 
that has noticed all these views?”).

noticing PersPective- tAking Across Points of view
From an ACT perspective, practitioners can also help clients to notice that there is a common 
perspective across points of view. To help the client develop this stable sense of self (i.e., the 
observer of all their experiences), practitioners can help them notice different points of view 
they have held/ will hold about themselves. For example, if a client comes to session saying that 
they are “pathetic,” the therapist can extend this limited self- conceptualization by looking at 
whether this view is/ was/ will be the view they hold as they look across different views (e.g., 
“What was your view of yourself before your marriage broke down,” and “What would it be in 
a year if you met someone new?”). Then the practitioner can emphasize the stable perspective 
that notices all clients’ views about themselves across time (e.g., now, when they were married, 
in a year’s time). This will help the client become aware of the ongoing stable part of them-
selves that is unchanging across time.

I as Container
The first two steps of developing a flexible sense of self emphasize the importance of helping 
clients notice the variability in their experiences and developing perspective- taking skills to 
foster a broad sense of self that is stable across time (e.g., the unchanging noticer or observer). 
However, as verbal organisms, people are always navigating in the sea of language. Coherence 
is built into human language. Helping clients find coherence in context is an important part of 
developing a flexible self repertoire. This involves facilitating the development of a more con-
textual sense of self that brings together the experiences and stability in the sense of perspective 
of these experiences into a coherent network based on hierarchical relations. That is, there is 
an “I” that contains all of my thoughts, feelings, sensations, and memories across time that is 
at the top of a hierarchy, and all these experiences are just parts of that “I.”

Viewing the self hierarchically as a context of all experiences allows awareness of expe-
riential processes and perspective- taking. This hierarchical dimension of self is targeted by a 
number of self- as- context exercises and metaphors in ACT such as the Classroom Metaphor 
discussed earlier (i.e., you are not the students or the teacher; you are the classroom holding 
them). Exercises such as these are designed to illustrate that there is a distinction between the 
self and psychological experiences and also that a hierarchical relation exists between experi-
ences and self as the context of all of them. This perspective is useful because when the self is 
at the top of the hierarchy, then even when things within a lower level of the hierarchy change 
(e.g., descriptions, evaluations, thoughts about self ), our self still remains intact at the top level 
of the hierarchy. Of course, it is important not to build the hierarchical sense of self as just 
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another story about the self (i.e., another self- concept); rather, the therapist first wants to help 
the client gain a broader awareness of experiences and sense of perspective. Once this aware-
ness has been established, a new, functionally coherent sense of self- ing is possible that is broad 
and flexible. Exercises that emphasize coherence in context will target a hierarchical dimension 
of self and a distinction between the self and the client’s experiences.

eMPhAsizing the Distinction between the self AnD the exPeriences
Noticing coherence in context involves helping a client to notice when coherence is unwork-
able. Emphasizing the distinction between the client’s self and their experiences shifts the 
focus of the client’s self- labels, judgments, and evaluations to their actions. Practitioners can 
help clients to relate to their self- labels, judgments, and evaluations as distinct from their 
“self ” (e.g., “You are not your evaluations”). When a client is fused with self- judgments and 
evaluations, these become part of their self- concept. The difficulty for clients is that, when this 
occurs, the self- concept can become the target for change when self- judgments and evaluations 
are negative or unwanted. For example, if a client evaluates themselves as unworthy, they may 
think that somehow they need to change being unworthy rather than noticing that this is an 
evaluation they hold about themselves. When emphasizing the distinction between the self 
and experiences, the practitioner is helping the client change their perspective from viewing 
themselves as their experiences to seeing themselves as distinct from their experiences.

eMPhAsizing the observer As A hierArchicAl DiMension of self
A number of techniques can be employed to help foster a hierarchical (observer) sense of self. 
There is a distinction between relating to the self hierarchically versus as the same as one’s 
experiences. In order to emphasize the hierarchical dimension of self (e.g., self- as- context), the 
practitioner can help the client to formulate their experiences as something they have rather 
than something they are.

I as Flexible
When facilitating clients to develop self- as- context, one issue that cannot be ignored is respon-
sibility. At times, clients can take too much responsibility for their actions and be overly self- 
critical, whereas at other times clients might see themselves as being completely out of control 
of their life and their choices. Of course, these are not mutually exclusive attitudes, given 
that someone might take too much responsibility and be overly self- critical while also seeing 
themselves as being out of control. In fact, someone who is too focused on needing to be in 
control might be someone who perceives themselves as being out of control. From the ACT 
perspective, what is most important is that the client sees that they are not solely responsible 
but that they are able to respond. A simple intervention that may help with this distinction is 
to point out to the client that the word “responsibility” combines two words, “response” and 
“ability,” or ability to respond (Hayes et al., 2012).

noticing the iMPAct of the context
The first way in which the practitioner can develop responsibility in the interaction is by 
helping the client become aware of the influence of contextual variables on their actions (e.g., 
“Given your history, it is not surprising that you made these choices”). To do this, the therapist 
can ask questions about a variety of current and past elements that may contribute to the cli-
ent’s ineffective action. For example: “Can you think of things that characterized that day that 
might have led you to acting this way?”; “If you were me right now, how would you view this 
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situation?”; “Given your history, how could it be any other way?” This approach can help the 
client see that they are not to blame for the current situation they are in.

noticing the iMPAct of behAviors
In order to empower clients, the practitioner can direct the client’s attention to: (1) the impact 
of their actions on the contextual variables: for example, “Now with this knowledge, what can 
you do that is in line with what matters to you,” and (2) the impact of the client’s influence: for 
example, “When you study, how does that impact your grades and/ or your relationship with 
your parents?” This can help the client to see that they do have the ability to respond in ways 
that are useful in bringing them toward meaningful life directions. Table 11.2 summarizes the 
targets that promote self- as- context.

Measuring Self- as- Context
Measurement is an important issue to consider when looking at processes of change. Measures 
allow us to track clients’ repertoires pre- , during, and postintervention, helping to determine 
whether interventions are required or effective. Measures available to assess self- as- context 
include three quantitative measures (Jeffcoat, 2015; Yu et al., 2016; Zettle et al., 2018) and 
one qualitative coding framework (Atkins & Styles, 2016). See Table 11.3 for a summary of 
these measures and an overview of published peer- reviewed empirical support for their psycho-
metric properties. Since the writing of this chapter, another measure called the Questionnaire 
on Self- Transcendence (QUEST; Fishbein et al., 2020) has been released and validated as a 
measure of self- transcendence.

Table 11.2 A summary of targets and respective ways to promote self- as- context

Major Target Specific Target Prompts

I as Various Noticing the variability of 
experiences

“How do you feel now? And now? And 
now?”

Noticing multiple views “Remember different situations and 
moments of your life.”

I as Perspective Noticing perspective- taking 
across experiences

“Who is noticing thoughts, sensations, and 
feelings across a variety of experiences.”

Noticing perspective- taking 
across points of view

“Notice who is noticing the experiences of 
you today, yesterday, in a year’s time.”

I as Container Emphasizing the distinction 
between the self and the 
experiences

Help the client to separate experience from 
action.

Emphasizing the observer as a 
hierarchical dimension of self

Help the client to notice they are the 
container of all their experiences.

I as Flexible Promoting awareness of 
the influence of contextual 
variables on actions

“Given your history, it is not surprising that 
you made these choices.” (i.e., you are not to 
blame)

Promoting awareness of the 
impact of actions on the 
contextual variables

“Now with this knowledge what can you do 
which is in line with what matters to you?”
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The 3- Dimensional Reno Inventory of Self- Perspective
The 3- Dimensional Reno Inventory of Self- Perspective (3D- RISP; Jeffcoat, 2015) is a 13- item 
self- report measure of the self that consists of three subscales: (1) entanglement (fusion with 
self- content; “Negative thoughts are harmful to me”); (2) centering (the ability to remain 
grounded; “Even as my emotions rise and fall, I tend to remain grounded”); and (3) transcen-
dence (hierarchical self; “No matter how great the pain is, there is a place inside that remains 
unchanged as long as I live”). Items are rated on a seven- point scale (1 =  never, 7 =  always), 
with higher scores indicating greater self- perspective skills and lesser fusion with self- content. 
Jeffcoat (2015) found that the 3D- RISP had good internal consistency (α =  .86 in a sample 
of 646 college students; α =  .79 in a sample of 543 members of the general population) and 

Table 11.3 Summary of self- as- context measures and samples they have been employed with

Measure Aspect of  
Self- as- Context

Published Peer- Reviewed 
Empirical Support

Sample

Three- Dimensional 
Reno Inventory of 
Self Perspective  
(3D- RISP; Jeffcoat, 
2015)

Entanglement 
(fusion with self- 
content), centering 
(grounding), and 
transcendence

Internal consistency 
(Gallego et al., 2020)

Brazilian adaptation 
(Peixoto et al., 2019)

College students
College students

Self- Experiences 
Questionnaire (SEQ; 
Yu et al., 2016)

Distinction from 
internal experiences 
and observing self

Internal consistency, 
construct validity, and 
predictive validity (Yu 
et al., 2016)

Internal consistency and 
construct validity (Yu 
et al., 2017a, 2017b)

Internal consistency (Zettle 
et al., 2018)

Internal consistency (Moran 
& McHugh, 2019)

Adults with chronic 
pain

Adults with 
chronic pain

College students
Young adults

Self as Context Scale 
(SACS; Zettle et al., 
2018)

Centering 
(grounding) and 
transcending 
(observing self )

Internal consistency, 
test– retest reliability, 
concurrent validity, 
discriminant validity, 
incremental validity, 
known groups validity 
(Zettle et al., 2018)

Internal consistency (Moran 
et al., 2018)

College students; 
Adults receiving 
psychotherapy

Adolescents

The Functional 
Self- Discrimination 
Measure (FSDM; 
Atkins & Styles, 
2016)

Distinction from 
internal experiences 
and hierarchy 
between self and 
private events for the 
self (SX) and others 
(OX)

Feasibility, interrater 
reliability (Atkins & 
Styles, 2016)

Interrater reliability (Styles 
& Atkins, 2018)

Interrater reliability (García- 
Zambrano et al., 2019)

Interrater reliability (Moran 
& McHugh, 2020)

Adults working 
in a law firm or 
hospital

Adults in a range 
of organizational 
settings

Adults with 
disabilities

Adolescents
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construct validity in two large samples. Further support for the reliability of the 3D- RISP 
comes from Gallego et al. (2020), who found good internal consistency (α =  .88) for the total 
measure in a sample of college students. In terms of cross- cultural validity, Peixoto et al. (2019) 
observed good psychometric properties (measurement invariance between genders, scale reli-
ability, and construct validity) for a Brazilian version of the RISP.

The Self- Experiences Questionnaire
The Self- Experiences Questionnaire (SEQ; Yu et al., 2016) is a 15- item self- report measure 
of a “contextual self ” that consists of two subscales: (1) self- as- distinction (defusion from 
self content; “I am able to separate myself from my thoughts and feelings”), and (2) self- as- 
observer (“I can observe experiences in my body and mind as events that come and go”). Items 
are rated on a seven- point scale (0 =  never true, 6 =  always true), with higher scores indicat-
ing greater perception of the self as distinct from self content and a greater tendency to be 
the observer of one’s internal experiences (i.e., greater self- as- context). In a sample of 528 
adults with chronic pain, Yu et al. (2016) evidenced the factor structure of the SEQ, further 
finding support for the measure’s construct validity, predictive validity, and internal consis-
tency (α =  .9). The psychometric properties of the SEQ, specifically internal consistency and 
construct validity, were further supported by Moran and McHugh (2019), Yu et al. (2017a, 
2017b), and Zettle et al. (2018) in samples of adolescents, adults with chronic pain, and 
college students, respectively.

The Self as Context Scale
The Self as Context Scale (SACS; Zettle et al., 2018) is a 10- item self- report measure con-
sisting of two subscales: centering (fusion with self content; “I am able to notice my changing 
thoughts without getting caught up in them”) and transcending (observer self; “Even though there 
have been many changes in my life, I’m aware of a part of me that has witnessed it all”). Items 
are rated on a seven- point scale (1 =  strongly disagree, 7 =  strongly agree), with higher scores 
indicating greater defusion from self content and a greater tendency to notice the observer 
perspective. In a large sample of college students, across a series of six studies, Zettle et al. 
(2018) evidenced the factor structure of the SACS, further finding support for the measure’s 
concurrent, discriminant, incremental, and known- groups validity, internal consistency, and 
test– retest reliability. The internal consistency of the SACS measure was further supported by 
Moran et al. (2018) in a sample of adolescents (α =  .819).

The Functional Self- Discrimination Measure
The Functional Self- Discrimination Measure (FSDM; Atkins & Styles, 2016) is an RFT- 
informed functional assessment measure that examines occurrences of self and other discrimi-
nations in qualitative responses using a coding framework. This measure recognizes two types 
of self- as- context: self- as- distinction (defusion from self content: “Shame is only a feeling”) 
and hierarchical self (acknowledgment that private events are contained within the self: “I’m 
the space in which my thoughts and feelings happen”). It is important to note that the latter of 
these is exceptionally rare in natural language and that the FSDM functions only as a proxy 
for self- as- context because, as a concept, self- as- context is highly experiential and defined by 
the absence of content. The FSDM has been employed in a range of contexts, from adults in 
organizational and academic settings (Atkins & Styles, 2016; Styles & Atkins, 2018) to adults 
with disabilities receiving services from a rehabilitation center (García- Zambrano et al., 2019), 
to people experiencing homelessness (Murthy et al., 2021), and to adolescents (Moran & 
McHugh, 2020). Overall, while each study reported good interrater reliability, the consensus 
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is that codes for self- as- context (particularly those for the hierarchical self ) may require further 
finetuning in order to sufficiently capture self- as- context in natural language while also distin-
guishing it from defusion.

Existing Research
Several different types of studies examine self- as- context in accordance with the CBS approach 
to the self. Four categories of emergent research support are: (1) correlational data, (2) qualita-
tive research, (3) quantitative research with a self- as- context process measure, and (4) quantita-
tive research assessing self- as- context interventions. See Table 11.4 for a summary of the key 
findings from these research bodies.

Correlational Data
There are seven published peer- reviewed studies that examine the relationships between self- 
as- context and other psychologically relevant variables. The first of these studies, by Yu et al. 
(2016), developed and assessed the psychometric properties of the SEQ in a sample of adults 
(n =  528) attending a pain management service. SEQ total scores were positively correlated 
with pain acceptance, decentering, and committed action, and were also negatively correlated 
with depression, pain interference, and functional impairment in work.

Table 11.4 A summary of findings from studies examining self- as- context in accordance 
with contextual behavioral science

Study Type Overall Summary of  Findings

Correlational data Self- as- context is positively correlated with pain acceptance, decentering, 
committed action, spirituality, well- being, mindfulness, psychological 
flexibility, self- as- process, and less rigid self- as- content repertoires.
Self- as- context is negatively correlated with pain- related interference, 
functional impairment in work, depression, stress, experiential 
avoidance, suicidal thinking, psychological inflexibility, neuroticism, and 
depression- related interference.

Qualitative research Data are mixed regarding the relationships between self- as- context (SX) 
and well- being, distress, and psychological flexibility. While there is 
strong evidence that SX combined with values- oriented self- rules and 
perspective- taking significantly predicts well- being in general population 
adults, it is unclear whether these findings extend to diverse populations. 
SX codes, particularly hierarchical self codes, are rare and likely need to 
be refined.

Quantitative research 
with a self- as- context 
process measure

Self- as- context (as measured by the SEQ) improved following ACT, 
with these improvements maintained at 9- month follow- up. Changes in 
SEQ scores significantly predicted changes in pain- related interference, 
functional impairment in work, and depression.

Quantitative research 
assessing self- as- context 
interventions

In the research laboratory, self- as- context beneficially impacts tolerance 
of aversive stimuli, task performance, and experience of completing a 
self- criticism task.
Outside the laboratory, self- as- context beneficially impacts adolescents’ 
problematic behaviors, impulsivity, psychological inflexibility, 
depressive/  anxious thoughts, and mindfulness. Self- as- hierarchy may be 
superior to self- as- distinction for these purposes.
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Using the SEQ, the second correlational study by Yu et al. (2017a) examined the role 
of self- as- context in functioning in a sample of adults with fibromyalgia (n =  298). SEQ 
total scores were positively correlated with pain acceptance and negatively correlated with 
pain- related interference, functional impairment in work, depression, and depression- related 
interference. After controlling for pain, SEQ scores were statistically significant predictors of 
pain- related interference, functional impairment in work, and depression, but not depression- 
related interference.

Employing the SEQ, the third correlational study by McCracken et al. (2018) examined 
the relationships between suicidal thinking and components of psychological flexibility in a 
sample of adults attending treatment for chronic pain (n =  424). SEQ total scores displayed a 
small, statistically significant negative correlation with suicidal thinking. In contrast to accep-
tance and committed action, neither SEQ total scores nor defusion were unique predictors of 
suicidal thinking.

In the fourth correlational study, Moran and McHugh (2019) examined SEQ scores in 
relation to distress in a sample of young adults (n =  102) while controlling for gender and deic-
tic ability. Dependent variables were depression, anxiety, stress, experiential avoidance, deictic 
ability, and gender. Scores of the SEQ self- as- observer subscale were negatively correlated with 
depression, stress, and experiential avoidance. Other than a strong positive correlation with 
the self- as- observer subscale, the self- as- distinction subscale was not statistically significantly 
related to any variable.

In developing and assessing the psychometric properties of the SACS, Zettle et al. (2018) 
conducted a series of six studies using a large sample of college students. In addition to being 
strongly positively correlated with SEQ total scores, SACS total scores were positively corre-
lated with spirituality, well- being, and mindfulness, and negatively correlated with psychologi-
cal inflexibility, neuroticism, and distress.

Using the SACS, in a sample of adolescents (n =  176), the sixth correlational study by 
Moran et al. (2018) examined relationships between the three selves and mental health. SACS 
total scores were moderately negatively correlated with scores on depression, anxiety, and stress 
(Depression, Anxiety and Stress Scale; DASS- 21 total scores). Higher SACS total scores were 
also related to greater self- as- process and less rigid self- as- content repertoires.

Employing the 3D- RISP, the seventh correlational study by Gallego et al. (2020) exam-
ined public speaking anxiety among college students (n =  106). While no statistically signifi-
cant correlation was found between public speaking anxiety and the transcendence subscale, 
higher levels of public speaking anxiety were moderately correlated with higher levels of entan-
glement and lower levels of centering. 3D- RISP total scores were also strongly positively cor-
related with psychological flexibility.

Qualitative Research
To date, five studies have employed the FSDM. Two of these studies used the measure with 
adults in organizational and academic settings (Atkins & Styles, 2016; Styles & Atkins, 2018), 
while the remainder used the FSDM with more diverse samples, specifically adults with dis-
abilities (García- Zambrano et al., 2019), adolescents (Moran & McHugh, 2020), and people 
experiencing homelessness (Murthy et al., 2021).

As part of an evaluation of a coaching program at a law firm and a hospital, Atkins and 
Styles (2016) conducted semistructured interviews over the phone (n =  29) ranging from 
35 to 60 minutes in duration. During these interviews, participants were prompted to talk 
about their lived experience, exploring perceived antecedents and consequences of their 
responses to situations. Overall, findings revealed that self- as- context (SX) displayed small 
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positive correlations with well- being and significantly predicted depression when controlling 
for values- oriented self- rules (VOR). A combination of VOR+ SX better predicted well- being 
than VOR alone, predicting approximately 25% of variance in some well- being measures. 
Finally, even when controlling for well- being at baseline, the occurrence of VOR +  SX was a 
reliable predictor of well- being 12 months later.

In a subsequent replication with a new sample (10 adults with a tertiary qualification who 
were interviewed for an average of 44 minutes three to four times, three to five days apart), 
Styles and Atkins (2018) found that VOR, SX, and VOR +  SX were statistically significantly 
positively correlated with psychological flexibility and all included measures of well- being. 
SX displayed a strong positive correlation with OX (i.e., taking the perspective of an other; 
other- as- context). While SX and OX alone were not sufficient predictors of well- being, they 
displayed significant negative correlations with control- oriented self- rules, with the combina-
tion of VOR +  SX +  OX strongly significantly predicting well- being.

García- Zambrano et al. (2019) examined the effects of a defusion plus perspective- taking 
protocol on the occurrence of SX codes with a sample of 20 individuals (10 assigned to a con-
trol group), with disabilities receiving services from a rehabilitation center. Interviews averaged 
9 minutes in duration. Overall, seven participants who received the protocol demonstrated an 
increase in the occurrence of SX codes, while one displayed a decrease in rate. In terms of the 
control group, two participants demonstrated an increase in the occurrence of SX codes, while 
four demonstrated a decrease in rate. However, these differences between groups at posttest 
were not statistically significant.

In an analysis of adolescents’ textual responses (n =  76) to prompts requiring them to 
discuss a time they felt a particular emotion, Moran and McHugh (2020) found no occur-
rences of hierarchical self codes. As such, in this study, SX codes referred only to instances of 
self- as- distinction. Overall, no statistically significant correlations were observed between SX 
and depression, anxiety, stress, well- being, or experiential avoidance, highlighting a need to 
further refine SX codes.

Using semistructured interviews (ranging from 40 to 78 minutes in duration) with people 
experiencing homelessness, Murthy et al. (2021) replicated Moran and McHugh’s (2020) find-
ing regarding a dearth of hierarchical self codes. Unlike the results of previous research, no 
statistically significant correlations were observed between SX and VOR or between SX and 
OX. Further diverging from earlier research was the finding that SX codes were moderately 
positively correlated with shame and psychological inflexibility, with no statistically significant 
correlation observed between SX and well- being. In this study, instances of SX were often 
related to substance misuse and as such may have been more closely linked to dissociation 
than to transcendence. Nonetheless, Murthy et al. concluded that SX codes should be further 
refined.

Quantitative Research with a Self- as- Context Process Measure
In an uncontrolled longitudinal study with a sample of adults (n =  412) with chronic pain, 
Yu et al. (2017b) examined changes in self- as- context (as measured by the SEQ) following 
approximately 22 hours of ACT, further testing if SEQ scores were associated with changes in 
other outcome measures. Participants completed process (SEQ and pain acceptance) and out-
come (pain intensity, pain- related interference, functional impairment in work, and depres-
sion) measures at three points in time (preintervention, postintervention, and at 9- month 
follow- up). Overall, scores on all process and outcome measures improved postintervention, 
with improvements maintained at follow- up. Changes in SEQ scores significantly predicted 
changes in pain- related interference, functional impairment in work, and depression. Finally, 
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participants who worsened posttreatment (i.e., participants whose raw change scores for 
outcome measures did not improve by half a standard deviation) differed from those who 
improved, showing a decline in SEQ scores from baseline to posttreatment.

Quantitative Research Assessing Self- as- Context Interventions
A number of published peer- reviewed empirical studies have examined the impact of self- as- 
context interventions on myriad outcome variables. Using a pre- post design, in the research 
laboratory, studies have examined the impact of a self- as- context intervention on participants’ 
tolerance of aversive stimuli (i.e., cold- pressor task and 90- second aversive film clip), task 
performance, and experience (i.e., affect, discomfort, anxiety, and distress) post generating a 
negative self- referential thought (e.g., Carrasquillo & Zettle, 2014; Foody et al., 2013; Foody 
et al., 2015; Gil- Luciano et al., 2017; Hayes et al., 1999a; López- López & Luciano, 2017). 
Although an exhaustive overview of this research is beyond the scope of this article, we will 
present a brief overview of key studies. For a complete systematic review, readers are directed 
to Godbee and Kangas (2019).

With regard to tolerance of aversive stimuli, experimenters measured the length of time 
that participants endured the stimuli (i.e., held their hand in the cold water or continued to 
watch an aversive film), in addition to participants’ self- reported pain, discomfort, and sensa-
tion intensity (Carrasquillo & Zettle, 2014; Gil- Luciano et al., 2017; Hayes et al., 1999a). 
Each study employed a control group for comparison against the group receiving a self- as- 
context intervention. In these studies conducted with college students and adult samples, 
the self- as- context interventions focused on the observing self (Carrasquillo & Zettle, 2014), 
a combination of the hierarchical self and self- as- distinction (Gil- Luciano et al., 2017), and 
self- as- distinction (Hayes et al., 1999a). While Gil- Luciano et al. (2017) and Hayes et al. 
(1999a) found that self- as- context interventions were associated with greater tolerance (but 
not reduced self- reported pain) than were control protocols, Carrasquillo and Zettle (2014) 
found that a generic self- as- context intervention was functionally equivalent to an attention- 
placebo condition in terms of its impact on tolerance (study 1). Carrasquillo and Zettle (2014) 
reported a stronger effect of the self- as- context intervention when it was tailored to the partici-
pants’ context (i.e., the experience of pain), highlighting the importance of tailoring self- as- 
context interventions for the individual.

Regarding task performance, in a sample of undergraduates (n =  42), López- López and 
Luciano (2017) found that a self- as- distinction plus self- as- hierarchy intervention significantly 
increased participants’ performance on a discomfort- inducing task (i.e., greater frequency of 
correct responses and productivity scores) relative to a self- as- distinction or control proto-
col. Furthermore, for participants in the control condition, greater discomfort at posttest was 
related to lower task performance. However, this relationship was not observed for participants 
receiving either self- as- context protocols, further evidencing that self- as- context promotes a 
beneficial perspective shift.

Saunders et al. (2013) observed a similar effect of self- as- context on task performance. 
In a sample of college students (n =  100), Saunders et al. compared the impact of an observ-
ing self- intervention versus an unfocused attention control on a memory task that required 
participants to recall self- referent behaviors that were either socially desirable or undesirable. 
Only the self- as- context protocol increased recall. Saunders et al. (2013) concluded that self- 
as- context decreased the extent to which participants engaged in experiential avoidance of 
socially undesirable self- referent behaviors (i.e., perceived negative self- as- content), facilitating 
superior retrieval.
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Finally, in a recent study with a sample of older adults (n =  59) who were primed with 
negative stereotypes about aging, Hashimoto et al. (2020) found that a self- as- context inter-
vention (observing self plus a rapid word repetition defusion exercise) improved performance 
on a Block Design task from the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale- III. Simply put, self- as- 
context appeared to prevent older adults’ task performance from being impaired by behavioral 
assimilation to age stereotypes. Older adults assigned to an attention- placebo control did not 
display this “inoculation” effect. However, fusion with a conceptualized self did not moderate 
the effect. Hashimoto et al. (2020) suggest that the function of ageing stereotypes may have 
been transformed independently of participants’ psychological flexibility and call for future 
research to further explore this suggestion.

Regarding the experience of generating negative self- referential thoughts, in college student 
samples (n =  44 and n =  59), Foody et al. (2013, 2015) compared the impact of self- as- distinction 
and self- as- hierarchy interventions. Foody et al. (2013) found that self- as- hierarchy but not self- 
as- distinction resulted in a decrease in discomfort and anxiety following the self- criticism task, 
with self- as- hierarchy further resulting in decreases in stress, whereas self- as- distinction resulted 
in an increase in stress. Diverging from this result, despite employing a similar methodology, 
Foody et al. (2015) found negligible differences between self- as- hierarchy and self- as- distinction 
protocols on discomfort and anxiety. However, self- as- hierarchy was superior to self- as- distinction 
in beneficially impacting stress.

Beyond these laboratory- based studies, Luciano et al. (2011) examined the impact of 
self- as- distinction and self- as- hierarchy protocols on impulsivity, psychological inflexibility, 
depressive/  anxious thoughts, and mindfulness in a sample of adolescents displaying problem-
atic behaviors. Adolescents (categorized as low and high risk) attended four 60- minute weekly 
sessions where they received the protocols in an experiential- computerized format. Low- risk 
participants received either the self- as- distinction (n =  4) or the self- as- hierarchy (n =  5) proto-
col, while high- risk participants only received the self- as- hierarchy protocol (n =  6). For low- 
risk participants, self- as- hierarchy had a greater effect than self- as- distinction on all measures. 
For high- risk participants, while there was no significant change in psychological inflexibility, 
self- as- hierarchy resulted in increases in mindfulness and a reduction in problematic behaviors. 
Overall, self- as- context appeared to beneficially impact problematic behaviors, impulsivity, 
psychological inflexibility, depressive/  anxious thoughts, and mindfulness.

Future Directions
Self- as- context is a powerful tool that provides clients with a safe place from which to explore 
their experiences. The potentiality for clients to attempt to use self- as- context as a mechanism 
to engage in experiential avoidance is worth further exploration (e.g., if a client mentions 
escaping to the lobby during the Stage Show Metaphor). It is important to remember that 
function trumps topography, so clinicians must explore seemingly avoidant tactics to gain 
insight into the functions for that specific client.

Given that self- as- context is a complex process that includes myriad relational frames 
(i.e., deictic, distinction, hierarchy, and temporal frames), enhancing ACT interventions via 
clinical RFT is a viable future direction (see Villatte, 2020, for more on enhancing ACT via 
clinical RFT). While clinical RFT has its challenges, it brings precision, fluidity, and flexibility 
to the therapeutic process. As a field, we must make RFT accessible rather than burdensome, 
while also maintaining its functional contextual underpinning. Above all else, when presenting 
self- as- context, it is important to remain grounded in the philosophy and principles underly-
ing CBS.
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While work on self- as- context has increased over the last number of years, much still 
remains to be done. For example, there is a serious need to explore the kinds of metaphors used 
to present self- as- context to clients, whether tailoring metaphors to enhance salience impacts 
on comprehensibility and whether experiential or didactic delivery results in better outcomes. 
This is particularly important for self- as- context because people can find it confusing initially 
(e.g., Dalrymple et al., 2020).

In addition, there is a need to explore means of measuring self- as- context. While existing 
self- report measures and qualitative coding frameworks can tap into self- as- context, ecologi-
cal momentary assessment, behavioral measures, and single- item indicators of self- as- context 
would undoubtedly be useful in clinical and experimental contexts. Given that self- as- context 
is essentially a fluid perspective- taking repertoire that allows us to relate to stimuli in a variety 
of ways (i.e., with self- as- context the behavioral repertoire is not dominated by one perspec-
tive), recent empirical work on deictics may offer insights into developing such measures (e.g., 
Montoya- Rodriguez et al., 2017).

Concluding Remarks
The present article provides a tour of the CBS approach to the self, with a particular focus on 
self- as- context. It began with the development of self- ing and the three functionally different 
self- repertoires. From here, the article focused on ways to facilitate self- as- context via meta-
phors and exercises (e.g., the Classroom and the Observer), in addition to the key repertoires 
that a practitioner must focus on to promote flexible self- ing. Also described are means of 
assessing self- repertoires and existing research on self- as- context in accordance with CBS.

The most important relationship people can have is the one with themselves. If we can 
foster a flexible sense of self- as- context within ourselves and our clients/  participants/  fellow 
humans, then we can create profound change AND discover within ourselves a safe place 
from which to view this change. This work aims to move us all from self- as- content to self- as- 
context, for example, from the client quote at the beginning of the chapter to a broader more 
flexible sense of self:

I, here, now am noticing that I am distinct from my internal experiences. There is more to me than my 
thought that "I am a waste of space." There is more to me than my thought that "the world would be a 
much better place if I was not in it." I am the container of these experiences and, unlike these experiences, 
unlike these thoughts and feelings, the "me" that is noticing and having them is continuous and 
unchanging. I can hold these experiences without allowing them alone to define who I am.
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 Values in Acceptance and 
Commitment Therapy

Jenna LeJeune and Jason Luoma

Abstract
While the concept of  values has been present in behavioral traditions dating back to 
Skinner, the analysis of  the role of  values in modern contextual behavioral science (CBS) 
in relation to motivation has greatly expanded over the past 30 years. In particular, values 
are important in a modern understanding of  the role of  human language in modifying how 
reinforcement occurs. In this article we outline values work as a foundational component 
of  acceptance and commitment therapy (ACT) and analyze values through a CBS and 
relational frame theory lens. Included are an extensive review of  the empirical literature 
on the role of  values in ACT and a discussion of  values measures commonly used in 
CBS research and clinical practice. Finally, we offer recommendations for the next steps 
needed to expand our understanding of  this essential process.

Key Words: values, acceptance and commitment therapy, relational frame theory, 
contextual behavioral science, research, therapy, meaning, motivation, measures

Issues of meaning, purpose, values, and living a quality life are central to nearly all 
psychotherapy traditions, even if only implicitly. The concept of values has been present in 
behavioral traditions dating back to Skinner, who viewed values as an important source of 
reinforcement: “any list of values,” he wrote, “is a list of reinforcers— conditioned or otherwise” 
(Rogers & Skinner, 1956, p. 1064). The role of values in modern behavioral approaches to 
motivation has greatly expanded over the past 30 years as researchers and theoreticians have 
attempted to more thoroughly understand the role of human language in modifying how 
reinforcement occurs. Concurrently, the so- called third wave of cognitive- behavioral therapy 
(CBT), arose and new forms of CBT, including acceptance and commitment therapy (ACT; 
Hayes et al., 2012), moved away from a more exclusive focus on symptom reduction toward a 
more central focus on flexible and adaptive responding, with values as a guide for that action 
(Hayes, 2004).

While many approaches address values and meaning in some capacity, working explicitly 
with values is a foundational component of ACT. According to Hayes (2004), chosen values 
are a “necessary component of a meaningful life and indeed a meaningful course of therapy” 
(p. 647). In ACT, the primary goal of therapy is to facilitate an individual’s ability to choose 
what they want their life to be in the service of goal and then help them organize their behavior 
such that it serves those ends in a consistent, holistic, and sustainable way. In ACT, values 
define what is considered workable and effective for an individual, and ultimately, all of the 
other psychological flexibility processes are important only to the extent to which they facilitate 
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valued living. In this article, we provide a conceptual and theoretical overview of values and 
the values process from an ACT perspective. We also review some of the values measures most 
commonly used in ACT research and clinical practice. Finally, we review some of the empirical 
data related to the way values are defined in ACT and offer recommendations for the next 
steps needed to expand our understanding of this essential process.

Conceptual Overview
Defining Values
This article focuses on a contextual behavioral science (CBS), and specifically ACT, 
perspective of values. CBS focuses on understanding the behavior of organisms in a context, 
defined historically and situationally. Thus, while we use the term values, a more accurate 
term might be valuing, as it highlights that the term values points to a particular form of 
verbal behavior. Although a more technical framework for understanding values can be 
found in the literature on relational frame theory (RFT; Hayes et al., 2001), the theory of 
language and cognition linked to ACT, in this chapter we will largely use the middle- level 
terms of the psychological flexibility model (Hayes et al., 2012) and the more common 
terms from behavior analysis.

Perhaps the most commonly cited and comprehensive definition of values from this 
perspective is that “values are freely chosen, verbally constructed consequences of ongoing, 
dynamic, evolving patterns of activity, which establish predominant reinforcers for that activity 
that are intrinsic in engagement in the valued behavioral pattern itself ” (Wilson & Dufrene, 
2009, p. 64). This definition is not meant to make an ontological claim that this is what 
values are, but instead to present a strategic explication of values intended to guide science and 
practice. This article considers each element of this definition.

vAlues Are freely chosen
Values, from an ACT perspective, have a quality of personal ownership, meaning that the 
individual has the subjective experience of choosing for themselves the principles they want to 
guide their behavior (Hayes et al., 2012). Values are by definition not selected based dominantly 
on aversive control or pliance, that is, behavior that follows relatively fixed, socially mediated 
rules. Another way to say this is that values are not dominantly based out of, constructed, or 
serving goals of avoidance or escape from pain or based on the expectations of others. The idea 
that values are freely chosen is not meant to imply an ontological claim of free will or behavior 
divorced from history or context, but instead points to the experience of choice that tends to 
occur when the selection between behaviors is relatively free from aversive control. Framing 
values as a choice also has strategic advantages in that it can help foster novel behavior that is 
less constricted by people’s histories and personal narratives.

vAlues Are verbAlly constructeD
Values are verbally constructed and thus dependent on language. Their psychological functions 
depend on behavioral principles of language (emerging from RFT) that incorporate but also 
go beyond older conceptions of operant or classical conditioning (Hayes et al., 2001). Unlike 
nonverbal animals, human behavior can be influenced by contingencies that are incredibly 
distanced in time or that may even not occur within their lifetimes (Wilson et al., 2010a). 
As such, values are able to influence behavior even if the individual has never had any direct 
contact with the events described (da Silva Ferreira et al., 2019). For example, a person may 
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choose to attend protests in the service of building a society that is just and free, even if they 
have never personally experienced a just and free society.

vAlues Are ongoing, DynAMic, evolving PAtterns of Activity
Values are behavior— they are constructed through language by humans. To talk about values 
as discovered, innate, or “true” apart from human action and intention, may be potentially 
useful clinically at times but is not coherent with ACT theory. These complex patterns of 
activity we call “values” are evolving and dynamic in the sense that the behavior changes across 
time as the individual is exposed to various experiences. Values are dynamic in that the expres-
sion of a value will vary from situation to situation. For example, a father might value being a 
loving and involved parent, but this will look different when the child is 3 months old versus 
an adult. In addition, the father’s understanding of this value and their expression of the value 
will change from situation to situation and will evolve over time as the relationship matures, 
learning takes place, and different aspects of the value are articulated. Values are described as 
ongoing in that they refer to patterns of action that are constructed by an individual and can 
be seen in the larger patterns of behavior over time. Values are distinct from goals in that goals 
can be achieved and have an end. Values are also not found in any action itself (e.g., exercising, 
praying, or buying flowers for one’s partner) but in the overarching purpose of the behavior 
(e.g., healthy living, expansive connection, or lovingly caring). Values are also not fleeting feel-
ings or thoughts, but instead can be observed over time by seeing the larger pattern of purposes 
in someone’s life.

vAlues estAblish PreDoMinAnt reinforcers intrinsic in engAgeMent in the vAlueD 
behAviorAl PAttern itself
Values are variables that maintain or reinforce particular ways of behaving (da Silva Ferreira 
et al., 2019). Values can establish certain events as reinforcing or heighten the reinforcement 
from already reinforcing events (Hayes & Wilson, 1993), thereby affecting the behavior emit-
ted. Alternatively, we may state that values are verbal statements that serve to make certain 
consequences even more motivating (Dahl et al., 2009).

Values are intrinsic in the sense that it is the engagement in the valued behavior itself that 
is reinforcing, not other events that are extrinsic to the behavior and its natural consequences. 
For example, the reinforcement for someone whose behavior is guided by a values- based inten-
tion to be a loving brother does not come from the praise that is received by parents for acting 
in such a way, but from the very behavior of being loving toward one’s sibling. At least part of 
the strength of this reinforcement comes from the coherence between the ongoing construc-
tion of what it means to be a brother and their behavior toward said brother. For example, 
this value could continue to reinforce behavior connected to being a loving brother even after 
the brother has died, for example by supporting his surviving child. In contrast to aversive 
control linked to negative reinforcement, which may decrease intrinsic motivation (Elliot & 
Harackiewicz, 1996), values strengthen motivation linked to positive reinforcement.

Functions of Values in ACT
vAlues guiDe treAtMent tArgets
Values are at the heart of any ACT- based treatment plan and guide whatever success is 
achieved in therapy. “Values work [in ACT] establishes the primary purpose of therapy to be 
increasing the client’s active contact with whatever is most important to him or her” (Sandoz 
& Anderson, 2015, p. 60). Inflexible behavioral repertoires, such as cognitive fusion and 
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experiential avoidance, are key treatment targets in ACT only to the extent to which they 
interfere with values- consistent living.

Although from an ACT perspective, increased valued living is the ultimate therapeutic 
goal, many clients present to therapy with the primary goal of reducing suffering. Much of 
their behavior, just as it is for most humans, is likely oriented around experiential avoidance, 
that is, attempts to avoid, minimize, escape, or ameliorate internal difficult private experiences 
(e.g., thoughts, memories, feelings, sensations). People who are depressed are likely to orient 
much of their behavior around trying to feel less depressed. People who are anxious focus 
much of their energy on having less anticipatory anxiety or avoiding stimuli that trigger fear. 
Values provide an alternate guide for behavior that is larger than avoidance or escape, situating 
painful internal experiences in the context of more encompassing life goals, and through that, 
facilitate acceptance. While decreases in suffering are not the main point of ACT, empirically, 
evidence exists that not only is values- based action negatively correlated with subjective suf-
fering, but values- based action frequently precedes changes in suffering (Gloster et al., 2017). 
Thus, it appears that when a person is supported in contacting and engaging with their values, 
their distress tends to reduce over time, not that reductions in distress precede valued living.

vAlues ProviDe MotivAtion AnD sustAin behAvior
In addition to directing treatment interventions, values provide motivation for the hard work 
of therapy and the hard work of living (Wilson & Murrell, 2004). When clients are able to 
experience the sense of free choice that is present when values guide behavior as opposed to 
behavior that is under aversive control or dominated by pliance, it is likely that these behav-
iors will be more sustained over time, persisting even in times of difficulty or when barriers 
are present. For example, values work is used as a method to increase motivation to engage in 
exposure- type interventions in which people confront fear or other difficult emotions (Wilson 
& Murrell, 2004; Thompson et al., 2013). From an ACT perspective that is grounded in val-
ues, exposure is framed as a way to develop the ability to make room for painful events so that 
those painful events do not deflect from a well- lived life.

From an RFT perspective, values are augmentals in that they are verbal stimuli that change 
the reinforcing value of particular consequences (Leigland, 2005; Plumb et al., 2009). RFT 
suggests that identifying and connecting with one’s values serves as formative or motivative 
augmenting. They temporarily bring an individual into contact with potential verbal sources 
of reinforcement, thereby increasing the likelihood that the individual will choose to behave 
in line with their values (Hayes et al., 2001).

Additionally, RFT describes how language- able humans seek to maintain coherence 
in their verbal relational networks. Thus, declaring a value to be personally important may 
increase the likelihood that engaging in behavior consistent with that value will be intrinsi-
cally reinforced due to coherence with the value (Hayes et al., 2001). In contrast, incoherence 
between stated values and behaviors is likely to create dissonance and distress and therefore 
will be less likely to persist (Freijy & Kothe, 2013).

vAlues ProviDe A lArger AnD More consistent sense of MeAning AnD Direction in life
Values function, in part, to help establish a consistent and overarching direction in life. 
Avoidance and escape focus on moving away from that which one does not want to experience. 
In contrast, values are constructive in that they involve moving toward a particular direction 
over time or building up a particular quality in life by engaging in increasingly expanding pat-
terns of behavior that serve those ends.
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The process of valuing creates meaning. “Meaning is constructed in moments when we 
are connected with what matters” (LeJeune & Luoma, 2019, p. 21). Values provide a kind of 
verbal glue that links present moment actions to purposes and meanings that are larger than 
this moment, perhaps even larger than the individual themselves. The sense that one’s behavior 
serves a larger purpose can elevate a person beyond themselves and bring a richness to life that 
is lacking when one is solely focused on the concrete events occurring in the present.

Values can provide a more consistent sense of direction than fleeting thoughts and feel-
ings. Feelings and thoughts are constantly changing, but values, at least at their more abstract 
levels, tend to be relatively consistent over time (Luoma et al., 2017). Similarly, values string 
together actions and goals into a larger verbal tapestry, providing a sense of consistency in 
the face of changing life situations, circumstances, and relationships. Clarity as to what is 
most important can serve as a guide for action across a range of situations and through many 
hardships. Values can serve as a kind of lighthouse amidst the psychological storms that are 
frequent in life (Luoma et al., 2017).

vAlues enAble flexibility in the selection of goAls
While many therapy approaches help clients identify goals, in ACT, goal setting is secondary 
to and dependent on values construction. Goals are selected because they are directly linked 
to values the client has chosen to make important. Values are the direction, and the goals are 
markers that provide more proximal guides for behavior and allow the individual to track 
whether they are still moving in that direction. Prioritizing values over goals enables the indi-
vidual to be less rigidly attached to a particular goal if that goal becomes unworkable in a given 
context, thereby facilitating behavioral flexibility. For example, a more consistent connection 
to an overarching value around healthy living may enable more adaptive behavior change in 
response to a disabling injury compared to attachment to a particular physical activity that is 
no longer available because of the injury.

Values Measures
While numerous values measures are used in other frameworks, this section focuses on only 
those measures relating to values specifically based on an ACT or CBS framework. The 
three values measures cited most often in the ACT empirical literature are the Valued Living 
Questionnaire (VLQ; Wilson et al., 2010b), the Bull’s Eye Values Survey (BEVS; Lundgren 
et al., 2012), and the Valuing Questionnaire (VQ; Smout et al., 2014). A more general over-
view of other ACT values measures is presented in Table 12.1. Comprehensive reviews of 
values measures can also be found in reviews by Barrett et al. (2019) and Reilly et al. (2019).

Valued Living Questionnaire
DescriPtion AnD APPlicAtion of the vlQ
The VLQ (Wilson et al., 2010b) is the most widely utilized ACT values measure in research 
(Reilly et al., 2019). It is a 20- item self- report measure consisting of 10 valued domains on 
which individuals provide a rating for how important that particular domain is to them 
(importance) and how consistent they feel their behavior has been with their values in the 
domain (consistency). A valued living composite score is calculated by multiplying importance 
and consistency scores for each domain and summing the scores, and is recommended as the 
primary score of interest (Reilly et al., 2019).

The VLQ has been adapted for specific populations and behaviors including dementia 
caregivers (Romero- Moreno et al., 2016), bereaved college students (Davis et al., 2016), 
adolescents (Swain et al., 2015), alcohol use (Miller et al., 2016), and Malaysian young adults 
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at risk of developing psychosis (Berry et al., 2019). A revised version called the VLQ- 2 was 
published in a book (Wilson & Dufrene, 2009) for clinical use but does not appear to have 
been studied psychometrically. The VLQ- 2 identifies 12 valued domains rated across six 
dimensions: possibility, current importance, overall importance, action, satisfaction with level 
of action, and concern.

PsychoMetrics of the vlQ
In their original psychometric investigation in an undergraduate sample (n =  253), Wilson 
et al. (2010b) reported generally adequate internal consistency (importance scale α =  0.77, 
consistency scale α =  0.75, composite score α =  0.77) and test– retest reliability (importance 
scale r =  0.90, consistency scale r =  0.58, composite score r =  0.75). Subsequent studies 
have also shown satisfactory to excellent internal reliability estimates for the VLQ compos-
ite scores, ranging from α =  0.71 (Pakenham, 2015; Stafford- Brown & Pakenham, 2012) 
to α =  0.91 (VanBuskirk et al., 2011) and the importance scale, ranging from α =  0.71 
(Swain et al., 2015) to α =  0.93 (Juncos et al., 2017). However, the consistency scale 
has been somewhat less internally consistent, with Cronbach’s alphas ranging from poor, 
α =  0.60 (Juncos et al., 2017) to good α =  0.89 (Wetterneck et al., 2013). Convergent 
validity evidence is based on modest but statistically significant correlations of the VLQ 
composite score with measures of experiential avoidance, anxiety, depression, relationship 
difficulties, general psychopathology, and overall mental health functioning (Wilson et al., 
2010b). Finally, although the VLQ was originally normed on a predominantly white popu-
lation, subsequent studies have demonstrated sound psychometrics for Black samples as 
well (Graham et al., 2015; Miller & Orsillo, 2020; VanBuskirk et al., 2011). Overall, a 
recent review of values measures (Reilly et al., 2019) judged the VLQ to have moderately 
good psychometric quality based on their measures of the VLQ’s content validity, internal 
consistency, and construct validity.

Bull’s Eye Values Survey
DescriPtion AnD APPlicAtion of the bevs
The BEVS (Lundgren et al., 2012) is one of the most widely used and broadly applicable ACT- 
based values measures. Relatively brief and easy to use, the BEVS is also one of the few values 
measures that includes respondent’s qualitative description of their values. This self- report 
measure utilizes a visual depiction of a bull’s eye or target divided into four quadrants— labeled 
work/ education, leisure, personal growth, and relationships. Respondents are asked to write 
a brief values statement for each domain based on the following instructions: “What are the 
qualities that you would like to get out of each area and what are your expectations from these 
areas of your life?” They then place an “X” on the target to represent their distance from the 
“bull’s eye” in how consistently they are living that stated value (i.e., the consistency score). 
Respondents then record barriers they believe are interfering with their ability to live their 
stated values within each domain and rate how much each barrier is impeding them (i.e., the 
persistence score). Finally, they are asked to write a “valued action plan” and a specific action 
step for each domain.

Although the BEVS is used in research and clinical settings, its methodological quality 
suggests more support for its use as a clinical assessment and clinical intervention tool than for 
its use in empirical research (Reilly et al., 2019). Because it relies on relatively simple visual 
cues (a depiction of a bull’s eye/ target) that respondents interact with, the BEVS can be easily 
used across individuals from a wide range of ages, cognitive abilities, and cultures. Low values 
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consistency ratings can be used to identify high- value treatment targets. In addition, changes 
across time can be used to track client perceptions of change in values- based action.

PsychoMetrics of the bevs
Lundgren et al. (2012) report supportive evidence for content validity, convergent validity, 
and divergent validity in two samples: 27 South African adults with epilepsy and 181 Swedish 
undergraduates. Measurements at three time points demonstrated adequate to good test– 
retest reliability for both the attainment (r =  .70– .85) and the persistence scores (r =  .71– .90). 
Modest correlations with measures of overall life satisfaction and experiential avoidance were 
reported for the attainment and persistence scores, demonstrating some convergent validity for 
the BEVS. No evidence for structural validity was provided in these initial validation studies. 
In general, subsequent studies using the BEVS have not reported internal reliability (Lundgren 
et al., 2008, Murrell & Kapadia, 2011, Tyrberg et al., 2016), though Villatte et al. (2016) 
reported a Cronbach’s alpha score of α =  0.95 for the BEVS consistency subscale in their study 
of 15 adults seeking outpatient mental health services. Based on their criteria for its level of 
demonstrated content validity, internal consistency, and construct validity, Reilly et al. (2019) 
concluded that there is a “slight lack of evidence for the methodological quality of the BEVS 
for empirical ACT research” (p. 298).

The Valuing Questionnaire
DescriPtion AnD APPlicAtion of the vQ
The VQ (Smout et al., 2014) is a self- report scale with 10 statements rated according to how 
true they are of the respondent’s behavior. Unlike the VLQ or the BEVS, the VQ does not 
attempt to assess or differentiate values based on discrete- valued domains. Rather, it measures 
general consistency in living in line with values in all areas of life. It was specifically designed 
to allow clinicians to track client progress on a regular basis. Exploratory and confirmatory fac-
tor analysis conducted during measurement development identified two subscales: a progress 
scale, which reflects enactment of values and “clear awareness of what is personally important 
and perseverance” (Smout et al., 2014, p. 166), and an obstruction subscale, which measures 
impairment in valued living “due to avoidance of unwanted experience and distraction from 
values by inattention to values or attention to other psychological experiences” (Smout et al., 
2014, p. 166). Confirmatory factor analysis has supported the identification of these two sub-
scales (Carvalho et al., 2018).

PsychoMetrics of the vQ
Initial validation studies (Smout et al., 2014) conducted using an undergraduate sample 
(n =  630) and adult outpatients (n =  285) demonstrated good internal consistency (progress 
scale α =  0.89, obstruction scale α =  0.87). Convergent validity evidence was found in correla-
tions between both the VQ progress and VQ obstruction scales and measures of depression, 
anxiety, positive affect, negative affect, mindfulness, psychological flexibility, and overall life 
satisfaction. In general, these correlations are higher than those reported for either the VLQ 
or the BEVS, suggesting that the VQ may have superior convergent validity (Smout et al., 
2014). Subsequent studies have demonstrated poor to good internal consistency for the prog-
ress subscale, ranging from α =  0.61 (Levin et al., 2018) to α =  0.89 (Levin et al., 2016) and 
satisfactory to good on the obstruction score, ranging from α =  0.76 (Rickardsson et al., 2019) 
to α =  0.88 (Christie et al., 2016). A study utilizing a population in Sierra Leone reported a 
Cronbach’s alpha of α =  0.39 for the full- scale VQ, though the authors noted that this was 
likely because several of the items on the VQ did not translate well into Sierra Leonean culture 
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(Stewart et al., 2016). Studies on the psychometrics of the VQ, with the exception of Stewart 
et al. (2016), have involved predominantly (80% or more) white participants, suggesting more 
study with diverse samples is needed. Of the eight ACT values measures evaluated by Reilly 
et al. (2019), the VQ was rated the highest in terms of psychometric quality, with the VQ 
receiving passing scores on all eight measures of content validity, internal consistency, and 
construct validity.

Values- Focused Clinical Interventions
Values work within ACT focuses on increasing the ability to choose what ways of living (i.e., 
values) would result in a sense of meaning, purpose, or integrity and as well as on helping 
to organize actions into increasingly expanding patterns of behavior that serves those ends 
(LeJeune & Luoma, 2019). While the extent to which values are explicitly targeted in ACT 
will vary depending on the clinical context, values provide the foundation for any ACT- based 
therapy as values are ultimately the “why” in ACT (Luoma et al., 2017). As values are fun-
damental to treatment planning in ACT, the concept of values is typically introduced very 
early in therapy, often as part of the informed consent and intake process. For example, a brief 
values measure might be included in the initial assessment. An ACT therapist might orient the 
client toward values early in therapy by saying something like the following:

“I’ve heard quite a bit about your struggles with depression and our work will definitely include 
identifying strategies to address those. And yet, a meaningful life is more than just the absence of 
depression. So, we also need to be able to take a step back to get a bigger picture of your life and 
ensure that ultimately our work is about helping you create a well- lived, meaningful life, whatever 
that would be for you personally. The word we use for that in ACT is ‘values’ and we’ll talk more 
about that as we go along. But since this is at the heart of what our work will ultimately be about, 
I wanted to introduce you to this idea of values right from the start.”

Thus, treatment planning from an ACT perspective includes not only identifying presenting 
problems, but also looking at the bigger picture of the client’s life and the context in which 
those difficulties are situated (LeJeune & Luoma, 2019). Bringing values into the early stages 
of treatment allows for that broader perspective and can help motivate and increase willingness 
to engage in therapeutic tasks (Katz et al., 2016).

Although values are frequently introduced early on in ACT clinical interventions, it is not 
uncommon that after this initial introduction and possibly a more cursory assessment of values 
is done, the therapy focus may shift more toward other psychological flexibility processes (e.g., 
defusion or acceptance repertoires), returning to do more extensive values assessment and 
exploration after psychological flexibility is strengthened. Thus, like other flexibility processes, 
values work in ACT is not typically confined to discrete periods but rather is returned to again 
and again, woven in across the course of therapy. Depending on the depth and breadth of the 
clinical work, values work may include encouraging clients to articulate and publicly commit 
to their values, helping track current behaviors and assess those for consistency or inconsis-
tency with stated values, and helping the client learn to distinguish between more outcome- 
oriented goals and values that are more focused on the process of living (Luoma et al., 2017).

One commonly used ACT- based values intervention is a values card sort (Hayes & 
Ciarrochi, 2015; LeJeune & Luoma, 2019). In this exercise, clients are presented with a set 
of cards on which are written values statements or words. Clients are asked to sort the cards 
into categories— for example, those that are most important, moderately important, and least 
important to them. When sorting the cards, clients are encouraged to approach the exercise 
from a place of choice rather than avoidance, with instructions such as “What would you want 
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to make important in your life if you were totally free to choose?” or “Imagine that all your 
suffering has ended and that you have no more problems. What would you still find meaning-
ful and worthwhile?” (LeJeune & Luoma, 2019, p. 62). Often used during the initial stages 
of values exploration, this exercise is not intended to be a means for clients to definitively 
identify or choose values, but rather as a tool to allow them to gain experience with choosing 
in relation to values.

Various values assessment measures that lead clients to reflect on and write about their 
values, such as in the Personal Values Questionnaire (Blackledge & Ciarrocchi, 2006) or the 
BEVS (Lundgren et al., 2012), can also be used. Other common values exercises lead clients 
through eyes- closed visualizations, such as imagining attending their own funeral or retire-
ment party. One such visual exercise is the Sweet Spot exercise (Wilson & Dufrene, 2009) 
wherein clients are guided to explore past examples of valued living. Through facilitating shifts 
in temporal, spatial, and/ or interpersonal relational frames, this exercise allows clients to con-
tact the contingencies of living out those values in the there- and- then in a way that can shape 
their current behavior.

While engaging in values- based action is most often conceptualized as the committed 
action process in ACT, which is outlined elsewhere in this volume, experimenting with values- 
based action can also be incorporated into values construction and exploration interventions. 
For example, in values prototyping exercises (LeJeune & Luoma, 2019), clients engage in 
values exploration specifically through engaging in values- based activity. Values prototyping is 
an iterative process in which therapist and client develop prototypes together that the client 
then enacts in order to help explore values and gather information about what values they may 
choose to commit to.

Research Overview
Values processes focus on identifying, articulating, and contacting what matters to clients 
whereas committed action processes focus on putting values into action. Most of the existing 
research relating to values does not distinguish between these two processes, and partially, as a 
consequence, the research on values processes is relatively underdeveloped compared to other 
flexibility processes.

Values Consistency
The largest body of research relates to self- reports of how successful people feel they have been 
in putting their values into action, which we refer to using the rubric “values consistency.” 
Most of the research is either correlational in nature or measures changes in values consistency 
in response to intervention.

correlAtionAl stuDies
Cross- sectional studies have shown that values consistency is robustly associated with a 
variety of measures of healthy functioning. Greater values consistency has been associated 
with greater well- being and lower cancer- related distress among cancer patients (Ciarrochi 
et al., 2010), lower burnout among addiction counselors (Vilardaga et al., 2011), well- being 
and life- satisfaction in a general treatment sample (Barrett et al., 2020), resilience, satisfac-
tion with life, and depression in college students (Ceary et al., 2019), lower rates of suicidal 
ideation among veterans (Bahraini et al., 2013) and those receiving care on inpatient units 
(Roush et al., 2018), higher quality of life among those diagnosed with generalized anxiety 
disorder (GAD; Michelson et al., 2011), and lower symptom severity among those diagnosed 
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with obsessive- compulsive disorder (OCD; Wetterneck et al., 2013). Stapleton et al. (2020) 
reported a complex set of findings wherein values- consistent living was associated with some 
indices of physical health, but not others in their college student sample.

Living in a manner consistent with one’s values may also buffer the effects of various 
stressors. In college students, values consistency moderated the negative impact of stressful life 
events on resilience, such that, at high levels of valued living, had little impact on self- reported 
resilience (Ceary et al., 2019). In African American university students, engagement in valued 
action moderated the relationship between experiences with racist events and anxious and 
depressive symptoms, such that when valued living was high, experiences with racism were 
not significantly associated with symptoms (Graham et al., 2015). In a sample of racial/ eth-
nic minority graduate students, higher values- based living was predictive of lower depression, 
anxiety, and stress over and above the negative impacts of low perceived belongingness and 
racism- related stressors (Miller & Orsillo, 2020). In a trauma- exposed sample, values consis-
tency predicted lower functional impairment, lower posttraumatic stress, and lower depression 
(Donahue et al., 2017). In the same study, values consistency also moderated the relationship 
between posttraumatic symptoms and functional impairment such that the link between these 
two variables was weakened as valued living increased. Values processes also appeared to miti-
gate the impact of COVID- 19 related stress in Italian adults (Pakenham et al., 2020). Finally, 
values consistency was associated with higher self- reported resiliency among bereaved college 
students (Murrell et al., 2017).

chAnges in vAlues consistency Due to intervention
Values consistency has been shown to increase following ACT and acceptance- based clinical 
interventions targeting treatment- resistant panic disorder (Wersebe et al., 2017), long- term 
chronic illness (Brassington et al., 2016), major depression with psychotic features (Gaudiano 
et al., 2012), GAD (Michelson et al., 2011), and social anxiety disorder (Dalrymple & 
Herbert, 2007; Kocovski et al., 2013). Similar findings related to values consistency have 
also been demonstrated in nonclinical ACT and acceptance- based interventions, including 
targeting student overall well- being (Danitz et al., 2016; Firestone et al., 2019; Grégoire et al., 
2018); high- weight individuals experiencing weight stigma (Levin et al., 2018); and stress in 
psychology trainees (Stafford- Brown & Pakenham, 2012), high- weight women (Wallin et al., 
2018), and professionals assisting people with developmental disabilities (Castro et al., 2016). 
Other studies of ACT interventions for gamblers (Dixon et al., 2016), college students (Levin 
et al., 2016), nongovernmental workers in Sierra Leone (Stewart et al., 2016), anxious college 
students (Swain et al., 2015), and smokers (O’Connor et al., 2020) did not show a posttreat-
ment difference on overall values consistency compared to controls. Similarly, a DVD- based 
ACT intervention did not increase values consistency related to physical exercise (Moffitt & 
Mohr, 2015).

In a few studies, improvements in values consistency have been associated with improved 
outcomes, for example, during ACT- based therapy for chronic pain (Foote et al., 2015; 
McCracken & Yang, 2006; Vowles & McCracken, 2008; Vowles et al., 2011), GAD (Hayes 
et al., 2010), and depression in veterans (Bramwell & Richardson, 2018). In a large sample 
of adults receiving outpatient CBT (n =  3687), increases in values- based action significantly 
explained life satisfaction ratings at end of treatment, even after controlling for symptom 
reduction (Hoyer et al., 2020), suggesting values consistency may be important outside 
ACT. College students who participated in an online intervention and engaged in more 
values writing showed a greater reduction in depression postintervention (Danitz et al., 
2016; Sagon et al., 2018). Among at- risk college students, educational values consistency at 
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postintervention predicted subsequent grade point average (Sandoz et al., 2017). Finally, in 
the only mediational data we were able to find, two studies showed that values consistency 
and persistence in the face of barriers at least partially mediated outcomes of an ACT- based 
intervention for epilepsy (Lundgren et al., 2006; 2008).

Values Importance
A handful of cross- sectional studies suggest that reporting a range of strongly held values 
may be associated with better functioning. For example, among parentally bereaved college 
students, those who had lower overall values importance ratings reported greater bereavement- 
related distress as compared to those who placed more importance overall on their values 
(Murrell et al., 2017). Bahraini et al. (2013) found that values importance was associated with 
lower odds of suicidal ideation in a sample of veterans. In a study of college students, values 
importance predicted self- reported resilience even after values consistency was controlled for, 
suggesting it may carry additional explanatory value beyond values consistency (Ceary et al., 
2019). Similarly, Ciarrochi et al. (2010) found that values importance was linked to reported 
success in associated domains, though the study failed to find a relationship between values 
importance and well- being.

In contrast to the fairly consistent findings from cross- sectional studies, findings relating 
to change in values importance are more inconsistent. For example, Bramwell and Richardson 
(2018) showed that an overall increase in rated importance of values during treatment was not 
related to improved depression or distress in a small (n =  38) outpatient sample of veterans. 
Hoyer et al. (2020) found that values importance decreased slightly during treatment in a 
large CBT sample (n =  3687). Values importance around health also decreased following a 
DVD- based ACT intervention for exercise promotion (Moffit & Mohr, 2015). Finally, overall 
values importance did not increase as the result of a smoking cessation smartphone app based 
on ACT (O’Connor et al., 2020).

Effects of Briefly Writing about Important Values
A number of studies have examined the effects of briefly reflecting on values through writing. 
Much of this literature is linked to a paradigm called “values affirmation” in which people write 
about important values before engaging in various tasks. These studies suggest that reflecting 
on values can sometimes alter subsequent behavior and emotional responses. However, the 
pattern of results from the values affirmation literature is complex. In addition, it is most fre-
quently framed in terms of self- affirmation theory (Sherman & Cohen, 2006), which may not 
be consistent with ACT theory. For example, in their meta- analysis of the values affirmation 
interventions within self- affirmation theory, Epton et al. (2015) suggest that values affirmation 
tasks function by “bolstering or restoring a perception of oneself as adaptively and morally 
adequate” (p. 187). Next we review some of the key findings related to values affirmation tasks 
that are more consistent with an ACT theoretical perspective.

Several studies show that values writing can increase values- consistent behavior. For 
example, Engle and Follette (2018) showed that people who were assigned to write about 
values related to giving were more likely to donate to a charity compared to people assigned 
to a control condition. Writing about values held to be highly important has also been shown 
to predict increased physical activity and positive attitudes toward physical activity among 
university students (Cooke et al., 2014). Values affirmation writing also resulted in more 
weight loss and lower body mass index (BMI) after 2 months among college women compared 
to a control condition (Logel & Cohen, 2011). In their meta- analysis that included 41 studies, 
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Epton et al. (2015) concluded that there is a consistent, though small, positive impact of 
values affirmation interventions on health- related behavior change.

Some authors have concluded that reflecting on important values may reduce defensive-
ness and increase receptivity to potentially self- threatening information, at least in part due 
to creating a sense of self- transcendence (Crocker et al., 2008). For example, students who 
engaged in values writing tasks, compared to a control task, exhibited significantly lower rates 
of state paranoia when exposed to a paranoia- induction task (Evans et al., 2019; Kingston & 
Ellett, 2014). Harris and Napper (2005) found that among students whose alcohol consump-
tion placed them in a “high- risk” category, those who were asked to write about their important 
values were better able to imagine themselves developing cancer in response to cancer- related 
information and reported greater intent to reduce alcohol consumption in response to alcohol- 
related information as compared to high- risk participants who did not engage in the values 
affirmation task. The authors interpreted their findings as an example of incorporating new 
information due to lower levels of defensive responding. Data from neuroimaging studies 
show activation of the ventromedial prefrontal cortex during exposure to potentially threaten-
ing health information following a values affirmation task (Falk et al., 2015). The authors of 
this paper concluded that this result supports the idea that values affirmation tasks may facili-
tate peoples’ ability to see self- relevance and personal importance in what would otherwise be 
experienced as threat- inducing information.

Reflecting on important values may also buffer some forms of stress. College students 
who were asked to respond to questions about values that they held to be of high personal 
importance evidenced lower physiological stress response during a subsequent high- stress task 
than control participants who were asked questions about low- importance values (Creswell 
et al., 2005). In a study with undergraduates, Gregg et al. (2014) found that participants who 
completed the BEVS, compared to a control task, showed decreased cortisol (a measure of 
stress) in response to an acute social stressor. In a sample of 14 African American students, a 
values- writing exercise, compared to a control task, decreased distress in response to a racism- 
related stimulus (West et al., 2013). However, Czech et al. (2011) found that values writing 
did not reduce anticipatory stress to a speech task, and Berghoff et al. (2018) failed to show 
that adding a values- writing task to mindfulness meditation online training had a significant 
impact on participants’ levels of anxiety.

Some evidence also suggests that reflecting on one’s values may change behavior in rela-
tion to stigma and prejudice, perhaps through reducing threat responding. African American 
middle schoolers who wrote about deeply held personal values as opposed to low- importance 
values significantly improved academic performance and reduced the academic achievement 
gap between white and Black students (Cohen et al., 2006); these findings were generally 
maintained at 2- year follow- up (Cohen et al., 2009). Participating in two very brief values 
writing tasks reduced the gender achievement gap between men and women in an under-
graduate physics course (Miyake et al., 2010). A similar study of values affirmation tasks given 
to seventh graders in the United States showed that the task did not influence white or Asian 
student outcomes but did have a small but statistically significant positive impact on overall 
grade point average for Black and Latinx students’ overall grade point average, though not 
other measures of academic achievement (Borman et al., 2016). These findings suggest that 
values affirmation tasks may have differential impact on those who are more vulnerable to 
stereotype threat, but large- scale replication attempts have failed to demonstrate any positive 
impact of values affirmation tasks on stereotype threat. Hanselman et al. (2017) have called 
the earlier findings into question. Some findings have even been negative, with Burgess et al. 
(2014) reporting that Black patients, presenting to a health care setting, who participated in a 
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brief values affirmation intervention displayed lower performance and social self- esteem than 
Black patients in a control condition.

Values and Other ACT Processes of Change
The ACT model holds that effective therapeutic work around values depends on other psycho-
logical flexibility processes (LeJeune & Luoma, 2019). For example, cognitive fusion impedes 
effective values exploration because people can get derailed by rigid judgments about values 
choices. Experiential avoidance can impede the exploration and construction of values because 
reflecting on values can often be painful due to lack of behavioral consistency. A lack of pres-
ent moment focuses means that values work will be lifeless talk about some abstract future 
and not relevant to here- and- now choices. Values work without flexible perspective- taking 
is constricting because people get caught up in stories linked to their conceptualized self, 
thereby limiting what is possible for them. Psychological inflexibility can also interfere with 
putting values into action, with research showing a negative relationship between experiential 
avoidance and engagement in values- based action (Michelson et al., 2011; Smout et al., 2014; 
Wilson et al., 2010b).

Two studies have used dismantling designs to examine the effects of delivering the open 
(defusion and acceptance) components versus the engaged (values and committed action) 
components of ACT. One study randomized 181 distressed college students to an online 
intervention focusing the open processes, engaged processes, a combination intervention (full 
ACT intervention), or a waitlist control (Levin et al., 2020). The conditions that included 
values components (i.e., the engaged and full conditions) resulted in greater reliable clinical 
change than the open condition and greater improvement in positive mental health than the 
waitlist condition. This suggests that the inclusion of values and committed action added 
something beyond acceptance and defusion processes on their own. The second study used a 
randomized, nonconcurrent multiple baselines across participants design with 15 clients with 
elevated distress and compared open versus engaged treatment modules (Villatte et al., 2016). 
The open modules resulted in greater session- by- session improvements and larger reductions 
in symptom severity, whereas the engaged modules produced greater changes in value- based 
behavior and greater quality- of- life improvements.

We found three studies that examined the effects of values combined with an acceptance 
rationale compared to control conditions. First, a study of 99 college students found that add-
ing a values component to an acceptance intervention resulted in higher pain tolerance to a 
cold pressor task compared to an acceptance- only or control condition (Branstetter- Rost et al., 
2009). Two other studies examined the importance of acceptance versus control rationales 
when combined with values. Páez- Blarrina et al. (2008 a, b) randomly assigned 90 under-
graduates to a pain acceptance plus values condition, a pain reduction plus values condition, or 
a control condition that did not include values. Participants in the acceptance condition dem-
onstrated significantly higher levels of pain tolerance and lower levels of pain believability than 
either the pain reduction or the no- values control condition. These findings were largely repli-
cated in a similar study (Páez- Blarrina et al., 2008a, b). These studies suggest that acceptance 
and values may work together to promote positive behavioral change. Relatively little research 
has examined the links between values and other psychological flexibility processes. Research 
on mindfulness has shown that values can account for the relationship between mindfulness 
and well- being (Christie et al., 2016), suggesting that valuing processes may be part of the 
pathway between mindfulness and psychological well- being found in the larger literature.

Finally, a study of university students showed that an online values intervention com-
bined with goal setting (i.e., committed action) was able to increase subsequent grade point 
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average compared to goal setting alone or waitlist conditions (Chase et al., 2013). Overall, 
more research is needed on how values interventions might interact with other ACT processes 
beyond acceptance.

Challenges and Future Directions
Despite the explosion of ACT- focused research in recent years, the values process in ACT 
has received less empirical attention than some of the other processes (Vowles et al., 2009). 
As opposed to studying the process of constructing, articulating, and contacting values, most 
studies focus on values consistency (i.e., behaving in line with stated values), which is more 
closely related to the committed action process in ACT.

One of the biggest barriers to such empirical exploration of the values process is mea-
surement. Values define a rich, multifaceted area of behavior within the psychological flex-
ibility model, making it extremely difficult to come up with comprehensive, yet usable, 
measures that address the idiographic nature of values and factors related to cultural, lin-
guistic, cognitive, and developmental contexts. A recent qualitative study involving 11 
ACT experts reported that “all experts agreed that sufficient measures to assess the valuing 
process have not yet been developed” (Barney et al., 2019, p. 229). Specifically, Barney 
et al.’s report finds that existing ACT values measures tend to oversimplify the valuing pro-
cess and do not recognize or otherwise measure the individualized nature of values (Barney 
et al., 2019). Indeed, nearly all existing values measures focus on either measuring the 
importance of different valued domains and/ or action within various valued domains. To 
date, little research has been done on the quality of the action within those domains, which 
is a fundamental aspect of the valuing process in ACT. Furthermore, few if any existing 
measures assess a person’s contact with values or a sense of meaningfulness, vitality, choice, 
or other specific appetitive qualities that are theoretically part of engaging in a values- 
consistent behavior (Barney et al., 2019). As these are all essential elements of the concept 
of values from the ACT perspective, the failure of existing measures to capture these is 
a significant limitation. An exception is the Multidimensional Psychological Flexibility 
Inventory, which has separate subscales that assess values processes as distinct from com-
mitment processes and focuses on qualities such as contact, connection, prioritizing what 
is important, and having a sense of direction in life (Rolffs et al., 2018). In their review of 
the recommendations made by ACT- focused values experts, Barney et al. (2019) identified 
three primary recommendations for future values measure development: (1) that future 
measures need to be more comprehensive and multimodal, (2) that values measures also 
assess an individual’s direct momentary experience while they are engaging in values- based 
action, and (3) that future values measures allow for more individualized responses that can 
reflect the highly personal and rich nature of values.

Many studies only report one parameter that provides an overall assessment of values- 
related behavior, showing the need for more multimodal and granular assessment. Often, this 
parameter combines variables that would seemingly relate to values and committed action 
processes, for example, through composite scores that combine importance and consistency 
ratings (Ceary et al., 2019; Donahue et al., 2017; Graham et al., 2015; Michelson et al., 
2011; Miller & Orsillo, 2020; Wetterneck et al., 2013). For example, the VLQ (Wilson et al., 
2010b) and the Values Wheel (O’Connor et al., 2019; Barrett et al., 2020) calculate compos-
ite scores by multiplying the scores from the values importance and consistency subscales in 
order to get an overall rating of valued living. This likely conceals important differences in that 
a person who has low- consistency ratings and high importance ratings will have a composite 
score similar to that of people with high- consistency ratings and low importance, but it seems 
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doubtful that these scores point to comparable behavioral repertoires. This also means that 
it is unclear to what extent outcomes are more associated with values processes, as poten-
tially reflected in varying levels of importance scores, or commitment processes, as potentially 
reflected in higher consistency scores.

A few studies illustrate why more multimodal, idiographic, and granular assessments of 
values and values- related behaving are needed. For example, the presence of values clarity can 
be psychometrically distinguished from lack of contact with values (Rolffs et al., 2018). Other 
studies have shown that people report more discrepancy between behavior and values in non-
social versus social domains (Wersebe et al., 2017; Villanueva et al., 2020). A study of drink-
ers found that when alcohol use was aligned with important values, this was associated with 
increased heavy drinking in college students (Miller et al., 2016). Research on goal- related 
striving (Steger et al., 2013) that uses idiographic measures of valued goals and assessments of 
success in achieving those goals might also inform future research. This was the strategy used 
in the newly developed Personalized Psychological Flexibility Index (Kashdan et al., 2020). 
Examples of qualitative studies include one of people with chronic pain, which found they 
differentiated between valued domains (Casey et al., 2020), and another qualitative study 
described how people responded to a values workshop (Fitzpatrick et al., 2016).

Research on values would also benefit from moving beyond more traditional self- report 
assessments taken at just one or two points in time. For example, intensive longitudinal 
designs such as ecological momentary assessment (EMA) could obtain reports of behavior 
closer in time to the actual behavior and generally have a stronger ability to examine intrain-
dividual variation over time and between contexts. Furthermore, mixed- methods approaches 
that combine qualitative and quantitative approaches might be useful in researching how to 
quantify what it means to have values clarity, defined as the extent to which people know what 
values apply in a given context and their ability to contact them to guide action. Experimental 
designs are needed to explore concepts such as “contacting” values and how this affects motiva-
tion, perhaps in experiments offering choices over various forms of reinforcement.

Also noticeable is the lack of data related to values importance ratings, despite many 
studies including measures that assess that dimension. For example, the VLQ (Wilson et al., 
2010b) includes two subscales (importance and consistency), but most papers only report 
results from the composite rating. This makes it difficult to assess the strength of findings 
related to values importance, perhaps due to a file drawer problem wherein null findings are 
underreported. We recommend that researchers report analyses related to all measures of val-
ues included in studies, even if results are not statistically significant, as suggested by open 
science advocates (Nelson et al., 2018). Also, some measures of values importance appear to 
suffer from ceiling effects, with a general skew toward domains being rated highly important 
(e.g., Murrell et al., 2017); therefore better assessments of values importance may be needed.

Different data- analytic approaches that go beyond assessments of mean values at the 
group level, such as those assessing the importance of variability itself, would also be poten-
tially beneficial. For example, researchers might examine not just total scores across valued 
domains, but whether variation within and between domains or within and between values- 
related behaviors is related to outcomes. An example of this approach is the literature on emo-
tion differentiation, which shows that within- subjects variability in responding to emotion 
terms predicts better outcomes in some situations (Smidt & Suvak, 2015).

Finally, many of the projects reviewed suffer from relatively small sample sizes, which is 
likely to result in wide variation in parameter estimates and increase the problem of file drawer 
effects where nonsignificant findings are simply not reported. Thus, in general, this literature 
would benefit from larger replication studies.
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Conclusion
Humans’ yearning to live lives of meaning and purpose is fundamental to what separates our 
species from nonhuman animals. We propose that ACT, with its roots in behavior analysis, 
its rich understanding of human language and cognition offered by RFT, and its grounding 
in a functional contextual perspective, has something unique to offer when it comes to our 
exploration of the topic of values.

Within a psychological flexibility framework, values are a rich, multifaceted category of 
verbal behavior. In this article, we reviewed the growing empirical support for the impor-
tance of considering these complex patterns of activity in therapy and the potential of valued 
action in creating profound impacts on quality of life and suffering. Yet much more research 
is needed to further our empirical and clinical understanding of values. In particular, research-
ers could benefit from further differentiating between activities involved in values construc-
tion and contact (e.g., values exploration and articulation, contacting values through writing, 
choosing valued directions) versus those activities of values- based committed action. Measures 
need to be refined to better capture the ongoing, evolving pattern of behavior we call values, 
and more rigorous methodological designs need to be utilized. Clinical interventions need to 
be honed so that values are brought to life in the therapy room and clients are able to contact 
the intrinsically reinforcing properties of values. ACT offers the opportunity to explore issues 
of values, meaning, and purpose, not merely as existential or philosophical constructs, but 
rather as the subject of rigorous scientific inquiry. In doing so, ACT can further refine our 
ability to measure, predict, and influence these elements that are so fundamental to what it 
means to be human and to be able to live a well- lived human life.
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 Committed Action

Lance M. McCracken

Abstract
Committed action is a fundamentally important facet of  psychological flexibility and 
acceptance and commitment therapy (ACT). This article introduces committed action, 
reviews how definitions of  it have evolved over time, presents a current definition, 
and summarizes current evidence. While the term itself  has not always garnered great 
attention either in the clinic or in research, any research in behavioral activation and goal 
setting will directly relate to processes of  committed action. Research explicitly into 
“committed action” is finally underway, beginning 14 years after publication of  the first 
book on ACT. This was enabled by the appearance of  adequate self- report measures 
of  the process. A critical appraisal of  the research around committed action shows that 
not all purported measures of  committed action reflect this process with equal fidelity, 
and some fail to reflect key features. Nonetheless, evidence so far demonstrates that 
committed action from within the frame of  psychological flexibility can be assessed in a 
theoretically consistent fashion. Measures of  it correlate with measures of  functioning 
and change when targeted with appropriate treatment methods; these changes in turn 
correlate with improvements in key clinical outcomes. These results, taken together 
with evidence from behavioral activation and goal- setting methods, provide substantial 
and growing evidence that committed action constitutes an evidence- based process of  
behavior change. It is recommended that methods to assess and promote this process 
continue to be developed and that they be included in future treatments.

Key Words: psychological flexibility, hexaflex, goal setting, behavior change, values, 
therapy component

The second main word in acceptance and commitment therapy (ACT) is commitment, not 
defusion, awareness, self, or values. Even though abbreviations such as ADT, AST, and AVT 
have a nice sound, they were not chosen. ACT is a good word. So, ought we to take any further 
meaning from this “C” word other than a way to produce a good abbreviation for a therapy, 
one that creates a suitable meaning when spoken as a word? When the second edition of the 
ACT book came out, the chapter on committed action explained that the word behind the 
“C” expresses “the fundamental importance that ACT places upon behavioral change” and 
moreover, “if a client does not change his or her behavior, then all of our efforts working on 
defusion- acceptance, present moment- self- as- perspective, and values are for naught” (Hayes, 
Strosahl, & Wilson, 2012, p. 328), and that certainly sounds right.

To understand the word “commitment” in the context of ACT, one might look at how it 
and related words are commonly used. This is a useful exercise because any use of terms such as 
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committed action will conjure up a range of meanings. In fact, “commit” is commonly used in 
different ways and can mean “to carry into action deliberately” or “to pledge or assign to some 
particular course or use,” among other meanings (Merriam- Webster, n.d.). For any native 
English speaker, a committed action can be a done action that is perpetrated or accomplished. 
At the same time, there will be a sense that “commitment” means to promise or pledge that 
one will do a certain thing and keep doing it, not as just an act but as a “course” of action. 
A committed relationship is one that a person promises to stick with, “forsaking all others,” and 
other commitments. For example, a pledge of allegiance to a symbol of one’s country seems to 
carry that same kind of promise. In this context, there is a distinction about committed actions 
that are done versus actions that are promised. There is nothing particularly problematic here 
with respect to ACT or contextual behavioral science, except possibly a lack of precision. All 
that one can say so far is that the dictionary does not fully help us understand the meaning of 
“committed action” in ACT.

Committed Action in ACT, 1999– 2020
In the first book on ACT, Chapter 9 is titled “Willingness and Commitment: Putting ACT 
into Action” (Hayes, Strosahl, & Wilson, 1999). The closest thing to a definition of commit-
ted action that appears in that chapter is as follows: “Commitment involves the description of 
valued behavior that one is going to produce and the subsequent production of that behavior 
under the control of this self- rule” and later, “If the behavior is successful in producing valued 
outcomes, the temporary insensitivity produced by overt commitment will allow those con-
tingencies to be contacted” (Hayes et al., 1999, p. 237). This is really interesting because it 
seems to emphasize the actual making of a pledge or promise as part of committed action. It 
frames committed action as a pattern of “make a verbal commitment and keep the commit-
ment,” the latter part here meaning to act on it. In addition, it makes committed action at the 
outset a kind of verbal behavior, a kind of rule- governed behavior, which seemingly we might 
understand mostly as “tracking.”

In the 1999 version of the ACT book, the term commitment appears in both a chap-
ter title name and the index but committed action does not. The entry in the index is called 
“Commitment phase” to be exact, and there it headlines 12 related topics. Looking back 
more than 20 years, we notice one other thing: how much “willingness” was featured in early 
descriptions as part of what we now call committed action (Hayes et al., 1999). One gets an 
impression that committed action is little more than the action part of acceptance. When we 
read the chapters from the first and second editions of the book on ACT side by side, we detect 
some shifts. In the 2012 edition, Chapter 12 is simply called “Committed Action” (Hayes 
et al., 2012). The index carries no entry for “commitment” and the term committed action, 
which does appear, is a marker for 32 separate related topics. This could reflect merely differ-
ences in the process of indexing terms or differences in emphasis and distinctions in meaning 
that emerged from the authors.

Thirteen years after the first descriptions of commitment or committed action appeared, 
the explicit emphasis on making a verbal commitment and keeping it is not detectible in 
the second edition of the primary text on ACT. Also, there is less exclusive partnering of 
committed action with willingness, and a more equal partnering across the other facets of 
psychological flexibility (PF). This includes present focused awareness: “One of the major 
misunderstandings about commitment is that it often seems like a promise made about the 
future  . . .  in fact, commitment is not really about the future at all  . . .  commitment occurs in 
the very moment a person takes a step in one of two directions.” (Hayes et al., 2012, p. 328). 
Later, this is elaborated: “in ACT, committed action is a values- based action that occurs at 
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a particular moment in time and that is deliberately linked to creating a pattern of action 
that serves the value” (p. 328). And further, “the very moment one sees a divergence between 
actions and a value, and chooses again to act to embody and grow the value, that very action 
is a committed action” (p. 329). Again, the notion of making and keeping a promise or pledge 
is apparently absent in the newer description of committed action. If one had to add another 
feature, it is that it operates in an interactive fashion with all other facets of PF.

More recently, committed action was defined as “action that is guided by goals and val-
ues, is persistent, in that it can incorporate setbacks or discomfort and continue, and flexible, 
in that it can stop when it is unsuccessful” (McCracken, Chilcot, & Norton, 2015, p. 678). 
This definition includes echoes of the definition presented in the first edition of the ACT 
book, minus the aspect of an actual verbal commitment. It does not, unfortunately, include 
the aspect emphasized in the 2012 edition, that being the connection between committed 
action as part of a process of building larger patterns of values- based action. What follows 
is a summary of features of committed action from the available sources reviewed, a kind of 
state of the art and current clinical definition of the term. To summarize the key features of 
committed action and suggest a current definition would be to say that committed action is 
values- based action that is intentionally linked to a growing, continuing, and integrating pat-
tern of values- based action and includes a mutual relationship with each of the other processes 
of psychological flexibility. A feature of committed action is that it is “growing” or progressive. 
It typically begins with small steps that build into larger and more stable patterns of behavior. 
The “continuing” quality requires that it explicitly include contact with potential barriers to 
continued action, including failure experiences, unwanted emotions, or pain; it persists, and 
it is repeated. In a similar sense, the purpose is not necessarily in the immediate outcome, the 
events encountered directly following the act itself, but in the overall direction served. The 
“integrating” quality means it activates behavioral selection and retention mechanisms. With 
committed action, behavior can be shaped, reinforced, and generalized, or not, through the 
results that have been produced. Ideally, through this process, effective and resilient behavior 
patterns emerge that may produce increasing success in the future. One might be tempted to 
see committed action as the outcome of the other processes of PF, but it is probably not ideal 
to frame it this way. Rather, it is as much the means for reaching outcome as any of the other 
processes, not the end point of a series of processes delivered.

Evidence from Experimental Studies
Committed action is a values- based act, in the moment, that is connected to an extended pat-
tern of behavior. One might expect that it could be difficult to produce this quality in a labora-
tory setting, although in truth it probably need be no more difficult than values- based action 
in general. After all, a person ought to be able to choose and engage in a small values- based 
action framed in relation to a larger pattern of behavior over time, and should even be able to 
choose and engage in it again in the lab. At the same time, the entire pattern need not occur in 
the lab. Regardless of this reasoning, it is not clear that there have been any previous lab- based 
studies of committed action per se, at least none or few that were precisely labeled as such.

In a systematic review and meta- analysis of experimental laboratory studies of compo-
nents defined within the PF model, 66 studies were identified (Levin, Hildebrandt, Lillis, & 
Hayes, 2012). None of these studies focused on committed action, but there is a particular 
reason why. Studies of committed action alone, including studies of behavioral methods, such 
as goal- setting, contingency management, or behavioral activation, were excluded from this 
review because the literature on these topics is very large and well established (Levin et al., 
2012), and presumably does not need review in the same way that the other facets do.
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It has been suggested that experimental evidence for the role of committed action in 
relation to psychological outcomes can be found in experimental studies of goal- setting and 
behavioral activation (BA), for example. With regard to goal- setting, while goal- setting can be 
entirely consistent with committed action as a method, it does not necessarily incorporate all 
of the features of committed action discussed here. Goals as commonly defined are meant to 
be desirable or relevant, but this may not be the same thing as saying they are values- based. 
Also, a goal is something that is doable and “completable,” and it is not necessarily a part of a 
growing pattern of behavior. Having said that, note that committed action is a skill that can be 
used as a tool, such as during therapy, or after therapy when one recognizes that they are stuck 
or are not succeeding as they want to do. Technically, it seems, one could apply committed 
action and then stop consciously and intentionally applying it when one succeeds or reaches 
the goal from doing so. With these points in mind, evidence for goal- setting speaks to a part of 
what can be done, or methods that apply, under the umbrella of committed action.

Goal- setting is in fact widely considered as an effective and key element in helping people 
change their behavior. In a systematic review and meta- analysis including 155 studies and 384 
effect sizes in 16,523 people, goal setting was seen to produce a small, positive, unique effect 
on behavior (d =  .34; Epton, Currie, & Armitage, 2017). The goals typically included cognitive 
or sports performances, 49 percent and 22 percent, respectively. Control groups were typically 
given the instruction to “do your best.” Most of the participants, 77 percent were university 
students, and goal achievement was assessed over a mean follow- up period of 2.1 weeks after 
the goal- setting intervention. Increased goal difficulty was significantly associated with goal 
success, as were goals that were set publicly, set face to face rather than online, and group goals. 
Interestingly, a measure of commitment has been employed in some of the studies, including 
74 of the effect sizes. This measure, which actually focuses on strength of commitment, was 
taken after the goal was set and before it was acted on, and this was associated with a smaller 
effect of goal- setting on behavior (Epton et al., 2017). This kind of effect was also observed in 
a very small number of studies that manipulated goal commitment. In the case of assessment 
of commitment, it was thought that the smaller effect was due to participants realizing that 
their actual commitment to the goal was low, and as a result, less effort was applied. In the 
case of manipulated commitment, it was thought that an actual positive effect was probably 
hidden by most of the goals included, which were too easy. The expectation is that strength of 
commitment is only able to exert an impact in the case of difficult goals (Epton et al., 2017).

One intention of committed action is to create patterns of behavior that reflect values, 
are in a sense inherently positively reinforcing, and meet reinforcing contingencies when the 
person engages in them. This focus, essentially on contact and engagement with response 
contingent positive reinforcement, means that committed action overlaps considerably with 
BA. This also means that evidence for BA will apply to a degree to committed action. As 
with goal- setting, it seems everything in the processes and methods of BA is able to fit within 
the frame of committed action. BA includes self- monitoring and activity scheduling for the 
purpose of increasing overt behavior, again, with the further purpose of making contact with 
personally relevant positive reinforcers in the settings of a person’s daily life (Lejuez, Hopko, 
Acierno, Daughters, & Pagoto, 2011). As with goal- setting, BA has not necessarily included 
value clarification in the past, although relevance and desirability might appear to be assumed 
within the concept of reinforcement itself. BA also includes preventing patterns of avoidance, 
such as patterns of avoidance entailed in rumination that can block awareness, and is entirely 
consistent with committed action and psychological flexibility in general. The essential break-
ing down of behavior patterns into smaller manageable steps and gradually shaping larger 
longer term patterns from there form a direct parallel to committed action.
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A recent systematic review and meta- analysis of BA included 28 studies (n =  1853; Stein, 
Carl, Cuijpers, Karyotaki, & Smits, 2020). Beyond focusing on effects on depression as is 
customarily done, these authors also examined effects on anxiety and activation itself, finding 
that BA outperformed inactive control conditions for improvements in these with large effect 
sizes, g =  .83, small effect sizes, g =  .37, and medium ones, g =  .64, for depression, anxiety, and 
activation, respectively. Effect sizes for BA in comparison to active control conditions were not 
significant. This analysis also aimed to determine the moderating effect of including discussion 
of values in BA. Based on 19 studies, the effect size for the subgroup with the discussion of 
values was g =  .86, while the effect for the subgroup without discussion of values was g =  .82, 
which does not constitute a significant difference (Stein et al., 2020).

Measures of Committed Action
For many years, there were no specific measures of psychological flexibility processes except for 
the Acceptance and Action Questionnaire (AAQ; Hayes et al., 2004), its subsequent revisions, 
such as the AAQ- II, and variants from the same family designed to include specific experiences 
or populations. The Chronic Pain Acceptance Questionnaire (CPAQ; McCracken, 1998) 
was an early example of these measures. An interesting point about the early measures, even 
though the AAQ came to be called a measure of PF and later inflexibility, is that they never 
clearly included committed action as we understand it today. Even when the AAQ included 
49 items, including versions circulated around 2003, none of the items, as far as one could tell, 
were ideally framed to reflect committed action. Two items that appeared closest to the process 
were, “I can set a course in my life and stick to it, even if I have doubts,” and “If I promise 
to do something, I’ll do it, even if I later don’t feel like it.” In fact, many of the items reflect 
a similar format: “I (relevant or important action) even if (potential barrier).” In this sense, 
they are true to the name of the measure, acceptance +  action. They represent hybrid items, a 
combination of two processes. None of the items reflect a sense of performing small actions as 
part of a continuing and growing pattern of values- based action.

Committed Action Questionnaire
The first published instrument specifically intended to measure committed action within the 
psychological flexibility model was the Committed Action Questionnaire (CAQ; McCracken, 
2013). It took a long time to arrive, appearing 14 years after the first book on ACT. The first 
version of this measure included 18 items derived from a pool of 24. It was developed based 
on data from participants in a specialty chronic pain service in the UK (n =  216). Part of the 
motivation for creating the CAQ was the need to remedy the absence of a measure of this 
important facet of PF. The other motivation was to provide an alternative conceptualization 
to a commonly applied approach to activity management in chronic pain, namely, “pacing.” 
Pacing as a concept tends to be applied just as it seems it would be: a way to create and main-
tain activity that is active but does not increase pain significantly and stays within the limits 
of a person’s level of energy or stamina. One problem associated with pacing that might seem 
immediately obvious is how to apply the term in treatment without creating behavior pat-
terns that function mainly as avoidance, as it will generally include pain or fatigue as guiding 
influences.

Positively keyed items of the CAQ included “I am able to persist with a course of action 
after experiencing difficulties”; “when a goal is difficult to reach, I am able to take small steps 
to reach it”; and “I am able to incorporate discouraging experiences into the process of pur-
suing my long term plans.” Clearly, these items include acceptance elements, and the pre-
viously noted action +  acceptance format, consistent with the earliest conceptualizations of 
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“willingness and commitment” (Hayes et al., 1999). You could say they reflect committed 
action, particularly in the context of challenges to that action. Examples of negatively keyed 
items include: “I act impulsively when under pressure,” “I get stuck doing the same thing over 
and over even if I am not successful,” and “If I make a commitment and later fail to reach it, 
I then drop the commitment.” In the original development study, the CAQ demonstrated a 
Cronbach’s alpha of .91, and the total score correlated significantly with acceptance of pain, 
r =  .49, and with depression, social and mental health, vitality and general health, r =  – .57, .40, 
.58, .33, and .37, respectively. Its correlation with physical functioning, based on the SF- 36, 
was smaller, r =  .20. Also, in regression, for all outcomes with the exception of physical func-
tioning, the CAQ total score accounted for significant variance independent of pain intensity 
and acceptance of pain (McCracken, 2013; see also Bailey, Vowles, Witkiewitz, Sowden, & 
Ashworth, 2016).

As data accumulated on the CAQ, it became possible to develop a shorter version. An 
8- item version appeared in 2015 (McCracken et al., 2015). As is true of the original CAQ, 
the shorter version retained an equal number of positively and negatively keyed items. Beyond 
what was done with the CAQ, the CAQ- 8 was a product of confirmatory factor analysis and 
Mokken scaling analysis, to check the assumption of monotonicity in item responses. The scale 
analyses demonstrated that the items can be appropriately used to derive a summary score. The 
alpha reliability for the total scale was .87, and the correlation of the short version with the 
longer version was r =  .96. In correlation analyses, generally speaking, the CAQ- 8 performed 
nearly identically to the CAQ. There is naturally a loss of item content and information in the 
shorter version, but based on results in the development study, the two instruments appear to 
be substantially equivalent (McCracken et al., 2015).

The CAQ has been translated from the original English and validated in Swedish 
(Åkerblom, Perrin, Rivano- Fischer, & McCracken, 2016), French (Gagnon, Dionne, 
Balbinotti, & Monestès, 2017), Spanish (Galán et al., 2019), and German (Terhorst, 
Baumeister, McCracken, & Lin, 2020). It has also been demonstrated that the items from the 
CAQ- 8 form separate factors in modeling multiple components of PF/ inflexibility in confir-
matory factor analysis, factors that nonetheless also fit within an overall general factor mainly 
dominated by acceptance (Scott, McCracken, & Norton, 2016).

Engaged Living Scale
Following the CAQ to publication by just 3 short months, the Engaged Living Scale (ELS; 
Trompetter et al., 2013) appeared. It was intended to pick up values- based action, or “valued- 
living” as the authors refer to it, and committed action, defined as “undertaking actions and 
performing behaviors that are congruent with chosen values, even when barriers or obstacles 
are encountered” (p. 1237). There was also an additional facet incorporated in the item gen-
eration phase. This was called “evaluation” and was referred to as “the evaluation of the out-
come of fulfillment of living in accordance with values and performing committed actions” 
(p. 1237). The development of the measure employed undergraduate students, their parents 
and grandparents, and people with chronic pain as participants. Sixteen items were retained 
from an initial pool of 31 and a two- factor structure was confirmed, with the two parts of 
the measure called Valued Living and Life Fulfillment. The subscale and total scores showed 
good internal consistency (alpha), .86 for both subscales and.90 for the total scale. Construct 
validity was supported in correlations of the total scale score with PF/ inflexibility, r =  .51, 
psychological well- being, r =  .35 to .64, and mental health, r =  .49.

An important point is what one sees in looking at the final item content of the ELS. At 
least one item matches the definition of committed action provided by the authors: “I make 
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choices based on my values, even if it is stressful.” Two other items approach this pattern of 
behavior by reflecting an absence of barriers to action: “My emotions don’t hold me back 
from doing what’s important to me,” and “Nothing can stop me from doing something that’s 
important to me.” In addition, two items more or less reflect values- based action generally: “I 
live the way I always intended to live,” and “I make time for the things that I consider impor-
tant.” This analysis so far leaves 11 items remaining. Eight of the remaining items include 
either the phrase “I know  . . . ” or “I believe  . . . ,” four items each. For the remaining three, 
the main action in the item is “have,” “am,” and “feel.” Based on this analysis of content, the 
ELS appears mainly to assess knowledge of values and belief about following values and per-
haps little actual committed action as such, at least not directly. This is not to say it is not a 
measure of committed action, or is not related to committed action; it simply does not address 
the process, as it says here, in a direct way.

Subsequent to the introduction of the 16- item ELS, a nine- item version also appeared, 
based on a Portuguese translation from the Dutch and derived within a sample of university 
students (Trinidade, Ferreira, Pinto- Gouveia, & Nooren, 2016). The 16- item and 9- item ver-
sions performed adequately in internal consistency, factor structure, and correlations with 
related variables, and the two different versions performed similarly in this regard. From a 
perspective of committed action, the 9- item version seems essentially similar to the 16- item 
version.

CompACT
In an attempt to avoid the limitations of measures focused on limited numbers of PF pro-
cesses or focused on particular problem contexts, recent attempts to assess committed action 
have fit it within a wider focus across the facets of PF. One of these efforts produced what is 
called the Comprehensive Assessment of Acceptance and Commitment Therapy processes or 
the CompACT (Francis, Dawson, & Golijani- Moghaddam, 2016). The development of the 
CompACT included Delphi consensus methods and item analyses, along with factor analysis. 
These methods yielded a 23- item measure from an initial item pool of 106 taken from 11 
available ACT process measures, including the CAQ- 8. A three- factor solution emerged from 
these items, reflecting openness to experience, behavioral awareness, and valued action, and 
three subscales were named accordingly. The eight- item valued action subscale in particular 
demonstrated predictable significant correlations with depression, anxiety, and stress, and with 
physical and mental health, more so for mental than physical health.

Once again looking at item content, one sees a dominance of values- based action items, 
which is by no means inconsistent with committed action. Interestingly, the item with the 
highest factor loading was, “My values are really reflected in my behavior.” Another typical 
item with a high loading was, “I can identify the things that matter to me in life and pursue 
them.” Three of the items on the face of them clearly reflect committed action: “I am able to 
follow my long- term plans including times when the progress is slow,” selected originally from 
the CAQ- 8; “I can keep going with something when it’s important to me”; and “I undertake 
things that are meaningful to me, even when I find it hard to do so,” once again the familiar 
acceptance +  action format. Overall then, while the CompACT includes some item content 
that is relevant to committed action, it is not able to provide a separate and complete reflection 
of just this process as it now stands.

Multidimensional Psychological Flexibility Inventory
The next in line multidimensional measure of PF is the aptly named Multidimensional 
Psychological Flexibility Inventory (MPFI; Rolffs, Rogge, & Wilson, 2018). Its development 
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was similarly motivated as the CompACT: to make a single comprehensive measure of PF, and 
bring clarity and order where the field was otherwise characterized by many measures of lim-
ited breadth. The development work for this measure included n =  3040 participants in three 
studies. The starting point for gathering data included an item pool of 494 items, gathered 
as for the CompACT, from 22 existing measures of PF or mindfulness. These were supple-
mented with an additional 84 items written by the authors to “diversify the item pool.” From 
that point, items were administered and selected empirically with factor analysis, 12 dimen-
sions were distinguished, 74 additional items were written, and 288 items were submitted to 
analyses based on Item Response Theory (IRT). Sixty items emerged from these analyses: five 
items each for each facet of PF and psychological inflexibility. The authors argue, based on 
exploratory and confirmatory factor analysis, that the MPFI items form two higher- order fac-
tors, global flexibility and inflexibility, each including six five- item factors reflecting specific 
underlying dimensions, consistent with the PF model. The authors present convincing evi-
dence for convergent and discriminant validity, based on adults in the United States recruited 
from university students and online research recruitment sites.

Relevant to the topic of the present text are two dedicated subscales in the MPFI, one of 
which addresses committed action and the other “inaction.” All items are keyed consistently 
with the subscale title. Three of the committed action items take the form “Even when  . . .  
[potential barrier], I  . . .  [action].” Here the barriers are “stumbled,” “times got tough,” and 
“life got stressful and hectic.” The actions so to speak were “didn’t quit,” “take steps toward 
what I value,” and “worked toward things that were important.” The other two items take the 
form “I didn’t let  . . .  [potential barrier]  . . . ” with the barriers being “setbacks” and “own 
fears and doubt” and the actions they might slow or stop being “taking action toward what 
I really want in life” and “taking action toward my goals.” All of the inaction items represent 
statements of barriers, including thoughts, feelings, or negative experiences, leading to an 
absence, or stopping, of action. It is perhaps no surprise that there is no action in the inaction 
items, except for the action of the events in relation to behavior. Once again, committed action 
here is focused more on continuing values- based action in the face of potential barriers than 
on aspects of committed action that include building extended, growing patterns of values- 
based action.

A relevant development in relation to the MPFI is that the factor structure has been 
replicated independently, albeit in an undergraduate sample (Seidler, Stone, Clark, Koran, 
& Drake, 2020). Anyone who has conducted factor analysis in the context of instrument 
development will know this is no small feat. Sixty items and 12 factors, where the expectation 
will be that the behavior patterns included will substantially overlap, present a real challenge 
in confirmatory factor analysis. Worth adding too is the finding that the factor structure of 
a short form of the measure, including just two items per facet, was also confirmed. This is 
important, as 60 items might represent a significant burden for respondents, particularly for 
repeated use.

Finally, in a recent notable study that included the MPFI, the moderating roles of PF 
and inflexibility on the mental health impacts of COVID- 19 were studied (Pakenham et al., 
2020). In this study, 1035 adults in Italy completed measures of 12 lockdown risk factors, 
including lockdown duration, family infection by COVID- 19, domestic violence, and 
unhealthy lifestyle, summarized as a “lockdown index,” and three mental health outcomes, 
including peritraumatic distress, anxiety, and depression. In regression path analyses, after 
controlling for demographic variables, global PF and four facets, including committed action, 
were shown to “mitigate” the detrimental impacts of the COVID- 19 risk factors on the mental 
health outcomes. In addition to showing the role of committed action in a particular, current, 
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pandemic context, the study shows the successful use of the MPFI in complex modeling analy-
ses. In summary, then, while they represent a somewhat narrow response set from within the 
whole class of committed action- related behavior, the items from the MPFI can be regarded 
as reflecting a well- validated and usefully short measure of committed action, and it appears 
distinguishable from the other five facets of PF within this measure. There is also an added 
benefit from this measure in a separate inaction subscale embedded within a higher- order 
global inflexibility factor. The fact that the PF and inflexibility parts of this measure together 
yield 12 factors that are so far replicable is a significant step forward in the assessment of PF.

Other Relevant Measures
While committed action might not be highlighted in the name or descriptions, there are 
other measures that carry some content like committed action. Among these measures is the 
Multidimensional Experiential Avoidance Questionnaire (MEAQ; Gámez, Chmielewski, 
Kotov, Ruggero, & Watson, 2011). The subscales labeled procrastination, including a sense of 
putting off things that are needed but unpleasant, and distress endurance, including willing-
ness to suffer for things that matter, appear to be directly applicable to the behavior pattern 
of committed action. Once again, particularly with the distress endurance items, a familiar 
pattern appears: what is being called “action +  acceptance” where a behavior related to an 
important purpose is available and is done in the presence of a potential barrier.

When it came time to make a better measure of psychological flexibility, the authors of 
one recent effort laid out their essential definition: “the pursuit of valued goals despite the pres-
ence of distress” (Kashdan, Disabato, Goodman, Doorley, & McKnight, 2020). The measure 
they created was called the Personalized Psychological Flexibility Index (PPFI). Once again, a 
distinct specific committed action scale did not emerge from their scale development analyses. 
Instead, they produced a 15- item measure with three scales: avoidance, acceptance, and har-
nessing. Clearly, there are items in the avoidance scale that reflect what will be recognized from 
the context of other committed action measures, content that directly reflects the absence of 
committed action, “When I feel stressed pursuing this goals, I give it up,” and “When I feel 
discouraged, I let my commitments for this goal slide.”

Finally, there is another example of a measure, one that explicitly includes commit-
ted action, and it deserves mention, if for no other reason than the context in which it was 
designed to be used, in sessions of ACT or CBT (Probst et al., 2020). The authors called their 
measure the Acceptance and Commitment Therapy Session Questionnaire (ACT- SQ), and 
they referred to it as assessing the “in- session realization” of the six core components of ACT 
in the patient’s view. The six items of the measure formed a single factor based on a sample of 
87 patients treated by nine ACT therapists. All items included the stem “The last  . . .  psycho-
therapy session(s) helped me  . . . ,” and the committed action item included “to act in daily 
life according to what is important to me in my life and what gives orientation to my life.” As 
a point of comparison, the values item included “ . . .  to recognize what is important to me in 
my life and what gives orientation to my life.”

Evidence for Committed Action as Process in ACT
Committed action was featured in a systematic review of mediation studies of ACT (Stockton 
et al., 2018). In the review, the authors identified 12 clinical trials of ACT compared with 
another active treatment that included mediation analyses published between 2006 and 2015. 
In general, it was concluded that mediation results were consistent with the PF model, how-
ever, that studies were of limited quality and focused only on a limited number of processes. 
Four out of five studies reportedly demonstrated that PF was a mechanism of change for 
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mental health outcomes, and the same number for acceptance in relation to the same out-
come domains. Lesser numbers of studies provided support for the other individual facets 
of PF. Two of the studies included reportedly showed evidence that committed action was a 
mechanism of change during ACT and cognitive therapy/ conventional cognitive- behavioral 
therapy (CBT). However, on further examination, it was not clear that either of these stud-
ies properly assessed committed action. In a study by Forman et al. (2012), a comparison of 
ACT and cognitive therapy in a university clinic (n =  174), a measure called the Before Session 
Questionnaire was developed and used. It included seven items, reflecting symptom severity, 
progress toward goals, and five potential mediator items, one reportedly being committed 
action. The item designed to assess committed action was adapted from the AAQ and included 
“my anxiety, depression, and other distress.” with responses ranging from “Does not prevent 
me from doing anything of importance  . . . ” to “Prevents me from doing many important 
things.” This content is mixed, not purely like committed action as defined here, but more 
like acceptance, willingness, or avoidance. In the other study, by Hesser, Zetterqvist Westin, 
and Andersson (2014), comparing internet- delivered ACT with CBT for tinnitus (n =  67), 
the measure of committed action was a subscale of a measure based on another measure of 
acceptance of chronic pain (McCracken, Vowles, & Eccleston, 2004). In the original measure, 
the subscale used here was designed to reflect taking action in the presence of a potential 
avoidance- promoting experience, again the action part of acceptance. So, there is some con-
founding here of two processes, seemingly leaving it an unclear test of outcomes being medi-
ated by committed action.

More recently, several studies have shown that ACT- based treatments may produce sig-
nificant effects on committed action as assessed by validated measures of this facet. Possibly the 
first demonstration of a relationship between delivery of an ACT- based treatment and change 
on a validated measure of committed action was in the context of a specialized interdisciplin-
ary treatment for complex chronic pain in the UK (Scott, Hann, & McCracken, 2016). This 
study included 384 consecutive participants who provided data before and after treatment, 
and 214 of these who provided data at a nine- month follow- up appointment. Treatment was 
residentially based and lasted four weeks. The aim of the study was to investigate change in 
facets of PF and their relations with outcomes. According to the results, each of three assessed 
facets of PF changed significantly from pre-  to posttreatment and from pretreatment to follow- 
up. The changes in committed action, as measured by the CAQ, were small, immediately post-
treatment and at follow- up, d =  .34 and d =  .20. Correlations between change in committed 
action and changes posttreatment in physical functioning, social functioning, and depression, 
were r =  .27, r =  .37, and r =  - .41, respectively. At follow- up these were marginally higher, at 
r =  .30, r =  .44, and r =  – .46. All of these were significant at p < .001. In regression analyses 
controlling for pain severity, which also included measures of change in acceptance and cogni-
tive defusion, change in committed action contributed significantly to prediction in improve-
ment in depression, but not to prediction of the other outcomes.

The treatment effects in relation to committed action from a context of specialty chronic 
pain treatment were replicated twice in independent cohorts. The first study included 252 adults 
with chronic pain who participated in the same treatment at later dates (Daly- Eichenhardt, 
Scott, Howard- Jones, Nicolaou, & McCracken, 2016). This study focused on sleep- related 
outcomes. In the analyses, change in committed action was shown to correlate with improve-
ments in insomnia severity, sleep interference, and sleep efficiency in bivariate analyses but not 
in multivariate analyses where other facts of PF were also included. The second study included 
354 adults with chronic pain, again at the same center (Yu, Scott, & McCracken, 2020). 
The effect on committed action posttreatment was once again in the small range, d =  .18. As 
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before, change in committed action was correlated with change in outcomes, this time includ-
ing pain interference, work and social adjustment, depression, and fatigue, r =  – .31, r =  – .29, 
r =  – .40, and r =  – .36, respectively, all p < .001. This time in multiple regression analyses that 
included control for change in pain, acceptance, and cognitive fusion, change in committed 
action significantly predicted change in fatigue severity, the primary focus of the study.

An additional demonstration of committed action in the context of ACT appeared in a 
feasibility RCT of an online version of ACT for chronic pain in the UK (Scott, Guildford, 
Daly- Eichenhardt, & McCracken, 2018), in the same center as the other cohort studies pre-
viously described. In this study, 61 participants were randomized to either online ACT plus 
specialty medical treatment or the specialty medical treatment alone. Once again small effects 
were observed for committed action at 3 months and 9 months posttreatment, d =  .26 and 
d =  .42. This was a brief treatment, including just eight core sessions delivered online, over a 
period of 5 weeks. Most of the content was delivered by video and audio, and the total com-
bined video and audio time was 208 minutes, 3 hours 45 minutes total, or about 26 minutes 
per session of content delivery time.

Summary and Recommendations
An assessment of the literature on committed action as represented in the context of PF and 
ACT shows first that the action or engagement in committed action is critical to the complete-
ness of the model and to the treatment’s capacity to achieve its intended goals (e.g., Levin, 
Krafft, Hicks, Pierce, & Twohig, 2020). As stated at the opening of this article, in the absence 
of the behavior change element included in committed action, the contributions of all other 
parts of ACT in people’s lives remain unrealized. Second, the history of committed action has 
been marked by some conceptual confusion, which in turn has led to related difficulties, par-
ticularly in assessment methods. Resolving this confusion and difficulty may improve research 
and the clinical methods associated with this process.

ACT might have been better called acceptance and committed- action therapy, but it is 
probably too late to effect a name change. Use of the term commitment, emphasized somewhat 
in the key first text (Hayes et al., 1999), may have emphasized the pledge or promise part of 
the concept and deemphasized the quality of the action part. In addition, there was a discern-
ible tendency to blend committed action with willingness or acceptance at that same point in 
the past, which seems to have created a lingering effect. This acting with willingness quality 
has been the tone of committed action since the start, to the detriment perhaps of the qual-
ity of a connection to progressively growing wider patterns of persistent values- based action. 
Committed actions will need willingness some of the time, but clearly not just that.

Some of the quibbling described here regarding items in available instruments might 
seem like the concerns of some kind of obsessive content purist. Nonetheless, it seems like a 
good rule of thumb in assessment to look specifically at the behavior described in the items 
that make up the instruments we employ. Do the items predominantly assess the frequency 
of knowing, believing, potential barriers exerting or not exerting an effect? Or do they assess 
the respondent’s values- based action, and/ or action that also has a connection to larger and 
persistent patterns? The recycling of previously developed items into the newer generation of 
multidimensional measures only perpetuates this impurity— call it lack of precision if you like. 
A key recommendation here is that future instrument developers heed this call for measures 
of committed action in the future to reflect these points, that they represent actions, not just 
in knowing or believing, but in interaction with direct contingencies in the world, with a 
connection to building patterns of behavior. These patterns may start as “make a commitment 
and keep a commitment” and then grow, supported in tandem by the commitment and these 
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contingencies. We are still vetting the full PF model as a clinical tool. Making sure that all 
the facets are measurable, distinguishable elements, and coherent within themselves will be 
important to this task.

Committed action has not been the biggest, baddest, or hottest part of PF; rather, its 
most appealing parts have been acceptance, defusion, values, or self- as- context, if you dare. 
Committed action has had this “been there, done that” quality. Even previous reviews of 
evidence that could have included it based the work on previous reviews of goal- setting and 
behavioral activation. Some, relying on their experience and perhaps the data, may believe 
that this neglect is unwarranted and comes at a cost. The number one recommendation of this 
article is that researchers and clinicians focus greater attention on understanding, assessing, 
and applying methods that will enhance committed action in treatments where people need 
to benefit.
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Abstract
Depressive disorders most commonly refer to either dysthymia, a persistent or chronic 
form of  mild depression, or major depressive disorder. The two primary symptom 
clusters are depressed mood and loss of  interest/ pleasure. Comorbid conditions account 
for the largest portion of  the adverse impact of  depression. One of  the most influential 
and researched treatments for this disorder is cognitive- behavioral therapy (CBT). This 
therapy is often the therapy of  choice, with about two- thirds of  those suffering from 
depression benefiting from it. Of  growing importance in the treatment of  depression is 
acceptance and commitment therapy (ACT), which has been shown to be as efficacious 
as CBT. The ACT model consists of  six interrelated processes: experiential avoidance, 
fusion, attachment to a conceptualized self, loss of  contact with the present moment, loss 
of  contact with values, and lack of  valued action. The body of  research on depression 
and its purported mechanisms can inform the ACT model of  psychological flexibility and 
inflexibility and could influence ACT treatment. The paradox of  treating it as a diagnostic 
category can be addressed via a transdiagnostic perspective.

Key Words: depression, acceptance and commitment therapy, efficacy, psychological 
flexibility, psychological inflexibility, mechanisms of  change, transdiagnostic, epidemiology

Introduction
The word “depressed” is widely used. In daily life, it can signify an instance of low mood. 
In psychiatry, it is broadly used to cover mental states ranging from dysthymia to several 
kinds of mood disorders— including bipolar disorders, consisting of manic and depressive 
episodes separated by periods of normal mood. Depressive disorders most commonly refer to 
either dysthymia, a persistent or chronic form of mild depression, or major depressive disorder 
(MDD). According to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (5th ed.; 
DSM– 5; American Psychiatric Association, 2013), MDD is either of two primary symptom 
clusters: depressed mood or loss of interest/ pleasure. Five or more symptoms need to be present 
for at least 2 weeks, and symptoms must represent a change from previous functioning. Other 
symptoms include appetite and sleep disturbance, behavioral unrest or retardation, tiredness, 
feelings of guilt or worthlessness, problems with concentration and indecisiveness, and suicidal 
ideation. The symptoms should cause clinically significant distress or impairment in social, 
occupational, or other important areas of functioning.

Two different conceptualizations of depression influence theory and research (Phillips, 
Hine, & Thorsteinsson, 2010). The first is a dimensional perspective, where depression is seen 
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as a continuum, and those suffering from depression are viewed as differing only in valence and 
intensity of depression. In this continuum perspective, it is hypothesized that similar effects 
of therapy will be observed with or without a formal diagnosis. The second perspective is a 
categorical viewpoint. It posits that clinically depressed individuals possess qualitatively different 
characteristics, such as cognitions, from nondepressed individuals. Therefore, from a categorical 
perspective, different effects should be found in clinical compared to nonclinical studies.

The Impact of Depression
More than 264 million people of all ages suffer from depression (WHO; 2021). This number 
may even be higher if research in postconflict countries is considered (Hoppen & Morina, 
2019). Country- specific estimates can be accessed at Global Health Data Exchange. The global 
burden of depression has been increasing over time, particularly in lower- income countries 
(WHO, 2021). Poverty, unemployment, life events (e.g., death of a loved one or a relationship 
dissolution), physical illness, and problems caused by alcohol and drug use increase the risk of 
becoming depressed. Depressive disorders are also ranked as the single largest contributor to 
nonfatal health loss worldwide.

Comorbid conditions seem to account for the largest portion of the adverse impact of 
depression, both with other mental disorders and with chronic health conditions, cardiac 
problems, and smoking (Gotlib, Joormann, & Foland- Ross, 2014). Comorbidity of MDD 
with other mental disorders is high, with approximately 75 percent of people suffering 
from MDD in the United States (Richards, 2011) and meeting the criteria for one or 
more current comorbid mental disorders. MDD with comorbidity has significantly poorer 
psychosocial functioning and recovery rates over 12 months when compared to those with 
no comorbidity. Interestingly, Buhk, Schadegg, Dixon, and Tull (2020) found severity in 
generalized anxiety disorder (GAD) is associated with increased emotional avoidance, which, 
in turn, was associated with greater severity of depression symptoms. This finding suggests that 
psychological inflexibility processes may contribute to comorbidity.

Depression impacts the quality of interpersonal relationships (Gotlib et al., 2014). For 
example, the divorce rate is higher among depressed than among nondepressed individuals. 
Loneliness, defined as the experience of subjective social isolation and the lack of meaningful 
interactions, seems to affect depression (Erzen & Çikrikci, 2018). However, relationships that 
promote confiding in others and meeting with family and friends can also play a protective 
role. In a large study, Choi et al. (2020) found several relationship factors were associated with 
developing depression. In this study, the protective effects of social connection were visible even 
for individuals at higher risk for depression due to genetic vulnerability or trauma early in life.

The suffering experienced by people with depression is not confined to their own lives. 
Children of depressed parents, ranging in age from infancy through adolescence, have a three-  
to five- fold higher risk of becoming depressed themselves than children of parents without 
psychiatric problems (Gotlib et al., 2014). Even after 30 years, the devastating effects of 
parental depression are visible via an elevated risk for depression, morbidity, and mortality 
(Weissman et al., 2016).

Depression is occurring at increasingly younger ages (Gotlib et al., 2014). MDD affects 
8– 20 percent of all youth (Henje Blom et al., 2014). Youth with early- onset depression can 
have pervasive dysfunction throughout their lives and are at higher risk of future psychiatric 
morbidity in adulthood (Gotlib et al., 2014). If left untreated, with time depressive disorders 
in the younger years can be increasingly challenging to treat (Cox et al., 2014).

Between 20 and 50 percent of the people who become depressed for the first time recover 
and, with or without treatment, will not suffer from another episode (Boland & Keller, 2009; 
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Eaton et al., 2008). However, even with treatment, depression can become recurrent or 
chronic (Bockting, Hollon, Jarrett, Kuyken, & Dobson, 2015). Although more psychological 
therapies have become available since the 1970s, the 12- month population prevalence rates 
have not dropped (Ormel, Kessler, & Schoevers, 2019), making depression a chronic, lifelong 
illness for many. Previous episodes of depression and residual depressive symptoms predict 
increased rates of depressive relapse and recurrence (Bockting et al., 2015). In a prospective 
study during 23 years of follow- up after treatment, Eaton and colleagues (2008) found that for 
15 percent of people treated for depression, no remission was reached, and MDD recurred for 
35 percent of those treated. With antidepressants (ADs) and no psychological treatment, these 
numbers are higher, and when ADs are discontinued, the risk of relapse increases (Conradi, 
Bos, Kamphuis, & de Jonge, 2017).

Psychological Treatment for Depression
One of the most influential and researched treatments for depression is cognitive- behavioral 
therapy (CBT; Beck, Rush, Shaw, & Emery, 1979). The original model for this therapy 
focused on changing the content of thoughts based on the assumption that maladaptive cog-
nitions contribute to the onset and maintenance of depression. Clients learn to question how 
realistic and helpful their thoughts are, and they form new conclusions about their thoughts 
(Hofmann, Asnaani, Vonk, Sawyer, & Fang, 2012). Later, a shortened version of behavioral 
activation (BA; Lewinsohn, Munoz, Youngren, & Zeiss, 1986) was added to Beck et al.’s 
model (1979). This model assumes that depressive behavior is a consequence of insufficient 
and inadequate positive reinforcement. Low positive reinforcement leads to a decrease in the 
level of activity a person displays, and subsequently, positive reinforcement further decreases, 
resulting in a downward spiral. In BA, clients learn to make functional analyses of their behav-
ior patterns and change their behavioral repertoire to gain more positive reinforcement. The 
CBT model can contain a third component of social skills training, where clients practice skills 
to communicate their boundaries, emotions, and needs.

CBT for depression is often recommended as the therapy of choice, and about two- thirds 
of those suffering from depression benefit from it (Cuijpers et al., 2014). It lowers the chance 
of relapse by nearly a quarter compared to treatment as usual (Clarke, Mayo- Wilson, Kenny, & 
Pilling, 2015). Other, less well- researched psychological treatments for depression seem to be 
equally efficacious as CBT, or the differences are small and clinically not relevant (Barth et al., 
2013). Cuijpers and Gentili (2017) conclude that the effects of psychological interventions are 
comparable to those of pharmacological treatment and likely last longer.

Ideally, therapists are expected to be able to predict who will benefit most from which 
therapy. Yet, even researchers find complexity and slow progress in this area, with many factors 
to consider. Research on treatment outcomes shows that those who experienced a substantial 
reduction of symptoms in the first 10 weeks of CBT treatment (i.e., early responders) showed 
less depressive symptomatology at the end of treatment (Schlagert & Hiller, 2017). Similar 
outcomes for several other forms of psychological and pharmacological treatment have also 
been found (Beard & Delgadillo, 2019); early responders were at least four times more likely 
to attain positive treatment outcomes.

A Different Perspective
Depression as Adaptation
So far, depression has been discussed as a disorder with dimensional or categorical properties; 
however, depression can alternatively be seen as an aversive yet adaptive response to context 
(Syme & Hagen, 2020). This reframe would shed a different light on the high prevalence rates, 
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the apparent rise in depression rates, and the small progress made in detecting biological and 
genetic causes. MDD has relatively low heritability, which suggests that environmental factors 
play a more influential role. A normal reaction to contextual adversity may turn into a seem-
ingly inescapable cycle of suffering, even when depression is not seen as an illness or disorder. 
Therefore, it seems crucial to understand how a response considered as adaptive results in 
chronic dysfunction.

Psychological Inflexibility and Depression
Acceptance and commitment therapy (ACT) is a functional contextual approach to human 
behavior where depression is considered a signal of ineffective patterns of living or psycho-
logical inflexibility (PI; Zettle & Hayes, 2002). PI refers to getting stuck inside our thoughts 
or feelings, and being unable to take action until our thoughts and feelings are “right.” 
Conversely, psychological flexibility (PF) is the ability to approach life’s challenges and persist 
in what we care about even if we have difficult thoughts or feelings. Environmental contexts 
are important, and efforts should be made to change problematic factors such as abusive rela-
tionships, poverty, and unemployment. However, to empower such change and valued action 
more broadly, ACT focuses on the verbal contexts that link mood, thought, and behavior. 
Western culture is a highly verbal context that views depression as problematic because it must 
be eliminated before more effective living is possible. From an ACT point of view, it is the 
tight link between mood and thought on the one hand and overt behavior on the other that 
needs to be loosened by changing contextual control— mood or thought itself does not have 
to be changed directly. The model assumes that all people can and will get trapped in human 
psychological processes because searching for danger and problems is part of our evolutionary 
adaptation. ACT assumes that all humans will get caught up in repetitive, narrow cognitions 
and overt behaviors that lack vitality and meaning. PF is about being able to see this trap and 
release oneself, whereas PI is staying in the trap. The PI trap often leads to depressive symp-
toms, diminished functioning, and increased suffering. The ACT model for PI consists of six 
interrelated processes: experiential avoidance (EA), fusion, attachment to a conceptualized self, 
loss of contact with the present moment, loss of contact with values, and lack of valued action 
(S. C. Hayes, Strosahl, & Wilson, 2012). Within these six processes, different functions of 
PI can be discriminated that are likely connected with depressive symptoms and diagnosable 
depression.

ExpEriEntial avoidancE
Within ACT, depression is often regarded as a “secondary emotion” that appears in reaction to 
another emotional reaction, such as dysphoria or sadness (Zettle, 2016). Through experiential 
avoidance (EA), the “normal pain” of emotions that are part of life accumulates into a depres-
sive mood, which is “added pain”— pain resulting from trying to control primary emotions. 
The outcome of this vicious circle of controlling emotions, cognitions, and mood is that clients 
may feel depressed about feeling depressed. EA can lead to loss of (values- based) positive rein-
forcement and social connection and may interfere with helpful emotional processing (e.g., 
mourning after loss). Findings from several studies (e.g., Maitland, 2020) show that engaging 
in high EA may lead individuals to be less likely to participate in relationship- building behav-
iors, resulting in diminished perceived social support and feelings of loneliness.

Research consistently shows that depressed people are more likely to use avoidant cop-
ing styles and less likely to employ problem- solving coping techniques than people with no 
depressive symptoms (Zettle & Hayes, 2002). An avoidant coping style is both a risk factor 
and a predictor of exacerbation and continuation of mood disorders. Furthermore, it is related 
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to poor responsivity to treatment. This underscores the importance of addressing avoidant 
coping styles in treatment. Although all kinds of ineffective coping styles can function as EA, 
it is notable that thought suppression, rumination, and reason- giving may particularly relate 
to depression.

Experimental analyses have shown that both subclinically and clinically depressed popula-
tions have reported the use of thought suppression, apparently based on the assumption that 
suppression is effective in eliminating depressing thoughts (Zettle & Hayes, 2002). However, 
thought suppression is ineffective and leads to a rise in intrusive thoughts and an increase in 
depressed mood. Research shows that depressed people use dysphoric thoughts as distracters 
instead of neutral or positive thoughts, leading to a vicious circle between dysphoric mood and 
thought suppression (Zettle, 2016). Suppression is linked to rumination. Thought suppres-
sion tends to make unwanted thoughts return (Wenzlaff & Wegner, 2000), and rumination 
can be seen as a way to suppress unwanted thoughts or feelings (Liverant, Kamholz, Sloan, & 
Brown, 2011).

Rumination, generally speaking, consists of excessive, perseverative thinking about prob-
lems and associated negative feelings, usually with an orientation to the past and the self. 
People may ruminate to solve a discrepancy between the social pressure to feel happy and lack 
of happiness (Karabati, Ensari, & Fiorentino, 2019). Rumination has been defined in several 
ways (Papageorgiou & Wells, 2004). It is related to the onset, persistence, exacerbation, and 
relapse of depression (e.g., Nolen- Hoeksema, 2004), depending on what definition is used. 
Nolen- Hoeksema describes (emotion- focused) rumination as “repetitively focusing on the fact 
that one is depressed; on one’s symptoms of depression; and on the causes, meanings, and 
consequences of depressive symptoms” (Nolen- Hoeksema, 1991, p 569). Stress- reactive rumi-
nation (Spasojević, Alloy, Abramson, Maccoon, & Robinson, 2008) is rumination that occurs 
in response to negative mood, negative life events, or both, and is thought to occur prior to the 
onset of depressed mood. Thus, emotion- focused rumination is a response to depressed mood 
itself, whereas stress- reactive rumination is a response to life stress. Longitudinal research 
shows that rumination predicts the onset of a subsequent major depressive episode in nonde-
pressed people and a relapse of depression in previously depressed persons (Spinhoven et al., 
2018). Liverant et al. (2011) found that individuals who frequently use rumination are also 
more likely to rely on other forms of emotional suppression.

There is some circumstantial evidence for PI and PF’s role in rumination and its link to 
depression. Michalak, Hölz, and Teismann (2011) report a significant decrease in rumination 
during a course in mindfulness- based cognitive therapy (MBCT). This corresponds with the 
ACT model, in which rumination is seen as part of the processes of EA, fusion, and loss of 
contact with the present moment. The psychologically flexible processes of acceptance, defu-
sion, contact with the present moment, and self- as- context are all considered mindfulness 
skills and may decrease rumination. Competitive memory training is another treatment that 
overlaps with ACT processes in that it trains people to vividly remember instances of being 
indifferent (defused) or adopting an attitude of acceptance toward worrisome or emotionally 
charged situations, which has also been shown effective at reducing depressive rumination 
(Ekkers et al., 2011). A study by Bakker, Cox, Hubley, and Owens (2019) indicated that 
higher self- compassion levels were associated with lower depressive symptoms through rumi-
nation, experiential avoidance, and acceptance, while cognitive reappraisal did not mediate the 
relation. These findings underscore the importance of addressing rumination in the treatment 
of depression. There is also some evidence that a specific focus on rumination in therapy is 
effective for ACT (Ruiz, Luciano, Flórez, Suárez- Falcón, & Cardona- Betancourt, 2020; Ruiz, 
Peña- Vargas, et al., 2020).
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Reason- giving refers to attempts to find the reasons why one is depressed to get rid of the 
depression (Zettle & Hayes, 2002). Often, private events or previous life events are seen as 
causes. However, attempts to alter such events may contribute to PI and the continuation of 
depression because past events cannot be changed. The verbal- social community and clients 
themselves frequently believe the causes must be changed to overcome depression (Zettle & 
Hayes, 2002). Research shows that those depressed clients who can offer “good” reasons for 
their depressed behavior tend to be both more depressed posttreatment and more challeng-
ing to treat than other depressive clients (Addis & Jacobson, 1996). Thus, to make treatment 
work, it is important to address the believability of reasons for depression.

Avoidance extends beyond emotions and cognitions to imagery such as intrusive images 
of past events or imagined future events. Imagery in depression may include scenes of child-
hood physical or sexual assault, humiliation, failure, or loss. Once again, suppression is the 
culprit, with imagery suppression strengthening intrusions. Research shows that during 
depressive episodes, intrusive memories of childhood trauma may present themselves, and 
higher levels of intrusions are associated with more severe depression (Kuyken & Brewin, 
1994). Depressed individuals show higher levels of avoidance of intrusive memories when 
compared to never- depressed individuals. Avoidance of such memories is associated with more 
overgeneral memory (Holmes, Blackwell, Burnett Heyes, Renner, & Raes, 2016), which is 
an inability to retrieve specific memories from one’s autobiographical memory. Overgeneral 
memory is associated with difficulties with problem solving and rumination, among other key 
factors believed to maintain depression.

Fusion
Fusion refers to how language and cognition dominate behavioral regulation. Without 
adequate awareness, thoughts and beliefs drive behavior and obscure a broader perspective 
of one’s experience. Fusion is seen as especially problematic when cognitions get in the way 
of valued living. The owner of the fused cognitions may not be conscious of their influence. 
For instance, a person may be convinced that they are boring and therefore not participate 
in conversations with their colleagues without realizing their beliefs about why they do not 
participate.

Several forms of fusion may be especially related to depression, specifically reason- giving, 
evaluating, and storytelling (Zettle, 2016). Reason- giving was already discussed as a form of 
EA; however, the ACT model processes are interrelated, and behaviors such as reason- giving 
can serve several functions or be part of several ACT processes. It is not difficult to see that 
when people start to search for reasons for their depression, the reasons that they come up 
with can influence their subsequent behavior. For instance, when a person believes they are 
depressed because other people are making their lives miserable, they may not see ways to 
improve their situation. Rumination and thought suppression fuel fusion by putting thoughts 
center stage. Both impair the ability to process (negative) information (e.g., Compare, Zarbo, 
Shonin, Van Gordon, & Marconi, 2014). Furthermore, research shows that focusing on 
thought content may sometimes worsen rather than decrease rumination (Ekkers et al., 2011).

People are expected to be able to tell their life stories in everyday living and in therapy. The 
skill of storytelling can reflect flexibility when people can tell different stories about themselves 
depending on the context. However, when people suffer from depression, especially when it is 
chronic, their story is often that of being a victim and they relate reasons for depression with 
autobiographical facts that have no other possible outcome beyond being depressed (Zettle, 
2016). Their story can therefore become impregnable. They no longer see that it has been 
constructed and that it can therefore be reconstructed with a different outcome.
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Lastly, evaluations can become problematic when they are taken to be descriptions (Zettle 
& Hayes, 2002). In the example given previously, the person may think that they can be 
described as boring (I am boring) and not see that “boring” is an evaluative concept. Daily 
language is full of such evaluations that pass as descriptors, such as when we speak of negative 
thoughts or emotions. Evaluating emotions as “negative” may function as a signal to stay away 
or get rid of those emotions.

attachmEnt to a concEptualizEd sElF
In CBT for depression (e.g., Beck et al., 1979), attention is paid to negative core beliefs 
about oneself. When negative beliefs are present and influence mood, therapists will help 
the client alter their beliefs. However, in ACT, these self- beliefs are not seen as problematic; 
rather, fusion with self- conceptualizations is hypothesized to be the issue (S. C. Hayes et al., 
2012). These conceptualizations are experienced as negative and unwanted, and they drive 
EA. When depression endures, it can develop into an identity, “I am my depression,” further 
enhancing PI. Clients can start to see themselves as damaged and beyond repair (Zettle, 2016). 
Depressive self- conceptualizations are associated with perfectionism and self- criticism.

Clients may think of themselves as “not good enough” or another unwanted self- evaluation 
and try to compensate by meeting excessively high standards. They may believe that only if 
they meet those standards will people accept them. This belief may feed into meticulously 
monitoring one’s accomplishments and criticizing oneself for not meeting the set standards. 
This may lead to perceiving others as demanding perfection, concern over mistakes and doubts 
about one’s actions, and habitual self- criticism (M. M. Smith et al., 2016). It interferes with 
functioning and/ or causes the individual significant distress. Clinical perfectionism is a risk 
and maintenance factor in depression, among other pathologies (Ong et al., 2019). However, 
perfectionism is not inherently problematic (Ong et al., 2019), such as when one strives for 
high standards and experiences distress when these standards are not met. When people set 
their standards in flexible ways and adjust them to their contexts, it can work well. It becomes 
inflexible when people set standards that must be reached, no matter what.

Self- criticism is characterized by negative self- judgment and self- evaluation in response 
to perceived failure. The goal of self- criticism often is to feel better about oneself by behaving 
according to certain standards, but when the standards are excessive, people may feel worse. 
The self- evaluations they try to avoid are affirmed, and they may identify with being a failure. 
Self- criticism is associated with several emotions, especially contempt and disgust for the self 
(Ehret, Joormann, & Berking, 2015). Research suggests that self- critical individuals are at risk 
for developing, maintaining, and experiencing relapse in depressive episodes, when they also 
have strong negative emotions directed towards the self, and an inability to cope with these 
emotions adequately.

loss oF contact with thE prEsEnt momEnt
Although people with depression often focus on the past, they can also be preoccupied with 
the future (Zettle, 2016). This preoccupation limits their ability to respond in a psychologi-
cally flexible manner to what happens in the here and now. They can lack attentional control, 
which gets in the way of valued living in the moment. Thinking about the past or future 
excessively can lead to a loss of pleasure and enjoyment, which is one of the core symptoms 
of depression. Furthermore, attention to ourselves and our surroundings is vital in helping us 
choose how to behave; for instance, seeing how others perceive one’s behavior. This leads to 
self- knowledge, such as knowledge about how one impacts the world. A lack of attention and 
subsequent self- knowledge can lead to learned helplessness or to other ineffective behavior. 
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When a person cannot accept frustration and other unwanted negative experiences, atten-
tional capacity and decision- making capabilities are narrowed (Kashdan & Rottenberg, 2010). 
Rumination can also inhibit contact with the present moment and diminish the capacity to 
find possible solutions (Zettle, 2016).

loss oF contact with valuEs
Imagery plays an important part in contacting values. Research supports higher levels of imag-
ery in daily life as significantly associated with better momentary mood and more positive 
affect (Slofstra et al., 2018). Imagery enables people to remember the past, as well as simulate 
and preexperience the future. It is important for decision making, for it allows fantasizing 
about possible (rewarding) events in the future or contacting memories of valuable events 
in the past. Furthermore, mental imagery of future behaviors has been shown to increase 
the chances of adopting the behavior (Holmes et al., 2016). For example, when people are 
depressed, they may find it hard to generate a vivid future— or past- oriented mental images— 
and they’ll struggle to generate imagery of a specific memory (Holmes et al., 2016). Often, 
their memories are overgeneralized, which is negatively associated with problem- solving skills. 
However, Holmes and colleagues (2016) also suggest that depressed individuals can generate 
vivid positive imagery if given appropriate guidance. It is important to use concrete events 
with much sensory detail when retrieving a (positive) image. This concerns visual informa-
tion as well as sound, touch, and other sensory information. Research further indicates that 
depression is associated with a tendency to recall memories from an observer perspective, 
perhaps linking to a reduction in vividness and associated emotion (Holmes et al., 2016). 
People contact their values, for instance, by bringing back memories of significant events or by 
fantasizing about possible futures. When no specific memories of meaningful events or images 
of a meaningful future are available, people may lose their awareness of values. Subsequently, 
values may fail to guide behavior, and important reinforcement may be missed.

Recently, some interest has been expressed in the role of (low levels of ) positive emo-
tions (anhedonia) and depression. Several prospective studies show that self- reported anhedo-
nia predicts worse longitudinal symptoms of MDD (Craske, Meuret, Ritz, Treanor, & Dour, 
2016). Depressed individuals show less attention to positive stimuli. Further, low positive 
affect predicts the onset of MDD. When someone is already depressed, the lack of positive 
emotions is a substantial predictor of suicide and suicidal ideation. There is evidence that 
individuals who are depressed show neural deficits in reward processing. Although the data are 
correlational, research outcomes suggest that a treatment specifically targeting reward anticipa-
tion, reward learning, and reward consumption could positively influence depression (Craske 
et al., 2016). This suggestion makes sense, considering BA and ACT’s effectiveness specifically, 
where increased contact with values leads to more positive reinforcement and rewards, increas-
ing positive emotions such as enjoyment and fulfillment.

lack oF valuEd action
Lower levels of pleasurable and task- oriented activities result in a loss of positive reinforce-
ment. From an ACT perspective, it is not the change in levels of pleasurable and task- oriented 
activities that has this effect, but the extent to which such a change reduces valued living 
(Zettle, 2016). Value- congruent behavior is reinforcing when people see the correspondence 
between their behavior and the values they hold. When being aware that one’s values are con-
nected to one’s behavior, reinforcement becomes intrinsic to the behavior. People with high 
levels of discrepancies between stated values and current behavior are more likely to show 
higher levels of pretreatment depression (Plumb, Stewart, Dahl, & Lundgrun, 2017) and 
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lower levels of well- being (Villanueva et al., 2020). Research has found that the probability of 
subsequent values- consistent behavior increased when judged as more important or embedded 
in a social context (Villanueva et al., 2020).

Fusion with certain thoughts can get in the way of valued action. For instance, people 
may think that there is no use in trying, that they will fail and prove their unworthiness, that 
they cannot stand the emotional or physical pain that comes with the activity, or that they lack 
energy (or something else) to get into action. Another barrier that is associated with fusion 
clients insisting on being right before they can start acting to improve their lives. Often, this 
concerns some wrongdoing by others that must be admitted and made right again. People may 
invest in finding evidence of being right and self- stories of being a victim at the cost of valued 
living (Zettle, 2007).

summary oF pi and dEprEssion
Figure 14.1 summarizes different ways PI may lead to depression. Some people may only dis-
play some aspects, whereas others may show many, if not all, aspects of these pathways. The 
summary is not meant to be exhaustive. All pathways have to be seen from the client’s current 
life context. Certain learning histories may set people up for excessive use of experiential avoid-
ance. Others may have learning histories that have created memories they want to avoid or that 
make them prone to emotions they find hard to bear. Problematic reinforcement concerns lack 
of contact with values and lack of values action. It may result from a history of being punished 
for having dreams and ambitions or not being stimulated to fantasize over attractive possible 
futures. People may be reinforced to attain goals that are not satisfying in the long run, or they 
may follow rules that do not lead to meaningful outcomes. They may have become dependent 
on reinforcers that stop being available when circumstances change. Problematic reinforce-
ment, dysphoria, unwanted emotions and memories, and experiential avoidance may enhance 
each other’s impact.

PI may be associated with a learning history of seeking coherence in the content of 
thoughts, combined with messages that define people as “not good enough” in some form, or 
with messages about why they are depressed, or the conviction that being right is more impor-
tant than living a valued life. Experiential avoidance and fusion limit adequate attention to the 
experience of one’s inner world and the outside world. All parts of this figure may influence 
each other and build a more coherent and narrowing learning history, resulting in depression.

Problematic
reinforcement

Dysphoria
Unpleasant emotions
Unwanted memories

Experiential avoidance such as
thought suppression,
rumination, suicidality,
passivity, perfectionism, self-
criticism

Fusion with narrowing
self-image, reasons for
depressions or being
right

Inadequate
attention to self
and surroundings

Learning history

Figure 14.1 Overview of factors influencing the development and maintenance of depression 
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Some evidence supports the moderating and mediating role of PI on depression. This type 
of research looks at the influence of PI on the occurrence and level of depressive symptoms 
without any treatment involved. Bardeen and Fergus (2016) found evidence that individuals 
with high cognitive fusion and high EA experienced more psychological distress. They showed 
that the relationship between EA and measures on anxiety, depression, stress, and posttrau-
matic stress symptoms became increasingly stronger with more cognitive fusion. Peltz, Rogge, 
Bodenlos, Newman Kingery, and Pigeon (2020) found undergraduates’ sleep disturbance to 
be a significant predictor of their depressive symptoms and suicidal ideation through changes 
in their levels of PI. Following their systematic review, S. C. Hayes, Luoma, Bond, Masuda, 
and Lillis (2006) concluded that PI accounts for 16– 28 percent of the observed variance con-
cerning various mental health indicators generally used in research. Another meta- analysis 
of 20 correlational studies similarly found strong correlations between PI and symptoms of 
depression and anxiety (Ruiz, 2010).

There are also some indications that PF (the converse to PI) acts as a protective factor of 
mental and physical health. In a preliminary study, Trindade, Mendes, and Ferreira (2020) 
found that higher PF was protective for depression symptomatology, particularly for those 
who experienced higher levels of learned helplessness. In a correlational study, Gloster, Meyer, 
and Lieb (2017) noted that PF moderated the relation between daily stress and various mental 
health indicators (e.g., life satisfaction, emotional well- being) and physical health indicators 
(e.g., frequency of medical consultations). The more PF people reported, the weaker the rela-
tionship between risk factors such as daily stress and problems with physical health, psycho-
logical health, and well- being.

Promoting Psychological Flexibility with Depression
ACT for depression can be delivered individually (e.g., A- Tjak, Morina, Topper, & 
Emmelkamp, 2018), in groups (e.g., Zettle & Hayes, 1986), as a guided self- help intervention 
(e.g., Fledderus, Bohlmeijer, Fox, Schreurs, & Spinhoven, 2013), and as a web- based interven-
tion (e.g., Pots et al., 2016). Several protocols are available (e.g., Zettle, 2007). However, it is 
best delivered when tailored to the specific needs of clients (and therapists).

Working with ACT for depression, starting with clarification of values helps set an agenda 
of hope. A glimpse of a life worth living can encourage a client to open up to the ACT approach. 
However, not all clients can state their values, hopes, dreams, or needs clearly enough at the 
start of treatment. Fusion with self- beliefs or entanglement in avoidance behavior may inter-
fere with contacting (precursors of ) values. Another common way to start an ACT treatment 
is to create awareness of the hopelessness of the control agenda, which is also known as creative 
hopelessness. For some clients with depression, this may indeed be a good starting point. 
Other clients may need time to build a solid therapeutic relationship. Otherwise, the message 
of creative hopelessness may be understood as if the client or life itself is hopeless.

Furthermore, it is essential to know the core of the client’s avoidance for creative hope-
lessness to fall into place. Self- beliefs may be the incentive for experiential avoidance. If so, 
exposing the control agenda may leave the client in a trap of knowing what not to do but 
not changing their behavior. In this case, the therapist should first take time to explore self- 
beliefs and how they interact with unhelpful behavior, and then carefully help the client to 
defuse these beliefs. Patience is needed when fusion is high. Training in mindfulness skills 
is a good way to start the treatment, if clients are open to it. Reluctance may be reduced by 
explaining that these skills are helping the client to steer their attention toward making bet-
ter behavioral choices. Committed action could be introduced early in treatment to get out 
of a loop of inactivity, lack of reinforcement, and declining motivation for action. At the 
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beginning of treatment, small, doable steps are paramount for the client to experience success 
and breach learned helplessness. They can be aimed at health- promoting behaviors known to 
influence mood, such as physical movement. Along the way, internal barriers like emotions 
and thoughts can be addressed by teaching acceptance and defusion skills.

When people have already been diagnosed with depression and may identify with it, it 
is important to address the ACT stance on depression, framing depression as an outcome of 
ineffective living patterns. The ACT therapist may convey the idea that depression does not 
have to go away before valued living is possible. The therapist could start a conversation on EA 
and investigate whether there are specific emotions, thoughts, or memories they have prob-
lems facing. This may be difficult for clients when they are not aware of what is avoided and 
how it occurs. The therapist could use insights into the dynamics of depression, as described 
previously, to improve understanding of the nature of EA and the private experiences involved. 
When the client finds it discomforting to approach private experiences, therapist and client 
might first want to focus on what valued living would look like. An image of how life might 
become more meaningful could motivate the hard work of facing difficult inner experiences.

Trying to achieve a state of continuous happiness may contribute to rumination (Karabati 
et al., 2019), and so a focus on values may be a more psychologically flexible alternative. 
It appears that social domains are judged as having more value than nonsocial domains. 
Furthermore, social connection is a protective factor for depression. For parents, their rela-
tionship with their children can be an important target of committed action. This will help 
the parents to be emotionally available during challenging times, thereby preventing their 
offspring from becoming depressed. Therefore, a focus on values in the social domain is para-
mount. When people suffering from depression find it hard to determine their values, it may 
help to choose actions that are focused on important social contexts as well as positive social 
emotions such as gratitude, compassion, love, or appreciation of beauty (S. C. Hayes, 2013). 
This may shift the focus from what is experienced as negative to more fulfilling and uplifting 
experiences that elicit positive emotions.

Both acceptance and committed action might require taking small steps that are man-
ageable and that will allow for perceived control. For instance, when someone fears being 
overwhelmed by emotions, we may work to bring them in contact with emotions while also 
titrating the time and extent, so that they are not overwhelmed. For example, shifting between 
emotions and neutral physical sensations or sensory input could be helpful.

Having the sense of a self that contains one’s emotions and inner sensations may produce 
a sense of control as clients engage in acceptance and committed action. The self might be 
likened to a river in which water flows through just as emotions flow through. Although the 
water never stays the same, the river can be sensed as a constant presence that encompasses 
all the water, no matter how much or in what form. In relational frame theory (RFT), the 
theoretical foundation underpinning ACT, this view is called self- as- hierarchy, a more speci-
fied part of self- as- context. It allows for observing one’s behavior and inner experiences, and it 
facilitates other ACT processes. Greater awareness that the self is a context is related to lower 
depression (Moran & McHugh, 2019).

When people are stuck and give themselves content labels such as depressed, helpless, 
failed, or damaged beyond repair, it may be necessary to bring some distance to their sense of 
self. This may be done through basic defusion exercises that give the individual an understand-
ing of how language and cognition may create a verbal prison. Working directly on loosening 
a rigid self- image may be too frightening, for it may feel denigrating or disrespectful, and 
individuals may not be aware of certain limiting self- images. In these instances, clients must 
be helped to know themselves before a self- image can be defused. For instance, one could start 
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by exploring several situations in which a client felt stuck. Focusing on thoughts that arose 
in those situations may reveal a pattern that points to a fused, restrictive self- image. Another 
approach is to look at the clients’ action in search of a common theme across situations. For 
instance, when clients act aggressively if someone points out a mistake, a theme may be that 
clients think they are perceived as being a failure. Becoming aware of when this theme shows 
up in daily life could be the first step in instigating defusion.

Self- compassion, that is, relating with kindness to oneself in times of suffering or fail-
ure, may also be useful for self- critical people (e.g., Gilbert, 2010). In ACT, self- compassion 
involves acceptance and defusion of self- aspects, and it can be seen as a way of valuing one’s 
well- being. It appears to be a robust protective factor against depressive symptoms, with strong 
empirical support for a negative association between self- compassion and depressive symp-
toms found in cross- sectional and longitudinal studies (Bakker et al., 2019). Asking clients to 
see themselves as a young child struggling with strong feelings, self- criticism, or a difficult self- 
image often awakens compassionate feelings, which can be re- directed to the current version 
of that child, who the client now is. When clients are a parent, the unconditional love they feel 
for their child, if present, may be transferred to themselves. Gestures such as putting a hand on 
one’s chest may foster self- compassion. Self- compassion may evoke hurt about not being seen 
and accepted before. If so, it is helpful to create space for this hurt.

Behaviors such as perfectionism and self- criticism focus on outcomes, and ACT therapists 
aim to turn to the process of acting on values. Some research findings suggest that reflecting 
on personal values can keep neuroendocrine and psychological responses to stress at low levels 
(Creswell et al., 2005). For example, laboratory experiments show that people can endure 
more distress when they relate it to values (e.g., B. M. Smith et al., 2019). People writing about 
highly rated values report greater feelings of love, connectedness, empathy, and giving com-
pared to those writing about a low- rated value (Crocker, Niiya, & Mischkowski, 2008). Also, 
a focus on values is related to well- being (positive mental health). Thus, a focus on values can 
be helpful in the treatment of depression by lowering stress responses, enhancing acceptance, 
and stimulating positive emotions and well- being.

It is essential to create awareness that committed action may not always lead to posi-
tive emotions. People can learn to shift their focus from deficits in their behaviors to seeing 
which behaviors are already in line with their values. Working on committed actions may also 
involve imagery about a possible future in which values are lived. It may generate positive 
emotions or fear. Experiencing all emotions is needed. Mental rehearsal of future behaviors 
may support committed action and strengthen problem- solving skills (Holmes et al., 2016). 
Keinonen and Lappalainen (2020) found that competence and adherence in ACT played a 
role in early change and may be associated with favorable outcomes for treatment in depres-
sion. Specifically, the more frequently and extensively the therapists addressed committed 
action during their intervention, the larger the overall changes in depression and psychologi-
cal flexibility.

Some forms of behavioral activation (BA; e.g., Addis & Martell, 2004) are highly compat-
ible with an ACT approach. People learn to see the relationship between their activities and 
mood (self- knowledge, present moment). They are urged not to seek reasons for depression 
(defusion) but instead try out new behaviors (committed action) and look for the lived conse-
quences of these activities (present moment). ACT therapists may want to bring in values to 
connect with new activities and meaning as an important consequence, even when this does 
not lift one’s mood in the short term. The important focus of BA is on small steps toward 
behavioral change, which is very helpful for people who have become inactive and find it hard 
to become active again.
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Research on Outcome and Processes of Change in Act
How Effective Is ACT for Depression?
To date, about 50 randomized controlled studies have been done on depression using ACT. 
In a review of meta- analyses, Gloster, Walder, Levin, Twohig, and Karekla (2020) found nine 
meta- analyses that reported the effects of ACT for depression. Six meta- analyses presented 
with significant small-  to medium- effect sizes (ES) favoring ACT (range of ES g =  .24–  .76) 
compared to active (all active psychological interventions except CBT) and inactive (e.g., 
waitlist, placebo) conditions. A meta- analysis not included in this review was from Bai, Luo, 
Zhang, Wu, and Chi (2019). These authors analyzed 18 randomized controlled trials (RCT) 
using ACT for depression. Studies were included from nine different countries, with a total of 
1,088 participants. Four studies had high methodological quality, whereas the remaining four-
teen studies were rated as being of moderate quality. These authors found that ACT was effec-
tive mainly for clients with mild depression, they saw less evidence for those with moderate or 
severe depression. However, Walser et al. (2015) found ACT to be effective for 647 veterans 
with moderate to severe depression in the context of its naturalistic implementation within 
a large health care system. A randomized controlled trial found that ACT and CBT were 
similarly effective for people suffering from depressive and other mental disorders treated in a 
psychiatric ward (Samaan et al., 2020). In this study, 177 inpatients in a psychiatric ward were 
included and assigned to either ACT (n =  83) or CBT (n =  94) group intervention. Except for 
Ruiz (2012), no reviews or meta- analyses have found a difference in efficacy between CBT and 
ACT (e.g., A- Tjak et al., 2015; Öst, 2014).

Some preliminary evidence shows that ACT may also effectively treat adults over 60 years 
of age (Bunyathikan, Soonthornchaiya, & Charernboon, 2020; Davison, Eppingstall, Runci, 
& O’Connor, 2017). Bunyathikan and colleagues compared routine nursing care with an 
ACT program, with 30 patients diagnosed with major depressive disorder in each condition. 
The ACT program led to significantly fewer depressive symptoms compared to the control 
condition. Davidson, Eppingstall, Runci, and O’Connor (2017) included 41 patients age 63 
to 97 years living in long- term care. After a 12- session ACT intervention implemented by 
trainee psychology therapists, scores on depression measures were significantly lower than the 
waitlist control.

Preliminary evidence also shows the effectiveness of ACT for depression in youths. An 
Australian study among 66 adolescents screened for psychosocial problems in school settings 
showed significant reductions in depressive symptoms with a large effect and significant reduc-
tions in psychological inflexibility with a medium effect compared to a control group who 
received standard care (Livheim et al., 2015). The ACT intervention was an eight- session 
manualized group program. In a prevention sample, 243 adolescents age 15– 16 years were 
randomly assigned to three groups; two groups received an ACT- based online intervention, 
including support via WhatsApp, with or without two face- to- face meetings. In both active 
treatment groups, adolescents’ depressive symptoms decreased, and life satisfaction increased 
among those who had completed more than half of the program (Lappalainen et al., 2021). 
A pilot study compared ACT with treatment as usual (TAU) for 30 adolescents, with 73.6 per-
cent in the clinical range for depression (L. Hayes, Boyd, & Sewell, 2011). At posttreatment 
on measures of depression, participants in the ACT condition showed significantly greater 
improvement statistically, and 58 percent showed clinically reliable change in favor of ACT. 
Outcomes from 3- month follow- up data suggest that improvement increased in magnitude. 
Measures of global functioning also showed statistically significant improvement for ACT.

As comorbid problems often co- occur with depression, there may be an added benefit of 
transdiagnostic treatments, as they may also be effective for comorbid disorders. A systematic 
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review and meta- analysis of transdiagnostic psychological treatments by Newby, McKinnon, 
Kuyken, Gilbody, and Dalgleish (2015) found preliminary evidence that transdiagnostic 
treatments may be superior for reducing depression. Newby and colleagues found that trans-
diagnostic treatments have a large effect on both depression and anxiety symptoms in stud-
ies targeting both outcomes. Effect sizes were larger for depression than for anxiety. Several 
examples of studies on ACT have been applied to depression and to some comorbid disorders. 
For instance, Dalrymple et al. (2014) developed and pilot- tested an integrated acceptance- 
based behavioral treatment for depression and comorbid social anxiety disorder. Results for 38 
participants showed significant improvement in symptoms and functioning, from pre-  to post-
treatment, and high satisfaction with the treatment. White et al. (2011) randomized 27 par-
ticipants with psychosis to either 10 sessions of ACT plus TAU or TAU alone. Results showed 
that a significantly greater proportion of the ACT group was not depressed at follow- up, and 
showed a greater reduction in negative symptoms. Furthermore, this group had significantly 
fewer crisis contacts over the study.

Low- cost interventions may decrease the possibility of developing major depressive epi-
sodes for people with risk factors, such as low mood at subclinical levels. ACT has been shown 
to be effective as an early intervention in groups (Bohlmeijer et al., 2011). In this RCT, adults 
with mild to moderate depressive symptomatology were randomly assigned to the ACT inter-
vention (n =  49) or a waiting list (n =  44). There was a statistically significant reduction in 
depressive symptomatology in the ACT group compared to the waitlist (Cohen’s d =  .60). 
Reductions were maintained at the 3- month follow- up. Significant reductions in anxiety and 
fatigue were also observed, which further adds to the evidence that ACT is a beneficial trans-
diagnostic approach.

ACT has also been applied as self- help with extensive or minimal e- mail support 
(Fledderus et al., 2013; Fledderus, Bohlmeijer, Pieterse, & Schreurs, 2012) and as a web- 
based intervention (Brown, Glendenning, Hoon, & John, 2016; Pots et al., 2016). Pots and 
colleagues (2016) randomized 82 adults with depressive symptoms to ACT, 67 to expressive 
writing, and 87 to a waiting- list control. They found significant reductions in depressive symp-
toms following the ACT intervention, compared with the control group (Cohen’s d =  0.56) 
and the expressive writing intervention (d =  0.36). The effects were sustained at 6- month and 
12- month follow- up. In a systematic review and meta- analysis of online interventions, Brown 
et al. (2016) included 10 studies. They found good adherence to study protocols and comple-
tion, suggesting that ACT delivered online is highly acceptable for people with various mental 
health problems, as well as the general public. Jeffcoat and Hayes (2012) reported that ACT 
delivered via a self- help book had significant preventive and ameliorative effects on depression 
relative to a waitlist with educational workers. The effectiveness of self- help for depression, 
guided by a mental health worker and having less intensity than traditional psychological 
therapy, has been demonstrated convincingly (Van Straten, Hill, Richards, & Cuijpers, 2015). 
Mental health apps could also play a role in prevention or as an addition to treatment, but the 
research behind it is emerging. A recent review of mental health apps (Marshall, Dunstan, & 
Bartik, 2020) found 293 apps offering some form of treatment for anxiety and/ or depression. 
Of 162 apps that claimed to use a theoretical framework, only 6.2 percent had published 
evidence for their efficacy. Five apps made use of ACT, none of which had published research 
behind it.

Finally, ACT for depression seems to be applicable across different countries and cultures. 
This therapy has been found effective for depression in studies conducted across many coun-
tries, including Australia, Canada, China, Finland, Iran, the Netherlands, Spain, Sweden, the 
United Kingdom, and the United States.
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Processes of Change
Research has focused on how ACT processes mediate outcomes from the first RCT on ACT 
for depression (Zettle & Hayes, 1986). S. C. Hayes et al. (2006) reanalyzed the data from this 
study and found that greater changes in the believability of depressogenic thoughts mediated 
the outcomes achieved by ACT in the study by Zettle and Hayes (1986). The data of two out 
of three conditions from a study by Zettle and Rains (1989) were reanalyzed by Zettle, Rains, 
and Hayes (2011). The Cognitive Therapy (CT) condition included 13 women experiencing 
moderate to severe depression, while the ACT condition included 12 women. Treatment was 
delivered in a group format. ACT produced greater reductions in levels of self- reported depres-
sion using an intent- to- treat analysis. Posttreatment levels of cognitive defusion mediated this 
effect at follow- up. Neither the occurrence of depressogenic thoughts nor dysfunctional atti-
tudes mediated treatment outcomes.

Forman and colleagues (2012) included 174 clients with anxiety or depression and ran-
domly assigned them to receive ACT or CT. Presumed mediators and outcomes were assessed 
before each session. Using hierarchical linear modeling, the authors found that acceptance, 
willingness, and defusion predicted outcomes in subsequent ACT sessions for people suffering 
from anxiety or depression. While increased acceptance was more influential for ACT, willing-
ness and defusion also mediated change in CBT. Increased use of cognitive and affective change 
strategies mediated change in CBT more than in ACT.

Bramwell and Richardson (2018) conducted a repeated measures design analyzing data 
from a pre- post open trial design, with 33 clients receiving individual ACT treatment. The 
authors found a relationship between depression outcomes, decreased defusion, and increased 
values- based action. These findings are in line with Vowles and McCracken (2008), showing 
that increases in acceptance and values- based action were significantly related to lower levels of 
depression for people suffering from chronic pain. A- Tjak, Morina, Topper, and Emmelkamp 
(2021) analyzed five treatment intervals (e.g., sessions 1 to 6) with structural equation model-
ing. They found that changes during a treatment interval in dysfunctional attitudes and decen-
tering (used to represent defusion) were related to symptom levels at the end of that interval 
for both CBT and ACT. In contrast, changes in experiential avoidance were significantly asso-
ciated with symptom levels in the ACT condition only. Of note, the studies by Forman et al. 
(2012) and A- Tjak et al. (2021) fulfilled the criterion of three or more assessment points dur-
ing the treatment phase, as stated by Lemmens, Müller, Arntz, and Huibers (2016) as neces-
sary to measure potential mediators of behavior change.

Challenges and Future Directions for Research and Clinical Work
The treatment of depression through ACT and its processes has been researched at many levels 
and phases, such as in non-  and subclinical populations, as prevention, for people of differ-
ent ages suffering from depression with or without comorbidity, across different cultures, and 
through different modes of delivery, such as face- to- face treatment, self- help online, or with 
books or apps and combinations of these modes. Studies and meta- analyses overall find ACT 
to be effective and do not find a difference in efficacy between ACT and the best researched 
therapy today, CBT.

Although there are more than 50 RCTs on depression, most focus on depressive symp-
toms without a formal diagnosis of depression. Evidence for the efficacy of ACT for depressed 
youth or elderly people is scarce. Treatment of persistent depression, such as chronic or recur-
rent depression with ACT is also scant. This is not surprising, considering that ACT focuses 
more on processes than on diagnostic categories. From a functional contextual perspective, 
depression is dimensional (Phillips et al., 2010), or rather, psychopathology in the form of PI 
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is dimensional. The ACT model does not change at its core, whether treatment is aimed at 
people of different ages, different cultures, or different phases or levels of intensity of depres-
sion, different diagnoses, or other psychological problems.

Of more interest to the ACT researcher and therapist than a diagnosis are the historical 
and situational contexts of a person suffering from depression and what processes need to be 
moved to relieve that suffering. Therapists can adjust treatment to the specific needs of people 
only when they have sufficient information on relevant idiographic contextual variables and 
processes. RCTs focusing on symptom improvement as an outcome are not in line with the 
functional contextual underpinnings of ACT. RCTs often focus on protocolled treatments 
such as CBT. These treatments are effective, but they are not for everyone.

Furthermore, research on the long- term effects of psychological treatment for depression 
is limited and often focuses on depressive symptoms; how people fare with comorbid problems 
and quality of life is often not considered. To comply with the demands of an RCT, ACT 
is often protocolized (e.g., A- Tjak et al., 2018); however, in clinical practice, therapists are 
encouraged to apply ACT by following the idiographic needs of clients.

Few studies have compared transdiagnostic approaches, such as ACT, head to head with 
diagnostic approaches (Newby et al., 2015). Studies that compare a treatment based on a 
diagnosis with a transdiagnostic approach may shed light on the question of whether there is 
added value in diagnosing someone with depression. Yet, studies like that are challenging to 
execute. Even when therapists focus on transdiagnostic features, they will adjust their work 
to the client’s specific context and needs. Depressive symptoms may be part of that context. 
Alternatively, when the diagnosis of depression is given priority, therapists will still work with 
the ACT processes, which are purportedly transdiagnostic. Thus, there may not be a clear 
divide between a transdiagnostic approach and a diagnostic approach, forcing researchers to 
differentiate the treatment conditions artificially.

Nevertheless, as comorbid conditions may account for the largest portion of the adverse 
impact of depression, a transdiagnostic approach has specific benefits compared to an approach 
that focuses on single diagnostic categories. A transdiagnostic approach can positively impact 
several problems simultaneously. The six PF processes apply to all kinds of psychological prob-
lems, and the generalization of skills learned may lead to favorable outcomes regarding comor-
bidity. In fact, in the ACT model, comorbidity is not distinct from depression; instead, clients 
are seen holistically, with flexible and inflexible behaviors. More research is needed to study the 
purported benefits of a transdiagnostic approach.

The current evidence on mechanisms of change does not decisively answer the question 
of which treatment should be used with each specific client. However, insights from research 
into depression and its causes, processes, and consequences can inform therapists to focus on 
specific forms of PI that often show up for people suffering from depression (e.g., rumination, 
reason- giving, suppression, behavioral avoidance). These insights can help therapists to decide 
how to stimulate PF.

There is a lack of precise prognostic determinants to match clients to treatments (Van 
Straten et al., 2015). This means that neither clients nor therapists can decide beforehand 
whether ACT is a good treatment option. To date, only a few studies have examined true mod-
erators of outcome, specifically comparing different treatments. The statistical power of most 
existing trials is too limited to generate the interactions that reveal moderation (Huibers et al., 
2015). For clinicians to use predictors, studies need to consider predictors or moderators in 
relation to each other. DeRubeis and colleagues (2014) introduced a new treatment selection 
method that combines multiple predictors and moderators in a statistical model, called the 
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Personalized Advantage Index (PAI). The PAI identifies the treatment that is predicted to be 
more efficacious for each individual and provides the magnitude of advantage.

The ACT model is based on the assumption that the six processes of PI and PF interact. 
Research into mechanisms of change supports the ACT model broadly but is still in its infancy 
due to the complexity of the subject. Furthermore, the research is mostly correlational, often 
with insufficient power, which means that causal inferences cannot be made. Research aimed 
at analyzing those processes or other mediators in relation to each other will do more justice 
to the complexity of human behavior and behavior change. Mediational analysis should focus 
more on the interactive and nonlinear nature of change processes. RCTs can play a role in this 
type of research, but so can single- subject, basic, applied, and experimental analog methods. 
Collecting enough data for adequate statistical power may be facilitated by mobile technolo-
gies, which make it possible to measure repeatedly, in real time, and in the natural environ-
ment of participants (S. C. Hayes et al., 2021).

Conclusive Remarks
RCTs may be needed to further substantiate the efficacy of ACT for depression, especially for 
youth and the elderly, and for MDD and persistent depression. Valued living and well- being 
should be part of outcome research, and processes of change should be part of the design, with 
adequate measurement. The methodology needs sufficient quality to infer causal relations and 
study of several different change processes and associations. One way this can be done is to compare 
treatments that supposedly rely on different processes. However, basic, applied, and experimental 
analog research methods can improve our understanding of processes of change just as much.

In line with the functional contextual underpinning of ACT, future research should make 
a greater effort to emphasize contextual and functional aspects of depression. RCTs often bring 
those aspects under control, locking out important information. Intraindividual variability is 
an important part of understanding processes of change, for which idiographic approaches 
that focus on person- specific investigations of functional relationships between context and 
behavior are more appropriate. This calls for a shift to methods with intensive longitudinal 
designs that include large numbers of observations within an individual over time, such as 
single- case experimental designs, with appropriate measurement instruments.
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Abstract
Anxiety and trauma- related disorders are described in terms of  maladaptive response 
patterns that largely consist of  avoidance of  various threat cues. Following an 
introduction to the classes of  disorders and primary behavioral processes that maintain 
them, the authors briefly review traditional conceptualizations of  etiology and associated 
treatments, followed by a theoretical rationale that underscores acceptance and 
commitment therapy (ACT) as a conceptually sound and comprehensive treatment for 
these disorders. An overview of  empirical research supporting the efficacy of  ACT for 
these disorders is then provided, followed by clinical considerations and examples of  
implementation as they relate to specific disorders within the overarching classes. Lastly, 
the authors discuss limitations in the extant literature and provide recommendations for 
future research, including a shift to a more process- based approach of  conceptualization 
and treatment of  these classes of  disorders.

Key Words: anxiety disorders, trauma- related disorders, avoidance, threat cues, 
maladaptive behavior, fear, generalized anxiety, social anxiety, posttraumatic stress

An Overview of Anxiety and Trauma- Related Disorders

Origins of Anxiety and Trauma- Related Disorders
Defensive behaviors, or an organism’s set of responses to potentially dangerous situations, are 
adaptive behaviors critical to the survival of our own and other species. When faced with a 
threatening situation, defensive behaviors protect an individual from present or future harm. 
This protection usually involves the activation of the autonomic nervous system and the body’s 
fight- or- flight response. The fight- or- flight response involves physiological changes, such as 
increased respiration and heart rates, dilated pupils, and tensed muscles, that prepare the body 
for physical exertion and for response to the perceived threat (Gunnar & Quevedo, 2007). In 
some cases, individuals experience a decrease in blood pressure and faint in the presence of 
certain stimuli (e.g., the sight of blood), which may serve the adaptive function of mitigating 
blood loss during physical trauma. In still other cases, tonic immobility, or the body’s innate 
freeze response, may dominate (Barlow, 2004). Cognitive changes also occur during threatening 
situations. Increased vigilance allows potential threats to be detected more quickly. When a 
threat is detected, attention automatically shifts to the perceived threat and potential modes of 
escape, attention narrows, and extraneous stimuli are ignored (Huijding et al., 2011). Finally, 
at an overt behavioral level, the individual is compelled to take actions geared toward escaping 
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the threat— fighting or fleeing— or toward avoiding future threat. Avoidance behavior can be 
either active, when a person takes specific actions to avoid a threatening stimulus or situation 
(e.g., taking a different route to work to avoid going through a certain neighborhood), or 
passive, when a person avoids a potentially threatening situation through nonaction (e.g., 
choosing not to take a walk in the woods so as not to encounter dangerous animals).

Species- typical defensive reactions are innate and occur in the absence of learning, while 
operant behaviors occur due to their history of reinforcement by consequences. However, all 
defensive behaviors can be conditioned or occasioned by stimuli in the environment with 
which there is a history of pairing, reinforcement, or verbal learning. The learned ability to 
respond to potentially dangerous situations allows preparation for and avoidance of danger 
before an individual actually encounters harm. For example, if a person has the unfortunate 
experience of being involved in a car accident, cars may become conditioned stimuli that 
elicit physiological arousal (e.g., increased heart rate), defensive reflexes (e.g., startle response), 
and goal- directed defensive actions (e.g., avoidance). If these conditioned responses prevent 
the individual from exposure to dangerous situations related to car accidents in the future, 
for example, by increasing the likelihood of wearing a seatbelt or avoiding speeding, such 
behaviors are of obvious adaptive benefit. However, when defensive behaviors become 
excessive (i.e., out of proportion to the actual level of threat) and persistent (i.e., habitual 
and insensitive to naturally occurring contingencies), interfering with an individual’s ability 
to function well in life, they are considered maladaptive. It is these maladaptive defensive 
behaviors that characterize anxiety and trauma- related disorders.

Description of Anxiety and Trauma- Related Disorders
classiFication
While the various anxiety and trauma- related disorders all focus on maladaptive responses to 
perceived threat, the disorders differ as to the focus or nature of the perceived threat, that is, the 
threat cues (or fear stimuli) that elicit or evoke maladaptive defensive behavior. The Diagnostic 
and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fifth Edition (DSM- 5; American Psychiatric 
Association, 2013) classifies anxiety and trauma- related disorders based on these topographical 
differences; the value of doing so is questionable, however, given that such differences may be 
seen as trivial. More important than the topographical differences between the disorders are 
their functional similarities. Each anxiety disorder is characterized by excessive experiences of 
subjective fear and anxiety, various maladaptive defensive behaviors, similar functions of these 
behaviors (e.g., escape and avoidance), and the same core mechanisms, or processes, of change 
(Abramowitz & Blakey, 2020). The anxiety and trauma- related disorders can therefore be 
considered various manifestations of the same underlying functional processes, with different 
combinations of defensive behaviors occurring in different disorders, each with its own unique 
threat cues.

The DSM- 5 (American Psychiatric Association, 2013) describes the following major 
anxiety disorders: separation anxiety disorder, selective mutism, specific phobia, social anxiety 
disorder (SAD), panic disorder (PD), agoraphobia, and generalized anxiety disorder (GAD). 
Trauma- related disorders, including posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and acute stress 
disorder (ASD), were included among anxiety disorders in the DSM- IV- TR, the DSM- 5’s 
predecessor. In DSM- 5, they now occupy their own category: trauma and stressor- related 
disorders. Because of the former categorical scheme, much of the research prior to the 2013 
publication of DSM- 5 placed these disorders in the same class. In the present article, we include 
trauma- related disorders, along with illness anxiety disorder (IAD), which is classified under 
somatic symptom disorders in the DSM- 5 because they share functional similarities with other 
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anxiety disorders. However, we do not include separation anxiety disorder or selective mutism, 
as these disorders are much more common in children (American Psychiatric Association, 
2013) and are covered in another article of this volume.

EpidEmiology
As a class, anxiety and trauma- related disorders are the most prevalent psychological disor-
ders in the world (Kessler et al., 2007). Those who meet the criteria for an anxiety disorder 
experience a significantly lower quality of life than those who do not (Olatunji et al., 2007). 
Furthermore, anxiety disorders tend to develop earlier than other common psychological dis-
orders and are more prevalent in younger populations (Remes et al., 2016). Because they are 
often not treated until adulthood, they may represent a potential risk factor for the devel-
opment of secondary psychological disorders (Christiana et al., 2000). Comorbidity is high 
among the anxiety disorders and between anxiety and other disorder classes (particularly mood 
and substance use disorders), and it is strongly related to severity: comorbidity predicts poorer 
clinical course and a greater likelihood of recurrence (Bruce et al., 2005). A prospective natu-
ralistic study found that probabilities of recovery over 12 years were lowest for social phobia 
(SAD in DSM- 5), at 0.37, followed by PD with agoraphobia (0.48), GAD (0.58), and PD 
without agoraphobia (0.82; Bruce et al., 2005). The difference in recovery rates for PD with 
and without agoraphobia suggests that the presence of persistent avoidance negatively affects 
the long- term outcome of the disorder. Not only are recovery rates generally low in the anxiety 
disorders, recurrence rates tend to be high, with probabilities ranging from 0.45 for GAD to 
0.58 for PD with agoraphobia (Bruce et al., 2005).

symptoms and clinical prEsEntation
Specific Phobia
Threat cues in specific phobias include any specific object or situation (the phobic stimulus) 
that elicits disproportionate levels of fear, anxiety, or avoidance. Any stimulus has the potential 
to be a phobic stimulus, so the number of different specific phobias are, in theory, unlimited. 
A phobic stimulus may be an animal (e.g., snakes, dogs, insects), natural environment (e.g., 
heights, water), blood- injection- injury (e.g., needles, blood), situational (e.g., airplanes, small 
spaces), and other (e.g., vomit, clowns). The phobic stimulus (or stimuli, if more than one 
phobia) consistently elicits excessive fear or anxiety that is disproportionate to the actual dan-
ger it poses, and the individual either engages in active avoidance of the stimulus or tolerates 
it with intense distress (American Psychiatric Association, 2013).

Social Anxiety Disorder
SAD is characterized by excessive fear or anxiety (usually involving embarrassment) about 
social situations, which may include interacting with other people (e.g., conversing), being 
observed by others (e.g., eating in public), or situations in which the individual must perform 
in front of others (e.g., public speaking). As with specific phobia, those with SAD either avoid 
or endure social situations with intense distress. Individuals with SAD are hypervigilant about 
disapproval from others, perceiving others as overly critical of them. This may result in divided 
attentional resources, actually causing people with SAD to perform poorly, thus reinforcing 
their beliefs (Heimberg & Magee, 2014).

Panic Disorder
Panic attacks are discrete episodes in which an abrupt surge of intense fear and physiological 
arousal reaches a peak within a few minutes. During these episodes, at least 4 of 13 potential 
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physiological and cognitive symptoms are present (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). 
The experience of a panic attack is not in itself sufficient for a diagnosis of PD. In order to 
meet the criteria for PD, at least two attacks must be unexpected, with a month or more of 
persistent worry about having additional attacks or a maladaptive change in behavior due 
to the attacks. Although at least some attacks in PD are unexpected (i.e., they occur in the 
absence of a predictable external threat cue), physiological arousal itself can become condi-
tioned to elicit fear. Thus, the threat cues in PD are often internal bodily sensations (e.g., 
racing heart, sweating) and the thoughts (e.g., “I’m having a heart attack”) and emotions 
(e.g., extreme distress) that accompany them. These misperceptions of one’s own physiologi-
cal arousal, along with attempts to downregulate these reactions, result in an escalation of 
these same defensive reactions (Craske & Barlow, 2014). Thus, PD epitomizes the “vicious 
cycle” of fear in which one’s own threat responding leads to a perception of threat (e.g., 
“I’m having a heart attack”), which further amplifies threat responding and the subjective 
experience of panic (Barlow, 2004). PD is often thought of as a disorder largely involving 
“fear of fear.”

Agoraphobia
Agoraphobia is characterized by excessive and persistent fear or anxiety about at least two of 
five situations: using public transportation, being in open spaces, being in enclosed spaces, 
being in a crowd (or standing in line), and being outside one’s home without a compan-
ion, though other situations may also be included. Individuals fear and avoid these situations 
because of the possibility that panic or other embarrassing symptoms (e.g., vomiting, losing 
bowel control) may occur and escape or help might not be available. Severity of agoraphobia 
can range on a continuum from mild (e.g., feeling fearful when driving to work but doing so 
anyway) to moderate (e.g., only leaving the home with a companion) to severe (e.g., unable 
to leave the home entirely; Craske & Barlow, 2014). Approximately one- third of individuals 
with agoraphobia fall on the severe end of the continuum (American Psychiatric Association, 
2013) and experience significant functional impairment as a result.

Generalized Anxiety Disorder
The defining feature of GAD, and that which makes it a unique anxiety disorder, is the pres-
ence of excessive generalized anxiety and worry. That is, while the other anxiety disorders are 
associated with specific classes of stimuli that elicit maladaptive threat responses, GAD is 
characterized by persistent worry that is not specific to any circumscribed stimulus class or 
situation but, rather, occurs across multiple domains of life. Although worry and anxiety are 
both focused on the future, worry is more cognitive, while anxiety is more of an emotional 
experience.

One theory of GAD proposes that worry functions as avoidance behavior in the form 
of problem solving for potentially negative future situations (Borkovec et al., 1983). Another 
more recent theory, based on relational frame theory (RFT), proposes that, as a form of repeti-
tive negative thinking (Wong et al., 2019), worry functions as experiential avoidance. Worry 
then paradoxically prolongs and helps to maintain negative affect and physiological arousal 
in GAD. Because worry is an ineffective strategy to reduce aversive states, individuals turn to 
more overt maladaptive avoidance behaviors that are also attempts at experiential avoidance, 
ultimately leading to an inflexible and narrow behavioral repertoire that is disconnected from 
personal values (Ruiz et al., 2020).
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Posttraumatic Stress Disorder and Acute Stress Disorder
PTSD and ASD are unique among psychological disorders in that their diagnoses require the 
experience of one or more “criterion A” traumatic events, or an event in which an individual 
is exposed, either firsthand or through the experience of a close friend or family member, to 
actual or threatened death, serious injury, or sexual violence. PTSD and ASD differ in the 
amount of time symptoms have been present following the traumatic event (a minimum of 
1 month for PTSD and 3 days to 1 month for ASD) and the number and type of symptoms 
required. Symptoms include emotional and cognitive intrusions, avoidance of trauma- related 
stimuli, persistent negative mood or cognition, and changes in mood and reactivity (American 
Psychiatric Association, 2013). The threat stimuli in ASD and PTSD, either stimuli in the 
external environment (e.g., crowds, loud noises) or cognitive or emotional experiences (e.g., 
memories, shame), are related to the traumatic event.

Illness Anxiety Disorder
IAD is characterized by high levels of anxiety about and preoccupation with getting or having a 
serious illness. Actual somatic symptoms are either not present or they are mild and not indica-
tive of disease or illness. Threat cues can include bodily sensations that individuals believe may 
indicate illness, or external health- related cues (e.g., doctors, hospitals). Maladaptive behavior 
in response to these cues involves excessive health- related behavior, such as attending medical 
appointments, researching symptoms, or avoidance of health- related stimuli. Individuals often 
have a high degree of health care utilization, frequently attending medical appointments in 
order to confirm their beliefs about the presence of illness; others do the opposite and avoid 
medical appointments out of a concern that their fears will be confirmed (Scarella et al., 2019).

Theoretical Rationale for ACT
Cognitive- behavioral therapy (CBT) is generally considered the gold standard treatment for anxi-
ety disorders, and, as a component of CBT, exposure therapy is a central feature of treatment 
(Arch & Craske, 2009). Treatment including exposure generally outperforms treatment that does 
not include it (Carpenter et al., 2018). Exposure therapy consists of systematically confronting 
and engaging with objectively safe situations or stimuli that provoke fear and defensive behavior, 
while refraining from avoidance or coping behaviors that reduce fear (Abramowitz et al., 2019). 
Exposures can be conducted with external stimuli in the environment (in vivo exposure), internal 
physiological sensations (interoceptive exposure), thoughts and memories (imaginal exposure), 
through writing (narrative exposure), or with the assistance of virtual reality devices (virtual reality 
exposure). In terms of disorders, the largest effects are observed in exposure therapy for PTSD, 
specific phobia, and panic disorders (Abramowitz et al., 2019; van Dis et al., 2019). Regardless 
of whether exposure is included, GAD consistently shows smaller effects following CBT than the 
other anxiety disorders (Olatunji et al., 2010). This may be due to the diffuse nature of anxiety and 
worry in GAD, making exposure less straightforward. Also, the response prevention component 
of exposure therapy is harder to enact when it must occur cognitively. Accordingly, CBT for GAD 
tends to utilize exposure components less frequently, focusing more on cognitive and emotion 
regulation aspects of the disorder (Cuijpers et al., 2014).

Traditionally, theories of exposure therapy have focused on decreases in fear as the mecha-
nism responsible for behavioral change. This treatment model is predicated on the assump-
tion that conscious fear and associated physiological arousal cause other symptoms of the 
disorder (e.g., avoidance) and, therefore, in order to decrease symptoms, fear and arousal must 
be reduced or eliminated. At the same time, an apparent lack of theoretical attention has 
been paid within this tradition to the actual avoidance responses themselves, which are the 
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primary behavioral symptoms in question. Knowledge of basic behavioral principles gives 
reason to question the effectiveness of a treatment approach based primarily on fear reduction. 
Of foremost concern is the well- documented fact that extinguished “fear” (often measured as 
Pavlovian responding) can recover under a variety of conditions, including the mere passage of 
time (spontaneous recovery; Quirk, 2002), changes in context from that in which extinction 
originally occurred (renewal; Bouton, 2002), and reexposure to the unconditioned stimulus 
(reinstatement; Haaker et al., 2014). If symptom reduction is predicated on elimination of 
Pavlovian responses, and we know that Pavlovian responding can recover under a wide set of 
circumstances, many of which may be unavoidable, then we may expect maintenance of treat-
ment gains to be lacking and relapse to be frequent, which the data appear to bear out.

Similarly, recent findings on the relationship between fear and avoidance behavior call 
into question the conceptualization of fear- reduction models. For example, recent research 
does not support the assumption of a unidirectional causal relationship from “fear” to avoid-
ance (Pittig et al., 2020). Instead, studies have shown that avoidance can persist despite fear 
reduction (Rodriguez- Romaguera et al., 2016), the availability of an avoidance response in the 
absence of fear can increase fear (Vervliet & Indekeu, 2015; Xia et al., 2019), and continuing 
to engage in avoidance responding after an aversive stimulus has been removed can interfere 
with fear extinction (Lovibond et al., 2009) and increase fear of a safety stimulus (Engelhard 
et al., 2015). Based on this evidence, it would appear that the relationship between fear and 
avoidance is more complex than has traditionally been assumed.

In addition to avoidance, other operant processes are involved in successful treatment of 
anxiety and trauma. It could be argued that the purpose of any therapy is to increase client 
functioning and to help clients live more meaningful lives. Psychosocial functioning involves a 
variety of operant approach behaviors— for example, showing up to one’s job on time, study-
ing, completing household tasks, maintaining an exercise regimen, and fulfilling social and 
familial roles. As Craske and colleagues have stated, “the success of an exposure treatment 
may be measured most accurately by the increase in approach than by the decrease in fear” 
(2018, p. 7). Accordingly, decreases in distress do not necessarily lead to more engagement 
in valued areas of life (Gloster et al., 2017). However, experimental research has shown that 
when positively reinforced behaviors compete with avoidance responding, avoidance decreases 
and approach increases, despite fear levels remaining unchanged. Once the aversive stimulus 
is removed, these approach behaviors actually facilitate fear extinction (Pittig, 2019; Pittig & 
Dehler, 2019). In other words, targeting operant avoidance and approach behaviors in com-
bination may lead to more engagement in meaningful life activities and have the secondary 
benefit of actually decreasing fear.

From the perspective of these behavioral processes, we argue that ACT is particularly 
well suited to address anxiety and trauma- related disorders. ACT focuses on living a valued 
life with greater quality, even in the face of difficult and unpleasant experiences such as those 
associated with anxiety and trauma. That is, ACT is largely concerned with increasing operant 
approach behavior that is meaningful to the individual because of its relationship to personally 
stated values.

Targeting Maladaptive Defensive Behavior with ACT
We have suggested that ACT can target the core behavioral processes operating to maintain 
various patterns of pathological behavior regardless of the specific threat cues or behavioral 
topographies associated with any one anxiety or trauma- related disorder. In the following sec-
tion, we briefly describe how each ACT process of change, organized into three pillars (Hayes 
et al., 2012), may be used during treatment to target the adaptive and maladaptive behavioral 
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processes involved in the treatment of anxiety and trauma, thus informing a transdiagnostic or 
process- based approach to therapy.

Open: Acceptance and Cognitive Defusion
One way ACT promotes improved psychological functioning in the face of unwanted emo-
tional and physiological arousal is to increase acceptance of these experiences— in other words, 
willingness to have the experience instead of engaging in behaviors to escape or change it (i.e., 
experiential avoidance). Unpleasant conditioned arousal, which may be difficult to extinguish 
(and may likely recover even if temporarily extinguished), is likely to evoke operant avoidance 
behavior in order to reduce or remove the aversive sensations (Smith et al., 2020). Avoidance 
behavior of this sort (i.e., experiential avoidance) has been shown to contribute to distress and 
impaired functioning when it overgeneralizes to situations that do not pose legitimate physi-
cal threats (Kashdan et al., 2014). Because individuals cannot control and therefore eliminate 
these unwanted experiences, the focus of the ACT model is not to attempt to eliminate them 
but, rather, to promote healthy, values- driven behavior in the presence of them. Willingness to 
experience unpleasant internal experiences in this way constitutes a form of approach behavior.

Many anxiety and trauma- related disorders have notable maladaptive components related 
to thinking and language which can exert substantial control over behavior. Acceptance and 
cognitive defusion play important roles in reducing rigid control of behavior by language. Not 
only is it beneficial to see thoughts for the behavior (and not reality) that they are, but it is also 
important to understand that certain thought content will likely be evoked in certain circum-
stances and there is generally no way to prevent this from occurring. Uncontrollable worry 
in GAD is one example. If one can accept the fact that worry will undoubtedly arise under 
specific conditions, then one can give up fruitless and tiring attempts to control worry and 
actually disrupt the aversive worry spiral. Willingness to have whatever thought content may 
arise, and a focus on not becoming entangled with those thoughts (i.e., defusion), can open 
up the range of possible responses available to the person in that context and allow for one’s 
attention and intention toward specified, values- aligned behaviors (i.e., committed actions).

Behavior motivated by cognitions such as overestimation of the likelihood of danger in 
specific phobia, misinterpretation of arousal- related body sensations in PD, misperception 
of benign bodily sensations in IAD, repetitive negative thinking in SAD and GAD, various 
distorted cognitions in PTSD, and imagined negative consequences of panic in agoraphobia 
are all examples of thoughts that can evoke experiential avoidance from clients. Shifting one’s 
perspective from buying into the content of a thought (“This pain in my stomach is surely 
cancer”) to seeing the process of thinking for what it is— a form of behavior that is difficult to 
control, much like physiological arousal— can create new possibilities for responding in the 
presence of those thoughts, thus expanding one’s behavioral repertoire. As with acceptance, 
this opens up the possibility of pursuing values- based behaviors that may have seemed impos-
sible before.

Centered: Self- As- Context and Present Moment Awareness
Another aspect of language is the development of problematic self- concepts that can under-
lie much of psychopathology. Self- as- content, the opposite of self- as- context, can be under-
stood as cognitive fusion with unhelpful self- concepts (McHugh et al., 2019). When cognitive 
fusion with stories and rules about one’s identity dominate behavior, it can limit the variety 
of responses available to an individual across circumstances. Self- as- context work focuses on 
defusing from self- narratives and recognizing that verbally constructed stories about the self, 
like any thoughts, come and go, while the observer of those thoughts remains unchanged 
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and is not defined by any one of them. This process reduces the rigid control of behavior 
by self- narratives and allows for greater behavioral flexibility across a variety of situations. 
One example of a common self- narrative in the anxiety and trauma- related disorders is event 
centrality, or the perception of a traumatic or stressful event as a central component of one’s 
identity. Event centrality has been identified as a potential risk factor for PTSD and is associ-
ated with severity of PTSD symptoms (Gehrt et al., 2018). As shown by Boals and Murrell 
(2016), an ACT intervention emphasizing the self- as- context process led to decreases in PTSD 
symptoms; event centrality significantly mediated this effect, thus pointing to its potentially 
important role in ACT treatment for trauma.

Present moment awareness is another key ACT process in the treatment of anxiety and 
trauma- related disorders. Present moment awareness is a kind of touchstone process in the 
ACT model, which facilitates one’s ability to implement other ACT- based skills in the service 
of valued living. In the case of conditioned threat reactions, awareness of when unpleasant 
physiological arousal is occurring and its role in motivating escape behavior can serve a dis-
criminative function for engaging in psychologically flexible behavior instead. This desired 
chain of behavior is more likely to emerge when one is able to notice the occurrence and 
influence of bodily sensations in the moment and thus alter the typical maladaptive patterns 
of behavior. Conversely, if one is not aware of the influence of unpleasant internal events on 
behavior in the moment, it increases the likelihood that long- established patterns of avoidance 
will be evoked before one is able to implement newly acquired adaptive skills. Present moment 
awareness therefore facilitates the use of other ACT processes and skills (see Smith et al., 2020 
for more detailed discussion).

Engaged: Values and Committed Action
An important component of the ACT model is its focus on quality of life and meaningful 
psychosocial functioning, exemplified by values and values- aligned committed actions. The 
work done in ACT to target the maladaptive behaviors described above is not aimed at reduc-
ing those behaviors simply for the sake of reducing them, nor does it focus on eliminating 
behavior in a vacuum. Rather, it is done to allow for other classes of behavior associated with 
meaningful areas of life to emerge in their place. This is where the role of values in the ACT 
model is critical.

Values are verbally constructed statements that serve to guide patterns of behavior by 
relating an individual’s day- to- day choices to meaningful areas and ways of living. As such, 
values help define treatment goals, guide in- session exercises such as exposures or behavioral 
commitments, and motivate change by creating a greater context and purpose for continuing 
the hard work of overcoming difficult experiences and applying the skills acquired in treat-
ment. Often, the areas of life in which individuals experience the most anxiety and maladap-
tive threat reactions are those areas that are most meaningful to them. When clients get in 
touch with values, the importance of change and the cost of continuing to live life in the 
manner that brought them into therapy becomes clear. They are thus more likely to engage in 
behaviors that are aligned with values, that is, committed actions. Committed actions are used 
to identify and set attainable behavioral goals in the direction of valued living.

In therapy, arranging contingencies such that committed actions produce planned rein-
forcement (e.g., “rewards” for completing homework exercises) can help increase the frequency 
of values- based behavior and strengthen such behavior, especially if that behavior is not likely 
to contact naturally occurring sources of reinforcement. Even in the absence of such reinforce-
ment, the fact that committed action is based on values means that engaging in commit-
ted actions can be reinforcing through verbal processes alone, given their relation to values 
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statements (e.g., Smith et al., 2018). This potential should not be overlooked in the thera-
peutic context. Consistently highlighting the relationship between committed actions and 
values may help provide sufficient reinforcement to maintain committed actions when other 
reinforcement is lacking. This is important because when newly practiced adaptive behaviors 
that are meant to replace maladaptive behaviors experience a decrease or elimination of rein-
forcement (i.e., extinction), the maladaptive behavior often returns— an operant phenomenon 
known as resurgence, which in this context would be considered treatment relapse (Smith 
et al., 2017). Contact with values has the potential to mitigate disruptions in reinforcement, 
thus mitigating relapse.

In terms of ACT processes that are most directly related to maladaptive operant avoid-
ance responses, committed action, which involves behavioral strategies such as task analyses, 
goal setting, and reinforcement, is central. Exposure techniques fall within this category and 
are fully consistent with ACT’s underlying theory, even if they are not consistently included 
in ACT treatment manuals for anxiety. Considering that avoidance of certain stimulus events 
or situations is a primary maladaptive behavior in many anxiety and trauma- related disorders, 
decreasing the avoidance response through exposure, in which the individual refrains from 
engaging in avoidance or escape (i.e., response prevention), serves to disrupt the avoidance 
response. Connecting exposure exercises to values (choosing exposure exercises that are values- 
based behaviors) provides additional reinforcement for the difficult work of engaging in previ-
ously avoided activities.

Evidence Supporting ACT for Anxiety and Trauma- Related Disorders
Review of ACT for Anxiety
Evidence of the efficacy of ACT for the treatment of anxiety and anxiety disorders has 
increased in the last decade, with a number of meta- analyses now available to compare ACT 
to controls and other active treatments. In 2014, Bluett and colleagues conducted a systematic 
review of all outcome data of ACT for anxiety and obsessive- compulsive- spectrum disorders in 
the extant literature to that point. Nine studies were included in a preliminary meta- analysis 
(n =  404). Of these, two RCTs compared ACT against waitlist controls, and large effects favor-
ing ACT were observed in both (Hedge’s g =  4.22 and 1.07, ps < .05). For the seven studies 
that compared ACT to an established manualized treatment (e.g., CBT), there was no signifi-
cant effect size difference on primary outcomes (Hedge’s g =  .02, 95% CI =  – .24, .27; z =  .13, 
p =  .89, k =  7) or process of change measures (Hedge’s g =  .12, 95% CI =  – 17, .41; z =  .83, 
p =  .41, k =  5). The authors noted that their preliminary meta- analysis was lacking in terms of 
sample size, number of studies, and homogeneity across studies. Up to that point, there had 
been only two RCTs of ACT for GAD and four RCTs of ACT for heterogeneous anxiety. No 
RCTs had evaluated ACT for other anxiety disorders or for trauma- related disorders.

One year later, in a larger meta- analysis comparing the efficacy of ACT with CBT and 
control conditions (treatment as usual, waitlist control, psychological placebo), A- Tjak and 
colleagues (2015) combined anxiety and depression outcomes into a subset of eight RCTs 
(n =  378). With regard to anxiety and depression in particular, they found that ACT was 
superior to control conditions (Hedge’s g =  0.37, SE =  0.17, 95% CI =  0.04, 0.70, p =  .030). 
Hacker and colleagues (2016) also meta- analyzed ACT for anxiety and depression outcomes. 
They included any study that used a randomized controlled design and a manualized ACT 
treatment, thereby not limiting studies to those that examined anxiety disorders specifically or 
in which anxiety was the primary treatment target. This resulted in 28 studies that reported 
anxiety outcomes. They also used two distinct analytical approaches: cumulative meta- analysis 
(CMA) and sequential meta- analysis (SMA). The more traditional meta- analytic approach 
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(CMA) found large, significant effects in pre- post reduction of anxiety for ACT versus controls 
(d =  .95, p < .001, k =  28), indicating sufficient evidence for the efficacy of ACT for the treat-
ment of anxiety. Based on the more novel SMA approach, however, the authors determined 
that the existing literature did not provide enough studies to properly power the analytical 
approach for group comparisons, again highlighting the need for more research of this sort. 
Despite this finding, the SMA did still uncover moderate pre- post effects for ACT for anxiety; 
the effect was amplified when anxiety was the primary treatment target.

In the context of increasingly popular self- help treatment approaches, four recent meta- 
analyses have examined ACT delivered via computer, smartphone app, or book. Brown and 
colleagues (2016) conducted a meta- analysis of the effects of internet- delivered ACT. Of the 
10 total studies, seven included measures of anxiety, though no study specifically targeted 
anxiety disorders. In this subset, the authors found a significant effect favoring ACT compared 
to control conditions, with the size of the effect just failing to meet the threshold to be con-
sidered small (Hedge’s g =  0.18, p < .03, k =  7). Linardon and colleagues (2019) conducted a 
meta- analysis on ACT- based smartphone interventions, which showed significant effect sizes 
for generalized anxiety symptoms (Hedge’s g =  .30, 95% CI =  0.11, 0.49, p < .001). However, 
when compared to smartphone interventions that were not ACT- based, the differences were 
not statistically significant. French and colleagues (2017) meta- analyzed 13 studies of self- 
help ACT, including delivery via book and computer (i.e., internet, smartphone app, DVD, 
e- book). Ten studies included measures of anxiety, but again, no study specifically targeted 
anxiety or trauma- related disorders. In this subset (n =  1824), a significant small effect favoring 
ACT over control conditions was observed (Hedge’s g =  0.35, 95% CI =  0.09, 0.60, p =  .008). 
Finally, Thompson and colleagues (2021) reviewed 25 studies that delivered ACT via the 
internet (iACT). Compared to controls, iACT showed significant small effects for anxiety 
measures (Hedge’s g =  0.24, SE =  0.045, 95% CI =  0.16, 0.33, p < .001), with 53 percent of 
studies resulting in clinically significant reductions in anxiety. Thus, evidence suggests that 
self- help ACT is effective for anxiety.

Recently, Gloster and colleagues (2020) reviewed the meta- analytic evidence for ACT, 
identifying 20 meta- analyses representing 133 individual studies and 12,477 participants, 
spanning 32 years (from 1986 to 2018). They found that ACT is broadly efficacious across 
conditions. Eleven meta- analyses specifically focused on ACT for anxiety disorders. The mean 
effect size observed was small (Hedge’s g =  0.24), with six meta- analyses reporting significant 
effect sizes favoring ACT and one reporting a nonsignificant effect favoring active comparison 
conditions. Effect sizes were larger when ACT was compared to inactive controls and smaller 
when compared to active controls. ACT resulted in small to medium effect sizes in terms of 
functional outcomes (quality of life, well- being, functioning, disability), which are the primary 
treatment targets of ACT (as opposed to symptom reduction). Small to large effects were also 
observed for psychological flexibility, providing evidence that ACT achieves its effects through 
its core theorized process of change. Overall, research evidence supports ACT as an efficacious 
treatment for anxiety disorders and anxiety outcomes for in- person and self- help, including 
online, formats.

Review of ACT for Trauma- Related Disorders
In contrast to anxiety disorders, the evidence for ACT in the treatment of trauma- related dis-
orders is still in its infancy. In 2017, Bean and colleagues reviewed the extant data on ACT for 
trauma. At the time, the literature consisted of only two RCTs and a handful of case studies 
and series. The first study was a semi- randomized trial comparing ACT plus treatment as usual 
(TAU) to TAU in 63 participants with elevated PTSD symptoms (Boals & Murrell, 2016). 
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TAU consisted of various cognitive- behavioral therapies, with some exposure components, 
in a community outreach center. The ACT condition consisted of four weekly ACT sessions 
in addition to TAU. It emphasized the self- as- context process of ACT as a means of target-
ing event centrality, or the degree to which an individual identifies with a traumatic event. 
The authors observed a significant effect of treatment condition, favoring ACT, on pre- post 
measures of PTSD symptoms, depression, and event centrality. Event centrality significantly 
mediated the relationship between condition and PTSD symptoms, providing supportive evi-
dence for the role of a theorized ACT process in the treatment of PTSD (Boals & Murrell, 
2016). The second study compared treatment with ACT to a present- centered therapy control 
condition for 160 veterans with symptoms of general distress, 82% of which had a PTSD 
diagnosis (Lang et al., 2017). Both conditions received 12, 1- hour sessions, and neither condi-
tion utilized exposure or instructed participants to directly focus on trauma. In intent- to- treat 
analyses, both groups experienced equivalent pre-  to posttreatment improvements in general 
distress and functioning (effect sizes were medium to large), with no between- group differ-
ences. On secondary outcomes, the ACT group experienced more improvement in insomnia 
compared to the control group (Lang et al., 2017).

Since the Bean and colleagues (2017) review, only one controlled treatment efficacy study 
has been published. Muscara and colleagues (2020) compared an ACT- based group interven-
tion (the Take a Breath program) to a waitlist control in the treatment of PTSD symptoms. 
Participants were parents whose children had recently been diagnosed with a sudden- onset 
life- threatening illness or injury (n =  81). The ACT condition received five 90- minute weekly 
sessions and a 3- week booster session delivered via online videoconferencing. Following treat-
ment, the ACT condition showed significantly larger decreases in PTSD symptoms and 
improvements in their subjective experiences of their child’s illness.

Recently, two noncontrolled effectiveness trials of ACT have been completed in military 
samples. Meyer and colleagues (2018) conducted an open pilot trial of a 12- week outpatient 
ACT program for co- occurring PTSD and alcohol use disorder (AUD) among 43 veterans. 
Participants received weekly individual psychotherapy sessions with daily mindfulness and 
values- consistent behavioral assignments. Although one session focused on mindful aware-
ness of emotions related to participants’ index trauma, the program did not include explicit 
exposure exercises. Two- thirds of the participants completed the program. Results indicated 
medium to large reductions in PTSD, alcohol- related, and depressive symptoms at posttreat-
ment, with maintenance at 3- month follow- up. Quality of life increased at posttreatment, with 
a medium effect, and was maintained at follow- up. Functional disability and suicidal ideation 
were not significantly different at posttreatment, but both became significant by follow- up, 
with small effects. Finally, experiential avoidance, but not psychological inflexibility, decreased 
at posttreatment, and reductions in these processes of change were related to symptom change 
on most measures.

Ramirez and colleagues (2021) recently published the results of an open effectiveness 
trial in the treatment of 311 active- duty service members who had previously not responded 
to evidence- based outpatient PTSD treatment. The intensive outpatient program combined 
elements of prolonged exposure therapy (PE) with ACT over the course of 6 weeks and con-
sisted of 12 hours of group therapy and two sessions of individual therapy (60– 90 minutes 
each) per week. Voluntary dropout was low (3.9 percent). Using intent- to- treat analyses, all 
measures showed significant change from pretreatment to posttreatment. Effect sizes were 
large for PTSD symptoms, medium for anxiety, and small for depression. Participants also sig-
nificantly increased functioning, with a medium effect, and valued living, with a small effect. 
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Importantly, large and significant changes were concurrently observed for ACT processes of 
change.

In summary, two noncontrolled effectiveness trials have shown promising results for ACT 
with PTSD in traditionally difficult to treat military populations (co- occurring PTSD and 
AUD and PTSD treatment nonresponders). In addition, three randomized controlled trials of 
ACT for trauma have shown mixed results, with two of the three showing favorable outcomes 
for ACT. The one study that showed equivalent change in ACT and the control condition 
utilized an active treatment control, did not include exposure, and did not focus directly on 
trauma. Given that exposure is generally considered an important component of CBT treat-
ment for PTSD, including exposure and directly focusing on trauma may also be an important 
component of treatment in ACT for trauma. Regardless, research in this area is still in its 
nascent stages, and much more research is needed before conclusions can be drawn regarding 
the efficacy of ACT for trauma- related disorders.

Clinical Applications of ACT for Anxiety
While a comprehensive application of ACT for each anxiety disorder would likely be redun-
dant given the similarities between disorders described earlier, we will share clinical scenarios 
related to the treatment of three representative disorders to demonstrate how the processes 
of psychological flexibility can be applied for different clinical presentations of anxiety and 
trauma. In order to give readers a sense of the range of treatment applications, we selected 
disorders with varying clinical presentations— PD, GAD, and PTSD— for which the treat-
ment approaches would likely vary. Through the clinical examples, we demonstrate that ACT 
processes do not function in isolation. Rather, each process works interdependently with other 
ACT processes to promote psychologically flexible behavior. For example, committed action 
is, by definition, defined by values. Therefore, we cannot incorporate committed action into 
treatment without also clarifying and evoking client- specific values. Consistently engaging in 
committed action will likely necessitate the use of acceptance and defusion skills, as unwanted 
internal experiences arise during the course of the valued activity. Given that exposure therapy 
is fundamental in the treatment of most anxiety and trauma- related disorders, we first provide 
a model for ACT- based exposures.

ACT- Based Exposures
Exposure is considered an essential component of the successful treatment of most disorders 
that involve maladaptive threat responding. From an ACT perspective, exposure is undertaken 
as an instance of committed action and an opportunity to practice acceptance of unwanted 
internal experiences without attempting to escape or otherwise control them (Twohig et al., 
2015). In vivo exposures consist of choosing meaningful values- based activities that the client 
may otherwise avoid and encouraging the client to engage with them while being willing to 
experience unwanted thoughts, sensations, and emotions. As previously discussed, the focus 
of exposure within ACT is not on reducing the frequency, intensity or duration of the fear 
response, but rather on engaging in committed actions that are aligned with personal values 
regardless of the presence or absence of distress. In ACT, exposures are pursued as a means to 
practice acceptance of unwanted internal experiences, to strengthen approach behaviors, to 
engage in response flexibility, and to increase values- based living.

Values are at the heart of exposure exercises in ACT. Self- identified values provide a ratio-
nale for engaging in exposure and serve as reinforcement for increasing values- based living 
(Twohig et al., 2015). For example, exposure hierarchies are created based on activities that are 
meaningful to the individual rather than on how much distress or anxiety they might evoke 
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(as is done in traditional CBT- based exposure). In each session, the client selects the exposure 
exercise instead of following the hierarchy in a linear fashion. This gives the client additional 
opportunities to make behavioral choices in the service of their values. For example, a client 
with a specific phobia of dogs may avoid going to the park with his family for fear of encoun-
tering a dog. If we assume that spending time with his family is a values- based activity, in vivo 
exposure could involve going to the park with his family while practicing acceptance of physi-
ological and emotional threat responses that arise.

In ACT, exposure exercises are tailored to increase each client’s opportunities for psycho-
logical flexibility. Therefore, the six core processes of change (organized into three pillars) are 
woven into exposures based on the client’s unique presentation of psychological inflexibility. 
During exposure, little Socratic questioning takes place, and there is no solicitation for a cli-
ent’s level of subjective units of distress (i.e., SUDS). Rather, the therapist queries about how 
open or willing the client is toward their internal and external experiences in the moment. The 
therapist might utilize a metaphor or encourage willingness for the sake of reconnecting with 
self- identified values. Again, the focus of the exposure session is not on the strength or severity 
of the internal experience but, rather, on how open the client is to that experience (Twohig 
et al., 2015). Exposure exercises are encouraged both in and between sessions as opportunities 
to practice willingness, defusion, and committed actions.

ACT and Panic
Individuals who meet the criteria for panic disorder (PD) have developed maladaptive threat 
reactions to their own physiological sensations and the thoughts and feelings with which they 
are correlated. Attempts to downregulate these experiences lead to further arousal and a posi-
tive feedback loop of increasing panic. Attempts at downregulation of the panic- related sensa-
tions, thoughts, and feelings are a form of experiential avoidance of the body’s innate threat 
response. ACT encourages clients to function in the presence of panic- related inner experi-
ences, rather than engaging in attempts to control, alter, or eliminate them, in order to partici-
pate in values- driven behaviors (Meuret et al., 2012).

During an ACT session for panic, a therapist might use a metaphor that allows the client 
to see that their attempt to control their panic- related experiences, while normal, is counter-
productive. For example, the therapist might equate trying to fall in love on command with 
trying to “turn off” or control panic- related inner experiences. This metaphor helps the client 
to recognize how unreasonable it is to try to control panic- related inner experiences, just as 
trying to force oneself to fall in love would be ineffective and counterproductive. They may 
realize that the desire to regulate panic responses (e.g., shortness of breath, rapid heart rate, 
tightness in chest) actually results in more panic sensations.

To break this counterproductive cycle, a client might be asked to engage in interoceptive 
exposures as a way to practice acceptance of unwanted panic sensations. Interoceptive expo-
sures could include breathing through a straw for 2 minutes or running up a flight of stairs to 
intentionally induce shortness of breath and rapid heart rate. During the exposure, the client 
would be encouraged to maintain a curious and open stance toward their breathlessness and 
pounding heart. The therapist might ask the client: “How willing are you to have this experi-
ence (0– 100)?” “How open are you to your heart beating quickly?” “Are you digging your heels 
in and waiting until this is over?” Based on the client’s responses, the therapist could encourage 
acceptance, defusion, or connection to core values to increase the client’s willingness to stay 
with the exposure. Over time, the client begins to recognize that the more often they approach 
the uncomfortable stimuli (e.g., shortness of breath, rapid heart rate), the more they can have 
panic sensations as an occasional part of their lives.
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Clients with panic often present rigid interpretations of panic- related inner experiences. 
For example, a client with panic might notice a gentle pressure in their chest and have the 
thought, “I must be having a heart attack.” This initial response would likely evoke additional 
thoughts such as “I can’t handle this” and “I am going to die,” resulting in the development of a 
panic attack. Defusion techniques can help the client disentangle from this behavior. Through 
experiential exercises, a client would learn that their shortness of breath is not really a threat, 
but, rather, it is the labeling and negative evaluation in response to shortness of breath that 
creates the problem.

Threat responses can also become conditioned to environmental cues or situations that 
have previously been paired with panic attacks (e.g., elevators, crowds). Verbal processes, such 
as cognitive fusion, also serve to strengthen the aversive aspects of the situation (e.g., “It would 
be really bad to have a panic attack here because  . . . ”). As a result, avoidance of these cues and 
of situations in which panic attacks may occur can become so excessive that individuals avoid 
entire categories of activities or, in extreme cases, avoid leaving their homes altogether— the 
hallmark of extreme agoraphobia. This passive avoidance reinforces fear and anxiety about 
panic. Therefore, in ACT, a client is encouraged to reflect on their personal values and on 
how avoidance behaviors (e.g., staying at home, minimizing physical activity) are in direct 
competition with those values. For example, if a client stated that being present for their child 
was one of their core values, the therapist and client might discuss what that looks like on a 
day- to- day basis. If the client stated, “attending my kid’s soccer game,” the therapist and client 
could collaboratively create daily in vivo exposures that would facilitate leaving the house, with 
the eventual goal of the parent attending their child’s soccer game.

ACT and Trauma
For individuals experiencing posttraumatic stress, life becomes about minimizing or managing 
intrusive memories and nightmares, avoiding trauma- related stimuli, coping with guilt and 
shame, and living in a hyperaroused state. Given the amount of effort allocated to manag-
ing symptoms of traumatic stress, it is common for individuals experiencing trauma- related 
disorders to feel disconnected from their core values. An initial session for the treatment of 
traumatic stress might begin with exploring and identifying personal values. To do so, the cli-
ent might engage in a values card- sorting exercise or write a brief speech about what they hope 
someone might say about them at their retirement party. Through values work, clients develop 
motivation to engage in exposure exercises and create a broader context for trauma- focused 
work beyond symptom reduction (B. L. Thompson et al., 2013).

Avoidance is at the core of posttraumatic stress and is often the most dominant symp-
tom (B. L. Thompson et al., 2013). Exposure exercises may be used to reduce avoidance 
and increase approach behaviors. Prior to engaging in trauma- related exposures, it is helpful 
to introduce the concept of willingness. When teaching acceptance to trauma survivors, the 
term willingness is often used instead of acceptance because it highlights the element of choice 
when practicing acceptance and engaging in exposures (B. L. Thompson et al., 2013). Once 
willingness has been practiced in session, imaginal exposures to the traumatic memory can 
be implemented. Imaginal exposures consist of the client recalling and describing the trau-
matic memory in order to create new learning and ultimately toleration/ acceptance of the 
fear memory. From an ACT framework, imaginal exposures are presented as an opportunity 
to practice willingness to come into contact with painful thoughts, memories, and emotions 
(Ramirez et al., 2021). It is critical to connect the approach behavior (e.g., recitation of the 
trauma memory) to previously identified values. For example, the therapist might remind the 
client, “Remember why you are doing this. The discomfort you are feeling is so you can have 
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a closer relationship with your children.” In doing so, clients are likely to experience greater 
willingness to engage with this often difficult exercise.

Attachment to the conceptualized self, that is, being fused with the thoughts and stories 
of “who I am,” is common in the context of posttraumatic stress. Trauma survivors often label 
themselves in the context of their traumatic experience. For example, a war veteran who wit-
nessed the death of a civilian might be haunted by the belief that they should have intervened 
or rescued the individual. This narrative becomes the foundation for additional beliefs about 
one’s self such as “I am a horrible person” or “I am a coward.” To encourage an alternative 
perspective, the therapist might guide the client through a mindfulness exercise, such as the 
Constant Observer (Forsyth & Eifert, 2016), during which a client would be asked to imagine 
a series of memories (e.g., their very first day of school, their first date) and then asked to recall 
what they were thinking, feeling, and sensing during that event. The therapist would reflect 
to the client that, at each event, there was the same person behind their eyes who saw, heard, 
and had thoughts about the events. This constant perspective is known as the “observer self.” 
Through such exercises, clients learn that there is a stable perspective that transcends their 
different life experiences, from which they watch or observe all that is occurring, and that can-
not be defined by one experience or thought in time. In our example, the war veteran would 
learn to recognize the observer self, ultimately creating space between them and the thoughts 
around which they have formed their identity and allowing them to unhook their behavior 
from being rigidly controlled by this identity story.

ACT and Generalized Anxiety
Generalized anxiety is characterized by excessive and uncontrollable worry, perseveration, and 
the physical tension that results from chronic worry. Individuals who experience uncontrollable 
worry are often fused with thoughts about what “could happen,” resulting in their living in 
fear of the future. Clients experiencing generalized anxiety often describe an impending sense 
of doom or feeling as though something awful might happen. To prevent a possible negative 
future event, they attempt to manage their anxiety through avoidance and future problem solv-
ing (i.e., worry), further digging them into the mire of worry and negative affect associated with 
the imagined future events. Clients also engage in overt active and passive avoidance behavior, 
which narrows their behavioral repertoire and disconnects them from values (Ruiz et al., 2020).

Clarifying values and contacting the cost of staying stuck in a cycle of worry and avoid-
ance are important pieces of treatment. The left and center pillar processes (acceptance, defu-
sion, present moment awareness, and self- as- context) provide the client with the necessary 
skills to be able to get out of their heads and engage in meaningful actions, even in the pres-
ence of relentless worry. To increase client awareness, centering exercises may be practiced in 
session to bring attention to the here and now. For example, the therapist might facilitate a 
guided mindfulness exercise at the beginning of each session to orient the client to the present 
moment. Verbal prompts provided during the exercise can help the client observe the process 
of thinking (e.g., “Notice that your thoughts are moving by like a rushing river— watch the 
river”) as opposed to getting caught in the content of individual thoughts. This type of exercise 
also involves stepping back and seeing thoughts from a larger, more stable, perspective.

Although exposures are not always used in traditional treatment for generalized anxiety, 
in ACT, a client might be encouraged to engage in daily in vivo exposures to connect with 
the things that are most important in their life and disconnect from the cycle of avoidance. 
Exposure would also provide an opportunity during the client’s day- to- day life to practice 
acceptance and cognitive defusion with regard to worry. Whether the clinician chooses to 
utilize exposures during treatment will depend on the client’s particular presentation. Unlike 
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the case with other anxiety and trauma- related issues, presentations of generalized anxiety may 
not lend themselves as easily to exposures per se. Rather, values- aligned committed actions 
may be used to provide opportunities for the client to apply and practice the skills they have 
learned in therapy. The classic Passengers on the Bus metaphor is often useful for clients with 
generalized anxiety to acknowledge that worried thoughts will likely persist, despite the client’s 
efforts to control them, but that the client can still choose to engage in valued behavior. That 
is, they can drive their bus in whatever direction they choose, even with loud and sometimes 
scary thoughts (passengers) telling them otherwise.

Challenges and Future Directions
Research on ACT for anxiety and trauma- related disorders has come a long way in the last 
decade. Nevertheless, important areas for future work remain. For one, there is a notable lack 
of research examining the efficacy of ACT for trauma- related disorders. In particular, studies 
investigating which ACT treatment components are necessary for client response to treatment 
are important. For example, studies investigating the efficacy of ACT for different trauma pre-
sentations and various client populations is needed. Additional questions include determining 
which ACT treatment components are necessary for improved outcome. For example, is it 
necessary for treatment to focus directly on traumatic experiences? Relevant to trauma and 
anxiety disorders are the questions of whether, to what degree, and for which clinical presenta-
tions is exposure an integral component of treatment. Because ACT is a transdiagnostic treat-
ment, exposure is not necessarily considered an essential part of the ACT model. Studies of 
anxiety and trauma disorders have varied in the extent to which exposure has been included in 
treatment protocols. It remains an open question as to whether exposure embedded within a 
broader ACT treatment model can produce better outcomes than ACT without exposure and 
whether this would hold only in certain circumstances (e.g., is it more important to include 
exposure in treatment for trauma- related pathology relative to generalized anxiety).

Similarly, it is important that researchers gain a better understanding of the various ways 
in which maladaptive and adaptive behaviors interact in a given client to promote and impede 
functioning. Some of the behaviors and change processes described previously have been thor-
oughly researched over many decades (e.g., Pavlovian threat reactions and extinction learning; 
Craske et al., 2012). However, others, such as the complex relationship between Pavlovian 
threat reactions and avoidance, and the interaction of language and cognition with these pro-
cesses, have received far less attention. A better understanding of each of these behaviors and 
their interactions is essential to gain a complete picture of the maladaptive patterns of respond-
ing in which they participate.

A process- based approach to therapy (PBT; Hofmann & Hayes, 2019) is beginning to 
gain traction in the field. ACT is an early example of PBT due to its theoretical and empirical 
links with psychological flexibility and the processes of change that comprise it (Levin et al., 
2012; Ong et al., 2020). In order to put a process- based approach to ACT into practice with 
regard to anxiety and trauma- related disorders, we first must identify the maladaptive defen-
sive behaviors and processes that we, as clinicians, hypothesize play a primary role in impact-
ing and maintaining the client’s problems. Once we have identified behavioral targets, which 
occurs in collaboration with the client as part of functional case conceptualization and treat-
ment planning, we assess each behavior or process in an idiographic manner. This assessment 
may be accomplished through use of standardized measures, 0– 100 scales (e.g., “on a scale of 
0– 100, how much did you try to push away your anxiety today?”, “on a scale of 0– 100, how 
much did you move in the direction of your values today?”), or technology such as ecologi-
cal momentary assessment (EMA; Shiffman et al., 2008). Ideally, we would assess behavior 
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frequently in order to track behavior as it changes, confirming or disconfirming hypothesized 
functional relations, identifying new functional relations, and tracking progress through treat-
ment. Finally, we use these data to adjust treatment as necessary to meet the client’s treatment 
goals (Ong et al., 2020).

As PBT is a relatively new approach to clinical care, many details still need to be worked 
out. For example, which idiographic behavioral patterns, when identified, would suggest the 
use of which treatment procedures? Are there circumstances in which we would not use expo-
sure for an anxiety or trauma- related disorder? Perhaps exposure continues to be a key compo-
nent of treatment, with idiographic analyses informing how or when exposure is implemented 
or whether it is used in conjunction with other procedures. Despite these questions, we believe 
a process- based approach, especially in the context of functionally similar anxiety and trauma- 
related disorders, has much to offer above the current paradigm of manualized protocols for 
topographically defined syndromes. A move toward PBT promises increased treatment preci-
sion, efficiency, and, potentially, efficacy.

In order to further process- based research, appropriate idiographic measures will have to be 
developed to capture and evaluate movement in different processes with the needed level of sen-
sitivity. This challenge is not specific to anxiety and trauma- related disorders, but it does apply 
to a process- based approach to treatment in general, as does the need to continue development 
of appropriate analytical tools (e.g., network analyses) to further this research agenda (Hofmann 
et al., 2020). In addition, more outcome measures related to adaptive functioning and quality 
of life need to be included, going beyond the typical outcome measures that focus on symptom 
reduction, in order to better align with the overarching philosophy of ACT and CBS.

Conclusion
Anxiety and trauma- related disorders pose substantial difficulties for those who experience 
them. ACT is particularly well suited to address the current state of treatment in this area, 
in which response, attrition, and recurrence rates continue to limit the effectiveness of treat-
ment and in which there is a notable disconnect between current evidence- based treatments 
and their underlying theories. Research suggests that standard ACT in manualized form 
is efficacious for the treatment of anxiety disorders, though more research will be needed 
before it is determined whether the same can be said for trauma. However, given the func-
tional similarities between the various anxiety and trauma- related disorders, we recommend 
moving toward a more process- oriented approach to implementing ACT, utilizing ACT’s 
existing evidence- based processes and procedures to target the maladaptive defensive behav-
iors that maintain this class of disorders. It is our hope that this work continues to progress 
and move in an innovative direction that best supports our clients in building full and 
meaningful lives.
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Abstract
Obsessive compulsive disorder (OCD) and related disorders share many functional 
components and are often comorbid with one another. Acceptance and commitment 
therapy (ACT) for OCD and related disorders is described and is situated as a version 
of  cognitive- behavioral therapy. Also described are the key psychological inflexibility 
measures for each of  these disorders and the outcomes work with OCD and related 
disorders. Research supports ACT and ACT plus exposure therapy for OCD, and ACT 
plus habit reversal as a treatment for trichotillomania. The work in skin picking, hoarding 
disorder, and BDD is limited but is growing. Finally, guidance on the integration of  ACT 
with exposure exercises and habit reversal, as well as future directions for work in this 
area, are presented.

Key Words: acceptance and commitment therapy, obsessive- compulsive disorder, 
hoarding disorder, trichotillomania, skin picking, body dysmorphic disorder, treatment, 
psychological flexibility

Introduction
Obsessive- compulsive and related disorders are part of a broad array of problem behaviors and 
disorders categorized in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fifth Edition 
(American Psychiatric Association, 2013). While varying topographically to a significant degree, 
they share many functional components and are often comorbid with one another. Moreover, 
psychological flexibility appears to often play a significant role in the maintenance of these 
problems and has proved to be a viable treatment target. As a transdiagnostic, process- based 
treatment, ACT is well suited to target the heterogeneous functional components of obsessive- 
compulsive and related disorders. Examples of these components include obsessive thoughts 
(i.e., unwanted intrusive thoughts, impulses, or mental imagery), compulsive behaviors (i.e., 
repetitious behaviors perceived as necessary in a given moment), excessive acquisition of 
objects and fear of discarding them, tension, stress, preoccupations with personal physical 
traits and subsequent excessive behaviors (e.g., hairpulling, checking), and general experiences 
that do not feel “just right.” Furthermore, ACT has demonstrated an ability to integrate 
effectively with well- established components of behavior therapy such as habit reversal training 
and exposure. ACT could potentially enhance the potency and/ or acceptability of these gold 
standard techniques with some clients.

While much research is still needed in this topic area, the evidence for ACT as an effective 
treatment for obsessive- compulsive and related disorders is quickly accumulating. This article 
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will focus on the theoretical implications of ACT, current evidence for ACT as a treatment, 
and considerations and recommendations for using ACT to treat obsessive- compulsive and 
related disorders as defined by the DSM- 5. This includes obsessive- compulsive disorder, body 
dysmorphic disorder, trichotillomania, excoriation disorder, and hoarding disorder.

Obsessive- Compulsive Disorder
Obsessive- compulsive disorder (OCD) is characterized by obsessive thoughts and compulsive 
behaviors. It is estimated that the lifetime prevalence of OCD in the general population is 
1– 3% (Ruscio et al., 2010). The typical age of onset is 20 years and, without treatment, 
tends to run a chronic course with symptoms fluctuating throughout an individual’s lifetime, 
often causing significant debilitation (Subramaniam et al., 2013). Engaging in compulsions is 
time consuming and tiring, and interferes with daily functioning to a significant degree. On 
average, individuals with OCD experience a diminished quality of life compared to the general 
population with regard to psychological well- being, self- esteem, functioning at school, work 
performance, enjoyment of leisure activities, and the expression of religion. These impacts 
extend to lower average incomes and fewer academic achievements, as well higher rates of 
unemployment and dependence on social security than the general population (Norberg et al., 
2008). Furthermore, OCD can have detrimental effects on social relationships, as family and 
loved ones are often negatively impacted by associated distress and dissatisfaction, as well as 
being compelled to accommodate compulsive behaviors (Norberg et al., 2008).

The relationship between obsessive thinking and compulsive behaviors is symbiotic in 
nature, with compulsive acts legitimizing obsessions as something to be feared and avoided and 
compulsive acts as increasingly necessary strategies of avoidance. Persistent intrusive thoughts, 
urges, or images typically involve themes of contamination, order and symmetry, responsibility 
for harm coming to others, and/ or violent sexual or immoral thoughts (Abramowitz, 2006). 
Obsessions are involuntary and unwanted, and cause intense anxiety and fear. In most cases, 
individuals respond to obsessions with compulsive behavior in an attempt to ignore, suppress, 
neutralize, or distract from the associated distress. Compulsions are repetitive actions that, 
like obsessions, can vary significantly in form as either overt behaviors (e.g., handwashing, 
ordering, checking) or covert mental acts (e.g., counting, repeating words/ phrases, praying; 
Subramaniam et al., 2013).

From an ACT perspective, compulsions, in any form, can functionally be described as 
experiential avoidance or an unwillingness to openly make space for internal events (i.e., 
obsessions). Furthermore, obsessions are often related to feared experiences or outcomes that 
are incongruous with one’s perceived self or values and are thus likely to be fused with thoughts 
such as “this is dangerous” or “this is too risky to ignore.” This process can lead to compulsions 
becoming a habitual rule that is followed ostensibly in order to prevent the occurrence of 
catastrophic or unwanted events. Over time, this experientially avoidant behavior simply 
becomes a short- term inconvenience that unfortunately comes at the cost of long- term well- 
being. The level of insight into these processes and these costs among those with OCD varies 
and can be an important treatment consideration, with some recognizing the improbability of 
the feared events occurring and others being steadfast in their beliefs that their compulsions 
are necessary (Cherian et al., 2012). Other treatment considerations relevant to ACT are 
OCD’s association with inaccurate or dysfunctional beliefs, overestimation of the importance 
of thoughts, the need to control thoughts, overestimating threat, and an intolerance for 
uncertainty (Abramowitz, 2006). ACT’s focus on acceptance or willingness of these cognitive 
components of OCD can offer a fresh perspective and foster an open and compassionate, 
rather than a combative or submissive, relationship with these experiences.
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Body- Focused Repetitive Behaviors
Excoriation (skin- picking disorder) and trichotillomania (hairpulling disorder) are types of 
body- focused repetitive behaviors. Other relevant types of behaviors such as nail, cheek, lip, 
or tongue picking and biting are not recognized in the DSM- 5. It is estimated that excoriation 
and trichotillomania each affect approximately 1– 3% of the general population across the 
lifetime, with approximately three- quarters being female (Grant et al., 2020). These diagnoses 
are often accompanied by other comorbidities, including depression, OCD, and other body- 
focused repetitive behaviors. Individuals often hide the affected areas, avoid public spaces, or 
choose not to engage in certain activities (e.g., swimming) due to feelings of shame or embar-
rassment. This avoidance can reduce quality of life and is associated with social and occupa-
tional impairment. Moreover, the long- term effects of these repetitive behaviors can damage 
the affected zones, causing scars, loss of hair, and infection.

Excoriation is characterized by damage to the skin caused by excessive picking. Fingernails 
or tools such as tweezers are used, agitating healthy or irregular skin conditions such as scabs, 
acne, and callouses and often not allowing full healing. Individuals who engage in these 
behaviors tend to obsess about the condition of their skin and the damage associated with 
picking. For example, they may obsess about having smooth skin or reducing imperfections. 
Trichotillomania is characterized by excessive pulling out of hair. Fingers or tools are used to 
remove hair from various regions of one’s body— most commonly hair on the head or face— 
often leading to noticeable hair loss. Hairpulling can occur as a habitual soothing behavior 
that is engaged in when the individual is distracted or preoccupied, or as an intentional behav-
ior that is performed to reduce distress, feelings of tension, or “not- just- right” experiences.

Excoriation disorder, trichotillomania, and other types of body- focused repetitive behav-
iors are generally understood to be functionally similar to one another, meaning that the 
overt picking or pulling serves the same purpose of reducing stress, urges, or other unwanted 
internal experiences. Most people who engage in body- focused repetitive behaviors also engage 
in more mindless or automatic behaviors that are generally soothing, but not to explicitly 
reduce unwanted internal events. Both types of behaviors, focused and automatic, are captured 
well by ACT’s model of psychological flexibility. ACT’s process- based approach allows for 
the flexibility to target processes relevant to a given context and person. For example, people 
often engage in automatic repetitive behaviors at specific times and locations and can learn 
to practice present moment awareness skills in those contexts to help increase awareness and 
reduce problem behavior. Similarly, environments known for focused repetitive behaviors can 
be modified with reminders of values to encourage practice of acceptance strategies.

Hoarding Disorder
Hoarding is characterized by a strong aversion to the act of discarding possessions. Although 
estimates vary, approximately 2– 4% of people meet the criteria for hoarding disorder of their 
lifetime (Postlethwaite et al., 2019). Hoarding generally involves the compulsive acquisition 
and accumulation of items, often in an attempt to reduce or avoid unwanted internal experi-
ences. These items are saved regardless of value or available space to store them, to the extent 
that it impedes functioning. Significant value is placed on possessions— even the most mun-
dane of items (e.g., empty paint cans, weather- damaged clothing, batteries without charge)— 
exacerbating the distress associated with discarding possessions. Hoarding can impair daily 
living activities such as hygiene maintenance, cooking, and sleeping, and can cause significant 
distress within familial relationships. Moreover, it can also put individuals and families at risk 
for myriad health and safety concerns (e.g., fire, falling, and unsanitary living conditions).
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Hoarding is generally considered a complex and difficult problem behavior to treat. 
Insight into hoarding behavior can vary significantly from person to person. Lack of insight 
could be related to overidentification with labels and self- narratives that promote less func-
tional behaviors. For example, someone might overidentify as a “frugal” or “thrifty” person 
who “is never wasteful.” This may result in strict rule- following and saving or accumulating 
behaviors that are unhelpful and lead to long- term suffering. Some may not experience appar-
ent anxiety or distress but may instead have difficulties with relationships, work, or other types 
of valued action due to a lack of psychological flexibility and fusion with their conceptualized 
self. Treatment refusal and dropout are common and consistent predictors of poor outcomes 
(Frost et al., 2010; Steketee & Frost, 2003). It is estimated that individuals with hoarding dis-
order may have more difficulty in complying with treatment protocols than those with other 
obsessive- compulsive and related disorders (Mataix- Cols et al., 2002). Poor insight, dependent 
personality traits, and psychological inflexibility are potential contributors to noncompliance 
(Wheaton et al., 2011).

ACT’s focus on valued action may have an impact on some of these treatment difficulties. 
Often, those with hoarding behavior have so strongly prioritized their strict adherence to their 
thought content and rules that they no longer have the energy or resources to engage in actions 
that are truly meaningful to them and that might foster long- term well- being. Relationships, 
hobbies, careers, and more wither over time as one continually deals with unwanted internal 
experiences in the short term. Values exploration has the potential to help people attach mean-
ing and purpose to otherwise difficult behaviors. For example, if the value of “being a loving 
grandmother” is identified for a client, the act of discarding items in a family room in order 
to have a place for her grandchildren to play can shift from “unthinkable, because I need to 
save those” to “my mind tells me I can’t and I am still choosing to get rid of this because I care 
about my grandchildren.” Because it has generally been difficult to treat, hoarding interven-
tions require further exploration and study. More personalized, process- focused interventions 
such as ACT might be valuable as the field works to identify better methods to treat this dif-
ficult problem.

Body Dysmorphic Disorder
Body dysmorphic disorder is characterized by a preoccupation with imagined or slight defects 
in appearance (Phillips et al., 2006). This preoccupation can be related to multiple body areas, 
such as muscles, weight, hair, and face. Additionally, body dysmorphic disorder involves repet-
itive behaviors or mental acts in response to and in relation to concerns about physical appear-
ance. Although the flaws in appearance are slight or unobservable to others, individuals with 
body dysmorphic disorder commonly report feeling ashamed of them and how excessively 
focused they are on their appearance (Phillips et al., 2006). Despite its relatively low research 
prominence, body dysmorphic disorder is somewhat common, affecting approximately 2 per-
cent of adults in the United States at a given time (Veale et al., 2016). It is associated with poor 
quality of life and low levels of functioning among various domains, including occupational, 
educational, and social functioning, as well as life satisfaction (Phillips et al., 2006).

In theory, ACT appears to be well suited to treat body dysmorphic disorder. Although 
current research is very limited, body dysmorphic disorder has been associated with higher 
levels of experiential avoidance than the general population, and treatment has been shown 
to increase psychological flexibility for those diagnosed with the disorder (Linde et al., 2015; 
Wilson et al., 2014), indicating potential for ACT as a viable treatment. People experienc-
ing body dysmorphia experience frequent, unwanted thoughts and often appear to be highly 
fused with thoughts related to their self- concept. Furthermore, these thoughts are often 
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accompanied with a sense of urgency to check on or fix perceived imperfections. In a similar 
manner as other obsessive- compulsive and related disorders, processes related to fostering psy-
chological flexibility have potential to enhance treatment. For example, learning to slow down 
in the presence of persistent thoughts and to make space between those thoughts and actions 
could help clients better engage in meaningful, values- consistent behaviors. Further research 
is sorely needed to examine these possibilities and assess the value of ACT as a treatment for 
body dysmorphic disorder.

Cognitive- Behavioral Therapy and Exposure and Response Prevention
Cognitive- behavioral therapy (CBT) is the most widely used treatment for obsessive- 
compulsive and related disorders. More specifically for OCD, the CBT intervention con-
sidered to be the first- line treatment is exposure and response prevention. Exposure consists 
of repeated, systematic confrontation with external and internal anxiety- provoking stimuli, 
usually with the help of a clinician (Berman et al., 2017). This confrontation usually takes 
place following the development of a fear hierarchy, which is a ranked list of the situations that 
are feared and/ or avoided (Foa et al., 2012). In traditional exposure and response prevention, 
exposure starts at the lower end of the hierarchy and the client works their way up gradually as 
they become more comfortable confronting their fear (Foa et al., 2012). The cues utilized for 
this purpose can either be in vivo, meaning the stimuli are confronted in real life, or imagined. 
Following exposure, the client refrains from performing their safety behavior or ritual that 
would normally provide them with momentary relief. The clinician and client repeat this pro-
cess, provoking the feared obsession using exposure and then preventing safety behaviors, until 
the client is able to habituate to the anxiety. The rationale behind this treatment is that when 
individuals engage in compulsions in order to avoid feeling anxiety or fear, a context is created 
wherein obsessive thoughts become more believable and thus more frightening, resulting in 
compulsive behavior becoming more likely in the presence of these thoughts. Because they do 
not allow themselves the opportunity to learn that their obsessions may be irrational or exag-
gerated, the cycle of OCD is maintained and the likelihood that their maladaptive behavior 
will continue increases. By instead helping the client learn to experience and tolerate anxiety, 
they discover that there is no need to engage in compulsions.

Exposure and response prevention has developed strong empirical support over the years 
and is regarded as an effective treatment for OCD. A review of cognitive- behavioral therapy 
treatment outcomes reported a posttreatment response rate of 43.3 percent for OCD and 
35.6 percent at follow- up (Loerinc et al., 2015). Moreover, dropout rates are approximately 
16 percent in exposure and response prevention treatment trials and while treatment refusal 
rates are unknown, it is likely a treatment barrier for some (Ong et al., 2016). While tradi-
tional exposure and response prevention has been one of psychology’s biggest successes, the 
field continues to have substantial interest in how to improve the acceptability and effective-
ness of the technology.

Acceptance and Commitment Therapy
From an ACT perspective, the presence of obsessions is not inherently problematic and treat-
ment tends to be somewhat deemphasized (Smith et al., 2017). Instead, ACT tends to concep-
tualize individuals by how they respond to the presence of obsessions and how they function 
in their lives. To accomplish this, ACT utilizes its six core processes to build psychological flex-
ibility and help individuals understand and interact with their inner experiences in a different 
way. By doing so, the hope is that people will orient toward their values and more effectively 
use the time and energy spent on compulsions and avoidance with meaningful action.
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ACT conceptualizes OCD as the repetitive adherence to rigid rules that do not ultimately 
foster valued action and well- being. A rule is a verbal statement that specifies a cause- and- effect 
relationship, such as “if this happens, then this will happen.” Although rule- governed behavior 
is often helpful, obeying rules in the context of OCD is time- consuming and harmful to an 
individual’s well- being. Following these rules prevents individuals from having the opportu-
nity to directly experience how the world realistically functions (Smith et al., 2017). Without 
the chance to learn from these experiences, their behavior continues to be based on their inac-
curate and inflexible verbal rules. When treating obsessive- compulsive and related disorders, a 
major focus of ACT is to foster recognition of these rules and to practice intentionally disobey-
ing them in values- consistent ways.

ACT places more emphasis on living according to personal values than on obsession 
reduction, and it also focuses more on acquiring new, flexible behavioral repertoires than on 
habituation to anxiety. Values in the context of ACT are instrumental in motivating individu-
als to behave in ways that allow them to live a more fulfilling life. When values are poorly 
understood or not easily identified, a major focus of treatment will be determining what areas 
of life are important and clarifying how obsessions may be interfering with living in ways that 
are consistent with those values. A focus on values might be particularly useful in addressing 
concerns with treatment dropout, motivation, and refusal, for values provide a strong rationale 
for being exposed to feared situations and resisting the urge to engage in safety behaviors or 
rituals. The “wallowing in the swamp” metaphor used in ACT aptly illustrates this concept, as 
the client is encouraged to confront and intentionally lean into their distressing inner experi-
ences (i.e., walk through the swamp) in order to move toward their values that lie on the other 
side. Placing focus on moving toward valued actions over reducing anxiety can better motivate 
individuals to engage in exposure and response prevention despite the associated short- term 
distress, as they have an understanding of how the exercise can have a profound and beneficial 
impact on their lives in the long term.

A key feature of ACT is its approach to coping with internal experiences that emphasizes 
acceptance or willingness. Often, people enter therapy understandably seeking strategies and 
techniques to take control of, change, or eliminate their obsessive thoughts, urges, or other 
related inner experiences. Paradoxically, trying to control or reduce these inner experiences 
tends to increase their frequency, require significant effort, and at best provide only short- 
term relief. For this reason, it can be helpful to explore past attempts and strategies used to 
control inner experiences and to evaluate the long- term effectiveness of these strategies. Over 
time, people can begin to recognize that their efforts to control (e.g., compulsions, avoidance, 
suppression) have only led to long- term suffering, diminished quality of life, and overall wors-
ening of their condition. They instead tend to focus on altering the relationship with these 
unwanted experiences rather than attempting to alter the experiences themselves. The goal 
of therapy then shifts from changing the presence of the obsessions or urges to changing the 
overt behaviors in the presence of unwanted experiences such that compulsions are reduced 
and valued action is increased.

Measures for ACT and Obsessive- Compulsive and Related Disorders
A critical variable of interest for ACT, regardless of the specific psychopathology, is psychologi-
cal flexibility. A widely used measure of this construct for clinical and research purposes is the 
Acceptance and Action Questionnaire (AAQ- II; Bond et al., 2011). In addition to the original 
measure, which is used as a generic measure of psychological flexibility, domain- specific AAQs 
have been developed that are meant to assess psychological flexibility in the context of particu-
lar problem behaviors, including OCD, trichotillomania, hoarding, and body dysmorphia. 
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These specific measures appear to generally be more sensitive to detecting psychological flex-
ibility in their respective domains (Ong et al., 2019). Multiple context- specific measures of 
psychological flexibility relevant to obsessive- compulsive and related disorders are available. 
When working with OCD, trichotillomania, or hoarding, these should be considered instead 
of, or in addition to, the AAQ- II.

The Acceptance and Action Questionnaire for Obsessions and Compulsions (AAQ- 
OC; Jacoby et al., 2018) measures psychological flexibility in response to unwanted intru-
sive thoughts. More specifically, it assesses willingness to experience these thoughts without 
attempting to control or eliminate them; the ability to distance oneself from their content; and 
valued engagement while in their presence. The measure was developed using a nonclinical, 
predominantly white, undergraduate sample. The 13- item questionnaire consists of two fac-
tors: Valued Action, which measures impairments with valued action in the presence of intru-
sive thoughts, and Willingness, which measures the acceptance/ willingness of obsessions and 
attempts to control intrusions. The internal consistency of the AAQ- OC is good (α =  0.93, 
Valued Action: α =  0.92, Willingness: α =  0.82). It displays good convergent validity with 
moderate to strong correlations with measures of OC symptoms and cognitions (Dimensional 
Obsessive- Compulsive Scale, and the White Bear Suppression Inventory) and good discrimi-
nant validity with weak correlations with depression and social anxiety symptoms (Depression 
Anxiety and Stress Scale and the Brief Fear of Negative Evaluation Scale). Finally, the AAQ- 
OC demonstrated partial incremental validity, predicting responsibility for harm and unac-
ceptable thoughts, but not contamination or symmetry obsessive- compulsive symptoms above 
and beyond the AAQ- II. A Persian version of the AAQ- OC has also been developed and has 
demonstrated good initial psychometric properties (Soltani et al., 2020).

The Acceptance and Action Questionnaire- Trichotillomania (AAQ- TTM) measures psy-
chological flexibility in the context of urges to engage in hairpulling (Houghton et al., 2014). 
The measure was developed using a treatment- seeking sample of individuals with trichotil-
lomania. The nine- item questionnaire consists of two factors: Control, which measures urges 
management strategies and attitudes toward urges, and Interference, which measures general 
functioning related to hairpulling. The internal consistency of the AAQ- TTM is satisfactory 
to good (α =  0.84, Control: α =  0.66, Interference: α =  0.90). It displays good convergent 
validity with moderate correlations with the AAQ- II and measures of hairpulling severity 
and focused pulling behavior (Massachusetts General Hospital Hairpulling Scale, Milwaukee 
Inventory of Subtypes of Trichotillomania- Adult Version [focused subscale], and the NIMH 
Trichotillomania Scale) and good discriminant validity with weak correlations with automatic 
pulling behavior (the Milwaukee Inventory of Subtypes of Trichotillomania [automatic sub-
scale], which is consistent with the ACT theory of trichotillomania. Finally, the AAQ- TTM 
was more strongly correlated with symptoms of trichotillomania and less strongly correlated 
with general psychopathology than the AAQ- II. This finding suggests that the AAQ- TTM 
more effectively measures psychological flexibility related to trichotillomania- specific cogni-
tions and affect.

The Acceptance and Action Questionnaire for Hoarding (AAQH) measures psycholog-
ical flexibility in the context of hoarding behavior (Krafft et al., 2019). The measure was 
developed using a predominantly white, female, undergraduate sample with elevated hoard-
ing symptoms. The 14- item questionnaire consists of two factors: Saving, which measures 
psychological flexibility related to discarding, and Acquisition, which is related to acquir-
ing and possessing belongings. The internal consistency of the AAQH is adequate to good 
(α =  0.90, Saving: α =  0.89, Acquisition: α =  0.84). It displays good convergent and divergent 
validity with measures of psychological inflexibility, hoarding symptoms, symptoms of other 
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psychological disorders, and life satisfaction. The AAQH does not appear to measure gen-
eral distress or psychopathology and is more relevant to hoarding specific symptomatology. 
Furthermore, the AAQH demonstrated incremental validity, predicting additional variance in 
hoarding symptoms above and beyond the AAQ- II.

The Body Image Psychological Inflexibility Scale (BIPIS) measures body image distur-
bance and body dysmorphia (Callaghan et al., 2015). It is important to note that body dys-
morphia symptomatology includes body preoccupations with diverse body areas other than 
obesity or weight- related distress. This means that measures like the Body Image Acceptance 
and Action Questionnaire and the Acceptance and Action Questionnaire for Weight Related 
Distress are less appropriate for measuring these types of problems. The measure was developed 
using three ethnically diverse undergraduate samples with a range of body image disturbance 
symptoms. The 16- item questionnaire consists of a single factor that measures psychological 
flexibility specific to body image disturbance. The BIPIS displays good internal consistency 
(α =  0.93) and good convergent and divergent validity with measures of overall inflexibility, 
general psychological distress, body avoidance, and body image disturbance. The BIPIS has 
also demonstrated incremental validity, predicting body image disturbance above and beyond 
the AAQ- II. Finally, this measure has demonstrated good test– retest reliability over a one- 
month period (r =  .90).

Empirical Support for ACT and Obsessive- Compulsive and 
Related Disorders
Obsessive- Compulsive Disorder
Of the obsessive- compulsive and related disorders, OCD has received the most research atten-
tion. Most early research intentionally excluded in- session exposure and response procedures 
from treatment protocols in order to examine the effects of ACT alone. These studies were 
composed of case studies and multiple baseline across participant designs (Armstrong et al., 
2013; Barney et al., 2017; Dehlin et al., 2013; Izadi et al., 2012; Twohig et al., 2006a; Twohig 
et al., 2010b; Vakili et al., 2014). They demonstrated preliminary evidence of ACT as a stand- 
alone treatment for reducing OCD symptom severity across age ranges.

Three randomized controlled trials of ACT were also conducted with active control con-
ditions that included the use of selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs), and progres-
sive muscle relaxation. First, a randomized controlled trial in Iran of 75 adults with OCD 
compared ACT (n =  25), SSRI (n =  25), and combined ACT +  SSRI (n =  25) groups and 
found significant large treatment effects for all groups through follow- up (Baghooli et al., 
2014). However, OCD symptom reductions were greatest in the ACT group (within- group d 
=  3.08) and combination group (within- group d =  3.30), with no significant between- group 
difference. Second, another randomized controlled trial in Iran of 32 adults with OCD com-
pared ACT (n =  10), SSRI (n =  11), and combined ACT +  SSRI (n =  11) groups (Vakili et al., 
2014). Large significant differences in OCD symptom reduction from pre-  to posttreatment 
were demonstrated between the ACT versus SSRI (d =  1.14) and ACT +  SSRI versus SSRI 
(d =  1.28) comparisons, both in ACT’s favor. There were no significant differences between 
the ACT and ACT +  SSRI groups. Third, a randomized controlled trial in the United States of 
79 adults with OCD compared eight sessions ACT (n =  41) or progressive relaxation training 
(PRT; n =  38), with no in- session exposures (Twohig et al., 2010a). Participants in the ACT 
and PRT conditions showed significant reductions in OCD symptoms from pre-  to posttreat-
ment, with ACT demonstrating larger effects compared to PRT at posttreatment (d =  0.77) 
and 3- month follow- up (d =  1.10).
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Two recent trials examined the efficacy of ACT for OCD by implementing it in a group 
format without in- session exposure exercises. The first trial examined the impact of group ACT 
on individuals at an optimal dose of SSRI, with continued SSRI management (Rohani et al., 
2018). Both ACT +  SSRI (n =  23) and SSRI (n = 23) conditions demonstrated similar signifi-
cant within- group reductions in self- reported OCD, depression, and rumination symptoms 
from pre-  to posttreatment that were further improved at a 16- week follow- up (Cohen’s ds for 
OCD =  2.19 and 1.90, respectively). However, improvements were significantly greater at a 
16- week follow- up in the ACT +  SSRI condition (between- group d =  1.53). The second trial 
concerning the impact of group ACT compared ACT +  SSRI (n =  22), CBT +  SSRI (n =  22), 
and SSRI only (n =  25) conditions for adolescents in Iran (Shabani et al., 2019). The ACT 
+  SSRI and CBT +  SSRI conditions demonstrated significant OCD symptom reductions at 
posttreatment (Hedges’ g =  1.72 and 2.22, respectively) and 3- month follow- up (g =  1.04 and 
1.07, respectively). Both conditions outperformed the SSRIs alone condition, which dem-
onstrated small to medium effects at posttreatment (g =  0.25) and follow- up (g =  0.57). Of 
note, the study measured ACT- relevant processes of change and demonstrated significantly 
greater improvements in psychological flexibility, valued living, and mindfulness in the ACT +  
SSRI condition than the CBT +  SSRI and SSRI conditions over the course of treatment and 
through follow- up. Significant within- group differences were found for the ACT +  SSRI and 
CBT +  SSRI conditions from pre-  to posttreatment for psychological flexibility (g =  1.73 and 
1.20, respectively), with the CBT +  SSRI condition maintaining these improvements from 
posttreatment to follow- up and the ACT +  SSRI condition making further significant gains 
over the same period (g =  .66). The SSRI only condition demonstrated nonsignificant changes 
from pre-  to posttreatment and small, significant improvement from posttreatment to follow- 
up (g =  .69). Measures of valued living and mindfulness both saw significant improvement 
from pre-  to posttreatment in the ACT- SSRI condition (gs =  1.33 and 1.17, respectively). At 
follow- up, these improvements continued for mindfulness (g =  1.08) and were maintained for 
valued living. Participants in the CBT +  SSRI and SSRI only conditions reported nonsignifi-
cant results from pre-  to posttreatment as well as from posttreatment to follow- up.

A recent, large randomized controlled trial of 58 participants with OCD incorporated 
ACT into traditional exposure and response prevention protocols in order examine whether 
ACT might enhance more traditional CBT methods and potentially increase the acceptabil-
ity of, and adherence to, exposure (Twohig et al., 2018). The trial compared exposure and 
response prevention (ERP; n =  28) to exposure and response prevention plus ACT (ACT +  
ERP; n =  30). Both the ERP and ACT +  ERP conditions demonstrated similarly large, sig-
nificant reductions in OCD severity (g =  2.50 and 2.67, respectively) at posttreatment that 
were maintained at a 6- month follow- up. Moreover, psychological flexibility and obsessive 
beliefs process measures saw similar significant changes in both groups (ERP g =  .62 and 1.09, 
respectively; ERP +  ACT g =  .66 and .73). The study underscored that ACT and exposure and 
response prevention share similar processes of change, requiring further research to examine 
differential effectiveness based on client characteristics. Further analysis found that comorbid 
anxiety, comorbid depression, and psychological inflexibility were clinically meaningful mod-
erators of outcome in the ACT +  ERP condition compared to the ERP only condition (Ong 
et al., 2018).

Of all the obsessive- compulsive and related disorders, OCD has received the most ACT- 
specific research attention. Overall, across seven single- subject designs and seven randomized 
trials, ACT alone or combined with more traditional CBT methods appears to be largely simi-
lar to gold standard exposure and response prevention. While more study is clearly needed, 
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ACT can generally be considered a strong treatment option for adolescents and adults when 
provided in individual or group formats.

Body- Focused Repetitive Behaviors (Trichotillomania and Excoriation Disorder)
Research supporting ACT for body- focused repetitive behaviors is modest but promising. An 
early ACT multiple baseline trial including five participants did not combine ACT with tra-
ditional habit- reversal or CBT techniques to treat excoriation (Twohig et al., 2006a). Results 
showed that symptoms were meaningfully reduced for all participants at posttreatment (66%, 
95%, 96%, 97%, and 100% reductions in picking at posttreatment); however, these improve-
ments were not fully maintained at follow- up (28%, 35%, 41%, 100%, decreases and a 42% 
increase in picking from pretreatment to follow- up). Four participants also demonstrated 
reductions in experiential avoidance (29 to 59% reductions), with treatment benefits being 
maintained at follow- up (15 to 63%, reductions).

Most other ACT trials incorporated traditional behavioral methods, namely, habit rever-
sal training. These studies included three multiple baseline trials and three randomized con-
trolled trials. The first trial was a multiple baseline design across six participants testing the 
feasibility of combining ACT and habit reversal training to treat adults with trichotillomania 
(Twohig & Woods, 2004). Four of the six participants demonstrated large reductions in hair-
pulling at posttreatment (67%, 67%, 70%, 100% reductions in severity scores) and three of 
those maintained treatment gains at a 3- month follow- up (59%, 73%, and 100% reductions 
in severity scores from pretreatment). A second trial, a small study (n =  5) of ACT plus habit 
reversal training, examined the effects of sequencing treatment components and found similar 
significant reductions in symptom severity for all participants at posttreatment (Flessner et al., 
2008). A third multiple baseline study of five participants with trichotillomania found similar 
positive results for ACT plus habit reversal training (Crosby et al., 2012). The severity of hair-
pulling symptoms were reduced for all participants at posttreatment (28%, 36%, 37%, 43%, 
and 66% reductions). At a 3- month follow- up, two participants had maintained their gain, 
two had partially maintained gains, and one had returned to pretreatment levels of severity.

Randomized controlled trials further expanded the evidence for use of ACT for tricho-
tillomania. The first was a trial of 25 participants with trichotillomania that compared ACT 
plus habit reversal training (n = 12) to a waitlist control condition (n =  13; Woods et al., 
2006). Sixty- six percent of participants in the treatment group demonstrated clinically signifi-
cant reductions in hairpulling severity compared to 8 percent in the waitlist group. Moreover, 
participants in the ACT plus habit reversal condition demonstrated significant reductions 
in anxiety, depression, and psychological inflexibility. A second trial included 25 adults and 
adolescents with trichotillomania and compared ACT alone (n =  15) to a waitlist (n =  10; Lee 
et al., 2018a). Participants in the ACT condition demonstrated 77 percent decreases in self- 
reported daily hairs pulled and 24 percent decreases in psychological inflexibility compared to 
10 percent and 2 percent decreases in the waitlist condition, respectively. A third trial included 
22 adults with trichotillomania and tested the feasibility of providing ACT plus habit reversal 
training using telehealth (Lee et al., 2018b). Participants in the ACT plus habit reversal train-
ing condition demonstrated 39 percent reductions in hairpulling severity, on average. Sixty 
percent of participants achieved clinically significant reductions posttreatment, and 37 percent 
met the criteria for clinical improvement at a 3- month follow- up.

Of the body- focused repetitive behaviors, trichotillomania has received the vast majority 
of research attention. Because of the functional similarities of these problems, the research 
findings for trichotillomania likely generalize to excoriation disorder and other types of body- 
focused repetitive behaviors. In summary, it appears that ACT is a suitable treatment for 
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body- focused repetitive behaviors, producing outcomes similar to traditional habit reversal 
training procedures alone. Further research is needed to further increase effectiveness and to 
better maintain treatment gains following treatment.

Hoarding Disorder
Despite its potential in the area, little research has been done on ACT for hoarding disorder. 
Theorized processes that might contribute to the maintenance of hoarding disorder are well 
suited to ACT, including overestimation of threat from emotions, anxiety sensitivity, distress 
intolerance, and intolerance of uncertainty, that are associated with hoarding (Oglesby et al., 
2013; Timpano et al., 2009). Moreover, psychological flexibility appears to play a role in 
maintaining hoarding symptoms in clinical and nonclinical samples (Fernández de la Cruz 
et al., 2013) and could potentially mediate the relationship between distress and hoarding 
symptoms (Ong et al., 2018). More recently, Ong et al. (2020) found that acceptance training 
did not contribute to hoarding symptom reduction beyond a psychoeducation condition in a 
nonclinical sample of 47 college students with elevated hoarding symptoms.

To date, no randomized controlled clinical trials have examined ACT as a treatment for 
hoarding disorder; however, initial findings in single cases, single- subject designs, and findings 
from OCD trials that included hoarding show some promise. A single case presented with 
hoarding symptoms in a multiple baseline trial for OCD. Over the eight- session trial, the par-
ticipants demonstrated significant hoarding symptom improvement that was maintained at a 
3- month follow- up (Twohig et al., 2006b). In a recent multiple- baseline design, a 10- session 
protocol of ACT for hoarding disorder was tested (Ong et al., 2021). Six adults with hoarding 
disorder were placed in two multiple baseline designs. All participants reported a decrease in 
hoarding disorder, self- reported clutter, depression, and functional impairment. Using clini-
cally significant change analyses, 60 percent of the sample showed reliable clinically significant 
change. Another OCD trial that compared ACT to progressive relaxation training included 79 
participants with varying OCD symptomology (Twohig et al., 2010a). Of those participants, 
25 (9 in the ACT group, 16 in the relaxation group) presented with hoarding symptoms. The 
authors did not break down treatment findings by symptom subtype. Yet their findings dem-
onstrated significant improvement in the ACT condition compared to the relaxation condi-
tion at posttreatment (d =  0.77) and follow- up (d =  0.62), providing some evidence for ACT’s 
potential to help individuals with hoarding as well as a direction for future research.

Overall, any type of treatment studies for hoarding in general are severely lacking, and the 
evidence for ACT as a treatment for hoarding disorder is quite limited. While in theory, ACT 
appears to be a potentially useful treatment for hoarding, further study is needed to under-
stand the role it might have in improving this class of behaviors.

Body Dysmorphic Disorder
Like hoarding disorder, body dysmorphic disorder has received limited research attention in 
general and with regard to ACT. Similarly, ACT appears to conceptually be a good fit for 
body dysmorphic disorder, for it has been shown to be associated with experiential avoidance 
compared to healthy controls (Wilson et al., 2014). Two studies have provided preliminary 
evidence for ACT as a viable treatment of body dysmorphic disorder. First, a trial of 12- 
week, group, acceptance- based exposure therapy for 21 participants who met criteria for body 
dysmorphic disorder demonstrated promising results (Linde et al., 2015). At posttreatment, 
68 percent of participants showed clinically significant improvement in body dysmorphic 
symptoms (d =  1.93) as well as significant improvements in psychological flexibility and qual-
ity of life, with treatment gains being maintained at a 6- month follow- up. Second, a recent 
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multiple baseline trial across six participants meeting the criteria for body dysmorphic disor-
der found that ACT significantly reduced worry and interpersonal problems, and improved 
quality of life in all participants (Dehbaneh, 2018). From pretreatment through a 3- month 
follow- up, on average, worry decreased by 55.5 percent, interpersonal problems decreased by 
59.7 percent, and physical, psychological, social, and environmental quality of life domains 
increased by 55.1, 50.4, 43.1, and 56.9 percent, respectively. Unfortunately, body dysmorphic 
symptom data were not gathered, but the results indicate overall improvement. Although the 
existing evidence for ACT is promising, further research is needed in this area.

Traditional CBT Technology from an ACT Perspective
While built on a theoretical foundation that differs from traditional cognitive- behavioral 
therapies, ACT is still comfortably at home under the broad umbrella of CBT. From its func-
tional contextual perspective, ACT can harness proven cognitive- behavioral methods while 
reframing their ultimate goals to better align with fostering psychological flexibility and valued 
action. The following are examples of treatment technology applicable to obsessive- compulsive 
and related disorders that combine traditional cognitive behavioral techniques with ACT the-
ory and processes.

Exposure
Exposure is a foundational treatment technology for anxiety and obsessive- compulsive 
and related problems. Exposure to distress- provoking stimuli— no matter the content— 
without the use of compulsions, reassurance, safety behaviors, or other distress- reducing 
behaviors fosters new learning through the development of new relations of distressing 
stimuli in novel contexts. Traditional models of exposure have emphasized habituation of 
fear or distress as the primary goal of treatment. However, newer conceptualizations of the 
process of exposure, such as inhibitory learning and acceptance- based models like ACT, 
have deemphasized fear reduction in favor of new learning development and valued action 
in the midst of distressing or fearful situations (Craske et al., 2014; Twohig et al., 2015). 
Due to this shift in emphasis, exposures from an ACT perspective do not place client focus 
on the distress in a traditional manner. Rating scales such as subjective units of distress 
(SUDS) are rarely used in ACT because they tend to focus the client on the amount of 
distress rather than on its quality and experience. Focusing on the quantity can have the 
implicit influence of defining a level of distress that might be “too much” for the client to 
handle and can show that it is important to monitor and control their distress level rather 
than simply make space for distress as it naturally ebbs and flows. From this perspective, 
there is nothing about obsessions that is inherently problematic; rather, it is how one relates 
and responds to obsessions that truly matters.

For example, during exposure to a feared stimulus, the client will be asked to notice and 
describe the internal experiences that their mind labels as distress, observing them in a spirit of 
curiosity. These descriptions of “distress” or “anxiety” would include specific somatic features 
(e.g., increased heart rate, neck tension, clammy hands) and cognitions (e.g., “I am scared,” 
“this is too much,” “I am going to die”). As the client becomes more skilled at observing their 
internal experiences, they can go one step further and practice observing the process of observ-
ing. Eventually, they might learn to say something like, “I am noticing myself feel my heart 
rate increasing and the muscles in my neck tightening. I am having the thought ‘I am scared 
and going to die.’ My mind labels these experiences ‘anxiety’.” This technique serves as a way 
for clients to learn new ways of relating to their fear and distress that can empower valued 
action even when experiencing distress (i.e., psychological flexibility). These skills can then be 
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further generalized and expanded upon through practice in novel contexts with a variety of 
feared stimuli.

The deemphasis of subjective ratings of distress naturally changes the process of creating a 
fear hierarchy. Traditionally, fear hierarchies include a list of feared stimuli and situations that 
would provoke fear arranged in order of perceived difficulty/ distress. In ACT, fear hierarchies 
tend to be eschewed in favor of a list of avoided behaviors and situations that relate to the 
client’s values. For example, instead of asking, “what are you afraid of?” a therapist might ask, 
“what are you missing out on that is important to you?” and “what gets in the way of living 
the kind of life you want to live?” Thus, the fear hierarchy becomes a sort of valued living 
hierarchy— a list of meaningful actions that, in order to be achieved, will require contact with 
feared stimuli.

We can illustrate this difference using the classic “passengers on the bus” metaphor in 
which internal experiences are conceptualized as passengers on a bus and who are often unruly, 
obnoxious, or downright frightening. You, the driver, are in charge of choosing the destina-
tion and can easily fall into the trap of being persuaded or bullied by the passengers to choose 
their preferred destinations instead. From a traditional CBT exposure and response prevention 
perspective, your fear hierarchy would consist of a list of specific passengers that you would 
confront in order to learn that they are not as frightening as you once perceived. While this 
approach can certainly be helpful, from an ACT perspective, it emphasizes the passengers in 
favor of the destination. Essentially, traditional exposure and response prevention can lead to 
an expectation that passengers must be taken care of before driving can fully occur; thus, you 
may spend more time being pulled over fighting passengers than actually driving. In ACT, 
the hierarchy would consist of a list of destinations where you would like to drive the bus and 
emphasize the act of driving, with or without unwanted passengers. Ultimately, both methods 
will involve driving practice and learning to cope with passengers; however, ACT emphasizes 
driving and movement toward meaningful action first and foremost.

This is not to say that ACT deemphasizes exposure as a treatment technology. In fact, 
exposure can be thought of as a core technique in the pursuit of fostering greater psychological 
flexibility. What better way could there be to develop psychological flexibility— the ability to 
openly and willingly make space for difficult internal experiences while intentionally engaging 
in valued actions? From an ACT perspective, exposure is one of the best tools available to teach 
the behavior of psychological flexibility.

Habit Reversal Training
Habit reversal training is a behavioral procedure commonly used to treat habitual or repetitive 
problem behaviors. It has received considerable research support and is highly applicable to 
body- focused repetitive behaviors such as trichotillomania, excoriation, or any other prob-
lem habitual behavior (Azrin & Nunn, 1973). Three components are generally included in 
habit reversal training procedures: awareness training, competing response training, and social 
support training (Azrin & Nunn, 1973). ACT can play a role in enhancing and potentially 
increasing acceptability and adherence to these procedures that, though simple in concept, can 
be difficult for individuals to implement effectively.

Habit reversal training was designed to target overt problem behaviors. In its basic form, 
it can fail to account for and target the difficult internal states that occur when using compet-
ing responses. Researchers have long been aware of this shortcoming and have subsequently 
supplemented habit reversal training and competing responses with cognitive- behavioral 
approaches intended to target these internal states. This supplement has included traditional 
cognitive- behavioral therapy (Lerner et al., 1998), dialectical behavior therapy (Keuthen et al., 
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2012), metacognitive therapy (Shareh, 2017), and ACT (Twohig & Woods, 2004). Of these 
therapies, ACT has received the most research attention, including a habit reversal training 
plus ACT treatment manual that has demonstrated effectiveness in multiple trials (Woods & 
Twohig, 2008). The awareness training and competing response training components of habit 
reversal training are especially amenable to being built upon and enhanced by ACT.

Awareness Training
Awareness training is a foundational procedure for treating unwanted repetitive behaviors 
because they are so often automatically maintained and occur outside of one’s awareness. 
The training involves recollection and in- the- moment practice to recognize contexts in 
which the problem behavior occurs. This training then allows for the employment of inter-
ventions to reduce the behavior. People often struggle to recognize their own problem 
behavior in the moment, let alone identify their internal antecedent experiences that lead 
to the behavior. ACT’s present moment awareness process can enhance awareness train-
ing with exercises to develop these skills. Conceptualizing present moment awareness as a 
behavior— a skill to be learned— can empower people who often feel overwhelmed when 
asked to notice seemingly illusory experiences. Practicing present moment awareness in 
contexts where problem behavior occurs can enhance the exercise. This practice can be 
done by having someone verbalize internal experiences while touching their hair or skin, 
while in front of a mirror, or while sitting in a chair where the behavior often occurs. 
Awareness of these experiences is paramount to successful treatment and can take time. 
However, the insight gained from this newly learned behavior can enhance the creative 
hopelessness process and help people better recognize the function of their pulling behav-
iors as short- term attempts to control unwanted internal experiences.

Competing Response Training
Competing response training involves the replacement of a problem behavior with another 
simple behavior such as clenching fists or toes. The new competing response may be designed 
to be incompatible with the problem behavior, although it does not necessarily have to be 
(Woods et al., 1999). People are instructed to use their competing response anytime they 
notice an urge to engage in the problem behavior or have caught themselves already engaging 
in the behavior, thus eliminating or reducing the frequency of the problem behavior. At first 
glance, one might think the approach to be overly simplistic or even patronizing, similar to 
telling someone to “just stop worrying and think of something else.” However, intentionally 
exercising and building a new behavioral repertoire in response to longstanding internal expe-
riences can lead to meaningful behavioral change. Developing this skill can be very difficult 
though, when stressors, anxieties, and urges persist and even worsen as one engages in compet-
ing responses. This makes adherence and buy- in difficult for many.

When supplemented with ACT, competing response training can be reframed from tol-
erance and endurance to openness and willingness; that is, from “control your urges, push 
through the discomfort” to “let’s get to know your urges a bit better. What if you invited them 
to sit with you for a while?” This shift in perspective is similar to an ACT approach to expo-
sures. It fosters the development of new relationships with old internal experiences. Aligning 
the use of competing responses with values can further enhance their meaning and purpose. 
Over time relationships with urges, obsessions, or anxiety can shift from being driven by fear 
to being a reminder of goals and purpose. From a relational frame theory perspective, this shift 
is a result of a transformation of stimulus function. Internal stimuli that once triggered fear, 
avoidance, and problem behaviors can instead remind one of their values and motivate them 
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to take action— in this case, in the form of a competing response— toward actions that will 
ultimately reduce suffering and improve quality of life.

Future Directions
Behaviors associated with obsessive- compulsive and related disorders are generally maintained 
by a verbal system that supports actions completed to regulate internal experiences. Problem 
behaviors that include avoidance, compulsions, or other repetitive behaviors pay an ostensibly 
small fee for what turns out to be only short- term relief from unwanted obsessions, urges, or 
anxieties. The results are significant; long- term suffering and reduction in meaningful behavior 
and quality of life. ACT processes are poised to help people make the shift from short- term 
relief at great cost to long- term purpose and meaning for the price of open and willing contact 
with all of their human experience. ACT has potential to reframe and ease the burden of expo-
sure and other difficult behavioral exercises— and it could help shift the treatment perspective 
from symptom reduction to valued living and engagement. The promise of ACT for treating 
these problem behaviors is indeed significant; however, much empirical work is needed to 
claim these promises.

With regard to hoarding disorder and body dysmorphic disorder, research support is lack-
ing generally for psychotherapies as a whole and specifically for ACT. These topics would 
benefit from any well- implemented ACT research, including studies focused on descriptive 
associations, treatment outcomes, and processes of change. Fear of discarding items and obses-
sive thoughts about one’s body image appear to have, at the very least, some association with 
psychological inflexibility and would likely benefit from ACT’s treatment model. Furthermore, 
these problems tend to be somewhat treatment resistant and difficult to adequately target. 
Thus, a process- focused, individualized, contextually sensitive approach like ACT should be 
further considered and researched to further our understanding and treatment of these prob-
lem behaviors.

In the areas of OCD and body- focused repetitive behaviors, the research provides a com-
pelling argument for the use of ACT with regard to overall treatment outcome. Multiple 
randomized controlled trials on these topics have demonstrated ACT’s efficacy with regard 
to reducing symptoms and enhancing psychological flexibility. However, outside of a couple 
of instances, little is known about differences in treatment processes between ACT and tradi-
tional cognitive- behavioral therapy. What processes are leading to changes, and for whom are 
these changes most significant? Moreover, do some people or certain symptom presentations 
respond better to ACT or to specific treatment processes? Greater emphasis is now needed on 
processes of change, potential moderators of treatment outcome, and personalized treatment 
tailored to ideographic symptom presentations. Furthermore, while perhaps pragmatically 
necessary in order to receive research funding and recognition in the broader psychological 
community, ACT research on obsessive- compulsive and related disorders has largely focused 
on treatment outcome vis- à- vis symptom reduction. It is time for ACT researchers to make 
more deliberate efforts to target and measure changes in outcome that are theoretically consis-
tent with the treatment model. This effort might include measures of functioning, behavioral 
outcome, quality of life, more specific measures of psychological flexibility, or personalized 
measures of psychological flexibility that are contextually sensitive, such as the Personalized 
Psychological Flexibility Index (Kashdan et al., 2020).

The future of process- based treatments like ACT for obsessive- compulsive and related 
disorders is bright. Obsessions, urges, and similar unwanted internal experiences compel a call 
to fight— a charge to control or solve undesired human experiences that ultimately only leads 
to despair and loss. ACT has demonstrated broad efficacy in these areas, and much important 
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work remains to be done to further reduce the suffering caused by these problems and, more 
importantly, to increase meaning and purpose in life that has been lost due to the fight.
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Abstract
Existing cognitive and behavioral treatments for eating disorders leave substantial 
room for improvement, with recent systematic reviews and meta- analyses finding 
that 40– 50 percent of  patients with binge- eating disorder and nearly 70 percent of  
patients with bulimia nervosa remain at least partially symptomatic after a full course 
of  cognitive- behavioral therapy (CBT). In an effort to improve outcomes, a growing 
number of  researchers have begun to evaluate the use of  mindfulness and acceptance- 
based behavioral treatments such as acceptance and commitment therapy (ACT) for 
this population. Cross- sectional and longitudinal research supports the theory that 
ACT processes such as experiential avoidance, cognitive fusion, and low- values clarity 
commonly occur within eating disorder populations, which suggests that treatment 
approaches that target these processes could be beneficial. Although the research on 
ACT and ACT- informed treatments for eating disorders remains nascent, preliminary 
evidence supports the potential efficacy of  this treatment approach and suggests that 
ACT may be facilitating treatment outcomes through its hypothesized mechanisms. This 
article reviews the existing evidence of  ACT and ACT- informed treatments for eating 
disorders and discusses future directions for research.

Key Words: eating disorders, binge-eating, bulimia nervosa, anorexia nervosa, loss of  
control eating

Clinical Significance of Eating Disorders
Eating disorders (EDs) are considered critical public health issues and are associated with 
significant negative physical and psychosocial consequences (APA, 2000; Hudson, Hiripi, 
Pope, & Kessler, 2007). According to a recent study, as many as 3.7 million Americans will 
have a lifetime bulimia nervosa (BN) or binge- eating disorder (BED) diagnosis (Udo & Grilo, 
2018) and as many as 42.2 million Americans will experience clinically significant binge-eating 
(Mitchison, Touyz, González‐Chica, Stocks, & Hay, 2017). Binge-eating is associated with a 
number of poor health and psychosocial consequences, including poor health- related quality 
of life (Mitchison, Hay, Slewa- Younan, & Mond, 2012), days of lost productivity (Mond & 
Hay, 2007), depression (Roberto, Grilo, Masheb, & White, 2010), and increased use and 
costs of health services (Roberto et al., 2010). Anorexia nervosa (AN) is one of the most 
severe psychiatric illnesses due to the life- threatening medical complications that can arise in 
individuals who fail to maintain a healthy body (Moskowitz & Weiselberg, 2017; Whitelaw, 
Lee, Gilbertson, & Sawyer, 2018). Because of the high costs associated with hospitalization 
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and the need for intensive and often long- term treatment, AN has one of the highest treatment 
costs of any psychiatric disorder (Agh et al., 2016; Guarda et al., 2017). For example, the 
annual costs of untreated or undertreated AN have recently been estimated to be nearly $2.6 
billion (Bode, Gotz von Olenhusen, Wunsch,  Kliem, & Kroger,  2017). These results clearly 
highlight the large psychological, economic, and societal burden of EDs.

Cognitive- Behavioral Therapy for Eating Disorders
Cognitive- behavioral therapy (CBT), including an enhanced transdiagnostic version, is 
the current frontline treatment approach for both BN and BED (NICE, 2017; Wilson, 
2005). CBT is based on the premise that rigid dietary restriction (i.e., deliberate attempts 
to drastically reduce the overall amount of food eaten or the types of food eaten, with the 
intention of influencing one’s shape or weight) leaves patients in a state of deprivation that 
increases vulnerability to binge- eating episodes (Fairburn, Cooper, & Shafran, 2003). In an 
effort to combat potential weight gain after a binge- eating episode, patients often engage in 
compensatory behaviors (e.g., in BN: self- induced vomiting, laxative use) and/ or resume 
dietary restriction (in both BN and BED), perpetuating a cycle of disordered eating behavior 
(Cooper, Wells, & Todd, 2004). To reduce dietary restriction, CBT requires patients to change 
their eating behavior outside of binge episodes in three key ways: (1) schedule eating episodes 
at regular intervals throughout the day, with a goal of eating three meals and one to two snacks 
per day, (2) eat a sufficient amount of food at each meal or snack to prevent acute hunger, and 
(3) eat a sufficient range of food, including foods the patient may fear eating (e.g., desserts, 
carbohydrates), to reduce feelings of deprivation. Changing eating behaviors in these three 
ways reduces several types of dietary restriction (e.g., delayed eating, caloric restriction, and 
hedonic restriction, respectively) that increase vulnerability to binge- eating episodes. Once 
dietary restriction is reduced, any remaining binge episodes are targeted by skills designed 
to help patients better identify and cope with internal (e.g., body image dissatisfaction) and 
external (e.g., presence of palatable foods) triggers for residual binge episodes.

Although CBT can be an effective treatment for many individuals, recent systematic 
reviews and meta- analyses have found that 40– 50 percent of patients with BED (Peat et al., 
2017) and nearly 70 percent of patients with BN (Linardon, 2018) fail to achieve remission 
after a full course of CBT. CBT is even less effective for AN, where there remains no effective 
evidence- based outpatient treatment for adult patients (Watson & Bulik, 2013).

Why CBT for Eating Disorders Produces Sub- Par Results
The primary behavioral components of CBT focus on changing restrictive or chaotic eating 
behaviors that maintain binge- eating episodes. However, given that overvaluation of weight 
and shape is a hallmark feature of eating disorders (Fairburn et al., 2008), the behavior change 
recommended in CBT often provokes considerable distress as patients fear that any reductions 
in dietary restriction will lead to weight gain. The inherent distress associated with reducing 
dietary restriction in patients with EDs often means that compliance with the behavioral 
components of CBT is poor (Hay, Bacaltchuk, Stefano, & Kashyap, 2009; Shah, Passi, Bryson, 
& Agras, 2005). Thus, despite the strong behavioral focus of CBT, many patients are not able 
to successfully manage the distressing internal experiences that will inevitably occur as they 
begin to change their behaviors and continue to engage in high levels of restrictive eating. The 
ability to succeed in treatment such as CBT requires an adequate capacity for self- regulation 
(i.e., the ability to control one’s behavior— in the face of attentional, motivational, emotional, 
and cognitive challenges— so as to align with the pursuit of long- term goals; Nielsen et al., 
2018). A robust body of literature suggests that individuals with EDs commonly experience 
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deficits in several facets of self- regulation (Lavender et al., 2015; Stice, 2002; Baumeister & 
Heatherton, 1996). Of note, while individuals with BN and BED on average experience 
deficits in self- regulation, there is considerable variability across the patient population. 
This variability may partially explain why some patients are able to successfully comply with 
the behavioral components of CBT and experience positive outcomes from this treatment 
approach.

Mindfulness and Acceptance- Based Treatments for Eating Disorders
Within the past two decades, mindfulness-  and acceptance- based treatments (MABTs) have 
emerged as an alternative to traditional CBTs for a variety of psychological disorders (Haynos, 
Forman, Butryn, & Lillis, 2016; Kahl, Winter, & Schweiger, 2012). MABTs integrate behav-
ioral treatment with a set of psychological strategies designed to enhance self- regulation, such 
as mindful awareness, distress tolerance, emotion modulation, and values- based decision mak-
ing. All of these strategies are hypothesized to enhance self- regulation capacity (Forman & 
Butryn, 2015; Shapiro, Carlson, Astin, & Freedman, 2006; Zimmerman, 2000; Baumeister, 
Heatherton, & Tice, 1994). MABTs have increasingly become one of the most frequently used 
treatments in clinical practice for EDs (Linardon, Fairburn, Fitzsimmons- Craft, Wilfley, & 
Brennan, 2017). For example, in one recent study, patients with an eating disorder were more 
likely to report that their therapist used mindfulness techniques (77%) than CBT techniques 
such as food monitoring records (53%) or weekly in- session weigh- ins (39%; Cowdrey & 
Waller, 2015). While numerous MABT modalities have been tested and have shown promise 
for EDs, the remainder of this text will focus specifically on a close examination of ACT as a 
treatment approach for EDs.

Rational and Conceptual Model of ACT for Eating Disorders
Experiential Avoidance/ Acceptance
Experiential avoidance refers to the inability to allow an internal experience to be what it is 
without trying to control, reduce, or escape it (Hayes, Strosahl, & Wilson, 2012). Consistent 
with this definition, EDs are frequently conceptualized as disorders of control. Specifically, 
individuals continuously strive to maintain control over their shape, weight, and eating behav-
ior (Orsillo & Batten, 2002; Fairburn, Shafran, & Cooper, 1999). Additionally, they may 
strive to control their ED- specific and broad internal experiences, including thoughts, feel-
ings, physical sensations, and urges (Merwin & Wilson, 2009). In fact, ED behaviors can be 
construed as coping mechanisms developed to temporarily avoid distressing internal experi-
ences in an attempt to control them (Hayes & Pankey, 2002; Keyser et al., 2009; Leehr et al., 
2015). By becoming hyperfocused on tangible concerns like their body and eating behavior, 
individuals with EDs may be attempting to avoid other distressing internal experiences that 
are outside of their control such as feelings of imperfection, rejection, and failure (Hayes & 
Pankey, 2002; Keyser et al., 2009; Leehr et al., 2015). For example, research has indicated that 
restrictive eating promotes an intense focus on the body instead of other sources of internal 
distress such as low interpersonal self- efficacy and perfectionistic tendencies (Cain, Bardone‐
Cone, Abramson, Vohs, & Joiner, 2010; Lavender et al., 2016). Similarly, binge-eating facili-
tates escaping momentary negative emotions, including guilt, sadness, fear, and hostility (Berg 
et al., 2013; Schaefer et al., 2020). Compensatory behaviors function similarly by facilitating 
the avoidance of distressing internal experiences associated with binge-eating such as fear of 
gaining weight or being out of control (Orsillo & Batten, 2002).

Experiential avoidance is one of the most widely studied ACT components among indi-
viduals with EDs. A substantial literature base supports a high degree of experiential avoidance 
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within this population. Specifically, individuals with AN, BN, and BED report higher levels 
of experiential avoidance compared to healthy controls (HCs; Mallorquí- Bagué et al., 2018). 
Across these diagnoses, experiential avoidance has been found to be positively associated with 
global eating pathology as measured through the Eating Disorder Examination (EDE; Cooper 
& Fairburn, 1987; Prefit, Cândea, & Szentagotai- Tătar, 2019). It has also been shown to pre-
dict both restrictive eating (Merwin, Zucker, Lacy, & Elliott, 2010) and binge-eating (Lillis, 
Hayes, & Levin, 2011). The high degree of experiential avoidance observed within this popu-
lation indicates that individuals with EDs may benefit from developing acceptance toward 
their internal experiences instead of relying on ED behaviors (e.g., restrictive eating) to control 
or avoid them.

Cognitive Fusion/ Defusion
The high degree of experiential avoidance observed in individuals with EDs may be partly due 
to their tendency to be fused with their distressing internal experiences. Individuals with EDs 
have been found to be fused with a variety of ED- related internal experiences, including subjec-
tive dietary rules, food cravings, and urges to eat (Duarte, Ferreira, Pinto-Gouveia, Trindade, & 
Martinho, 2017; Duarte, Pinto- Gouveia, Ferreira, & Silva, 2016). Fusing with these internal 
experiences results in individuals automatically engaging in ED behaviors to temporarily reduce 
their internal suffering without considering the long- term social, physical, and psychological 
consequences of their actions (Manlick, Manlick, et al., 2013). For example, fusing with a food 
craving may lead to automatically consuming that food to temporarily alleviate the distress 
associated with the craving, despite the feelings of guilt that may arise afterward.

Furthermore, research indicates that individuals with EDs are particularly fused with cogni-
tions surrounding their shape and weight. Among the general population, shape-  and weight- 
related cognitive fusion has been shown to be positively associated with global eating pathology 
(Ferreira, Trindade, Duarte, & Pinto- Gouveia, 2015). Additionally, compared to HC, individuals 
with AN, BN, and BED report higher levels of fusing with three types of weight and shape- related 
cognitions: (1) thinking about a forbidden food makes weight gain more likely, (2) thinking about 
a forbidden food increases the feeling of fatness, and (3) thinking about a forbidden food is mor-
ally equivalent to consuming it (Wyssen et al., 2018). In all three cases, individuals may rely on 
the cognition alone to guide their behavior instead of taking the entirety of their experience into 
account. For example, if individuals rely exclusively on the cognition “thinking about a forbid-
den food makes weight gain more likely,” they may be more likely to engage in weight- control 
behaviors such as purging to compensate for it. Similar research has found that weight-  and shape- 
related cognitive fusion mediate the relationship between weight and shape concern and global 
eating pathology (Ferreira, Palmeira, & Trindade, 2014). This suggests that gaining psychological 
distance from internal experiences may be a key intervention point for individuals with EDs.

Conceptualized Past and Feared Future/ Contact with the Present Moment
Individuals with EDs tend to be unaware of the entirety of their present experience (e.g., 
social, physical, and psychological; Hayes et al., 2012) when making eating- related decisions. 
This may be partly due to their evaluation of the present moment based on rumination over 
the past or concern for the future. For example, individuals with EDs may avoid eating specific 
foods they enjoy because in the past being hyperfocused on those foods led to a binge- eating 
episode. Similarly, they may engage in compensatory behaviors following a binge- eating epi-
sode because of being fixated on the idea that they might gain weight.

Being mindful of one’s present experience may be particularly challenging for individu-
als with AN, BN, and BED as they have shown deficits in their ability to recognize and be 
aware of their emotions (Mallorquí- Bagué et al., 2018; Westwood, Kerr- Gaffney, Stahl, & 
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Tchanturia, 2017) and physical sensations (Brown et al., 2017). Across these diagnoses, the 
inability to recognize and be aware of emotions has been found to be positively associated with 
global eating pathology (Prefit et al., 2019). It may be that this inability makes it challenging 
for individuals with EDs to gain distance from their emotions. Combined, these inabilities 
may lead to the perception of all emotions as scary, thereby contributing to engagement in 
ED behaviors in an attempt to suppress or avoid these emotions instead of nonjudgmentally 
observing them (Fink, Anestis, Selby, & Joiner, 2010).

Not surprisingly, research indicates that individuals with EDs also show a lack of aware-
ness surrounding their eating habits, which has been found to be positively associated with 
binge- eating frequency and body mass index (Pintado- Cucarella & Rodríguez- Salgado, 2016). 
To address this lack of awareness, various mindful eating interventions have been developed 
in recent years that encourage patients to be mindful of all aspects of the eating experience, 
including cues impacting food choice, qualities of the food being consumed, and eating- related 
internal experiences (Monroe, 2015). Individuals with EDs may therefore benefit greatly from 
increasing their recognition and nonjudgmental awareness of eating- specific as well as broad 
internal experiences.

Attachment to the Conceptualized Self/ Self- as- Context
In ACT, self- as- context is conceptualized as a distinct aspect of consciousness that can observe 
changing contexts and internal experiences. Attachment to the conceptualized self or self- 
as- content can alternatively be conceptualized as a state of consciousness where beliefs and 
observations are fused to the sense of self and where individuals perceive themselves as the 
content of their experiences. Individuals with EDs are often attached to their ED and view the 
ED as “who they are as a person”, which can be conceptualized through a self- as- content per-
spective (Juarascio et al., 2013b). The attachment to an ED identity cultivates a maladaptive 
constructed view of the self, such that individuals with an ED struggle to objectively observe 
disorder- consistent thoughts and feelings (e.g., weight and shape concerns, fears around eat-
ing) and instead view these thoughts and feelings as part of who they are (Juarascio et al., 
2013b; Manlick, Cochran, & Koon, 2013). This self- as- content tendency leads these indi-
viduals to conceptualize their self- image based on the thoughts and feelings that drive their 
disordered eating behaviors (Manlick et al., 2013). This high level of attachment to the ED 
identity can interfere with treatment as individuals may be highly ambivalent about “giving 
up” the ED identity. In fact, some researchers have argued that AN is a disorder of self- as-   
context deficits and that this alone may be the basis of eating disorder psychopathology 
(Amianto, Northoff, Abbate Daga,  Fassino, & Tasca, 2016).

To date, relatively limited research exists on the direct relationship between self- as- content 
and eating disorders symptoms and behaviors. The majority of the research to date has focused 
on the link between ED symptoms and attachment to the ED as a source of identity. For 
example, one study has shown that individuals who do not have a clear sense of their identity 
tend to focus on external sources (i.e., shape, weight) for defining themselves (Bardone- Cone, 
Thompson, & Miller, 2020). Additionally, low self- esteem and identity exploration, especially 
during adolescence and emerging adulthood, are factors that are highly correlated with eating 
disorder symptomatology (Corning & Heibel, 2016; Gonidakis, Lemonoudi, Charila, & 
Varsou, 2018). Extant literature primarily focuses on how attachment to the ED identity 
manifests in AN. However, a few research studies suggest that some individuals with BN may 
also experience attachment to an ED identity. For example, one study found that individuals 
with BN include physical constructs like body appearance and attitudes toward the body as 
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part of their identity at much higher rates than healthy controls (Dada, Izu, Montebruno, 
Grau, & Feixas, 2017).

Lack of Values Clarity/ Values
For many individuals with an ED, values (i.e., verbally constructed, global, desired and chosen 
life directions; Dahl, Luciano, & Wilson, 2005) are often unformulated and vaguely held, 
which reduces their ability to serve as a momentary guide for behavioral choices. Individuals 
with EDs have been found to fear valuing less tangible things (e.g., building better rela-
tionships versus reaching a certain weight) and/ or things that are difficult to achieve (e.g., 
achievement at work; Merwin & Wilson, 2009). Instead, certain disorder- specific values (e.g., 
overvaluation of weight and shape or control over eating) can be so prominent that they limit 
access to and awareness of other important life values. For example, across ED diagnoses, 
importance and overvaluation of shape and weight have been shown to predict and maintain 
ED symptoms (Duarte, Ferreira, & Pinto- Gouveia, 2016). Overvaluation of weight and shape 
can be particularly challenging to treat in individuals with EDs because of the ego- syntonic 
nature of the illness and attachment to the conceptualized self- described previously. A strong 
values imbalance as a result of attachment to an ED identity and poor values clarity in other 
life domains can hinder motivation for treatment and maintain ED symptoms (Bardone- Cone 
et al., 2020; Manlick et al., 2013). An underlying assumption about values is that they are 
finite; that is, there is a limit to what can be encapsulated in an individual’s value base. Thus, 
the overvaluation of weight and shape that occurs in EDs necessitates that there is less “room” 
for other valued domains, further sustaining a strong values imbalance.

Inaction, Impulsivity, or Avoidance/ Committed Action
As noted earlier, the ability to succeed in most behavioral treatment approaches requires 
an adequate capacity for self- regulation (Nielsen et al., 2018). Yet a large body of literature 
suggests that individuals with EDs commonly experience deficits in several facets of self- 
regulation. Emotion dysregulation has been implicated in the onset and maintenance of 
EDs, with binge-eating often being conceptualized as a maladaptive self- regulatory strategy 
(Baumeister & Heatherton, 1996; Lavender et al., 2015; Stice, 2002). A number of ecological 
momentary assessment studies have examined momentary affect surrounding ED behavior in 
BN and BED, showing that negative affect increases prior to and decreases after binge-eating 
(Smyth et al., 2007). Such studies have provided strong support for affect regulation theo-
ries, which posit binge- eating functions to escape from or regulate negative affective states. 
Similarly, a recent meta- analysis (Wu et al., 2013) found that individuals with BN and BED 
have worse inhibitory control compared to healthy controls. These findings are consistent with 
the “resource depletion” theory of binge-eating, which suggests that when some individuals 
are under emotional distress, they devote resources to regulate/ escape from negative affect and 
therefore have fewer “top- down” cognitive resources available (Loth et al., 2016). Collectively, 
these deficits in self- regulation can maintain ED symptoms and contribute to poor ability to 
engage in committed action, a requirement for successful behavioral treatment approaches.

Psychological Inflexibility/ Flexibility
As indicated through the six processes of experiential avoidance, cognitive fusion, conceptual-
ized past and feared future, attachment to the conceptualized self, lack of values clarity, and 
inaction, impulsivity, or avoidance, individuals with EDs tend to experience broad and ED- 
specific psychological inflexibility (i.e., inability to contact the present moment and internal 
experiences while continuing or changing behavior according to one’s values; Hayes et al., 
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2012). Individuals with AN, BN, and BED report higher levels of psychological inflexibility 
broadly and with their food and exercise compared to HCs (Dahlgren, Hage, Wonderlich, & 
Stedal, 2019). Additionally, psychological inflexibility broadly and with urges and cravings 
have been found to be positively associated with shape and weight concerns, restrictive eating, 
and binge- eating severity (Sarno, 2020; White, 2018). It may be, for example, that individuals 
low in psychological flexibility narrowly focus on experiencing an urge and engage in binge- 
eating instead of an alternative, values- consistent behavior (e.g., calling a friend).

Within this population, an emphasis has been placed on the contribution of body image- 
related psychological inflexibility to ED symptomatology. In individuals with AN and BN, 
being psychologically inflexible with their body image (e.g., avoiding distressing thoughts 
about their body, prioritizing a certain weight or shape over other life domains) has been found 
to be positively associated with eating and weight concerns (Bluett et al., 2016). Furthermore, 
body image- related psychological inflexibility has been shown to be positively associated with 
binge-eating severity (Paola, Sérgio, Margareth da Silva, & José, 2017). Collectively, these 
findings suggest that the multifaceted construct of psychological inflexibility may be a key 
treatment target for individuals with EDs.

Empirical Evidence of ACT for EDs
ACT has a growing empirical base, demonstrating its efficacy for treating EDs. Typically, treat-
ments for EDs that have been informed by ACT integrate one or more ACT skills within a 
more traditional behavioral treatment program for EDs that also provides specific dietary rec-
ommendations designed to address dietary restriction and binge- eating/ purging. As a result, 
a vast majority of treatment research has evaluated ACT- informed treatments (i.e., behav-
ioral treatments that include one or more ACT components and not the full ACT model), 
which limits our ability to understand the efficacy of a full ACT treatment approach for EDs. 
Additionally, within the past two decades, many of these ACT- informed treatments have also 
included other psychological strategies (such as mindful eating training or emotion modula-
tion) from other third- wave treatment approaches such as mindfulness- based eating aware-
ness training (Kristeller & Wolever, 2010) and dialectical behavior therapy (DBT; Linehan, 
Bohus, & Lynch, 2007). Although, emerging research shows the promise of these third- wave 
treatments for EDs (Godfrey, Gallo, & Afari, 2015; Katterman Kleinman, Hood, Nackers, & 
Corsica 2014; Linardon et al., 2017), because the treatment packages evaluated in these stud-
ies often include skills from several third- wave treatments, it is difficult to parse the indepen-
dent treatment effects of ACT- specific skills on clinical outcomes. As such, we chose to review 
the evidence for full ACT treatments and ACT- informed treatments together to allow for a 
more comprehensive literature base to review. In the following section, we review the literature 
on clinical outcomes, process variables, mechanisms of action, and predictor/ moderators of 
ACT and ACT- informed treatments for EDs.

Outcomes from ACT and ACT- informed Treatments for ED
In total, 15 studies have evaluated the efficacy of ACT in treating EDs. Two studies have uti-
lized formal ACT (Berman, Boutelle, & Crow, 2009; Parling , Cernvall, Ramklint, Holmgren, 
& Ghaderi, 2016), and the rest have utilized an ACT- informed treatment.

Of the 15 studies, 5 utilized a sample of individuals with AN (Berman et al., 2009; Parling 
et al., 2016; Timko, Zucker, Herbert, Rodriguez, & Merwin, 2015; Wildes, Marcus, Cheng, 
McCabe, & Gaskill, Marcus, 2011; Wildes et al., 2014), one utilized a sample of individuals 
with BN or subthreshold BN (Strandskov et al., 2017), three utilized a sample of individu-
als with BED (Evans, Murray, Muratore, Lantz, & Juarascio, 2019; Hill, Masuda, Melcher, 
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Morgan, & Twohig, 2015; Juarascio, Manasse, Schumacher, Espel, & Forman, 2017), two uti-
lized transdiagnostic ED samples (Fogelkvist, Gustafsson, Kjellin, & Parling, 2020; Juarascio 
et al., 2013a), and the remaining three utilized a sample of subthreshold EDs (Hill, Schaefer, 
Spencer, & Masuda, 2020; Juarascio, Forman, & Herbert, 2010; Pearson, Follette, & Hayes, 
2012). Notably, only four studies conducted a fully randomized clinical trial (Fogelkvist et al., 
2020; Juarascio et al., 2010; Parling et al., 2016; Strandskov et al., 2017), whereas the oth-
ers utilized either a case series (Berman et al., 2009; Evans et al., 2019; Hill et al., 2015; Hill 
et al., 2020; Wildes & Marcus, 2011) or nonrandomized groups/ open trial design (Juarascio 
et al., 2017; Juarascio et al., 2013a, 2015; Pearson et al., 2012; Timko et al., 2015; Wildes 
et al., 2014). Regarding treatment delivery, eight studies delivered an individual, face- to- face 
ACT protocol (Berman et al., 2009; Hill et al., 2015, 2020; Juarascio et al., 2010; Parling 
et al., 2016; Timko et al., 2015; Wildes & Marcus, 2011; Wildes et al., 2014); one delivered 
an internet- based intervention supported by clinician feedback (Strandskov et al., 2017); one 
delivered brief workshop intervention (Pearson et al., 2012); and the remainder delivered a 
group- based intervention model (Evans et al., 2019; Fogelkvist et al., 2020; Juarascio et al., 
2013a, 2015, 2017).

outcomEs For an
Several case series and open trials have suggested that ACT produces symptom improvement 
in individuals with AN (Berman et al., 2009; Timko et al., 2015; Wildes & Marcus, 2011; 
Wildes et al., 2014). Results from case series (Wildes & Marcus, 2011) and an open trial 
(Wildes et al., 2014) evaluating emotion acceptance behavior treatment (EABT, a treatment 
focused on increasing experiential acceptance of emotions) for AN showed that adults with 
AN restored weight to a healthy range and recovered from eating pathology from pre-  to post-
treatment. These gains were maintained at 6- month follow- up. An open trial of preliminary 
evaluation of an acceptance- based separated family treatment (ASFT) for adolescents (n =  47 
families) showed that nearly two- thirds of adolescents achieved full or partial remission from 
eating disorder symptoms and reached expected body weight at posttreatment (Timko et al., 
2015). A randomized controlled trial (RCT) demonstrated that although ACT did not out-
perform treatment as usual (TAU) among individuals with AN (n =  43, ACT =  24, TAU =  19), 
the odds ratio (OR) indicated that participants receiving ACT were nonsignificantly more 
likely to gain weight and show improvements in eating pathology at posttreatment (OR =  2.50 
[95% CI: 0.3– 16.1]) and 6- month follow- up compared to those receiving TAU (OR =  1.50 
[95% CI: 0.2– 9.4]; Parling et al., 2016). Furthermore, participants receiving ACT had sig-
nificantly greater reductions in shape and weight concerns from pre-  to posttreatment and at 
5- year follow- up, and improved quality of life and self- esteem from pre-  to posttreatment and 
at 2- year follow- up compared to those receiving TAU (Parling et al., 2016). Another study that 
included individuals with AN (in addition to other diagnoses) (n =  140, ACT =  66, TAU =  74) 
found that individuals with AN receiving weekly group- based ACT treatment in a residential 
setting experienced greater improvements in ED symptoms and lower relapse rates at 6- month 
follow- up compared to TAU (Juarascio et al., 2013a).

outcomEs For Bn
Evidence for ACT in treating BN is nascent but promising. A trial evaluating the efficacy of 
an internet- based ACT intervention supported by clinician feedback for BN or subthreshold 
BN (n =  92, ACT =  46, waitlist =  46) demonstrated that compared to a waitlist control 
condition, ACT produced small to moderate effect- size improvements (d =  0.35– 0.64) in 
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eating pathology and shape and weight concerns from pre-  to posttreatment (Strandskov 
et al., 2017). In the same study described previously for AN where a weekly group- based 
ACT treatment in a residential setting was compared to TAU, individuals with BN spectrum 
disorders (in addition to other diagnoses) (n =  140, ACT =  66, TAU =  74) also experienced 
greater improvements in ED symptoms compared to TAU (Juarascio et al., 2013a).

outcomEs For BEd
Numerous case series and open trials examining acceptance- based behavioral treatment 
(ABBT, an ACT- informed treatment approach that also contains some emotion- focused con-
tent drawn from DBT) for individuals with BED demonstrate clinically significant reductions 
in eating pathology from pre-  to posttreatment (Evans et al., 2019; Hill et al., 2015; Juarascio 
et al., 2017) and at 3- month follow- up (Juarascio et al., 2017). ABBT for BED has also been 
shown to improve depression and quality of life (Evans et al., 2019; Juarascio et al., 2017).

outcomEs For othEr Ed populations
Finally, ACT has shown promise in the treatment of subthreshold and residual ED symp-
toms. For example, a case series demonstrated that compassion- focused acceptance- based 
treatment reduced ED symptoms and body dissatisfaction in an adult sample with restrictive 
eating and problematic body checking (Hill et al., 2020). Another study demonstrated the 
preliminary efficacy of a one- day ACT brief workshop for women with body dissatisfaction 
(n =  73, ACT =  39, Waitlist =  34) in producing significant reductions in body- related anxi-
ety compared to the waitlist control condition at posttreatment (Pearson et al., 2012). In a 
RCT comparing ACT with CBT for the treatment of subthreshold EDs (n =  55, ACT =  27, 
CBT =  28), individuals receiving ACT had greater reductions in ED pathology than those 
receiving CBT (Juarascio et al., 2010). A recent study showed moderate effect- size improve-
ments (d =  0.57– 0.64) in eating pathology, shape and weight concerns, and body dissatisfac-
tion in a transdiagnostic sample of individuals with residual ED symptoms (n =  99, ACT =  52, 
TAU =  47) who received group- based ACT after completing a day treatment program com-
pared to TAU (Fogelkvist et al., 2020). Taken together, these findings suggest that ACT is an 
effective therapy for EDs.

cavEats in intErprEting outcomE rEsults
While the results of ACT for EDs are promising, it is important to note that the existing lit-
erature base contains numerous limitations that reduce our ability to synthesize results. Most 
of the trials included in the review were either open trials or small pilot RCTs comparing to a 
waitlist control, TAU, or a minimally active treatment condition. To date, there has still been 
no adequately powered noninferiority trial RCT of ACT versus CBT for full threshold EDs. 
The absence of this trial limits our ability to determine with confidence that ACT can be an 
effective treatment alternative to CBT. Adding to the difficulties in interpretation has been 
the wide variation in how the body of research as a whole has been implemented (e.g., length, 
frequency, and number of sessions; group vs. individual) and in what specific components of 
ACT were included in the treatment tested. Thus, although initial results are promising, more 
research is clearly needed to fully understand the impact of ACT on ED symptoms.

Effects on Psychological Flexibility Processes
The most researched process variables in studies to date have been psychological flexibility 
(n =  4), including studies that examined body image flexibility (n =  3; Berman et al., 
2009; Hill et al., 2015; Hill et al., 2020) and flexibility surrounding food- specific internal 
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experiences (n =  1; Juarascio et al., 2015). Other mechanisms of action include experiential 
acceptance (n =  4; Juarascio et al., 2017; Juarascio et al., 2013a; Pearson et al., 2012; Timko 
et al., 2015), willingness (n =  1; Juarascio et al., 2013a), mindful awareness (n =  1; Fogelkvist 
et al., 2020); emotional regulation (n =  3; Evans et al., 2019; Juarascio et al., 2013a, 2017), 
cognitive defusion (n =  1; Juarascio et al., 2015), negative urgency (n =  1; Juarascio et al., 
2017), and dysfunctional thinking (n =  1; Juarascio et al., 2013a). Across all studies, significant 
improvements in all process variables at end of treatment have been observed. For example, 
two publications from the same study demonstrated improvements in psychological flexibility 
surrounding both general and food- specific internal experiences, willingness, cognitive 
defusion, and access to emotional regulation strategies from pre-  to posttreatment following 
group- based ACT treatment for AN and BN in a residential treatment center (Juarascio 
et al., 2013a, 2017). A recent study showed clinically significant improvements at the end of 
treatment in body image flexibility and increases in behaviors aligned with valued life domains 
outside of the ED (e.g., active social engagements to move in the direction of values related 
to interpersonal relationships instead of social withdrawal because of thoughts of “appearing 
heavy or bloated”; Hill et al., 2020). Another study with individuals reporting residual ED 
symptoms demonstrated medium effect- size improvements over time in mindful awareness for 
individuals receiving ACT compared to those receiving TAU (d =  0.56; Fogelkvist et al., 2020).

Mechanisms of Action
A growing body of literature has also provided preliminary evidence for the role of ACT 
process variables as driving therapeutic change in ED pathology. Only one study to date has 
tested whether improvements in process variables temporally precede and predict reductions 
in ED symptoms (i.e., test of formal mediation). Juarascio and colleagues (2013a) observed 
that willingness to experience distress significantly mediated the effects of treatment condition 
on global ED pathology. This study found that willingness trended toward greater improve-
ments within the ACT condition compared to TAU, and willingness significantly predicted 
lower global ED pathology scores at end of treatment across both treatment conditions. Six 
other studies examined change in both process variables and ED pathology from pre-  to post-
treatment and assessed whether change in process variables predicted change in ED pathology 
(i.e., “proxy” mediation). These studies have shown that pre-  to posttreatment improvements 
in body image flexibility (Berman et al., 2009; Hill et al., 2015, 2020), emotional regulation 
abilities (Evans et al., 2019; Juarascio et al., 2017), experiential acceptance (Pearson et al., 
2012; Timko et al., 2015), and mindful awareness (Fogelkvist et al., 2020) corresponded 
to pre-  to posttreatment reductions in ED symptoms during ACT or ACT- informed treat-
ments. In another study, Juarascio and colleagues (2015) found that increases in cognitive 
defusion abilities were significantly associated with increases in ED-  related quality of life at 
posttreatment.

Predictors/ Moderators
Only four studies to date have examined predictors or moderators of outcomes from ACT 
treatments for EDs. Two studies demonstrated that greater body image psychological flexibil-
ity at pretreatment longitudinally predicts improvements in eating disorders, mental health, 
and overall quality of life from residential treatments, including ACT for eating disorders 
(Bluett et al., 2016; Lee, Ong, Twohig, Lensegrav- Benson, & Quakenbush- Roberts, 2018). 
One study showed that greater severity of ED pathology at baseline demonstrated greater 
trend- level improvements in ED symptomatology following TAU +  ACT treatment com-
pared to TAU only (Juarascio et al., 2013a). Another study demonstrated that elevated levels 
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of negative urgency at baseline were significantly associated with smaller reductions in binge 
frequency and global ED pathology following a 10- weekly ACT- based group treatment com-
pared to those with low levels of negative urgency at baseline (Manasse et al., 2016). These 
findings suggest that ACT may be well suited to treat individuals who present with greater 
severity of EDs and that body image psychological flexibility and negative urgency might be 
an additional modifiable target for ACT.

Summary
Extant research provides preliminary support for ACT in treating EDs, and for the underly-
ing therapeutic model targeting psychological flexibility. However, lack of systematic research 
precludes us from drawing firm conclusions that ACT is an effective treatment for EDs. 
Further research is warranted to extend previous findings and examine the effectiveness of this 
approach for EDs.

Treating EDs from an ACT Perspective
Behavioral Treatment for Eating Disorders
Given the strong evidence that treatment outcomes for individuals with EDs (particularly for 
disorders characterized by binge-eating) benefits from the behavioral components of tradi-
tional CBT for EDs, ACT- based treatments for ED’s should start with these key behavioral 
components as a foundation of treatment (Fairburn et al., 2008). These include (1) self- 
monitoring of food intake and eating disorder symptoms, (2) regular eating (defined as sched-
uling eating episodes at regular intervals throughout the day, with a goal of never going longer 
than four waking hours in between planned eating episodes and eating three meals and one 
to two snacks each day), and (3) reducing dietary restraint (defined as both eating a sufficient 
amount of food at each meal or snack to prevent acute hunger and eating a sufficient range of 
food, including foods the patient may fear eating to reduce feelings of deprivation). Below we 
provide additional information on each of these BT techniques.

sElF- monitoring oF Food intakE and Eating disordEr symptoms
Self- monitoring refers to daily tracking of meals and snacks, eating disorder symptoms (includ-
ing binge episodes and compensatory behaviors), and relevant situational factors accompany-
ing eating episodes. Patients will track the mealtime, type of food and drink consumed (but 
not caloric content), location where the food or drink was consumed, and whether the episode 
constituted a binge for each meal and snack. Patients are instructed to record this information 
accurately and in real- time (i.e., as soon as possible following the eating episode or behavior). 
Patients problem- solve barriers to self- monitoring with their clinician throughout treatment. 
Self- monitoring is an essential component of behavioral eating disorder treatment as it pro-
vides information about daily eating behaviors and eating disorder symptoms and identifies 
potential areas for intervention. Self- monitoring does not aim to change the patient’s pattern 
of eating, although it may facilitate interventions related to regular eating and reducing dietary 
restraint.

rEgular Eating
Regular eating involves eating meals or snacks every 3 to 4 hours, with the goal of consuming 
three meals and two snacks per day. Patients are instructed to avoid eating between scheduled 
meal and snack times, to not skip meals or snacks, to know in advance roughly what and when 
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they will next eat, and to not compensate for eating (i.e., via purging). Since hunger and full-
ness cues are often dysregulated as a result of dietary restriction and binge-eating, patients are 
asked to follow their planned eating schedule regardless of feelings of hunger or fullness. In 
addition, patients are encouraged to formalize eating (e.g., sitting down at a table), portion 
out food onto the serving dish before eating, focus on their eating (e.g., not combine it with a 
distracting activity like television), avoid “picking” at food (e.g., while cooking), and attempt 
to slow their eating (e.g., put down cutlery between bites).

rEducing diEtary rEstraint
Reducing dietary restraint involves (1) eating a sufficient amount of food at each meal or snack 
to prevent acute hunger and eliminate caloric restriction and (2) eating a sufficient range of 
food, including foods the patient may fear eating to reduce feelings of deprivation. Reducing 
caloric restriction consists of psychoeducation regarding the dangers of caloric restriction and 
healthy weight ranges, identifying the pros and cons (both current and future) of increasing 
intake, identifying implications for change, maintaining motivation, involving friends and 
family, and problem- solving difficulties with increasing intake (e.g., feelings of fullness, fear of 
weight gain). Patients are not instructed to count calories or given pre- set caloric guidelines to 
follow for meals, but instead are instructed to base portion sizes on what others around them 
are eating. In session, therapists will also provide guidance on appropriate portion sizes and 
will encourage patients to increase portion sizes if self- monitoring logs indicate the patient 
may be consuming too little food at each meal or snack. Eating a sufficient range of foods 
(including feared foods) is primarily conducted through behavioral experimentation. Patients 
identify a specific rule and what is motivating it (e.g., not eating carbohydrates out of fear 
that it will turn into a binge episode); explore what they believe will be the consequences 
of breaking the rule (e.g., binge-eating); devise an experiment to test out their hypothesized 
consequences (e.g., eating bread at dinner with a friend in the assigned week and planning a 
distracting activity afterward); and analyze the implications of the experiment (e.g., did binge- 
eating occur?) as well as the advantages of breaking the rule (e.g., the patient enjoyed eating 
bread, t he patient was able to eat the same food as a friend).

Using ACT to Facilitate Behavior Change
ACT techniques can be used to enhance the ability to engage in the difficult work of behav-
ioral treatments for EDs. Below we describe the application of three ACT components (pres-
ent moment awareness, acceptance/ defusion, and values) to the treatment of EDs with a focus 
on how these ACT components can be used to facilitate behavior change.

prEsEnt momEnt awarEnEss
Present moment awareness is presumed to improve adherence to the behavioral recommenda-
tions of treatment by increasing an individual’s attunement with internal cues and sensations 
that are typically nonconscious and thus govern eating decisions. Individuals can be encour-
aged to build a present- focused attentional state that emphasizes observing and experiencing 
rather than evaluating and changing internal experiences (thoughts, emotions, and urges, as 
well as hunger, fullness, and other physical sensations). Patients should be taught how to iden-
tify and label internal experiences in detail to enhance their ability to fully describe the entirety 
of their present moment experience. Skills such as gentle attention shifting can be taught to 
help the patient redirect their attention to objective descriptions of the present moment when 
they are experiencing future- oriented worries, ruminations about the past, or judgments/ eval-
uations of their current experiences.
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For patients with an ED, there should be a particular focus on the application of pres-
ent moment awareness to eating specifically, with the goal of increasing momentary aware-
ness of both hunger and satiety cues and other internal experiences that could drive eating 
behavior (e.g. eating due to boredom or stress). Patients with EDs can often approach eating- 
related behaviors in habitual or impulsive ways, and increasing mindful awareness will help the 
patient to make more mindful decisions about eating behaviors. Increasing patients’ present 
moment awareness can thus be conceptualized as one method to help patients acquire and 
utilize the behavioral treatment skills effective in treating eating disorders. Treatment may 
focus on helping the patient learn how to tune into, and accurately perceive, label, assess, 
and distinguish internal experience (e.g., fullness; true hunger vs hedonic hunger), which will 
allow them to make behavioral choices consistent with recovery from an eating disorder. For 
example, patients may be instructed to engage in a brief mindful awareness check- in before, in 
the middle, and after each meal and to record hunger and satiety signals as part of traditional 
self- monitoring to begin to refine awareness of internal experiences during eating.

accEptancE and dEFusion
During treatment, patients can be taught a range of skills that will facilitate an ability to 
tolerate distressing thoughts, feelings, and sensations that have previously been maintaining 
eating disorder behaviors. For example, a strong focus of acceptance work is on learning that 
uncomfortable internal experiences such as hunger or fullness, urges to binge, sadness, and 
anxiety, and a range of other internal experiences are an inherent part of the human experi-
ence that cannot be fully controlled or avoided. Instead, patients will need to learn how to 
accept the inevitability of distressing thoughts and feelings without letting these thoughts and 
feelings control behaviors. For most patients, behavioral treatment recommendations around 
regular eating and reducing dietary restraint will inevitably increase worries about weight gain 
or fears of losing control over eating. A key aspect of treatment will be learning to engage in 
these treatment recommendations even while having these fears. Patients can be taught how to 
“uncouple” internal experiences such as thoughts, feelings, and urges from behaviors by learn-
ing to choose behaviors that are inconsistent with whatever internal experience they may be 
undergoing using traditional defusion exercises. For example, patients can be taught to sepa-
rate ED thoughts (e.g., a thought such as “I need to restrict my eating so I don’t gain weight”) 
from ED behaviors (e.g., eating fewer calories than needed to sustain body weight) and recog-
nize that while ED thoughts may be inevitable during the early stages of treatment, patients 
do have control over their behavioral decisions in response to these thoughts. Acceptance and 
defusion work is presented as methods that can help promote a state of willingness such that 
individuals are able to engage in the type of behaviors needed to recover from an eating disor-
der, even when doing so is uncomfortable or scary.

valuEs
For many patients with an ED, values are often unformulated and vaguely held, which reduces 
their ability to serve as a momentary guide for behavioral choices. Even when patients may 
have some awareness of their values, the behaviors they are engaging in to move toward those 
values are often ineffective. For example, this often takes the form of engaging in disordered 
eating behaviors that the patient perceives as values- consistent (e.g., purging or restricting 
eating in an effort to lose weight so that they are more “attractive”) but that are ineffective 
ways to pursue the connected value (e.g., finding a loving and supportive romantic relation-
ship). Additionally, certain disorder- specific “values” (e.g., overvaluation of weight and shape, 
overvaluation of control over eating) can be so prominent that they may limit access to and 
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awareness of other important life values. While these ED “values” are often not true values, 
they can be perceived as such by patients and reinforce problematic engagement in disordered 
eating behaviors.

Treatment can focus on helping patients identify the values that are most important to 
them (values clarity), learn how to make decisions regarding eating that are values- consistent, 
and begin building a life that is overall aligned with their values. This work is hypothesized to 
facilitate change in ED behaviors via both an indirect and direct pathway. The indirect pathway 
focuses on enhancing motivation to change ED symptoms by assisting the patient in develop-
ing a valued, meaningful, and fulfilling life outside of their ED. Consistent with this notion, 
treatment aims to alter patients’ valuation system by clarifying any “values” that are wrapped up 
in their eating disorder (e.g., overvaluation of weight and shape or control over eating, perfec-
tionism or achievement- oriented values [if problematic]) and identifying the deeper and more 
fundamental value that underlies these eating disorder “values.” Once the patient’s values are 
better clarified, treatment will focus on increasing behaviors consistent with these newly identi-
fied valued directions (e.g., building close and meaningful interpersonal relationships, finding 
a career path that is personally satisfying). If individuals can begin to live more consistently 
with their deepest and most fundamental values, the improvements in quality of life may make 
disordered eating behaviors feel less appealing or necessary. As part of this indirect pathway, 
patients should also be encouraged to think about the ways that continued engagement in 
their ED makes it nearly impossible to fully pursue their other goals and values (e.g., how rigid 
dietary restriction/ failure to maintain a healthy body weight interferes with social activities and 
relationships, how waiting to feel comfortable with your body size or shape before engaging in 
certain behaviors limits the ability to start engaging in values- consistent behaviors now).

The direct pathway focuses on momentary use of values- based decision- making skills dur-
ing times when an individual is experiencing an urge to engage in ED symptoms. Patients can 
be taught to recognize when they are having a desire to engage in a disordered eating behavior 
and use this desire as a sign that they should be using their values- based decision- making skills. 
This skill involves (1) bringing values to mind in the moment of decision making, (2) recog-
nizing that this moment is a decision point where they have the ability to make a decision that 
will either move them closer to their values or further away from them, and (3) striving to con-
sistently make decisions that move them closer to their values. In the vast majority of situations 
relevant to an ED decision, the behavioral action that would move a patient closer to their 
most fundamental values will be consistent with the behavioral treatment recommendations.

Future Directions and Conclusions
As reviewed previously, substantial evidence supports the position that psychological inflex-
ibility processes predict the maintenance of ED pathology. However, most of the research 
supporting these psychological processes as maintenance factors for ED pathology is based on 
self- report findings. Considering the multifaceted nature of these constructs, it would be ben-
eficial for future research to examine how they contribute to ED pathology using alternative 
assessment paradigms such as behavioral coding and neurocognitive assessments. Additionally, 
the majority of the research to date has focused on cross- sectional assessment of ACT con-
structs within individuals already experiencing ED pathology, minimizing the degree to which 
we can understand how these constructs may contribute to risk for developing an ED.

While the results of ACT as a treatment for EDs are promising, many unanswered questions 
remain. To date, most of the ACT trials for EDs are either open trials or small pilot RCTs that 
are compared to a waitlist control or treatment as usual. As of now, there remains no RCT 
comparing ACT to CBT for EDs, thereby limiting our ability to understand how outcomes 
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from an ACT treatment approach may compare to the current gold standard treatment. Adding 
to the difficulties in interpretation, the body of research as a whole has widely varied in how it 
was implemented (e.g., length, frequency, and number of sessions; group vs. individual) and 
whether the treatment was a full ACT protocol or an ACT- informed treatment approach that 
may have also utilized treatment techniques from other third- wave CBTs such as DBT. There 
is a clear need to understand the impact of individual ACT or other third- wave components 
on clinical outcomes to allow us to determine which components are most impactful for 
this population. Ideally, future research may benefit from using innovative treatment designs 
such as the Multiphase Optimization Strategy (MOST; i.e., a comprehensive, engineering- 
inspired framework for optimizing and evaluating multicomponent behavioral interventions 
(Collins et al., 2011; Collins, Murphy, Nair, & Strecher, 2005; Dziak & Nahum- Shani, 2016; 
Penn State Methodology Center, 2016) to identify the independent and synergistic efficacy 
of individual treatment components. Lastly, while ACT may be working through its intended 
mechanisms, the research on mechanisms of action and moderators of treatment outcome 
remains in its infancy.

In summary, ACT for EDs continues be a promising intervention approach worthy of 
additional study. Given the frequency with which ACT is employed in clinical practice for 
EDs (Cowdrey & Waller, 2015), additional research on this approach would allow us to con-
firm the efficacy of ACT and determine mechanisms of action and predictors/ moderators of 
treatment outcome.
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 Health Promotion and Weight 
Management for Obesity
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Abstract
Obesity is prevalent and carries substantial individual and societal- level consequences, 
including increased mortality and high health care costs. Obesity is best viewed as a 
chronic disease that requires both individual and system- level interventions that take 
into account a multitude of  contributing factors. Acceptance and commitment therapy 
(ACT) principles and strategies can play a role in the treatment of  individuals with 
obesity primarily by addressing barriers to healthy behavior change by teaching values, 
acceptance, defusion, and mindfulness skills. Interventions incorporating these ACT 
methods have shown improved obesity management outcomes relative to current 
gold standard behavioral treatments, and ACT can be considered evidence for use in 
this area. However, behavioral treatments in general are limited in terms of  reach and 
effectiveness, and system-  and environmental- level interventions will be required to 
meaningfully address obesity worldwide. Future research on ACT and other contextual 
therapeutic approaches should focus on addressing these system- level factors in order to 
support already well- developed individual- level interventions.

Key Words: obesity, weight management, health promotion, stigma, acceptance- based 
behavior therapy, mindfulness, psychological flexibility

Obesity is a prevalent, detrimental, and costly disease. Global studies indicate that 38 percent 
of the world population meet criteria for overweight and 13 percent meet criteria for obesity 
based on the body mass index (BMI; World Health Organization, 2020). In the United 
States, statistics for 2017– 2018 showed that 42.4 percent of American adults met the criteria 
for obesity (Hales, Carroll, Fryar, & Odgen, 2020). Obesity is associated with significant 
health complications, including increased mortality rates from cancer and increased risk of a 
number of other diseases such as cardiovascular disease, neurological disease, and psychiatric 
conditions, as well as reduced quality of life (Calle, Thun, Petrelli, Rodriguez, & Heath, 1999; 
Catenacci, Hill, & Wyatt, 2009; Lauby- Secretan et al., 2016; Luppino et al., 2010; Wang 
et al., 2011; Whitlock et al., 2009). Obesity is also associated with substantial annual health 
care costs, which are estimated to be more than two trillion US dollars globally, including costs 
for disability and lost productivity (Tremmel, Gerdtham, Nilsson, & Saha, 2017).

Definition of Obesity
Obesity is most commonly defined through the body mass index (BMI), which is a calculation 
of weight versus height (kg/ m2). “Normal” weight is defined as BMI ≥18 kg/ m2 and <25 kg/ 
m2, “overweight” as BMI ≥25 kg/ m2, and “obesity” as BMI ≥30 kg/ m2. Furthermore, “obesity” 
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can be classified as Class 1 (BMI of 30–  <35), Class 2 (BMI of 35– <40), or Class 3 (BMI of 
40 or higher).

However, there are limitations in using BMI as a classification for obesity. First, studies 
show that BMI is not the best predictor of health (Canning, Brown, Wharton, Sharma, & 
Kuk, 2015; Padwal, Pajewski, Allison, & Sharma, 2011). For example, many elite athletes 
are classified as overweight or obese because the BMI makes no distinction between muscle 
mass and adipose. Thus, the definition overemphasizes the importance of weight. Second, this 
definition does not define obesity explicitly as a chronic condition, which likely contributes to 
the fact that the multifaceted nature of obesity is deemphasized or at times outright ignored 
in favor of the perspective that obesity is a matter of behavioral self- regulation failure. In fact, 
scientific advancements in biology and neuroscience have revealed that a multitude of factors 
influence weight.

Factors Impacting Weight
thE rolE oF Evolutionary and physiological Factors in oBEsity
Evolutionary science highlights that excess weight is not a disorder. Starving to death 
has always been a major threat to the human species and continues to be: approximately 
9 million people die of hunger every year, and countless more just barely escape this worst 
case outcome. As a result of this ongoing threat, evolution has shaped humans to have a 
number of systems to prevent starving to death. For example, research shows that food 
smells better and tastes better a year after weight loss (Dulloo, Jacquet, & Girardier, 1996; 
Tremblay, Royer, Chaput, & Doucet, 2013), which would be a highly adaptive way to 
promote weight gain and prevent starvation after weight loss. Additionally, through a 
process known as metabolic adaptation (Bliss & Whiteside, 2018; Mebel, Wong, Dong, & 
Borgland, 2012; Muller, Enderle, & Bosy- Westphal, 2016; Rosenbaum & Leibel, 2010), 
metabolism slows down after weight loss and tends to stay slowed down even when weight 
is regained (Fothergill et al., 2016).

thE rolE oF thE Brain in oBEsity
Humans do not eat simply for fuel, and complex neural patterns and functions are implicated 
in weight that are outside of conscious control. There are three main systems in the brain 
(homeostatic, hedonic, and executive functioning) that impact obesity by influencing weight, 
eating, cravings, and satiety (Wharton et al., 2020).

Newer studies have demonstrated the way in which brain structures and functions may 
predispose people to obesity and are altered as a result of living with obesity. For example, after 
people lose weight, the mesolimbic system is more easily activated in response to food cues 
(Lau & Wharton, 2020). Experientially, this means that people with obesity are experiencing 
more intense cravings in response to food cues than people without obesity. Furthermore, 
genetic studies demonstrate that a complex combination of genes influence obesity (e.g., over 
40 genetic regions; Fall, Mendelson, & Speliotes, 2017). Concordance rates for the heritability 
of body mass range from 50 to 80 percent, which (on the upper end) are comparable to 
the heritability of height (Thornton, Mazzeo, & Bulik, 2011). Overall, scientific findings 
demonstrate that the contributors of obesity are multifactorial and not simply related to 
individual choice in eating and exercise.

thE rolE oF thE EnvironmEnt in oBEsity
Most individuals in wealthier nations live in an obesogenic environment, which is 
characterized by factors that are barriers to achieving a healthy weight (Kirk, Penney, & 
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McHugh, 2010). These can include aspects of the physical environment (e.g., accessibility 
and availability of physical activity, neighborhood walkability, sedentary lifestyles, exposure 
to food advertisements, and automotive use), economic environment (e.g., neighborhood 
socioeconomic status, food insecurity), political microenvironment (e.g., any “rule” that is 
imposed on individuals, from workplace policies regarding break times or cafeteria menus 
to household rules for children regarding TV time), sociocultural microenvironment (e.g., 
social support, body weight norms), and the macroenvironment (e.g., media, food production 
and manufacturing, food marketing, urban/ rural development, transportation and the health 
system). Consistent with the notion that obesity is multifactorial, obesity rates will not be 
meaningfully impacted by focusing only on individual- level interventions. The individual 
struggling to manage weight must recognize that we all live in an environment that not only 
undermines healthy choices but often fosters unhealthy choices.

thE rolE oF wEight Bias, stigma, and discrimination in oBEsity
Weight bias refers to having negative attitudes toward people with obesity and can take the 
forms of explicit bias (overt negative attitudes), implicit bias (unconscious negative attitudes), 
or internalized bias (individuals living with obesity holding negative attitudes about them-
selves; Kirk, Ramos, Alberga, & Russell- Mayhew, 2020). Common negative attitudes toward 
people living with obesity include assumptions that people with obesity are lazy, unmotivated, 
lack self- discipline, or are noncompliant (Puhl & Brownell, 2001; Puhl & Heuer, 2009). 
Studies show that internalized weight bias is associated with behaviors detrimental to weight 
management, such as exercise avoidance and binge eating (Puhl & Heuer, 2010). Weight 
stigma refers to manifestations of weight bias. Examples include health care providers who 
don’t offer weight- related treatment to people with obesity because they assume they will be 
noncompliant with medical advice and lower rates of job attainment and college admission 
acceptance for individuals with obesity. Weight bias and stigma are prevalent and have been 
documented in the general population as well as in specific populations such as teachers, 
employers, and health care providers (Cameron, 2016; Pearl, 2018; Rudolph, Wells, Weller, & 
Baltes, 2009; Teachman & Brownell, 2001).

Weight bias, stigma, and discrimination clearly have a detrimental impact on individu-
als living with obesity, including mental illness, body image, perceived stress, substance use, 
health behaviors, morbidity and mortality, social support, and economic consequences (Kirk 
et al., 2020; Puhl & Heuer, 2010). Furthermore, theory and research demonstrate how weight 
bias, stigma, and discrimination may impact weight management directly. Tomiyama (2014) 
described the Cycle Obesity/ Weight- Based Stigma (COBWEBS) model, which details the 
behavioral, emotional, and physiological mechanisms through which experiencing weight bias 
can cause weight gain in a vicious cycle, including through changes in eating behavior and 
increases in cortisol. A review of the literature showed that weight stigma is directly related 
to physiological and psychological health outcomes, including weight gain, diabetes risk, cor-
tisol levels, eating disturbances, depressive symptoms, anxiety, self- esteem, body image, and 
psychological distress in individuals living with obesity (Wu & Berry, 2018). Another study 
showed that even internalized weight stigma can impact cortisol response in individuals with 
obesity (Jung, Bae, Kratzsch, Riedel- Heller, & Luck- Sikorski, 2020). Finally, Daly, Sutin, & 
Robinson (2019) showed that both weight and perceived weight discrimination predicted 
increases in physiological dysregulation in a 4- year longitudinal study. These studies show that 
weight bias, stigma, and discrimination impact not only mental health and health behaviors 
but also physiological mechanisms that contribute to weight gain. This is additional evidence 
that obesity is best understood as a chronic, multifaceted disease.
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A Revised Definition of “Obesity”
A revised definition of obesity has been offered to address the limitations of the current defini-
tion of obesity (Wharton et al., 2020). For example, the most recent clinical guidelines for 
obesity management from Obesity Canada define obesity as “excess weight causing medical or 
psychological complications” (Wharton et al., 2020). This definition addresses the issue that 
weight (or BMI) is not the best indicator of health (Canning et al., 2015; Padwal et al., 2011), 
and therefore weight alone should not define the medical condition of obesity. For example, 
it is possible for people to have excess weight that is not defined as obesity because it is not 
causing medical or psychological complications. This definition therefore allows a distinction 
between “large bodies” and a medical condition requiring medical intervention. This defini-
tion removes some of the stigma of excess weight while allowing for treatment when excess 
weight starts to create health problems. In addition, this definition highlights the idea that 
obesity management should focus on health and well- being and not simply weight loss (Kuk 
et al., 2011; Osunlana et al., 2015).

trEating oBEsity as a chronic disEasE
When obesity is defined in this way, it should also be managed as a chronic disease (Wharton 
et al., 2020). One significant implication of such a definition is that obesity must be continu-
ously managed over time. There is no “cure” for obesity, and there is no “diet” that will result in 
long- term changes once the intervention has ended. For comparison, a physician would never 
treat diabetes for only 6 weeks and then be surprised when blood sugars are out of control 
one year later. In every other chronic disease (e.g., diabetes, heart disease, cancer), a variety of 
medical interventions are available, including medications and surgeries to manage the illness. 
In no other chronic disease is lifestyle change viewed as the only intervention. Consistent with 
other chronic diseases, obesity should be managed with a variety of medical interventions, 
including anti- obesity medication and bariatric surgery when appropriate.

thE pillar modEl oF oBEsity managEmEnt
This view of obesity as a chronic disease is captured in the new obesity management guidelines 
by Obesity Canada (Wharton et al., 2020). These guidelines move beyond the traditional pyr-
amid model of interventions. The pyramid model is often portrayed as one in which lifestyle 
changes form the base of the pyramid and treatments are escalated to medication if lifestyle 
changes “fail” and then are escalated to surgery. It is well documented that most individuals 
relying solely on lifestyle changes do not maintain long- term weight loss (Wing & Phelan, 
2005). However, rather than seeing the intervention as failing the patient, it has been tradition-
ally viewed as the patient having failed the intervention. Instead, the new obesity guidelines 
present a pillar model of obesity management. Lifestyle change is necessary, but most often it is 
not a sufficient treatment on its own. Lifestyle changes must be supported by one or multiple 
pillars. The pillars include medication, surgery, and psychological treatment. Psychological 
interventions therefore play a major part in managing obesity as a chronic disease.

Psychological interventions for weight take one of two main forms. One addresses 
lifestyle- based changes and works primarily at behavior change related to diet and exercise hab-
its (e.g., counting calories, weighing oneself frequently, setting goals, problem solving). The 
second form includes more psychological aspects that are designed to target health, well- being, 
thoughts, and emotions in addition to any behavior change. Acceptance and commitment is 
an example of this latter form, and it most often focuses on whole health and well- being in the 
context of weight influencing intervention.
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ACT for Overweight and Obesity Theoretical Overview
ACT interventions for overweight and obesity can be broadly organized under the goal of 
facilitating healthy behavior change, most often including reduced intake of unhealthy foods, 
increased healthfulness of dietary choices, and increased physical activity, both in structured 
and daily activity form. To date, these interventions have almost exclusively been delivered in 
group- based, in- person formats. Length of intervention varies widely and is often influenced 
by the degree of integration with standard behavioral intervention. For example, one model 
is to deliver ACT after initial weight loss intervention (additive model), and that could be 
delivered in a single 1- day workshop or in three to five sessions over 3– 6 months. This for-
mat would focus almost exclusively on ACT- based processes in support of previously learned 
behavior skills (e.g., teaching defusion skills to address thoughts that interfere with exercising). 
Alternatively, a fully integrated protocol might combine ACT methods with standard behav-
ioral therapy over the course of a 6– 12 month, weekly to biweekly intervention structure. This 
kind of approach would “switch” between elements of both, for example, providing nutrition 
education followed by acceptance methods to help tolerate food cravings.

ACT interventions typically have a strong emphasis on behavior change and on tracking 
healthy behaviors, not unlike traditional behavioral approaches. However, the role of weight 
and weight tracking in ACT treatment varies considerably across applications— from one end 
of the spectrum emphasizing weight loss as a primary outcome to the other end explicitly 
discouraging focus on weight, as well as gradations in between. When implementing ACT in 
this area, it is important to fully clarify and articulate the role of weight in your intervention.

We lean toward deemphasizing weight as a primary focus of intervention for several rea-
sons. First, as explained previously, weight can be influenced, but it cannot be fully controlled. 
Thus, goal weights, and more importantly the use of goal weights as arbiters of lifestyle change 
“success,” are inherently problematic and can obscure the importance of the health and well- 
being benefits of behavior change. Weight is not a behavior, and ACT is a technology designed 
to facilitate behavior change. Thus, it is more theoretically consistent and clinically useful to 
define the outcomes of interest as the healthy behaviors desired.

The second reason to consider a deemphasis on weight is the potential problems posed 
by the weight loss agenda itself. The goal of weight loss, at its core, can be an agenda of 
inflexibility and avoidance. For example, a person may cite the desire to “feel better about 
myself,” pointing to a primary function of changing internal experiences in the form of nega-
tive thoughts/ self- judgments (“I’m weak, worthless”), feelings (shame, guilt, disgust, lack of 
confidence), and assumed perceptions from others (“They find me unattractive, incapable, 
lazy, gross”). Given what is known about experiential avoidance and psychological inflexibility, 
a weight loss agenda emphasizing the scale and focused on changing internal experiences, from 
an ACT perspective, is less likely to lead to long- term healthy behavior change as compared to 
an agenda focused on behavior change consistent with one’s values.

In addition, it is important to consider the message being delivered by encouraging a 
primary focus on weight and internal change motivation. We are likely fostering (or at least 
reinforcing) an avoidance agenda if we emphasize the scale and encourage motivation based 
on “feeling better” (emotional change), “having more confidence” (cognitive change), or “fit-
ting into my bathing suit” (i.e., avoiding my own self- criticism and co- occurring emotion). An 
avoidance- based agenda may work in the short term, but evidence suggests that it may be inef-
fective in the long term. Individuals may find that they did not lose “enough” weight to “fix” 
their thoughts and feelings, or that they lost the weight and still find themselves struggling to 
change thoughts and feelings. Therefore, we believe that ACT intervention for overweight and 
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obesity needs to take some measure of undermining avoidance- based sources of motivation 
and narrow focus on weight as the primary outcome.

Of course, it can be difficult to undermine the weight loss agenda, and extreme 
attempts to do so risk alienating clients, who will most often maintain some focus on 
weight throughout and after treatment regardless. Accordingly, it can be more helpful to 
promote an “additional” agenda focused on behavior change linked to values, with an 
emphasis on tracking behavior changes (e.g., health behaviors in the service of moving 
toward a meaningful, purposeful life), moving the scale to the periphery in terms of clini-
cal focus, as opposed to repeatedly challenging the importance of weight. For example, we 
might say that successfully managing weight is a side effect of healthy living. This is similar 
to other ACT interventions that focus on the control agenda around “getting rid” of “nega-
tive” feelings such as anxiety. The ACT treatment does not focus on reducing anxiety, but 
a well- established “side effect” is the reduction of anxiety (i.e., numerous randomly con-
trolled trials indicate ACT interventions for anxiety result in clinically significant reduc-
tions in anxiety; Swain, Hancock, Hainsworth, & Bowman, 2013).

Therefore, one of the organizing themes of ACT for overweight and obesity is that 
healthy living— that is, eating healthy foods in sensible proportions, avoiding unhealthy eating 
choices, being physically active, and tracking your health behaviors— is a values- based choice 
that aligns with and empowers living consistent with core personal values. Healthy behaviors 
are viewed in the context of what deeply matters to the individual, and steps are taken in treat-
ment to clarify the link between healthy behaviors and values- consistent living. The following 
are examples of how to align healthy behaviors with values:

• Healthy habits can lead to increased energy, stamina, mobility, functionality, or longev-
ity, which enable participation in desired activities (taking hiking vacations, playing tennis 
with a partner, joining a fitness activity- oriented group, walking with a friend) or allows for 
attending and fully participating in significant events (weddings, birthdays, anniversaries).

• Healthy habits may contribute to reduced physical discomfort, improved sleep, bet-
ter concentration/ awareness/ connection to the present moment, and subjective mood 
improvements, which may allow one to improve the quality of interaction with others, 
whether that be increased patience with children, better listening, and validation with 
family members, or greater intimacy- seeking behavior with one’s partner.

• Healthy habits may directly represent the value of taking care of one’s self and others 
by improving one’s physical status, devoting time to caring for one’s self, and setting a 
positive health example for loved ones.

Clarifying values and linking healthy behaviors to values help address the inherent prob-
lem of short- term versus long- term motivation in health promotion. Positive health status is a 
diffuse and future- oriented outcome, making it difficult for use in sustaining healthy lifestyle 
motivation in most individuals who have not experienced serious threats to their health. The 
short- term reinforcement of highly palatable food and sedentary behavior is powerful, and eas-
ily accessible. Initial weight loss efforts are buoyed by rapid, tangible treatment gains (reduced 
weight, clothing size changes, energy/ mobility improvements, and social comments from oth-
ers). However, these benefits are reduced or eliminated over time. Continuing to engage in 
healthy behaviors can be experienced as increasingly effortful and tedious, and it requires 
forgoing short- term pleasure. This is likely part of the reason that individuals tend to regain 
lost weight, as the short- term pull to seek pleasure or comfort is no longer matched or offset 
by other short-  to medium- term benefits for engaging in healthy behaviors.
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One advantage of aligning day- to- day healthy lifestyle with core personal values is that 
this link can bring moment- to- moment satisfaction to healthy behaviors that typically do not 
provide short- term satisfaction or reinforcement. Counting calories to “meet a prescribed goal” 
might be acceptable when weight loss is apparent, but motivation to count calories is much 
less likely after plateauing, let alone gaining weight. Alternatively, if counting calories is about 
“being a more present, loving, patient partner and mother,” then one can access an ongoing 
sense of meaning, purpose, and satisfaction in this typically mundane, effortful behavior.

As is the case with traditional weight methods, self- monitoring has a central role in ACT 
for overweight and obesity, with modified targets. The ultimate goal of self- monitoring in 
ACT applied here is to track the presence of healthy behaviors that have been explicitly linked 
to a broader context of core personal values, as well as unhealthy behaviors considered to be 
health-  and core- value inconsistent. This places the emphasis squarely on behavior in con-
trol of the individual and fosters connection with the big picture role these healthy habits 
play in the individual’s life. The emphasis is on behaviors as opposed to weight. Tracking 
weight is permissible (although, again, the degree of emphasis on weight varies considerably 
across ACT interventions) in the context of increasing healthy behaviors consistent with 
one’s core values. Change in weight is information that can be utilized to track and improve 
engagement in healthy behaviors. Thus, the role of tracking weight is explicitly discussed and 
clarified. Tracking calorie intake and activity level is more central to ACT interventions, as 
these targets reflect behavioral choices and can directly guide behavior- change efforts. Values 
engagement, more broadly speaking (as opposed to just related to health targets), can also be 
a self- monitoring target.

Another important aspect of ACT for overweight and obesity intervention is the greater 
emphasis on the function of behavior than on its topography. For example, if an individual 
did not exercise in the past week, a traditional behavioral approach would engage in problem- 
solving interventions. The interventionist might brainstorm alternative times to exercise 
(before work, during lunch break), identify strategies to prepare in advance for physical activ-
ity (keep your walking shoes in the car, take your gym clothes to work), or intervene on time 
management (schedule the exercise in your calendar, set reminders).

In ACT, the interventionist might instead try to look at the functions of not exercising. 
Did exercising allow the individual to avoid unpleasant physical sensations associated with 
exercise? Did it reduce the possibility of fears of judgments from others whom they might 
encounter while exercising? Did the alternative behaviors (e.g., watching TV) provide some 
comfort or relief from unwanted feeling states (e.g., stress, fatigue, boredom)? Was the client 
aware of the vital connections between regular exercise and their goals and core values to the 
point where appropriate motivation was present? From an ACT perspective, it is important to 
understand the function of the behavior (in this case exercise avoidance) in order to identify 
which ACT process to target (e.g., defusion, acceptance, values).

Another important theme in ACT for overweight and obesity intervention is “doing what 
works.” Thus, problem solving, or virtually any traditional behavior technique (e.g., goal set-
ting, stimulus control), can be utilized in treatment. Usually, some distinction is made about 
applying change efforts where they are helpful (e.g., aspects of behavior and manipulable parts 
of their environment), while letting go of change efforts in areas where it is unhelpful (e.g., 
thoughts, feelings, bodily sensations). This allows for using strategies such as changing the time 
of day for exercising or removing desired foods (e.g., ice cream) from the home, or looking at 
restaurant menus in advance of a family outing in order to select a lower calorie item. These 
strategies sometimes work, but they also can be limited when underlying issues of a cognitive 
and emotional control agenda go unidentified or unaddressed.
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An emphasis on “doing what works” requires agreement between client and practitioner 
about to what end. Thus, the organizing treatment goal is of paramount importance. Ideally, 
an ACT intervention encourages clients to “do what works” in facilitating the initiation and 
persistence with healthy eating and activity habits contributing toward a more value- consistent 
life. The strategies utilized are therefore judged on their ability to increase or sustain engage-
ment in healthy behaviors (as opposed to weight change or cognitive/ emotional change). See 
Table 18.1 for examples of how ACT conceptualizes barriers to healthy behavior change.

Acceptance, defusion, and mindfulness are therefore typically presented as skills to help 
enable patients to take effective action (“do what works”), and they can be tailored to the 
specific needs of the individual. Acceptance strategies have been targeted most often at hun-
ger, cravings, and emotions linked with overeating, such as stress. There can be a strong link 
between having a food craving and immediately satisfying that craving, regardless of whether 
the satisfaction is fleeting or if psychological (guilt, shame) or physical consequences (feeling 
sick, tired) happened soon after. Similarly, individuals often seek pleasurable foods to soothe 
negative emotions, like stress from a bad day at work, or sadness from a relationship problem. 
Acceptance strategies aim to increase openness to, and embracing of, these unwanted experi-
ences for the purpose of meeting health goals consistent with one’s values.

Defusion strategies target thoughts that serve as barriers to consistent engagement in 
healthy behaviors consistent with one’s values. Although almost any thought could poten-
tially function as a barrier to someone, it is common for permissive thoughts (e.g., “One 
won’t hurt!” “You deserve this.” “You can do that tomorrow”) to be reported as problematic. 
Defusion strategies aim to help patients contact the familiar and repetitive nature of these 
thoughts, undermine their literality or believability, identify their role in overeating and sed-
entary behavioral patterns, and ultimately help build a more “distanced” perspective from 

Table 18.1. ACT Conceptual Model for Common Barriers to Healthy Behaviors

Barrier ACT Conceptualization

Lack of motivation Lack of congruence between healthy behaviors and core values; that is, no 
awareness of the link between healthy behaviors and empowering values- 
consistent living and/ or inadequate ability to contact awareness of this link 
when needed.

Unrestrained eating/  
food cravings

Eating functions to relieve individual of an unwanted physiological 
(hunger, pain, discomfort) or emotional state (e.g., deprivation, sadness, 
anxiety, stress, boredom) and/ or is driven by producing a short- term 
desired physiological or emotional state (comfort, pleasure, excitement, 
happiness).

Excuses, self- critical 
thoughts, permissive 
thoughts

Fusion with thoughts. Excuses are experienced as literally true, and thus 
healthy behaviors are not seen as possible in such a context. Self- criticism 
is experienced as threatening and requiring change efforts to combat 
threats to psychological and emotional well- being and also contribute to 
demotivation. Permissive thoughts (e.g., “Just one won’t hurt” or “I deserve 
this”) are bought into and frequently conceptualized as acts of self- care.

Mindless behavior in 
general, and mindless 
eating specifically

Lack of mindfulness. Awareness of behavioral choices is a necessary 
precursor to sustained healthy habits. Mindfulness of present cognitions 
and emotional and physiological states is necessary to implement ACT- 
based skills to prevent unhealthy, short- term, cognitive, emotional, and 
physiological change- oriented behavioral patterns.
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which to observe these thoughts while simultaneously being able to choose healthy behavioral 
options that run counter to them.

The role of mindfulness can vary more widely in ACT treatments for obesity. Some 
protocols include formal mindfulness training and/ or specific training in mindful eating 
methods. The focus here is on building general mindfulness skills that can function to slow 
down the automatic nature of food choice and eating. Other approaches may employ more 
“practical” mindfulness training in the form of recalling values narratives and values- based 
goals in difficult situations (a mindful awareness focus), or possibly target the recognition of 
behavioral choices made throughout the day, sometimes referred to as “choice points.” In this 
case, the focus is aimed at consistent awareness of a key concept or skill (e.g., remembering 
your values, or “seeing” the choice) but typically does not include formal contemplative prac-
tice. This latter method can involve technology- based reminders and writing as training tools.

Overall, ACT uses familiar processes— values, acceptance, defusion, mindfulness— tailored 
to issues related to obesity management for the purpose of facilitating or fostering adherence to 
healthy behavior changes.

Evidence
Evidence for using ACT in this area can be evaluated in a variety of ways. We chose to review 
the following: (1) general efficacy for using ACT in weight management, (2) evidence that 
ACT can be delivered in different formats, and, (3) process- based evidence. We note that 
this review is not systematic, but rather selective to illustrate the types of studies and general 
evidence in each area.

Efficacy Support for Using ACT for Weight Management
A series of treatment development and efficacy studies have been completed by Drs. Forman, 
Butryn, and colleagues at Drexel University. Their group developed an acceptance- based treat-
ment (ABT) that integrates techniques from ACT (with an emphasis on mindfulness and 
acceptance processes) with strategies from standard behavioral treatment (SBT) for weight loss 
(e.g., goal setting, self- monitoring, environmental control). The first study was an open trial of 
a 12- week ABT intervention in which participants showed a mean weight loss of 6.6 percent 
at 3 months (posttreatment) and 9.6 percent at 9 months (Forman, Butryn, Hoffman, & 
Herbert, 2009). This compares favorably to gold standard behavioral weight loss interven-
tion, which averages about 7 percent weight loss between 9 and 12 months (Butryn, Webb, 
& Wadden, 2011).

In a medium- sized randomized controlled trial, 128 participants with overweight or obe-
sity were assigned to 40 weeks of ABT or SBT (Forman et al., 2013). Results showed greater 
weight loss for ABT compared to SBT at posttreatment (13.17% vs 7.54%) and 6 months 
after treatment ended (10.98% vs 4.83%). There was evidence supporting the proposition 
that ABT was more potent when delivered by experts and when received by participants with 
greater baseline depression symptomatology and higher reactivity to food cues.

In a large randomized controlled trial, 190 participants with overweight or obesity were 
assigned to ABT or SBT and received 25 sessions of intervention over one year (Forman et al., 
2016). ABT participants had greater weight loss at posttreatment (12 months) as compared 
to SBT (13.3% vs. 9.8%). In addition, ABT had a greater proportion of participants who lost 
and maintained at least a 10% weight loss by month 12 (64% vs 49%).

Another series of studies have been conducted by Lillis, Wing, and colleagues at the 
Alpert Brown Medical School. Similar to the Drexel studies, ACT methods were integrated 
with standard behavioral methods to develop an acceptance- based behavioral intervention 
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(ABBI). The initial test was an open trial of ABBI in a 24- week protocol (Niemeier, Leahey, 
Reed, Brown, & Wing, 2012). Participants (n =  21) high on internal disinhibition (eating 
in response to thoughts and emotions) were targeted and included in the study because on 
average they tend to have poorer outcomes in SBT (Niemeier, Phelan, Fava, & Wing, 2007). 
Results showed a mean weight loss of 12 kg at posttreatment, which is well above typical 
weight loss over the same timeframe for individuals with high internal disinhibition. Weight 
loss was maintained (12.1 kg) when assessed 3 months later (Niemeier et al., 2012).

In a follow- up RCT, ABBI was compared to SBT for 162 adults with overweight or 
obesity who reported high internal disinhibition at baseline (Lillis et al., 2016). Participants 
received 32 sessions over the course of 12 months, and the final assessment was given at 
24 months after baseline. Although there were no differences between groups at posttreat-
ment, at 24 months ACT had mean weight loss of – 4.1 percent compared to – 2.4 percent for 
SBT, primarily because ACT participants regained significantly less weight on average after 
treatment was discontinued (4.6 kg vs 7.1 kg, respectively).

Given previous results, another RCT was conducted using ACT methods to target weight 
loss maintenance. In this trial, 188 participants received an online, 12- week weight loss inter-
vention, and those who lost ≥5 percent (n =  102) were then randomly assigned to a one- time, 
5- hour workshop based on ACT, Self- Regulation (SR), or no workshop (Control), with lim-
ited email follow- up (Lillis & Wing, 2019). ACT showed greater overall 24- month weight loss 
when compared to Control (– 7.18% vs – 1.15%) and greater weight loss than SR among those 
with the highest initial weight losses.

Taken together, the studies reviewed here, along with a number of small studies with 
similar intervention approaches and outcomes, suggest that the use of ACT methods for 
weight management (1) do not impede weight loss efforts and (2) have the potential to greatly 
improve weight loss outcomes when compared to current gold standard traditional behavioral 
approaches in both short and long timeframes.

Alternative Formats for ACT Intervention Delivery
Given the high prevalence of overweight and obesity, there is a need for more scalable options 
for treatment. Increasingly, studies have examined whether nontraditional formats beyond 
face- to- face therapy are effective for ACT interventions related to weight. Various alterna-
tive delivery formats have been examined, including one- time workshops, mobile apps, and 
self- help.

Lillis, Hayes, Bunting, and Masuda (2009) examined the outcomes of a randomized one- 
time, 5- hour ACT workshop vs waitlist control. This workshop was not specifically designed 
to impact weight but rather health behaviors and weight- stigma issues. At 3- month follow- up, 
a significantly higher proportion of the ACT participants had maintained or lost weight and 
showed significant improvements in quality of life and reductions in psychological distress 
and self- stigma as compared to the control group. Tapper and colleagues (2009) examined 
a randomized one- time, 2- hour ACT workshop compared to a no- treatment control group 
for women who were already trying to lose weight. Within the ACT group, participants who 
reported applying the principles in the workshop showed a significant decrease of 2.3 kg 
6 months later when compared to those who reported never applying them. and overall ACT 
participants engaged in significantly more physical activity following the intervention as com-
pared to participants in the control condition.

Levin, Potts, Haeger, and Lillis (2018) conducted an open trial of guided self- help (self- 
help with phone coaching). Results indicated that participants reported high engagement and 
satisfaction rates. Results also showed significant improvements over time on self- reported 
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weight self- stigma, eating behaviors, weight- related health behaviors, quality of life and 
depression. Although the treatment groups also demonstrated weight loss at posttest, it was 
not maintained at 3- month follow up. Potts, Krafft and Levin (2020) conducted a random-
ized controlled trial of this same self- help treatment that included randomization to self- help 
book plus phone coaching, self- help book plus email prompts, and waitlist condition. Both 
treatment conditions showed high self- reported ratings of satisfaction and engagement as well 
as improvements in self- stigma compared to the waitlist groups. The phone coaching condi-
tion also showed improvements in eating behaviors and general physical activity, but neither 
treatment conditions showed changes in weight. Levin et al. (2021) conducted a randomized 
trial of online guided self- help ACT intervention (online self- help program with phone coach-
ing) with nutritional education or waitlist. Compared to the waitlist control, online guided 
self- help showed improvements on healthy eating, self- reported weight, mental health, weight 
self- stigma, and psychological inflexibility but not self- reported physical activity.

Levin, Pierce, and Schoendorff (2017) examined the effectiveness of an ACT- based 
mobile app compared to a waitlist on weight- related health behaviors. They found that the app 
had an impact on weight- related health behaviors for those who adhered to the app, with sev-
eral effects being significant or trending toward significance. Jarvela- Reijonen and colleagues 
(2018) conducted a randomized controlled trial examining ACT for eating behavior and diet 
using face- to- face contact versus a mobile app versus control. Both ACT interventions showed 
some effects on aspects of eating behaviors (e.g., mindful eating) but not dietary choices. The 
authors highlighted the notion that some type of human interaction may be beneficial when 
using technology for delivery, and they also pointed to the need for nutritional education.

Overall, these studies suggest that ACT interventions for weight using different formats 
beyond face- to- face can have a meaningful impact on a variety of health and psychologi-
cal measures. However, the results are inconsistent regarding which outcomes show improve-
ments, and improvements in objectively measured health behaviors and/ or weight are not 
consistently observed across studies. Furthermore, most authors suggest some form of human 
interaction, such as phone coaching, may be necessary to show improvements in mobile or 
self- help formats. However, given the prevalence of overweight and obesity, scalable options 
for delivery are needed; these studies suggest that alternative formats are viable options.

Process- Based Evidence: How Does It Work?
A range of process variables have been examined in ACT studies for weight. Two random-
ized clinical trials found evidence of mediation for food- related psychological acceptance on 
the impact of ACT on weight loss (Forman et al., 2013, 2016). ACT has also been found to 
work through the mechanisms of weight- related experiential avoidance (Lillis et al., 2009), 
autonomous motivation (Forman et al., 2016), and values- consistent behavior change (Lillis 
et al., 2016).

Levin et al. (2018) demonstrated that psychological inflexibility and valued action were 
both processes that changed in a guided self- help open trial. although they did not test any 
mediational tests of these processes. Potts et al. (2020) also found changes in psychological 
inflexibility compared to waitlist control during a guided self- help randomized trial. Levin and 
colleagues (2021) tested mediational analyses on the impact of weight- related psychological 
inflexibility as a mediator of outcomes at posttreatment in a randomized trial of online guided 
self- help intervention for diet and physical activity in individuals with overweight or obesity. 
They found significant mediational effects of psychological inflexibility on uncontrolled eat-
ing, emotional eating, weight self- stigma, and general mental health but not dietary recall, 
dietary choice, or self- reported weight.
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Some studies have found that, while ACT produced significant change in theoretically 
identified mechanisms, significant changes were observed in SBT conditions as well, and thus 
mediation was not demonstrated. For example, Lillis and colleagues failed to find between- 
group differences in weight- related experiential avoidance change comparing ACT to SBT in 
two studies (Lillis et al., 2016; Lillis et al., in press). Possible explanations for these finding 
include the need for more sensitive measurement in this area, treatment potency, or the pos-
sibility that standard weight loss may genuinely move ACT processes. Further study is needed 
to provide clarity.

Challenges and Future Directions
From a clinical perspective, implementing ACT for obesity management presents a number of 
challenges. Patients generally have expectations that obesity management services will be simi-
lar to general medical treatment services and less akin to psychotherapy. As such, experiential 
exercises and more personally focused content of the sessions can run counter to expectations. 
This situation can be a welcome surprise for some but off-putting to others. Setting expecta-
tions for what will be asked of patients and providing informed consent for an alternative, 
more vulnerable approach are both important.

As mentioned previously, the provider will face difficulties undermining the weight on the 
scale as the sole arbiter of success. The challenge is to gently undermine weight as the primary 
outcome of interest, while building a foundation of values clarification and awareness as an 
alternative stream of access to reinforcement for engaging in healthy behaviors. The key is to 
link healthy behaviors to values- based domains, narratives, and outcomes of interest.

From a research perspective, it is important to continue to produce high- quality research 
and secure continued interest from funding agencies, which has been somewhat limited to 
date. A key issue is process of change. High- quality studies, which could be short in duration, 
are needed to establish the mechanisms by which ACT methods produce improved obesity 
management outcomes. For example, currently no study shows a direct link between change 
in psychological flexibility and improved adherence to prescribed eating or physical activity 
behaviors, which in turn produce changes in weight. These kinds of mediator/ mechanism 
links need to be established in order to (1) better understand the impact of ACT in this area 
and (2) help refine interventions to focus on active elements to improve potency.

Another significant issue is who can be trained to deliver ACT or ACT- enhanced inter-
ventions for obesity. Previous research has shown that experts can produce better outcomes 
(Forman et al., 2013), while other successful studies have utilized mostly PhD- level interven-
tionists, typically with prior experience in ACT (e.g., Lillis et al., 2016). Training and imple-
mentation innovations will be required for ACT- based interventions to have any meaningful 
reach. In addition, optimal dosing, timing, and treatment matching- related issues remain 
largely open questions.

By far the biggest challenge in the field of obesity, however, is the undeniable fact that 
meaningful population improvements will require large- scale changes to environment and 
culture. Psychology as a discipline has a strong bias toward “fixing” the individual and ignoring 
the micro-  and macro- level environments in which the individual operates (Kirk et al., 2014). 
This bias of focusing on the individual is best captured by the commonly heard phrase “if 
you just believe in your dreams, anything is possible.” This serves to emphasize the role of the 
individual for their lack of success, while ignoring the systematic ways that culture, resources, 
laws, and institutions support some individuals and hinder others. For example, people of 
color are often not given the same opportunities as their white counterparts and are instead 
exposed to systemic barriers to achievement and progress (Crosby, Bromley, & Saxe, 1980). 
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However, if we “blame” the individual, citing the role of characterological factors above all 
other factors, the systems and institutions that benefit the privileged are ignored and the status 
quo is maintained.

This bias of focusing on individual, characterological factors is also evident in obesity 
management (Kirk et al., 2020). Interventions are primarily focused on the individual 
changing their own behavior. The environment is addressed only as it pertains to arranging 
one’s own home (e.g., what foods to stock and keep away). However, there is ample evi-
dence that public policy is crucial for facilitating population- level behavior- change efforts. 
Smoking is an example of behavior- change programs. When laws were introduced ban-
ning smoking indoors, taxing tobacco products, and limiting marketing practices, smoking 
behavior and deaths due to smoking decreased drastically (Hopkins et al., 2001). A variety 
of public policy changes will likely be needed to stall and reverse the upward trends of 
obesity worldwide, including possibly marketing regulation (specifically related to ads for 
children), banning unhealthy foods in schools, allowing lawsuits against food companies, 
subsidizing healthy food production while taxing unhealthy foods, and a variety of city 
development and zoning law changes to promote physical activity for both leisure and 
travel. Until public policies impact such macro- level systems, we will not make a significant 
dent in obesity rates.

ACT has the potential to address environmental, system- level issues more than other 
psychological interventions because its theory and interventions include a focus on contex-
tual change. However, ACT interventions rarely target institutional or system- level variables, 
and to our knowledge they have not yet done so in the area of obesity. Thus, an important 
future direction for obesity management is to better understand the macro- level environmen-
tal impacts on obesity and policy- level changes that could address these issues. Psychological 
and contextually based interventions can contribute to these efforts by developing evidence- 
based practices for influencing policymakers and promoting public health messages that result 
in change.

One of the key systemic issues to address is weight bias in the health care system and in 
health care providers. There is well- documented evidence that health care providers exhibit 
weight bias and weight stigma (Flint, Oliver, & Copeland, 2017). Further evidence of systemic 
bias can be found in the lack of billing codes that physicians can use for obesity treatment; the 
existence of medical clinics that do not offer appropriate equipment (e.g., waiting room chairs, 
scales, blood pressure cuffs) for larger bodies; and the failure of insurance companies to pay for 
anti- obesity medication, among others. A meaningful direction for ACT interventions is to 
create treatments that address weight bias and stigma in health care providers and the health 
care system. Some of these interventions may be individual- level interventions for health care 
providers for them to better understand implicit bias, increase their own awareness, and move 
toward value- based behavior in terms of treating people with obesity with appropriate compas-
sion and respect. Similar interventions related to racial discrimination have been developed 
and could serve as a model for these interventions (Kanter et al., 2020).

Higher- level interventions that address system- level problems also need to be developed. 
These may take the form of interventions for teams, leaders, organizational policymakers, 
or law change advocacy. ACT can contribute to interventions that help groups change their 
behaviors or move toward shared purposes. The ProSocial ACT Matrix provides a frame-
work for such group- level interventions (Atkins, Wilson, & Hayes, 2019). Furthermore, the 
research literature on ACT for the workplace that addresses system- level interventions such 
as workplace policies or leadership practices may form a guide for the development of such 
interventions (see Flaxman, Prudenzi, & Zernerova, this volume).
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Previous studies have demonstrated that ACT can effectively address weight management 
issues. Future studies need to move beyond individual- level change to address micro-  and 
macro- level influences to truly impact obesity rates. ACT can play a meaningful role in such 
interventions and draw upon work already conducted in other domains (e.g., racial discrimi-
nation, leadership, and organizational change).

Conclusion
Obesity is a multifaceted problem that continues to increase in prevalence worldwide. ACT 
has been applied to the treatment of obesity, has general support for improving weight man-
agement outcomes, can be applied in a variety of formats and contact schedules, and mostly 
demonstrates the theoretically consistent process of change. However, obesity intervention in 
general and ACT specifically have largely ignored the fact that addressing obesity very likely 
will require (1) acknowledging obesity as a chronic medical disease requiring integrated medi-
cal treatment, and (2) intervening on systemic and environmental factors that continue to 
promote obesity. Future research on ACT and other contextual therapeutic approaches should 
focus on addressing these system- level factors in order to support already well- developed 
individual- level interventions.
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 Acceptance and Commitment Training 
in the Workplace

Paul E. Flaxman, Arianna Prudenzi, and Lucie Zernerova

Abstract
Over the past two decades, the workplace has become an important context for 
delivering acceptance and commitment therapy (ACT) interventions. This article 
summarizes the evidence that has accumulated on worksite ACT- based training 
programs. Although these programs have been shown to be effective in improving 
employees’ general mental health, their effects on job burnout and overall psychological 
flexibility have been less consistent. The authors respond to calls to provide clearer 
conceptualization of  ACT’s hypothesized influence on people’s work- related well- being 
by considering the functions of  psychological flexibility from the perspective of  resource- 
based theories of  job characteristics, burnout, and work engagement. The article 
highlights opportunities for further workplace research and practice, including: exploring 
the predictive influence of  psychological flexibility on the effects of  job demands and 
job resources; the use of  multidimensional measures of  flexibility to investigate specific 
subprocesses of  change in worksite ACT interventions; and the potential of  cultivating 
flexibility as part of  other organizational initiatives.

Key Words: Acceptance and commitment training, workplace interventions, employee 
well- being, work- related stress, job burnout, work engagement

Introduction
Twenty years have passed since Frank Bond and David Bunce published the first controlled 
trial of an acceptance and commitment therapy (ACT) intervention that was delivered to 
employees in the workplace (Bond & Bunce, 2000). They adapted one of ACT’s earlier 
treatment protocols into a brief (three- session) psychological skills training program (Bond 
& Hayes, 2002). When compared to a work stress management intervention and a waitlist 
control group, the ACT program was found to be effective in reducing the common symptoms 
of psychological distress over a 6- month evaluation period. Moreover, the beneficial effects 
of the ACT intervention on mental health were found to be mediated via an increase in 
employees’ willingness to experience undesirable thoughts and feelings (indicated by changes 
in an initial version of the Acceptance and Action Questionnaire [AAQ]).

During the ensuing period, there has been a slow yet steady stream of research evaluating 
ACT interventions in workplace settings, and there has also been a concomitant strand of 
correlational research investigating the predictive influence of psychological flexibility on 
various markers of employees’ mental health and work- related functioning (e.g., Bond & 
Bunce, 2003; Bond et al., 2013; Kopperud et al., 2021; Vilardaga et al., 2011). Another 
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thriving area of research examines ACT’s utility within occupational rehabilitation programs 
(e.g., Aasdahl et al., 2018; Finnes et al., 2017). Emerging organizational applications include 
ACT for coaching (e.g., Hill & Oliver, 2018), team- level, leader, and organizational flexibility 
(e.g., Bond et al., 2016; Gascoyne, 2019), and applying prosocial principles to work groups 
(Atkins et al., 2019). These varied and ongoing activities demonstrate that the workplace 
has become an important arena for conveying contextual behavioral science (CBS) and ACT 
principles to general (working) populations.

In the present article, we discuss ACT- based skills training programs that are designed 
primarily to improve employees’ psychological health. Such programs have typically adopted a 
delivery format similar to that used by Bond and Bunce (2000), offering ACT- based training 
over a small number of sessions to groups of employees (Prudenzi et al., 2021a; Rudaz et al., 
2017). ACT principles and skills have also been successfully imparted to employees using 
online platforms, smartphone apps, and bibliotherapy formats (e.g., Hofer et al., 2018; 
Jeffcoat & Hayes, 2012; Ly et al., 2014).

We focus on the reported effects of these employee- focused ACT programs for three 
reasons. First, among the various applications of ACT in the workplace, these programs have 
attracted the most research attention, with a new group of controlled trials appearing in the 
past few years (e.g., Habibian et al., 2018; Hofer et al., 2018; Kinnunen et al., 2020; Prudenzi 
et al., 2022; Puolakanaho et al., 2020; Waters et al., 2018). Second, despite supportive 
outcome findings, uncertainty remains surrounding the efficacy of these programs for reducing 
job burnout and improving employees’ overall psychological flexibility (Gloster et al., 2020; 
Prudenzi et al., 2021a; Reeve et al., 2018). Third, we sense that the field is on the cusp of a new 
generation of research, which can capitalize on the availability of multidimensional measures 
of psychological flexibility to investigate more specific subprocesses of change (e.g., Francis 
et al., 2016; Kashdan et al., 2020; Rogge & Daks, 2021; Rolffs et al., 2018). Accordingly, 
this seems an opportune moment to gather the evidence and practical knowledge that have 
accumulated around ACT- based training programs delivered in workplace settings.

This article is structured as follows. In the next section, we summarize the primary findings 
of recent reviews of the relevant intervention research literature, which have evaluated the 
effectiveness of worksite ACT programs for reducing distress, alleviating burnout, enhancing 
job performance, and improving employees’ psychological flexibility. In the section following 
this summary, we respond to calls for greater conceptual clarity surrounding ACT’s potential 
utility for reducing work- related stress and burnout (Reeve et al., 2018; Rudaz et al., 2017). 
Specifically, we consider the advantages of viewing the workplace functions of psychological 
flexibility (and its subprocesses) through the lens of prominent resource- based theories of job 
characteristics, burnout, and work engagement. In the final sections, we provide an overview 
of the practical features of these programs, including variations in training delivery format 
and program content, before offering a set of suggestions to help guide the next generation of 
research on ACT- based training for working populations.

Summary of Evidence Surrounding ACT- Based Training 
in Workplace Settings
Prior to presenting a theoretical rationale for promoting psychological flexibility in the 
workplace, we offer a summary of outcomes and psychological flexibility subprocesses that 
have been targeted by ACT- based training for various occupational groups. For this purpose, 
we utilized the results reported in five reviews of the relevant workplace intervention research 
literature: Reeve et al.’s (2018) systematic review and meta- analysis of ACT- based training 
for direct care staff in mental health and intellectual disability settings; Rudaz et al.’s (2017) 
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systematic review, which examined the effects of workplace ACT programs for mental health 
professionals and trainees; Archer’s (2018) broader narrative synthesis of research investigating 
ACT’s efficacy in a range of occupational settings; Prudenzi et al.’s (2021a) meta- analysis of 
ACT in group format for health care professionals; and Towey- Swift et al.’s (2022) systematic 
review and narrative synthesis of ACT for staff burnout. Taken together, the findings of these 
reviews provide good coverage of ACT- based training programs that have been empirically 
evaluated in workplace settings over the past two decades. Based on the patterns of findings 
reported across these reviews, we generated five evidence statements.

Evidence statement 1: ACT- Based Training in the Workplace Reduces Symptoms 
of Psychological Distress, Particularly among Employees with Higher Baseline Distress
The extant body of outcome evidence provides the strongest support for ACT’s effectiveness 
in improving employees’ general mental health (specifically reducing common symptoms of 
psychological stress and distress). This beneficial impact of ACT programs is most pronounced 
and reliable among employees who begin the intervention with an elevated level of psycho-
logical distress (Archer, 2018; Reeve et al., 2018). Because many workplace studies do not 
exclude employees with lower distress, this latter finding has emerged from studies that ana-
lyzed change among subgroups of participants with different levels of baseline distress (e.g., 
Brinkborg et al., 2011; Flaxman & Bond, 2010a; Reeve et al., 2018).

The validity of this first evidence statement is enhanced by the fact that numerous studies 
adopted the same outcome measure to assess change in employee distress: the general health 
questionnaire (GHQ). All studies reviewed by Reeve et al. (2018) included the GHQ (typi-
cally the GHQ- 12) as one of the outcome measures, as did 9 of 14 studies reviewed by Archer 
(2018). This measure is useful for workplace settings— and congruent with ACT’s transdi-
agnostic philosophy— because it captures various common manifestations of psychological 
ill- health, including anxiety- related difficulties, depressed mood, social withdrawal, reduced 
problem- solving effectiveness, and lack of self- confidence.

The importance of this first element of ACT’s evidence base should not be underesti-
mated. Across national and workforce surveys conducted in various industrialized countries, 
estimates suggest that around one in six employees may be experiencing a common mental 
health problem at any one time (Parsonage & Saini, 2017). Moreover, a large proportion of the 
financial burden of mental health problems is attributed to lost productivity among psycho-
logically distressed or exhausted workers (Goetzel et al., 2018; Lerner et al., 2018; Parsonage 
& Saini, 2017). As a result, there is pressure to increase the accessibility of evidence- based 
psychological interventions in the workplace, given that only a small percentage of distressed 
employees seek or gain access to individual psychotherapy (Goetzel et al., 2018; Lerner et al., 
2018). ACT is useful as a worksite mental health promotion program because of its brief and 
skills- based approach, transdiagnostic philosophy, potential benefits beyond reducing stress 
symptoms (e.g., self- awareness, values- based living, flourishing), and suitability for delivery in 
group and self- help formats (Biglan et al., 2008; Flaxman et al., 2013).

Evidence Statement 2: ACT- Based Training Has Inconsistent Effects on Job Burnout
Within this same body of research are examples of studies that have detected the salutary 
effects of ACT programs in reducing the burnout syndrome (i.e., exhaustion and deperson-
alization; e.g., Hayes et al., 2004; Kinnunen et al., 2020; Lloyd et al., 2013). In their sys-
tematic review, Towey- Swift et al. (2022) reported that nine out of fourteen controlled trials 
showed a statistically significant effect of ACT over control conditions on at least some burn-
out subscales. However, other studies have failed to find reductions in core components of 
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burnout following an ACT program (e.g., Bethay et al., 2013; Clarke et al., 2015; Habibian 
et al., 2018). In their meta- analysis of ACT’s influence on emotional exhaustion (the most 
commonly measured aspect of burnout), Reeve et al. (2018) found no pooled effect in favor 
of ACT compared to control conditions, neither at postintervention nor at follow- up (with 
follow- up periods ranging from 6 weeks to 6 months among the reviewed studies). Reeve and 
colleagues concluded that this strand of research requires a clearer theoretical account of why 
ACT might be expected to reduce employee burnout.

From a methodological standpoint, it is noteworthy that nearly all studies testing ACT’s 
effect on burnout have utilized the Maslach Burnout Inventory (MBI; Maslach et al., 1996). 
This is not surprising, as the MBI remains the most well- known and widely used measure 
of this construct. Nonetheless, the MBI’s response format spans a broader timeframe when 
compared to other distress measures commonly included in these ACT studies (such as the 
perceived stress scale or GHQ- 12), in that the timeframe for reporting burnout symptom 
frequency on the MBI ranges from a few times a year (or less) through to every day (Schonfeld 
et al., 2019). Given that controlled evaluations of ACT studies might span a few months, 
it is worth considering the MBI’s sensitivity for detecting change over modest time periods, 
especially if study samples include subgroups of employees who were experiencing infrequent 
burnout symptoms prior to the intervention (Reeve et al., 2018). Consistent with this observa-
tion, Prudenzi et al.’s (2021a) meta- analysis combined burnout measures with other measures 
of work- related distress and found a pooled effect in favor of ACT over control conditions only 
at follow- up and not at postintervention (suggesting ACT’s influence on people’s work- related 
functioning may take some time to emerge).

Evidence Statement 3: ACT- Based Training Elicits Improvements on Self- Rated Indicators 
of Job Performance
Because researchers (and reviewers) have focused primarily on examining ACT’s impact on 
employees’ stress, distress, and burnout, less attention has been paid to change on measures of 
work- related performance that have been included in a subset of worksite intervention stud-
ies (Archer, 2018; Prudenzi et al., 2021a). Synthesizing ACT’s influence on job performance 
is challenging, as a range of different measures have been used reflecting the context of each 
study. Yet, when adopting a broad classification of the performance- oriented measures, the 
evidence indicates that ACT- based training often enhances people’s (self- rated) effectiveness 
at work.

In his review, Archer (2018) noted that ACT significantly and positively impacted per-
formance in all intervention studies that assessed such outcomes. Markers of work- related 
effectiveness have most often been included in ACT studies involving psychologists, thera-
pists, and direct care staff. Among these studies, ACT has been shown to improve counseling 
self- efficacy (Pakenham, 2015), perceived quality of the therapeutic relationship (Clarke et al., 
2015; Stafford- Brown & Pakenham, 2012), attitudes toward clients (Hayes et al., 2004), and 
utilization of evidence- based treatments as part of therapeutic practice (Varra et al., 2008). 
Outside of counseling and psychotherapeutic settings, ACT has been found to improve 
teaching- related efficacy among special education staff (Biglan et al., 2013) and innovation 
potential among employees working in the media (Bond & Bunce, 2000).

Attendance at ACT programs has also been linked to improved scores on the MBI’s pro-
fessional accomplishment dimension. This subscale captures people’s sense of competence and 
achievement at work, particularly in terms of having a positive influence on others and sup-
porting the recipients of one’s service. While this group of findings arguably holds relevance 
for ACT’s impact on burnout, the MBI’s professional accomplishment dimension has been 
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psychometrically and conceptually distinguished from the other MBI dimensions, which are 
usually considered the core features of burnout syndrome (i.e., exhaustion and depersonaliza-
tion; de Beer & Bianchi, 2019). In their review of ACT’s effect on burnout among mental 
health professionals, Rudaz et al. (2017) found significant improvements in three out of four 
studies that included this performance- oriented subscale, two of which demonstrated signifi-
cantly greater improvement in professional accomplishment among ACT participants relative 
to control conditions. Towey- Swift et al.’s (2022) more recent review suggests that ACT’s posi-
tive influence on personal accomplishment is seen primarily among staff in therapeutic roles.

Evidence Statement 4: ACT- Based Training Has Mixed Effects on Overall 
Psychological Flexibility
In assessments of psychological flexibility, most evaluations of worksite ACT programs have 
utilized the AAQ or AAQ- II (Archer, 2018; Prudenzi et al., 2021a; Reeve et al., 2018; Towey- 
Swift et al., 2022). The literature reviews display lack of agreement on the robustness of ACT’s 
effects on employees’ overall or global flexibility. Rudaz et al. (2017) and Archer (2018) con-
cluded that employees’ psychological flexibility tends to improve following ACT- based train-
ing, whereas two meta- analyses found no significant pooled effect in favor of ACT over control 
conditions (Prudenzi et al., 2021a; Reeve et al., 2018). Although this statement might raise 
questions about the efficacy of ACT in the workplace, it is important to note that uncertain 
effects of worksite ACT programs on employees’ flexibility have been attributed to the tradi-
tional overreliance on the AAQ and AAQ- II (Reeve et al., 2018; Towey- Swift et al., 2022) or 
were derived from subsuming a range of different ACT process measures within a single psy-
chological flexibility outcome cluster (Gloster et al., 2020; Prudenzi et al., 2021a). The picture 
looks considerably more encouraging when we venture beyond overall flexibility to consider 
studies that examined the influence of worksite ACT programs on more specific markers of 
the hexaflex model’s subprocesses.

Evidence Statement 5: ACT- Based Training Elicits Improvements on Mindfulness and 
Acceptance Subprocesses of Psychological Flexibility
Various scales have been utilized to explore change on flexibility’s subprocesses in response 
to worksite ACT programs, including ACT- specific measures (e.g., values or fusion ques-
tionnaires) and prominent mindfulness inventories, such as the Mindfulness Attention and 
Awareness Scale (MAAS; Brown & Ryan, 2003) and the Five- Facet Mindfulness Questionnaire 
(FFMQ; Baer et al., 2006). Studies administering such measures have revealed particularly 
strong support for cognitive defusion as an influential process activated by a range of worksite 
ACT programs. Defusion has been assessed via scales that assess believability in unhelpful 
(e.g., depressogenic or burnout- related) cognitions, the FFMQ’s nonreactivity subscale, and 
the Cognitive Fusion Questionnaire (CFQ; Gillanders et al., 2014). A group of worksite ACT 
studies observed tangible improvements in defusion, even when there were no concurrent 
reductions in the frequency with which employees were reporting negative or unhelpful psy-
chological content (e.g., Bethay et al., 2013; Varra et al., 2008; Waters et al., 2018). Moreover, 
in some cases, ACT’s beneficial effects on employees’ mental health and/ or work- related func-
tioning were uniquely mediated via defusion, while controlling for the influence of other per-
tinent variables, such as frequency of negative cognitions, other mindfulness skills, or global 
psychological (in)flexibility (e.g., Varra et al., 2008; Waters et al., 2018).

There is also reliable evidence supporting the premise that ACT programs increase 
employees’ willingness to experience difficult thoughts and emotions. This assertion is based on 
demonstrations of favorable patterns of change on specific markers of experiential acceptance 
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(e.g., the FFMQ’s nonjudging subscale, and the White Bear Thought Suppression Inventory). 
Interestingly, the findings suggest that worksite ACT programs can have a “delayed” effect on 
employees’ acceptance skills, with improvements on this subprocess sometimes observed only 
at follow- up time points (rather than immediately after an ACT program; Hofer et al., 2018; 
McConachie et al., 2014). In addition, some results suggest that the cultivation of acceptance 
becomes particularly influential in explaining the longer- term effects of worksite programs on 
employees’ psychological health (Frögéli et al., 2019; Kinnunen et al., 2020).

Taking a broad view across the mindfulness measures, we find support for the notion that 
worksite ACT programs increase employees’ present moment awareness. The findings reveal 
variation across different indicators of this subprocess. For instance, in some studies, work-
place ACT programs have exhibited weak effects on employees’ inattentiveness and distrac-
tion, as captured by the FFMQ’s acting with awareness subscale. Nonetheless, the same (and 
other) studies found significant improvements among ACT participants on a separate marker 
of present moment awareness: the FFMQ’s observing facet (Biglan et al., 2013; Pakenham, 
2015; Waters et al., 2018). Changes on this mindfulness facet indicate that ACT increases 
employees’ bodily awareness, awareness of thoughts and feelings, and capacity for contacting 
the present moment via the five senses. It is encouraging that relatively brief ACT programs 
have been shown to cultivate this type of mindful awareness alongside increased acceptance/ 
defusion, given that this particular combination of skills is considered important for improv-
ing emotional health (Lindsay & Creswell, 2017; Waters et al., 2018). These findings deserve 
mention, for observing items have recently been integrated into an expanded multidimen-
sional measure of psychological flexibility’s subprocesses (Rogge & Daks, 2021).

Finally, there is surprisingly little support for the contention that ACT programs improve 
employees’ mental health (in part) by improving their valuing skills. The currently weak 
evidence is likely due to the small number of published worksite intervention studies that 
included values questionnaires (e.g., Biglan et al., 2013; Stafford- Brown & Pakenham, 2012). 
We consider this a promising avenue for future evaluations of ACT programs, given the 
increased availability of measures that capture values- based behavioral activation subprocesses 
(e.g., Francis et al., 2016; Rogge & Daks, 2021; Rolffs et al., 2018; Smout et al., 2014).

Section Summary
The evidence accumulated over the past two decades supports the use of ACT- based train-
ing in the workplace for reducing the symptoms of psychological stress and distress in vari-
ous occupational groups. A smaller, yet promising, strand of evidence suggests that the same 
programs elicit improvements in employees’ self- reported effectiveness at work. Despite some 
promising findings, there is less conclusive evidence that these programs reliably reduce job 
burnout or increase employees’ overall psychological flexibility.

When discussing the less consistent findings, the cited reviews highlighted a need to go 
beyond overall psychological flexibility to examine the impact of worksite ACT programs 
on flexibility’s subprocesses. As summarized earlier (see Evidence Statement 5), a convincing 
body of research demonstrates the efficacy of ACT- based training for targeting acceptance and 
mindfulness skills (specifically acceptance, defusion, and mindful awareness). The reviews also 
identified a need for clearer conceptualization of ACT’s influence on people’s work- related 
functioning (such as job burnout), which accounts for the well- established influence of work 
environment variables (e.g., workload, supervisory support, performance feedback, and job 
control; Reeve et al., 2018; Rudaz et al., 2017). In the next section, we address this issue by 
considering the hypothesized workplace functions of psychological flexibility through the lens 
of resource- based theories of employee well- being.
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Viewing Psychological Flexibility from the Perspective of Resource- Based 
Theories of Work Stress, Job Burnout, and Work Engagement
ACT interventions are often delivered in group format in workplace settings to help improve 
employees’ general psychological health. Thus, ACT’s workplace applications share similarities 
with ACT in groups for common mental health conditions, such as moderate levels of anxi-
ety and/ or depression (e.g., Bohlmeijer et al., 2011). Accordingly, the underlying theoretical 
rationale for therapeutically oriented worksite programs is similar in many respects to ACT 
delivered in other community and health promotion settings.

To understand why ACT might be useful beyond improving general mental health in the 
workplace, it is informative to consider theoretical models that are designed to explain why 
certain job and personal characteristics are associated with work stress, motivation, burnout, 
and performance- related outcomes. In this section, we view psychological flexibility from the 
standpoint of three interrelated theoretical approaches: the goal- related context- sensitivity 
hypothesis (e.g., Bond et al., 2006); the conservation of resources (COR) theory of job 
burnout (e.g., Shirom, 2003); and the job demands- resources (JD- R) theory (e.g., Bakker & 
Demerouti, 2017). These theories exhibit a useful degree of overlap, as they all offer resource- 
based conceptualizations of employees’ (work- related) psychological health and behavioral 
effectiveness.

The Goal- Related Context- Sensitivity Hypothesis (Bond et al., 2006)
Bond et al. (2006) developed the concept of goal- related context sensitivity to integrate the 
features of psychological flexibility that are theorized to influence employees’ mental health, 
awareness, and utilization of job resources, and (performance- related) behavior at work. This 
model is based on the following assumptions. First, due to their greater willingness to experi-
ence discomforting inner experiences, psychologically flexible employees are expected to be less 
inclined to expend their finite attentional and energy resources on controlling, overanalyzing, 
or avoiding negative thoughts (e.g., self- doubt), feelings (e.g., anxiety), and sensations (e.g., 
trembling). As a result, these individuals should have greater cognitive and energy resources 
available that can instead be oriented toward recognizing opportunities for goal- related and 
values- congruent behavior unfolding at work. Moreover, because they are less likely to avoid 
goal- relevant or personally valued actions, situations, or conversations that elicit undesirable 
psychological content, psychologically flexible employees are theorized to have a wider range 
of options for responding effectively to such opportunities (Bond et al., 2006, 2013). In this 
way, flexibility is hypothesized to be associated with an improved capacity for noticing and 
harnessing aspects of the work environment that can protect (and potentially improve) well- 
being, work engagement, and job performance (Bond et al., 2006).

A small group of studies has supported these propositions, particularly by demonstrat-
ing functional links between psychological flexibility and job control, which is considered 
an important job resource in most work design models (e.g., Bakker & Demerouti, 2017; 
Häusser et al., 2010). Job control refers to how much “say” employees have over when and how 
they complete work tasks, their level of autonomy or freedom at work, and their opportunities 
to participate in decision- making. Job control can manifest in relatively simple issues, such as 
when one can take breaks during the working day, through to being consulted on, and closely 
involved in, the design and implementation of organizational changes that affect one’s job.

Two longitudinal studies of financial customer service workers in the UK found that 
psychological flexibility (assessed by the AAQ) interacted with job control to predict mental 
health and objectively measured performance (computer input errors) over a 1- year assessment 
period (Bond & Bunce, 2003), as well as the ability to learn a new computer software program 
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(Bond & Flaxman, 2006). Specifically, the positive influences of job control on mental health, 
performance, and learning outcomes were significantly enhanced among employees with 
higher flexibility. Another study examined the role of psychological flexibility in employees’ 
experiences of a work reorganization intervention that was designed to increase job control 
(Bond et al., 2008). In this quasi- experimental study, a participatory work redesign interven-
tion led to general increases in job control, improved mental health, and reduced absence 
rates among customer service employees of a financial organization. These intervention effects 
were significantly moderated by employees’ psychological flexibility. Compared to their less 
flexible counterparts, workers with greater flexibility perceived higher levels of job control as 
a result of the work reorganization process. They were apparently also better able to harness 
the increased opportunities for control to improve their work- related functioning and general 
mental health.

These empirical demonstrations of synergistic effects between flexibility and job control 
are important to the wider field of work and organizational psychology, where there have 
been calls to increase knowledge about the individual characteristics and self- regulation strate-
gies that help to maximize the benefits of job resources (Van Veldhoven et al., 2020). From 
a practical viewpoint, these findings suggest that work redesign intervention outcomes could 
be enhanced by also implementing worksite programs that increase employees’ psychological 
flexibility.

Conservation of Resources Theory (Hobfoll, 1989)
Conservation of resources (COR) theory underpins research on a range of work and orga-
nizational psychology topics, especially burnout and employee recovery from work- related 
effort during nonwork time (e.g., Gorgievski & Hobfoll, 2008; Westman et al., 2004). This 
widely applicable motivation and stress theory is based on the premise that humans possess a 
natural instinct to protect, retain, and build valued resources. Resources include objects (e.g., 
a salary, a home), life conditions (e.g., a satisfying job, supportive relationships), personal char-
acteristics (e.g., personality traits, adaptive coping skills), and energies (e.g., emotional, cogni-
tive, and physical energy). Stress is expected to arise under three conditions: when a person 
perceives a threat to valued resources (i.e., anticipation of resource loss); when resources are 
actually lost; or when investment of resources fails to “pay off” in terms of preventing further 
resource loss or facilitating resource gain (Hobfoll, 1989). The theory asserts that resource 
loss is disproportionally more salient than resource gain, and it highlights the risk of resource 
“loss spirals,” which can gather speed and strength in the face of chronic stressors if resources 
continue to be depleted.

The COR conceptualization of job burnout is based on these theoretical principles, and 
focuses primarily on employees’ energetic resources (Shirom, 2003). To elaborate, employees 
are likely to experience gradual erosion of their physical, cognitive, motivational, and emo-
tional energies as they expend effort meeting the demands of work and coping with job stress-
ors. Periodic recovery opportunities— such as evenings and weekends— can help interrupt the 
cycle of work- related energy depletion, replenish depleted resources, and enable employees to 
invest energy in valued nonwork resources, such as leisure activities and meaningful relation-
ships with family or friends (Bennett et al., 2018; Westman et al., 2004). However, some 
experiences can impair recovery from work- related effort, including excessive overtime work-
ing, and/ or entanglement in worry and rumination about work issues during nonwork time 
(Geurts & Sonnentag, 2006).

To provide an example of the theorized cyclical energy resource loss process, imagine 
an office- based employee (we’ll call her “Maria”), who is already feeling very busy at work. 
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With little explanation, she is rather bluntly informed by a senior manager that she must 
now take on additional job demands. To ensure that she can successfully meet the newly 
imposed demands, while maintaining her usual level of performance, Maria begins working 
during evenings and on some weekends. As a result, she is less able to replenish the energetic 
resources that have been depleted during the working week. Even when she is not working, 
Maria frequently drifts off into worrying about whether she’ll end up falling short of expecta-
tions; the worry is affecting her sleep quality. Because of reduced recovery time, Maria begins 
each new working week in a suboptimal state, which means she must invest compensatory 
effort just to perform her usual tasks, further increasing her sense of fatigue and perception of 
work overload. To make matters worse, the reluctant investment of time and energy in eve-
ning and weekend working has created tension with her family, resulting in additional worry 
about undermining a valued nonwork resource. If such conditions are prolonged, an energy 
resource loss cycle may attract momentum, so that the ability to recover from work- related 
effort becomes progressively more elusive. Sustained over time, such experiences might culmi-
nate in burnout, which COR theory conceptualizes as an affective “end- state” characterized by 
overdepletion of cognitive, physical, and emotional energies (Shirom, 2003).

The same COR principles underpin the inverted process of resource gain spirals. People 
who possess greater resources are generally considered more capable of orchestrating further 
resource gai, and less vulnerable to becoming caught up in problematic cycles of resource loss. 
Although resource gains are considered less salient than (actual or anticipated) losses, they 
can nonetheless unfold in a positive cyclical pattern with energy enhancement (Gorgievski & 
Hobfoll, 2008).

To illustrate, let’s imagine a different scenario for Maria. In scenario two, Maria’s senior 
manager invites her for a one- to- one lunch meeting, where the manager explains the reasons 
behind a major change that is about to impact the whole department (it has to do with imple-
mentation of a new computer system), resulting in an immediate need to increase everyone’s 
responsibilities and change their ways of working. The manager expects there to be an increase 
in workload, at least over the next 3 months, while the new system is implemented. Maria is 
asked if she has any initial ideas for how this might best be managed in relation to her own 
work. The manager lists a number of specific project tasks that need to be completed and asks 
Maria whether she has a preference for working on any of those. Maria requests to be involved 
in gathering feedback on people’s day- to- day experiences with the new IT system and to take 
the lead in collating this feedback into a usability report. The manager seems pleased with 
Maria’s choice and explains how this part of the project provides a great fit with Maria’s talent 
for putting people at ease and the level of trust she has across the department. In response 
to this unexpected feedback, Maria feels energized and recognized by the manager. Maria 
finds herself viewing the imminent technological changes (and increased workload) with some 
trepidation, but also with a fresh sense of personal interest and determination to be successful 
in this new aspect of her job role. When she returns home that evening, Maria tells her partner 
about the meeting, revealing her sense of trepidation, excitement, and opportunity; Maria’s 
partner tells her to “go for it,” and they begin discussing how they might alternate their family 
responsibilities to enable Maria to put in some overtime during this period.

In the workplace, this type of resource- based energetic gain spiral is theorized to facilitate 
higher levels of work engagement, which is an affective- motivational state characterized by 
vigor, absorption, and dedication in one’s work. In sum, COR theory recognizes two pro-
cesses, with cycles of energy resource investment and depletion in the face of chronic job stress 
(without sufficient gain or replenishment) leading to burnout, and positive cycles of energetic 
resource gain fostering work engagement (Gorgievski & Hobfoll, 2008).
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COR theory has yet to be widely utilized in workplace studies of ACT or psychological 
flexibility (see Kopperud et al., 2021 for a recent exception). Nonetheless, we outline its main 
principles here for the following reasons. First, this theory has become a prominent model 
of job burnout, so it is an obvious candidate for addressing the conceptual uncertainty sur-
rounding ACT’s suitability for reducing burnout syndrome (Reeve et al., 2018). Second, COR 
scholars have recognized the importance of individual characteristics and coping strategies 
that are conceptually related to psychological flexibility, including cognitive and emotional 
flexibility and tolerance for failure (Gorgievski & Hobfoll, 2008). Finally, as we discuss next, 
COR principles have informed the influential job demands- resources (JD- R) theory, which 
has begun to be adopted by researchers investigating the influence of psychological flexibility 
on job burnout and work engagement.

3.3. The Job Demands- Resources Theory (Bakker & Demerouti, 2017)
The job demands- resources (JD- R) theory integrates COR principles to help explain how 
work design characteristics— categorized broadly as job demands and job resources— lead to 
employee outcomes such as burnout, engagement, and job performance. Job demands include 
time pressure, workload, role conflict, and emotionally demanding interactions with clients or 
customers. Examples of job resources can be seen in Maria’s second scenario, and they include 
autonomy in one’s work (i.e., job control), constructive performance feedback, social support, 
opportunities for growth and professional/ personal development, and a high- quality relation-
ship with one’s supervisor (Bakker & Demerouti, 2017).

The theory is organized around two parallel processes that elicit different outcomes: (1) a 
health- impairment process linking high job demands to burnout and (2) a motivational process 
linking availability of job resources to increased work engagement. One of the theory’s propo-
sitions is that job demands are most strongly correlated with burnout, while job resources 
are most strongly related to engagement and that the availability of job resources can help 
buffer (i.e., moderate) the relationship between high job demands and burnout (Bakker & 
Demerouti, 2017). For example, note that in both of Maria’s scenarios, the demands and 
pressures will remain high. In the second scenario, however, the increased demands would (in 
theory) be less likely to raise the risk of burnout and give the protective influence of key job 
resources (such as participation in decision making, and a supportive relationship with the 
manager).

Employees are not expected to be passive recipients of the job demands and resources 
that management happens to impose on them, but ideally they have the potential to engage 
in job crafting behaviors. For instance, an employee might ask for additional feedback, request 
clarification on strategic priorities to reduce role ambiguity, or proactively seek out the types of 
projects and activities that have potential to increase personal growth, learning, and meaning 
derived from work (Bakker & Demerouti, 2017).

It is also important to note that job demands are not considered universally problem-
atic and that job resources are not universally beneficial. A distinction is made between hin-
drance job demands, which represent constraints on an employee’s ability to achieve valued 
work goals (e.g., role conflict or excessive work overload); and challenge job demands, which 
have energy costs but also the potential to foster personal growth and skill development (e.g., 
time pressure, increased responsibility). Similarly, the benefits of job resources are expected 
to be contingent upon contextual factors (e.g., whether the available resources are useful for 
managing the specific job demands) and employees’ personal characteristics (Van Veldhoven 
et al., 2020).
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Most relevant to our current purpose, the JD- R theoretical framework accommodates 
the influence of individual characteristics (or personal resources) on the health impairment 
and motivational pathways. Personal resources can include various traits, states, and coping 
repertoires that affect how employees appraise work events, their responses when encountering 
stressors, and propensity for progressing toward goals in the face of challenge and adversity 
(van den Heuvel et al., 2010).

An emerging body of research has investigated the role of psychological flexibility as a 
personal resource within this theoretical framework. Biron and van Veldhoven (2012) argued 
that psychological flexibility meets the functional conditions for personal resources as pos-
ited by JD- R theory: (1) it aids in achieving work goals; (2) it reduces the physiological and 
psychological costs of high job demands; and (3) it stimulates personal growth, learning, and 
development. Biron and van Veldhoven employed a daily diary method to investigate whether 
psychological flexibility (assessed with the AAQ) influenced the strategies of service sector 
workers for managing the emotional labor demands of their work. They found that psycho-
logical flexibility significantly reduced the detrimental impact of day- level work demands on 
day- level emotional exhaustion, lending support to the JD- R proposition on the moderating 
(buffering) role of personal resources in the health impairment process (also see Onwezen 
et al., 2014).

Given the concerns surrounding the AAQ and AAQ- II as measures of overall flexibility 
(e.g., Wolgast, 2014), it is worth noting that similar patterns of findings have emerged when 
other flexibility scales have been adopted (e.g., Boatemaa et al., 2019; Kopperud et al., 2021; 
Novaes et al., 2018; Prudenzi et al., 2021b; Ruiz & Odriozola- Gonzalez, 2017; Vilardaga 
et al., 2011). For example, Novaes et al. (2018) utilized JD- R theory to investigate the func-
tions of work- related psychological flexibility (using the Work- related Acceptance and Action 
Questionnaire [WAAQ]; Bond et al., 2013) among a large sample of employees (n =  4867) 
in Brazil. Consistent with JD- R assumptions, psychological flexibility significantly attenuated 
the detrimental influence of work overload on job satisfaction and negative affect. Also, consis-
tent with the hypothesized role of personal resources in the motivational pathway, they found 
that psychological flexibility strengthened the functional relationship between job autonomy 
and work- related positive affect.

Section Summary
There is a useful alignment between resource- based theories of workplace well- being and 
ACT’s model of psychological flexibility. In simple terms, integrating these theories allows 
us to account for employees’ responses to their internal and external contexts (and the inter-
relations between them). Internal context refers to people’s private experiences (e.g., one’s 
thoughts and emotions that arise in response to the demands of work), whereas external con-
text refers particularly to psychosocial features of the working environment (e.g., workload, 
job control, and supervisory support).

As we have outlined in this section, a common trend runs through both the CBS and 
occupational health literatures regarding conceptualizing synergistic influences between peo-
ple’s responses to these internal and external contexts. In the CBS field, such synergy is evident 
in Frank Bond’s model of organizational flexibility, which delineates various ways that the 
functions of psychologically flexible subprocesses might manifest (and be cultivated) at an 
organizational level (see Bond et al., 2016). Similarly, in the occupational health literature, 
JD- R theory has recently been expanded to clarify how high job strain can (over time) lead 
to burnout by (1) triggering the use of maladaptive self- regulation strategies (such as avoid-
ance and coping inflexibility) and (2) impairing employees’ propensity to use more adaptive 
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self- regulation strategies (such as recovery and job crafting; see Bakker & de Vries, 2021). 
These multilevel theoretical models create opportunities for research into the roles of psycho-
logical flexibility and its subprocesses for reducing the harmful impacts of job stressors and 
for enhancing the personal and organizational benefits gained through effective leadership and 
motivating job characteristics.

The cross- sectional, longitudinal, dyadic, and daily survey research cited in this section 
shows an encouraging consistency, despite being conducted across different countries, involv-
ing people from a range of occupations, and using different measures of job demands, job 
resources, and psychological flexibility. Taken together, this group of studies suggests that 
employees with higher flexibility possess a cognitive- behavioral repertoire that enables them to 
find the daily demands of work less exhausting; remain effective even in the face of very high 
job demands; notice and take advantage of positive aspects of the work design environment; 
and gain a degree of protection from stress and burnout.

Beyond the theoretical utility, there is a powerful practical argument for testing the influ-
ence of psychological flexibility and its subprocess within work design frameworks, such as 
the JD- R model. Unlike more stable individual characteristics that also meet the criteria for 
personal resources (e.g., adaptive personality traits), psychological flexibility is conceptual-
ized as a malleable and skills- based capacity that can be targeted for improvement via ACT’s 
well- established intervention technology. This could, in turn, elevate the profile of ACT in the 
workplace as a viable approach for strengthening employees’ and leaders’ ability to manage job 
demands and capitalize on job resources and enhancing responses to work redesign, work- life 
balance, and job crafting interventions.

Content and Format of ACT- Based Training Programs
There is considerable variability in the way that ACT has been adapted for delivery in work-
place settings. This is evident in terms of (1) the wide range of program durations and delivery 
formats, and (2) the nature and sequencing of the specific strategies deployed (e.g., whether 
the training involves minimal or extensive practice in formal mindfulness meditation). In this 
section, we provide an overview of these practical features, drawing from the worksite ACT 
interventions that have been subject to empirical evaluation.

Delivery Format
Among the interventions delivered in person to groups of employees, ACT- based training has 
been administered over 3 x 3 hour sessions (Bond & Bunce, 2000; Flaxman & Bond, 2010a), 
4 x 3 hour sessions (Brinkborg et al., 2011; Stafford- Brown & Pakenham, 2012), 6 x 2 hour 
sessions (Frögéli, et al., 2016), 8 x 2 hour sessions (Kinnunen et al., 2020; Puolakanaho et al., 
2020), two full days of training (Clarke et al., 2015; Gaupp et al., 2020), and in a one- day 
workshop format (Hayes et al., 2004; Varra et al., 2008; Waters et al., 2018), in some cases 
supplemented by an additional half- day session a few weeks later (McConachie et al., 2014; 
Noone & Hastings, 2009, 2010). Until recently, there have been few indications that duration 
or number of training sessions has a strong influence on outcomes achieved (Archer, 2018). 
However, Prudenzi et al.’s (2021a) recent meta- analysis suggests that longer ACT programs 
may produce larger improvements in employees’ general mental health.

Time commitment can be a salient issue for practitioners and organizations when con-
sidering offering ACT programs to staff during working hours. Where possible, delivering 
ACT over a series of weekly sessions remains attractive from a skills progression point of view. 
Yet the multiple- session format could represent a barrier in some organizations (e.g., where 
staff cannot be easily or repeatedly released during work time for training attendance). Hence, 
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evidence that ACT has the potential to be delivered effectively in various formats may increase 
its perceived suitability across different workplace settings.

The amount of contact time required may be contingent upon the aims and ethos of the 
program. If the aim is to improve general mental health among employees who are experienc-
ing (or at risk of ) clinically relevant burnout or distress, we would usually suggest a require-
ment of around 8 to 10 hours of contact time (e.g., 3 x 3 hour sessions or 4 x 2 hour sessions) 
to ensure skills transfer. Ideally, this would involve a sequence of sessions so that skills can be 
practiced between sessions, and any challenges or concerns can be elicited, validated, and dis-
cussed. However, if the aim is to deliver ACT to help more general employee groups learn how 
to clarify personal values and increase values- based action in their work and personal lives, then 
more focused and briefer ACT interventions may be suitable (Archer, 2018). Unfortunately, 
we do not yet have sufficient evidence to communicate to practitioners that one delivery for-
mat is superior to any other, or how much ACT training is likely to be enough to elicit durable 
improvements in employees’ psychological well- being and/ or behavioral effectiveness.

Workplace implementation challenges are influencing interest in the potential of web- 
based, smartphone apps and other self- help methods for imparting ACT skills to working 
populations (Hofer et al., 2018; Kaipainen et al., 2017; Ly et al., 2014; Petersen et al., 2021). 
As Hofer et al. (2018) noted, employees’ ability to access an ACT program has traditionally 
been “at the mercy of good fortune” (p. 190), according to whether they happen to work for 
an organization that offers (in- person) ACT- based training to staff. Most of the published 
evidence has been obtained from staff working in health care, education, and government set-
tings, presumably because these are the types of organizations with links to ACT practitioners 
and researchers. Hofer and colleagues reached a more diverse range of employees (at least in 
terms of occupation) by administering ACT via a self- help book and online platform.

Despite advantages in terms of convenience, reduced costs, and accessibility, it should 
be noted that technology- administered methods omit group processes that are harnessed by 
trainers when ACT is delivered “live” to groups of staff (e.g., to support the normalization 
of undesirable psychological content or to facilitate group role plays of ACT metaphors). 
Whether such variations in delivery format influence ACT’s effects on employees’ psychologi-
cal flexibility or its subprocesses is a question ready to be addressed by the next generation of 
intervention research.

Workplace ACT Program Content
Despite sharing some common features, exercises, and metaphors, rarely do two workplace 
ACT programs have exactly the same content or sequence of techniques. Although this tech-
nical heterogeneity might pose a challenge for study replication, and when synthesizing this 
strand of ACT research, it is congruent with the CBS movement’s emphasis on processes over 
protocols. From a practical perspective, ACT’s technical flexibility enables a useful degree of 
tailoring of workplace program content to the organizational context, intervention aims, or 
occupational group.

While perusing the reported content of workplace programs, we identified five broad 
categories of the ACT- based training protocol delivered to employees over the past 20 years. 
There is plenty of overlap between the protocols, given that they are all explicitly based on 
ACT’s principles and practices. Nonetheless, we organize them into five groups to (1) provide 
readers with an overview of groups of studies that examined the effects of relatively similar pro-
gram content (or that were at least inspired by the same ACT protocols), and (2) communicate 
the different ways that ACT’s messages and skills have been imparted to employees, depending 
on context and intervention aims.
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A first group of studies evaluated in- person interventions that were based on, or explic-
itly adapted from, Frank Bond’s original translation of ACT into a three- session skills train-
ing program for the workplace (Bond, 2005; Bond & Bunce, 2000; Bond & Hayes, 2002). 
Ensuing collaborations between Bond, Flaxman, and Lloyd led to various modifications of this 
approach, extended its application to staff in other organizations, and produced further stud-
ies demonstrating ACT’s effectiveness for improving employees’ mental health (Flaxman & 
Bond, 2006, 2010a, 2010b, 2010c; Lloyd et al., 2013, 2017). In Sweden, Fredrik Livheim and 
his colleagues also adapted Bond’s protocol into a widely applicable stress management inter-
vention, which has been shown to reduce stress among social workers (Brinkborg et al., 2011) 
and informed an effective ACT intervention for trainee nurses (Frögéli et al., 2016, 2019).

These earlier workplace protocols have continued to evolve, integrating innovations in 
ACT practice and responding to feedback from participants and trainers. Bond’s training 
approach informed a subsequent ACT protocol that is explicitly organized around the experi-
ential links between mindfulness and valuing skills (Flaxman et al., 2013). This protocol was 
more recently further modified into a four- session training program that is organized around 
open, aware, and active skills, and that utilizes an adaptation of the ACT matrix (Flaxman 
et al., 2019). Similarly, Livheim’s protocol developed into a structured mindfulness and accep-
tance program, which has been widely disseminated to working populations using a train- the- 
trainer approach (Livheim et al., 2018).

A second group of studies tailored Bond’s training approach specifically for staff working 
in intellectual disability settings. A number of these studies evaluated variants of a protocol 
described by Noone and Hastings (2009, 2010). In this occupational setting, the training has 
often been delivered in a full- day workshop followed by another (e.g., half- day) workshop a 
few weeks later. The training cultivates ACT’s processes in relation to specific challenges aris-
ing from supporting clients with intellectual disabilities (e.g., Bethay et al., 2013; McConachie 
et al., 2014).

A third group of studies evaluated ACT workshops and courses for clinical psychol-
ogy trainees, therapists, and counselors (e.g., Hayes et al., 2004; Luoma & Viladarga, 
2013; Pakenham, 2015; Stafford- Brown & Pakenham, 2012; Varra et al., 2008). This set 
of studies evaluated various formats, ranging from one- day workshops to a 12- week ACT 
course embedded within a postgraduate curriculum. Despite this variation, these therapist- 
focused interventions tend to be characterized by their pursuit of concurrent personal and 
professional aims: (1) improving therapists’ psychological flexibility and well- being (e.g., 
reducing burnout), while at the same time (2) developing therapists’ ACT knowledge and 
capacity to use ACT with their clients and/ or (3) enhancing therapeutic practice (e.g., by 
improving the therapeutic alliance or increasing willingness to adopt evidence- based prac-
tice). As a result, some of these programs include a greater number of ACT practices and 
metaphors compared to other worksite applications, and in some cases provide opportuni-
ties for participants to practice ACT- based case conceptualization and therapeutic stance 
(e.g., Pakenham, 2015). The underlying ethos of such programs is that therapists need 
to develop psychological flexibility in their own lives before applying ACT with clients 
(Luoma & Vilardaga, 2013).

A fourth group of studies evaluated the effects of embedding ACT’s principles and prac-
tices within the structured (8- week) mindfulness training framework developed by Williams 
and Penman (2011; Kinnunen et al., 2020; Puolakanaho et al., 2020). This type of program 
retains the main mindfulness meditation practices (i.e., body scan, mindfulness of breath, 
sounds and thoughts meditation) and introduces values exercises in each session, with partici-
pants invited to engage in values- based actions as part of the daily home practices. Accordingly, 
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Kinnunen et al. (2020) describe this as a mindfulness, acceptance, and values- based interven-
tion approach.

The final group of researched protocols falls within the self- help category of ACT for 
working populations. This includes structured bibliotherapy interventions administered to 
employees using ACT self- help books (e.g., Jeffcoat & Hayes, 2012; Hofer et al., 2018), and 
ACT- based smartphone applications for employees and managers (Ly et al., 2014).

Section Summary
This overview of the format and technical composition of workplace programs leads us to the 
following observations. First, almost all studies have examined “full” ACT programs, in that 
the protocols impart a combination of mindfulness and acceptance and values- based behav-
ioral activation skills. There have been few published dismantling or component- focused stud-
ies in this area (see Engle & Follette, 2018 for an exception). Among the full ACT programs, 
the sequence of training practices can vary. For example, some protocols introduce values 
exercises from the outset (e.g., Flaxman et al., 2013, 2019), while others introduce values 
after initial work on presenting acceptance as the alternative to internal control (e.g., Bond & 
Hayes, 2002; Frögéli et al., 2016).

Second, some protocols include other psychoeducational and skills components in addi-
tion to widely recognizable ACT practices. For instance, Frögéli’s intervention included psy-
choeducation on the human stress response, work- life balance, sleep, and exercise, and utilized 
role plays for developing communication and assertiveness skills. Similarly, Bethay et al.’s 
(2013) program for intellectual disability staff included a session dedicated to integrating ACT 
skills with applied behavioral analysis. Rather than treating these “additional” components as 
separate from ACT’s (sub)processes, in practice they are likely to be harnessed in the service of 
cultivating psychological flexibility (Archer, 2018; Hayes et al., 2004).

Our third observation concerns the extent to which the training content is oriented toward 
work- related topics and applications. That is, some programs invite employees to reflect on 
stress- related issues relevant to their job role, while others have more generic ACT content 
(i.e., they cultivate ACT skills without placing particular emphasis on work over other areas 
of life). The degree to which the content is work- related or generic (or both) likely depends on 
whether ACT is delivered to a homogeneous occupational group, in which participants share 
similar job characteristics and stressors (e.g., Bethay et al., 2013; Noone & Hastings, 2009). If 
the program is being delivered to a diverse group of participants (in terms of job role), a more 
generic ACT program may be called for.

Anecdotally, when delivering ACT to improve mental health among diverse staff in large 
organizations (e.g., a hospital), we tend to deemphasize the notion that the program is about 
dealing with job- related stress. Instead, we present the intervention as an opportunity to learn 
a set of psychological and behavioral skills that can help us relate more effectively to “the 
human condition.” We have sensed that this messaging sometimes helps to sidestep initial 
(and understandable) cynicism among some attendees, for instance, that the training is being 
implemented “by management” to improve performance, reduce absence costs, or tackle staff 
unrest about unpopular organizational initiatives. In settings where these do not appear to be 
the reasons for offering the intervention, our intention is to communicate to participants that 
the ACT program is a personal resource “for you,” with encouragement throughout to utilize 
the skills in all areas of life.

Similar observations can be found in the wider occupational health psychology literature, 
where interventions that are implemented for “performance reasons” may have little impact 
on employees’ psychological health when compared to interventions that are dedicated to 
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promoting staff well- being (Nielsen & Randall, 2013). We are not presenting these alterna-
tives as “right” and “wrong” ways of implementing ACT- based training in the workplace. 
Indeed, in some cases, ACT skills will be imparted explicitly in the service of enhancing per-
formance and other organizational outcomes (e.g., as part of leadership training or coaching 
initiatives; Archer, 2018). We highlight these issues to reiterate the value of being sensitive to 
context, aims, and audience when designing and offering such programs.

Our final program- level observation concerns the experience of trainers who deliver ACT 
programs to working populations. Workplace programs have been delivered by highly expe-
rienced ACT therapists (e.g., Varra et al., 2008), by relative novices, students, or trainee psy-
chologists (e.g., Brinkborg et al., 2011; Frögéli et al., 2016), and by pairing novices with more 
experienced therapists. Brinkborg et al. (2011) tested whether therapist experience impacted 
the effects of ACT- based training delivered to social workers and found no differences in 
outcome between staff groups trained by masters- level students (who had been trained to 
deliver ACT) and groups trained by licensed psychologists. They concluded that this type of 
ACT skills training has the potential to be delivered effectively by relatively inexperienced 
psychologists.

Train- the- trainer initiatives are increasing the reach of ACT- based programs to working 
populations. Such initiatives involve transferring ACT delivery knowledge and skills to in- 
house practitioners, so that organizations do not always have to rely on external (and poten-
tially expensive) trainers. Livheim has been particularly successful in transferring ACT delivery 
expertise to a considerable number of practitioners (Flaxman et al., 2013; Livheim et al., 
2018). In the UK, Flaxman and colleagues have transferred delivery expertise to numerous 
staff support teams, particularly in health care settings, who have then successfully cascaded 
ACT- based training to staff within their own organizations (Jennings et al., 2017; Waters 
et al., 2018).

Similar to the way that ACT is delivered to trainee psychologists and therapists (e.g., 
Pakenham, 2015), train- the- trainer initiatives benefit from including: experiential and concep-
tual elements; opportunities for co- facilitation with more experienced ACT practitioners (with 
observation and feedback); sufficient time for new practitioners to apply ACT in their own 
lives; and preparation for the types of challenges that can arise in workplace training program 
(e.g., how to respond should a participant become visibly upset while engaging in an ACT 
exercise, or when group conversations keep veering away from the training to organizational- 
level issues). Comprehensive and well- designed train- the- trainer programs should help to 
extend the reach of ACT to a greater range of organizations and staff groups, while ensuring 
the training continues to be cascaded in a safe, effective, and ACT- consistent way.

Future Directions
In this penultimate section, we highlight potentially fruitful avenues for future research on 
these programs. Rather than looking too far into the future, we bring our focus to a set of 
recommendations that we sense are achievable now, pending some modest improvements to 
study design. Our intention is to motivate and guide the next generation of ACT researchers 
interested in applying and evaluating ACT- based skills training among working populations.

The Next Generation of Randomized Controlled Trials of Workplace ACT Programs
There are examples of well- designed RCTs evaluating ACT- based training for employees (e.g., 
Bond & Bunce, 2000; Brinkborg et al., 2011; Frögéli, et al., 2016, 2019; Hofer et al., 2018; 
Puolakanaho et al., 2020). However, reviewers have suggested that the overall methodological 
quality of the workplace ACT literature needs to be improved (Prudenzi et al., 2021a; Reeve 
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et al., 2018; Towey- Swift et al., 2022). The reviewers discussed specific recommendations for 
improving trial quality ratings, and we will not repeat them all here. Instead, we offer the fol-
lowing suggestions to help guide future research on the utility of these programs.

Our first and most obvious recommendation is for researchers in this field to utilize the 
recently developed multidimensional measures of psychological flexibility (e.g., Francis et al., 
2016; Kashdan et al., 2020; Rogge & Daks, 2021; Rolffs et al., 2018). The adoption of such 
measures has clear potential to enhance knowledge about the most influential subprocesses of 
change when ACT is applied with working populations, while also providing guidance to inter-
vention designers seeking to maximize the efficiency and impact of these programs. Alongside 
the multidimensional measures, the field would benefit from additional studies examining 
effects on (and through) work- related psychological flexibility (i.e., using the WAAQ; Bond 
et al., 2013). In contrast to the AAQ- II (which is strongly related to distress outcomes), the 
WAAQ has exhibited stronger associations with work engagement and other performance- 
oriented outcomes (Ruiz & Odriozola- González, 2017; Xu et al., 2018). Although there exists 
a growing body of promising correlational research using the WAAQ, few intervention studies 
examine the degree to which cultivating flexibility specifically in the work domain contributes 
to the positive effects of ACT- based training.

Second, when selecting outcome variables, we recommend the routine inclusion of posi-
tive markers of employees’ general and job- related well- being. Reflecting a broader shift in the 
well- being literature, there have been calls for researchers to go beyond assessing employees’ 
affective state to capture eudaimonic aspects of well- being (e.g., sense of meaning and purpose, 
interpersonal connection, personal growth, and self- acceptance; Bartels et al., 2019). Given 
that ACT explicitly targets such experiences, ACT interventions seem pertinent to this trend. 
However, because researchers tend to prioritize distress measures, this potential is yet to be 
fully realized (Archer, 2018; Prudenzi et al., 2021a). We therefore recommend that more tradi-
tional outcome measures (e.g., burnout and perceived stress) are supplemented with measures 
of (for example) work engagement, subjective vitality, meaning and purpose in one’s work, 
and other indicators of psychosocial flourishing. If these sorts of experiences are found to be 
reliably cultivated via ACT- based training, it could result in these programs reaching a greater 
proportion of the workforce, beyond employees who attend (or are recruited) because they are 
looking to address symptoms of burnout or distress.

Third, we recommend increasing the number of measurement occasions and (where pos-
sible) extending the controlled follow- up period beyond 3 months. For example, whereas 
many studies in this area include a maximum of three time points (i.e., pre- , post- , follow- up), 
researchers could consider administering measures to ACT (and control) participants every 
month for several months. This type of design may help to reveal whether some subpro-
cesses are strengthened sooner than others and would support more widespread application 
of data- analytic approaches for modeling longitudinal change processes (e.g., latent growth 
modeling). Moreover, increasing the number and frequency time points would support more 
rigorous testing of mediators of change (Stockton et al., 2019).

Fourth, this field would benefit from additional comparisons of ACT- based training pro-
grams with active intervention conditions. ACT has generally performed well against various 
control conditions (Prudenzi et al., 2021a; Towey- Swift et al., 2022). However, there is a 
need for further research comparing ACT to other established psychological interventions 
applied in the workplace, such as CBT- based stress management/ resilience training, psycho-
logical capital interventions, or mindfulness- based programs (e.g., MBSR). It is not necessarily 
about proving ACT is superior, but rather about investigating whether subprocesses of change 
are specific to ACT or are equally targeted by other approaches (Flaxman & Bond, 2010b; 
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Stockton et al., 2019). Comparative research could also take the form of dismantling studies 
of ACT among working populations, to compare the efficacy of individual ACT elements (or 
modules) with one another and with whole programs (Petersen et al., 2021).

Fifth, most reviews of this literature recommend going beyond self- report measures to 
include organizational outcomes, such as sickness absence rates, patient safety (in health care 
settings), or supervisory performance ratings. Such data can enable researchers to estimate 
cost- effectiveness and return on investment (Finnes et al., 2017). Given a point made earlier, 
it may be important to consider what is communicated to potential participants if a research 
team is asking permission to access absence or performance records (in that it might commu-
nicate that the program is not about staff well- being but about the bottom line). Nonetheless, 
demonstrating effects on objective organizational outcomes, perhaps achieved via improve-
ments in staff well- being, would represent powerful evidence of ACT’s utility in workplace 
settings.

Sixth, in terms of demographics, female participants working in the public sector (e.g., 
health care, social work, and educational) organizations have been overrepresented in work-
place ACT intervention research. Accordingly, it would be useful to see additional studies 
evaluating ACT’s applications in different (e.g., corporate or manufacturing) industry settings, 
along with investigations of whether male employees in some settings might be less inclined 
to volunteer for this type of training. Although much of the research has been conducted in 
Western countries, there are recent examples of ACT being delivered to frontline staff groups 
in other parts of the world, including Sierra Leone, Uganda, and Iran. We hope to see further 
evaluations of ACT for staff groups in a wider range of countries, along with accounts of any 
cultural- specific adaptations to the training content and research measures.

Finally, there is scope for further research focusing on the influence of baseline character-
istics on the effectiveness of ACT in the workplace. This area of research is prone to a “dilu-
tion” effect in that workplace studies may include participants who are psychologically healthy 
alongside those who enter the training with moderate or higher levels of distress (Brinkborg 
et al., 2011; Flaxman & Bond, 2010a). More recent studies have addressed this issue at the 
design stage by only including participants who are scoring above a predefined threshold on 
burnout or stress measures (e.g., Hofer et al., 2018; Puolakanaho et al., 2020). However, this 
keeps the focus on ACT as a primarily therapeutic intervention, without considering whether a 
different pattern may be found on other markers of employee well- being or behavioral change.

Other Evaluation Methods
Although the RCT remains the most influential design for intervention evaluation, it is impor-
tant to acknowledge that maintaining a (potentially untreated) control group of employees 
for several weeks or months is not always possible in workplace settings (Nielsen & Miraglia, 
2017; Waters et al., 2018). It is therefore worth considering alternative designs that can gen-
erate valuable data on people’s experiences of ACT- based training. For instance, Reeve et al. 
(2021) recently adopted a single- case experimental design, varying the sequence of ACT mod-
ules across different individuals. They were able to address a number of empirical questions, 
including the degree to which ACT modules reduced burnout and increased work engage-
ment, and the extent to which change in these outcomes was associated with improvements in 
values- based behavior. Analyzing data obtained from this type of study is not an easy option 
but demonstrates how detailed exploration of workplace interventions can be performed even 
in the absence of a large sample or control group.

Another option is to utilize a higher density of measurement of both outcomes and pro-
cesses (e.g., across several work days) to capture patterns of change unfolding immediately 
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after an ACT intervention. We have most often seen this type of design used in the workplace 
mindfulness literature (e.g., Hülsheger et al., 2015). It seems particularly well suited to exam-
ining proximal changes elicited by relatively brief (e.g., self- help) applications of ACT for 
employees.

Even in the absence of a control group, researchers can track change in ways that offer more 
precise information on the subprocesses that are targeted when ACT is applied in the work-
place. For example, brief versions of subprocess measures could be administered to employees 
on a weekly basis (e.g., once per week), capturing a period during and after implementation 
of ACT- based training, ideally for a period of several consecutive weeks. Such data can reveal 
trajectories of change in discrete subprocesses, and change in subprocesses could in turn be 
associated with outcome change. This type of design is more common in the clinical litera-
ture (based on data collected from clients in each consecutive session), but it holds untapped 
potential for enhancing our understanding of the effects of worksite ACT interventions.

Finally, we have focused on quantitative methods, but there is clearly scope for further 
qualitative (and mixed methods) research on these workplace programs (e.g., Wardley et al., 
2014). Qualitative investigations could address a wide range of research questions by gathering 
ACT participants’ accounts of (for example) what they sense has changed in how they respond 
to challenges at work and home, which aspects of the training had most impact (and why), and 
any concerns related to participating in the program. Such data is likely to provide a valuable 
source of information on the active ingredients of change, while also offering more practical 
insights, such as what it is like to attend this type of training alongside colleagues.

Implementation and Ethical Considerations
A broader ethical issue surrounds the use of ACT- based training to improve the psychological 
health and well- being of employees. The training programs we have focused on are classi-
fied as “individual- focused” interventions in the occupational health literature (Bunce, 1997). 
That is, they seek to provide employees with personal skills and resources that will help them 
respond more effectively/ healthily to work and life stressors, as well as to any difficult thoughts 
and emotions that may arise. The onus is on changing the individual employee, and not the 
organization, management style or work design. Yet, as we know from decades of research, 
potent sources of stress may reside in the psychosocial work environment, including excessive 
job demands coupled with a lack of job control (i.e., job strain), inadequate workplace sup-
port, organizational injustice, and a chronic imbalance between effort and rewards (Sara et al., 
2018). Most ACT programs are not designed to address these risk factors, so that participants 
may complete an ACT intervention only to return to an unhealthy work environment.

We do not raise this issue to undermine the use of ACT in workplace settings. In our 
experience, individual- focused ACT programs are very popular among the workforces that 
receive them, and interest is often spread via word- of- mouth from colleagues who have already 
attended. However, it pays to be mindful about these background factors, which may be 
influencing attendance at an ACT program, and may be discussed by participants during the 
sessions.

It is usually recommended that organizations adopt a comprehensive staff well- being 
strategy, with a combination of initiatives functioning at primary, secondary and tertiary lev-
els of prevention (Flaxman & Bond, 2010a). Primary interventions typically involve work 
redesign and/ or modifications to the management of work, for example, to increase employ-
ees’ level of autonomy and control over how to meet their job demands and/ or to improve 
supervisory support. When delivered to employees with relatively modest levels of distress (but 
who may be at risk of developing a common mental health problem), ACT would be deemed 
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to operate at a secondary level of prevention. But ACT can also have a tertiary- level impact, 
due to its well- established therapeutic benefits for those already experiencing elevated distress 
(Brinkborg et al., 2011; Flaxman & Bond, 2010a; Kinnunen et al., 2020; Waters et al., 2018).

These considerations also highlight the potential benefits of integrating ACT’s principles 
and processes with other organizational initiatives. This might involve: providing individual- 
oriented ACT skills training as a natural adjunct to interventions designed to increase organi-
zational flexibility (Bond et al., 2016; Gascoyne, 2019); embedding the cultivation of ACT’s 
subprocesses within mainstream learning and development curricula, such as leadership and 
coaching programs (Archer, 2018; Pingo et al., 2019); or adopting an ACT- based approach 
when designing and delivering work redesign, job crafting, and recovery- promoting interven-
tions. In this way, ACT can become more seamlessly positioned within a multilevel approach 
to workplace health and well- being.

Conclusion
In view of the intervention research that has accumulated over the past 20 years, it seems 
appropriate to conclude that ACT has been successfully translated into accessible, popular, 
diverse, and effective training programs suitable for workplace settings. The evidence most 
clearly supports the use of ACT- based training as part of worksite mental health promotion, 
given multiple demonstrations of program efficacy in reducing the common symptoms of 
psychological stress and distress.

Thus far, only a relatively modest literature has sought to conceptualize and test the util-
ity of integrating psychological flexibility within established theories of workplace well- being, 
such as JD- R theory. Thus, we hope to see further longitudinal, daily survey, dyadic (leader- 
employee), and experiential sampling studies exploring the functions of psychological flex-
ibility as a personal resource (or self- regulation repertoire) within work design frameworks. 
Moreover, the recent development of various multidimensional measures provides tools for 
conducting closer examinations of the specific skills that are cultivated when ACT is translated 
into staff training interventions.

We narrowed our focus to review the increasingly popular ACT- based training programs, 
which have tended to be therapeutically oriented, in that they seek to improve employees’ 
mental health. Nonetheless, we have also touched upon numerous avenues for implementing 
and evaluating other theoretically consistent workplace applications, including the promotion 
of organizational flexibility, and cultivating employees’ and leaders’ psychological flexibility as 
part of other workplace initiatives. Collectively, these traditional and innovative applications 
hold considerable promise for extending the reach of CBS and ACT programs to increasingly 
greater proportions of the global workforce.
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Abstract
Chronic pain, defined as pain that persists for 3 months or longer, is a common and 
costly health care concern. Psychological approaches to the treatment of  chronic pain 
have a longstanding and robust evidence base of  positive effectiveness. This article briefly 
reviews the history of  these approaches and focuses on acceptance and commitment 
therapy (ACT) for chronic pain, one of  the most distinctive examples of  the recently 
developed treatment approaches. ACT’s theoretical model as it pertains to chronic pain 
is outlined, as is the evidence base regarding its measures, methods, treatment outcomes, 
and mechanisms. The article concludes with a discussion of  key clinical issues and the 
identification of  key avenues for future development.

Key Words: acceptance and commitment therapy, chronic pain, psychological approaches, 
behavioral medicine, clinical health psychology

Introduction
Pain is a common and complex experience that occurs in both human and nonhuman species. 
It is an unpleasant sensory and emotional experience that serves as a signal for potential or 
actual bodily harm (Raja et al., 2020). While unpleasant, pain serves an important role in 
survival. It can be thought of as an alarm system that draws the organism’s attention to harmful 
stimuli to foster efficient responses in order to avoid damage, address injuries, and escape 
from harm.

In humans, pain is uniquely complex because its impact and intensity are influenced 
by verbal and nonverbal communication, social context, and environmental setting, which 
play an important role in the detection, severity, and impact of the pain experience (Walters 
& Williams, 2019). Thus, pain can be viewed as an important experience with an adaptive 
function. Despite its largely adaptive role in survival, however, pain can also have deleterious 
effects on physical, psychological, and social well- being, particularly when it persists over the 
longer term.

Duration is an important diagnostic indicator that informs the impact and consequences 
of pain; it can also help guide treatment selection. Generally, pain duration can be divided 
into two categories: acute and chronic. Typically, acute pain has been defined as pain that 
lasts less than 3 months. Further, the severity of acute pain is generally proportional to the 
severity of injury, although this is not always the case. For example, cramps, headaches, and 
muscle soreness do not typically involve detectable levels of tissue damage, although they can 
be associated with significant discomfort. While acute pain can be associated with significant 
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disruptions in functioning, this disruption typically resolves with time and healing (Vasseljen 
et al., 2013).

In contrast, chronic pain lasts 3 months or longer. While chronic pain can develop 
following an injury, it can also occur without a clear etiology. In either case, chronic pain is 
distinctive in that it persists over the longer term despite the passage of time, occurrence of 
healing, and interventions targeting pain reduction (Loeser & Melzack, 1999; Nicholas et al., 
2019). Further, chronic pain is associated with equally persistent impairments in physical, 
psychological, and social functioning (Nicholas et al., 2019). Importantly, the adaptive “alarm” 
aspect of acute pain is diminished or absent in chronic pain. For instance, in cases of acute 
pain, decreases in the “alarm’s” intensity (i.e., pain reduction) can be used as a signal to resume 
normal activity. In chronic pain, however, this alarm system becomes less effective and loses 
its ability to discriminate between dangerous and innocuous signals, as pain is always present. 
Essentially, the alarm is always on, and its sound rarely diminishes, which can lead to long- 
term, and at times indefinite, absence of normal activity.

Chronic pain is a prevalent and disabling condition worldwide. A recent survey across 195 
countries found that chronic low back pain ranked among the 20 most prevalent conditions 
and was the leading cause of disability for men and women (James et al., 2018). In the United 
States, one in five people report having a chronic pain condition, and experience poorer 
global functioning and higher health care utilization as compared to their chronic pain- free 
counterparts (Dahlhamer et al., 2018; Von Korff et al., 2005). Chronic pain accounts for 
significant annual health care expenditures and lost work productivity, and remarkably it is 
more costly than individual costs associated with heart disease, cancer, and diabetes (Gaskin 
& Richard, 2012).

These high costs can, at least in part, be attributed to the fact that many of the available 
medical treatments for pain provide minimal, if any, long- term relief for chronic pain. For 
instance, while opioid medications can provide short- term pain reduction for some, prolonged 
use can result in tolerance, increased pain (e.g., hyperalgesia), and increased risk for overdose 
and death (Els et al., 2017; Higgins et al., 2019). Nonopioid medications and topical ointments 
are also frequently used, although these similarly only show evidence of mild short- term pain 
reduction (Chou et al., 2017). Injections, implantable devices, and surgery rarely provide 
sustained pain relief and can risk worsening pain and poor functioning (Grider et al., 2016; 
Kaye et al., 2015; Yavin et al., 2017). Taken together, there has yet to be a treatment that can 
reliably eliminate pain in those with chronic pain, and the ongoing pursuit of more invasive 
medical procedures can potentially worsen pain, mental health, and pain- related disability 
(Azevedo et al., 2013). One implication of the previous evidence is that chronic pain is likely 
to persist over the longer term for many (Andersson, 2004; Elliott et al., 2002).

While pain may persist, improved functioning and quality of life is possible. Behavioral 
and psychological treatments are particularly well suited for achieving these improvements 
within a context of continued pain (Jensen & Turk, 2014). To understand the role of 
psychological treatments in the context of chronic pain, it is important to highlight the 
distinction between the sensation of pain and one’s response to pain. The physical location, 
temporal pattern, and descriptive qualities make up the sensation of pain. For example, it 
can occur in the low back, have persisted for months or years in that location, and may be 
unpredictable in its intensity. Conversely, responses to pain encompass the emotions, thoughts, 
and behaviors that follow pain perception. These responses commonly include emotions such 
as frustration or helplessness, cognitions such as catastrophic thinking about pain, and actions 
such as diminished physical and social activity. All psychological treatments aim to intervene 
in varying aspects of the patient’s response to pain (e.g., thoughts, emotions, actions) in order 
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to improve physical, psychological, and social functioning in the context of ongoing pain 
(Kerns et al., 2011).

The present article has three specific objectives. First, it will review the history of psy-
chological treatments for chronic pain through its three “waves”: the initial operant model 
approaches, the “second- wave” cognitive- behavioral treatments, and the contextual and func-
tional “third- wave” approaches. Changes in the understanding and treatment of chronic pain 
over the past 60 years will be highlighted. Second, the article will provide an in- depth overview 
of a distinctive example of a third- wave approach to chronic pain, that of acceptance and com-
mitment therapy (ACT; Hayes et al., 2012). Following a brief overview of the ACT model as 
it relates to chronic pain, key measures will be described. The outcome literature concerning 
ACT for chronic pain will also be highlighted, including an analysis of treatment mechanisms 
and important areas for further research. Third and finally, the article will highlight a number 
of key clinical issues specific to the treatment of chronic pain.

A Historical Account of Psychological Models for Chronic Pain
Historically, our understanding of pain has been shaped by cultural influences, as well as devel-
opments in science, technology, and medicine. For example, in the 1600s pain was viewed as 
an integral part of the healing process and an unavoidable aspect of the human experience 
(Shealy & Cady, 2002). With the development of general anesthesia and morphine in the 
1800s, pain was later understood as a symptom of underlying injury or disease (Fordyce, 
1973). This recognition led to increased use of biomedical treatments for pain, such as surger-
ies, injections, and medications. Concerns regarding the aggressive treatment of pain became 
apparent, however, during the Second World War as returning soldiers presented with persis-
tent pain that did not respond to medical interventions and in some cases reported worsen-
ing pain as a result of such treatments (Deyo & Mirza, 2009). During the ensuing decades, 
research into the mechanisms and treatment of pain increased significantly, which importantly 
included the study of how psychological principles impact pain perception.

Melzack and Wall (1965) developed the first widely publicized theory that integrated 
psychosocial and biological mechanisms of pain perception. This theory, termed the gate con-
trol theory of pain, posited that sensations detected throughout the peripheral nervous system 
were quickly passed on to the brain where the pain’s intensity could be modulated based on 
several factors, including attention, interpretation, memory, situational factors, cognition, and 
emotion. This work was transformative for the field as it marked a shift from a predominantly 
biomedical approach to a more holistic and integrative approach to our understanding of pain 
and its treatment. Specifically, it highlighted the critical role of psychological factors in the 
experience of pain, and provided a rationale for a multifaceted biopsychosocial approach to 
pain treatment that included psychosocial interventions.

The First Wave: An Operant Model
The operant model, based on operant conditioning principles developed by Skinner (1938) 
and colleagues, encompasses the first wave of psychological treatments used in the treatment 
of chronic pain. The operant model proposes that behavior is occasioned and shaped through 
its interaction with the environment. Fordyce and colleagues were among the first to apply 
these principles to patients with chronic pain, which subsequently marked the beginning of 
behavioral treatment of chronic pain (Fordyce et al., 1968). Specifically, Fordyce described 
patients as emitting “pain behaviors” that helped communicate their experience of pain to 
others (e.g., limping, scowling, moaning). Crucially, as was the case with other contingent 
relations, behaviors could increase in frequency if positively or negatively reinforced (e.g., 
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affection, reduction in responsibilities) or decrease in frequency if positively or negatively pun-
ished or if contingent reinforcement was removed (i.e., extinction). These same principles were 
also applied to “well behaviors” or actions that maintain active and healthy lifestyles. Fordyce 
and colleagues argued that pain behaviors were adaptive in the context of an acute injury, but 
they could become maladaptive among those with chronic pain by promoting inactivity, dis-
ability, and pain. Therefore, the operant model of treatment focused on identifying relevant 
patient pain behavior, and used a graded approach to increase well behaviors and decrease pain 
behaviors (Fordyce, 1973).

Operant pain treatment provided several novel advances. Most importantly, it was proba-
bly the first pain treatment to target patient behavior as a means of treating chronic pain. Since 
its inception, operant pain treatment has demonstrated effectiveness in reducing reports of 
pain, improving physical functioning, and decreasing psychological distress (Henschke et al., 
2010). Although a recent systematic review found that randomized controlled trials (RCTs) 
of operant therapy provided generally low- quality evidence, there was an effect on pain, dis-
ability, and distress compared to active control treatments (Williams et al., 2020).

Further, the operant model provided strong evidence supporting the inclusion of patient 
functioning as a meaningful treatment outcome. Prior pain treatments had focused on reduc-
tion in pain intensity as the principal criterion of treatment success. Emotional and physical 
functioning, in addition to pain intensity and the patient’s impression of global improvement, 
have now been adopted by the Initiative on Methods, Measurement, and Pain Assessment 
in Clinical Trials (IMMPACT) to form the four core recommended outcome measures in 
chronic pain clinical trials (Dworkin et al., 2005). Lastly, the operant model laid the ground-
work for the development and dissemination of interdisciplinary pain treatment programs, 
which enlist a team of medical and psychological providers to treat patients with chronic 
pain. Interdisciplinary treatment has now been widely adopted as the gold standard for pain 
management and is more cost effective than medical management alone; psychological models 
have served as the foundational model for these approaches from the very beginning (Gatchel 
et al., 2014).

Second Wave: A Cognitive- Behavioral Model
Operant treatments for pain were criticized for their perceived lack of inclusion of cogni-
tive processes and their relation to overt behavior (Bandura, 1969). These concerns were also 
prominent more broadly in psychology during the 1970s and contributed to the development 
of the cognitive- behavioral model, which has been referred to as the “second” wave of psycho-
logical treatments for chronic pain. Cognitive models of behavior often rely on information 
processing theory, which posits that individuals can consciously process information about 
internal and external stimuli. Our thoughts, interpretations, and beliefs about such stimuli 
then directly influence or alter emotional, physiological, and behavioral responses.

Cognitive therapy for depression was one of the first widely disseminated cognitive 
treatments that aimed to change irrational and maladaptive thoughts and beliefs to be more 
adaptive and rational. It was efficacious in improving depressive symptoms and overall func-
tioning (Dobson, 1989). Soon after, clinicians began incorporating both cognitive and oper-
ant techniques into their treatments marking the birth of cognitive- behavioral therapy (CBT). 
Modern CBT interventions typically utilize both cognitive evaluation techniques to address 
maladaptive beliefs and thoughts in addition to graded behavioral approaches to improve 
engagement in healthy lifestyle activities, later referred to as coping skills training in the treat-
ment of chronic pain (Turner et al., 2000). CBT has demonstrated efficacy across a variety of 
psychiatric and chronic physical health conditions (Butler et al., 2006). However, despite a 
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unified model, CBT interventions vary widely in the specific techniques used, making it dif-
ficult to compare findings across clinicians, studies, and psychiatric conditions (Gatchel et al., 
2007; Morley, 2011).

In 1983, a book- length treatment of the cognitive- behavioral model as applied to 
the conceptualization and treatment of chronic pain was published (Turk et al., 1983). 
Specifically, this model posited that maladaptive thoughts and beliefs about pain exac-
erbated pain- related distress and disability. Thought content that encompassed negative 
evaluations of one’s ability to cope with painful stimuli, as well as exaggerated apprais-
als of painful stimuli as uncontrollable, persistent, and threatening, were identified as an 
important treatment target (Sullivan et al., 1995). These maladaptive thoughts and beliefs 
were termed pain catastrophizing and were found to be reliably associated with worse 
pain- related distress and poorer physical, psychological, and social functioning (Edwards 
et al., 2016). CBT interventions for chronic pain, which also vary in specific techniques 
used, typically include cognitive (re)evaluation techniques to address pain catastrophiz-
ing thoughts and coping skills training. Commonly targeted pain coping skills included 
relaxation strategies, physical activity, and engagement in enjoyable activities. The current 
research literature suggests that CBT for chronic pain produces small to medium effects on 
pain intensity, pain catastrophizing, and mood, with small effects on pain- related disability 
and activity interference (Ehde et al., 2014). Overall, the second wave of psychological 
pain management treatments highlighted the importance of integrating cognitive content 
into psychological pain treatments and further expanded research on effective pain coping 
skills (Jensen et al., 1991). Cognitive treatments were also embedded alongside behavioral 
treatments within interdisciplinary pain clinics, which continue to be the gold standard of 
care for chronic pain (Gatchel et al., 2014).

Third Wave: A Contextual Cognitive- Behavioral Model
While the CBT model flourished in the field of psychology and was found to have gener-
ally supportive evidence, a number of critical concerns were later raised about the empirical 
evidence supporting the underlying model, as well as the lack of a standardized protocol and 
specific techniques used across interventions. When cognitive therapy was developed, it dis-
tinguished itself from other therapies by identifying cognitive change as the primary mecha-
nism underlying all treatment- related change (Hofmann et al., 2013). However, critiques were 
raised about whether there was sufficient empirical evidence to suggest that cognitive change 
was a necessary component of successful treatment (Hayes, 2004). Additionally, given the inte-
gration of behavioral techniques into CBT interventions, it was postulated that other thera-
peutic mechanisms could be accounting for such change. In response, a review of component 
research on CBT interventions for depression and anxiety found that cognitive change com-
ponents did not appear to provide any added benefit to behavioral intervention components, 
and that changes in cognition did not appear to mediate symptomatic improvement over the 
course of treatment (Longmore & Worrell, 2007). While there was a level of disagreement 
with Longmore and Worrell’s (2007) conclusions (e.g., Hofmann, 2008), their conclusions are 
supported in the chronic pain literature (Smeets et al., 2006; Vowles et al., 2007).

The third wave of psychological pain management treatments, which principally encom-
passes ACT, continued to build from the foundation of operant models and developments 
in the cognitive- behavioral models. First, in many ways, third- wave treatments are firmly 
grounded in operant models. Treatment success, for example, is defined as changes in behavior 
that align with one’s personal values and goals, a definition that is clearly compatible with 
Fordyce’s (1973) well behavior. Moreover, the third- wave models define behavior in terms of 
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its function, not solely its form, which allows for understanding the processes that maintain 
behavior across settings and over time (Hayes et al., 2006).

Like cognitive approaches, third- wave treatments also take the role of cognition and 
human language into account with regard to the experience of human suffering. However, in 
contrast to cognitive treatments, the third- wave approaches also focus on fostering an open 
and nonstruggling interaction with negative thoughts and emotions (rather than actively 
changing them), which is paired with skills to build engagement in personally meaningful 
areas of life. These third- wave models have been referred to as contextual in that they encom-
pass operant and cognitive models, as well as a broader context of history, situation, and 
ongoing response patterns (Hayes et al., 2013; McCracken, 2005). It has been argued that 
these contextual models are particularly well suited to the problems inherent in chronic pain, 
including its persistence, durable negative effects on physical and emotional functioning, and 
the need to alter responses to these experiences when it does not seem possible to alter the 
experiences themselves.

Acceptance and Commitment Therapy for Chronic Pain
An Overview
As noted earlier in this volume, psychological flexibility/ inflexibility lies at the core of the 
ACT model and its model of human behavior (see Ong & Eustis, this volume). Psychological 
inflexibility is theorized to occur when cognitive, emotional, and sensory processes disrupt 
engagement in functional patterns of behavior and promote dysfunctional patterns of behav-
ior despite experiencing negative consequences (Hayes et al., 2001). Psychological flexibility 
is theorized to occur when one can persist with and change behavior to align with personally 
meaningful values while also being open and willing to experience physical sensations, emo-
tions, and thoughts. Six core processes are posited to underlie psychological flexibility: accep-
tance, being present, cognitive defusion, selfas- context, values, and committed action. Each 
core process exists on a continuum and also has a counterpart that can be described in terms 
of psychological inflexibility. All core processes are seen as interrelated, and an analysis of one 
necessitates the analysis of others (Hayes et al., 2006).

In the context of chronic pain, psychological flexibility allows an individual to adaptably 
respond to the experience of pain and associated aversive experiences in a way that minimizes 
needless suffering and maximizes options for behavior that align with one’s values. Conversely, 
psychological inflexibility encompasses unsuccessful efforts to escape or control pain and asso-
ciated aversive experiences leading to increased suffering and reduced options for values- based 
behavior. For example, psychological inflexibility might arise as a persistent pursuit of inef-
fective medical treatments as a means to avoid or control pain, even when these interventions 
result in harmful side effects and losses in important areas of life. Treatment would aim to 
alter one’s response to pain by increasing willingness to experience it fully, in the moment, and 
increase engagement in values- directed behavior that contributes to a fuller and more mean-
ingful life, even with pain. This would be done through engagement of the six core processes, 
each of which serves an important role in how one responds adaptively to pain.

accEptancE
Acceptance is the nonjudgmental embracing of one’s experience, including physical sensations, 
emotions, and thoughts, without ineffective attempts to change or alter them. Experiential 
avoidance, in contrast to acceptance, is described as efforts to avoid, control, or change 
one’s experience. In chronic pain, experiential avoidance is often characterized by persistent 
and harmful efforts to reduce or eliminate pain, such as unsafe use of medications, physical 
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inactivity, and reduced engagement in social roles, which can negatively impact health and 
well- being. Acceptance instead focuses on allowing oneself to feel pain fully (and other dis-
tressing aspects of their experience) without engaging in control or avoidance strategies.

BEing prEsEnt
Cultivating a nonjudgmental, present moment focused awareness is a foundational aspect of 
ACT. Incorporating aspects of mindfulness, being present allows one to fully and nonjudg-
mentally contact all parts of their present moment experience (thoughts, emotions, physical 
sensations, and actions) and notice when their mind is drifting to the past or future. Among 
those with chronic pain, being present often means untangling the sensation of pain from their 
judgments, predictions, and stories about pain. For example, a patient may notice a painful 
sensation and think, “Here we go again, another bad pain day,” prompting further judgments, 
predictions, and fears about pain leading to spending the day in bed. Being present means still 
noticing the same painful sensation and initial thought, but also noticing the mind wandering 
to the future, bringing attention back to the present moment, and choosing a response that 
aligns with their values.

cognitivE dEFusion
Cognitive defusion is the ability to observe and detach from thoughts without altering their 
frequency or form in order to increase possible options for behavior. Cognitive fusion, in con-
trast, is an attachment to thoughts as being believable and “true,” thereby limiting options for 
behavior. For example, a patient might think, “I always have to push through the pain” which, 
if believed, limits behavior to persisting with unsafe physical activity, further contributing to 
greater disability over time. A cognitively defused stance might involve noticing this thought 
and the urges that follow, and reducing attachment to the thought and its intended outcome. 
This process can diminish the influence of cognitions on behavior and increase the possibility 
for other options.

sElF- as- contExt
Self- as- context means separating the self from one’s experience. There is a self, and there are 
experiences that the self is having; these are not the same. The self, when seen as the observer, 
has no attachment or investment in the quality or quantity of experiences that occur. In con-
trast, self- as- content means inflating the self to be synonymous with the content of one’s expe-
rience. A patient with chronic pain might say to themselves, “I am a failure, I am a chronic 
pain patient,” or “My pain won’t let me do anything.” Self- as- content would foster actions that 
align with these statements, such as withdrawing from important areas of life and overutiliz-
ing health care. In a self- as- context approach, these thoughts still occur, although they do not 
define the self or actions that follow.

valuEs
Values are important areas of life that bring meaning, purpose, and direction. Values can-
not ever be accomplished, but they are directions that can guide behavior from moment to 
moment in a fashion that can be rewarding when in direct contact with the present moment. 
For patients with chronic pain, engagement in valued areas of life are often diminished as 
behavior quickly becomes controlled by desires to remove or reduce pain and associated dis-
tress (e.g., canceling plans with friends due to a flare- up of pain). A central tenet of ACT is 
helping people with pain engage in more valued activities within a context of continued pain 
and discomfort.
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committEd action
A pattern of behavior that is flexible, persistent, and aligned with one’s values characterizes 
committed action. It can be promoted through use of short-  and long- term goals, and learn-
ing and applying relevant skills to move toward stated goals. In contrast, inaction or persistent 
action, despite significant consequences, can promote ineffective and inflexible behavior. In 
chronic pain, inaction is a common response to persistent pain and can place engagement in 
important areas of life on hold indefinitely. Additionally, behavior may persist in an unhelp-
ful and damaging way, such as pushing through pain despite greater disability over time. 
Committed action would foster flexible and more effective patterns of behavior, such as intro-
ducing small incremental goals to slowly increase activity engagement or slowing down the 
pace of each task to promote sustained long- term engagement.

Measures
It is recommended that four key domains be assessed when examining treatment efficacy and 
effectiveness in chronic pain: (1) pain, which includes its intensity and interference, (2) physi-
cal functioning, (3) emotional and psychosocial functioning, and (4) the patient’s rating of 
overall improvement and satisfaction with treatment (Dworkin et al., 2005). In relation to 
ACT, it is also important to assess how pain interferes with valued activity, acceptance, mind-
fulness, psychological flexibility, and use of pain- coping strategies. A handful of measures 
based on the ACT model are used in chronic pain populations; these are described in the para-
graphs that follow. A number of other commonly used general ACT measures are reviewed in 
earlier articles of this book; their use in chronic pain samples will be briefly described here as 
it is relevant to our later discussion of ACT treatment outcomes and mechanisms in chronic 
pain samples.

chronic pain accEptancE QuEstionnairE (cpaQ)
The CPAQ measures acceptance of pain or how one reacts and adapts to pain. It was origi-
nally developed in an unpublished dissertation and had a total of 34 items (Geiser, 1992). 
The measure was later revised using factor analysis and included 24 items and two subscales. 
Pain Willingness assesses the degree to which one can experience pain without engaging 
in attempts to control or avoid it. Activity Engagement assesses the degree to which one 
engages in activities with pain present (McCracken et al., 2004). This factor structure has 
been supported in further studies (Vowles et al., 2008; Wicksell et al., 2009), and each sub-
scale has been reliably related to pain- related disability and distress (Reneman et al., 2010). 
The CPAQ has been shown to mediate treatment outcomes, such as changes in disability, 
anxiety, depression, and health care utilization (Cederberg et al., 2016; Vowles, Witkiewitz, 
et al., 2014). Two briefer CPAQ measures have also been developed: an eight- item measure 
called the CPAQ- 8 (Fish et al., 2010), and a two- item measure called the CPAQ- 2 (Vowles, 
Kruger, et al., 2020).

psychological inFlExiBility in pain scalE (pips)
The PIPS measures psychological inflexibility in patients with chronic pain. It is a 12- item 
measure that has two subscales, cognitive fusion and avoidance of pain (Wicksell et al., 2008). 
The two- factor structure has been supported across multiple chronic pain samples and is sig-
nificantly related to measures of depression, anxiety, pain- related functioning, and mindful-
ness in a theoretically consistent manner (Trompetter et al., 2014; Wicksell et al., 2008, 2010). 
The PIPS has also mediated treatment outcomes among a large sample of whiplash injury- 
related pain (Wicksell et al., 2010).
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chronic pain valuEs invEntory (cpvi)
The CPVI measures engagement in valued living by assessing the importance and perceived 
success of engaging in six domains: family, intimate relations, friends, work, health, and 
growth/ learning (McCracken & Yang, 2006). The measure yields three scores, an average 
importance score, an average success score, and an average discrepancy score between impor-
tance and success. The values success score is associated with emotional and physical function-
ing, pain acceptance, and pain- related distress (Vowles et al., 2011; Vowles, Witkiewitz, et al., 
2014). Both the values success score and the discrepancy score have demonstrated sensitivity 
to ACT interventions and have been shown to improve over the course of treatment (Vowles 
et al., 2011, 2019; Vowles & McCracken, 2008).

valuEd living scalE (vls)
The VLS is a 24- item measure that assesses the importance, success, and confidence in achiev-
ing value- related goals across eight domains: physically healthy, feeling emotionally healthy, 
productivity, parenting, spirituality, spousal/  partner relationships, friendships, and commu-
nity citizenship. The measure was intended to guide treatment targets, such that valued goals 
that were rated high in importance, but low in confidence and success, could be targeted 
by clinicians (Jensen et al., 2015). The VLS has two subscales, Health and Productivity and 
Social and Relational Activities, which have been confirmed in two separate samples. Both 
subscale scores were significantly associated with pain intensity, pain interference, and depres-
sion (Jensen et al., 2015, 2019). It has not been evaluated longitudinally or in the context of 
an ACT treatment study.

valuEs trackEr (vt)
The VT is a brief two- item measure that assesses engagement in valued activity, and it was 
designed to track change from session to session. It was evaluated in a large sample of patients 
with chronic pain, and a sum score across the two items was found to be significantly associ-
ated with pain- related functioning, even after controlling for pain intensity and pain- related 
distress (Pielech et al., 2016). Change in the VT over the course of a 4- week interdisciplinary 
ACT treatment was associated with change in psychosocial functioning at posttreatment, but 
not at3- month follow- up (Vowles et al., 2019).

BriEF pain coping invEntory (Bpci)
The BPCI assesses a range of responses to pain and includes both acceptance- based coping 
strategies and typical CBT- based strategies, such as exercise, relaxation, and positive self- 
statements. In its original form, it had 18 items (McCracken et al., 2005); however, it was later 
revised and expanded to include additional broader coping patterns of psychological flexibility. 
The revised version was named the BPCI- 2 and had 19 items with two subscales, psychologi-
cal flexibility and pain management strategies (McCracken & Vowles, 2007). Both subscales 
of the BPCI- 2 were predictive of pain- related distress and anxiety, depression, physical and 
psychosocial disability, and medical visits (McCracken & Vowles, 2007; Vowles, Sowden, 
et al., 2014).

othEr rElEvant mEasurEs oF act
In addition to these measures, five other commonly used ACT and mindfulness measures have 
been examined in chronic pain samples. First, the Acceptance and Action Questionnaire- II 
(AAQ- II; Bond et al., 2011) assesses general psychological acceptance, and its one- factor struc-
ture was confirmed in a chronic pain sample. It was significantly related to patient functioning 
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measures, and change in the AAQ- II over the course of ACT treatment was associated with 
improved patient outcomes (McCracken & Zhao- O’Brien, 2010; Scott et al., 2017).

Second, the Committed Action Questionnaire (CAQ; McCracken, 2013) is a measure 
of behavioral patterns in line with valued life directions. Its two- factor structure has been 
confirmed in chronic pain samples, and is associated with several health- related functioning 
measures (Bailey et al., 2016; McCracken, 2013).

Third, the Mindful Attention and Awareness Scale (MAAS; Brown & Ryan, 2003) 
assesses mindful behavior. Its validity and reliability have been supported in a chronic pain 
sample, but there was incomplete support of a single- factor model (McCracken & Thompson, 
2009). Further studies have shown the MAAS to be uniquely related to pain- related anxiety 
and overall patient functioning (McCracken et al., 2007). It was also shown to moderate the 
relation between pain intensity and pain catastrophizing (Schütze et al., 2010).

Fourth, the Five Facet Mindfulness Questionnaire (FFMQ; Baer et al., 2008) assesses five 
component skills of mindfulness. While its psychometric properties have not been studied in 
a chronic pain sample, it has demonstrated associations with pain intensity, pain interference, 
and depression among those with chronic pain (Elvery et al., 2017).

Finally, the Self- Compassion Scale (SCS; Neff, 2003) measures kindness, understanding, 
and compassion towards oneself along with other aspects of mindfulness. Its psychometric 
properties have not been studied in a chronic pain sample. However, the SCS is related to 
several physical and psychological functioning measures and mediates some aspects of ACT 
treatment outcomes among those with chronic pain (Edwards et al., 2019; Vowles, Sowden, 
et al., 2014)

Treatment Outcomes
Studies examining the efficacy of ACT in chronic pain populations has grown significantly 
since it was first developed. Therefore, this section will focus on systematic review and meta- 
analytic findings of treatment outcomes. Most recently, Hughes and colleagues (2017) con-
ducted a systematic review and meta- analysis of ACT for chronic pain which included 11 
randomized control trials (RCTs) totaling a combined sample size of 863. Assessment time 
points included posttreatment as well as 3-  and 6- month follow- up. All studies were of adults 
with chronic pain and spanned across several settings, including primary care, specialized pain 
care, and community health clinics. Across the eight studies that examined ACT in compari-
son to a control condition, ACT produced medium to large effect sizes on measures of pain 
acceptance and psychological flexibility at posttreatment and 3- month follow- up. At 6- month 
follow- up, a large effect size favoring ACT was observed on measures of pain acceptance, and 
a single study favored ACT on measures of psychological flexibility. These findings are in line 
with the theorized ACT model and provide evidence that ACT, in comparison to control con-
ditions, targets its intended processes among those with chronic pain (Hughes et al., 2017). 
These findings are also in line with previous systematic reviews and meta- analytic findings that 
found ACT to produce similar effect sizes in pain acceptance and psychological flexibility mea-
sures as compared to control conditions (Cavanagh et al., 2014; Hann & McCracken, 2014).

On measures of functioning, depression, and anxiety, ACT produced small to medium 
effect sizes at posttreatment. Effect sizes were sustained at 3 months for measures of function-
ing and depression, although there was insufficient evidence of an effect for measures of anxi-
ety. By 6 months, there was insufficient evidence of an effect across all functioning, depression, 
and anxiety measures. In addition, ACT did not produce any effect on quality of life or pain 
intensity measures at any time point (Hughes et al., 2017). These findings are inconsistent 
with previous systematic review and meta- analytic findings, which have found small to large 
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effects of ACT on measures of depression, anxiety, and general emotional distress at post-
treatment and 2-  to 6- month follow- up. Small effects were also observed on measures of pain 
intensity, quality of life, physical functioning, and disability favoring ACT at posttreatment 
and 2-  to 6- month follow up (Hann & McCracken, 2014; Veehof et al., 2016). The disparate 
effect estimates, particularly at follow- up time points, is likely due to several factors.

First, while all comparator conditions were deemed inactive, differences in effect sizes may 
be reflecting variation in control conditions. In particular, some studies used medical treat-
ment as usual as the comparator, which is known to vary by study setting. Second, the clinical 
heterogeneity across studies, such as intervention delivery, intensity, duration, and setting, is 
also impacting effect estimates. For example, in a subgroup analysis of the Hughes and col-
leagues review, therapist- delivered ACT (excluding guided self- help) as compared to control 
conditions revealed medium to large effects across all outcomes favoring ACT at posttreatment 
and 3- month follow- up, with the exception of quality of life (Hughes et al., 2017). Based on 
this finding, it is possible that ACT delivered through a self- help format does not produce 
sustained improvements among those with chronic pain. Prior work has demonstrated that 
acceptance and mindfulness self- help interventions produce small to medium effects on mea-
sures of anxiety and depression across a wide range of presenting physical and mental health 
concerns (Cavanagh et al., 2014). However, effect sizes were only estimated at posttreatment, 
and no follow- up time points were analyzed. More research on the long- term effectiveness of 
self- help ACT interventions among those with chronic pain is needed. Despite this lack, over-
all meta- analytic findings suggest that, in comparison to inactive treatments, ACT is generally 
efficacious among those with chronic pain and produces improvements in pain acceptance, 
psychological flexibility, and physical and mental health.

When compared to active treatments, ACT produced small to large effect sizes on mea-
sures of psychological flexibility, pain acceptance, functioning, depression, and anxiety at 
posttreatment and follow- up time points, in comparison to applied relaxation and expressive 
writing (Hughes et al., 2017). In comparison to CBT and mindfulness- based interventions, 
ACT was not more beneficial on treatment outcomes (Hann & McCracken, 2014; Hughes 
et al., 2017; Veehof et al., 2016). One exception was noted in which ACT produced a higher 
mean effect on depression and anxiety measures as compared to mindfulness- based interven-
tions comprised mostly of mindfulness- based stress reduction protocols (MSBR; Veehof et al., 
2016). Additionally, when paired with brief motivational interviewing, ACT and CBT were 
equally efficacious in promoting pain acceptance and reducing depressive symptoms and sub-
stance use, specifically in primary care settings (Barrett & Chang, 2016).

Treatment Mechanisms
In 2010, the National Institutes of Health (NIH) initiated a science of behavior change pro-
gram that seeks to identify unified mechanisms of behavior change across a wide range of 
health disease outcomes. Mechanisms of behavior change are modifiable treatment targets that 
play a role in initiating or maintaining behavior change (Nielsen et al., 2018). Within ACT, 
the six core processes (acceptance, defusion, present moment awareness, self as context, values, 
and committed action) are theorized to be mechanisms of psychological flexibility, which in 
turn, produce effective and sustained behavior change in important areas of life. Psychological 
flexibility and the six core processes that compose it, are theorized to be transdiagnostic mech-
anisms relevant to all human conditions meeting NIH’s stated goals for behavioral research. 
Among those with chronic pain, several studies have examined the six core processes and 
their relation to treatment outcomes using mediation analyses and structural equation model-
ing (SEM).
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Changes in each of the six core processes have been shown to mediate treatment out-
comes. Acceptance has emerged as one of the strongest mediators among those with chronic 
pain and has evidence of mediating changes in physical functioning, psychological function-
ing, depression, and anxiety (Baranoff et al., 2016; Cederberg et al., 2016; Lin et al., 2018; 
McCracken & Gutiérrez- Martínez, 2011; Vowles, Witkiewitz, et al., 2014). Among experi-
mental pain studies, meta- analytic findings show acceptance strategies to be superior to other 
emotional regulation strategies, such as suppression, distraction, and reappraisal, for increasing 
pain tolerance (Kohl et al., 2012). Similarly, use of pain control strategies, such as pain medi-
cations or resting, has been shown to be a unique predictor of higher disability, depression, and 
anxiety (McCracken, Vowles, et al., 2007). Changes in self- as- context, over and above changes 
in pain acceptance, have also mediated treatment outcomes and are most strongly associated 
with changes in depression. This suggests that gaining distance from one’s experience may be 
most impactful upon emotional functioning. It has also been found that, among individuals 
who worsened after treatment, a worsening in self- as- context (or rather an increase in self- as- 
content) was observed (Yu et al., 2017). Changes in mindfulness and cognitive defusion have 
also mediated treatment outcomes, with stronger effects observed in mental health outcomes 
(Edwards, 2019; McCracken et al., 2014; Wicksell et al., 2010). Together, acceptance, mind-
fulness, defusion, and self- as- context processes are particularly notable and useful in chronic 
pain because they likely foster a “decoupling” ’ between the sensation and experience of pain 
from the response to pain, increasing possible options for behavioral responses that align with 
one’s values and goals (Levin et al., 2015). Aspects of decoupling can also foster a willingness 
to contact uncomfortable experiences, including pain, rather than struggle to try and con-
trol them.

Values- based action is also a key mediator of treatment outcomes. When examined with 
pain acceptance, it typically accounts for the second highest amount of variance in treat-
ment outcomes and mediates outcomes up to 3 years following treatment (Vowles et al., 
2011). More engagement in values- based activity within treatment is also associated with 
concurrent improvement in psychosocial functioning (Vowles et al., 2019). Interestingly, 
some findings suggest that changes in acceptance are more strongly associated with changes 
in functioning from pre-  to posttreatment, while changes in values- based action are more 
strongly associated with changes in functioning from pretreatment through long- term fol-
low up. This suggests that changes in acceptance may facilitate engagement in values- based 
action and also highlights the importance of committed action in sustaining engagement 
in values- based action following the end of treatment (Trompetter et al., 2013; Vowles & 
McCracken, 2008).

To date, only four studies have examined four or more processes in relation to treatment 
outcomes among individuals with chronic pain. First, using cross- sectional data (n =  274), 
Vowles, Sowden, et al. (2014) conducted an exploratory factor analysis of several measures 
of psychological flexibility and functioning measures, and used SEM to examine the relation 
between factors of psychological flexibility and functioning. Measures of psychological flex-
ibility included psychological flexibility in coping, pain acceptance, values- based action, and 
self- compassion. While self- compassion itself is not a theorized process of ACT, the measure 
has six subscales that overlap with several core ACT processes, including present moment 
awareness, self- as- context, and defusion (Hayes et al., 2013). Three psychological flexibility 
factors emerged. These factors appeared to be consistent with prior work that has described 
the six core processes more succinctly as three pairs of response styles: open (defusion/ accep-
tance), centered (present moment awareness/ self- as- context), and engaged (values/ committed 
action; Hayes et al., 2012). SEM analyses revealed that higher scores on the open, centered, 
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and engaged factors were significantly related to lower pain intensity, emotional distress, and 
disability (Vowles, Sowden, et al., 2014).

Second, Vowles, Witkiewitz, et al. (2014) examined how changes in several core processes 
over the course of a 4- week ACT- based interdisciplinary program were related to measures 
of functioning at posttreatment and 3- month follow- up (n =  117). Measures of pain accep-
tance, psychological flexibility coping, self- compassion, and values- based action were used as 
mediators. Findings suggested that all four process measures mediated treatment outcomes 
consistent with the theoretical model of ACT, such that improvements in each process were 
significantly related to improvements in physical disability, psychological disability, depression, 
pain- related anxiety, medical visits, and number of classes of analgesics. Notably, changes in 
pain acceptance and self- compassion were the strongest overall mediators (Vowles, Witkiewitz, 
et al., 2014). These findings further support the proposed “decoupling” processes (acceptance, 
mindfulness, defusion, self- as- context) as being particularly important in fostering psychologi-
cal flexibility among those with chronic pain (Levin et al., 2015).

Third, Scott et al. (2016) examined how four ACT processes changed over the course of 
a 4- week ACT- based interdisciplinary program (n =  384). Pain acceptance, defusion, self- as- 
context, and committed action were collected at pre-  and posttreatment, as well as 9 months 
following treatment. Hierarchical multiple regressions examined the shared and unique con-
tributions of change in each process to changes in treatment outcomes from pre-  to posttreat-
ment and pre-  to 9- month follow- up. Overall, change in pain acceptance uniquely predicted 
change in all treatment outcomes from pre-  to posttreatment, which included physical and 
social functioning, depression, and pain intensity. Interestingly, from pre-  to 9- month follow- 
up, pain acceptance uniquely predicted change in only pain intensity and social functioning. 
These findings are in alignment with prior work suggesting that acceptance is most impact-
ful on changes during treatment. Similarly, changes in committed action uniquely predicted 
change in depression and physical functioning from pre-  to 9- month follow- up. However, 
there was less effect from pre-  to posttreatment outcomes, suggesting that committed action 
and values- based action are more important in sustaining behavior change after treatment 
(Vowles & McCracken, 2008). Lastly, change in cognitive fusion uniquely predicted change 
in social functioning and depression across both assessment time periods, and change in self- 
as- context was not uniquely associated with change in any treatment outcome. The authors 
suggest that the lack of findings in self- as- context may signal greater overlap between these 
processes than theorized, or the measures themselves may not adequately capture distinct 
aspects of each process (Scott et al., 2016).

Fourth, Scott et al. (2017) conducted a similar study examining the same treatment pro-
cesses within a small sample (n =  60) of those aged 65 years and older who also completed 
a 2-  or 4- week interdisciplinary ACT program. Hierarchical multiple regressions were used 
to examine the shared and unique contributions of change in each process to changes in 
treatment outcomes from pre-  to posttreatment, and pre-  to 9- month follow- up. Among this 
older- aged sample, only change in acceptance and committed action were associated with 
improvements in treatment outcomes. Improvements in acceptance uniquely contributed to 
improvements in social functioning from pre-  to posttreatment and improvements in depres-
sion from pre-  to 9- month follow- up. Additionally, improvements in committed action 
uniquely predicted improvements in mental health and depression from pre-  to posttreatment 
(Scott et al., 2017). These findings diverge somewhat from the previous study findings, such 
that changes in defusion as well as self- as- context processes were not associated with changes 
in treatment outcome. However, the findings do support acceptance and committed action as 
important processes among older adults with chronic pain.
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Areas for Future Research
Taken together, these findings provide robust evidence for the efficacy of ACT in promot-
ing improved functioning during and following treatment among those with chronic pain. 
Preliminary evidence also shows that the six theorized processes mediate treatment outcomes. 
However, research on the ACT model in chronic pain populations is in its infancy, and many 
gaps remain. First, certainly more studies examining the full comprehensive model of ACT 
are needed to support its continued use in chronic pain populations. Many of the studies 
described previously in this article lack inclusion of demographically diverse patients, and the 
bulk of the studies have been conducted within similar treatment programs and clinics. It is 
imperative that, given ACT’s theorized transdiagnostic model, the six processes of behavior 
change are applicable and useful among diverse patients and settings. If not, then appropriate 
modifications must be made. For example, further studies may provide more robust support 
for the open, centered, and engaged model adaptation that collapses the six processes into 
three response styles (Hayes et al., 2012). This parsimonious model may well reduce theoreti-
cal and statistical overlap and may be more easily translated into clinical practice.

Second, in order to better capture the distinct aspects of each process, further measure-
ment, development, refinement, and testing of the psychometric properties of process mea-
sures are sorely needed among chronic pain samples. Recent findings suggest that current 
process measures evidence potential overlap, signaling a lack of measurement precision and 
questionable validity and reliability. To date, only the psychometric properties of the CPAQ 
and CPVI have been systematically examined across studies. Although these reviews found 
some support for their validity and reliability across studies, neither measure met multiple 
important validity and reliability criteria (Barrett et al., 2019; Reneman et al., 2010). In order 
to study the full, comprehensive ACT model, it is key that the measurements used to exam-
ine each process have improved precision and support for their validity and reliability across 
diverse samples.

Third, to better characterize change in the core processes, proximal measurements of these 
constructs are also likely to be useful in gaining a better understanding of the interrelations 
between each process and in characterizing patterns of change over time. For example, studies 
should utilize ecological momentary assessment or daily dairy methods to better contextualize 
these processes in real time rather than through retrospective self- report. These methods are in 
line with the philosophical underpinnings of ACT that stem from functional contextualism. 
This approach characterizes behavior as an ongoing act in context, such that a behavior cannot 
be fully understood unless it is analyzed within the environment in which it occurred (Hayes 
et al., 2006). Proximal ecological assessment of these processes will be particularly important 
among those with chronic pain to better understand the ongoing interrelations between pain, 
behavior, and environment. In addition, characterizing patterns of change within each process 
will also improve our understanding of the interrelations between each core process and their 
specific roles in fostering sustained treatment outcomes. Findings may also highlight needed 
adaptations to treatment delivery and implementation practices to foster improved outcomes.

Lastly, in addition to identifying mechanisms of behavior change, NIH research programs 
have also called for efforts to improve precision medicine (Collins & Varmus, 2015). Within 
the behavioral and social sciences, this effort entails identifying important patient and envi-
ronmental characteristics that might influence mechanisms of behavior change and overall 
treatment response (Hekler et al., 2020). Some work has been done in identifying treatment 
response to psychological treatment broadly within chronic pain (McCracken & Turk, 2002), 
and specifically to CBT for chronic pain (Broderick et al., 2016). Little work has been done 
to identify predictors for treatment response related to ACT among those with chronic pain. 
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One recent study found no baseline characteristics to moderate treatment response (Vowles, 
Sowden, et al., 2019), while another found that age moderated treatment response to ACT 
and CBT. For example, younger adults were more likely to respond to CBT and older adults 
more likely to respond to ACT (Wetherell et al., 2016). Further research in this area would 
foster a more effective, individualized, implementable intervention across all patient popula-
tions and health care settings.

Clinical Issues Specific to Chronic Pain
Although it is important to review and acknowledge the empirical basis of ACT, this therapy 
is, at its core, a clinical endeavor—  the interaction between treatment provider and treatment 
recipient. Therefore, it is important to review a handful of key clinical issues specific to the 
practice of ACT among those with chronic pain. First, we discuss how patient experiences 
with providers and pain treatments shape their current patterns of behavior. Second, we 
discuss the use and efficacy of unidisciplinary and interdisciplinary ACT among those with 
chronic pain. Finally, the efficacy and application of ACT among those with chronic pain 
and opioid misuse will also be highlighted, given the growing prevalence rate of these co- 
occurring conditions.

Patient’s Pain History
Before beginning treatment of a patient, it is important to consider the experiences that have 
led them to treatment. For those with chronic pain, it is particularly important to consider 
their prior experiences with health care providers and pain treatments which have undoubt-
edly shaped their presentation to treatment. First, at the provider level, patients may have had 
negative experiences in which they were marginalized, stigmatized, or not listened to. Perhaps 
they came away with messages that pain was all in their head, that they were exaggerating 
their pain, or they may have been labeled as drug- seeking when they inquired about opioid 
medications. Maybe they felt that their provider was not doing enough or was withholding 
a potentially helpful treatment. Prior work has specifically shown that patient- provider com-
munication can directly and indirectly impact patients’ rating of pain intensity, pain interfer-
ence, satisfaction with treatment, and compliance with recommendations (Hirsh et al., 2005; 
Ruben et al., 2018). Additionally, black, indigenous, and people of color (BIPOC), as well as 
those with limited English proficiency, have substantially more experiences of marginalization 
and discrimination, receive worse quality health care, and have lower satisfaction with pain 
care (Tait & Chibnall, 2014). These experiences likely impact the patient’s experience of pain 
and their engagement in treatment. It is important to consider how these interactions may 
shape their interaction with future providers and their expectations for treatment.

For some patients, the continued search for a fix to pain has probably led to a long list of 
medical treatments that have provided little, if any, long- term relief. These and other experi-
ences have likely reinforced the message that treatment is determined to have “worked” based 
on its ability to reduce pain. This message can be problematic and can lead to a potentially end-
less struggle for pain reduction at the cost of valued areas of life. There continues to be debate 
in the field about whether pain reduction is a necessary component of improved functioning. 
In the ACT literature, meta- analytic findings suggest that ACT has minimal impact on pain 
intensity. This report is somewhat expected given that ACT does not explicitly target this 
variable. However, more importantly, recent work has shown that reduction in pain intensity 
and pain- related distress is not necessary to achieve improved functioning outcomes (Vowles 
et al., 2017). Additionally, improvements in values- based action and disability over the course 
of treatment and any following treatment have been shown to be unrelated to changes in pain 
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intensity (Vowles, Fink, et al., 2014; Vowles, Sowden, et al., 2019). These findings suggest that 
sustained engagement in values- based action is possible, even without pain reduction. While 
this message is certainly at odds with medicalized pain treatments, it can, at the very least, 
broaden the criteria by which treatment success is determined.

Unidisciplinary versus Interdisciplinary ACT Treatment
The studies reviewed earlier in this article included ACT interventions that were delivered 
either in a unidisciplinary format or as part of an interdisciplinary program. These treatment 
formats differ significantly from each other. Namely, unidisciplinary ACT is typically delivered 
in a more standard outpatient format, consisting of weekly sessions lasting 1– 2 hours delivered 
by a mental health clinician. Interdisciplinary ACT is delivered in a higher intensity format 
consisting of programming that spans 6– 8 hours a day for 2– 4 weeks. Within interdisciplin-
ary programs, only about 1– 2 hours a day are spent receiving mental health services, while the 
other hours are devoted to physical therapy, occupational therapy, group- based exercise (i.e., 
Tai Chi or Yoga), and medical appointments. All providers are trained to deliver their compo-
nent of treatment within an ACT framework. Given these stark differences in treatment for-
mat, a comparative meta- analysis was recently conducted to better understand the differential 
effectiveness of unidisciplinary and interdisciplinary ACT on functioning outcomes. Overall, 
treatment effects were larger for interdisciplinary ACT for three of six outcomes— physical 
disability, psychosocial impact, and depression. Unidisciplinary and interdisciplinary ACT 
had equivalent outcomes for pain- related anxiety, pain intensity, and pain acceptance (Vowles, 
Pielech, et al., 2020). Overall, these findings suggest that, for those with chronic pain, the 
incorporation of other disciplines outside of mental health may be more effective in reducing 
the impact of pain on physical and emotional functioning. For example, engagement in physi-
cal therapy may facilitate willingness to have pain in the service of valued activity. Importantly, 
gains in these areas were also sustained at follow- up, suggesting that skills learned in the treat-
ment setting were also generalized into their home environment.

Opioid Misuse
It is estimated that 21– 29 percent of patients with chronic pain misuse opioids and 8– 12 per-
cent use opioids in a harmful manner consistent with opioid use disorder (OUD; Vowles et al., 
2015). Chronic pain is also among the most frequently co- occurring diagnoses among those 
with OUD, with estimates ranging from 49 to 64 percent (Hser et al., 2017; Wollschlaeger 
et al., 2017). Given that a substantial proportion of those with chronic pain also report opioid 
misuse, it is important to understand the efficacy of psychological treatments for chronic pain 
among this subpopulation. A recent systematic review of psychological treatments aimed at 
reducing opioid misuse among those with chronic pain found that only two of five interven-
tions produced improvements in opioid use at posttreatment and follow- up, and only one 
intervention produced improvements in both opioid use and pain- related outcomes (Eccleston 
et al., 2017). Therapeutic interactive voice response (TIVR), which is an automated, telephone- 
based tool for maintenance enhancement, was delivered following group CBT for chronic 
pain and was found to improve opioid use and pain- related outcomes (Naylor et al., 2008, 
2010). More recently, an integrated ACT and mindfulness- based relapse prevention (MBRP) 
group treatment was tested among a small sample (n =  32) of veterans, which also produced 
improvements in opioid use, pain interference, and pain behavior (Vowles, Witkiewitz, et al., 
2019). These findings provide preliminary support for the use of ACT, with added mindful-
ness components, among those with chronic pain and opioid misuse. Further examination 
of the efficacy of the integrated ACT and MBRP intervention is currently being studied in a 
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large multisite clinical trial among veterans with chronic pain and opioid misuse who are also 
maintained on buprenorphine.

Conclusions
Chronic pain is a prevalent condition that can cause significant impacts in functioning and 
impede overall quality of life. To date, although there is no medical treatment that can reliably 
eliminate chronic pain, psychological therapies are available that provide an avenue toward 
restoring function and quality of life. ACT was developed from past behavioral and cognitive 
psychological interventions and incorporates new theoretical and practical advances as well. 
Most importantly, ACT aims to increase psychological flexibility, or the ability to contact one’s 
direct moment experience and engage in sustained values- based action. In the treatment of 
chronic pain, there is good empirical evidence to support ACT’s efficacy in promoting func-
tioning via its six theorized processes. Further research is still needed to help refine our under-
standing of how the processes change over time and their impact over longer term follow- up 
periods. There are also important clinical considerations regarding the application of ACT in 
chronic pain populations, specifically related to the patient’s pain history, treatment delivery, 
and presence of opioid misuse. Overall, ACT for chronic pain is an efficacious treatment that 
can provide a path toward improved functioning and a better, full life, even with ongoing pain.
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Abstract
Chronic health conditions are the leading cause of  disability, reduced quality of  life, 
and death. For 20 percent of  these patients, clinical anxiety and depression exacerbate 
existing disease. Despite the high prevalence of  comorbidity, existing treatments and 
service delivery approaches largely reflect fragmented, disease- specific care. Traditional 
psychological interventions are often unfeasible or unappealing. Transdiagnostic, process- 
based, and flexibly delivered, acceptance and commitment therapy (ACT) can meet the 
heterogeneous needs and treatment preferences of  patients with physical, mental health, 
behavioral, and co- occurring difficulties. ACT directly addresses behavioral avoidance, a 
common problem in behavioral medicine. It attends to the values and goals of  patients 
and teaches skills to flexibly pursue values despite obstacles, including those presented 
by serious chronic disease. ACT has been effectively implemented in hospital settings 
and primary care and specialty care clinics. A rapidly evolving literature supports the 
preliminary feasibility, acceptability, and efficacy of  brief  ACT treatments, including those 
in medical care settings. This therapy has been associated with improved medical, mental 
health, and behavioral outcomes, as well as overall functioning and quality of  life. As 
medicine increasingly recognizes the importance of  mental health, well- being, and health 
behavior change, ACT’s transdiagnostic, process- based approach and flexible delivery 
options ideally position it to address behavioral health care needs in diverse medical 
populations.

Key Words: chronic disease, behavioral medicine, transdiagnostic treatment, acceptance 
and commitment therapy, comorbidity

An Overview of Chronic Health Conditions and Distress
Chronic health conditions (CHC) are broadly defined as conditions that last one year or more 
and require ongoing medical attention, limit activities of daily living, or both. In the United 
States, an estimated 60 percent of individuals live with at least one CHC (Hartzler, Castle, 
Lewis, & Zakaria, 2020), and 40 percent manage two or more of them. By 2030, an estimated 
171 million Americans will be living with multiple CHCs (Gerard, 2010). CHCs are the 
leading cause of long- term disability, hospitalization, reduced quality of life, and death in the 
United States (Raghupathi & Raghupathi, 2018). In fact, two- thirds of all deaths are caused 
by one or more of the following five chronic diseases: heart disease, cancer, stroke, chronic 
obstructive pulmonary disease, and diabetes. In addition to this extensive human cost, CHCs 
account for approximately 75 percent of all health care expenditures. In total, treatment for 
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chronic diseases coupled with illness- driven productivity losses cost the U.S. economy more 
than $1 trillion annually (Waters & Graf, 2018).

Long- term management of CHCs can be challenging for patients and their health care 
providers, with patient behavior representing a central component of successful management 
of these conditions (Holman & Lorig, 2000). Unlike treatment for acute illnesses, CHCs 
typically entail multiple patient self- management behaviors such as engagement in at- home 
tasks (e.g., physical therapy exercises), complex medication or treatment regimens (e.g., daily 
medication administration, dialysis or chemotherapy sessions), symptom monitoring (e.g., 
tracking vital signs or insulin levels), and regular appointments with a team of providers 
(Grady & Gough, 2014). Moreover, CHCs may necessitate difficult health behavior changes 
such as smoking cessation, dietary changes or disease- specific dietary restrictions, exercise, or 
weight loss. Patients are called upon to engage in sustained behavioral self- management of 
their condition, while simultaneously dealing with the condition’s symptoms, treatment side 
effects, and illness- related changes in functioning, quality of life, valued activities, or roles.

For 30 percent of patients with CHC, clinical anxiety or depression co- occur with their 
illness (Evans et al., 2005; Merikangas et al., 2007). For some individuals, distress may begin 
after a major illness- related event such as initial diagnosis, prominent disease progression, or 
functional decline. Others find that, over time spent living with a CHC, isolation increases, 
frustration with the illness and symptom burden mounts, and the possibility of living rich 
and rewarding lives seems ever more remote, thus increasing the possibility of significant 
depression and/ or anxiety.

Importantly, the association between CHCs and distress is complex and bidirectional 
(Evans et al., 2005). Chronic distress can weaken the immune system and increase the 
inflammatory response through mind– body pathways including psychoneuroimmunology 
and endocrine pathways (Segerstrom & Miller, 2004). This can place individuals at higher 
risk for developing a CHC in the first place or can exacerbate an existing condition. Moreover, 
significant distress also influences the onset or trajectory of CHCs through its impact on 
behavioral factors such as engagement in health behaviors (e.g., smoking, sedentary lifestyle), 
disease self- management, and treatment adherence (DiMatteo, Lepper, & Croghan, 2000). 
For example, patients with depression are three times less likely than nondepressed patients 
to adhere to medical treatment recommendations (DiMatteo et al., 2000). Finally, CHCs 
and mental distress may also share common risk factors for development such as childhood 
adversity, chronic stress, and social determinants of health (Goodell, Druss, & Walker, 2011).

Broadly, co- occurring mental distress and CHCs are associated with more severe medical 
pathology, elevated symptom burden, poorer prognosis, poorer treatment adherence, higher 
functional impairment, decreased length and quality of life, and higher health care utilization 
and costs compared to those with only a CHC (Arnow et al., 2006; Celano & Huffman, 2011; 
Lowe et al., 2008). The comorbidity of mental distress and CHCs thus magnifies the existing 
challenges faced by patients and health care providers in managing CHCs (Evans et al., 2005). 
Behavioral medicine approaches, which consider the biological, psychological, and behavioral 
causes and effects of medical disease, aim to leverage this synergy to improve adjustment to 
CHCs and to promote health- related behavior change and other health outcomes (Engel, 
1977). This includes reducing mental distress related to coping with CHCs and understanding 
and modifying health behaviors that can influence the course of disease.

Even absent the co- occurrence of clinically significant levels of anxiety or depression, 
the diagnosis and management of a CHC naturally provokes a broad range of personal life 
changes. These common and collective patient experiences occurring across CHCs will be 
referenced in more detail later in this article, but they broadly include experiences such as 
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coping with the diagnosis; coping with the disease and its treatment; dealing with stigma 
and changes in one’s sense of self; adapting to changing roles and narrowing of focus; and 
considering death and dying. Thus, to some extent, all individuals with CHCs necessarily 
experience some degree of illness- related coping and behavioral or lifestyle modification as a 
natural part of their illness experience. Further, many will experience illness- related emotional 
distress and decline in quality of life that are consequential and yet may not be categorized as 
a specific mental health diagnosis. Thus, while some individuals develop full- blown anxiety 
or mood disorders following disease diagnosis (Arch, Genung, et al., 2020), other forms of 
distress fall outside the scope of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fifth 
Edition (DSM- 5) clinical conditions but nonetheless emerge as important illness sequelae 
(Katon, 2004). Without attention to these common personal experiences related to living with 
a CHC, such experiences can negatively impact an individual’s well- being and/ or engagement 
with their medical care (Katon, 2011).

In this article, we will identify personal and structural factors that influence patient 
adjustment to chronic illness. We will then describe how acceptance and commitment therapy 
(ACT) offers a valuable model for addressing many of the needs of both patients and health 
care systems. After reviewing relevant research literature for ACT in this population, we illus-
trate how the ACT processes apply to common transdiagnostic features of living with CHCs 
as well as to specific illness populations. We identify current challenges and future opportuni-
ties in this area and conclude by offering implications for research and practice.

Personal Factors Influencing Coping with Chronic Health Conditions
Patients with CHCs commonly face unwanted and uncomfortable internal experiences associ-
ated with both the illness and/ or the treatment (e.g., fatigue, pain, shortness of breath), as well 
as with the associated psychological distress (e.g., anxiety, shame). The way individuals cope 
with a CHC and the associated stress appears to have important long- term effects on health 
and well- being (Spleen, Lengerich, Camacho, & Vanderpool, 2014). A patient’s adaptation 
may be influenced by the nature of the health condition itself and the psychosocial context in 
which it occurs, with variability in patient response both within and across health conditions. 
Some individuals demonstrate resilience, in which they persist in the face of adversity and, 
when needed, accept circumstances that cannot be changed (Bonanno, 2004). Others struggle 
more in response to these challenges, often responding with maladaptive coping strategies.

To cope with anxiety, fatigue, and other difficulties common in CHCs, patients may turn 
to maladaptive coping strategies that offer short- term relief but have detrimental long- term 
effects. Behavioral, emotional, and cognitive avoidant coping strategies, such as avoidance of 
important activities, distraction techniques, mental disengagement, and denial, are predictive 
of negative results in patients with CHCs, including lower motivation to attend appointments 
and poorer health outcomes (Carver et al., 1993; Hofmann & Hay, 2018). For example, 
if patients are strongly avoidant due to disease stigma or anxiety, they may choose to forgo 
important health behaviors such as attending clinic visits. They may also turn to harmful 
behaviors to cope, such as drug or alcohol use. A patient with a CHC may avoid going out 
with friends due to fear of experiencing more fatigue, drink alcohol to avoid the experience of 
anxiety or emotional distress, avoid going to a doctor’s appointment because it is reminder that 
they have a chronic condition, or avoid intimacy due to shame (Dijkstra & Homan, 2016).

Although these avoidance strategies lead to short- term relief of internal discomfort associ-
ated with physical symptoms and/ or difficult emotional experiences (e.g., fatigue, anxiety, and 
shame), they do not effectively solve the problem in the long run. In fact, they maintain or 
worsen the problem, can have negative long- term health consequences, and ultimately have 
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severe costs to quality of life and functioning (Moos & Schaefer, 1993). For example, the 
regular use of alcohol to reduce anxiety can lead to long- term addiction problems and dif-
ficulties with work and family. Over time, avoidance provoked by fatigue can lead to physical 
deconditioning. Avoidance of social activity over extended periods leads to social isolation and 
fewer meaningful relationships. Ultimately, this can serve as a pathway for the development of 
depression and anxiety through decreased values- driven appetitive behavior and interpersonal 
connection, increased hypersensitivity to illness cues, and narrowing of one’s sense of purpose 
and meaning to focus on the illness. Figure 21.1 illustrates this process of avoidance cop-
ing with a general unwanted internal experience and with specific applications for unwanted 
physical and emotional experiences of fatigue and anxiety, respectively.

Overall, patients who use avoidance as an attempt to ignore, distract, or escape from the 
physical symptoms, stigma, or stresses of living with a CHC are at risk for feeling worse about 
their illness, experiencing a worsened psychological state and, potentially, poorer retention in 
medical services (Carver et al., 1993; Holtforth, 2008). Importantly, avoidance coping is a 
modifiable factor for patients with CHCs, and building more adaptive coping strategies can 
increase resilience and improve health outcomes. For example, engagement in important and 
meaningful activities, even in the presence of illness, is associated with better health outcomes 
(McCracken & Yang, 2006; Viane, Crombez, Eccleston, Devulder, & De Corte, 2004; Vowles 
et al., 2007).

Structural Factors Influencing Coping with Chronic Health Conditions
There is a mismatch between the frequent co- occurrence of distress in patients with CHCs and 
a health care delivery system in which care for these interrelated experiences is treated as sepa-
rate. Although patients with CHCs frequently exhibit psychological distress, existing treat-
ments and service delivery approaches largely reflect fragmented, disease- specific care rather 
than integrated, whole- person approaches (Mohr et al., 2006). Most patients with CHCs 
frequently visit their health care specialists, often establishing a close relationship with these 
providers. As mental health services are rarely embedded or co- located within such specialty 
medical settings, providers are left to refer distressed patients to a mental health provider 
in a separate clinic (Backenstrass et al., 2006). Unfortunately, such referrals typically receive 
suboptimal follow- up. The burden is placed on the patient to make an appointment with the 
mental health clinic and attend numerous sessions in a separate location that may be incon-
venient and stigmatizing to the patient (Pietrzak, Johnson, Goldstein, Malley, & Southwick, 
2009). Additional limiting factors for seeking traditional mental health services may include 
not seeing oneself as having problems that could be addressed by behavioral means, strong 
chronic illness identity or identification as a medical patient, and mental health stigma (Bell 
et al., 2011). Practical barriers may include time constraints, financial cost, limited access to 
mental health services, long and costly travel to treatment facilities, and competing priorities 
(e.g., work and family demands).

Even when patients with CHCs successfully present to a mental health clinic, treatment 
adherence is a common problem. Patients living with CHCs that require ongoing manage-
ment and frequent medical care may be even more likely to find it difficult to regularly attend 
appointments given the time, energy, and expense already invested in medical care for their 
illness. Traditional mental health interventions— for example, 12 sessions of individual out-
patient psychotherapy at an outpatient mental health clinic— are typically not seen as feasible 
or appealing to patients with CHCs for this array of reasons (Robinson & Strosahl, 2009).

In fact, because high attrition rates are a known problem in psychotherapy in general, 
some have argued that the term gold standard evidence- based treatment must be reserved for 
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interventions that show not only positive effects in randomized controlled trials, but also feasi-
bility and strong retention rates in typical clinical settings (Najavits, 2015). Embedding behav-
ioral health interventions within medical settings is an effective way to provide broad access 
and comprehensive care for the behavioral aspects of medical conditions and mental health 

General example: Unwanted internal experience

Specific Example: Fatigue Specific Example: Anxiety
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Figure 21.1 Avoidance coping with unwanted internal experiences. 
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problems. Such systems- based approaches can result in improved overall outcomes for both 
medical and mental health problems (Goodrich, Kilbourne, Nord, & Bauer, 2013; Robinson 
& Strosahl, 2009). The Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality considers integration of 
mental health care into health care as one of three key priority areas for patients with CHCs 
(LeRoy, Bayliss, & Domino, 2014).

This diversity of personal and structural problems encountered among patients with 
CHCs calls for a transdiagnostic, flexibly delivered psychotherapeutic approach that can be 
readily integrated in diverse health care settings and that focuses on targeting adaptive coping 
strategies that address both unwanted physical symptoms of the illness as well as the associ-
ated emotional distress. ACT is well suited for addressing both these individual and structural 
factors influencing adjustment to CHC. It can adapt to the needs, preferences, and utilization 
practices of patients in diverse clinical settings as well as to the settings themselves, including 
offering opportunities for brief treatment courses, integrated service delivery, and broad appli-
cability to a range of emotional and physical experiences.

ACT is Well Suited to Meet Patient and Health Care Systems Needs
Core features of the ACT approach address the personal and structural needs of patients with 
CHCs. The following features make ACT particularly appropriate for meeting the diverse 
needs of patients with CHC. ACT is transdiagnostic, ACT addresses avoidance, ACT focuses 
on values, ACT is acceptance- based, ACT is workability- focused, and ACT is flexibly deliv-
ered to meet implementation needs. These features are summarized in Table 21.1.

ACT is Transdiagnostic
ACT is a transdiagnostic intervention that aims to promote greater resilience and flexibility 
in the face of life’s challenges. It was designed as a general intervention model with relevance 
across diverse personal and behavioral experiences. Given the broad range of patient problems 

Table 21.1 ACT Features Addressing the Personal and Structural Needs of CHC

Transdiagnostic The varied emotional and physical health problems encountered in 
behavioral medicine are diverse and sometimes not even diagnosable.

Addresses Avoidance 
Directly

Many problematic behaviors in behavioral medicine contexts arise from 
pervasive avoidance, which ACT targets directly.

Values- Based ACT helps refocus patients on how health- related behaviors fit with 
their values. This may undermine “resistance” and increase or sustain 
motivation to change.

Acceptance- Based In behavioral medicine, patients’ bodies may experience permanent 
changes. Helping patients to accept these changes can free up energy to 
focus on who and what they value.

Workability- Focused Living well with a long- term condition involves developing awareness 
of the impact of behavioral choices on outcomes. ACT strengthens 
nonjudgmental identification of “unworkable” behavioral patterns and 
facilitates behavior changes that are “workable” and aligned with long- 
term valued ends.

Flexible Delivery 
Format

Behavioral medicine typically does not allow for the weekly session 
format of most therapies. ACT can be flexibly delivered in brief form 
and embedded into medical settings.
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encountered in medical settings, encompassing both challenging physical and emotional expe-
riences associated with the CHC, it is valuable to draw upon such a unified model in concep-
tualizing and addressing these problems. The same ACT processes can be used across various 
illness populations to address content related to the multidimensional physical and emotional 
challenges of living with the CHC, and this transdiagnostic approach fits patients regardless 
of the specific type or number of medical or psychological conditions. Moreover, it can be 
applied for patients who may not “fit” into specific psychological diagnostic categories but are 
nonetheless experiencing difficulties adjusting to a chronic disease. This can include social and 
occupational functioning and/ or significant distress, including subclinical or subsyndromal 
problems (Arch, Genung, et al., 2020; Voigt et al., 2017). A transdiagnostic approach also 
decreases training burden and cost, as training in one approach can address a multitude of 
problems.

ACT Addresses Avoidance
Many problematic behaviors among patients with CHCs arise from pervasive avoidance, 
which ACT directly targets. As noted earlier, if patients rigidly avoid uncomfortable internal 
experiences (e.g., difficult thoughts and feelings) or locations that trigger such states (e.g., 
hospitals), they may turn to maladaptive health behaviors (e.g., not keeping appointments, 
not taking their prescribed medication, drinking or eating too much) in order to cope (Hayes, 
Wilson, Gifford, Follette, & Strosahl, 1996). ACT provides a model for understanding and 
evaluating forms of avoidance that can lead to problems and helps patients overcome avoid-
ance with the skills of acceptance, defusion, mindfulness, perspective taking, and committed 
action toward valued domains. These ACT skills can be flexibly applied to address avoidance 
in any domain of living, including CHCs.

ACT Focuses on Values
ACT emphasizes the pursuit of valued life areas and directions, such as intimate relationships, 
meaningful work, and personal growth, even in the presence of distressing physical symptoms 
and emotional sequelae of the CHC. Focused attention on what matters most (e.g., family, 
friends, community) provides patients with the motivation to make difficult choices because 
they are consistent with a richer and more meaningful life. In medical settings, ACT helps 
refocus patients on how health- related behaviors align with their values. Within ACT, health 
is viewed as a means to valued ends. That is, patients are encouraged to think about “why” they 
may want to engage in activities that promote their health and to consider: What is health in 
the service of? Connecting self- care to a patient’s values in turn may undermine “resistance” 
and increase or sustain motivation to engage in lifestyle changes or adhere to treatment (Hayes, 
Strosahl, & Wilson, 2012).

ACT Is Acceptance- Based
ACT’s foundational conceptualization of painful emotional experiences (e.g., disappointment, 
loss, fear, sadness) as inevitable features of human life rather than experiences to be avoided 
or suppressed can be broadened to encompass the uncomfortable physical health symptoms 
of the CHC. Often patients with chronic illness experience permanent changes to their bod-
ies or bodily functions. ACT emphasizes active acceptance of what cannot be fully changed 
and a reorientation toward what can be changed or influenced, namely, our own behavior and 
the choices we make in our lives. Given that CHCs often present patients with realities that 
cannot be changed or fully influenced— such as physical changes and disabilities, incurable 
conditions, pain, fatigue, and other symptoms that fail to respond well to medication— an 
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intervention that emphasizes active acceptance and flexible responsiveness seems particu-
larly well suited to meeting the needs of patients with CHCs. In contrast to other treatment 
approaches that are more explicitly focused on symptom reduction or elimination, ACT’s 
acceptance- based approach is particularly relevant to individuals living with the realities of a 
long- term CHC, who face an array of physical and emotional challenges that elude full control 
throughout the course of an extended illness.

Of note, acceptance is not equivalent to “liking” or “approving” of a disease or illness. It 
is the acknowledgment that struggling with something that is unchangeable or uncontrollable 
adds suffering and reduces vitality. Helping patients to let go of that struggle can free up energy 
to focus on who and what they value. For example, one of us worked with a cancer survivor 
who spent significant time and energy worried about her hair loss and obsessed over why her 
newly growing hair looked different after chemotherapy than her old hair. Through working 
on acceptance, this patient managed to reduce the struggle against her internal experience with 
her illness and focus more on engaging with her valued activities and relationships. Acceptance 
of difficult internal experiences and reengaging in life in meaningful ways (rather than resort-
ing to avoidance) often lead to improvements in quality of life, mood, and functioning (Hayes 
et al., 2012).

ACT Is Workability- Focused
Key to the ACT model is “workability,” whereby patients are encouraged to examine the 
“workability” of their behaviors and recognize whether those behaviors are “working” in terms 
of effectively solving the problem and moving one toward valued ends. This focus on long- 
term valued living and building a meaningful life despite challenges contrasts with the short- 
term reinforcement of avoidance- based coping. Workability and an emphasis on long- term 
valued living provide a particularly beneficial framework for living with the ongoing challenges 
of a long- term health condition. It can also help the patient develop greater awareness of the 
impact of behavioral choices on outcomes. For example, a patient may be asked if their use 
of alcohol to cope with health- related anxiety is working in the long run, in terms of solving 
the problem of anxiety. Further, the patient may be guided through examining the long- term 
costs in valued life areas associated with using this strategy. Importantly, nonjudgmental iden-
tification of “unworkable” behavioral patterns motivated by short- term symptom relief helps 
to facilitate behavior changes that are aligned with long- term valued ends (Hayes et al., 2012).

ACT Is Flexibly Delivered to Meet Implementation Needs
As noted previously, structural factors limit the applicability of the standard weekly therapy 
session format to the particular needs of patients with CHCs and the realities of health care 
systems. ACT has shown great flexibility in terms of delivery format and integration potential 
within the often fast- paced, time- limited context of medical practice. Flexibility in delivery 
format and duration allows focus to be placed on how best to package and deliver the interven-
tion to meet the needs of the patient population and treatment setting, ensure treatment adher-
ence, and increase successful dissemination. For example, Kirk Strosahl and Patricia Robinson 
have pioneered the integration of brief, time- limited ACT sessions into primary care medical 
practices with good success (Robinson & Strosahl, 2009). Lilian Dindo and colleagues have 
developed and piloted one- day ACT workshops aimed at improving mental health and func-
tioning outcomes among patients with co- occurring migraine and co- occurring depression, 
among distressed patients at risk for cardiovascular disease, among patients undergoing sur-
gery, and among patients with inflammatory bowel disease (Dindo, Van Liew, & Arch, 2017; 
Dindo, Weinrib, & Marchman, 2019). Joanna Arch and colleagues have developed blended 
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or hybrid ACT interventions for advanced cancer patients, which alternate in- person group 
sessions with online modules and daily check- ins completed independently between group 
sessions (Arch, Fishbein, et al., 2020). Together, these approaches point toward ACT’s abil-
ity to help patients within resource- limited medical contexts as well as within serious disease 
contexts that present barriers to extended face- to- face interventions.

EmBEdding into mEdical sEttings
Many of the personal and structural barriers to providing mental health care to patients with 
CHCs can be addressed by embedding behavioral health interventions into existing primary 
or specialty medical care settings. As discussed, most patients with CHC frequently visit these 
clinical settings and have established relationships with these treatment teams. The benefits of 
integrating medical and mental health care include improved care coordination between treat-
ing providers, lessened patient burden, reduced stigma, and improved access to mental health 
services. Offering integrated care that holistically addresses these co- occurring conditions is 
often more acceptable to patients and demonstrates the equal importance of care for physical 
and mental health symptoms. Finally, embedding mental health services in medical settings 
may offer the unique opportunity for patients with the same CHC to connect through group- 
based services in these settings. Such condition- specific groups can reduce common illness- 
related experiences such as stigma, isolation, and feeling misunderstood by others.

onE- day workshops
A one- day workshop is another valuable approach for working with patients with CHCs. To 
begin, offering a “workshop” format rather than “therapy” is more approachable for patients 
for whom seeking mental health care is associated with stigma. A workshop is also better suited 
for primary or specialty care settings where patients often present with different expectations 
than patients explicitly seeking mental health care. Most patients with CHC make multiple 
visits to primary care annually (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 2017). Thus, 
embedding a “workshop” within a primary care setting can be a valuable way to improve access 
to behavioral health services and reduce the effects of stigma.

A one- day workshop ensures treatment adherence and completion. A meta- analysis of 
125 studies on outpatient psychotherapy found that 50 percent of patients drop out of treat-
ment prematurely and nearly 40 percent terminate treatment after the first or second visit 
(Wierzbicki & Pekanik, 1986; Wierzbicki & Pekanik, 1993). Such high dropout levels are 
problematic because patients continue to experience symptoms and thus may increase health 
care utilization in other ways. An effective intervention that can be completed in one day (6– 7 
hours) would address these problems while providing patients with more contact time than is 
routinely available in outpatient settings. As such, it provides an attractive alternative to the 
regularly prescribed weekly psychotherapy treatments. A one- day workshop is also more acces-
sible and feasible than weekly treatments, particularly for patients who live in rural communi-
ties (Arcury et al., 2005; Cully, Jameson, Phillips, Kunik, & Fortney, 2010). Compared with 
urban Americans, rural residents tend to be in poorer health and face more difficulty accessing 
health services (Arcury et al., 2005).

Dindo and colleagues have developed 1- day (5– 6 hours) ACT workshops for patients at 
risk for cardiac disease; with inflammatory bowel disease; polytrauma (mild traumatic brain 
injury, chronic pain, and psychopathology); migraine; and undergoing orthopedic surgery 
and therefore are at risk for developing chronic pain and prolonged opioid abuse. Across all 
studies we teamed up with a corresponding medical specialist (e.g., neurologist, gastrointes-
tinal physician, orthopedic surgeon) and tailored the intervention to meet the needs of the 
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specific patient population. We embedded the workshop within the relevant specialty clinic, 
and all patients who attended the workshop completed it. We also obtained promising pre-
liminary effects on functioning, physical symptom severity, and symptoms of distress (Dindo 
et al., 2017).

BlEndEd intErvEntions
Blended, hybrid, or multimodal interventions integrate “multiple methods of information 
delivery into a single learning system” (Cucciare, Weingardt, & Villafranca, 2008, p. 299). 
For example, a single intervention might include both in- person and online components. 
Compared to fully in- person interventions, blended approaches offer a higher intervention dose 
while requiring fewer provider resources by leveraging other learning modalities. Compared 
to entirely online interventions in behavioral medicine populations with no provider contact, 
which typically show high attrition or do not impact the targeted outcomes (e.g., Hong, Pena- 
Purcell, & Ory, 2012), blended approaches that include some provider contact have been 
shown to result in lower attrition and better mental health outcomes (Baumeister, Reichler, 
Munzinger, & Lin, 2014). Multiple ACT interventions have used blended approaches (e.g., 
Jarvela- Reijonen et al., 2018; Pedersen et al., 2019), one of which we highlight next.

Arch and colleagues (2020) developed a blended intervention for adults with metastatic 
cancer experiencing significant anxiety or depression symptoms. The original intervention 
consisted of four face- to- face groups sessions that alternated with online modules and check- 
ins completed independently between the group sessions. One advantage of this blended for-
mat is that the group helped to hold patients accountable for completing the online modules 
at home between group sessions. Though automated reminders were sent, group members 
knew they would need to report what they learned from the online modules to one another 
and group leaders each week, creating a peer-  and provider- based accountability structure. In a 
pilot study (Arch, Fishbein, et al., 2020), despite dealing with often intensive and debilitating 
treatment for metastatic cancer, participants completed an average of 3.25 of the four group 
sessions (SD =  0.68) and 2.92 of the three online modules (SD =  0.28), plus three online 
check- ins per week throughout the intervention, suggesting the feasibility and acceptability 
of the online components. Thus, this blended approach significantly increased the interven-
tion dose beyond the group sessions without relying on additional provider resources. A fully 
powered randomized trial is currently underway.

In summary, CHCs often present numerous complex and enduring obstacles to pursuing 
life values, prompting avoidance- based coping in patients. Both personal and structural fac-
tors influence the way patients with CHC cope with their illness. Thus, to successfully help 
patients with CHC, an intervention would ideally (1) be transdiagnostic (i.e., apply to more 
than one condition, encompassing physical and emotional experiences); (2) target avoidance- 
based coping; (3) build on the patient’s values and goals to motivate them to make difficult 
decisions; (4) be nonstigmatizing; and (5) be delivered efficiently and flexibly alongside medi-
cal care. ACT is a strong match in each of these areas and thus is well equipped to help patients 
skillfully cope with CHCs. As a comprehensive and flexibly delivered treatment model, ACT 
helps to motivate and maintain health behavior change as well as to identify, evaluate, and 
address obstacles to such change.

Evidence Supporting ACT for Chronic Health Conditions
Accumulating evidence suggests that ACT is helpful both in promoting health behavior 
change and in enhancing adaptive coping and reducing distress among those with medical 
disease— the primary areas addressed by behavioral medicine. A comprehensive review of this 
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literature is beyond the scope of this article. Instead, we first provide a broad overview of the 
ACT reviews and meta- analyses that include studies of CHCs, followed by a more detailed 
review of literature in two of the most common and debilitating CHCs— cancer and heart 
disease, and finally, we provide a brief overview of the ACT research in patients with diabetes 
and multiple sclerosis— two areas that have several ACT randomized controlled trials (RCTs).

Overview of ACT Research across CHCs
As of November 2020, there were over 400 published RCTs on ACT. A recent meta- analytic 
review of 20 meta- analyses of ACT (Gloster, Walder, Levin, Twohig, & Karekla, 2020), based 
on 133 studies and over 12,000 participants, concluded that ACT is efficacious for a broad 
range of clients, including those with mental health (e.g., depression, anxiety, psychosis, sub-
stance abuse, eating disorders), medical (e.g., chronic pain, cancer, epilepsy, diabetes), behav-
ioral (e.g., smoking, weight loss), and other issues (e.g., stigma, parenting, human prejudice). 
ACT was nonsignificantly different from established “gold standard” interventions such as 
cognitive- behavioral therapy and superior to other active conditions (e.g., treatment as usual) 
or inactive controls (e.g., waitlist). Variability exists across meta- analyses with regard to the 
magnitude and significance of effect sizes for ACT, with generally medium effect sizes com-
pared with treatment as usual, but with larger effect sizes compared with waitlist control.

A 2016 systematic review of ACT across many chronic disease and long- term health 
conditions (e.g., HIV, cancer, epilepsy) included eight RCTs, four pre- / post- designs, and six 
case studies. Outcomes included quality of life, symptom control, distress, and coping pro-
cesses across these diseases/ conditions. Results were promising for areas including parenting 
of children with long- term conditions, control of seizures in epilepsy, psychological flexibility, 
and possibly disease self- management. The authors caution, however, that more high- quality 
research is needed to show that ACT is a well- established intervention for chronic disease and 
long- term health conditions (Graham, Gouick, Krahe, & Gillanders, 2016).

A meta- analysis of the efficacy of ACT for clinically significant mental or physical health 
conditions, which included 39 RCTs and nearly 2000 patients, concluded that ACT is more 
effective than treatment as usual or placebo (effect size =  0.57) and as effective as established 
psychotherapeutic interventions for anxiety, depression, addiction, and somatic health prob-
lems (A- Tjak et al., 2015). Of the 39 studies included in the meta- analysis, 15 were for 
“somatic health problems” and included RCTs of patients with CHCs such as diabetes, tin-
nitus, fibromyalgia, chronic headache, cancer, and chronic pain. In a subanalysis of these 15 
studies with a total of 683 participants, ACT was superior to control conditions with an effect 
size of 0.58 on the primary outcome measures.

Given that CHCs often present patients with physical changes and symptoms that can-
not be changed or fully influenced, an intervention that enhances quality of life or satisfaction 
even in the presence of symptoms is particularly important. Indeed, many ACT treatment 
trials examine the impact of ACT on well- being and life satisfaction. A recent systematic 
review and meta- analysis of RCTs examined the impact of ACT on subjective well- being in 
adults with various physical and mental health issues (Stenhoff, Steadman, Nevitt, Benson, & 
White, 2020). The review included 11 studies with a total of 357 international participants, 
entailing individual and group formats, guided self- help interventions and online studies, and 
active comparisons and control comparisons. Of the 11 studies reviewed, 6 recruited patients 
with chronic health conditions and 4 included individuals with distress and/ or depression. 
Overall, the ACT interventions improved subjective well- being in clinical (e.g., women with 
multiple sclerosis [MS] recruited from MS society, patients who had experienced a stroke 
recruited from stroke clinics) and nonclinical (e.g., individuals with chronic pain recruited 
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from the general population) populations. The A- Tjak meta- analysis referenced previously 
also conducted subanalyses on secondary outcomes of life satisfaction/ quality- of- life measures. 
Included in their analyses were 19 studies and 931 participants. Results similarly found that, 
CT was superior to control conditions on life satisfaction across pooled time and types of 
disorders (effect size =  0.37).

Research examining the impact of ACT interventions on a range of specific CHC popu-
lations is growing rapidly and includes patients with cancer, heart disease, diabetes, multiple 
sclerosis, epilepsy, tinnitus, migraines and other headaches, HIV, irritable bowel syndrome, 
inflammatory bowel disease, kidney disease, stroke survivors, patients undergoing major 
surgeries, traumatic brain injury, chronic fatigue syndrome, lupus, tuberculosis, and others. 
Among these populations, the most studied have been cancer (over 15 RCTs), diabetes (at 
least 5 RCTs and several more uncontrolled trials), and multiple sclerosis (at least 6 RCTs 
and several more uncontrolled trials). Literature on these conditions will be briefly reviewed 
here, as well as cardiovascular disease as another of the most common CHCs. At this time, 
one to three ACT treatment trials in each of the remaining CHC populations have been 
studied, with most having fewer than 40 participants and inactive control conditions. With 
few exceptions (e.g., migraine study with n =  104; inflammatory bowel disease study with 
n =  122), most of these studies are pilot trials with a small number of participants and inactive 
control conditions, precluding robust empirical understanding of the potential role of ACT in 
a broader array of CHCs. Enhancing the methodological rigor of studies and including larger 
sample sizes, active comparators, and standardized measures of well- being will strengthen our 
understanding of the role of ACT in cultivating the well- being of patients living with CHCs 
(Stenhoff et al., 2020).

Specific Review of ACT for Cancer
In terms of ACT treatment trials for specific chronic illness populations, cancer has the largest 
literature base. In one review, Gonzales et al. (2019) examined the usefulness of ACT among 
oncological patients. Across 19 studies, the authors concluded that ACT resulted in improved 
emotional health, quality of life, and psychological flexibility among patients with cancer.

A systematic review of ACT in adult cancer survivors, which included 13 studies and 
over 500 patients, concluded that ACT significantly reduced distress and fear of cancer recur-
rence and improved quality of life and psychological flexibility (Mathew, Doorenbos, Jang, & 
Hershberger, 2020). The authors recommended increased attention to other troubling symp-
toms among cancer survivors (e.g., pain and insomnia) and enhanced rigor of future studies 
(e.g., blinding, random assignment). They also suggested that embedding ACT into a compre-
hensive posttreatment survivorship program may improve the well- being of patients.

In addition to studies examining the impact of ACT interventions in oncological patients, 
several large studies have been published examining relations between ACT processes (or simi-
lar constructs) and a range of symptoms. For example, one large cross- sectional study of hema-
tological cancer survivors (n =  922) found acceptance to be negatively associated with fatigue 
and cognitive impairment (Kuba et al., 2019). In fact, a recent meta- analysis found acceptance 
of cancer to be a mediator for distress tolerance and depression in cancer patients (Secinti, 
Tometich, Johns, & Mosher, 2019). Another meta- analysis found that emotional avoidance 
is related to elevated levels of psychological distress among cancer survivors (Baziliansky & 
Cohen, 2020).

In a 3- month longitudinal study of 178 patients with cancer, a strong relationship was 
found between meaning and purpose at baseline and lower levels of demoralization and 
depression at follow- up. These results suggest that values- focused interventions may enhance 
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the well- being of patients with cancer (Vehling et al., 2011). Among 75 patients with breast 
cancer, illness- related cognitive fusion (e.g., body dissatisfaction, shame) was associated with 
depressive symptoms. The impact of shame on depressed mood was significantly explained by 
chronic illness- related cognitive fusion. These findings suggest that body image and chronic 
illness shame can lead to breast cancer patients’ depression symptoms and that chronic illness- 
related cognitive fusion plays a central role in these relationships (Trindade, Marta- Simoes, 
Ferreira, & Pinto- Gouveia, 2018a). In a group of 82 breast cancer patients, avoidance was 
related to depressive symptoms, and part of this effect was explained by lower committed 
actions (Trindade, Marta- Simoes, Ferreira, & Pinto- Gouveia, 2018b). Jointly, these stud-
ies suggest that enhancing acceptance, committed action, values, and defusion in psycho-
therapeutic interventions could improve the mental health and quality of life of patients with 
cancer.

Specific Review of ACT for Cardiovascular Disease
A leading cause of death and disability in the United States is heart failure, and this is an 
emerging area for ACT and other acceptance/ mindfulness based- treatment trials research. 
Although not focused on ACT specifically, a recent meta- analysis, including 16 studies with 
1476 patients, addressed mindfulness- based interventions for adults with cardiovascular 
disease who had experienced a cardiac event (Scott- Sheldon et al., 2020). Examined treat-
ments included MBSR, MBCT, and mindfulness meditation, with only one study including 
ACT components. All studies had a comparison condition and assessed psychological or 
physiological (e.g., systolic or diastolic blood pressure) outcomes. Compared to controls, 
participants who received a mindfulness- based intervention reported greater improvements 
in psychological outcomes (i.e., anxiety, depression, distress, and perceived stress) with mod-
erate effect sizes (d =  0.49– 0.64) and greater reductions in systolic blood pressure (effect size 
d =  0.89).

Currently, many small pilot studies have examined the impact of ACT on patients with 
cardiovascular disease or patients who are significantly at risk for cardiovascular disease.

For example, a recent quasi- experimental study of 45 patients with cardiovascular dis-
ease who were referred to cardiac rehabilitation compared ACT (eight one- hour sessions), 
Guided Mental Imagery (GMI; 10, 45- minute sessions), and no- treatment (Shahabi, Asgari, 
& Makvandi, 2020). Both ACT and GMI resulted in greater resilience at the one- month 
follow- up compared to the control condition. In addition, ACT outperformed GMI in resil-
ience (Shahabi et al., 2020). A study of 30 cardiovascular patients with a history of myocardial 
infarction or open- heart surgery in the previous month were randomly assigned to ACT plus 
rehabilitation or to rehabilitation only (Abdollahi et al., 2020). Postintervention, patients in 
the ACT group exhibited significantly greater improvements in physical symptoms, anxiety 
and depression, social functioning, hopefulness, and meaning in life (Abdollahi et al., 2020). 
A longer follow- up period, the inclusion of process measures, and more information about 
the intervention would have strengthened this study. A series of small ACT treatment tri-
als (approximately n =  30/ per trial) conducted in Iran with patients with cardiovascular dis-
ease found promising preliminary findings on anger (Kheyran- Alnesa, Mirzaian, & Yar- Ali, 
2018), resilience, and quality of life (Mohamadi, Mirzaian, & Dousti, 2019), marital conflicts 
(Khaneiee, Jazayeri, Bahrami, Montazeri, & Etemadi, 2019), emotion regulation (Sheibani, 
Sheibani, Amreei, & Masrour, 2019), and illness perception (Khosroshahi, Mirzaian, & 
Hasanzadeh, 2019).

Dindo et al. (2015) randomly assigned patients with cardiovascular risk factors (e.g., 
hypertension, dyslipidemia, diabetes) and clinically significant anxiety or depression to a 
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one- day ACT plus Illness Management workshop (ACT- IM; n =  26) or to treatment as usual 
(TAU; n =  14). At the 6- month follow- up, participants in the ACT- IM condition exhibited 
significantly greater improvements in depressive and anxiety symptoms. They also exhibited 
significant improvements in quality- of- life domains. Importantly, the effects of the ACT- IM 
intervention on depression at 6 months were mediated by improvement in psychological 
flexibility.

In a study examining the effects of acceptance- oriented versus evaluative emotional 
processing on cardiovascular habituation and recovery, 81 participants were randomly 
assigned to write about an ongoing stressful experience while either evaluating the appro-
priateness of their emotional response, attending to their emotions in an accepting way, or 
describing the objective details of the experience. Results indicated that writing about emo-
tions in an accepting manner resulted in more efficient heart rate habituation compared 
to writing about emotions in an evaluative way. These results suggested that evaluating 
one’s emotional responses may have negative consequences for cardiovascular health (Low, 
Stanton, & Bower, 2008).

Brief Review of ACT for Type 2 Diabetes and Multiple Sclerosis
Type 2 Diabetes. The first study utilizing the 1- day ACT workshop approach enrolled 81 
patients with type 2 diabetes (Gregg, Callaghan, Hayes, & Glenn-Lawson, 2007). Patients 
were randomized to either 7 hours of diabetes education (n =  38) or 4 hours of education 
plus 3 hours of ACT (n =  43). Three months after the intervention, patients who received 
the combined intervention exhibited lower blood glucose levels (effect size =  0.35), better 
diabetes self- care (effect size =  0.68), and higher levels of diabetes- related acceptance (effect 
size =  0.78). Notably, acceptance and improved self- care behaviors mediated the relationship 
between group assignment and blood glucose. Since this successful RCT in 2007, several 
RCTs have been conducted for patients with type 2 diabetes. In one RCT, 106 patients were 
randomly assigned to education alone (n =  53) or to education plus group- based ACT (n =  53) 
over a period of 10 sessions. At 3- month follow- up, the ACT group reported better diabetes 
self- care and levels of HbA1C (Hemoglobin A1c, a measure of glycemic control; Shayeghian, 
Hassanabadl, Aguilar-Vafale, Amiri, & Ali Besharat, 2016). In another RCT, 118 patients 
were randomly assigned to a nurse- led education workshop, nurse- led education plus ACT 
workshop, or usual care (Whitehead et al., 2017). At 6- month follow- up, HbA1c increased in 
the control group and decreased in both intervention groups, but this change was statistically 
significant only in the education group. The participants in this study had suffered from type 
2 diabetes for an average of 10 years. Several other studies enrolling 50 participants or fewer 
have also been done and generally favor ACT for diabetes management outcomes and coping.

Multiple Sclerosis: ACT Research in Patients with MS in an Emergent Area. The largest ACT 
pilot RCT in MS included 39 patients, examined both qualitative and quantitative outcomes, 
and compared ACT to relaxation (each condition had seven weekly group sessions). Results 
suggested that participants favored the ACT condition qualitatively, but there were no signifi-
cant differences in quantitative physical and mental outcomes (Giovannetti et al., 2020). The 
remaining RCTs in this area have generally found positive effects of ACT on the well- being 
and functioning of patients with MS. However, sample sizes were small (no more than 30 
participants per study), and several compared ACT to no treatment (e.g., Yazdanbakhsh et al., 
2016). The few studies that compared ACT to another active condition (e.g., ACT versus 
logotherapy in 30 women with MS) found similar effects across the active conditions (Azimi, 
Hoseini, Najafi, & Rafieenia, 2018). Overall, much remains to be studied in the area of MS.
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Application of ACT Processes to Patients with Chronic 
Health Conditions
In this section, we describe the six ACT hexaflex processes and how they apply to the experi-
ences of patients with CHC. We first illustrate application of these processes across the com-
mon and collective experiences of patients with CHC in order to demonstrate the broad 
relevance of hexaflex processes across aspects of illness adjustment. Then, we apply the hexaflex 
more specifically to the contexts of cancer and heart disease as two of the most common, 
debilitating CHCs for which ACT has been applied.

The ACT approach posits that significant human suffering is due to a lack of behavioral 
flexibility and effectiveness, which emerges from experiential avoidance, cognitive entanglement, 
difficulty with perspective- taking, loss of contact with the present, and failure to take needed 
behavioral steps in accord with core values. Powerful alternatives are available in the ACT model 
through the skills of acceptance, cognitive distancing, perspective- taking, mindfulness, values, and 
committed action. Although the content of an ACT intervention would naturally differ across 
conditions and individual patients, these identified ACT processes can help us understand and 
address common and diverse problems and symptoms among patients with CHCs.

As noted previously, despite significant variability in patient experiences, there are indeed 
some overarching frequent patient experiences across CHCs. Table 21.2 identifies several of 
these common experiences faced by patients with CHCs and components of the ACT hexaflex 
related to these experiences.

The hexaflex processes aim to cultivate greater psychological flexibility, which has been 
defined as “the ability to contact the present moment more fully as a conscious human being 
and to either change or persist when doing so serves valued ends” (Hayes, Luoma, Bond, 
Masuda, & Lillis, 2006, p. 7). Based on the hexaflex model of ACT, Table 21.3 more spe-
cifically illustrates forms that psychological inflexibility and flexibility can take in two com-
mon CHCs: cancer and heart disease. This directly illustrates how core ACT processes can be 
applied to understand common patient experiences within different diseases.

Acceptance. Chronic diseases such as heart disease and cancer typically offer many physical 
and psychosocial challenges for patients and their families. Thus, it is not surprising that some 
patients and families might respond some or all of the time with experiential avoidance— pushing 
away or avoiding the challenging thoughts, beliefs, fears, images, and bodily sensations associated 
with the illness and the contexts that engender them. This response can take many forms, includ-
ing denying the severity or implications of the illness and the loss and grief it entails, as well as 
the examples outlined in Table 21.3. Actively accepting the disease often includes acknowledging 
its severity, symptoms, and treatment, and engaging in one’s care in accordance with one’s values. 
For example, in advanced cancer, this might include the willingness to acknowledge that one has 
a serious disease and perhaps, if appropriate, accept that the disease can be managed to varying 
degrees but ultimately is incurable. This acknowledgment is one that only a minority of patients 
with advanced cancer currently make (Weeks et al., 2012). In heart disease, this acknowledgment 
might involve accepting that one will need to monitor vital signs and take medications indefi-
nitely. In all cases, active acceptance ideally paves the way toward directing one’s current and future 
care and health behaviors toward choices that are aligned with one’s core values.

Defusion. Individuals facing chronic disease, like all individuals, can be readily triggered 
and “hooked” by rigid beliefs, rules, stories, fantasies, and thoughts that dominate behavioral 
choices. In addition to the examples of cognitive fusion illustrated in Table 21.3, common 
examples include the following: “I must never show weakness,” pretending that everything 
is fine and refusing to discuss challenging aspects of the illness under rigid rules such as “out 
of sight, out of mind” or beliefs such as “I can’t possibly face this” or admit one’s feelings 
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Table 21.2 Common Patient Experiences across Chronic Health Conditions

Patient Experience Related Hexaflex Processes

Coping with a diagnosis

• Loss of control over one’s body and life
• Uncertainty and worry about the future
• Altered sense of meaning and purpose
• Changing relationship with religion or spirituality
• Grief and loss over life changes
• Guilt and regret over life experiences

• Experiential avoidance of unpleasant 
thoughts, emotions, memories

• Lack of values clarity
• Dominance of conceptualized past or 

feared future

Coping with the disease and its treatment

• Painful or unpleasant symptoms of the disease
• Making difficult treatment decisions
• Adherence to complex medical treatment regimens 

and lifestyle restrictions
• Health behavior changes
• Side effects of treatments
• Burden and sacrifice of treatments (e.g., financial 

and time investment)

• Experiential avoidance of difficulty 
symptoms or side effects

• Lack of values clarity
• Inaction, or avoidant persistence

Dealing with stigma and change in sense of self

• Self- stigma of being a person with this diagnosis
• Stigma of this diagnosis imposed by or perceived 

from others
• Impact of stigma on connecting with others

• Cognitive fusion
• Attachment to the conceptualized self

Changing roles

• Changes in relationships with family and friends
• Sense of isolation
• Changes in relationship to one’s own body, body 

image, and sexuality
• Changes in ability to maintain work or other roles
• Increased reliance on others

• Cognitive fusion
• Attachment to the conceptualized self
• Lack of values
• Dominance of conceptualized past or 

feared future

Narrowing of focus

• Shifting priorities
• Giving up on goals and dreams rather than flexibly 

adapting them
• Increased time spent on illness and management
• Decreased time or functional ability to 

pursue values
• Viewing life in terms of the disease and being a 

person with the disease

• Cognitive fusion
• Attachment to the conceptualized self
• Lack of values
• Dominance of conceptualized past or 

feared future
• Inaction, or avoidant persistence

Death and dying

• Sense of a foreshortened future
• Awareness of one’s own mortality
• Balancing quality of life and length of life
• Processing life experiences and legacy
• Unfinished business
• Existential issues

• Experiential avoidance of unpleasant 
thoughts, emotions, memories, physical 
symptoms

• Lack of values
• Dominance of conceptualized past or 

feared future
• Cognitive fusion
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(continued)

Table 21.3 Examples of how the core ACT processes may apply to two common chronic health 
conditions

Psychological Inflexibility
Experiential Avoidance— escaping from, 

avoiding, or trying to control, unpleasant 
experiences such as difficult symptoms or side 
effects, thoughts, emotions, memories, and 
body sensations

Heart disease: Patient won’t take medication 
because doing so reminds him he has a 
chronic disease. Feels overwhelmed by the 
tasks, so just says “forget it.”

Cancer: Patient isolates and avoids socializing 
with family or friends; spends most days at 
home or in bed so others don't see her sick or 
ask about her health.

Psychological Flexibility
Acceptance— becoming more willing to 

experience whatever thoughts, emotions, 
memories, and body sensations that show up 
when moving in a valued direction

Heart disease: Patient takes medication and 
exercises, even though it initially causes 
distress and anxiety.

Cancer: Patient engages with family and friends 
directly, despite concern about how others 
will respond to her changed appearance and 
worries about the questions she'll receive.

Cognitive Fusion— being “hooked” by 
thoughts, rules, beliefs, and stories and letting 
them determine what you do in your life, 
even when they are not helpful in terms of 
moving you in the direction of your values 
and goals

Heart disease: Patient believes he is worthless 
and just “old, fat, and useless.”

Cancer: Patient believes she looks ugly; that 
things will never be the same as before cancer; 
that cancer has alienated her from others and 
stolen all she enjoys.

Defusion— stepping back from the thoughts, 
images, memories, and body sensations 
that pose as barriers, and noticing them 
as thoughts, images, memories, and body 
sensations that need not determine what 
one does.

Heart disease: Patient recognizes that he 
has automatic thoughts that “hook him” 
and often lead him to behave in ways that 
reinforce these thoughts. Begins to notice 
these “as thoughts” that need to be obeyed.

Cancer: Patient notices and names the worry 
and fear that show up whenever she leaves the 
house, responds by compassionately allowing 
the worries to be there without allowing them 
to dominate her behavior, and goes out to 
meet her friends.

Dominance of Conceptualized Past or Feared 
Future— being preoccupied by past or future 
events and experiences; unaware of one's own 
ongoing experience

Heart disease: Patient constantly worries about 
health and dying; also worries about his 
children and whether he will be around 
for them.

Cancer: Patient is obsessed with what she has 
done in the past to cause this disease and what 
the future might bring in terms of her illness.

Contact with the Present Moment— being 
aware of your immediate experience right 
here and right now rather than being 
preoccupied with past and future events and 
experiences.

Heart disease: Patient is getting better at noticing 
when he is lost in his mind and disconnected 
from the present moment. He is learning 
how to bring his attention back to the present 
moment when he is with his children.

Cancer: Patient starts to accept the uncertainty 
that she will never know what caused her 
cancer or what the future holds. She opens 
up to engaging more fully with family, 
friends, and her health care team in the 
present.
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Table 21.3 Continued

about it. For family members and patients alike, these rigid beliefs and thoughts can impede 
seeking much- needed help in managing the effects of chronic disease. We also commonly 
encounter beliefs based on the theme of “I can’t allow any negative thoughts in, or it will make 
me sicker.” These beliefs lead to chronic repression and denial of the full range of experience 
with the illness and to forced attempts at total positivity. Using cognitive defusion skills to 
unhook oneself from rigid rules and beliefs can free up much- needed energy to engage in vital 
life activities and self- care. This is particularly important when managing chronic diseases 

Attachment to Conceptualized Self— being 
“hooked” to stories of who we are; “the 
story of me”; unable to step back from self- 
conceptualizations and see them for what 
they are

Heart disease: Patient is attached to the idea that 
he is now a “sick person” that got here because 
of his failures, and that his life is now all 
about the illness.

Cancer: Patient feels her appearance lowers her 
self- worth; believes she must return to pre- 
cancer activity levels or else she has failed.

Self- as- Context— taking the perspective of 
the observing self to notice one’s ongoing 
experiences, including noticing limiting 
self- stories.

Heart disease: Patient begins to appreciate that he 
is not just a patient with heart disease. He is also 
a parent, a friend, a spouse, and a colleague. He 
can still be involved in many parts of his life.

Cancer: Patient begins to accept that cancer 
recovery takes time. She mourns her losses, 
noticing the narrow ways she defined herself 
and the many forms of connection still 
available to her. She starts to define her roles 
in more flexible ways.

Lack of Values Clarity— not knowing what 
matters; doing what you're “supposed” to do; 
or avoiding the feelings of vulnerability you 
get when you think about values

Heart disease: Patient is narrowly focused on 
his illness and has been disengaged from life 
since he was diagnosed with diabetes and high 
blood pressure.

Cancer: Patient is so thrown by her cancer 
diagnosis that cancer and the possibility of 
dying is all she thinks about. She disconnects 
from sources of meaning and connection, and 
her life becomes very narrow.

Values— clarifying and strengthening connection 
to what really matters; values are what you 
choose to care about; choosing in this moment 
to care about something

Heart disease: Patient connects with the 
importance of being present and providing for 
his children and wife, as well as contributing 
to his community.

Cancer: Patient clarifies her core values of being 
a loving wife, mother, and friend and engaging 
with her religious community.

Inaction, Impulsivity, or Avoidant 
Persistence— being unwilling to do what it 
takes to pursue a valued life; doing what's 
easy or less difficult in the moment, rather 
than what will be more difficult but more 
meaningful

Heart disease: Patient doesn't exercise or take his 
medications and stops spending quality time 
with his children. He is living on automatic 
pilot from day to day.

Cancer: Patient stops going out with friends or 
taking calls from concerned family members; 
stops attending religious services.

Committed Action— engaging in the actual 
behavior that our values require; returning 
to a pattern of valued living when you find 
yourself moving away; “the gentle turn back”

Heart disease: Patient chooses to take his 
medications and to exercise so that he can 
be healthier for his family. He consciously 
chooses to attend more family gatherings.

Cancer: Patient reinvests in caring for her 
children, spending time with her husband, 
attending religious services, and engaging with 
her community.
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that are often associated with enduring fatigue (Bower, 2005; MacAllister & Krupp, 2005), a 
condition that, in our experience, is worsened by efforts to constantly push away unacceptable 
thoughts and feelings.

Present Moment Focus. If one is dominated by coping with a chronic illness, particularly 
an illness with a perceived poor prognosis, it would make sense to be dominated by a feared 
future or to be obsessed with what one could have done differently to prevent the illness. Thus, 
ACT’s emphasis on contacting the present moment can be particularly helpful, yet challeng-
ing, in these contexts. Table 21.3 illustrates the importance of cultivating mindful attention 
and grounding in the present, as well as practicing mindful acceptance toward past actions and 
the future uncertainty posed by chronic disease. These skills can help individuals skillfully deal 
with past-  and future- focused regret, guilt, and fear in a way that ultimately refocuses them on 
what they can do in the present.

Self- as- Context. Present moment focus intersects with self- as- context, the reverse of which 
is attachment to a conceptualized self. Given the numerous changes that chronic illness can 
make in the body and its functioning, it is understandable that many individuals with CHC 
face a dual challenge. First, they have been labeled with a serious disease, which can radically 
shift their identity and generate so much fear and uncertainty that focusing on other sources of 
identity becomes difficult (Mathieson & Stam, 1995). Reinforcing this notion is the fact that 
they are often treated as “patients” by medical providers, whom they now see more frequently. 
Second, they understandably remain attached to the physical, mental, and role functioning 
and appearance they had prior to the onset of illness, particularly when illness diagnosis is sud-
den and treatment is intensive. They notice the sometimes sudden and dramatic discrepancies 
between who they seemed then and who they seem to be now. Mindfully stepping back and 
observing the moment- by- moment flow of experience, cultivating a transcendent sense of self, 
and flexibly maintaining identities and connections beyond the disease itself— self- as- context 
processes— can help to counter narrowing forms of self- identity that can keep individuals 
stuck in a single, rigid, and limited identity.

Values and Committed Action. Finally, values and committed action are core processes not 
only for coping with challenging emotions and thoughts that CHC can trigger, but also for 
clarifying motivation and committing to health behavior changes that might be needed to 
manage the illness and improve its trajectory. Thus, as illustrated, in Table 21.3, connecting 
with core values and committing to align one’s actions with those values can help individuals 
with CHC to move toward taking charge of their current and future care, including adhering 
to medication and treatment regimens, initiating and maintaining healthy behavior changes 
such as smoking cessation (Bricker, Watson, Mull, Sullivan, & Heffner, 2020) or weight loss 
(Forman et al., 2016), and engaging in advance care planning (Arch, Fishbein, et al., 2020). 
That is, individuals can begin to explore, communicate, and document their values, goals, and 
preferences for future medical care if they become unable to clearly communicate them for 
themselves. When conducting committed action work with individuals facing chronic illness, 
we emphasize the need for significant flexibility in actualizing values within challenging con-
texts that may include physical or mental limitations related to ongoing functional declines, 
financial limitations given mounting medical bills, and discrepancies between patients and 
family members in facing and communicating about the illness. Given these challenges, we 
also highlight a strong orientation toward self- compassion.

For example, in a recent trial for anxious cancer survivors (Arch et al., in press), indi-
viduals committed each week to doing a small, concrete- valued action, recorded barriers to 
or facilitators of this action, and then asked themselves: “No matter what happened, how 
can I cultivate compassion for myself?” As participants tended to be self- critical about cancer 
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treatment recovery time and their limited physical and mental energy, group sessions dis-
cussed how to treat oneself with kindness when they were unable to meet weekly valued action 
commitments. For most participants, self- kindness seemed to offer a new, flexible form of 
perspective- taking. The trial study also emphasized a sense of shared or common humanity 
throughout the intervention, a key component of Neff’s (2003) conceptualization of self- 
compassion, which appeared to facilitate acceptance and defusion. Future studies could test 
these relationships directly.

Challenges and Future Directions
Challenges
One of the enduring frontiers in this work remains how to best integrate behavioral inter-
ventions such as ACT into routine care in medical settings. The skillsets of mental health 
professionals prepare them to effectively collaborate and even lead interdisciplinary teams. 
However, integration into medical settings is an adjustment for many practitioners and 
requires increased flexibility and acculturation to medical settings. Doing these interven-
tions in a medical setting requires the cooperation of the relevant specialty area and par-
ticularly strong support from physicians to refer patients and encourage them to attend. 
We have found that it can take some persistence to find the right medical partner, but, once 
a match is made, it is a highly rewarding experience for all parties. This work also requires 
that the mental health profession have a general understanding of the medical condition 
at hand and the associated behavioral challenges. Such information can be obtained quite 
effectively from a specialist with up- to- date knowledge of the medical condition or from 
scientific resources or continuing education opportunities. The therapist can digest the 
information and make it more user- friendly for patients. Providing basic illness education 
can help enhance the ACT work; and ACT work can enhance commitment to engaging 
in illness management. For example, keeping the value of family front and center often 
provides the motivation needed to engage in a difficult endeavor because the patient wants 
to be healthier for their family.

When conducting ACT interventions, it is important to ideally work in a principle- based 
manner rather than depend entirely on a protocol that tells you exactly what to do and when 
to do it. Techniques and procedures need to be selected and adapted spontaneously and flex-
ibly to fit the needs of the moment, so therapists need a full bag of tricks and a willingness to 
improvise. Therapists need to be skilled in engaging patients in the work and motivating them 
to enhance their health behaviors in the service of living a more fulfilling life.

Future Directions
The research to date on the role of ACT in medical conditions is encouraging and merits 
further study. It is still unclear if the entire ACT treatment package is needed to improve 
medical outcomes or if specific ACT principles would be sufficient for change. Related to 
this issue is the question of whether we still don’t know if specific ACT principles should 
be highlighted more for particular clinical problems or patients. For example, focusing 
on the acceptance/ mindfulness processes of ACT may be particularly valuable in condi-
tions associated with unavoidable pain such as migraine or surgical recovery. In contrast, 
emphasizing committed action and values- based behavior may be more critical for medical 
conditions that require significant self- management such as diabetes and cardiovascular 
disease. Some of these questions can be explored further with dismantling studies and with 
more explicit assessments of mediators and moderators of change. Understanding the spe-
cific mechanisms or processes that mediate clinical improvement in outcomes will allow us 
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to optimize our intervention by emphasizing the components responsible for change and 
eliminating nonactive ingredients.

An outstanding question also remains about the added value of an ACT intervention, 
over and above a supportive and illness education/ management intervention. An intervention 
focused on providing support and illness education (only) requires less training and fewer 
resources than an ACT or another active therapy such as CBT. A recent study of patients with 
migraine showed that support plus illness education (group workshop) led to improvements 
in mental health and functioning. At the same time, the ACT intervention led to greater 
reduction in anxiety and depression (Dindo et al., 2020). More work is needed to gain a bet-
ter understanding of which patients benefit from support or education only and which need 
more active coping skills.

The duration and frequency of ACT treatment trials vary significantly. More research is 
needed to answer the questions of how much is enough? Which patients benefit from brief 
approaches and which patients need more? Relatedly, when an ACT treatment fails to achieve 
the expected or hoped- for results, we need to better understand what led to this failure. What 
patient factors influence outcomes? And what therapist factors are needed for success? Few 
studies have begun to explore such questions. For example, in a trial examining the impact of 
a one- day intervention on postsurgical pain and opioid use among at- risk patients (by virtue 
of having significant distress or pain), those who had complications following surgery did 
not benefit from the intervention as much as those without complications. It is possible that 
patients experiencing surgical complications require added support or booster sessions (Dindo 
et al., 2018).

The way health care providers deliver care is changing rapidly to adapt to technological 
advances and patient preferences. To expand the scope and reach of ACT interventions, we 
will need to adapt ACT protocols to a telehealth format. Telehealth interventions can reach 
and enhance care delivery for isolated (e.g., rural) and vulnerable or functionally impaired 
populations. Telehealth platforms allow providers and patients to share information through 
screen sharing and offer a provider a unique view of the patient’s physical space. However, it 
is challenging to modify the usual in- person ACT interventions and exercises for an online 
format in a way that yields new and creative ways to connect with patients and communicate 
the ACT concepts virtually. In order to align with changes in the medical field, however, 
implementation of ACT- consistent telehealth will be essential. We have begun to test one- day 
ACT group workshops in a virtual format. It is yet to be seen if the power of this approach can 
be harnessed through a digital medium.

Additionally, smartphone applications and other mobile health approaches are increas-
ingly considered part of a broader public health approach to care. Based on principles and 
interventions of evidence- based psychotherapies, such applications (“apps”) may be intended 
either as a treatment adjunct (i.e., used in conjunction with traditional therapy) or as a stand- 
alone disease self- management platform. For example, the Department of Veterans Affairs 
and the Department of Defense have a collection of apps that anyone (including the general 
public) can download and use at no charge; these apps are based on evidence- based interven-
tions such as ACT, CBT, CBT for insomnia, mindfulness, and prolonged exposure therapy. 
Although empirical analysis of the ACT treatment adjunct app in particular is lacking, system-
atic reviews of these collections of apps are promising (Gould et al., 2019; Owen et al., 2018). 
Treatment- companion apps are well received by clinicians, who perceive improved patient 
engagement in treatment protocols and possibly enhanced outcomes. Self- management apps 
are popular and well- received among patients, yet efficacy evidence is more limited. In the 
ACT literature, apps have primarily been used for health behavior change such as smoking 
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cessation, with favorable outcomes for smoking quit rates and reduction rates (Bricker et al., 
2017). Apps or other mobile health platforms such as text messaging interventions may be 
best utilized in blended treatment approaches to ensure provider oversight of their use. In this 
manner, they may be able to augment care or assist with relapse prevention. It is important to 
consider that health platforms may expand access and autonomy for some patients, such as 
those who cannot easily attend frequent in- person appointments, yet may present new chal-
lenges for others, such as older adults with less familiarity with the technology.

In order for psychological interventions to truly be considered a success, they need to be 
(1) effective and (2) disseminated. The early success of ACT interventions embedded in medi-
cal contexts is encouraging. We hope fellow practitioners can continue to widen the scope of 
practice settings as a means of reducing suffering and increasing valued living in behaviorally 
underserved medical populations. Future research should assess the cost effectiveness of such 
integrated approaches, which are anticipated to promote improved symptomatic and func-
tional outcomes among comorbid patients at lower costs.

Broader dissemination of ACT principles in medical settings may also be approached 
through training allied members of an interdisciplinary health care team in select ACT inter-
ventions or ACT theory- informed interventions that are particularly suited to their clinical 
context. In particular, values and committed action represent high- impact ACT processes 
given their direct application to health care system priority areas of clinician and patient- 
shared decision making and patient- centered care. While discussion of values has long been 
part of palliative care to inform end- of- life preferences and goals of care, the call is increasingly 
being made to shift these conversations upstream in disease processes and to contextualize 
chronic disease treatment decision making in what matters most to patients (Bayliss et al., 
2014). In this manner, disease management shifts from being the explicit goal to serving as 
one of several means to patient- identified valued actions, with potential to influence patient 
engagement and adherence and promote improved health and quality of life (Tinetti & Fried, 
2004; Tinetti, Naik, & Dodson, 2016). While clearly distinct from delivering comprehensive 
ACT psychotherapy, flexible integration of select ACT concepts can expand the reach of ACT 
into behavioral medicine through shifting the way that chronic disease management is concep-
tualized by patients and health care teams. Emerging evidence in our work in this area among 
older adults with multiple CHCs suggests that eliciting patients’ values and translating them 
into specific health outcome goals is clinically feasible for health care teams. Patients work with 
a trained member of the health care team to identify their primary goals based on what matters 
most to them (i.e., values) and to specify what they are willing (or unwilling) to do to achieve 
those outcomes (i.e., their health care preferences). The results of these discussions are shared 
with the patient’s clinicians and are used to align health care decisions with patient priorities 
(Naik et al., 2018). Initial results suggest that this process is associated with decreases in treat-
ment burden and unwanted health care and increases in care aligned with patients’ priorities 
(Tinetti et al., 2019; Naik et al., 2018). Thus, training frontline staff (e.g., social workers) 
to elicit patient values and training physicians to integrate values- based goals into treatment 
decision making can lead to important outcomes for patients. These interventions also dem-
onstrate the benefits of ACT- informed values discussions among patients without comorbid 
mental health diagnoses, further supporting the transdiagnostic application of ACT processes 
to medical symptom management.

Conclusion
Medical conditions influence and are influenced by mental health symptoms. Despite the 
high prevalence of comorbidity, existing treatments and service delivery approaches largely 
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reflect fragmented, disease- specific care. Integrated transdiagnostic treatment for comorbid 
physical and mental health symptoms is an increasingly valued approach for improving whole- 
person patient health and quality of life. For example, the Agency for Healthcare Research and 
Quality recently identified inclusion of mental health treatment into health care as one of three 
key priorities for future research on patients with multiple chronic conditions (LeRoy et al., 
2014). Further, a panel of comorbidity experts recently identified understanding contextual 
factors, such as patients’ relationships, values, and goals, as a vital paradigm shift in the treat-
ment of patients with multiple chronic conditions (Bayliss et al., 2014).

ACT is a transdiagnostic treatment model that meets each of these recent calls for more 
inclusive, tailored, and whole- person- centered health care. As a process- based and flexibly 
delivered approach, ACT represents a promising way to meet the heterogeneous needs and 
treatment preferences of patients with a broad range of problems, including medical, men-
tal health, behavioral, and co- occurring physical and mental health symptoms. ACT directly 
addresses behavioral avoidance, a common problem in behavioral medicine. ACT attends 
to the values and goals of patients and teaches skills to flexibly pursue life values in spite of 
obstacles that arise, including the many obstacles presented by serious chronic disease. ACT 
has been effectively implemented in hospital settings, primary care clinics, and specialty care 
clinics. A rapidly evolving literature supports the preliminary feasibility, acceptability, and 
efficacy of brief ACT treatments, including those embedded in existing medical care settings. 
ACT interventions have been associated with improvements in medical, mental health, and 
behavioral outcomes, as well as overall functioning and quality of life. As medicine continues 
to recognize the centrality of mental health, well- being, and health behavior change to its 
overall mission, ACT’s transdiagnostic, process- based approach and ability for flexible delivery 
ideally position it to address behavioral health care needs in diverse medical populations. This 
is an exciting time for ACT in behavioral medicine.
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Therapy for Substance Use
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Abstract
Global incidence for legal and illegal substance abuse is increasing, with marginalized 
groups and adolescents bearing the brunt. Substance use disorders (SUDs) are linked 
with serious and enduring physical health consequences, persistent psychological 
problems, criminality, homelessness, unemployment, and diminished educational 
opportunities. The issue of  SUD prevention and treatment is therefore considered to 
be of  the utmost importance worldwide. Current evidence- based treatments, though 
effective, present with mediocre abstinence rates, leaving room for improvement in the 
treatment of  these conditions. Newer cognitive- behavioral therapy (CBT) approaches, 
such as acceptance and commitment therapy (ACT), acknowledge the inevitability of  
attempting to control internal states, which has been shown to ameliorate abstinence 
rates. ACT cultivates psychological flexibility, experiential acceptance, distress tolerance, 
and behavior change, with the aim of  living a more fulfilled, valued life. More specifically, 
ACT for SUDs openly aims to increase awareness of  contextual and internal substance 
cues, while simultaneously identifying and following personally relevant, valued directions. 
The evidence in support of  ACT, in the context of  SUDs, as well as the specifics of  how 
to apply openness, awareness, and valued activity in treatment, are detailed in this article.

Key Words: substance use disorders, acceptance and commitment therapy, psychological 
flexibility, experiential avoidance, distress tolerance, targeted practice

The Impact of Substance Use Disorders
According to the World Drug Report (WDR), global use of legal (alcohol, tobacco) and 
illegal substances (e.g., opiates, cocaine, cannabis, amphetamine- type stimulants, and new 
psychoactive substances [NPS]) is on the rise (WDR, 2020). Global incidence of illegal 
substances increased by 30% in the last decade, while over 35 million people currently suffer 
from substance use disorders (SUDs; WDR, 2020). Marginalized groups and adolescents seem 
to be responsible for the brunt of this increase (WDR, 2020). The National Survey on Drug 
Use and Health in the United States shows that SUDs tend to develop in late adolescence 
and have an average duration of 30 years, with a lifetime prevalence of 24.8% (NSDUH, 
2012). SUDs are associated with serious and enduring physical health consequences, 
persistent psychological problems, criminality, homelessness, unemployment, and diminished 
educational opportunities (NSDUH, 2012). Not surprisingly, people with SUDs rate their 
quality of life as very low (Whiteford, Ferrari, Degenhardt, Feigin, & Vos, 2015). In view 
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of this information, SUD prevention and treatment is of utmost importance worldwide 
(NSDUH, 2012; WDR, 2020).

Evidence- Based Treatment for Substance Use Disorders
SUDs are heterogeneous in their underlying causes, clinical presentation, and features and 
domains of functioning. A multilevel and multimodal approach to assessment and treatment 
is thus required (Gloster & Karekla, 2020). Ideally, SUDs should be managed via a flexible 
stepped care and integrative model in which treatment intensity is adjusted based on the 
individual and their unique circumstances (Bruneau et al., 2018). Such an approach involves 
first a complete assessment and functional analysis of the individual’s problems, where focus is 
on treatment of intoxication and withdrawal syndromes and development of an individualized 
treatment plan that will address any comorbid psychiatric or other problems (APA, 2016). 
Generally, treatment aims to achieve abstinence or reduction in use, with decreases in the 
frequency and severity of relapse, while at the same time improving psychosocial functioning 
in individuals with SUDs (APA, 2016).

Medication and adjunctive nonpharmacological psychosocial therapy are currently 
recommended as first- line, evidence- based treatment options for people with SUDs (APA, 
2018; Bruneau et al., 2018; VA/ DoD, 2015). Various international guidelines suggest a range 
of psychosocial interventions: motivational enhancement therapy (MET; utilizing principles 
of motivational interviewing), cognitive- behavioral therapy (CBT; focusing on the thoughts, 
emotions, and behaviors related to use and ways to manage urges and use triggers), medical 
management (MM; providing education and strategies to support abstinence and medication 
adherence), contingency management, and behavioral couples therapy for drug- specific 
problems (APA, 2016, 2018; NICE, 2016; RANZCP, 2016). Community- based peer support 
groups such as 12- step programs (e.g., Alcoholics Anonymous [AA] and Narcotics Anonymous 
[NA] groups) are also recommended with demonstrated aid in achieving long- term remission, 
yet not replacing formal treatment (APA, 2016).

Despite high prevalence, societal cost, and available treatments, SUDs remain generally 
undertreated, with less than 10% of individuals diagnosed receiving any treatment and few 
receiving any evidence- based treatment (APA, 2018). Although considered effective, current 
evidence- based treatments are hindered by small effect sizes and mediocre abstinence rates 
ranging from 40 to 80% within the first year after treatment and approximately 20% return 
to their pretreatment levels of use within the same year (Menon & Kandasamy, 2018). 
The presence of comorbid conditions, particularly medical and psychiatric disorders (e.g., 
heart disease, depression, anxiety, posttraumatic stress disorder, psychosis), as well as social 
challenges (e.g., poverty, homelessness, stigma, and shame), increase the complexity of SUDs 
and its treatment. These comorbidities can partly explain why so many people suffer lapses 
and relapses soon after treatment (Stotts & Northrup, 2015). The frequency of psychiatric 
disorders among people with SUDs is extremely high, ranging between 47 and 100% for 
common mental health problems such as anxiety and depression (Kingston, Marrel, & Mills, 
2017). Additionally, medical multimorbidity (e.g., ≥ 2 concurrent chronic conditions) among 
individuals with SUDs is high; 17.4% of patients report at least two chronic conditions (Han, 
Termine, Moore, Sherman, & Palamar, 2018). Individuals exhibiting multimorbidity tend to 
present with low income, smoking history, and comorbid mental health problems, and they 
often are suffering from financial, legal, or housing instability (Han et al., 2018).

Another significant reason why SUDs interventions show low abstinence rates and high 
postintervention relapse (Otto, O’Cleirigh, & Pollak, 2007; Priddy et al., 2018) relates to the 
suboptimal handling of internal (i.e., interoceptive) cues in treatment (e.g., thoughts, emotions, 
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and somatic sensations). Avoiding, trying to control, or suppressing internal drug cues such as 
negative or positive thoughts and emotions, drug cravings, and somatic withdrawal symptoms 
(a common practice of many evidence- based interventions for SUDs) leads, paradoxically, to 
an increase in these internal cues (Bowen, Witkiewitz, Dillworth, & Marlatt, 2007; Priddy 
et al., 2018). An early retrospective study on people with opioid use disorder found that 
interoceptive cues accounted for the majority of reasons for relapse: 32% of those who relapsed 
stated that they did so due to their wish to regulate negative emotions, 32% as a means of 
dealing with negative somatic symptoms (e.g., somatic pain in relation to an accident), 16% 
due to somatic sensations similar to withdrawal (e.g., getting the flu, feeling sick), and 5% 
owing to positive emotions (e.g., celebrating a birthday, wedding, job success; Chaney, Roszell 
& Cummings, 1982). In addition, laboratory- induced negative emotional states, as well as 
naturally occurring negative emotions, were found to enhance drug craving, which in turn 
could result in relapse (e.g., Karekla, Panayiotou, & Collins, 2017). This research suggests 
that use of a control of internal states (thoughts, emotions, cravings) agenda as a treatment 
goal makes potential failure and relapse more likely. Individuals will not be able to apply 
such control techniques long term, for their natural internal states will inevitably return. The 
reemergence of these states leaves the individual experiencing feelings of inadequacy, fatigue, 
and frustration over their reappearance and ultimately places them in similar emotional states 
as those the person was previously trying to eliminate by using substances.

Newer CBT approaches like acceptance and commitment therapy (ACT) are adopting a 
perspective that acknowledges the inevitability of efforts to control internal states as part of the 
human experience. ACT alternatively works to cultivate psychological flexibility, propagate 
experiential acceptance, distress tolerance and behavior change, with the aim of living a more 
fulfilling and valued life.

Acceptance and Commitment Therapy for SUD Treatment
In SUDs, ACT (Hayes, Strosahl, & Wilson, 2011) aims to help individuals become more 
aware of contextual and internal drug cues (e.g., external reminders, rigid cognitive respond-
ing, or craving) without judging, analyzing, or reacting to their literal content, while con-
currently choosing to behave in healthier alternative ways consistent with their values. This 
process is hypothesized to weaken, and eventually disrupt, the habitual response to use sub-
stances while helping to reshape or build new goal- directed associations (Luoma, Kohlenberg, 
Hayes, & Fletcher, 2012; Witkiewitz, Lustyk, & Bowen, 2013).

A central target of ACT is experiential avoidance (EA), a transdiagnostic variable known 
to influence the etiology and maintenance of SUDs. EA is characterized by an unwillingness to 
approach distressing or negative internal events (Lejuez, Paulson, Daughters, Bornovalova, & 
Zvolensky, 2006). Several studies have demonstrated that EA functions as a behavioral diathe-
sis and a risk factor for psychopathology. For example, EA exacerbates aversive emotional reac-
tions in individuals with no known history of psychopathology (Feldner, Zvolensky, Eifert, & 
Spira, 2003). People exhibiting greater EA display higher levels of distress and lower quality 
of life (Feldner et al., 2003; Karekla, Forsyth, & Kelly, 2004; Karekla & Panayiotou, 2011). It 
has also been shown to predict drinking for both coping and enhancement purposes (Stewart, 
Zvolensky, & Eifert, 2002); people who drink to cope as opposed to having a good time are 
more likely to develop problem drinking behavior (Cooper, 1994). Moreover, individuals with 
more severe SUD symptomatology display higher EA scores (Luoma, Drake, Kohlenberg, 
& Hayes, 2011). Alternatively, lower levels of EA or demonstrating flexibility toward one’s 
psychological content is found to interrupt the negative spiral of emotional dysregulation that 
can eventuate in drug use, lapse, and relapse (Hayes & Levin, 2012). While a person’s negative 
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emotional state is a known reason for relapse (Marlatt & Donovan, 2005), those who are more 
experientially avoidant of negative life events are even more likely to relapse (Westrup, 2001). 
EA is a specific target of ACT, which aims to cultivate an accepting stance toward all emotions 
as a means of achieving well- being.

EA overlaps significantly with other well- established predictors of SUDs such as anxi-
ety sensitivity, otherwise known as the “fear of fear” (e.g., Lejuez et al., 2008; Zvolensky, 
Vujanovic, Bernstein, & Leyro, 2010). Studies have shown that people with high anxiety sen-
sitivity are at increased risk for becoming dependent on depressants (Conrod, Pihl, Stewart, & 
Dongier, 2000) and that anxiety sensitivity is predictive of the frequency of drug and alcohol 
use (DeHaas, Calamari, & Bair, 2002). ACT for substance use specifically targets anxiety 
sensitivity variables through acceptance of all internal states as parts of the human experience 
and redirecting actions to functional values- consistent venues. Similarly, EA overlaps with 
distress tolerance, or one’s perceived ability to experience and endure negative emotional states 
(Simons & Gaher, 2005), which has been linked to an increased probability of drug addictions 
(Buckner, Keough, & Schmidt, 2007; Carleton et al., 2012; Daughters et al., 2005; Richards, 
Daughters, Bornovalova, Brown, & Lejuez, 2011) and quantity of alcohol use and alcohol- 
related problems (Lejuez et al., 2008; Stewart, Zvolensky, & Eifert, 2001; Zvolensky et al., 
2009). Zvolensky et al. (2009) found that higher distress tolerance scores are significantly and 
negatively related to both “conformity” and “coping motives.” In other words, people who can 
tolerate emotional states are less likely to use cannabis to fit in or to cope compared to those 
with low tolerance of their emotional states. A few studies suggest that distress tolerance, anxi-
ety sensitivity, and EA measure very similar constructs (Schmidt, Buckner, & Keough, 2007a; 
Schmidt,  Richey, Cromer, & Buckner, 2007b), sharing at least 20% variance, depending on 
the population or drug type being examined (Zvolensky et al., 2009). As such, these psycho-
logical vulnerability factors can be encompassed within the ACT work on how to approach 
internal states that contribute to drug use and are addressed via the cultivation of psychological 
flexibility (Hayes et al., 2011).

Another key ACT target relevant to SUDs is cognitive fusion, the inflexible focus on the 
content of thoughts. The role of cognitions and their relation to drug use is especially evident 
in SUDs (Marlatt & Donovan, 2005). Research suggests that a person’s beliefs about the use-
fulness of drug taking for emotional relief is a strong predictor of SUD severity and relapse 
rates (Miller, Westerberg, Harris, & Tonigan, 1996). Worry, rumination, and craving have 
also been shown to shift people’s attention away from the present moment, leading to loss 
of control over drug cues, known as the autopilot state (Goldman, Brown, Christiansen, & 
Smith, 1991). For example, a preoccupation with or rigid attention to past and future events 
can result in a deterioration in awareness of internal events (e.g., thoughts and feelings). This 
preoccupation diminishes one’s mental resources, which might otherwise be helpful in gaining 
distance, a nonjudgmental perspective, or clarity in a difficult situation; leaving one exposed 
to impulsive, or destructive behavior, as is the case in substance use. Furthermore, the elabo-
rated intrusion theory of craving proposes that preoccupation with (vs. flexible attention in) 
the present moment, not just past and future events, can be just as problematic. Elaborating 
or dwelling on intrusive drug urges can be gratifying in the moment, while at the same time, 
trigger feelings of deprivation, exasperating anticipation and resulting in an increase in drug 
use (Kavanagh, Andrade, & May, 2005). ACT specifically aims to change how a person relates 
to their internal experiences and propagates a more flexible and defused approach to thoughts 
and cravings so that the existence of substance- related thoughts does not lead to use behaviors.

Fusion with a cognitive interpretation of the self (coined as self- as- content) is another com-
ponent of the ACT model for SUDs treatment (Luoma et al., 2007). Inflexible self- as- content 
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patterns often result in people with SUDs acting out self- stigma or self- fulfilling prophecies 
as a way to remain consistent with their negative labels or self- concepts (Luoma et al., 2012). 
For example, the label can elicit feelings of despair such as “I’m an addict, I can’t control my 
use so why even bother trying.” Self- stigma in substance- using populations is linked to delays 
in seeking treatment, lower self- efficacy to quit using, and lower quality of life (Luoma et al., 
2012). Although counterintuitive, positive self- concepts can function in equally problematic 
ways, with self- labels of being strong and self- sufficient leading to reluctance in seeking help or 
taking sufficient steps to avoid temptations (Lindgren, Foster, Westgate, & Neighbors, 2013a; 
Lindgren et al., 2013b). ACT explains that this inflexibility and fusion with the content of 
thoughts (whether positive or negative) is what becomes problematic, rather than the mere 
presence of negative or positive thoughts themselves. ACT fosters the idea of self- as- context, 
of regarding oneself as being more than all the things they struggle with, including feelings and 
thoughts. Taking this self- as- context perspective frees the person from self- defeating behaviors. 
Instead, it helps them move toward values- based actions that are in accordance with the kind 
of person they would like to be.

Another key component targeted in ACT for SUDs is values confusion and disengage-
ment (Hayes & Strosahl, 2004). Individuals with SUDs may utilize emotional coping mecha-
nisms known as traumatic deflection or a disengagement from their valued path as a way to 
avoid pain (Hayes & Strosahl, 2004). This is because SUD clients often have deep- rooted, 
longstanding problems associated with living in volatile or traumatic environments (e.g., 
neglect, sexual abuse, violence, severe emotional abuse). In such conditions, goals or valued 
life directions are frequently abandoned, ignored, or paired with disappointment and/ or pain. 
Pain avoidance is therefore seen as a form of experiential avoidance (a defense mechanism) 
that is manifested by a generalized lack of values or values disengagement (Hayes & Strosahl, 
2004). Alternatively, again for similar reasons, individuals with SUDs engage in “pliance” or 
reliance on other people’s expectations of right and wrong, a behavior that often results in 
lack of clarity or confusion regarding their values (Hayes & Strosahl, 2004). The presence 
of a clear and personalized valued path can, in contrast, provide a powerful motivator for 
sustained changes to substance use. This is because values are abstract, evolving patterns of 
behavior that provide meaning, purpose, and vitality to people’s lives through reinforcement 
(Wilson, Sandoz, Kitchens, & Roberts, 2010). These naturally occurring, inexhaustible rein-
forcers compete with drug use and are key to the treatment of addiction (Plumb, Stewart, 
Dahl, & Lundgren, 2009). This is especially relevant given that many evidence- based treat-
ment modalities, which use artificial reinforcers to modify substance use behavior, lose their 
effect over time (Prendergast, Podus, Finney, Greenwell, & Roll, 2006; Roozen et al., 2004). 
For example, establishing an environment that encourages abstinence through values- based 
action has been shown to reduce alcohol consumption (Heffner, Eifert, Parker, Hernandez, & 
Sperry, 2003). Other research also suggests that living a valued life may moderate impulses to 
drink or use drugs (Roos, Kirouac, Pearson, Fink, & Witkiewitz, 2015).

To date, addiction treatment options have focused on reducing exposure to situations and 
triggers for substance use, a strategy that, at best, can offer only partial success in abstinence 
(Woodward, 2017). This is because situations that have not previously related to drug use have 
the capacity to provoke cravings and lead to relapse (Woodward, 2017). Research on expo-
sure to drug cues has been inconsistent; longer- term outcomes have shown the reemergence 
of previously extinguished functions, particularly in different contexts. With this in mind, 
acceptance seems to be a promising alternative to methods seeking to eliminate triggers or cue- 
elicited cravings (Conklin & Tiffany, 2002). Acceptance or psychological flexibility promoted 
by ACT is especially relevant when psychological triggers to drink or use drugs are unavoidable 
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or cannot be eliminated using exposure (Woodward, 2017). In this light, mindful acceptance 
of the present moment has been shown to both break the urge to drink and eliminate actual 
drinking behavior— an effect that has been shown to be partially mediated by reduction in 
thought suppression (Bowen et al., 2007; Ostafin & Marlatt, 2008).

Mindfulness refers to a specific mental state that is achieved through awareness of the 
present moment, peacefully acknowledging, and accepting one’s feelings, thoughts, and bodily 
sensations (Hasenkamp & Barsalou, 2012). It is a therapeutic technique intended to further 
reduce the risk of relapse by helping clients deal with some of the psychological discomfort 
present when experiencing withdrawal or cravings (Hasenkamp et al., 2012). Mindfulness 
utilized within ACT aims to give individuals with SUDs an increased awareness of present 
moment experiences and the “space” to engage in valued or prosocial behavior in the face of 
emotional, cognitive, and physical drug cues (Bowen et al., 2014).

More generally, ACT for SUDs aims to promote psychological flexibility by helping peo-
ple become more aware and accepting of their present experiences whether they are judged as 
good or bad (e.g., feelings of excitement/ grief, cravings/ urges, withdrawal), as well as achieve 
more clarity or contact with their personal values (Hayes et al., 2011). In summary, ACT for 
SUDs systematically targets the three pillars of psychological flexibility. First, it focuses on 
openness to experience, the changing of one’s relationship to thoughts, memories, and emo-
tions, rather than trying to change the form or frequency of these internal events. ACT for 
SUDs targets openness to experience through techniques such as defusion, acceptance, and 
self- as- context. Reducing attachment to thoughts, emotions, physical sensations, or indeed 
the conceptualized self by increasing access to an alternative context has been shown to help 
people with SUDs observe discomfort from afar and achieve an alternative, more objective 
perspective (Wilson & Byrd, 2004). Second, awareness of experience, the flexible mindful 
attention to experiences in the here- and- now, is also targeted in ACT for SUDs. The third 
pillar includes active engagement in life as seen through motivation to change, valued- living, 
behavioral activation, and purposeful action (Hayes et al., 2011). Committed action skills 
training (e.g., refusal, communication, and problem- solving skills) can bring about greater, 
more successful valued actions, while making room for psychological triggers that function as 
barriers to living a purposeful life.

Evidence in Support of ACT for SUDs
The empirical evidence for the effectiveness of ACT as a treatment for SUDs is growing 
(Cavicchioli, Movalli, & Maffei, 2018). ACT is efficacious, with significant reductions in 
substance use from pre-  to posttreatment, for a variety of substances (Lanza, Garcia, Lamelas, 
& González‐Menéndez, 2014). A recent review of meta- analytic evidence underscored ACT’s 
efficacy for SUDs as compared to other active interventions (e.g., CBT) with small, controlled 
effect sizes (Gloster, Walder, Levin, Twohig,  & Karekla, 2020). ACT for SUDS was found to 
be superior to the outcome of 63.3– 67.4% of individuals undergoing other active interven-
tions (Gloster et al., 2020).

There is limited evidence for some specific substances, and thus more research is needed. 
For example, in the case of cannabis, preliminary but controlled evidence, using a sample of 
only three people, suggests that ACT can help individuals reduce their use up to 3 months 
follow- up (Twohig, Shoenberger, & Hayes, 2007). This study used a combination of self- report 
and biological samples to confirm complete abstinence postintervention; 3- month follow- ups 
showed abstinence maintenance in one case, while the other two showed reduction from their 
baseline cannabis use (Twohig et al., 2007). Additionally, participants saw improved mental 
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health outcomes (on depression and anxiety scales), lowered EA, and improved withdrawal 
symptoms, which were maintained at follow- up (Twohig et al., 2007).

With regard to opioid use, several studies have shown promising results (Stotts, Masuda, 
& Wilson, 2009; Stotts et al., 2012; Lanza et al., 2014). More specifically, Stotts el al. (2012) 
randomized participants to receive either drug counseling or ACT in a methadone reduction 
program. Both groups received weekly 50- minute sessions for 6 months, with equal success on 
most drug- specific outcomes except for abstinence (36.7 vs. 19.2%) and anxiety specific mea-
surements, both of which favored ACT (Stotts et al., 2012). In a second study on outpatient 
methadone detoxification for 50 incarcerated women, results favored ACT over both CBT 
and a control group (González-Menéndez, Fernándeza, Rodríguez, & Villagráa, 2014). More 
specifically, while the results favored CBT for reducing anxiety sensitivity at posttreatment, 
results at 6- month follow‐up showed ACT to be more effective than CBT in reducing drug 
use (43.8 vs. 26.7%, respectively) and improving mental health (26.4 vs. 19.4%, respectively).

Limited evidence exists for cocaine use, with two studies showing promise for ACT 
(Schmitz et al., 2018; Stotts et al., 2014). A breakdown of the effectiveness of a contingency 
management (CM) intervention for people who use cocaine demonstrated that those who were 
nonresponsive to treatment had significantly higher baseline levels of avoidance and behav-
ioral inflexibility in the context of distressing cocaine- related thoughts, feelings, and physical 
sensations (Stotts et al., 2014). This result suggests that ACT, in combination with CM, may 
further increase abstinence in cocaine users. Along similar lines, Schmitz et al. (2018) also 
suggest that initial CM effectiveness can be improved when ACT is integrated into treatment.

Several studies lend support to ACT for use with methamphetamine use problems 
(Arjmand et al., 2019; Bahrami & Asghari, 2017; Smout, Hayes, Atkins, Klausen, & Duguid, 
2010). In a randomized, controlled trial (RCT) examining differences between a group of 
104 methamphetamine users who received either ACT or CBT, no significant differences in 
treatment attendance and methamphetamine- related outcomes were found between the two 
groups (Smout et al., 2010). Methamphetamine use and severity, as well as health and social 
consequences improved over time in both groups. However, methodological problems should 
lend caution to the conclusions of this study, with attrition reaching 70% at 12 weeks and 
86 percent at 24 weeks postentry, leaving the study underpowered to detect true differences 
(Smout et al., 2012).

More research on ACT can be found for alcohol use problems. A laboratory study found 
that mindful acceptance of internal cues weakened the relationship between automatic urges 
to drink alcohol and hazardous drinking (Ostafin & Marlatt, 2008). Additionally, single- case 
design study outcomes supported ACT for alcohol use disorder (AUD; Heffner et al., 2003; 
Luciano, Gómez, Hernández, & Cabello, 2001). Intervention studies and systematic reviews 
also lend support to ACT for alcohol use, with one study suggesting that ACT fares better than 
no treatment and treatments of minimal efficacy, and is comparable to other evidence- based 
psychosocial treatments for AUDs (Byrne et al., 2019). Similarly, two studies support the use 
of ACT for alcohol use and comorbid disorders (Meyer et al., 2018; Petersen & Zettle, 2010). 
The first, an uncontrolled pilot study (Meyer et al., 2018), examined ACT for comorbid 
AUD and PTSD in veterans, with therapy completers reporting significant reductions 
in both clinician‐assessed and self‐reported PTSD symptoms, along with improvements 
in quality of life, functional ability, and mental well- being at posttreatment and 3- month 
follow- up. Importantly, individuals experiencing suicidal ideation presented with significant 
reductions by follow‐up; results were found to align with the ACT theoretical model, with 
more between‐session mindfulness practice resulting in reductions in experiential avoidance 
(Meyer et al., 2018). Further, in a study of individuals who were involuntarily committed 
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for treatment of comorbid alcohol use disorder and depression, both ACT and 12- step (i.e., 
treatment as usual [TAU]) approaches resulted in equivalent and significant reductions in 
depression levels. However, participants randomly assigned to receive ACT needed a briefer, 
smaller dose intervention to meet criteria for discharge compared to their TAU counterparts 
(i.e., ACT produced equivalent results more efficiently than TAU). Again, as expected, an 
analysis of the therapeutic process indicated that a decrease in experiential avoidance in the 
ACT group contributed to its potentially superior therapeutic effect (Petersen & Zettle, 2010).

In the case of polysubstance use, a RCT study compared the effectiveness of ACT ver-
sus CBT in incarcerated women with polydrug use (González-Menéndez et al., 2014). Over 
several time points in an 18- month period, there were equal reductions in drug use, anxiety 
sensitivity levels, and avoidance in both conditions. Especially interesting was the reduction 
in mental health comorbidities observed only among ACT participants, with ACT faring sig-
nificantly better than CBT in maintaining abstinence rates at the 18- month follow- up period 
(González-Menéndez et al., 2014). In a different study of individuals abusing multiple sub-
stances along with opioid use disorder, ACT was compared to 12- step and care- as- usual/ meth-
adone maintenance (Hayes et al., 2004). For this study, both ACT and the 12- step approach 
were associated with less objectively verified drug use compared to methadone maintenance, 
and 23 percent fewer ACT participants reported drug use relative to the 12- step approach 
at follow- up. Overall, ACT appears to be efficacious for use with individuals with polysub-
stance use (Hayes, Pankey, Gifford, Batten, & Quiñones, 2002; Shorey et al., 2018; Wilson, 
Schnetzer, Flynn, & Kurz, 2012).

An innovative area of ACT research for SUDs is in applying ACT to address shame 
and self- stigma. For example, in a study of a 28- day residential treatment center, shame and 
stigma were targeted. ACT participants were more than twice as likely to remain abstinent, 
use drug/ alcohol treatment facilities at higher rates, and report less internalized shame at 4- 
month follow- up relative to participants who received treatment as usual (Luoma et al., 2012). 
It is especially encouraging for ACT because the intervention utilized in this study was less 
intensive and consisted of three 2- hour group sessions within a one- week period as compared 
to TAU.

ACT for SUDs has thus been applied in a variety of settings and specific population 
groups (e.g., prisons, methadone clinics, residential, outpatient treatment centers, women, and 
veterans), while targeting a range of additional mental health comorbidities with very encour-
aging outcomes (González-Menéndez et al., 2014; Lanza et al., 2014; Petersen & Zettle, 2010; 
Stotts & Northrup, 2015; Weinrib et al., 2017). Bringing all evidence together, ACT dem-
onstrates posttreatment abstinence, which persists at follow- ups (Stotts & Northrup, 2015). 
A recent meta- analysis found a small to medium effect- size difference in favor of ACT over 
other active treatment approaches (Lee, An, Levin, & Twohig, 2015). Further, when paralleled 
with first- line treatments such as CBT, the literature generally favors ACT (Stotts & Northrup, 
2015). However, some outcome studies showed equivalent outcomes for ACT and CBT at 
posttreatment for polysubstance use (Wilson et al., 2012; Wilson, Hayes, & Byrd, 2000). 
ACT has accumulated empirical support for a wide range of behavioral and psychological 
problems, including SUDs of various kinds (Gloster et al., 2020). ACT for SUDs can effec-
tively address internal/ interoceptive cues, which is often responsible for substance initiation, 
maintenance, and relapse.

The Application of ACT for SUDs
Several ACT- based treatment protocols for SUDs focus on a variety of problem areas, includ-
ing protocols specific for outpatients (Smout et al., 2010; Woodward, 2017), adolescents 
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(Thurstone, Hull, Timmerman, & Emrick, 2017), shame and stigma (Luoma et al., 2012), 
veterans, and severe inpatient use (Hayes et al., 2004; Turner, Welches, & Conti, 2013). These 
protocols, in addition to presenting how to work with SUDs from an ACT approach, dem-
onstrate its combination with relapse prevention, motivational interviewing, and contingency 
management skills. Some ACT protocols are available as books (e.g., DuFrene & Wilson, 
2012), while others can be downloaded from the Association for Contextual Behavioral 
Science website (ACBS; https:// contex tual scie nce.org/ tre atme nt_ p roto col_ and_ manu als 
accessed 09/ 2020).

Some general ACT- based SUDs treatment guidelines can be extracted from these pro-
tocols and are outlined here. ACT for SUDs can be conducted individually or in a group 
format over several sessions (e.g., 15 sessions; Woodward, 2017). Additional modes of delivery 
have also been examined and are available. These include self- help/ bibliotherapy and digital 
interventions with various degrees of therapist involvement, depending on the severity and 
substance of choice (Stavrinaki & Karekla, 2019).

Overall, five key points should be addressed when doing ACT with SUDs, which can 
be approached in any order, depending on the person’s individual needs and wants. These 
points include (1) functional analysis of the problem (i.e., to help people consider the function 
of substance use and assess its workability for themselves in both the short and long term); 
(2) openness to internal experiences, which helps people identify avoided psychological con-
tent that triggers substance use and acceptance of all internal states; (3) awareness of experi-
ence (e.g., practice giving flexible attention to experiences in the here- and- now, experiencing 
thoughts of the past and future from a here- and- now perspective, and discriminating between 
being on “autopilot” and being “mindfully aware”); (4) compassionate observation (i.e., prac-
tice relating to the observer self and developing a more compassionate relationship toward 
oneself ), and finally; (5) active engagement in life by encouraging free choice in values, helping 
to clarify valued directions and working toward them, to use values as a compass to evaluate 
drinking/ drug use and other strategies used to control unwanted thoughts and emotions, and 
to help people tolerate slips and translate them into committed action (Woodward, 2017).

Prior to beginning ACT, a thorough functional analysis is carried out in which the thera-
pist and the client investigate the function substances play in the life of the person and explore 
the purpose it has for the client’s life. Through this case conceptualization, the different areas 
that ACT theorizes will contribute to psychopathology (experiential avoidance, cognitive 
fusion, lack of present moment awareness, self as content, lack of values clarity, and impulsive 
or nonvalues directed behaving) are explored as to how they relate to rigidity in behaving (i.e., 
substance use). The functional analysis guides the therapist in their decision on where to begin 
with therapy. For some individuals (especially if motivation to make changes is an issue), the 
therapist may choose to begin with values clarification. For other persons, experiential avoid-
ance may be the most salient problem area that contributes to substance use, and thus, therapy 
will begin by working on acceptance and cognitive defusion skills. In this article, we present 
examples of the different areas that illustrate the ACT approach. However, we emphasize that 
these are not sequential— therapy can start from any point in the ACT model, and different 
ACT processes can be worked on simultaneously within each session based on the functional 
analysis, needs, and readiness of the client.

One of ACT’s main goals for SUDs is to develop openness to internal experiences rather 
than try to change these experiences through the use of substances. Openness is promoted 
by altering one’s association to their personalized interoceptive cues by learning to experience 
or observe them for what they are (e.g., thoughts, emotions, somatic sensations, memories). 
This introduces “distance” from them and allows the person to function in their life in the 

https://contextualscience.org/treatment_protocol_and_manuals
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presence of distressing thoughts and emotions. To illustrate the futility of old ways of behaving 
(i.e., substance use) as emotional and thought control strategies, a technique called creative 
hopelessness is utilized, along with discussing the various short-  and long- term consequences of 
substance use (Turner et al., 2013). Various exercises exist related to the concepts of acceptance 
and cognitive defusion; they are employed to provide the client with tools used to adopt an 
“open” response style (Woodward, 2017). ACT metaphors and exercises help the person learn 
to open up and change how they relate to internal events (e.g., “Monsters on the Bus,” “Tug 
of War with a Monster,” and “Leaves on a Stream”; see Stoddard & Afari, 2014 for detailed 
presentations of these metaphors).

Furthermore, clients are taught to become more aware of personalized interoceptive as 
well as external substance cues responsible for lapses and relapses (Thurstone et al., 2017). As 
is the case with CBT relapse prevention manuals, clients can be introduced to the concept of 
Seemingly Irrelevant Decisions (also known as Apparently Irrelevant Decisions) that predate a 
lapse or a full- blown relapse (Woodward, 2017). Characteristically, a series of mini, seemingly 
irrelevant choices, justified as inconsequential in the eyes of the client, eventually set up a situ-
ation that can later either unnoticeably lead to a relapse or be used as an excuse to justify a 
relapse. Clients are helped to get out of the “automatic pilot” mode of listening to their inner 
dialogue and become more in tune with their choices and actions through increased present 
moment awareness achieved via mindfulness, self- compassion, and self- as- context exercises. 
For example, the “Torch in the Dark” is a self- as- context metaphor in which the light from a 
torch represents mindful attention of internal or external drug triggers (e.g., cravings, physical 
sensations related to withdrawal or being in risky situations such as feeling lonely, driving by 
a pub, running into your ex- dealer) and circumstantially illuminates objects in a dark room. 
What is of importance in this metaphor is that the source of illumination always comes from 
the same source: that of the observing self, which remains unchanged and distanced from all 
triggers. Other useful metaphors include “Loving Kindness Meditation,” and “Chessboard 
Metaphor” (see Stoddard & Afari, 2014 for more metaphors).

Self- defeating behaviors, such as substance use, are often perpetuated by rigid beliefs 
about the self or unchangeable life stories, such as criticizing or blaming oneself for hav-
ing certain qualities, past behaviors, or feeling victimized (Woodward, 2017). Clients can 
be encouraged to work on their identity and on how they relate to their life story. For 
example, helping clients recognize that they are more than just “addicts/ people who use 
substance users” or victims of their past, and that instead they are human beings with many 
different qualities and abilities for behaving, learning, evolving, growing and so on. This 
viewpoint can be fostered through self- as- context and self- compassion exercises. Dealing 
with environmental or contextual triggers is also important, and ACT incorporates tech-
niques with demonstrated effectiveness for dealing with them. Refusal skills, communica-
tion skills, assertiveness training, social skills, and the like, are also included as needed in 
protocols of ACT for SUDs, as they constitute opportunities to practice new responses to 
being offered a drink or drugs or aid in gaining increased support from family and friends 
(Witkiewitz, Donnovan, & Hartzler, 2012).

Ultimately, the aim of ACT is “psychologically flexible behaving and active engagement 
in life” achieved through clarifying values and utilizing what is important for the person as a 
motivator for behavior change (Hayes et al., 2011). Valued- living, behavioral activation, and 
purposeful action are instigated through various techniques, exercises, and metaphors (e.g., 
“Skiing Metaphor,” “the Path up the Mountain metaphor,” “the values bullseye exercise,” “the 
Sweet- Spot exercise,” and “the Game of Life”). An important therapeutic target here would be 
to facilitate the understanding that it is not always the destination but the journey that is of 
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importance. The skiing metaphor describes this well, with the idea being that if someone kept 
taking you down to the bottom of a ski run with a helicopter every time you got to the top, it 
would be frustrating because even though the outcome goal is to get to the bottom, what really 
matters is the process of how you get down, by skiing. Skiing gives you a chance to experience 
the whole process, to feel the cold air against your skin, to feel the energy in your body rising 
as you move down the slope, to experience the thrill of coordinating your legs and arms, and 
to sense the rise in your heartbeat and the change in your breathing. All these exhilarating 
experiences are missed if you do not take the skiing journey down the mountain. Similarly, 
while an aim in therapy might be to remain abstinent, a pill curing you of all cravings would 
deprive you of all the skills building needed for prolonged abstinence (e.g., going through the 
motions of acknowledging and accepting your cravings while creating a safe space between 
yourself and your internal cues).

Furthermore, impulsivity or the urgency to achieve things quickly, is a key etiological and 
maintenance factor attributed to SUDs (Poulton & Hester, 2020), which should be targeted 
as frequently and as thoroughly as possible in therapy. Mindfulness exercises aimed at slowing 
down and being present in the moment are key processes throughout ACT for SUDs proto-
cols. Further, the “path up the mountain” metaphor highlights what is wrong with monitoring 
only “snapshots” of life as opposed to the “big picture” (i.e., noticing the twists and turns, 
circling around, or perhaps even the downward slopes of your path up the mountain instead 
of your overall, steady, and continuous progress to reach your goal).

Similar to motivational interviewing, values- based exercises serve to “develop discrepancy” 
between what the person wants and how they are presently living their life, setting the stage 
for committing to make a change (quit use) in the service of living a values- filled life (Turner 
et al., 2013). Clients learn to recognize obstacles to valued living (internal and external) and 
exercise their values- based choices when faced with dilemmas that can drive them back to use. 
Problem- solving external barriers and defusing from interoceptive ones, such as unwanted 
thoughts, emotions, urges, and sensations, are encouraged, along with having action plans 
available when a pivotal situation arises.

Taken together, ACT for SUDs encompasses all the aspects of traditional ACT protocols, 
while combining them with skills and components identified by the literature as essential for 
the treatment of individuals with SUDs, such as relapse prevention, motivational interview-
ing, and contingency management skills (Hayes et al., 2011).

Future Research Directions
While studies on ACT for SUDs are still being amassed, preliminary evidence indicates much 
promise. Studies of ACT for SUDs have shown reduction in substance use regardless of the 
substance addressed, as well as reductions in cravings, avoidance- based coping strategies, anxi-
ety and depressive symptoms, negative affectivity, and posttraumatic symptoms (Cavicchioli, 
Movallia, & Maffei, 2018; Chiesa & Serretti, 2014; Li, Howard, Garland, McGovern, & 
Lazar, 2017; Zgierska et al., 2009). ACT’s functional contextualistic approach aids in tack-
ling comorbid disorders via identification of transdiagnostic elements as well as disorder- 
specific treatment components that can commonly address various psychological disorders (Ii 
et al., 2019).

Although ACT for SUDs is promising, there is still a need for larger, adequately pow-
ered outcome studies, as well as more studies to inform precise mechanisms responsible for 
behavior change in substance- abusing populations. Future research should also focus on more 
comprehensively addressing comorbidities such as personality and impulsivity- related factors 
through ACT processes such as values and present moment awareness (Mohi, Deane, Bailey, 
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Mooney-Reh, & Ciaglia, 2018; Korponay et al., 2019). In an effort to personalize treatment, 
future work could address differentiating qualities of individuals with SUDs in a more targeted 
fashion (e.g., presence of self- stigma; Luoma & Platt, 2015; Wong et al., 2019). Additionally, 
treatment could be personalized according to an individual’s addiction severity scores, their 
drugs of choice, as well as drug- specific vulnerability factors such as anxiety sensitivity and 
distress tolerance. Examinations of the differential effectiveness of various ACT- based com-
ponents for specific drug types, severities, or populations may be useful with these gaps in 
the literature. Future studies need to expand this work on how to make interventions more 
personalized to the needs and context of each specific person with their set of circumstances.

Substance use disorders are characterized by a chronic and relapsing nature, and novel 
treatment modalities to deliver or augment ACT may prove helpful in this regard. Text mes-
sages (Stotts, Northrup, & Norwood, 2013), telephone and audio- assisted self- help pro-
grams (Stavrinaki & Karekla, 2019), and computer/ web- based programs (Bricker, Wyszynski, 
Comstock, & Heffner, 2013; Bricker et al., 2014 ; Karekla et al., 2020) are a few promising 
examples. Future work can examine different types of innovative treatment methodologies 
to deliver or expand ACT either as a stand- alone intervention or an add on to already exist-
ing interventions. Beyond treatment, the need for more individualized and accurate assess-
ments for people who use substances has also been highlighted (Carpenter, Martinez, Vadhan,  
Barnes-Holmes, & Nunes, 2012; Callaghan, 2017; Gloster & Karekla, 2020).

Development and use of new ACT and substance- specific, valid measurements (e.g., 
Acceptance and Action Questionnaire- Substance Abuse; Luoma et al., 2011) are vital to suc-
cessfully address and understand the effectiveness of ACT as well as the specific processes of 
change that are at work when conducting interventions. Implicit measurement of substance- 
related variables may add to existing self- report measures (Thush et al., 2007). This is especially 
relevant given that explicit measures have several limitations, including sensitivity to contex-
tual and social effects (Barnes-Holmes, Barnes-Holmes, Stewart, & Boles, 2010), response 
biases (Latkin, Edwards, Davey-Rothwell, & Tobin, 2017) as well as limited access to compli-
cated mental processes (Nisbett & Wilson, 1977). Within the substance use literature, drug- 
taking behavior is understood as being partly induced through automatic processes that act 
outside of conscious control (Wiers & Stacy, 2006). Implicit measures are therefore particu-
larly appropriate when assessing people who use substances (Wiers & Stacy, 2006). A rela-
tively new implicit measure, the implicit relational assessment procedure (IRAP), has many 
benefits compared to its predecessors, including validity, reliability, specificity, immunity from 
“fakability,” as well as a theoretically sound background (Drake, Seymour, & Habib, 2016; 
Golijani- Moghaddam, Hart, & Dawson, 2013). Three studies— on alcohol, cocaine, and a 
group of multidrug users— have examined implicit drug- related attitudes using the IRAP 
(Carpenter et al., 2012; Callaghan, 2017; Stavrinaki & Karekla, 2019). Biases identified by 
the IRAP have been shown to be malleable using appropriate exemplar training (AET; Cullen, 
Barnes-Holmes, Barnes-Holmes, & Stewart, 2009). These lines of inquiry of course need more 
research within a functional contextualistic framework to decipher their impact upon improv-
ing assessment and treatment for SUDs. Furthermore, from an ACT perspective, discomfort, 
believability, and avoidance of private events are functional processes, and they should be stud-
ied within the context of ongoing stimulus- behavior relations (Masuda, Feinstein, Wendell, 
& Sheehan, 2010). Self- report type methods do not assess these processes directly when they 
occur; therefore, the development of behavioral methodology or implicit assessment, that cap-
tures the function of self- referential thoughts seems extremely important in future studies. 
Overall, multilevel and multimodal assessments (Gloster & Karekla, 2020) may more accu-
rately and timely identify mechanisms that lead to SUDs and intervene via both prevention 
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and intervention methods to achieve our goals of better serving those who seek our services to 
achieve a dependence- free life, increased well- being, and decreased suffering.

Conclusion
In this article, we reviewed the evidence for the ACT approach to treatment of SUDs. Use of 
ACT for SUDs has shown much promise, with some outcome studies demonstrating greater 
abstinence as well as lower dropout and relapse levels in favor of ACT when compared to other 
effective treatment options (Cavicchioli et al., 2018; Lee et al., 2015; Stavrinaki & Karekla, 
2019). Furthermore, ACT for SUDs could successfully address the interoceptive cues that are 
often responsible for substance initiation, maintenance, and relapse (Otto et al., 2007; Priddy 
et al., 2018). Moreover, key transdiagnostic and vulnerability factors attributed to SUDs (e.g., 
psychological inflexibility and distress tolerance) are well addressed in this approach (Lejuez 
et al., 2008; Stavrinaki & Karekla, 2019). Future research could further develop improve-
ments in the assessment and personalization of substance use treatment.
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 Acceptance and Commitment 
Therapy for Smoking Cessation

Jonathan B. Bricker

Abstract
This article summarizes the theory, clinical methods, evidence, and mechanisms of  
action for the application of  acceptance and commitment therapy (ACT) to tobacco 
smoking cessation. Following an overview of  the relational frame theory underlying 
the ACT cessation interventions and contrasts between ACT and standard behavioral 
clinical practice guideline cessation interventions, a session- by- session clinical summary 
is presented for the delivery of  an ACT cessation intervention. The evidence reviewed 
from the 15 randomized clinical trials published to date (total N =  6991) shows that 
ACT is a strong alternative to standard behavioral therapies when delivered in traditional 
modalities (e.g., group) and is particularly efficacious as a smartphone- delivered cessation 
intervention (e.g., iCanQuit smartphone app). Acceptance of  cravings is an important 
mechanism of  action. Future directions include next generations of  digital delivery, such 
as conversational agents (i.e., “chatbots”).

Key Words: acceptance and commitment therapy, relational frame theory, smoking 
cessation, digital interventions, clinical protocol, evidence, acceptance of  cravings, chatbots

Globally, tobacco smoking is now the second leading cause of early death and disability (GBD 
2015 Risk Factors Collaborators, 2016), accounting for over one in ten deaths (GBD 2015 
Tobacco Collaborators, 2017). Standard smoking cessation behavioral interventions follow 
the U.S. Clinical Practice Guidelines (USCPG; Fiore et al., 2008). The USCPG have these 
behavioral components: tracking smoking status, assisting in quit planning and setting a quit 
date, advice on Food and Drug Administration- approved pharmacotherapy for smoking 
cessation, motivational interviewing, cognitive- behavioral skills to prevent relapse, and skills 
for identifying and eliciting social support for quitting (Abroms et al., 2011, 2013; Fiore 
et al., 2000, 2008). Multiple meta- analyses of USCPG behavioral interventions report modest 
weighted- average 12- month outcomes of 6% to 25% smoking cessation rates, depending 
on the delivery modality (Civljak et al., Car, 2010; Fiore et al., 2008; Graham et al., 2011; 
Hutton et al., 2011; Lancaster & Stead, 2017; Shahab & McEwen, 2009; Silagy et al., 2004; 
Stead et al., 2006, 2013, 2017; Webb, 2009; Whittaker et al., 2012). These success rates are 
generally higher than the 4% success rate from quitting smoking on one’s own (Fiore et al., 
2008), but there is a lot of room for improvement.

To improve on the modest success rates of USCPG interventions, since 2004, a total of 
15 randomized clinical trials have been published that compare acceptance and commitment 
therapy (ACT) to USCPG interventions for tobacco smoking cessation. In the context of 
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smoking cessation, acceptance means noticing and not acting on physical cravings (e.g., urges 
to smoke), emotions (e.g., sadness that cues smoking), and thoughts (e.g., thoughts that cue 
smoking). Commitment means expressing what is deeply important and meaningful to a 
person— that is, one’s values— to guide specific plans of action (e.g., setting a quit date).

ACT is based on relational frame theory (RFT; Hayes et al., 2001). RFT posits that overt 
environmental, cognitive, physiological, and emotional stimuli can become related to one 
another in every imaginable way. For example, smokers may have a powerful urge to smoke 
during their first visit to a nonsmoking bar due to a history of connections between bars where 
they used to enjoy smoking; the word “smoking,” an urge to smoke, and the like. An innovative 
principle of RFT is that trying to control or eliminate these relations creates a paradox: new 
relations are formed that interfere with behavior change. For example, distraction from an urge 
becomes related with more urges, impeding quitting smoking. Therapeutically, RFT suggests 
the innovative approach of creating new relations that support valued behavior change. For 
example, a person with the thought “I need to smoke to feel better” could add the thought: “I 
care about my health, so I won’t act upon this thought.” RFT suggests that a person’s thoughts 
do not necessarily reflect that person’s intrinsic characteristics. Instead, RFT suggests that 
a person notice thoughts as just thoughts while choosing actions consistent with what the 
person cares about (e.g., living a healthy life). RFT principles are supported in basic science 
experiments, and these principles guide ACT therapeutic techniques (Hayes et al., 2013).

Both ACT and the USCPG focus on teaching skills to cope with urges to smoke. However, 
the philosophy and content of those skills follow fundamentally different paradigms. Unlike 
the USCPG, ACT does not focus on changing the content of thoughts (e.g., replacing an 
inaccurate thought with an accurate thought) but rather one’s relationship to them via active 
awareness and observation of thoughts (Hayes et al., 2006). ACT’s first key innovation is 
a focus on increasing a person’s willingness to experience urges to smoke (Gifford et al., 
2004; Hernandez- Lopez et al., 2009). In contrast, the USCPG use problem- solving skills to 
avoid and control urges to smoke (Fiore et al., 2008; Perkins et al., 2008). ACT’s second key 
innovation is promoting value- driven behavior change (Gifford et al., 2004; Hayes et al., 1999; 
Hernandez- Lopez et al., 2009; Luoma et al., 2007), whereas the USCPG promote reason- 
driven behavior change (Fiore et al., 2008; Perkins et al., 2008). For the change approach, 
ACT teaches skills primarily through metaphors and experiential exercises (Gifford et al., 
2004; Hernandez- Lopez et al., 2009; Luoma et al., 2007), whereas the USCPG teach skills 
primarily through logical and literal explanation (Fiore et al., 2000; Perkins et al., 2008). In 
ACT, metaphors and experiential exercises help people step back from literal thought, feeling, 
and urges. Finally, ACT differs from mindfulness- based therapies in that (1) being mindful 
is only one of numerous ACT strategies for increasing willingness to experience urges and 
(2) ACT focuses on values (Herbert & Forman, 2011). The differences between ACT and the 
USCPG are further elaborated in Table 23.1.

Clinician Delivery of ACT for Smoking Cessation
To apply and adapt ACT concepts for cigarette smoking cessation, our research team has 
developed a clinician’s intervention manual that has been continuously refined over the years 
(Bricker et al., 2010; Bricker, Bush, et al., 2014; McClure et al., 2020). Our manual is a five- 
session (30 minutes for Session One; 15– 20 minutes for Sessions Two to Five) intervention 
that can be delivered either as a stand- alone treatment or as adjunct to an ongoing ACT- based 
treatment for other behaviors. Session One focuses on values, acceptance, and committed 
action. Specifically, the clinician will elicit the core values that guide a patient’s plan to quit 
smoking. This would include asking questions, including “What makes quitting smoking now 
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(continued)

Table 23.1 Differences between ACT and USCPG for smoking cessation

Conceptual Level ACT USCPG

Theoretical Basis Relational Frame Theory: Overt 
environmental, cognitive, physiological, 
and emotional stimuli can be related 
to one another— and thereby take on 
each other’s qualities and functions— in 
every imaginable way: (Example: seeing 
an actual cigarette↔ thought “urge” ↔ 
physical urge↔ smoking a cigarette). 
Trying to control these processes just 
adds new relations and interferes with 
behavior change (Example: distraction 
from an urge ↔ more urges). In 
contrast, increasing willingness to 
experience (and not change) these 
processes increases value- guided 
behavior change (Hayes et al., 2001).

Information Processing Theories: 
The mind processes information 
through the application of mental 
rules/ strategies that guide behavior. 
Applying Illogical rules/ strategies 
leads to dysfunctional behavior. 
(Example: Applying the illogical belief 
that “smoking controls stress” will lead 
one to smoke.) In contrast, applying 
logical rules/ strategies leads to more 
effective information processing and 
functional behavior (Newell, 1990).

Clinical Level ACT USCPG

General approach 
to intervening on 
urges, emotions, and 
thoughts that cue 
smoking

Acceptance: Openness to experience 
urges, emotions, and thoughts as they 
are and without any intent that they 
change (e.g., no desire that urge 
reduces). Example: Asking: “How 
willing are you to have, and not try to 
change, your urges to smoke?” (Gifford 
et al., 2004; Luoma et al., 2007)

Avoidance: Actively trying not to 
experience urges, emotions, and 
thoughts with the intent that that they 
change (e.g., desire for urge to reduce). 
Example: Asking: “How can you 
avoid or control your urges to smoke?” 
(Perkins et al., 2008, p. 74).

Specific approach to 
intervening on urges 
and emotions that cue 
smoking

Being Present: Being fully aware of 
the present moment with openness. 
Nonjudgmental description of 
experiences in the present moment. 
Example: while holding an unlit 
cigarette, take one minute to describe 
out loud its color, length, texture, smell. 
Describe urges and emotions (Gifford 
et al., 2004; Luoma et al., 2007).

Urge/ Emotion Coping Skills: A 
broad set of strategies designed to 
manage or control urges and emotions 
that cue smoking. Examples: avoiding 
places where you often smoke; 
engaging in a distracting activity 
(e.g., crossword puzzle); keeping 
hands active (e.g., gripping a stress 
ball; Perkins et al., 2008, p. 81).

Specific approach 
to intervening on 
thoughts that cue 
smoking

Cognitive Defusion: Seeing 
thoughts, self- judgments, images, 
and memories as just words and 
pictures. Allowing them to come and 
go without trying to control or avoid 
them. Example: For a thought that 
often cues smoking (e.g., “I want to 
smoke.”), reduce it to one key word 
(e.g. “smoke”) and then say the word 
out loud repeatedly for 30 seconds, 
while not smoking (Gifford et al., 
2004; Luoma et al., 2007).

Cognitive Restructuring: Changing 
the content of one’s unrealistic/ 
irrational beliefs and/ or replacing 
them with realistic/ rational beliefs. 
Example: Change the thought 
“Smoking is how I cope with things” 
with this response: “Smoking does 
nothing to help a smoker cope, other 
than relieving withdrawal” (Perkins 
et al., 2008, p. 41).
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Table 23.1 Continued

important to you?”; “If you were not smoking, how would you be spending your time?” 
Broadly, the areas of life that often guide a patient’s quitting smoking are issues of health and 
relationships. The clinician invites the patient to keep these answers in mind as they work on 
quitting smoking and will remind them whenever the patient is struggling with cravings or 
has a lapse. Shifting to acceptance, the clinician focuses on enhancing willingness to notice 
triggers to smoke for the sake of values. This would include asking: “How willing are you to 
have and not act on your urges to smoke cigarettes?” and “Would you be willing to not act on 
your cravings, for sake of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  (e.g., your family or your health)?” For patients struggling 
with willingness, clinicians focus on past valued actions in the face of extreme personal 
challenges: “Have you done something really important that was hard to do?” Finally, Session 
One ends with a plan to take committed action, which may include setting a quit date (ideally 
within the next 2 weeks or before the third session); planning to take any FDA- approved 
medications for stopping smoking; and tracking to triggers to smoke cigarettes. Medications 
are framed as a short- term method for coping with cravings and withdrawal, while the patient 
is learning ACT skills as a long- term method for responding to these sensations and preventing 
relapse.

Session Two focuses on the ACT processes of being present and committed action. 
Following a brief session bridge and review of progress since Session One, the clinician intro-
duces the concept of being present and then illustrates it with a Stop and Breathe exercise. 
With eyes closed, the patient is invited to take slow, deep breaths in and out, and then to 
notice sensations, thoughts, and emotions for about 5 minutes. In the debrief, the clinician 
advises the patient to practice Stop and Breathe at least three times a day while having an 
urge to smoke. Next, the clinician presents an acronym for remembering key concepts of the 
program: B.R.E.A.K.S.: B =  brake (stop!), R =  read what’s inside (how does it feel inside?), 
E =  expand (breathe in and out), A =  allow everything (the situation and your experience), 
K =  know what’s important to you, and S =  step it forward (take a step in your important 
direction). Finally, the session wraps up with a committed action plan that includes practicing 
Stop and Breathe, following the B.R.E.A.K.S. acronym, and using FDA- approved quit smok-
ing medications. If the quit date is set to occur within the next week, the next session should 
be timed for several days after the quit date as a measure to help prevent relapse.

Session Three focuses on cognitive defusion and committed action. Following a brief session 
bridge and review of progress since Session Two, the clinician introduces the concept of defusion 
and illustrates it with an exercise. Given the seemingly automatic nature of smoking behavior, 
patients are sometimes unaware of the thoughts they have before or during smoking. In these 
cases, the clinician can provide common examples such as “I need a break, “I want a cigarette,” 

Conceptual Level ACT USCPG

Specific approach to 
increase motivation 
to quit smoking

Values: Chosen life directions that 
guide actions. Values require no 
reasoning. Valuing is a process, not 
a life goal achieved or an outcome. 
Examples: “What really matters to 
you?; How would you like to build 
your personal relationships?” (Gifford 
et al., 2004; Luoma et al., 2007).

Reasons to Change: The specific 
expectations one would have for when 
a behavior has changed. Examining 
the advantages and disadvantages of 
a behavior change. Examples: Listing 
expected benefits of quitting smoking; 
Listing all of the reasons for quitting 
and for not quitting smoking (Perkins 
et al., 2008, pp. 49–50).
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or “I am going to fail at quitting smoking.” Recording the thoughts the patient is having during 
an urge to smoke is often a useful strategy for becoming more aware of these thoughts. The most 
common exercise used in our program for defusing from thoughts is “I am Having the Thought,” 
which involves rating the strength of the thought (e.g., 0 to 10 scale), then adding and saying 
aloud several times the phrase, “I am having the thought that  . . .  ” and finally re- rating the 
thought to observe any changes in the strength of the thought. Finally, the session shifts to a com-
mitted action plan that includes plans for taking quit smoking medications, daily practice of “I am 
Having the Thought,” and practice of any exercises from previous sessions.

Session Four focuses on self- compassionate perspective- taking and committed action. 
Following a brief session bridge and review of progress since Session Three, the clinician frames 
self- compassionate perspective- taking simply as an exercise for dealing with stress— a common 
trigger for smoking. The exercise called “Puppy Exercise” asks the patient to imagine finding 
a cute little puppy that is stressed and how the patient would respond (e.g., by comforting it). 
And then the clinician asks: “You wouldn’t give the puppy a cigarette, would you?” Following 
a pause, the perspective shifts to how the patients treats themselves when they are stressed. 
Instead of smoking when stressed, patients could remember the stressed puppy and consider 
alternative ways of responding, including taking a moment, resting, or reaching out to a 
friend. The session then closes with a committed action plan that is similar to the prior session.

Session Five focuses on acceptance and values. Following a brief session bridge and 
review of progress since Session Four, the clinician reviews the core acceptance message of 
the program: practicing letting go of urges will help you stay quit for life. Relatedly, the 
clinician states that “you are not your urges,” emphasizing the defusion from people’s self- 
identification with sensations, thoughts, and emotions that trigger smoking, and instead 
seeing them as internal and changing experiences they have. Shifting to values, the clinician 
elicits from the patient what matters most about quitting smoking and how that aspect has 
served as an inspiration to persist even in the face of challenges. Reflecting on the entire 
program, the clinician presents six summary words: be aware, be willing, and be inspired. 
Specifically, be aware of your triggers to smoke, be willing to have these triggers, and be 
inspired by your values.

Efficacy
Published randomized clinical trials comparing ACT with USCPG behavioral interventions 
have been conducted in four modalities of delivery: group therapy, telephone coaching, web-
site, and smartphone application. This section briefly reviews the efficacy of ACT in each of 
these modalities.

Group Therapy
There are numerous barriers to accessing group- delivered intervention for smoking cessation 
interventions. These barriers include little or no insurance reimbursement and lack of patient 
demand (Husten, 2010). Nonetheless, group therapy for smoking cessation will likely remain 
available in some limited form for the foreseeable future (Stead et al., 2017). The first trials 
of group- delivered (or group plus individual sessions) ACT were pilot studies that, by design, 
had important methodological limitations, including small sample sizes, quasi- experimental 
designs, lack of a behavioral intervention control arms (e.g., comparison was medications 
only), and exclusion of people with substance use and psychiatric comorbidities (Brown et al., 
2013, 2018; Gifford et al., 2004, 2011; Hernandez- Lopez et al., 2009). These trials motivated 
a full- scale randomized trial of group- delivered ACT that compared five weekly 90- minute 
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sessions of ACT to five weekly 90- minute sessions of group- delivered UCSPG skills therapy in 
a sample of 450 adults smoking at least 10 cigarettes per day (McClure et al., 2020). In both 
treatment arms, participants received 8 weeks of nicotine replacement therapy. Master’s level 
therapists delivered the interventions with a high level of adherence to their respective inter-
ventions (i.e., 4.9 out of 5 in each arm). Smoking cessation rates did not differ between study 
arms at the main outcome of no smoking in the past 30 days (i.e., 30- day point prevalence 
abstinence) at the 12- month follow- up (13.8% for ACT vs. 18.1% for USCPG; OR [odds 
ratio] =  .68 (95% CI [confidence interval]: .35 to 1.27)). Collectively, the current evidence 
base from randomized trials suggests that group- delivered ACT is a reasonable alternative to 
group- delivered USCPG intervention for smoking cessation.

Telephone Coaching
Smoking cessation hotlines, commonly known as “quitlines” (QLs), are a critical component 
of the broad public health approach to global tobacco control (Fiore et al., 2000, 2008). In 
the United States alone, quitlines reach over 350,000 smokers each year (Consortium, 2017). 
However, they have a modest average success rate of 14% (range 8– 20%) at 12- month follow- 
up (Fiore et al., 2008; Matkin et al., 2019).

With the aim of improving the success rates of quitlines, a pilot randomized trial (n = 121) 
compared telephone therapist- delivered ACT to telephone therapist- delivered USCPG inter-
vention, with both interventions offering five sessions (30 minutes for Call 1; 15 minutes for 
Calls 2– 5; (Bricker, Bush, et al., 2014). Adults smoking at least 10 cigarettes per day received a 
standard 2- week course of nicotine patch or gum (participant’s choice)— consistent with phar-
macotherapy practices of the state quitline from where participants were recruited. This pilot 
trial showed promising results: the intent- to- treat 30- day point prevalence abstinence rates 
at 6 months postrandomization were 31% in ACT versus 22% in USCPG (OR =  1.5, 95% 
CI =  0.7– 3.4). These results motivated a full- scale randomized trial, which is now underway 
(ClinicalTrials.gov ID: NCT02421991).

Website
Globally, millions of people who smoke use websites to help them quit smoking (Borrelli et al., 
2015). Randomized clinical trials of websites for smoking cessation have poor outcome data 
follow- up rates (e.g., 34% at 12- month follow- up [range: 11– 72%]). The weighted average 
12- month 30- day point prevalence cessation rate for previous web- delivered intervention trials 
was 9% (range: 7– 17%; Graham et al., 2016; Taylor et al., 2017).

Two randomized trials have compared web- delivered ACT to web- delivered USCPG for 
smoking cessation. The first was a pilot randomized trial of 222 U.S. adults smoking at least 
five cigarettes per day, comparing the ACT- based WebQuit.org website with the U.S. National 
Cancer Institute’s USCGP- based Smokefree.gov website (Bricker et al., 2013). No medication 
was provided in either treatment group. The results showed that the ACT treatment group 
had over double the fraction of participants quitting smoking (23% vs. 10%; OR =  3.05; 
95% CI =  1.01– 9.32). These results motivated a second study: a full- scale randomized trial 
comparing WebQuit.org with Smokefree.gov in a sample of 2637 adults smokers (at least 
five cigarettes per day) recruited from all 50 U.S. states (Bricker et al., 2017). Like the pilot 
trial, no medication was provided in either group. The 12- month outcome data follow- up 
rate was 88% (2309/ 2637). The 30- day point prevalence abstinence rates at the 12- month 
follow- up were 24% (278/ 1141) for WebQuit.org and 26% (305/ 1168) for Smokefree.gov 
(OR =  0.91; 95% CI =  0.76, 1.10). The difference in observed quit rates between the two 
trials was potentially due to the study design of the pilot (Bricker et al., 2013) versus the 
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full- scale trial (Bricker et al., 2017): the pilot trial had a lower outcome data retention rate 
(54% vs. 88%), smaller sample size (222 vs. 2637), and shorter follow- up period (3 months 
vs. 12 months; Bricker et al., 2013). With a quit rate that is over two times higher than the 
average quit rate of web- delivered interventions (9% vs. 24%), together the two trials suggest 
that web- delivered ACT, in particular WebQuit, is a helpful option for people seeking online 
help for quitting smoking.

Smartphone
Smartphone applications for quitting smoking have a high population- level reach (Whittaker 
et al., 2019). To date, approximately 500 English- language smoking cessation applications 
have been downloaded an estimated total of 33 million times.1 In the United States, as of 
2019, 81% of all adults owned smartphones— up from 35% in 2011 (Pew Research Center, 
2019). Despite their ubiquity, there has been very little evidence for the efficacy of these 
smartphone applications, with the 2019 Cochrane Review showing that the five included ran-
domized trials had 6- month follow- up quit smoking rates ranging from 4 to 8% (Whittaker 
et al., 2019).

Two randomized trials have compared smartphone- delivered ACT to smartphone- 
delivered USCPG for smoking cessation. The first was a pilot randomized trial of 196 
U.S. adults smoking at least five cigarettes per day, comparing the ACT- based application 
SmartQuit with the U.S. National Cancer Institute’s USCGP- based QuitGuide application 
(Bricker, Mull, et al., 2014). No medication was provided in either treatment group. On the 
primary outcome of 30- day point prevalence abstinence at 2 months postrandomization, the 
quit rates were 13% in SmartQuit versus 8% in QuitGuide (OR =  2.7; 95% CI =  0.8– 10.3). 
The second was a full- scale randomized trial comparing the ACT- based application called 
iCanQuit with QuitGuide in a sample of 2415 adults smokers (at least five cigarettes per day) 
recruited from all 50 U.S. states (Bricker et al., 2020). No medication was provided in either 
group. The 12- month follow- up outcome data retention rate was 87.2% (2107/ 2415). For the 
primary outcome of 30- day point prevalence at the 12- month follow- up, iCanQuit partici-
pants had 1.49 times higher odds of quitting smoking as compared to QuitGuide participants 
[28.2% (293/ 1040) abstinent versus 21.1% (225/ 1067) abstinent; OR =  1.49; 95% CI =  1.22, 
1.83]. Effect sizes were very similar and statistically significant for all secondary outcomes such 
as cessation of all tobacco products, including e- cigarettes/ vaping (OR range: 1.26– 2.20). This 
trial provides strong evidence that, relative to a USCPG- based smartphone application, an 
ACT- based smartphone application was more efficacious for quitting cigarette smoking and 
thus can be an impactful treatment choice.

Mechanisms
Eleven randomized trials provide an evidence base for the mediating role of acceptance of 
internal triggers (e.g., cravings) in smoking cessation. Of the eleven trials, eight showed either 
formal statistical mediation or higher levels of acceptance of internal triggers to smoke in the 
ACT intervention arm (Bricker et al., 2013, 2017; Bricker, Bush, et al., 2014; Bricker, Mull, 
et al., 2014; Brown et al., 2013; Gifford et al., 2004, 2011; Vilardaga et al., 2019). In all eight 
trials, ACT showed more favorable smoking cessation outcomes than the USCPG compari-
son intervention. By contrast, the remaining three trials showed no evidence of mediation or 
higher acceptance of internal triggers in the ACT arm, and the cessation outcomes were similar 
in both arms— even though overall increases in acceptance of internal triggers predicted higher 
odds of smoking cessation (Brown et al., 2018; McClure et al., 2020; O’Connor et al., 2020). 
Together, these results have three implications: (1) increases in acceptance of internal triggers 
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may be an important theoretical pathway of smoking cessation, (2) ACT interventions that 
have higher levels of acceptance of internal triggers than comparison interventions yield higher 
cessation rates; (2) ACT interventions that have similar levels of acceptance of internal triggers 
relative to comparison interventions yield similar cessation rates. This latter implication may 
explain why the remaining three trials found similar cessation rates for ACT and the USCPG 
comparison interventions. For ACT intervention design, this body of evidence suggests that 
the critical role of creating components can impact acceptance of internal triggers to smoke.

Future Research Directions
Three directions for future research on ACT for smoking cessation are recommended: special 
populations, new digital technologies, and dissemination/ implementation.

With regard to special populations, there is an emerging literature on the development 
and testing of ACT smoking cessation interventions for populations of smokers who have 
the highest smoking rates and/ or the lowest quit rates. To date, five pilot randomized tri-
als have examined the initial efficacy of ACT for these special populations of smokers: early 
lapsers, young adults, people with serious mental disorders, and cancer patients. Early lapsers 
are smokers who have not been able to achieve at least 72 hours of abstinence from a quit 
attempt, a phenomenon that is believed to be due to an inability to tolerate distress— mainly 
the stress of nicotine withdrawal. Therefore, a group plus individual therapy (9 × 2- hour group 
and 6 × 50- minute individual sessions) treatment that compared combined gradual exposure 
to withdrawal- related distress with ACT skills training to standard behavioral therapy, with 
both arms providing 8 weeks of nicotine patch, was piloted in a randomized trial of 49 early 
relapsers (Brown et al., 2013). Results showed that the main effect of treatment condition was 
promising but not statistically significant in the 4-  to 16- week follow- up period (OR =  1.83; 
95% CI =  0.46– 7.34). With regard to young adult smokers— who have the highest smok-
ing rates of any age group— a study of 84 university student smokers compared a six- session 
avatar- led ACT intervention with a waitlist control, finding highly promising but not statisti-
cally significant differences at end of treatment (OR =  3.10; 95% CI: .92 to 10.41; Karekla 
et al., 2020). Regarding individuals with serious mental illness (e.g., bipolar disorder), who 
have high smoking rates, a pilot randomized trial (n =  62) compared a smartphone- delivered 
ACT intervention tailored to this population to QuitGuide, finding highly promising but not 
statistically significant differences in quit rates at the 16 week follow- up (OR =  3.86; 95% 
CI: .41 to 36; Vilardaga et al., 2019). A pilot randomized trial (n =  51) comparing WebQuit 
tailored to bipolar smokers to Smokefree.gov found, in both arms, identical quit rates at 4- 
week posttreatment follow- up (8%; OR =  .96; 95% CI: .12, 7.57;  Heffner et al., 2019). 
Finally, cancer patients who smoke, up to 80% of whom continue to smoke after diagnosis, 
were recruited into a pilot randomized trial (n =  59) comparing a smartphone- delivered ACT 
intervention tailored to cancer patients to QuitGuide, finding highly promising quit rates at 
the 8- week follow- up (OR =  5.16; 95% CI: .71, 37.29; Bricker et al., 2019). As part of the 
continued pilot research, future work can focus on human- centered design (Giacomin, 2014; 
Matheson et al., 2015) methods to adapt and refine the ACT interventions for these special 
populations, in order to ensure that they fit their specific needs. Protocol- driven user inter-
views, focus groups, and diary studies are some examples of user- centered design methods for 
learning how these adapted interventions can address population- specific needs, including 
cognitive and visual impairments and technological literacy. Once developed, full- scale trials 
of ACT interventions for all of these special populations are needed or are already underway 
(e.g., ClinicalTrials.gov ID: NCT04409236).
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Newer digital technologies hold promise for future research in delivering smoking 
cessation interventions, including those that follow an ACT behavior change model. One 
technology provides a therapeutic conversation to address the problem of low patient 
engagement that commonly affects digital behavioral interventions (Szinay et al., 2020). 
Advances in machine learning, natural language processing, and cloud computing are now 
making it possible to create and widely disseminate conversational agents (CAs), which are 
computer- powered digital coaches designed to form long- term social- emotional connections 
with users through conversations (Gardiner et al., 2017; Provoost et al., 2017). CAs can increase 
engagement through an informal therapeutic conversational style, with interactions tailored 
to users’ unique barriers to quitting. CAs are supportive, empathic, reflectively listen, provide 
personalized responses, and offer advice appropriately timed to the user’s needs (Bickmore 
et al., 2016; King et al., 2017). CAs only require a text response to operate, thereby making 
them ideal for all smokers, including those with low technology literacy (King et al., 2017). In 
addition to mobile telephones, CAs can be deployed on a smartphone app, website, or social 
media platforms (e.g., Facebook). To date, there are six published randomized trials of CA for 
behavior change, with all showing high user engagement and promising short- term effects on 
the target outcome behavior (Bickmore, Schulman, et al., 2013; Bickmore, Silliman, et al., 
2013; Edwards et al., 2013; Fitzpatrick et al. 2017; Gardiner et al., 2017; Provoost et al., 2017; 
Watson et al., 2012). The therapeutic qualities of a CA make it well suited for development 
and testing as an ACT intervention for smoking cessation, with the fundamental shift forward 
being human- like conversational abilities found in a skilled therapist.

A final future direction of ACT for smoking cessation research is in dissemination and 
implementation. This area of research can test methods for (1) health care systems to adopt 
ACT interventions for smoking cessation; (2) training and supervising clinicians to provide ACT 
interventions for smoking cessation; (3) evaluating the cost- effectiveness of these interventions; 
and (4) maximizing population- level reach of ACT smoking cessation interventions at the lowest 
possible cost. A major challenge for adopting new interventions is the lack of resources for train-
ing and ongoing supervision. For example, for a health care system to adopt an ACT interven-
tion for smoking cessation, it needs to train its clinical staff in the intervention and then provide 
ongoing supervision for maintaining fidelity. Automated systems, databases, and tracking systems 
would likely need to be updated for this implementation. Payers of these services (e.g., insurance 
companies, government agencies) have to decide whether the added benefit of ACT was worth 
the added time and resources of implementing the intervention. These types of implementation 
challenges present research questions that can be addressed via transdisciplinary collaborations 
between ACT researchers, health economists, and health care policy researchers. In general, such 
transdisciplinary collaborations are needed to allow ACT smoking cessation research to move 
forward, given that smoking has a pervasive impact across the health care system.

Summary
Fifteen published randomized trials include a total of 6991 participants showing that ACT is a 
mature area of smoking cessation research. The full- scale trials show that group- delivered and 
website- delivered ACT are strong alternatives to USCPG standard behavioral interventions 
for smoking cessation delivered in these same modalities. Smartphone- delivered ACT is effica-
cious and may have a high public health impact if broadly disseminated. There is consistent 
evidence that ACT interventions are mediated through acceptance of internal triggers (e.g., 
cravings) to smoke. Future research on special populations of smokers, newer digital technolo-
gies, and dissemination/ implementation is now needed.
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Note
 1. April 2020 analysis by SensorTower.com of all English- language cigarette smoking cessation applications on the 

Google Play and Apple App Store downloaded to smartphone devices.
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and Schizophrenia- Spectrum 
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Abstract
Acceptance and commitment therapy for psychosis (ACTp) is supported by a number 
of  randomized controlled trials documenting that the treatment is safe and efficacious 
for patients with psychosis and a range of  schizophrenia- spectrum disorders. These 
initial clinical trials show that ACTp produces improvements in psychotic symptoms, 
depression, functioning, and quality of  life in both inpatient and outpatient samples, and 
has been delivered in group and individual formats. In particular, several studies have 
documented the ability of  ACTp to reduce rehospitalization rates at follow- up. Initial 
work also supports ACT- consistent processes of  change in terms of  the treatment’s 
potential mechanisms of  action. Future research is needed to further specify mediators 
and moderators of  effects, and to confirm the effects of  ACTp in larger samples when 
implemented in real- world practice settings.

Key Words: psychosis, schizophrenia, severe mental illness, rehospitalization, acceptance, 
mindfulness, empirically supported therapies

Background
Schizophrenia ranks as one of the top 10 causes of disability across the globe consistently year after 
year (First, Williams, Karg, & Spitzer, 2015; Harvey, Strassnig, & Silberstein, 2019). Positive 
symptoms (hallucinations, delusions, disorganization) and negative symptoms (anhedonia, 
avolition, alogia, affective flattening, asociality) define psychotic and schizophrenia- spectrum 
disorders (SZ). With a prevalence rate of 0.33– 0.64 percent of the global population (Moreno- 
Küstner, Martin, & Pastor, 2018), SZ remains a heterogeneous diagnosis, and what we call 
“schizophrenia” may actually constitute a collection of separate mental disorders with varying 
courses, onsets, and biological and environmental origins (Jablensky, 2010).

The etiology of SZ is poorly understood and is associated with a number of genetic and 
environmental risk factors, including male sex, immigrant status, social isolation, trauma 
in childhood, viruses, and factors during pregnancy, such as placental health and immune 
status (Kendler & O’Donovan, 2014; Stilo & Murray, 2019). While the heritability and 
genetic vulnerability for SZ is considered high, specific genetic markers have not been reliably 
identified in the pathogenesis of the illness (Van Os, Linscott, Myin- Germeys, Delespaul, & 
Krabbendam, 2009). Heterogeneity in onset and course of illness poses significant limitations 
related to the identification of a reliable or clinically meaningful phenotypic profile (Kendler 
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& O’Donovan, 2014). Cognitive limitations are documented to occur in individuals with 
SZ during childhood, suggesting the potential presence of a developmental component to 
SZ (First et al., 2015). Individuals with SZ consistently demonstrate deficits in cognitive 
functioning such as problems with working memory, insight, social skills, social cognition, 
and theory of mind (First et al., 2015; Fulford, Campellone, & Gard, 2018). Information 
processing and reasoning deficits in SZ include attentional and “jumping- to- conclusion” 
biases (Mander & Kingdon, 2015), which impede the person’s ability to exert control over 
perceptions and emotional experiences (Green, Horan, & Lee, 2015).

Typically onsetting in late adolescent or early adult years, one- third of individuals with 
schizophrenia will have an ongoing, chronic, and deleterious course of illness over time (First 
et al., 2015). However, one- third will experience full remission and will return to a state free 
of psychotic symptomatology, and the remaining third will experience a combination of the 
two, never fully remitting and experiencing intermittent psychosis throughout the lifetime. 
In higher socioeconomic status (SES) societies, lower SES individuals have an elevated risk 
of developing SZ (Luo et al., 2019). Black Americans are more than three times as likely to 
be diagnosed with schizophrenia as compared to white Americans, with bias in diagnosis or 
variation in expression of symptomatology being a more likely explanation than an actual 
difference in prevalence (Eack, Bahorik, Newhill, Neighbors, & Davis, 2012).

In SZ, comorbid substance and mental disorders, medical conditions, frequent 
rehospitalizations, bullying and stigma, and cognitive limitations are among a few of the 
ongoing difficulties that lead to functional impairment and disability. Panic disorder, obsessive- 
compulsive disorder, substance use disorders, affective illnesses, and sleep disorders are highly 
comorbid problems among individuals with SZ (Barnes, Mutsatsa, Hutton, Watt, & Joyce, 
2006; Braga, Petrides, & Figueira, 2004; Kaskie, Graziano, & Ferrarelli, 2017). The prevalence 
rates for physical disease and illnesses such as HIV infection, osteoporosis, cardiovascular 
disease, diabetes, polydipsia, as well as conditions including altered pain sensitivity and obesity, 
are significantly higher for individuals with SZ as compared to the general population (Leucht, 
Burkard, Henderson, Maj, & Sartorius, 2007). The mortality rate for individuals with SZ 
is twice that of individuals in the general population (Harris & Barraclough, 1998), a rate 
worsening by the decade (Saha, Chant, & McGrath, 2007). Nearly 5– 6 percent of individuals 
with SZ die as a result of suicide, and 20 percent endorse a history of suicide attempt (First 
et al., 2015).

Stigma is commonly reported by individuals with SZ: nearly half (40 percent) of 
individuals with SZ report having experienced high levels of stigmatization by others (Brohan, 
Elgie, Sartorius, Thornicroft, & Group, 2010; Valery & Prouteau, 2020). Some have described 
the experience of stigma alone as a “second illness” accompanying SZ due to ongoing shame, 
bullying, and the disabling limits imposed upon them by family, friends, health care providers, 
the media, and society as a whole (Schulze & Angermeyer, 2003; Valery & Prouteau, 2020). 
Stigma extends into the domain of the medical profession, with numerous studies revealing 
that individuals with SZ are unfairly denied medical procedures, in comparison to the general 
population (e.g., Lawrence, D’Arcy, Holman, Jablensky, & Hobbs, 2003; Leucht et al., 2007).

Additionally, structural and economic barriers such as transportation problems, unstable 
housing, and poverty severely limit access to health care for individuals with SZ (De Hert 
et al., 2011). Individuals with SZ have lower marriage and employment rates than the general 
population (First et al., 2015) and experience difficulties achieving other activities of daily 
living, with 70– 90 percent reporting vocational and residential difficulties (Harvey et al., 
2019). Despite these challenges, individuals with SZ report valuing social, occupational, 
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educational, and personal goals (Shumway et al., 2003), and are capable of experiencing 
consummatory pleasure much like the general population (Fulford et al., 2018).

SZ was ranked as one of the top 20 most costly conditions under U.S. Medicare in 2013, 
with annual hospital costs alone amounting to $1.2 billion USD (Torio & Moore, 2006). 
Inpatient hospitalizations are common for individuals with SZ, representing an estimated 
121.9 of every 100,000 patients hospitalized for all physical and psychiatric reasons in 2012 
(Heslin & Weiss, 2015). Hospitalizations occur when an individual is no longer capable 
of functioning independently, the individual’s or others’ safety is not ensured, medication 
changes are needed, or symptom worsening occurs (Lilja & Hellzén, 2008). Within one 
month, 13.4% of discharged inpatients with SZ become rehospitalized; 38.9 percent are 
readmitted within one year (Hudson, 2019). Productivity losses in individuals with SZ were 
estimated at $155.7 billion, with inpatient hospitalizations accounting for $15.2 billion of 
this estimate (Cloutier et al., 2016). Furthermore, suicidality spikes upon discharge from an 
inpatient hospitalization (Qin & Nordentoft, 2005). Suicidal ideation and history of inpatient 
hospitalizations constitute the most robust predictors of rehospitalization (Beard et al., 2016; 
Lorine et al., 2015).

Antipsychotic medications may be effective in targeting positive symptoms (hallucina-
tions and delusions) but fail to adequately address negative symptoms (Leucht, Arbter, Engel, 
Kissling, & Davis, 2009) and quality of life (Leucht, Arbter, Engel, Kissling, & Davis, 2009). 
Thus, the provision of medication alone is typically insufficient for treating SZ, highlighting 
the need for psychosocial and behavioral interventions designed to promote overall functional 
improvement and recovery.

Rationale for Using ACT to Treat Psychosis
Acceptance and commitment therapy for psychosis (ACTp) is based on an overarching phi-
losophy of functional contextualism, which focuses on a pragmatic truth criterion and is inter-
ested in prediction and influence of behavior, taking into account the entire person, their 
external and internal context, and their history (Hayes, Levin, Plumb- Vilardaga, Villatte, & 
Pistorello, 2013). Psychopathology is theorized to develop from arbitrary verbal rules in which 
language and cognition are associated with each other through “relational frames,” as specified 
in relational frame theory (Hughes & Barnes- Holmes, 2016). Based on this account, arbitrary 
rules that become associated with internal stimuli (e.g., thoughts, sensations, and emotions) 
over time through normal learning and language processes transform the function of these 
stimuli so that people can experience them as either benign or malicious. In ACTp, phenom-
ena such as auditory hallucinations and delusional thoughts are conceptualized as manifesta-
tions of these same language– environment interactions that are similar in their development 
to other symptoms such as depression or anxiety (Gaudiano, 2015). Indeed, voice hearing and 
forms of paranoid ideation are present in the general, non- help- seeking population and are not 
pathognomonic of schizophrenia (Powers, Kelley, & Corlett, 2017). For example, sensations 
of threat provoked during certain ambiguous or unfamiliar situations may become associated 
over time through relational framing processes with elaborate paranoid delusions as the person 
attempts to explain and manage these sensations. Through treatment, when these same stimuli 
can be experienced for what they are at a more basic or fundamental level again (e.g., thoughts 
as thoughts, feeling as feelings), an individual can open up and let go of them without the 
unnecessary avoidance or struggle that usually causes impairment.
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Experiential Avoidance
In addition, ACTp takes into account the full context in which a behavior occurs— the 
environment in which it is situated, its antecedents and consequences, as well as the personal 
history of the individual— to determine the function of that behavior. Often, an unhealthy or 
maladaptive behavior serves an individual temporarily through operant processes by allowing 
that person to avoid or escape the possibility of rejection, failure, distress, and the like, through 
a phenomenon called experiential avoidance (EA). For example, individuals may experience 
a derogatory auditory hallucination (e.g., a voice saying “You’re worthless”) which has been 
internalized over time because others have often told them this hurtful message when the 
person was growing up. The more ruminative and preoccupied that patients become with their 
internalized negative thoughts, the more these thoughts over time will tend to be experienced 
as external voices separate from their sense of personal self through habitual EA processes. 
Individuals may try to distract themselves when they hear the voice or block it out of their 
mind because it causes distress. On the other hand, they might argue with the voice to make it 
go away or even ruminate further about what the voice says because they believe the statement 
is true. In order to avoid the possibility of encountering this voice or similar feelings of rejection 
from others, individuals may decide that it is safer to stay indoors and isolate, and they may 
even stop leaving their home to even get the mail, resulting in significant life dysfunction. 
As part of an ever- expanding vicious cycle, chronic EA of these private events often simply 
produces more of them in the long term, not less.

In this way, EA is thought to be a critical component underlying various forms of psy-
chopathology and is linked to depression, anxiety, distress, auditory hallucinations, paranoia, 
cognitive deficits, and poor insight in psychosis (Goldstone, Farhall, & Ong, 2011; Shawyer 
et al., 2007; Udachina, Varese, Myin- Germeys, & Bentall, 2014). Furthermore, research 
shows that suppression of auditory hallucinations, a “sealing- over” recovery style characterized 
by avoidance, and other “resistance coping efforts,” are ineffective and associated with negative 
outcomes such as poor distress tolerance, lower treatment engagement, and increased nega-
tive self- evaluative beliefs (Escher, Delespaul, Romme, Buiks, & Van Os, 2003; Falloon & 
Talbot, 1981; Farhall & Gehrke, 1997; Tait, Birchwood, & Trower, 2003). Conversely, greater 
acceptance of voices is associated with improved outcomes such as increased quality of life and 
decreased depression (Shawyer et al., 2007).

Cognitive Fusion
Related to EA, cognitive fusion is the process by which people become entangled with their 
thoughts in ways that limit their flexibility in responding in adaptive ways. Thus, fusion with 
delusional thought content in patients with psychosis also is a target of ACTp. Emerging 
research suggests that fusion may be a key mechanism that produces psychotic experiences in 
prone individuals, especially in the context of cannabis use, developmental trauma, or schizo-
typy traits (Newman- Taylor et al., 2020). When individuals are fused with delusions or hal-
lucinations, they act in inflexible and maladaptive ways that take them away from their values. 
The focus of ACTp is not on getting the person to directly evaluate the veracity of delusional 
thoughts or voices to determine whether they are “true” or “real.” Instead, the goal is to help 
people recognize and respond to these thoughts as thoughts, thereby highlighting the fact that 
they are mental events that the person can choose to respond to or not, depending on the situ-
ation and their goals. Cognitive defusion in ACTp focuses less on the specific delusional ide-
ation itself as the target, and more on disentangling the person from their thoughts in general, 
whether such thoughts are considered positive, negative, or neutral. This broader cognitive 
defusion approach can prevent the tendency for the therapist and patient to argue about the 
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veracity of psychotic experiences, and at the same time help patients change their relation-
ship to these experiences. Cognitive defusion thus indirectly reduces the overall believability 
of psychotic experiences and the tendency for psychotic experiences to influence the person’s 
behavior in a values- inconsistent fashion.

Lack of Present Moment Awareness
Furthermore, lower levels of mindfulness, or the ability to be nonjudgmentally aware of men-
tal events as they occur, are found in those with psychosis and are predictive of distress and 
other negative outcomes (Chien et al., 2020). Patients with psychosis are often unaware of 
their ongoing, present moment, internal experiences due to preoccupation with psychotic pro-
cesses that result in detachment from reality and thus the environment around them. Present 
moment awareness is an important part of ACTp because it encourages patients to pay atten-
tion to their changing internal experiences instead of avoiding them. At the same time, mind-
fulness teaches people to let go of these unhelpful internal experiences, thereby decreasing the 
tendency to ruminate or become preoccupied with delusions and hallucinations. In this way, 
patients are able to contact a sense of self that is more stable and independent from their pass-
ing psychotic experiences, which then can be witnessed to ebb and flow just like other more 
mundane mental events.

Values- Actions Discrepancies
Finally, an important part of ACTp involves clarifying and building patients’ personal val-
ues, or their global and desired life directions that create a sense of meaning and purpose. 
Values- actions discrepancies have been linked with functional impairment in those experienc-
ing psychosis (Gaudiano, Primack, & Miller, 2016). For example, a person might value their 
family, but choose not to talk or visit them due to paranoia. Furthermore, while individuals 
with psychosis can exhibit significant and pervasive functional impairments across multiple 
domains, they still desire the same types of experiences and hold the same aspirations as those 
without psychosis (Fulford et al., 2018). In addition, patients with psychosis often experience 
discrimination and stigma from society, which can result in internalized self- stigma that inhib-
its valued- goal attainment (Brohan et al., 2010). ACTp situates acceptance, defusion, and 
mindfulness in the service of patients’ freely chosen values as motivators of change and com-
mitted action. Negative symptoms, such as blunted affect, poverty of speech, anhedonia, lack 
of motivation, social disengagement, and inattention make behavior change more difficult 
and challenging to achieve for patients, and values can help support and sustain these efforts.

ACT versus CBT for Psychosis
ACTp differs in its theoretical framework and techniques from other psychological treatments 
for this population, such as in traditional cognitive- behavioral therapy for psychosis (CBTp). 
CBTp is one of the most widely studied psychosocial interventions for SZ and demonstrates 
small to medium, though clinically significant, effects on outcomes, including psychotic symp-
toms and functioning when added to medication and treatment as usual (Jauhar et al., 2014; 
Wykes, Steel, Everitt, & Tarrier, 2008). CBTp and ACTp share certain characteristics; notably, 
they seek to improve functioning by fostering a healthy working alliance, setting behavioral 
goals, and changing the relationship between the person and the world through manipulating 
how language and cognition influence behavior. However, in contrast to ACTp’s focus on EA 
as described previously, CBTp uses behavioral strategies and reality testing to change auto-
matic cognitions and biased appraisals about the self, others, and the world. In this way, CBTp 
focuses on altering psychotic experience content, whereas ACTp seeks to alter its function. 
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Thus, ACTp does not seek to target symptom reduction directly by altering biased perceptions 
or dysfunctional cognitions, as is done in CBTp. Instead, ACTp focuses on meta- cognitive 
processes and seeks to manipulate contextual factors in order to create a more meaningful, 
rich, and present- focused life for the individual. ACTp also emphasizes compassion toward 
oneself and others, thereby affecting, albeit indirectly, the symptoms that cause impairment 
(McLeod, 2009). Whereas CBTp intends to correct an individual’s negative thinking patterns 
using behavioral exposures and reality testing, ACTp invites an individual to “make room” for, 
and nonjudgmentally observe, symptoms and mental experiences of all kinds, including those 
related to psychotic symptomatology such as hallucinations and delusions. Allowing an indi-
vidual to notice these mental events as a product of their experience and to differentiate them 
from who they are as a person (i.e., their sense of “self ”) decreases the tendency to “hook” onto 
any distress resulting from these symptoms. In this way, ACTp helps people to change the way 
they relate to the symptom rather than changing the symptom itself. ACTp seeks to foster a 
richer, more meaningful life for the individual, who lives willingly with distress in the interest 
of pursuing worthwhile behaviors in line with their values.

Outcome Research
Currently, ACTp is listed as an empirically supported treatment with “modest research sup-
port” by the Society of Clinical Psychology (Division 12) of the American Psychological 
Association (“Acceptance and commitment therapy for psychosis,” 2020). This designation is 
based on a growing literature supporting the feasibility, acceptability, and efficacy of ACTp, 
delivered across different formats, settings, and clinical populations. The research base can 
broadly be differentiated between ACTp delivered to inpatients (i.e., acutely ill, short- term 
treatment) vs outpatients (i.e., chronically ill, longer- term treatment). Notably, ACTp outpa-
tient and inpatient trials differ with respect to the number of sessions, or “dosage” of treatment 
administered, and the severity of the samples treated. Outpatient randomized controlled trials 
(RCTs) of ACTp include multiple sessions delivered across many months (Gaudiano, Nowlan, 
Brown, Epstein- Lubow, & Miller, 2013), whereas the number of sessions delivered in inpa-
tient settings is briefer based on the shorter length of stay (e.g., three sessions over 1 week) 
(Bach & Hayes, 2002; Gaudiano & Herbert, 2006).

Systematic Reviews and Meta- Analyses
Summarizing the findings of ACT for psychosis using meta- analysis and systematic reviews is 
challenging because of the heterogeneity existing among studies and samples, which hinders 
our ability to deduce accurate and generalizable effects. For this reason, the literature remains 
in a somewhat nascent phase, its findings perhaps more accurately portrayed through analysis 
of individual RCTs and less through the macro lens of a meta- analysis where differences across 
studies can become obscured. Nevertheless, systematic reviews and meta- analyses are infor-
mative insofar as they can give us an idea of the breadth and depth of the work in this area 
and provide relevant conclusions that can be deduced accurately across the trials conducted 
thus far.

In terms of systematic reviews, Wakefield, Roebuck, & Boyden, (2018) reviewed 13 open 
trials and RCTs and concluded that ACTp was generally effective in reducing rehospitalization 
rates, psychotic symptoms, psychological inflexibility, and functional impairment. Overall, 
ACTp was also more effective in studies using a briefer format conducted in more acutely ill 
samples (Wakefield et al., 2018). Another systematic review of 11 RCTs similarly concluded 
that ACTp was effective in improving hallucinations, depression, anxiety, help seeking, satis-
faction, and psychological flexibility (Yıldız, 2020).
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Of the preliminary meta- analyses conducted to date, ACTp shows promise with respect 
to improving psychotic symptom severity (with some variability depending on the sample 
and comparison condition) and rehospitalization rates in particular. For example, in a meta- 
analysis of four RCTs, participants in ACTp demonstrated significant improvements in nega-
tive symptoms (Standardized Mean Difference [SMD] =  0.65), but not positive symptoms, 
as well as significant reductions in rehospitalization rates (Relative Risk [RR] =  .54; Tonarelli, 
Pasillas, Alvarado, Dwivedi, & Cancellare, 2016). In contrast, another meta- analysis of third- 
wave RCTs for psychosis reported that in the subanalysis of ACTp studies, results showed a 
reduction in positive symptoms (SMD =  −0.57) and rehospitalizations (SMD =  0.41), but 
unlike the previous meta- analysis (Tonarelli et al., 2016) did not find an effect for negative 
symptoms (Cramer, Lauche, Haller, Langhorst, & Dobos, 2016). This is likely because the 
two meta- analyses examined a somewhat different set of studies. In addition, Wood, Williams, 
Billings, and Johnson (2020) examined 18 RCTs of both second-  and third- wave therapies 
for inpatients, which included five studies of ACTp. They found that the third- wave inter-
ventions, including ACTp, had stronger effects on total symptom outcomes compared with 
traditional CBTp. However, direct comparisons of ACTp and CBTp within an individual 
study have yet to be conducted.

Individual RCTs
Not all relevant Randomized Controlled Trials (RCTs) have yet been included in previous 
meta- analyses of ACTp, and combining inpatient and outpatient samples may obscure the 
results on clinical outcomes. Therefore, given the mixed effects reported across trials of ACTp 
and other third- wave interventions for psychosis, it may be helpful to examine representative 
selected studies included in these reviews, particularly when separated based on their use of 
inpatient vs outpatient samples.

InpatIent SampleS
The first RCT for ACTp (Bach & Hayes, 2002) was conducted within the last 20 years, 
preceded by one single- case study (García & Pérez, 2001). The initial RCT (Bach & Hayes, 
2002) randomly assigned 80 inpatients with schizophrenia, schizoaffective disorder, and mood 
disorder with psychosis to either four, brief individual sessions of ACTp or treatment as usual 
alone (TAU) starting during hospitalization. TAU included group and individual psychoedu-
cation, medication management, and post-discharge outpatient psychiatry and case manage-
ment. Of the 35 patients remaining in each group by the 4- month follow- up, 40 percent of 
those assigned to TAU had been rehospitalized, compared to only 20 percent of those assigned 
to ACT. This difference emerged through survival analysis as being statistically significant 
(Bach & Hayes, 2002). Statistically significant differences in total number of days to hospital-
ization were observed favoring ACTp during follow- up as well. Despite patients self- reporting 
psychotic symptoms at a rate higher in ACTp compared with TAU, those assigned to ACTp 
demonstrated lower believability of symptoms as compared to TAU. Bach and Hayes (2002) 
interpreted this finding as suggesting that patients were more willing to report symptoms 
following ACTp; yet they learned not to engage with symptoms as though they were real, 
external stimuli that then decreased their negative impact on functioning.

The second RCT on ACTp emerged not long after (Gaudiano & Herbert, 2006) and 
expanded upon the findings of Bach and Hayes (2002) by examining differences in rehospi-
talization rates, psychiatric symptoms, impairment, and distress in 40 inpatients with schizo-
phrenia. Participants were randomly assigned to either the experimental condition, ACTp 
plus enhanced TAU (ETAU), or the comparison condition, ETAU alone. Enhanced TAU 
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entailed informal, brief, one- on- one check- ins with patients that were supportive in nature, 
as well as relaying symptom assessment information to the treatment team to inform patient 
care. Inpatient treatment for both conditions also included the typical therapy groups, occu-
pational therapy, medication management sessions with a psychiatrist, and discharge planning 
and referral services. At hospital discharge, an average of three sessions of individual ACTp led 
to decreases in believability of hallucinations; changes in believability correlated with change 
in distress when frequency of hallucinations was controlled for (Gaudiano & Herbert, 2006). 
Impairment related to illness and clinically significant symptom change in overall psychi-
atric symptoms showed greater improvement by discharge in the ACTp condition as well. 
Rehospitalization rates were numerically lower for patients assigned to ACTp at the 4- month 
follow- up (Gaudiano & Herbert, 2006). After controlling for baseline severity of symptoms, 
days to rehospitalization emerged as being significantly longer for ACTp relative to ETAU 
alone, as reported in Bach, Gaudiano, Hayes, and Herbert (2013).

In a further inpatient study done in Sweden, Tyrberg, Carlbring, and Lundgren (2017) 
conducted an RCT involving 22 patients with acute psychosis, assigned randomly to TAU or 
an average of two sessions of ACTp plus TAU. Once again, rehospitalization rates were signifi-
cantly lower for participants assigned to ACT after controlling for values- based living scores, 
age, and gender (Tyrberg et al., 2017).

Another RCT (n =  30) examined differences in general health indicators for inpatients 
diagnosed with methamphetamine use disorder with psychosis. Patients received either six 
sessions of ACTp plus weekly psychoeducation vs six sessions of psychoeducation alone. 
Participants assigned to ACTp demonstrated greater improvements in general health and 
aggressive behavior as compared to psychoeducation alone (Komala, Keliat, & Wardani, 2018).

Most recently, Jacobsen, Peters, Robinson, and Chadwick (2020) conducted an RCT 
comparing an average of three sessions of mindfulness- based crisis intervention (MBCI), an 
intervention composed mainly of ACTp elements, to a comparison condition (social activity 
therapy) with a sample of 50 inpatients with psychosis. Individuals assigned to MBCI demon-
strated reductions in rehospitalization rates as compared to controls at a one- year follow- up, 
and no adverse events were related to trial participation (Jacobsen et al., 2020).

Outpatient SampleS
Within the past decade, researchers also have begun investigating the efficacy of ACT for 
psychosis in outpatient settings. White et al. (2011) were the first to do so, reporting that 
27 outpatients with depression following a psychotic episode showed significantly improved 
depression, increased mindfulness, reduced negative symptoms, and fewer crisis contacts at 
3 months when randomized to 10 sessions of ACTp as compared to TAU. A follow- up study 
by Gumley et al. (2017) was then conducted using a parallel group, randomized, open blinded 
design (n =  29) of ACTp for depression following a psychotic episode. Participants assigned 
to ACTp showed a significant effect on depressive symptoms and psychological flexibility 
compared with those assigned to TAU at end of treatment at 5 months, although these group 
differences dissipated by the 10- month follow- up.

Shawyer et al. (2012) investigated the use of treatment of resistant command hallucina-
tions (TORCH), which integrated elements of ACTp and CBTp, and compared TORCH to 
a “Befriending” condition in a sample of 43 outpatients with “problematic command halluci-
nations.” A subsample also was randomized to a waitlist control. The Befriending comparison 
condition served as a manualized control meant to match for expectancy effects and time spent 
with a therapist, as used in other studies of CBT for psychosis (Bendall, Killackey, Jackson, 
& Gleeson, 2003). The TORCH intervention was delivered over 15 sessions for 5 months, 
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incorporating both acceptance and reappraisal strategies to target voices. Both the TORCH 
and Befriending groups showed improvements in disruption and quality of life, but TORCH 
participants reported more robust improvements in quality of life and reported greater subjec-
tive improvement in command hallucinations (Shawyer et al., 2012). However, blinded assess-
ments did not show differences between the two active treatment groups.

A follow- up RCT by Shawyer et al. (2017) compared eight sessions of ACTp to Befriending 
over 3 months for 96 outpatients with schizophrenia and schizoaffective disorder (Shawyer 
et al., 2017). Results showed that ACTp participants demonstrated significant improvements 
in positive symptoms by a 6- month follow- up. Process measures of acceptance, autonomous 
action, and defusion from illness did not significantly differ by group, but ACT participants 
reported voice- related distress significantly less than those assigned to the Befriending condi-
tion (Shawyer et al., 2017).

In another trial of group treatment, 10 sessions of ACTp produced significant improve-
ments in anxiety, acceptance, and help- seeking behaviors for 50 outpatients with psychosis 
and childhood trauma as compared to TAU alone (Spidel, Daigneault, Kealy, & Lecomte, 
2019). Most recently, van Aubel et al. (2020) conducted an RCT to explore the feasibility 
and efficacy of a “dedicated- device augmented, group- based, face- to- face ACT therapy (ACT- 
DL)” for non- help- seeking teens and young adults emerging with subthreshold depression 
and psychosis (van Aubel et al., 2020). This study used a control condition wherein partici-
pants watched documentaries in a group setting. Participants assigned to ACT- DL demon-
strated significant improvements in negative affect and interviewer- rated depression severity 
relative to the control condition. However, groups did not significantly differ in self- reported 
depression, anxiety, overall symptomatology, and distress- related to psychosis (van Aubel et al., 
2020). See Table 24.1 for a further summary of known RCTs of ACTp conducted to date.

Effectiveness and Implementation
Recent work also has been conducted to address the effectiveness and implementation of 
ACTp in routine clinical settings. An open trial (n =  26) of ACTp for inpatients on a routine 
hospital unit demonstrated high levels of patient and therapist satisfaction, along with signifi-
cant improvements in psychiatric symptoms, distress, and mindfulness through a 4- month 
follow- up when delivered by non- ACT specialist hospital staff (e.g., social workers, psychiatric 
nurses, occupational therapists) (Gaudiano et al., 2020). In another inpatient study, Tyrberg 
et al. (2017) investigated the implementation of a 12- hour training program on ACTp for 
inpatient staff compared with staff at a separate unit acting as nonrandomized controls. Results 
showed that the training was acceptable and resulted in positive changes in psychological flex-
ibility for the staff postintervention.

In terms of outpatient implementation, a pre- post designed trial (n =  65) showed that 
delivering 4 weeks of group ACTp to patients recruited from community psychosis teams in 
the UK was acceptable to patients and significantly improved functioning, mood, and experi-
ential avoidance (Johns et al., 2016). Bloy, Morris, Johns, Cooke, and Oliver (2021) analyzed 
qualitative data from nine participants from the Johns et al. (2016) trial to identify themes 
in feedback from patients’ experiences with ACTp. Participants reported increased awareness 
of internal experiences, changes in relating to thoughts, identification of goals, and pursuit 
of goals despite internal experiences (Bloy et al., 2021). An additional study by Butler et al. 
(2016) reported on the delivery of ACTp in 33 separate groups to 120 outpatients in a routine 
frontline psychosis service. Results showed that ACTp implemented in the community was 
feasible, acceptable, and potentially effective on clinical outcomes.

 



Table 24.1 Summary of ACT for Psychosis RCTs Published in 2002– 2020

Study Sample Comparison Format Results

Bach and Hayes 
(2002)

Inpatients with acute 
psychosis

n =  80

Treatment as 
usual

Individual ACT decreased 
rehospitalizations

Gaudiano and 
Herbert (2006)

Inpatients with acute 
psychosis

n =  40

Enhanced 
treatment as 
usual

Individual ACT decreased 
rehospitalizations, total 
symptoms, impairment, 
hallucination distress

White et al. 
(2011)

Outpatients with 
postpsychosis 
depression

n =  27

Treatment as 
usual

Individual ACT decreased 
negative symptoms and 
crisis calls; increased 
mindfulness

Shawyer et al. 
(2012)

Outpatients 
with command 
hallucinations

n =  43

Active control Individual ACT decreased 
command 
hallucinations

Gaudiano et al. 
(2015)

Outpatients 
with psychotic 
depression

n =  13

Enhanced 
treatment as 
usual

Individual ACT decreased 
depression and 
experiential avoidance; 
increased functioning

Gumley et al. 
(2017)

Outpatients with 
postpsychosis 
depression

n =  29

Treatment as 
usual

Individual ACT decreased 
depression and 
experiential avoidance

Tyrberg et al. 
(2017)

Outpatients with 
acute psychosis

n =  22

Treatment as 
usual

Individual ACT decreased 
rehospitalizations

Shawyer et al. 
(2017)

Outpatients with 
residual psychosis

n =  96

Active control Group ACT decreased positive 
symptoms and distress

Spidel, Lecomte, 
Kealy, and 
Daigneault 
(2018)

Outpatients 
with psychosis 
and trauma

n =  50

Treatment as 
usual

Group ACT decreased severity 
and anxiety; increased 
help- seeking and 
acceptance

Ghouchani 
et al. (2018)

Inpatients with 
aggression and 
drug use

n =  30

Active control Individual ACT increased general 
health; decreased 
aggressiveness

Chowdhary and 
Jahan (2019)

Inpatient with 
psychosis

n =  24

Treatment as 
usual

Individual ACT increased 
medication adherence

van Aubel et al. 
(2020)

Outpatients with 
early psychosis and 
depression

n =  55

Active control Group +  
Mobile App

ACT decreased 
depression

Jacobsen et al. 
(2020)

Inpatients with acute 
psychosis

n =  50

Active control Individual ACT decreased 
rehospitalizations
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Finally, Jolley et al. (2020) conducted the first implementation RCT of group ACTp for 
psychosis delivered by frontline staff and co- facilitated by peer supports for both outpatients 
and their caregivers. Participants were randomized to ACTp with up to six sessions over 12 
weeks provided immediately or after 12 weeks in a waitlist design. Results revealed that 71% 
of trained staff were able to deliver the intervention, patient refusal rates were low (9 percent), 
most who were invited to participate received at least 1 group session (60 percent), and 
outcomes generally favored ACTp with a range of small to large effects.

Potential Mediators and Moderators of Treatment Effects
Few studies to date have formally investigated moderators and mechanisms of ACTp. Some 
evidence exists supporting the mechanism of psychotic symptom “believability” (conceptual-
ized in ACTp as a proxy for cognitive defusion), being a mediator of outcomes. Believability of 
hallucinations is the degree to which one believes that psychotic symptoms represent “real” or 
“true” external stimuli. Someone who is cognitively defused from hallucinations will be more 
likely to experience them as passing events that do not need to dictate behavior and choices. 
One study found that the significantly greater improvements in hallucinated- related distress 
in ACTp, versus the comparison condition, were statistically mediated by changes in believ-
ability of hallucinations (Gaudiano, Herbert, & Hayes, 2010). Believability was also indicated 
as a statistical mediator in a study combining data from two RCTs for ACTp for inpatients 
(Bach & Hayes, 2002; Gaudiano & Herbert, 2006), such that the effect of ACTp on rehos-
pitalization rates was significantly mediated by the believability of psychotic symptoms (Bach 
et al., 2013).

Additional evidence for the potential mechanisms of ACTp comes from analyses of 
process changes that occur during treatment. For example, an open trial of outpatients with 
psychotic depression receiving ACTp demonstrated that improvements in depressive symp-
tomatology were correlated with improvements in psychological flexibility, mindfulness, and 
valued living (Gaudiano et al., 2013). In addition, an RCT of ACTp by White et al. (2011) 
of outpatients with depression following a psychotic episode reported that improvements in 
mindfulness correlated with improvements in depression.

Furthermore, potential moderators of ACTp were investigated as part of a study by Spidel 
et al. (2019). In their RCT of outpatients with psychosis and childhood trauma comparing 
ACTp to TAU, Spidel et al. (2019) found that the effects of ACTp on symptom severity 
and treatment engagement were moderated by the number of sessions received and patients’ 
attachment style. An avoidant attachment style and lower number of sessions received were 
both predictive of poorer treatment outcomes. However, trauma severity was hypothesized but 
was not found to be a moderator of outcomes in the study (Spidel et al., 2019).

Treatment Overview
ACTp protocols vary widely, but they are generally based on the same principles as ACT 
for other conditions, with some modifications that are considered clinically appropriate for 
patients with psychosis (Oliver, Joseph, Byrne, Johns, & Morris, 2013). Overall, the objec-
tives of ACTp are to (1) foster acceptance of unavoidable distress associated with psychotic 
symptoms, (2) notice the experience of psychotic symptoms in a nonjudgmental way in the 
moment when they occur, and (3) build a values- driven life regardless of the presence of symp-
toms (Gaudiano et al., 2010). What follows is an example of what a typical ACTp treatment 
protocol might look like for an outpatient with psychosis.

First, as with other similar therapies for patients with psychosis, ACTp always empha-
sizes developing a strong working alliance, pacing the intervention according to the patient’s 
willingness and capacity, and selecting intervention strategies and treatment targets based on 
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a shared case conceptualization of problem areas to individualize and personalize the therapy 
process. In addition, the therapist needs to take into account the patient’s symptom severity 
(e.g., withdrawal, disorganization), level of insight into illness, and any delusions that the 
person may hold that could interfere with the treatment process. If a patient is too acutely 
ill, then the therapist will need to proceed slowly and cautiously with treatment until their 
condition improves (e.g., provide initial support and encouragement). This may be the case in 
particular when treating hospitalized patients. As the psychotic episode improves, often with 
the passage of time and with the aid of medication, the person will be able to engage more 
actively in treatment sessions and ACTp elements can be added slowly. Regardless of severity 
level, it is always important for the therapist to meet the patient where they are at and to focus 
on practical goals or those aspects of treatment that both patient and therapist can agree are 
worthy to pursue at any given time.

The treatment typically starts with the therapist discussing the patient’s history related to 
hallucinations, delusions, and negative symptoms, with an eye toward highlighting the role of 
EA- based coping attempts in causing increased distress and impairment over time. This will set 
the stage for proposing acceptance as an alternative approach. Patients with psychosis typically 
try blocking out psychotic symptoms (e.g., turning on loud music to drown out the voices) or 
struggling with them (e.g., arguing back to voices). This EA- focused discussion of coping is a 
modified version of what ACT would call developing “creative hopelessness,” or an apprecia-
tion of what has not worked in the past to facilitate a willingness to try something different in 
therapy. For example, the therapist explores whether attempts to avoid or eliminate psychotic 
experiences have made them worse or better over time, or how perhaps increasing preoccupa-
tion with paranoid thoughts has led to increased impairment and dysfunction in life.

In addition, early ACTp sessions tend to be heavily rooted in values clarification work to 
help the individual identify what things are most important to them in a crucial effort to moti-
vate and sustain the behavior change efforts that will follow. The therapist can explore with the 
patient how different life might look if hallucinations and delusions did not “get in the way” of 
valued pursuits and what the person would be doing differently, at least in a hypothetical sense 
initially. Once values are identified, values- consistent goals and action steps can be specified 
to guide future sessions. The focus here is on building small, short- term goals that evolve over 
time. For example, the patients may start by simply engaging in simple self- care behaviors such 
as dressing, eating, and hygiene, and work up to more complex behaviors such as attending a 
support group or volunteering their time.

Based on this initial discussion of how EA contributes to distress and impairment, as 
well as what values and goals are most important for the patient to pursue, the therapist cre-
ates an initial case conceptualization that is shared with the patient. This formulation is based 
on a functional analysis of the patient’s strengths and weaknesses, which in turn is based on 
an exploration of how they relate to the whole individual, what the antecedents and conse-
quences of the behaviors are, and how they fit into the broader context of the individual’s life. 
Functional analysis of target behaviors can include both psychotic (delusions, hallucinations, 
negative symptoms) and nonpsychotic (e.g., depression, anxiety) symptoms, as well as other 
areas of life that are important to the patient’s recovery (e.g., social functioning). Based on 
this functional case conceptualization of psychotic experiences, the therapist can start to select 
different processes to work on from the ACT hexaflex that might be particularly relevant to 
the specified treatment goals, including acceptance, defusion, self- as- context, present moment 
awareness, values, and committed action in the service of increasing psychological flexibility.

Although strategies and metaphors used in ACTp are typically the same as those used for 
other conditions, certain techniques may be particularly relevant when applied to psychotic 
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symptoms (Gaudiano et al., 2010). For example, acceptance and cognitive defusion strate-
gies can be helpful in addressing EA- focused coping with distressing voices. The “Tug of War 
with a Monster” metaphor can be used to explore how patients feel when they struggle with 
derogatory voices. In this example, the person’s psychotic symptoms can be externalized as a 
“monster,” and “letting go of the rope” is discussed as a way to accept but not change psychotic 
symptoms to foster the person’s ability to pursue valued goals instead. A physical rope can be 
used as a reminder of this exercise in future sessions. The patient can be encouraged to identify 
when they are “holding” the rope (i.e., engaging in EA) in session, and then the therapist can 
invite them to put it down (literally and figuratively), and practice increasing their willingness 
in the moment with the therapist’s support.

In addition, cognitive defusion strategies, as exemplified in the “Passengers on the Bus” 
exercise can be used to target delusional thinking patterns by helping the patient to attend 
less to the content of unhelpful thoughts (i.e., letting them say what they want to say, but not 
engaging them in a discussion or argument). Instead, the goal of this exercise is to focus on the 
values- driven behaviors that people have more direct control over in their lives (i.e., driving the 
bus and choosing their own route). In this metaphor, paranoid thoughts and derogatory voices 
may try to “boss” the bus driver around, and so the goal is for the driver to continue to move 
along the desired path without letting the undesirable mental “passengers” dictate the course. 
This “Passengers on the Bus” exercise can be acted out in a group setting, with other patients 
playing the various roles (O’Donoghue, Morris, Oliver, & Johns, 2018).

Furthermore, the therapist discusses the ways that psychotic symptoms can interfere with 
the patient’s valued pursuits and how to deal with this in a more workable fashion. In the 
“Unwelcome Party Guest” metaphor, the patient first has to try to keep out a rude and unde-
sirable guest from messing up their party. However, this effort results in the patient being 
unable to enjoy or participate in the party, as they have to always stand “guard” to block the 
entry of the unwelcome other. This scenario is likened to how the patient might try to wait 
for voices or paranoid beliefs to go away before they engage in certain desired activities. In this 
metaphor, the patient is then encouraged to allow the unwanted guest into the party while 
simultaneously hosting the party, with the guest also being present. In this way, the patient can 
explore ways of handling psychotic experiences that may be more workable in the moment and 
increase their ability to pursue valued activities despite symptoms. An animated version of this 
story is available online https:// www.yout ube.com/ watch/ VYht- guy mF4? that can be shown 
to patients and discussed to aid in understanding and remembering this metaphor.

Over the course of treatment, the therapist continues to monitor the patient’s progress 
toward values and goals and applies the ACT relevant processes to address EA issues that stand 
in the way of behavior change. In addition to working on psychotic symptoms, negative symp-
toms are also targeted in ACTp using similar strategies. For example, values work can address 
low motivation; values- based behavioral activation and exposure exercises can be applied to 
depression and anxiety; social skills training can be practiced to work on social functioning; 
and mindfulness meditation can be used to practice nonjudgmental awareness of experience 
with certain adaptations as described below (Gaudiano et al., 2013). Sometimes, negative 
symptoms can be targeted directly for change and improvement. For example, the therapist 
can help support the patient in socially engaging more with others in a values- consistent way. 
In other instances, patients may be encouraged to acknowledge and “carry forward” certain 
limitations that might be more difficult for them to directly change, such as cognitive chal-
lenges related to concentration and attention due to illness or medication effects. Instead, 
patients may be urged to pursue valued goals despite these deficits by finding more workable 
solutions or alternatives.

https://www.youtube.com/watch/VYht-guymF4?
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ACTp outpatient treatment (see Table 24.2) sessions typically last weekly for several 
months, similar to other cognitive- behavioral therapies, although the exact timeframe can 
vary based on the patient’s goals and level of functioning. Latter sessions include discussions 
of longer- term goal setting based on evolving values clarification and relapse prevention by 
applying acceptance and mindfulness- based coping strategies to maintain and extend gains 
posttreatment. “Booster” sessions can be provided to aid the treatment transition process, 
increase the chances of success, and extend additional support when needed. Assessments are 
also collected before, during, and following treatment to track progress on clinical outcomes 
relevant to the patient (e.g., Psychotic Symptom Ratings Scales; Drake, Haddock, Tarrier, 
Bentall, & Lewis, 2007), as well as changes in ACT processes (e.g., Voices Acceptance and 
Action Scale; Shawyer et al., 2007).

Clinical Considerations
ACTp addresses the unique needs of those with psychosis in several ways. First, it is important 
to continually review and repeat content from session to session to facilitate learning. For 
example, perhaps a third of the sessions should be spent reviewing previous material, depending 

Table 24.2 Sample Outpatient Treatment Outline of ACTp

• Provide informed consent for treatment and discuss treatment alternatives.

• Review patient’s history, focusing on role of experiential avoidance in coping with psychotic 
symptoms and its associated unworkability.

• Clarify patient’s values and specify values- consistent, short- term goals; then break them down into 
more manageable action steps.

• Develop a shared- case conceptualization of the patient’s strengths and weaknesses based on a 
functional analysis of symptoms, functioning, and goals.

• Select ACT treatment processes as relevant to the patient’s valued goal pursuits, including 
acceptance, defusion, mindfulness, self- as- context, values, and committed action as indicated.

• In addition to ACT processes, include other relevant behavioral strategies when applicable, 
including social skills training, behavioral activation, and exposure exercises to support valued 
goal attainment.

• Change exercises and metaphors so that they are appropriate for patients with cognitive 
limitations by making them briefer and less abstract and incorporating visual aids and multimedia 
to aid in learning and memory.

• Modify mindfulness exercises so that they are first delivered in an eye- opening fashion of shorter 
duration applied to everyday activities such as eating or walking.

• Address medication adherence through discussions of values- action consistency, workability, and 
the therapeutic alliance.

• Review session content frequently across sessions to ensure understanding and uptake of 
information.

• Monitor progress by collecting relevant measures of clinical outcomes and ACT- relevant processes 
of change throughout treatment.

• In later sessions, focus on using ACT processes to prevent relapse, specify longer- term valued 
goals, and offer “booster” sessions to continue to support recovery after the primary treatment 
phase is completed.
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on the patient’s level of functioning (Bach, Gaudiano, Pankey, Herbert, & Hayes, 2006). It 
is also helpful to deliver ACT exercises in shorter and less abstract ways. Metaphors can be 
simplified and supplemented with physical props or by acting out the concepts to illustrate 
ACT processes. It also is helpful to incorporate videos, worksheets, illustrations, and other 
visual aides to improve uptake.

In addition, mindfulness meditation exercises can be used safely and effectively with those 
patients with psychosis who are not acutely ill (Chadwick, Taylor, & Abba, 2005). However, 
certain patients may exhibit iatrogenic effects from intensive meditation practices because such 
exercises may inadvertently foster internal preoccupation and disengagement from reality in 
acutely ill individuals (Sharma, Mahapatra, & Gupta, 2019). Instead of practicing eyes- closed, 
internally focused meditation, patients can first learn to practice mindfulness in an eyes- open 
fashion as applied to everyday activities, such as eating, walking, or listening to music. When 
it is clinically appropriate to practice simple, eyes- closed meditation to the breath, the exercises 
should be kept briefer (5 minutes) and the therapist should check in and provide prompts 
during the practice.

Furthermore, most patients with psychosis will likely also be receiving pharmacotherapy 
while receiving ACTp. Therefore, the therapist should discuss contextual factors related to 
medication adherence and help the patient to address any problems in this area by conduct-
ing a functional analysis of nonadherence behaviors, focused on the potential role of EA. 
Common ACTp strategies can be used to address adherence, which include discussions of 
medication in terms of its workability, values- action consistency, and the therapeutic alliance 
with the provider (Moitra & Gaudiano, 2016).

Research and Clinical Directions
The limitations of the current ACTp research base include the use of small sample sizes lead-
ing to inadequate power to detect differences, differences in the comparison conditions and 
treatment protocols used across studies, and variability in sample severity and diagnoses. 
Complexity is further added by the variability in the number of treatment sessions delivered, 
length of follow- ups, and outcome measures utilized across both inpatient and outpatient tri-
als. In general, the methodological quality of the ACTp clinical trials has been variable to date, 
with some having “gold standard” methodological features of RCTs, such as rater blinding 
and fidelity monitoring, while others lack these elements and are considered more feasibility 
or pilot studies. Larger and more methodologically rigorous studies are needed to confirm the 
effects reported from smaller trials.

Previous meta- analyses have sometimes produced conflicting conclusions based on the 
different studies they include (Cramer et al., 2016; Tonarelli et al., 2016). The practice of 
combining inpatient and outpatient studies in the same meta- analysis is questionable and may 
obscure potential treatment effects given differences in study design, methods, sample, and 
setting. So far, ACTp has not been directly compared to other evidence- based psychosocial 
interventions (e.g., traditional CBT or family therapy) in the same RCT. Thus, it is unclear if 
ACTp is more or less effective, or if it works through similar or different mechanisms of action 
compared with other psychotherapies. To date, little formal work has been done to investigate 
ACTp treatment mediators and moderators of outcomes. Some initial work suggests that the 
believability of psychotic symptoms may be a mediator of ACTp’s treatment effects consistent 
with reductions in psychological inflexibility (Gaudiano et al., 2010). However, more research 
is needed, testing other ACT- consistent processes of change and using designs that can better 
establish temporal change in the presumed mediator prior to change in the observed clinical 
outcomes. More work also is needed on the real- world effectiveness and implementation of 
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ACTp in typical clinical settings. Few therapists are trained in ACTp compared with tradi-
tional CBTp, and ACTp is not as yet typically offered in routine practice. Finally, given that 
patients with psychosis often receive a variety of treatments, including pharmacotherapy and 
other therapies, additional research should investigate how ACTp should be integrated with 
other common approaches so that it is complementary and not contradictory.

Despite these challenges, the available evidence from a growing number of RCTs shows 
that ACTp is a safe and efficacious treatment for patients with a range of schizophrenia- 
spectrum disorders. It is also one of the few treatments tested specifically for those with psy-
chotic depression (Gaudiano et al., 2015; Gaudiano et al., 2013). Evidence- based treatment 
guidelines specify that, at present, the strongest support is for first- line use of traditional CBTp 
or family therapy for psychosis (NICE, 2014). Based on these guidelines, one can deduce 
that ACTp may be appropriate for use if patients have not responded to one of the other 
evidence- based therapies for psychosis first, when they are available. However, if CBTp or 
family therapy is not available, then ACTp may be considered based on factors such as thera-
pist competence and patient preference, and following proper informed consent and review 
of alternative options. In addition, the research to date has only tested ACTp when it is added 
to ongoing pharmacotherapy for psychosis that typically includes antipsychotic medications.

Clinicians wishing to deliver ACTp should first be competent using the ACT model in 
general, and they also should have the requisite experience and training in working clinically 
with patients with severe mental illness. Clinical workshops on ACTp have been presented at 
conferences such as the Association for Contextual Behavior Science, and several books have 
been published describing the rationale and clinical application of ACTp to aid in training 
efforts (Gaudiano, 2015; Morris, Johns, & Oliver, 2013; O’Donoghue et al., 2018; Wright 
et al., 2014). However, it is recommended that clinicians with prior training in ACT who are 
comfortable working with patients with psychosis still receive additional peer consultation and 
supervision on early cases from therapists with established competence. This will ensure that 
the ACTp is being applied appropriately and safely.

One common misconception about ACTp is that the therapist’s goal is to teach the 
patient to “accept” their psychotic experience for what they represent themselves to be (e.g., 
voices coming from an omnipotent external force). This is not the case, however, as the ACTp 
therapist does not attempt to reinforce psychotic symptom content or treat them literally. 
Instead, the therapist models an “agnostic” or nonjudgmental stance toward these experiences 
and encourages the patient to do likewise. The goal is not to ignore hallucinations or delu-
sional thoughts when they are occurring. On the other hand, the goal also is not to engage or 
struggle with them in a preoccupied fashion. Instead of focusing on their literal veracity, the 
therapist helps patients to identify whether their responses to these psychotic experiences are 
workable or not for achieving their desired goals, and if not, to respond in ways that work bet-
ter for this purpose as consistent with their values.

Furthermore, taking a nonjudgmental stance toward psychotic experiences when they 
occur in the moment does not mean that the therapist views psychotic symptom content as 
irrelevant or without meaning to the patient and their clinical context. For example, paranoia 
might be conceptualized as functioning for the patient to manage anxiety, and the specific 
delusional content is likely to be representative of the patient’s individual learning history 
and past experiences. Instead of attempting to directly change paranoid thoughts, a func-
tional analysis can be applied to hallucinations and delusions to better understand how they 
are being reinforced and maintained over time, and to identify healthier alternate behaviors 
to fulfill these needs for the patient that will lead to improved functioning and valued- goal 
attainment.
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Conclusion
In summary, numerous clinical trials since 2002 have studied the effects of ACTp. These stud-
ies generally document the treatment’s safety, feasibility, and acceptability to both patients and 
clinicians. Although symptom reduction is not the primary aim of ACTp, numerous research 
studies report significant improvements on multiple important clinical indicators, including 
positive symptoms, negative symptoms, depression, distress, impairment, quality of life, and 
help seeking (see Table 24.1 for a summary). As demonstrated in several studies of ACTp, 
the treatment’s potential to reduce rehospitalizations constitutes a pragmatic, global indica-
tor of functioning (Bach, Hayes, & Gallop, 2012), especially considering that symptomatic 
and functional recovery has been documented to occur at different times from one another 
(Tohen et al., 2000). However, the magnitude of ACTp’s treatment effects has varied based 
on the types of measures collected, the characteristics of the sample, and the selection of com-
parison conditions used in prior research. Studies comparing ACTp to more active supportive 
therapies have often reported more equivocal results (Shawyer et al., 2017), which is similar 
to what is found in the CBTp literature when such comparisons are made (Lynch, Laws, & 
McKenna, 2010). Despite these limitations, it is important to note that ACTp has been used 
frequently in both inpatient and outpatient settings, including for those at various stages of 
illness and types of schizophrenia- spectrum disorders. In addition, ACTp has been provided 
in both group and individual session formats with positive effects. Therefore, ACTp provides a 
useful treatment alternative to offer those experiencing psychosis as part of the broader clinical 
armamentarium of care, potentially offering profound relief to those suffering from chronic 
mental illness.
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Abstract
The dissemination of  acceptance and commitment therapy (ACT) as an evidence- based 
intervention is well underway. As a scientifically supported treatment approach, ACT 
may be considered a best practice in promoting well- being among those who suffer 
from psychological and emotional challenges. Optimizing mental health means not 
only understanding the mechanisms and processes by which individuals come to suffer 
and recover; it also means ensuring the successful dissemination and implementation 
of  the practice. Sound dissemination processes for ACT include guiding researchers, 
policymakers, clinicians, and other stakeholders in the effective training and delivery of  
ACT as a best practice sustained over time. The process of  widespread dissemination 
is subject to dilution of  innovation— an adoption strategy wherein the “tools” of  ACT 
are loosely adopted rather than the successful training of  its principles and processes. 
Effective training concerns fidelity, adherence, and competency in ACT. There is a need 
for competency- based training that includes both workshops and ongoing consultation. 
This article proposes a model for disseminating and implementing ACT in clinics and large 
settings and reviews an example of  ACT training in the Veterans Health Administration. 
Finally, it presents recommendations for future research and dissemination efforts of  
ACT training and supervision.

Key Words: ACT, dissemination, implementation, training, supervision

The dissemination and implementation of scientifically supported clinical interventions are 
paramount to best practice and to the promotion of well- being among those who suffer from 
psychological and emotional challenges. Optimizing public health means not only under-
standing the mechanisms and processes by which individuals come to suffer and recover, but 
also ensuring the effective dissemination and implementation (D&I) of the evidence- based 
practice (EBP) designed to reduce suffering and promote recovery. Acceptance and commit-
ment therapy (ACT; Hayes et al., 2012) is considered an EBP for several health disorders (see 
Gloster et al., 2020) and is being disseminated internationally. Charting the future for the 
broad dissemination and implementation of ACT and focusing on competency- based training 
and sustainable practice will be crucial for its effective delivery.

ACT is a behavioral intervention that uses acceptance and awareness of internal experi-
ence practices, along with behavioral change commitments linked to values to alleviate human 
suffering. ACT, a third- wave behavioral intervention (Hayes, 2004), emerged from earlier 
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behavioral and cognitive traditions, but with a new focus on the function of behavior over 
form, understanding behavior in context and creating flexible and effective repertoires of 
behavior to improve well- being (Hayes, 2004; Hayes & Hoffman, 2017). ACT’s philosophi-
cal and theoretical underpinnings include functional contextualism (see Sandoz & Fogle, this 
volume), a philosophical approach that focuses on the behavior of individuals within their 
historical and situational contexts; and behavioral analysis of human cognition (see Harte & 
Barnes- Holmes, this volume).

Over the years, research on the intervention has ranged from basic accounts of human 
languaging (Dymond et al., 2010) to clinical application in different settings with differing 
populations, stretching across problems and issues such as mental and physical health popula-
tions (A- tjak et al., 2015; Graham et al., 2016), organizational behavior management (Bond et 
al., 2006), cultural issues and stigma (Luoma & Platt, 2015), and fit of intervention for diverse 
populations (Woidneck et al., 2012). A recent analysis of meta- analytic reviews (Gloster et al., 
2020) showed that ACT was efficacious for all conditions examined, with positive effects for a 
broad range of target disorders and problems.

This broad and inclusive background of research on ACT sets the stage for the key ele-
ments in a successful D&I process. Indeed, effective dissemination includes understanding 
how EBPs fit with different clinical and other communities of practice and cultural back-
grounds. Understanding how to create a beneficial implementation program while ensuring 
that it is effectively delivered and sustained within clinical and community settings requires 
extensive planning and commitment to implement on a large scale or bring the practice into 
a personal private practice setting.

The spread of ACT is well underway. International and online training and conferences 
have been held that include ACT workshops regularly occurring across the national and inter-
national conference itineraries. Nonetheless, without the issues of competency- based training 
and adherence to the model being addressed, ACT may experience a dilution (elements of an 
intervention being “loosely” adopted and applied) of innovation rather than a sustainable and 
effective diffusion (the spread of ideas among groups of people).

Implementation science (IS), an emerging field that involves the “scientific study of meth-
ods to promote the systematic uptake of clinical research findings and other evidence- based 
practices into routine practice” (Graham et al., 2006, p. 17), can inform sound dissemina-
tion and implementation processes for ACT, guiding researchers, policymakers, clinicians and 
other stakeholders in the effective training and delivery of ACT as a best practice sustained 
over time. Dissemination is the active spread of EBPs using planned strategies, while imple-
mentation is about integrating EBPs into a specific setting (Brownson et al., 2017), whether it 
be a hospital or private practice. The objects of D&I are interventions that have proven to be 
effective. This article will review broad issues related to disseminating and implementing ACT 
as an EBP, including challenges to effective dissemination and promising qualities of dissemi-
nation. We will also focus on issues specific to ACT such as ACT training and its implications 
for adherence to treatment, training to competency, and sustainability. An example of dissemi-
nation and an ACT roll out will be explored. We will then make a call to action concerning 
ways the ACT community can research and develop best practices in their dissemination and 
implementation efforts.

Dissemination and Implementation of ACT: Challenges and 
Opportunities
Over the past several decades, health care policy has increasingly stressed the importance of 
EBPs in health care delivery (McHugh & Barlow, 2010). As such, the emerging science of 
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dissemination and implementation has played a central role in researching and implementing 
effective dissemination practices and understanding how to promote the adoption of an EBP 
in different settings, including private practice. Full discussion of IS remains beyond the scope 
of this article; interested readers can readily find descriptions of IS in many articles and books 
on the subject (see Backer et al., 1986; Brownson et al., 2017; Henggeler et al., 2002).

In recent years, IS has experienced an explosion of opportunity, with thousands of thera-
pists trained in EBPs thanks to increased financial investment and institutional support in dis-
semination and implementation practices (McHugh & Barlow, 2010, Karlin & Cross, 2014). 
Patients who have received treatment from clinicians in these training programs have witnessed 
significant symptom improvement (e.g., Monson et al., 2018; Walser, et al., 2013). Despite 
the proliferation of research demonstrating the effectiveness of EBPs and the Herculean efforts 
to distribute effective treatment, studies have consistently found that these therapies are deliv-
ered infrequently in real- world clinical settings (e.g., Crits- Christoph, Wilson, & Hollon, 
2005; Walser et al., 2013), calling into question the effectiveness of dissemination efforts.

EBP dissemination has likely lagged in part because integrating a new practice into a ser-
vice setting or system (or, we would argue, private practice) past the duration of a training pro-
gram faces many complex challenges (McHugh & Barlow, 2010; Rogers, 2003). For example, 
clinicians have reported several reasons for not offering EBPs, such as complex comorbidities, 
cognitive limitations, and low patient motivation (Cook et al., 2014), even though these per-
ceived challenges do not correspond to research findings. Clinicians have also cited clinic- 
level barriers and beliefs that they need additional consultation to implement EBPs effectively 
(Cook et al., 2014; Osei- Bonsu et al., 2014); this is an argument we will ultimately support. 
The barriers reported by clinicians have significant implications and point to a key issue in 
therapy dissemination— ecological validity. Do EBPs translate to real- life situations, including 
therapist engagement in the EBP and the context of therapy.

The Case Against Broad Dissemination of Protocols for Syndromes

Where did the field get the idea that evidence of  an intervention’s efficacy from carefully 
controlled trials could be generalized as THE best practice for widely varied populations and 
settings?”

— L. W. Green (2001, p. 167)

The Institute of Medicine (2000) stated that the significant divide between medical research 
and actual medical practice is “not just a gap, but a chasm” (p. 1). The delay between science 
and practice for EBPs is even longer than the usual lengthy lag time of 15— 20 years for 
medical interventions (Institute of Medicine, 2000; Karlin & Cross, 2014). One contributing 
factor to dissemination challenges is the aforementioned, either perceived or truly question-
able, ecological validity and utility of many randomized controlled trials (RCTs) that help 
deem a psychotherapy “evidence- based.” This is a much- debated topic in the field (Persons & 
Silberschatz, 1998). For many researchers and clinicians, evidence- based psychotherapy is syn-
onymous with protocols for syndrome strategies, a likely outdated approach to understanding 
human suffering (see Hayes & Hoffman, 2020).

In part, due to methodological constraints and funding pressures, most RCTs assume 
that patients can be treated as if they have one discrete disorder; if they have more than one 
syndrome, they assume that such problems can be treated sequentially with different manuals 
(Westen et al., 2004; Wilson, 1998). These possibilities are potentially costly and inefficient 
strategies that can exclude therapists’ clinical judgment and the client’s needs and desires. 
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Indeed, evidence- based psychology practice is defined as “the integration of the best available 
research with clinical expertise in the context of patient characteristics, culture, and prefer-
ences” (APA Task Force on Evidence- Based Practice, 2006, p. 273).

This approach to evidence- based practice suggests at least one sound reason to pursue 
competency- based ACT training specific to its core competencies as currently defined (Luoma 
et al., 2007). The ACT competencies reflect the qualities described in the APA definition and 
include therapy that (1) tailors the interventions to fit the client’s language and immediate life 
experience; (2) speaks to the client from an equal, vulnerable, genuine, and sharing point of view; 
and (3) sequences and applies specific ACT interventions in response to client needs, with thera-
pists readying themselves to change course to fit those needs at any moment. Additionally, the 
behavioral underpinnings of ACT call for functional analysis of the client’s behavior. By neces-
sity, this relies on an idiographic approach fitted to each client, instituted across the treatment.

Another commonly held concern about psychotherapy research, consequently weak-
ening clinician adoption of EBPs, is that they tend to focus on diagnosis and symptom 
reduction as the primary metric of treatment success (Kazdin, 2008). Many clinicians 
believe that psychotherapy “is not [as much] about reaching a destination (eliminating 
symptoms) as it is about the ride (the process of coping with life)” (Kazdin, 2008, p. 
147). Even when symptoms are the focus of psychotherapy sessions, more than half of 
patients add new target problems or change their primary concerns throughout the course 
of treatment (Kazdin, 2008; Sorenson et al., 1985). RCTs rarely capture this process. They 
also tend to focus on reducing symptoms rather than larger issues of well- being. The less 
symptom- specific measures, such as quality of life, coping, and meaningful engagement, 
are often left out of RCTs (Kolovos et al., 2016). Understandably, many clinicians who 
are focused on client concerns and process versus outcome might be hesitant to integrate 
research findings into their clinical practice.

Another issue concerning ecological validity is the problem with RCTs focusing on analy-
sis of averages. The “average person” in Western cultures has been accepted as a marker for 
outcomes in RCTs (Hayes & Hofmann, 2020) for an extended period. Yet, a problem arises; 
as Hayes and Hofmann (2020) state:

As we consider multiple variables, and their trajectories and interrelationships across time, our 
analysis at the level of the collective stops yielding information of known applicability to the 
individual. (pp. 6– 7)

A shift back to the idiographic understanding of working with clients in psychotherapy 
may be a useful future direction to help clinicians adopt EBPs into their practice writ large. 
This may be supported by turning the research focus to other forms of investigation such as 
dynamic assessment and modeling (see Fisher & Boswell, 2016; Hayes & Hofmann, 2020) or 
using different data analysis strategies such as the Group Iterative Multiple Model Estimation 
Method (see Gates & Molenaar, 2012). However, at the conceptual level, we would argue that 
understanding the idiographic nature of an individual’s suffering is built into the ACT model. 
Appropriate intervention includes understanding the function of a behavior in context given a 
specific learning history, and not simply understanding a set of symptoms. Implementation of 
ACT is based on an ongoing functional analysis, with the selection and flexible use of the six 
core processes used in ACT fitting the conceptualization. However, arguing for this outcome 
makes specific issues such as fidelity to the model and training to competence the object of 
intense scrutiny. A critical look at training to fidelity and competence related to the dissemina-
tion of ACT is a worthwhile endeavor.
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Treatment Adherence in ACT
Fidelity to an intervention refers to delivering the intervention as intended (Wiltsey Stirman 
et al., 2015). Competence in an intervention refers to the skill in understanding and deliver-
ing the therapy. Both adherence and competence are important aspects of effective D&I of 
an EBP, regardless of the clinician’s work setting. Although fidelity to the model is a necessary 
component of delivering ACT, it is not sufficient. Fidelity and competence are intimately 
intertwined. A clinician may deliver certain exercises and metaphors in ACT well (occurring 
as intended according to protocol) but may do so in a manner that is not responsive to either 
client or context. Competence or skill in the model is still needed.

Madson and Campbell (2006) note that investigations of the delivery of EBPs have found 
that they are often delivered with low fidelity to the established psychotherapeutic model. 
Given this lack of fidelity to the treatment as published, many clients who are receiving an 
EBP may not be getting the effective version. Moreover, many clinicians receiving training in 
ACT as an EBP may not go on to receive supervision or consultation in the intervention, let 
alone fidelity checks to the model. Once a workshop training is completed, clinicians are often 
left to their own devices to implement the intervention as trained. Two issues arise concerning 
training and implementation. First, is the training being delivered expected to help therapists 
reach fidelity to and competence in the intervention, and second, is the therapist working 
to attain competency? More specifically to the present discussion, is this happening in ACT 
training and delivery? At this point, we would argue that the answer to this question is “no.” 
We have found only three published studies that evaluate training to competency in ACT 
(Forman et al., 2012; Trompetter et al., 2014; and Walser et al., 2013). This is a critical issue 
in ACT D&I because effective delivery of ACT includes competent delivery of ACT.

Finally, ACT is unique because it is designed to allow tremendous innovation in tech-
nique, including the development of exercises and metaphors and other responsive, culturally 
sensitive, and context- driven procedures. Indeed, ACT’s process orientation allows for a great 
deal of flexibility and the development of additional and tailored interventions. Nonetheless, 
each new development should link directly to ACT’s underlying theory and philosophy of 
science, such that innovations remain inside the assumptions that make up the competency 
rubric.

The Telephone Game effecT
The term diffusion of innovation (Rogers, 2003) describes how a product or idea spreads 
through a social community and is ultimately adopted through behavior change. The spread 
of ideas has long been relevant to psychology as interventions have been developed and circu-
lated. Understanding how, why, and what gets disseminated has become even more important 
now that the EBP movement has become a central element of health care systems and health 
care policy (APA, 2006).

One problem related to the dissemination of innovation is the dilution of intervention. As 
diffusion of an innovation spreads, it can fall subject to “The Telephone Game Effect.” Many 
readers may remember a childhood game in which each child lines up with others, and the first 
person in the line whispers a comment into the next person’s ear. The whispered comment is 
passed along, person to person, each one whispering to the next the same comment whispered 
into their ear. By the time the comment reaches the end of the line, it is typically distorted, not 
nearly resembling the beginning whisper. Dissemination of psychotherapy theory and inter-
vention can be subject to the same vagaries. The information and materials used to convey the 
intervention can become increasingly distorted as it moves further away from its source and 
foundational work.
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The accuracy of theory and information related to an intervention can take various shapes 
and sizes outside of the academic setting (Ross, 2008). For instance, if clinicians believe that 
they understand an ACT process because they know the names and labels of the six core pro-
cesses and have read descriptions of the same, they may mistakenly assume they know more 
than they actually do (Ross, 2008). For example, we have encountered situations where super-
visors have claimed they can supervise ACT trainees because they have read materials about 
the intervention. Although they may have understood the read materials, we would argue that 
their effectiveness as a supervisor would depend greatly on what was read and other variables 
such as using the intervention in their own sessions and feedback on that use. Furthermore, a 
book on exercises and metaphors, for instance, versus the second edition of the original ACT 
book (see Hayes et al., 2012) published by the developers of ACT will constitute fairly dif-
ferent supervision experiences and transmission of understanding of theory and ideas related 
to ACT.

This scenario may be a matter of ethics. If a supervisor claims an ability to supervise in 
an intervention for which they have not been well trained, then they are risking an ethical 
dilemma as well as a lag in social responsibility. Nonetheless, these scenarios are fully possible, 
and students under such supervision may go on to believe that they have now been trained in 
ACT with the potential of amplifying the Telephone Game Effect.

Another example provides a sense of the potential dilution processes that may occur at 
the level of in- person training rather than reading written material. This particular example 
emerged in a conversation following training. A therapist attending an ACT workshop heard 
the Chinese Finger Trap Metaphor (Eifert & Forsyth, 2005, p. 146) and concluded that the 
way to get out of emotional pain is to approach emotional pain (i.e., push your fingers together 
into the trap instead of pulling). The trainer may have completed the exercise correctly (whis-
pering it well following the telephone game metaphor), but what the trainee heard was not 
what was whispered. The trainee may then deliver ACT with the notion that moving toward 
internal experiences means getting away from negative experiences, delivering this message 
to both clients and perhaps their own trainees. In this case, the ACT intervention is about 
acceptance in the service of feeling good. If you move into your experience, you will no longer 
feel the so- called negative feelings. Given the reach and variety of information related to ACT, 
and given these types of possible misconstrues, at least some of what is called ACT is not truly 
ACT. A therapist may be engaging in behaviors that were subject to the distortions of the 
Telephone Game Effect.

Clearly, one of the key strategies for combating the Telephone Game Effect is the written 
word (Vaughan, 2017). To date, there are 67 protocols for different issues ranging from gam-
bling disorders to agoraphobia to psychosis to pain management and diabetes management 
to obsessive- compulsive disorder and trichotillomania, to name a few. These are listed on the 
main ACT website, contextualscience.org. At least 182 books have been published, not count-
ing those published in non- English languages (ACBS, 2020). These works help disseminate 
ACT, but it is unclear whether they contribute to the competent delivery of the intervention. 
Furthermore, adoption appears weakest when manuals alone are used for training, but it can 
remain weak if follow- up supervision is not provided (Sorenson et al., 1985)— a subject we 
turn to later in this article.

Additionally, the problem of fidelity takes on a slightly different form from those associ-
ated simply with the Telephone Game Effect when the concepts of interest are interrelated 
(e.g., fusion is interrelated with self- as- context/ perspective- taking is interrelated with present 
moment) and highly nuanced (e.g., implementation of ongoing processes based on functional 
analysis of behavior as opposed to the application of techniques). Some forms of spreading 
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ideas can inadvertently strip away the interrelated processes (e.g., presenting the six core pro-
cesses in a book linearly) or nuance (e.g., reading materials may exclude other important data 
in an ACT session such as body language or felt experience, which is important information 
needed to formulate a case). When either or both get stripped away, the communication’s 
intended message can be distorted or lost. Evaluating the breadth, depth, and form of written 
and other training materials related to ACT and the training context may be part of the train-
ing to competency rubric needing study. We would argue that feedback on implementing the 
processes in an interrelated and nuanced fashion is part of competency training and necessary 
for an effective implementation and sustainability process.

Strong communication efforts to govern the behavior of information providers (i.e., ACT 
trainers) and a solid set of guidelines and principles that specify training while allowing for 
innovation will help guard against the dilution of innovation or the Telephone Game Effect. 
Implementation of innovations is more consistent and positive when knowledge about them 
is clearly communicated (Edmondson, 2003).

Guarding against distortions of interrelated processes and highly nuanced interventions 
found in ACT may prove more difficult. Studies evaluating fidelity to the model and train-
ing to competency in the model include the six core processes, and other processes such as 
interpersonal, intrapersonal, and overarching processes (see Walser, 2019) are needed. Delivery 
of ACT in a way that does not violate the approach’s spirit will be useful when considering 
the variability of training and supervision in the intervention. Importantly, ACT Recognized 
Trainers go through an extensive peer- review process (see ACBS Training Standards), assisting 
in promoting fidelity to and competence in the model. However, no long- standing evalu-
ation of the trainer and their potential drift or training changes are monitored across time. 
Recognized trainers commit to a values- based process of engaging in training that includes 
self- awareness to ongoing learning processes and ongoing connection to the ACT commu-
nity and research developments, but this is a self- assessment model with no monitoring by 
the community. Thus, it relies heavily on individual willingness and commitment to ethical 
behavior. Perhaps assessment and monitoring that support this values- based model may assist 
in preventing drift. Defining and monitoring the spirit of the training work while maintaining 
innovation will be a challenge for the ACT community.

fideliTy measures
Given the number of RCTs and open trials evaluating ACT, a fair number of ACT fidelity 
measures have been created to assess treatment adherence in these studies. We are aware of at 
least one Delphi study (i.e., gathering information through multiple rounds of questionnaires 
sent to experts) designed to create a measure of fidelity in ACT (O’Neill et al., 2019). The 25- 
item measure (ACT for Fidelity Measure or ACT- FM) resulting from this study was designed 
to be used across contexts and was found to have moderate to excellent interrater reliability. 
O’Neill and colleagues are one of the first to establish this type of sorely needed assessment. 
Further validation studies are needed for the measure to come to fruition. Working to rein in 
the proliferation of individualized ACT fidelity measures will help create a common language 
within the science of ACT. We are aware of at least five measures based on work directly 
familiar to us (Barnes et al., 2019; Borges et al., 2019; Gobin et al., 2017; Walser et al., 2013). 
Continuing O’Neill and colleagues’ research is essential to robust dissemination processes.
Additionally, assessment concerning fidelity to a process rather than a protocol is also war-
ranted. There is an important distinction between receiving a score indicating that a metaphor 
occurred or did not occur and receiving a score indicating that a process, such as self- as- context, 
occurred or did not occur (whether or not it contained a metaphor). The ACT Therapist Tape 
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Rating Scale (ACT- TRS; unpublished measure used in Walser et al., 2013) is likely one of the 
few measures assessing the delivery of six core processes. It is designed to assess skill or com-
petency in implementing the core processes, not fidelity per se. Although, competency entails 
fidelity. The ACT- TRS also assesses the general ACT therapeutic stance, including the thera-
peutic relationship and modeling of ACT processes in session. ACT technology (e.g., strategy 
for behavior change/ case conceptualization, ACT consistent homework, and implementation 
of metaphors and exercises) is also assessed. This instrument was developed via expert consen-
sus, and validation research is underway, but much work is needed to understand its validity 
and psychometric properties.

Additional measures of skill have been created. As a multimethod assessment process in 
the Walser et al. (2013) dissemination project (described in detail later in this article), the Core 
Competency Rating Form (ACT- CRRF) was adapted from the Core Competencies Form 
found in Luoma et al. (2007) and originally developed by expert consensus and published in 
A Practical Guide to Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (Hayes & Strosahl, 2005). The ACT- 
CCRF and ACT- TRS were used to both assess and guide clinicians in becoming competent 
in the intervention. However, additional validation of the ACT- CCRF is needed. Other skill 
assessment tools exist, including self- rated competence (Trompetter et al., 2014), expert assess-
ment of audio recordings (see Forman et al., 2012); Walser et al., 2013), and self- rated skills 
using visual analog (see Lappalainen et al., 2007). Finally, if knowledge is an indicator of com-
petence, there are a few measures assessing knowledge of ACT and its model (e.g., Levin et al., 
2015; Long, 2015). The psychometric properties of these tools need research and clarification 
as to their advantages and disadvantages depending on use.

Competent Delivery of ACT: Training Through Workshops and 
Supervision
Perhaps one of the more formidable challenges to disseminating and implementing ACT is 
training to competence in this complex treatment. McHugh and Barlow (2010) argue that 
competency training is difficult for at least two reasons: the complexity of therapeutic inter-
ventions and the challenges of commonly used models of training. We have previously written 
briefly about the complexity, noting ACT’s interrelated and often highly nuanced qualities. 
We turn now more specifically to common training practices.

Training in a particular EBP often involves a shorter- term didactic that Stokes and Baer 
(1977) refer to as the “train and hope” model. Indeed, the most commonly used training 
strategy is a brief workshop (Herschell et al., 2004). While workshops may improve clinician 
attitudes toward and knowledge of therapy, they are often ineffective in changing clinician 
behavior in the therapy room (Beidas et al., 2012; Herschell et al., 2010).

Ongoing supervision or consultation in adopting a practice appears to be a critical ele-
ment in changing clinician behavior (Beidas et al., 2012). Implementation literature has well- 
documented the need for consultation and ongoing support to shape clinician competence 
following training (Beidas & Kendall, 2010; Fixsen et al., 2005; Lyon et al., 2011). Indeed, 
training with ongoing supervised experience in delivering an intervention has been considered 
vital in any effort to implement a treatment with fidelity and competence (Schoenwald  
et al., 2013).

As a core component of behavior change in professional practice (Fixsen et al., 2005), 
supervision has been evaluated in several studies that are briefly reviewed here to demonstrate 
its importance. A workshop followed by weekly individual consultation with an expert was 
used as part of a dissemination program of prolonged exposure therapy for PTSD in the 
Veterans Health Administration (VHA). Results indicated that expert consultation enhanced 
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clinicians’ confidence in their ability to deliver the treatment beyond the effects found for the 
workshop alone (Karlin et al., 2010). This was also true for the ACT for depression imple-
mentation project in VHA (Walser et al., 2013). Even more important to this point, an RCT 
investigating three different post- workshop consultation processes (i.e., no consultation, con-
sultation with audio review, and consultation without audio review) showed that patients 
whose therapists received ongoing consultation, compared with those who did not, experi-
enced significantly greater improvement in symptoms of PTSD and functioning (Monson  
et al., 2018).

In a study conducted by Beidas et al. (2012), the number of supervision hours following 
training significantly predicted higher therapist adherence and skill at 3- month follow- up. The 
authors argued that ongoing supervision was indispensable, fully influencing therapist adher-
ence and competence in the model trained. Ongoing consultation following the workshop 
improved therapist adherence by .4 points (on a scale of 0– 6, with higher scores indicating 
better adherence) and skill by .3 points (on a scale of 1– 7, with higher scores indicating greater 
competence). The authors found that approximately 7 hours of consultation occurring over a 
3- month period increased adherence and skill by 23 and 20 percent, respectively. These find-
ings suggest that even limited consultation following a training workshop can improve skills 
in a model (Beidas et al., 2012).

The number of clinicians seeking supervision following an ACT training is unknown. 
We wager that the percentages are relatively small, with only a handful of workshop attend-
ees receiving ongoing supervision and support in implementing the model. We believe that 
therapists “hooked” by the model do return for more in- person and online workshop training, 
but they do not pursue supervision on the whole. Repeated attendance to workshops, though 
anecdotal, bodes well for continued learning that moves those attending ACT training closer 
to competence. Nevertheless, we still hold that supervision and consultation posttraining is 
perhaps the solitary path to skilled delivery of ACT.

Despite recognizing the need for ongoing supervision to train to competence, barriers to 
doing so remain. One barrier concerns the practical needs supervision. Supervision is time-  
and resource- intensive. Time dedicated to it is often not available or is created in “off hours.” 
Many settings that therapists work in do not schedule consultation time as part of the regular 
workday. Furthermore, less supervision is provided in community clinics than in RCTs (Kolko 
et al., 2009), again showing the disparities between RCT outcomes and real- world clinical 
settings. In a large nationwide survey of practicing clinicians, Cook and colleagues (2009a) 
showed that concerns about time were the most frequently cited barrier to adopting new inter-
ventions. Time to engage in supervision and consultation remains a challenge.

A second barrier is training costs. Supervision following training may be organized in 
several ways, including weekly or monthly sessions, and can last many months (McHugh & 
Barlow, 2010). These types of arrangements become costly when considering the full range of 
supervision activities (e.g., lost clinical hours of clinician productivity, preparation for supervi-
sion, and cost of support materials) that may be part of the training to competence process. 
One study (Olmstead et al., 2011) found that 3 months of expert supervision and feedback 
following a Motivational Interviewing training session increased costs by 50 percent. Longer 
or more frequent supervision training sessions are likely to exceed the cost of a workshop 
alone. This may be a real disincentive. Discontinuing training prematurely by not including 
supervision may save money in the short run, but it will ultimately prove a “loss on invest-
ment” if those trained cannot skillfully implement the therapy as intended (Lyon et al., 2013).

A third barrier involves competing obligations. The reduction of competing responsibili-
ties is undoubtedly an important facilitator of participation, as previous research has shown 
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that productivity requirements can hinder EBP implementation (Schoenwald et al., 2008). 
Competing responsibilities are typically part of all settings, including private practice. To 
address this issue, providers of training and consultation programs may increase participation 
and engagement if there are opportunities to adapt the organizational (or private practice) con-
text by negotiating changes in the productivity expectations maintained by participants’ agen-
cies (Aarons & Palinkas, 2007). However, given the high demands of varied service settings, 
this task could be difficult or even insurmountable. Therefore, it may be equally important to 
increase provider motivation to work within existing time constraints by creating compelling 
training opportunities. This goal could be accomplished by establishing policies that incentiv-
ize the implementation of an EBP at multiple levels (Goldman et al., 2001; Rapp et al., 2005) 
or by creating training perceived to have high utility, treatment effectiveness, and relevance 
in the target context. ACT may become one such intervention because of its transdiagnostic 
nature, functional outcomes focus, and broad appeal.

A fourth barrier concerns the limited availability of ongoing support by experts for the 
clinicians who have received training. Ongoing support typically involves supervision or con-
sultation with an expert to encourage adoption, provide feedback, and increase proficiency. 
Locating and hiring experts can be challenging. For example, a study by Hipol and Deacon 
(2013) showed that few therapists (37.5 percent) reported having access to experts in cognitive- 
behavioral treatment for anxiety disorders in their community. When available, the services 
were both costly and time intensive.

The QuesTion of The skilled supervisor
Given the research support for supervision following training as an effective path toward 
increased competence, what is being trained and the quality of supervision can play a role in 
diluting innovation.

Although supervised clinical practice is a widely recognized avenue of training (Greene 
& Dye, 2002), we should not assume that therapy skills will translate to the skills needed 
to become an effective supervisor who can train other therapists. Standards for supervisors 
have recently been developed that cover a broad range of issues. For instance, the American 
Psychological Association (APA) and the Association for State and Provincial Psychology 
Boards (ASPBB) have issued standards on topics such as ethics codes, defined and transpar-
ent processes for providing feedback, attention to cultural issues and power dynamics, and 
respect for supervisees’ boundaries in self- disclosure in supervision (American Psychological 
Association, 2014; Association for State and Provincial Psychology Boards, 2020). These 
guidelines are important and provide foundational counsel about the supervisory relationship 
and its goals. Nonetheless, these guidelines call for supervisors to engage in self- assessment 
of competency in all aspects of supervision (Falender et al., 2014), including the above and 
the therapy model being supervised. Indeed, some research suggests that the effectiveness of 
general supervision is mixed and inconclusive (Watkins, 2011), increasing the need for clari-
fication through research.

Didactic training with experiential exercises has been the main form of training in the 
ACT community. However, we are unaware of any research regarding the most effective 
approaches for training ACT therapists to competence in ACT supervision and consultation. 
More work is needed to understand the best training practices in workshop delivery, supervi-
sion, and consultation practices. Consultation and supervision as an implementation strategy 
have received little attention (Milne, 2010). Research in these areas specific to supervision in 
ACT will clarify and add to the published benefits of ongoing consultation in the implemen-
tation process (e.g., Miller et al., 2004), as well as guide supervisors and consultants in how 
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to best assist providers in integrating ACT into their existing practices (e.g., Herschell et al., 
2010). Investigations about best practices for training ACT trainers, supervisors, consultants, 
length of training and consultation needed for competence and sustainability, and optimal 
consultation formats (e.g., group versus individual) are needed.

One of the more notable features of the ACT community is its values- based qualities 
that focus on sharing the intervention freely. Its founder, Dr. Steven Hayes, has through the 
years insisted that the therapy be accessible. Through his approach and in conjunction with 
the Association of Contextual Behavioral Science (ACBS), the ACT community has focused 
on keeping training in ACT low cost while resisting the therapy certification process, which 
can support financial interests over dissemination interests related to promoting well- being. 
This noncertification and “open” approach can clearly assist with barriers related to cost. It 
does not, however, address the time and competing responsibilities issues. Nor does it neces-
sarily mean that what is being disseminated is consistent with the model or that supervisors 
are training coherently and consistently. Despite these issues, ACT’s “open- source” quality is 
attractive and possibly part of what keeps therapists returning for more. Expanding workshop 
training excitement to ongoing consultation may help prevent dilution and failure to imple-
ment therapy consistent with the ACT model.

Lastly, as with fidelity measures, measures of competency in ACT are also needed and 
remain a barrier to implementing the intervention as intended. Initial work is promising, 
as noted with the ACT- FM, ACT- CCRF, ACT- TRS, and other measures under develop-
ment. Competent practice assessment is enhanced when competence assessment tools are 
available (Falender & Shafranske, 2004). This helps to operationalize the process, estab-
lishing quality measurement across studies and implementation work. These tools could 
also assist supervisors and consultants in guiding those learning ACT. The need to rely 
solely on clinical reports will decrease by instead using multiple methods to assess compe-
tence. Falender and Shafranske (2004) argue that these instruments are essential when the 
intervention involves complex concepts and behavioral interventions, as is the case with 
ACT. The lack of validated assessment tools concerning competence in ACT may result in 
numerous methods (Muse & McManus, 2013), potentially leading to problematic issues 
surrounding implementation.

A training to competency framework that includes supervision illustrates the poten-
tial positive results of these types of efforts. In its pioneering program, Improving Access to 
Psychological Therapies, the National Health Service of the United Kingdom enacted one of 
the most extensive and centralized efforts to disseminate and implement EBPs to date (Clark 
et al., 2009; McHugh & Barlow, 2010). An expert panel of clinical researchers identified basic 
and disorder- specific skills needed to demonstrate clinician competence across training areas 
(assessment, knowledge, diversity, etc.). Supervisors oversaw cases and assessed both written 
exams to measure didactic knowledge and effectiveness in delivering the interventions through 
standardized role plays. In line with efforts to promote sustainable adoption, staff received 
additional supervisory instruction to serve as future trainers. Patient outcomes reflected dis-
semination success; the EBP training program increased referrals and access to treatment and 
demonstrated clinical outcomes comparable to those found in research studies (50– 60 per-
cent recovery rates, with outcome measures effect sizes ranging from 0.98 to 1.26; Clark et 
al., 2009).

In sum, evaluating the competent delivery of therapy has only recently begun to emerge 
more broadly (Roth & Pilling, 2008); further research and development are needed. This is 
especially the case with ACT, given its relatively new status and its focus on processes rather 
than sets of techniques. Still, it is important to support clinicians in receiving supportive and 
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supervisory services, given the general findings concerning improvement in the delivery of an 
intervention in dissemination programs.

Current Model: Experiential Training in Psychological Flexibility
For many new ACT practitioners, learning ACT may alter how they understand others’ and 
their own relationships to sensations, emotions, thoughts, and memories. In the early phases 
of training, this process can prove challenging. ACT beginners may learn about techniques and 
exercises; however, the ACT model is not simply a collection of distinct tools but a “whole- 
cloth” intervention that weaves interpersonal, intrapersonal, and the six core processes together 
over the arc of the therapy (Walser, 2019). Training workshops often focus on practicing 
the intervention through role plays and experiencing the intervention from the “inside out” -   
training participants are often led through the intervention at a personal level. In addition to 
understanding ACT processes from this point of view, consultation, as it is currently under-
stood, is critical in helping clinicians continually adapt their case conceptualizations while 
moving fluidly through the six core processes as treatment necessitates, rather than following 
a prescribed order or list of techniques. Recognizing their own relationship to internal experi-
ence is part of that learning process.

Luoma and Vilardaga (2013) provide an example. They explored how experiential phone 
consultation, as an adjunct to a standard ACT workshop, impacted psychological flexibility 
and burnout in therapists learning ACT. Participants were randomized to receive a two- day 
ACT workshop or the same workshop plus six phone coaching sessions that focused on expe-
riential and emotion- focused elements designed to increase therapist psychological flexibility. 
Throughout the consultation calls, participants were encouraged to try out ACT techniques 
with clients and use ACT processes with themselves while interacting with clients. In this 
study, the ACT consultant focused on the trainee’s emotional and cognitive experiences during 
sessions and used ACT processes to address their areas of struggle. Such interventions included 
brief meditative exercises, visualizations, or sharing a relevant metaphor or story, aligned with 
core processes therapists were learning in order to help conceptualize their clients and them-
selves in the therapeutic process.

The researchers found that over time psychological flexibility improved in the consulta-
tion group but not in the workshop- only group (d =  1.82 for between- group changes). The 
experiential nature of consultation used in this study and the subsequent psychological changes 
of therapists appear to depict a strong model of clinicians learning ACT from the “inside out,” 
as therapists engage in a parallel process linked to treatment with their consultant. With this 
promising research at hand, further study of ACT training, including workshops and consulta-
tion, is needed to better train clinicians and supervisors in ACT.

Sustainability
Despite the problems encountered in defining sustainability in the implementation sciences 
(Moore et al., 2017), a broad definition that appears to fit the process emerged in the sub-
ject’s literature. Moore and colleagues (2017) maintain that sustainability has five key parts: 
(1) after a defined period of time, (2) a program, clinical intervention, and/ or implementa-
tion strategy continues to be delivered and/ or (3) individual behavior change (i.e., clinician, 
patient) is maintained; (4) the program and individual behavior change may evolve or adapt 
while (5) continuing to produce benefits for individuals/ systems (Moore et al., 2017). In 
other words, D&I endeavors can succeed only if the behavior change related to the training is 
sustained. Unfortunately, several studies show poor sustainability outcomes (Wiltsey Stirman 
et al., 2012).
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For instance, Scheirer (2005) found that only one component of a dissemination program 
was sustained in 60 percent of the sites evaluated. Additionally, in a review of dissemination 
projects in health care, fewer than half of the projects continued the interventions at high- 
fidelity levels (Wiltsey Stirman et al., 2012). These findings may prove disappointing, given 
the investment of human and monetary efforts. Sustaining a behavior change (i.e., implement-
ing a new model) is even less well understood and is likely more challenging in the private 
practice setting.

Scheirer (2005) iterated five important factors regarding the extent to which an inter-
vention is sustainable: (1) the capacity for the intervention to be modified and adapted over 
time; (2) the presence of a “champion” or someone supporting ongoing implementation, 
learning, and problem solving; (3) the degree to which the intervention “fits” with an orga-
nization’s procedures and mission; (4) the degree of benefit experienced by staff and clients 
and how well that benefit can be perceived; and (5) support from the key stakeholders in 
the organization.

Whether a clinician delivers services in a larger setting, group, or independent practice, 
time, effort, and finances dedicated to learning an EBP are significant. Training to compe-
tence in ACT should involve individual clinician change in behavior related to delivering the 
therapy as intended over time. With ACT this is likely to include major shifts in philosophi-
cal assumptions concerning human behavior and the role of language in human suffering, a 
challenging task given that many clinicians stick with their original graduate school training 
approach (Bitar et al., 2007; Cook et al., 2009b). Moreover, the degree to which competence 
training is maintained over time is not well known. Drifting away from the original training is 
problematic (McHugh et al., 2009). Self- assessment and ongoing consultation efforts may be 
part of true behavior change that is visible across time. We posit that training in principles and 
processes defined by benchmarks may assist as they tend to remain stable even if innovations 
in the model continue to develop. Evaluation of this premise is needed.

We encourage those interested in large D&I projects and those simply interested in 
learning ACT for implementation in their personal practice to consider how well ACT aligns 
with the organization’s mission or personal understandings of human suffering and behavior 
change. In considering these aspects of uptake and sustainment, it will be useful to delve into 
evidence- supported processes of change and the competencies linked to effective implementa-
tion of the same (see Hayes & Hofmann, 2018). We argue that future ACT implementation 
projects consider the shift from protocols and simple procedures to process- based interven-
tions linked to favorable outcomes (e.g., mediation analyses). This is not to say that techniques 
and procedures should be discarded. Rather, they should be used to support the process being 
delivered in treatment. Given that ACT is a process- based therapy, attitudes toward and expe-
riences with this type of intervention will be integral to program success and sustainability 
(Gregory et al., 2007).

Promising Qualities for Disseminating ACT: Support for Effective 
Implementation
ACT, as a diffusion of innovation product, has been relatively successful. Its dissemination over 
the past 20 years, as evidenced by its international growth in research, training, and practice 
in regions such as Western Europe, Asia, Australia, Iran (Levin et al., 2019), and throughout 
the United States, is a testimony to this achievement. ACBS, the professional organization that 
houses ACT, has over 7,800 members internationally as well as a flagship journal titled Journal 
of Contextual Behavioral Science. To date, ACBS reports 912 randomized controlled trials of 
ACT (ACBS, 2022), and ACT has achieved recognition as an evidence- based psychotherapy 
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by the American Psychological Association (see https:// div12.org/ tre atme nts/ ). ACT’s growth 
and appeal in terms of large- scale distribution may be due to several factors.

First, as a transdiagnostic, process- based intervention, ACT is suitable for a range of dis-
orders and problems in living, targeting psychological processes relevant to human suffering (see 
A- tjak, et al., 2015, for process review). In addition to its benefit to clients (Gloster et al., 
2020) and clinicians (e.g., Luoma & Vilardaga, 2013), this transdiagnostic approach allows 
ACT training to expand clinicians’ skills in treating a wide range of therapy presentations, 
rather than simply focusing on treating a particular disorder. The ability to malleably con-
ceptualize and treat multiple problems and comorbidities through the same framework may 
reduce clinicians’ hesitation that a psychotherapy may only work for “pure” presentations, as 
seen in the research lab.

Second, clinicians may be more willing to incorporate ACT into their practice due 
to its focus on quality of life (Forman et al., 2007). In clinical practice, symptom- focused 
work may sometimes result in “moving targets,” wherein a client experiences relief from 
one symptom or disorder, but other difficulties emerge (Sorenson et al., 1985; Westen et 
al., 2004). A client’s frequency and intensity of symptoms may decrease, but they still feel 
unfulfilled and dissatisfied with their lives (Coryell et al., 1993). An approach that focuses 
on meaning and purpose in life may be especially beneficial, lining up with client and 
clinician desire to enhance well- being through vital living rather than simply focusing on 
losing a diagnosis. Openness to experience sets the stage for varying experiences of life that 
no longer need to be avoided.

Third, ACT’s flexibility within its fidelity and competency criteria allows the intervention 
to be implemented in sync with the individual client presentation and context of delivery. 
The core processes are fluidly implemented depending on the presenting problem and case 
conceptualization, allowing a fairly large degree of freedom in approach while still maintaining 
consistency to the model and coherence in treatment application across time. The flexibility 
of the model permits variation, granting adaptation across what gets implemented and with 
whom. Highly fused clients may be met with defusion processes more so than those who are 
highly avoidant and need more acceptance process work, for instance. Clients in primary care 
can receive brief interventions, whereas clients in private practice can receive longer treatment 
depending on need. The core ACT processes do not need to be applied in a specific order but 
can be used based on the case conceptualization and the in- the- moment session material. This 
type of flexibility absolves hesitation, debunking the notion that therapists sometimes espouse 
the notion that adherence to EBPs is nonresponsive to client needs.

Most importantly, this flexibility within the model allows researchers and clinicians to 
assemble a workable set of change processes. Through these efforts, we can answer the ques-
tion posed by Hayes and Hoffman (2018): “What core biopsychosocial processes should be 
targeted with this client given this goal in this situation, and how can they most efficiently and 
effectively be changed?” (p. 47). Adaptations of the model consider the client- specific needs 
given the current context (including alliance issues between therapist and client). Part of pre-
serving the model means the therapist is sensitive to the client, basing variation in intervention 
on specific client needs, characteristics, and situations while remaining within an adaptable 
periphery (Kendall & Frank, 2018) of the ACT approach. Implementing ACT flexibly offers 
the opportunity to engage in an evidence- based practice more fully, bringing client, therapist 
expertise, and the intervention into play (see APA Presidential Task Force on Evidence- Based 
Practice, 2006). This process promotes ecological validity and implements the interventions 
in real- world settings to fit client needs and ultimately yield more successful dissemination 
efforts.

https://div12.org/treatments/
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Fourth, this approach supports the integration of ACT processes into other evidence- based 
psychotherapies. Its focus on principles rather than on procedures allows clinicians to use other 
interventions while still being “adherent” if adaptations are made in an ACT- consistent way. 
For example, a clinician can engage a client with obsessive compulsive disorder in exposure 
therapy (Twohig et al., 2015) or can conduct prolonged exposure therapy with a PTSD client 
(Thompson et al., 2013) in an ACT- consistent way. ACT, in combination with other thera-
pies, can be instrumental in strengthening motivation at the outset of treatment. Training can 
be elastic in giving clinicians more skills to enhance their existing clinical approaches, rather 
than replace or “convert” practitioners. This flexible training attitude increases the openness of 
mental health systems and providers to dissemination and implementation efforts.

A Model to Disseminate ACT in Clinics and Large Settings
Wiltsey Stirman and colleagues (2004a) describe an extensive plan to promote more effective 
dissemination of empirically supported psychotherapies. Principles of this integrated plan and 
specific considerations for ACT dissemination include two key foci: (1) planning, assessment, 
and collaboration, and (2) initial training, ongoing consultation, and support.

planninG, assessmenT, and collaboraTion
Thoughtful planning is needed to address the challenges of integrating ACT into an existing 
framework of health care delivery. This phase of any dissemination project should include 
identifying a suitable system or organization, forming alliances with administrators and stake-
holders, and securing needed funding.

Once a suitable system or organization has been identified or called for the implemen-
tation of ACT, forming alliances inside the organization will be critical. Administrator and 
stakeholder buy- in will be invaluable to success. Understanding the stakeholders’ perspectives 
will help disseminate learning about potential divergent and even irreconcilable stakeholder 
viewpoints (Zimmerman et al., 2016). Using dynamic data models to promote stakeholder 
convergence in support of an implementation project may prove useful (see Zimmerman et al., 
2016). Implementing strategies to assess organizational support and readiness, program, and 
implementer characteristics are part of forming alliances. For instance, aligning the implemen-
tation of ACT with the setting’s mission and goals will promote sustainability (Tibbits et al., 
2010). Those implementation projects that are clearly aligned with established organizational 
structures and processes are more likely to succeed (Scheirer, 2005).

Another factor in dissemination success is how the decisions to implement a new treat-
ment are made (Wiltsey Stirman et al., 2004a). Top- down decisions, such as mandates or 
demands made by leadership, tend to result in faster but less effectively sustained dissemina-
tion (Backer et al., 1986; Rogers, 2003; Henggeler et al., 2002). “Mandate drift” (Wiltsey 
Stirman et al., 2004a) may occur because employees may think administrators are indifferent 
to their needs and preferences. If clinicians are not consulted in the dissemination decision- 
making process, they may be hesitant to incorporate new, unfamiliar methods and may resent 
being told how to conduct therapy, especially if they believe administrators lack clinical exper-
tise (Wiltsey Stirman et al., 2004a). Decisions that include clinicians and administrators will 
likely make clinicians more amenable to new modalities, but the process will usually take more 
time (Rogers, 2003).

On the one hand, in top- down approaches, often called “push strategies,” leaders push a 
service out to the field. For example, VHA enacts national policies that require veteran access 
to EBPs, triggering the competency- based training programs (Karlin & Cross, 2014). “Pull 
strategies,” on the other hand, use a bottom- up approach of geanerating interest and demand 
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for a service among users, stakeholders, or advocates, such as clients, family members, and 
clinicians. These strategies may include sharing patient success stories and positive patient out-
comes, and therapist training outcomes (e.g., increased competency and self- efficacy, positive 
attitudes toward the training; Karlin & Cross, 2014).

ACT researchers and trainers should be aware of their role as “ambassadors” of the treat-
ment (Wiltsey Stirman et al., 2004a). Schmidt and Taylor (2002) found that one of the great-
est factors showing whether clinicians were willing to adopt a new EBP was the change agent’s 
credibility and personal characteristics. Thus, the change agent should foster a strong alliance 
with the clinicians and administrators and work to accommodate the needs and preferences of 
potential adopters (Diamond, 1995).

As part of the planning, assessment, and collaboration process, clinicians’ attitudes in the 
target organization should be assessed for their openness to learning and their enthusiasm for 
ACT training. The perceptions of a new treatment by clinicians and administrators have been 
found to strongly predict successful dissemination (Schmidt & Taylor, 2002; Backer et al., 
1986). For instance, one study showed that views of an innovation account for 49– 87 percent 
of the variance in the extent of its dissemination (Berwick, 2003). Dissemination efforts that 
do not have acceptance and support from clinicians implementing the treatment are likely to 
fail (Diamond, 1995; Torrey et al., 2001).

It is also imperative to understand how psychotherapy is currently practiced in an organi-
zation and to recognize how the current approach might influence clinician attitudes toward 
ACT. For example, if most clinicians in a setting practice psychodynamic therapy, are they 
aware of what the efforts to either apply ACT as is might include or how to integrate it into 
their current treatment of choice (Matoff, 2018)? If they are interested, working together with 
the clinicians to explore integration avenues will be paramount.

It might also be important to understand other attitudes toward ACT practices. For 
instance, it may be useful to assess clinicians’ experience with or openness to mindful aware-
ness practices, given their presence in ACT. Assessing these types of factors can prepare the dis-
semination team by helping them understand the current levels of experience in such practices 
and determining potential marketing or buy- in strategies. In the case of mindfulness practices, 
for instance, therapists may not be interested in or alerted to the psychological and physiologi-
cal benefits of these practices to the client and the therapist themselves (Eberth & Sedlmeier, 
2012). Indeed, therapist mindfulness has been positively correlated with therapeutic alliance, 
therapist self- efficacy, and treatment outcome (Padilla, 2010; Wexler, 2006), each of which 
is a potentially positive selling point in the initial phases of planning an ACT dissemination 
project.

Therapist psychological flexibility might also be an assessment focus. Psychological flex-
ibility is positively associated with counseling self- efficacy through the mediating variable of 
having fewer experiences hindering self- focused attention (Wei et al., 2015). Wei and col-
leagues (2015) hypothesized that therapists with mindfulness skills and higher levels of psy-
chological flexibility might more readily accept anxious or distracting thoughts, allowing them 
to remain more present with clients, and thus feeling more effective as a result. Psychological 
flexibility and mindfulness experience are not requirements for receiving training in ACT. 
However, an openness to developing such skills would likely facilitate increased adoption of 
ACT principles and interventions into clinical practice after training (Varra et al., 2008). 
Finally, training in ACT can both reduce burnout in clinicians (Hayes et al., 2004) and create 
openness to evidence- based training (Varra et al., 2008).

When collaborating with different health care settings, the proposed treatment must be 
appropriate for the patients served. ACT’s transdiagnostic approach is beneficial for these 
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considerations. However, ACT training may sometimes be implemented for specific disor-
ders (Trompetter et al., 2014; Walser et al., 2013). When such specified training is being 
called upon, adapting the ACT training focus to fit the client population is needed. D&I 
in a specialty clinic would include additional conversations and agreements regarding the 
most common presentations. For example, an ACT training for a PTSD Residential Program 
would benefit from an explicit discussion of how to guide clients through trauma- informed 
mindfulness practices, how to respond to trauma reactions, and how to integrate ACT with 
specific trauma exposure methods. It is important to speak directly with clinicians about 
their needs and the common barriers they face in engaging and treating their specific client 
population.

While funding and resources are critical to the initial implementation of a new treatment, 
they are also vital in ensuring sustainability (Wiltsey Stirman et al., 2004a). If providers are 
to truly incorporate a new treatment into how they work with clients, “second- order change” 
(Watzlawick, Weakland, & Fisch, 1974) must be achieved— perhaps supporting a radical shift 
that challenges current assumptions and changes the way clinicians view treatment and its 
outcomes. The underlying structures of a health system must be adjusted to sustain psycho-
therapeutic changes, preventing the return to the old system of treatment (Wiltsey Stirman et 
al., 2004a). In the case of ACT dissemination, this type of second- order change might include 
a shift in clinicians’ willingness to reconsider definitions of mental health, turning away from 
standard Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (DSM) diagnoses (see Hayes & Hofmann, 2020), 
instead prioritizing well- being in terms of life functioning and engagement in values. This 
change might also include reconceptualizing outcome data, focusing on quality and meaning 
in life rather than symptom reduction alone.

Creating second- order change is also likely to include ongoing supervision and consul-
tation in ACT, extending well past the timeline of the initial training. It will be essential to 
consider the need to fund these ongoing measures when financially planning dissemination 
efforts. As Wiltsey Stirman and colleagues (2004a) state, “adequate resources must be avail-
able to support the adoption of a new intervention beyond the initial collaboration with the 
innovator” (p. 350).

iniTial TraininG, onGoinG consulTaTion, and supporT
After identifying the target system, assessing needs, and collaborating with providers and 
administrators, planning and securing funding, training is the next dissemination step. 
Training will likely need to be intensive, although the intensity and duration of training will 
depend on therapists’ familiarity with the therapy (Martin et al., 1998; Schmidt & Taylor, 
2002; Wiltsey Stirman et al., 2004b). A common model involves providing a multi- day train-
ing workshop initially and sometimes throughout a dissemination project (Martin et al., 1998; 
Schmidt & Taylor, 2002). Training aspects of a dissemination program often include didactic 
presentations, videotapes of session examples, group discussion and exercises, and individual 
case evaluation (Wiltsey Stirman et al., 2004b). Foundational ACT training typically involves 
didactic presentations of the principles, core processes, and skills in ACT. Other teaching 
techniques might include experiential exercises, role plays in dyads, and master clinician role 
plays. As noted, the experiential nature of ACT has been an important and common part of 
ACT training. Learning the intervention from the “inside out” has helped connect clinicians 
to ACT material from an additional, personal perspective. The appeal is found in the experien-
tial work that normalizes the therapists’ own internal experience of their thoughts, emotions, 
and sensations. The effectiveness of this particular method for ACT trainees has yet to be fully 
researched.
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Following workshop training, a plan for ongoing consultation should be at play. This is 
crucial for both promoting sustainability and strengthening the quality of care for receivers 
of the intervention. As explored previously, EBP training methods found that while read-
ing, self- directed training, and workshops appear to increase knowledge of a given treatment 
(see Richards, et al., 2011 for ACT), they do not significantly change therapist behavior or 
competence (Herschell et al., 2010). Workshop participants will demonstrate an increase in 
knowledge and note some skill improvement. However, this does not translate into master-
ing the necessary skills to properly implement the intervention (Sholomskas et al., 2005). 
Maintenance of skills over time (Miller et al., 2004) and impact on patient outcome (Miller & 
Mount, 2001) are at risk if ongoing supervision is not provided. Expert consultation, supervi-
sion, and feedback are fundamental for refining clinical skills and increasing sustainable adop-
tion of a new treatment (Herschell et al., 2010).

Competency- based training in ACT should be the target. Ratings on specific ACT com-
petencies will ensure consistency with the model and will likely promote greater understanding 
of this process- based therapy. Feedback from expert clinicians can help new ACT practitioners 
adhere to the model, maintaining coherence across treatment and troubleshooting challenges 
as they arise. This will help refine the clinician’s clinical skills on an ongoing basis, which is vital 
for developing competency in a new treatment.

Dissemination Case Example: ACT for Depression in VHA Training to 
Competency Program
The national dissemination and implementation initiative to promote ACT for Depression 
(ACT- D) in the VHA provides a helpful model for how to disseminate and train across a 
national health care system (Walser et al., 2013). The VHA has implemented multiple national 
programs to disseminate and implement evidence- based psychotherapies, all of which employ 
the competency- based training model (Karlin & Cross, 2014). The ACT- D initiative used the 
ACT Core Competency Rating Form (Luoma et al., 2007; Strosahl et al., 2004), a 30- item 
measure assessing ACT therapist competency and the ACT TRS, as well as other criteria, to 
this end.

The initiative was and remains a large- scale, multi- site, multi- cohort dissemination, and 
implementation project that started in the planning, assessment, and collaboration phase with 
a written dissemination proposal to obtain buy- in from VA leadership. This proposal was then 
used as a “push” strategy wherein top- down officials supported the intervention’s roll- out upon 
the proposal’s approval. Planning involved organizing written marketing material as well as 
presentations to leadership and other interested stakeholders. Planning also included multiple 
day- long meetings with leadership and ACT experts to review program evaluation, assessment 
tools, the process of training, material support (e.g., books, template progress notes, a website 
with materials, video examples of therapy) and possible barriers to and solutions regarding 
implementation. Program evaluation with the assessment of training, therapist self- efficacy 
and competency, and client outcomes were also developed. To promote implementation, first 
trainings were offered to therapists who were interested in and wanted training in the interven-
tion. As the program grew, applications to attend were reviewed and approved based on a set of 
defined standards (e.g., engaged in clinical work 50 percent of the time, working in a setting 
offering clinical services).

Initial training, ongoing consultation, and support followed the initial planning, assess-
ment, and collaboration phase. The dissemination project used three modes of training: (1) an 
experientially based 3- day workshop provided by an ACT trainer; (2) 6 months of 90- minute 
group weekly consultation calls guided by ACT- D “experts”; and (3) supportive reading 
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materials, including a specially designed ACT protocol for veterans with depression (and/ or 
comorbid anxiety). Therapists undergoing training needed to reach set training criteria before 
they were considered certified as trained (no official certification in ACT was promoted). These 
criteria included (1) attendance to the workshop in full, (2) attendance to at least 75 percent of 
the consultation calls, (3) a score of at least 90 out of 120 on one of three competency ratings 
taken at the end of month 1, 3, and 6, (4) a rating of at least 2.5 out of 4 (0– 4 scale) on 5 of 
10 therapy tapes rated across the protocol by the ACT- D consultant, and (6) implementation 
of the intervention with at least two clients during the 6- month consultation. Sustainability 
was supported and continues to be supported by ongoing volunteer monthly consultation and 
policies in VHA regarding the offering of EBPs to veterans seeking services.

Of the 334 therapists who successfully completed the training program at the time of the 
first publication (Walser et al., 2013), 96 percent of therapists achieved competency by the 
end compared to 21 percent during early training. The training was associated with significant 
increases in ACT- D therapist competency, therapist self- rated self- efficacy, positive attitudes 
toward ACT- D, and therapeutic alliance. Patients’ depression symptoms decreased signifi-
cantly, and the quality- of- life scores increased significantly. Post consultation surveys indicated 
that therapists trained in ACT- D used ACT with about half of their depressed patients.

Evaluation of the program demonstrated that the combination of intensive training in 
ACT- D and ongoing consultation yielded increased therapist competence, confidence, and 
sustained use of the intervention. The collected data suggest that those who completed the 
program improved in each of the six core processes implemented. Additional data analysis 
also revealed that improvement in acceptance as measured by the Acceptance and Action 
Questionnaire –  II (AAQ- II; Hayes et al., 2004) predicted changes in depression (Walser et 
al., 2013). Reductions in suicidal ideation were also obtained, showing a positive change from 
44.5 percent of veterans endorsing no suicidal ideation at baseline to 60 percent having no 
suicidal thoughts at the end of treatment. Finally, no differences were found between older and 
younger veterans or between men and women regarding treatment outcome, with all groups 
showing significant improvement (Walser et al., 2013). The ACT- D training continues, with 
over 1000 professionals trained and 5– 10 trainings occurring per year.

Although this dissemination effort may be considered quite successful, there were several 
drawbacks. First, the roll- out of ACT was protocol- based and disorder- specific. Use of the 
12- 16 session protocol in training was helpful to clinicians, giving them guidance on what 
to implement in which session. However, many consultants and trainees found the protocol 
limiting by report, noting that it did not always match what was happening in the session. 
Flexible use of the protocol in these initial implementation efforts was and is expected to be 
limited due to the nature of initiating a training process –  a protocol with specific guidance on 
what to do in the sessions was the starting point. However, it is unknown whether clinicians 
trained in the protocol are later able to move away from its structure, using ACT more fluidly.

Additionally, considering ACT’s benefits as a transdiagnostic intervention, focusing on 
depression “shortchanges” ACT’s utility to address a broad range of issues. Indeed, although 
rolling out this particular intervention in such a large hospital setting is a relatively remarkable 
achievement, rolling out multiple interventions for multiple diagnoses, as was done in the VA, 
seems cost- ineffective. Instead, it seems wiser to train clinicians in principle- based approaches, 
such as that found in ACT, in terms of cost and an overall improvement in clinician skill and 
delivery of services.

Finally, it is worth turning back to processes versus techniques and protocols. Training 
clinicians in processes that target the client’s specific issues, given their learning history and 
contextual influences, may be a more fruitful endeavor, allowing the clinician to focus on 
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moderators and mediators of change rather than first- order symptom reduction (see Hofmann 
& Hayes, 2019 and Hayes & Hofmann, 2020). Training to competency in process- based 
therapy may present its own unique set of challenges. However, it should be no more difficult 
than training to a protocol in terms of the initial dissemination efforts needed to create a suc-
cessful program. Again, research to investigate these training issues is needed.

The Future of ACT Dissemination
In one of the first technology transfer training initiatives in ACT, Strosahl and colleagues 
(1998) tested the field effectiveness of the intervention. The study included a training work-
shop, followed by monthly group supervision with the full training lasting a year. This trial was 
a kind of “first” in terms of ACT’s ecological implementation, laying the groundwork for pos-
sibilities in flexible dissemination of the same. In this trial, no restrictions were placed on the 
homogeneity of samples; clients with any diagnosis or problem were assessed and treated. The 
therapist, given the client’s situation, determined the exact course, length of treatment, and 
any modifications given the client’s situation. Clinicians were told to use their ACT training as 
they saw fit, and clients had a role in determining which therapy they received. Those patients 
of the therapists trained in ACT as compared to those in the control condition showed greater 
positive results. More of the ACT- trained therapists’ patients completed therapy. The patients 
in this group were better able to cope with their initial problem and had fewer medication 
referrals. Although it clearly had its own limitations, this early trial heralded some of the very 
qualities we might wish to see in a D&I project today.

If we are to agree with the APA Presidential Task Force on Evidence- Based Practice, then 
working to disseminate ACT will include thoughtful and well- researched efforts that promote 
“the integration of the best available research with clinical expertise in the context of patient 
characteristics, culture, and preferences” (2006, p. 273). This trifecta of treatment, clinician 
expertise, and client characteristics is a call to action for those interested in the diffusion of 
innovation or dissemination of ACT and the competent delivery of ACT.

For those interested in formal ACT dissemination projects, we recommend using one of 
the dissemination and implementation models (see Tabak et al., 2012) to support these efforts. 
Choosing the model or integrating models (as in the example provided above) will depend on 
many factors, including finances and the targeted system. Regardless of the model, significant 
planning to include assessment and sustainability across the implementation project should be 
done in collaboration with the main stakeholders, including policymakers, leaders, clinicians, cli-
ents, and other essential personnel. One major challenge of technology transfer is an assessment 
that evaluates therapist competence. Including measures that evaluate the therapist’s degree of skill 
and fidelity to the model and client outcomes should be part of the plan. Well- constructed train-
ing followed by ongoing consultation and support should be the hallmarks of any ACT dissemi-
nation effort. Indeed, whatever limited resources may be available for the project should be used 
to support supervision. In comparison to workshops alone, follow- up supervision that includes 
observation, feedback, and coaching strengthens adoption (Sorenson et al., 1985), assists in retain-
ing skill proficiency (Miller et al., 2004), and, importantly, improves client outcomes (Monson 
et al., 2018). Sustainability that recognizes consistency to the model while permitting innovation 
and adaptation will be key to the success of any dissemination project.

Several of the dissemination and training challenges outlined in this article apply not only 
to implementing ACT in larger settings but also to broadly disseminating ACT. Hopefully, 
reviewing these issues will provide a multitude of research projects for ACT scientists and 
clinicians for years to come. If training to competency is a marker of success, then much work 
remains to be done. Assessing, outlining, and defining the best ACT training models that 
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include ongoing supervision need development. Multiple models depending on the target 
audience (e.g., coaching, organizational/ industrial, primary care, private practice) will need 
to be researched. The development of psychometrically sound tools assessing fidelity to and 
competence in ACT are beginning to emerge. Those evaluating competence in ACT processes 
and not just procedures will be useful given ACT’s underlying principles and transdiagnostic 
approach. Strategies for addressing and studying adaptations, while remaining consistent with 
the theoretical model, will bolster dissemination. Building in course corrections may be a part 
of this process to prevent the Telephone Game Effect or dilution of the model. Variation and 
adaptation are essential. At the same time, too much flexibility can be problematic, moving the 
intervention away from fidelity to the principles.

As part of the competency evaluation effort, it is recommended that scientists and clini-
cians in the ACT community consider principles and standards for supervision, especially 
given its status in efforts to create competent clinicians. This may even include establishing 
supervision training programs that are specific to ACT. The content and quality of ACT super-
vision itself need investigation. The Portland Model (Thompson et al., 2015) and SHAPE 
(Morris & Bilich, 2017) are great launching points for this type of work. Research efforts 
that evaluate the supervisor’s ability to train psychological flexibility (see Luoma & Vilardaga, 
2013) in the therapist and its transfer to clients through assessment of clinical outcomes are 
first steps in addressing the lack of guidance and understanding in this area. Questions related 
to quality and amount of supervision, type of supervision (group versus individual), and their 
impact on training need answering. Other questions might include the following: How much 
supervision is needed to create a competent clinician who can sustain the model across time? 
Does observation matter or improve outcomes? Does focus on content or experiential work 
in supervision make a difference? What makes an ACT expert or an effective ACT supervisor? 
The study of ACT supervision in terms of its outcomes and what quality supervision looks like 
may improve dissemination efforts, guiding plans to create the most effective and cost- efficient 
supervision available.

Another essential area in need of development and study includes cultural adaptations to 
ACT that may involve “the systematic modification of an evidence- based treatment (EBT) to 
consider language, culture, and context in such a way that is compatible with the client’s cul-
tural patterns, meanings, and values” (Bernal, Bonilla, & Bellido, 1995, p. 362). Adaptations 
to ACT should be responsive to each client’s unique cultural factors. However, any supple-
ment, alteration, or deletion of core components needs to be tested so that it is clear that 
changes will not likely dilute the effectiveness of the intervention while still being capable of 
addressing idiographic needs.

The diffusion of ACT as an innovation is an exciting prospect. Disseminating an interven-
tion that holds people as whole and acceptable, and promotes awareness, choice, and engage-
ment in purposeful and values- based living is personally meaningful to both of us. We also 
care that the intervention is effective and implemented in ways that highlight client desires 
and integrate therapist expertise. This intervention will require a commitment to science and 
continuous practice improvement through lifelong learning. Our hope is to engage the reader 
in considering how to maximize dissemination to the full benefit of those who are suffering 
and seeking quality and competent care in the service of meaningful living.
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Abstract
This article makes the conceptual and empirical case for using acceptance and 
commitment therapy (ACT) with youth in school settings. As background, a logical, 
evidence- based case is made for school- based mental health services more generally. The 
authors outline a public health approach to using ACT in schools via a multitiered system 
of  supports (MTSS), which emphasizes scaled prevention at universal, targeted, and 
intensive levels. In addition, the existing literature on ACT in schools is reviewed, showing 
adequate evidence to support use at the targeted level. The limitations and challenges 
of  using ACT in schools are discussed, and future directions for advancing research and 
practice are offered. Future work in this area might especially benefit from (1) enhancing 
the methodological rigor of  research designs in school- based studies, (2) testing the 
viability of  brief  or focused ACT at the targeted level in schools, (3) investigating the 
treatment utility of  ACT- related process measures in schools, and (4) expanding the 
scope of  ACT in schools to promote the well- being of  teachers and other educators.

Key Words: acceptance and commitment therapy, psychological flexibility, youth mental 
health, school mental health, public health, multitiered systems of  supports, prevention, 
intervention

ACT in Schools: A Public Health Approach
Given that many types of schools serve different populations of people, we should first clarify 
what we mean by the term schools. For our present purposes, it refers to formal institutions 
that function to educate people by providing learning environments (e.g., buildings and class-
room spaces) staffed by trained teachers who administer curricula to a defined population of 
students. Such schools can be compulsory or voluntary, may be sponsored by public or private 
entities, and can have broader (e.g., liberal arts) or narrower (e.g., technical skills) educational 
aims. Our primary concern here is with schools that serve youth or young people, who are pre- 
college or pre- university age. In the United States, this level of education is typically referred 
to as primary (serving children) or secondary (serving adolescents) schooling and is contrasted 
with postsecondary or tertiary schooling (serving adults). Schools for young people are typically 
held in person on a physical campus, with online or remote exceptions made for public health 
conditions, such as the COVID- 19 pandemic, and they structure a large proportion of youths’ 
waking hours (6– 8 hours per day for at least 9 months per year) throughout their formative 
years of human development.
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The use of ACT in schools to benefit youth has been warranted by both the broader 
literature suggesting that ACT is a promising treatment with youth outside of schools (e.g., 
Harris & Samuel, 2020) and the much larger and stronger literature indicating ACT’s efficacy 
for improving the mental health concerns of adults in clinical and community settings (e.g., 
Gloster et al., 2020). For deeper background and more intellectual scaffolding on ACT with 
young people, see another article in this volume, which focuses more broadly on applications 
of ACT with youth (see Petersen et al.). Here we assume that ACT is a promising transdiag-
nostic intervention with youth outside of schools (again, see Petersen et al., this volume) and 
focus more narrowly on making the conceptual and empirical case for using ACT in schools.

The Case for School- Based Mental Health Services
Over the past two decades, youth mental health research has shown concerning trends regard-
ing the increasing prevalence of psychopathology and risky behavior among young people 
(Collishaw, 2015; Twenge et al., 2019). Recent epidemiological studies indicate that approxi-
mately 16.5 percent of youth struggle with significant mental health problems (Whitney & 
Peterson, 2019). An earlier national sample of adolescents (Merikangas et al., 2010) showed 
an overall lifetime prevalence rate of 22.2 percent experiencing severe impairment or distress 
resulting from a mental health condition, and about a 50 percent prevalence rate when includ-
ing lower levels of severity and distress. Although rates of specific problems have varied across 
gender, age, race/ ethnicity, socioeconomic, and sexual orientation variables, longitudinal 
research indicates that mental health concerns in youth are elevated and rising. The surge in 
externalizing problems, such as conduct disorder, oppositional defiant disorder, and attention- 
deficit/ hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), is especially salient in schools. However, internalizing 
problems, including anxiety and depression, are also growing at alarming rates and have been 
shown to be associated with substantial school and quality of life impairments (Bitsko et al., 
2018; Mojtabai et al., 2016).

To date, some of the best available evidence estimates that 7.4 percent of youth had received 
a diagnosis for a disruptive behavior disorder, including oppositional defiant disorder and con-
duct disorder (Ghandour et al., 2019). Additionally, 9.4 percent of youth had a diagnosis of 
ADHD, 7.1 percent an anxiety related disorder, and 3.2 percent a mood disorder. Even more 
striking is the fact that externalizing and/ or internalizing problems have been shown to co- occur 
or be comorbid in about three- quarters of cases (Ghandour et al., 2019). The risks associated 
with these mental health concerns is another, significant cause for concern. Over the past two 
decades, mental health problems among youth have been associated with higher rates of law- 
breaking, violence, risky sexual behavior, drug and alcohol use, and incarceration (American 
Academy of Pediatrics, 2001; Skowyra & Cocozza, 2007). Additionally, youth mental health 
concerns have long been predictive of school performance problems, such as poor academic 
achievement, decreased classroom engagement, higher likelihood of dropout, and increased 
disciplinary action and expulsion (Dupéré et al., 2018; Murphy et al., 2015).

The most noteworthy and alarming outcome associated with youth mental health prob-
lems is suicide. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC, 2016a) recently found 
that 49 states are seeing an average 25 percent increase in rates of suicide. Suicide accounts for 
more deaths among youth than all natural causes combined, making it the second leading cause 
of death (following accidents) for adolescents and young people (CDC, 2016b; Wyman et al., 
2010). Another recent longitudinal study showed that suicide rates have steadily increased 
over the last decade for youth of all ages and that suicide has nearly tripled for young people 
ages 10– 14 (Curtin & Heron, 2019). While the conditions contributing to these increased 
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levels of suicidality and related mental health problems are far from understood, the current 
data is driving researchers, community organizations, and government task forces to attempt 
to answer this question. As part of this project, much work has been devoted to understanding 
the landscape of mental health service provision among youth.

Unfortunately, patterns of evidence strongly indicate that most youth who need men-
tal health services do not consistently (or ever) receive treatment. Findings from the 2016 
National Survey of Children’s Health indicate that 49.4 percent of youth with a mental health 
disorder did not receive needed treatment from a mental health professional. Interestingly, 
however, there is also much variability in access rates, depending on geographic location— 
ranging from a low of 29.5 percent in Washington, DC, to a high of 72.2 percent in North 
Carolina (Whitney & Peterson, 2019). Similarly low service access rates were observed in a 
longitudinal study by Costello et al. (2014), who found that 55 percent of adolescents with 
significant mental health concerns did not receive treatment within the past 12 months. 
Findings from Costello et al. and others (e.g., Lipari et al., 2016) also highlight concerning 
disparities in youths’ access to mental health services; these studies indicate that young people 
from diverse and minoritized communities are especially unlikely to get the mental health 
support they need.

The most frequently studied mental health service settings for youth include (1) inpa-
tient settings, (2) outpatient clinics, (3) schools, (4) other general medical settings (e.g., 
pediatrics or family practice), (5) child welfare services, and (6) juvenile justice systems. 
Recent large- scale service access studies indicate that most youth who get mental health 
services do so within specialty mental health settings (~24%) and schools (~23%), with far 
fewer services received across all other settings (Costello et al., 2014; Lipari et al., 2016). 
A meta- analysis of service access studies spanning the last few decades yielded similar 
results, showing that schools were the most accessed mental health service setting for youth 
(22.1%), followed closely by outpatient mental health care (20.56%)— with substantially 
fewer services provided in primary care (9.93%), inpatient (9.05%), child welfare (7.9%), 
and juvenile justice (4.5%) settings (Duong et al., 2021). Given the generally low access 
rates among youth, as well as the fact that about 50 percent of youth obtaining services 
do so in schools, educational settings have developed a reputation as “gateway” or “de 
facto” mental health care systems for youth. This seems to be especially true for diverse and 
minoritized youth, whose families are more likely to be socioeconomically disadvantaged 
and therefore have greater need for public sector resources, such as schools, for mental 
health services (Villagrana, 2010).

Taken together, the literature can make a logical, evidence- based case for the import of 
school- based mental health services. Merrell et al. (2022) summarize the progression of these 
empirical points as follows: (1) many youth experience significant mental health problems; 
(2) most youth with mental health problems do not access treatment; (3) for youth who 
do get treatment, schools are a substantial source of services and often function as the de 
facto mental health care system; and (4) there are clear disparities related to service access 
for minoritized youth, which might be partially addressed via school- based service delivery. 
Given this line of reasoning, an increasing amount of empirical attention and public policy has 
turned toward establishing, maintaining, and evaluating the viability of school mental health 
services (Weist et al., 2014). An abundance of empirical literature demonstrates the effective-
ness of school- based prevention and intervention efforts for improving the mental health of 
youth from diverse backgrounds, presenting with a variety of risks and problems, across both 
primary and secondary school settings (e.g., Sanchez et al., 2018; Mychailyszyn et al., 2012). 
Although investigating the relative effectiveness of services provided in schools compared to 
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those provided outside of schools (e.g., outpatient clinics) has not been a priority to date, the 
literature that does exist suggests comparable outcomes across settings (Weist et al., 1999).

Like most mental health service sectors, the school- based mental health movement val-
ues and prioritizes evidence- based practice (EBP). Yet, as school mental health services have 
expanded and evolved over the years, so have the logistical growing pains associated with inte-
grating EBP within educational settings. As noted by Shernoff et al. (2017), EBP protocols (1) 
“do not consistently address multiple referral concerns and have redundancies that are burden-
some” for school- based practitioners (p. 221), (2) “lack cultural responsiveness and flexibility 
to adapt to the local context” (p. 225), and (3) show that “service delivery in schools is broad 
in scope” requiring applications across levels (e.g., schoolwide or classroom) that are often 
disconnected from how EBPs were developed (i.e., at the individual level of service delivery, 
p. 226). To successfully meet these challenges, Shernoff et al. and others (e.g., Marchette & 
Weisz, 2017) have advocated for a strong focus on transdiagnostic or common elements inter-
ventions that can be provided within a public health service delivery model and implemented 
across settings in real- world care.

A Public Health Framework for Using ACT in Schools
Taking a population- based, prevention- oriented approach to service delivery can reduce the 
prevalence and impact of youth mental health problems (Herman et al., 2020). The pub-
lic health approach is often contrasted with the medical model or clinical framework, which 
emphasizes the diagnosis and treatment (as opposed to prevention) of individuals (as opposed 
to populations) who are presenting with already significant impairment or distress or disease 
(as opposed to varying levels of risk). However, it may be more helpful to view both frame-
works as complementary rather than contrasting or mutually exclusive. The following parable 
about “the children in the river” nicely illustrates the importance of the public health and 
clinical approaches:

To illustrate the point there is a fable concerning three people who were having a picnic beside the 
river. As they were enjoying their lunch in the sunshine, one looked up to see a child floating down 
the river. Immediately he leaped in and brought the child ashore. As he did so, his companions 
saw two more children helplessly bobbing in the water. Upon diving in to bring them out, they 
were dismayed to find still three more children in the river. Very quickly, they realized that the river 
was alive with struggling children in need of rescue. As they frantically worked to save as many as 
possible, one of the three suddenly left and began to run upstream along the bank. Seeing this, 
the others shouted after him in alarm, “Where are you going? Come back, we must help these 
children!” Continuing to run, he yelled, “You do the best you can there, I’m going up the river to 
try to stop them from falling in!”

(Drum & Figler, 1973, p. 13).

In this parable, the situation at the outset is parallel to the clinical framework. Children 
potentially drowning in the river, and thus in dire need of help, are analogous to youth expe-
riencing significant mental health concerns who could benefit from treatment. The bystanders 
who work to pull the imperiled children from the river are comparable to clinicians who treat 
youth in need. The analogy to the public health framework enters in, then, as soon one of 
the bystanders runs upstream. Recognizing that they do not have the capacity to help all the 
struggling children who are already in the river, this person endeavors to identify the source of 
the problem and prevent more children from endangering themselves. This person’s goals are 
analogous to the preventive and population- based values of interventionists working within 
a public health framework. The important point of this scenario is that the goals of the work 
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downstream in no way discounts or is incompatible with the intentions of the work upstream. 
Rather, both types of work are necessary and complementary functions that contribute to the 
children’s well- being. And so it is with mental health professionals working within clinical and 
public health frameworks. Those practitioners metaphorically running upstream play no more 
or less critical a role than those working metaphorically downstream: both are collaborating to 
reduce the overall prevalence and impact of youth mental health concerns.

Multitiered Systems of Support in Schools
ACT can be applied within a common service delivery heuristic known as a multitiered 
system of supports (MTSS; Kilgus & von der Embse, 2019; Stoiber, 2014). This system is 
commonly operationalized through three tiers or levels of service delivery (see Figure 26.1). 
Within MTSS, tier 1 or the universal level refers to low- intensity services that are provided 
to all students within a school population, regardless of risk status. The aim of this level 
of service delivery is to promote overall population wellness, which prevents the onset of 
new problems and buffers against existing problems. Tier 2 or the targeted level refers to 
moderate- intensity services that are provided to some students, based on the presence of 
risk factors or early indicators of problems. The aim of tier 2 services is to support students 
at risk early and efficiently, preventing the possibility of worsening risk factors or devel-
oping more severe problems over time. Finally, tier 3 or the intensive level refers to high- 
resource services that are provided to few students, who present with significant problems 
or extremely elevated levels of risk. The aim of this level of service delivery is to support 
students “in risk” immediately and effectively, preventing further development of chronic 
and costly problems throughout the lifespan.

The key features of the public health approach that shape MTSS in schools are not nec-
essarily the percentage of students served within each tier, or the number of tiers included 
within the model, or the techniques or procedures employed at each tier. Rather, the criti-
cal aspects are (1) the scope of students receiving services and (2) the intensity of services 
provided to those students. In Figure 26.1, these two features are represented by interlock-
ing triangles that form a comprehensive public health service delivery model, represented 
by the full rectangle. The relationship between these two triangles is scaled up or down, 
depending on need for supports within a target population. When taken together, these 
MTSS features function as a relative ratio that helps guide the time or effort or resources that 
should be reasonably expended per pupil (Merrell et al., 2022). Thus, at the universal level 
(tier 1), the cost- per- pupil for services should be relatively low, whereas this ratio thickens 
appreciably when moving to the targeted level (tier 2). The intensive level (tier 3), by con-
trast, will have the densest cost- per- pupil ratio and should therefore be engaged sparingly. 
Hearkening back to the parable of “the children in the river” can help further illustrate this 
ratio, as we can clearly intuit how it takes more time and effort per child to rescue them 
from the rushing river (analogous to tier 3 services) than it would to remove them from 
the water prior to wading too deeply (analogous to tier 2 services) or even preventing them 
from entering the river in the first place (analogous to tier 1 services).

When it comes to applying ACT within MTSS, we suggest that the two key character-
istics (i.e., scope and intensity), three tiers (see Figure 26.1), and cost- per- pupil ratio are suf-
ficient guiding principles. The multiple tiers of service delivery are not necessarily mutually 
exclusive, and school- based mental health professionals using ACT might provide services 
across all levels within MTSS— contingent, of course, upon their time, resources, and exper-
tise. In addition to being transdiagnostic, then, a public health approach to ACT in schools 
should also be trans- tiered.
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Trans- tiered ACT in Schools
At tier 1 (or the universal level), ACT might be applied as a schoolwide or classroom- based 
prevention curriculum that aims to promote competencies that facilitate psychological flex-
ibility within a general sample of students. This type of programming might be provided by 
a mental health professional, but it might also be feasibly implemented by a properly trained 
teacher or paraprofessional, as other effective interventions at this level have been (cf. Durlak et 
al., 2011; Klingbeil et al., 2017). The Connect curriculum, which is grounded in the DNA- V 
model of ACT (Hayes & Ciarrochi, 2015) and other well- being literature (Basarkod, 2019), 
is a recent example of potential applications at this tier. Connect is a pay- for- use curriculum 
designed for implementation by teachers in classroom settings. It consists of over 250 lesson 
plans (with supplemental resources) for youth in primary schools (age range 4– 11 years). In 
relation to the United Kingdom’s education standards, Connect is considered a personal, social, 
and health education (PSHE) curriculum, which is analogous to a social- emotional learning 
(SEL) program in the United States. Connect is fitting for tier 1 because its implementation is 
unambiguously universal and its goals are clearly prevention- oriented, as the curriculum aims 
to lower the likelihood of mental health problems and promote the well- being and resilience 
of all children within a school. Inasmuch as one Connect session facilitated by an educator will 
reach 20 +  youth, the cost- per- pupil ratio of this ACT- based intervention is relatively thin.

At tier 2 (or the targeted level), ACT can be used in schools as a pull- out, group- based 
intervention for select students identified with emerging or subclinical mental health prob-
lems. This level of service delivery is typically provided by well- trained and credentialed (or 
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Figure 26.1. Visual representation of multitiered system of supports (MTSS) in schools. 
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supervised) mental health professionals; yet, it is relatively short term and more structured 
than tier 3 applications. The Get Out of Your Mind and Into Your Life for Teens workbook 
(Ciarrochi et al., 2012) and the Thriving Adolescent curriculum and its associated DNA- V 
model (Hayes & Ciarrochi, 2015) are exemplars of what ACT might look like at this level 
within a public health approach. To illustrate a potential application at this level, imagine the 
hypothetical case of a secondary school classroom that has recently completed a PSHE or SEL 
program as a tier 1 intervention. Although most youth in the class are likely to respond posi-
tively to the curriculum, some may not and others, though benefiting somewhat, are likely to 
need more targeted support to address elevated risk or emerging mental health concerns. To 
keep things simple, let us say 4/ 20 (20%) of the pupils in this classroom fall into this “at- risk” 
zone. To further support these four students, then, a school- based mental health professional 
might transition them to a tier 2, ACT- based intervention, which involves pulling them out of 
class twice a week to participate in a 30- minute, short- term (e.g., 8 weeks) group intervention 
based on content in the Thriving Adolescent manual. This content includes various psychoedu-
cational lessons, worksheets, exercises, and scripts that integrate ACT with positive psychology 
to help adolescents connect with their values, develop healthy relationships, and successfully 
transition into adulthood.

At tier 3 (or the intensive level), ACT in schools is relatively indistinguishable from ACT 
outside of schools (i.e., in clinical or other community settings). At this level, ACT is likely to 
be provided by mental health professionals in individual therapy contexts that are personal-
ized, long- term, and targeted to significant mental health concerns. The primary difference, 
however, is that this ACT is provided on the school campus during regular school hours. 
Mental health professionals using ACT at this level may be full- time employees of the school 
(e.g., school psychologists, school counselors, or school social workers), or they may be con-
tractors working for the school (e.g., child clinical psychologists, marriage and family thera-
pists, or community mental health counselors) with the express purpose of providing intensive 
therapeutic services for the highest- risk students. The ACT for Adolescents manual (Turrell & 
Bell, 2016) and the Mindfulness and Acceptance Workbook for Teen Anxiety (Turrell et al., 2018) 
are good examples of potential ACT applications at this level. Extending the hypothetical case 
example provided at tier 2, imagine that one of the students involved in the pull- out, group- 
based ACT intervention fails to benefit from that targeted support— and even goes on to 
develop chronic, severe anxiety that contributes to school refusal and academic failure. To fur-
ther support this one high- needs student “in risk,” the school- based mental health professional 
might transition them to a tier 3 version of ACT. This treatment could consist of a pull- out, 
50- minute, personalized, and longer- term (e.g., 16 weeks) regimen guided by the materials 
prepared by Turrell and colleagues (2018).

Additionally, considering that intensive- level interventions in schools are often multi-
system, collaborative, and “wraparound” in nature, ACT at this top tier might benefit from 
coordinated supports for youths’ caregivers, who are key stakeholders and often implement-
ers for interventions that extend beyond school boundaries. The Joy of Parenting (Coyne & 
Murrell, 2009) and Acceptance and Commitment Therapy: The Clinician’s Guide for Supporting 
Parents (Whittingham & Coyne, 2019) may be useful resources for supporting caregivers in 
these intensive, collaborative intervention situations. To further extend the hypothetical case 
example, an ACT- based approach to parent consultation might be a useful adjunct at tier 3 
to increase the probability of a parent’s successful adherence to a home– school behavioral 
intervention for reducing the youth’s school refusal. Clearly, the cost- per- pupil ratio of the 
treatment at this most intensive level (tier 3) is much thicker than the ratio for the group- based 
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intervention at the targeted level (tier 2), which, in turn, is denser than the rather thin ratio for 
classroom- based curriculum at the universal level (tier 1).

The examples of ACT applications within MTSS mentioned previously— as well as the 
several practical resources we highlighted— are intended to be illustrative, not exhaustive. 
Ultimately, ACT might take a variety of forms across the tiers in schools, being operationalized 
into countless curricula, workbooks, treatment manuals, and supporting materials. The most 
important consideration will always be how well any given form of ACT matches the aims and 
key characteristics of the MTSS level at which its applied (see Figure 26.1). Given that ACT is 
inherently a practical, flexible, principle- based approach to intervention (Hayes et al., 2012), 
its core processes and techniques might be adapted in myriad ways within schools to benefit 
local populations of students. Moreover, individual students might even benefit from ACT- 
based interventions across multiple levels of support within MTSS in schools.

Review of the Research Using ACT in Schools
Researchers have developed and tested ACT interventions across the three levels of MTSS: uni-
versal, targeted, and intensive. Results from these studies suggest promising— yet variable— 
outcomes across the tiers in schools and generally corroborate the findings supporting the 
promise of ACT with youth outside of schools (see Petersen et al., this volume). Yet, this line 
of research in schools is also more limited than that outside of schools, as it is characterized 
by fewer overall studies, less methodologically rigorous studies, and more questionable inter-
nal validity resulting from potential construct or content contamination. Our approach for 
this review is narrative in nature— highlighting the key features and findings of select studies 
that illustrate applications of ACT within a public health framework in schools. We begin by 
focusing on studies that seem to be conducted at tier 1 (or the universal level), followed by 
those that seem well suited for tier 2 (or the targeted level) and, finally, tier 3 (or the intensive 
level). We recognize at the outset that our tier- by- tier categorization of these studies is based 
on our personal interpretations of the match between a given study’s research aims and scope 
with our understanding of the public health framework and MTSS in schools (see Figure 
26.1). Reasonable people may therefore disagree with our classifications, and so we recom-
mend focusing more on their heuristic value for fleshing out public health applications of 
ACT in schools.

Tier 1 or Universal ACT
The earliest evaluation we identified at this level was a schoolwide case study by Dixon (2013), 
who reported on a universal, ACT- based curriculum in an alternative elementary setting. In 
this project, the schoolwide implementation consisted of 30- minute ACT lessons delivered 
by school staff to each classroom at the beginning of each school day, with a supplementary 
ACT “book club” for teachers held once a week, which provided the opportunity to discuss 
ACT- related concepts. In addition, school staff facilitated some committed action compo-
nents at the classroom level, including student goal setting and teacher contingency manage-
ment to promote positive pupil behavior. While Dixon’s (2013) report was mostly anecdotal, 
quantitative results indicated that students’ attendance rates, psychological well- being, and 
grades improved school- wide. The curriculum piloted in this study eventually evolved into the 
Accept– Identify– Move (AIM) curriculum (Dixon & Paliliunas, 2018), which has since been 
tested with more rigorous empirical methods, albeit with more targeted samples and at more 
intensive levels of service delivery (for an example of the AIM curriculum at tier 3, see Wilson 
et al., 2022).
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There is a compelling amount of literature indicating that (non- ACT) mindfulness- 
based interventions (e.g., Klingbeil et al., 2017) and traditional cognitive- behavioral strate-
gies (e.g., Mychailyszyn et al., 2012) can be effective when implemented at the universal level 
in schools. Burckhardt et al. (2016) endeavored to expand this literature by evaluating the 
value- added of an ACT component to a universal prevention program. This culminated in a 
combination ACT and positive psychology curriculum known as Strong Minds. Burckhardt 
et al. (2016) conducted a pilot study with a sample of 267 secondary students in grades 
10– 11. Strong Minds consisted of 16 half- hour workshops held in the school auditorium over 
the course of 3 months, starting with sessions addressing the six core processes of psychologi-
cal flexibility: present moment awareness, defusion, acceptance, self- as- context, values, and 
committed action (Hayes et al., 2012). Pre- / post- outcome data was collected on measures 
of depression, stress, anxiety, and subjective well- being. Students were randomly assigned to 
either the treatment group (i.e., Strong Minds) or an education- as- usual control group. So, 
although the implementation was not truly universal in nature (due to randomization), the 
study was open to all students regardless of risk status, and the implementation mirrored a 
universal approach across two secondary grades. Results are therefore reasonably generalizable 
to tier 1 supports in schools. Tenth graders participating in Strong Minds showed statisti-
cally significant and meaningful improvements in depression, anxiety, stress, and subjective 
well- being compared to the education- as- usual control. Interestingly, however, eleventh grad-
ers participating in the treatment did not show these same benefits relative to the control. 
Consideration of descriptive statistics indicated that high ratings of stress and anxiety at base-
line were significantly reduced at posttest across grades and conditions, including the control. 
This finding suggests that a potential maturation effect among the eleventh graders may have 
limited detection of intervention effects.

As a follow- up to this Strong Minds study, Burckhardt et al. (2017) tested another uni-
versal ACT intervention— sans the positive psychology elements— with a separate sample 
of tenth- grade students. This second study used a similar research design, yet tested the 
ACT intervention against a “pastoral care” control condition, which was part of the stan-
dard educational curriculum within the parochial school of interest. But this time they 
found no statistically significant differences between groups for any pre- / post- measures 
across outcomes. In another and much larger universal ACT study, Van der Gucht et al. 
(2017) evaluated change on outcomes related to quality of life, psychological flexibility, 
and internalizing and externalizing problems across 34 classrooms, 14 schools, and 586 
adolescents. Van der Gucht et al. (2017) used a similar research design as Burckhardt et al. 
(2016, 2017) and compared their intervention to an education- as- usual control. And like 
the second Burckhardt et al. (2017) study, they found no statistically significant differences 
in their pre- / post- measures across outcomes. However, unlike Burckhardt et al. (2017), 
their intervention protocol was teacher- led (as opposed to facilitated by a trained profes-
sional), classroom- based (as opposed to auditorium- based), and lasted only 4 weeks (as 
opposed to a few months). While Burckhardt et al. (2017) and Van der Gucht et al. (2017) 
found null results, we did identify at least one additional tier 1 study with more promising 
results. Specifically, Takahashi et al. (2020) found meaningful reductions in hyperactivity/ 
inattention and avoidance behavior in their large- scale study investigating the malleability 
of psychological flexibility and emotional/ behavioral problems in 299 adolescent students. 
The implementation in this study was composed of 6 biweekly, classwide ACT sessions (5 
hours total dosage), which were loosely based on the content from Ciarrochi et al.’s (2012) 
Get Out of Your Mind and Into Your Life for Teens workbook and facilitated by clinical 
psychologists.
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We classified the studies noted above at the universal or tier 1 level because they were 
all delivered in schools in either a classroom or other large- group environment (i.e., within a 
school auditorium) and involved general samples of students who participated in the interven-
tion regardless of mental health risk or problem status. We estimate that, if implemented in 
real- world school settings, the cost- per- pupil ratio for each of these interventions would be 
reasonable and rather thin— appropriate for universal supports. That said, the amount of vari-
ability in the methodologies and outcomes of these studies is striking. Each evaluated a novel 
universal ACT- based intervention, with no available replication or generalizability studies (to 
our knowledge). The quality of research designs ranged from weak to strong, and results were 
mixed, ranging from null to meaningful. Overall, then, we conclude that the evidence is cur-
rently weak for supporting use of ACT at tier 1 in schools.

Tier 2 or Targeted ACT
One study at the tier 2 level was conducted by Barandeh et al. (2017), who compared the 
effects of two interventions in a high school setting for reducing procrastination among stu-
dents who self- identified as having procrastination difficulties. Specifically, 60 high school 
girls participated in an eight- session treatment in which they were randomly assigned to 
an education- as- usual control group or one of two treatment conditions based on (1) ACT 
or (2) choice theory (a framework that emphasizes the importance of self- determination 
and assuming responsibility for choice- making; see Glasser, 1998). This intervention was 
targeted in nature in that these 60 students were selected for participation from a much 
larger sample of 260 students, based on baseline questionnaire scores indicating elevated 
levels of procrastination compared to the general sample. Additionally, unlike the universal 
interventions described in the previous subsection, which were broad in content scope, the 
content of this intervention was tailored to procrastination- related concerns. Pre- , post- , 
and follow- up data were collected on participants’ self- reports of procrastination. Both 
interventions showed statistically significant improvements in self- ratings of procrastina-
tion compared to the education- as- usual control condition. No difference was discovered 
regarding the relative impact of the two treatment conditions, suggesting their beneficial 
effects on procrastination were comparable.

In another school- based tier 2 study, Pahnke et al. (2014) piloted the efficacy of group- 
based ACT for improving stress, hyperactivity, prosocial behaviors, anxiety, depression, and 
anger in students with high- functioning autism spectrum disorder (ASD). Although the out-
comes of interest in this study were broad, we considered this intervention targeted because it 
focused specifically on youth with high- functioning ASD, who because of their disability sta-
tus have a higher likelihood of risk for developing behavioral and mental health concerns. This 
pilot study used a quasi- experimental design, comparing participants in the ACT group to an 
education- as- usual control group. More specifically, 28 high- functioning adolescent students 
with ASD across six classrooms and two schools were assigned to either the treatment or con-
trol group based on their current class grouping. Participant data was collected at pre- , post- , 
and follow- up time points using multiple measures of teacher- report and self- report behav-
ioral and emotional problems. The intervention was structured as a 6- week program that met 
twice weekly for 40 minutes per session. Overall, the ACT intervention showed statistically 
significant improvements on teacher-  and self- reports of stress relative to the education- as- 
usual control. Teacher- reports of hyperactivity and prosocial behaviors also showed meaning-
ful improvements in the treatment group compared to the control, although self- reports of 
similar outcomes were not different between the conditions. Self- reports of anxiety, depres-
sion, and anger were significantly improved in the ACT group relative to the control group.
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Other studies at the tier 2 or targeted level have looked at the effects of ACT on measures 
of psychological flexibility and its subprocesses— including experiential avoidance, mind-
fulness, and valued living— though few have found significant improvements (Brookshier, 
2016; Livheim et al., 2015; Livings, 2017; Mirzahosseini et al., 2016; Murrell et al., 2015; 
Pentchenva- Burns, 2015). While these process measures in targeted groups have yet to show 
much sensitivity to change, a good variety of mental health outcomes measures have dem-
onstrated statistically significant and meaningful responses to ACT interventions. Indeed, 
emotion regulation, depression, anxiety, stress, healthy development, coping skills, school 
engagement, and positive psychological capital have all been found to significantly improve 
through ACT interventions targeting youth who have substantial risk factors (e.g., Fang & 
Ding, 2020) or who present with emerging mental health concerns (e.g., Livheim et al., 2015; 
Luciano et al., 2011; Saibini, 2013). Given the several studies identified at this level, we con-
clude that using ACT at tier 2 in schools has stronger and more consistent evidential support 
than applications at tier 1. Yet, as with tier 1, the literature at this level is still limited by an 
abundance of varying protocols and procedures, none of which have yet to be directly repli-
cated or systematically generalized, as well as broad- ranging outcomes of interest, only few of 
which have been replicated. The key characteristic differentiating ACT studies at tier 1 and tier 
2 in schools, then, is not so much the scope of outcomes as it is the scope of the population of 
interest: universal ACT has been provided to broad and general samples of students, whereas 
targeted ACT has narrowed in on sampling a variety of at- risk populations of students.

Tier 3 or Intensive ACT
Earlier we suggested that using ACT at the intensive level in schools could be relatively 
straightforward and comparable with using ACT in clinical or other community therapy con-
texts. We should note, however, that we only identified two studies at this level and that 
only one of them conforms with our recommendations. This study was conducted by Wilson 
et al. (2022) and consisted of an intensive- level application of the AIM curriculum (Dixon 
& Paliliunas, 2018). The study population consisted of three upper- primary students who 
were identified as displaying significant emotional, disruptive, and off- task behaviors in the 
classroom. The students were pulled from their classrooms for 30- minute ACT sessions once 
during the school day, which consisted of a mixture of psychoeducation, discussion and inter-
action, worksheets, metaphorical and experiential activities, and reflection on their experi-
ences. Dixon and Paliliunas noted that although all sessions were based on content from the 
AIM curriculum, they were also tailored to participants’ unique histories, presentations, and 
developmental level. Their study used a noncurrent multiple- baseline design across partici-
pants, with an embedded alternating treatments component that was intended to control for 
the potential confounding effect of simply pulling the students out of class to receive treat-
ment. Following the course of 11 ACT sessions, intervention effects were analyzed for each 
participant, with results showing substantial improvements in disruptive and on- task behav-
iors in the classroom compared to both baseline and control conditions.

The only other study that seemed to meet the criteria for an intensive ACT intervention 
was an open- trial evaluation of a school- based substance use treatment program that incorpo-
rated ACT, motivational interviewing (MI), contingency management, family sessions, and 
medication management as a treatment package for 41 adolescents (Lintz et al., 2019). This 
treatment package was provided over 12 weeks for youth with identified substance use disorders 
who were being served in three school- based health clinics. Lintz et al. note that the ACT and 
MI components of the intervention were manual- standardized, yet individualized— and that 
this combination of approaches was chosen via collaboration among clinicians, researchers, 
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and youth following the failure of a classical cognitive- behavioral therapy approach in these 
school- based health centers. Individual and family sessions of ACT +  MI typically occurred 
weekly and lasted 45– 60 minutes, whereas the frequency and duration of the contingency 
management and medication management components of the treatment package were not 
specified in the report. Ultimately, results following participation in the 12- week treatment 
package were promising, with students showing statistically significant improvements in sub-
stance use, school engagement, and emotional wellness. Interestingly, the average number of 
sessions completed by participants was only 7.4, yet the social validity ratings provided by 
participants for each session was extremely high (average of 38.2 out of 40 possible points). 
Furthermore, qualitative feedback received from the students, therapists (n =  3), and a school 
principal was likewise positive. Their comments indicated appreciation for the flexibility of 
the ACT +  MI intervention model as well as the convenience of the school- based treatment 
approach.

Considered separately, these two studies (i.e., Lintz et al., 2019; Wilson et al., 2022) pro-
vide promising evidence supporting the use of ACT at tier 3 in schools. However, when com-
pared directly with each other, sharp differences in study quality, scope, and intention become 
apparent. One study presents a single- case experimental design, whereas the other presents 
an open- trial, nonexperimental group design. One study implemented a relatively focused 
ACT treatment; the other implemented a multi- element treatment package with an ACT 
+  MI component (among other potentially therapeutic components). One study targeted 
classroom- specific problem behaviors; the other targeted substance use plus subjective well- 
being outcomes. Indeed, when considered closely, these two studies seem incomparable across 
most methodological variables that matter. The thread that ties them together at the intensive 
level, then, is the fact that both studies endeavored to intervene with youth in schools that 
had been previously identified as having educationally or clinically significant mental health 
problems. Thus, the cost- per- pupil ratio for both treatments is relatively thick compared to the 
ratios for those intervention studies we cited at tier 2 and tier 1.

Given that we only identified two tier 3 studies— and considering their obvious method-
ological heterogeneity— the most realistic and low- inference conclusion we can offer for ACT 
at the intensive level is that the evidence is promising and yet extremely limited. To shore up 
evidence at this level, we recommend that future research be conducted to test purer applica-
tions of ACT in schools using more rigorous research designs, as has been done successfully 
with ACT outside of schools (see Petersen et al., this volume). If researchers continue testing 
ACT components within treatment packages at this level, as did Lintz et al. (2019), then we 
suggest that component analysis or dismantling studies will be necessary to quantify the value- 
added of ACT when applied in the context of other EBPs. Overall, considering the existing 
literature supporting applications of ACT across the tiers in schools, the strongest evidence is 
found at tier 2, with encouraging yet weaker evidence at tier 1 and promising yet extremely 
limited evidence at tier 3. Enough empirical support exists across the tiers to provide proof- of- 
concept for using ACT within a public health framework in schools. Yet, much work remains 
to be done to establish strong and consistent empirical support for this project at each respec-
tive prevention level.

Future Directions for ACT in Schools
Beyond the truism that “much more research is needed” on ACT across the tiers, we believe 
several other fruitful directions for advancing ACT in schools are possible. For example, at 
tier 3, the differential effectiveness of ACT for treating common presenting problems faced by 
school- based mental health professionals— such as externalizing problems (see Twohig et al., 
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2008) and bereavement (see Renshaw et al., 2017)— is currently unknown. This is especially 
true when compared to other well- established EBPs for addressing similar concerns in schools. 
Thus, although we assume that ACT functions transdiagnostically at this tier, we do not yet 
have evidence either to support this claim or to demonstrate that ACT is superior (or inferior) 
to other EBPs with longer track records for improving youth mental health concerns (cf. Weisz 
et al., 2013). As another example at tier 3, the relative effectiveness of ACT in schools compared 
to ACT outside schools remains unspecified. Although we believe the public health approach 
warrants the use of ACT in schools regardless of whether it has comparable or diminished 
effects relative to ACT outside of schools, we suggest that explicitly testing and quantifying 
these relative effects is worthwhile. Indeed, it could uncover implementation moderators that 
might influence the usefulness of ACT with youth across settings. As yet another example, 
more rigorous research designs would be beneficial for evaluating ACT across the tiers, with a 
particular focus on probing the mechanisms of change that are purported to drive ACT’s effects 
(see Kazdin & Nock, 2003, for an overview of methods toward this end). Although some stud-
ies of ACT in schools have shown changes in purported process variables (e.g., Sabaini, 2013, 
Takahashi et al., 2020), none have used rigorous enough designs to conclude that changes in 
these processes precede or account for or have functional relationships with changes in mental 
health outcomes. Thus, at bottom, the theory of psychological flexibility underlying ACT has 
yet to be systematically validated in schools.

All the future directions we just sketched focus on upgrading research designs and meth-
odologies for evaluating ACT in schools. Many more possible improvements, beyond those we 
have mentioned, could be made on this theme. But we turn our attention now to key future 
directions that have more substantive implications for shifting and expanding the potential 
applications of ACT in schools. The three potential applications that are most compelling 
are: (1) exploring the viability of brief or focused ACT in schools, (2) improving the measure-
ment of ACT- related processes with youth in schools, and (3) expanding the scope of ACT in 
schools to include intervention with teachers and other educators.

Trying Focused ACT in Schools
Over the past decade, Strosahl and colleagues (2012) have been developing a line of work 
known as focused acceptance and commitment therapy (FACT). This treatment approach 
aims to spark behavior change in a brief or few- session format, within often fast- paced 
and dynamic contexts, such as primary care. Beginning with short interviews to assess the 
function and impact of symptoms, FACT generates a quick case conceptualization that is 
grounded in psychological flexibility theory. The approach then moves speedily— usually 
within the same initial session— to introducing reframing strategies for promoting change- 
oriented motivation and then implementing awareness, openness, and/ or engagement strat-
egies that are intended to affect targeted behavior change. Some empirical data points have 
been generated to support the use of FACT with adults. For example, Glover et al. (2016) 
found that a 4- week group- based FACT implemented within a VA integrated care con-
text produced statistically significant and meaningful improvements in patient quality of 
life, depressive symptoms, perceived stress, perceptions of mental health functioning, and 
physical health functioning. Furthermore, Kohtala et al. (2015) observed that a 4- week, 
individualized FACT implemented in a university lab- based setting resulted in statistically 
significant improvements in depressive symptoms, psychological inflexibility, general symp-
tom severity, and subjective well- being. Most benefits were found to be maintained at the 
6- month follow- up. To our knowledge, however, FACT has yet to be empirically evaluated 
with youth or in schools.
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FACT might be particularly useful within school mental health service delivery models, 
and it is likely to fit especially well as a tier 2 or targeted- level intervention within MTSS 
(see Figure 26.1). At this level, interventions should be brief, easy to implement, adaptable 
to individual and group- based delivery formats, and capable of positively affecting multiple 
outcomes. FACT fits the bill for each of these characteristics. For example, a school- based 
mental health professional might provide FACT to groups of adolescent students who have 
screened positive for mental health risk at the universal level, indicating they warrant more 
focused intervention beyond what is currently available schoolwide. As another example, this 
same provider might use individualized FACT with students referred by teachers for mental 
health support as a first- line intervention— to see if their concerns might be remedied with a 
thinner cost- per- pupil ratio than would be required by engaging in individualized, intensive, 
longer- term ACT. Although FACT has yet to be tested with youth, we believe this model is 
viable. The promising and growing literature on brief— and even single- session— interventions  
implemented with youth across a variety of settings, including schools, demonstrates that this 
intervention approach can substantially improve multiple mental health outcomes (Schleider 
et al., 2020). Thus, we encourage researchers interested in this topic to systematically try 
FACT with youth in schools and to compare FACT with other (non- ACT) brief intervention 
options (e.g., growth- mindset interventions; Schleider & Weisz, 2018).

Measuring ACT- Related Processes in Schools
In addition to advancing intervention and treatment models, much work is needed to improve 
the measurement of ACT- related processes in schools. The public health approach and MTSS 
assume that evidence- based assessment will be employed to identify the scope and severity of 
problems, which can then be matched with the appropriate level of support (Kilgus & von 
der Embse, 2019). However, measurement within the MTSS framework typically focuses on 
risk factors and outcomes, largely ignoring treatment mechanisms and therapeutic process 
variables. Given that ACT is premised on a theory of multidimensional and interacting pro-
cesses of behavior change (Hayes et al., 2012), measurement of these variables might facilitate 
more appropriate and precise decision making regarding how to match students with appro-
priate tiers and types of ACT- based support. As with any other measures of psychological 
variables, however, measures of ACT- related processes should have acceptable technical char-
acteristics for the population and context in which the assessment data is used to support their 
construct validity (Strauss & Smith, 2009). Generalizations regarding the validity of mea-
sures developed with adults or within clinical contexts are therefore insufficient for guiding 
decision making with youth in schools. Although a variety of ACT- related process measures 
have been developed— such as the Multidimensional Experiential Avoidance Questionnaire 
(Gámez et al., 2011), Cognitive Fusion Questionnaire (Gillanders et al., 2014), Valuing 
Questionnaire (Smout et al., 2014), Committed Action Questionnaire (McCracken, 2013), 
and the Multidimensional Psychological Flexibility Inventory (MPFI; Rolffs et al., 2016)— 
the available construct validity evidence for these measures, which largely omits children and 
adolescents, does not yet justify their use in schools.

To date, the ACT- related measure that appears to have the most empirical support for 
use with youth and in schools is the Avoidance and Fusion Questionnaire for Youth (AFQ- Y; 
Greco et al., 2008). The AFQ- Y is a 17- item (full version) or 8- item (short version) self- report 
rating scale that contains item content relating to two core processes targeted by ACT— 
cognitive fusion and experiential avoidance— and was based heavily on the adult- oriented 
Acceptance and Action Questionnaire (Hayes et al., 2004). Youth respond to the AFQ- Y’s 
items using a 5- point scale ranging from Not at All True to Very True. The measure is used 
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by calculating a sum score, with higher scores interpreted as reflecting greater degrees of psy-
chological inflexibility. Although several studies have generated validity evidence supporting 
use of the AFQ- Y with youth in clinical and nonclinical community samples (e.g., Greco et 
al., 2008; Muris et al., 2017), it seems that only a single validation study supports use of the 
AFQ- Y for school mental health purposes. Specifically, Renshaw (2017) found adequate reli-
ability and validity evidence for interpretation and use of the AFQ- Y as a universal screener for 
clinical levels of depression and anxiety among secondary students. Although this one study is 
surely better than none, it does not provide evidence to justify broad, multitiered applications 
of the AFQ- Y within school mental health services. Evidence is still lacking for demonstrat-
ing that the AFQ- Y could be used for evaluating the effectiveness of universal ACT- based 
prevention programming (e.g., Connect) or for monitoring students’ responsiveness to tar-
geted, group- based ACT (e.g., The Thriving Adolescent) in schools. Some intervention studies 
in schools have indeed measured changes in process variables (e.g., Sabaini, 2013, Takahashi 
et al., 2020), yet these have not been conducted with an orientation toward measurement vali-
dation. Thus, systematic and thorough lines of school- based research are warranted not only 
with the AFQ- Y but also with other ACT- related measures that might have treatment utility 
for informing efforts across the tiers of prevention.

Using ACT with Teachers and Other Educators
ACT in schools might expand its capacity for promoting human well- being by broadening 
its scope to target teachers and other educators. Our earlier review of the literature on ACT 
in schools focused exclusively on studies with youth, yet we also mentioned that ACT might 
additionally be used to benefit caregivers (e.g., Whittingham & Coyne, 2019) when school- 
based mental health professionals are collaborating with them to support home– school inter-
ventions. This same logic that extends applications of ACT to parents also suggests the use of 
ACT with teachers and other educators, such as administrators and paraprofessionals working 
in schools, as school- based providers often consult and collaborate with them, too. Moreover, 
with the growing concern regarding teacher stress and burnout, educators themselves have 
become the focus of intervention (e.g., Iancu et al., 2018). ACT might not only help teach-
ers better support students but also target and improve teacher well- being, both of which are 
worthy goals within the school mental health context.

A few studies have already tested ACT- based interventions with school staff, yielding 
promising results. Jeffcoat and Hayes (2012) conducted a randomized waitlist- controlled 
trial with 236 K- 12 educators, wherein participants in the treatment group received a self- 
help ACT book. They found statistically significant improvements in the treatment group 
across teachers’ anxiety, depression, and stress outcomes. In another study, Biglan et al. (2013) 
conducted a randomized waitlist- controlled trial in which preschool teachers working with 
children with special needs participated in an ACT- based workshop. Those in the treatment 
condition evidenced statistically significant increases in mindful awareness and valued living 
as well as reductions in experiential avoidance. Similarly, McConachie et al. (2014) conducted 
a waitlist- controlled study wherein support staff working with children diagnosed with an 
intellectual disability or behavioral disorder participated in an ACT- based workshop. Their 
findings showed statistically significant reductions in psychological distress at posttest and 
reductions of thought suppression at follow- up. Taken together, these studies provide proof- 
of- concept evidence for expanding the scope of ACT to promote the well- being of teach-
ers and other educators. However, given that other cognitive- behavioral interventions (e.g., 
Iancu et al., 2018) and even (non- ACT) mindfulness- based interventions (e.g., Klingbeil & 
Renshaw, 2018) have been shown to be effective for reducing burnout and improving teacher 
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well- being, future research would do well to focus on the value- added of ACT compared to 
other available EBPs for promoting teacher well- being.

Conclusions
As we conclude this work, we wish to reemphasize several key conclusions that are especially 
beneficial guidelines for researchers and practitioners using ACT in schools. Here are our “top 
10 take- home messages,” which we hope readers will find both memorable and useful:

 1. Many youth experience significant mental health problems, and, unfortunately, most 
do not access appropriate treatment.

 2. For youth who do access treatment, school- based services are a substantial (and often 
de facto) source of mental health intervention.

 3. MTSS in schools is a useful heuristic for applying a public health framework to 
address the mental health concerns of a local school population (see Figure 26.1).

 4. As the “children in the river” parable illustrates, the public health approach is best 
viewed as complementary— rather than contrasting or mutually exclusive— with the 
clinical framework of mental health services.

 5. Given its practical, flexible, principle- based, and transdiagnostic features, ACT is 
well suited to functioning as a trans- tiered intervention within MTSS in schools.

 6. So far, the available evidence for ACT in schools suggests adequate support for use 
at the targeted level (tier 2), encouraging yet weaker support for applications at the 
universal level (tier 1), and promising yet extremely limited evidence at the intensive 
level (tier 3).

 7. Component analysis or dismantling studies are needed to determine the value- added 
of ACT when used within treatment packages and in combination with other EBPs 
in schools.

 8. More rigorous research designs are warranted to validate the connection between 
ACT’s purported mechanisms of change and the outcomes produced by ACT- based 
interventions in schools.

 9. Fruitful directions for furthering applications of ACT with youth in schools include 
testing the viability of FACT at the targeted level (tier 2) and pursuing systematic 
measure development studies that focus on the treatment utility of ACT- related pro-
cess measures for informing supports across the tiers.

10. ACT in schools might expand its capacity for promoting human well- being by 
broadening its scope to target teachers and other educators.
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 ACT for Children and Adolescents

Julie M. Petersen, Louise Hayes, Duncan Gillard, and Joseph Ciarrochi

Abstract
Mental health concerns among children and adolescents are a common and growing 
international concern. Working with youth requires a developmental lens in order 
to capture the range of  changes and contexts that younger populations experience. 
This article reviews the rationale, implementation, and research on acceptance and 
commitment therapy (ACT) for youth, with a specific focus on the DNA- V (Discoverer, 
Noticer, Advisor, and Values) model. Discussed here are challenges (e.g., working 
with parents) and future directions (e.g., diverse samples, longitudinal study designs) in 
researching and applying ACT. Overall, significant preliminary evidence supports the use of  
ACT with younger populations, particularly within certain conditions (e.g., chronic pain).

Key Words: children, adolescents, acceptance and commitment therapy, youth, DNA- V 
Overview of  Mental Health in Children and Adolescents

Mental health problems in youth are a serious global concern. In one larger meta- analysis of 
children and adolescents (n =  87,742 across 41 studies), the worldwide prevalence of mental 
disorders was 13.4% (Polanczyk, Salum, Sugaya, Caye, & Rohde, 2015). In children alone, 
international studies have established a high prevalence of mental health disorders; a European 
study (n =  7,682) found 12.8% of children report mental health concerns (Kovess- Masfety et 
al., 2016); a U.S. study (n =  46.6 million children) found 16.5% (7.7 million) reporting at least 
one mental health diagnosis (Whitney & Peterson, 2019); and a Canadian study found a 6- 
month prevalence of 18.2– 21.8% for DSM- IV diagnoses in children (Georgiades et al., 2019). 
Adolescents are also considered at high risk, with up to two of every five adolescents meeting 
criteria for a mental disorder at the level labeled as severe impairment (Deighton et al., 2019).

Within these concerning numbers, certain disorders are more prevalent than others across 
age groups. Behavioral disorders are often considered more common in children, while anxiety 
disorders are most common in adolescents (Georgiades et al., 2019). Some international stud-
ies indicate that anxiety disorders are the most common in youth overall, with a worldwide 
prevalence of 6.5%, followed by depressive disorders (2.6%), attention- deficit/ hyperactivity 
disorder (ADHD; 3.4%), oppositional defiant disorder (ODD; 3.6%), and conduct disorder 
(2.1%; Polanczyk et al., 2015). In the United States, anxiety disorders in youth are even more 
prevalent, with estimates as high as 31.9%, along with mood disorders at 14.3% (Erskine et 
al., 2017; Merikangas et al., 2010). The concern about youth mental health is only growing; 
for example, the 12- month prevalence of major depressive episodes in adolescents and young 
adults increased significantly from 8.8% in 2004 to 11.3% in 2014— an increase that is still 
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significant even after controlling for sociodemographic variables and substance use (Mojtabai, 
Olfson, & Han, 2016). Finally, adolescence often marks the onset of lifelong problems, with 
75% of mental illnesses emerging before the age of 25 years (McGorry & Mei, 2018).

Youth with anxiety and/ or depressive disorders report significant life impairment across 
a wide range of domains such as school, social activities, and relationships (de Lijster et al., 
2018). Mental health concerns are also associated with decreased overall well- being in ado-
lescents and children (Arslan, 2018; Sharpe et al., 2016). Making matters worse, adolescents 
who need mental health support often fail to receive it (Sheppard, Deane, & Ciarrochi, 2018). 
These statistics speak to the need for developmentally appropriate and evidence- based psycho-
logical treatments for children and adolescents. Putting the largest investments in adult treat-
ments is clearly the ambulance at the bottom of the cliff.

Development in Context
Working with children and adolescents requires the use of a developmental framework. The 
contextual behavioral science (CBS) approach (e.g., acceptance and commitment therapy) 
frames childhood and adolescence contextually, arguing that young people are adapting to 
whatever factors are presented during their development period, rather than only to symptoms 
(L. L. Hayes & Ciarrochi, 2015b). Therapists need to consider what is developmentally typical 
for a child’s age (e.g., magical thinking is common in children ages 2– 7; Arnold, 2017) and 
what might be outside norms but still adaptive within each child’s context (e.g., yelling might 
be adaptive within one family’s context but not another’s). Typical development includes the 
ability to identify simple emotions in childhood (“I feel sad”) and more complex emotional 
states in adolescence (“I feel sad and angry now but will feel better later”; Rowsell, Ciarrochi, 
Deane, & Heaven, 2016). However, an individual client’s ability will depend on their own 
context (Sauter, Heyne, & Michiel Westenberg, 2009). For example, a young child may need 
more guidance in labeling, processing, and expressing their emotions than an adolescent— but 
not always (Arnold, 2017).

As youth develop, they become independent within ever widening external learning con-
texts (family, school, community) as well as their own internal learning context (behaviors, 
emotions, and verbal stimuli). For example, children are often taught that some feelings are 
“good” and desirable (e.g., happiness), while others are “bad” (e.g., anxiety) and should be 
avoided. A child may be told that crying is bad and thereby learns that crying should be 
avoided— and then may generalize this teaching to sadness overall. Thus, there is a gradual pro-
cess of adapting into behaviors such as fear and avoidance, as well as inflexibly with thoughts, 
feelings, and meta- emotions (feelings about feelings).

Adolescence is particularly marked by strong emotions, risk- taking, sensation- seeking, 
and changes to family relationships (L. L. Hayes & Ciarrochi, 2015a). Notably, it is not just 
human adolescents that display these characteristics; animals show the same patterns (e.g., 
Spear, 2004). The similarities between human and nonhuman animals support the thesis that 
these characteristics have provided evolutionary advantage to adolescents. In modern contexts, 
risk- taking is frequently framed as inappropriate; however, across the history of humanity, it 
is necessary to build survival skills. Thus, a contextually informed approach allows problem 
behaviors to be seen as adaptive and an adolescent’s context to be examined for contingent 
influences. For example, an adolescent lashing out at a teacher may actually be evidence of 
adaptive behavior if the adolescent’s social context reinforced rebellion in order to “fit in” and 
gain social power among peers. As another example, to manage powerful emotions, an adoles-
cent may turn to avoidance and rigid self- rules (e.g., staying in their room and self- harming) 
in order to adapt to a familial context where emotions are discouraged.
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Metacognitive abilities improve throughout adolescence (Weil et al., 2013), but this 
improvement does not necessarily translate to greater flexibility as adults. There is evidence 
that youth are more flexible than adults in responding to new and novel situations (Gopnik 
et al., 2017), with some arguing that adolescence is a sweet spot primed for intervention 
before the full onset of the costs and concerns of adulthood are present (Riede, Johannsen, 
Högberg, Nowell, & Lombard, 2018). As humans approach adulthood, their verbal world 
gains strength, placing them at the mercy of internal self- created rules (e.g., “I am a loser,” “I 
am not smart enough”). Thus, working with adolescents gives us opportunity for social and 
individual change. We need to be mindful of their developing internal world and build their 
flexibility in ways that foster vitality, helping them avoid being swept away by impulsivity or 
becoming rigid adults. Overall, childhood and adolescence are fruitful times for psychological 
intervention because there is a greater capacity for flexibly changing.

In addition to their internal worlds, young people’s social context is critical for growth. 
Adolescents explore their own independence, push boundaries, and broaden their reliance to 
include friends and peers as well as parents (Moss, Land, & Tuttle, 2017). Their activities change 
too. Children’s social relationships frequently revolve around play activities, whereas adolescent 
relationships focus on friendship qualities such as intimacy and loyalty (L. L. Hayes & Ciarrochi, 
2015a). The struggle to feel close in relationships contributes to adolescent motivation to fit in, 
even if their actions are inconsistent with their personal values or goals. It is a complex task to 
navigate friendships, sexual/ romantic relationships, school, and more, while also learning to stay 
true to themselves and their needs. Challenging transitions (e.g., the shift between dependence 
on family to independence, from high school to college) are distinct to youth and often inform 
self- esteem and self- perspectives, in the moment and into adulthood. With this idea in mind, 
social and identity exploration should be considered adaptations that will shift over time; this is 
why adolescence is synonymous with exploration. For example, an adolescent dying their hair 
blue may be “trying on” an identity while they navigate new friend circles.

Familial context is also central to youth social functioning. Across thousands of examples, 
families have been shown to teach and model rules about emotions, thoughts, or behaviors 
(e.g., Granic, Hollenstein, Dishion, & Patterson, 2003). For example, families may fail to 
teach the importance of emotional identification (e.g., a parent saying, “Don’t tell me you’re 
anxious”) or may enforce unhelpful rules around self- worth or behavior (e.g., “You are only as 
good as your latest performance”). The rules children learn are often related to their caretaker’s 
mental health too. For example, experiential avoidance in mothers is associated with distress 
and child behavior problems in preschoolers (Shea & Coyne, 2011). Authoritarian (cold and 
controlling) parenting style predicts the development of psychological inflexibility in adoles-
cents (Williams, Ciarrochi, & Heaven, 2012). In contrast, nurturing familial contexts tend to 
report fewer negative outcomes (e.g., mental health concerns; Perry, Dollar, Calkins, Keane, 
& Shanahan, 2020). Adolescents may also struggle with finding meaning within their own 
familial context. For example, parents may set rules around an adolescent’s behavior that is not 
reinforcing (e.g., encouraging good grades at the expense of mental health; valuing achieve-
ment as opposed to a love of exploration; L. L. Hayes & Ciarrochi, 2015b). In response, 
teenagers may rebel against their caretakers (e.g., neglect homework, break curfews) trying to 
get their needs met in their ever- changing social milieu.

Overarching Goals of Working with Children and Adolescents
Despite the concerning prevalence of youth mental health problems and the broader challenges 
of growing up, appropriate psychological health care is still difficult to find (Sheppard et al., 
2018). In the United States and Canada, for example, 40– 72% of families report not currently 
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receiving necessary mental health care (Georgiades et al., 2019; Whitney & Peterson, 2019). 
Evidence- based care to improve child and adolescent mental health is crucially needed. The 
broad foundation of contextual behavioral science, and its applied technology of acceptance 
and commitment therapy, provides a way to step into this breach because it is a paradigm that 
can be developmental and contextual. It gives us a way to emphasize working with children 
and adolescents so that they develop functional behaviors and skills that will serve them their 
whole lives. We must look beyond psychopathology in youth and turn toward encouraging 
learning and growth— a holistic approach that goes beyond symptom reduction.

ACT is aimed at achieving psychological flexibility. Traditional adult ACT models define 
psychological flexibility as the ability to remain in the present moment and/ or use attention 
flexibly in order to move toward what is functional and/ or valued, despite difficult internal or 
external experiences (S. C. Hayes, Luoma, Bond, Masuda, & Lillis, 2006). Depending on the 
developmental level of youth, connecting psychological flexibility to values that are enduring 
is developmentally challenging and sometimes inappropriate. Younger populations cannot be 
expected to know what they want their life to be about, and they are exploring their identity 
in order to find out. Knowing what they value in an adult sense of the word takes years. 
However, they can value how they want to be today and work on what brings them vitality, 
as well as being consistent with a growing sense of self. For example, an adolescent may feel 
committed to physical health one week and yet go out binge drinking with friends another 
week. Considering their choices around these actions takes time. Nevertheless, to work with 
youth means to continually remember that they are still growing; they are still learning how 
to process internal experiences and orient to what they want their lives to be about. Thus, 
working with children and adolescents supports them as they move toward independence, 
psychological flexibility, and what a valued life might mean to them.

Conceptual Model of ACT for Children and Adolescents
A number of frameworks and tools can be used to put ACT processes into play, such as 
the hexaflex (S. C. Hayes, Strosahl, & Wilson, 2016), the “Matrix” (Polk & Schoendorff, 
2014), and the choice point (Bailey, Ciarrochi, & Harris, 2014). However, further adapta-
tions that account for the aforementioned developmental imperatives are necessary. One 
such adaptation is DNA- V (L. L. Hayes & Ciarrochi, 2015a). DNA- V demonstrates how 
the adaptation of adult work must avoid a top- down style (i.e., taking adult concepts and 
making them simpler), but instead account in a growth- up way for how young people grow 
and adapt in context.

The DNA- V Model for ACT with Youth
DNA- V is an applied model for youth nested within CBS and aims to address the evolution-
ary streams of human adaptation. It incorporates all multiple CBS streams of knowledge: 
evolutionary science (Wilson, Hayes, Biglan, & Embry, 2014), behavioral principles (Skinner, 
1965), relational frame theory (S. C. Hayes, Barnes- Holmes, & Roche, 2001), acceptance and 
commitment therapy (S. C. Hayes et al., 2016), and positive psychology and self- determination 
theory (Ciarrochi, Atkins, Hayes, Sahdra, & Parker, 2016; Ciarrochi, Sahdra, Yap, & Dicke, 
2020). It is a bottom- up model that considers how humans grow from birth into adulthood. 
DNA stands for three classes of behavior that are labeled Discoverer (D), Noticer (N), and 
Advisor (A). These classes of behavior are present in all humans and are optimally used in the 
service of vitality and valued action (V). This V is the target of the model, upskilling young 
people to use their behaviors to build well- being. A graphical representation of the model is 
presented in Figure 27.1.
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Values and vitality are the center of DNA- V. Everything we do in the DNA- V model is 
in the service of “The V,” or what actions the young person considers meaningful, important, 
energizing, or fun. These actions also tend to create energy or vitality, benefiting them as a 
whole person. Examples might include connecting with others, being active, or challenging 
oneself. The values part of the disk is depicted with a dial, which indicates that we move the 
dial to one of the other elements (D, N, or A), depending on what builds their V within a 
given moment. It is surrounded by contexts of the self, social world (called self- view and social 
view to young people), and the external world (not depicted in the image). A brief description 
of each class of behavior follows (for more detail, see L. L. Hayes & Ciarrochi, 2015a).

advisor
The advisor is a label that captures a person’s inner voice or self- talk; technically, it represents 
using verbal behavior in order to navigate their life. and it includes such language behaviors 
as predicting, evaluating, judging, setting up rules for self and others, and problem- solving. 
All of these actions use past history and learning for the purpose of avoiding trial and error. 
A person’s advisor is “trained” as they grow; for example, a parent might advise their child 
to always look both ways before crossing the street. Over time, the child will internalize this 
advice as a rule and say to themselves “look both ways.” This human language capacity is a 
superb adaptation for survival, except when it is overused. Thus, the advisor is considered a 
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helpful adaption when one’s self- talk builds value, engages in constructive problem solving, or 
saves one from danger. It is less helpful when the advice is rigid rules, self- criticism (e.g., “My 
life is not worth living”) or used for problem solving that does not help the child progress but 
instead becomes patterns of excessive worry or rumination (e.g., “What if something bad hap-
pens?”). If the self- advice is not helpful, we encourage young people to disengage from their 
advisor. We focus on four ways to build flexible self- advice: (1) understanding the advisor’s 
role as that of looking out for danger, (2) testing the helpfulness of their self- talk (it is helpful 
if it builds their V), (3) defusing if they feel stuck by stepping into another part of DNA- V or 
using defusion tasks, and (4) creating and testing new rules.

noTicer
The term noticer refers to the ability to have a somatic and sensory awareness of the world that 
is both inside and outside of us. We are all born as noticers, and, from the moment of birth, 
we take in the world with our senses. Over time, this ability changes so that our emotions and 
awareness can be interpreted rather than merely experienced as pleasant or unpleasant without 
judgment (Barrett, 2017). Noticer is informed by biological theories of adaptation and attach-
ment learning (Bowlby, 1979). It focuses on building this skill so that the young person can 
learn to respond with awareness rather than be reactive to their inner self. Noticer involves not 
only attending to experience, but also allowing experiences to come and go, without destruc-
tive forms of clinging, avoiding, and impulsive actions. This process captures three ACT pro-
cesses: acceptance, defusion, and contact- with- the- present moment.

discoverer
The discoverer label denotes trial- and- error behavior with the goal of learning from experi-
ence. For children, it is the ability to manipulate the world; for toddlers, it is to stand up and 
fall down, to throw food off the high- chair, and delight in the ability to make things happen. 
Discoverer is children learning through play, which is a cross- species evolutionary adaptation 
that facilitates learning of the physical and social world (Gray, 2009). In adolescence, discovery 
shifts from play to risk- taking, sensation- seeking, and changes in relationships. Again, these 
changes are mimicked across the species, indicating evolutionary adaptations (Spear, 2004). 
Thus, a discover “acts” and then “tracks” the short- term consequences of action, and as the 
young person ages, they learn to track the long- term consequences of their action. The success-
ful discoverer broadens and builds skills, resources, and social networks. Whereas the advisor 
helps us avoid trial and error, discoverer deliberately seeks out trial and error. The discoverer 
is most similar to ACT’s notion of committed action and then brings in elements of self- 
determination theory (Ryan & Deci, 2017) and broad and build theory (Fredrickson, 2004).

One might think of D, N, and A as, respectively, doer, experiencer, and thinker. We can 
display all three of these classes of behavior within just one moment. DNA- V are foundational 
skills in the model. Outside these skills are factors that can influence DNA- V, including self- 
view, social view, and other aspects of context. (see Figure 27.1).

Self- view is most similar to the ACT notion of self- as- context and self- as- process  
(see McHugh & Stapleton, this volume), what we term simply as the “flexible self ” (see 
Figure 27.2). Flexible self involves the ability to see one’s discoverer, noticer, and advisor 
as changing and to recognize that each small action of thinking, feeling, or acting is only 
a small part of the whole self. In contrast, fixed view sees aspects of D, N, and A as being 
“true descriptions” of oneself, the same way that “ceramic” might be a description of a plate. 
Supporting young people to grow with a flexible view helps them to see that they can grow 
beyond their perceived limitations and to have a more compassionate view of themselves.
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Social view refers to the reciprocal changes that occur during development because 
humans grow within a social milieu. All of our being adapts within our social world, and we 
eventually change it, along with others around us. This adaptation begins with attachment 
and nurturing in infancy, resting on seminal attachment research by Bowlby (1979), neurode-
velopmental work by Porges (e.g., Porges & Furman, 2011), and anthropological work such 
as Hrdy (2009). As young people grow, we look at how the social strategies they have learned 
in one context (e.g., adaptive avoidance within the family) can be overgeneralized to other 
contexts (e.g., maladaptive avoidance in school). Positive development involves young people 
taking on the broader perspectives of others, considering their views, having empathy, and 
building relationships. Social view rests on the ACT foundation of relational frame theory and 
evolutionary adaptation in context to consider perspective- taking skills and to build on them.

Assessment
Few measures of ACT and ACT- related processes exist for youth populations. The Avoidance 
and Fusion Questionnaire for Youth (AFQY) is the only validated measure of psychological 
inflexibility in youth (Greco, Lambert, & Baer, 2008). The AFQY, available in both short (8- 
item) and long (17- item) forms, focuses specifically on experiential avoidance and cognitive 
fusion in youth. Next, the Child and Adolescent Mindfulness Measure (CAMM) is a 20- item 
self- report of present moment awareness, with specific subscales of “observing” and “acting 
with awareness” (Ciarrochi, Kashdan, Leeson, Heaven, & Jordan, 2011). Elements of present 
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moment awareness (e.g., emotional awareness, emotion identification abilities) can also be 
measured through the Levels of Emotional Awareness Scale for Children (LEAS- C; Bajgar, 
Ciarrochi, Lane, & Deane, 2005) and/ or the Toronto Alexithymia Scale (TAS; Heaven, 
Ciarrochi, & Hurrell, 2010). Other ACT process measures designed for adults have been 
recently validated in youth populations: the Self- Compassion Scale (Donald et al., 2018), the 
Cognitive Fusion Questionnaire (Solé et al., 2015), the Valued Living Questionnaire (Swain, 
Hancock, Hainsworth, & Bowman, 2014), and other questionnaires of mindfulness processes 
(e.g., nonattachment; Sahdra, Ciarrochi, Parker, Marshall, & Heaven, 2015).

Lastly, there are two measures of psychological inflexibility in parents, the 6PAQ and the 
PAAQ. The Parental Acceptance Questionnaire (6- PAQ) is an 18- item questionnaire focusing 
on psychological inflexibility, with thoughts, feelings, and other behaviors around parent-
ing specifically (Greene, Field, Fargo, & Twohig, 2015). The Parental Acceptance and Action 
Questionnaire (PAAQ) is a 15- item questionnaire assessing parental experiential avoidance via 
subscales of unwillingness and inaction (Cheron, Ehrenreich, & Pincus, 2009). The PAAQ 
focuses specifically on parents’ psychological inflexibility in response to their own child’s affect.

Evidence That ACT Processes Are Important to Youth Well- being
ACT is inherently a flexible, nonmanualized treatment approach that can be adapted to the 
developmental level of the child or adolescent. DNA- V is dynamic, encouraging young people 
to “move” between DNA “spaces” and different views of themselves and their social world, 
in the service of becoming stronger and their full potential. Importantly, the DNA- V model 
does not map one- to- one onto hexaflex processes but is built on the broad CBS founda-
tion of ACT. Because childhood and adolescence are fruitful times of change, growing up 
with psychological flexibility might equip youth with important tools to handle changing 
contexts, roles, and relationships (Halliburton & Cooper, 2015). Furthermore, psychological 
inflexibility and experiential avoidance are known contributors to negative mental health and 
distress in younger populations too (e.g., worry, chronic medical concerns; Coyne, McHugh, 
& Martinez, 2011). In one study, experiential avoidance mediated 77% of the relationship 
between childhood psychological abuse and current mental health in 987 undergraduates 
(Reddy, Pickett, & Orcutt, 2006). In another study of youth with juvenile idiopathic arthritis 
(n =  59), child psychological flexibility contributed to improved psychosocial functioning and 
negative affect (Beeckman et al., 2019). Psychological flexibility and self- criticism also acted 
as mediators between verbal abuse and depression in a sample of LGBTQ youth (Armelie, 
Delahanty, & Boarts, 2010). Moreover, the increase in avoidance during the adolescent period 
is theorized to respond well to ACT techniques of encouraging acceptance, flexibility, and 
openness (i.e., psychological flexibility) in response to these challenges (Turrell & Bell, 2016).

While still nascent in terms of process- based evidence, there is support for the use of 
specific ACT processes to improve youth mental health, primarily focusing on adolescent 
populations. Concerning the processes of acceptance and contact with the present moment, 
one longitudinal study of 776 adolescents in grade 10 reported that “acting with awareness” 
and acceptance were both predictive of prosocial behaviors and well- being, even after one 
year (Ciarrochi et al., 2011). In another study of adolescents, those with chronic pain (n 
=  122), greater acceptance was associated with lowered distress and disability, but not less 
pain (McCracken, Gauntlett- Gilbert, & Eccleston, 2010). Acceptance in adolescents from 
the same study also accounted for variance in distress, disability, and family functioning, again 
suggesting the importance of developing acceptance in adolescents (McCracken et al., 2010). 
This finding is replicated in another study of pediatric chronic pain (n =  59) where child pain 
acceptance contributed to improved functioning and lower disability (Beeckman et al., 2019). 
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Lastly, in another study of adolescents (n =  657), low emotion identification abilities predicted 
lower quality and quantity of social support, along with low positive affect (Ciarrochi, Heaven, 
& Supavadeeprasit, 2008). These results suggest that skills related to present moment aware-
ness and self- as- process (i.e., identifying and naming internal experiences as they occur— an 
element of present moment awareness, or noticer in DNA- V parlance) can help enhance ado-
lescent behaviors within social contexts.

There is also clear evidence for ACT interventions focused on clarifying values and 
supporting the autonomy of youth (Ryan & Deci, 2017). For example, having disadvan-
taged youth write about their most important values improved their grades and response to 
stress (Cohen & Sherman, 2014; Sherman et al., 2013). With regard to the valued action 
component of ACT, research has demonstrated the value of encouraging youth to engage 
in exploratory behavior to broaden and build their skills and behavioral repertoires (Stifter, 
Augustine, & Dollar, 2020). Committed action in the presence of fear is encouraged in ACT 
via exposure, one of the most validated interventions in psychology (Abramowitz, Deacon, & 
Whiteside, 2019).

Concerning defusion (part of the advisor in DNA- V) or other processes that help youth 
unhook from unhelpful beliefs, there is now clear evidence that young people experience worse 
academic and well- being outcomes if they believe they cannot accomplish their goals, that 
they do not have social worth, and that problems are an overwhelming threat rather than a 
manageable challenge (Ciarrochi, Parker, Kashdan, Heaven, & Barkus, 2015; Marshall et al., 
2015). ACT defusion interventions are designed to undermine the power of these beliefs, and 
there is clear evidence that we do not need to change the content of thinking, but instead can 
decouple the link between thoughts and unhelpful action (Levin, Luoma, & Haeger, 2015).

Finally, a major component of ACT interventions is teaching people to adopt broader 
perspectives on both themselves and others. There is evidence that taking a compassionate 
view of oneself promotes well- being and allows youth to bounce back from low self- esteem 
(Marshall et al., 2015). Perspective- taking of the self may also promote the belief that one can 
change and grow, which has been shown to promote resilience in youth (Yeager & Dweck, 
2012). Finally, being able to see from another’s perspective and have empathy helps youth to 
develop supportive social networks (Ciarrochi et al., 2017; Sahdra et al., 2015).

Evidence That ACT Promotes Youth Well- being
On the whole, ACT has been found to be useful for a range of mental and behavioral disorders 
in youth, as reported by a meta- analysis of 14 studies in children (Fang & Ding, 2020) and a 
meta- analysis of 21 studies in children and adolescents (Swain, Hancock, Dixon, & Bowman, 
2015). We review the research in greater detail here and point towards area in need of further 
exploration.

Anxiety
Several studies have examined ACT for anxiety disorders in children and adolescents. The 
largest randomized controlled trial (RCT) is Hancock and colleagues’ study (2018) compar-
ing ACT, cognitive- behavioral therapy (CBT), and waitlist for anxiety in children and ado-
lescents (n =  157). No differences between the ACT and CBT conditions were found, but 
both treatments were superior to waitlist, with the ACT condition reporting medium to large 
effect sizes (d =  .5 –  .7) for within- group increases in quality of life, psychological flexibility, 
and anxiety symptom severity following treatment (Hancock et al., 2018). For social anxiety 
specifically, one study compared ten 1- hour sessions of ACT to a waitlist for 40 middle school 
males with a learning disability (Rostami, Veisi, Jafarian Dehkordi, & Alkasir, 2014). Results 
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indicated a 60% reduction in social anxiety symptoms after treatment as compared to the con-
trol (Rostami et al., 2014). Another RCT for social anxiety compared ten 90- minute sessions 
of ACT and a waitlist for social anxiety in female high schoolers (n =  30; Azadeh, Kazemi- 
Zahrani, & Besharat, 2016). At posttreatment, participants reported significantly decreased 
interpersonal problems (d =  .71) and increased psychological flexibility (d= .61) as compared 
to the control group.

Several other smaller studies have examined ACT for anxiety in youth. In one pilot study 
of 10 adolescent females with anxiety, all participants received 6 hours total of weekly group 
ACT sessions at school; participants reported decreased anxiety (d =  .74) and increased psy-
chological flexibility (d =  .38), with a trend toward a significant decrease in depression (Smith, 
Oxman, & Hayes, 2020). Second, in a multiple baseline, three community youth and four 
youth from a residential program completed a course of ACT for posttraumatic stress symp-
toms, resulting in a 69% symptom reduction at posttreatment and follow- up for community 
youth and 81% and 84% symptom reduction for residential youth (Woidneck, Morrison, 
& Twohig, 2014). Lastly, a sample (n =  43) of 8-  to 12- year- old children with fear/ anxiety 
about darkness were randomized to receive a 30- minute cognitive restructuring or cognitive 
defusion intervention (Simon, Driessen, Lambert, & Muris, 2020). Both conditions resulted 
in decreased fear of the dark, with a medium effect size favoring the cognitive restructuring 
condition (partial η =  .08; Simon et al., 2020).

Obsessive- Compulsive and Related Disorders
Less research has looked at ACT for obsessive- compulsive and related disorders (OCRDs) in 
youth. One multiple baseline examined the effects of ACT for OCD in three adolescents; par-
ticipants reported a 44% reduction in compulsions and a 12– 61% total reduction in child Yale 
Brown Obsessive- Compulsive Scale (CY- BOCS) scores at follow- up (Armstrong, Morrison, 
& Twohig, 2013). In a larger RCT comparing group ACT +  SSRIs, group CBT +  SSRIs, and 
SSRIs- only in adolescents (n =  69), there was a 29.4% reduction in OCD symptoms at post-
treatment (Hedge’s g =  1.72) and a 21.8% reduction at follow- up (g =  1.04) in the ACT +  
SSRIs condition, but no differences between ACT and CBT conditions (Shabani et al., 2019).

Some research has also been done on trichotillomania, or problematic hair- pulling, on 
ACT alone or as a treatment adjunctive with habit reversal training (HRT) in adolescents. 
First, in a case series of acceptance- enhanced behavior therapy for two adolescents with tricho-
tillomania, both adolescents reported clinically significant reductions in pulling, along with 
decreases in distress and functional impairment (Fine et al., 2012). In a study combining 
adolescent and adult participants, 14 adolescent participants reported 30.8% reduced hair- 
pulling, and 11.3% reported increases in psychological flexibility following 10 sessions of ACT 
(Lee et al., 2020). In a larger RCT, 29 adolescents with trichotillomania were randomized to 
ACT- enhanced behavior therapy (i.e., ACT with HRT) or waitlist control condition; adoles-
cents receiving ACT- enhanced behavior therapy reported significantly decreased hair- pulling 
severity (g =  1.55; Twohig et al., 2021). Beyond trichotillomania, one pilot study (n =  13) 
compared HRT and ACT +  HRT for tic disorder in adolescents. The study found that both 
treatments reported reductions in symptoms (to below the clinical cutoff) and functioning at 
posttreatment and 1- month follow- up (Franklin, Best, Wilson, Loew, & Compton, 2011).

Depression
To our knowledge, only three studies have examined ACT as a treatment for depression in 
adolescents. In an outpatient clinic RCT, 30 Australian adolescents were randomized to receive 
ACT or treatment as usual (TAU); after treatment, 58% of participants in the ACT condition 
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reported clinically significant reductions (d =  .38) in their depressive symptoms as compared 
to TAU (L. L. Hayes, Boyd, & Sewell, 2011). In a larger trial (n =  66), Australian adoles-
cents received group ACT or a control condition utilizing individual support systems available 
through schools. Significant reductions in depression (d =  .86) and psychological inflexibility 
(d =  .73) were reported (Livheim et al., 2015). Lastly, in a smaller study (n =  11) of predomi-
nantly low- socioeconomic- status African American and multiracial adolescents, participants 
received a combination of ACT and motivational interviewing for depression (Petts, Duenas, 
& Gaynor, 2017). Adolescents reported significant reductions in depressive symptoms on two 
different measures (d =  1.50; g =  3.09), a 45% increase in behavioral activation (g =  2.83), and 
27% increases in quality of life following treatment (g =  1.22; Petts et al., 2017).

Chronic Medical Conditions
A larger amount of research is available on the use of ACT for youth with chronic medical 
conditions (e.g., chronic illness, pain) in a combination of case, pilot, and RCT studies; 
ACT was recently approved by the World Health Organization as a treatment for pediatric 
chronic pain (World Health Organization, 2020). First, in a case study of a 14- year- old 
female with idiopathic generalized pain, the participant reported improved life function-
ing (100% reduction in impairment), lower pain (reductions from daily scores of 5 to 0 
out of 10), and increased school attendance following a course of ACT (Wicksell, Dahl, 
Magnusson, & Olsson, 2005). In another case study, a 16- year- old African American male 
with sickle cell disease received eight sessions of ACT with his parents (Masuda, Cohen, 
Wicksell, Kemani, & Johnson, 2011). After treatment, he reported a 61% reduction in 
functional disability and a 71% increase in psychological flexibility at post and 3- month 
follow- up, along with general improvement in his life quality (e.g., his grades increased, he 
got a part- time job).

In a pilot study (n =  14) of adolescents with idiopathic chronic pain, ACT improved 
functioning, school attendance, pain intensity (46% reduction), and pain life interference 
(53% reduction) at posttreatment, with similar scores holding at 3-  and 6- month follow- 
up (Wicksell, Melin, & Olsson, 2007). In another pilot study, adolescents (n =  21) with 
functional somatic syndromes (FSS) participated in a group ACT program (AHEAD); post-
treatment scores indicated clinically significant improvements in physical health (an average 
increase of 9 points) and decreased psychological inflexibility into the healthy range (Kallesøe 
et al., 2020). Additionally, 68% of participants reported that the treatment made an overall 
positive difference in their lives (Kallesøe et al., 2020).

Three larger RCTs have demonstrated the effectiveness of ACT for chronic health prob-
lems in youth. One RCT compared ACT to multidisciplinary treatment for chronic pain, 
reporting that the ACT condition resulted in superior outcomes in pain intensity, health- 
related quality of life, and pain interference (ds =  .22– .47) at posttreatment (Wicksell, Melin, 
Lekander, & Olsson, 2009). The ACT group also reported superior secondary outcomes, with 
decreases in pain discomfort, depression, and catastrophizing (ds =  .18– .56). Another RCT 
compared outcomes of individual and group ACT for adolescents with chronic pain, find-
ing no differences between the treatments; both reported medium to large effect sizes (r =  
.13– .59) in improved psychological flexibility, pain reactivity and interference, and depression 
(Kanstrup et al., 2016). Lastly, a larger trial (n =  98) examined the effects of 3- week residential 
ACT for chronic pain (Gauntlett- Gilbert, Connell, Clinch, & McCracken, 2013). Participants 
reported small to large improvements at 3- month follow- up across a range of areas: physical 
and social disability (d =  .32 and.28), walking distances (d =  .47), pain acceptance (d =  1.00), 
anxiety (d =  .48), and school attendance (d =  .45; Gauntlett- Gilbert et al., 2013).
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Eating Disorders
Little research has examined the use of ACT for youth with disordered eating problems. In 
one case study, a 15- year- old female with anorexia nervosa (AN) received 14 sessions of ACT 
and reported reduced AN symptoms, weight gain into the healthy BMI range, and the return 
of her menstrual cycle at posttreatment (Heffner, Sperry, Eifert, & Detweiler, 2002). A small 
pilot trial of six adolescents with AN has also tested acceptance- based separated family treat-
ment (ASFT); at posttreatment, five of six adolescents restored their weight to the appropriate 
BMI range, along with improved health and functioning (Merwin, Zucker, & Timko, 2013). 
Lastly, in a larger open trial (n =  47) of ASFT for adolescents with disordered eating, full 
remission was reported in 49% of participants and reduced disordered eating behaviors across 
participants (Timko, Zucker, Herbert, Rodriguez, & Merwin, 2015).

Other
Several studies have examined ACT for a range of other problems presenting in children and 
adolescents. One Spanish case study reported positive outcomes of biweekly ACT for a 17- 
year- old male with auditory hallucinations and a diagnosis of schizophrenia, resulting in a 
40% decrease in hallucinations at posttreatment (Veiga- Martínez, Pérez- Álvarez, & García- 
Montes, 2008). In another case study, a 5- year- old with anger outbursts received four 20- 
minute RFT- based ACT sessions combined with a token economy over the course of 10 days 
(Ruiz & Perete, 2015). The child and mother reported reduced frequency and intensity of 
anger episodes, from once a day to once a month— even at 1- year follow- up (Ruiz & Perete, 
2015). In another, smaller study, five adolescents with conduct and/ or clinical impulsivity 
reported decreases in disruptive behavior (d =  2.85) and impulsivity (d =  1.14), along with 
increases in self- control (d =  1.29) and psychological flexibility (d =  1.40) after four 90- minute 
sessions of ACT (Gómez et al., 2014). In addition, preliminary results support the use of a 
brief, acceptance- based protocol for educating adolescents on safe sex and HIV prevention 
(Soriano, Salas, Martínez, Jiménez, & Blarrina, 2009). Lastly, a smaller RCT (n =  32) of 
Swedish adolescents with elevated stress levels were randomized to receive ACT or supportive 
care from the school system (Livheim et al., 2015). Adolescents in the ACT condition had a 
larger effect for reduction in stress (d =  1.20), a marginally significant decrease in anxiety (d =  
.8), and an increase in mindfulness (d =  .75) as compared to the control condition.

Mediators and Moderators of Change
Only a few studies have examined mediators and moderators of change in ACT for youth. 
Because such research on ACT for youth is still nascent, much work remains. The first study 
investigated mediators of change in ACT and CBT for pediatric chronic pain and found that 
variables related to psychological flexibility (e.g., pain reactivity, beliefs about pain improve-
ment) mediated the effects of treatment on follow- up outcomes (Wicksell, Olsson, & Hayes, 
2011). These variables predicted improvements at follow- up when controlling for earlier 
improvements in treatment— but only in the ACT condition, suggesting that they are unique 
processes to ACT (Wicksell et al., 2011). Another study tested the six (i.e., hexaflex) processes 
of ACT as multiple mediators for treatment outcomes in the larger RCT comparing ACT, 
CBT, and waitlist (Swain, Hancock, Hainsworth, & Bowman, 2015). However, Swain and 
colleagues (2015) found that the ACT processes were only unique mediators for the ACT con-
dition in the relationship between clinical severity ratings of anxiety and treatment condition. 
For other relationships, hexaflex processes were found as mediators in both conditions, sug-
gesting that further research is needed to confirm that ACT is working via differing processes 
than other psychological treatments like CBT.
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Applications beyond Traditional Clinic Settings
Around 75% of the published studies on the applications of psychological flexibility mod-
els (such as ACT Hexaflex and DNA- V) with young people report on interventions within 
clinical settings, most of which are one- to- one interventions (Swain, Hancock, Dixon, et al., 
2015). However, psychological flexibility models have the potential for application far beyond 
the clinic settings and should be established where children grow— in schools and community. 
Indeed, applications beyond the clinic, within young peoples’ own communities, may offer 
considerably greater opportunities for positive change than exclusively clinic- based applica-
tions. For example, fear of treatment has been highlighted as a common barrier to accessing 
psychological therapies within clinical settings (Rapp et al., 2007). It therefore seems sensible 
to suggest that these treatment fears may be absent— or at least less present— if an intervention 
were to take place within familiar physical and social environments.

Situational contexts within which community- based intervention programs can be deliv-
ered include the school/ educational setting (Gillard, Flaxman, & Hooper, 2018; Szabo & 
Dixon, 2016), the home environment, often including direct work with immediate family 
members (Jones, Whittingham, Coyne, & Lightcap, 2016), and within young people’s wider 
community settings. As the article by Renshaw et al. provides an extensive discussion of appli-
cations in schools, we restrict our discussions here to applications within other areas of youth 
community.

One relevant study (Livheim et al., 2020) reports on an ACT- based intervention with 
young people placed in residential care settings in Sweden (sometimes known as juvenile 
detention in other countries) due to substance misuse, psychosocial problems, and/ or crimi-
nal convictions. In a quasi- experimental design, 160 young people across eight care home 
settings, ranging from 16 to 18 years of age, were allocated either a TAU group or a TAU +  
ACT intervention group. The intervention delivered to the TAU +  ACT group was a slightly 
adapted version of the ACT— Living Life Fully Program, a manualized program consisting of 
six sessions of approximately two hours duration. Sessions were delivered by on- site staff who 
had received 8 days of ACT training from an experienced and peer- reviewed ACT trainer (the 
study’s lead author) to a small group of between two and six young people per group. As the 
sessions were delivered by staff with no formal psychotherapeutic training, the sessions were 
primarily psychoeducational in nature and included activities such as group discussions, role 
playing hypothetical scenarios, use of exploration of metaphor, and perspective- taking exer-
cises. Activities were designed to target core ACT processes (e.g., identifying and clarifying 
personal values, translating values into actions, exploring barriers to values- based action, and 
naming and normalizing painful psychological content).

Livheim’s study reports significant and positive changes for the TAU +  ACT group from 
pre-  to postintervention, compared to the TAU group, across all depression scales, as well as 
within the Conduct Problems Scale, the Hyperactivity Scale, and the Prosocial Scale of the 
Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire. Broadly, these encouraging findings were stable and 
maintained at 18- month follow- up. Administering the AFQ- Y (Greco et al., 2008) as an ACT 
process measure, the study concludes that “the result from mediation analysis implies that a high 
proportion of the total effect of ACT on youth’s anxiety level post- treatment is mediated by psycho-
logical flexibility” (Livheim et al., 2020, p. 124).

A further emerging community- based application of the DNA- V model with young 
people can be found in a UK- based project supporting young care- leavers, individuals who 
are or have been living under government custody and/ or independently from their families, 
between 16 and 25 years of age— the Reboot West Project. Young people who have spent 
much of their childhood in the care system are far more likely to experience poor life outcomes 
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such as mental health issues, low educational achievement, poor physical health, higher preva-
lence of teenaged pregnancies, low socioeconomic status, and higher levels of involvement 
in criminal activity (Burch, Daru, & Taylor, 2018). As such, access to effective psychological 
support for this particular demographic, in order to improve their chances of more positive 
life- outcomes, is extremely important.

The Reboot West Project (Gillard, Hayes, McNally, & Willis, 2020) supports young 
people who were previously removed from their families and taken into care, usually because 
of issues related to abuse and/ or neglect. As part of a larger charity organization called 1625 
Independent People, Reboot West consists of a team of Education, Employment and Training 
(EET) Coaches, trained and supervised in the use of the DNA- V model. Each coach holds a 
caseload of young care- leavers, whom they support in moving in valued life directions, includ-
ing supporting them into a career path linked to personal values. After 18 months with the 
project, 212 care- leavers were being supported, 101 of whom had started formal education 
programs. Of those 101 young people, at the time of writing, 73 had completed at least 50% 
of their educational programs and 56 had completed their studies and attained the relevant 
qualifications. Of the total 212, eight had started university degree programs and 73 were in 
sustained, paid employment. Further, almost all young people reported feeling safe in their 
daily lives and having at least one sustained, positive relationship (Gillard et al., 2020).

A critical aspect of this youth intervention program was the fact that it occurred flexibly, 
within the young people’s own communities. Coaches were able to build sustained, trusting 
relationships with young people on their caseloads, in part by spending time with them wher-
ever they felt safe, comfortable, and able to engage. For some, this was the local coffee shop, 
for others the local park, for others the gym. Targeting the psychological processes described 
within the DNA- V model in physical and social environments familiar to these young care- 
leavers undoubtedly helped tear down barriers to accessing psychological support such as treat-
ment fear.

Challenges and Future Research Directions
Challenges
Working with youth brings multiple challenges and problems. First and foremost among 
these challenges is that therapists find working with adolescents challenging due to their 
developmental immaturity (Bolton Oetzel & Scherer, 2003). Furthermore, adolescents often 
require a more engaging and interactive therapy format (Halliburton & Cooper, 2015). Many 
are unwilling participants, and so they tend to drop out early (Oruche, Downs, Holloway, 
Draucker, & Aalsma, 2014). The typical 50- minute therapeutic session is not always suitable 
for many adolescents, with the “adult style” of speaking and listening in turns presenting a 
challenge for many. Thus, ACT with youth demands a flexible and creative therapist for the 
implementation of metaphors, experiential exercises, and ACT concepts into session. It may 
be especially helpful to use ACT in an experiential, process- based approach with youth (e.g., 
implementing present moment awareness in a walking meditation rather than a seated breath-
ing exercise). As previously discussed, youth may also be experiencing many shifts in their own 
life as they try on new identities or enter new environments. This in itself can be a challenge in 
working with youth. Because youth may be exploring different ways of being, it is important 
to rely on nonjudgmental awareness and curiosity while working with them. The emphasis on 
functionality and a process- based approach (i.e., engaging with what is showing up in sessions) 
is key in this way as well.

Mental health services are stretched beyond capacity, leaving little time and money for 
research, and yet the field desperately needs more funded research with young people in order 
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to test treatments. This testing must focus on treatments that can be delivered with the flex-
ibility needed for the breadth of adolescent presentations and development. The addition 
of a research agenda adds complexity to a service. It is difficult to gather data from multiple 
participants, with adolescents, parents, and schools all needing informed consent and liaison 
activities. It is also a challenge for lab- based studies conducted by graduate students, which are 
often based on easily accessible participant groups such as those over 18 years. CBS functional- 
based approaches to treatment are able to meet this need, testing processes in the clinic and 
doing meditational and moderation studies in the lab.

Furthermore, working with youth demands that the practitioner work with the whole 
context, which inevitably involves school, parents, and family contexts. Some evidence sug-
gests that working in schools is beneficial. For example, Keogh, Bond, and Flaxman (2006) 
demonstrated improvements in mental health and academic (exam grade) attainment through 
a brief intervention designed to support psychological preparation for exams in teenagers, as 
compared to a treatment- as- usual control group. While the intervention was not packaged as 
ACT, the program did include some ACT- consistent procedures. More generally, it demon-
strates the feasibility of brief cognitive- behavioral interventions within school contexts (see 
Renshaw et al., this volume, for the current state of research for ACT in schools). There are also 
encouraging activities in the world of prevention science, evident in the recent development of 
ACT- based social and emotional learning programs such as the Connect Personal, Social, and 
Health Education (PSHE) curriculum and the Accept, Identify, and Move (AIM) curriculum. 
However, programs are in the evaluation stages and outcome data is yet to be published.

With regard to families, some evidence suggests that parental psychological inflexibility 
may be related to adolescent distress (e.g., Williams et al., 2012). Thus, it may be appropri-
ate to actively involve parents and/ or caretakers in treatment. However, the developmental 
level of the youth and the cultural context of the family must be considered in this decision. 
Integrating parents into treatment may involve explaining psychological flexibility models, 
actively working to enhance psychological flexibility in parents, or simply keeping the parent 
up to date on therapy homework. As one example of integrating parents, in a study using 
ACT for adolescents with trichotillomania, parents joined the last 10 minutes of the session to 
review material and were provided with handouts explaining different ACT concepts (Twohig 
et al., 2021). However, this structured approach may not be appropriate for all families or 
youth. It is important for the therapist to assess the appropriate level of familial involvement 
and support the youth accordingly.

Future Research Directions
In general, more research with youth and CBS frameworks is needed. Children and adolescent 
populations are underresearched, despite the need for additional evidence- based care. The 
adult CBS empirical literature dwarfs the available work on youth. Thus, it is important to 
add more research to better understand the effectiveness of ACT for youth struggling with 
mental health concerns. It may also benefit youth populations to invest further research in 
preventative programs based on CBS models. Treatment and preventative studies would also 
benefit from longitudinal tracking of long- term outcomes from treatment (e.g., psychological 
flexibility, future employment, or education).

Additionally, processes of change research in ACT for youth are needed. Process of change 
research in youth will allow a better understanding of how ACT works for youth and may pos-
sibly provide insight into what types of younger populations may best respond to ACT. With 
that in mind, greater research on measurement of the ACT process and CBS- related constructs 
is also needed. As of now, there are significantly fewer options for measuring psychological 
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flexibility, values progression, cognitive defusion, and more in youth. While strong measure-
ment research is still developing for adults and older groups, it is important to include youth 
in the conversation.

Lastly, more research with diverse participant populations is needed for CBS research in 
youth. For example, research on ACT for problems in youth is largely racially homogeneous 
beyond a few studies (e.g., Masuda et al., 2011; Petts et al., 2017). Because of the develop-
mental approach and flexible contextual focus, ACT may benefit youth from marginalized 
groups (e.g., sexual and gender diverse youth). However, further research with these groups 
is needed. One way of targeting diverse groups may be for future CBS research in youth to 
focus on community- based psychological flexibility intervention programs. Implementation 
and dissemination research is just important as effectiveness trials.

Conclusion
More work is needed to understand how to best implement and disseminate ACT for youth. 
However, the present evidence demonstrates the strong promise and effectiveness of ACT 
models (e.g., DNA- V) for youth, particularly adolescents, in a variety of environments (e.g., 
communities, schools, and clinics). Given the demonstrated global need for addressing youth 
mental health concerns, ACT and CBS present a compelling evidence- based model for help-
ing youth grow up into the person they most hope they can be.
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Abstract
With the increase in demand for mental health services globally, the need for technology- 
based interventions (e.g., mobile applications, self- help websites) has risen. Evidence 
suggests that guided online interventions can be as effective as in- person interventions, 
along with greater accessibility for populations that may otherwise struggle to receive 
evidence- based mental health care (e.g., lower income, rural populations). This article 
provides a detailed overview of  and rationale for technology- based methods of  
psychological intervention, specifically acceptance and commitment therapy (ACT). 
The effectiveness of  technology- based ACT interventions, with and without support, 
is reviewed. Suggestions for how to implement ACT over technology is discussed, 
along with challenges and future directions. Additionally, the wide evidence base, both 
outcome and process research, for technological implementations of  ACT is reviewed 
across disorders and populations. Although the development of  technology- based ACT 
interventions is still modest among some populations, the current evidence suggests that 
they are effective across various mental health concerns and are improving psychological 
flexibility and well- being.

Key Words: technology, acceptance and commitment therapy, self- help, mobile 
applications, online interventions

An Overview of Technology- based Interventions
There are vast mental health treatment gaps globally. Many individuals in need of treatment 
do not receive any services (e.g., Kessler et al., 2005). Because the dominant model of deliver-
ing psychosocial interventions involves a trained mental health professional in an in- person 
clinical setting, there are significant limitations to the scale and reach of many psychosocial 
interventions (Kazdin, 2019). Therefore, there is a need for multiple models of providing 
treatment (Kazdin, 2019). The advances that have been made in information technology, the 
internet, mobile phone apps, and other technology- based solutions have increased the reach 
and dissemination of psychological help (Andersson et al., 2019). Most of the internationally 
conducted internet interventions are based on cognitive- behavioral therapy (internet- based 
cognitive- behavioral therapy, ICBT), which is one of the most studied, effective forms of 
psychotherapy (Cuijpers et al., 2008). To date, more than 200 randomized controlled trials 
(RCTs) have been done on internet interventions for a range of psychological disorders and 
somatic conditions (Anderson, 2018).
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Technology- based interventions, particularly Internet and mobile interventions, offer sev-
eral benefits for both the individual and society. As compared to face- to- face therapy, online 
therapy is available regardless of time and place, so the client is free to decide when to work 
on therapy. Treatment thereby can be offered in sparsely populated, remote areas (Andersson 
et al., 2005). Online treatment can also help overcome reluctance to participate in treatments 
due to social or cultural barriers such as stigmatization and self- stigma (Andrade et al., 2014; 
Fiorillo et al., 2017). Using technology to disseminate treatments can also help overcome 
obstacles related to professional and financial resources (e.g., cost, working hours; Andrade 
et al., 2014). Technology- based interventions also allow for completing treatment at one’s 
own pace, improved affordability of therapy, and privacy. Furthermore, some people may 
prefer nondirect communication or find it easier to report sensitive issues via computer rather 
than face- to- face (Andrews et al., 2010). Online interventions give clients significantly more 
opportunities to address issues related to psychological well- being more anonymously than 
in traditional face- to- face interventions. From a public health perspective, online interven-
tions offer a significant benefit, allowing the therapist to treat large groups of clients without 
compromising the effectiveness of the treatment (Marks et al., 2003). Furthermore, strong 
evidence supports the cost effectiveness of online care, which, among other things, alleviates 
the financial burden of depression on society (McCrone et al., 2004; Warmerdam et al., 2010). 
Among the disadvantages of online interventions, nonadherence and high dropout rates are 
serious problems that merit much concern (Pots et al., 2016a).

The Effectiveness of Online Interventions
The effectiveness and efficiency of online therapies have been extensively studied in the treat-
ment of various mental health problems (Carlbring et al., 2018; Green & Iverson, 2009; 
Kenwright et al., 2001). Increasing evidence shows that ICBT can be as effective as other 
treatment formats (Carlbring et al., 2018). The efficacy of supported web- based therapies is 
comparable to that of face- to- face therapies (e.g., Andersson, 2009; Andersson et al., 2007; 
Andrews et al., 2010; Kaltenthaler et al., 2004, 2008; Marks et al., 2007; Ruwaard et al., 
2009; Vernmark et al., 2010). For example, Andrews et al. (2010) showed that the effect size 
of computer- based treatments at the end of treatment was large as compared to control groups 
(d =  0.88). In light of the current research literature, Internet- based therapies are an effective, 
acceptable, and cost- effective way to deliver empirically validated therapy to those who would 
otherwise go untreated.

In recent years, research on the effectiveness of online interventions has increasingly 
focused on identifying predictors of response. Studies have consistently reported that demo-
graphic factors such as age or educational level have low predictive power in explaining out-
come (e.g., Fledderus et al., 2012; Pots et al., 2016a). One approach to understanding who 
benefits from online treatments is comparing treatment outcome among participants with 
varying symptom severity. For example, in an online treatment of panic disorder, lower sever-
ity of symptoms was associated with positive response (El Alaoui et al., 2013). In an online 
treatment program for depression, a higher level of symptoms of depression together with high 
positive psychological functioning predicted positive response, while high anxiety suggested 
lower changes in depression during treatment (Pots et al., 2016a). Another approach to under-
standing variance in response has been measuring the participants’ expectations of the effec-
tiveness of the online program. Research has shown that a positive expectation predicts better 
treatment outcome (Boettcher et al., 2013; El Alaoui et al., 2013; Hedman et al., 2012). In 
the treatment of depression, the expectations of the participants were found to strongly predict 
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overall changes in symptoms (El Alaoui et al., 2013). Contrary to these findings, Zagorscak 
et al. (2020) reported that initial expectations had only a minor effect on treatment outcome.

Support in Online Interventions
A significant proportion of online treatments involve a therapist or a coach who guides and sup-
ports the client through the program, provides feedback on home assignments and answers to 
questions from the client (Andersson et al., 2019). Online treatments can differ considerably in 
regard to the amount of support or therapist contact provided. Glasgow and Rosen (1978) pres-
ent a taxonomy to classify the nature and type of support provided for CBT self- help programs. 
It distinguishes between three types of support or guidance that could be provided in internet- 
based interventions: (1) self- administered in which no support is provided; (2) minimal contact 
in which a rationale with regular check- ins is incorporated in the intervention; and (3) guided 
self- help in which the clients receive an initial support session and support sessions throughout the 
treatment program (see Andersson, 2009). In guided or supported online/ mobile interventions, 
the support can be provided via face- to- face sessions or online sessions using videoconferencing as 
well as via smartphones, email, text messages or other media (e.g., WhatsApp app).

Previous research suggests that treatments including support are more effective than treat-
ments without any support (e.g., Andersson & Cuijpers, 2009; Farrand & Woodford, 2013). 
Meta- analyses and reviews comparing untreated control conditions with guided Internet- 
based and other computerized treatments indicate effect sizes between 0.42 and 0.78 in favor 
of guided treatments in which a therapist or a coach supports the client through the treatment 
program (Andersson & Cuijpers, 2009; Griffiths et al., 2010; Richards & Richardson, 2012). 
Self- administered or self- guided psychological treatments for depression without therapist 
support have shown smaller effect sizes (d =  0.25– 0.36; Andersson & Cuijpers, 2009; Cuijpers 
et al., 2011; Richards & Richardson, 2012).

Some studies, however, have shown that the level of support (i.e., minimal support or 
extensive support) does not significantly affect treatment outcome (Fledderus et al., 2012). 
Indeed, minimal contact can be enough to produce outcomes that are comparable to those 
observed in face- to- face therapy (Cuijpers et al., 2010). Additionally, studies that compare the 
same online intervention delivered with varying levels of support suggest that support may not 
have a significant effect in all contexts (Berger et al., 2011).

Certain confounding factors may moderate or mediate the effect of therapist support 
(e.g., problem severity, type of problem, factors related to the content and delivery of the 
intervention or mode of delivering support). In summary, the research suggests that providing 
support is beneficial, although understanding the dose– effect relationship of therapist support 
in the context of online interventions requires further research (see Table 28.1. for estimated 
effectiveness of interventions with different types of support).

Internet- based traditional cognitive- behavioral therapy has existed for more than 20 years. 
However, acceptance and commitment therapy (ACT) research in this field is relatively young 
and has been available for less than 10 years. The solid research- based evidence and findings 
gained in ICBT studies has been valuable and highly useful in developing effective technology- 
based ACT interventions. In this article, we provide an overview of the technology- based ACT 
treatment approach and its evidence base.

How ACT Is Applied in Technology- Based Interventions
Many online ACT programs described in research have utilized existing face- to- face treatment 
protocols in designing web- based content. Specialists in a given field (e.g., chronic pain) can 
be used to revise and edit existing protocols to accommodate the online structure and the 
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desired length of the online treatment. Another common way to develop online or mobile 
ACT interventions is to take advantage of the existing self- help literature (i.e., using chapters 
of a book as content), ideally with revisions to increase interactivity. Overall, most forms of 
Internet treatments historically rely on text (Anderson, 2018). The user can read the text on 
screen instead of receiving the information from a therapist during a face- to- face meeting or 
reading the text from a book. However, an online format has an advantage over written mate-
rial because it can utilize interactive questions, assessment procedures, exercises and tasks that 
would typically be included in a face- to- face session, as well as more engaging multimedia 
elements such as audio-  or video- recorded exercises and content. However, the content of an 
effective online program should take the format into account and ensure that all material is 
sufficiently clear and easy to understand.

When it comes to the organization of an online treatment and choices regarding the for-
mat of content, the available programs typically consist of weekly modules or sections divided 
by specific topic or theme. It is important to use various ways of introducing the therapeutic 
content: readable self- care and psychoeducational text, self- assessment tasks, images, audio 
and video recordings or files, exercises asking the user to write down their thoughts concern-
ing the text or questions presented in the program, cartoons, and games (e.g., Lappalainen 
and Lappalainen, 2020). For example, a program could include videos that provide informa-
tion on ACT processes and concepts as well as video files that present experiential exercises 
and metaphors. Participants may also have access to a web diary, a discussion forum, or other 
interactive elements. Typically, web- based ACT programs consist of 6– 15 modules of different 
length and follow a structure based on the processes of the ACT model: values, value- based 
actions, present moment, defusion, self- as- context, and acceptance, including self- compassion 
(e.g., Lappalainen and Lappalainen, 2020). Each module can present a set of psychological 
flexibility skills for the user to practice online and offline. In most cases, the user is instructed 
to follow one module per week or, alternatively, per two weeks. Home assignments to encour-
age practicing in real- life situations, such as writing tasks or behavioral tasks, are typically 
included in the intervention.

In addition to online interventions, ACT interventions can also be delivered or enhanced 
via mobile phones or apps. These apps make interventions more accessible by reaching people 

Table 28.1. Type of support in technology- based interventions, and estimated effectiveness of 
these intervention models (e.g. Johansson & Andersson, 2012).

Type of  support Description Estimated effectiveness

No support No contact with a therapist; self- 
guided intervention

Small, d =  0.20

Guided: Minimal 
support

Brief contact via phone, text messages 
or written feedback, e.g. 10- 15 
minutes weekly

Small or moderate, d =  0.40– 0.50 
effect sizes often comparable with 
those reported for face- to- face 
treatments

Guided: Extensive 
support

Face- to- face contact via video 
conference technology or other 
real- time contact (e.g. phone) either 
through the intervention or before 
and after the intervention with lower 
intensity support during the program

Moderate or large,
d =  0.50–0.90; effect sizes typically 
comparable with those reported for 
face- to- face treatments
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24/ 7, thereby decreasing chances of dropout (Lee et al., 2018); they also have the potential to 
enhance therapy effects (Levin et al., 2017a). In addition, mobile apps and technologies make 
it easier to assess antecedents and consequences of target behaviors (e.g., specific triggers and 
short- term consequences), and interventions can be provided in their natural context, (e.g., 
prior to a feared situation; Vilardaga et al., 2014). Mobile apps may include psychoeducational 
text, pictures, or cartoons highlighting ACT processes, short experiential exercises in audio or 
text, self- monitoring, personalized feedback via text messages, diaries, games, social support, 
video clips, and quizzes (Lee et al., 2018).

What distinguishes online or mobile- provided interventions from face- to- face interven-
tions is the lesser degree to which ACT can be tailored to the individual client. However, there 
are also many ways in which online treatment can be tailored when considering the different 
ways of providing support before, during, and after online treatment. For example, in guided 
online intervention models, preassessment procedures can include case formulation models 
that can help the therapist individualize the online intervention to the client. For example, 
the therapist can advise the user to pay attention to specific module/ exercises or highlight the 
possible benefits of the intervention for the user. Thus, the clinician can highlight specific ACT 
processes based on the initial interview and behavioral assessment before online treatment 
begins. The therapist can also offer tailored feedback and support in this way during the treat-
ment. A recent transdiagnostic meta- analysis found that across online ACT studies, therapist 
guidance was associated with greater effectiveness when compared to nonguided online ACT 
(Thompson et al., 2020).

Many online programs include written online feedback, which is typically asynchronous 
(i.e., the therapist and user are not writing at the same time but respond on their own schedule). 
Other ways to offer support include videoconferencing or phone calls, text messages, or other 
chat services. In some cases, automated reminders are used adjunctively to increase adherence 
to a preassigned schedule (e.g., Lappalainen et al., 2019a). Written support can also be partially 
predesigned or semistructured with individualized comments from the therapist. Regardless 
of the frequency and extensiveness of support (even if no support is included), it is important 
to discuss the schedule of communication and expected progress in the program with the user 
before online treatment begins. In fact, too much flexibility in progressing and completing 
assignments has been found to negatively affect treatment outcome (Paxling et al., 2013).

The optimal amount of support provided by a therapist has not yet been established 
(Griffiths et al., 2010). However, the therapist’s main role is to encourage the user to work 
with the online program and to provide support during the course of the program. Because 
the purpose of using the technology- based interventions is often to decrease time spent by 
the therapist, 10– 20 minutes a week can be sufficient. Whatever the type of support is, con-
veying to clients that a real person is available and will support them during the program is 
beneficial. Interestingly, the professional qualification of the therapist providing the web- based 
intervention seems to be of less importance (e.g., Andersson et al., 2019). Support can also be 
provided by a nonclinician and requires less therapeutic skills than those needed for face- to- 
face- delivered therapies.

While some research shows that support provided by a therapist during online interven-
tion is important for treatment effectiveness (Anderson, 2018), other studies indicate that 
online programs can be effective even without the support of a therapist (e.g., Griffiths et al., 
2010). An example of the latter is a self- help ACT- based online intervention without therapist 
support for subclinical and clinical insomnia (Lappalainen et al., 2019a). This intervention 
had a positive effect on sleep quality and duration as well as sleep- related dysfunctional cogni-
tions and depressive symptoms, although the effect was small or moderate (d =  0.21– 0.53).
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Some Practical Guidelines for Therapist Support
When beginning an online treatment, it is important to communicate the aims and advan-
tages of the web-  or mobile- based treatment to the user or client, as well as present a general 
overview of the intervention. Such an introduction could include the following information: 
what is an online or mobile intervention; what are the benefits or advantages of this form of 
intervention; what is expected from the user; how long and how often the therapist recom-
mends working with the program; what type of feedback or support is provided and when. 
Effective use of online interventions can also be facilitated by familiarizing the user with the 
intervention during the first session. Furthermore, a brief introduction to the content of the 
intervention and a demonstration on how to use the program can increase the ease of use. In 
practice, the service provider or therapist needs to have access to a computer or a tablet during 
the initial sessions and to familiarize themselves with the treatment program. If possible, an 
in- person meeting is recommended at the beginning and end of the program either face- to- 
face, via telephone call, or through videoconferencing. During the initial meeting, discussion 
of client motivation and potential barriers for intervention is also recommended. Further, 
clear schedules and deadlines for the completion of home assignments may help facilitate the 
impact of the intervention. Planning how the user is supported during use of the program is 
encouraged.

Evidence of Technology- based ACT Interventions
The number of technology- based interventions based on ACT is growing rapidly. Online 
ACT treatments have been investigated for a number of conditions. Meta- analyses show that 
web- based acceptance- , mindfulness-  and value- based interventions are effective in enhanc-
ing well- being and mental health (Brown et al., 2016; Spijkerman et al., 2016). For example, 
in a meta- analysis of 10 RCTs of ACT- based online interventions (Brown et al., 2016), it 
was concluded that online ACT was effective in the management of depressive symptoms 
(between- group g =  0.24; within- group g =  0.73). Further, a meta- analysis by Thompson 
et al. (2020) concluded that, based on a transdiagnostic approach across 25 RCTs, online 
ACT produced small pooled effects (Hedge’s g =  0.24 – 0.38 across variables) that were main-
tained at follow- up (Hedge’s g =  0.21– 0.32). This meta- analysis also concluded that stud-
ies of clinical populations reported significantly larger effects on anxiety (Thompson et al., 
2020). Thompson et al. (2020) also reported that online ACT produced small, but signifi-
cant, effects on psychological flexibility at posttreatment and follow- up (Hedge’s g =  0.32 and 
0.36, respectively).

In the following sections, we describe technology- based ACT in the treatment of mood 
and anxiety disorders, stress (Table 28.2), and health behaviors and health- related problem 
(Tables 3). We also discuss interventions for young people and older people (Table 28.4). This 
review focuses mainly on online (i.e., web- based) interventions, as their evidence base and 
effectiveness are robust in treating mental health disorders. In addition, mobile apps, mobile 
games, videoconferencing and virtual reality (VR) are briefly covered. Tables 2– 4 provide an 
overview of research literature with attention to various technologies investigated, modes of 
support offered during treatment, and treatment outcomes, including follow- up outcomes. 
These tables have been included to give a brief overview of the approaches of technology- based 
ACT among various populations. The current examples of studies are not totally representative 
and do not include all the studies in the field. There are approximately 70 studies investigating 
the impact of technology- based ACT interventions, and the number of studies is continuously 
increasing. This overview is intended to describe the rich variety and diversity of ACT- based 
interventions applying technology- based solutions. As we can see in the following sections, 
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online and other technology- based ACT interventions can be delivered in several ways to a 
large variety of populations. In some studies, several technologies were combined.

Mood Disorders
Online ACT programs for depression are effective in reducing depressive symptomatol-
ogy in comparison to both a waitlist control group and an active control (Buhrman et al., 
2013; Carlbring et al., 2013; Fledderus et al., 2012; Jones et al., 2015; Lappalainen et al., 
2014, 2015). For example, Pots et al. (2016b) found significant reductions in depressive 
symptoms as a result of a web- based ACT intervention compared with both a waitlist 
control group (between- group d =  0.56) and an active control group who received an 
expressive writing intervention (d =  0.36). Carlbring et al. (2013) reported similar results, 
in which ACT combined with behavioral activation produced larger changes in depression 
symptoms compared to a waitlist. Similar to how several studies demonstrate how guided 
online CBT is as effective as face- to- face CBT (Andersson & Cuijpers, 2009; Ruwaard 
et al., 2009; Titov, 2011), there is evidence that a supported ACT online intervention 
for depression can produce similar results compared to face- to- face ACT (Lappalainen et 
al., 2014). Interestingly, the guided online ACT intervention produced larger changes at 
6- month follow- up compared to face- to- face ACT in depressive symptomatology, general 
health, and satisfaction with life (Lappalainen et al., 2014). This finding raises an interest-
ing question: Could online treatment with brief therapist support be more effective than 
an intervention delivered face- to- face? There is also evidence that a therapist- supported 
online intervention for depressive disorders can be offered in a considerably shorter time 
compared to face- to- face intervention without diminishing the effectiveness and quality of 
the treatment. An ACT- based group +  online rehabilitation intervention that included 6 
days in a rehabilitation center produced equal results compared to a 15- day group interven-
tion in the same center without the online intervention (Lappalainen et al., under review). 
These results suggest that, in the context of mood disorders, online interventions using 
very brief and low- intensity support can produce significant improvements in depressive 
symptomatology (see Table 28.2 for an overview).

Anxiety Disorders
A meta- analysis evaluating the impact of online ACT for anxiety found a small significant 
effect size (between- group g =  0.18; Brown et al., 2016). However, this meta- analysis only 
included seven RCTs, none of which included an intervention designed primarily to reduce 
anxiety, and all had evaluated anxiety as a secondary outcome (Brown et al., 2016). Dahlin 
et al. (2016a, 2016b) investigated the effects of a 9- week therapist- guided online program for 
generalized anxiety disorder (GAD) based on acceptance- based behavior therapy. The treat-
ment was effective compared to a waitlist control condition, with moderate to large effect 
sizes on symptoms of GAD (d =  0.70– 0.98) and depression (d =  0.51– 0.56; Dahlin et al., 
2016a, 2016b). This finding suggests that online ACT might be effective in reducing symp-
toms of GAD.

Studies have provided support for the effectiveness of online ACT for social anxiety disor-
der, with results that are comparable to those observed in face- to- face treatment (within group 
d =  1.18– 1.47 with therapist support, d =  0.96 without support; Gershkovich et al., 2016; 
Gershkovich et al., 2017). Similarly, Ivanova et al. (2016) reported that online ACT is effec-
tive in reducing general anxiety (d =  0.39) and anxiety related to social situations (d =  0.70) 
among individuals with panic disorder and/ or social anxiety disorder. Furthermore, online 
ACT combined with a mobile app was more effective than waitlist, regardless of whether 
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or not participants received therapist support during the treatment. However, Ivanova et al. 
(2016) did not find significant reductions in panic disorder severity.

Support for the effectiveness of ACT for severe health anxiety was found in a pilot study 
by Hoffmann et al. (2018) reporting large effects in health anxiety symptoms (d =  1.06). 
Fiorillo et al. (2017) examined the effectiveness of an online ACT intervention in the treat-
ment of PTSD symptoms among survivors of interpersonal trauma. Though preliminary, the 
results suggest the six- session intervention had a large effect on PTSD symptoms (d =  1.06) 
as well as on anxiety and depression (d =  0.89 and 0.79, respectively; Fiorillo et al., 2017). 
Technology- based ACT interventions for anxiety and stress are presented in Table 28.2.

Chronic Health Problems and Health Behavior
Online ACT programs for chronic health problems and health behaviors have been inves-
tigated in the context of various problems, such as pain, tinnitus, and smoking. In recent 
years, chronic pain in particular has attracted researchers’ interest. Online ACT treatment 
has been found to have promising effects in the management of chronic pain (Buhrman 
et al., 2013) and in the treatment of fibromyalgia (Ljótsson et al., 2014). Another study 
investigating online ACT for fibromyalgia showed that, as an adjunct to treatment- as- usual, 
online ACT was effective in reducing the impact of fibromyalgia depression, pain and kine-
siophobia, and fear of movement or injury (Simister et al., 2018). Another online ACT 
program was found to decrease chronic pain disability in several areas (e.g., work, household 
work, and social activities) among 28 percent of participants in comparison to 5 percent who 
received an expressive writing intervention (Trompetter et al., 2014). Hesser et al. (2012) 
compared guided online ACT with guided online CBT for tinnitus and found that both 
treatments were equally effective; they were significantly better than a monitored online 
discussion forum (d =  0.68– 0.70). In line with these results, Lin et al. (2017) reported that 
a guided online ACT program was effective in reducing pain interference and increasing 
pain acceptance immediately after the intervention and at 6- month follow- up. The guided 
online ACT showed significantly less pain interference and higher pain acceptance than the 
waitlist group (d =  0. 58– 0.76). Overall, online ACT has shown promise in the treatment 
of chronic pain conditions.

Puolakanaho et al. (2020) investigated the impact of an 8- week ACT intervention com-
bining a group and web- based intervention for burnout symptoms and general well- being 
at work. The results showed that adding a brief ACT intervention to current occupational 
health care services (treatment- as- usual, TAU) decreased burnout, stress, and psychologi-
cal symptoms, while general well- being and workability increased significantly compared to 
TAU alone. Stress and burnout symptoms were also significantly reduced in a RCT by Barrett 
and Stewart (2020), who compared an online ACT program to an online CBT program for 
stress management in health care workers. However, there were no significant differences 
between the groups receiving different programs (Barrett & Stewart, 2020). Online ACT has 
also been investigated in the context of eating disorders, specifically in a population with a 
diagnosis of bulimia or eating disorder not otherwise specified (Stranskov et al., 2017). This 
study suggested that online ACT was effective in reducing eating disorder symptoms and 
body dissatisfaction when compared to a waitlist control group; 36.6 percent of participants 
experienced clinically significant improvements compared to 7.1 percent in the control con-
dition (Stranskov et al., 2017). Changes in health behavior were targeted in a pilot trial by 
Levin et al. (2017c) where an ACT matrix app was explored as an intervention to improve 
dietary choices, self- monitoring, physical activity, and psychological coping in relation to 
weight control. Though preliminary, the results indicate that a mobile ACT intervention 
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had medium to large effects on health behavior change efforts in relation to the waiting- list 
control group (Levin et al., 2017c).

Only a limited number of studies have examined the effectiveness of face- to- face delivered 
ACT interventions in treating insomnia (e.g., Baik, 2015; Zetterqvist et al., 2018). Similarly, 
few studies have investigated the effectiveness of online ACT for sleeping difficulties. In a 
RCT by Lappalainen et al. (2019a), an online ACT intervention without therapist support for 
subclinical and clinical insomnia had a significant effect on sleep quality and duration as well 
as sleep- related dysfunctional cognitions and depressive symptoms. The effect sizes between 
the treatment and control group were small to moderate (d =  0.21– 0.53), suggesting that 
online ACT may be effective in relieving symptoms of insomnia (Lappalainen et al., 2019a). 
It has been suggested that ACT could be integrated in online CBT treatments for insomnia to 
enhance the intervention, specifically among those who do not benefit from online CBT for 
insomnia (Dalrymple, Fiorentino, Politi, & Posner, 2010).

ACT technology- based interventions appear to be a potential alternative for individu-
als interested in quitting smoking. Several RCTs investigating mobile- phone- delivered and 
online ACT interventions support the feasibility and efficacy of an online ACT approach 
(Bricker et al., 2010, 2013, 2014a, 2014b, 2018, 2020). A web- based ACT program for 
smoking cessation among smokers with depressive symptoms also showed promising results 
(Jones et al., 2015).

Online and mobile ACT interventions targeting health behaviors and health problems 
are depicted in Table 28.3.

Adolescents and Younger Adults
Several online ACT prevention and treatment programs have been developed for young adults, 
particularly for university students. For example, Levin et al. (2014) developed and tested a 
web- based program, with promising results in reducing depressive symptomatology (d =  0.40), 
though anxiety or stress did not decrease during the intervention. Further, an online ACT 
program for college students struggling with psychological problems reduced overall distress, 
general anxiety, social anxiety, depression, and academic concerns, along with improving posi-
tive mental health (d =  0.47– 0.78; Levin et al., 2017a). In accordance with these findings, in a 
RCT by Räsänen et al. (2016), an online ACT intervention for university students improved 
well- being and reduced symptoms of stress and depression, and elevated satisfaction in life 
and self- confidence (d =  0.46– 0.69). In addition, students’ mindfulness skills significantly 
increased at postintervention (d =  0.49). These results were maintained at one- year follow- 
up (Räsänen et al., 2016). However, the web- based ACT intervention did not significantly 
impact anxiety and general psychological flexibility skills (as measured by the AAQ- II). Also, 
some studies using an active control condition, such as online psychoeducation, have reported 
equivalent effects between the intervention group and control group (e.g., Glick & Orsillo, 
2015; Levin et al., 2016; Viskovich & Pakenham, 2018). Additionally, distressed university 
students reported an improvement in mental health symptoms after using an online ACT pro-
gram that focused on open processes, engaged processes, or combined both when compared to 
a waitlist control (d =  0.71– 0.86; Levin et al., 2020a). Online ACT programs have also been 
developed to improve academic skills among university students and young people. An online 
ACT program with a focus on values training improved the academic performance of under-
graduate students (Chase et al., 2013). Interestingly, the online values training combined with 
goal- setting was more effective than goal- setting alone.

In addition, ACT has promise for use with children and adolescents (Halliburton & 
Cooper, 2015; Swain et al., 2015), but little research has examined online ACT for youth 
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populations. One of these studies is The Youth Compass, an online program aimed at 15-  to 
16- year- old adolescents (Puolakanaho et al., 2019), which reduced stress and symptoms of 
depression while improving academic buoyancy (reflecting psychological flexibility related to 
school performance) and life satisfaction (Lappalainen et al., 2021c). Technology- based ACT 
interventions for adolescents and young adults are presented in Table 28.4.

Parents
Previous research shows that web- based interventions can support parental well- being (Hall & 
Bierman, 2015). However, online ACT interventions for parents have just started to be imple-
mented (Whittingham et al., 2016, 2020), with very few studies available on the effectiveness 
of these interventions. A study by Sairanen et al. (2019) investigated a supported online ACT 
intervention among parents of children with chronic health conditions (e.g., type 1 diabetes, 
autism spectrum disorders, developmental disability, chromosomal abnormality, or genetic 
disorder). They found that, in comparison to waitlist, online ACT decreased burnout symp-
toms and depression (d =  0.54 and d =  1.05, respectively) and increased mindfulness skills   
(d =  0.98). Interestingly, the study design included only semistructured, written feedback with-
out any face- to- face contact, which suggests that very low- intensity online interventions can 
be effective for supporting parental well- being (Sairanen et al., 2019). A study by Lappalainen 
et al. (2021b) confirmed the results of the Sairanen study. An online training program for 
the parents of children with autism combining components of applied behavior analysis and 
ACT was effective in reducing parental stress, increasing the children’s prosocial behavior, and 
decreasing their hyperactive behavior (Pennefather et al., 2018).

Older Adults
There are an increasing number of elderly family caregivers, and these individuals often have 
difficulties obtaining health- promoting services. Studies indicate that many family caregivers 
experience high levels of distress, including depressive symptoms, stress, and reduced quality 
of life (Kuipers & Bebbington, 2005; Jansen et al., 2015). Lappalainen et al. (2021a) exam-
ined the effectiveness of a guided ACT- based online intervention (Lappalainen et al., 2019b) 
for enhancing the well- being of older family caregivers. The results suggest that an online 
ACT intervention is effective in decreasing depressive symptomatology, although the treat-
ment effect was not fully sustained through the follow- up period of 10 months. These results 
are consistent with traditionally delivered psychosocial interventions to support caregivers that 
also suggest treatment gains may not be long- lasting (e.g., Bartels et al., 2019). Thus, there 
is a need to investigate how to best support caregivers over a long period of time in order to 
enhance long- term treatment results. Online ACT for older adults is still rare. However, an 
online ACT intervention for older adults with anxiety symptoms is currently being tested 
(Witlox et al., 2018). If proven effective, it will improve the accessibility of preventive inter-
ventions for older adults with anxiety problems. Technology- based interventions adapted to 
the older adult’s needs and abilities are a feasible option that could be used to enhance quality 
of life for older adults.

Mobile ACT Applications
Information technology- based tools, typically mobile phones, enable various ways of self- 
monitoring and tracking one’s own behavior, recording real- time momentary clinical assess-
ments, and providing flexible access to therapeutic resources such as audio exercises or didactic 
instructions. There is evidence that mobile phones and apps are valid tools for self- monitoring, 
including mood, anxiety, life satisfaction, weight, calories, and exercise (e.g., Mattila et al., 
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2008). Mobile phones can automatically generate feedback to the user or send data to coaches, 
psychologists, counselor, or medical doctors. Lindhiem et al. (2015), in a meta- analysis of 
26 articles, concluded that there is evidence for an added effect of mobile technology in the 
delivery of behavioral interventions. Thus, adding an ACT mobile app to in- person- delivered 
intervention can enhance skills training in ACT and thereby increase the impact of the inter-
vention (Levin et al., 2017a). For example, mobile ACT can facilitate the utilization of skills of 
psychological flexibility in users’ natural context and when it is most needed. However, more 
studies are needed in this area.

Several phone apps are already available that provide ACT- based content, including exer-
cises and metaphors in written, audio, or video format. In fact, there are more than 30 ACT- 
relevant apps available at the moment. Many apps are a collection of exercises that can be used 
adjunctly to face- to- face sessions or online treatment. Some apps also have more sophisticated 
features, such as structured progress, tracking tools to evaluate changes over time, reminder 
notification systems, or check- in features to enable reflecting and planning use of the app. 
Most apps provide content that can also be used as homework assignments. Recently, the 
first ACT- based app and game for children has become available. The Magis— the Magical 
Adventure mobile game— is targeted for children aged 9– 11 and is downloadable for free from 
the Google Play Store and Apple App Store. See Figure 28.1.

Pierce et al. (2016) examined practitioners´ perceptions of mental health apps in a survey 
among 356 professionals and students familiar with ACT. They found that practitioners were 
interested in using ACT- related apps, but that use of and familiarity with apps was low. The 
most helpful app functions related to supporting out- of- session skills practice and the main-
tenance of therapy gains. The greatest barriers to app use included little guidance about what 
apps to choose, app content inconsistent with ACT, and ethical concerns related to app use.

There are encouraging results showing that the ACT model is well suited for smartphones. 
Interestingly, mobile phones enable the gathering of information of specific exercises or skills 
in relation to observed changes during use of the mobile device. Data showing how often and 
how long the user has visited the app can be obtained. This type of information adds possi-
bilities to investigate, for example, the dose- response, the magnitude of change in symptoms, 
or quality of life as a function of the use of the app (time of usage or number of exercises). 
Furthermore, data collected from smartphone devices could identify specific type of exercises 
causally linked to the outcomes. In the future, it is probable that some apps will automatically 
adjust to the individual needs of the user, giving continuous feedback over long periods of 
time. Additionally, log data or log files that record events in the app can also be collected from 
web interventions.

Bricker et al. (2014b) provide an example of an ACT- based mobile app for quitting smok-
ing which delivers content while gathering information relevant to further developing the 
treatment. Study participants who reported opening the ACT- based app on average 37 times 
during an 8- week period showed a quit rate of 13 percent compared with 8 percent for the 
control app. Further, using data collected from an ACT- based mobile app, the investigators 
were able to identify several features that significantly predicted smoking abstinence (Heffner 
et al., 2013). Similarly, Ly et al. (2014b) successfully applied an ACT- based smartphone app 
in combination with web- based psychoeducation for stress management. Close to half of the 
participants adhered to the program for all of the 6 weeks of the intervention. Considering 
processes of change, it was also observed that active usage of a mobile ACT app was associ-
ated with improved psychological flexibility (Mattila et al., 2016) and that acceptance and 
cognitive defusion exercises were needed, in addition to self- as- context related exercises, in 
order to obtain gains in psychological flexibility (Mattila et al., 2016). Further, Ahtinen et al. 
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(2013) observed that an ACT- based mobile app designed originally as a stress management 
app was reported as useful and acceptable by working- age participants. Interestingly, partici-
pants appreciated audio narrations and reported that they wanted to be guided through the 
program, but they did not want to narrow down the choices available for the user without any 
options to choose. This finding raises a question regarding the right balance between direct 
guidance and individual freedom to choose freely the content in an ACT mobile app as well 
as in other technology- based ACT interventions.

In addition to traditional tracking tools and journaling apps available, recent advance-
ment has also been made available through various ecological momentary assessment (EMA) 
approaches. EMA includes assessment methods using mobile technology to gather data from 
users in their natural environment at various time points (e.g., McDevitt- Murphy, Luciano & 

Figure 28.1. A screenshot from Magis, Magical Adventure, created by Anna Stanczyk (2020), courtesy of Mieli 
Mental Health Ostrobotnia.
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Zakarian, 2018). Typically, the mobile device prompts the user to complete assessment (e.g., 
to answer questions or complete rating scales) once or multiple times per day. This assessment 
procedure may occur at randomly determined times. An example of the usefulness of assess-
ment methods using mobile technology is a study by Gloster et al. (2020). They examined 
whether a 15- minute microintervention would promote prosocial behaviors in couples. They 
observed an increase in prosocial behavior, using event sampling methodology and collecting 
participant experiences in real time with smartphones. Ecological momentary intervention 
(EMI) refers to the possibility of transporting the intervention to users’ natural or home envi-
ronment. EMI can include reminders, encouraging messages, instructions, and exercises or 
prompts, for example, for engaging in value- based actions. McDevitt- Murphy, Luciano, and 
Zakarian (2018) have pointed out that EMAs can be used as an additional assessment tool 
to develop a better understanding of functional relationships. They could, in turn, be used 
in planning or tailoring the intervention. EMI can expand the context in which therapeutic 
learning can occur from the therapy room to the user’s real- world environment. Levin et 
al. (2019) evaluated whether using EMAs to tailor content delivered via an app would have 
benefits over delivering the same app where content was random or over only completing the 
EMA regularly (i.e., when prompted twice daily by text message). A sample of 69 adults used 
the self- help apps for 4 weeks, and equivalently high user satisfaction was reported in all apps. 
Participants in the tailored app providing ACT component skills based on the assessment 
evaluation showed better improvement on psychological distress and positive mental health 
compared to the random app and control conditions. Overall, this study suggests that tailoring 
ACT- skill coaching based on in- the- moment variables could be more effective compared to 
when no individual tailoring is used.

In summary, mobile technology offers various ways to enhance psychological inter-
ventions or even to deliver evidence- based interventions without professional support. The 
previously mentioned study by Bricker et al. (2020) with approximately 2500 participants 
highlights how apps can be easily distributed across large populations, even across the whole 
country. In addition, the cost of apps is typically relatively low, which can make supported 
mobile- based interventions a viable, effective and affordable option of receiving treatment.

Virtual Reality ACT Interventions
Highly interesting results have also been reported using virtual reality (VR) to produce thera-
peutic change. Though not a full ACT intervention, but still relevant in the context of ACT, 
a pilot study by Falconer et al. (2016) showed that using VR to enable participants to first 
give compassion to a virtual avatar of a child and then receive compassion from themselves as 
a child was effective in reducing depressive symptomatology (4- week follow- up d =  1.11) and 
self- criticism, as well as in increasing self- compassion. Additionally, the same design was previ-
ously reported to decrease self- criticism among healthy women who were high in self- criticism 
(Falconer et al., 2014). Though preliminary, these findings suggest that VR may offer new 
ways to target the effect of difficult thoughts as well as training new behaviors toward oneself 
in an experiential way. Future research should expand current understanding of how VR could 
be utilized in ACT treatments.

Acceptance and Feasibility of ACT Web-  and Mobile Interventions
In general, studies examining clients’ experiences of online interventions after treatment 
report that satisfaction with the form of therapy and its content has been high among cli-
ents (Andrews et al., 2010; Green & Iverson, 2009). In addition, the proportion of those 
who discontinue treatment is no higher in online therapy than in traditional face- to- face 
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therapy (Green & Iverson, 2009), which suggests that online treatment is acceptable from 
a client perspective (Andrews et al., 2010). In a study by Waller and Gilbody (2009), 44 
percent of subjects considered online treatment to be an even better option than face- to- 
face treatment.

When it comes to web- based ACT treatments, some studies report very low drop-
out rates (e.g., 7%; Bricker et al., 2010; Hoffmann et al., 2018), whereas others have 
reported relatively large numbers of participants who decline participation after initial 
assessments (e.g., 33%; Rickardsson et al., 2020). Adherence to online treatments can also 
vary depending on several factors, such as the stage of development for the program (which 
can affect usability), the frequency and extensiveness of support or reminders that can help 
to increase compliance, and the amount of content included in the program. In some stud-
ies, users report preferring more time to complete modules and shorter overall length for 
the program (Rickardsson et al., 2020). Users have also reported that they do not appreci-
ate rigid structures within online and mobile- based interventions and that they prefer the 
opportunity to personalize the intervention (Ahtinen et al., 2013; Köhle et al., 2017). 
Among the brief online interventions tested for feasibility, high completion rates have been 
reported; for example, in a two- session prevention program for university students, 93 per-
cent completed both sessions (Levin et al., 2014). Further, Levin et al. (2017a) observed 
good engagement and satisfaction ratings when providing a cost- effective ACT self- help 
program to college students. A feasibility RCT by Scott et al. (2018) reported that among 
participants with complex chronic pain, 61 percent completed an online ACT program 
that was used adjunctively to specialty medical pain management. Scott et al. (2018) also 
reported that the online program was completed significantly more often by unemployed 
participants (80%) when compared to employed participants (44%) suggesting that it is 
important to consider the time required to complete the program when planning and 
implementing new online treatments.

Among the longer online ACT programs, evaluating adherence is often completed by 
using log data on times the program has been opened or activities have been completed 
(e.g., time spent using the program or total percentage content completed). Internet pro-
grams and mobile apps can be sensitive to flaws in the design of the content (e.g., confus-
ing interface, excessive information or unclear instructions). Yet actual time spent with the 
program is associated with changes in psychological flexibility, suggesting a dose- response 
relationship (Mattila et al., 2016). Considering this important finding, the adherence data 
reported in current studies are encouraging in relation to time spent on the intervention 
(e.g., 2– 3 hours a week; Ivanova et al., 2016), which can exceed time spent on face- to- face 
meetings.

Overall, acceptance of web- based ACT programs as well as mobile ACT apps has been 
good. It can be argued that, as the technological and pedagogic sophistication of these pro-
grams increases, user satisfaction and acceptance of technology- based ACT will likely also 
increase. Collecting feasibility data when the program is still being developed or refined may 
impact the results strongly. Larger- scale evaluations of the acceptability, credibility and usabil-
ity of web- based and mobile ACT treatments are called for to draw strong conclusions and to 
compare satisfaction with equal treatment delivered face- to- face.

Processes of Change in Technology- based ACT Interventions
Studies focusing on possible mediators of online ACT programs are only recently starting to 
emerge (Pots et al., 2016a). Several reports suggest that improvements in psychological flexibil-
ity skills mediate the treatment effect on psychological distress with online ACT interventions 
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(e.g., Trompetter et al., 2015). For example, in the treatment of tinnitus, Hesser et al. (2014) 
found that acceptance (measured as tinnitus suppression) mediated changes in tinnitus sever-
ity when participants received an ACT online program, but not when they received a CBT 
online program. However, when acceptance was measured as activity engagement, it mediated 
outcome in both treatment groups (Hesser et al., 2014). Bricker et al. (2010) reported that 
acceptance mediates the effect of a mobile- based ACT program on smoking cessation. In the 
treatment of depressive symptoms, psychological flexibility and mindfulness facets (i.e., non-
reactivity compared to active control condition) were found to mediate the treatment effect of 
an online ACT treatment program (Pots et al., 2016a).

In a guided ACT intervention for university students including two face- to- face and five 
online sessions, changes in the nonreactivity subscale of mindfulness and sense of coherence 
subscale of meaningfulness mediated changes in well- being, depression, and stress (Räsänen 
et al., 2020). Interestingly, general psychological flexibility (AAQ- II) and cognitive defusion 
(Automatic Thoughts Questionnaire- Believability) did not mediate changes in outcomes. 
Another study by Levin et al. (2017a) found that acceptance mediated changes in psychologi-
cal symptoms, especially symptoms of depression and anxiety, in an online ACT intervention 
for college students. Interestingly, in a dismantling trial, Levin et al. (2020a) found that when 
distressed college students (n =  181) were offered an online program that consisted of only 
Open components of ACT (cognitive defusion and acceptance), the intervention was less 
effective than an online program that consisted of Engaged components (values and commit-
ted action) or of all ACT components. Although all conditions led to significant improvement 
over the waitlist control, the finding suggests that addressing values and committed action is 
important to the effectiveness of online ACT (Levin et al., 2020a). In a further analysis, it was 
concluded that the combination of Open and Engaged ACT components improved mental 
health through a range of psychological flexibility processes, including acceptance, cognitive 
defusion, values, and committed action (Levin et al., 2020b).

Among participants reporting burnout symptoms, Puolakanaho et al. (2020) observed 
that psychological flexibility skills mediated the difference between supported online ACT 
and treatment- as- usual. In supplementary analyses, Kinnunen et al. (2020) investigated 
which of the five mindfulness facets (observing, describing, acting with awareness, non-
judging, and nonreacting) mediated the intervention effects on three burnout dimensions 
(exhaustion, cynicism, and reduced professional efficacy). It was concluded that nonjudging 
is possibly the most important mindfulness facet to improve in burnout interventions, given 
that it mediated the changes in all burnout dimensions during both the intervention and 
10- month follow- up. Interestingly, there are indications that different mindfulness or psy-
chological flexibility skills mediated changes in different dimensions of burnout. Sairanen 
et al. (2019) reported similar findings among parents of children with chronic conditions 
who were offered a supported ACT online intervention. Mindful nonreacting and describ-
ing mediated changes on burnout symptoms, while nonjudgment and describing mediated 
changes on stress. Regarding symptoms of depression, studies have found that nonreacting 
and nonjudging skills (Pots et al., 2016a; Räsänen et al., 2020) mediate the impact of online 
ACT interventions.

Overall, studies exploring mediators or, more generally, processes of change in online 
ACT are still relatively limited. There are indications that different mediators can be associ-
ated with distinct symptoms. Further, several mediators can predict changes in certain symp-
tom measures. However, conclusions can vary dependent on the measures administrated in 
the study.
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Advantages, Challenges, and Future Directions of Technology- Based 
ACT Interventions
Advantages
Providing treatment online has considerable advantages. The standardized content included 
in an online ACT program requires relatively light training to deliver with fidelity. Research 
supports the notion that ACT- based online treatments can be successfully crafted to the 
needs of a particular group and delivered in a systematically high- quality manner. Highly 
specialized ACT professionals can be consulted in creating the online intervention and even 
in designing semistructured feedback for the purposes of providing written support during 
the program. This process allows a large group of therapists and mental health professionals to 
harness the expertise of researchers and experts in ACT in the service of their clients. Indeed, 
even novice therapists can deliver online ACT interventions effectively when appropriate 
guidance is offered to ensure adherence. However, it is important to observe that online 
and mobile- based interventions are not intended to completely replace traditional face- to- 
face interventions. New technology provides alternative treatment delivery formats and can 
bring treatment to those who would otherwise be left without treatment. Easily accessible 
online and mobile apps could also be one option for preventing psychological problems. 
Disseminating effective interventions and making them available in various areas, countries, 
and cultures leads to more equality and consistency in receiving appropriate support or treat-
ment. As we move toward an increasingly global society, the gap between research and imple-
mentation can widen due to local lack of resources or expertise. Online treatment delivery 
can help to overcome limitations with available professionals and experts in ACT. Online 
solutions allow a larger number of clients to utilize a professional’s services as weekly time 
required to support individual clients decreases. If semistructured or automized feedback is 
used, weekly contact can take very little time, and any mental health professional can contact 
large amounts of individuals during a day. Online treatment can also help reduce the cost of 
treatment for the client, which helps to overcome treatment delay or lack of treatment due 
to financial constraints. In addition to the advantages from a financial point of view, online 
treatment delivery can also enable people living in remote areas to gain access to evidence- 
based ACT interventions. Further, underserved populations (e.g., individuals with visual or 
hearing impairments) can be provided with high- quality interventions if more resources are 
devoted to online services adapted to these populations. Thus, online- based services could 
increase equality among different populations.

An additional advantage of online interventions in comparison with face- to- face deliv-
ery is the possibility of individual dosage of treatment using automated prompts. Instead of 
the traditional schedule of a weekly hour of therapeutic work, a client can use a web- based 
program daily and receive reminders to complete recurring exercises or tasks. In fact, when 
applying web- based ACT interventions, the therapeutic content can be accessed at any time 
and at any frequency, and, consequently, more flexibility can be incorporated into the treat-
ment program. As the technology advances, mobile devices, including wearable devices such 
as watches, can be used to deliver brief messages and prompts within the context of daily 
living. These mobile devices can also be used to monitor progress by collecting data on physi-
cal activity, sleep quality, heart rate variability, and more. Thus, technology- based interven-
tions can increase the personalization of treatment and allow more freedom in the individual 
scheduling of the treatment. From the research point of view, online data collection can 
facilitate development of evidence- based interventions by providing continuous data during 
interventions.
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Challenges
Although positive results and experiences have been reported for online ACT, their implemen-
tation poses some challenges. One of the major challenges of implementing online treatments 
on a systemic level is the need for an open attitude from the therapist. While the online ACT 
programs described in the research literature are designed to be intuitive and user- friendly, 
prejudice toward using technology may impact treatment adversely. The increased research, 
global interest, and use of technology to provide evidence- based interventions suggests that 
online and mobile interventions will become an integral part of health care delivery in the 
future. When online or technology- based treatment delivery is included in the training of 
therapist and counselors, biased views of technology may subside as new generations of profes-
sionals enter the field. However, in the short term, educating the currently working profes-
sionals on the advantages of online treatment delivery is important to overcome resistance 
when implementing technology- based interventions in order to respond to the rising need for 
psychological support.

Challenges may arise related to the ethical and confidentiality aspects of online and 
mobile applications. The quality of many programs has raised some concerns, as a wide range 
of commercial treatment sites may not be evidence- based (Ebert et al., 2018). Ethical guide-
lines are needed to protect users and provide guidance in selecting effective programs, as, at 
the moment, there are no regulations for assuring the quality of programs on a European level 
(Ebert et al., 2018). Important issues that remain to be resolved include development of stan-
dards for data protection, as at present there are no guidelines on quality criteria related to data 
protection and data safety (Ebert et al., 2018).

Future Directions
While the body of literature on the effectiveness of various online and mobile- based ACT 
programs continues to grow, few studies have discussed the development process in detail. As 
Vilardaga et al. (2020) state, more discussion is needed on both the theoretical basis of these 
technology- based interventions and the design process itself in order to increase consistency 
and accelerate the process of building an understanding of technology- based ACT processes. 
Future research should also aim to increase our understanding of individual differences in the 
effectiveness of online ACT treatment. The current studies of online ACT have given consider-
able attention to demographic factors that could be associated with better treatment outcome 
(e.g., level of education or age). Because the evidence for strong predicting variables is not con-
sistent, research attention has turned to identifying processes of change that may mediate or 
moderate the result of an online program. Increased knowledge of mechanisms of change can 
guide program developers to emphasize evidence- based skills training in technology- delivered 
interventions. For example, online or mobile- delivered ACT interventions can increase the 
probability that the users practice essential skills for well- being more frequently compared 
with face- to- face treatment. Future research should also aim to increase understanding of fac-
tors related to adherence or nonadherence to online ACT programs to support participation 
and utilization of the technology. As the effectiveness of online ACT becomes more and more 
established, research efforts can be allocated to critical questions concerning implementation 
of the treatment model (e.g., who should be assigned to receive online ACT treatment instead 
of or in addition to face- to- face treatment).

The steady increase in the number of studies reporting promising findings with online 
ACT also raises the issue of implementation of technology- based interventions into the train-
ing of therapists or counselors. At the moment, no practical guidance on developing or design-
ing an online ACT program is readily available to the professionals working in the field. Even 
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though research protocols may include detailed information on the content of a program used 
in a trial, guidance may be needed on how to utilize the technology in clinical practice or the 
ways in which a clinical practitioner can apply the technology. In addition to understanding 
how online programs can be implemented with one’s own clientele, training programs should 
also include information on how to provide support to users of online programs. In addition, 
therapists should also be trained in how to familiarize the user with technology- based inter-
ventions. The potential of technology- based interventions can be fully exploited not only if 
patients are keen to use them, but also only if therapists make use of them (Ebert et al., 2018).

Conclusions
Technology- based interventions have been extensively studied, and the number of ACT- based 
online applications has increased rapidly. Although the history of technology- based ACT inter-
ventions is relatively short and the number of high- quality RCTs is still modest, the current 
evidence suggests that they are effective in reducing symptoms related to various mental health 
problems and also have a positive impact on quality of life and psychological flexibility. In 
spite of the fact that only a limited number of controlled studies have investigated the impact 
of ACT- based online interventions, in comparison to online interventions based on the CBT 
model, the current evidence suggests that ACT- based interventions produce equivalent results. 
However, limited or no evidence exists regarding the application of ACT technology- based 
solutions for severe psychological problems such as eating disorders, obsessive- compulsive dis-
order (OCD), and psychosis.In addition, the currently available research literature has consis-
tently reported that the effects of supported online ACT on various symptoms and measures 
of psychological flexibility are comparable to face- to- face delivered ACT. Indeed, there is no 
reason to assume that supported online treatment delivery is inferior to live- session delivery. 
The few studies that have directly compared different delivery methods (i.e., online vs. face- to- 
face) among the same population with therapists who received identical training support the 
noninferiority of internet- based ACT in relation to traditional ACT interventions. Research 
also suggests that online ACT with minimal support appears to be an adequate alternative if 
more extensive support is not available. The proportion of those who discontinue treatment 
does not appear to be higher in online ACT interventions than in traditional face- to- face treat-
ment. However, the current results show that most ACT- based studies have provided support 
by a therapist or counselor during online intervention. The type of support provided can vary 
considerably. It is currently difficult to draw conclusions about the role of the quantity and 
quality of contact in relation to the observed impact of the interventions.

When investigating clients’ experiences of online ACT interventions, satisfaction with 
the form of therapy and its content has been high among users. While the research evidence 
supporting online treatment delivery is increasing, technology that enables contact regardless 
of time and place is developing at a rapid pace. As both data on the effectiveness of online 
ACT programs and the sophistication and security of technological solutions are accumulat-
ing, it can be expected that health care services will increasingly turn to online alternatives. 
This larger, global development can help to respond to the need of psychological support more 
efficiently by utilizing evidence- based intervention protocols that are resource- conscious, easy 
to disseminate and easy to reach. Overall, studies suggest that ACT- based web and mobile apps 
are an efficient, acceptable, and cost- effective way to deliver empirically validated treatments to 
those who would otherwise go untreated.

In the future, various online and mobile interventions, as well as their integration in dif-
ferent ways with existing face- to- face treatments, will become more common. We will have 
different combinations of technology- assisted in- person interventions as well as stand- alone 
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interventions providing, for example, automated support. Various technology- based assess-
ment and measurement methods will also become more common. Instead of using pen 
and paper to fill in self- report questionnaires, behavioral diaries and other self- monitoring 
tasks, online solutions using mobile phones and other technological devices will be used. 
Information from these devices can be passed directly to the therapist and made available 
before the appointment. The client can also receive immediate, automatic feedback on the 
questionnaire or task. As devices become more and more affordable and available, the use of 
assessment and monitoring technologies will likely increase accordingly. The growing size and 
quality of the screens of hand- held devices will also make mobile apps increasingly easy to 
navigate. Online programs are also able to send reminders to assist the user in implementa-
tion of new skills. Clients can seek specialized treatment of certain problems, as geographical 
distances will not limit options in choosing a treatment provider.

The existing evidence and experiences imply that implementing the currently available 
technological approaches is improving the delivery of psychological interventions. In addition 
to online interventions, technology can offer possibilities of working with groups and facilitat-
ing peer support more broadly, providing supervision to therapists, or organizing network-
ing and training opportunities to professionals. Technology brings us closer to each other. 
Technology can help to connect clients with rare somatic conditions or specific life history, or 
bring together professionals committed to advance contextual behavior therapy, regardless of 
the geographical location of each individual. By embracing the technological development, it 
may be possible to witness the advancement of contextual behavioral science around the world.
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 ACT in Groups

Joanna J. Arch, Lauren B. Finkelstein, and Lilian Dindo

Abstract
This article offers an up- to- date selective review of  acceptance and commitment therapy 
(ACT) conducted in the group format. ACT in the group format differs from ACT in 
the individual format; its potential advantages and disadvantages are discussed in general 
and in terms of  the six ACT hexaflex processes. Reviewed in this article are select large 
randomized clinical trials on ACT in groups, and highlighted are innovative group delivery 
modes and the diversity of  problem areas to which this format has been applied. Major 
considerations for conducting ACT in groups are briefly discussed, including reasons 
to form an ACT group, who and what to include in an ACT group, how to start group 
sessions, and their length and frequency. The authors consider challenges, including the 
dearth of  studies that directly compare group to individual delivery of  ACT and whether 
group ACT operates similarly at the process level as individual ACT; address the needs 
of  diverse individuals; and evaluate cost effectiveness. Building on the growing number 
of  trials of  group ACT interventions, the authors offer recommendations for future 
research, including strategies to evaluate how ACT groups work and for whom they 
work best.

Key Words: acceptance and commitment therapy (ACT), group, clinical trial, mental 
health, psychotherapy, behavioral therapy

Overview of ACT in Groups
Conducting ACT in groups is a widely used intervention strategy. We would not be sur-
prised if half or nearly half of face- to- face ACT interventions were conducted in groups, and 
if this portion were even higher outside of the United States, Canada, Europe, Australia, 
and New Zealand. For example, significant ACT research has been conducted in Iran (e.g., 
Hasannezhad Reskati, Mirzaian, & Hosseini, 2018) and in South Korea (Choi & Kim, 
2017), collectively covering dozens of ACT intervention studies, most or all of which were 
done in groups. Worldwide, the focus of ACT groups varies broadly, with groups con-
ducted in myriad mental health, wellness, and behavioral medicine populations. Thus, an 
impressive breadth characterizes the literature on ACT in groups. In addition, group deliv-
ery formats have been creatively evolving. This article reviews a theoretical rationale and 
conceptual model for applying ACT in group formats, discusses research to date in this area, 
shares an overview of how ACT has been applied in groups, offers considerations for con-
ducting ACT in groups, and delineates challenges and future directions of clinical research 
on ACT in groups.
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Theoretical Rationale and Conceptual Model of ACT in Groups
In considering the popularity of delivering ACT in group format, it is important to under-
score that ACT is a transdiagnostic model for understanding and intervening with problems 
of psychological suffering (Hayes, Strosahl, & Wilson, 1999, 2012). For example, experiential 
avoidance, defined as rigid and unhealthy “efforts to escape and avoid emotions, thoughts, 
memories, and other private experiences” and take steps to change their form, frequency, or 
the contexts that trigger them (Hayes, Wilson, Gifford, Follette, & Strosahl, 1996, p. 1152), is 
a core target of ACT interventions. It has been proposed as a functional dimension that serves 
a causal and maintenance role in diverse forms of psychopathology from substance abuse to 
anxiety disorders (e.g., Forsyth, Eifert, & Barrios, 2006). Similarly, psychological flexibility, 
an overarching aim of the ACT model, has been construed as a cornerstone of psychological 
health broadly (Kashdan & Rottenberg, 2010). ACT’s core aims, principles, processes, and 
intervention strategies can be flexibly applied to many different problem areas and thus to 
different individuals in a group who are dealing with a range of problems— that is, to group 
interventions.

Conceptually, how does doing ACT in the group format differ from doing ACT in an 
individual format? What are its advantages and disadvantages? First, worldwide, most peo-
ple who would benefit from mental health care do not receive it (Wang et al., 2007). Thus, 
an overarching advantage of delivering ACT in groups is that it reaches more people using 
fewer resources than individual therapy. As long as the outcomes of group ACT interventions 
approximate those of individual ACT interventions, group delivery represents a more efficient 
use of mental health resources.

In addition, ACT is meant to be an experiential intervention. On one hand, experiential 
exercises can be more individually tailored and extensively debriefed in individual therapy. On 
the other hand, we and others (Walser & Pistorello, 2004; Westrup & Wright, 2017) have 
found that many experiential exercises seem more powerful in a group setting. For example, 
similar to others (Juarascio, Shaw, Forman, Timko, Herbert, Butryn, & Lowe, 2013), we have 
found that acting out the Passengers on the Bus metaphor in a group setting allows participants 
the choice not only to experience driving the bus, but also to act out one of the passengers, or 
serve as an objective observer— each of which offers a valuable perspective that would not be 
readily available in individual therapy. Group settings also provide more routes to learning and 
perspective- taking than in individual therapy. Even quieter group members who avoid sharing 
can learn via modeling by observing others apply ACT processes to similar problems. Further, 
given the different ways each group member tends to conceptualize and apply ACT processes, 
groups provide modeling of more diverse understandings and applications of ACT principles, 
which may contribute to a deeper understanding of the concepts as well as facilitate psycho-
logical flexibility. For example, if a client does not grasp an ACT metaphor after the therapist 
shares it, they may grasp it after hearing other group members discuss the metaphor in their 
own words. Thus, other group members can serve as informal teachers and mentors simply by 
sharing their experience of ACT concepts. As Walser and Pistorello (2004) noted, sometimes 
group exercises and discussions lead to group members spontaneously offering their own meta-
phors or images that prove more helpful than the metaphor or image offered by the therapist.

On a conceptual level, it is worth further considering how conducting ACT in groups can 
facilitate or hinder each of the major ACT processes outlined in the ACT hexaflex (Hayes et 
al., 1999, 2012), as outlined in Table 29.1. These considerations are based on the underlying 
conceptual constructs and on our collective experience conducting ACT in groups. We also 
outline them with the intention of encouraging empirical evaluation of group versus indi-
vidual ACT delivery.
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Acceptance.
Groups can strongly facilitate acceptance (see Boone & Canicci, 2013) by fostering a sense 
that “I am not alone with this. We all have these same difficult emotions and thoughts, and 
nobody else has been able to get rid of them either.” If others in similar situations are saying 
“it’s okay to have that,” it becomes easier to accept the experience. Groups also validate a 
shared sense that “I can’t control my thoughts and feelings and others can’t either.”

One of us (J.J.A.) facilitates groups for adults with anxiety and depression and incurable 
cancer. One group member had survived cancer far longer than expected, but her physical 
quality of life was poor. She tearfully admitted that she was haunted by the thought that 
she would have to physically suffer this way forever and that she would never get to die. She 
believed this was a very shameful thought to have, much less to share. But several other group 
members validated that they too felt that way, that they could fully relate to her mind- set. 
This validation from peers who also had incurable cancer radically shifted the participant’s 
view on whether her thought was acceptable. She reported being able to have the thought and 
no longer needing to put so much energy into fighting it, while continuing to move toward 
her values. This shift would not likely have taken place as quickly or as fully in an individual 
therapy context with a healthy therapist. Particularly for stigmatized conditions and for those 
that severely compromise quality of life, receiving validation and hearing shared experiences 

Table 29.1. Examples of how ACT processes can be enhanced through group therapy

Acceptance Receiving validation and hearing shared experiences from peers with similar 
conditions can be a powerful path toward acceptance.

“I am not alone in this; it’s OK to feel this way.”

Defusion Recognizing that peers have thoughts that “hook” them, which have been 
around for a long time and cannot be simply removed, leads to greater 
perspective on one’s own thoughts. This may enhance one’s ability to 
“unhook” and reduce impact on behavioral choices.

“Others have similar thoughts and have learned how to let the thoughts be 
there without letting them control their behaviors”

Values Disclosing values and core yearnings facilitates a sense of common experience, 
shared humanity, mutual respect, and connection.

“I can connect with the people in this room because we all care about our 
families, our health, and our community.”

Committed action Group members modeling committed action for one another and holding 
one another accountable to their commitments can facilitate change.

“I can make a commitment to this group to go out of my comfort zone. If 
others can do it, so can I.”

Self- as- context Developing a flexible sense of perspective taking is facilitated when multiple 
different perspectives are on display in a group setting.

“Hearing how others handle similar situations gives me new perspectives on 
how I can approach my challenges.”

Mindfulness Practicing being truly present and nonjudgmental with other group members 
facilitates greater presence in life outside of the group.

“I appreciated how my peers listened to me without judgment and with 
presence. It made me feel closer to them. I will try that with the people 
in my life.”
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from peers with similar conditions can be a powerful path toward acceptance. At the same 
time, depending on how safe the group feels and how extraverted the participants are, some 
may find it easier to experience difficult thoughts and emotions in private, in individual set-
tings, than in group settings. Yet formal session feedback surveys have surprisingly revealed 
that quieter group members often find it powerful to witness others sharing their internal dif-
ficulties and report that this experience helps them to accept their own.

Cognitive Defusion.
Similar to acceptance, group settings can also facilitate cognitive defusion for challenging 
thoughts and beliefs. Compared to an individual in a 1:1 treatment setting, group members 
share a greater number and variety of difficult thoughts and beliefs. Witnessing others name 
their difficult thoughts out loud can promote defusion by offering group members a third- 
person perspective on their own thoughts and beliefs. It can also be easier to admit one’s most 
shameful and embarrassing beliefs, at least to oneself, when numerous others who struggle 
with similar problems are naming theirs. Acknowledging and naming shameful and embar-
rassing thoughts and beliefs is a first step toward being able to defuse from them. For example, 
in another group, several participants shared that their religious faith served as their greatest 
source of psychological strength. In the face of current struggles, they felt devastated by the 
thought: “I’ve lost my faith.” In acting out the Passengers on the Bus metaphor with “Lost 
Faith” as the Passenger, they were able to gain much- needed distance and perspective on the 
content of this thought and shift their relationship to it. The fact that more than one group 
member shared the “Lost Faith” Passenger appeared to facilitate defusion even for the mem-
bers who were only observing the exercise.

Mindfulness.
On one hand, it is likely easier to “tune out” of the present moment in groups because the 
therapist’s focus at any point may be on someone else. On the other hand, groups can gener-
ate an intensity of sharing around common experiences that may facilitate a sense of being 
present, not only for one’s own therapy process (as in individual therapy), but for others as 
well— an experience unique to group therapy. In a well- run group, practicing being present 
and nonjudgmental with other group members and having them do the same for you provides 
a model of mindfulness in interpersonal contexts that has the potential to generalize to rela-
tionships outside of the group. For example, one member of a group we ran (“Tim”) had a wife 
who complained that Tim was always distracted and not paying attention when she conversed 
with him. Tim admitted that his wife was correct— he was always thinking about what came 
next, not about the here- and- now. In group, Tim shared that for the first time, he experienced 
focusing on what others had to say in a truly present, unhurried, and open way— the fact that 
everyone in the group shared a stigmatized condition facilitated this change for him. By the 
middle of the 7- week group, his mindful listening skills began to generalize, and he reported 
that his wife noticed he was listening more carefully to her, as a result of which his marriage 
was benefiting.

Values.
At the level of values, experiencing ACT in a group context facilitates a sense of common 
experience, shared humanity, mutual respect, and connection. Groups can facilitate the sense 
that values are universal: that at the end of the day, we share our core yearnings, struggles, 
and motivations. This sense can be created in individual therapy, but rarely are the problems, 
struggles, and associated personal values as authentically shared between a therapist and client 
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in individual therapy as they are among group members in group therapy for a shared problem 
or condition. A greater sense of intimacy emerges from shared values and shared vulnerability 
in a group setting, helping participants to more closely connect to their own values and to 
one another. For example, in another group for individuals with metastatic cancer, several 
participants admitted that treatment was failing to control their cancer and they no longer 
wanted to pursue aggressive treatment, yet they could not bring themselves to admit this to 
their oncologist or their family. These group members converged around a shared vulnerability 
of silencing their own wishes to please others, and a fear of appearing to have “given up” or 
“failed” in the face of their disease. They arrived at the shared value of “speaking the truth” 
about what they actually wanted for their health care and proceeding to support one another 
in moving toward this value.

Committed Action.
At the level of committed action, doing ACT in groups does not allow for the same level of 
individual tailoring of goals and actions, or exploring and overcoming individual barriers to 
enacting personal goals and actions. However, ACT groups have the major advantage that 
group members model committed action for one another and hold one another accountable 
to their commitments. Often, this creates positive synergy, at least in an active and engaged 
group. It is one thing to show up at individual therapy not having followed through on your 
commitments. It is quite another to show up to a group with peers who are struggling in the 
same ways as you, and not follow through. And if you do follow through on your committed 
actions, there are more people to positively reinforce you in a group setting. In contrast, a less 
active and committed group risks modeling a lack of committed action, thus functioning as a 
potential barrier.

Self- as- Context.
The process of self- as- context includes flexible perspective- taking and contacting a transcen-
dent sense of self (Hayes et al., 1999, 2012); both facets may be facilitated by groups. First, at 
the level of human cognition, it may be easier to develop a flexible sense of perspective- taking 
when multiple perspectives are on display, as is the case in a group setting. This is particularly 
true when one feels safe and motivated to take others’ perspectives seriously, a likely sce-
nario given that groups convened around a shared problem may be particularly likely to foster 
mutual respect and a sense of common ground among group members. Second, the group’s 
shared values and vulnerabilities facilitate a sense of a broader, collective self that transcends 
individual boundaries. Relative to individual therapy, the experience within ACT groups may 
more strongly engender a sense of common humanity, which in turn may facilitate a sense that 
“We are all connected . . . . This is a shared experience that transcends me alone.” It is not a 
large leap to contacting a sense of the transcendent self.

The disadvantages of group delivery are largely not unique to ACT, but they are important 
to name. First, group ACT sessions usually take longer than individual ACT sessions to cover 
a similar breadth and depth of material. This is the case for at least two reasons. First, group 
members usually have a strong desire to share their experience with others who have experi-
enced something similar— to trade personal narratives with other group members. Though 
ACT groups sometimes rein in sharing stories, we have found that allowing some degree of 
this form of sharing, particularly in the first week or two of a group, can be helpful for estab-
lishing a sense of common ground, intimacy, and trust among group members. However, even 
brief sharing takes time when multiplied by the number of group members. Second, facilitat-
ing ACT for a group of individuals, each of whom has their own learning style, and allowing 
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each to share their experience of ACT, takes more time than it would in individual therapy. 
Thus, the efficiency of treating multiple individuals at once and the synergy of learning in a 
group must be weighed against the greater time required for each session.

Even with this extra time, group ACT does not permit as much time to focus on indi-
vidual tailoring of the intervention content or applications to an individual’s issues or learning 
style. Thus, individuals with unique learning needs that are challenging to address in groups 
(e.g., needing something explained many more times or in very different ways than most oth-
ers)— common among individuals with significant neurological differences, relevant learning 
disabilities, or brain injury or functional deterioration— may benefit from individual interven-
tion unless these features are shared among group members. Similarly, individuals in acute 
crisis, with very strong privacy needs or paranoia toward others, or with rare problems/ issues 
not shared by other group members, may also require individual attention.

On one hand, these proposed disadvantages are largely speculative, as little research exists 
on whether they are relevant to ACT delivered in groups. On the other hand, it can be helpful 
to imagine their potential manifestations within a particular dimension of the hexaflex model 
of ACT. Let us imagine the impact on values work, for example.

For values work, one common conceptual pitfall we have observed is that it can be chal-
lenging for all group members to understand the distinction between values and goals. This 
distinction is simply more easily grasped by some than by others. Often, group leaders lack 
the time to give the individual attention needed to teach this distinction to those who struggle 
with it. This distinction sometimes matters functionally more for some group members or 
problems than for others, which can create challenges in group settings. For example, we 
once led an ACT group for physically ill individuals in which most members valued connect-
ing with their family above all. These members showed varying degrees of success in under-
standing the distinction between values and goals, but each of them could imagine ways to 
meaningfully engage with family while ill. Thus, this conceptual distinction did not matter 
functionally for them. However, another member of the same group had little family, and she 
chiefly valued producing a specific and demanding art form that she could no longer physically 
do. She had focused her entire life on this art form but had great difficulty identifying or con-
necting with the values underneath it. In our group setting, the group leaders had limited time 
to engage her individually, and she shared neither the values nor a conceptual understanding 
of values (and their distinction from goals), with the rest of the group. Yet it was important 
for her to understand this distinction in order to move toward committed action. Thus, it was 
likely more challenging to engage her in values and related ACT processes in group therapy 
than it would have been in individual therapy.

Research on ACT in Groups
ACT group- based interventions have been evaluated in a robust and rapidly growing body 
of empirical research, including dozens of large- scale clinical trials and extensive pilot proj-
ects. Research on ACT groups covers diverse problem areas, including a broad spectrum of 
mental health problems from antisocial personality disorder (Livheim et al., 2020), eating 
disorders (Juarascio, Shaw, Forman, Timko, Herbert, Butryn, Bunnell, et al., 2013), obsessive- 
compulsive disorder (Shabani et al., 2019), psychosis (Spidel, Daigneault, Kealy, & Lecomte, 
2019), behavioral medicine and communication problems from asthma management (Chong, 
Mak, Leung, Lam, & Loke, 2019), smoking cessation (McClure, Bricker, Mull, & Heffner, 
2020), stuttering (Beilby, Byrnes, & Yaruss, 2012), work and school arenas, including work-
place burnout and absence (Aasdahl et al., 2018) and academic procrastination (Wang et 
al., 2016), and other problem areas such as mental illness stigma (Kenny & Bizumic, 2016). 
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While a comprehensive review of this literature is beyond the scope of this article, we offer 
detailed overviews of one review and five clinical trials that illustrate the rigor and breadth of 
research on ACT in groups. In addition, we highlight others that use innovative group ACT 
delivery approaches.

We will begin our review of the literature with an overview of the one systematic review 
published in English on group ACT interventions (Coto- Lesmes, Fernandez- Rodriguez, & 
Gonzalez- Fernandez, 2020), followed by descriptions of exemplary clinical trials within men-
tal health and behavioral medicine populations. Our aim is to sample the breadth of large and 
rigorous studies that evaluate group ACT interventions.

Select Large Randomized Clinical Trials and Reviews
The only known English- language review of ACT group interventions is that by Coto- Lesmes 
and colleagues (2020), who conducted a systematic review of group- based ACT for treating 
anxiety and depression. Their search yielded 10 randomized control trials (RCTs) compar-
ing ACT to a no- intervention control group (six studies) or to cognitive- behavioral therapy 
(CBT)/ cognitive therapy (CT) (four studies) as well as four single- arm group ACT clinical 
trials and one case study series. The trials were geographically diverse, including samples from 
Australia, the United States, Iran, Sweden, the Netherlands, and the United Kingdom. Sample 
sizes ranged from 13 to 193 participants, and interventions offered 4 to 12 group sessions of 
1.5 to 2 hours each. Heterogeneity in evaluation methods complicated analysis; however, each 
of the 12 studies evaluating depression and the 11 studies evaluating anxiety found improve-
ments in these outcomes. For the studies that carried out follow- up assessments, gains were 
maintained over time. Studies with active comparison conditions reported similar anxiety 
and depression outcomes for ACT versus CBT/ CT, with the exception of one study (Zettle, 
Rains, & Hayes, 2011), which found that ACT outperformed CT for depression. Most stud-
ies evaluated change in psychological flexibility, with disparate results: eight found significant 
improvements, whereas three found no significant change. Again, CBT improved similarly in 
psychological flexibility as ACT, with the exception of one study where the ACT group showed 
a steeper rise on this dimension (Avdagic, Morrissey, & Boschen, 2014). Mediator analyses 
were limited, but three studies reported that psychological flexibility mediated improvements 
in anxiety and depression in the ACT condition. Qualitatively, participants reported high sat-
isfaction with group- based ACT and had strong engagement (< 25% average attrition, > 80% 
sessions average attendance).

Given these findings, Coto- Lesmes et al. (2020) concluded that group- based ACT is 
useful in addressing anxiety and depression, but that further carefully controlled research is 
needed to identify the specific drivers of change and to show whether therapeutic mechanisms 
are specific to ACT. The authors noted that mechanism of change questions are especially per-
tinent given the challenges of targeting participant- level patterns of psychological inflexibility 
in a group format.

We next give an overview of five clinical trials selected to highlight three features of 
research on group ACT interventions: (1) large sample size, (2) breadth of topical focus, and 
(3) innovation in delivery methods.

The largest trial to date of group- delivered ACT evaluated classroom- based delivery 
toward the aim of preventing and improving youth mental health problems (Van der Gucht 
et al., 2017). The authors were motivated to investigate this intervention format because ACT 
targets common risk factors for mental health problems and thus may be especially conducive 
to prevention; schools are a prime setting for facilitating early intervention, improving service 
access, and destigmatizing mental health treatment. Students (average age 17) nested within 
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34 classes at 14 schools in Flanders, Belgium, were randomized by classroom to the ACT 
intervention (n =  288) or a no- intervention control (n =  298). The classroom- based interven-
tion consisted of four weekly 2- hour sessions integrated into the school curriculum. The ses-
sions included psychoeducation, experiential exercises, and workbook homework assignments 
aimed at helping students reduce experiential avoidance, experience the difference between 
“experiencing something” and “the person having the experience,” and engage in committed 
actions. All sessions were teacher- led, following a 2- day teacher training, two 2- hour supervi-
sion sessions, and additional support as needed. Participating students completed psychologi-
cal flexibility, quality of life, and behavioral/ mental health symptom questionnaires pre-  and 
postintervention, and a final follow- up one- year postintervention. Tests for all outcomes were 
nonsignificant, including for students with preexisting mental health symptoms. The authors 
speculated that the briefness of the intervention and the use of non- mental health profession-
als in delivering it were key reasons for its ineffectiveness.

In addition to mental health topics, the efficacy of group ACT has been evaluated across a 
variety of behavioral medicine concerns. In a randomized clinical trial conducted in Australia, 
313 parents of children with newly diagnosed life- threatening illness or injury were random-
ized to either ACT (n =  152) or a waitlist control (n =  161) (Muscara et al., 2020). To be 
eligible, parents had to experience elevated levels of acute stress symptoms, which predict 
longer- term mental health disturbance including posttraumatic stress syndrome (PTSS). 
Parents in the ACT condition completed the Take a Breath program, which consisted of five 
1.5- hour weekly therapy sessions followed by a final session 3 weeks later. This group- based 
intervention, designed to minimize PTSS in the population under investigation, was admin-
istered remotely in groups of three to eight parents and partners. Participants completed the 
intervention from their homes using Google Hangouts videoconferencing on study- provided 
iPads, and they were sent value cards, a session booklet, and a guided mindfulness audio file. 
Each session was delivered by two mental health clinicians trained by a senior ACT clinician. 
PTSS, depression, anxiety, stress, and psychological skills were measured at four time points 
before, during, and immediately after the intervention. The study had high attrition across 
both study arms, primarily due to time constraints or feelings that the intervention was not 
needed, with only 81 of 313 randomized participants completing postintervention measures. 
Among this smaller postintervention sample, parents in the ACT group experienced improved 
PTSS scores (Cohen’s d =  1.10), emotional resources (d =  0.95), perceptions of uncertainty   
(d =  1.34), and negative appraisal (d =  0.98) compared to the waitlist control. These gains 
may be associated with the ACT group’s relative improvement on a number of psychological 
skills, including experiential avoidance (d =  0.80), mindfulness (d =  1.51), values adherence   
(d =  1.14), and committed action (d =  0.86). Overall, these findings point to ACT videocon-
ferencing as an effective and innovative method of administering group ACT intervention, 
albeit one with high attrition in this context. With about half of the sample living in rural 
or distant locations, the remote format overcame key barriers to access, and the interactive 
group video format provided the opportunity for peer support and normalization of experi-
ences. However, additional research is needed to show whether the high attrition observed was 
specific to the targeted parent population, to home- based videoconferenced ACT groups, or 
to some other variable.

Like Muscara and colleagues, Ja ̈rvelä- Reijonen et al. (2018) also explored virtual ACT 
delivery, this time comparing the effectiveness of the self- guided mobile app format plus a 
single in- person group session (“mobile ACT”) to ongoing in- person group ACT. In this 
three- arm trial, Finnish adult participants who struggled with excess weight/ obesity and psy-
chological distress were randomly assigned to mobile ACT (n =  78), in- person group ACT (n =  
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70), or a no- intervention control (n =  71). The mobile and group ACT conditions were based 
on the same ACT program and therefore only differed in delivery method. The program incor-
porated ACT skills, with additions relevant to mindful eating, relaxation, and physical activity. 
The in- person group met a total of 6 times over an 8- week period, for ~1.5 hours each time. 
The groups of 6– 12 participants were led by a psychologist who facilitated exercises and pair 
or group discussions, in addition to assigning homework guided by a workbook. The mobile 
group met once as a group in person to review key ACT principles and to pick up smartphones 
with a pre- installed app. The app, which was used individually and thus had no group element, 
contained dozens of videos and text or audio format exercises, which could be completed in 
any order and at any time. The control group simply completed measures of eating behavior 
and diet. Attrition was low and adherence across conditions was strong. Compared to the 
control group, eating for physical rather than emotional reasons significantly improved in both 
ACT conditions (d =  0.40 in- person, 0.33 mobile). In the in- person group condition, multiple 
additional outcomes improved, including uncontrolled eating (d =  – 0.34), food acceptance 
(d =  0.31), and integrated (d =  0.41) and identified (d =  0.15) regulation of eating behavior, 
whereas in the mobile app condition, only using food as a reward also decreased (d =  – 0.29). 
No impacts on dietary measures were observed. In summary, the ACT interventions improved 
participants’ relationship with and regulation of eating, with stronger effects in the in- person 
group ACT intervention. However, the interventions did not impact diet. The authors point 
to the cost and access benefits of mobile delivery, while acknowledging that human support 
enhanced intervention effectiveness.

Using a similar three- armed trial design, Pederson et al. (2019) examined the effects of 
two different group ACT delivery intensities: a group workshop and weekly group sessions. 
Patients with functional somatic syndromes (characterized by bodily complaints with insuf-
ficient medical explanation) in Denmark were randomized to receive enhanced care (n =  60), 
a brief ACT intervention (n =  61), or an extended ACT intervention (n =  59). The brief 
ACT intervention included a one 1 to 1.5- hour manualized physician consultation aimed at 
enhancing understanding of diagnosis and treatment; a 1- day 6- hour workshop with 15 or 
fewer patients providing medical education and an introduction to ACT concepts through 
psychoeducation, experiential exercises, and group discussion; and an individual follow- up 
consultation with a therapist to personalize workshop content. The extended ACT interven-
tion included the same manualized consultation, followed by nine weekly 3- hour sessions of 
in- person group ACT co- led by a psychiatrist and psychologist. Each session was based on core 
elements of the hexaflex model and incorporated experiential and mindfulness exercises, group 
discussions, and commitment processes. Finally, the enhanced care (EC) condition received 
the manualized consultation but no further treatment. On the primary outcome of self- rated 
global health at the 14- month time point, extended ACT outperformed EC (OR =  2.9), 
whereas brief ACT and EC performed similarly to one another. However, given that secondary 
outcomes did not show clinically relevant differences across conditions, the authors concluded 
that ACT had limited clinical impact compared to EC in this population. They speculated that 
the inflexibility of reliance on group- based processes may have limited therapeutic engagement 
and opportunity to address patients’ individual challenges.

Whereas the aforementioned trials compared group ACT to no- intervention or mini-
mally enhanced control groups, McClure et al. (2020) compared ACT to CBT, the exist-
ing group- based standard of care for smoking cessation. Smokers in Washington state in the 
United States were randomized to receive nicotine- replacement therapy (NRT) plus group 
ACT (n =  224) or CBT (n =  226). Both conditions included five weekly 1.5- hour sessions led 
by a trained master’s- level counselor. The ACT sessions focused on metaphors and experiential 
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exercises, followed by group discussion and feedback. In contrast to the CBT arm, the ACT 
group did not use a predefined quit date window to maintain flexibility and autonomy in com-
mitted actions. Self- reported 30- day point prevalence abstinence (PPA) at one year did not 
significantly differ between the two group types and was strongly associated with acceptance 
of cravings in both treatment arms. However, PPA was lower in the ACT arm at 1 week (OR 
=  0.44) and 6 months (OR =  0.56) posttreatment, although at the latter time point biochemi-
cally confirmed abstinence was not significantly different between the groups. Session atten-
dance was the same for both conditions. NRT was used by 67.5 percent of the ACT group 
and 84.3 percent in the CBT group. Participants generally reported being at least somewhat 
satisfied with the intervention (92.4% ACT, 95.3% CBT) and found the intervention useful 
in quitting smoking (88.0% ACT, 94.3% CBT). Given these findings, the authors concluded 
that group- format ACT and CBT are comparable for smoking cessation, and they empha-
sized the value of having alternative treatment options: New treatments encourage smokers to 
make additional quit attempts, which in turn increase one’s chances of successfully quitting. 
However, given that 74 percent of screened individuals declined study participation primarily 
due to lack of interest or inability to attend in- person sessions, these results may only general-
ize to those open to group- based treatment.

The literature we have described points to the broad transdiagnostic potential of group- 
format ACT, while also revealing this modality’s mixed success across studies. The authors 
speculate that factors including intervention intensity, format, technology, problem focus, and 
staff expertise are critical in producing therapeutic engagement and change. Thus, the specifics 
of group design and facilitation may play key roles in promoting clinical improvement.

Innovative Group ACT Delivery Modes
The previous RCTs include examples of diverse group ACT delivery formats, varying in 
length, intensity, setting, and technology. In this section, we highlight additional delivery 
innovations that have been investigated in larger- scale or pilot studies. Group ACT is most 
commonly delivered through multiple weekly sessions in a health care setting, but several 
trials have implemented group ACT in more accessible or consolidated formats. For exam-
ple, in a sample of adults with depression who have recurring migraines, Dindo et al. (2020) 
compared the efficacy of a 1- day 5-  to 6- hour migraine education plus ACT workshop (n 
=  56) to a relaxation and social support- based workshop (n =  47). Each workshop included 
four to eight participants and was led by two psychologists. The ACT component focused 
on managing troubling thoughts, feelings, and pain sensations, resulting in significantly 
improved depression (OR =  2.70) and anxiety (OR =  4.25) symptoms, and headache- related 
disability (OR =  4.40) at 6- month follow- up compared to the support workshop. With 
effect sizes comparable to other psychotherapeutic depression treatments, this workshop 
format offers an attractive alternative to traditional psychotherapy: The single- day dura-
tion optimizes adherence, completion, and access, and the framing of this intervention as 
a “workshop” rather than “therapy” is less stigmatizing and has the potential to draw more 
people into treatment.

Hybrid remote and in- person group intervention ACT delivery can also help to reduce 
the scheduling, transportation, and financial costs of seeking treatment. This approach may 
be a particularly good match when full- day workshops are overly taxing or impractical due 
to the medical severity of the population. Arch et al. (2020) piloted this hybrid model in 
a study of 35 adults with metastatic cancer who were experiencing anxiety and depression, 
alternating in- person ACT group sessions held onsite in cancer care clinics with self- paced 
ACT online sessions and check- ins completed on their own. We predicted that in- person 
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group support and connection would help to hold participants responsible for completing the 
online intervention components (which involved no therapist contact), thereby offsetting the 
weaker adherence rates and outcomes characteristic of online- only interventions (Baumeister, 
Reichler, Munzinger, & Lin, 2014). The online sessions and check- ins were designed to indi-
vidualize and integrate ACT skills into the participants’ daily lives. Among participants suf-
ficiently well to begin the intervention (n =  26), the findings showed significant improvements 
in mental health, existential well- being, and advanced care planning outcomes— in addition 
to strong adherence and satisfaction with the intervention. Thus, pilot results support the 
feasibility, acceptability, and efficacy potential of this blended ACT treatment approach in a 
distressed population with metastatic disease.

Hosting group sessions onsite in the workplace offers an alternative means of lowering 
the transportation and time burdens associated with attending offsite therapy. O’Brien et 
al. (2019) implemented this approach through worksite nurse and nurse aide interventions. 
Participants were assigned to group ACT (n =  37) or a waitlist control (n =  34). For the ACT 
condition, two 2.5- hour group sessions were held at residential long- term care settings. The 
intervention was designed to encourage engagement between participants, which the authors 
hypothesized would promote coworker alliance- building useful for managing workplace stress 
and challenges. The intervention was effective, resulting in significantly fewer work absences 
due to workplace injury (d =  0.12) and improved mental health (d =  0.06), compared to the 
waitlist control group.

In the most well- integrated example of conducting ACT groups onsite in the location of 
care delivery, Vowles and McCracken (2008) investigated an immersive approach to chronic 
pain treatment by embedding ACT into a broader interdisciplinary treatment context where 
participants lived onsite for the duration of treatment. Participants were assigned to a 3- week 
(n =  145) or 4- week (n =  42) course of treatment, depending on illness severity and complex-
ity. Integrative biopsychosocial treatment was delivered by a diverse group of health care pro-
fessionals 5 days per week for 6.5 hours per day. Psychological content was delivered for 1.5 
hours each day, with treatment targeting key ACT processes with the goal of improving flex-
ibility and functioning rather than changing pain or emotional symptoms. These individuals 
with complex pain experienced significant improvements in pain, mental health, disability, 
health care use, work status, and physical performance, with almost uniformly medium to 
large effect sizes. Acceptance and values- based action were associated with improvements in 
functioning, pointing to the specific usefulness of ACT processes in this multimodal treat-
ment model.

Thus far, we have discussed several models of group ACT delivery, implemented in 
diverse populations. However, a criticism common to all group- based therapies is that they 
fail to adequately personalize content or capitalize on the motivational and supportive ele-
ments characteristic of therapeutic relationships. Gifford et al. (2011) combined individual 
and group- based therapy in a smoking cessation RCT involving 303 people who smoked, 
randomized to receive bupropion alone or bupropion plus therapy. The therapy arm involved 
one group ACT session plus one individual functional analytic psychotherapy (FAP) session 
per week for 10 weeks. The two treatment modalities were intended to be mutually reinforc-
ing: Skills learned in group could be individualized and reinforced during FAP, which was 
designed to maximize the impact of interpersonal treatment processes through intimate and 
reinforcing therapeutic relationships. The trial revealed promising results, with higher treat-
ment satisfaction in the therapy +  bupropion arm (d =  0.84) and significantly higher quit 
rates (d =  0.46) at posttreatment relative to bupropion alone, mediated by acceptance and 
the therapeutic alliance.
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Academic Overview of Conducting ACT in Groups
Many excellent chapters and books (Boone & Canicci, 2013; Walser & Pistorello, 2004; 
Westrup & Wright, 2017) detail how to conduct ACT in groups from a clinical practice per-
spective. This section briefly summarizes major considerations involved in conducting ACT in 
groups, with more detailed clinical treatments available in these previous works.

Why Form an ACT Group?
Groups can be formed for reasons of resource conservation (e.g., Brown et al., 2011), thera-
peutic benefit, or both. As noted, the group format allows for conservation of institutional 
resources, as multiple people are being helped at once. Regarding therapeutic benefit, people 
struggling with psychological problems or chronic disease often become isolated; thus, the 
support of a group can be a powerful force in enacting therapeutic change. One group mem-
ber’s disclosure of shared struggles can leave participants with a sense that their struggles are 
not due to their personal weakness, that they are not alone, and that struggles are a natural 
consequence of being human. Participants with difficulties in interpersonal functioning can 
use a group therapy setting to improve social skills, learn from others, practice with others, and 
get feedback in a supportive and safe context.

Who and What to Include in an ACT Group.
ACT aims to enhance openness, awareness, and engagement in life values, transdiagnostic 
skills, and perspectives that offer the potential to enhance living for many different types of 
people. Thus, ACT group treatments could include people with different clinical problems, 
social challenges, behavioral issues, or physical health problems. At the same time, there is 
value in restricting groups to people with similar challenges or struggles. For example, individ-
uals with chronic health conditions (e.g., HIV, inflammatory bowel disease, multiple sclerosis) 
often experience difficulties specific to their condition. The group’s disclosure of their unique 
and shared struggles can be therapeutic. For example, in an ACT trial for people living with 
inflammatory bowel disease (Hou et al., 2017), one patient described his love of the outdoors 
(values), specifically being on a boat in the ocean (goal), and his inability to go on boats due to 
fear of needing a bathroom (barrier). Another patient, who also loved the outdoors and boat-
ing, humorously shared that he still took regular boat rides and simply leaned over the edge of 
the boat when needing a bathroom. These discussions between the patients, within the context 
of the ACT model (values, what gets in the way, how to overcome obstacles), were mutually 
validating and empowering because they concerned a shared problem unique to their medical 
condition (shared vulnerability) and a shared interest (shared goals and values). Shared vulner-
abilities are easier to identify in a group that shares similar problems. Then, group members 
can share ways in which they continue living out values despite the unique challenges their 
condition poses.

When ACT groups are restricted to certain populations, it is worth considering whether 
to supplement ACT with other relevant information. In our experience, it can be useful 
to incorporate “education” into the ACT groups (Dindo, Weinrib, & Marchman, 2019). 
For example, patients with chronic disease often have surprisingly little understanding of 
their illness, the rationale of its treatment, and their own ability to influence its course. 
Combining ACT with illness education can be powerful. Among patients with interper-
sonal difficulties, it could be useful to include skills training and didactic information 
about interpersonal effectiveness linked to goals and values. Among patients with marital or 
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relationship problems, it may be useful to incorporate exercises that enhance communica-
tion skills (e.g., empathic understandings, assertive versus aggressive communication), again 
linked to goals and values. It can be useful to include partners, caregivers, family, or other 
significant others in certain ACT sessions to share what is being learned and to increase the 
likelihood of its uptake at home.

It is also worth considering whether to have single- gender or mixed- gender groups 
(Ogrodniczuk, Piper, & Joyce, 2006). Single- gender group therapy allows for gender- relevant 
topics and enhanced feelings of safety. For example, in our work with veterans from the 
conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan (Operations Iraqi Freedom, Enduring Freedom, and New 
Dawn), we learned that women and men both prefer to have single- sex groups in that context. 
Military sexual trauma is a significant problem among returning veterans, particularly women 
veterans. On the one hand, women reported feeling a greater sense of safety in woman- only 
groups, and men reported feeling more comfortable sharing among other men. On the other 
hand, sometimes perspectives from the other sex can be powerful motivators for change in 
mixed groups. For example, in a mixed ACT group for patients with inflammatory bowel 
disease, one man revealed significant shame about his body and his avoidance of intimacy 
as a result (and several other men could relate to this feeling). A woman in the group shared 
how important intimacy is to her and how painful it would be if her male partner avoided it 
due to shame. In this example, the (heterosexual) woman provided a different and valuable 
perspective for the (heterosexual) male patients in the group. Keeping the values of intimacy 
and connection front and center provided the motivation to engage in something meaningful 
even if it was uncomfortable.

Number of ACT Group Therapists.
Although one skilled ACT therapist can conduct the treatment, a two- member team of thera-
pists or group facilitators is ideal for tracking client engagement and understanding. We have 
also found that interactions between two engaged and engaging therapists can provide power-
ful teaching moments in group sessions. For example, in situations when one therapist gets 
fused with content, the other therapist can humorously address this problem. This demon-
strates that therapists are “human” and get fused. It also provides an opportunity for the thera-
pist to model “defusing.” One therapist may self- disclose when it is clinically useful, and the 
other therapist may model an empathic response. Overall, it is important for therapists to act 
as a team, welcoming mutual efforts to help each other be their best. Clients can observe col-
laborative, empathic, humorous, and even challenging but effective communication between 
therapists.

Participation.
It is important to encourage and facilitate everyone’s participation. At the same time, thera-
pists must honor the choice of anyone unwilling to do so. It is important not to argue with 
participants or to pressure them to do or commit to anything. It is also important to keep 
things on track in group interventions. People often want to share their story and personal 
problems with other group members. The facilitators can turn information shared by group 
members to effective uses by bringing the focus back to relevant ACT processes.

As noted, one especially powerful aspect of ACT group work is the opportunity to 
play with live metaphors. Many of the classic ACT metaphors, such as Tug of War with the 
Monster, Take Your Mind for a Walk, and Passengers on the Bus, readily lend themselves to 
group participation in an engaging and perspective- broadening manner.
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Principle- Focused.
ACT is a principle- based rather than procedure- based intervention. Every group is unique in 
terms of the individuals, the specific content that is presented, and the problem focus. In order 
to be as effective as possible with each group of clients, therapists should be able to ascertain, 
moment to moment, which process(es) to focus on to move the group toward greater psycho-
logical flexibility. The procedures, techniques, exercises, and content are vehicles to accomplish 
that goal. Each therapist should have a repertoire of exercises to choose from for each process, 
tailored to work well in a group setting.

Starting a Group Session.
The usual conventions of therapy apply to the beginning of a group intervention. Initial topics 
to discuss include confidentiality (e.g., “you can discuss your own experience of the group but 
please do not share who else is here or what they share with anyone outside of the group”); the 
importance of respecting others in the group, which can include not giving unsolicited advice 
or asking others to “fix” their emotions (e.g., to stop crying, cheer up); and the importance 
of practicing skills in daily life. After discussing expectations and establishing ground rules, 
beginning an ACT group intervention with a brief eyes- closed centering exercise or a simple 
values- based exercise can be powerful. For an example of the latter, each group member could 
be asked to state their name and who or what is important to them. The therapist can write 
down each person’s response on a board and ask if others have a similar value. This simple 
opening exercise will result in a list of valued domains, placing values at the center of the work. 
It will also allow the group members to recognize and appreciate that they share values such 
as family, friends, health, intimate relationships, and community, that bind them together as 
human beings. Once everyone has answered, the therapist can state: “This is what our work 
together is going to be about— the people and things in our lives that mean the most to us 
and how we can build our lives around what’s important.” Beginning a group intervention in 
this manner orients the conversation from the very start toward cultivating a life worth living. 
Values provide the motivation to do the hard work of therapy. Alternatively, beginning a group 
with shared challenges (written out for all to see) before shifting toward shared values can build 
a helpful foundation of trust and intimacy, plant the seeds of defusion and acceptance, and 
send the message that all dimensions of their experience are welcome in the group, including 
their difficulties.

Length and Frequency of Group Meetings.
ACT groups have been conducted in intensive 1- day workshops, 2- day workshops, weekly 
sessions, and hybrid formats (in which groups comprise one of several different treatment 
modalities). Each of these formats has advantages and disadvantages. For example, many bar-
riers to care can be addressed by offering clients a 1- day (4– 6- hour) workshop. Offering a 
“workshop” format rather than “therapy” is better suited for clients for whom mental health 
care is associated with stigma (e.g., veterans). A workshop is also better suited for primary or 
specialty care medical settings where clients often present with different expectations than 
those explicitly seeking mental health care. A 1- day workshop also ensures treatment adher-
ence and completion. A meta- analysis of 669 studies on outpatient psychotherapy found that 
20– 40 percent of clients drop out of treatment prematurely (Swift & Greenberg, 2012). An 
effective intervention that can be completed in one day (6– 7 hours) addresses this problem 
while providing clients with more contact time than is routinely available in outpatient set-
tings. Finally, a 1- day workshop is more accessible and feasible than weekly treatments, par-
ticularly for clients who live in rural communities. A series of studies have shown that this 
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approach can improve mental health symptoms and functioning (Dindo, Van Liew, & Arch, 
2017). However, this approach may not suffice for all clients, including those not explicitly 
seeking mental health care. Some clients require more meetings over longer periods of time. 
For example, one study showed that clients undergoing surgery who attended an ACT work-
shop had lower levels of pain and opioid use compared to those in usual care. However, clients 
who had surgical complications did not show similar improvements and possibly needed more 
individualized support (Dindo et al., 2018). Clients with memory difficulties (e.g., traumatic 
brain injury, neurologic disease or deterioration) may not do as well with a 1- day approach 
because they often need information to be repeated over time. One option is to provide an 
individualized follow- up therapy session— either in person or via telephone/ video (to reduce 
travel burden)— to clients who need more care. Thus, therapists could provide one or more 
individualized “booster” sessions following a workshop.

Others have used the “2 +  1” approach of psychotherapy whereby participants receive 
three 3- hour group sessions, two of them on consecutive weeks and a third 3 months later. 
This approach still limits the amount of time that people need to travel to the treatment, but 
it does gives people the opportunity to complete homework assignments, practice various 
strategies, and troubleshoot difficulties with the group and therapist in subsequent sessions. 
Bond and Bunce (2000), for example, have used this approach in the work setting and have 
found that ACT, presented this way, led to improvements in well- being and the tendency to 
innovate.

These intensive brief approaches can be used as a primary treatment modality, as a supple-
mentary treatment to individual therapy, or as a trigger for initiating more extensive therapy. 
In fact, we have found that clients are more willing to seek regular mental health treatment 
after doing a workshop (Dindo, Roddy, et al., 2020).

Clients who present for mental health treatment may be more amenable to weekly group 
sessions over several months and may prefer the ability to connect with a group of people and 
to practice various strategies over time. However, meeting weekly requires more ongoing flex-
ibility in schedules and an ability to present for care on a weekly basis.

Challenges and Future Directions
The biggest challenge in reflecting on the use of ACT in group formats is the dearth of 
empirical evidence for the specific advantages and disadvantages of group ACT delivery. 
Among the dozens of clinical trials using ACT group delivery, it is striking how few have 
aimed to directly compare ACT group delivery to individual delivery. Comparing group 
delivery of ACT to individual delivery of ACT is a first important step in establishing 
comparative effectiveness and in empirically investigating the potential advantages and dis-
advantages of group ACT delivery. Similar trials have compared group and individual forms 
of classic CBT for problems such as childhood anxiety disorders and adult social anxiety dis-
order (CBT; e.g., Bjornsson et al., 2011; Manassis et al., 2002; Mörtberg, Clark, Sundin, & 
Åberg Wistedt, 2007), internet- based CBT versus face- to- face group CBT for social anxiety 
disorder (Hedman et al., 2011), and others. One ACT trial in Finland compared six face- 
to- face ACT groups with a parallel mobile- based ACT app program (without provider con-
tact), plus one group session to improve relationships to eating and diet (Jarvela- Reijonen 
et al., 2018). Both groups showed improvement in relationship to eating and diet relative to 
a control condition, with greater improvement in the face- to- face ACT group arm than the 
mobile app arm. However, although it is an important study, the two ACT conditions were 
not matched for dose or delivery modality (in person vs. online) and the processes between 
them were not compared.
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One might ask if it is necessary to compare different ACT delivery formats if research 
has supported their efficacy in separate trials. After all, hundreds of separate ACT trials have 
established varying degrees of efficacy for individual and group versions of ACT. The answer 
depends on what type of evidence we desire. If we aim only to know whether a treatment is 
helpful for the target population, then the evidence to date may suffice. However, if we aim 
to know what form of ACT delivery is best for whom, and the comparative advantages of 
doing ACT in groups versus other forms, then comparing across treatment delivery modali-
ties becomes necessary. Such comparisons facilitate identifying the participant characteristics 
that predict better outcomes in one form of ACT delivery versus another, reflecting treatment 
moderation. Identifying treatment moderators facilitates treatment matching (see DeRubeis 
et al., 2014). For example, in a sample of adults with heterogeneous anxiety disorders, we 
identified a composite index of treatment moderators that predicted differential dropout from 
individual ACT versus CBT (Niles, Wolitzky- Taylor, Arch, & Craske, 2017). Comparing the 
ACT group to individual (or other forms of ) delivery would facilitate developing such knowl-
edge for different forms of ACT delivery, as groups may work better for some individuals or 
clinical problems than for others.

In addition, studies that compare across delivery formats can address the critical question 
of whether ACT operates similarly at the process level in group delivery versus other formats. 
Because clinicians and clinical researchers have noted that experiential ACT exercises appear 
to be potentiated by group delivery (Walser & Pistorello, 2004; Westrup & Wright, 2017), 
this is an important empirical question in ACT. Different processes have been found to medi-
ate individual versus group CBT in social anxiety disorder (Hedman et al., 2013), supporting 
the notion that different delivery formats of the same therapy can potentiate different change 
processes. Although an initial attempt focusing on the therapeutic alliance was unsuccessful 
(Rubel, Zilcha- Mano, Giesemann, Prinz, & Lutz, 2020), psychotherapy outcome research 
has begun applying machine learning approaches to predict personalized associations between 
therapeutic processes and outcomes. It may be that group ACT leads to different therapy 
process- outcome relationships than individual ACT— the study of which would be facili-
tated by directly comparing different forms of ACT delivery. Apart from this comparison, we 
encourage clinical researchers to apply intensive measurement and sophisticated statistical 
modeling to elucidate which processes change most in various ACT group interventions and 
to what extent these change processes depend on the dynamics of a particular group.

Another area that deserves mention is cost effectiveness. One advantage of group delivery 
of mental and behavioral health interventions more broadly is that they are more cost effective 
than individual delivery in terms of cost to the health care system (e.g., Brown et al., 2011). 
Directly comparing group delivery of ACT to other forms of delivery would create the oppor-
tunity to evaluate the cost effectiveness of group ACT relative to other forms of delivery.

One sudden change sparked by the COVID- 19 pandemic is that most mental health 
care has shifted to online- only formats. This has been the case for group- based work as well, 
including the ACT group interventions conducted in the authors’ research labs. Many mental 
health care systems, practitioners, and clients have needed to make this shift quickly and fully, 
and thus are growing accustomed and skilled at giving and receiving mental health care via 
telehealth. Given the upside of greater convenience in providing and accessing services, we 
imagine that online intervention will remain common after the pandemic passes. As yet, there 
is no significant published literature on conducting ACT groups online, and we encourage 
clinical researchers to address this timely gap.

Finally, another potential advantage of groups suggested by some clinical researchers is 
that groups may be a better- matched, more acceptable form of mental health treatment for 
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some racial and ethnic minority youth and adult clients in North America, Europe, Australia, 
New Zealand (e.g., Tharp, 1991), and other nations. In support, as noted, reviews of ACT 
from Iran (Hasannezhad Reskati et al., 2018) and South Korea (Choi & Kim, 2017) show-
cased ACT trials, nearly all of which were conducted in groups, implying that groups were 
the delivery approach of choice in these contexts. Group- based intervention includes the pos-
sibility of expanding the definition of “group” to focus on the family, a class of professionals 
(e.g., health care workers), or the broader community, approaches that have been applied to 
train health care workers in group ACT workshops in Sierra Leone, for example (Stewart et 
al., 2016). That noted, the assumption that groups work better for many nonwhite North 
Americans or European Americans is based on grouping together extremely diverse cultures, 
groups, and individuals, and requires empirical investigation. For example, a recent large 
meta- analysis of various mental health interventions with Asian Americans, a highly diverse 
group, showed no difference in outcome between individual and group- based interventions 
(Huey & Tilley, 2018). However, tailoring of intervention content to Asian Americans and 
particularly to Asian American cultural subgroups (e.g., Cambodian refugees), but not to 
minorities in general, yielded superior outcomes. Although not ACT focused, these findings 
again point to the importance of evaluating assumptions about the presumed advantages (or 
disadvantages) of group interventions empirically. They also demonstrate the potential benefits 
of cultural tailoring.

In that a large number of clinical trials have already been conducted on group- delivered 
ACT, is the only way forward to conduct dozens of more large trials comparing group ACT 
to ACT delivered in other formats? In addition to large randomized clinical trials, other pos-
sibilities exist. Laboratory- based studies in the tradition of experimental psychopathology 
(Zvolensky, Lejuez, Stuart, & Curtin, 2001) have been widely used to evaluate ACT processes 
and components in brief experimental studies (Levin, Hildebrandt, Lillis, & Hayes, 2012). 
Such approaches could be applied to studying the immediate and short- term effects of experi-
ential ACT exercises delivered in individual versus group format, for example. ACT research-
ers have also made excellent use of rigorous case- study series and small, intensive measurement 
trials of key ACT components (e.g., Villatte et al., 2016). These approaches too could be 
applied to studying the processes and outcomes associated with group ACT versus face- to- face 
individual and online forms of delivery. Finally, meta- analyses could compare group to indi-
vidual therapy delivery as a moderator of process or outcome findings. Ruiz (2012) took this 
approach in his well- cited meta- analysis and found that group (g+  =  0.50) and individual (g+  
=  0.31) ACT interventions for diverse problems, relative to classic CBT, did not show statisti-
cally significant differences in outcomes, though the pattern favored group approaches. Similar 
analyses should be conducted regularly in the ACT meta- analytic literature.

In summary, group ACT trials have produced a large evidence base but have rarely been 
compared to other forms of delivery. Numerous possibilities exist for advancing the field’s 
understanding of the advantages and disadvantages of group ACT delivery for a variety of con-
ditions, including identifying for whom group delivery works best, which distinct and shared 
processes emerge from group versus other forms of ACT delivery, as well as group delivery’s 
relative cost effectiveness.

Conclusions
Conducting ACT in groups offers numerous potential advantages. These include leveraging 
the group to offer more avenues for peer learning and modeling of ACT processes, thus facili-
tating learning from diverse perspectives; conducting experiential exercises such as Passengers 
on the Bus from multiple vantage points within a single exercise, thus facilitating flexible 
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perspective taking; treating multiple clients with fewer clinician resource, thus reducing inter-
vention cost per participant; and taking a more collectivist approach to addressing psycho-
logical and behavioral medicine problems, which may provide a better- matched approach 
for some individuals, cultural groups, or problem foci. Many of these potential advantages 
are reflected in the impressively broad and numerous clinical trials conducted on group ACT 
interventions across dozens of distinct mental health and behavioral medicine populations. To 
advance the field’s understanding of ACT in groups, we recommended more direct empirical 
investigation of the purported advantages and disadvantages of group delivery at the levels of 
process and outcome, and the relationships between them. Building on the burgeoning trials 
of group ACT interventions, we recommend ways to deepen the field’s understanding of how 
ACT groups work and for whom they work best.
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 Cultural Adaptations of Acceptance 
and Commitment Therapy

Akihiko Masuda, Lucas Morgan, Samuel D. Spencer, Joanne Qinaʻau, and Duckhyun Jo

Abstract
ACT is best understood functionally and contextually as the purposeful behavior of  
a clinician in a therapeutic context that is both principle- informed and experientially 
guided. From a functional and contextual account, every ACT case is subject to cultural 
adaptation because no two individuals have identical learning histories and situational 
contexts. If  ACT is practiced functionally and contextually, no additional guidelines for 
cultural adaptation are needed. What is extremely difficult, however, is to practice and 
embody ACT functionally and contextually. The article offers some insights into how a 
clinician stays connected with the therapeutic context with a given client functionally and 
contextually.

Key Words: cultural adaptation, acceptance and commitment therapy, cultural humility, 
cultural competence, functional contextualism

Overview
Formally called comprehensive distancing, acceptance and commitment therapy (ACT) origi-
nated from a Western cultural worldview in the early 1980s (Hayes, 1987; Zettle & Hayes, 
1986). Since then, ACT has been shaped into diverse forms (e.g., individual psychotherapy, 
group therapy, bibliotherapy, e- therapy) and adapted for use in various applied and clinical 
settings. These settings include independent practice, managed care, inpatient care, counsel-
ing and outreach, and, most recently, telehealth. For the past two decades, ACT has also been 
studied and practiced across the globe, including Africa, Asia, Central America, Oceania, and 
South America (Masuda, 2020). This global- level dissemination effort has been prompted in 
part by a large body of evidence pointing to ACT as a unified evidence- based procedure of 
behavior change (Twohig, Levin, & Ong, 2020).

The cultural adaptation of evidence- based procedures, such as those found in ACT, is not 
straightforward, however. In fact, scholars in diversity psychology have argued that a hasty 
adaptation of ACT may fall short of its intended clinical effects or may even cause harm to 
clients (Hall, Hong, Zane, & Meyer, 2011; Masuda, 2020). Some of the key questions raised 
in this context include (1) whether ACT is practiced effectively in its original forms with clients 
from diverse sociocultural backgrounds (e.g., racial/ ethnic minority individuals); (2) whether 
key ACT concepts and methods are biased toward the social norms of a particular group 
of individuals, such as those of the Western, educated, industrialized, rich, and democratic 
(WEIRD; Henrich, Heine, & Norenzayan, 2010); (3) under what circumstances cultural 
adaptation of ACT is recommended; (4) when recommended, how the cultural adaptation 
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of ACT should be implemented; and (5) what would be a guiding model for such adaptation 
efforts (Masuda, 2020).

It is also important to note that some cultural adaptation efforts that have been made 
in ACT seem to deviate from the philosophical assumptions of functional contextualism, the 
essential standpoint of ACT (Drossel, McCausland, Schneider, & Cattivelli, 2014; Pasillas 
& Masuda, 2014). As discussed elsewhere (Masuda, 2020, 2014b), carefully examining the 
aforementioned questions may help clarify the fundamental understanding of what ACT is 
(for) and how the “cultural adaptation of ACT” can be carried out effectively in a culturally 
humble and competent manner.

In this assessment of the cultural adaptations of ACT, we briefly present an over-
view of cultural competency, cultural humility, and cultural adaptation to orient readers to 
the present topic of interest. Subsequently, in comparison to a content- oriented approach 
to cultural adaptation, we present a functional contextual account of cultural adaptation 
and its application to ACT. Finally, we offer some examples of how the cultural adapta-
tion of ACT can be done functionally and contextually (Drossel et al., 2014; Pasillas & 
Masuda, 2014), followed by an empirical review of ACT in the areas of diversity and 
cultural considerations.

Cultural Competence, Cultural Humility, and Cultural Adaptation
A given evidence- based procedure found to be effective in a specific sociocultural con-
text cannot be assumed to be effective in other sociocultural contexts (Cheng & Sue,  
2014). Despite its unified nature in theory and practice (Hayes, Pistorello, & Levin, 2012; 
Hayes, Strosahl, & Wilson, 2012), ACT is no exception. In behavioral health literature, 
cultural competence, cultural humility, and cultural adaptation are three major constructs 
that address the importance of implementing and disseminating evidence- based practice 
equally across individuals from various sociocultural backgrounds. As such, it may be 
worthwhile to touch on these concepts and on how ACT can be understood through these 
conceptual lenses.

The concept of cultural competence has been discussed at multiple levels, including indi-
vidual, organizational, and systemic ones (S. Sue, 1998). At an individual and psychological 
level, it generally refers to a clinician’s skill sets, or ongoing behavioral processes, that are aimed 
at effectively working with diverse groups of individuals (S. Sue, Zane, Hall, & Berger, 
2009; Whaley & Davis, 2007). More specifically, Whaley and Davis (2007) operationalize 
cultural competence as “a set of problem- solving skills that include: (a) the ability to recog-
nize and understand the dynamic interplay between the heritage and adaptation dimensions 
of culture in shaping human behavior; (b) the ability to use the knowledge acquired about 
an individual’s heritage and adaptation challenges to maximize the effectiveness of assess-
ment, diagnosis, and treatment; and (c) internalization (i.e., incorporation into one’s clinical 
problem- solving repertoire) of this process of recognition, acquisition, and use of cultural 
dynamics so that it can be routinely applied to diverse groups” (p. 565). Similarly, Stanley 
Sue and colleagues conceptualize cultural competence as a multidimensional process of “sci-
entific mindedness (i.e., forming and testing hypotheses), dynamic sizing (i.e., flexibility in 
generalization and individuation), and culture- specific resources (i.e., having knowledge and 
skills to work with other cultures) in response to different kinds of clients” (S. Sue et al., 
2009, p. 529; italics added).

Cultural humility can be viewed as a clinician’s fundamental attitude in the pursuit of 
cultural and clinical competence. Based on the principles of social justice, the perspective of 
cultural humility emphasizes the importance of a clinician’s lifelong motivation to learn from 
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others; critical self- examination of cultural awareness; interpersonal respect; development of 
mutual partnerships that address power imbalances; and an other- oriented stance open to 
new cultural information in theory and practice (e.g., Fisher, 2020; Hook, Davis, Owen, 
Worthington, & Utsey, 2013; Mosher et al., 2017). In the context of ACT, the concept of 
cultural humility offers insights into how clinicians and clinical researchers can work with a 
given individual client or group in an interpersonally genuine and humble way. This concept 
may be particularly relevant to ACT researchers and clinicians, as cultural considerations in 
ACT are examined predominantly from the perspective of WEIRD individuals. In fact, the 
fundamental framework of cultural consideration that many ACT researchers and clinicians 
follow in cultural adaptation work is predicated on the extent to which a given culturally 
adapted ACT deviates from the WEIRD- based, “original” and “pure,” version of ACT. The 
concept of cultural humility invites us to make a fundamental shift in perspective from which 
cultural considerations of ACT are scrutinized (e.g., considering cultural adaptation of ACT 
from a perspective of racial and ethnic minority client or that of a foreign scholar, such as the 
first and last authors of this article).

Finally, cultural adaptation refers to “the systematic modification of existing evidence- 
based treatment (EBT) or intervention protocol to consider language, culture, and context in 
such a way as that it is compatible with the client’s cultural patterns, meanings, and values” 
(Bernal, Jiménez- Chafey, & Domenech Rodríguez, 2009, p. 362). To date, the final product 
of cultural adaptation efforts in content and form are often emphasized, more so than the guiding 
framework from which these adaptations are made. This may be in part due to the assumption 
that a given treatment is best understood as a set of applied tools (e.g., specific procedures and 
therapeutic interactions) that are also defined in content and form. For example, culturally 
adapting an English- written ACT protocol for a Japanese client may include literally translat-
ing the protocol into the Japanese language, selecting and modifying therapeutic exercises in 
content for that client (e.g., using metaphors that will be intuitive to a particular Japanese 
client), and explicating treatment goals that are tailored to the sociocultural contingencies in 
that client’s life context (Masuda, 2016, 2020; Masuda, Muto, Hayes, & Lillis, 2008). Once 
again, when the cultural adaptation of ACT is typically presented in extant literature, the 
topographical features of such efforts (outcome) are often highlighted, but not the very context 
that is taken into account for such topographical change (process) and the guiding framework 
of how to do so (Drossel et al., 2014).

Functional and Contextual Adaptation of ACT
From a functional and contextual perspective, not all accounts of cultural competence, cul-
tural humility, and cultural adaptation are equally adequate (Masuda, 2014b). More specifi-
cally, from this perspective, these terms are best understood and practiced functionally and 
contextually through the framework of the “act- in- context.” Similarly, from the clinician’s per-
spective, a given ACT intervention is best viewed as the behavior of the whole clinician who 
serves as the therapeutic context for a given client’s behavior change (Zettle & Hayes, 1986). 
For this very reason, the term cultural adaptation of ACT may be misleading, as it implies that 
ACT possesses an ontologically based original form.

Once again, if ACT is treated topographically (i.e., as a therapeutic tool to be fine- tuned 
in form), and not as the dynamic “act of a whole person in a given context,” the focus on 
examining cultural adaptation will be fixed at the content level (Masuda, 2014a). This content- 
focused and ontological way of understanding ACT in the context of cultural adaptation 
efforts diverges from the very functional and contextual framework on which ACT is predi-
cated. For this reason, one of the first peer- reviewed papers on ACT deliberately defined it as 
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a set of contextually situated behavioral processes of change (Hayes & Wilson, 1994), not as a 
manualized protocol or set of topographically defined techniques.

Workability and Shortcomings of Content- focused Cultural Adaptation
From a functional and contextual perspective, workability is a key criterion of effective cultural 
adaptation of ACT. Workability requires us to ask, will this metaphor, activity, or therapeutic 
angle work for achieving a particular end? In ACT, or in any other functional and contextual 
therapy, the workability of a technique is determined not by its form, but by the contextually 
situated interaction between the behavior of the client and that of the therapist where the 
technique unfolds (Masuda, 2016, 2020). Take, for example, the Tug of War with a Monster 
metaphor (Hayes, Strosahl, et al., 2012, p. 276), whereby the clients are asked to see their dis-
tressing private event as a monster with whom they are engaging in a tug of war. This metaphor 
works only if the client is able to intuitively and experientially relate the narrative within the 
metaphor (e.g., pulling a rope against a powerful monster) to their own struggles with difficult 
private events, and then draw some wisdom from it (e.g., the awareness that they can respond 
to private events differently by letting go of the control agenda).

For some clients, the Tug of War with a Monster metaphor evokes such insight immedi-
ately; but for others, having such insight with this metaphor is extremely challenging. The lat-
ter may be the case if individuals do not have sufficient sociocultural learning history to make 
effective use of this metaphor. In other words, if a client has never played tug of war before, 
they will hardly know what the therapist is talking about— it may not be a workable metaphor 
for evoking the awareness that this metaphor intends to evoke. As discussed elsewhere (Drossel 
et al., 2014; Masuda, 2020), ACT’s functional and contextual framework allows clinicians to 
attend to a given client’s unique socioculturally shaped learning history and the workability 
of therapeutic work unfolding in a given moment in session, and to make adjustments to the 
therapeutic work accordingly. What follows is part of a metaphor that can be presented as an 
alternative to the Tug of War with a Monster metaphor when working with people in Hawaiʻi, 
especially Native Hawaiian- identified clients.

This alternative metaphor is tentatively called the Taro (Kalo) Plant in Nature metaphor, 
which was originally developed by the second author (L.M.) in the context of working with 
many Native Hawaiian- identified clients (see Figure 30.1). Functionally and contextually, this 
metaphor is presented with some of the clients in Hawaiʻi in order to help them become intui-
tively and experientially connected with (1) the transient nature of private events, including 
difficult emotions; (2) the futility of experiential avoidance; and (3) psychological openness 
(e.g., acceptance) as an alternative by highlighting the way a taro plant coexists and thrives 
with nebulous and dynamic conditions of nature.

Hawaiian culture has deeply intimate relationships with nature (i.e., dynamic natural 
forces) and offers notable cultural wisdom of how to coexist and thrive optimally in a dynamic 
tropical climate. For example, winds and rains of different types, textures, intensities, season-
ality, and localities are honored and given different names and connotations (Akana, 2015). 
Many people in Hawaiʻi recognize that some rains are ominous, violent, and powerful, that 
some are soft and gentle, and that others are associated with the flourishing or blooming of 
particular plants. In this metaphor, emotions that clients experience are first reframed as forces 
in the body as if they are various natural forces in nature, such as rains and wind of the valley. 
Reframing emotions as if they are these naturally experienced forces allows clients to derive 
their emotions as fundamentally natural, allowing them to change the way they relate to their 
emotions, even difficult ones. The parallel with the Tug of War with a Monster metaphor in 
this case is the intuitive understanding that emotion, like weather, is something transient that 
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comes and goes. In addition, it is obvious to most clients that no one is powerful enough to 
stop or change the weather, and that, for example, trying to stop the experience of a rainstorm 
will only cause undue struggle, in addition to getting one soaked. In this metaphor, the client 
and clinician connect emotions to rain and wind, all of which are temporary and will pass, all of 
which are potential sources of meaning and significance, and all of which will be felt differently 
the less one struggles to fight against them. In the words of this metaphor, sometimes hunkering 
down and waiting for a storm to pass over is the most advantageous course of action to take.

This part of the Taro (Kalo) Plant in Nature metaphor highlights the forceful, and yet 
transient, nature of difficult private events, including difficult emotions, as well as the futil-
ity of attempting to control them. This metaphor is particularly effective for many people in 
Hawaiʻi, especially Native Hawaiian- identified clients, who embrace the forceful, and yet tran-
sient, nature of the tropical climate they are in, as well as the cultural wisdom that highlights 
the futility of attempting to keep nature under control. By simply framing “private events” 
with “natural forces” (e.g., “emotions and thoughts that we have are like rains and winds in 
nature”), clients intuitively derive alternative, and more natural ways of relating to their private 
events. For this very reason, the Taro (Kalo) Plant in Nature metaphor or similar variants may 
also be particularly intuitive and experiential for clients from other cultures who have lived 
closely with this cultural wisdom. Later in this article, we will present the rest of this metaphor, 
which teaches clients the whole repertoire of psychological flexibility.

Figure 30.1. Taro (Kalo) Plant 
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ACT as Contextually and Pragmatically Situated Acts of Clinicians
Because no two individuals have identical learning histories and situational contexts, cultural 
adaptation should occur in every clinical case, including the one that unfolds between client 
and therapist with a similar sociocultural background. In other words, every ACT case is 
subject to cultural adaptation, and for ACT, cultural adaptation is not a matter of whether or 
not it is necessary, but rather to what extent it occurs (Masuda, 2020). Theoretical and applied 
implications drawn from the perspective of functional contextualism highlight this very nature 
of cultural adaptation in ACT (Hayes, Barnes- Holmes, & Wilson, 2012; Hayes, Long, Levin, 
& Follette, 2013).

From the standpoint of the therapist, ACT can be viewed as a contextually situated, pur-
poseful act of a clinician in a therapeutic context that is principle- informed and experientially 
guided (Masuda, 2020). ACT is said to be contextually situated, as the act of a clinician in a 
given therapeutic encounter represents the therapist’s and client’s contextually shaped learning 
histories unfolding in that very moment. ACT is said to be purposeful in that the clinician’s 
actions are intentionally directed toward the promotion of the client’s psychological flexibility. 
ACT is thus considered to be principle- informed, as the clinician’s behavior is always guided by 
the psychological flexibility model (PFM) of well- being and behavior change. The following 
clinical implications are derived from the PFM (Hayes, Strosahl, et al., 2012; Masuda, 2016, 
2020, 2014b).

1. From a larger functional and contextual perspective, many of a given client’s present-
ing concerns (e.g., chronic worries, anxieties, trauma, negative self- appraisal, relation-
ship conflicts, hopelessness, shame) are cognitively and socioculturally developed and 
maintained.

2. Within this sociocultural framework, client efforts to solve these concerns (e.g., expe-
riential avoidance), which are often futile, are also cognitively and socioculturally 
regulated (e.g., rule- governed behavior).

3. An ACT case conceptualization is formulated in terms of the extent to which a client 
engages in meaningful and purposeful living. as well as the extent to which experien-
tial avoidance dominates.

4. It is important to identify contextual factors that maintain the behavioral repertoires 
described in (3), especially the ones that can be systematically manipulated by the cli-
ent, clinician, or both.

5. A client’s sociocultural factors (e.g., cultural norms, cultural values, upbringing, learn-
ing history, verbal antecedents and consequences, and community) are functionally 
understood and are translated into the contextually situated target behavioral processes 
identified in (3).

6. The promotion of greater behavioral adaptation and flexibility does not necessarily 
require the elimination of presenting concerns in their form or frequency.

7. Practicing meaningful and purposeful living with psychological openness represents 
greater behavioral adaptation and flexibility.

8. In practice, the client and clinician identify and examine ways to move the above- 
mentioned behavioral processes in (7), while taking into account information gath-
ered in (4).

These clinical implications may appear to be too general for many ACT researchers and clini-
cians, and not specific enough to the cultural adaptation of ACT. However, these are the very 
implications that we feel are necessary and useful to follow for the effective cultural adaptation 
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of ACT (Masuda, 2020). These implications become especially salient when we consider that 
every ACT case is subject to cultural adaptation to some degree. In fact, we believe that no 
additional psychological principles or guidelines are required for the effective cultural adaption 
of ACT (Pasillas & Masuda, 2014). What many often overlook is how difficult it is to follow 
these clinical implications, especially for those from WEIRD sociocultural backgrounds. In 
other words, for effective clinical work to take place, it is imperative to understand and follow 
these clinical implications functionally and contextually for each clinical case.

Finally, when understood functionally and contextually, the PFM is theorized to be uni-
versally applicable. However, as discussed previously, the practice of PFM- informed ACT is 
extremely idiographic (Hayes et al., 2019; Hayes, Strosahl, et al., 2012). That is, the behavior 
of an ACT clinician is shaped and adjusted functionally and contextually through the ongoing 
interaction with a given client. This is the ongoing and experientially guided aspect of ACT that 
was mentioned earlier.

Cultural Adaptation of ACT
Given its functional and contextual foci, ideally the cultural adaptations of ACT should align 
with the conceptual and applied foundations of clinical behavior analysis (Dougher & Hayes, 
2000; Vilardaga, Hayes, Levin, & Muto, 2009). More specifically, unlike a content- focused 
intervention approach, intervention work in ACT does not begin in earnest until the client’s 
presenting concerns, general functioning, and treatment goals are understood functionally and 
contextually using the PFM conceptual framework (Masuda, 2020).

Psychological Flexibility as a Socioculturally Situated Overarching Behavioral Repertoire
The promotion of psychological flexibility (e.g., engaging in meaningful and purposeful liv-
ing with psychological openness) in clients is the overarching treatment goal of ACT (Hayes, 
Strosahl, et al., 2012). It is important to emphasize that the way in which the behavioral rep-
ertoire of psychological flexibility is manifested topographically can vary significantly across 
clients (Masuda, 2020). This variability is theorized to occur because of different sociocultural 
contingencies, both historical and situational, that operate for different individuals within 
their unique sociocultural environments.

For example, social contingencies that are aligned with an individualistic world view are 
likely to shape psychological flexibility in particular forms (Markus & Kitayama, 1991; Weisz, 
Rothbaum, & Blackburn, 1984). More specifically, any behaviors under the contingencies 
that reflect values of individuality, justice, and autonomy, such as self- assertiveness, may be 
promoted as part of psychological flexibility. For clients who draw their values from a collective 
and interdependent culture, sociocultural contingencies that promote and maintain interper-
sonal harmony and conformity to the collective whole are likely to shape their psychological 
flexibility into collectivistic forms (Markus & Kitayama, 2010). In a collective culture, behav-
ioral pursuits of self- efficacy and self- worth may not be a culturally situated form of psycho-
logical flexibility unless they reflect the self as part of a communal whole (Kaholokula, 2017; 
Odom, Jackson, Derauf, Inada, & Aoki, 2019). Once again, as discussed extensively elsewhere 
(Drossel et al., 2014; Masuda, 2020), it is crucial for ACT clinicians to be mindful of the situ-
ational and context- dependent nature of psychological flexibility for each client.

Awareness of One’s Own Assumptions
Clinicians are also historical beings who are influenced by their previous and current learning 
history (Masuda, 2020). This means that a therapist’s standards and views of adaptive and mal-
adaptive behavior are also functionally and contextually shaped within a given sociocultural 
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context (e.g., verbal community). As such, it is imperative that the clinician not make assump-
tions regarding which client’s behaviors are adaptive or not adaptive without carefully assessing 
their functions in the context in which they occur. Here we will focus on potential biases in the 
domain of actual practice, using values and commitment work as an example.

As discussed elsewhere (Markus & Kitayama, 1991, 2010; Masuda, 2020), striving for 
personal achievement in the domains of occupation and education is often viewed as a value- 
consistent action in Western cultural contexts. This focus is also the case for many clients in 
non- Western cultural contexts (e.g., those in collectivistic cultures). However, while the pursuit 
of personal growth tends to be individualistic in mainstream Western cultures, such pursuits are 
more collectivistic and interpersonal in collectivistic cultures (e.g., the collectivist view may be, “I 
will pursue education as a member of my family for the prosperity of my family”). For therapists with 
a Western world view, this collectivistic quality may come across as being passive or an indication 
of arrested development. However, within these collectivistic cultural views, such relational and 
collective qualities are the very essence of adaptive and intrinsically rewarding personal values.

Assertiveness is another example that has been discussed in the domains of values and com-
mitted action. Speaking up for one’s own thoughts, beliefs, and “wants” is often valued in many 
Western cultural contexts, including those in the United States (Duckworth, 2008; Markus & 
Kitayama, 2010; Weisz et al., 1984). For example, ACT therapists often encourage clients to be 
assertive to their partners in their intimate relationships. As the proverb “the squeaky wheel gets 
the grease” goes, the act of assertiveness is often followed by favorable outcomes, and this is in 
part because Western sociocultural contexts tend to encourage such interpersonal communica-
tion styles (Masuda, 2020). However, in other cultural contexts, such as those of many racial and 
ethnic minority individuals in the United States, directly expressing assertiveness can be viewed 
as a sign of hostility, self- centeredness, and disruption of interpersonal harmony (D. W. Sue, Sue, 
Neville, & Smith, 2019). It is important to clarify that we do not contend that directly communi-
cated assertiveness should be discouraged for all non- Western clients from non- Western cultures. 
Instead, what we attempt to clarify here is that the form of assertiveness that is adaptive in Western 
cultural contexts (e.g., “I want  . . .  ”, or even, “I need . . . ”) may not be so in other sociocultural 
contexts. As the Japanese proverb “a nail that stands will be hammered down” goes, directly com-
municated assertiveness may actually result in unintended negative outcomes, especially when 
it emerges from a sense of self as a unique being that is separated from others. Once again, it is 
important for the therapist to become cognizant of the function of the target behavior, which 
depends on the context in which it occurs. To do so, it is important for the therapist to become 
aware of their own socioculturally situated assumptions and biases.

Therapeutic Relationship and Stance of the Therapist
In ACT, a therapeutic relationship is the contextually situated, ongoing, and dynamic interplay 
between the client and the therapist as historical and situational beings (Hayes, Strosahl, et al., 
2012, see pp. 141– 149). For clients, the therapeutic relationship is a context where they can 
learn a new set of behaviors or insights through interacting with a clinician as a crucial contex-
tual factor (Robins, Schmidt, & Linehan, 2004). For clinicians, the therapeutic relationship is 
also an interpersonal context that requires them to be flexible in response to ongoing changes 
in each therapeutic moment with the client (Kohlenberg & Tsai, 1991).

As reflected in the work of many celebrated ACT clinicians and trainers (e.g., Wilson & 
Dufrene, 2008), extant ACT manuals (e.g., Hayes, Strosahl, et al., 2012, pp. 141– 142) often 
encourage a therapeutic relationship to be horizontal with a powerful interpersonal connec-
tion between client and therapist. However, from a functional and contextual perspective, one 
cannot assume that this particular form of interpersonal style will be universally effective for 
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all clients (Masuda, 2020). In fact, a therapeutic interaction that is vertical, prescriptive, and 
directive may be more effective for some clients from certain sociocultural backgrounds. For 
example, when A.M. worked with Black and Latinx clients in Atlanta, Georgia, he tended to 
present himself politely as an expert, at least initially, and he interacted with them in a humble, 
and yet directive, manner more so than when he was working with White American clients in 
the same city. Once again, A.M. chose this style of therapeutic interaction based on its work-
ability (i.e., function), not simply because a given client identified as Black and Latinx (i.e., 
content). Similarly, many Latinx and Black clients, regardless of their ages, also preferred to 
call him “Dr. Masuda” or “Dr. Aki,” rather than calling him “Aki,” which was more common 
among White American clients. A.M. then called them, “Mr.  . . . ” or “Mrs.  . . . ” in return 
to express his respect and humility to them, especially when they were older than he was. In 
sum, A.M.’s therapeutic relationship is not always horizontal in form, as is often suggested by 
ACT manuals. However, this vertical and more polite form of therapeutic relationship is still 
ACT- consistent if it functions to promote greater psychological flexibility (Drossel et al., 2014; 
Pasillas & Masuda, 2014). The key takeaway here is that effective styles of therapeutic relation-
ships can vary widely in form or content across different client- therapist dyads. As such, it is 
crucial for the therapist to cultivate this careful discernment of function, such that they may 
finetune the form of therapeutic relationship with a given client in each moment based on its 
workability, in service of promoting the psychological flexibility of that client.

Another important topic to discuss here is therapist self- disclosure. A therapist’s self- 
disclosure in session is a central topic in ACT therapist training (Hayes, Strosahl, et al., 2012). 
It is also discussed extensively in cultural adaptations of ACT (Masuda, 2020; Pasillas & 
Masuda, 2014). For example, ACT therapists are often encouraged to share their personal 
struggles with their clients in session to highlight the ubiquitous nature of human suffering 
(e.g., a clinician saying “we are in the same stew, and the truth is I’ve also been struggling with 
chronic depression for years”). One major purpose of therapist self- disclosure in session is 
to help clients to relate to and experience their own internalized struggles openly as they are 
without attempting to change them.

Note, however, that the therapist’s self- disclosure of their own psychological struggles 
may not always be therapeutic for all clients, especially during the initial phase of the thera-
peutic relationship. This is because, for some clients, mental health issues are cultural taboos, 
and self- disclosure of one’s own mental health issues is not part of their sociocultural norms 
and contingencies in interpersonal contexts (Komiya, Good, & Sherrod, 2000; D. W. Sue et 
al., 2019). Once again, when A.M. worked with racial and ethnic minority (REM) clients in 
Atlanta, Georgia, he learned to avoid sharing his personal psychological struggles with them 
until they perceived him as a behavioral health expert whom they could trust. A.M. also found 
that his strategic self- disclosure of his own psychological issues with REM clients was effective 
when it was presented with them genuinely, but more descriptively and calmly as a matter of 
fact, rather than emotionally or intimately, as it is often done in experiential ACT workshops 
for professionals. Once again, given the potential pitfalls of a therapist’s self- disclosure, clini-
cians must be mindful of the timing and content of self- disclosure. Similar to that of the 
therapeutic relationship, the general consensus here is to self- disclose only if it is considered to 
be therapeutic for the client.

Case Example: ACT Case Conceptualization and Cultural Considerations
ACT is not suitable for every client. For this very reason, it is imperative that an ACT cli-
nician first examine (1) whether the PFM can adequately conceptualize a given client and 
their presenting concerns and (2) if so, whether a tentative treatment goal(s) derived from 
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the PFM- informed case conceptualization is socioculturally sound for that client. Once again, 
while ACT offers a generic case formulation framework (e.g., Bach & Moran, 2008), under-
standing a given client must be extremely idiographic (Hayes, Strosahl, et al., 2012; Masuda, 
2020). Next, we discuss how a culturally and idiographically informed ACT case can be 
formulated by using one of our previously published ACT case studies as an example (e.g., 
Masuda et al., 2008).

“Yoko” was a 23- year- old Japanese international student who endorsed fatigue, body 
dissatisfaction, and restrictive eating as her presenting concerns (Masuda et al., 2008). This 
was an outpatient individual ACT case completed by the first author of this chapter (A.M.) 
when he worked as a predoctoral psychotherapist in a university counseling center. A.M. was 
assigned as Yoko’s therapist after she completed the intake assessment with another predoctoral 
therapist, who was a White woman. He was assigned to this case primarily because he was the 
only Japanese- speaking therapist in the counseling center at the time, and also because he was 
familiar with Japanese culture as well as challenges that Japanese international college students 
often experience in the United States. Yoko was a senior student, and she attended a total of 
26 individual sessions from July 200x to May 200x +  1.

Besides the presenting concerns mentioned previously, one other notable concern that 
A.M. noticed in Yoko was her strong entanglement with internalized shame, which can be 
understood in part through an Asian cultural practice of saving face (or saving honor). As dis-
cussed elsewhere (e.g., S. Sue, Cheng, Saad, & Chu, 2012), saving face is an Asian and Asian 
American cultural practice that signifies a desire or behavioral effort to avoid humiliation or 
embarrassment, maintain dignity, and preserve the reputation of oneself and one’s family. 
For many Asians and Asian Americans, this cultural practice is pervasive across various life 
domains, including work, education, family, and interpersonal relationships. Furthermore, 
relevant to the topic of the present article, many Asians and Asian Americans view personally 
having mental health issues as a major threat to their face.

This seemed to be the case for Yoko as well. Later during ACT sessions, Yoko disclosed to 
A.M. that a significant portion of her suffering came from internalized shame related to the 
implication of having mental health issues and that, because of the shame, she had kept her 
“mental health issues” to herself for years. As a result, for Yoko, the ACT therapy was her first 
behavioral health service experience. The following section presents the PFM- informed case 
formulation where Yoko’s presenting concerns were understood in part through the cultural 
framework of saving face.

Yoko’s entanglement with internalized shame was theorized to have been maintained for 
years in part under the sociocultural contingencies of saving face. These contingencies of sav-
ing face and resultant internalized shame were also theorized to serve as the context for per-
petuating her presenting concerns of body dissatisfaction and restrictive eating, which began 2 
years prior. More specifically, under the influence of these sociocultural practices, Yoko seemed 
to have begun to evaluate her body shape and weight to be unacceptable and her experience 
of body dissatisfaction to be shameful. To downregulate her body dissatisfaction and internal-
ized shame, she began engaging in restrictive eating and other compensatory behaviors (e.g., 
running and walking), and she did so secretively to save her face. However, as her body dissat-
isfaction continued to grow over time despite her continuing efforts to keep it under control, 
so did her restrictive eating and other compensatory behaviors (see Hayes, Wilson, Gifford, 
Follette, & Strosahl, 1996 for the paradoxical effects of experiential avoidance). Furthermore, 
to conceal restrictive eating and other compensatory behaviors, she began to isolate herself 
from others more and more. At the beginning phase of ACT therapy, Yoko appeared to be pre-
occupied with her body dissatisfaction and internalized shame, although she initially denied 
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them as her primary concerns (see below). She also did not seem to allocate much of her time 
and effort to activities that were purposeful and meaningful to her. The often secretive nature 
of disordered eating concerns was theorized to be particularly salient for Yoko, as her behavior 
was influenced by the contingencies of saving face and other Asian and Asian American cul-
tural practices that she used to maintain face.

Cultural Considerations and Treatment Plan and Delivery
As discussed previously, sociocultural contingencies operating in a client’s life context must be 
taken into consideration in an ACT treatment plan and delivery. To highlight this importance, 
we continue to present the ACT case with Yoko (Masuda et al., 2008).

At the time of ACT with A.M., Yoko mainly socialized with other Japanese international 
students. She also told A.M. that she planned to go back to Japan after graduation. For this 
reason, Yoko was expected to continue to remain under contingencies of saving face (i.e., “世間
体、面子、見栄” in Japanese) and other Japanese cultural practices, and therefore the present 
ACT work with Yoko was done while taking these cultural considerations into account. For 
example, when working on normalization and validation of her psychological suffering (悩み; 
“having mental health issues”), Yoko and A.M. conceptualized her sociocultural environment 
as invalidating and dismissive of her experience of psychological distress. More specifically, 
A.M. encouraged Yoko to openly acknowledge and experience psychological suffering as com-
mon human experiences within the skin, while adhering to the cultural practice of saving face 
outside the skin. This context- specific encouragement of psychological acceptance may be in 
sharp contrast with how ACT is typically conducted with clients from WEIRD backgrounds 
in the United States, where psychological acceptance is encouraged indiscriminately across 
all contexts, both inside and outside the skin. What follows is the vignette between Yoko and 
A.M., which highlights the context- specific encouragement of psychological acceptance:

Therapist (A.M.): (gently and kindly) Maybe everyone has a story kept from others  . . .  like 
the story that you had shared with me that was kept to yourself for years . . . . What if I 
say we’re all struggled within, and yet we just don’t show that to others? What if I say I 
also have a shameful secret about myself that had been kept to me for years?

Yoko: (nodding quietly and listening to A.M. thoughtfully)
Therapist: What if I say because we don’t see it in others when we are with them or when we see 

them, each of us comes to believe, “It must be just me who has this shameful secret  . . .  and 
to fit in or to be accepted, I must keep it to myself, and it can’t spill out from me.”

Yoko: (nodding quietly and looking the therapist in the eyes)
Therapist:  . . .  and then we all get tired, and what’s worse is that we feel disconnected from 

others and we even feel disconnected from ourselves . . . . like I don’t know myself. It’s 
ironic isn’t it?

Yoko: (nodding and looking at the therapist thoughtfully)
Therapist:  . . .  What if I say, although we are expected not to show these to others, what-

ever these are  . . .  and although we’re not expected to express our feelings on these 
secrets  . . .  it is okay for us to have them and have them with us inside. What if I say it’s 
okay to give us permission to have them with us, within?

Therapist’s Awareness of Own Stimulus Function for a Given Client
It is imperative for clinicians to become cognizant of their own stimulus function for a given 
client. A clinician may ask themselves, “how might I be serving as a stimulus (i.e., antecedent) 
of client behaviors?” This question is critical, as clinicians evoke certain forms of behavior from 
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their clients more regularly than other forms of behavior in their therapeutic relationships 
(e.g., Zane & Ku, 2014). Consider the therapeutic work between Yoko and A.M. as an exam-
ple. As noted above, Yoko completed an intake assessment with another predoctoral therapist 
prior to seeing A.M. As noted earlier, the intake clinician was a White American woman, and 
she informed A.M. that Yoko’s primary concerns were likely to be her body dissatisfaction and 
restrictive eating, as they discussed these concerns extensively during the intake assessment. 
For this reason, during his first session with Yoko, A.M. asked her to confirm that these were 
the concerns that she wanted to work on in psychotherapy. However, Yoko denied that these 
were her presenting concerns and told A.M. that instead she wanted to work on improving her 
English communication skills, which was much less stigmatizing. As discussed briefly above, 
A.M. viewed this as Yoko’s “possible guardedness” driven in part by internalized shame that 
was evoked by her cultural adherence to saving face.

In hindsight, this case formulation was not inaccurate, but it was incomplete. What 
should also have been taken into consideration was A.M.’s stimulus function for Yoko. More 
specifically, one might, speculate that A.M. being a Japanese male, might have evoked certain 
cultural and power dynamics, perhaps making her extremely hesitant to discuss her body dis-
satisfaction and restrictive eating concerns in therapy with him, which she openly disclosed to 
her intake therapist. We can also speculate that for Yoko, A.M. might have served as part of the 
sociocultural contingencies of saving face and other Japanese cultural practices during the ear-
lier phase of therapy (Zane & Ku, 2014). As discussed elsewhere (Masuda et al., 2008), Yoko 
and A.M. spent the next two sessions primarily on improving her communication skills. Then 
after a gentle prompt from A.M at the end of that second session, she finally disclosed to A.M., 
with hesitation, her struggles with internalized shame and body dissatisfaction. If A.M. was 
cognizant of the cultural dynamic that he unknowingly brought to the therapeutic dynamics 
between Yoko and him back then, he could have moved forward in these sessions differently. 
Since this experience, A.M. has intentionally discussed with clients potential cultural issues 
both at the outset and throughout the course of therapy, which may show up during therapeu-
tic work (e.g., see Masuda, Ng, Moore, Felix, & Drake, 2016).

Modification of Therapeutic Techniques
As described previously, from a functional contextualist perspective, modifications of treat-
ment in form (e.g., cultural adaptation) are always expected (Masuda, 2016, 2020). In ACT, 
these content modifications can take place within therapeutic procedures/ techniques used 
(e.g., experiential exercises, metaphors, and activities), their length, session format, or across 
other relevant domains, such as client- therapist match in gender and inclusion of “key bro-
kers” (see Pasillas & Masuda, 2014).

Once again, consider ACT values and committed action work with Yoko as an example 
(Masuda et al., 2008). Unlike a content- focused adaptation, a functional and contextual adap-
tation of ACT started with identifying behavioral processes that might increase or undermine 
greater psychological flexibility for Yoko. Here, primary behavioral processes identified as sup-
portive of psychological flexibility were (1) the construction of freely chosen meaningfulness 
and purposefulness as a guiding direction in her life (i.e., values); (2) identification of actions 
that reflected these values; and (3) continuous engagement in these values- directed actions.

The next step in this cultural adaptation of ACT was to identify potential strategies to 
move these behavioral processes forward. ACT manuals often suggest the use of the Skiing 
metaphor (Hayes, Strosahl, & Wilson, 1999, pp. 220– 221), the Path Up the Mountain meta-
phor (Hayes et al., 1999, pp. 221– 222), or the Passengers on the Bus metaphor (Hayes et al., 
1999, pp. 157– 158) to promote these behavioral processes. If the use of these recommended 
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metaphors were judged to be effective for Yoko, there would be no reason not to use them and 
see if they in fact yielded the intended functional effects (e.g., Yoko became more willing to 
pursue values- directed action). If not, it would be important to identify other potential strate-
gies that could be valuable to her. For Yoko, the latter was the case.

More specifically, A.M. incorporated proverbs and common personal mottos that were 
familiar to many Japanese people, including Yoko, and that adequately captured the behavioral 
processes of values- directed action and purposeful and meaningful living. These included “思
い立ったが吉日 (Never put off until tomorrow what you can do today),” “七転び八起き 
(Fall seven times, stand up eight),” “継続は力なり (Perseverance is power),” and similar oth-
ers. Yoko appeared to relate well to these proverbs at both a personal and an experiential level. 
If the use of these proverbs did not yield the intended effects, A.M. reviewed why that was the 
case and explored potential alternatives (i.e., functional analysis). In sum, the modification of 
ACT must be done functionally and individually with a given client in the service of promot-
ing greater behavioral adaptation and psychological flexibility.

Another example of modification in therapeutic technique is use of the Taro (Kalo) Plant 
in Nature metaphor. As noted previously, traditional Native Hawaiian culture and world views 
have a rich, complex relationship with elements and forces of nature, such as winds, water, 
rains, and waves, and with spiritual significance associated with different types of animals and 
plants (Abbot, 1992; Akana, 2015). As such, metaphors involving such forces or aspects of 
nature may be particularly salient to Native Hawaiian clients who identify more strongly with 
traditional Hawaiian culture and world views. We presented the earlier part of the Taro (Kalo) 
Plant in Nature metaphor in a previous section; following is the rest of this metaphor that is 
used to enhance psychological flexibility, with particular salience to many Native Hawaiian- 
identified clients.

This metaphor aims to promote client psychological flexibility by using the image of a 
kalo (taro) plant in a blowing wind as a parallel with the client’s relationship to their emotional 
and physiological challenges. Kalo (also known as taro and Colocasia esculaenta) is one of the 
most important plants in Hawaiian culture. It is not only the source of poi, a staple food in the 
Hawaiian Islands prior to the devastating impacts of colonization and colonialism, but also is 
symbolized as the older sibling of the first Hawaiian in the traditional story of creation (Handy 
& Handy, 1972). Because it remains an important plant, food, and symbol of Hawaiian cul-
ture and identity in Hawaiʻi today, many Native Hawaiian clients are readily familiar with the 
image of kalo plants growing in kalo patches or loʻi. As such, it was deemed a potentially apt 
symbol to include in a metaphor about one’s relationship to their thoughts and feelings and 
therefore useful in therapy to increase psychological flexibility and value- based actions.

As shown in Figure 30.1, kalo are plants with large heart- shaped leaves at the ends of tall 
slender stalks. These stalks, called hā in the Hawaiian language, connect to the edible corm 
and roots in the soil. If one has seen kalo growing in loʻi, they will notice that when the wind 
blows, the leaves of the kalo twist and turn, a motion that can be called “lau kapalili” or quiv-
ering, throbbing, or palpitating leaf (Pukui & Elbert, 1986). The rest of Taro Plant in Nature 
metaphor goes as follows:

Therapist (L.M.): What if I say that we are like kalo plants? When a wind blows, the leaf 
may quiver and shake, but the roots are still connected firmly in the ground . . . . As 
we have discussed together before, the winds can symbolize strong and uncontrollable 
feelings we experience. The wind’s/ emotions then cause our body and mind to flutter 
and quiver, which can manifest as distressing thoughts and memories, rumination, heart 
palpitations, body tension, restlessness, and other psychosomatic experiences.
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Client: (nodding quietly and listening to L.M. thoroughly)
Therapist: We recognize that we cannot control the wind and that doing so would only 

cause us to struggle harder and in vain. Like the kalo, we can remember that although 
our mind and body are quivering or trembling in different ways, we are always con-
nected to our breath (hā), just as the leaf is connected to the hā (stem). When we 
remember and reconnect with the breath, while allowing the wind to continue blowing 
as it is and allowing the leaf to quake as it is, we follow the long slender stalk down to 
the solidity of the roots down in the earth, and in doing so we bring our awareness down 
with our breath into our body, our center, where we remember we are rooted, no matter 
how strong the wind is blowing.

In Hawaiian language, the belly, guts, or intestines are called “naʻau,” which can refer to one’s 
“heart/ mind/ feelings/ intuition” and is also connected to the concept of “naʻauao,” meaning 
wisdom and knowledge, literally “daylight (enlightened) mind”.

Therapist (L.M.): What if I say the wisdom from your culture and your ancestors that is 
particularly relevant here is that we live and breathe like a kalo plant? If we reconnect 
with our hā (breath), which is connected with the “naʻau,” and if we remember to 
reconnect with the awareness of “naʻauao,” a deeper wisdom that is underneath the 
vicissitudes of thoughts and feelings perhaps, we may stop trying to fight the winds and 
the kapalili inside (representing anxiety, worrying mind, etc.)  . . . .

Client: (nodding quietly and listening to L.M. thoroughly)
Therapist: Also see if you can notice that as a kalo, we are rooted into our land, or perhaps 

we can say, we are connected to our land as if there are no separations between us and 
the land. From this perspective, perhaps, you are more than who you feel you are  . . .  
perhaps you are truly part of nature, part of the past and future, and of the wisdom of 
interconnectedness handed down from your ancestors . . .  From this standpoint, how 
would you like to live your life?

Once again, this part of the Taro Plant in Nature metaphor is intended to help a client develop 
a more defused and flexible relationship to distressing thoughts and feelings for the purpose 
of pursuing values- directed living. At the same time, this part of the metaphor also serves as 
an easy- to- remember mindfulness of breath practice, which is often included in the second 
author’s (L.M.) therapeutic work. L.M. often presents this metaphor to his clients in Hawaiʻi 
because it could intuitively teach them the perspective of psychological flexibility. For many 
of his clients, it has been helpful to generalize their repertoires of psychological flexibility from 
their intuitive relationship with nature to the context of their often- unwanted private events 
and internal experiences.

Research Support
The synthesis of knowledge and evidence regarding the cultural adaptation of ACT is still 
in its infancy (Masuda, 2020). To date, the importance of effective cultural adaptation of 
ACT has been discussed conceptually in the context of multicultural competencies and   
mindfulness-  and acceptance- based cognitive behavioral therapies (Masuda, 2014b), treat-
ment development (Hayes et al., 2013), and the inclusion of underrepresented groups in ACT 
research (Woidneck, Pratt, Gundy, Nelson, & Twohig, 2012). Similarly, ACT scholars have 
begun to examine the cross- cultural utility and validity of ACT and the psychological flexibility 
model to various cultural and anthropological contexts (e.g., Fung, 2015; Pasillas & Masuda, 
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2014; Perry, Gardener, Oliver, Taş, & Özenç, 2019; Sabucedo, 2017; Stewart et al., 2016; 
White, Gregg, Batten, Hayes, & Kasujja, 2017).

For example, Masuda (2014a) has argued that ACT can be a highly pragmatic, experien-
tial, and collaborative therapeutic approach across diverse clients through connecting them to 
their contextually situated values and using this information to guide the therapeutic process 
and promote flexible and purposeful living. Similarly, Perry et al. (2019), in their examination 
of the cultural flexibility of the ACT model, assert that the emphasis on values and context, 
two central tenets of the ACT model, offers potential for its cultural adaptability for under-
served populations, such as Turkish- speaking communalities in East London, while taking 
into account their collectivistic structure, religious beliefs, and many experiences of distress 
due to collective experiences of loss, displacement, and existence as a refugee. Thus, it is crucial 
to reiterate that ACT is culturally adaptative only when it is idiographically tailored for a given 
client(s) in a functional and contextual manner (White et al., 2017).

Despite the dearth of empirical research on key questions regarding the cultural adapta-
tion of ACT, some understanding can be gained through examining the methods and pro-
cesses of cultural adaptation that have been described briefly in previously published ACT 
outcome studies in socioculturally diverse contexts. For example, in designing an ACT thera-
pist training program in Sierra Leone, Stewart et al. (2016) met with key local stakeholders 
about how to best tailor core ACT processes to local customs for therapist training as well as 
the resources available in the training setting (e.g., intervention delivery without the use of 
electricity). Additionally, Hassinen and Lappalainen (2018) adapted ACT for deaf Finnish 
individuals through the creation of videos of ACT metaphors and exercises translated into 
Finnish sign language. A professional Finnish translator and extant Finnish ACT protocols 
were also used to further enhance the development of this video- augmented ACT intervention 
through Finnish sign language. Unfortunately, space limitations in journal articles often pre-
clude detailed descriptions of how the cultural adaption of ACTs were implemented in many 
research studies examining ACT in diverse cultural contexts. As such, more research will be 
needed to bridge the gap between conceptual and empirical work in the cultural adaptation of 
ACT to attain a better understanding of key functional processes necessitated in this context.

Finally, it has been historically challenging to include individuals from underrepresented 
populations across the globe in ACT studies, despite the fact that the cultural adaption of 
ACT is most relevant to these groups. At the time of writing, there remains a dispropor-
tionately small number of studies examining ACT outcomes and processes with a range of 
hard- to- access minority groups, though the trend is certainly on the rise. Similarly, there are 
disproportionately smaller numbers of ACT researchers and clinicians from these underrep-
resented groups, resulting in slower progress in cultural adaptation of ACT. These under-
represented groups include ethnic minorities; sexual minorities (e.g., lesbian, gay, bisexual, 
pansexual, and queer folx); gender minorities (e.g., transgender and gender nonconforming or 
gender fluid folx); the differently abled; and elderly populations. These groups of individuals 
may benefit most from further empirical exploration into their psychological health and well- 
being. While this inequity in representation is generally paralleled in social science research 
writ large (e.g., Henrich et al., 2010), leaders in ACT research call for greater conscientious-
ness from the community in filling these gaps in knowledge and, ultimately, service delivery 
(Hayes et al., 2013; Masuda, 2014b; Skinta & Curtin, 2016).

Conclusions and Final Notes
ACT is best understood as the purposeful behavior of a clinician in a therapeutic context that 
is both principle- informed and experientially guided. Every ACT case is subject to cultural 
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adaptation because no two individuals have identical learning histories and situational con-
texts, including the one that unfolds between client and therapist of a similar sociocultural 
background. With respect to the very topic of this article, it is extremely difficult to practice 
and embody ACT functionally and contextually. If followed functionally and contextually, an 
ACT framework allows a clinician to adapt and finetune their clinical work with a given 
client while staying connected to the promotion of psychological flexibility as the ultimate 
treatment goal. If the PFM is followed functionally and contextually, therefore idiographi-
cally to a given client, no additional guidelines for cultural adaptation are needed. The very 
fact that the present article is placed as a standalone entry toward the end of this volume sug-
gests the importance of explicating functional contextualism as the standpoint of learning and 
practicing ACT further, so that we do not fall prey to the same pitfalls of symptom- oriented, 
content- based treatment development approaches (Hayes & Hofmann, 2020) in our cultural 
adaptation efforts (e.g., ACT for Japanese, ACT for multiracial clients, ACT for Muslim, 
ACT for the democrat). At last, given its importance, we hope that the same level of careful 
investigation will continue to be implemented for the cultural adaptation of ACT, as our field 
has done for a wide variety of behavioral health issues (e.g., depression, anxiety, chronic pain) 
in service of our clients’ well- being. As ACT has shifted from a symptom- focused paradigm 
to a unified and process- based one in recent years (Hayes & Hofmann, 2018), we hope that 
our cultural adaptation efforts also shift from content- focused cultural adaptation of ACT to a 
more process- based, principle- informed cultural adaptation of this therapy.
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 Acceptance and Commitment 
Therapy Inside Behavior Analysis

Jonathan Tarbox, Amanda N. Chastain, and Thomas G. Szabo

Abstract
Acceptance and commitment therapy (ACT) is a widely adopted and well- supported 
contemporary approach to psychotherapy. However, the basic research and learning 
principles that ACT is based on originated in the science of  behavior analysis; therefore, 
ACT remains linked to behavior analysis at the conceptual level. In recent years, a flurry 
of  interest in ACT among applied behavior analytic practitioners has developed, and 
research on the application of  ACT inside of  behavior analysis has been flourishing as 
well. This chapter discusses the conceptual foundations for ACT inside behavior analysis, 
including a brief  conceptual analysis of  the six core ACT processes in terms of  behavior 
analytic principles of  learning and motivation. The chapter reviews research on ACT 
inside of  behavior analysis, especially as it has been applied to individuals with autism, 
their caregivers and staff. Also discussed are the extent to which the research reviewed 
adheres to the defining characteristics of  applied behavior analysis, as well as directions 
for the future research that could both enhance the precision of  the ACT literature, as 
well as expand the scope of  applied behavior analysis.

Key Words: acceptance and commitment therapy, acceptance and commitment training, 
behavior analysis, applied behavior analysis, autism, parent training, staff training

Introduction
Acceptance and commitment therapy (ACT) is among the most well- known contemporary 
treatment approaches in mainstream psychology but its roots are to be found in the science of 
behavior analysis. ACT was developed by combining careful basic behavior analytic laboratory 
research on human language and cognition with contemporary values and mindfulness- based 
approaches to behavior change (Sandoz, Boullion, & Rachal, 2020). As we will describe in the 
conceptual analysis section, ACT has always been conceptualized as behavior analysis, even 
while, as a treatment model, it has been disseminated and popularized outside of behavior 
analysis. In some very real sense, behavior analysis has always been the proper home of ACT.

Despite the natural fit of ACT with behavior analysis, the vast majority of research on 
ACT has been done in psychotherapeutic contexts, outside of behavior analysis. In this chap-
ter, we will refer to ACT that is practiced inside psychotherapeutic contexts as acceptance and 
commitment therapy, as contrasted with ACT practiced outside of psychotherapy, which we 
will refer to as acceptance and commitment training. We will discuss how the relationship 
between ACT and behavior analysis is mutually beneficial. Behavior analysis helps keep ACT 
rooted in the basic science of learning and motivation from which it came, and ACT may 
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help the science of behavior analysis achieve a more comprehensive scope, as has been aspira-
tional for the science beginning with the early works of B. F. Skinner (1938). In turn, as an 
understanding of a broader scope of socially significant human behavior is achieved through 
the contributions of ACT, such expansion promises to further expand the scope of practice for 
practitioners of applied behavior analysis (ABA) into ever- broader ranges of human behavior.

Conceptual Foundations for ACT in Behavior Analysis
At the most fundamental level, ACT has always been an application of behavior analytic prin-
ciples of learning and motivation, extended into basic behavioral accounts of human language 
and cognition (Hayes & Wilson, 1994). Although ACT has largely flourished in parallel to the 
science and practice of behavior analysis most or all major ACT books make explicit reference 
to the behavior analytic basic principles from which it came. In what follows, we expand com-
monly available behavioral accounts of ACT by attempting an extended behavioral conceptual 
account of the behavioral repertoires that ACT targets.

Behavior Analytic Account of ACT as Explained through the Choice Point
Books on ACT commonly emphasize that, at the broadest level, ACT aims to help people 
make difficult choices, specifically choices of committed action toward values, over experien-
tial avoidance. This has been referred to as the “pivot” (Hayes, 2020) or the “choice point” 
(Ciarrochi, Bailey, & Harris, 2014). We have argued that this choice point can be conceptual-
ized as a concurrent operants paradigm, much like those studied in the self- control and delay 
discounting behavior analytic basic literatures (Tarbox, Szabo, & Aclan, 2020). The circle 
at the bottom of Figure 31.1 depicts choice points that are commonly available throughout 
daily life when things are difficult, that is, when aversive overt or covert stimuli are present 
(e.g., the aversive stimuli produced by engaging in hard exercise, hearing oneself have nega-
tive thoughts about oneself at work, hearing one’s child crying). Myriad times per day, choice 
points that involve concurrently available choices on two different “levers” are presented to 
all of us. One option, depicted by the left arrow, leads to short- term escape/ avoidance of that 

Larger Positive
Reinforcer
(”values-directed
action”)

“Choice Point” or “Pivot Point”

Smaller Negative
Reinforcer
(”experiential
avoidance”)
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M

E

Figure 31.1. A diagram of the “choice point” or “pivot point,” which involves choices between smaller, sooner 
negative reinforcement (aka “experiential avoidance”), versus larger, later positive reinforcement (aka “valued action”). 
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aversive stimulus, while the other option, depicted by the right arrow, fails to terminate that 
aversive stimulus but leads to a relatively larger positive reinforcer in the longer term. For 
example, when performing at work, one often has a choice between avoiding doing something 
important, which avoids the anxiety or boredom produced by that behavior (depicted by the 
left arrow), versus doing that important task, which may still be anxiety- producing or boring 
but leads to some important delayed outcome, for example, getting a promotion. We posit 
that many of life’s most important circumstances involve choices between immediate escape/ 
avoidance versus long- term positive reinforcement. These choices are also often referred to as 
“away moves” versus “toward moves.” These away moves constitute experiential avoidance, 
whereas the toward moves constitute action toward one’s values.

Although we fundamentally appreciate the choice point framework introduced by 
Ciarrochi et al. (2014), we suggest an evidence- based modification derived from the experi-
mental analysis of behavior literature and depicted in Figure 31.2. Note that in the procedure 
and conceptualization offered previously and in Figure 31.1, there is one choice point— that 
moment at which a nonpreferred event with a large payoff is often avoided in favor of a 
preferred event with a smaller yield. But in an early study on the matching law and delay 
discounting, Rachlin and Green (1972) showed that pigeons could be taught to choose a large 
reinforcer with a long delay over a smaller reinforcer with a short delay at a given point at time 
Y by progressively lengthening a temporal interval between Y and an earlier Choice Point X 
at which time the larger reinforcer with a longer delay is preferred. In other words, Rachlin 
and Green showed that preference shifts between two distinct choice points and that a com-
mitment made at the earlier choice point can change a suboptimal preference for the better.

Consider the dilemma facing students of behavior analysis who are preparing for the exam 
they must take on Saturday, again shown in Figure 31.2. A week before the exam (Choice Point 
X), the student would prefer studying on Friday night and getting a good night’s sleep before 
the exam. But when a friend calls Friday afternoon alerting the student to an impromptu party 
that night (Choice Point Y), the student is likely to go out, accepting the smaller, immedi-
ate reinforcer of avoiding studying to the larger, delayed reinforcer available for hard work 
in preparation for the exam. Were the student to make a commitment to a friend a week in 
advance of the exam (Choice Point X) to study together at their house Friday night (Choice 
Point Y), the probability of their studying and forgoing the party increases.

Of course, not all choices that humans face are as easy as making a commitment to a 
friend for studying together on Friday night. But those that applied behavior analysts help 
parents, staff, and consumers with are often ripe for equivalent public commitment strategies. 
And when they are not, other conditioned reinforcement contingencies can be programmed. 
For example, a behavior analyst could ask a parent to text after their child has left for school 
and an hour before the child comes home and settles in to do ABA with their parent. In these 
texts, the parent can tell the behavior analyst what they have done (e.g., laundry, food prep) 
to make sure they are allotting enough time for ABA. Then the parent can text the behavior 
analyst after completing the ABA session with their child and access social reinforcers for their 
effort. In cases where the parent cannot text the behavior analyst, they may be taught to sup-
ply appetitive or reinforcing self- statements for themselves. Renewed commitment responses 
in the form of intermittent social engagement and self- statements serve as conditioned rein-
forcers and discriminative stimuli. These repeated events in between Choice Points X and Y 
strengthen the probability of forgoing smaller reinforcers available at Y in favor of larger, later 
ones. With a long enough history of employing these strategies, the parent may cease “seeing” 
the smaller immediate alternative because they make these advance commitments and access 
smaller reinforcements along the way, as portrayed in Figure 31.2. In this regard, the modified 
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choice point procedure and conceptualization offer behavior analysts using ACT many oppor-
tunities to promote effective action.

From a behavior analytic perspective, we conceptualize that the primary goal of ACT 
training is to help trainees press the left lever less and the right lever more. Of course, nega-
tive reinforcement is a natural behavioral learning process that cannot be eliminated from life. 
But we believe that many of life’s most important problems can be usefully analyzed as a per-
son avoiding too much and behaving for long- term positive reinforcers too infrequently. For 
example, avoid recycling now or have a livable environment later, avoid the effort of exercise 
now or have a healthy body later, avoid intimate conversations now or have a loving relation-
ship later, avoid studying now or pass the exam later, and so on. The goal of ACT, from this 
perspective, is to help people reallocate their behavior such that they spend more behavior on 
valued action and less behavior on avoidance, at least when it is workable for moving them in 
life directions that they genuinely value.

By definition, if a person is consistently choosing one response option over another, then 
the environmental contingencies controlling those choices are effective in maintaining that 
pattern of behavior. Put simply, if someone is consistently engaging in experiential avoidance, 
it is not “wrong,” it is the natural and expected outcome of their learning history and current 

Intermittent social reinforcers,
appetitive self-statements, and
renewed commitment responses

Larger Positive
Reinforcer
(”values-directed
action”)

Smaller Negative
Reinforcer
(”experiential
avoidance”)

Choice Point Y

Choice Point X
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Figure 31.2. The “modified choice point.” A commitment is made at Choice Point X, followed by intermittent 
renewed commitments and conditioned reinforcers assuring that at the often- observed preference reversal at 
Choice Point Y does not occur. The choice at Point Y is weakened, reducing the lure of smaller, sooner negative 
reinforcement (aka “experiential avoidance”) and increasing the likelihood of responses that access larger, later 
positive reinforcers (aka “valued action”). 
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circumstances. How, then, might we expect to help people shift allocation of their responding 
from “pressing the experiential avoidance” lever to “pressing the valued action lever”? The six 
points of the hexaflex comprise six behavioral repertoires that, when strengthened, give a per-
son behavioral tools that help them allocate more of their responding to valued action and less 
to experiential avoidance. In what follows, we provide a brief behavioral conceptual analysis of 
each point of the ACT hexaflex. We refer readers to Tarbox et al. (2020) and Dixon, Hayes, 
Stanley, Law, and al- Nasser (2020) for further behavioral treatments of the hexaflex.

The ACT Hexaflex in Behavior Analytic Perspective
values
As mentioned in previous chapters (see LeJeune & Luoma, this volume), values lie at the cen-
ter of ACT. They provide motivation for an individual to pivot toward contact with aversive 
stimuli for the purpose of achieving a life filled with greater meaning and purpose. Values are 
somewhat abstract and are thus not achievable “things.” Rather, they make up a set of verbally 
constructed reinforcers that one comes into contact with when behaving in line with that 
value. More specifically, a value serves as an augmental, or a type of rule- governed behavior 
that influences the reinforcing effectiveness of a given stimulus, establishing a stimulus as a 
reinforcer (formative augmental) or increasing the momentary reinforcing effectiveness of an 
already established reinforcer (motivative augmental). Values transform the function of a given 
stimulus into an appetitive one, such that reinforcing consequences can be more immedi-
ately contacted in the present environment. For example, let us consider a situation where an 
individual has identified “health” as a value. When it comes time to work out, this individual 
may be exposed to aversive stimuli (e.g., feeling too tired, muscle aches from the day before, 
the thought of not having enough time). If, however, this individual has identified health as a 
value, the stimuli involved in steps that are in line with that value (getting gym bag, workout 
clothes, driving to the gym, etc.) can be transformed into appetitive stimuli, thereby increasing 
the likelihood that the behaviors that lead to them will occur.

accepTance
One of the most fundamental principles in behavior analysis is that organisms engage in 
escape or avoidance responses in the presence of aversive stimuli or warning of their forthcom-
ing. When humans acquire a complex language repertoire (specifically arbitrarily applicable 
derived relational responding), private verbal stimuli can readily become members of a larger 
class of aversives. When we experience private events (covert stimuli including thoughts, visual 
images, physical sensations, or emotions; Skinner, 1974) with aversive properties, the natural 
response is to try and escape. Part of the challenge of being human is that when an attempt 
to escape private stimuli is made (e.g., think of something else), new stimuli become verbally 
related to those already present within that class of aversives. When aversive Stimulus A is 
related to both Stimulus B and Stimulus C, then B and C also become related to one another 
and acquire the aversive properties of Stimulus A (Hayes et al., 2001). In other words, that 
new relation becomes “tangled in a web” of existing relations, creating a more restrictive and 
aversive environment. Because private events themselves cannot be escaped, people tend to 
escape or avoid the environmental events by which they are evoked. For example, giving a talk 
in a room full of people may evoke thoughts of “They’re going to think I’m so stupid,” or “I 
can’t do this” and may elicit fear responses such as sweating, shaking, or increased heart rate. 
Thus, giving a talk in a room full of people might be avoided; indeed, even thinking about or 
talking about giving a talk may be avoided. Acceptance as a behavioral skill repertoire involves 
strengthening approach responses toward those aversive stimuli that would normally evoke 
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escape, when doing so is in line with one’s values. It is pivoting toward those reinforcers we 
described in our discussion of values, even if it means initially or concurrently tolerating aver-
sive stimuli in the immediate environment.

defusion
Verbally sophisticated humans build up an incredibly complex repertoire of rules about 
behavior– environment relations. Pliance, one of the initial forms of rule- governed behavior, 
involves following a rule simply because rule following is, in and of itself, reinforcing due to 
a long history of social reinforcement for rule- following behavior (Hayes, Barnes- Holmes, & 
Roche, 2001). While pliance seems to be important to the overall development of an effective 
rule- following repertoire, it is also necessary for healthy human development to establish a 
relationship between rules and the actual environmental contingencies at play (i.e., tracking). 
Pliance can result in contingency insensitivity, restricted access to reinforcement, and poten-
tially even unnecessary exposure to aversive stimuli. One aim of defusion is to build flexibility 
around rule- following by teaching an individual to recognize that rule for what it really is— a 
verbal stimulus in their environment. Learning to discriminate between private verbal stimuli 
and actual environmental contingencies may decrease the likelihood that these verbal stimuli 
will influence one’s behavior.

A second function of defusion is the deliteralization of language. When stimuli are related 
through a frame of coordination, they become equivalent to one another, thereby serving the 
same functions in a given context. For example, if the word “Dog” is equivalent to an actual 
dog, then the word “dog” comes to evoke the same responses that may be brought to bear in 
the presence of an actual dog. If the presence of an actual dog elicits a fear response, then the 
presence of the word “Dog” will also elicit that fear response. When this occurs in a context 
where it may be maladaptive, defusion exercises (e.g., saying “Dog” in a silly voice) transform 
the function of that stimulus (i.e., the word “Dog”) such that it acquires new functions (e.g., 
it is now also related to “funny”) and minimizes the strength of those fear responses in that 
context. Overall, defusion training strengthens more flexible repertoires of responding to one’s 
private verbal stimuli, thereby decreasing overly rigid avoidant behavior and making room for 
more flexible responding to aversive private events, including valued action.

self- as- conTexT
In behavior- analytic terms, the conceptualized self can be described broadly as rules about 
self. As with the rules described in the section on defusion, rules about self can be directly 
trained or derived. Self- as- context involves strengthening two repertoires. The first targets 
recognizing the verbal stimuli that make up the rule as mere stimuli in the environment. 
The second repertoire allows for fluid shifting between different conceptualizations of self 
across varying contexts (i.e., self- as- context as opposed to self- as- content). The former seems 
to be a product of a repertoire similar to that described in the section on defusion. A differ-
ence between defusion and self- as- context is the nature of the rules being recognized. While 
defusion focuses on rules that are about the world outside of the self, self- as- context involves 
rules regarding the conceptualized self (e.g., “I waste time by asking questions” vs. “I am 
smart, and asking that question will make me look stupid”). Fluidly shifting between roles 
depending on the context occurs as a product of relational responding, primarily via deictic 
framing where “I” then participates in a number of other relational frames. In the previous 
example, “I” participates in a frame of coordination with “SMART” and “question ask-
ing” participates in a frame of opposition with SMART. This may influence behavior such 
that the person does not ask a question to ultimately gain information that is necessary to 
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effectively complete a task. In instances where these relations negatively impact socially sig-
nificant behavior, strengthening the relations between “I” and members of other relational 
networks (e.g., “I” in a frame of coordination with “learner”) and strengthening a repertoire 
of fluidly shifting between them depending on current context may promote more adaptive 
behavior (e.g., asking that question).

In summary, self- as- context involves building a repertoire in which one recognizes the 
conceptualized self (i.e., rules about self ) as part of the environment, and not as a separate 
“thing” that is a certain way (e.g., “good,” “bad,” “lazy”). Stated differently, self- as- context 
involves teaching a repertoire of noticing one’s verbal descriptions of self and behaving more 
flexibly in relation to those descriptions in a way that is more adaptive for a given context and 
that can shift flexibly as the context changes.

presenT momenT
Yet another layer of the double- edged language sword we humans carry is our ability to ver-
bally construct and, to some extent, actually experience moments that were either lived in the 
past or have not yet been experienced and may never actually be. We are able to time- travel 
due to a history of relating stimuli via deictic framing, where “I” can participate in several 
larger networks, which then, through transformation of stimulus function, can be experienced 
as though the actual event were taking place in that moment. For example, because they are 
members of the same stimulus class, hearing the word “Run” may lead to one visualizing run-
ning, which may be verbally related to going for a run that morning, which is related to almost 
getting hit by that guy in the red car, which elicits responses similar to those present when you 
almost got hit by that car.

This verbal time traveling becomes maladaptive when an individual is overly focused on 
the stimuli involved in experiencing the past or future and is thus not attending to stimuli in 
their immediate environment that are relevant to meaningful behavior in that moment. For 
example, if a person is driving while attending to private verbal stimuli related to how badly 
they messed up at work that day, they may not see the car in front of them stop and might 
crash into it. Another example is a nervous student who is so focused on thoughts about 
not understanding what their teacher is saying that they completely miss what is being com-
municated. Attending to stimuli in the immediate environment can increase contact with 
reinforcement for behavior happening in that moment. Strengthening this present moment 
attending response allows for one to more flexibly shift their attention to relevant stimuli in 
their environment when necessary to engage in valued action.

commiTTed acTion
Committed action is perhaps most easily understood through a behavior- analytic lens. 
Committed action refers to the socially significant behavior that occurs for the purpose of 
accessing the delayed verbally constructed reinforcer in line with one’s values, even though 
aversive stimuli are present prior to and/ or co- occur with that target behavior. Committed 
action is made up of specific, observable, and measurable behavior that is accomplished via 
common behavior- analytic techniques (e.g., behavior contracts, goal- setting, self- management 
strategies, reinforcement). For example, if a person identifies health as a value, a committed 
action may be to go to the gym on Tuesday at 6 p.m. for 60 minutes. Unlike values, commit-
ted actions are achievable and attainable. The ultimate aim of ACT is to follow these commit-
ted actions in service of one’s values, and the remaining pieces of the hexaflex help with this 
process.
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acT WiThouT The hexaflex
If ACT is understood purely in behavior- analytic principles, as described previously, then it 
should be possible to use behavioral principles and procedures to strengthen the repertoires 
described previously, without the need for the “middle level” (easy- to- use constructs based 
on basic principles) terms comprising the hexaflex (acceptance, values, etc.). One potential 
rationale for taking this approach is to avoid the potential limitations of using middle- level 
terms. Perhaps most concerning is the possibility that practitioners will implement the pro-
cedures named in the hexaflex as mere technology, without the hexaflex being systematically 
understood in terms of basic behavioral principles. In the worst case scenario, implementa-
tion of ACT may be completely divorced from an understanding of how it works in terms 
of behavior- analytic principles, for example, by using the terms contained in the hexaflex as 
hypothetical causal constructs. Another potential challenge one might imagine is using ACT 
procedures, in name and in topography, but in such a way as to change behavior because of 
the wrong processes entirely. For example, if one discusses “values” with a client in a way that 
comes off as authoritarian and judgmental, then the client’s behavior may indeed change in the 
desired direction. But this result is more because of avoidance of aversive interactions with the 
behavior analyst than because of the transformation and augmenting of positive reinforcement 
functions that values procedures are intended to bring about.

Any time that a new body of work is disseminated, a profession runs the risk of adopting 
it in a piecemeal fashion, inconsistently, or just generally at a low level of quality. This would 
presumably be the case for the adoption of ACT within ABA, just like any other new area of 
research and practice within ABA. ABA’s adoption of ACT may be at especially high risk for 
being done as mere technology, without sufficient training in the behavioral principles under-
lying it for a number of reasons. First, the behavioral repertoires that are addressed in ACT are 
different from those that are typically addressed and understood functionally in mainstream 
ABA. For example, it is far easier to understand tantrums or manding (aka requesting) in terms 
of behavioral principles than it is to understand the behavior of a parent saying they “feel like 
a bad mother.” Reducing such a statement to traditional behavioral functions such as tangible, 
attention, and escape, which result in immediate access to overt operant reinforcement, with-
out regard to relational frames, rule governance, and so on, would be naively simplistic. It may 
not be surprising, then, that many articles published on ACT inside ABA have not attempted 
to discuss the hexaflex from the standpoint of behavioral principles. And it is possible, still, 
that ACT procedures are powerful enough that they may often actually work, even without a 
meaningful functional understanding of how or why. However, even if this is the case, in order 
to remain conceptually systematic, it is critical that behavior analysts not ignore addressing 
ACT in a behavior- analytic way.

One option for addressing the potential challenge of ABA researchers and practitioners 
adopting the ACT hexaflex only as technology would be to simply omit the hexaflex in adopt-
ing ACT into the ABA pantheon. One might think of ACT as a very complex treatment 
package with many components. It is common in the field of ABA to identify and implement 
individual treatment components, often one at a time, and usually referring only to their 
technical names. Doing so with ACT procedures might proceed along the lines of identify-
ing the particular behaviors one wants to strengthen and identify the behavioral procedures 
for doing so. For example, rather than “working on values” with a client, one might notice a 
lack of motivation in one’s client and then work on identifying “verbally mediated motivating 
operations or augmentals.” Or, instead of “training a client on defusion strategies,” one might 
notice particularly rigid rule- governed behavior in one’s client and work on training more flex-
ible rule- governed behavior. It is possible that the verbal repertoires of ABA researchers and 
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practitioners will evolve in this direction. However, given that virtually all ACT literature has 
been communicated using the hexaflex, virtually all ACT trainers have been trained using the 
hexaflex, and virtually all published treatment studies supporting ACT have been conducted 
by experimenters who were trained using the hexaflex, We believe that adopting the hexaflex 
by translating it purely in terms of behavior analytic principles, as we have done here, is likely 
to be the most efficient tactic for disseminating ACT within the ABA community at this 
time. Applied behavior analysts may still utilize the techniques taught in ACT much like we 
learned useful techniques for discrete trial teaching and mand training, but hopefully we are 
all aware of the basic principles that underlie such techniques and can adjust our procedures 
as appropriate.

Review of Research on ACT Inside Behavior Analysis
There are likely many different ways to conceptualize research on ACT inside behavior analy-
sis, stemming from the various ways in which one might answer the question, what qualifies a 
study as ACT inside behavior analysis? Is it the presence of a behavior analytic conceptual anal-
ysis, the participant population, the behavior analytic training/ credentials of the researchers 
implementing the intervention, the use of single- case designs, the inclusion of direct measures 
of behavior, publication in a behavioral journal, or some combination of any or all of these? 
There is no widely agreed upon definition of what “counts” as ACT inside behavior analysis, 
nor would such a rigid definition be useful. In the following section, we review research from 
each of these perspectives. We also refer readers to a recent systematic review paper by Suarez, 
Moon, and Najdowski (2022) on research on ACT in the context of supporting individuals 
with autism and other developmental challenges.

Acceptance and Commitment Training for Staff
Although the majority of the literature on ACT in the workplace discusses how ACT is cor-
related with indirect measures such as decreased burnout, increased job satisfaction, increased 
psychological flexibility, and so on, a handful of studies have evaluated how it might influence 
direct measures of behavior change in the workplace (e.g., Bond & Flaxman, 2006; Brooker 
et al., 2014; Dahl, Wilson, & Nilsson, 2004). For example, Bond and Flaxman (2006) dem-
onstrated a correlation between psychological flexibility scores and a person’s ability to learn 
a new work skill (i.e., utilization of a computer software program). While correlational, these 
results demonstrate a potential relationship between psychological flexibility and overt behav-
ior. In another study, Dahl and colleagues (2004) compared participants who received four 
1- hour weekly ACT interventions to those who received regular medical treatment in a ran-
domized trial, and showed that members of the ACT group used fewer sick days and fewer 
medical resources relative to the control group.

A growing body of literature is using multiple baseline designs to demonstrate a func-
tional relationship between the ACT intervention and the behavior of staff working with 
individuals who have developmental disabilities. Castro and colleagues (2016) evaluated the 
effects of values and committed action interventions on frequency of client engagement for a 
three- day program for staff working with adults with severe developmental disabilities. During 
their initial baseline observations, which consisted of 15- minute sessions occurring at a rate of 
two to three times per week in the normal classroom environment, participants were observed 
to engage with their clients at low rates, with stable data ranging from zero to three instances 
per observation period just prior to intervention. Following protocol for a multiple baseline 
design across participants, each staff member was systematically exposed to a workshop series 
consisting of three brief (20– 40 minute) intervention sessions. During each workshop session, 
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participants walked through a values exercise (the Bullseye Activity, a version of the Cycling 
Race Metaphor, and a paper t- shirts exercise) for the purpose of clarifying their work values 
and established committed actions. Updates on committed actions were shared at the begin-
ning of each subsequent session. Following this series of values interventions, increases in staff 
engagement were observed for all three participants. In a second intervention, each participant 
revisited the same values and committed action workshop series, but with an emphasis on 
client- centered values rather than overall work values. Data showed further increases in staff 
interactions with clients for two of the three participants, and social validity reports were posi-
tive overall. While the values and committed action treatment clearly had a substantial effect 
on staff engagement with clients, it is unknown whether these increases would be maintained 
over time.

In a subsequent study, Chancey and colleagues (2019) used a multiple baseline design across 
participants to measure changes in the frequency of staff engagement following a brief present 
moment intervention. Participants consisted of three staff members who worked with adults with 
developmental disabilities, supporting them with their daily living skills. The intervention con-
sisted of five workshops, each lasting 15 minutes per day and occurring at a rate of two to three 
times per week. The first three workshops in the series consisted of didactic training on the defi-
nition and purpose of mindfulness, a discussion of mindfulness, and a review of the definition 
of mindfulness, respectively. Following the discussion in each session, participants were walked 
through a present moment exercise (Notice Five Things, Mindfulness of the Body, and a mind-
ful eating exercise, respectively). In the fourth workshop of the series, participants were guided 
through another present moment exercise (Mindfulness of Your Hand). In the final workshop, a 
brief discussion about the definition of mindfulness was conducted, followed by a final mindful-
ness exercise that consisted of imagining mindfully completing a chore.

Increases in client interactions were observed for all three participants following inter-
vention, with these increases continuing through the remainder of treatment, as well as dur-
ing maintenance observations, and with overall positive responses on the staff’s social validity 
measurement. It should be noted that the experimenters’ definition of “staff interactions” did 
not separate negative from positive interactions, and authors suggested that future research 
specifically evaluate increases in positive interactions (though it seems hard to imagine why 
present moment training would increase negative staff interactions). Moreover, while main-
tenance data were collected, observations were conducted close in time to the intervention, 
approximately 2 days following the intervention phase. Another interesting detail is that scores 
on AAQ- II increased for two participants from baseline to posttest, indicating increased levels 
of experiential avoidance following the mindfulness intervention. However, it is possible that 
decreases in psychological flexibility as measured by the AAQ- II occur subsequent to a history 
of reinforcement with direct contingencies being established. In other words, behavioral flex-
ibility and willingness to experience the aversive stimuli may precede changes in psychological 
flexibility. It is also worth noting that the ultimate goal of ACT is to increase values- directed 
overt behavior and that merely endorsing questions on a self- report measure of psychological 
flexibility, in itself, may not be a socially meaningful outcome.

Recent research has also evaluated ACT in combination with typical behavior- analytic 
staff training techniques. In an A- B- BC multiple baseline design across participants, Pingo and 
colleagues (2020a) measured behavior change for five direct service provider staff following 
feedback and combined feedback and ACT intervention conditions. Direct measures included 
percent of time which staff engaged in active treatment during the observation intervals, per-
cent of time that this active treatment was taking place at the beginning of the observation 
period, and fidelity of behavior- analytic teaching skills observed to occur (e.g., immediate 
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delivery of reinforcement, utilization of differential reinforcement). Staff observations were 
conducted for 15 minutes in the natural care environment with individuals with disabili-
ties. Following baseline, participants contacted the feedback training condition during which 
the specific behavior change goals (outlined previously) were provided to them in written 
form. Verbal and written feedback was given to participants following each observation in this 
condition, with observations occurring at a rate of about three times per week. Participants 
received written feedback on their performance weekly.

In the combined feedback and ACT condition, a single- day 8- hour didactic and experien-
tial ACT training was delivered either on a computer or in person. The training was completed 
in a single day and consisted of a general overview of ACT and each area of the hexaflex. More 
specifically, the first segment of training consisted of a description of ACT along with present 
moment, defusion, and acceptance, and participants practiced activities consistent with each 
(i.e., Mindfulness of Your Hand, Leaves on a Stream, and Mindfulness of Emotions). In the 
subsequent session, values and committed action were described and participants were guided 
through a values activity during which they identified their own work values, assessed their 
values in relation to those of the organization, and were asked to create short-  and long- term 
committed actions in line with those values.

While the feedback- only condition produced an increase in all three overt measures being 
targeted, further change was observed for all three participants when the verbal and writ-
ten feedback condition was combined with the ACT intervention. When interpreting these 
results, however, one must also consider the limitations of the study. Data from three of the 
five participants followed slight increasing trends in the feedback- only condition, making it 
unclear whether further progress observed within the combined feedback and ACT condition 
was a product of the combined training or a continuation of the feedback- only intervention. 
Additionally, two participants demonstrated such an improvement following the feedback- 
only condition that further change was not obviously detectable moving into the combined 
condition due to a ceiling effect.

In a between- subjects pretest– posttest design, Pingo and colleagues (2020b) evaluated 
the same measures outlined in their previous study in addition to the percentage of clients 
who had learning or leisure materials nearby, and who were engaged in purposeful activi-
ties at the beginning of each observation. Indirect measures of job satisfaction, workplace 
stress, and psychological flexibility were also administered at the beginning and end of their 
participation in the study. Forty- one full- time direct support staff working with individu-
als with developmental disabilities of all ages were separated into one of two experimental 
groups or a control group. Those in the experimental groups participated in a Performance 
Enhancement Intervention (PEI) Training Group following baseline. This training consisted 
of direct contingency management via verbal and written feedback and a lottery reinforce-
ment system, with tickets awarded contingent on specific behavioral criteria being met by 
the individual and/ or the group. Barriers to desired performance were evaluated using the 
Performance Diagnostic Checklist (PDC). Participants in the PEI plus the ACT experimental 
group were additionally asked to participate in two 4- hour ACT training sessions, occurring 
1 to 2 weeks apart. Training procedures were similar to the methods outlined in Pingo and 
colleagues (2020a). For those in the control group, measurements were collected during pre-
test and posttest, though no intervention was included. As with Pingo et al. (2020a), results 
indicated that while statistically significant improvements across all observable measures fol-
lowed Performance Enhancement Training, the combined PEI and ACT condition yielded 
significantly better results across observational measures. No significant changes in self report 
measures were observed.
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To add to the growing body of literature on enhancing effective behavior- analytic staff 
training methods with ACT, Little and colleagues (2020) investigated how ACT might 
strengthen the outcomes of Behavior Skills Training (BST) with three staff members at a 
clinic for children with autism. Participants in this study were senior therapists who were 
responsible for training direct implementation staff. A multiple baseline design across partici-
pants was used with an A- B- BC intervention to measure the effect of BST alone, with a sub-
sequent combined BST and ACT condition, on the percent of opportunities in which staff 
used BST when delivering feedback to the direct instructors. Each 20- minute observation 
was conducted while the participant performed their normal job responsibilities. Following 
baseline, each participant met with the experimenter and completed BST on how to imple-
ment BST with the direct care staff. All three staff members used more BST immediately 
following training, with data for all three participants stabilizing around 50 percent occur-
rence of the target behavior (i.e., BST use). Subsequently, each participant was provided a 
single one- hour ACT training session, which exposed them to present moment (5- senses and 
Drop the Anchor), work values identification, and committed action via the Willingness and 
Action Plan, which involves having participants write down their most important work value, 
identify a committed action in line with that value, identify difficult private events that may 
come up that they are willing to make room for (i.e., accept), and then note specific details 
about when they were going to take this action. All three participants independently identi-
fied increasing BST training with staff as their committed action. The experimenter then 
sent a text prompt to review the committed action worksheet post- ACT intervention and 
again immediately preceding follow- up. About 24 hours post- ACT training, data revealed 
increases in the use of BST training for all three participants, with scores remaining high 
throughout the maintenance and generalization phases. It is unknown whether all compo-
nents of the ACT intervention were necessary to yield increases in BST use, or whether the 
text message prompts served as an additional variable, which, in itself, increased the use of 
BST further. Additionally, no treatment fidelity data were collected on implementation of 
the ACT intervention.

Acceptance and Commitment Training for Parents
Research has been slow to expand on ACT for parents of children with autism and other chal-
lenges, but it is currently increasing. Certainly, the area is ripe for applied behavior- analytic 
ACT investigations. We review 10 studies involving ACT for parents of children with neuro-
developmental disorders. Of these, only two evaluated changes in socially significant respond-
ing measured across behavioral dimensions, such as frequency, duration, or latency.

The earliest study on ACT for parents of children with autism was conducted by 
Blackledge and Hayes (2006). The authors used a repeated measures approach to evaluate the 
effects of a 2- day ACT workshop on depression, general health, and ACT processes in 20 par-
ticipants. ACT reduced general distress and depression at posttreatment, and these results were 
maintained at 3- month follow- up. Generalized health outcomes showed improvement after 
3 months but not at posttreatment assessment. Importantly, Blackledge and Hayes reported 
reductions in both fusion and experiential avoidance. Although these authors did not employ 
a straightforward analytic strategy such as that advocated by Baron and Kenny (1986), they 
used repeated outcome assessments after the intervention to evaluate mediators and found evi-
dence that defusion and acceptance treatment efforts were responsible for the results obtained. 
Because this was a small sample trial with no control group, the authors conducted some 
within- subject analysis of outcome variables. Overall effects were not large, but depression 
scores were greatly reduced compared to other measures in the five participants that started 
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with clinically significant depression scores (Beck Depression Inventory II, 18 or above at 
baseline). These outcomes were maintained at follow- up.

Also in 2006, Singh et al. published outcomes of a mixed- methods study involving three 
parent– child dyads trained in mindfulness. The authors used a within- subject, multiple base-
line across participants design to evaluate reductions in child noncompliance and aggression. 
Additionally, Singh et al. reported pre- , mid- , and posttraining practice self- reports of parent-
ing and interaction satisfaction as well as use of mindfulness exercises. Though promising, the 
child behavioral data showed a large percentage of overlapping data points; thus, these results 
lacked strong experimental control. It is noteworthy that the investigators in this study did 
not ask parents to use direct contingencies of reinforcement. It might have been interesting 
to determine whether the combination of mindfulness and direct contingency management 
could have produced more rapid or robust child outcomes than either of these strategies by 
themselves. Nevertheless, mindfulness use, parenting satisfaction, and interaction satisfaction 
ratings steadily improved across all three parents. Although mindfulness is not equivalent to 
ACT, the procedures used in this study overlap greatly with procedures commonly used in 
present moment training in the ACT literature.

After a decade- long gap, Joekar, Farid, Birashk, Gharraee, and Mohammadian (2016) 
evaluated two forms of counseling to 24 mothers of children with autism. Twelve received an 
eight- session group ACT workshop; the other 12 received eight sessions of individual counsel-
ing, the usual treatment offered in their study’s clinical setting. None of the participants were 
diagnosed with mental or physical health issues, and although they signed up for the study, 
none of the participants sought formal mental health care before or afterward. Joeckar et al. 
found that depression and experiential avoidance decreased more among mothers in the ACT 
group but found no differences between groups with respect to changes in anxiety or quality 
of life. Unlike Singh et al., the investigators in this study did not evaluate changes in either 
parent or child behavior. Notably, however, this study was conducted in Iran and added to a 
rapidly growing base of Middle Eastern reports on the effectiveness of ACT in various popula-
tions (e.g., Abasi, Fati, Molodi, & Zarabi, 2013; Asghari, Saed, Dibajnia, & Zangeneh, 2008).

In 2018, several teams investigated ACT with parents of children with autism. Corti et al. 
(2018) compared an ACT- oriented parent training plus early intensive behavioral intervention 
(EIBI) to an EIBI- alone control group and, as had Blackledge and Hayes (2006), measured 
fusion, experiential avoidance, and stress. Corti et al. reported no effect for fusion, a “trend 
toward” statistical significance for stress, and a paradoxical reduction in mindfulness aware-
ness, which they attributed either to the questionnaires being too complicated or the parents 
receiving mindfulness training becoming aware of their inner states for the first time. Although 
it is not unusual that individuals that have been explicitly taught to ignore their physiologies 
and emotions become aware for the first time during mindfulness training of these inner states 
(e.g., injured athletes; Mahoney & Hanrahan, 2011), the Corti et al. participant sample was 
large and diverse enough (n =  20) to likely rule out such interpretations. That said, the fact that 
parents in the ACT +  EIBI group worsened in mindfulness awareness and did not improve 
defusion skills after 12 sessions requires some interpretation. The authors did offer other pos-
sible explanations and suggested that future research was needed to parse the discrepancies in 
their findings with those of other studies.

In two connected studies, Fung et al. (2018) and Lunsky et al. (2018) evaluated ACT 
delivered to mothers of children with acute stress disorder (ASD) by other mothers of children 
with ASD. These studies involved a cohort of 33 parents that were exposed to an evening ses-
sion followed by a full- day session and a booster session after 1 month. Lunsky et al. published 
data suggesting that ACT presented by other parents was feasible, easy to recruit for, well 
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attended, and satisfactory to participants. The authors also evaluated stress, depression, health, 
and isolation. Of the four outcome variables assessed, only isolation did not reach statistical 
significance at posttest and follow- up. Fung et al. evaluated changes from pretest, posttest, and 
follow- up in depression and stress as well as ACT process measures, specifically, psychological 
flexibility, fusion, and values. Parents were also asked to report whether they changed behavior 
with respect to parenting, relationships, and self- care. All three process measures showed posi-
tive changes at posttest and follow- up. Reductions in depression and stress correlated at post-
test, with self- reported changes in valued activity frequencies and at follow- up with decreased 
cognitive fusion. Taken together, these reports suggest that a train- the- trainer model in which 
brief ACT workshops are delivered to parents by other parents of children with autism is 
potentially useful and cost effective.

Also in 2018, Gould et al. reported results from a nonconcurrent multiple baseline design 
across participants with three parents of children with ASD exposed to six 90- minute training 
sessions. The authors delivered exercises targeting all six ACT processes and measured self- 
reported changes in psychological flexibility, self- compassion, and the positive and negative 
impacts of having a child with a disability. Importantly, the authors also asked parents to col-
lect data on the frequency of their own values- directed overt behaviors that they targeted for 
change prior to baseline. Results were favorable across all process measures, and values- directed 
behaviors seemed to increase even more dramatically at 7-  and 8- month follow- up for two 
participants than at postevaluations. The behavioral data should be viewed with caution, how-
ever, because the records were collected by the participants themselves. Formal interobserver 
agreement data were not collected. Rather, participants submitted corroborating evidence that 
the behaviors occurred, in the form of photographs (e.g., “selfies”) of the participants engaging 
in the behaviors or credit card receipts documenting purchases associated with the behaviors. 
This method was used because the dependent variables consisted of socially meaningful behav-
iors that occurred in the absence of clinicians; therefore, no professionals could be present to 
collect formal interobserver agreement data. Moreover, many of the behaviors occurred in 
community locations (e.g., restaurants, parks), where videotaping would be unwieldy or inap-
propriate. Although the primary dependent variable consisted of self- monitored frequency 
data, the corroborating evidence was unconventional by ABA standards because it did not 
measure the dimensional properties of actual responding. Nevertheless, the primary depen-
dent variable consisted of frequency data. As far as we are aware, this was the first published 
study on ACT- based parent training for parents of children with autism that included direct 
measures of overt parent behavior.

Hahs et al. (2019) compared ACT delivered in two 2- hour sessions to a concurrent no 
treatment control condition and evaluated statistical and effect- size outcomes on self- report 
measures of psychological flexibility, mindfulness, cognitive fusion, values, depression, and 
shame. Significant effects found in six of the eight measures suggest that this format of ACT 
could be efficacious for increasing elements of psychological flexibility and decreasing depres-
sion and shame. The experimental strategy, a pre- / post randomized controlled trial, is not a 
commonly used design in ABA, but it yielded favorable preliminary findings. Although the 
small sample size (n =  18) limits the generality of these findings, the statistical significance of 
the outcomes and moderate effect sizes on six of the eight measures is promising.

From the same research group, Yi and Dixon (2020) published randomized controlled 
trial (RCT) data and a manual for providing telehealth ABA parent training including ACT 
to enhance parent adherence in the context of the COVID- 19 pandemic that began in 2020. 
After an initial onboarding meeting that included a 30- minute ACT session, the model 
involved five self- paced skill development lessons delivered on an online learner management 
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platform and five individual consultations with follow- up coaching that was available con-
tingent upon completion of online lessons. The 30- minute ACT session embedded in the 
onboarding meeting included present moment awareness, acceptance, and valuing exercises, 
followed by a description of 10 tips for increasing motivation for practicing new skills and 
pursuing valued goals. The five self- paced lessons included instruction in the principles of 
behavior, behavior management, and teaching skills to children. Parents who received the sup-
plemental ACT material made significantly more progress than controls and were less likely 
to drop out. Despite the very small sample and delivery during the chaotic early stages of the 
pandemic, the results of this study are promising, and the manual, blending ABA and ACT 
instruction, could potentially be valuable to providers during and after the global health crisis.

The final study on parent training reviewed here was conducted in outpatient and inpa-
tient clinics located in India. Poddar, Sinha, and Urbi (2015) used a repeated measures design 
to evaluate ACT delivered in 10 sessions over 2 months for treating anxiety, depression, psy-
chological inflexibility, and diminished quality of life after parents received the diagnosis of 
autism for their children. Pre-  to post results were significant on all measures. As was the case 
for Joekar et al. (2016), this study took place in a nation with limited support for psychosocial 
interventions for parental distress. Thus, it is a noteworthy contribution to an area of research 
with substantial need in lower-  and middle- income nations.

Taken together, literature on the use of ACT to help parents of children with neurodevel-
opmental disorders is in its infancy. The increased levels of distress and alienation that parents 
of children with these disorders experience is well documented, but evidence- based treatments 
for parents in comparison to their children with disabilities have been slow to develop. In 
this section, we presented the emerging ACT literature in this area chronologically to provide 
evidence that there is a growing global interest among ACT researchers in developing interven-
tions for this population and that the existing evidence shows promise. Additional research is 
needed to address issues with respect to mediation and moderation of treatment outcomes, 
durability of outcomes, level of clinician training and competency, and in some nations, the 
issue of whether paraprofessionals can be taught to implement ACT with parents who are in 
need of assistance. Also, researchers ought to collect data on dimensional aspects of behav-
ior (i.e., frequency, latency, and duration). Self- report measures provide a useful index, but 
unless valued behavior is observed and measured, the extent of change cannot be evaluated or 
verified. RCTs are vital to research programs aiming to expand the use of contextual behavior 
treatments outside the small bubble of applied behavior analysis autism clinics. However, the 
results reported in this section suggest that more fine- grained analyses of treatment compo-
nents are needed to fully answer the question Gordon Paul asked over 50 years ago: “What 
treatment, by whom, is most effective for this individual, with what specific problem, under 
which set of circumstances, and how does it come about?” (Paul, 1969, p. 44). This question, 
often dubbed the ultimate clinical question, begs an answer. Behavior analysts are in a good 
position to use within- subject designs for measuring dimensional changes in behavior to help 
answer this question with respect to parents of children with developmental disorders.

Acceptance and Commitment Training for Individuals with Autism
The body of evidence supporting the application of ACT to individuals with autism and related 
disorders has been expanding in recent years. Although the research is still emerging, ACT 
could be particularly useful for individuals with ASD because the diagnosis is characterized by 
behavioral rigidity (American Psychiatric Association, 2013) and there is some evidence that 
individuals with autism may experience higher levels of fusion than neurotypical peers (Maisel, 
Stephenson, Cox, & South, 2019). An early study involved a quasi- experimental comparison 
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of small- group ACT training for adolescents with ASD to a waitlist control, in the context of 
a special education setting (Pahnke, Lundgren, Hursti, & Hirvikoski, 2014). ACT training 
consisted of twice- weekly 40- minute small- group training, for 6 weeks, for a total of approxi-
mately 8 hours of small- group training with an ACT trainer. In addition, special education 
teachers facilitated 6-  to 12- minute daily mindfulness exercises in the classrooms, and students 
were asked to complete brief homework assignments that touched on mindfulness and self- 
monitoring of values- directed behaviors. Dependent variables consisted of teacher and student 
reports on questionnaires, and results indicated that the ACT group experienced decreases in 
stress, hyperactivity, and emotional distress, as well as increases in reports of prosocial behavior, 
and that the improvements were maintained or increased at 2- month follow- up.

In what was among the first studies applying ACT to individuals with autism in an ABA 
context, Eilers and Hayes (2015) conducted two experiments that evaluated defusion and expo-
sure for decreasing direct measures of overt challenging behaviors displayed by six children with 
ASD. All children in the study displayed challenging behaviors (e.g., crying, aggression, running 
away) when experiencing situations that were disruptive to their preferred routines. Disruptions 
in routines were unique for each child but included scenarios such as a toy train track being dis-
connected, another person attempting to take turns during block play, and presentation of novel 
foods. In the first multiple baseline experiment across three children, experimenters implemented 
a combined defusion and exposure treatment package, in which experimenters asked the partici-
pants to use a “silly voice” to repeat their thoughts about the problematic situation for 30 seconds. 
After 30 seconds, the participants were told to continue to repeat the thoughts to themselves, 
while experiencing 5 minutes of a scenario that broke their preferred routine. All three participants 
demonstrated substantial decreases in challenging behavior after defusion and exposure training.

In Eilers and Hayes’s (2015) second experiment, the researchers attempted to evaluate the 
separate effects of the defusion and exposure components by comparing their separate effects in an 
alternating treatments design with four children with autism, one of whom had participated in the 
first experiment. The defusion plus exposure condition was the same as the one that was evaluated 
in experiment 1, and it was compared to an exposure- only control condition. In the exposure- 
only control condition, participants were instructed to repeat statements (e.g., “The sky is blue”) 
that were not related to their challenging behavior surrounding rigid routines. Both conditions 
involved the participant then experiencing their routine being broken; therefore, both involved 
exposure, but only one included defusion. Both procedures resulted in decreases in challenging 
behaviors and increases in socially meaningful replacement behaviors, but the defusion procedure 
produced larger and/ or more rapid effects for three of four participants.

Brazeau and colleagues (2017) used a multiple baseline across participants design to eval-
uate the effectiveness of present moment and defusion components of ACT in supporting 
three young adults in developing job interviewing skills. The dependent variable consisted of 
the percentage of correct responses on a job interview skill checklist, which included nonvo-
cal behaviors (e.g., posture, eye contact, fidgeting) and vocal behaviors (e.g., answering job 
interview questions on- topic and related to the particular job being interviewed for), admin-
istered in the context of simulated job interviews. ACT training consisted of mindful walk-
ing, mindful breathing, and mindful body scan procedures. Defusion procedures (e.g., Name 
That Tune) were added for one participant who reported that she did not prefer the mind-
fulness training procedures. Training sessions were conducted for approximately 15 minutes 
before each simulated job interview. Two of the three participants demonstrated substantially 
improved performance during the ACT training condition, and behavioral skills training was 
added to further enhance the effects for one, as well as produce initial effects for the third. 
Across the two participants for whom ACT training alone was effective, the total duration 
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before a substantial effect was observed ranged from 15 to 75 minutes, representing rapid 
treatment effects.

Szabo (2019) used a multiple baseline to evaluate a 4- hour one- on- one ACT training 
for addressing inflexibility in children with ASD. Three 8-  to 10- year- old boys with ASD 
participated. All participants had a history of engaging in inflexible behavior, consisting 
of vocal protesting, aggression, and refusal to participate when routines were changed, 
especially when the rules for games were altered. Standard experimental functional analyses 
yielded inconclusive results for the inflexible behavior. ACT training consisted of games 
that physicalized ACT processes, such as reading a book that makes adults say silly things 
(defusion), holding ice cubes (acceptance), walking in unison with the experimenter (pres-
ent moment), wearing nametags with “I  . . . ” statements (self- as- context), and playing 
blob tag and doing trust falls (values). After each exercise, the researcher debriefed the 
child by coaching the child through discussion of the questions “What happened?”, “So 
what?”, and “Now what?”, in order to practice present moment, contact values, and make 
commitments. After ACT training, inflexible behaviors were reduced substantially across 
all participants, and participants began to request that rules be changed during subsequent 
games. This suggested that the function of flexibility per se may have been transformed to 
be less aversive, or perhaps even positively reinforcing.

Not all published research on ACT for individuals with ASD have shown it to be effec-
tive. For example, Maisel, Stephenson, Cox, and South (2019) compared the effects of defu-
sion to distraction in adults with autism in a brief lab study. Thought identification, thought 
rating, and defusion strategies were implemented, and effects were compared to distraction 
strategies on measures of thought believability and thought discomfort, across individuals with 
autism and neurotypical individuals. Results showed no difference in effects when comparing 
defusion to distraction, but both groups demonstrated substantial improvements compared 
to pretest. A no- treatment control group was not included. The authors interpreted the find-
ings as evidence for equal effectiveness of defusion and distraction, but in the absence of a 
no- treatment control, it also seems possible that neither treatment was effective. Instead, it is 
possible that other factors (e.g., repeated exposure to testing) were responsible for the changes 
seen in the dependent variables.

Similarly, Garcia- Zambrano and colleagues (2019) used a randomized between- groups 
design to evaluate a brief defusion and self- as- context intervention for increasing self- as- 
context statements and decreasing self- as- content statements in individuals with ASD, ages 
13– 21. The dependent variable consisted of the rate of directly measured verbal statements 
during interviews that were 8– 11 minutes in duration. The intervention consisted of a single 
implementation of the chessboard procedure, with an actual chessboard present. Participants 
in the control condition engaged in a general conversation about themselves and their therapy, 
not directed toward defusion or self- as- context. Self- as- context statements increased and self- 
as- content statements decreased for the treatment group after treatment, but the differences in 
outcome between groups were not statistically significant. The intervention could likely have 
been too brief (i.e., a single brief conversation), or the sample sizes could have been too small 
(i.e., only 10 participants per group) to detect an effect, especially considering that there was 
large intragroup variability.

ACT Research Expanding the Scope of Behavior Analytic Intervention
One of the greatest potential contributions of ACT to behavior analysis is the potential to 
expand the reach of behavior analysis into a broader and more comprehensive scope of com-
plex human behavior. Behavior analysts have published a small number of studies on the 
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application of ACT to populations and/ or behaviors that they less commonly address. A small 
number of studies on ACT have also been published by researchers who are perhaps best 
thought of as clinical psychologists but are also behavior analysts, applying ACT to popula-
tions that occupy the “gray area” between the two disciplines. We describe several studies of 
both kinds. We intentionally leave out studies on ACT that use single- case designs applied to 
more traditionally clinical populations (e.g., obsessive- compulsive disorder), as well as studies 
that use single- case designs but use indirect measures rather than direct measures of behavior, 
as these studies are addressed by other chapters in this volume.

Sports and Fitness
A recent study by Wang, Tarbox, Chastain, and Cameron (2020) evaluated the effects of an 
ACT coaching program for increasing physical activity in bilingual international university 
students. The study used a multiple baseline design across participants to evaluate the effects 
of a one- on- one coaching program, consisting of weekly brief (approximately 20 minutes) ses-
sions, for 5 weeks. All four participants went from being completely sedentary in baseline to 
meeting or exceeding all of their exercise goals during intervention and throughout follow- up.

In another application of ACT and ABA to sports and fitness, Szabo, Willis, and Palinski 
(2019) evaluated the effects of adding ACT to traditional contingency management ABA 
procedures to improve the performance of athletes in competitive rock climbing. They used a 
multiple baseline to measure the effects on three dependent variables: (1) arriving late for team 
practice, (2) heart rate, and (3) length of falls (an indirect measure of assertive performance). 
Participants consisted of young adults with ASD who were living and working in typical 
community settings and had highly developed verbal repertoires. The traditional ABA pro-
cedures consisted of instructions, shaping, stimulus control, goal- setting, and feedback. The 
ACT intervention consisted of three approximately 2- hour training sessions, referred to as the 
Watch Me Try approach. The first session focused on present moment attention, the second 
on acceptance and self- as- context, and the third on values and committed action. One partici-
pant’s performance improved substantially with traditional ABA procedures, while the other 
two participants required the ACT intervention for their behavior to change substantially. The 
study is relatively unique in that it evaluated the separate additive effects of ACT, above and 
beyond traditional ABA approaches, as opposed to the majority of research on ACT inside 
ABA, which has evaluated ACT either alone or as part of a multicomponent intervention with 
ABA procedures.

Trichotillomania
Several studies have evaluated a combination of ACT with habit reversal training for the 
treatment of trichotillomania (i.e., hairpulling disorder) in the context of single- case designs, 
using self- monitored direct measures of the overt behavior of hairpulling. Twohig and Woods 
(2004) evaluated the effects of ACT and habit reversal for decreasing hairpulling behavior in 
six neurotypical adults, ages 20– 50, who were diagnosed with trichotillomania. Treatment was 
conducted in seven weekly sessions. The first four sessions consisted of 60 minutes of ACT 
training each, while sessions 5– 7 consisted of habit reversal training in the context of ACT, 
session 5 lasting 60 minutes and sessions 6 and 7 lasting 30 minutes each. Treatment was con-
ducted according to a manual, and treatment integrity data were assessed during 25 percent of 
the sessions, yielding an overall treatment integrity score of 100 percent. ACT alone produced 
substantial reductions in hairpulling for four of six participants. The addition of habit reversal 
produced robust effects for one additional participant, while the sixth participant did not 
experience a substantial reduction in the behavior. Of the five participants who demonstrated 
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robust treatment effects, three maintained their reductions at 3- month follow- up, one did not, 
and one was not available for follow- up data.

Similar methods and results were reported by Crosby, Dehlin, Mitchell, and Twohig 
(2012). They evaluated the effects of adding habit reversal to ACT training for reducing hair-
pulling behavior in five neurotypical participants, ages 18– 32 years, in a multiple baseline 
design. ACT alone produced substantial reductions in the behavior for three of five partici-
pants, with the remaining two participants requiring the addition of habit reversal training to 
reduce the behavior. At 3- month follow- up, two maintained substantial treatment gains, two 
maintained some gains, and one demonstrated behavior at pretreatment levels.

Skin Picking
Twohig, Hayes, and Masuda (2006) conducted a preliminary evaluation of ACT for the treat-
ment of chronic skin picking in a multiple baseline across five neurotypical white women, ages 
19– 28. Participants were trained to collect frequency data on their own behavior of picking 
skin, operationally defined as “using one’s fingers or an instrument to attempt or actually 
remove a piece of skin.” ACT was conducted according to a manual and consisted of eight 
weekly sessions that covered commonly used ACT procedures, tailored to skin picking, and 
the treatment intentionally excluded any habit reversal treatment components. Treatment 
integrity data were collected, and the mean integrity score was 4.4 out of 5, indicating high 
procedural fidelity. Skin picking reduced to near- zero levels for four of the five participants, 
with the fifth participant achieving a substantial reduction. At 3 months posttreatment, sub-
stantial reductions in skin picking maintained for only one participant, with partial reductions 
maintaining for two of the other four participants.

Discussion of Research
ACT from the Lens of the Seven Dimensions of Applied Behavior Analysis
Elsewhere (Tarbox, 2018; Tarbox et al., 2020) we have written about how to assess ACT from 
the standpoint of the seven dimensions of ABA proposed by Baer, Wolf, and Risley (1968). We 
will not repeat our previously published discussions here, but a brief discussion of the research 
reviewed previously from the standpoint of the seven dimensions is in order.

applied
The majority of the research studies reviewed included behaviors of clear social importance, 
for example, implementation of evidence- based staff training procedures, engaging in parental 
self- care, decreases in child destructive behaviors, and decreases in hairpulling or skin picking. 
To date, research on ACT inside behavior analysis appears to be strong in the dimension of 
applied.

behavioral
Some behavior analysts have been concerned about the common use of indirect self- report 
measures in ACT research published in the context of clinical psychology, as opposed to 
including direct measures of overt behavior. There is a place for indirect self- report measures, 
particularly in randomized trials and in research where the experimenters do not have direct 
access to measure overt behaviors and the participants cannot reasonably be trained to directly 
measure their own overt behavior. However, most of the research reviewed previously also 
demonstrates that direct measures of behavior can be included when evaluating ACT inter-
ventions, and that ACT consistently produces substantial changes in overt behaviors. In the 
case of behavior displayed by typically developing adults during their normal everyday lives, 
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where behavioral professionals cannot possibly follow them around to collect data, partici-
pants were trained to self- monitor and directly measure their own overt behaviors (Gould, 
Tarbox, & Coyne, 2018; Twohig & Woods, 2004; Crosby et al., 2012). A notable exception 
to direct measurement of overt behavior is the parent training research described previously, in 
which only two of ten studies included direct measures of behavior. Future research on ACT 
approaches to parent training within ABA should include direct measures of overt parent 
behavior, whenever possible.

analyTic
The characteristic of research being analytic, meaning that it uses valid experimental designs 
to evaluate a functional relationship between dependent and independent variables, is a com-
mon feature of most intervention research published in current peer- reviewed journals. So it 
is perhaps not surprising that the vast majority of research reviewed previously used single- 
case experimental designs, primarily multiple baselines, to demonstrate control of behavior 
by implementing ACT- based interventions. However, several of the studies described previ-
ously used within- group pre- post designs, which lack experimental control. These designs can 
certainly be appropriate for initial proof- of- concept, but future research on ACT inside ABA 
must endeavor to use valid experimental designs, both single- case and randomized trials.

concepTually sysTemaTic
A substantial area for potential for further development of the research described previously is 
the extent to which it is conceptually systematic with behavioral principles. Being conceptually 
systematic is important when research is communicated in peer- reviewed journals and in how 
behavioral principles are used to design, execute, and fine-tune interventions. In the research 
reviewed in this chapter, ACT is most commonly described in middle- level terms, which are 
useful for communicating to a broad audience. But within any science, conceptual coherence 
is important to ensure that continued developments in research contribute to extending the 
science in a cumulative manner and prevent conceptual eclecticism. Use of middle- level terms 
in place of conceptually systematic accounts will likely contribute to conceptual confusion and 
incoherence. However, if middle- level terms are used as nothing more than names for more 
complex sets of phenomena that are communicated and understood in conceptually system-
atic technical terms, then they should pose no risk. We hope that adoption of the hexaflex 
within the field of ABA will proceed along these lines and that future research on ACT inside 
ABA will endeavor to include more thorough analyses of their procedures from the standpoint 
of basic behavioral principles.

TechnoloGical
The need to define and communicate behavior- analytic procedures in a manner that is suf-
ficiently technological so as to be replicated by others is another area in which ACT research 
inside behavior analysis could be developed. Although many manualized protocols for ACT 
exist and many scripts for implementing ACT are freely available online, most research 
described previously did not state that the intervention was implemented according to a 
manual, did not clearly operationally define the procedures, and did not report procedural 
fidelity data (with Gould, Tarbox, & Coyne, 2018; Twohig & Woods, 2004; Crosby, Dehlin, 
Mitchell, & Twohig, 2012 as notable exceptions). To some extent, this may be expected, 
given that, by definition, ACT is a flexible, contextually sensitive training approach. In some 
sense, proper implementation of ACT requires some level of flexibility. Still, future behav-
ior analytic research on ACT should endeavor to clearly define trainer competencies and 
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operationally define procedural fidelity to a more precise degree, in order to aid in replication 
and dissemination.

GeneraliTy
The vast majority of the studies reviewed previously did not assess generalization of the effects 
of the ACT interventions that were evaluated. This may be considered strange, given that the 
very purpose of ACT is to address verbal processes that are highly portable across time and 
contexts. As a very new area of research, perhaps it is not surprising that research on ACT 
inside behavior analysis has not yet matured to the point of addressing generalization, as is 
common in many newer areas of research. Still, future research on ACT in ABA should explic-
itly program for generalization, for example, by training ACT skills across multiple exemplars 
of settings or behaviors, and explicitly measure the generalization of those skills and resulting 
behavior changes, across untrained settings, contexts, and behaviors.

effecTive
In the majority of the research described previously, participant behaviors changed substan-
tially as a function of receiving ACT training, suggesting that ACT can be highly effective. Of 
course, no intervention is perfect, and some studies produced more mild effects as well. Now 
that a significant selection of studies have demonstrated initial efficacy of ACT inside ABA, 
future research should attempt to compare the effectiveness of ACT- based approaches to more 
traditional ABA approaches and/ or evaluate the additive effects of implementing ACT on top 
of a baseline of traditional ABA procedures (e.g., Little et al., 2020).

Summary of ACT Research Methods in Behavior Analytic Research
componenTs of acT commonly included
The research described previously varies, from implementing the full ACT treatment package 
to implementing only one or two components. For example, Chancey and colleagues (2019) 
demonstrated that present moment training alone changed staff behavior, while Little and col-
leagues (2020) implemented present moment training combined with values and committed 
action to change staff behavior. Similarly, Brazeau and colleagues (2017) implemented defu-
sion and present moment with individuals with autism, whereas Szabo (2019) implemented a 
comprehensive ACT protocol with individuals with autism, and both studies produced sub-
stantial changes in behavior. At the current state of the literature on ACT inside ABA, it is 
not clear to what extent and under what conditions the full ACT protocol versus piecemeal 
implementation is necessary or sufficient to produce socially meaningful behavior change. 
Future research should attempt to systematically evaluate procedures for helping clinicians and 
researchers decide which, if any, ACT components to use with which client, for which behav-
iors, and in which settings. Developing something akin to a pretreatment ACT functional 
analysis procedure may increase the precision of the ACT treatment literature inside ABA, as 
well as potentially make ACT treatment more targeted and therefore perhaps more effective.

duraTion and dose
The number of sessions of ACT that were implemented in the research described in this chap-
ter range from 1 (Little et al., 2020) to about 12 (Corti et al., 2018). The duration of each 
individual training session ranged from very brief (e.g., 15 minutes; Chancey et al., 2019) to 
longer “workshop” formats (e.g., 8 hours; Pingo et al., 2020a). The total duration of session 
time ranged from approximately one hour (Little et al., 2020) to about 9 hours (Gould et al., 
2018). The total duration, in calendar days, is often not reported but can be deduced to be 1 
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day (Little et al., 2020) to 12 weeks (Corti et al., 2018). With a few exceptions, the total dose 
and duration of ACT that have been researched inside of ABA has been quite brief, suggest-
ing that ACT interventions inside of behavior analysis can be efficient. However, in one of 
the few published studies on ACT in ABA showing a lack of effectiveness, the intervention 
was very brief; only about 15 minutes in duration (Garcia- Zambrano et al., 2019). Thus, it 
seems possible that extremely brief interventions are less likely to be effective. However, much 
further research is needed to determine the approximate dose and duration of ACT that may 
be required to produce relatively easy behavior changes (e.g., giving feedback at work), versus 
relatively difficult ones (e.g., moving from a sedentary to physically active lifestyle).

research seTTinGs
Much of the research described previously was carried out in traditional behavior- analytic 
settings, for example, clinics that serve individuals with autism. This makes good sense from 
the standpoint of establishing ACT within the behavior analytic community. However, it 
would be encouraging to see ACT research used as a context for creating greater collaboration 
between researchers and practitioners from ABA and other allied disciplines. For example, if 
behavior analysts collaborated with other disciplines on ACT research in settings that tradi-
tionally do not include behavior analysts, it could lead to further inroads into expanding the 
scope of behavior analytic practice, as well as fostering greater interdisciplinary collaboration. 
Community mental health settings, primary care clinics, hospitals, substance abuse treatment 
centers, and public schools all seem to be settings ripe for fruitful collaboration.

experimenTal desiGns
Single- case designs are a defining feature of behavior analytic research (Kazdin, 2011). It is 
perhaps no surprise, then, that a large proportion of research on ACT inside behavior analysis 
has used single- case designs. A small but growing amount of research has used group designs 
to investigate ACT with populations that are typically served by behavior analytic practitio-
ners. The choice between single- case versus group designs when researching behavior analytic 
applications of ACT is an interesting one and may be largely driven by the intended primary 
audience for the study. If the primary purpose of the publication is to evaluate and disseminate 
ACT within the behavior analytic community, then a small, well- controlled multiple baseline 
design is likely going to be more effective than a much larger, much more resource- intensive 
randomized trial. However, if the intent of the publication is to demonstrate to the larger 
scientific and policymaking community that behavior analysts can effectively implement ACT 
to bring about meaningful outcomes, then large- scale RCTs are almost certain to be more 
effective.

Challenges and Future Directions
Behavior- Analytic Research on Components of ACT
ACT is a complex multicomponent intervention. Ample research has supported the effec-
tiveness of the package as a whole, but, from both a scientific and practical perspective, it is 
important to consider carefully which components are necessary and sufficient to optimize 
meaningful behavior change. This question can be considered from the standpoint of pure 
procedures or technology, but, more importantly in the behavior analytic perspective, it can 
be asked from a functional standpoint. In the case of the latter, group designs that compare 
outcomes between groups of participants who receive one particular combination of treatment 
components to another group who receive a different combination of treatment components 
cannot expect to meaningfully address the issue. The contribution of individual behavioral 
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principles will be masked behind middle- level terms, the individual effect of which will be 
masked behind the mean effect across the group. Behavior analytic single- case designs are 
uniquely suited to evaluate the unique contributions of individual variables on the behavior of 
the individual participant because that is the analytic level at which the designs work. Much 
more single- case behavioral research is needed on the necessary and sufficient components that 
make ACT effective in producing socially meaningful behavior change.

Basic Operant and Bridge Research for Innovating and Fine-tuning ACT
Although more members of the behavior analytic community are embracing ACT, our under-
standing of how to best use ACT with the populations that behavior analysts often serve is 
far from complete. The steadily growing body of literature on ACT within behavior analysis 
brings to bear many questions regarding exactly which pieces of ACT are effective in changing 
behavior, why, and under what conditions. Initiating empirical investigations to answer these 
questions will fine-tune ACT in practice and may answer some “big questions” behavior scien-
tists have about how our verbal behavior and private events influence our actions. This begins 
and ends with the applied scientist- practitioners who are using current research and systemati-
cally applying these methods to their cases. As they do, questions will arise such as: How do I 
assess my client’s behavior to know where to start with ACT? Which parts of ACT are necessary to 
change a given behavior? What are the necessary prerequisites for ACT to be effective? Which vari-
ables can I manipulate to individualize this treatment so that my client is engaged and benefiting 
from it? Is ACT a socially valid treatment for the clients that we serve? and so forth.

While scientist- practitioners can and should evaluate answers to these questions in the real- 
life clinical environment, more controlled analyses are also needed. In order to answer questions 
related to which parts of ACT are effective and under what conditions, bridge researchers should 
set up controlled lab studies using models of applied problems developed in tandem with basic 
researchers (e.g., models of experiential avoidance, impulsivity, contingency insensitivity). It is 
also necessary for basic researchers to bring some of these clinical questions back to the Skinner 
Box, so to speak, where investigations can be conducted at a molecular level to provide a bet-
ter understanding of the conditions under which we can strengthen or weaken the immediate 
influence of these indirect acting contingencies on overt behavior (e.g., rule- governed behavior, 
sensitivity of derived relations to different environmental variables, transformation of stimulus 
function). When these forces combine, we will likely be able to generate extremely effective 
means of intervention for behavior under the control of these indirect acting contingencies across 
a variety of populations and applied problems. Figure 31.3 depicts a few of the many potential 
overlapping and cross- fertilizing avenues for future bridge, basic, and applied research to enhance 
the precision and scope of research on ACT inside of ABA.

Scope of Practice
Although ABA has always been conceptualized as a comprehensive applied science of human 
behavior, the field has flourished in addressing developmental disorders, while relatively little 
expansion has been achieved into other areas of socially meaningful behavior. As Skinner 
(1953) and legions of behavior analysts have noted, there are few problems of humanity that 
do not involve human behavior, and yet the forward progress of ABA into mainstream society 
has occurred particularly slowly. One possible reason is that more traditional approaches to 
language in behavior analysis, particularly Skinner’s analysis of verbal behavior, struggled to 
give birth to basic and applied research that productively addressed complex human language 
and cognition (Hayes, Barnes- Holmes, & Roche, 2001). One of the greatest promises of ACT, 
and of RFT upon which it is based, is to provide tools for expanding the scope of practice of 
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ABA. The rationale for this is that the transition from working with individuals with develop-
mental disabilities to working with typically developing individuals largely consists of transi-
tioning from clients for whom the ABA practitioner has direct and frequent access to the direct 
consequence of the person’s behavior, to working with clients with whom the ABA clinician 
has very infrequent, even totally absent, direct access to the consequences of some of the most 
important client behaviors.

Many of humanity’s greatest causes of preventable death can be attributed to human 
behavior, for which clinicians do not have direct access. For example, eating healthier and less 
calorically dense foods can help prevent heart disease and diabetes (e.g., Pallazola et al., 2019). 
Even if a behavior analyst trains a client for an hour per week, the amount of food choos-
ing, cooking, and eating behavior that can be evoked and directly reinforced in that setting 
is incredibly small, compared to the proportion of the same behavior that occurs outside of 
session. In addition to nutrition, regular exercise is known to guard against heart disease and 
diabetes (Warburton, Nicol, & Bredin, 2006), as well as having beneficial effects on mental 
health (Stojanovska, Polenakovic, Bosevski, & Apostolopoulos, 2017). But the same challenge 
is present as for eating: the clinician does not have direct access to a substantial proportion of 
exercise behavior in their clients, nor to the particularly challenging environments in which 
exercise must often occur (e.g., early in the morning or late at night). In the case of diabetes, 
life and limb can be affected in powerful ways by behavioral choices (blood sugar testing, 
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Figure 31.3. Venn diagram depicting potential areas for future applied, basic, and bridge research on ACT inside 
behavior analysis. 
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sugar, and insulin administration) made by patients on a daily basis, the vast majority of which 
the clinician has little or no direct contact with.

The fact that ACT works primarily through indirect contact with contingencies, via 
derived relational responding and transformation of stimulus function, makes it particularly 
well suited to helping the science and practice of ABA expand into these underaddressed areas, 
many of which have much broader mainstream impact than developmental disabilities. Some 
of the initial research is encouraging, for example, in fitness (Szabo, Willis, & Palinski, 2019; 
Wang et al., 2020). There appears to be great potential for behavior analysts to collaborate 
with researchers from other disciplines who struggle to change health- related behaviors, for 
example, medical doctors working with patients with diabetes, heart disease, or obesity, who 
would especially benefit from changes in exercise and nutrition behaviors. Future behavior 
analytic research should identify and evaluate models for effective collaboration, for example, 
in hospitals or primary care settings. It seems particularly odd that many of the most vexing 
medical problems that hospitals face are majorly tied to patient behavior, and yet very few 
hospitals have behavior analysts on staff. Research that combines the best of traditional ABA 
procedures with ACT approaches, executed and evaluated within traditional medical con-
texts, may help expand behavior analysts’ practice into these settings, as well as bridge the gap 
between behavior and medicine that is so common in most medical settings.

In addition to helping expand ABA research and practice further into health- related 
behaviors, future research combining ACT and traditional ABA methods likely has the poten-
tial to expand ABA’s reach into other areas of complex human behavioral challenges that do not 
yet warrant a formal diagnosis. Parent– child relationships with typically developing children 
seem to be one such area. Many problems that appear acute in later years likely could be pre-
vented by early intervention (Biglan, Hayes, & Pistorello, 2008). For example, effective parent 
training provided much earlier in the child’s life will likely prevent the need for more intensive 
intervention for behavioral disorders, such as conduct disorders. Traditional behavioral parent 
training likely has the potential to be effective in this manner, but if complementing ABA par-
ent training with an ACT approach may make it more effective and potentially longer- lasting, 
then perhaps implementing it early in life would be an effective and efficient approach to pre-
venting more acute problems later. In addition, behavior analysts typically are not called in to 
help a family until the problem has become severe. Future research should attempt to develop 
low- intensity models for providing ACT- informed ABA parent training to parents who may 
be at risk for their children developing challenges later in life. Examples are families who are 
severely underresourced, and families with one or more parents struggling with substance 
abuse. If implemented early and evaluated on a large scale, it may be possible to identify, at 
a group level, whether negative outcomes such as involvement in the penal system, dropping 
out of school, teen pregnancy, or substance abuse challenges can be prevented (Kellam et al., 
2014). This potential future for the field of ABA could envision behavior analysts preventing 
problems, rather than being called in to “put out fires” after they have already become severe.

Scope of Competence
Recent research (Enoch & Nicholson, 2020) has revealed that the practitioner community 
is accepting ACT as part of ABA; however, concerns remain about scope of practice and 
standards of competence. As discussed in the section on the technological dimension of ACT 
inside ABA, research has a long way to go in operationally defining competence in implement-
ing ACT, inside or outside of behavior analysis. Much more future research is needed in this 
regard. Until such research has been published, behavior analysts will need to adopt ACT 
procedures in the same way in which they adopt any other new behavior- analytic procedures: 
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gradually, cautiously, and only with expert training and mentorship. There is not yet any data- 
based reason to believe that competence in ACT is any less attainable than competence in any 
other behavior analytic treatment approach.

Conclusion
The relationship between ACT and behavior analysis has been and continues to be mutually 
beneficial. The current explosion of popularity that ACT is experiencing within the main-
stream behavior analytic community is exciting and will no doubt usher in challenges and 
opportunities. In this chapter, we have attempted to establish that ACT can not only rea-
sonably be practiced within behavior analysis but also that behavior analysis is the proper 
home for ACT. Much more research is still needed on implementing ACT within mainstream 
ABA settings and populations, on methods for training behavior analysts to competence in 
ACT, and ultimately, on using ACT to expand the scope of ABA to include a fuller range of 
human behaviors, more closely approaching B. F. Skinner’s dream of a comprehensive science 
of human behavior.
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Abstract
This article reflects on future directions within the field of  contextual behavioral science 
(CBS), focusing on (1) refinement of  the theory of  CBS and implications for clinical 
practice; (2) methodological aspects, particularly the utility of  individual- level analyses for 
understanding change processes and customized interventions; (3) how digital resources 
can be utilized to improve research and clinical interventions, including accessibility to 
empirically supported treatments; (4) how a systems- oriented approach can improve 
the ability to address complex problems in, for example, young individuals and their 
families; (5) why and how dissemination across cultural contexts is an important area of  
development; and (6) how CBS can be used at a societal level to promote public health, 
including policymaking and key research studies. It is hoped that directing attention to key 
challenges and opportunities will inspire other researchers, Finally, suggestions are offered 
on how to develop the field to gain further knowledge, improve methods, increase 
evidence, and, ultimately, promote health and well- being.

Key Words: relational frame theory, methodology, individual- level data analyses, digital 
tools, technical innovations, systems- approach, cultural adaptation, public health

Refinement of Theory and the Bridge to Clinical Practice
Even though acceptance and commitment therapy (ACT) has been influenced by a variety of 
factors (see Zettle & Wilson, this volume), its main scientific context was behavior analysis— 
more specifically, the efforts to analyze the overlapping areas traditionally labeled rule- governed 
and verbal behavior, respectively (e.g., Hayes & Hayes, 1992). This specific research program 
was presented in a comprehensive manner in 2001 in the book on relational frame theory 
(RFT) edited by Hayes, Barnes- Holmes, and Roche. The specific relationship between this 
research program and the clinical model of ACT can be described as that of two siblings 
growing up together. As ACT is the result of many factors, it would be an exaggeration to 
say that the model is built on RFT, but it is beyond doubt that this specific way of analyzing 
human language has been extremely influential in the development of the clinical model. 
This can be illustrated by focusing on perhaps the most central concept in ACT, the cognitive 
fusion/ defusion dichotomy. Fusion refers to the tendency of language- capable humans to 
coordinate their actions with certain verbal functions, regardless of the problematic long- run 
effects. Defusion refers to the process of disentangling from this verbal power. As defined in 
the first book- length presentation of ACT (Hayes, Strosahl, & Wilson, 1999, p. 74): “To 
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deliteralize1 means to disrupt ordinary meaning functions of language such that the ongoing 
process of framing events relationally is evident in the moment and competes with the stimulus 
products of relational activity”. The terminology used confirms ACT’s close relationship to 
RFT. Processes described using RFT is at the root of ACT. The fact that this was so from the 
very start is confirmed by the fact that the same process is described in the earliest publication 
(Hayes, 1984) presenting the ideas that eventually became ACT.

Where Do We Go from Here? Dig Where You Stand!
The previous argument brings us to the first recommendation regarding refinements of 
theory and the bridge to clinical practice: Move forward with theoretical integrity, that is, 
base further clinical development on the key principles that are established! Even though the 
central processes of ACT were identified early, our understanding of them has increased over 
the years, as a result of the continued basic research program of RFT. As our understanding of 
different types of relational behavior (different types of “frames”) have increased, it has become 
clear that the process of defusion can be described with better precision by using RFT concepts 
of deictic (perspective- taking) and hierarchical frames. Still, there is a continued need for more 
research focusing on these processes. Regarding deictic framing, most research concerns the 
repertoire of taking the perspective of another person (e.g., Hooper, Erdogan, Keen, Lawton, 
& McHugh, 2015). From a clinical point of view, there is a need for more research on the 
behavior repertoire that relates to taking perspective on your own responding, including work 
on defusion or deliteralization— in other words, the phenomena which early in RFT literature 
was called I- Here- Now versus I- There- Then (Barnes- Holmes, Hayes, & Dymond, 2001).

As for hierarchical framing, the behavior as such has been described in a laboratory 
context (e.g., Callejón, 2020; Gil, Luciano, Ruiz, & Valdivia- Salas, 2012) It has also been 
demonstrated that this repertoire, in conjunction with deictic framing, is part of the central 
clinical process of being able to interact with your own responding in a flexible way, what 
is called defusion in ACT (e.g., Foody, Barnes-Holmes, Barnes-Holmes, & Luciano, 2013; 
Luciano et al., 2011). Still, this work is in its infancy and there is a great need to expand on 
and deepen the work already done. The word ”deepen” is used here in the sense that we need 
to know more about how to predict and influence this process, and the word “expand” is 
used in the sense that we need to test different related interventions to get closer to everyday 
clinical work.

Another important area of research that represents a starting point for ACT is the 
phenomenon of rule- governed behavior, which is very much connected to fusion/ defusion as 
the tendency to follow self- rules is at the core of the problematic effects of fusion (Törneke, 
Luciano, Barnes- Holmes, & Bond, 2016). So, the advice to dig deeper for one is also advice 
to dig for the other.

Scientists and clinicians from theoretical backgrounds other than behavior analysis are 
pointing out the relevance of similar psychological or behavioral processes, although they are 
using different terminology (Bernstein et al., 2015). This brings us to a second recommendation 
regarding the refinements of theory and bridge to clinical practice.

Talk to Those Digging Nearby!
The contextual behavior wing of behavior analysis has already managed to launch fruitful 
dialogues with neighboring researchers. An example is the communication and collaboration 
with researchers rooted in cognitive (e.g., De Houwer, Barnes- Holmes, & Moors, 2013) and 
evolutionary science (e.g., Wilson, Hayes, Biglan, & Embry, 2014). At the same time, one 
other neighbor has been digging close by for a long time, where the dialogue is yet almost 
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nonexistent: the science of linguistics. This is strange in many ways, as the main tool of any 
psychotherapy model is talking, that is, using language. A collaboration with linguists is 
particularly relevant to those with a great interest in RFT because RFT is a research program 
focusing on human language and linguistics is the science of that very subject.

It is well known that the problematic relationship between behavioral analysis and lin-
guistics has been formed by the way the prominent linguist Noam Chomsky responded to 
B. F. Skinner’s attempt to analyze human language around 70 years ago (Chomsky, 1959; 
Skinner, 1957). However, refinement of theory and improvement of clinical models require 
scientific collaborations between researchers from different fields and traditions. Thus, the 
time has come to move beyond that conflict.

Modern linguistics share many assumptions with contextual behavioral science. Perhaps 
the most obvious one is the description of language as an activity of the whole person, acting in 
an ecological setting (context). Language is “languaging” (Thibault, 2011). Of special interest 
to those familiar with RFT is that this trend is very influential in modern linguistic work on 
the phenomenon of metaphors (Müller, 2008), an area in which RFT research has contributed 
and shed substantial light (Stewart & Barnes- Holmes, 2001). And this goes beyond basic sci-
ence. Within the linguistic community there is a growing interest in using metaphors in clini-
cal work, in psychotherapy (Tay, 2013) and in other areas of health care (Demjén & Semino, 
2017). Taken together, converging research conducted in different fields makes it clear that it is 
time to open up for a dialogue that will likely be vital but that has been unheard of for decades.

Methodological Aspects of Future Clinical Research
In many areas where broadly cognitive- behavioral treatments are applied, there is no longer 
a need for more randomized clinical trials (RCTs) focused on efficacy and clinical outcomes 
from treatments based on protocols designed for particular syndromes (Hayes & Hofmann, 
2018). We have reached a saturation point, and even comparisons of conventional with newer 
variants of CBT do not appear to offer progress. Little or no new knowledge has been gained 
in these studies. Instead, to improve treatments, we now need different trial designs to pro-
vide answers to critically important questions. Where we continue with randomized group 
comparison designs, these need to be set up to enable examinations of change processes and/ 
or analyze treatment components linked to processes of change. In both cases, the ability to 
determine individual variability in response is imperative. Reporting statistical differences in 
group means, or even reporting summary effect sizes, is not enough. What is called for is indi-
vidualized (Hayes et al. 2019) or “personalized and precision treatments” (Fisher et al., 2019).

The Need for Idiographic Research
Idiographic research is needed on specific individuals or contexts to extend knowledge in areas 
where nomothetic research at a group level has dominated. It is now clear that findings based 
in aggregated group data do not typically generalize to the individual (e.g., Fisher, Medaglia, 
& Jeronimus, 2018). Even where measures of central tendency derived from group versus indi-
vidual data may be similar, the variability in the individual data is so large that it will not be 
appropriate to regard the group data as providing an accurate estimate of any of the individuals 
in the population (Fisher et al., 2018).

Thus, there is a need to shift study methods from those that have historically included 
large sample sizes to methods that instead include a large number of observations within each 
individual over time. The latter are commonly called intensive longitudinal designs, which 
include single- case experimental designs as an example. These designs are perfectly suited to 
conduct analyses of treatments that are process- focused and idiographic (Bentley, Kleiman, 
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Elliott, Huffman, & Knock, 2019), particularly with regard to developments in ecological 
momentary assessment and so- called real- time monitoring using mobile technologies (Bentley 
et al., 2019; Vilardaga, Bricker, & McDonell, 2014), as well as statistical approaches such as 
cross- lagged correlation analyses (e.g., Caneiro, Smith, Linton, Moseley, & O’Sullican, 2019) 
and simulation modeling analysis (Borckardt et al., 2008).

To capture the dynamics of change processes over time, frequent session- by- session, 
day- to- day, and preferably, where possible, moment- to- moment assessment will be needed 
(e.g., Hayes et al., 2019). Without such detailed information, therapists will not be equipped 
to assess, track, and customize treatment by linking critical change processes to specific 
interventions.

Intensive Longitudinal Studies Require New Instruments for Assessment
To support intensive longitudinal studies of process and outcome, appropriate measures are 
needed. Such measures should be brief enough for repeated use, sensitive to change for the 
respective intervention, and direct in the sense of capturing behavior patterns of interest in the 
situation and at the time where they occur. This will require approaches to instrument design 
that are unlike conventional psychometric instrument design (e.g. based on classical test the-
ory), including daily diary methods (e.g., Berghoff, Ritzert, & Forsyth, 2018), statistical meth-
ods for managing complex individual data, such as the dynamic p- technique (Kurz, Johnson, 
Kellum, & Wilson, 2019), and network analysis (Christodoulou, Michaelides, & Karekla, in 
press). While traditional psychometric questionnaires will continue to have a place in group 
research designs, they are not suited for intensive idiographic assessment for reasons including 
their length, the time required to complete them, their complexity (inadvertently combining 
functionally distinct behavior patterns), and the indirect quality of the data (e.g., imprecision 
in behavior of interest, time, and context of interest). Also, the framing of the questions over 
extensive periods of time (e.g., the past 2 weeks) results in a failure to capture important vari-
ability, as well as the sources of that variability. Furthermore, such retrospective ratings often 
succumb to reporting biases. Hence, instruments developed using traditional psychometric 
approaches are generally unsuitable for the idiographic approaches described here.

Distinctions between types of therapy appear too coarse to best promote progress in ther-
apy development and certainly too coarse to fit the future of individual process- based therapy. 
What is envisioned is a future where types of CBT or psychotherapy in general drop away and 
are replaced by lists of known effective behavior change processes linked to specific methods 
known to drive them (Hayes et al., 2019). However, such aspirations call for a paradigm shift 
in which idiographic research designs are emphasized (on top of nomothetic approaches that 
adhere to the same spirit) to enhance the focus on individual needs, specific change processes, 
and customized interventions.

Utilizing Digital Resources in Future Research and Clinical Practice
Early initiatives designed to transform ACT into a digital intervention in 2010 were met by 
skepticism from CBS clinical and research colleagues, as well as grant reviewers, who argued 
that this change would be too challenging because ACT had usually been delivered by highly 
trained clinicians in lengthy face- to- face experiential exercises. The past 10 years of research 
have shown the opposite pattern: there are numerous examples of ACT, and contextual behav-
ioral science in general, being successfully adapted into and tested in a digital intervention for 
a variety of clinically relevant problems, including smoking cessation, obesity, pain manage-
ment, and depression (Anthony et al., 2020; Bricker, Watson, Mull, Sullivan, & Heffner, 
2020; Järvelä- Reijonen et al., 2020). This decade of learning has highlighted the notion that, 
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to be effective, these digital adaptations required contextual behavioral researchers to rethink 
their scientific questions, form transdisciplinary collaborations, employ a broad range of study 
designs, and address the challenges of recruiting and retaining study participants. This future 
directions section highlights each of these elements and their critical role in the next decade of 
digital contextual behavioral research.

Rethinking Research Questions
Digital technologies are fundamentally changing the clinical and basic research questions that 
contextual behavioral scientists are asking. Clinically, digital technologies are leading to a focus 
on questions of whether contextual behavioral interventions can be tested and later dissemi-
nated on a population level. Compared to traditional interventions that deliver interventions 
face- to- face, digital interventions can be delivered on a broader scale at a fraction of the cost, 
which in turn elevates the population- level impact of the behavioral interventions. For exam-
ple, smartphone applications for English- language cigarette smoking cessation have already 
been downloaded 33 million times (Bricker et al., 2020). Clinical intervention research ques-
tions include the following query: to what extent does acceptance of internal experiences (e.g., 
thoughts and emotions) mediate the relationship between objective behaviors and clinical out-
comes? With the advent of widely available low- cost and easily worn sensors that can passively 
track a variety of behaviors, including heart rate, pulse, location, and physical activity, it is 
now possible to ask new basic research questions, including what are the bidirectional relation-
ships between objective behaviors and avoidance of internal processes? Contextually collected 
digital data on antecedents, behaviors, and consequences are allowing for more valid, reliable, 
and fine- grained functional analysis of target behaviors (Levin, Krafft, Pierce, & Potts, 2018;). 
Ecological momentary assessments, which provide random prompting of short real- time self- 
report measures of internal experiences (e.g., thoughts and emotions), address the recall bias of 
traditional self- report surveys (Shiffman, 2007). Also, frequent assessment (e.g., up to multiple 
times per day) provides a more valid analysis of mediators and basic processes linking behav-
iors and objective behavioral measures. Patients and study participants who never before con-
sidered using a behavioral intervention to address a given problem (e.g., depression) are now 
engaging in treatments because the digital delivery is more accessible than in- person delivery. 
However, an important question that contextual behavioral researchers need to address is how 
to design digital interventions to optimize accessibility to a broad range of populations, such 
as those with cognitive and visual impairments, as well as those experiencing structural barriers 
that limit their access to technologies (e.g., poverty, living in a rural area, lack of WIFI access).

Transdisciplinary Science
Scientists in the allied fields of public health, medicine, computer science, engineering, and 
statistics are needed for collaborating with contextual behavioral scientists on digital technology 
research. Public health researchers have a valuable role in understanding systemic barriers 
to accessing digital interventions (e.g., geographic areas of low WIFI access), principles of 
epidemiology (e.g., to determine population- level impact), and community- based participatory 
research (e.g., including potential end- users, clinicians, and digital technology companies 
in the development team) in the development, testing, dissemination, and implementation 
of CBS digital research (Rutter et al., 2017). Medical researchers (i.e., physician scientists) 
can provide valuable expertise on how to conduct CBS digital research for specific medical 
populations and settings, with a special understanding of how these medical conditions 
would influence these questions (e.g., adapting user interfaces for cancer patients experiencing 
the side effects of chemotherapy). Computer scientists bring in a broad range of expertise, 
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including passive sensing (e.g., accelerometers, global positioning systems), machine learning, 
and natural language processing (Milne- Ives et al., 2020; Thomas Craig et al., 2020), all of 
which are important areas for the conceptualization of a wide variety of CBS digital research. 
Perhaps engineering’s most important contribution to CBS digital research has been in the 
subfield of human- centered design, which focuses on using multiple research methods (e.g., 
interviews, focus groups, diary studies) to conceptualize and iterate designs of technologies 
that are engaging to the end user (Matheson, Pacione, Shultz, & Klügl, 2015).

Finally, statistics has been an important academic field, providing expertise in study meth-
ods such as adaptive research designs (see the next heading). Part of this transdisciplinary 
collaboration has included forming partnerships with vendors in the field of technology and 
digital health. These businesses have included in- house designers, programmers, and managers 
who usually serve the private sector, so developing a shared vision and set of expectations is 
critical (Roth, Vilardaga, Wolfe, Bricker, & McDonell, 2014). The emergence of this type of 
transdisciplinary research within CBS is mirrored within digital technology behavior research. 
There is a newer academic field of technology intervention research that bridges the disciplines 
mentioned previously (e.g., engineering, computing, medicine, and behavioral science) with 
journals devoted solely to this area. The Journal of Medical Internet Research (JMIR) is a good 
example (impact factor=  5) (JMIR, 2020) of this new field, with multiple subjournals focused 
on the intervention protocols (JMIR Res Prot), formative research (JMIR Form Res), small- scale 
trials (JMIR mhealh and uhealth), and gaming (JMIR Serious Games). For these transdisci-
plinary collaborations to be effective, CBS researchers must “get out of their comfort zone” 
by reaching out to their colleagues across their institutions and around the globe and work to 
find common language and vocabulary to communicate CBS concepts and assumptions, and 
vice versa.

Broader Research Designs
New CBS digital research questions formed in transdisciplinary collaborations are now 
supporting study designs that go beyond the two- arm randomized controlled trial design. 
Starting in the design phase, user- centered study designs include qualitative theme analyses 
from interviews, focus groups, open- ended surveys, and diary studies (Davies & Mueller, 
2020). Single- case and N- of- 1 designs (see the section on method development) have been 
valuable in the development phase for establishing the causality of CBS intervention effects 
on a small scale (Thorsell Cederberg, Dahl, von Essen, & Ljungman, 2017; Vilardaga et al., 
2014). For determining which components of a CBS intervention and their combination are 
effective, the multiphase optimization strategy (MOST) is a valuable engineering- based design 
framework for optimizing CBS intervention content (Collins et al., 2011). Study designs 
such as factorial experiments, micro- randomized trials, and sequential multiple assignment 
randomized trials (SMART) are being used to optimize interventions (Klasnja et al., 2015). 
As an example of how these novel methods are applied in CBS research, a micro- randomized 
trial to test the causal effects of specific ACT messages on coping with urges to smoke will be 
conducted soon, with the goal of determining what message has impact on proximal outcomes 
such as cravings (Thrul, 2020). Also, a SMART design will be used to test the effects of push 
notifications for those not engaging in a web- based ACT intervention (Watson, 2020). Finally, 
just- in- time adaptive intervention (JITAI) designs are a special type of adaptive intervention 
that uses a sequence of decision rules to specify an intervention depending on treatment needs 
(Nahum- Shani et al., 2018). In JITAIs, continuously collected digital data (e.g., EMA- based 
mood data) can be used to randomly assign participants to receive (or not) specific digitally 
delivered intervention content. Taken together, this broader set of qualitative and experimental 
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research designs, which optimize an intervention that adapts to the changing contexts of 
the individual, are providing methods that are “catching up” to the way that contextual 
behaviorists have always thought about behavior: a specific intervention in a specific moment 
for a specific person. A main challenge ahead is to show the broader research community how 
these research designs work and why they are valuable in the overall spectrum of contextual 
behavioral research methods.

Participant Recruitment and Retention
Two serious and recurrent sources of bias in all behavioral research are participant recruit-
ment and retention. Regarding recruitment, behavioral clinical trials often failed to recruit an 
adequate and generalizable sample of study participants (Walters et al., 2017). The lack of ade-
quate sample size severely restricts statistical power, thereby making confidence intervals wide 
and results uninterpretable. Lack of broad reach in recruitment will often mean that people of 
color and other marginalized populations will not be included in the study, which implies that 
trial results will not apply to them (Chen, Lara, Dang, Paterniti, & Kelly, 2014). Fortunately, 
digital technologies are providing a platform for more efficient recruitment of harder- to- reach 
and traditionally underrepresented study populations. All major forms of digital social media 
(e.g., Facebook), as well as digital forms of traditional media (major newspapers), are now a 
vehicle for recruiting study participants. Often, these recruitment platforms include targeted 
advertisements designed to reach special populations such as youth, racial or ethnic minorities, 
sexual minorities, and rural populations. Compared to nondigital recruiting methods, such as 
flyers, bus ads, and radio ads, digital recruitment methods can yield a large and geographically 
broad study population in less time, lower cost, and with greater representation. For example, 
a recent study tested 16 research- designed Facebook ads to recruit for a digital ACT smoking 
cessation intervention trial. Within 32 days, the top three performing ads were identified, 
which altogether randomized 1299 participants from all 50 U.S. states at a cost of $40.51 
USD per randomized participant (Watson, Mull, Heffner, McClure, & Bricker, 2018).

An ongoing problem in behavioral intervention research is participant attrition. Missing 
follow- up data can bias a result in favor of those who responded to treatment, as those par-
ticipants are more likely to complete outcome assessments (Little et al., 2012). Often, missing 
participants are racial/ ethnic minorities and those with lower education and income (Flores 
et al., 2017). Digital technologies have been helpful in preventing attrition because of their 
ability to track study participants and offer a convenient method for them to provide objec-
tive and self- reported data. For example, by providing such methods as time- limited rein-
forcers for outcome survey completion (e.g., a $10 bonus for completing an online survey 
within 24 hours), 12- month follow- up rates of nearly 90% can be obtained (Bricker et al., 
2020). Because surveys were initially offered online, such a 24- hour reinforcer was practical, 
and would not have been possible with traditional mailed survey methods. Future contextual 
behavioral research can collaborate with public opinion and communications researchers in 
applying contextual behavioral principles in the design of study recruitment social media mes-
sage framing (e.g., appealing to values) and online retention methods (e.g., reinforcement 
schedules for incentives). Such research would have broad implications across all fields of 
clinical research.

As this section has shown, contextual behavioral scientists conducting digital research 
adaptations have spent the past decade rethinking their scientific questions, forming transdis-
ciplinary collaborations, employing a broad range of study designs, and addressing the chal-
lenges of recruiting and retaining study participants. For the next decade to grow in impact, 
contextual behavioral researchers will need to stay informed of developments in a broad array 
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of nonbehavioral disciplines (e.g., engineering) by reading their literature, attending digital 
technology conferences, remaining aware of changes in available technology, and forming 
transdisciplinary collaborations. Contextual behavioral research in technology is an emerging 
area, so scientists have many opportunities to develop research programs in this domain.

The Importance of Systemic Influences in Treatment
Most of the gold standard therapies for physical and psychological health concerns in adult-
hood focus on the individual (American Psychological Association, Division 12).2 According 
to the Society of Child Clinical and Adolescent Psychology, however, many of the most effec-
tive treatments for youth include the family and other systemic factors.3 For example, the exist-
ing literature on evidenced- based treatments for anxiety in young children and teens indicates 
that family- based cognitive- behavioral treatment (CBT) and CBT for parents, along with 
their affected children, have the most support. Similar treatment is recommended for disrup-
tive behavior problems, obsessive- compulsive, and bipolar disorders. The strongest evidence 
supports inclusion of teachers in addressing problematic issues associated with autism spec-
trum disorder and specific learning disorders (APA Division 53 website, 2021).

Although youth obviously have different needs than adults, historically child interven-
tions have been “scaled- down” versions of adult treatment models that ignore developmental 
aspects and relationships that affect developmental pathways. In the last 25 years or so, evi-
dence has accumulated indicating that inclusion of parents, siblings, peers, and teachers can 
bolster treatment effects (Kazdin, 1995). Systems- oriented approaches such as multisystemic 
therapy (MST; Henggeler, Schoenwald, Borduin, Rowland, & Cunningham, 1998) or the 
EcoFIT model (Dishion & Stormshak, 2007) account for not only the inclusion of these 
multiple variables (e.g., maternal influence, peer modeling) but also bidirectional relationships 
among them (e.g., parents’ relationships with teachers affecting child behavior).

Systems- oriented approaches are grounded in the principles of ecological treatment 
(Brofenbrenner, 1979) in which child, family, peer, teacher, community, and cultural factors 
are all considered. MST (Henggeler, Schoenwald, Borduin, Rowland, & Cunningham, 1998) 
has been utilized primarily for externalizing disorders but has also been applied to internalizing 
problems and physical health concerns. In terms of addressing externalizing problems, MST 
has become a gold standard; it is used in more than 500 sites internationally, and over 100 
peer- reviewed articles have been published on its efficacy. MST works well for criminal offend-
ing, substance use, sexual offending, and other conduct problems (Henggeler & Schaeffer, 
2019). In a review of the literature, MST for health problems was found to lead to greater 
benefits than treatment as usual for obesity and diabetes, but the need for further study was 
noted (Pane, White, Nadorff, Grills- Taquechel, & Stanley, 2013). The same review of MST 
showed mixed results for internalizing symptoms, primarily finding that MST did work better 
than treatment as usual for serious emotional difficulties at immediate treatment conclusion 
and short- term follow- up, but the difference in MST and effects of the treatment as usual were 
not significant by one- year follow- up (Pane et al., 2013).

The EcoFIT model has several core similarities to the MST; it is an ecological model, 
empirically based and assessment driven. In this model, caregivers are utilized to propel 
changes in child behavior. Mindful and engaged caregivers change their interactions with their 
children as needed and advocate for their children appropriately in school and in broader fam-
ily settings. It is equally effective across several diverse cultural groups (Stormshak et al., 2011). 
The model can be modified such that it is implemented in school settings, which fits a public 
health prevention model (O’Connell, Boat, & Warner, 2009), and it can be scaled up or down 
to include a variety of prevention and intervention services. The Eco- FIT model was designed 
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to link individual family and community resources such as scouts’ programs, sports leagues, 
library programs, and school tutors. Recent research shows that if the model is implemented as 
“school readiness,” parents and school staff are more receptive to it than if it were to be labeled 
as treatment for “at- risk” youth (O’Connell et al., 2009).

Other systemic approaches to child treatment are available— for example, the Maudsley 
approach to eating disorders (Rhodes, 2003) and trauma systems therapy for trauma and 
stressor- related disorders (Brown, Laitner, & Saxe, 2017). In every case, these systems- oriented 
approaches include family and school factors at varying levels, thereby bolstering treatment 
effectiveness. Given that these ecological models are intentionally built to be melded with 
community resources, they can reach a larger number of youth and can be implemented at 
a wide prevention level. Systems- oriented approaches can provide support for families— and 
even communities— as opposed to individual youth. Finally, given the multitude of factors 
addressed, and the ways in which the model addresses relationships among factors, systems 
approaches are far more likely to address comorbidity and complex problem sequelae.

How ACT Is a Systems- Oriented Approach, the Work Thus Far, and Where It Needs to Go
Given that the root metaphor of contextualism, the philosophy of science that underlies ACT, 
is “the act in context” (Pepper, 1942), it is logical that the principles of ecological treatment 
would apply. These systems- oriented principles dictate inclusion of multidirectional influence 
at varied levels of a youth’s environment. With regard to the ecological model, the most proxi-
mal level of influence includes a child’s individual factors such as genetic predisposition and 
phenotypic expression of physical traits, as well as their typical ways of interacting with the 
world. Within an ACT framework, individual- level factors also include private events such as 
thoughts, feelings, and bodily sensations (Hayes, Strosahl, & Wilson, 1999). While the ACT 
work with youth is not yet as advanced as it is with adults, as of December 2020, there were 
14 randomized controlled trials targeting youth’s processes (e.g., mindfulness, valuing, accep-
tance) or outcomes (e.g., anxiety, depression, chronic pain) at the individual level. There are 
multiple case studies and noncontrolled group studies as well.4

Individual factors are thought to be dynamic, especially at certain times during develop-
ment (e.g., middle childhood; Collins, Madsen, & Susman- Stillman, 2002). Further, these 
ever- changing and interacting factors influence and are influenced by other contextual vari-
ables. Such variables may include the quality of parent– child relationship, sibling relationship 
factors, economic resources of the school the youth attends, the ethnic culture in which the 
youth primarily develops, the parents’ relationship with one another, the mother’s work stress, 
and so on.

As of today, a fair number of studies have been completed that directly target parents’ 
responses to their children’s varied difficulties. Several studies (e.g., Gould, Tarbox, & Coyne, 
2018) address the difficulties of parenting a child who has autism spectrum disorder. There are 
also several empirical articles, many of them RCTs, about parenting a child with chronic ill-
ness (e.g., Whittingham, Sanders, McKinlay, & Boyd, 2015). In addition, a handful of studies 
address the parent– child interaction while targeting issues such as parental posttraumatic stress 
disorder (PTSD; Lane, 2018), COVID (Szabo, Richling, Embry, Biglan, & Wilson, 2020), 
and youth chronic pain (Kemani, Kanstrup, Jordan, Caes, & Gauntlett- Gilbert, 2018).

As a reminder, all these larger factors are also theorized to be dynamic and to influence 
each other in multidirectional ways (Brofenbrenner, 1979). Although we have made a great 
start, we have a long way to go; for example, little investigation has been done on sibling 
influence or political climate. It is impossible to identify all the ways in which youth, or the 
system in which they function, is influenced in ever- changing fashion. Fortunately, ACT is 
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grounded in a specific type of contextualism— that of functional contextualism. This specific 
philosophy of science, like all contextualism, is about pragmatism (Pepper, 1942). The explicit 
goal of functional contextualism is to predict and influence human behavior with precision, 
scope, and depth. Therefore, the level of variable selection and manipulation that is chosen is 
designed to help move youth forward in their lives. Going back to the evidenced- based litera-
ture, we find, however, that broad influence appears to lead to big impact.

That is why we are embracing ACT as a systemic approach to youth treatment. A few 
studies of ACT with families have been done that are broader than parent– child dyads. 
Masuda and colleagues provided eight family sessions (minus a sibling) to help a family cope 
with the stresses of a member having sickle- cell disease (Masuda, Cohen, Wicksell, Kemani, 
& Johnson, 2011). While they met separately, Timko et al. (2015) provided ACT to all family 
members of a youth presenting with anorexia nervosa (Timko, Zucker, Rodriguez, & Merwin, 
2015). A recent dissertation on ACT (Bisetty, 2018) examined the influence of cultural factors 
on family treatment, truly exemplifying the systemic nature of the model.

Another area in which systemic emphasis has been high is within the recent incorpo-
ration of ACT into school systems by using the Connect PSHE Curriculum, for example 
(Gillard, Flaxman, & Hooper, 2018). Previous attempts have been made to integrate mind-
fulness and acceptance- based treatments into schools. One of these attempts has come from 
ACT developers (Ciarrochi, Atkins, Hayes, Sandra, & Parker, 2016). In the article in which 
they suggest using positive psychology, they state that the context must be relied upon heav-
ily, and they make six specific recommendations. And as Ciarrochi et al. themselves hint at in 
six steps (i.e., they write that the first five steps should also be applied to social groups as well 
as individuals), the recommendations should be applied not only to an individual youth but 
to each of the ecological system levels within which they function. While this may seem to 
be an overwhelming task to a functional contextual psychologist, the direction is simple: do 
whatever works!

Promoting Contextual Behavioral Science across Cultural Contexts
ACT, the poster child of CBS, originated from a Western cultural world view in the early 
1980s (Hayes, 1987). Since then, ACT has been shaped into diverse forms (e.g., individ-
ual psychotherapy, group therapy, bibliotherapy, e- therapy) and adapted for use in various 
applied and clinical settings for promoting health and well- being. For the past two decades, 
ACT and CBS also have been disseminated across the globe, including Africa, Asia, Central 
America, Oceania, and South America (Masuda, 2020). This global- level dissemination effort 
is prompted in part by a large body of evidence pointing to ACT and CBS as a unified frame-
work for promoting well- being and adaptive behavior change (Twohig, Levin, & Ong, 2020).

Which Regions in the World Represent the CBS?
To date, despite their global- level recognition, ACT and CBS have not been disseminated 
uniformly across all regions of the world. One index for explicating differential dissemination 
efforts across the globe is to count the number of ACT RCTs completed in a given geographic 
region during a given period of time. To do so, we have looked into ACT RCTs published in a 
peer- reviewed journal since 2018. To be included in this analysis, the entire manuscript had to 
be available in English. To make this analysis as parsimonious as possible, we simply reviewed 
the country where participants of these study were recruited (e.g., the United States, Iran, and 
Sweden) and then categorized the respective country into one of seven regional groups: Africa, 
the European Union plus the United Kingdom; North America; Central and South America; 
East, South, and Central Asia; West Asia (Middle East); and Oceania.
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Of 195 RCTs presented in the Association for Contextual Behavioral Science (ACBS) 
website (2021),5 the full texts of 145 RCT studies were available in English. Figure 32.1 is 
a visual presentation of the regions in the world map where the participants of ACT RCTs 
since 2018 were recruited. Seven circles on the map represent the seven regional groups, 
and the size of a circle visually reflects the number of published RCTs in that region (big-
ger circle for more published RCTs). As seen in Figure 32.1, 67 percent% of ACT RCTs 
published since 2018 were conducted in either EU plus UK (n =  56 studies) or North 
America (n =  41 studies). Somewhat surprisingly, West Asia (almost exclusively from Iran) 
produced 32 ACT RCTs, which has yielded approximately 22 percent of the total ACT 
RCTs published since 2018. As expected, a smaller number of ACT RCTs are conducted 
in Central and South America (n =  5), Oceania (n =  5), East, South, and Central Asia 
(n =  4), and Africa (n =  2). Again, this analysis has several limitations (e.g., relying almost 
exclusively on peer- reviewed English- language journals published in Western cultures; 
regional disparities in resources available to conduct an RCT). That being said, the present 
analysis sheds light on the current geographic trend within ACT research by providing 
an estimate of the extent to which different regions in the world are represented in CBS 
research.

What Can Be Done to Promote CBS Research in Underrepresented Regions?
Importantly, CBS is one among several approaches that contribute to health and well- 
being in the world. Thus, as discussed elsewhere (Masuda, 2020), because other relevant 
approaches are available, the utility of ACT may be limited in some geographical areas 
and potentially may sometimes even be inappropriate. This may also be the case for CBS, 
and so we want to highlight the importance of being aware of assumptions regarding the 
generalizability of CBS to different cultural and/ or geographical contexts that are not yet 
empirically validated.

Figure 32.1. The number of ACT randomized control trials (RCT) published since 2018 across different 
geographic regions in the world (n =  145). 
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Across the globe many culturally situated and sustainable practices have nurtured humans 
for thousands of years (e.g., Masuda & O’Donohue, 2017). From a larger CBS perspective, 
some of the underrepresented regions (Figure 32.1) may contain cultures with social con-
tingencies and infrastructures established to promote health and well- being (see Hayes & 
Toarmino, 1995, for a CBS account of cultural and individual levels of contingencies). For 
example, although Japan remains relatively underrepresented within CBS, various indices of 
health and well- being (e.g., average life expectancy, access to public health care system, rate of 
obesity and metabolic disease) may suggest that Japan has reasonably well- established infra-
structures for promoting health and well- being as well as cultural contingencies to do so. In 
cultural contexts such as Japan, it may be that CBS is most useful when augmenting extant 
infrastructures and cultural practices of health and well- being, rather than replacing or modi-
fying them. Conversely, however, in some contexts CBS can have a large impact on health 
and well- being by altering the common approach (White, Gregg, Batten, Hayes, & Kasujja, 
2017). For example, fruitful efforts of CBS as a commit and act approach were recently seen 
during the ebola crisis in Sierra Leone (Stewart et al., 2016).

Therefore, when analyzing the geographical distribution of CBS research, as illustrated in 
Figure 32.1, particularly the parts of the world where CBS is underrepresented, it is important 
to critically assess and evaluate factors that may explain this underrepresentation, and whether 
CBS can bring any additive benefits to these cultural and regional contexts without exploiting 
them unduly.

Does the CBS Model Need to Be Culturally Adapted?
Given its functional and contextual nature, when applied to diverse sociocultural contexts, 
the CBS model of behavior change does not need to be modified significantly at the basic- 
principle or philosophical level (Masuda, 2014b). Importantly, however, the specific methods 
(ACT) should always be applied in a contextually sensitive way, that is, adapted to a given 
individual(s) in particular sociocultural contexts (Masuda, 2020).

One area where CBS can be particularly relevant to these underrepresented regions is 
public health (see also the material regarding the application of CBS at a societal level). One 
common feature of many underrepresented regions in CBS is the lack of mental health lit-
eracy or mental health service literacy. This lack may, in part, be due to an absence of a clear 
mind– body dichotomy in their native cultures or to a difference in the language used to 
describe these phenomena. It is important to note that this may not necessarily imply that the 
significance of mental health/ behavioral health issues is overlooked, but rather it may reflect a 
different view on mental health/ behavioral health issues (e.g., holistically as part of “health,” 
“lifestyle,” and “socialization”).

Additionally, cultures of underrepresented regions seem to be more communal and col-
lectivistic than individualistic (Markus & Kitayama, 2010). As such, the framework of public 
health can be particularly suitable to people of these cultures. As discussed previously, the 
commit and act initiative is a salient example of how a CBS approach was successfully adapted 
for offsetting a series of public health crises in Sierra Leone. Furthermore, the importance of 
adapting CBS and other approaches concerning human behavior to optimize the effectiveness 
across different cultural contexts has been illustrated during the ongoing global challenge of 
the COVID- 19 pandemic.

What Kinds of Research Needs to Be Done?
The synthesis of knowledge and evidence regarding the cultural considerations of ACT and CBS 
is still in its infancy (Masuda, 2020). To date, the importance of effective cultural adaptation 
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of ACT has been investigated conceptually more so than empirically in the context of third- 
wave cognitive- behavioral therapies (Masuda, 2014a,b), treatment development (Hayes, 
Long, Levin, & Follette, 2013), and the inclusion of underrepresented groups in ACT research 
(Woidneck, Pratt, Gundy, Nelson, & Twohig, 2012). Similarly, ACT scholars have begun to 
examine the cross- cultural utility and validity of ACT and the psychological flexibility model 
(PFM) in various cultural contexts (e.g., see Masuda et al., this volume). Given its importance, 
we hope that the same level of careful investigation is done for the cultural adaption of ACT 
and CBS, as we have done for a wide variety of specific behavioral health issues (e.g., depres-
sion, anxiety, chronic pain).

Cultural considerations of ACT and CBS can be examined through two pathways of 
empirical verification. One pathway is through generalizability studies across all theoreti-
cal and applied aspects of ACT and CBS, using the empirical evidence from European and 
North American regions as a reference point. Although it would be reasonable to assume that 
ACT and CBS strategies are broadly applicable to a wide range of sociocultural contexts, 
universality assumptions are often not supported by data because of the sample-  and context- 
dependent nature of psychological model and applied methods (e.g., Hall, Yip, & Zárate, 
2016). Similarly, the field of diversity psychology has emphasized the importance of directly 
testing a given conceptual model or applied method of interest with the target sample of inter-
est (Cheng & Sue, 2014). These include ACT and other CBS- informed treatment interven-
tions in a given format of delivery (e.g., individual therapy, digital interventions) as well as 
various assessment methods.

Given the scarcity of research evaluating the generalizability of theoretical constructs 
and applied methods across cultural contexts, this pathway requires careful considerations 
of the psychometric properties of instruments developed and evaluated in one context and 
subsequently applied to a new and culturally distinct population. For example, studying psy-
chological inflexibility among chronic pain patients in Japan using instruments developed 
in, for example, Europe or the United States requires not only a proper translation but also 
psychometric examinations to ascertain the adequacy of the Japanese version of the instrument 
(Nagasawa et al., 2021).

Another pathway to accumulate evidence of functional and contextual accounts of cul-
tural adaption is to encourage researchers and clinicians to conduct a series of studies utiliz-
ing individual- level data. For example, studies using single- case experimental design (see the 
section on research methods) or simple clinical case studies can offer a detailed description of 
how, and in what context, a given intervention is provided with a client and how key variables 
of interest are identified and measured.

Finally, it has been historically challenging to include individuals from underrepre-
sented populations across the globe in ACT research. Relatedly, there are disproportionately 
smaller numbers of ACT researchers and clinicians from these underrepresented groups, 
resulting in slower progress in cultural considerations of ACT. While this inequity in rep-
resentation is generally paralleled in behavioral science research writ large (e.g., Henrich, 
Heine, & Norenzayan, 2010), leaders in ACT research call for greater conscientiousness 
from the community in filling these gaps in knowledge and, ultimately, service delivery 
(Hayes et al., 2013).

CBS at a Societal Level to Promote Public Health and Well- being
The ultimate benefit of our work could be stated as a significant increase in the prevalence of 
people living in nurturing environments. Such environments minimize physical and social 
conditions that threaten or harm people, richly reinforce all kinds of prosocial behavior, limit 
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opportunities and influences for harmful behavior, and promote psychological flexibility 
(Biglan, Johansson, Van Ryzin, & Embry, 2020).

CBS, broadly conceived, has made enormous progress in identifying treatment and 
prevention interventions that can increase the prevalence of nurturing environments. By 
“broadly conceived,” we mean all research that has studied how contexts affect well- being, 
not just research explicitly identified as contextual behavioral science. This point is impor-
tant for future efforts to expand the benefit of what we have learned about human well- 
being. In addition to developing a rich array of clinical interventions that affect all of the 
most common and costly psychological and behavioral problems, today we have access to a 
wide variety of interventions to prevent these problems (Biglan, 2015). At the same time, 
economists and public health specialists have pinpointed more macro conditions that affect 
well- being and policies that can ameliorate those conditions. These conditions include pov-
erty (Child Trends Databank, 2019), economic inequality (Wilkinson & Pickett, 2009), 
discrimination (Bailey et al., 2017), as well as the marketing of harmful substances such as 
tobacco (Biglan, 2020b), unhealthful food (Biglan, 2020a), guns (Biglan, 2020c), and alco-
hol (Pechmann, Biglan, Grube, & Cody, 2012). This body of evidence lays the foundation 
for expanding our work to affect well- being in entire populations. Based on a recent analyses 
of how we can scale up our impact (Biglan et al., 2020), following is a brief summary of 
what is yet needed.

Build a Coalition of All the Organizations Working to Improve Human Well- being
Elsewhere, the synthesis just summarized is labeled the Nurture Consilience (Biglan et al., 
2020). A consilience involves “the linking of facts and fact- based theory across disciplines to 
create a common groundwork of explanation” (Wilson, 2012). Although there may be a better 
term for it, it is vital that all of the disparate groups working on one or another aspect of well- 
being recognize how their work fits with the work of others in defining not only the conditions 
humans need to thrive, but the values, norms, programs, policies, and practices that will foster 
those conditions. It is on this basis that not only behavioral science organizations, but all of 
the organizations that are working to advance well- being, need to find ways to speak with one 
voice about what is needed.

One of the most important reasons for speaking with one voice is that much of the 
current malaise that exists in societies across the world is due to the well- organized, but 
not well- understood, advocacy for free market economics. Its impact on well- being in the 
United States is well documented (Mayer, 2016). The core belief of free market ideology 
is that individuals’ pursuit of their own economic well- being will necessarily benefit soci-
ety. This view is not only not supported by the evidence (Biglan, 2020), but it is directly 
contrary to the evidence that humans are most likely to thrive when they work together 
for common goals.

Much of the current efforts to promote well- being are not connected with other efforts. 
For example, work on preventing harmful marketing through regulation has some groups 
opposing the marketing of tobacco, others opposing the marketing of unhealthful food, and 
still others opposing the marketing of guns. This advocacy occurs in the context of the wide-
spread default assumption that government regulation is harmful. What is needed is advocacy 
for regulating any corporate practice that can be shown to harm a significant segment of the 
population. Imagine how much more powerful forces for nurturance would be if we had a 
network of organizations, all of which were supporting every effort to promote nurturing 
environments. Such a coalition would be more effective in assisting individual organizations 
in pursuing the improvements in well- being that they are working toward.
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Build a Public Health Monitoring System That Tracks All Aspects of Human Well- Being 
Down to the Community Level
In any effort to influence a behavior, ongoing measurement is required. This is true for efforts 
that may affect the incidence and prevalence of behaviors in populations and the prevalence of 
nurturing environments. Technology and measures are available to track virtually any aspect of 
well- being. In the United States, at the national and to a lesser extent at the state level, as well as 
in other countries, systems are in place for tracking important aspects of public health, such as the 
prevalence of tobacco use, the incidence of suicide, and many other aspects of human well- being. 
The COVID- 19 pandemic has shown us the importance of monitoring well- being in popula-
tions. However, if we are going to increase the prevalence of nurturance, every community will 
need at least annual data on the well- being of its residents. Such data will enable communities to 
motivate its members to adopt more effective policies and programs. Also, it will enable experi-
mental comparisons of different strategies for improving well- being. Finally, it will direct attention 
to conditions, such as poverty and discrimination, which contribute to multiple, interconnected 
problems. This is important because we tend to focus on individual problems, and we ignore 
the larger context influencing multiple problems. For example, many schools and communities 
have programs to prevent substance use, other programs to prevent delinquency, and still others 
to prevent depression and suicide. These programs tend to focus on ameliorating proximal influ-
ences on the problem. For example, a depression prevention program may teach skills for dealing 
with depressive thoughts and feelings. This program can be helpful, but depression along with 
substance use and delinquency are made more likely by poverty. Monitoring the co- occurrence of 
these problems could increase the attention to modifying contextual conditions such as poverty 
and discrimination that contribute to the entire range of problems.

Get Much Better at Scaling Up Our Impact
Embracing the goal of affecting population well- being can become the consequence that 
selects our practices. That is, to the extent that our communities and our public health and 
health care system are seeking to affect population well- being, they will retain practices that 
are affecting population well- being and abandon or modify those that are not affecting popu-
lation well- being. This is simply the application of evolutionary principles to the problem of 
public health. Another evolutionary principle that is relevant here is variation and selection. 
We should promote a wide variety of efforts to increase the reach of policies and programs 
that enhance well- being, assess their impact on population well- being, and retain those that 
are working. Of particular value will be technological developments (see the section on how 
technology can help us reach many more people).

Other things needed are strategies for getting entire health care systems to invest more in 
treatment and preventive interventions to affect substance use, depression, anxiety, antisocial 
behavior, and academic failure -  all of which contribute to premature death. A wide variety of 
tested and effective treatment and prevention programs have been established (Komro, Flay, 
Biglan, & Promise Neighborhoods Research Consortium, 2011), but, perhaps because these 
are psychological and behavioral rather than medical interventions, health care systems are not 
implementing them to the extent that they should, given their efficacy. To the extent that the 
effectiveness of a health care system is measured in terms of its impact on population health, it 
will be more likely to adopt such practices.

Get Much Better at Affecting Public Policy
A large proportion of the behavioral science community is working on strategies for influenc-
ing the behavior of individuals, families, and small groups. This work has been foundational 
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for much of the progress we have made. However, more efforts are needed at the population 
level. Public policy provides a way to affect the populations of individuals without the need for 
an individual change agent. Two types of policy are important for public health.

The first is policy that directly affects the behavior of individuals (Markowitz, Komro, 
Livingston, Lenhart, & Wagenaar, 2017a, 2017b). For example, increasing taxation on tobacco, 
alcohol, and unhealthful food can reduce the use of these substances and thereby prevent use 
and addiction (Biglan 2020). Similarly, a variety of policies have been shown to affect family 
economic well- being (National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, & Medicine, 2019).

The second type of policy consists of regulations that increase research and practices that 
affect entire populations. We need increased investment in treatment and prevention pro-
grams. We need policies that build the monitoring systems so that communities and the health 
care community are routinely reminded that their ultimate impact needs to be on population 
health. We need policies that require the use of evidence- based programs and policies. We need 
legislation that funds the research required to scale up our interventions.

What Members of the Contextual Behavioral Science Community Can Do
As a reader of this article, you are probably connected to the CBS community. Also, you are 
likely working on problems at the level of the individual (or group). Hopefully, after reading 
this section, you will understand the utility in addressing public health concerns at a societal 
level. If so, you can make a difference by joining us in efforts to (1) increase interdisciplinary 
work aimed at scaling up individual- focused interventions to reach a larger proportion of the 
population, (2) support ACBS and other behavioral science organizations advocating for public 
policies that advance population well- being, and (3) encourage the next generation of behav-
ioral scientists to work in communities and policymaking contexts to affect population health.

Concluding Remarks
In the past two decades, developments within the field of contextual behavioral science have 
been remarkable. During this same period of time, the world has undergone several major 
changes. Some processes were rather quick, such as digitalization, but others, such as global 
warming, are more gradual. But all have clear implications for the years to come. Foreseeing 
the future has always been important, providing clear advantages to those who excel in this 
complex task. The term megatrend is sometimes used to describe developments with great 
impact, commonly referring to events with the potential to represent a global threat but also 
contextual changes that may facilitate growth and equity. Right now, as the world is currently 
facing one of the most severe challenges of our time, trends, trajectories, and predictions of the 
future are discussed everywhere. And these discussions inform decisions in areas ranging from 
local businesses and child sport activities to regional health care strategies and international 
travel policies. The COVID- 19 pandemic has in a brutal way pointed at the importance of 
understanding behaviors in context (although this disease is caused by a virus, arguably the 
key ingredient of a pandemic is human behavior), and the necessity of collaborating across any 
form of border.

In this last article of this volume, experts in contextual behavioral science share their 
thoughts on future directions, pointing out challenges as well as opportunities. Our hope is to 
inspire and direct attention toward some of the key areas of further development: Continuous 
efforts to refine the theoretical framework is an exciting, yet challenging, endeavor, ideally 
undertaken in close collaboration with fellow researchers in related disciplines. New, and not 
so new, methods to understand a person in context, as well as the individual change processes, 
can generate a more precise description of how we can tailor interventions to meet specific 
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needs. Because much of our digital literacy is rapidly increasing, we are only in the beginning 
of an era when access to new technical resources will provide unprecedented opportunities 
to enhance behavioral health for individuals and societies, if used wisely. The recent years 
showed with clarity the importance of the social context for resilience in individuals as well 
as groups and societies, emphasizing the utility of a systems- oriented approach to complex 
clinical challenges. Scientific literature on CBS illustrates a strikingly uneven geographical dis-
tribution of research, and many questions regarding the applicability across different cultural 
contexts remain. The flexibility of the CBS approach makes it ideal to address public health, 
and although some problems require individual interventions, well- orchestrated efforts at a 
societal level are both needed and feasible.

In conclusion, reflecting on past achievements and current activities gives us a sense of 
optimism regarding the future. We are grateful to friends and colleagues around the world 
for all the hard work, and we hope for more and new collaborations adding to the growth 
and development of the field. A better world requires better research, treatments, educational 
programs, and public health policies. If we can be useful, please reach out— for collaboration, 
advice, or simply a chat. Making a difference takes a village.

Notes
 1. An early term used for the same process as defusion.
 2. Retrieved from https:// div12.org/ diagno ses/  in 2020.
 3. Retrieved from https:// effect ivec hild ther apy.org/ conce rns- sympt oms- disord ers in 2020.
 4. Results retrieved from https:// contex tual scie nce.org/ state_ of_ t he_ a ct_ e vide nce on December 13, 2020.
 5. https:// contex tual scie nce.org/ ACT_ R ando mize d_ Co ntro lled _ Tri als, November 12, 2020.
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 Creating Progress in Contextual 
Behavioral Science: Overcoming 
the Hurdles of the Past— Facing the 
Challenges of the Future

Neal Falletta- Cowden, Steven C. Hayes, and Michelle Forman

Abstract
Acceptance and commitment therapy (ACT) should be understood as a piece of  the 
larger puzzle being constructed by contextual behavioral science (CBS). The goal of  
this scientific endeavor is not only to reduce suffering but also to understand complex 
human behavior to the degree necessary for bringing about large- scale changes in the 
world and facing the existential crises that threaten us. To accomplish these goals, the 
CBS community must be directed toward conducting research that is process- based, 
multilevel, multidimensional, prosocial, and pragmatic. In 2021, the ACBS Task Force 
developed a list of  33 recommendations for the CBS community that will help orient 
the path forward for this corner of  science. This article addresses the hopes and dreams 
for behavioral science, the missteps taken along the way, and how the Task Force 
recommendations have numerous implications for the field of  CBS as it evolves.
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Walden Two and the Vision of Contextual Behavioral Science
The ultimate goal of work on acceptance and commitment therapy or training (ACT; Hayes, 
Strosahl, & Wilson, 2011) needs to be seen in the context of its underlying principles and 
assumptions, as this volume has done. ACT is part of contextual behavioral science (CBS; 
Zettle, Hayes, Barnes- Holmes, & Biglan, 2016) as even a naïve reader will now fully appreciate. 
CBS, in turn, needs to be seen as part of a longer historical tradition with unusually expansive 
goals to understand both where it comes from and where it is going. ACT can then be seen in 
context, as part of the scientific journey taken by many thousands of people.

That is the topic of this article.
The goals that behavioral scientists set for their field can be lofty. While this is by no means 

an aspiration exclusive to behavioral science, the relevance of human action to everything 
we are about or hope for means it is an especially powerful idea in this area of science and 
practice. Having expansive visions for careful scientific work has been a vein of thought in 
behavioral psychology for its entire history. This is clearly so, or perhaps especially so, within 
the functional contextual wing of behavior analysis.
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Even as a young academic, B. F. Skinner saw the field he helped develop out of his animal 
learning lab to be an essential step toward a science- led global salvation. Skinner brought 
this grand vision to life in his novel Walden Two (1948), which told the story of a skeptical 
professor visiting a behavioral scientist by the name of Frazier who had helped found a utopia 
built from the ground up using behavioral principles. This reimagined community was a place 
filled with art, education, and purpose for each individual. Skinner used Walden Two to paint 
a picture of what a society governed by behavioral principles could look like, complete with 
minute details such as teacups carried in a sling rather than a saucer (to prevent spillage) and 
radical visions such as workdays whose length was determined by results rather than set hours.

Skinner did not mean this vision as a declaration of accomplishment— it was an aspirational 
vision to be taken seriously. As if to underline its serious purpose, some features of his specific 
vision have survived to the present day, and not just in the form of communes that continue 
to exist based on its principles (Ardila, 2008). For example, centering the workday around 
results has been encouraged by industrial consultants such as William Abernathy (2009). And 
while it is true that for Skinner himself the optimism that guided his pen during much of his 
career faded during the latter years of his life as he argued that behavioral principles themselves 
explained why we are not acting to save the world (1987), the grand vision that characterized 
behavioral psychology never fully left him. In the modern era, that appears to be true in the 
hands of behavioral psychologists who believe that a deeper understanding of human language 
and cognition might give us a better toehold on the climb to a better human future (e.g., 
Dixon, Belisle, Rehfeldt, & Rung, 2018; Hayes, 2019a).

It is obvious that the need for a powerful and useful behavioral science is as great or greater 
than ever. Humans as a species simultaneously act in ways that harm the world they live in 
while also being aware of the fact that they are acting in these destructive ways. In his effort 
to explain how dilemmas such as this can exist, Skinner wrote that we are “being asked to do 
something about the future. But the future does not exist. It cannot act upon us; we cannot 
act upon it” (Skinner, 1987. p. 2).

Direct contingency principles operate by the principle of selection, which is very effective 
in preparing organisms for future environments that are similar to the current environment 
but less effective in preparing organisms for periods of rapid change. Operant conditioning 
allows organisms to learn new practices during their lifetime, but that process needs to be 
directed to adjust to important changes that are known to be coming. In Skinner’s conception 
of cultural practices, behavior is passed on to others through language without the need for 
direct experience, which allows humans to position themselves well in a shifting world through 
cultural evolution. Skinner asked, “Can we not design a way of life that will have a better 
chance of a future?” (Skinner, 1987, p. 8). But why would cultures do so? Here the analysis 
became less pointed and less clear, and the role of psychology per se faded into a sociological 
level of analysis.

In the three and one- half decades since Skinner spoke his final words on the matter, we are 
facing global crises in the form of climate change, economic disparities, immigration policies, 
racism, global pandemics, and the threat of nuclear war. Humans are growing more and more 
aware of the fact that the current trajectory of the world will lead to certain disaster, and yet 
drastic collective action to reverse this path remains elusive. Skinner had correctly identified 
the issue facing humanity when he wrote about of a lack of purpose, but the behavioral science 
and evolutionary principles available to him were too limited to picture how the problem 
could be solved at the psychological level as well as at the level of cultural practices.

We as behavioral scientists should ask ourselves whether the progress in our field over 
the last 30 years has brought us any closer to acting with purpose in areas such as this. In 
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the same vein as others (e.g., Dixon et al., 2018), this article argues that the rise of CBS and 
its applied technologies such as acceptance and commitment training (ACT) or prosocial 
(Atkins, Wilson, & Hayes, 2019) does indeed give behavioral science a foothold from which 
we can take steps toward fulfilling the responsive vision that Skinner felt was just out of reach.

CBS arose to solve a small set of problems that are reflected in what led to Skinner’s skep-
ticism at the end of his life. ACT is possible only because of the solutions that were reached. 
They have all been touched on in this volume, so after a brief review of them we will then 
turn to the future development of CBS research, including ACT, using as our touchstone a set 
of steps and strategies that have been formally developed by a multiyear consensus building 
process within ACBS and adopted by the Association as its plan for creating empirical progress 
(Hayes et al., 2021b). In each of the main areas, we will describe how ACT can fit into these 
strategies.

Missteps Taken in Behavioral Science
A first step in understanding how behavioral science has evolved to the point where it may 
be able to take on the challenges of the modern world is to examine the missteps that have 
been taken along the way to where we are now. These missteps included an overreliance on 
an inadequate account of human language and cognition, a failure to build allies within other 
scientific fields, an oversimplified understanding of the relationship between the environment 
and behavior, and a lack of attention to underlying theory.

Inadequate Theories of Language
Skinner’s Verbal Behavior (1957) laid out a series of concepts, principles, and forms of oper-
ant behavior that he developed in an attempt to piece together human language and cogni-
tion using operant conditioning as the binding agent. His conception of human language is 
immensely well known; at the time of this writing, it had been cited at least 13,000 times. It 
has led to multiple curriculums used by practitioners in the field of applied behavior analy-
sis and has proven quite effective in the early stages of intervention for children diagnosed 
with developmental disabilities who lack language (Esch, LaLonde, & Esch, 2010; Frost & 
Bondy, 2006).

Skinner understood very well that verbal language would be among the most difficult 
frontiers in the study of human behavior, and it is unlikely that he believed the theory he elab-
orated in 1957 to be the final word on this complex topic. Unfortunately, more than 50 years 
later Skinner’s theory has still not led to a robust empirical research program that rises to the 
challenge of human cognition across a wider range of verbal abilities; for a scientific field with 
an insistence on empirical validity, this does not bode well. Between 1984 and 2004, 80 per-
cent of the articles citing Verbal Behavior were nonempirical and just 1.4 percent were basic 
experimental articles (Dymond, O’Hora, Whelan, & O’Donovan, 2006). The vast majority of 
empirical studies on Skinner’s book targeted children with significant developmental disabili-
ties (Dixon, Small, & Rosales, 2007). The “verbal operants” that Skinner describes in his book 
are able to explain fairly rudimentary behaviors such as identifying objects in the environment 
and requesting items from others. However, more complex forms of verbal behavior such as 
the conversations that occur in a heated academic discussion felt out of reach.

One of the likely causes for the lack of research programs studying verbal behavior from 
the Skinnerian perspective is that distinguishing between verbal operants can sometimes 
depend on analyzing response form rather than function. This issue stems from a conceptual 
problem, namely, that Skinner’s definition of verbal behavior is behavior reinforced by the 
actions of a listener. For example, a request (or “mand”) from a speaker for a listener to open 
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a door is reinforced upon the listener’s behavior of opening a door. Thus, Skinner’s “definition 
turns not on the history of the organism of interest, but on the history of another organism” 
(Hayes, Barnes- Holmes, & Roche, 2001, p. 12). This conceptual problem is coupled with 
the problem of Skinner’s definition being too broad to ensure that complex verbal behavior 
is unique to humans. Skinner himself stated that the relationship between an experimenter 
and the rat they are training may constitute “a small but genuine verbal community” (1957, 
footnote 11, p. 108). What remained needed within behavioral science was a theory of lan-
guage and cognition that is still rooted in operant psychology, but with principles adequate for 
capturing the complexity and richness of human verbal behavior.

Failure to Build an Alliance with Evolutionary Science
Contextual behavioral science has its philosophical roots in functional contextualism, 
which is a refinement of radical behaviorism (Hayes, Sanford, & Chin, 2017). Both are 
radically pragmatic approaches that have sought to weave evolutionary theory into their 
assumptions to empower an understanding of human behavior (Biglan & Hayes, 1996). 
It is odd, then, that behavioral scientists have until recently been relatively unsuccessful 
in garnering the attention and interest of evolutionary scientists. As a result, this wing of 
behavioral science has not been able to create a proper role for itself in the life sciences 
more generally.

The cause for this disconnect seems to lie in an assumption made by leading evolutionary 
theorists, namely, that behaviorists believe that the behavior of an organism can be understood 
independently from its genes and biological makeup (Pinker, 2003). That has never been the 
case. It was fed in part by the search for learning principles that apply across tips of evolu-
tionary branches in behavioral psychology, as contrasted with a focus on differences between 
branches of the evolutionary tree in most evolutionary approaches. While these two view-
points could have been complementary, effective community building was limited from both 
sides. Evolutionary theory was dominated by gene- centric accounts, and behaviorists failed to 
make a convincing effort to form an in- depth understanding of the biological underpinnings 
of behavioral science. Skinner himself discussed how a research program tying learning prin-
ciples and genetic modification could work, but the project was never mounted (Hayes et al, 
2017). The lack of effective effort limited any alliance between these fields.

Lack of Concepts Needed to Address Behavior– Behavior Relations
The goal of science from a behavior- analytic perspective has been described as prediction and 
control, or influence. Behaviorists are driven by these goals (Hayes & Brownstein, 1986), 
which causes them to focus on the external environment in both their empirical and applied 
work because the determinants of an “act in context” within the analyst’s control reside there.

The problem arises when private events need to enter into the account. Private events are 
actions or environmental shifts that are not directly observable except by the individual. It is 
important not to appeal to behavioral “causes” because this puts analysis linked to prediction 
and influence beyond the analyst’s reach, leading easily to the problem of dualism— the belief 
that there is an immaterial plane in which a person’s “soul” or mind finds refuge and that deter-
mines human action. Behaviorism’s early proponents, such as John B. Watson (1925), claimed 
at times that private behaviors such as thoughts are not real in their own right because they 
cannot be measured by a separate observer. Skinner overturned that view on the grounds that 
any observation of an action, public or private, required a history needed to bring observations 
under control of events. That approach opened the doorway to issues having to do with how 
“behavior– behavior” relations (Hayes & Brownstein, 1986) might be addressed conceptually 
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and empirically. But until that area is fully explored, behavioral psychology cannot take full 
advantage of Skinner’s functional approach to the issue of privacy.

For example, when a person has the thought “I’d like an ice cream” and then gets in their 
car to go to the store, we may be tempted to say that the behavior of getting in the car was 
caused by the thought of ice cream. This is an incomplete account, however, as the contextual 
source of both the thought and the relation of the thought to getting into the car must still 
be specified.

The lack of clarity in this area allowed private events to be fully conflated with “men-
talism.” That in turn meant that any expansion beyond direct contingency analysis need-
lessly threatened the conceptual superstructure of a behavioral approach. Skinner’s approach 
to verbal events did not demand that these issues be addressed, and they were not by the 
behavior- analytic mainstream. In practice, this meant that sequences of psychologically rele-
vant actions— processes of change that involved the private experiences of people— were given 
short shrift. Ironically, this actually encouraged a mentalistic account in two ways. Having no 
alternative, applied behavioral workers often reverted to lay language when trying to address 
private events with their clients, and basic researchers appealed to processes to explain sym-
bolic events (e.g., “mediated generalization”— see Eilifsen & Arntzen, 2021) that sounded 
“behavioral” but were the very historical roots of traditional cognitive accounts.

Lack of Theory
A final problem faced by traditional behavior analysis is the lack of clarity about theory. It is 
not enough to be clear about principles, processes, and procedures. It is also critical to have 
models and theories that help summarize these features in coherent and useful intellectual and 
practical systems.

Ironically, the source of these problems was Skinner’s (1950) useful rejection of 
hypothetico- deductive theory and of theories conceived of as models of what cannot be 
manipulated (e.g., for a powerful and negative example of what was rejected, see Spence, 1944, 
p. 71). Skinner’s arguments were so powerful, and the title of his initial work in this area was 
so broad (“Are theories of learning necessary”) that for the rest of his career Skinner tried to 
undo the overgeneralization of that argument, even putting the word “theory” into the titles 
of his own books. Unfortunately, he was less clear about the kind of theory he was for, and to 
this day use of the term theory can cause hand wringing in behavioral circles.

Correcting Missteps and Moving Ahead
Contextual behavioral science is a modern face of functional contextual thinking. One could 
say that CBS is a modern form of behavior analysis and be done with it, but it’s no longer fully 
communicative to say it that way because behavior analysis itself has evolved to be a profession 
in its own right. In that form, it has generally narrowed its purview to developmental disabili-
ties and a few other key areas. In addition, many behavior analysts are actively opposed to CBS 
thinking in a range of areas. Thus, the situation is likely to remain as it is, with CBS researchers 
and practitioners increasingly viewing its development as a related but distinct approach to 
behavior analysis, with historical linkages and its own journey ahead.

We have reviewed this history in order to begin to put meat on the bones of CBS itself. 
Once these four missteps are corrected, the broad agenda we began with in this article can be 
given proper attention and due weight. That needs to be done in new ways, and yet at times in 
ways that reaffirm some of the features of the functional contextual behavioral tradition from 
William James forward. For example, the functional contextual behavioral tradition has long 
sought analyses that are “idiographic” in origin. The reason for this is largely philosophical: a 
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focus on actions in their historical and situational context cannot be readily applied to col-
lectives with different histories and in different circumstances. Despite that, throughout its 
history psychology has overemphasized the study of collectives, and its methods, analytic strat-
egies, and concepts are largely tied to that level of analysis. As CBS explores more fully how 
the functional contextual tradition can make a difference with these previous missteps solved, 
it can turn its full energy to the changes needed to make full use of idiographic data and con-
cepts, and yet to embed them in large N studies with a nomothetic purpose. That approach 
in turn informs how ACT and other CBS methods might be used to address critical problems 
the world is now facing.

Several of the articles in the present volume have discussed how human verbal com-
plexity can be addressed with relational frame theory (RFT; Hayes et al., 2001). RFT is an 
analytic- abstractive behavioral theory— it is not hypothetico- deductive. It consists entirely of 
(1) systematic and generally applicable analyses of important classes of behavioral observations 
(2) stated in terms of coherently related sets of behavioral principles, that (3) allow behavioral 
phenomena within that class to be predicted- and- influenced as a unified goal with greater 
precision, scope, and depth. No new behavioral principles are needed to understand RFT, 
although new principles do arise as an empirical result of relational operants because the trans-
formation of stimulus functions is itself a new phenomenon.

The environmentalism of RFT allows researchers and practitioners to address private 
events and the behavior– behavior relations established by relational operants without suc-
cumbing to mentalism. Consider the situation faced by a parent having the thought “I am a 
bad parent” while observing their child having a tantrum. In the normal social- verbal context, 
with its reason- giving, excessive push for coherence, and support of emotional avoidance, 
relational events of this kind can produce strong transformations of stimulus functions that 
evoke avoidance or impaired parenting practices. It is all too easy to respond by giving the 
child a candy to end the tantrum and reduce the aversiveness of the context (Coyne & Wilson, 
2004), thus increasing a behavior– behavior relation between a self- judgmental thought and 
overt action due to the immediate consequences, even if they are likely to be negative later. 
The use of “defusion” methods alters these contexts and thus weakens the transformation of 
stimulus functions and the linkage between thoughts and actions (Leech, Barnes- Holmes, & 
McEnteggart, 2017).

The key processes of change in ACT’s psychological flexibility model are contextually 
bound and are all analyzable as functionally important parts of overall causal sequences with-
out being viewed as causes in and of themselves. The result is that despite its development and 
validation in CBS, ACT now meets the requirements of traditional behavior- analytic methods 
as originally outlined by Baer, Wolf, and Risley (1968) in being applied, behavioral, analytic, 
effective, technological, conceptually systematic, and generative (Dixon, Hayes, Stanley, Law, 
& al-Nasser, 2020).

Earlier articles in this book have repeatedly demonstrated the effectiveness of ACT across 
an expansive range of topics. In the context of the extraordinary human challenges we face, 
it’s worth noting how much the evidentiary basis of CBS has evolved in recent times. Unlike 
previous behavior- analytic accounts of language and cognition, RFT has spurred a very large 
and increasing number of studies over the last 35 years, during which its empirical research 
program has developed (Hayes et al., 2021a). A recent literature review analyzing 521 studies 
of RFT between 2009 and 2016 found that over 55 percent were empirical and dealt with 
a vast range of topics (O’Connor, Farrell, Munnelly, & McHugh, 2017). On an annualized 
basis, the rate of RFT- based experimental studies increased from 2.5 per year in the 1991 and 
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2008 period (Dymond, May, Munnelly, & Hoon, 2010) to 41.1 per year between 2009 and 
2006, an increase of 1,665 percent.

The same kind of exponential grown has been seen in ACT. Well over 500 randomized 
controlled trials have been published since 1986 (as of late May 2021; see bit.ly/ ACTRCTs), 
but only a little more than a quarter of those studies occurred in the first 30 years following the 
first RCT. Nearly three quarters have been published in the 6 years since.

The reason this growth is so important is that it creates a context for adoption and test-
ing of CBS methods in the context of major crises being faced by the world. An example is 
the promulgation of ACT by the World Health Organization (WHO) to help with COVID- 
related distress (World Health Organization, 2020a), based on its proven usefulness with refu-
gees in Africa (Tol et al., 2020).

The Evolutionary Umbrella over CBS
One place that “moving ahead” can be easily seen as a fulfillment of the original vision of 
behavior analysis is in the area of evolutionary science. Skinner viewed behavioral science and 
evolutionary science as conceptually nested, and he stated that the “story” of human behavior 
would only be fully told through “the joint action of the science of genetics, behavior, and 
culture” (Skinner, 1988, p. 83). Exactly how to do this is a work in progress, but it has been 
made much easier by the rise of an extended evolutionary model (Wilson & Hayes, 2018).

Nesting any applied science in evolutionary science requires at least six core con-
cepts: “variation and retention of what is selected in context at the right dimension and 
level” (Hayes, Stanton, Sanford, Law, & Ta, 2020, p. 56). In CBS, efforts have been made 
to apply these concepts to the evolution of relational framing via multilevel evolution linked 
to human cooperation (Hayes & Sanford, 2014). In ACT, efforts have been made to view 
processes of change within an Extended Evolutionary Meta- Model (EEMM) that applies 
variation and selective retention in context to six psychological dimensions (affect, cognition, 
attention, self, motivation, and overt behavior) and two additional levels of analysis: the socio-
cultural and the biophysiological (Hayes et al, 2019, p. 9).

The EEMM can be readily understood as a more generally applicable form of the psycho-
logical flexibility model. Classic ACT inflexibility processes restrict healthy variation, reduce 
needed context sensitivity, alter useful forms of selection, and undermine retention of actions 
that lead to larger later gains.

For example, experiential avoidance refers to the repertoire- narrowing impact of private 
events that lead to various forms of needless escape and avoidance at the cost of function-
ally useful alternatives. Driven by context- insensitive short- term gains, this process under-
mines the ability to construct broad and flexible repertoires that lead to long- term reinforcers. 
Conversely, acceptance skills can be thought of as emotional flexibility skills, as private events 
can be experienced without attachment or avoidance. This allows these results of past history 
to occur and to inform the person about key features and motives of present context, thus 
increasing useful context sensitivity and reducing the needless and excessive impact of short- 
term reactions that do not necessarily foster long- term gains.

This same style of analysis can be applied to all of the inflexibility and flexibility processes 
(see Hayes, 2019a for such an attempt). For the account to be well rounded, however, other 
levels of analysis, such as the biophysiological and the sociocultural, also need to be considered.

The ties between applied psychology and genetics or epigenetics are a cutting- edge area of 
science. Environment and behavior alter how genetic factors influence behavior via epigenetic 
activation (Crespi, 2020). Training in evolutionary science is necessary to understand how 
evolution resulted in the learning principles and capacities that psychologists use to influence 
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behavior (Abed, Ayton, St. John- Smith, Swanepoel, & Tracy, 2019). CBS is well positioned 
to lead this charge, as much of the theoretical groundwork has already been laid to allow CBS 
to discuss how an evolutionary selectivist approach has implications for the study of human 
behavior, including but not limited to language and cognition (Hayes & Long, 2013).

CBS and evolutionary science can also be combined to help address the sociocultural level 
of analysis. An example is Prosocial, an applied method of influencing the functioning of small 
groups based on the combination of psychological flexibility and Elinor Ostrom’s core design 
principles (CDPs; Atkins et al., 2019). Like psychological flexibility itself, Ostrom’s CDPs can 
be readily viewed through the lens of evolutionary theory (Wilson, Ostrom, & Cox, 2013), 
which is part of why they can so easily be combined. Evolutionary theory provides the consil-
ience needed to take that important step.

Ostrom’s work identified a series of principles that appeared to surface across organized 
groups she studied who were managing common pool resources. Her work paved the road 
for further research on how some human groups have avoided the so- called Tragedy of the 
Commons (Ostrom, 1990). Out of her analyses, eight core design principles were derived, 
which were present in the groups she studied that successfully manage common pool resources. 
These principles were a shared group identity, inclusive decision making, equitable distribu-
tion of benefits and costs, monitoring of member behavior, sanctions upon those who behaved 
poorly, quick and fair conflict resolution, the ability to self- govern, and a nesting of the group 
within a larger community of groups. As the goal of CBS is not only to predict human behav-
ior (and by extension the behavior of humans in groups) but also to influence it, Prosocial as 
a joint effort between EvoSci and CBS has produced a method of influencing small groups 
that uses the psychological flexibility model to understand how individuals within a group 
may respond to a sociocultural context. Prosocial thus serves as an example of how CBS can 
cooperate with other scientific fields and stay true to its idiographic roots, while developing 
concepts that are applicable at the group level.

To summarize this article so far, CBS is part of a pragmatic functional contextual tradi-
tion. The CBS journey has been based on an analysis of the missteps that occurred in the 
history of behavior analysis and a careful attempt to remediate them so as to carry the field 
forward toward in meeting its original mission, namely, creating a behavioral science that is 
more adequate to the human condition.

Relational frame theory has bridged the gap in understanding complex human language 
as the result of a learned pattern of derived relational responding. In addition, ACT has pro-
duced a large amount of empirically supported research for beneficial behavior change through 
increased psychological flexibility, but much more remains to be done. By building on the 
foundation laid for CBS as a form of evolutionary science, CBS seems ready to proceed in 
advancing the mission of functional contextual behavioral thinking.

Here we turn to the future, but instead of merely stating and defending our preferences, 
we are in the extraordinary position of being able to describe the results and explore the 
implications of a multiyear process of consideration by some of the leading researchers and 
practitioners in all of CBS.

Introduction to the Task Force on the Strategies and Tactics 
of CBS Research
In the fall of 2018, the Association for Contextual Behavioral Science (ACBS) created the Task 
Force on the Strategies and Tactics of Contextual Behavioral Science Research (hereinafter 
Task Force) to construct a progressive research strategy for contextual behavioral research. 
Task Force members were appointed by then ACBS president Louise Hayes, in consultation 
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with an author of the present article (SCH), who was appointed chair of the Task Force. 
Over the next two and a half years, the Task Force put together a series of recommendations 
that they thought, going forward, would ensure that the field had a clear strategy and set of 
tactics, with the end goal of overcoming the challenges behavioral science has encountered in 
the past. The Task Force settled upon five different features of CBS research which should be 
emphasized: namely, it should be multilevel, process- based, multidimensional, prosocial, and 
pragmatic. A total of 33 recommendations, several in each of these five areas, were promul-
gated to the community in late April 2021 in the form of the Report of the ACBS Task Force on 
the Strategies and Tactics of Contextual Behavioral Science Research (Hayes, 2021).

The recommendations regarding what should become central to CBS research is meant 
to be a key step in developing a comprehensive and cohesive science. Contextual behavioral 
science can be defined as follows:

Contextual Behavioral Science (CBS) is a principle- focused, communitarian strategy of reticulated 
scientific and practical development. Grounded in contextualistic philosophical assumptions, and 
nested within multidimensional, multi- level evolution science as a contextual view of life, it seeks 
the development of basic and applied scientific concepts and methods that are useful in predicting- 
and- influencing the contextually embedded actions of whole organisms, individually and in groups, 
with precision, scope, and depth; and extends that approach into knowledge development itself so 
as to create a behavioral science more adequate to the challenges of the human condition.
(Hayes, Barnes- Holmes, & Wilson, 2012, p. 2)

Let us begin breaking down this hefty definition by pointing out that CBS maintains a 
strategy of reticulated scientific as well as practical development. This means that as researchers 
within universities or other research institutions produce research that leads to the identifica-
tion of potential principles of behavior or learning, practitioners in the field then apply this 
knowledge to determine fidelity in less contrived environments. The feedback that these prac-
titioners provide to researchers then leads to the next round of studies, and the process repeats 
itself. This is one of the most important features of CBS because it ensures that the methods 
used by those providing needed services to the public in the domain of behavioral health are 
empirically validated and based on universal principles of behavior.

Another important element of the definition of CBS is the philosophical grounding in 
contextualistic assumptions. This issue will be discussed in more detail later in this article; for 
now we may simply define the philosophical underpinning of CBS as functional contextualism, 
which is a pragmatic perspective that takes the Act in Context to be the only “capital T” Truth 
to be analyzed and understood. Continuing through the definition of CBS, we come to the 
purpose of CBS, which is to aid in the prediction- and- influence of the behavior of organisms, 
while taking into account the entire context in which that behavior occurred. In other words, 
we must understand the contexts in which organisms behave in certain ways so that we can 
predict this behavior into the future and ideally influence it to be more adaptive for the indi-
vidual and their communities at large. Precision, scope, and depth are also terms used within 
CBS that require some definition. Precision means that out of a range of principles and find-
ings within the field of CBS, a select few of these principles must apply to a given case. Scope 
means that one must be able to take one such principle and apply it across a series of cases to 
ensure that our principles are sufficiently applicable to various individuals. And finally, depth 
means that the concepts delineated in CBS do not contradict the scientific findings of other 
respectable fields of science. We must be able to take our principles and ensure that they fit 
what we know about other domains of science such as evolutionary theory.
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The Task Force report was created to keep CBS true to its purpose and to help guide future 
research toward studies that will ensure that CBS can have the highest impact possible. CBS 
intends to break free of the “norms” that have developed within behavioral science such as the 
focus on syndromal categories rather than functional relationships between an individual and 
their environment. These elements of the “status quo” within behavioral science can threaten 
the ability of researchers in CBS to ensure that their work aligns with the previous definition of 
the field. The Task Force’s recommendations, as discussed in the following section, have many 
implications for these research lines.

Incorporating the Task Force Recommendations
ACT, RFT, and CBS are helping to change the role of behavioral science in the world. For 
CBS to reach its full potential, we need to understand ACT and RFT more as squares in the 
quilt of science than as a final answer to anything. Implementing the recommendations of 
the Task Force would mark a major step toward fulfilling that role. Each of the Task Force 
recommendations will be discussed here in the context of the issues and concepts discussed so 
far and the range of topics considered in this volume. In working to incorporate these recom-
mendations, we not only change the role of behavioral science, but also work together to build 
a better future.

The Task Force agreed that CBS had at least five critical features. Concrete recommenda-
tions were then offered in each of these five areas.

Characteristic One: Contextual Behavioral Science Is a Multilevel Approach
The Task Force argued that CBS is a multilevel approach. That is, knowledge in the life sci-
ences needs to be seen at multiple levels of organization, without reductionism or expansion-
ism. Biophysiological, psychological, and sociocultural factors all impact human behavior, and 
to be used effectively, knowledge at any one level often needs to be appreciated in the context 
of other levels of organization. Thus, our analysis must also be multilevel. These recommenda-
tions are as follows:

• Recommendation 1: CBS research should examine relevant variables across levels of 
analysis, facilitated by more cross- disciplinary research, and with the explicit aim of 
coherence across levels of analysis within a broad evolutionary science framework.

• Recommendation 2: CBS research needs more basic experimental research into sources 
of behavioral influence across levels of analysis.

• Recommendation 3: CBS research needs middle- level terms to be examined for their 
utility in different contexts and for them to be increasingly specified and tested in basic 
analytic terms that allow for identification of multilevel influences on behavior.

• Recommendation 4: CBS research needs to carefully measure multilevel factors that 
for ethical or practical reasons cannot be manipulated.

• Recommendation 5: CBS research needs to emphasize more longitudinal measure-
ment that situates a psychological event in a behavioral stream and the context in 
which that stream occurs.

• Recommendation 6: CBS research needs to focus on analyses with depth that encour-
age the identification of principles and processes that can scale hierarchically across 
complex multilevel systems.

It will not be lost on the reader that the very first recommendation of the Task Force is a 
call for more cross- disciplinary research. Behavioral science is not an island of its own, so to 
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speak. The field is instead nested within a much broader context that includes physiological, 
neurological, genetic, and epigenetic underpinnings— all of which can be said to be nested 
within the complex individuals we research and seek to understand. Going back to the EEMM 
and the six levels of analysis discussed previously, we can think of this problem as one of 
variation and selection. Enhanced understanding through following this recommendation will 
assist the field in avoiding issues such as reductionism while moving forward in a progressive 
and cooperative way with other fields of scientific research. Behavioral science research also 
tends to lean heavily on randomized controlled trials and case studies as its chosen avenue of 
application. As the Task Force has noted, increases in longitudinal research are recommended. 
It is important that we generate an understanding of each level of our chosen analysis in order 
to allow us to move from basic theory to applied methodologies, while also respecting each 
level (including physiological and biological processes). CBS research needs to work to con-
sider when midlevel terms require technically precise analyses for given research and practice 
purposes— and when they do not.

As these recommendations apply to ACT specifically, they point to many important areas 
of research and practice that are underdeveloped. How does ACT impact epigenetic and neu-
robiological substrates? How can psychological flexibility processes extend to couples, small 
groups, or cultural processes? How do psychological flexibility processes interact with context 
and behavior over time? Are there cultural processes that interact with the psychological flex-
ibility model? Answering questions such as these would vitalize CBS research in general and 
ACT research in particular.

Characteristic Two: Contextual Behavioral Science Is a Process- Based Approach
The Task Force viewed CBS as a process- based approach to science and practice, meaning that 
rather than seek syndromal or other normative and categorical explanations for behavior, the 
focus of CBS is to discover “processes of behavioral change that allow psychological events to 
be predicted and influenced” and to do so in a way that helps analysts reach “desired analytic, 
prosocial, and practical goals” (Hayes et al., 2021b, p. 16). One such set of processes are 
basic behavioral processes, such as reinforcement, stimulus generalization, or derived relational 
responding. Another set of processes are evolutionary processes, such as epigenetics in the form 
of various gene expressions or phenotypical development. Therapeutic processes involve largely 
middle- level terms such as acceptance, defusion, or values, which are helpful for the identifica-
tion of functional relationships in therapeutic practice but still require basic and evolutionary 
accounts to be fully understood. The recommendations of the Task Force in this area urge the 
CBS community to further explore processes of change at various levels of analysis, ranging 
from basic behavioral research to therapeutic kernels that can be used to influence processes 
at each level of analysis, from the biophysiological to the cultural. These recommendations are 
as follows:

• Recommendation 7: CBS research needs basic and applied behavioral research to iden-
tify processes of change.

• Recommendation 8: CBS research needs to identify and conceptualize intervention 
“kernels” using a range of basic, applied, experimental analog, and inductive research 
methods.

• Recommendation 9: CBS research needs more behavioral and biophysiological mea-
sures of processes of change.
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• Recommendation 10: CBS researchers need to conduct RCTs in a way that fosters 
idiographic analyses of process of change.

• Recommendation 11: CBS research acknowledges the need for adaptive clinical 
research methods to rigorously test treatment components.

• Recommendation 12: CBS research needs more idiographic and longitudinal, dynamic 
network- based research, especially in conjunction with high temporal density behav-
ioral and biophysiological measures.

• Recommendation 13: CBS research needs more focus on the empirical evaluation of 
interventions and intervention components, or kernels based on the degree to which 
they move processes of change.

• Recommendation 14: CBS research needs to develop alternatives to traditional psy-
chometrics as quality standards for measures that are idiographically useful; sensitive to 
context; appropriate for repeated, frequent measurement; and that emphasize observ-
able behavioral and biophysiological changes in addition to self- report.

• Recommendation 15: CBS research needs to integrate research findings into underly-
ing models of applied work.

• Recommendation 16: CBS research needs to study processes of change in different 
contexts to facilitate generalization or adaptation of principles and interventions and 
to examine their ability to scale across levels of analysis.

The implications for CBS if these recommendations are followed are that, in terms of pre-
diction and influence of behavioral change, CBS can remain at the cutting edge as biological, 
evolutionary, and psychological science progresses. One of the major setbacks within psychol-
ogy was the development of the DSM (Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders) 
model, which biomedicalized human functioning in ways that override the role of the history 
and circumstances of the individual’s behavior. This syndromal focus led to the stigmatization 
of common human experiences such as grief over the loss of a loved one, and furthermore 
stigmatized marginalized populations such as those whose sexual orientations fell outside of 
“normal” cultural assumptions (Drescher, 2015). A closer look at the history of diagnoses and 
syndromes reveals that efforts to define what is psychologically “abnormal” in any given era 
hinges upon the cultural context and societal structures of the time. For example, in a time 
when slavery was the “norm,” diagnoses such as drapetomania were formed to identify slaves 
who supposedly had a biological predisposition that caused them to continually attempt to 
run away from slaveowners (Schwartz, 1998). As Schwartz (1998) puts it, researchers of the 
time “considered slavery as a given and therefore looked to problems in the slaves as to why 
they would run away” (p. 357). Although this example may seem extreme, diagnoses within 
the DSM have repeatedly been cast out of the manual due to cultural shifts and public outcry, 
such as the Stonewall riots of the 1969, which signaled a cultural shift that eventually resulted 
in homosexuality being dropped from the DSM in 1973 (Drescher, 2015).

The focus on diagnoses of syndromes has resulted in a continual game of cat and mouse in 
which boards of psychologists determine what clusters of behaviors appear to fall outside of the 
normative range and researchers attempt to discover therapies that target each specific diagno-
sis. The underlying assumption of this game is that there is a “normal” set of human behaviors 
and dispositions, and psychology is in some sense the science of understanding and treating 
the abnormal, or as the American Psychiatric Association defines it, “to understand and treat 
mental, emotional, physical, and social dysfunction” (VandenBos, 2007). While the APA’s 
definition also includes the notion that the science of psychology seeks to understand and 
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enhance behavior across settings such as school, sports, or the workplace, these efforts in the 
field of psychology tend to be overshadowed by the dominating cultural influence of the DSM.

Although ACT has been shown to be effective in reducing stigma toward those with 
psychological disorders, much remains to be done in this area (Masuda et al., 2007). In the 
United States, the influence of syndromal thinking is felt particularly strongly because of the 
direct- to- consumer (DTC) marketing strategies that pharmaceutical companies use to pro-
mote self- diagnosis. In the first 6 months of 2009, DTC marketing expenditures reached $2.9 
billion (Ebeling, 2011), and given the onslaught of pharmaceutical ads encouraging individu-
als to examine their own experiences in light of specific DSM criteria, it is no wonder that 
between 2015 and 2018, 13.2 percent of U.S. adults had used antidepressants in the last 
30 days (Brody & Gu, 2020). What we need in the field of psychology is not an updated 
version of the DSM, but a shift in how behavioral science approaches the goal of behavioral 
change and how to produce adaptive behavioral outcomes in the individuals we serve.

A process- based approach avoids the pitfalls of a syndromal focus by developing and 
refining a set of empirically validated processes at the behavioral, evolutionary, and thera-
peutic levels. While the processes identified across these levels of analysis will of course be 
products of the time during which they were developed, the focus will not be on attaching 
a diagnosis to individuals whose behavior falls outside of the normative range but rather on 
identifying how processes at any given level may have led to maladaptive behavioral out-
comes that can be positively influenced through kernels of intervention. The Task Force’s 
recommendations encourage rigorous idiographic research into processes of change at the 
behavioral and biophysiological levels, with the goal of developing kernels of interven-
tion that influence processes of change. If these recommendations are implemented, CBS 
research will lead to alternatives to traditional psychometrics that are contextually sensitive 
and reliable across time, such that the effect of changes at the process level can be measured 
in terms of observable behavioral and biophysiological outcomes. The focus on processes 
of change across every level (suborganismic; whole organism; small group) also allows for 
a program of study to evolve over time as CBS and EvoSci develop more refined tools of 
analysis.

The plan of study and research in ACT envisioned in this part of the document is bold. 
Consider the list of central organizing ideas in a traditional research study that are put on the 
chopping block: syndromes, protocols, excessive use of self- report, traditional randomized 
controlled trials, psychometrics, and pre- / post- follow- up measurement. In its place are new 
forms of high- density, longitudinal measurement focused on the individual, linked to models 
of change processes linked in turn to intervention kernels. ACT research has all of these fea-
tures to some small degree, but this is the agenda we are just beginning.

Characteristic Three: Contextual Behavioral Science Is a Multidimensional Approach
Behavioral science was defined as an essence of evolutionary science through Skinner’s account 
that behavioral principles would be better served, in part, as the science of selection by conse-
quences (Skinner, 1981). While this was a heavy lift at the time, current evolutionary science 
can be incorporated and understood within the lens of behavioral science through the use of 
current multilevel and multidimensional concepts. We know that selection occurs at more 
than just one level of organization. It is multilevel, as discussed previously.

It is also multidimensional in that variation and selection operate on different streams 
of events within a given level of organization in different ways. At the biophysiological level, 
selection may operate differently on genes and epigenes; at the psychological level, variation 
and selection in symbolic behavior may need to be analyzed differently than overt behavior, or 
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emotional responses differently than sense of self. For example, relational framing may have 
evolved in part through the impact of perspective- taking on human cooperation (Hayes & 
Sanford, 2015). That statement is multilevel (involving both the psychological and sociocul-
tural level) and also multidimensional (perspective- taking and relational framing are different 
contingency streams, but they are both at the psychological level).

The Task Force recommendations for a multidimensional behavioral science include the 
following:

• Recommendation 17: CBS research needs to track change in a multidimensional way, 
using functional- analytic concepts with precision and good fit to the underlying ana-
lytic purposes of a particular research study.

• Recommendation 18: CBS research needs to assess the extent to which each identified 
dimension can be functionally measured, using multiple methods, and in a way that 
fosters successful functional analysis.

• Recommendation 19: CBS research needs to address how different dimensions can be 
measured in ways that are valid at the individual level.

• Recommendation 20: CBS research needs to assess the extent to which intervention 
outcomes are due to various change dimensions at the idiographic level.

• Recommendation 21: CBS research needs to assess the extent to which different 
dimensions link to and influence each other.

• Recommendation 22: CBS research needs a more transdisciplinary approach.

An easy way to consider the relevance of a multidimensional approach to ACT is to rec-
ognize that psychological flexibility is traditionally divided into six different areas defined by 
particular dimensions of psychological experience: affect, cognition, attention, sense of self, 
motivation, and overt behavior. Thus, each of the recommendations applies to the ways that 
psychological flexibility is understood and researched. Recommendations 17– 19 suggest that 
the particular dimensions of psychological flexibility (affect, cognition, motivation, and so 
on) be considered and measured in multiple ways idiographically. Recommendations 20– 22 
suggest that these various dimensions be examined in an interactive way and then linked to 
outcomes, while recognizing that this will take a more transdisciplinary approach given the 
current barriers to cooperation among cognitive scientists, emotion scientists, and so on.

Characteristic Four: Contextual Behavioral Science Is Prosocial in Its Purpose
A pragmatic approach to science derives its truth criteria from functionality. Characteristic 
four suggests that CBS researchers should hold themselves accountable to the overall prosocial 
purpose of their own research. This is part of what is meant by the CBS goal of “creating a 
behavioral science more worthy of the challenge of the human condition”— the creation of a 
science that is accountable for its impact on psychological, social, and physical well- being. It 
also recognizes that the principles and concepts derived within RFT and ACT can be extended 
into the sociocultural level.

In line with the opening focus of the present article, the recommendations that flow 
from this characteristic suggest that psychological researchers keep their eyes on the overall 
social good that research can do for critical problems identified within the culture, such as 
systemic racism, violence, climate change, authoritarianism, lack of caring toward immigrants, 
and so on. An example is the relationship of deictic framing (a particular relational oper-
ant) within RFT research to perspective- taking and empathy toward other individuals (Davis, 
Krafft, Hicks, & Levin, 2021; Vilardaga, 2009). Basic RFT research has also shown how the 
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transformation of stimulus function as a basic behavioral process can lead to the stigmatiza-
tion of obesity and social categorization more broadly (Weinstein, Wilson, Drake, & Kellum, 
2008). Larger cultural questions, such as how prejudice may form following acts of terror-
ism, have also been topics of study within the CBS and RFT community (Dixon, Dymond, 
Rehfeldt, Roche, & Zlomke, 2003).

Contextual behavioral science cannot turn a blind eye to the issues facing the world at 
large because addressing these issues is a goal of the analysis. These issues will not solve them-
selves, and indeed issues such as climate change appear to be continually worsening. A self- 
consciously pragmatic field cannot follow the pathway that other scientific efforts have taken 
in the past and remain in the ivory tower while the needs of the world are ignored. Contextual 
behavioral science takes the prediction and influence of behavior to be its goal, and each of the 
global issues named above maintains its momentum through perpetuation at the individual 
level, whether this be in the form of individuals continuing to purchase plastic water bottles 
they have no intention of recycling or changing the news channel when facing yet another 
instance of police brutality.

The following recommendations are provided to direct behavioral science in a more pro-
social direction, so that the CBS community may account for, understand, and intervene in 
these large- scale cultural and systemic issues.

• Recommendation 23: CBS research needs to be explicit about its prosocial purpose 
and to seek scientific knowledge that fosters social justice.

• Recommendation 24: CBS research needs to address diversity issues (gender; language; 
race, ethnicity; sexual orientation and identity, etc.) in treatment and process of change 
research.

• Recommendation 25: CBS research needs to focus on conditions that promote human 
cooperation.

• Recommendation 26: CBS needs more research on variables that influence social net-
works for prosocial purposes.

• Recommendation 27: CBS research needs to be considered within an extended evo-
lutionary science framework for the purpose of fostering greater scientific consilience. 
At the same time, CBS researchers need to encourage an expansion of evolutionary 
and cultural science research beyond observation and description to include studies of 
influence and change.

Recommendations 23 and 24 encourage the CBS community to become explicit in their 
goal of facing these issues through an empirical lens and building an understanding of not only 
the behavioral processes which underlie social problems, but also which processes of change 
are the most important to target through intervention. This may require scaling up the unit of 
analysis from the individual’s behavior in a given present and historical context to the analysis 
of small groups operating in societal and cultural contexts.

One such effort discussed earlier is Prosocial, which represents an opportunity for CBS 
to work together with EvoSci to develop an understanding of key processes of change that 
appear important at the group level (Atkins et al., 2019). In the example of Prosocial, these 
are the Core Design Principles. However, other social processes may be operating at the group 
level which require analysis and explanation grounded in a coherent account of language and 
cognition, namely, RFT.

CBS is in a position to successfully develop interventions at the group level that are 
sensitive to the effects such interventions may have on individuals within the group. The 
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empirical foundation that is built by studying individuals must be understood in light of 
how processes controlling individual behavior are affected by group- level intervention. Only 
through the interplay between these two levels of analysis will human cooperation be better 
understood. The recommendations explicitly ask for further research on variables influencing 
social networks that are to be analyzed for prosocial purposes. The implications for behavioral 
science more generally, should these recommendations be followed, are expansive in that 
CBS will have something empirically valid and valuable to say at levels of analysis that have 
previously belonged to the field of sociology or anthropology. The dreams of behavioral sci-
ence have always been loftier than the behavior of the individual, and CBS research bolstered 
by an extended evolutionary approach to studying prosocial behavior can make these dreams 
a reality.

ACT work in CBS is noteworthy for the degree to which it has touched upon all of these 
issues, so it should be noted that ACT research is not starting from a standstill. As was men-
tioned earlier, ACT has been successfully tested by the WHO to alleviate the distress of dis-
placed refugees in Africa. Two more trials recently completed with a range of displaced persons 
show that ACT also prevents the development of mental disorders in communities impacted 
by adversity such as wars, terrorism, or natural disasters (Purgato et al., 2019; White et al., 
2021). No other method of what the WHO calls “scalable psychological interventions” can 
yet make that claim, and full- scale promulgation of ACT by the WHO should soon follow.

A similar story can be told in ACT for domestic violence in which significant reductions 
of violence by perpetrators (Zarling, Lawrence, & Marchman, 2015) have now led to statewide 
implementation of ACT for perpetrators in Iowa (Zarling, Bannon, & Berta, 2019). Results of 
ACT interventions for reducing prejudice (Kenny & Bizumic, 2016) or for ameliorating self- 
stigma (Lillis & Hayes, 2007; Potts, Krafft, & Levin, 2020) are also positive. Thus, while basic 
research within a CBS on systemic social problems such as racism, violence, or climate change 
is limited (Davis et al., 2021), and much more needs to be done in this area (Matsuda, Garcia, 
Catagnus, & Brandt, 2020), ACT is making notable progress. That progress seems destined to 
continue if the recommendations of the Task Force in this area are followed.

Characteristic Five: Contextual Behavioral Science Is a Pragmatic Approach
The final recommendation category is that of pragmatism. CBS research is not about truth 
with a capital “T”; rather, it is about making a difference. Research on abstract principles 
disconnected from making a practical difference will never move the field in a “Walden Two” 
direction. What is required here is an approach that looks at the four areas discussed thus far, 
keeping practicality in mind. The CBS Task Force understood that to do so, we should develop 
tools and methods that are “useful, available, easy to use, and inexpensive” (Hayes et al, 2021, 
p. 42). The following recommendations are meant to ensure that behavioral science is prag-
matic in its approach:

• Recommendation 28: CBS research needs to develop practical research and interven-
tion tools, focused on functionally important processes of change, meaningful inter-
vention goals, and user- friendly methodological and statistical approaches that meet its 
underlying assumptions.

• Recommendation 29: CBS research needs more cross- cultural focus and greater atten-
tion to biases or assumptions that may influence the research that is conducted and the 
explication of its implications.

• Recommendation 30: CBS research needs to maximize the external validity of research 
by including key stakeholders in the research enterprise.
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• Recommendation 31: CBS research needs to focus on how best to train CBS research-
ers and practitioners.

• Recommendation 32: CBS research needs to help ensure the promulgation and use of 
research that meets human needs.

Criticisms of ACT and RFT sometimes point to the lack of clarity with regard to concepts 
within the basic theory. Assumed processes of change with the psychological flexibility model 
such as “acceptance” and “values” are often defined functionally, though their definitions often 
stop short of being fully explained through basic behavioral processes. This problem is as much 
about the basic account as it is about the applied account (Gross & Fox, 2009). One reason 
why the issue of midlevel constructs has not stopped their use is a pragmatic one: namely, 
empirical evidence for successful mediation of outcomes through demonstrable changes in 
these midlevel constructs solidifies the value of these constructs despite lacking a full technical 
understanding (Rector, 2013). In other words, ACT research has been able to make prog-
ress on the goal of identifying functionally relevant change processes that lead to meaningful 
interventions despite using midlevel constructs. Furthermore, the use of midlevel terms has 
aided in the development of empirically validated interventions that can be easily passed on 
to practitioners learning to implement ACT techniques and target processes of change. The 
further study of these processes of change and what basic behavioral processes may be related 
to midlevel constructs is still a required next step in the research arc of CBS, but research and 
applied practice in the field of CBS should not cease while these definitions are being formed.

That is in the spirit of Recommendation 28. Yes, more research is needed, but it also 
requires user- friendly methodological and statistical approaches, as well as practical research 
and intervention tools.

Recommendation 29 zeroes in on an important issue that has come to light more fully 
in current societal mediums and that has become the issue of cross- cultural focus and bias. 
Implications of race and bias have seen increased scrutiny in some areas, such as in the medical 
fields. For example, one article reported on how members of minority groups tended to report 
poorer health than did members of racial or ethnic majority groups; the thoughts and feelings 
related to minority versus majority groups could play a role in those health care disparities 
(Penner et al., 2013). It is up to the CBS community to identify these areas where our science 
can provide not only an explanation of how these disparities form, but also how behavioral 
science can be used to influence change to alleviate these disparities.

It would be detrimental to the future of behavioral science to concern itself only with 
issues of less complex overt behavior or to resist answering the call to action in other areas of 
need. As such, CBS must maintain close contact with stakeholders to ensure that behavioral 
science is able to provide answers to the questions that those we serve may be asking. This 
seems simple, but Recommendations 30 and 31 represent a shift in thinking in which the CBS 
community holds itself accountable not only to the community that practitioners within the 
field serve, but also to the students who will be future practitioners and who must be given 
an opportunity to critically examine the state of behavioral science and influence change as 
necessary. This means doctoral programs that produce highly trained scientist practitioners 
and efforts to serve the community and that not only provide grant funding for students but 
also address the specific needs of the societal moment and context. Finally, Recommendation 
32 asks that CBS researchers be as committed to the promulgation of knowledge as to its 
development.
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Conclusion
ACT is not very important when viewed merely as a set of intervention techniques. It is better 
thought of functionally, as a dynamic and evolving set of intervention kernels that are con-
sciously linked to an underlying functional contextual model. Stated another way, an “ACT 
method” is any method that is consciously designed and ultimately empirically shown to 
modify psychological flexibility processes. The psychological flexibility model in turn is based 
on an analytic abstractive theory of language and cognition, RFT, as influenced by behavioral 
principles and evolutionary science principles more generally. This model, in turn, is based on 
functional contextual philosophical assumptions and on empirical findings throughout the 
history of functional contextual behavioral science.

Understood that way, ACT is part of the unified fabric of an entire approach to behavioral 
science. It is evolving and changing as the data come in. ACT is not controlled by any person 
or any set of persons. The development of ACT is driven not only by the data but also by the 
philosophical assumptions, values, and goals of the community itself. In the beginning of this 
article, we described how CBS was formed in part based on an attempt to help the behavioral 
tradition address a small set of key obstacles. These obstacles appear to have been largely over-
come. The challenge now is how to address the future.

When the five characteristics of CBS research are considered and linked to ACT, it is clear 
that ACT itself needs to be thought of as consciously multilevel, process- oriented, multidi-
mensional, prosocial, and pragmatic. Clarity about its characteristic features is all the more 
important in this new era of success in which ACT is listed as a treatment for chronic pain 
in adolescents by the WHO (2020b) or is recommended for tinnitus and chronic pain by 
the United Kingdom’s National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) guidelines 
(Carville, Constanti, Kosky, Stannard, & Wilkinson, 2021). ACT, RFT, and CBS are no lon-
ger on the outside looking in. It is essential for the field that the CBS community not rest on 
its laurels and instead take the bold steps needed to continue to ensure that it remains empiri-
cally validated, practically focused, grounded in evolutionary theory, and able to be applied to 
challenges of the human condition at both the individual and global level.

The Task Force’s final recommendation anticipated the possibility of entropy. This recom-
mendation is not part of the five characteristic areas, but rather is in a category of its own. It 
states that:

the CBS community should foster the recommendations of the ACBS Task Force on the Strategies 
and Tactics of Contextual Behavioral Science Research in their laboratories, classrooms, scientific 
reports, and applied agencies. ACBS should foster these recommendations in association policy, 
association conferences and committees, and in association publications such as the Journal of 
Contextual Behavioral Science. In due time, the CBS community should revisit, review, and refresh 
these recommendations as part of an ongoing process of attempting to create a behavioral science 
more worthy of the challenge of the human condition.

(pp. 47– 48)

Contextual behavioral science is ready to assume the role of a leading force within behav-
ioral science at large. The recommendations proposed by the Task Force demonstrate that CBS 
is not a field characterized by any particular concept or process, but rather is a corner of behav-
ioral science characterized by the functional outcomes it seeks to bring about. As such, it is a 
science unafraid of change and is especially unafraid of being critical of the theories and thera-
peutic interventions developed under its auspices. One of the greatest assets of ACT and the 
psychological flexibility model is its “focus on variation and selective retention in context at 
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the right dimension and level,” which can ensure that the model will adapt and evolve as CBS 
progresses in the direction laid out in these recommendations (Hayes, 2019b, p. 227). CBS as 
a behavioral system is primed for evolution as the empirical groundwork that has already been 
done in ACT, and RFT continues to narrow in on processes of change that allow us to better 
predict and influence behavioral and biophysiological outcomes across multiple levels and 
dimensions, and in turn create a world in which humans can thrive instead of merely survive.
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